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ROBERT W. SERVICE
The Canadian Kipling of whose books, "The Songs of a Sourdough" and

" Ballads of a Cheechako," over 100.000 copies have been sold

The Canadian Serial Rights on

SERVICE'S FIRST NOVEL

THE TRAIL OF '98
Have been secured for

BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE
From an almost obscure bank-clerk in a remote corner of Canada, Robert W. Service

sprang into the favor of thousands of Canadians and readers all over the world, as
the author of 'The Songs of a Sourdough," and later, of '•Ballads of a Cheechako."
This young painter of the colors of the Yukon had to pay to have his first book
brought out. but since then one hundred thousand copies of his poems alone have been
sold in Canada.

Now—he has ventured into the field of novel-writing. Dropping the limitations of the poet
for the time being, he tells of one of the romances of the rush to the Yukon in '98
With a free, bold pen. yet with all the skill of the poet he unfolds his story. He
tells it as though he had his readers gathered around him at the club or asthough they were with him in the office—"after hours."

It is not a problem novel. It has nothing to do with abstruse speculations. In its
virility It seems primarily a man's book yet it cannot fail but interest the womanwho likes to hear of strong brave men and fair women in a rugged land.

Those whose fancy was stirred by Service's poetry will find him in this novel still the
poet. Those who have not read his poems yet will look for them after reading the
serial. These coming winter nights, beside a fire-or the radiator, the Busyman's
reader will have a wonderful source of refreshing entertainment.
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The Trail of '98

A Vivid Tale of the Yukon Gold Rush

By Robert W. Service

Author of "The Songs of a Sourdough" and "Ballads of a Cheechako.

(Registered in accordance with the Copyright Act by Robert W. Service.

Canadian serial rights owned by The MacLean Publishing Company.)

BOOK 1

THE ROAD 10 ANYWHERE ..;;'"'

This is the laiv ofthe Yukon, and e-uer she makes it plain ; " i'

" Send not yourJoolish andfeeble ^ send meyour strong andyout'yaiie.

Strong for the red rage of battle ; sane,Jor I harry them sore
; „'"/

Send me men girtfor the combat, men ivho are grit to the core
; ,,

.'

^

Snvift as the panther in triumph, fierce as the bear in defeat, '''.••,

Sired of a bulldog parent, steeled in thejurnace heat.

Send me the best ofyour breeding, lend meyour chosen ones
;

'"'

Them 'voill I take to my bosom, them -will I call my sons

;

Them ivill I gild avith my treasure, them avill I glut ujith my meat;

But the others—the misfiti, the failures—/ trample under my feet.
"

—" Songs ofa Sourdough.

T
PRELUDE.

HE north wind is keening over-

head. It minds me of the howl of

a wolf-dog under the Arctic

stars. Sitting alone by the glow of

the great peat fire I can hear it high

up in the braeside firs. It is the voice,

inexorably scornful, of the Great

White Land.

Oh, I hate it, I hate it! Why can-

not a man be allowed to forget? It is

near ten years since I joined the Eager

Army. I have travelled: I have been

a pilgrim to the shrines of beauty ; I

have pursued the phantom of happi-

ness even to the ends of the earth.

Still it is always the same—I cannot

forget.

Why should a man be ever shadow-

ed by the vampire wing of his past?

Have I not a right to be happy?

Money, estate, name, are mine, all

that means an open sesame to the

magic door. Others go in, but I

beat against its flinty portals with
19
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hand's that bleed. No! I have no

right to be happy. The ways of the

world are open; the banquet of life is

spread ; the wonder-workers plan

their pageants of beauty and joy, and

yet there is no praise in my heart. I

have seen, I have tasted, I have tired.

Ashes and dust and bitterness are all

my gain, I will try no more. It is the

shadow of the vampire wing.

So I sit in the glow of the great

peat fire, tired and sad beyond belief.

Thank God! at least I am home.

Everything is so little changed. The
fire ligh:s the oak-panelled hall; the

crossed claymores gleam ; the eyes in

the mounted deer-heads shine glass-

ily; rugs of fur cover the polished

floor; all is comfort, home and the

haunting atmosphere of my boyhood.

Sometimes I fancy it has been a

dream, the Great White Silence, the

lure of the gold^-spell, the delirium of

the struggle; a dream, and I will

awake to hear Garry calling me to

shoot over the moor, to see dear little

mother ^vith her meek sensitive mouth,
;in'€L;h^r\cheeks as delicately tinted as

the leaves qf«.a briar rose. But no

!

The hall is *s^nt. Mother has gone
to her long re^. Garry sleeps under
the snow. SilfeWce everywhere ; I am
alone, alone. /•..*

So I sit in.^te big, oak-carved chair

.of.wy foi6fi.tIiers, before the great
peat fire, -a' peak-faced drooping figure

of a man with hair untimely grey. My
crutch lies on the floor by my side.

My old nurse comes up quietly to

look at the fire. Her rosy, wrinkled
face smiles cheerfully, but I can see
the anxiety in her blue eyes. She is

afraid for me. Maybe the doctor has
told her

—

something.

No doubt my days are numbered, so

I am minded to tell of it all: of the

Big Stampede, of the Treasure Trail,

of the Gold-born City ; of those who
followed the gold-lure into the Great

White Land, of the evil that befell

ihcm, of Garry and of Berna. Per-

haps it will comfort me to tell of these

things. To-morrow I will begin ; to-

night, leave me to my memories.

Berna! I spoke of her last. She
rises before me now with her spirit-

pale face and her great troubleful grey

eyes, a little tragic figure, ineffably

pitiful. Where are you now, little

one? I have searched the w'orld for

you. I have scanned a million faces.

Day and night have I sought, always

hoping, always baffled, for, God help

me, dear, I love you. Among that

mad lusting horde, you were so weak,

so helpless, yet so hungry for love.

With the aid of my crutch I unlatch

one of the long windows, and step out

onto the terrace. From the cavernous

dark the snowflakes sting my face.

Yet as I stand there, once more I have
a sense of another land, of imperious

vastitudes, of a silent empire, unfath-

omably lonely.

Ghosts ! They are all around me.
The darkness teams with them, Garry,

my brother, among them. Then they

all fade and give way to one face. . .

Berna, I Jove you ahvays. Out of

the night I cry to you, Berna, the cry

of a broken heart. Is it your little

pitiful ghost that conies dozvn to met
Oh, I am zi'oiting, waiting. Here will

I wait, Berna, till ive meet once more.
For meet we zvill, beyond the mists,

beyond the dreaming, at last, dear

love, at last.

THE ROAD TO ANYWHERE
Can you recall., dear comrade., nvhen nue tramped God's land together,

Andiue sang the old, old Earth-Song, for ouryouth nxias 'very siveet;

When -ive drank andfought and lusted, as ive mocked at tie and tether.

Along the road to Anywhere, the njoide ivorld at our feet.

Along the road to Anyivhere, ivhen each day had its story;

When time luasyet our ^vassal, and life'sjest xvas still unstale;

When peace unfathomedfilled our hearts as, bathed in amber glory,

Along the road to Any-ivhere -we ivatched the sunsets pale.
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Alas! the road to Anyivhere is pitfailed ivith disaster;

There 's hunger, ivant, and n.veariness, yet O --we loved it so I

As on i-ve tramped exultantly, and no man ix-as our master,

And no man guessed avhat dreams -were ours, as STvinging heel and toe,

IVe tramped the road to Anyivhere, the magic road to Anyivhere,

The tragic road to Anywhere such dear, dim years ago.

— '

' Songs of a Sourdough.

CHAPTER L

As far back as I can remember I

have faithfully followed the banner of

Romance. It has given colour to my
life, made me a dreamer of dreams, a

I)layer of parts. As a boy, roaming
alone the wild heather hills, I have

heard the glad shouts of the football

players on the green, yet never ettled

to join them. Mine was the richer,

rare joy. Still can I see myself in

those days, a little shy-mannered lad

in kilts, bareheaded to the hill breezes,

with healthnbright cheeks, and a soul

happed up in dreams.

And, indeed, I lived in an enchanted

land, a land of griffins and kelpies, of

princesses and gleaming knights.

From each black tarn I looked to see

a scaly reptile rise, from every fear-

some cave a corby emerge. There
were green spaces among the heather

where the fairies danced, and every

scaur and linn had its own familiar

spirit. I peopled the good green

wood with the wild creatures of my
thought, nymph and faun, naiad and
dryad, and would have been in nowise
surprised to meet in the leafy coolness

the great god Pan himself.

It was at night, however, that my
dreams were most compelling. I

strove against the tyranny of sleep.

Lying in my small bed, I revelled in

delectable imaginings. Night after

night I fought battles, devised page-

ants, partitioned empires. I gloried

in details. My rugged war-lords

were very real to me, and my adven-

tures sounded many periods of his-

tory. I was a solitary caveman with

an axe of stone; I was a Roman
soldier of fortune ; I was a Highland
outlaw of the Rebellion. Always I

fought for a lost cause, and always

my sympathies were with the rebel.

I feasted with Robin Hood on the

King's venison; I fared forth with
Dick Turpin on the gibbet-haunted
heath; I followed Morgan, the Buc-
caneer, into strange and exotic lands
of trial and treasure. It was a wond-
erful gift of visioning that was mine
in those days.

It was the bird-like flight of the

pure child-mind to whom the unreal

is yet the real.

Then, suddenly, I arrived at a

second phase of my mental growth in

which fancy usurped the place of im-
agination. The modern equivalents

of Romance attracted me, and, with
my increasing grasp of reality, my
gift of vision faded. As I had hither-

to dreamed of knight-errants, of cors-

airs and of outlaws, I now dreamed of

cowboys, of gold-seekers, of beach-

.
combers. Fancy painted scenes in

which I, too, should play a rousing

part. I read avidly all I could find

dealing with the Far West, and ever

my wistful gaze roved over the grey

sea. The spirit of Romance beaconed
to me. I, too, would adventure in the

stranger lands, and face their perils

and brave their dangers. The joy of

the thought exulted in my veins, and
scarce could I bide the day when the

roads of chance and change would be

open to my feet.

It is strange that in all these years

I confided in none. Garry, who was
my brother and my dearest friend,

would have laughed at me in that

affectionate way of his. You would
never have taken us for brothers. We
were so different in temperament and
appearance that we were almost the

reverse of each other. He was the

handsomest boy I have ever seen,

frank, fair-skinned and winning,

while I was dark, dour and none too
21
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well favoured. He was the best run-

ner and swimmer in the parish, and

the idol of the village lads. 1 cared

nothing for games and would be

found somewhere among the heather

hills, always by my lone self and near-

ly always with a story book in my
pocket. He was clever, practical and

ambitious, excelling in all his studies

;

whereas, except in those which appeal-

ed to my imagination, I w'as a dullard

and a dreamer.

Yet we loved each other as few-

brothers do. Oh, how I admired

him ! He was my ideal, and too often

the hero of my romances. Garry

would have laughed at my hero-

worship; he was so matter-of-fact,

effective and practical. Yet he under-

stood me, my Celtic ideality, and that

shy reserve w'hich is the armour of

a sensitive soul. Garry in his fine,

clever way knew me and shielded me
and cheered me. He was so buoyant

and charming he heartened you like

Spring sunshine, and braced you like

a morning wind on the mountain top.

Yes, not excepting Mother, Garry
knew me better than any one has ever

done, and I loved him for it. It seems

overfond to say this, but he did not

have a fault: tenderness, humour, en-

thusiasm, sympathy and the beauty of

a young god, all that was manfully

endearing was expressed in this

brother of mine.

So we grew to manhood there in

that West Highland country,, and
surely our lives were pivre and simple

and sweet. I had never been further

from home than the little market town
where we sold our sheep. Mother
managed the estate till Garry was old

enough, when he took hold with a

vigour and grasp that delighted every
one. I think our little Mother stood
rather in awe of my keen, capable,

energetic brother. There was in her
a certain dreamy wistful idealism that

made her beautiful in my eyes, and to

look on she was as fair as any picture.

Specially do I remember the delicate

colouring of her face and her eyes,

blue like deep corn-flowers. She w-as

not overstrong, and took much com-
22

fort from religion. Her lips, whicii

were fine and sensitive, had a particu-

larly sweet expression, and I wish to

record of her that never once did I see

her cross, always sweet, gentle, smil-

ing.

So our home was an ideal one;

Garry, tall, fair and winsome; myself,

dark, dreamy, reticent ; and between

us, linking all three in a perfect bond

of love and sympathy, our gentle,

delicate Mother.

CHAPTER II.

So in serenity and sunshine the days

of my youth went past. I still main-

tained my character as a drone and

a dreamer. I used my time tramping

the moorland with a gun, whipping

the foamy pools of the burn for trout,

or reading voraciously in the library.

Mostly I read books of travel, and es-

pecially did I relish the literature of

Vagabondia. I had come under the

spell of Stevenson. His name spelled

Romance to me, and my fancy etched

him in his lonely exile. Forthright I

determined I too would seek these ul-

timate islands, and from that moment
I was a changed being. I nursed the

thought with joyous enthusiasm. 1

would be a frontiersman, a trail-

breaker, a treasure-seeker. The vir-

gin prairies called to me ; the susurrus

of the giant pines echoed in my heart

;

but most of all, I felt the spell of those

gentle islands where care is a stranger,

and all is sunshine, song and the glow-
ing bloom of eternal summer.

About this time Mother must have
worried a good deal over my future.

Garry was now the young Laird, and
I was but an idler, a burden on the

estate. At last I told her I wanted to

go abroad, and then it seemed as if a

great difficulty was solved. We re-

membered of a cousin who was sheep-
ranching in the Saskatchewan valley

and had done well. It was arranged
that I should join him as a pupil, then,

when I had learned enough, buy a
place of my own. It may be imagined
that while I apparently acquiesced in
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this arrangement, I had already deter-

mined that as soon as I reached the

new land I would take my destiny in-

to my own hands.

I will never forget the damp journ-

ey to Glasgow and the misty landscape

viewed through the streaming window
pane of a railway carriage. I was in

a wondrous state of elation. When
we reached the great smoky city I was
lost in amazement not unmixed with

fear. Never had I imagined such

crowds, such houses, such hurry. The
three of us, Mother, Garry and I,

wandered and wondered for three

days. Folks gazed at us curiously,

sometimes admiringly, for our cheeks

were bright with Highland health, and

our eyes candid as the June skies.

Garry in particular, tall, fair and
handsome, seemed to call forth glanc-

es of interest wherever he went. Then
as the hour of my departure drew
near a shadow fell on us.

I will not dwell on our leave-taking.

If I broke down in unmanly grief, it

must be remembered I had never be-

fore been from home. I was but a lad,

and these two were all in all to me.

Mother gave up trying to be brave,

and mingled her tears with mine.

Garry alone contrived to make some
show of cheerfulness. Alas ! all my
elation had gone. In its place was a

sense of guilt, of desertion, of uncon-

querable gloom. I had an inkling

then of the tragedy of motherhood,

the tender love that would hold, yet

cannot, the world-call and the ruth-

less, estranging years, all the memor-
ies of clinging love given only to be

taken away.

"Don't cry, sweetheart Mother," I

said; 'T'll be back again in three

years."

"Mind you do, my boy, mind you
do."

She looked at me woefully sad, and
I had a queer, heart-rending prevision

I would never see her more. Garry
was supporting her, and she seemed
to have suddenly grown very frail.

He was pale and quiet, but I could see

he was vastlv moved.

"Athol," said he, "if ever you need

me just send for me. I'll come no

matter how long or how hard the

way."
I can see them to this day standing

there in the drenching rain, Garry fine

and manly, Mother small and droop-

ing. I can see her with her delicate

rose colour, her eyes like wood violets

drowned in tears, her tender, sensitive

lips quivering with emotion.

"Good-bye, laddie, good-bye."

I forced myself away, and stumbled

on board. When I looked back again

they were gone, but through the gre}-

shadows there seemed to come back

to me a cry of heartache and irremed-

iable loss.

"Good-bye, good-bye."

CHAPTER III.

It was on a day of early Autumn
when I stood knee-deep m the heather

of Glengyle, and looked wistfully over

the grey sea. 'Twas but a month later

when, homeless and friendless, I stood

on the beach by the Cliiif House of

San Francisco, and gazed over the

fretful waters of another ocean. Such
is the romance of destiny.

Consigned, so to speak, to my cous-

in, the sheep-raiser of the Saskatche-

wan, I found myself setting foot on

the strange land with but little heart

for my new vocation. My mind,

cramful of book notions, craved for

the larger life. I was valiantly mad
for adventure ; to fare forth hap
hazardly ; to come upon naked dang-

er ; to feel the bludgeonings of mis-

chance ; to tramp, to starve, to sleep

under the stars. It was the callow

boy-idea perpetuated in the man, and
it was to lead me a sorry dance. But
I could not overbear it. Strong in me
was the spirit of the gypsy. The joy

of youth and health was brawling in

my veins. A few thistledown years,

said I, would not matter. And there

was Stevenson and his glamorous
islands winning me on.

So it came about I stood solitary on

the beach by the seal rocks, with a
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thousand memories confusing in my
head. There was the long train ride

with its strange pictures: the crude

farms, the glooming forests, the

gleaming lakes that would drown my
whole country, the aching plains, the

mountains that rip-sawed the sky, the

fcar-made-etcrnal of the desert. Last-

ly, a sudden, sunlit paradise, Cali-

fornia.

I had lived through a week of

wizardry such as I had never dreamed

of, and here was I at the very throne

of Western empire. And what a place

it was, and what a people—with the

imperious mood of the West softened

by the spell of the Orient and mellow-

ed by the glamour of Old Spain. San
Francisco! A score of tongues

clamoured in her streets and in her

byeways, a score of races lurked aus-

terely. She suckled at her breast the

children of the old grey nations and

gave them ot her spirit, that swift

purposeful spirit so proud of past

achievement and so convinced of glor-

ious destiny.

I marvelled at the rush of afifairs

and the zest of amusement. Every
one seemed to be making money easily

and spending it eagerly. Every one

was happy, sanguine, strenuous. At
night Market Street was a dazzling

alley of light, where stalwart men and
handsome women jostled in and out

of the glittering restaurants. Yet
amid this eager passionate life I felt a

dreary sense of outsideness. At times

my heart fairly ached with loneliness,

and I wandered the pathways of the

park, or sat forlornly in Portsmouth
Square as remote from it all as a

gazer on his mountain top beneath the

stars.

I became a dreamer of the water
front, for the notion of the South Seas
was ever in my head. I loafed in the

sunshine, sitting on the pier-edge,

with eyes fixed on the lazy shipping.

These were care-free, irresponsible

days, and not. I am now convinced,

entirely misspent. I came to know
the worthies of the wharfside. and
plunged into an under-world of fas-

cinating rcpellcncy. Crimpdom eyed
24

and tempted me, 'but it was always

with whales or seals, and never with

pearls or copra. I rubbed shoulders

with eager necessity, scrambled for

free lunches in frowsy barrooms, and

amid the scum and debris of the

waterside found much food for sober

thought. Yet at times I blamed my-
self for thus misusing my days, and

memories of Glengyle and Mother
and Garry loomed up with reproach-

ful vividness.

I was, too, a seeker of curious ex-

perience, and this was to prove my un-

doing. The night-side of the city was
unveiled to me. With the assurance

of innocence I wandered everywhere.

I penetrated the warrens of under-

ground Chinatown, w'ondering why
white women lived there, and why
they hid at sight of me. Alone I poked
my way into the opium joints and the

gambling dens. Once I stumbled on
an alley of the unsexed. Men, flushed

and gloating, were streaming up and
down it. for its shame was screened

from the public street. Nearly 200
windows were there, and in each

were the wares displayed as alluringly

as might be. I wondered what my
grim, covenating ancestors would have
made of it. I never thought to have
seen the like, and with my high-flown

notions it was like a shock to me. God
knows I have seen enough since to

make me callous to such things.

My nocturnal explorations came to

a sudden end. One foggy midnight,

coming up Pacific Street with its glut

of saloons, I was clouted shrewdly
from behind and dropped most neatly

in the gutter. When I came to, very
sick and dizzy in a side alley, I found
I had been robbed of my pockefbook
with nearly all my money therein.

Fortunately I had left my watch in the

hotel safe, and by selling it was not en-

tirely destitute ; but the situation

forced me from my citadel of pleas-

ant dreams, and confronted me with
the grimmer realties of life.

I became a habitue of the ten-cent

restaurant. T was amazed to find how
excellent a meal I could have for ten

cents. Oh for the uncaptious appetite
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of these haphazard days ! With some
thirty odd dollars standing between
me and starvation, it was obvious I

must become a hewer of wood and a

drawer of water, and to this end I

haunted the employment offices. They
were bare, sordid rooms, crowded by

men who chewed, swapped stories,

yawned and studied the blackboards

where the day's wants were set forth.

Only driven to labor by dire necessi-

ty, their lives. I found, held three

phases—looking for work, working,
spending the proceeds. They were
the Great Unskilled, face to face with

the necessary evil of toil.

One morning, on seeking my favor-

ite labor bureau, I found an unusual

flutter among the bench-warners. A
big contractor wanted fifty men im-

mediately. No experience was re-

quired, and the wages were to be two
dollars a day. With a number of

others I pressed forward, was inter-

viewed and accepted. The same day
we were marched in a body to the

railway depot, and herded into a

fourth-class car.

Where we were going I knew not

;

of what we were going to do I had no
inkling. I only knew we were south-

bound, and at long last I might fairly

consider myself to be the shuttlecock

of fortune.

CHAPTER IV.

I left San Francisco blanketed in

grey fog and besomed by a roaring

wind ; when I opened my eyes I was
in a land of spacious sky and broad,

clean sunshine. Orange groves rushed
to welcome us ; orchards of almond
and olive twinkled joyfully in the

limpid air; tall, gaunt and ragged, the

scaly eucalyptus fluttered at us a

morning greeting, while snowy houses,

wallowing in greenery, flashed a smile

at us as we rumbled past. It seemed
like a land of promise, of song and
sunshine, and silent and apart I sat to

admire and to enjoy.

"Looks pretty swell, don't it?"

I will call him the Prodigal. He
was about my own age, thin, but sun-

browned and healthy. His ha-ir was
darkly red and silky, his teeth white

and even as young corn. His eyes

twinkled with a humorsome light, but

his face was shrewd, alert and ag-

gressive.

"Yes," I said soberly, for I have al-

ways been backward with strangers.

"Pretty good line. The banana belt.

Old Sol working overtime. Blossom
and fruit cavorting on the same tree.

Eternal summer. Land of the Man-
ana, the festive frijole, the never-

chilly Chili. Ever been here before?"

"No."

"Neither have I. Glad I came, even

if it's to do the horny-handed son of

toil stunt. Got the makings?"

"No, I'm sorry; I don't smoke."

"All right, guess I got enough."

He pulled forth a limp sack of

powdery tobacco, and spilled some
grains into a brown cigarette paper,

twisting it deftly and bending over the

ends. Then he smoked with such en-

joyment that I envied him.

"Where are we going, have you any
idea?" I asked.

"Search me," he said, inhaling

deeply ; "the guy in charge isn't exact-

ly a free information bureau. When
it comes to peddling the bull con he's

there, but when you try to pry ofif a

few slabs of cold hard fact it's his

Sunday orf."

"But," I persisted, "have you no
idea?"

"Well, one thing you can bank on,

they'll work the Judas out of us. The
gentle grafter nestles in our midst.

This here's a cinch game and we are

the fall guys. The contractors are a

bum outfit. They'll squeeze us at

every turn. There was two plunks to

the employment man ; they got half.

Tv/enty for railway fare; they come
in on that. Stop at certain hotels : a

rake-ofT there. Stage fare: more
graft. Five dollars a week for board

:

costs them two fifty, and they will be

stomach robbers at that. Then they

will ring in twice as many men as they

need, and lay us oflf half the time, so
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that we just about even up on uur

board bill. Oh. I am onto their curves,

all right."

"Then," I said, "if you know so

much why did you come with us?''

"Well, if I know so much you just

bet I know some more. I'll go one

better. You watch my smoke."

He talked on with a wonderful vivid

maimer ami an outpouring knowledge
of life, so that I was hugely interested.

Yet ever and anon an allusion of taste

would betray him, so that at no time

did I fail to see that his roughness was
only a veneer. .\s it turned out he

was better educated by far than I, a

Yale boy taking a post-graduate

course in the University of Hard
Luck.

My reserve once thawed, I told him
much of my simple life. He listened,

intently sympathetic.

"Say," said he earnestly when I had
finished, "I'm rough-and-ready in my
ways. Life to me's a game, sort of

masquerade, and I'm the worst mas-
querader in the bunch. But I know
how to handle myself, and I can jolly

my way along pretty well. Xow.
you're green, if you'll excuse me say-

ing it, and maybe I can help you some.
Likewise you're the only one in all the

gang of hobos that's my kind. Come
on. let's be partners."

I felt greatly drawn to him and
agreed gladly.

"Now," said he, "I must go and
jolly along the other boys. Aren't they
a fierce bunch? Colored gentlemen,
Slavonians, Polaks, Dagoes, Swedes

—

well. I'll go prospecting, and see what
I can strike."

He went among them with a jabber
of strange terms, a bright smile and
ready banter, so that I could see that
he was to be a quick favorite. I en-
vied him for his ease of manner, a
thing I could never compass. Present-
ly he returned to me.

"Say, partner, got any money?"

There was something frank and
compelling in his manner, so that I
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produced the few dollars I had left,

and spread them before him.

"That's all my wealth," I said

smilingly.

He divided it into two equal por-

tions and returned one to me. He
took a note of the other, saying:

"All right, I'll settle up with you
later on."

He went of¥ with my money. He
seemed to take it for granted I would
not object, and on my part I cared

little, being only too eager to show I

trusted him. A few minutes later be-

hold him seated at a card-table with

three rough-necked, hard-bitten-look-

ing men. They were playing poker,

and, thinks I : "Here's good-bye to my
money." It remind'Cd me of wolves

and a lamb. I felt sorry for my new
friend, and I was only glad he had so

little to lose.

We were drawing in to Los Angeles

when he rejoined me. To my surprise

he emptied his pockets of wrinkled

notes and winking silver to the tune of

twenty dollars, and dividing it equally,

handed half to me.

"Here, says he, "plant that in your
dip."

"No," I said, "just give me back
what you borrowed ; that's all I want."

"Oh. forget it ! You staked me, and
it's well won. These guinneys took

me for a jay. Thought I was easy,

but I've forgotten more than ever they

knew, and I haven't forgotten so much
either."

"Xo, you keep it, please. I don't

want it."

"Oh, come ! put your Scotch scru-

ples in your pocket. Take the money."

"No," I said obstinately.

"Look here, this partnership of ours
is based on financial equality. If you
don't like my gate, you don't need to

swing on it."

"All right," said I tartly, "I don't

want to."

Then I turned on my heel.

(To be Continued.)



Canada Gets the Box but
Not the Socks

Pointing Out Some of the Reasons Why Canada Hesi-

tates to Enter Into Conventions with the United States

By Arthur Conrad

IN that rollicking old song, which

used to be whistled and sung by

everybody some years ago, and

which ended with the plaintive re-

frain,

"The Bowery, the Bowery, I'll never

go there any more,"

there occurred a verse that described

the sad experience of a stranger in

New York for the first time. Going-

down the Bowery, a glib-tongued

salesman enticed him into a shop
where goods were being sold at auc-

tion. A box of fine socks was put up.

"How much for the box?" cried the

auctioneer.

The green countryman's bid was the

highest and he paid the price. What
was his dismay to find that he had
been skillfully hoaxed, and instead of

getting a box containing socks, an
empty box had been palmed ofT on
him. So he sings :

"I sold you the box, not the socks,"

said he.

"I'll never go there any more."

This adventure of the hero of the
song on the Bowery affords a fairly

good illustration of the way in which
the United States politicians have been
dealing with Canada and Great Bri-
tain, ever since the United States be-
came a nation. In the drama of in-

ternational diplomacy Canadians feel

that the States have always played the
part of the Bowery auctioneer, and

have on many occasions succeed-
ed in selling Canada an empty box.
Shrewd and clever such dealing may
be, but there is very little to admire
in it, and certainly the men who pur-
sue such a policy are unworthy of
esteem.

What makes the situation all the

more to be regretted is that the rela-

tionship of Canadians and Americans
as individuals is so close and friendly.

Any one who has traveled through the

United States and met Americans in

their homes and in their places of
business must have been struck by
their sincerity, their geniality, their

kindliness and their generosity. The
real American people are probably
the most fair-minded and open-heart-
ed on the face of the earth.

But, unfortunately, the characteris-
tics, which are so charming in the in-

dividual American, are wholly lack-

ing among the average run of their

politicians. They do not seem to carry
into public life the same high sense
of honor which they hold in private
life. As a result, American diplomacy
has been guilty in the past of ques-
tionable tactics and reprehensible dou-
ble-dealing.

It must not be supposed, however,
that in the negotiations between the
two countries, which have occurred
at frequent intervals, during the past
century and a quarter, Canada and
Great Britain have always been honor-
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able and above-board. Even the gen-

erally impeccable British Government
was at one time guilty of spending

huge sums to bribe United States

Senators, while the production of a

false map and the suppression of a

true map was all the villainy that could

be laid to the charge of the Ameri-
cans. Yet, this much may be said for

the British side, that, when once a

treaty or agreement was made, its

provisions and its intent have been
strictly adhered to by them. On the

contrary, the United States has on
many occasions, by virtue at one time

of the supervisory power of the Sen-

ate, and at another of the sovereign

rights of the individual states, over-

ridden and made of none effect, agree-

ments which were entered into by her
accredited representatives, after long
negotiations with the British and
Canadian commissioners.

It is this fact, viz.. that the Ameri-
can negotiators' work is subject to re-

vision by the Senate and that ultimate-

ly state laws may be put into operation
to annul the eflfect of treaties, that ir-

ritates Canadians so much and makes
them timid about entering into any
arrangement with their big neighbor
to the south. Were they to feel that

when their commissioners and the
American commissioners in any nego-
tiation met together and came to an
agreement, that agreement would
stand and be binding on both parties,

the whole aspect of international poli-

tics would be changed very decidedly
for the better.

There are not lacking many in-

stances which may be brought for-

ward to prove this contention. They
will serve to show some of the diffi-

culties with which Canadians have
had to deal in the past, and will ex-
plain why many people in Canada are
averse to entering into any further
negotiations with the United States.

The Treaty of 1782 Was Flagrantly
Violated.

The very first treaty made between
the United States and Great Britain
at the close of the War of Independ-
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ence was violated in the most flagrant

fashion by the United States. By Ar-

ticle V. of the Treaty of 1782, it was
understood by the British negotiators

that the estates, rights and properties

of the Loyalists who had fled to Can-

ada would ibe restored to them and
that freedom to return to any part of

the United States for this purpose

would be accorded them. But this was
never done. Property was not re-

stored, nor were the Loyalists suffer-

ed to return to their old homes, with-

out being subjected to all manner of

indignities. This disgraceful treat-

ment of thousands of men, who subse-

quently demonstrated their ability as

nation-builders by laying the founda-

tions of what is now the Dominion
of Canada, has been a blot on the his-

tory of the American Republic, which
\\\\\ never be effaced. Had the pro-

visions of the treaty been put into ef-

fect and the property of the Loyalists

restored to them, the history of North
America might have been very differ-

ent from what it is to-day.

The fact of the matter is that the

United States did not bind herself to

restore the property of the Loyalists,

however much her negotiators intend-

ed to convey the impression that such
restitution would be made. There was
a string to Article V. and the United
States held it. This article did not

state definitely that the property would
be handed back ; it said merely : "It is

agreed that Congress shall earnestly

recommend it to the Legislatures of

the respective states, to provide for

the restitution of all estates, etc." To
recommend a course of action was
very different from agreeing to it.

Congress certainly did carry out its

part of the agreement, and earnestly

recommended the States to do their

part, but the States simply laughed at

the idea. They did not consider them-
selves bound by any such bargain.

This was the first instance where
the sovereign states refused to adhere
to an undertaking of the Union.

But if there was some excuse for

the non-fulfillment of Article V., there

was none for Article VI., which stipu-
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lated "that there shall be no future

confiscation made, nor any prosecu-

tions commenced against any person
or persons for, or by reason of the

part which he or they may have taken

in the present war, etc." This solemn
obligation was violated with malice

and premeditation.

Article IV., which "agreed that cre-

ditors on either side shall meet with

no lawful impediment to the recovery

of the full value in sterling money, of

all bona fide debts heretofore con-

tracted," was also ignored. When the

British creditors, after the establish-

ment of peace, sought to proceed in

the state courts, they found the treaty

unavailing, since those tribunals held

themselves bound by the local sta-

tutes.

In referring back to this far-dis-

tant period, some allowance must
necessarily be made for the feelings

of revenge and passion which must
have animated the revolutionists. They
had thrown ofif British law, and it took

them some time to evolve a new sys-

tem. For the time being they were
unrestrained, and national honor had
not as yet taken form.

Surveying the course of diplomatic

relations between the two countries,

ever since the Treaty of 1782-83, it is

apparent that the field is divisible into

two distinct sections. In the first

place, the settlement of the boundary
line has exercised the attention of the

people of both nations on several occa-

sions, and has been the subject of

arbitration and treaty. And in the

second place, the establishment of re-

ciprocal arrangements in trade and
commerce has led to frequent negotia-

tions between commissioners from the

two countries. Of the first of these

it is not the intention of the present

article to deal at any length. If Can-
ada has had grievances in the past

with respect to her boundary, these

can be attributed rather to Great Bri-

tain's desire to strengthen her friend-

ly relationship with the United States

by making concessions to her, than to

any sharp practices on the part of the

Republic. But under the second head-

ing, that of trade and kindred agree-

ments, Uncle Sam has been repeatedly

guilty of unfair tactics, which must
have an important bearing on the fu-

ture. The boundary line has been set-

tled, but there will be many opportuni-

ties for trade negotiations in the years

to come.

The Famous Treaty of Washington
Disregarded.

Of all the treaties of the past, that

of Washington, framed in 1871, has

been the most disregarded by the Unit-

ed States.

This treaty, which provided for the

creation of a tribunal to assess the

damages inflicted 'by the famous
cruiser "Alabama" and her sister ships

during the war between the North
and South, contained also some inter-

esting provisions dealing with trade

and commerce between Canada and
the United States. One of the most
notable of these was Article XXL,
which provided, with one or two minor
limitations, for the free importation

of fish from one country into the other.

The purpose of this article was plain

enough ; there could be no misunder-
standing it. Yet there was a string

even to this simple agreement. Four
years later, Congress enacted that a

duty should be imposed by the United
States customs on cans or packages

made of tin or other mater .Is, con-

taining fish. The amount of the duty

was one cent and a half on each can
or package. The imposition of such

a duty, intended, no doubt, to prevent

further free importation of fish, was
a distinct violation of the spirit of the

treaty, and was naturally resented by
Canadians, who were allowing the un-

interrupted importation of American
fish into the Dominion.

In the case of another article of this

same treaty, an equally reprehensible

trick was played on Canadians by the

United States Government. After

considerable negotiation, the Ameri-
can commissioners secured for the

people of the United States the con-

tinued use of the Welland, St. Law-
rence, and other canals in the Domin-
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ion. As a quid pro quo, the Govern-

ment of the United States was to al-

low the use of the St. Clair Flats canal

to Canadians on terms of equality with

the inhabitants of the United States,

and was further to urge upon the

State Governments to secure for Cana-

dians the use of the several state canals

connected with the navigation of the

lakes or rivers traversed by or con-

tiguous to the boundary line.

Canada immediately complied with

the requirements of this article, and
all her canals were thrown open to

American ships. But for a time no
attempt was made by Canadians to

make use of either the Erie Canal or

the Champlain Canal, both of which
belonged to the State of New York,
and a feeling grew up that Canadian
vessels would be prevented from enter-

ing them. In fact, this feeling be-

came so pronounced that the subject

of the navigation of these canals was
taken up by the Canadian Govern-
ment. The result was that the State

of New York formally declared that

there was no law which prevented the

free navigation by Canadian vessels

of the canals within that state.

So far, so good, but the United
States Government held another
string. Once more the Customs De-
partment was made the instrument
by Congress to prevent Canadian ships

from enjoying the use of these canals,

notwithstanding the fact that no
obstacles were put in the way of the

navigation of any Canadian canals by
United States vessels. Congress en-
acted that all vessels arriving in the
United States from contiguous terri-

tory on the northern frontier were
obliged to make entry at the first port,

and it further enacted that all vessels,

not of the United States, which made
entry, must unload where they made
entry. These enactments successfully
put a stop to the use of either the Erie
or Champlain Canals by Canadian ves-
sels.

When representations were made to

the United States Government that

this treatment was unfair, the replv
was made that Article XXVII. of the
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Washington Treaty did not specify

that all the state canals were to be

opened to Canadian ships, but only

those connected with the navigation

of the lakes or rivers traversed by or

contiguous to the boundary line. It

was held that the Champlain Canal
was not of this class. Such a distinc-

tion was a very narrow one, and, in

view of the fact that all Canadian
canals are open to American ships and
that the State of New York herself

saw no obstacle to the navigation of

the canal by British ships, the action

of the United States Government was
most unfair.

Attention was also given in the

Treaty of 1871 to the bonding privi-

lege. For instance. Article XXX.
made it unlawful for British ships to

transport goods from the ports of Chi-

cago or Milwaukee to points in Can-
ada, whence the goods would be railed

through Canada and re-shipped in ves-

sels destined to the ports of Oswego
and Ogdensburg. This provision ap-

plied equally to British or American
vessels, but. so far as the former were
concerned, it was made of none effect

by a regulation of the Customs De-
partment, which required its collec-

tors to refuse to issue clearance papers

to Canadian ships proceeding to a

Canadian port, with goods destined

for an American port.

Some Other Examples of Unfair
Tactics.

The Behring Sea arbitration of 1892
is still fresh in the minds of adult

Canadians. An award was made on
that occasion in favor of Great Bri-

tain covering claims for damages. In-

stead of paying up promptly, as did

Great Britain in the case of the Ala-

bama Award, the United States dilly-

dallyed for years until the outbreak

of the Spanish-American war, when,
in a panic to retain the friendly sup-

port of England, she rushed her pay-

ment through. It is even a question

whether all the damage claims have
yet been liquidated, and on this point

the Canadian Government could, if

they would, throw some interesting
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light. How different this behavior to

that of Great Britain. An immense
sum of money was paid over to the

United States Government to cover

damages inflicted by the Confederate

warship "Alabama" and her consorts,

and of this sum a large part still rests

in the United States treasury, because

no claimants have come forward to

demand it.

While not directly affecting Can-

ada, the Bond-Hay convention, enter-

ed into between Newfoundland and
the United States, has a bearing on

the subject of this article. In this case

Premier Bond of New^foundland, and
Secretary Hay of the United States,

came to an agreement on a treaty,

which would settle differences between

the two countries arising out of the

fisheries. The parties to the agree-

ment both secured what they consid-

ered the utmost concessions, the one

from the other. In its final form the

President of the United States ex-

pressed his agreement with the ar-

ticles of the convention. In all fair-

ness, the treaty should have been im-

mediately ratified 'by both Govern-

ments. But what happened? The
United States Senate took hold of the

treaty, and, after expunging practical-

ly every stipulation in favor of New-
foundland, passed it over to the New-
foundland Government, and said in

effect, "Take it or leave it." New-
foundland, under the circumstances,

had little choice in the matter, and was
virtually bullied into accepting it.

A somewhat similar state of affairs

resulted in the case of the more recent

Waterways Convention, entered into

by representatives of the two coun-

tries to govern water power and kin-

dred problems arising on the boun-

dary. This convention was the studied

work of experts, and was an eminent-

ly fair arrangement, agreed to, in its

final form, by both parties. Canada*

was ready to accept it as it stood. But
once again the United States Senate

stepped in. A senator from Michigan,

representing interests which would be

prejudicially affected by the enforce-

ment of the regulations proposed, sub-

slituled an amendment, and the Sen-

ate accepted the amended document.
Rather than destroy the whole con-

vention, Canada reluctantly consented

to the change, but in so doing she con-

sidered herself most unfairly treated.

Warships on the Great Lakes.

Any article on international rela-

tionships between Canada and the

United States would be incomplete

without some reference to the vexed

question of the maintenance of war-

ships on the Great Lakes. Here an-

other excellent illustration of the

strange workings of U. S. politicians'

minds is to be obtained.

On the 28th day of April, 1818, the

then President of the United States,

James Monroe, issued a proclamation

which gave the effect of law to an

agreement that had been drawn up in

the previous year by representatives of

the British and United States Govern-

ments, now known to fame as the

Rush-Bagot Treaty. By this agree-

ment, the naval force to be "main-

tained" by each Government on the

Great Lakes was to 'be limited, on

Lake Ontario to one vessel not ex-

ceeding 100 tons burden and armed

with 18-pound cannon, and on the up-

per lakes to two vessels, not exceed-

ing the same burden and armament.

All other armed vessels on the lakes

were to be forthwith dismantled, and

"no other vessels of war" were to be

"there built or armed." Six months'

notice was to be given in case either

party desired to terminate the agree-

ment.

This now famous treaty was in

reality the outcome of a fear on the

part of the United States that Great

Britain was going to increase its naval

force on the Great Lakes. It was pro-

posed by the United States, sanction-

ed by the United States, and received

with applause by the United States at

the time of its negotiation.

But what is the situation to-day?

The nation which in 181 5 was about

to create a strong navy on the Great

Lakes has stood by the Rush-Bagot
31
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agreement and has practically no war-

ships on the lakes, while the nation

which in 1817 was so anxious to stop

the construction of any warships at

all, has in commission ten vessels, ag-

gregating 8,000 tons. The six months'
notice of the termination of the Rush-
Bagot agreement has never been made
by the United States, and yet she has

practically ignored all her obligations

under it.

If remonstrance were to be made,
she would probably explain that, as her

ten vessels were intended simply for

training ships, the agreement had not

been violated, and possibly, following

the letter of the treaty, this is the case.

But there can be no denying the fact

that the United States has violated

the spirit of a solemn agreement,
which she herself was the first to pro-
pose, in bi nging to the Great Lakes
ten armed ships, capable in a few
hours of annihilating Canada's entire

lake traffic.

There are in Canada to-day many
people who are strongly of the opin-

ion that, in view of the way the Unit-

ed States has treated the Dominion
for many years, the Canadian Govern-
ment should refuse politely, but firm-

ly, to enter into any further negotia-

tions with the American Government.
Notwithstanding, the course being fol-

lowed by Sir Wilfrid Laurier and his

colleagues is to be commended, but

he should demand a provision in case

any agreement be arrived at that the

United States abide by the spirit, that

there be no equivocation or mental re-

servation on the part of that country.

He should make his demand public in

order that the people of the United

States have a chance to read a lesson

to those of her political diplomats, who
prefer the questionable methods of the

Bowery, to the straight-forward busi-

ness methods of the twentieth cen-

tury.

Mr. Gladstone's Advice to His Sons

From Mr. Gladstone's Religious Life

IT is a shocking thing that many
persons want, as they say, amuse-
ments, to kill time, and find their

time hang heavy on their hands. How
will they, when time is no more, con-
trive to kill eternity? How will that

hang heavy on their hands ! . . . It

is quite right to be earnest in play,

and whatever we do to try to do it

well. But when play is made the
business of life, and is so pursued, or
so idolized, as to indispose us for
work, it then becomes sin and poison.

We should deal with our time as
we see in a shop a grocer deal with
tea and sugar, or a haberdasher with
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stuffs and ribands ; weighing or meas-
uring it out in proportions adjusted
to that which we are to get for and
by it.

Beware of taking kindnesses from
others as matters of course. The heart
well purged by humility is so deeply

conscious of its unworthiness that to

receive acts of kindness always ex-
cites some emotion of gratitude, of

shame, of surprise, or all three to-

gether—of gratitude for the benefit,

of shame upon thinking how ill it is

deserved, of surprise that our bre-

thren should bestow upon us what
we so little merit.



The Lights of Jerusalem

By

Violet Jacob

A charming little romance of a railway fireman, who fell in love

with a country maid, whom he used to pass daily on his run.

THE railway line between 'Worces-

ter and Hereford runs along the

foot of the Malvern hills ; then,

as their bold chain drops behind it,

the train makes its way betw^een suc-

cessions of small fields, heavily hedged,

of orchards and hop gardens, the

former much in the majority; a green,

cramped, fertile land full of sugges-

tive corners, snug and a trifle sly. It

has an intimate unheroic charm and
a wealth of detail for appreciative

eyes.

Joshua Gunn appreciated it, though
he would have been at a loss to give

reasons for his feeling, being a man
of few words. His circumstances

were not conducive to talk, for he was
fireman on the engine of a Great West-
ern train—a local train which ran be-

tween the two county towns. He, the

engine-driver, and the guard saw more
of that immediate stretch of country

than any three men alive; but \vhi'.e

Joshua looked out on it with pleasure,

it scarcely existed for the other two.

for the guard was a politician and

read the Western Mail in his van, and

the driver was indifferent to every-

thing but his engine.

Gunn was a quiet, dark, young fel-

low of eight-and-twenty, with a repu-

tation in the livelier part of his little

world of being dull, for hardly any-

one knew what his interests were or

what he thought about. He did his

work well and interfered with nobody,

and he lived, in company with a sig-

nalman, the only person with whom
he was intimate, on the outskirts of

Hereford town.

When the train had almost done its

journey from Worcester it reached a

spot at which the permanent way ran

along an embankment, and here

Joshua's loyal interest in the surround-

ings of his appointed course would
culminate. No matter what were his

duties on the engine, he would con-

trive to be free when the embankment
came in sight and the green elevation-

swung itself into line as they rounded
the curve preceding it. The young
man would lean out, with the wind of

their rush blowing on his dark face,

and gaze down upon the picture which
had captured his fancy.

Just at this spot, close under the

embankment, one of the fields had
merged itself with surprising abrupt-

ness into a small, thickly-planted or-

chard, and not twenty paces in from
the beginning of the trees, was a tiny

black-and-white-timbered cottage of

two storeys, standing apart with the

compact detachment of a doll's house.

The apple-trees pressed up to within

a few feet of its walls, their gnarled

stems crowding thick about it like an

escort round a state prisoner; and in

B 33
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the dusk of their myriad leaves and
branches its whitewash, crossed with

black timbers, seemed to be glimmer-
ing through a green twilight. The
windows were small, and looked even
smaller and more secretive from the

height at which Joshua saw them ; and
at either side of the worn stone thres-

hold there stood, in summer, one of

those tall orange lilies, called by the

neighboring country folk, "The Lights

of Jerusalem." To Joshua they were
like two stiff golden angels guarding
the door of this diminutive paradise of

his imagination. He admired flowers

and he knew many of their names ; for

the signalman with whom he lived had
a plot of garden at the foot of his box
which the fireman often envied him.

Through every change of season

Joshua Gunn observed the little dwell-

ing—under the leafless 'boughs of

winter, in the ethereal greenery of

spring, in the full-blown opulence of

summer, in the time when the redden-
ed apples burned round it like fiery

globes ; but the time when it pleased
him most was at June's end, when the

Lights of Jerusalem were kindled by
its threshold.

For a long time it chanced that he
saw no sign of life about the place, ex-
cept the smoke stealing upward and
a clothes-line stretched between two
apple-trees ; but one day as he leaned
over the engine's side a girl was in

the garden. She wore a large apron
over her dress and her fresh face turn-

ed up as she shaded her eyes to look
at the passing train. Her light hair

shone in the sun. It happened that

he saw her three times in one week

—

twice in the garden strip under the

windows and once at the back of the

house beside the row of beehives ; and
on the last occasion some impulse
made him take off his cap and hold
it above his head as the train ran by.

The girl hesitated, and then made a

timid sign of greeting with her hand;
Joshua was near enough to see her
face and the shy smile upon it.

That little ceremony had gone on
for eight months. Sometimes the girl

would be in the garden, sometimes at
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'fhe door. Sometimes she was not to

be seen; but in any case the fireman

would lean out and hold up his cap,

for he could not know whether she

might not be watching him go by from
behind the diamond panes.

One day, when Joshua's engine had
reached Hereford, it was sent back on
the up-line in the interval between its

two journeys to take a few trucks with

a gang of workmen to the embank-
ment. Some rails were to be unloaded,

for there were repairs to be done at

the spot above the orchard; and as the

biakes were put on and the train slow-

ed down the young fireman promised
himself an idle half-hour in which he
might see the timbered cottage at clos-

er quarters. When the unloading was
finished the engine and trucks were to

go on to a siding a little farther for-

ward while the rails were being stack-

ed, and there steam would be shut off

until it was time to return for the

men.
The driver was a fat good-natured

individual, averse to exercise, and

Joshua knew that during his wait he

would sit on the foot-plate and smoke,

and that it would be a simple matter

for himself to get leave to stroll back

to the green banks. He would be

able to get quite close to the orchard,

perhaps to within speaking distance of

his unknown acquaintance. His mind
was full of the idea, and he consider-

ed over and over again how he shoulc

accost her and what he should say

supposing that he had the courage to

address her at all. Perhaps she might

not come out of the house
;
perhaps

she was absent. He had not seen her

as he passed in the morning. He ima-

gined a dozen obstacles to the meet-

ing for which he hoped.

His heart beat a little as he neared

the place, for he was a shy man. He
had easily got the permission he want-

ed ; but when he saw the smoke ri^e

from the apple-boughs he had half a

mind to turn back, and as he looked

at the coal-dust on his hands he wish-

ed very heartily that stoking were a

cleaner occupation. He reflected with

dismay that the girl whose friendly
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SHE SHADED HER EYES TO LOOK AT THE PASSING TRAIN.
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greeting had been the point of inter-

est in his daily journeys for so long

had never been near enough to him

to know what an unattractive-looking

fellow he was; and this estimate of

himself disheartened him a good deal,

because he did not guess how far it

was from being a just one.

When he reached the embankment
he stopped, his anticipations scattered

to the winds. The one chance on

which he had not counted had risen

up to undo him.

The garden was full of people and

the uniform hue of their garments

gave him a sharp thrust of horror.

They were black from head to toe,

and they surrounded a dark object

resting on rough trestles placed just

outside the doorstep. It was evident-

ly waiting for something, the sombre
assembly that had descended like a

swarm of devastating insects on this

secret pleasure-ground of his own to

blot out its beauty with their presence.

The only spots of color were the bright

Lights of Jerusalem, set like living

torches beside the unpretentious page-

ant of death.

The young man stood on the bank
looking blankly down, his hands drop-

ed at his sides. He dared not go
near to intrude upon the handful of

mourners, though from over the hedge
below the line he could have asked
the question which tormented him.

Details spring with an irony all their

own to the minds of those in suspense,

and he reflected that he need not have
been concerned by his blackened coat

an coal-stained hands. Everything
was black now. The clang made by
the rails as the workmen piled them
in a heap sent a harsh note booming
into the air.

Then his trouble lifted from him,

for the cottage door opened and the

well-known figure came out between
the Lights of Jerusalem. She turned

the key, putting it in her pocket, and
her companions raised the coffin and
carried it out of the garden.

As she followed them she looked

up at the line, and, perhaps from
habit, Joshua's hand went up to his
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cap; and though he dropped it half-

way, afraid, instinctively, to force his

recognition upon her at such a mo-
ment, he saw her smile.

When the humble procession had

passed oiit of sight he went back to

the engine in a kind of dream. But
it was a dream with a definite purpose.

In three days it would be Sunday, a

free day for him, because the local

train did not run. He would start

from Hereford and walk along the

line to the cottage, a bare seven miles,

and he would at last see and speak

with this girl face to face. He could

not know the exact nature of the catas-

trophe which had happened to her.

but he understood that, in its grip, she

had still held to their unspoken friend-

ship, and that the tacit bond had
emerged from it, a thing which present

calamity had not been able to break.

He scarcely knew^ what he meant to

do when he should meet her, but he

felt as if a gate had opened. And
through the gate he would go.

On Sunday morning Joshua rose to

find Hereford enveloped in the mist

of coming heat, and at half-past eight

he dropped on to the permanent way
beyond the signal-box on the Worces-
ter line to begin his seven-mile walk
alongside the sleepers. He had shaved

with particular care and had scrubbed

himself till not a trace remained of

the coal-dust of the week. He wore
his dark-grey Sunday suit, and even

the ill-made clothes could not take

much attraction from his grave brown
face or make his slight figure quite

uninteresting, for the touch of reserve

and refinement which kept him a little

aloof from the rougher part of his

kind showed through inferior tailoring

and looked out of his observant eyes.

The metals stretched on into the

quivering greyness of the hot day as he

tramped along, and the sun climbed

higher. On either side spread the

green landscape of western England,

rich and chequered. The ox-eye daisies

were out at the sides of the line and the

red sorrel and the clover ; and above

the round heads of the last, misty

clouds of tiny butterflies hung like an
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innocent miasma. It was almost ii

o'clock when Joshua reached his goal,

and, descending the embankment, slip-

ped through a weak place in the hedge
and approached the cottage door.

The smoke still rose from the chim-
ney, but there was neither sound nor
stir within, and, having knocked un-
successfully, the young man went in-

to the orchard. The row of beehives

was in its place, and as he stood look-

iing at them and debating what he

should do, the sound of a bell came
to him through the hot air. He list-

ened, smiling at his own stupidity. Of
course—she was at church !

He hastened through the garden,

followed the sound, and came out on

a narrow country road. In front of

him a stout woman was pressing for-

ward, book in hand, with conscience-

stricken haste, and in the wake of this

unconscious guide he soon found him-

self at the lych-gate of a small square-

towered church. The woman bustled

through the churchyard and was lost

in the deep shadows of the porch. The
echo of her creaking boots filled it as

she entered.

He followed her to the inner door,

stepping like a thief, and peered in.

The prayers had long begun, and his

eye searched the kneeling congregation

for the figure he wanted and stopped

at a row of cross-seats facing the aisle

on the hither side of the chancel arch.

The girl was there ; he could see her

attentive profile above her book and
her bright hair. He knew her at once,

and her unrelieved black clothes con-

firmed the recognition. He drew back

stealthily and went out into the church-

ward, for there was no vacant seat

near the door.

It was a rather badly-kept place, for

the canopies of the yew-trees shadow-
ed groups of tombstones, ancient and

grotesque, which stuck at many dif-

ferent angles from the coarse grass.

As he turned to examine the church

he noticed that a slab of stone jutted

out from the wall, running along it like

a bench. He sat down on it to wait

as patiently as he could till the end

of the service.

From inside the building 'came the

drone of collective voices saying the

Lord's Prayer, and soon after he heard
the sound of the congregation rising.

Suspense began to weigh on him, so

he got up and wandered about, read-

ing epitaphs with a half-mind that

scarcely took in their significance.

Then the organ began, and the words
of the hymn carried him back to the

house in the orchard.

"Jerusalem the golden," sang the

voices ; and at these words the two
tall orange lilies by the doorstep rose

before Joshua, who stood still, staring

at the inner vision.

He awoke from his abstraction to

see a black figure emerge quickly

from the porch.

She was coming towards him, her

eyes blind with tears. No doubt some-

thing in the service had upset her and

she had fled, unable to control herself.

Joshua was standing in the shade of

a tree, hut with the light of the blaz-

ing noon on her wet eyes she seemed

not to see him.

He w^alked quickly forward and

stood in her path.

"It's me," he said simply.

She stopped, drawing a long, qui-

vering breath.

"I'm here." said Joshua. "It's me.

I saw you from the engine."

Then he took her hand and led her

to the stone bench. She went with

him, unresisting.

He had not supposed that she was

so pretty, for, though her eyes were

swollen and her face blurred and

marked by weeping, these things could

not obliterate her good looks. But

Joshua scarcely gave that a thought,

nor did he realize for a moment how
extraordinary his behavior might seem

to her, considering that he was a

stranger. The only thought in his

mind was that she was in trouble and

that, for some perfectly unexplained

but imperative reason, she would cling

to him. Her sobs slackened as he sat

silent with his cap pushed back from

his brow and his hand closed round

hers, as if it were the most natural

thing in the world; behind their backs,
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on the inner side of the church wall,

the sermon had begun and the parson's

solitary tones were in monotonous
possession.

She looked up at the young fireman

with the confiding simplicity of a child.

"It were the hymn," she said at

last, "'twas about Jerusalem, and I

thought—I remembered—the Lights

o' Jerusalem by the doorstep. I've

seen them there all my life, but there'll

be no more o' they for me, soon."

"You be going away, then?" asked

Joshua.

She nodded.

"Father's dead." she continued.

''Me'd never left his bed for four years.

I minded him. He couldn't see noth-
ing but from the window where Ins

bed were. But the interest he'd take

!

He'd call me in from the garden and
ask how it was all looking, and how
the birds were building, and about the

currants and the flowers and the
apples. He could tell the shape of

every tree, though he hadn't seen
them for so long. And he liked the

trains too. He could just see you
where he was lying, an' no more,
when the train went by the white post
on the bank. It made him feel a kind
of cheery-like to know you were com-
ing. "Twenty past eleven, Winnie."
he'd say to me. "It's time for the
engine."

'Then he knew me,' said the young
man reflectively. 'Strange that I nev-
er thought of anyone else being be-
hind the windows. I only thought
about you and the Lights of Jerusa-
lem when we came round the bend.'

Inside the chifrch the parson's voice
had stopped, and a general stamping
and rustling proclaimed the end of the
sermon.

'I must go. They'll be coming out,
and I don't want to meet them,' said
the girl, rising quickly.

'I'm coming with you,' said Joshua.
They walked back hurriedly to the

cottage, for the dispersed congrega-
tion was almost treading on their
heels

: and she told him, with a prim-
ness that was in odd contrast with
their unconventional attitude, that she

did not want the neighbors to see her

with a stranger so soon after the fun-

eral. The road was empty, and they

went along side by side talking as

though they had known each other

for years. He learned she was to

leave her home at the end of the week
and take service with the wife of a

small innkeeper in Hereford
'You must be going, or they'll see

you,' said she, as they stopped by the

orchard. '

They stood for a minute without

speaking.

'I'll look for you going by to-mor-

row,' said the girl ; there'll be only a

few days more now.'

'But I'll be near you in Hereford,'

said he.

Her face brightened.

'My dear,' said Joshua suddenly,

'mind you this. I mayn't be the sort

o' feller that's likely to please a girl,

but I'm a man that'll wait—and I'm

to be made a driver next year. You
can't tell what it'll be like at the inn.

Maybe you'll be happy, maybe not.

But in any case I'm waiting. An' the

first day you say "Come," I'll come
for you. It's funny, but it seems

somehow as if you belonged to me.

Could you like me, do you think?'

'Oh, I do.' she answered simply.

'But you must be going. I hear them
talking on the road.'

They clasped hands, and he left her.

But at the end of the garden he came
back. '

i

'Oh, Winnie !' cried the man who
would wait, 'you won't let it be long?'

'No,' she said shyly.

'Promise,' said Joshua.

'I promise.'

Then he turned away, stepped
through the hedge, and ran up the

side of the embankment. At the top
he stood, holding up his cap. She
was smiling at him between the Lights
of Jerusalem.

When his slim figure had vanished
down the line she went into the house
and, sitting down, hid her face in her
hands. '

But not to cry.



ITHIXK it was Robert Louis Stevenson who recom-

mended that walking tours should be undertaken

alone, to better cultivate a freedom of mmd, so

that it would be open to all impressions, "as a pipe

for any wind to play upon."

There is no store so inviting, no office so alluring

as the uncertainties of a quiet country lane, or the

irregular course of a trout stream.

The true wav to enjoy a vacation is first to sur-

render the notion of a definite programme or itinerary

—let definite objects of accomplishment remain be-

hind, locked in the office safe, where they properly

belong. . .

Of all the forlorn, lonesome objects to be pitied.

\t\ one of those dutiful tourists with a note-book

keeping a double entrv system of hotels, routes and

historic places to be seen—and if perchance he misses

one object, his physical and mental systems are both

out of balance.

Have only a vague sort of notion where you are

going, or what you intend to do.

Change your mind at a turn of the road, or, having

found a safe retreat in some quaint inn, reniam con-

tent, realizing that little pleasure can be found in rest-

less moving.

One seldom has a chance to enjoy the quieting in-

fluence of shadows in an office, where it is either day-

light or electric light continuously.

But out in the open country, where a fleecy cloud

adds a deeper tone of green to some hillside or a bit

of sunshine stealthily flits across a torest pathway, be-

traying to your eye some timid bird or floM^er, then

the mind becomes receptive to quietmg and helpful

impressions.

The man whose mind eliminates all thoughts of hfe

other than business success is dangerously near losing

most of the pleasure there is in living.
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It is because we are as yet unacquainted with the

policy of conservation, and it applies to the man in

business as well as to the farmer.

We desire something broader and more humane,
a greater diversity that permits us to see life from
many viewpoints and at many angles.

The old bachelor was telling us the other evening
how all of his early home training had in view the en-

joyment of life hereafter, and now that he had reached
his sixty-seventh year, he had commenced to realize

that perhaps his good mother had made a mistake—

•

he should have been enjoying life right along—in fact,

he very much doubted whether the fish would bite any
quicker, the breezes be any cooler, or the swimming
any better in the next life than it was right now.

So many a business man gets well along in years

before he really realizes how profligate Nature is in

her gifts; he has lived constantly in the future, instead

of the present, and if he reaches that time when he
thinks he can actually afiford to break away from busi-

ness, he finds that the mind is like the exhausted soil

— it refuses to be revived by Nature's impressions, as

he had hoped.

The unfettered mind is likewise the imaginative
mind, and to-day it is the imaginative, creative mind
that succeeds in business.

As you look around your store or office, to-day, has
it the same atmosphere, the same earmarks that it had
ten, fifteen or twenty years ago?

Then it is time to get out.

But don't make the mistake that the necessary in-

spiration for improvement can be gained by attending
a market or a convention.

An exchange of ideas is all right, and speeches are
all right, but even more important is to get all pre-
conceived notions about business out of your mind by
a complete relaxation and change of thought.

Then, when you return, there will be both spon-
taneity and activity in mind and body—they will act in

accord, instead of one being willing and the other—Globc-JVernicke Doings.weak.



The Rails that Wrecked
the Government

Describing the weary wanderings of a shipload of steel

rails from Scotland, which, after wrecking a Govern-
ment, have done |duty on many a Canadian railroad.

By B. B. Cooke

THEY hit the old Premier over the

head with a ship load of steel

rails, and he died, politically

—

naturally. The Conservatives of Can-
ada, figuratively speaking, dropped the

said ship-load of rails down upon the

head of the Hon. Alexander ]\Iac-

kenzie's administration, which began
in 1874, but which ended, thus sadly,

in 1878. It was crushing. They
wrecked a government with it. They
won the country with it—or a part of

the country, at least, and they thought
they had made that certain said ship-

load of steel rails, famous forever

and ever: and it might have been so

had the public not been given subse-

quently other things, and more mater-

ial things to remember.

This is merely the story of those

rails. As a rule there is little romance
about such ordiiTary affairs. In

themselves, rails are uninteresting,

save in this one instance, and per-

haps one or two others, which we do
not know at present, and which there-

for do not matter. This, then, is d

story of mere rails. Their political

significance is neither here nor there,

but since the Liberals are again in

power in Ottawa they cannot resent

the story, ror can the Conservatives

who paved with them the path for the

National Policy.

* * *

They were dumped first, thirty-

three years ago or more, on the bank

of the St. Lawrence, at the foot of the
Lachine Rapids. They had come
from Sheffield, England, in a little fat

ship with a single-screw. To-day
they are doing duty out near the
Rocky Mountains, which goes to

show that although their purchase
helped embarrass the government,
and although the public declared it a

bad investment, they have outlasted

thousands of tons of other rails which
perhaps to-day could be purchased
more cheaply, but which in the seven-
ties would not have been put on the

market by conscientious producers.
These had been ordered for a part of

the C.P.R. In fact, they had been
purchased before they were needed,
so much so that they lay patiently in

the sun, the wind and the rain at the

Lachine Rapids, and the rumour
grew, despite the fact that the pur-
chase price had been reasonable

enough, that the Premier of Canada,
Honorable Alexander Mackenzie, had
allowed those rails to be secured in

order to further the financial inter-

ests of a relative, one Charles Mac-
kenzie, who was said to have been

connected with the firm of Cooper,

Fairmar & Company, rail contractors

for the Government. The story may
have been true. It may have been un-

true, but either for the reason it as-

cribed or for some other reason, the

ship-load of rails continued to repose

where the vessel had left them, and

continued to furnish the Conserva-
41
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tives wi'.n the accusation against the

Govcn ment that the rails had been
bouglit unwisely.

They rusted. Warm-blooded Tor-

ie. made pilgrimages to the rail-pi]e

and scraped off little bagfuls of rust.

Some, it is said, wore the litiie sacks

as a charm against the Devi;, and
others, more practical-minded, loaned

it as snuff to their Liberal fellow-

citizens so that they might sneeze and
wake to the error of their ways.

But in the meantime, the cargo was
moved away. In those days of less

complete communication it was a

mystery for a time where the rails

had gone. Certain citizens finally

discovered them at Kingston and
after that, after long rests and rusting

intervals at each stopping-place, they

were seen successively at the north-

eastern end of the Welland Canal, at

its southwestern end, and eventually

on the banks of the Kaministiquia
River, at Fort William. At each
place they were made the object of

Conservative pilgrimages, as to a

shrine. At each place new bags of rust

were collected and new proselytes

from the cause of Liberalism were
made. Mr. David Creighton, who is

now the Assistant Receiving General
for Canada, but who was then in

Owen Sound, wrote a pamphlet con-
cerning them. It was, subsequently,

reprinted and distributed all over the

country by the Montreal Gazette. It

contained merely the facts, which,
however, were turned to excellent ac-

count by the Tory gen:?ra]s. The
public was taught to ask "Wiia: does
the Government mean by spending
our money on rails whx^'. cannot be
used.-* Why were they purchased
ahead of time? Why are they left to

rM5t on the banks of the Kaministi-
qi.h River?" On the othei hand the

MackOiZie administration was taught
the torture of nagging. It lay awake
nxghts, and counted, steel r.iils,

steel r?ils that walked an j tdlked and
wore bandages like Marley's ghost,

—

sleel I ails that showed the rust eating
into the"r sides and taq' cried out for

justice and a decent burial.
42

And yet they have proved an ex-

cellent bargain. They are in 'service

to-day. For in time they were used.

Having assisted in the defeat of the

I iberal administration, along with
'! at slight question of Protection,

ti.c\ were put to work on the C.P.R.
a;:d have rendered unexcelled service.

Tn tilt official hiftory of the Canadian
Pacific as set forth by Sir Sanford
i'iemmg. there occui minute entries,

every here and there in "-he record of

contracts, referring to the transfer-

ring of certain rails, always the same
rails. They were laid first betwe"':".

Port Arthur and Winnipeg, it is s'. d.

After that, it :- recorded, that liiey

were "loaned" to the Canada At'antic

and used there for a time. But in

every case they had to be replaced

eventually by heavier rails and were
transferred elsewhere. The record of

these transfers are contained in the

list of C.P.R. contracts. From the

Canada Atlantic the rails went to a

section of line just beyond Winnipeg.
From there they were moved to the

line from Calgary to Edmonton. But
only this past summer a railwayman,

passing over that line, remarked to

his companion on the end of the priv-

ate car, that the historic steel had been

removed; and upon enquiry it was
learned that the light rails had been

removed to be replaced by heavier

steel. But they had not been dis-

carded : instead they had been trans-

ferred to a new line near the foot-

hills, wher^ the traffic was lighter.

And now, there they lie,—nice old

rails, histric old rails. They wrecked
Mackenzie, or helped to wreck him,

thirty-three years ago, yet despite all

the deterioration the Conservatives

had marked in them and prophesied

for them, there they lie near the foot-

hills, wrecking nothing, but carrying

passengers safely every day: still sub-

ject to the tender caresses of the sec-

tion gangs and growing old and mel-

low under the wheels that carry im-

migrants, and railroadmen and poli-

ticians and others, alike to glory oi

defeat.



A Westerner's First Visit

to the Theatre

The Extraordinary Behaviour of a Wealthy Scotch-

Canadian at a Theatrical Performance in Winnipeg

By C. B. Lucas

THE curtain lumbered up slowly,

their sallow glow in expectation.

The kerosene footlights cast up

The stringy orchestra carried on its

conversation with the Muse in a lower

tone of voice as the feet and then the

skirt and finally the be-wigged head

of the heroine was revealed under the

edge of the soaring curtain to the

audience.

Down in the front seat, among the

crowd, in the old Winnipeg City Hall,

three pair of broad shoulders leaned

forward and three necks were craned

in order that the trio might not miss

the opening words of the play or the

slightest move on the part of the hero-

ine. One of the three leaned forward
farther than the other two. His eyes

beheld for the first time a world
portrayed within a world. His ears

for the first time w^ere tickled by the

blandishments of an orchestra, and
he waited eagerly, like a boy. His
name was McLeod, and he was High-
land Scotch. He had lived from his

sixteenth to his fifty-sixth year in

what was then the wilderness of

western Canada.

This is merely an incident concern-

ing a man who saw a play for the

first time. Thousands of men—those

who have not been initiated as child-

ren—have perhaps had the same ex-

perience, and this, the experience of

McLeod, would not be remarkable

had it not been McLeod, or a man of

McLeod's type that went through it.

Other men feeling as he did would

have manifested it in different ways.

^NIcLeod had his own way.

As a lad of sixteen years he had

been consigned from the nearest port

to Mr. Donald Smith, of the Hud-

son's Bay Company. He had come

to Canada by what was then "the

back door." He had crossed the

Isthmus of Panama and, taking ship

on its western side, had sailed to

Vancouver. He had worked hard m
the new country. He had grown as

large as a Bufifalo and as strong. At

twenty he knew nothing of the world

of cities ; his world was the then un-

populated prairie and Rocky Moun-

tains. His Monarch was the Hud-

son's Bav Company. In the back of

his head he probably had some faint

recollection of the misty Scottish

hills, and his tongue still curled lov-

ingly around the Gaelic. To him the

earth seemed peopled with fellow

pioneers who played at nothing, pre-

tended nothing and knew nothing at

all about "play-acting."

At the time of the Canadian Facinc

Railway's construction across the

plains, certain railway contractors

found their way from the East and
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happened upon McLeod, wlio was
just then busy operating a line of

freight wagons into the interior of

the country. He and they became

friends and so it happened that with

them he travelled into Winnipeg to

see "the World." They had taken

him to the theatre and had seated

him between them.

The villain and the heroine occu-

pied the stage. The climax of grief

was about due to arrive. The man
in the dyed whiskers was trying to

escape his honorable engagements.

He was talking to the girl. Little by

little she was beginning lu see wh^t
he meant and with the denouement
was to come the climax and the end

of the scene. The perfidy would lie

revealed, and tlie lady would weep.

Meanwhile McLeod leaned for-

ward. He had forgotten that it was
a mere play. He was, he felt, wit-

nessing a real story in life. He was
interested in the Scotch girl who was
being treated so shamefully by the

villain. His wrath grew, and when
finally, the climax came and the vil-

lain was about to depart, the Scotch-

man reached suddenly for a weapon

with which to avenge the girl, but his

hand found nothing.

''Mac an diabhuil !" he cried,

—

which, being interpreted, means Son
of the Devil, "Mac an diabhuil !" and
reaching down he pulled oflf his

heavy top-boot and brandished it over

the heads of the audience toward the

stage.

They rescued him in time. He did

not throw the boot. But he might
have thrown it had his two compan-
ions not held his arms. He left the

theatre disgruntled and for awhile

threatened to wait for the villain out-

side the stage door.

He is used to theatres now. He is

now one of the West's rich men. He
has a great house and a wife and
children. He is the dictator of a

Board of Trade and arbiter of the

destiny of many a section of land,

and the wheat thereon. But in the

old days, as a Hudson's Bay man, he

would have argued with you that such

land could not be made to grow
goodi wheat. But that was before his

emancipation, in the time when he

could not easily understand how' the

histi'ionic villain might be the sainted

father of a large family off the stage.

The Test of To-day

There is no hardship ahead of us in

life that may not be made easier by
our doing the hard thing of j-day

with unflinching faithfulness. And
every hardship that lies ahead will be

the harder to meet by any failure of

ours in to-day's test. This day's test-

ing and trial are sure to be severe.

It probably seems unfairly so. It may
be the hardest w-e have ever yet

known. It is sure to seem dull, and
unattractive, and utterly lacking in

those elements of picturesqueness or
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heroism or adventure that seem to

mark the achievements of the world's

great victors. But that is what makes
it hard to the point of being worth
while. And here is another reason

for taking up its challenge manfully:
"For this commandment which I com-
mand thee this day, it is not too hard

for thee, neither is it far ofif." How
we ought to rejoice that there is some-
thing close at hand that is big enough
to test us but not big enough to break
us?

—

Great Thoughts.



LORD CHIEF BARON CHRISTOPHER PALLES

Ireland's Grand Old Man

Ireland's Grand Old Man

By

The Editor of Green Bag

SOME years ago Mr. Justice Gran-

tham was on circuit in Liverpool,

i happening to have some leisure

crossed to Dublin and visited the

Four Courts th^re. This English

judge might have learned something

from Irish wit and wisdom. He,

however, wrote a letter to the Times,

not to express his admiration for hts

learned brethren, but his surprise ^t

their having so little to do. Comment

is unnecessary. Ireland is not a corn-

mere ial country, and the legal busi-

ness of all Ireland is small in amount

when compared with the legal busi-

ness of London alone. It is not the

amount of Irish litigation, but the in-

tellectual outnut of bench and bar in

Ireland, which is so remarkable.

Great as have been the services of

Ireland to the British Army, those

services have been excelled by her

services to English law as adminis-

tered both in England and Ireland.

Lord Russell, of Killowen, the late

Lord Chief Justice of England, began

his career as a solicitor in Belfast.

The late Lord FitzGibbon (the

friend of Lord Randolph Churchill),

an Irish judge, was one of the wisest

and wittiest of men. The House of

Lords (as final court of appeal) is

composed of the Lord High Chancel-

lor (Lord Loreburn) and of four

Lords of Appeal in Ordinary,—Lords

Miacnas-hten. Atkinson, Collins and
45
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Shaw. Three of them arc Irishmen.

and if Lord Loreburn is a Scotchman,
as Lord Shaw undoubtedly is, Eng-
land is unrepresented in its final court

of appeal.

Lord Collins, late Master of the

Rolls in England, is the son of an
Irish K.C. Lord Macnaghten is gen-

erally recognized as the judge whose
law and whose language are equally

sound and clear. Although Lord
Macnaghten is descended from Sir

Alexander Macnaghten, who fell

fighting for James IV. of Scotland
on the field of Flodden, his family has

since become Irish, and he is an
Antrim man.
Lord Atkinson was a member of

the Irish bar, and an Irish M.P. be-

fore he became a Lord of Appeal. It

is not, however, with these eminent
Irishmen that the present article deals

but with 'another Irish lawyer, who is

the greatest judge that has ever sat

in an Irish court of justice.

Where two or three Irish lawyers
are gathered together, and any ques-
tion arises as to who is the greatest

living Irish legal luminary, there can
be no doubt as to the name that will

unanimously be given. It will be that

of the Right Hon. Christopher Palles,

Lord Chief Baron of Exchequer in

Ireland since 1874. Prior to his ap-
pointment he had filled the posts of

Solicitor and Attorney General for

Ireland in Mr. Gladstone's govern-
ment (1872-74). This appointment
was therefore a political appointment.
If you had searched over the British

Empire, you could not have found a

man better fitted than he is for the

highest judicial office. He is a man
worthy in all respects to have sat, as

the third member of an ideal court
of justice, with Mansfield and with
Marshall. The most critical would
have found it difficult to decide which
of these three men was primus inter

pares.

Chief Baron Palles is a Catholic,

and was a Liberal. He was never a
Home Ruler. It is not fitting for a
British or Irish judge to have any
politics. Only poor lawvers remain
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politicians on the bench. When the

Chief Baron mounted the bench, his

politics (sane and sensible as they

were for a practising barrister)

dropped off him, like the mantle of

the prophet. We believe that the

well-known moderation and reason-

ableness of the Chief Baron's views

had something to do with his being

selected for the honorary degree of

D.C.L. by the University of Cam-
bridge. Palles, although a Catholic,

is a loyal Trinity College (Dublin)

man. As the title of Chief Baron has

been abolished by statute, he is "the

last of the Barons." With one possi-

ble exception, he is the most distin-

guished judge on the British bench.

When at Trinity College, he took the

degree equal to that of Senior Wrang-
ler at Cambridge. He is par excel-

lence a mathematician, like those ex-

Lord Justices Romer and Stirling

(whom we have lost from the Eng-
lish Court of Appeal), and Lord Jus-

tice Fletcher Moulton (whom we
happily have still with us, in the

Court of Appeal), all of whom were
Senior Wranglers. How has Chief

Baron Palles acquired his gift of elo-

quent English? If an Englishman is

judicially eloquent, he has probably

acquired his aptitude by years de-

voted to translating Latin at sight in-

to idiomatic English. It was thus that

the first William Pitt taught the

second William Pitt how to address

the House of Commons. The explan-

ation for the Chief Baron's mastery
of English is that he is an Irishman.

It is natural for him to express his

argument in luminous and forcible

English.

It is one of life's little ironies that

the less deserving are so often pro-

moted to the higher place. Mr. Jus-

tice Buller served under Lord Chief

Justice Kenyon. It is commonly re-

ported that before Lord Salisbury's

government in 1889 rewarded their

then Irish Attorney-General by mak-
ing him permanent head of the Irish

judicial system, they consulted the

Chief Baron as to whether he objected

to the appointment, and, with that
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forgetfulness of his own merits which
some great men possess, the Chief

Baron did not demur. As a conse-

quence of his modesty, Sir Peter

O'Brien became the Lord Chief Jus-

tice of Ireland.

Not that the redoubtable "Peter the

Packer" (a nickname Sir Peter ac-

quired from his alleged skill in "pack-

ing" juries, when he was a law ofifi-

cer of the Crown) is an ordinary man.
Far from it. He is a nephew of the

late Mr. Justice O'Brien, who tried

the Phoenix Park assassins of Mr.
Burke and Lord Frederick Cavendish

with ibursts of eloquence that would
have been called extraordinary in any

country but Ireland. Lord O'Brien

has no small share of his late uncle's

wit and fire, but his merits are intel-

lectual and personal, rather than judi-

cial. The Chief Justice and the Chief

Baron rarely sit together in the same
court, though they are both ex-officio

members of the Irish Court of Appeal.

Sir Peter has become Lord O'Brien

of Kilfenora, while Christopher Palles

has received no further honor from

the Crown, save that he has been

sworn in a member of the Privy

Council both in England and Ireland

(a coveted distinction). We have

called him a great man, and would

apply him the words spoken of anoth-

er great English lawyer, who never

reached the bench: "If a lawyer can

be a great man, Christopher Palles is

a great man ; for we do not know
anything that a lawyer can do which

he cannot do."

Discreet Loafing

Great Thoughts

NO one has spoken a better word
for discreet loafing than Steven-

son in his delightful "Apology

for Idlers." "Extreme busyness," he

says, "whether at school or college,

kirk or market, is a symptom of de-

ficient vitality and a faculty for idle-

ness implies a catholic appetite and a

strong sense of personal identity."

The great workers have preserved

their capacity for great loafing.

Luther's life was full of toil, but held

in mental and spiritual balance by per-

iods of recreation; when, throwing

dull care away, he romped with his

children. The companions, on his

holidays, of great-souled and serious-

minded Henry Drummond, report him
as an accomplished and graceful idler.

It was when the throng was pressing

him, when there was sick to be healed

and sinners to be saved that the Mas-
ter said to his disciples, worn by their

toil, "Come ye yourselves apart into a

desert place and rest a while."

The emphasis in our time is laid

upon the life of action rather than on

that of meditation. Men are under

a sort of nervous compulsion of ac-

complishing results. Unless they are

doing something they feel themselves

to be wasting time. It may be one

reason why, although we are continu-

ally producing more captains of indus-

try, there is a dearth of poets or of

prophets. The world is overwhelm-

ingly with us. We are too busy to

Have sight of Proteus rising from

the sea,

Or hear old Triton blow his wreath-

ed horn.

The cultivation of a large, free, kind

of leisure in which the sweeter voices

may speak to us and the finer visions

be revealed is a part of our Christian

privilege in vacation days.



The New Recruit

A Tale of the Boy Scouts

By

W. Pett Ridge

THE boy looked up and down the

street anxiously, stood on tiptoe

to see the time by the church

clock, and clicked his tongue to indi-

cate annoyance. From the side street

that communicated with the main

road, where a notice promised that

electric tram-cars would stop if re-

quired, a matronly woman came carry-

ing a baby on one arm ; a heavy round

tin box, held by the other hand, bang-

ed against her knees. All signs of

irritation slipped from the boy's fea-

tures ; he ran across.

"What you mean?" demanded the

woman, stopping to answer his ques-

tion. "What are yau driving at?

What's the idea of making the offer?

Come on; let's hear from you."

"I simply suggested it," he explain-

ed deferentially, "seeing that you were

overloaded and that I had nothing

particular to do."

"If I'd got a third hand," she said

with heat, "I'd use it to box your ears.

Do you think for a single moment

that I should trust a child of mine to

a mere boy like you?"

"That was my idea, ma'am."

"Now I consider the matter over,"

remarked the woman, looking at him

interestedly, "I can begin to see day-

light. You're one of these kidnappers,

that's what you are. You're one of the

lot that steal a poor woman's only

child and pass it off as one of your
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own. I've read about your set in the

Sunday papers. It's all right, dearie,"

she went on, addressing the infant.

"The ugly little boy shan't touch you.

You're safe with your mumsey-pum-
sey."

The boy, catching sight of the baby's

face, felt compelled to make some
statements in his own defence ; he add-

ed some criticisms on the child's ap-

pearance. The woman set down the

tin box and started to run; age and
weight were in his favor, and he was
out in Upper Street and across the

road, hidden by passing traffic, in

something like record time. There he

walked Highbury way, looking about

him. An old woman was bringing

shutters out of a laundry shop, and he

asked if he could lend a hand; she

accepted the offer graciously, but the

board slipped as she took it, and in

sending him off she bewailed the fact

that her one special and particular and

favorite corn should always be the

object of the world's clumsy attention.

He turned down Cross Street.

"What you a-gazing at?" inquired

the young man, defiantly. "Can't I be

trying to undo the wire of my own
area gate but what you must needs

fix your eyes on me?"
"Thought perhaps I could help," he

said.

"If I can't untwist it," said the oth-

er, "it's a very sure thing you won't
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be able to. Run along home, and ask
your mother to remind you to say

your prayers."

"If I can assist you in any way—

"

'T'll assist you," he said, with tru-

culence, "if you don't be oflf and leave

me in peace. Wait a minute, though.

Perhaps, after all, you might be able

to make yourself useful for once.

There's no one about.; do you think

you could get over these railings for

me—I'd do it myself, only I had a

fall not long s'ince and hurt me ankle

—get over these railings and slip

flown there and open the door and find

.something that will break this thick

wire."

"Why not go in at the front door?"
"A fair question," admitted the

young man. "I don't go in at the front

door because I haven't got the key.

My people went ofiF to Walton-on-
Naze this afternoon. Do you 'know
Walton-on-Naze ? A pity ! Go there

whenever you get a chance. Rare
bracing place for a slip of a boy like

you. As. I was saying, they w^ent off

yesterday
—

"

"Yesterday or this afternoon?"

"What on earth," demanded the

youth, angrily, "has .it go to do with

you when they went ? They've gone
;

that's good enough for your purpose.

And they ought to have sent me the

key and they didn't. Now, then, if

you've quite finished talking, over you

get, and look sharp about it."

The boy required help, and this was
readily given ; he stood on the top

ready to jump down when a bass

voice close to them inquired what was
'being done. "Sergeant," explained

the young man promptly, "this little

chap tells me he lives here, and, neigh-

borly like, I've been telling him to get

in because the gate's fastened. Whe-
ther he's telling the truth or not,

Heaven only knows ; all I can tell you

is that he tells me he
—

" The state-

ment being repeated with emphasis,

fhe constable put questions to the boy

;

put more questions to the young man

;

decided, at the end, that it looked ex-

tremely fishy, declared he could not

bring himself to believe either. His

recommendation that they should make
themselver scarce with all despatch
was accepted.

The boy had reached his own street,

desolate and perturbed, when he found
himself attracted by an elderly figure

endeavoring to mark the wall with a

piece of chalk. He crossed to gain
more complete information, and the

old gentleman asked him rather in-

distinctly whether this was Harrow
Street. Yes, Harrow Street it was.

Then why wasn't the name up? The
name was vecorded, answered the boy,

on the other side of the way. The be-

muserl old man said this was not

good enough ; the name ought to be

on this side.

"Don't you trouble about that, Mr.
Emslie ; I'll see you home if you like."

The other urged that, first of all,

they should see everything was cor-

rect and in order. A slave to ac-

curacy, for the moment, he insisted on

completing his task of chalking the

title of the street on the wall so that

he might feel certain this was Harrow
Street, and the inscription finished,

tumbled into the boy's arms and said

sleepily, "Goo' night all, Go' bless you,

don't be late in the morning." It was

only with considerable trouble and

great determination that the boy suc-

ceeded in lugging him along; no one

else was about to assist, and the old

gentleman here and there collapsed

in the manner of a half-filled sack,

and had to be lifted and shaken, and

once more dragged. The door of No.

8 was open ; the boy, nerving himself

for a last effort, headed his charge_ in-

to the passage, propped him against

an aged hat-stand, opened the door

of the room and looking in saw that

the only occupant was fast asleep on

the bed with one of her arms hang-

ing down at the side, her straight grey

hair on the pillow. He brought Mr.

Emslie in, and with a sigh of relief

dumped him into the armchair.

A boy with a home-made model

aeroplane that seemed willing to do

everything but fly, engaged his atten-

tion in the roadway, and the two gave

time to the task of discussing the rea-
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sons of its failure. There ensued some
argument in regard to the correct pro-

nunciation of the names of certain

foreign experts, and in the tussle the

model was broken, and the two parted

on the worst possible terms. Conse-

quently, the boy entered his mother's

house slightly out of temper, his at-

titude one of reserve. Called to sup-

per, he ate this quietly, responding

without superfluous words to the in-

quiry whether there was anything

fresh on the newspaper placards.

"Lay I know something you've for-

gotten to do," said his mother, rally-

ingly.

"Then you must be cleverer than

what I am."

"You've forgotten," she went on,

"clean forgotten one of the principal

rules that you agreed to obey when
I let you join the Boy Scouts.'"

"Perhaps you'll be good enough to

explain."

She did so, and he answered com-
posedly that the one good turn for

each day had been duly performed

;

he gave the case of Mr. Emslie with

full details.

"And you took him to No. 8, did

you?"
"An hour or so ago. Isn't that good

enough to be reckoned?"
"Quite!" she agreed. "Only that,

as a matter of fact, the poor old gen-

tleman's proper number is eighteen!"

He considered the question in un-

lacing his boots. "Another time," he
said, thoughtfully, "p'raps I'd better

look out for an opportunity a bit ear-

lier in the day!"

Grasp the Whole of Life

Let there be many windows in your
soul,

That all the glory of the universe

May beautify it. Not the narrow
pane

Of one poor creed can catch the

raiiiant rays

That shine from countless sources.

Tear away
The blinds of superstition ; let the

light

Pour through fair windows, broad
as truth itself

And high as heaven. . . .Tune your
car

To all the wordless music of the

stars

And to the voice of nature, and
your heart

Shall turn to truth and goodness as

the plant

Turns to the sun. A thousand un-

seen hands

Reach down to help you to their

peace-crowned heights.

And all the forces of the firma-

ment
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Shall fortify your strength. Be
not afraid

To thrust aside half-truths and
grasp the whole.

—

Anon.
The conditions of conquest are

easy. We have but to toil awhile,

endure awhile, believe always, and
never turn back.

—

R. L. Stevenson.

What's left undone to-day.

To-morrow will not do;

Waste not a day in vain digression

With resolute, courageous trust,

Seize every possible impression,

And make it firmly your possession

;

You'll then work on because you
must.

—

Goethe.

Man is his own star, and the soul

that can

Render an honest and a perfect

man
Commands all light, all influence,

all fate;

Nothing to him f;;iis early or too

late.

Our acts our angels arc, or good
or ill,

Our fatal shadows that w ilk by us

still.

—

Beaumont and Fletcher.



Is Canada in Danger of

Invasion ?

The Oriental Menace

By

L. W. Makovski.

IT would be amusing were it not

pathetic to read some of the num-
erous articles in the American

papers regarding the wonderful open-

ing in Manchuria for American trade.

With an overweening self-confidence,

which is based on ignorance, and
which in the United States passes

muster as courage, the American
people are told time and again that the

trade of Manchuria 'and incidentally

of China Can be pocketed by their

merchants if only Washington pre-

serves a stiff-necked attitude in face

of Japanese aggression. Columns are

written on the wonderful diplomacy
of Secretary Knox, the necessity for

American participation in this or that

loan, the enmity that China has for

Japan and the friendliness the former

has for everything American. Now
and again a western paper will scare

its readers by asserting that Japan is

deliberately preparing for war with

the United States. Latterly the idea

that Japan should make a special

treaty with Russia has been stigmat-

ized as a deliberate blow at American
interests, while at other times figures

are given showing the value of Japan-
ese imports from the United States

and the commercial preponderance of

the two nations in the Pacific.

It is easy to distinguish from the

tenor of these very variegated articles

that America is anxious to fathom the
future of the Pacific and has no defin-
ite policy to pursue but trusts largely
to chance to extricate her from a posi-
tion which is gradually becoming un-
tenable. By taking over the Prilip-

pines from Spain and annexing the
Hawaiian Islands she light-heartedly
plunged into an Imperial policy with-
out in the least reckoning its cost. At
that time American statesmen deluded
themselves into imagining that the fu-

ture of the Pacific lay in their 'hands,

and ignored the cloud on the north
western horizon which was then no
bigger than a man's hand. The
Russo-Japanese war and the Anglo-
Japanese treaty suddenly brought the

cloud into the clear sky of American
diplomacy and ever since then her
statesmen have had to play a game in

which bluffs were called with unfail-

ing regularly and Japan held hands
which proved winners all the time.

In all her dealings with other nations

America had found bluff a fine basis

for negotiation and it annoys and ir-

ritates her to be called upon to put

down her 'hand when it consists of

nothing but a four flusher.

The magnificent reception accorded

the American battleship fleet on its

arrival in Japan was considered a

hopeful sign, until it was discovered

that Japan was unfeignedly glad to be
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able to judge of its weakness first

hand. The "melancholy spectacle" of

sixteen battleships escorted by a fieet

of British colliers must have excited

the risibility of the Japanese, who,

however, were far too courteous to

allow their smiles to be seen. From

the commercial point of view the fail-

ure of the Hill i:ne of steamers, trad-

ing from Seattle to Japan, to make a

living, and the slow progress, if it can

be called progress, of the Pacific Mail

has tallied with the quick and profit-

able development of the Nippon Yu-

sen Kaisha. A series of articles en-

tilled the "Valor of Ignorance," writ-

ten by General Homer Lea, in Harp-

er's Weekly, exposed the terrible

weakness of America on the Pacific

coast and drew much criticism on the

patriotism of their author, though no

expert has ever been able to dispute

their logic. But the constantly re-

iterated expressions of friendship for

America emanating from Japan and

the pooh-poohing of war scares have

served as a sop to America's pride in

spite of the fact that the sop is thrown

by Japan and can l^e withheld at any

time.

Some three and a half years ago it

was confidently asserted throughout

Canada that America would act with

Canada in resisting the influx of

Japanese coolie labor. It was a na-

tural assertion seeing that much of

the trouble arising from that influx

was engineered by American labor

organizations on the Pacific coast. If

Canada could be drawn into the game
it was supposed that Great Britain

would stand by Canada, and Japan
would not act against the interests of

her ally. For the time being the move
met with success and Japan made
arrangements limiting the emigration

from her shores to the Pacific coasts

of North America. This limitation

was hailed as a triumph for Canada
in spite of the fact that it might have

been obvious, to any but those gifted

with the most childlike faith, that such

an arrangement would not have been

possible but for the relationship of

Canada to the British Empire, and
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consequently to the value of the Ang-
lo-Japanese alliance. In the last year

this relationship has been emplrasized

by the agitation regarding a Cana-

dian navy which, with a fine disregard

for the advice of the British Admiral-

ty regarding the definition of a fleet

unit. Sir Wilfrid Laurier has decided

shall be nothing but an expensive toy.

To any student of the question, who
is not blinded by purely domestic con-

siderations, the crux of the naval

question as far as Canada is concern-

ed lies in its value to the Pacific coast.

In other words a Canadian navy that

could not combine with Australia and
New Zealand and which was cut off

by the Pacific ocean from the British

base at Singapore must remain, unless

of great strength, a mere spectator of

events that would most vitally con-

cern not only Canada but the Empire.
The insistence of the Conservative

party in advocating a cash contribu-

tion to the British navy was valueless

owing to the fact that its leaders were
either afraid or ignorant of the true

situation. The only reason for Can-
ada contributing a Dreadnought, or

even two, was owing to the defence-

lessness of the Pacific coast and the

necessity of uniting with Australia

and New- Zealand in preparing, for the

future which as surely as the sun rises

must one day be faced courageously.

There is absolutely nothing un-

friendly to Japan in making such pre-

paration. Japan is making, as best

she can, provision for events that na-

ture is forcing upon her, and that

other nations should make similar

provision entitles them to her respect

rather than to her unfriendhness.

Both Canada and America speak of

the future of China as something
which will lead to a vast expansion of

international trade. Japan is fully

aware of this and undoubtedly would
gladly work w-ith America and^ Can-

ada and share with them the profits

of such expansion were she not forced

to remember that neither Canada nor

America admit that she is on an equal

plane with them. The white race

^ooks on itself as something half di-
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vine, predestined by a benign Provi-

dence to exploit the vast riches of the

Orient, and Japan can hardly be

blamed for stigmatising its divinity

as something very human and very

objectionable, when it carries with it

the proviso that the white race may
interfere in the Orient but that the

Orient shall not interfere in the Occi-

dent.

Laying aside, however, for the

moment all question of race it may be

possible to examine the subject from

the economic viewpoint and thus, to

some extent, elucidate what is after all

the most serious problem of the next

decade. To begin with it will be as

well to examine the situation geo-

graphically.

If Japan be :-ake;i as the centre of

a circle with a line to the Hawaii
Islands as a radius the circumference

of the circle thus drawn will enclose

the Bering Sea, all the Aleutian Isles,

and the tip of the Alaskan peninsula

in the north, Samoa, Fiji and the

Philippines and the greater part or

Australia in the south and south-west.

This would be for practical purposes

a radius of about 3,500 miles.

If Vancouver be taken as the centre

of a similar circle the 3,500 mile radi-

us would make a circumference that

would enclose the Bering Sea, Alaska
and Hawaii.

The circumferences thus drawn will

show at once the position of Japan
and its relation to the Pacific ocean.

Tactically speaking, with the excep-

tion of Hawaii, the Pacific coast of

America is still further than the Paci-

fic coast of Canada from the points

mentioned as being enclosed by the

circumference, based on Japan as a

centre.

The Pacific coast of the white races,

that is the . territory inhabited and

colonized by them to the practical ex-

clusion of colored people is as follows.

Sq. Miles. Pop.

California 158,360 .1,485,053

Washington ... 69,180 518,103

Oregon 94.56o 413.566

Alaska 590,804 30.507*

U.S. Total ... 912,904 2,447,229

*Alaska has a total population of about (3,000. of

whom about 30,000 are whites.
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Sq. Miles. Pop.

liritish

Columbia .... 383,000 300,000

Australia 2,972,573 3,767,443

New Zealand.. 104.751 815,862

U.S. and British

Total 4,373.228 7.330.534

The above figures are taken from

the last American census in 1902 with

the exception of the British Colonies

which are as nearly up-to-date as

possible. In round figures Australia

and New Zealand may be reckoned as

containing 5,000,000 people.

The Philippine Islands contain 128,-

ooo square miles, and have a native

population of about 7,000,000, of

whom a large part are Chinese.

Hawaii contains 6,538 square miles,

with a population of 153,727, of whom
no less than 61,000 are Japanese and

25,000 Chinese.

Both these territories are under the

military control of America.

To sum up, the white races possess,

exclusive of Hawaii and the Philip-

pines, which may be reckoned as held

by the S'word, 4,373,228 square miles,

bordering on the Pacific ocean, in-

habited by about 7,500,000 people.

Japan contains 147,655 square miles

and is inhabited by about 50,000,000

people, over half of whom are males.

China proper contains 1,532,420

square miles, and is inhabited by over

407,253,000 people.

From the Japanese point of view,

therefore, the white race dominate
about 27 times as much territory, with

a population one-seventh as great as

their own, and the greatest part of

that territory comes well within the

radii of their tactical positions in the

Pacific. Truly, the position is ex-

traordinary when looked at from the

eastern point of view.

The economical point of view is

still more extraordinary when it is

realized that the white races refuse

the Japanese emigrant admission to
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these enormously wealthy and sparse-

ly-populated areas, giving as their rea-

son for such refusal that the Japanese
emigrant lowers the standard of liv-

ing. Even if the area of Australia be

reduced by one-half, owing to the in-

terior being incapable of supporting

human life (which, by the way, is

doubtful, if racial characteristics be

taken into account), economically the

problem is unaffected thereby. For
with Japan it would be perfectly rea-

sonable to reckon China and even In-

dia as being excluded from these lands

ivhich are held by the white race and
closed to the colored.

Briefly, then, we are face to face

with a problem which has for its basis

the well-defined policy of excluding

from very much under-populated areas

the natural trend of emigration from
ovci'-populated and over-cultivated

lands. In the under-populated areas

lie untouched immense natural re-

sources, which, if used properly,

would add very greatly to the wealth

of countries, which are, when com-
pared to the wealth of the white man's
lands, poverty stricken. There is no
doubt whatever that the Hindus,
Chinamen and Japanese could produce
enormous wealth, both agricultural

and mineral, from these areas, which
would add tremendously to their in-

dustrial growth and make them very

serious competitors to the domination

of European and American manufac-
tures.

As long as the colored races were
content to remain in a state of what
we called barbarism, the problem was
not serious, but to-day Japan is ad-

mitted to the comity of nations as a

first-class power, and there is no deny-

ing that her civilization is fully equal,

if not superior in many ways, to that

of the white man. Japan is no longer

content ; the Japanese merchant and
statesman has proved himself able and
willing to compete with the white man
and to defeat him in peace as well as

war, and the Japanese nation to a man
has learnt the value of western

methods of business and industrial-

ism and have applied to their own
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country the methods of the Occident.

The Japanese system of education is

every whit as good as the German,
which is putting it on the highest

plane possible, and the spirit of the

nation is a model for all the rest of

the world to marvel at. There is no
denying these facts, the question is

how is the white race going to face

the future? Supposing for one mo-
ment the races changed places, would
the white race allow the colored to

exclude it from the immense natural

resources of which the colored made
no use ? There can be but one answer
to that question, and it is, NO.

English statesmen have for years

foreseen this natural development and
in every way possible have endeavored

to anticipate the inevitable. They have

tried to turn Indian emigration into

East Africa, and are to-day encourag-

ing the Hindu settler more than the

white. Why? For the simple reason

that they have realized long ago that

Providence has set apart certain lands

for certain races, and that to expect

the white man to develop countries

situated as is East Africa, is like mak-
ing use of horses to do dogs' work.

But we in Canada shut our eyes to

anything unpleasant. We refuse to

study any problem that does not have

for its solution the adding of so many
dollars and cents to our personal cof-

fers. The man who is engaged in the

lumber business has no time to take

thought of the agricultural, except as

it touches his own particular market

;

the man that rr tiiufactures boots in

the east does r jare a shoe lace whe-
ther a wh'tr; man or colored buys

those ?lioe.i in British Columbia ; all

he csres aboi/ is the number of shoes

he c:m sell. The laboring man of the

west does not care about anything at

all except to get as much money as

possible for the work he does. He
anxiously watches the Provincial Gov-

ernments to see that nothing is done

to increase competition, and thus de-

crease the power of his unions. It is

all very natural and quite understand-

able. The dollar-mark is our stan-

dard of civilization.

Yet here is a problem which is most
formidable, and one that must be faced
within the next few years. In 191

5

the Anglo-Japanese treaty expires and
it is extremely doubtful if Japan will

renew it. It is extremely doubtful
if any nation situated as Japan i^

would renew it under the circum-
stances, for it is the one thing that

stands between her and these sparse-

ly-populated lands, which she, with
cheap labor, could make immensely
profitable. The plain fact is, that the

wealth of these lands developed by
Oriental labor would flow into the cof-

fers of Japan, instead of into the poc-

kets of individuals who are exploit-

ing them very largely for their own
I)ersonal profit. I refer particularly to

Alaska, which hangs like a ripe apple

just nicely within reach of Japan. It

is a very good example of the whole
Alaska is immensely wealthy in na-

tural resources, which are being de-

veloped by American capitalists. Cop-

per, coal, iron, gold, exist in prac-

tically unlimited quantities, and even

agriculture can be carried on at a pro-

fit. The white man demands a high

wage to work in Alaska, and the raw

material which he sends out to the

world is thereby more costly than it

would be were it worked by cheap

labor. Supposing Japan were anxious

to buy Alaska coal, she would have

to pay about two-thirds as much again

as she would have to supposing that

coal were mined by her own labor.

That is the problem, and sooner or

later it must be solved. I admit that

I have stated it very roughly, but

when it is realized that exactly the

same argument may be applied to all

the white man's territory 'bordering

on the Pacific, a very fair estimate

may be made of the economical side

of the whole question.

The argument that cheap Oriental

labor would reduce the standard of

living on the Pacific coast is a per-

fectly natural and a perfectly right

one, but if it is to be used efifectively,

then some method must be adopted by

which it can be made efifective.
_

It is

no good stating a bald fact which i«
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obvious to the most near-sighted, and

take no steps to follow it to its na-

tural conclusion. If the Anti-Asiatic

Leagues of America and Canada were

honest they would follow up their

argument by demanding that absolute-

ly efficient means of protection were

devised to enforce their dictum on the

Orient. But do they do anything of

the kind? Not they! In the same

breath as they pass resolutions affirm-

ing their unalterable detennination to

exclude Orientals from the Pacific

coast they pass more resolutions de-

crying the building of a Canadian

navy, and any cash contribution to the

British navy, which, alone, to-day

stands between them and the Orient.

Furthermore, in admirable imitation

of the ostrich, they add to the above

by declaring their love of peace and

state they are unalterably opposed to

all militarism. In other words, they

fling defiance in the face of the Orient

with one hand and with the other pub-

lish their weakness to all the world.

There is not a single politician in Bri-

tish Columbia to-day who dare face an

audience of working men and tell

them the truth to their faces, any more

than there is a single official of the

trades unions who will dare argue the

matter on the platform. All parties

in Canada are only too willing to let

sleeping dogs lie. They declare that

there is no danger, as if all the de-

clarations in the world could set aside

the logical outcome of a policy. Did

any single politician rise in his place at

Ottawa and mention the Orient during

the naval debate? Did any one even

hint that it was the Pacific and not the

Atlantic that needed defence? Instead,

they spoke of patriotism, of loyalty,

and a thousand and one things that

sounded beautiful, but v^ere merely

words, words, words. The only pos-

sible excuse for this want of spirit

was want of knowledge, and yet these

are the men that intelligent Canadian

electors look to for guidance. God
help Canada when her sons do not

dare to speak their minds for fear they

may embarrass their party.
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The most astounding thing about

the whole matter was the apathy of

British Columbia herself. Here again

was a conspiracy of silence. Perhaps

the Provincial Government was anxi-

ous not to embarrass the Dominion
Government for fear the latter would

not grant certain Indian lands to the

province, which came within the scope

of their negotiations with the Cana-

dian Northern Railway; or the Pro-

vincial Government were hopeful of

getting something else from Ottawa;
or a wholesale grocer, a fishmonger

or candlestick maker represented the

political spirit of the Liberal party,

and to their dictum we bow in silence.

That is the sort of stuflf of which
statesmen are made. This or that man
wanted a contract, a judgeship, or

some other Dominion Government ap-

pointment. Real estate was booming,

everybody was making money, what

was to be gained by kicking. Public

spirit ! Pshaw ! The dollar marks the

level of public spirit.

Sir Wilfrid Laurier, in his speeches

on the Oriental question, with which
he dealt fully, both in Vancouver and
Victoria, during his tour of the west,

spoke plausibly, but not logically. He
emphasized the fact that owing to

Canada being part of the British Em-
pire, it was impossible to absolutely

exclude Japanese immigration, and
thereby gave the impression that his

hands were tied in- dealing with the

matter. He also stated, on his re-

sponsibility as leader of the Dominion
Government, that Japan had held

faithfully to her agreement not to al-

low^ more than 400 emigrants a year

to enter Canada. It is said in Van-
couver that considerably over this

number have come in, but for the sake

of argument the figures will do as well

as any other. The point is that how-
ever limited the immigration, the labor

organizations are not satisfied, and,

further, that the arrangement is purely

temporary and dependent on -the good-
will of Japan. The Anti-Asiatic

League desire total exclusion of the

Japanese and a head tax of $1,000 on
all Chinamen entering the country.
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Now on its way to the Pacific Coast as the nucleus of a Pacific fleet.

There was absolutely nothing new in

what Sir Wilfrid L^urier said. He
uttered a few of the usual platitudes,

but did not attempt to drive home the

only logical conclusion that if one
country wishes to make legislation

inimical to another, it must have some-
thing more than mere words with

which to back up that legislation. He
spoke of the opportunities for trade,

leaving Vancouver for Oriental ports.

All of which may be perfectly true,

but entails friendly relations with the

Orient, and does not allow for special

discrimination. Furthermore, if there

are such vast opportunities for trade,

it is obvious that these opportunities

would be enhanced to an immense ex-

tent were labor on the Pacific coast

cheap enough to allow of production

at a cost that would enable the Orient

to buy at a reasonable price. The
obvious truth that to enhance the cost

of production is to limit the possibility

of markets never appears to have been

taken into account.

Economically, then, the fundamen-
tal problem of immensely wealthy and
practically undeveloped lands with a

very limited population, excluding the

remarkably efficient population of

comparatively poor and largely over-

populated areas from any participa-

tion in the benefits of these undevelop-

ed areas remains the same. Dr. Hodg-
kinson, the well-known historian, after

a year's residence in i\ustralia, has

written a striking article, in which he

states that the crying need of Aus-
tralia is a population of 25,000,000,

not only for the purposes of develop-

ment, but also as a natural barrier

against the pressure that the Oriental

races are bound to exercise sooner or

later. He might have applied the same

argument to the Pacific coast of this

continent. It must be remembered

that both Australia and New Zealand

are morally in a better position than

Canada, as they have contributed to

the British navy, and the labor gov-

ernments in both countries have pass-

si
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ed bills for the training of every able-

bodied man in the use of arms. If

Canada had done the same it might
have been said that the nation real-

ized its responsibilities and was de-

termined to be honest and make pro-

vision for the future.

"But," the anti-militarists would
cry, "you are pre-supposing the neces-

sity of war." I am pre-supposing
nothing of the kind. There is such a

thing as Pacific penetration, and the

pressure that might be exercised by a

few million Orientals in their anxiety

to find room and the raw materials

necessary to their further development
might be none the less sure because it

was not backed by force of arms.

I have been assured over and over
again that Japan's whole energies are

centered on Manchuria, and that her

emigration must move into Korea and
Manchuria. I confess that is an argu-
ment that does not appeal to me any
more than that Canadians must emi-
grate to Great Britain. The area of

Korea is 71,000 square miles, and its

population 10,000,000. Furthermore,
Koreans can live as cheaply, if not

cheaper, than the Japanese, and con-

sequently there is no need for cheap
labor. With regard to Manchuria, the

same argument may be used, with the

addition that Japan's commonsense
policy would be to treat Manchuria
very much as England treats Egypt,
and I have never yet heard that Bri-

tish emigration to Egypt can be either

profitable or possible. Manchuria is

a safety valve for China, and Japan's
policy seems to be to develop it by
means of the Chinese themselves, and
thereby build up a nation between her-

self and Russia. In pursuance of this

policy Japan makes a treaty with Rus-
sia which seems to be a commonsense
policy to pursue, as it leaves her free

on the Pacific for some years to come.
The mistake we make is in imagining
that Japan is blind to her obvious ad-

vantages, though why we should credit

a nation like Japan with less per-

spicuity than we have ourselves is a

puzzle I have long ago given up try-
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ing to solve. The truth is that we are

afraid to face this question from a

commonsense point of view, and the

very fact that we are afraid will lead

to disaster. Fear is generally the

cause of war.

Some so-cailed Socialists believe

that the whole danger of the Oriental

question lies in its commercial aspect,

and that once the nations give up
manufacturing for profit there will

be no danger of war, because there

will be no new markets to conquer.

That would be a very comfortable doc-

trine if the whole world were Social-

istic, and also if all populations re-

mained stationary. Unfortunately,

this is not a question of commercial
competition as yet, but it is already

a case of pressure of population. That
all labor organizations are affiliated

and that the industrial workers of the

world are all on the side of peace has

absolutely nothing to do with the case.

If the white laborer welcomed the

yellow or brown laborer as a brother

on terms of equality, and admitted his

right to labor in the same markets,

and expressed a willingness to lower

his own standard of living to that of

his new relation, *the argument might
have some force, as it would allow for

the natural escape of populations from
over-crowded areas. But the Social-

ist is no more honest in this matter

than the politician. Just because he

has arrived, in his own mind, at a

point which he fondly imagines will

cure all evils, and because he forgets

to go one step further and take into

consideration that the essential mo-
tive power of humanity is competition,

and that if competition be eliminated

the human race will come to a stand-

still through inertia, there is no rea-

son for him assuming that the Orien-

tal, with his age-long study of phil-

osophy, has not seen the futility of

that argument just as soon as Occi-

dental pressure awakened him. In

tact, strange as it may seem, China

to-day is awakening from centuries of

a kind of socialism practised for some

two thousand vears before Christ.
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*"The laws of China determine the

individual's share in the possession of

the soil and the taxes to be paid to the

state; they regulate the buying and
selling of merchandise and determine

measures, weights and market prices

;

they regulate all life and activity,

moral conduct, as well as the forms of

social convention, for they lay down
laws concerning the behavior of men
towards men, and of men towards

animals, and concerning the duties of

parents towards the aged '.
. . All

subjects are equal from their birth

;

there are no hereditary classes, no
castes. 'According to old laws,' says

Wuttke, 'the state is the sole owner
of the soil and gives possession to the

individual only by way of loan.'
"

It seems, therefore, as if the white

race were gradually adopting as its

own an economic theory which for

thousands of years has atrophied ail

development in the Orient, just at the

very time that the Oriental is awaken-
ing to the fact that the secret of west-

ern development has been the con-

tinuous struggle for existence, in other

w^ords, competition. History is ap-

parently repeating itself.

The Socialist solution of the pro-

blem may therefore be set aside as

worthless.

As has been said, the present method
of solving the problem pre-supposes

that the Oriental will always allow the

white man to dictate a policy of ex-

clusion, and yet at the same time de-

mand the right of trade. In other

words, it pre-supposes that the white

race of the Pacific will always be

strong enough to force their will on

the Oriental, or that the Oriental will

always be so friendly to them that he

will allow himself to be placed in an

inferior position. It is obvious that

neither supposition will bear the light

of examination. As far as force is

concerned, it is now admitted that

even America is no match for Japan,

owing to want of organization and an

adequate army. A nation of 80.000.-

000 with a standing army of 50.000.

Historians' History of the World.

of which not more than 35,000 could

take the field and keep it for a month,
is hardly a match for the nation that

brought Russia to its knees, and of

which every male is trained to arms
from childhood. Furthermore, the

national spirit of America has become
so poisoned by money that it cannot

compare in any degree with the na-

tional spirit of Japan. It is extreme-

ly doubtful if America, with the whole
of her fleet stationed on the Pacific

coast, could guard that coast against

an invasion by Japan, and it is obvious

that at the declaration of war, Hawaii.

the Philippines and Alaska must fall

directly into the hands of an aggres-

sive and magnificently-organized na-

tion.

As for Canada, Australia and New
Zealand, their strength lies in the

shadow of Great Britain's naval

strength, and in unity. If, and under

present conditions, it has been shown

that force is the only logical solution,

if war must be the outcome, then it

is obvious that strong naval force at

Singapore can alone hold Japan in

check. That force would have to be

sought out and destroyed before Japan

could move troops across the seas.

This is the point that Canada in her

naval policy has refused to recognize.

She has chosen the policy of hesitation

and patchwork, for fear, forsooth. le.st

a contribution should "smack of servi-

tude." Her policy is to build up a

navy of her own, and meanwhile al-

low Great Britain to assume the whole

responsibility of her defence. It takes

about two and a half years to arm and

equip a Dreadnaught, and five years

from the 12th of August, 1910, the

Anglo-Japanese treaty expires. We
have five years in which to build,

equip and man a navy which can be of

some moral use when the crisis arrives,

for whether the outcome be war or

peace depends very largely on our pre-

paredness for war on that date. We
can hardly blame Japan if she take

advantage of our want of foresight.

That would hardly be an unfriendly

act. it would be simply common-sense.

I really believe Japan wants peace
59
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and means to keep it by every means
in her power. As Baron Kinuchi ex-

plained to the business men of Van-
couver, Japan has never made war,

she has always been forced to it.

The sooner we recognize that the

policy of Asiatic exclusion, combined
with the present naval policy of the

Dominion Government, is the surest

method of forcing war on Japan the

better. America is in exactly the same
position. She is forcing war on Japan
by her attempts to blufif Japan out oi

Chinese markets and excluding Ori-

ental emigration from her coasts, while

she takes no steps towards instiWing

into her people a spirit that will face

some national sacrifice.

The deduction is plain. Either we
must prepare for war by uniting with

Australia and New Zealand, and, un-

der the guidance of the British Ad-
miralty, make our preparation so ef-

fective as to render it extremely im-

probable that any success can attend

an attack, or else we must prepare to

admit, at least Japan, on equal terms

to the benefits of our undeveloped re-

source?.

Such a deduction may be considered

by some unreasonable, but is it not per-

fectly logical? It is all very well

theorizing, but the time is past when
theories solve international problems.

Efificiency and preparation alone are

the means of anticipating and guard-
ing against misfortune. The ostrich

that tucks its head in the sand never
yet saved its feathers from the hunt-
er. The whole problem is one that

bristles with hard, plain facts, and it

is useless to add to its difficulties by
tacking on a mass of theories regard-
ing religion, an abhorrence for war.
the spread of civilization and so forth.

It must be remembered that it is the
white races that are putting the color-

ed races in an inferior position, and
that as long as they do so no amount
of religion or peace influences will

stave oflf the primeval struggle for

race equality. When the colored races

looked on and treated the white men
as inferiors, and refused to admit
traders into their countries, the white

eo

men by "force-majeur" insisted on
such admittance being given.. What
is sauce for the goose is sauce for the

gander, and it is hardly wise to ima-

gine that we can change that old

adage because it does not happen to

suit us at the moment.
I have endeavored to show the ser-

ious nature of this problem by empha-
sising its economical aspect which I

deem to 'be far the most important

and by far the most dangerous, mere-

ly because of our utter helplessness

in the face of a perfectly natural

phenomena. Naturalists assert that

the liuge ungainly animals of the

prehistoric periods ceased to exist as

soon as their cost of living became
too high for the regions which they

inhabited to support them. The ener-

vating efifect of luxury, on the masses

of this continent especially, has as its

counterpart a highly intricate system

of existence which has become enorm-
ously costly. It is impossible for the

white man on the Pacific coast to-day

to live as the Oriental races can live.

He has not the hardihood or the edu-

cation. His necessities are luxuries to

the Oriental and he cannot now learn

to do without that which he has been

accustomed. That is the basis of the

problem and the danger.

I am also convinced that it is ab-

surd to expect a highly efficient nation

like Japan to remain debarred from a

natural expansion and that the spec-

tacle of 50,000,000 people sitting on a

rock bound island of 150,000 square

miles for all enternity. is ridiculous.

I have shown that this expansion is

not likely to be attracted westwards,

and that the only natural outlet for

this swarming multitude of trained

soldiers, with a spirit that will carry

them anywhere, is into countries

which belong to other nations and are

sparsely occupied by them. It is well

known that China is fast developing

under the aegis of these islanders and

that the problem of disposing of her

surplus population is also likely to be-

come a very complicated one at no

very distant date. The danger has

to be faced whether we like it or not
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and it will become greater or less just

in exactly the same proportion as we
face it with fear or courage. A
courageous policy from now on will

save Canada and America as well as

Australia and New Zealand from un-

told humiliation, misery and expense.

A continuance of the ostrich-like

policy we are now pursuing can do

nothing but lead to our eternal un-

doing.

In order to find some means of es-

cape from a position that is rapidly

becoming untenable, it would be as

well to glance at the nations interested

in its solution. First of all there

stands the British Empire, whose
alliance with Japan has up to the

present helped very largely to keep

peace in the Pacific. Secondly, there

is the United States, whose policy has

hitherto been built on opportunism

and bluff, and whose possessions a^-e

practically untenable even to-day.

Thirdly, there is Germany, whose

position in the Samoan Islands would

be jeopardised by a too dominant

Japan, and in greater or less degree

follow France, Portugal and Holland.

Russia has interests in the north, but

her influence in the Pacific is over and

her hands will be fully occupied with

the problem of holding back Chinese

emigration westwards in t'he days to

come, and watching German influ-

ence in the Balkans.

If Great Britain's hands were free

from European complications she

could so strengthen her squadron at

Singapore as to render any aggress-

iveness on the part of Japan bad

policy, and it is unlikely that Japan

will deliberately embark on any bad

policy. She will be guided largely by

circumstances, and it is our business

to anticipate the circumstances and

endeavor to lead them into the paths

of peace. To do this we have to

allow for a natural expansion of

Japan, and at the same time preserve
61
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the policy of Oriental exclusion to

the zones where it is now in force.

In Europe an understanding or

alliance between Great Britain and
Germany would remove the chief

cause of apprehension and set free a

certain portion of the British fleet.

In the Pacific an understanding or

alliance between Great Britain and
the United States would be an almost

dominating influence on the side, of

peace. Such an understanding is.

however, largely dependent on the

supposition that the United States

would not be dragged into any Euro-
' pean complications ; and further,

Great Britain might not be anxious to

complicate the position of her Domin-
ions bordering on the Pacific coast by.

in any degree, sharing the responsi-

bility of the United States for the de-

fence of the Philippines and Hawaii.

In adventuring herself in the above
territories it seemis to me that the

United States has overreached her-
self and that were she free from their

embarrassm'ent she would be much
happier. It might be infinitely less

expensive for Japan to purchase these

territories from the United States

than to take them, and Great Britain
might be willing to lend her money
to do so. were the United States will-

ing to sell. It must be recognized,
however, that the temptation to take
them is great unless it would compli-
cate Japan's relations with Great
Britain. Both groups of islands are
the natural outposts of Japan and
necessary to her complete security.

Neither is capable of more develop-
ment in the hands of the United
Scates than in the hands of Japan.
The latter might have, later on, to

settle with China regarding the
Philippines, but that is outsid'e the
range of the present discussion. The
point is that in the hands of Japan
they remove the chief cause for fric-

tion over territory in the Pacific.

There remains the economic ques-
tion of the pressure of population.

If Australia were to allow Hindu
emisrration to Australia north of
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latitude twenty, she would be econom-
ically in a much better position, for

the Hindu 4s peace-loving and a mag-
nificent agricuiturist, and cheap labor

mig'ht do much with the help of

irrigation to develop lands which are

hardly suitable for white colonization.

The Hindu would also render the

country unfit for Japanese immigra-
tion, owing to his capability for living

extremely cheap. He is also a

British subject and amenable to Bri-

tish law.

Restrictions on Canadian Immigra-
tion s'hould be made as light as pos-

sible and everything should be done

to encourage the British settler to

make his home in British Columbia
which is climatically suited to his

temperament. If it were possible,

however, to pour 100,000 people a

year into British Columbia in the next

five years the problem would be very

slightly altered thereby, unless at

least 50 per cent, of those people

showed themselves ready to make
some sacrifice for t'heir adopted
country. The point that has <to be in-

sisted on again and again is the effici-

ency of the Japanese nation as a whole
compared to the inefficiency of the

white races on the Pacific coast as a

whole.

Apropos of this point it might be

as well to quote from tlie paper by Sir

Alexander Bannerman in the Journal
of the Royal United Service Institu-

tion on the creation of the Japanese
natio'nal spirit.

"In the elementary course it is laid

down that the children shall be in-

structed by means of examples in filial

piety, obedience to elders, afifection

and friendship, frugality, industry,

modesty, fidelity and courage, and
also in some of their duties towards
society and the State. Plere, at the

very beginning of the child's educa-
tion, we meet the word 'duty,' and
although it has been said before, it

cannot be too often repeated, that

duty is the keynote of Japanese mor-
als. The word 'rights' does not ap-

pear in the syllabus. Even when
treating of the franchise, it is not
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spoken of as the 'Right to vote,' but
the 'Duty of,voting.'

"Everyone admits that not the least

important part of a nation's training

is the education of jts -girls, and the

object which the Japanese have set

themselves to attain is, in their own
words, to convert their girls into
' Good wives and wise mothers.' Both
boys and girls are to be trained so as

to 'Make them value public virtues,

and foster the spirit of loyalty and
patriotism.'

"The general purpose of the system
is to begin by teaching the infant its

duties at home and in everyday life,

and as its intelligence develops to go
on to more advanced social questions,

keeping all the time in the foreground
the dominant ideas of deference to

superiors, filial piety, loyalty to the

Emperor, and duty to the nation. The
teaohing is aided by giving examples
from history of the various virtues

which are to be fostered."

The creation of this spirit is a rudi-

mentary guide to efihciency and can-

not be emphasized too often, for only

by such efficiency can a nation enforce

restrictions against a rival.

Conditionally, on completely stop-

ping immigration to the coast of Cali-

fornia, Washington, Oregon and
British Columbia, Japan might be

allowed free entrance to Alaska and
the Yukon. Cheap labor would be an

immense benefit to both those prov-

inces and American and British capi-

tal would benefit enormously thereby.

Furthermore, it would enable Japan
to acquire at a reasonable price those

raw materials of which she stands so

much in need for manufacturing pur-

poses. The danger that such emigra-

tion would gradually spread south-

ward would undoubtedly be a real

one and 'W'hite labor in those prov-

inces would naturally resent such a

proposal. Yet the fact remains that

some provision must be made and
these provinces are to this day more
populated by Indians than white men,
the Indians, by the way, being evi-

dently of the same descent as the

Japanese.

I can, of course, understand such a

solution of the question being liailed

as impossible and absurd, yet I would
point out that the great weakness oi
the United States lies in Hawaii, the

Philippines and Alaska, for the simple
reason that their defence entails oper-

ations being carried on at an im vense
distance from any base and the organ-
ization of the United States is lament-
ably deficient for the carrying on of

such operations. Furthermore, it is

far better to make a dignified treaty

than an undignified retreat. Cheap
labor in Alaska and the Yukon may
enable Japan to obtain the materials

for her industrial development which
will eventually lead her into the

Chinese markets but we have to face

that commercial competition one day
in any case.

Moreover, it is obvious that every

year brings the South American con-

tinent more and more to the fore, and
that the United States will have to

face most momentous problems in

that region. Already Japanese emi-

gration to Peru is assuming consider-

able proportions and in Argentine,

Chile and Brazil, three great nations

are in their infancy. The United

States may not be anxious to form an

alliance with the British Empire ow-

ing to possible European complica-

tions, but Germany has ambitions in

South America which may well cause

the United States food for thought.

Three factors have recently arisen

which strengthen the argument for an

alliance between the British Empire

and the United States:

1. The Russo-Japanese treaty

which will probably lead to an alli-

ance between those nations.

2. The new Japanese tariff against

Great Britain.

3. The tarifif agitation in Canada

and the United States.

In the first case Russia in alliance

with Japan can pay more attention to

Germany. The Austro-German ac-

tion with regard to Bosnia and Her-
G3
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zegovina will not be forgotten by

Russia, and she is unlikely to turn her

cheek to another such blow.

In the second case' Great lirilain is

forced to recognize that Japan in-

tends to stand alone and to compete

in 'the Oriental markets with a:ll her

power.

In the third there is a large and
growing movement among the con-

sumers of both Canada and the

United States towards a freer trade.

Possibly such a movement may lead

to a gradual elimination of trade

barriers between the two countries

and a further discussion of the possi-

bilities of free trade within the Bri-

tish Empire.

It is true that at the present mom-
ent everything seems tending towards
a raising of further barriers to trade

within the Empire, but it is possible

that a proper understanding of the

Oriental question may lead to a

broader and more statesmanlike poli-

cy for eliminating artificial barriers to

the growth and development of the

British Empire, especially if the two
great English speaking races on this

continent find it to their mutual inter-

ests to work together for the benefit

of the w'hole people rather than to

stimulate certain favored industries

at the expense of the whole country.

Finally, I would say this. The
problem of the future is the develop-

ment of our race in peaceable compe-
tition with the Oriental. We must
not only be prepared to shout our
greatness in the face of other races,

but emulate their example of spirit

and patience. No amount of empty
bragging that the twentieth century
belongs to Canada will make up for a

lack of national spirit. Making
money is not the only thing for which
we have to strive. We have to edu-

cate ourselves, not only to get a living,

but also to get character. The man
who brags of what he has will always
succumb to the man who keeps his

mouth shut and his body in training.

Once instill a spirit of self-sacrifice

and service to our country into our

race and we may be prepared to face

the future with equanimity. Without
fhat spirit we are doomed.
Above all wdiat we want in Canada

to-day are men who can inspire us to

look a little beyond our own immedi-
ate and individual interests. Men
who will speak their minds and grap-

ple with the economical and social

problems of the day without fear o^

losing favor. We do not want men
who are mere .party hacks, dependent

for their position and future on the

favor of a political boss whose one

idea of patriotism is the amount of

money he can make out of pandering

to this or that political party. We
want men of inspiration and, above

all, of courage.

The Way to Live

WouI'dst thou fashion for thyself a

seemly life?

Then fret not over w'hat is past and
gone

;

In spite of all thou mayest have lost

behind.

Yet act as if thy life were just

begun.

.
What each day w-ills, enough for

thee to know

;
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What each day wills the day itself

will tell.

Do thine own task, and be there-

with content;

What others do. that shalt thou

fairly judge;

Be sure that thou no mortal brother

hate,

Then all besides leave to the Master
Power.

—

Goethe.



Max Adler's Rules for Long Life

AT a time when systems of fast-

ing and feasting, exercise, and
mental physical culture are much

in the public thought, a letter written

many years ago by Max Adler, once

a humorist of note, deserves consid-

eration. In the letter he tells the Am-
erican people of the life he had led

for the one hundred and six years

previous to setting down the follow-

ing :

"Dear Sirs,—I made it a rule of my
life to rise in the morning as soon as

the first faint ray of light breaks

through my chamber window, and in

order to prevent the faint ray from
breaking through too soon, I have the

shutters carefully closed the night be-

fore by a servant, who has orders

never to open them before half past

ten o'clock. As soon as I rise I al-

ways jump immediately into the bath-

tub, no matter how cold the weather
is ; and then I sit there thinking and
wondering if it would be better to

turn the water on. And I generally

think it wouldn't—if it feels cool as

it runs from the spigot—and so I be-

gin my toilet without getting wet.

"I never drink any more than one

gallon of brandy at breakfast. My
physician told me years ago that my
constitution would not stand a great-

er quantity than that at one meal, so

T always drink the other gallon before

I sit down at the table. I used to eat

half a bushel of gun-wads and a bar

of castile soap at breakfast ; but the

practice was discontinued because the

diet seemed to affect my digestion un-

pleasantly. After the morning meal

I exercise myself carrying the piano

up and down stairs three or four

times.

"I did visit the lifting cure once,

but I abandoned it as I grew old. I

have seen the time when I could lift

a thousand pounds with one hand

—

that is, taking it up gradually, one
pound after another. During the day
I eat no animal food of any kind, un-
less it be three or four hundred clams,
or a couple of hams ; and I avoid tak-

ing anything between meals, except-
ing four or five watermelons, perhaps,
which I carry in my pocket for lunch.

I never smoked a cigar or chewed a
plug of tobacco after I arrived at the

age of four years, i found it was
injuring my nerves, so I began to use
a pipe and to chew fine-cut ; hut even
then I limited myself to three pounds
of tobacco a day.

"To this rigid temperance I attri-

bute my remarkable health at my ad-

vanced age (I am now approaching
my one hundred and sixth year), and
the fact that I have never had occasion

to use spectacles. Eye-glasses do for

me quite as well. I find that walking
suits my constitution admirably, and
I generally manage to walk out to

Kansas and back at least once a day
when the weather is clear. I have

great faith in the rule which makes
health depend upon going to bed early,

and I recommended the practice to all

my young friends. I always retire at

a very early hour, say three or four

in the morning; and it is my habit

to sleep upon an empty stomach when-
ever I can find a man who has one

which he is willing to lend me. It is

much more comfortable than a pillow.

"I state these facts in the hope thit

they may prove useful to those who
are seeking a guide to health. If any

one is benefited by them I shall re-

joice, and I shall be amply repaid. But

if the beneficiary desires to give a

more substantial evidence of his

gratitude, I may say that I think I

can place my hand upon a worthy

man who would be assisted materially

by a check for ten thousand dollars

sent through me."



Vernon, the boss, pulled out his "kerchief.

The Mammoth Tusk

A Tale of British Columbia

By William A. Bryce

VERNON the boss pulled out his

'kerchief and his watch as he

strode along to where St. Elco

was spraying fruit trees with an enor-

mous metal syringe. The boss's

"ticker," as he himself called it, was
the 24-hour timepiece they use out

west, and he wore it, as most men
wear watches in the "dry belt" of

British Columbia, swathed in a hand-
kerchief to protect it from dust.

"Fourteen o'clock, St. Elco, my
tulip!" he cried cheerily. "Belay all—^that is to say, cease fire ! No more
spraying to-day. The flume's dry as
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a whistle. Must be a leak somewhere
up yonder in the woods. A murrain

on't, as Shakespeare says. A hundred
degrees in the shade, the flume dry,

and the lake two miles ofit" ! And they

call this a wet season—one downpour
and two showers in six months. Who
wouldn't sell a Columbian fruit farm

and go to sea?"

"I wouldn't," came in positive tones

from the young fellow as he laid down
his syringe and rose to stretch him-

self. "The sea? Not for me, thanky.

I had enough coming over. I'd rather

rest easy under my own or someone
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else's fig tree—rather study arbori-

culture and pomology under you,

boss, if you don't mind."

Charlie St. Elco was just an ordin-

ary young Britisher, dressed in the

garments of the country—grey flannel

shirt and trousers, cowboy hat, thick

boots and canvas overalls. A leather

belt with a pruning knife in a sheath

proclaimed his avocation. His face

was not without a touch of the sad-

ness and sentimentality of the Celt,

and not improved ty the fact that it

was pitted with tiny red blotches

where the black fly had bitten him.

"Chacun a son gout," said the elder

man with a laugh that showed he was
not ill-pleased at the answer. "Eh,

you're six months out, you've sampled
most of the work of the farm—deuced
hard work—and you say that? Well,

well ! You've got sand, St. Elco.

There's not much you can't do, from
hoeing carrots to clearing land and
picking cherries. You're an out and
out Canook, and that's something
very different to the Kelvingsighed
city clerk of six months back—eh, my
tulip?"

The tulip reddened under his tan,

"I was a bit green then, boss, and
that's a fact."

"Well !" laughed the jovial boss,

"you're full-blown now. You'll soon

be quite capable of managing your
own little ten-acre lot, and I shall be

sorry to lose you. Come along. We'll

strike for to-day, though we ought
to be spraying like Trojans. Hang that

flume ! Must go up the woods and
put it right, by hook or by crook."

"By the way," he said a few min-
utes later, as they went up the wide
wooden stairway into the ranch, "seen

any signs of that harum-scarum
daughter of mine this afternoon? I

wonder where she's got to?"

Charlie shook his head.

Vernon's orchard occupied a wide
and lovely valley, surrounded by
ranges of mountains as far as the eye

could reach—and hundreds of miles

farther. From the brow of the hill

one could see the Selkirk Range, ad-

joining the Rocky Mountains; and all

around lay a wild and picturesque

country—a country that will always

remain wild, defying the taming ad-

vance of civilization — a country

shaggy with woods that teem with

life.

St. Elco's ten-acre orchard was a

couple of leagues distant over the

brow of the "rise." He was working
hard at Vernon's, trying to earn the

purchase money, five hundred pounds,

which he had arranged to pay in in-

stalments ; ibut it was an uphill fight

for a needy young fellow with no

capital, and the company who were
exploiting this part of the fruitful

"dry belt" threatened to sell the lot

over his head if he did not pay
promptly.

It was tiresome to be so young and
so poor, and he heartily wished his

"learning" time was over, so that he

could start in his own ranch. But as

things were going 'he could not hope

to do this inside a couple of years.

Thinking of this, Vernon's "learn-

er" cantered over the ridge that sul-

try afternoon. He had a few hours

at his disposal ; the sun was burning

hot, the woods looked inviting, and a

distant gleam of the Okanagan Lake

called him northward like a lure.

The sturdy young fellow made a

pleasant picture as he rode under the

fresh green leaves. The horse shone

glossy brown where the sun struck its

flank, and the rider, tricked out in a

gay red scarf that struck a salient

note amid the encircling leafage, sat

gracefully poised in his saddle, sitting

down, cowboy fashion, but quite up-

right, and holding the reins loosely

in the left hand, high up, level with

the chest.

There was little or no trail, and the

horse wound a sinuous way round

huge fallen trunks, and forced a pass-

age through tall, thickly-bunched rasp-

berry canes, its hoofs crashing noisily

at times over littered branches and

matted undergrowth, but more often

falling soundless on carpet-like mast

or loose, crumbly soil.

Presently they broke through an

ancient copse of trees into a clearing
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where a broad rift in the encircling

woodage gave an outlook upon the

lofty peaks of the Range. They were

more than a hundred miles away

—

those mountains—but in the clear air

they looked nearer than ten, and it

was a grand sight to see them, swath-

ed in fleecy scarfs of mist, towering

up so clearly in the stillness of the

perfect day. A magnificent scene,

but—

"Lonesome," said Vernon's "learn-

er" with a sigh.

he wished he were still laboring among
the cherry trees, with the overpower-

ing sun scorching the back of his

neck. Some bitter lines from Locksley

Hall mingled with his reflections:

"I . . . must mix with action, lest I

wither by despair.

What is that which I should turn to,

lighting upon days like these ?

Every door is barr'd with gold, and
opens but to golden keys."

"Dash it all—dash it all! I'll go
and see what's the matter with the

She had fallen upon a ledge-like outcropping of rock, less than six feet down the cliff.

Below, in a gorge, the merest trickle

of water marked the course of what
had been a month before a dashing,

frothing stream.

"Dried up," St. Elco muttered,

turning in his saddle, "dried up, like

the flume—dash it."

He had become obsessed by the

uneasy, aimless feeling that comes
over hard-working men who suddenly
find themselves with nothing to do.

He took unkindly to idleness. He
wished the flume had not dried up;
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flume. Must have something to do,

or I'll go crazy."

Though barely twenty-five, St. Elco

had "a past." He had done little

harm away back there in the old

country—certainly nothing to be very

much ashamed of—^but he had done
little good. There were times when
those sickening spectres—wasted op-

portunity and abject failure—laid

chilly fingers on him.

Thank God that there are countries

like Canada and British Columbia for
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men like these, where, if you would
eat, you must help yourself, fetch your
rations raw from wood and stream.,

gather your own faggots and light

your own fire, bustle around and ar-

range and prepare everything!

"Come, Robin

—

mush!" he cried,

with something like an oath, as he

swung his horse aside and crashed

through an ocean of breast-high fern.

A moment later he pulled up with

an abruptness that cost him his seat

and sent him asprawl on the animal's

neck.

"The fair Emily's hat, as I'm a

sinner !" he muttered excitedly as, re-

covering himself, he reached out his

riding crop and lifted a large straw-

brimmer with trimmings of pale blue

from an overhanging bough.

He had dismounted, tethered his

horse, and was standing with the hat

in his hand, rubbing a red smear on
his cheek where a branch had smote
him, when the drumming of ho:)fs and
a clear, musical cry heralded a mount-
ed figure which, dashing out of a

wood at the foot of a steep slope on
the left, came careering along at a

neck-break pace. It was Vernon's
daughter, a young girl of about twen-

ty, hatless, her dark hair streaming

about her, her riding-skirt blown aside,

and two vivid spots of color on her

warm-tinted face.

The young man's eyes grew keen

and bright as he watched her. "Emily
Vernon on the randan ! What's the

young helicat up to now?"
The ground to the right fell sheer,

almost vertically, into a gash in the

hillside. In that gash, or ravine, the

flume from Vernon's ranch wound
along, a great wooden tube, like a

sinuous snake. The slope to the left,

where Charlie St. Elco stood, canted

downwards to where a fringe of un-

dergrowth marked the edge of the

ravine, and then, at a less acute angle,

dropped away to the wood from which
the girl had emerged.
Even an Italian cavalryman w^ould

have hesitated to tackle such a "snell

brae," but the girl, seeing St. Elco on
the crest, charged it full pelt, and came

floundering up, hailing the young fel-

low with a resounding view-halloo

!

"By Jove! why didn't old Vernon
call her Diana? Emily, forsooth!

She's Diana Vernon to a 't'."

He watched her with fascinated

eyes and parted lips.

Some time in the late fall a fire had
swept the bluff. It had been the scene

of a big brulc. There was charcoal

underfoot, and fine, feathery ashes,

and near St. Elco rose a monstrous
blackened trunk, tottering on the brow
of the slope, quite lifeless and with

only a few charred stumps for limbs.

Had Charlie's attention not been
fixed on Emily Vernon, he would
never have ventured within such a

danger zone, for trees like this are

liable to fall at any moment. But he

had eyes for one object only—the

young Diana.

"Ca' canny there. Miss Vernon !"

he shouted. "You'll break the knees

of your nag, sure as a gun !"

"No fear!" came the cheery re-

sponse. "Take a lot to break Bobby's

knees. I say—that my hat you've

got there?"

Charlie was about to repeat the

admonition, when, with a whip-like

crack and without the least warning,

the huge blackened trunk at his elbow

tilted over, hung quivering for a sec-

ond or two, and, missing him by a

hair-breadth, crashed like a thunder-

bolt down the slope.

"Good God !"

Gasping, deafened, and half-blinded

amidst a stifling cloud of dust, it was
some moments ere St. Elco regained

his eyesight. When he did so he

stood for a time as if petrified, gazing

down the bluff. He had heard a

shriek, and now looked in vain for the

girl and her horse. All that could be

seen was a deep trench ploughed by

the fallen tree down the hillside, and

a pearly cloud of dust rising from the

spot where the blackened trunk had

dashed over into the ravine.

Complete silence had followed the

catastrophe. Charlie stared about him,

scarcely breathing. Then a groan

burst from him as he realized the
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significance of that deeply-ploughed

trench. The huge trunk, in hurtling

down, had dashed into horse and girl

and swept them into the ravine.

He raced down the slope. His dis-

traction was such that he blundered

through a clump of the horrible devil's-

club-thorn without feeling in the least

its venomous stings. The dust stung

his eyes like caustic ; and almost be-

reft of sight he would have gone
headlong into the ravine had not some-
thing gripped him above the left ankle

on the very verge of the cliff.

A sharp, spike-like object had
pierced one leg of his canvas overalls.

It was yellow and smooth and horn-

like, and protruded from the clayey

subsoil in which it was firmly rooted.

The monstrous charred tree-trunk had
swept away the clump of brushwood
and the ton of gravel under which it

had lain buried for centuries. It held

him fast, and saved him a fall of

sixty feet, but it sent him asprawl
down the face of the declivity, and
held him suspended, upside down, like

the immortal Bailie in "Rob Roy."
The shock racked every nerve in his
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body. Involuntarily he flung out his

arms to save himself. They embraced
something warm and yielding, whilst

in his ear a low voice moaned

:

"Charlie!"

"Diana!" In his perturbation he

called her Diana. She had fallen upon
a ledge-like outcropping of rock less

than six feet down the cliff.

The cloud of dust had settled, so

that he saw her clearly. Her white

face and affrighted eyes were close

where he hung.

"Lift me up, Charlie," she mutter-

ed feebly. "You said I'd break Bob-

by's knees, but I've broken my own,

I'm afraid. . . . Where's Bobby?"
"Lie still, my dear," he said, bro-

kenly. Then sternly
—

"Don't move.

I'll have you up in a jiffy."

But it took him more than fifteen

minutes of the most desperate exer-

tion to raise himself to the cliff-top,

and quite half an hour to bring up
the girl. She had swooned twice or

thrice in the interim, though she was
quite conscious when .he set her down
on a pile of dust. She had broken a

leg, but this did not seem to trouble
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her so much as her little tip-tilted

Irish nose, which was not broken, but

which bled profusely.

"Oh, bother,"' she said whimsically

whilst he set her broken limb in a

rude splint. "It's so unbecoming to

have one's claret tapped like this.

Have you a key I could put down my
back?" Then, with tears in her eyes,

she repeated: "Where's Bobby?"

"Oh—er—Bobby's gone home," he

answered weakly, for he had seen the

horse lying at the bottom of the ra-

vine, near the flume, a mangled mass,

with all the life knocked out of it.

He felt that he must divert her at-

tention from that unpleasant subject.

"D'y know what yon is?" he said

with his Glasgow accent, pointing to

the yellow, horn-like object that had
caught in his overalls and saved him
from the fate of Bobby. "Looks like

a huge tooth, doesn't it? I wonder
what it is

!"

"What a queer thing!" said she;

"it's like an elephant's tusk. . .
."

But there was another matter of great-

er import than all the elephant's tusks

in the world. "Why did you call me
Diana down there?" she asked with

a sidelong look as he lifted and bore

her off in his strong arms. "I heard

vou."

Charlie's explanation was slightly

involved, but he had finished to their

mutual satisfaction when the boss who
had come out prospecting for the leak

in the flume, met them hurrying home
through the woods.

Vernon was considerably surprised

to see his daughter slung across the

front of his "learner's" saddle, with

that happy young man's arms round

her. He was still more surprised when
Emily, now slightly delirious in addi-

tion to being dirty and dishevelled,

greeted him thus:

"I say. Dad! my nose is bleeding

like one o'clock; we've found such a

queer thing like an elephant's tusk;

my right leg's fractured, and I'm

engaged to Charlie St. Elco
!"

* * * *

Charlie always said that it was the

tusk that brought him the luck. It

turned out to be of value from an

archaeological point of view. It was the

canine tooth of a prehistoric monster,

and he sold it to one of the Canadian

museums for £260—not a very large

sum, but sufficient to pay most of the

remaining instalments for his ten-acre

lot and enable him to marry Emily.

Last time I saw them their first

. child was cutting his first tooth, and

making as much row as if it were a

second Mammoth Tusk.

Concentration

Great Thoughts

NO one can ever do great things

who cannot shut out from his

thoughts everything in the uni-

verse except the single thing upon

which, for the time being, he needs

to concentrate. A terrible concentra-

tion is the price of power. Dr. John

Douglas Adam puts the other side

of this truth when he says: "The

psychology of weakness is the double

thought. The man who cannot mar-

shal his thoughts at will, and hold

them single in any direction, is a weak

man." "Unstable in all his ways,"

James called the double-minded man.

Only he who can say, "This one thing

I do," can do great things in any field.

Let us strive, struggle, agonize if need

be, to think single upon every line of

thought that we take up—if it is worth

taking up at all. There is no mind

and character discipline in the world

quite equal to this.
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AN INTERESTING GROUP 'AT DUNROBIN CASTLE.
Lord Curzon.iLord Stafford, the Duchess oflSutherland and Miss Chaplin

The Heir to Many Fair
Canadian Acres

By

Jean Milne

OF the million and a quarter acres

acres of land appertaining to

the estate of the Duke of

Sutherland, not a few are located in

the Dominion of Canada. This cir-

cumstance serves to create an interest

in this country in the ducal fam.ily

and more particularly in the young
nobleman, only recently come of age.

who will in the usual course of affairs

become its head.

And another circumstance also

leads Canadians to take more than a

passing interest in the Sutherland

family and that is the fact that so

many of the earlier settlers in Canada

came from Sutherlandshire. Indeed,

one county in Ontario—Oxford

—

was almost entirely settled by Suther-

land Highlanders. While in other

parts of Canada manv of the old-es-
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THE DUKE OF SUTHERLAND
Photo : Riissell & Sons.

tablished families can trace their

descent back to natives of the famous
Scottish county. In fact, the men of

Sutherland have been great colonizers

and have gone to almost all parts of

the British Empire.

In August of this year the Duke of

Sutherland returned to the British

Isles from an extensive tour in Can-
ada where he added to his many but

somewhat barren acres by acquiring

further agricultural land interests in

the more fertile soil of the western

prairies adjoining the irrigation tract

of the Canadian Pacific Railway near

Calgary in Alberta. Following on
the lines of Sir Thomas Shaughnessy,
President of the Canadian Pacific

Railway, the Duke of Sutherland in-

tends to provide "ready made farms"
for those hardy and hard working
farmers on his Sutherlandshire es-

tates who, though persevering and de-

termined enough to attempt it. cannot
get fertility and therefore a living out

of rock and who will flourish and be-

come prosperous farmers away out
West. As a small Canadian farmer
said when congratulated on his cattle

:
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"We farmers ain't so durned badly
off these days!"

The Duchess of Sutherland was
Lady Millicent Fanny St. Claire-

Erskine, eldest daughter of the fourth

Earl of Rosslyn and is so pretty and
youthful looking that it seems im-

possible to realize that she has ce.e-

brated her silver wedding. Lord
Stafford was born in 1888, nearly

four years after his parents' marriage.

The Duchess is not only a br'll'ant

leader of society and a pretty woman
but her interests are widespread and
her energy for good works is remark-

able ; it is stated, on good authori^-

that she is taking a great interest in

the selection of emigrants who will

become settlers on the Duke's newly

acquired estate in Western Canada.

Perhaps the most notable and en-

joyable entertainment of this past de-

pressing season was the garden party

given by the Duchess at Stafford

House in aid of the Scottish Home
Industries of which Association she

is president. Owing to the death,

which occured recently, of Lady
Westmorland, a sister of the Duchess

of Sutherland, Dunrobin has not seen

its usual gay parties this summer.

Canadians always appreciate the

old English and Scottish homes and

Dunrobin Castle is a particularly

beautiful and interesting specimen.

The lawns are very large, very well

kept and stretch almost down to the

sea. The reception rooms are ex-

quisitely furnished and the Duchess's

boudoir is always full of flowers and

contains interesting souvenirs of in-

teresting people and other times. The
late beloved King and Queen Alex-

andra stayed at Dunrobin some time

ago, as did the late Queen Victoria.

The State apartments are magnificent

and give a wonderful view of the sea.

The Duchess of Sutherland is, like all

her family, a keen sportswoman. The
late Ladv W'estmorland was an ex-
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pert angler and once landed a salmon
weighing 22 lbs. There is a golf
links attached to the Castle and like-

wise a private railway station for the

convenience of the family and their

guests. The Duke himself is a fully

qualified engineer and drives his own
engine on the private railway at Dun-
robin.

Lord Stafford, it would seem, has
the right to inherit from his parents
those attributes which are even of
more value than acres—brains, ener-

gy and a desire to improve the con-
dition of land and people wherever
and whenever possible. He has seen

some useful soldiering with Lovat's

Scouts in South Africa.

Don't Know the Simple Life

From Success Magazine

ONE of the most unfortunate

things about living in a large

city is its tendency to create

false idea of what constitutes real

pleasure. Take the average New
Yorker, for example ; he has totally

incapacitated himself for simple, quiet,

homelike pleasures. He must plunge

into excitement. He must see excit-

ing plays, or go to big shows with

powerful scenic efifects, or to light,

flippant vaudeville — something that

will tickle the senses for the minute

—

that will stimulate. There must be

something exciting about it to give

him any pleasure.

There are thousands of people in

New York who would think it a grear

bore to sit down to quiet parlor games
or home amusements of any kind. I

know old New Yorkers who say they

are homesick the moment they leave

the city. They must be in the swim
of excitement where they can hear the

roar of the great city all the time.

Their lives are set to a rapid pace in

everything. The country seems dull

and stupid to them. They don't know
the joys of the simple life.

City life unfits a great many people
for living anywhere else, especially in

small communities. It dulls their taste

for the quiet evening at home, the

reading of good books, the familv dis-

cussions, the home story-telling. They
have become used to the city pace,

attuned to the city life, and nothing

else is stimulating enough to satisfy

them. They don't know how to slow

down.

What many of these people call

amusement is simply a nightmare

when it comes to realities. What many
young men in cities call having a

good time is most demoralizing in its

effect. It leaves behind nothing but

regret and the loss of self-respect. It

stimulates for the moment, lends an

exhilaration to the nervous system,

only to be followed by the "blues" or

disgust the next day.

What a pity we should lose our old-

time taste for the simple, uplifting, re-

fined, old-time pleasures—^pleasures

which give real recreation, which lub-

ricate the whole system and give elas-

ticity to the mind, but which leave no

reaction behind.
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"WHAT?" SAID FLAHERTY, "A BANK ROBBERY?"

Flaherty's Promotion

By

Burton E. Stevenson

Illustrated by Stan Murray

LIEUTENANT DENNIS FLA-
HERTY sat in his chair and
yawned. Then he stretched his

great arms high into the air, and his

great legs out before him, and wrig-
gled. He had inside him an uncom-
fortable, stuffed feeling. For Lieuten-

ant Flaherty had long contracted the

habit of eating more than was good
for him, and the consequence was not

only an increasing embonpoint, but a

habitual torpor, as of a gorged python.
When he had been a patrolman, these
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effects were less marked, since exer-

cise and fresh air aided digestion.

Even as sergeant he had had to move
around a good deal. But since his

promotion to the lieutenancy, his

duties had consisted largely of sitting

in a chair and looking wise. So his

girth increased and his mental agility

diminished, until there were times
when his brain seemed scarcely to

work at all.

It had cost Flaherty six hundred
dollars to be made a sergeant, and
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twelve hundred to secure the lieuten-

ancy. He didn't fully understand the

workings of the game—indeed, he

considered it none of his business

—

but he knew that twenty-five hundred
more would be needed before he could

get a captaincy. Who got the money,
he didn't know, but that was the price.

He looked upon it as an investment,

and a good one. Oh, yes, he had read

newspaper denunciations of "the sys-

tem," just as he had read defiuncia-

tions of many other things. Them
newspapers fellers had to have some-
thin' to fill up with, and the world
seemed to wag along pretty much as

it had always done.

So, since the hour of gaining the

lientenancy, Flaherty had set himself

to save the sum needed to secure the

next promotion. And this was about

to be accomplished. He had eighteen

hundred dollars, scraped together

from the unfortunates of his district,

and the wardmen, who dealt with the

powers that be, had ofifered to take his

note for the remaining seven hundred.

So Flaherty was happy. He knew
that, as captain, it wouldn't take him
long to raise the money to pay that

note, and then he could begin saving

for the next degree. He had visions

of the day when, as inspector, he

would be in receipt of that more com-
fortable income which, it was well

known, inspectors always enjoyed.

Now, don't, in the innocence of

your hearts, go to condemning Fla-

herty. He was no moral leper; he was
an honest and generous, if somewhat
thick-headed, Irishman. We are all

the products of our environment, and
Flaherty was the product of his, no
more to be blamed for obliquity of

vision than is the cannibal who eats

his fallen foe. In fact, Flaherty was
a better man than some. He had risk-

ed his life in places where others had
held back; his hand was always in

his pocket, and if the money he gave
away had really been earned by others,

why, how many of us earn the money
we call ours?
Can you see him sitting there, with

his rotund bodv, and florid face, and

big black mustache, and black close-

cropped hair growing low on neck
and forehead; with the little good-
natured) creases at the corners of his

eyes, and the great stretch of jowl
that hung above the collar? He tip-

ped the scales at two hundred and
ninety pounds, and that was one rea-

son he was fonder of sitting than he
used to be.

Well, there sat Flaherty at his sta-

tion that July afternoon, when in unto
him entered a slim, nervous, prosper-
ous-looking individual whom he had
never seen before. And this is where
our story begins.

"Lieutenant Flaherty?" asked the
stranger.

"The same," said Flaherty.

"My name is Jones," continued the
stranger, and handed Flaherty a card.

"Of the American Vitagraph Com-
pany. We want your assistance."

Flaherty had a dim idea that it was
new patent medicine, and that a testi-

monial was required for insertion in

the newspapers, together with his

photograph, in uniform. He had been
exploited in this way before, once in

company with Mrs. Flaherty and the

children. It had tickled them to have
their pictures in the papers. Besides,

it paid.

"Set down," said he, and waved to-

ward a chair. "Glad to meet you, Mr.
Jo':es. Now, what kin I do for you?"

"Well," said Jones, sitting down
and settling back in his chair and care-

fully crossing his legs, as if they were
fragile and might break, "you know
we're a big concern—the biggest in

the country. We've got 'em all beat

when it comes to lifelikeness and sen-

sation. But we've got to keep hust-

ling, for some of the others are pretty

close to our heels. The younger gen-
eration, you know."

Flaherty didn't know, but he nod-

ded. He had learned long since the

folly of asking questions. They only

displayed one's ignorance.

"What we want to engineer now,''

added Jones, "is a bank robbery."
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"What?" said Flaherty, sitting up.

"A bank robbery
!"

"Yes; the real thing, you know;
hold-up, murder of faithful employee.

get-away, and final capture. You can

fake the interior scenes all right, but

we've got to take the exterior on the

street. We thought of the National

Trust. It has an imposing facade."

The last word was Greek to Flaher-

ty, and the idea flashed through his

head that he was talking to a lunatic.

The stranger's eyes were certainly

preternaturally bright.

"Go on," he said.

"The trouble with these street scenes

is to keep back the crowds, especially

in New York. You know this is the

worst rubber-neck town in the. world.

We carry our own people, who know
just what to do, and if the crowd
breaks in, it spoils everything. The
success of the whole thing depends on

the efifect. We rehearse the whole

thing in advance, work out every de-

tail. I don't imagine the scene at the

National will take over four or five

minutes. We want to show the thieves

running out and down the steps and
hopping into their autos. We're go-

ing to have a pursuit by the police,

and a running fight, but that can be

done out in the country somewhere,
with nobody around to bother. You
can't imagine how critical the people

who go to see these moving-picture

shows are getting to be."

Flaherty heaved a sigh of relief and
mopped his face with his handker-
chief. At last he understood.

"Mighty hot in here," he said, "Not
a breath of air. Let's go acrost the

street an' git somethin' cool."

Mr. Jones assented and they cross-

ed the street to the Imperial Cafe,

where two tall glasses, in which ice

clinked and mint floated, were soon
set before them.

"Nice place," said Jones, looking

around. "First time I was ever in it."

"Yes," agreed Flaherty, "and does

a good business." He had often

thought that, if he were not in the

police and on the highway to promo-
tion, he would like to conduct such a

place as this—a nice, clean, law-abid-

ing place, with a steady custom.

"Now," he added, as he pushed back
his glass, "go on with the story."

So Mr. Jones told in detail of the

plans of the Vitagraph Company for

a wonderful new picture, which would
catch and hold the multitude by the

impressiveness of its detail. It was to

show a bank robbery, the robbery of

the biggest trust company in New-
York. The robbers would dash up in

their automobiles, enter the building,

overpower the clerks, hand-cufif them
to the railings, perhaps shoot one or

two as examples to the others, grab
the trays of money standing about and
empty them into the suit-cases they

had brought with them, enter the safe

and fill their suit-cases with the cur-

rency stored there ; then they would
dash back to their cars, and a wild ride

would follow through the streets and
out into the country, with the police

in hot pursuit. At last the robbers

would be brought to bay, some would
be killed, and the rest captured and led

back by the police in triumph, while

the stolen money was restored to the

vaults of the trust company, greatly

to the relief of its president, who was
just preparing to commit suicide.

"That last don't sound hardly nat-

eral," objected Flaherty. "He'd be

more apt to cop out what was left an'

hike out fer Canada. You don't know
them presidents."

Mr. Jones admitted' that his ac-

quaintance with the presidents of trust

companies was not extensive ; but the

important thing with moving pictures

was not so much a slavish adherence

to the truth, as the introduction of

certain homely elements which touch-

ed the heart of the multitude. They
had thought they might show the

president rewarding the widow and

children of the old and trusted em-
ployee who had lost his life in defense

of the company's millions. Perhaos
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they would do that yet; meanwhile,

suppose we have the glasses replen-

ished?

Flaherty agreed.

"Of course, you know," he said,

'you couldn't really pull off a thing

like that. All the teller's got to do is

to touch a button at his elbow an' send

in an alarm that'll bring about a hun-

dred men on the scene inside o' three

minutes."

"It's the teller who does that, is it?"

inquired Mr. Jones.

"Yes ; the payin'-teller. He's in a

little cage right at the left as you go
in. An' even if he didn't git to do

that, a crowd o' men runnin' down the

steps would be nabbed by somebody.
There's always a special officer on
duty at the dt»or, an' a patrolman on
the block."

Mr. Jones nodded and rattled the

ice around in his glass reflectively.

"Oh, well," he said, at last, "it's

just like the stage. A lot of things

happen in real life. All the people

ask is to be amused and excited. Just

so it's pulled off in good shape—^that's

all they want."

"That's your lookout," said Flaher-

ty. "What is it you want me to do?"
"We want you to take a detail of

six or eight men dowm to the National
Trust and hold the crowd back on
either side, while we take the picture

of the get-away. It won't take over
five or six minutes, so that traffic won't
be impeded. Anybody who's in a

hurry can cross over."

Flaherty looked at his companion.
"What is there in it for me?" he

asked.

"How will two hundred do?"
"Make it two-fifty. I'll have to give

the men a fiver apiece."

"All right," agreed Jones. "I guess
we can afford it. If the film turns out
all right, it'll be a gold mine. Of
course, if it don't turn out right, we'll

expect you to give us another chance.
Something happens, once in a while,

to spoil the film, and then we have to

take it over again."

"That's all right," said Flaherty.

"When do you want to do it?"
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"Suppose we say to-morrow morn-
ing. We've got the film all ready up
to this point, and we're anxious to get

it out. The fact is," he added, lean-

ing across the table and speaking in

a lower tone, "we've got a tip that

Pathe Freres are working up a big

film along these lines, and we want to

beat them to it."

"To-morrow mornin', then," said

Flaherty, "What time?"

"Nine-thirty's the best time. There
won't be so many people around as

later in the day."

"That'll suit," agreed Flaherty. "I'll

have the men there on the dot."

"Good !" said Jones, and got out his

pocket-book. "Here's the two-fifty,"

and he counted out five fifty-dollar

bills.

"Thanks," said Flaherty, and slip-

ped the bills into his pocket. "Have
somethin' more?"
"No," said Jones, rising. "I've got

to be getting along. I've got a lot of

details to attend to."

"Good-by till to-morrow, then,"

said Flaherty, and they shook hands
and parted.

Flaherty stopped to purchase and
light a black cigar. Then he returned

to his chair at the station, and fell into

a pleasant reverie, as he watched the

smoke circle upw-ards. He would take

eight patrolmen and give them five

dollars apiece. That made forty dol-

lars. Taking out another ten to be

spent in celebration, left two hundred.

He would have to borrow only five

hundred. Captain—then inspector

—

it wouldn't take long! And, smiling

a satisfied smile, his chin sank lower

and lower upon his breast, his cigar

dropped from his fingers, and he

peacefully slept the remainder of the

afternoon awav.

II.

Promptly at nine-thirty the next

morning, Lieutenant Flaherty march-
ed his detail of eight men down the

avenue to the National Trust. He
found two automobiles drawn up by

the curb before the building. One of
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them had a big moving-picture cam-

era mounted over the dash, and the

operator was busy adjusting it. Six

or eight men lolled in the tonneaus,

among them Jones, who sprang out as

he saw Flaherty and his men ap-

proach.

"Everything's ready," he said, and

Flaherty noticed again how bright his

eyes were.

"All right," said Flaherty, and his

men began to push back the crowd
which had collected in a minute.

"How much space will you need?"

"Oh, about fifty feet. And keep a

lane clear, so that the cars can get

away."
"All right," said Flaherty again,

and threw a line across the pavement
on either side of the building.

The patrolman on the block came
running up to investigate, and Flaher-

ty explained the situation. Then, as

the cars backed) around and headed
uptown, the crowd saw the picture

machine and understood, too. Some
moved on, but the greater part tarried,

grinning expectantly, to see what
would happen.

"I guess that's all right, said Fla-

herty.

Jones looked over the preparations

with a critical eye.

"Yes," he said ; "but be sure nobody
breaks through."

"Oh, nobody'U git^ through," Fla-

herty assured him. "Don't you worry
about that."

"All right," said Jones, and nodded
to the men in the cars.

The operator of the picture-machine
began to turn the crank ; the men
jumped out, each with a suit-case, and,

with Jones at their head, charged up
the steps of the building. An instant

later, the great doors swung shut be-

hind them.

One minute, two minutes, three min-
utes passed, while the crowd watched
the entrance, still grinning expectant-

ly. A depositor hurried up and pro-

tested) loudly at being detained for

such foolishness.

"Just a minute more," said Flaher-

ty soothingly. "Just a minute more."
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"I don't feel just right, some way,"
remarked the patrolman, watching the

entrance anxiously.

And then the doors swung open and

Jones appeared at the top of the steps,

his men behind him, suit-cases in hand.

There was a sudden shout from the

crowd, and Flaherty's men held it back

with difficulty. The motors in the

cars were humming, and Flaherty saw
that a wild-eyed man, with a broken

hand-cufif dangling from one arm, was
following the make-believe robbers

down the steps.

"Thieves!" he screamed. "Thieves!

Stop them, officer
!"

His face was white and agonized as

he turned it to where Flaherty stood

immobile.

"Thieves !" he screamed again.

"Good actor," said Flaherty to him-

self. "But what's the use of him yel-

lin' so? That won't show in the pic-

ter."

And' then, as the patrolman, who
was young and inexperienced, mopped
the sweat from his face, the rearmost

of the robbers, feeling the pursuer at

his heels, paused, turned, levelled a

revolver, and fired.

The pursuer stopped for an instant

rigidly on tiptoe, half-way down the

steps, then crumpled and rolled limply

to the bottom and lay there on his face.

The crowd cheered.

"Great !" said Flaherty. "Astonish-

in' how them actors kin fall like that

without hurtin' themselves."

The patrolman did not answer, only

mopped his face again.

But the robbers were in their cars

and oflf like a shot through the lane

that' had been cleared for them, the

man at the machine in the rear car

turning the crank frantically. And
the passers-by understood and smiled

and made way.

Flaherty watched them until they

were out of sight, then, as he turned,

he saw that the limp figure still lay

where it had fallen at the foot of the

steps. Flaherty bent over and shook

his shoulder.

"All right, old sport," he said. "It's

all over. You kin come to, now."
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The still figure did not respond, and,

with a sudden tightening of the heart,

Flaherty turned it over. Blood was
slowly oozing from an ugly hole in the

forehead. The man was dead.

"Why, that's Dixon, the watch-
man," said the patrolman, his face

livid, and a sudden frightened stillness

fell upon the crowd.

Flaherty felt his throat constrict and
go dry as he sprang up the steps and
hurled himself through the door.

A groan burst from him as he saw
W'hat lay inside.

Prone on the marble floor, where a

bullet had stretched him in the first

instant, lay the paying-teller ; while a

dozen pale and frightened men were
neatly handcufifed to the railings. The
money-trays were empty and the doors

of the great vault stood open.

The robbery had been accomplish-

ed just as Jones had outlined it the

day before. And as he bent above the

body of the teller, slain before he had
had a chance to touch that button at

his elbow, Flaherty groaned again.

For he felt that the blood of the mur-
dered man was on his head.

III.

The cars were found, an hour later,

in the garage from which they had
been rented. Their drivers reported

that they had stopped at Times Square
and that all but one of the men had
got out and walked quietly away. The
man who remained bad come on to

the garage, paid for the rental of the

cars, said he would send for the cam-
era, and disappeared in the crowd out-

side. That was the end of them. The
camera proved to be only a box with

a crank to it, and a cheap lens in

front.

And Flaherty? Oh, Flaherty is

now the proprietor of the Imperial

Cafe. You may see him there any

day. He's not as fat as he was, and

he looks considerably older. They
tell me he is subject to fits of melan-

cholia.

The ''I Don't Know" Employee

SOME employes never seem to know
anything definitely. No matter

what you ask them, unless it is

something their work makes them per-

fectly familiar with, they will say "I

don't know."

They can not tell you the commonest

things in their own neighborhood, the

names of streets or the location of

well-known firms. They don't know
how to do this; they don't know how
to do that. They don't know because

they don't observe; they don't go

about the world with their eyes open.

They don't see things. They don't

think; they just mull.

Other employes seem to be able al-

ways to answer your question. They
can tell you almost anything you ask

them, because they have used their

brains. They have observed; they

have kept their eyes and ears open;

they have reflected; they have drawn
conclusions.

The 'T don't know" employe is not

a climber in his vocation ; he is a per-

petual clerk, because people who fill

important positions must use their

grey matter.
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A Strange Tip

By

W. Hastings Webling

THE Hon. Robert Norman Bean-

yngton-Brome, familiarly known

as "Beans" to his immediate

friends, third son of the late lamented

Lord Stranways, and only surviving

brother of the present Lord, stood

alone in the paddock at Ascot, intently

figuring at his gold monogramed bet-

ting book. From the serious frown

on his naturally good natured freckled

face, it was not diiTicult to conclude

that the result of his calculations was

far from pleasant. Indeed, the Hon.

Robert, to use a familiar phrase, was

"up against it." A monotonous suc-

cession of losers, which should have

won easily, threatened the young

sportsman with a very bad time on

settling day.

"Only a miracle, or a lucky plunge

on the last race can save the situa-

tion," he muttered, slowly closing the

book, "both equally unlikely to come

ofif, so far as I'm concerned ; the Fates

are against me."

"Beans, by all that's beautiful!"

exclaimed a cheery voice at his side,

"How are you old chap?"

The Hon. Robert turned to see the

soldierly figure and handsome face of

his best friend, Captain William

Courtney, of His Majesty's th

Dragoon Guards.

With unafifected pleasure, he grasp-

ed the Captain's outstretched hand

and shook it heartily. "Well! 'pon

my word, Billie, where in the name of

Heaven do you spring from !^
I

thought you w^ere roasting in India."
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"I was, and that's a jolly long way
removed from Heaven, just now, old

chap. Had a touch of fever, got six

months' leave, which by the same tok-

en is nearly up, and here I am ! By
Jove ! it's great to be home. How
goes the battle, Beans?"

"Rotten, old fellow—how goes it

with you? You look pretty fit for

an invalid."

"O ! I'm enjoying robust health, and
having a ripping time. What do you
think! Saw old Drivers, at the sta-

tion. Of course you know old Driv-

ers? Used to train for my Guvnor.

Seemed actually glad to see me, mark-
ed my card for the first and third

race, with a 'double star' for the last.

The first two won, and I'm going for

the 'cigars' on the last—what
!"

"Bully for you. Bill! Glad to hear

somebody is finding them. But what,

in the name of all that's glorious, did

the wiley Driver tip you for the last?"

"Climatic! and further stated in a

mysterious whisper accompanied by a

particularly knowing wink—"If Don
Antonio wins the 'third' you can have

a little extra on Climatic."

"You're an angel in disguise, Bill.

I may get out of this beastly mess,

after all. Let's get back to the Ring
—I see they're clearing the course for

the last race."

The two friends hurried back to

"Tattersalls" and forcing their way
through the struggling crowd, man-
aged to attract the attention of Jack
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Cooper, the Leviathan Knig'ht of the

pencil.

"What price Climatic?" inquired

the Hon. Robert.

"Seven to you, Sir," replied the

busy bookmaker.

"To a hundred, twice," nodded the

Hon. Robert
—

"You're in, I suppose?"
turning to his friend.

"Rather," replied the Captain^ "go
for the 'cigars,' Beans. I'm with you
to the limit."

The Hon. Robert moved on and
backed Climatic down to 5 to i, when
the stirring shout of "They're off!"

signalled the horses were running, and
suspended further investments. So
the two friends made the best of their

way to a place of vantage, and watch-

ed with keen interest the result of

the momentous race.

With field glasses glued to their

eyes, they quickly distinguished the

well-known colors of the noble owner
of Climatic, "green and yellow." She
was well placed and going easily. At
the turn her little jockey, one of the

most successful lightweights in Eng-
land, let her out a little, and she

promptly went to the head of affairs,

taking a nice position on the rails.

"Climatic wins ! Even money Cli-

matic ! Climatic for a thousand
!"

yelled the Bookies.

"O ! it's a regular walkover !" ob-

served the Hon. Robert, in tones of

suppressed delight.

"All over, bar shouting!" observed

Captain Courtney, "and by Gad !

—

what a win !"

The horses were now racing for

home, Climatic with a comfortable

lead of a couple of lengths. It was
then her young pilot turned in triumph

to watch the useless struggle of his

straining opponents. Alas ! it was his

own undoing! The filly changed her

stride and stumbled. Caught by sur-

prise, the boy lost his balance and
horse and rider fell heavily to the

ground with a sickening thud.

It was all over, a wretched out-

sider had beat the favorite a head, and

another sad story was added to the
annals of a Black Ascot.

The Hon. Robert carefully placed
his glasses back in their case, while
his grey-blue eyes looked bravely
round at Captain Courtney, who stood
watching poor Climatic being led

limping away in the distance.

"Well, that about settles it, Bill,"

said the Hon. Robert, as they slowly
followed the crowd hurrying to catch
a train for town.

"Did you ever know such rotten

luck—what?" exclaimed the still

dazed Captain, when they at last se-

cured seats in the crowded train.

"Glorious uncertainty of the turf,

Bill!"

"Righto ! what's the good of worry-
ing! let's go to the Club, and make
a night of it—what?"

"You're on," replied the Hon. Ro-
bert, "we will forget the past in one
glorious night—then to-morrow ! Well,

it's chaos and Canada for me !"

"Bad as all that, old chap? I'm sorry,

can I do anything for you?"

"No, thanks, Billie. Just a ques-

tion of selling out my few effects

—

draw my little balance, and settling

up."

"After that?"

"The deluge ! I shall have to touch

poor old Stranways again, altho' good-

ness knows, with poor crops and in-

creased rents, he has about all he can

do to keep things going. However,
he is good for a bit, especially when
he hears I'm cutting the festive 'turf,'

and clearing out for Canada. He's

fearfully strong on emigration just

now, and simply bursting with facts

and figures—the glorious possibilities

of the Great Northwest, etc., etc."

"Not a bad idea—but beastly cold

climate—eh ?"

"Not so cold as London, to a man
that's broke," observed the Hon. Ro-

bert, seriously. "There's simply noth-

ing to do, but follow Stranway's ad-

vice—he's been at me again lately.

But you know how hard it is for a

fellow to break away from this sort

of thing. Besides, there's Sara—she
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won't understand the situation, and

how can I expect her to wait for a

'down-and-outer' like myself."

"Lady Sara is young." said the

Captain, sympathetically. "She would

be the first to stand by you. Give her

a chance, you'll see ; or I'm jolly well

mistaken in my guess."

"Well, a truce to worry," exclaim-

ed the Hon. Robert, more blithely.

"We still have our evening, let the

morrow bring forth what it may. Ah

!

here we are at last
!"

The train reached its terminus and

the young men hailed a taxi, and were

soon lost in the surging trafific of Lon-

don Town.

The first thing the Hon. Robert did,

when he awoke next morning, was to

order his man. Bury, to mix a stiff

brandy and soda, which, followed by

a cold tub, helped materially in pre-

paring him for the unpleasant duties

of the day. He surprised his brother.

Lord Stranways, by his early appear-

ance, and himself still more, by the

comparatively lucid statement of his

affairs, considering that he and the

Captain, had only parted a few hours

before, in a state of convivial happi-

ness and blissful indifference to the

"slings and arrows of outrageous for-

tune"—or such a mere detail as com-
mon cash.

His Lordship listened to the con-

fessions of his younger brother with

sympathetic interest—especially in re-

fd^ence to emigration.

"Excellent idea, Beans, splendid

country, great opportunities. Should
have gone there myself years ago. if

the Guvnor had given the word. Tell

you what I'll do ; I'll have Coutts

place £200 to your credit at the Bank
of Montreal. This, with the little you
can save from the wreck should give

you a start. I'd like to do more, but

you know the condition of affairs

here—absolutely impossible

!

The Hon. Robert thanked his bro-

ther and they parted as ever, the best

of friends, although they had little in

common, and really saw very little of

one another.
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What with selling out, settling ac-

counts and preparing for the journey,

the Hon. Robert put in his last few
days in England very busily.

The hardest thing of all was ex-

plaining matters, and bidding farewell

to Lady Sara Bayville.

"Oh ! Bob," she exclaimed, after he
had recounted his plans and ambi-
tions. "What a bore ! the Leathers were
going to invite us both for a perfectly

ripping house party at their place in

Scotland next month." Then more
seriously, "I'm awfully sorry. Bob, but

it won't make any difference to me,
you know ! I'll wait ever such a long

time, and you will make lots of money,
won't you? and come back soon? And,
I say, Bob, do be a careful boy, won't

you, and not get scalped by the In-

dians."

"I'll take care of that," said the

Hon. Robert, with a laugh, "although,

from what I hear, there are other In-

dians than the noble Reds, who may
be hunting for my scalp over there."

"Well, good-bye. Sara." He press-

ed her fondly to his heart, while their

young lips met in a last fond farewell.

"Good-bye, Bob, and—good luck
!"

He noted the little break in her

voice, and it helped him through many
a cheerless hour in the days to come.

Bob sailed the following afternoon

on the good ship, Florentine. He had
booked his passage in the name of

Robert Brome, and as Robert Brome
he determined to win the smile of

fickle fortune entirely on the result of

his own efforts.

The wooing of fickle fortune proved

more difficult than even he imagined.

Gold did not grow on the streets of

Alontreal, and he drifted from one

place to another, from one thing to

another, till nearly two empty years

passed before a favoring wand waft-

ed him to the little town in western

Ontario, which we may call Brown-
ville. Here he got a job working on

a farm owned by Thomas Gibson, who
ran a general store, a farm, a saw-

mill, etc., and dealt in anything from
a thimble to a timber limit, if he

thought there was money in it.
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Bob soon made good with the

shrewd old man, who put him in full

charge of the farm, to work on half

shares. This life suited Bob to a turn,

he worked with his brains, as well as

his hands. He dug right in, rose with

the sun and retired early. Labored
with a cheerful optimism, and suc-

cess crowned his efforts.

Letters from the Old Country
gradually ceased to arrive, except at

rare intervals. He heard occasionally

from his brother, once in a great while

from Lady Sara, and Courtney. His
brother he knew had married the

widow of a wealthy brewer, while

Captain Courtney was still in India,

accumulating medals and contracting

a liver. As for Lady Sara, the de-

scription of her doings only seemed
to prove how utterly vain it was for

him to ever hope or expect such a

beautiful butterfly of fashion to be

the bride of a hard-working Canadian
farmer.

Soliloquising alone one evening in

the early Fall, smoking his cherished

'

briar, Bob's thoughts gradually wan-
dered back to days of the past. Days
of happy childhood spent at Castle

Stranways, in the midst of the Chi'l-

tern Hills, splendid even in decay. On
through Eton, then Oxford, careless

happy-go-lucky days of early man-
hood round town. Racing, shooting,

yachting, bridge, etc. The good fel-

lows he knew so well, chief among
them Billie Courtney, one of the very

best. Dearer still, his first meeting
with Lady -Sara at her father's hunt-

ing box Leicestershire. The dutiful

attention, next the mild flirtation and
happy stolen walks in the moonlight.

Then the first awakening of love's

young dream. Slowly it all passed,

a succession of moving pictures, be-

fore his yearning vision.

How he longed once more to see

the old friends, the old home, to dine

once more at his favorite club, and
indulge in an English sole, served in

that incomparable style for which the

chef was famous. A draught of good
English ale, from its native pewter,

—

nectar of the gods, indeed! But

above all to see Sara once more.
Would she know him? He pictured
her surprise at his rugged sunburnt
appearance, the queer cut of his

country clothes. How she would
smile, and in fancy he could see the

dainty dimples peeping in and out on
her pretty face. But of course, he
would get a new wardrobe from
Smithers & Jones, before he presented
himself.

"Hallo! Beans, my boy—what
luck?" exclaimed a well-remembered
voice at his elbow.

Surprised beyond measure, he

looked up and beheld the lithe form
and handsome face of Captain Wil-
liam Courtney. His eyes were glow-
ing with pathetic pleasure, his once
bronzed countenance, unnaturally

pale and serene.

"Billie, by all that's wonderful!

What happy fortune brought you
here?" And Bob started to his feet.

"Sit down, old man, don't move,
I'm only here for a few minutes" said

the Captain in strange low tones.

"You remember Climatic?"

Bob nodded in a half stupor, his

straining eyes fixed on those of his

friend.

"Back her for the Blankshire, she

is going to win. Driver says so, and

Driver knows."

"But Billie, old boy, you look so

queer—are you ill—is anything

wrong?"

"No thanks, I'm quite all right

now, you know" replied the Captain

with a ghost of his old smile," but

don't forget. Beans,—Climatic is a

certainty! And I say. Beans, split a

bottle of the "boy" with me if it

comes off. Good-bye, old chap
!"

"Hang Climatic! Bill, sit down like

a good fellow, and tell me about your-

self" cried Bob, again rising and step-

ping towards his friend. But the

Captain was no longer there, he had

faded away as mysteriously as he

came, and the room remained silent

and in darkness.

Bob quickly struck a match. He
lit the lamp and gazed around, but
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everything was in order, not a thing

disturbed.

"Well, by Jove ! if that doesn't beat

the deuce" he muttered, "I've been

dreaming! The most realistic thing

I ever knew—Would have bet a

hundred Bill was here. Yet Bill

never looked quite so queer in all his

life—strange things dreams. Well, I

guess I had better turn m now for

good, and forget it."

But he didn't forget. Next morn-

ing the dream returned to Bob with

renewed vividness. He couldn't get

it out of his mind. "ClimaUc" for-

soo*-h, bet she has been relegated lo a

hansom cab, or the boneyard long be-

fore this. Still, just for the fun of the

thing, I'll run down to the Village

and get an English paper. It's the

15th to-day—^the Blankshire is gener-

ally run about the 27th. Probably I

can find the entries, or betting quota-

tions—that will settle it."

Bob saddled his mare, and cantered

over to Brownville, about three miles

distant, and succeeded in getting a

fairly late issue of "Lloyd's Weekly."

With strangely trembling hands, he

searched tlirough the sheets till at

length he discovered a paragraph

headed latest betting on the "Blank-

shire Handicap," and there, with a

start, he read at the bottom of the

quotations — "Climatic, 50 to i of-

fered."

'Well I'm •!" he ejaculated

in surprise "she's certainly in it all

right, altho' they don't seem to be

running over themselves to 'back her.

However, this paper is two weeks old,

and conditions have likely changed
since then."

He returned to the farm, but his

heart w'as not in his work, try as he

would, and by the time old Gibson

drove over on his daily visit Bob had
arrived at a determination.

After greetings and some casual

conversation Bob blurted out "I say,

Mr. Gibson, can I get away for a

month, I want to make a flying trip

to England."
8g

"Why, of course, my boy," said the

old man taken somewhat by surprise.

"Coming back?"
"O yes," said Bob, "I'll be back,

never fear. Everything in pretty

good shape. Giles can take hold while

I'm away."
"When do you start?"

"I find the Bostnia sails on the

1 8th, and I want to make Liverpool

by the 26th at the latest. She can

just do it."

"Good enough," said the old man,
who was rather fond of Bob in his

dry old way. "You'll have to get a

hustle on if you want to make Mon-
treal by the i8th."

"Oh ! I can do it easily," said Bob,

who thanked his worthy employer,

and prepared for his trip.

After packing a few necessary

things in an old suit case, Bob drew
a biggish sum in crisp Bank of Eng-
land ten pound notes, and left that

night on the International Limited for

Montreal ; there he boarded the Bost-

nia, and sailed early next morning for

England, home and beauty.

It was a most uninteresting trip,

very few passengers and prevailing

fogs all the way across. One can

imagine, therefore, with what pleas-

ure Bob sighted land at last, and fin-

ally placed foot on British soil the

night of the 26th.

"Pretty close call at that" reflected

he, as with bag in hand, he made his

way to the London & North Western
Hotel.

Buying two or three of the evening

papers, he retired to his room, and be-

fore turning in, read all the news
available in reference to the classic

"Blankshire," scheduled for the fol-

lowing day.

In the betting Climatic was quoted

still at 50 to I "taken and offered."

She was also on the list of probable

starters, although her jockey's name
was not mentioned.

One scribe writing from the scene

of action, referring to different candi-

dates—said, "Among the lighter

weights Climatic must be considered,
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were one sure she had quite recovered

from the severe injury she sustained

as a two-year-old. Since then, how-
ever, she has seldom run in public and
then unsuccessfully in very moderate

company."

"Not awfully encouraging," re-

flected Bob, "Still there is one gleam
of hope, one oasis in the desert—old

Driver still trains her, and if she's

good enough for him to keep, she

can't be absolutely worthless. Then
there's dear old Bill's supernatural

tip. Well, here's for bed—to-morrow
will prove all things !"

Bob rose early next morning and
took the first train for "Blankshire,"

which landed him in that historic old

town about noon, in time for lunch

at the Rutland. After an excellent

cold collation, Bob strolled leisurely

up to the course and wandered round
reviewing old scenes, watching the

various horses parading in the pad-

dock. He encountered many well re-

membered faces, of casual acquaint-

ances, trainers, touts, bookmakers,
jockeys and all the varied mixtures of

mankind that go to make up the

great racing fraternity. Of course,

no one recognized Bob Brome in his

weird, country-cut garments, as the

erstwhile, fashionable, well-groomed

man about town. But little did he

care for that, it caused a smile, for he

was there for a purpose, and the out-

come of that purpose was all that in-

terested him at that moment.

The course was being cleared for

the first event, which Bob watched
with the keen interest of the true

sportsman, for he loved horses. He
saw the second race won by the fa-

vorite which carried the good King's

Royal colors. The victory created an

ovation and proved how fondly His

Majesty rested in the hearts of his

subjects.

Then Bob returned to the paddock,

and after a diligent search, discovered

Climatic, looking wonderfully fit, in

the course of saddling, under the

superintendence of the astute Driver

himself. He examined her critically;

she seemed full of life, and her bay
coat shone like satin.

"Good enough," concluded Bob,
"She's here, she's well, and I'm going
to see the bally thing through to the

limit—come what may !"

Having reached this conclusion,

Bob returned to Tattersalls, where
speculation was in full force. The
bookies were offering 5 to 2 the Field,

4 to I Tipster, 6 to i Merrylip, 6 to i

Lonia, 100 to 14 Gildersleeve, and so

on, while Climatic with two or three

other horses was offered at 50 to i.

The odds were tempting, but still Bob
held on, and turned to watch the par-

ade, for the contestants, a field of

twenty-six, were now passing the

stands. Very beautifully they looked,

trained to perfection, stepping proud-

ly before their critics, with a seeming

knowledge of their great importance

and responsibilities.

Climatic was ridden by a young
apprentice from the Driver stables, a

bright, likely looking lad. As for the

mare, she walked sedately, but looked

fit to run for her life. The horses

turned slowly, and then cantered

sharply past on their way to the start-

ing post.

Once more pandemonium broke

loose, and wagering was carried on at

feverish heat. The betting rings pre-

sented one seething mass of strug-

gling humanity.

"'Ere!" shouted a stentorian voice,

"I'll lay 66 to i Ballinger, 66 to i

Turnover, 66 to i Climatic." It was

old Ben Morton and Bob knew him

well as a sound man. Pushing his

way to the front he shouted through

the din "Climatic to a hundred!"

"What name?" briskly inquired old

Ben, who thought he half recognized

the face of an old client.

"Cash" replied Bob, passing ten

crisp notes into the Bookie's capaci-

ous hand.

"Like it again. Sir?" inquired the

obliging Ben, scenting a Juggins.

Bob hesitated. Suddenly the vision

of Courtney appeared before him.
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and once more he seemed to hear the

echo of his voice saying, "Climatic is

a certainty!"

"Yes, to five hundred!" cried Bob
on the spur of the moment, handing
Ben the balance of his precious wad,
receiving a ticket in exchange.
Bob turned quickly to look for his

old friend, almost expecting to see

him in the immediate crowd—but not

a sign of Courtney could he discover.

"Well ! if that doesn't beat the deuce,
I'm a Rotterdam Dutchman!" he
muttered, edging his way through the

mass of packed humanity. "Jove!
I'm in for it now, right up to the hilt.

Five hundred of the best, well ! I'm
either inspired, or a fit subject for a

lunatic asylum."

Once more he heard that thrilling

shout "They're off," and he secured
the best place possible to watch the

great struggle for the "Blanks'hire."

The course was a straight one, about
one mile in length, but he could see

little of the race till half the distance
had been covered. At last he dis-

tinguished the well remembered
colors of Climatic, bringing up the

rear.

On they came, a glorious mass of

flashing colors, while the thundering
ring of hoofs and shouts of the ex-
cited multitude filled the air. The
jockeys were now hard at it, whip and
spur, tooth and nail.

"The favorite wins ! The favorite

for a hundred !" yells the crowd.
"No, the favorite's beat ! It's Tip-
ster! Tipster, come along Tipster!"

"Here! What's that in green and
yellow on the right?" shouts the voice
of a well known backer.

"Climatic ! Climatic ! Climatic I

Thousand to one on Climatic" roars
the ring, and Climatic it was. She
came out like a streak at the distance,

shot by the leaders, and won in a
romp by two lengths.

Bob stepped quietly down from the

stand, and waited the final cry "All
right." It came at last, as he knew
it would. Of course it was all right

—she made no mistake this time. Her
little pilot rode to orders and took no
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chances. The "Gratwick" stables had
brought off another great coup, and
that silent old veteran, William
Driver, bidi^ig his time patiently, had
added another great victory to his

splendid record, incidentally scoring
his third "Blankshire."

Bob walked over to Ben Morton
and with strange pleasure gave the

old man his real name.
"Well, well," chuckled the worthy

Ben, "Glad to see you again, sir.

Rather thought your face looked sort

of familiar, like ! Hope to see you
often, sir ; maybe you'd like me to

settle, eh?"
"No" replied Bob, "You might let

me have a hundred and send me your
cheque for the balance, care of

Coutts."

Bob did not wait for the final

events, but drove to the station and
took the first train for Town. He
arrived at St. Pancras about 8 o'clock,

hailed a taxi and drove direct to the

"Cavalry Club" to find out, if possible,

whether Captain Courtney was in

town by chance.

The hall porter was a new man,
and did not know Captain Courtney
but would inquire.

"Pardon me." said a short, erect

gentleman, with a deeply lined brown
face, and a grizzled grey moustache,

"did you inquire for Captain Court-

ney of the —th Dragoons?"

"Yes," replied Bob. raising his hat.

"Captain Courtney was an old friend

and I am particularly anxious to

know whether he is in town, or where
his regiment is stationed. My name
is Brome."

"I am Colonel Grey, Mr. Brome.
and regret exceedingly to say poor

Courtney w^as assasinated in India

—

found dead in his tent. Most myster-

ious thing. It is feared Courtney
suffered for the fault of others. His

native orderly disappeared—probably

a political crime."

"When was the crime committed?"
Inquired Bob, infinitely distressed.

"Cable despatch savs the night of

the 14th."
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"Thank you, sir," said Bob, with

bowed head and saddened heart.

"Poor old Bill—By Jove it's too bad!"
"Another victim to the vacillating

policy of our precious government,"
said the Colonel, turning to re-enter

his Club, while Bob raised his hat

and walked slowly away in deep
thought.

He secured a room at a small

private hotel in Jermyn Street, fre-

quented often by him in his under-

graduate days, and where he had ex-

pressed his suit case from Liverpool.

When he entered the old familiar

coffee room he could hardly imagine
so many years had elapsed. Every-
thing looked exactly as he remem-
bered it in the days gone by, even to

old Thomas, the waiter, who stood

at his side, rubbing expectant hands,

a paternal smile on his rubicund fea-

tures.

The sad news of Courtney's death
had entirely robbed Bob of any par-

ticular desire for food, but he glanced
through the menu and ordered a light

repast. From the wine card he se-

lected a reliable brand of vintage

champagne—a pint bottle and two
glasses.

"Poor old Bill ; he asked me to split

a bottle of the "boy" with him if

Climatic won—Maybe his spirit is

hovering round now. I'd give all I

possess if he were only here."

Slowly he filled his glass, and
standing up, he leaned across the

table, and reverently clinked the

empty glass. "Here's to you, dear
old Bill," he said solemnly, with sub-

dued emotion,
—

"you were always
one of the best—God bless you

!"

The following month, Lady Sara
Bayville and the Hon. Robert
Norman Beanyngton-Brome were
married by special license, at a quiet

wedding in Hanover Square. Only
the immediate relatives were present
at the ceremony in consequence of the

recent decease of the bride's father,

the late Baron Bayville, of Lynne.

The honeymoon was spent at Castle

Stranways, loaned the young couple
b> Lord Stranways, the groom's
brother. There they spent a month of

unclouded happiness, returning to

Canada later in the year.

A more perfect or better run farm
does not exist in Western Ontario
than "The River Farm," owned by
Robert Brome, and its interior ar-

rangements and menage are equally

attractive, thanks to the excellent

taste and charming personality of

Mrs. Brome.

As for Mr. Robert William Court-

ney Brome, Junior, he is certainly the

most wonderful baby in the world,

and if you do not believe me, you can

ask his unprejudiced mother, and I'm

sure she will quickly convince you

the truth of this statement.

In conclusion I might add, Robert

Brome has never set foot on a race-

course since the running of that sen-

sational "Blankshire," or made
another wager on a horse. In fact

his interest in racing is a thing of the

past and it is only with extreme re-

luctance, even now, that he refers to

the mysterious visitation of liis poor

murdered friend and the great coup

which resulted from "A Strang Tip."

While experience is the dependable
thing, we must have fancy and hope

as well, or we make little progress.

"Faith is the substance of things

hoped for, the evidence of things not

seen," said the ablest of the apostles.

Conservatism and skepticism play

their part in the world, but they don't

blaze new paths or pull off victories.

The mistakes of progress are much
more worth while than the inertia of

the sure thing.—Frank A. Munsev.



Important Articles of the
Month

Milwaukee, a Socialist City

MILWAUKEE, an orderiy and
prosperous middle western city

of 400,000 inhabitants, has plac-

ed itself in the hands of the local So-

cialist organization, known as the

Social Democratic Party, with a So-

cialist mayor, council and board of

supervisors. The Socialist govern-

ment was inaugurated on April 9.

What this government is accomplish-

ing in Milwaukee is told by Charles

Edward Russell, who was commission-

ed by Success Magazine to study the

question.

Nevertheless, in the opinion of the
community, they have begun to make
good. After three months of so much
control as conditions allow, there seems
to be no question about that. Indeed,

some very curious observations might be
made on the general respect in which the
once despised Socialists are now held.

Many men that in no way endorse the

Socialist faith told me that the Social-

ists were perfectly honest ; they were
visionaries, no doubt, and they could
never do what they had planned to do,

hut they were honest. The able oppo-
.sition press, raking over the daily re-

cords, has found much to commend and
little to blame in the new administra-
tion. Pre-election visions of incompet-
ence, like the fantastic prophecies of riot,

bloodshed and anarchy, are now the
average citizen's jest. On trial, Mil-

waukee rather likes its Socialists. Mu-
nicipal business has flowed on with ex-
ceeding smoothness ; the city has never
been safer nor more orderly ; its credit

has not been impaired. Observers gener-

ally admit that good men have filled the

offices. No one has pretended decreased
efficiency anywhere ; in some directions

the work is better done ; in all, the in-

tention is manifest to have it well done.
This is not the comment of a casual
visitor. I am repeating what was told
me by non-Socialist residents. A few of
them said that what Milwaukee really
needed, of course, was a straight Repub-
lican administration, or a straight De-
mocratic (according to the preference of

the speaker) ; but since Providence had
not sent such a blessing, the present
condition was well enough and meantime
the Socialists might show what they
could do.

Even the most hostile admit that the
Socialists have already done some good
things in Milwuakee.

They have straightened out the city's

finances. They have separated tax re-

ceipts from bond receipts. They found
in use methods of accounting that are
totally discredited in all modern business
houses. Such old style letter-files as
were used by Andrew Jackson and Jef-

ierson Davis had never been discarded.
Some department offices had no inven-

tories to furnish to their successors.

The new administration began to intro-

duce new systems. Hereafter when a
citizen wants to know how and where
certain funds are going, it will not be

necessary to send to New York or Chi-

cago for a commission of accountants as

has been frequently the case in the past.

Property accountability is being estab-

lished and the council has arranged to

install a cost-keeping system so that

hereafter any citizen can know at any
time what is the cost of every square

yard of pavement, every foot of sewer,

every item in every other improvement.
This in itself will probably work the

death of contracts and in any event it

will make clear at a glance the exact

profit that every contractor will reap

from his job. All "snaps" have been

abolished in the public service. No more
sinecures are maintained for political

henchmen, and not one place is given out
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as a reward for political service. All
the city employes work eight hours a
day—except the mayor and the depart-
ment heads. They work from ten to
fourteen, as the case may be. Unneces-
sary offices have been eliminated. The
Department of Public Works had been ad-
ministered by a board of three men ; the
new administration dismissed two of

these and made one do the work. It
found a city gas inspector and a city
chemist, each drawing a salary and each
devoting part of his time to private
business. The Socialists consolidated
these offices and made the incumbent de-

vote all his time to the city. They
found in the city clerk's office an officer

called the license and chattel mortgage
clerk. He did not seem to have much to
do, so they di'pensed with his services.

They found another called the inspector
of bridges, whose functions seemed to be
largely ornamental, so they dispensed
with him also. They went through the
departments, cutting out the easy jobs
and reducing expenses.

Mr. Russell shows how the spoils

idea has been absolutely rejected and
efficiency has been made the only test.

The saloons have been made to live

up to a certain standard. School-

houses are being" turned into social

centres for the people. Experts have
been employed to look after the health

department and other public utility de-

partments.

The whole community seems satis-

fied with the administration, with the

exception of the Socialists themselves.

Owing to the control of the State

Legislature, they are hampered in

•many directions.

With all its advantages and attractions
nevertheless, Milwaukee was going the
way of the typical American industrial
centre, and it was this tendency that the
Socialists wanted to reform. A large
and rapidly growing part ot the working
population was as a rule bad'y housed in

unattractive regions and without pros-
pects except of toil and sleep. There
were good schools, but not enough of

them, and at one time only four per
cent, of the public school pupils went be-

yond the grammar grades. Because of

the exigencies of partisan politics, great
vital problems like water supply and
sewaffe disposal were shuffled off from
one administration to another. Every-
bodv knew they oueht to be met and no-

body cared to meet them. While the

city erew and erew, a coherent plan to

beautify it and direct its growth was
lacking. The poor worked long hours,

got little pay, found scant enjc" :ent in
life and were at the mercy of chance or
caprice. Sometimes, in the winter,
thousands of men were without work'.
Nobody seemed to care much about these
matters. Government was directed
largely for the benefit of the well-to-do
and the prosperous, who were, strange
to say. a numerically inconsiderable, part
of the community. Except for philan-
thropic experiments, the poor shifted for
themselves. Most intelligent persons
knev? quite well, and, if asked, would
admit that the effect of prevailing con-
ditions would be disastrous upon the
generations to come. It was evident
that bad housing and unsanitary sur-
roundintrs, un'nterestine toil and mono-
tonous lives, would produce in time a
population mentailv inferior and nhvsic-
ally defective. Rut while evervbodv
knew this, nobody in authoritv seemed
to care very much shout it Other pur-
poses were neglected to further the no-
iit'cal fortunes of indivirluals, and th's

was ach'eved bv servin? the onrnoratiois
and tolerating the vice interests, with
wh'ch the corporation interests ioined

hands.

The corporations had at aU ti'^es

much to sav about P't^' off-^'r"^ wvipn

they wanted a new nrivilpfe thev P'ot it.

By importing fraudulent voters, by giv-

ing liberally to campaign funds and by
controlling or cnrrupt^ne nuhiic officers,

they exercised the final power in politics.

They d'sfie-ured the c'tv po'^opprt thp a'r

of some regions, killed citizens on the

street railroad lines, snread d'se^ise and
furnished inferior service at high prices.

Evervbodv knew these things, but no ad-

ministration would deal with them he-

cause of the great power of the corpor-

ations in politics and business.

In other words, Milwaukee was ii.st

like every other great citv in America.

The Socialists desired to change all

this ; their conception of government

was that it should be conducted for the

good of the people and not as part of

the political game. They held seriously

and consistently to the idea of John

Weslev's motto that Emil Seidel nailed

upon the wall of his office. "Do all the

good you can to all the people you can."

Here are things they propo.sed to

achieve for Milwaukee as declared in

their city's platform :

Home rule.

Public ownership of public utilities.

A municipal terminal and municipal

wharves.

Equal and just taxation.

Public slaughterhouses ;
public mar-

kets
;
public cold storage.

Public improvement by the city ;
no

contract system.
93
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Municipal quarry ; wood and coal
yards ; ice plant ; work for the unem-
ployed.
Extension of the city limits ; sanitary

homes, factories and schools
;

pliy-
grounds for children.

Dispensaries ; four hospitals.
Public comfort stations.

Sewage and garbage disposal.

Small parks ; shade trees ; the aboli-
tion of slum neighborhoods ; a mi\rucipal
lodging house to abate the tramp
nuisance.
School extensions ; free text books

;

free concerts in the parks ; social cenlies.
Fair treatment for all city employes

;

no dismissals without public trial.

Now, most persons would -igree that
these proposals are sane, reasonable and
for the public advantage. In !"act, many
of them were copied into the platforms of

the local Republican and Democratic par-
ties.

But the Socialists, having a mandate
from the community to carry out these
improvements, found the mandate nulli-
fied by the legal swaddling clothes in

which the city was bound up.

For home rule and the public owner-
ship of public utilities they must beseech
the Legislature. The street railroad mo-
nopoly had a franchise for twenty-five
years. The gas monopoly had a franchise

forever. The administration attempted
to build a municipal electric lighting

plant that would save money and release

the city from another monopoly, but
somebody had recourse to the handy in-

junction and the courts made it perma-
nent. They tried to build a hospital lor

contagious diseases (already authorized

bv popular vote and a thing most sorely

needed) and were blocked bv the non-So-

cialistic minority in the Common Coun-
cil. The bond issue required a vote of

three-fourths of the council, and while

the Socialists had a fair majority they

did not have three-fourths.

The municipal terminal, municipal

wharves, public slaughter-house, cold

storage plant, dispensaries, sewage dis-

posal and other good things they found

to be blocked either by the charter, by

the necessity for legislative sanction, or

by the condition of the city finances.

Parasitic, Physical and Mental Culture

The commonly held idea that train-

ing in mathematics, Latin, Greek, etc..

builds up a general fund of energy

and skill that is a source of strength

to the individual, no matter what call-

ing he may pursue in after life, re-

ceives very severe criticism from Dr.

George E. Dawson in the Popular
Science Monthly. Dr. Dawson bases

his conclusion that such development
is hurtful rather than beneficial, from
the basic fact that nature will not tol-

erate a functionless organ. To de-

velop the brain in one direction and
then to allow this part of the brain to

become atrophied through disuse is

bound to work harm.

In the evolution of life, whenever any
organic structure has fallen into disuse,
it has forthwith come under the law of

atrophy and elimination. Until this law
of atrophy and elimination is satisfied,

the useless organ is a drain upon the
vitality of the organism as a whole. It

gives no equivalent for the support it

derives from the life of which it is a
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part. In other words, it is parasitic.
As a parasitic organ, moreover, it not
only uses up energy that should go to
the other organs that have a vital func-

tion to perform, but it also tends to be-
come diseased and thus to impair the
health of the entire organism.
There are numerous illustrations in the

human body of the disuse and atrophy
of organs, as well as of the incomplete
elimination and disease of such organs.
Thus there are many muscular structures
such as those of the pinna, epicranius
and the platvsma myoides, that are at
present functionless and far on the way
to complete atrophy. These useless or-

gans are comparatively harmless, though,
in strict truth, they must be nourished
at the expense of the rest of the organic
life. There are other functionless or-

gans, however, that are not so harmless.
Such is the vermiform appendix, in man
a useless and retrogressive structure,

which is apt to become the seat of se-

rious disease. Such also are various
functionless ducts, as, for example, the

parovarium, which frequently become the

seats of tumors, more or less malignant
and destructive of life.

All these useless and, in a sense, par-

asitic organs of the human body, which
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modern research in the fields of physical
anthropology, anatomy and embryology
has brought to light and explained,
point to laws of development that have
a profound significance for every depart-
ment of effort in which the control and
improvement of man's life is an object.

In the department of physical sci-

ence it has been contended for gener-

ations that certain courses of discipline

will give a fund of physical energy
that may be available for all the de-

mands of subsequent life.

But here the accumulated observations
and inductions of science have begun to
suggest troublesome questions about
this more or less artificial muscular de-
velopment of boys and men. It has been
observed by physicians that very fre-

quently athletic types of manhood have
weak hearts, weak lungs and weak vital
organs generally. Often their health and
efficiency in later life are poor ; and, in

not a few cases, they break down pre-
maturely. These observations have set
both medical men and teachers of phy-
sical culture to thinking, and we are now
being told that there is danger of over-
developing the muscular system ; that
overdeveloped muscles impose a severe
drain upon the rest of the organism

;

and that all muscular development, un-
less it is utilized, becomes a tax upon
bodily energy, and may give rise to
disease. Only very recently a naval offi-

cer, who was an athlete while in the
naval academy, is reported as having
failed to meet the required tests of phy-
sical efficiency ; and his physician as-

cribes' his failure to his earlier muscular
development in excess of the needs of his

later life. That is to say, his vitality

was reduced through parasitic muscular
culture.

All this suggests that we can not store
up a fund of physical energy through spe-
cially devised forms of physical training.

Indeed, the term "general culture" as
applied to the organic life is probably a
misnomer. The culture we get from
gymnastic training and from the athletic

field is really special in character, and is

applicable mainly, or solely, to the types
of physical activity that constitute the
training. Hence the energy derived from
such culture does not become available

for the organism as a whole, but is lim-

ited to the special organs that have been
trained ; and unless these organs con-

tinue to perform the functions for which
they were trained, they become useless

and a detriment to the life. Function-
less physical structures derived through
the artificial exercises of any form of

physical culture thus fall under the gen-

eral biological law of atrophy, with all

its attendant consequences of waste and
disease. The only really economical form
of physical culture, biologically speaking,
is the culture derived through perform-
ing activities associated with the natural,
that is to say, fundamental and long-
established, functions of life. These are,

in general, the spontaneous play-activi-
ties of childhood and the productive
work-activities of manhood and woman-
hood, each performed under normal con-
ditions of stimulus and environment.

Turning to the culture of the mind,

Dr. Dawson finds an analogous situa-

tion there. Experimental psychology

has shown that human experience is

mediated by specialized nervous or-

gans and that the culture desired

therefrom is special, and not general,

in character.

It is clear, that those educators who
will subject an adolescent girl to five or
six years of severe trainmg in higher

mathematics, should be peremptorily
challenged as to why they do it. They
should be asked to show, in terms more
specific and modern than most of the

vague opinions one commonly hears

about "culture," just how the fund of

power that is supposed to be generated

by mathematical study, is in fact gener-

ated ; and how it becomes available

throughout the girl's subsequent life.

So, too, these same educators should be

asked to give reason why they compel an,

adolescent boy to spend five or more
years upon the study of Latin before they

will accredit him as being educated.

What is there in this comparatively im-

mense expenditure of time and energy

upon Latin that will develop organs and

functions continuously available for the

boy's mental efficiency and usefulness in

the world ? How does a nervous mechan-

ism, with its infinitely complex system of

neurones and connecting fibers, fashioned

through and for the study of the Latin

language, become adapted for all other

mental processes ? In short, it is time

to read a new and compelling significance

into the old query of instinctive com-

mon sense as to what is the value of the

so-called culture that is doled out to our

children in the secondary schools and

colleges.

What is the efiect upon the girl's life

of having to support an elaborate ner-

vous mechanism for dealing with mathe-

matical symbols and concepts which she

never has occasion to use ? What is the

effect upon the boy's life of having to

support a nervous mechanism tor declin-

ing Latin nouns and adjectives, conju-

gating Latin verbs, and construing Latin

sentences, which he never has occasion
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to use ? May not these unused nervous
organs become parasitic upon the nervous

vitality, just as the unused muscles of

the athlete become parasitic upon the

general organic vitality ? It may seem
to some little less than fantastic to sug-

gest such a result. And yet, if we be-

lieve that life is a biological unit, and

that the laws controlling it are identical

in nature and operation, there is no es-

caping this conclusion. Moreover, there

are many peculiarities in the nervous and
psychic constitutions of a considerable

number of educated men and women that

await a plausible theory to account for

them.

False Teeth and False Hopes

That the possession of a set of false

teeth may tend to shorten one's life

is a thesis, maintained by Dr. J. C.

Bayles in the Independent. Accord-

ing to the w^riter, "A battle royal be-

tween the physicians and dentists"

may be expected to follow an investi-

gation of this matter now being made
under the auspices of some of the chief

medical societies.

The question under investigation is the
influence of artificial teeth upon health
and longevity. This demands a wide
range ot observation. Even with good
care and conservative dentistry, it is un-
usual to keep natural teeth comfortable
and useful much beyond the age of fifty.

The re-equipment of the mouth with por-
celain substitutes is, for most people
who are thus repaired, a practical re-

juvenation. Primarily, they are greatly
improved in appearance. The hollows in

the cheeks are filled out, the mouth
closes only as far as it should, and ugly
gaps are made sightly. Nine in ten of

those he meets are frank enough to say
"Why you look ten years younger !"

Among other agreeable sensations, the
possessor of a new set of artificial teeth
that fit fairly well rejoices in the con-
viction that he "Can eat anything"—
which may ordinarily be interpreted to

mean that, as opportunity offers, he will

eat everything. Then the trouble begins.

The appetites of youth assert themselves
and m;'^ a<3;ain be indulged. Strong
meats which, without teeth, could be
eaten only when stewed soft or minced,
once more appeal as substantial steaks
and generous roasts, and are relished the

more because of the long deprivation, re-

called with impatience. People thus re-

juvenated are very apt to eat a great
deal too much and to include in their

dietary many things they had better

avoid.' As a rule, the evil effects of such
excesses are not immediately observed.

The first symptoms of overfeeding is
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likely to be stimulation. The victim of
self-indulgence thinks he is building up
his body and brain by a generous diet

;

as a matter of fact, he is raising his

steam pressure with the safety-valve
locked, congesting his fire-pot with ob-
structive clinkers, and banking ashes up
to the grate-bars. That he "never felt

better in his life" is possibly true ; but
he probably does not know that every
competent physician would recognize in

the steady gain in his waist measure a
danger signal of the most alarming kind.
Soon an unexpected trouble begins, so
insidiously that it is not clearly recog-
nized. The plate which holds the upper
teeth gradually loses its original fit.

This is not because it changes shape, but
because the mouth does. All living tis-

sue resents pressure and recedes from it.

To have a new plate made as often as
this happens is costly, and for most peo-
ple quite out of the question. So they
tolerate the discomfort as long as it can
be borne, and during this period it is

much easier to neglect ade(quate mastica-
tion than to practise self-denial. The re-

sults are soon seen in acute indigestion,

inflammations of the intestinal tract,

constipation, malnutrition, perhaps ap-
pendicitis, and other serious and pos-

sibly fatal consequences. That a great

multitude is killed every year by the ex-

cesses rendered possible by artificial den-

tition can not be doubted."

Up to a certain point, Dr. Bayles

concedes, dentistry and dental surgery

are of great benefit to the human race.

Not the possession, but the abuse of

teeth menaces health and life. Be-

yond the age of fifty, prudence and

moderation in eating are no less neces-

sary after one can bite hard or tough

substances than before. "Old age"

begins much sooner with some than

with others. Sometimes it is seen in

children ; frequently in young persons.
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It is accompanied and characterized

by impairment of the structure and
functions of the body, more or less

rapid according to circumstances. The
writer goes on

:

The lessened capacity of the stomach
and its decreased muscular and nervous
energy impose not only moderation in

eating and drinking, but dependence
upon foods easily digested and qufckly
assimilated, with abstinence from those
which are found to be attended with
evil results. The gastric juices and in-

testinal fluids are present in smaller
quantity than earlier in life and are less

energetic in action, and in the adequate
and suitable nutrition of the elderly and
old the usefulness of the teeth steadily

diminishes. This is shown by the fact

that a vast majority of those who at-

tain very old age do without them.

The foods to be avoided are then

indicated, and some sound advice is

given on the restraint of appetites.

We read

:

Even for one in as vigorous health as
is possible after fifty or fifty-five, very
little meat is needed and it should be in

the form imposing least effort in mas-
tication and assimiliation. Milk and
eggs are the best of the animal foods,
and most vegetables require thorough

cooking. With the decline of physical
and mental activity which characterizes
declming years, there is a decreasing de-
mand for what are deemed "hearty"
foods. It does not follow, however,
that the desire for improper and too
abundant foods ceases when they be-
come dangerous, or that years always
bring wisdom in matters of diet. That
artificial teeth favor such imprudences
is undoubtedly true, and the conclusion
is indicated that new teeth in old
mouths are like the new wme in old
bottle of the parable. It is to be re-

gretted that artificial dentition so often
tempts to imprudence, growing out of

forgetfulness of the fact that one mav
look ten years and feel twenty years
younger without having set back the

hands of the dial one point.

In this fatuous trifling with chrono-
logy lies the danger of false teeth, es-

pecially in the case of those who have
so far advanced in senile decay that

they have no other use for a double
equipment of teeth than to deceive

others and, still worse, deceive them-
selves. It is not the fault of the dentist

that artificial teeth are abused, unless

a dereliction of duty on his part is

found in his failure to warn his patients

that, after sixty, teeth are chiefly use-

ful as ornaments, and will so remain

until surgery has found a way to sub-

stitute new artificial viscera for organs

worn out or incapacitated.

Picturesque Tales of Porcupine

Of the new El Dorado in Northern
Ontario, Edwin Morris writes enter-

tainingly in Pearson's Magazine. He
gives some readable stories of the dis-

covery of the Porcupine Camp and of

the earlier adventures of one Bill

Woodney in the same region.

There is about as much uncertainty

with regard to who fii'st discovered gold

in Porcupine as there is with regard to

who discovered America. George Ban-
nerman, however, appears to be the Col-

umbus of the occasion. Bannerman, an
old prospector, in July, 1909, scraped the

raoss from a bit of the surface of a pro-

jecting rock and saw wet flakes of shin-

ing gold staring up at him from the

quartz. But the first great discovery

was made by a gang of prospectors head-

ed by Jack Wilson. Wilson, or one of

his subordinate'Si—no two reports on this

point are alike—found the great "Dome"
that bears Wilson's name. The ''Dome"
is a ridge of rock, 550 feet long, 40 to

80 feet wide, 20 to 30 feet above ground,

and no one yet knows how deep, that is

heavily laden with gold. Pull the moss

from it anywhere and there is gold.

Three shafts have gone down 100 feet

and still there is gold, with the bottom

of the rock yet to be reached.

Nothing in the history of the gold-

mining better illustrates the eccentrici-

ties of gold-miners than the discovery of

the ''Dome." The dieeovering party

consisted of three men, headed by Jack

Wilson. The expedition was financed by
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a Chicago man named Edwards, who was
engaged in the manufacture of lighting

fixtures. Edwards was to put up all the

money in return for a half interest in

anything that might be discovered. Wil-

son was to have a quarter interestj and
each of the other two an eighth.

For several weeks they prospected,

fii-st to the east of Porcupine Lake, in

Whitney township, then to the west, in

Tisdale township. They found gold and
staked some claims. But the great

''Dome," although they camped, some of

the time, within sight of it, almost es-

caped them. It was finally discovered,

according to the story that is generally

believed, only because one of Wilson's
subordinates stumbled across it. He was
not a miner, knew nothing about geolo-

gy, but did know enough to scrape off

moss. Also, he had eyes. When the

moss was off, he could not help seeing

the gold. The great ridge that was
henceforth to be known as the "Wilson
Dome" had been found. Stakes were
driven and claim laid to the huge bould-

er.

Now comes the first amazing feature

of the discovery of the "Dome." The
dis^ovei-ers, it would apj>ear, knew little

about gold mining. At any rate, none
was a mining engineer, or even an ex-

perienced prospector for gold. Nobody
knew whether the find was of great value.

Apparently, none of them had the slight-

est conception of what the great rock

was worth. At any rate, Wilson's two
subordinates, who wanted money, sold

half interests in their "eighths" for

$1,000 each. Each was thus left with a

sixteenth interest in the mine.

The man who, according to this story,

actually discovered the "Dome" had a

passion for diamonds. During the pre-

ceding winter he had leaped across the

aisle of a i-ailway car and feverishly

clasped the hand of a man who wore a

big solitaire. The passenger was about
ready to "knock his block off," as one

of the miners explained when he realized

that the man who was gazing so intently

at the ring only Avanted to look at it.

So, when the discoverer of the "Dome"
received the $1,000 for which he ex-

changed half of his interest in the mine,

he at once put himself in communica-
tion with a Toronto jewelry firm, which
took his $1,000 and sent him two soli-

taires, big enough to choke a chicken.

"After that," said a miner, "he was
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a great sight in the bush, with his big
rings. He was the only man north of
Cobalt who wore 'diamonds.

"

Another good story is related of

the way "Bill" Davidson, an old pros-

pector, met with a piece of ill-luck,

merely because a fat porcupine

chanced to cross his path.

"Bill" was prospecting in Tisdale
township—the heart of what has since

been proved to be the gold country. Be-
lieving that the high spots were most
likely to contain gold, he had climbed
trees to see which spots were the highest.

He had gone to the spot that seemed to

be the most favorable, and begun stak-

ing off his claims. With swinging stride

he was measuring off the distances—400
steps, 1,320 feet, the length of a claim.

For every 100 steps he crooked a finger

on a hand. He had crooked three fingers,

and had but another 100 paces to go
when a porcupine crossed his path.

"Bill" stopped both walking and
counting and drew his gun. He could

not resist, because the stomach had coun-

tei-manded all orders of the brain. With
a single shot he dropped the porcupine.

But when he resumed pacing, instead of

crooking three fingers, he crooked two.

As a result, he staked, on the last claim,

100 paces more than the law allowed. If

he had not stopj>ed to shoot the porcu-

pine, and thus lost count, he would have
staked an additional claim, because he

knew that all the ground included with-

in his incorrect stakings looked good.

A few days later Ben Holinger came
along and beginning at a point somewhat
beyond where Davidson had stopped

staking, staked claims back toward
Davidson's property. When the Ontario

mining officials had figured the mattar

out, it was found that the two adjoining

claims of Davidson and Hollinger over-

lapped. In other words,- it was discov-

ered that Davidson's last claim was un-

lawfully long.

Of course, Hollinger 's lawful claim

stood, as against Davidson's unlawful

claim, and "Bill" had to give up part

of his last claim. Moreover, he gave it

up cheerfully. Perhaps he gave it up
more cheerfully than he would have giv-

en it. if he had known how rich it was in

gold. Maybe not. At any rate, the 100

paces of land that Bill didn't get con-
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contained what ihas since become known
as the "Hollinger vein,'"' with enough
gold in it to buy bacon for some time.

But what is said to be the best tale

of all relates to Bill Woodney. The
winter before Porcupine was dis-

covered, Bill was in Cobalt. He was
given a rich piece of gold quartz by a

widow, whose husband had found it

near Lake Abitibi.

Her husbaiid and two other men whom
she named had found the vein. They
had not staked their claims and regis-

tered them with the government at Tor-
onto, because such registration would
have been a notification to the world that

they had found gold in the region. Win-
ter was near when the discovvery was
made and they wanted to return in the

spring, prospect the country thoroughly,
and sitake out everything in sight.

During the following winter, the hus-
band of the woman who was so soon to

become a widow was seriously injured in

a mill. In a few days, he realized that

death was near. He sent for the two
prospectors who had accompanied him to

Lake Abitibi. They came.
''Boys," said he, "I guess I've got

to die. I can 't go back with you in the

spring to stake the claims. I want you
to promise me that if I die you will give

the old woman a third of what we found
last year."

The men promised. The wife heard
them. But she didn't believe them.
Something in the way they said they
would made her believe they wouldn't.

So, after her husband died, she told her
friend "Bill" Woodney about it. She
wanted to know what she could do.

"You needn't do anything," said Bill,

"I'll do it for you."

The widow had told Bill who the men
were. He knew them. He knew where
they wore working. Bill hired out in

the same place. In the course of a few
weeks, one of them told him that they
were going to quit at a certain time in

the spring and take a long canoe and
hunting trip in the country far to the

north.

That was good enough clew for Bill.

Two weeks before the announced time

for the men to start, Woodney quit his

job, packed his kit and started for Lake
Abitibi himself. G^et a map of Upper
Canada and you will see how rivers and

lakes are so interlaced that, by occasion-
ally carrying a canoe a short distance,
one can go, in summer, almost anywhere.
Woodney knew the river by which they
would enter the lake. His plan was to

beat them to the lake entrance, hide in

the bush at the opening until they came
along, and then follow them—at a safe
distance, of course.

When he reached the lake, be drew
his canoe from the water, hid it in the
"bush," as Canadians call a forest, and
prepared to wait. Bill wasn't exactly
nervous, but he knew he should not be
reckless. His life, if he were found,
would quite likely go out rather sudden-
ly. His old companions of the winter-

time would know he was following them.
So, he built no fires, and ate concentrat-

ed food tablets, and such other proven-
der as he could prepare without making
smoke.

On the eighth day of his vigil, as he
was peering out from the bushes, he saw
the sight that he waited so long to

see. Down the placid river came two
canoes, cutting their ways through the

cool waters and leaving flatiron wakes in

the rear. Bill hardly dared to breathe

as they were going by. He didn't dare

move until sometime afterward. But
when the canoes were mere specks in

the lake, Woodney crawled from the

brush, put his canoe in the water, loaded

it with his provisions, axes and so on,

and set out for the chase.

Late in the afternoon, Bill saw the

two specks disappear in what seemed to

be an inlet. He kept in the offing until

dusk, paddled what he believed to be a

safe distance past the point where the

men disappeared, and then landed. A
mile back from the lake was a high hill.

Bill made for it. He knew he could

best see from the hill, what wag going

on. He knew the men would build fires.

From the hill, he might see the fires in

the daytime, and thus know precisely

where the men were. From the hill, he

could hardly fail to see the fires at night.

The first night, there was no fire, but

the next day Bill saw a blue spiral of

smoke curling from the bushes back of

the lake. His business was to watch the

men, day by day and night by night,^ and

when their fires no longer burned', indi-

cating that they had gone, go down to

the place where they had been, find their

staked claims, and stake others all

around them,
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For five days and nights, the fires

burned. Then there was no more fire,

day or night. Evidently, the men had
gone. Bill wanted to be sure, so he
waited three more days. Then he went
down to the lake Avhere his canoe was
hidden, put it into the water, took pains
to observe that there was on the lake no
sign of human life, then slowly paddled
his way along the shore, looking for the

inlet.

He found it. From the lake, it looked
like a crooked finger of water, perhaps
twenty rods long, not more than 100
yards wide at the opening, and taper-

ing down to a point. As silently as only
a Canadian woodsman knows how to

paddle a canoe, Woodney turned his

craft into the inlet and began the ascent.

Dewey crept into Manila Bay no more
carefully than Bill crept up this arm of
the lake. He felt no danger, perhaps

—

why should he, the men were away?

—

but everything seemed to make it fitting

that he should be quiet. Nature herself

was quiet. The fathomless silences of
the far North were about him. Besides,

he had waited long and traveled far to

reach this day and place. Within the

hour, he might see the vein, whence came
the widow's quartz.

Bill was paddling as quietly as he
could when, at the ''knuckle" of the

water-finger—a point where the inlet was
not more than 50 feet wide—he sudden-
ly saw on the left bank—the two pros-

pectors! The next instant, one of the

men threw an ax at Bill's canoe that all

but cut it in two and sunk it as quickly

as a mine could sink a battleship.

Woodney doesn't know yet why he Js

alive. He seemed to have no chance to

live. It was two against one and the one
was in the water. So were his food, his

weapons and his tools. If he were not

murdered during the next second, it

seemed certain that he would starve dur-

ing the next month. Not that he thought
out all of these things while he was sink-

ing. He thought out nothing. All he
did was to act first and think afterward.

A few strokes with his hands and a few
kicks with his feet put him against the

bank. No rabbit ever took a trail faster

than Bill took to the brush. He didn't

stop at the bank, like a dog. to shake
himself. Probably he didn't know he

was wet. All he knew was that he

wanted to get away, and he ran because
he couldn't fly.
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Bill needed no wings. His legs an-
swered every purpose. When he stop-

ped running, he again seemed to be alone
in the northland. He could not see the
lake; nor the inlet; nor the hill from
which he had watched the fires at night.

Brush, brush, trees, trees—everywhere.
They seemed like friends, too. Life-pre-
servers—every one of them. Stretched
under a bush, he lay stiller than he ever
sat in a canoe. A crackling twig might
betray him to his pursuers, if they were
near. He lay this way until nearly sun-
down. And the next thing he knew, it

was mt)rning.

Sleep, and a little time to dull the
edge of memory, make brave men of us
all. Bill hardly needed the restoratives,

yet they helped him. When he awoke,
he arose. He didn't know where he was,
except that he was somewhere west of
the lake, so he looked at the shadows.
He knew the lake was in the opposite

direction from which the shadows point-

ed. He had no particular reason for

wanting to go toward the lake, but he
started. The forest seemed like a race-

track when Bill sprinted in; it seemed
like a cage, now that he was going out.

But fate guided Bill's feet, and before

nightfall, he was again at his old watch-
tower—the top of the hill.

Home is sweet, even if there is nothing
in it—and the top of the hill looked good
to Bill. Now that hunger was beginning

to bore holes through his abdomen, it

even seemed pleasantly tantalizing to

look at the spot where, a few days before,

he had eaten real food. And while

Woodney, lacking even a piece of twine,

was cheerfully trying to figure out how
he could make a quail-trap, night came
on and he saw

The eampfire, down by the inlet!

The rest of this story can be told io

short sentences. Hunger, within the

next forty-eight hours, drove Woodney
into the very camp of the men who
would have slain him. He crept up to

them, late at night, and stole their food.

He could not steal much at a time, but

he stole enough to keep him alve. He
stole, not once, but three times. The
next time he went to steal, they were not

there. They had pulled up camp and

gone, bag and baggage. He took his life

in his hands the next day and went down
to see the claims they had staked. He
didn't find a stick, or a sign of a claim.

He couldn't even find anything himself
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that seemed worth claiming'. The men
had been crafty, he reasoned, They had
not camped near where they meant to

stake. Perhaps after spying him in the

inlet, and throwing the axe at him, they
had decided not to stake anything until

the next summer. He could only sur-

mise. He could be certain only that the

men had disappeared, that his trip had
come to nothing, and that he was 300
miles from Cobalt, with nothing to 'get

home on but his feet.

''Doe" Cook is said to have looked

somewhat thin and mussed up when he
returned to Etah. Woodney says Cook
was fat and well dressed, in comparison

with the way he (Woodney) looked when
he returned to Cobalt. In thirty-six
days, he had only seven quail, which he
trapped Indian-fashion, and a handful of
berries now and then.

The pi-ospectors never returned.
Whether they were upset and drowned
in one of the many rapids; whether they
fell to fighting and killed each other, no
one knows. Nor have they ever filed a
claim to ore-bodies along Lake Abitibi.

The mine that the widow hoped would
make her rich is lost again, and the only
proof that it ever existed is the heavy
rock, flaked with yellow, that her hus-
band brought home to her.

A Marriage on Scientific Principles

The great astronomer, Simon New-
comb, who died last year, is the sub-

ject of an interesting sketch by his

sister, Dr. Sara Newcomb Merrick in

McChire's Magazine. Apart from

the fact of Newcomb's Canadian ori-

gin, the romance surrounding his

father's marriage in New Brunswick
will appeal strongly to Canadians, be-

cause of its unique features. John
Newcomb, the father, as a youth was
an extraordinary character, being im-

mersed in studies of nature and hu-

man life.

At the age of twenty-four, John New-
comb, the youth of anal\i:ic mind, stood

before his mirror and thus soliloquized

:

"I am twenty-four years old, and it

is time I began to look for a wife.

Combe and Gall both say that twenty-
five is the best age for marriage. I

must marry a young woman whose tem-

perament shall be unlike mine, and un-

like in such a way as shall make uSi

harmonious, one being the complement
of the other. The difference in tempera-
ment is shown by the difference in

physical form. I am a little above the

medium height, five feet nine, so she

may be of medium height. I am in-

clined to be slender, with sloping shoul-

ders—she should be rather square in the

shoulders and stocky of build. My mus-
cles are long and slim, and my hands

slender, with slim fingers; therefore she
should present the opposite.

"Face and head: I have rather a

large mouth, a square chin and jaw, a
face inclined to be long—she must have
a rather round face with plump cheeks.

My nose is long, with bony portions

prominent, somewhat like the Roman
nose, but broader and with full nostrils

—

she must have a rather short nose, even
with a little uptilt, and lacking in bony
development.

. ''My eyes are deep-set—^hers must be

full and prominent. My eyebrows are

straight—hers must be arching. The
hair grows low over my forehead—^her

forehead must be hig'h. My forehead pro-

jects over my eyes, and slopes back some-

what, making what is termed the philo-

sophical head^—hers must be full and
round in the upper portion, making the

literary and history-loving head. My
head is inclined to be narrow between

the ears and high in the crown—^hers

must be broad between the ears and

highest over the ears, from which pomt
there should be a smooth slope to the

back of the head. My back head is full,

showing strong love for children and

great affection—hers should be some-

what less. Because my hair is dark and

strong of growth, rather, coarse, in fact,

hers should be fine and, if possible, curl-

ing or easily curled. In color my face is

inclined to be florid—^hers must be more

delicate, while still showing the hue of
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health. The color of my eyes is gray-
blue; but—I'm not so sure here, I think

color of eyes and hair is not of so much
consequence. Mentally I am slow of

thought and speech—my wife must be

quick and ready with an answer. She
should be now about nineteen years old.

Where is the young woman?

"Such a woman and I would be eon-

genial, harmonious, and therefore happy.

Our children would be an improvement
upon ourselves, more harmoniously form-

ed in both body and mind. They would
have good physique and strong

constitutions that would carry them
through the vicissitudes of life

to the hundredth milestone as

the 3'ears go. Now, where is

the young woman? I must look around
for her. Another thing, though: she

should be a good housekeeper, neat and
thrifty. I will do my best to furnish

the means for the housekeeping, but I

am not constituted for a farmer; I must
be a teacher. I have taught several win-

ters already, and I think I can always

make a living at the work."

"With this prospect in view, he studied

more assiduously than ever. Early re-

tiring was the rule, but he could not

sleep. Waiting till the silence of the

house assured him of safety from discov-

ery, he would steal downstairs in his

socks, gently uncover the logs to a blaze,

stretch out upon the floor, and open his

beloved book. Here he would read and
dream of the possibilities of the human
race when each indi^ndual had learned

how to choose his mate in a scientific

manner. Let us not smile at his ^asions.

but await the outcome of his dreams.

Newcomb set out on his quest,

tramping bravely along, with eyes

open to everything around him. He
vi'as accustomed to stop at farm-

houses for refreshment and if there

were marriageable daughters he

watched them carefully.

Disappointment met him at every

door. At one house the cooking was
poor; at another the house was not neat-

ly kept ; at a third there was scolding or

fault-finding, a want of harmony—and
in all the maidens a lack of desire for

learning or education. One younir
woman little knew by what a narrow
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margin she missed her fate, All was
going smoothly till, when she was mold-
ing the dough for the baking-pans, he
noticed that a considerable portion of
the dough was left in the wooden knead-
ing-trough. He asked her the reason for

this, and her reply was that she left it

for the horse, because he was fond of it.

She always did this, she said; there was
plenty. '''Want of thrift," decided the

young man, and he shouldered his bundle
and walked on.

Undiscouraged, he continued his

journey until, at the close of a perfect

summer day, his footsteps drew near to

the village of Moncton, New Brunswick.
The first building to greet him was not
a dwelling, as he knew from its form.

Yet it was lighted, and the melody of a
familiar hymn greeted his ear. He had
happened upon a prayer meeting in the

Baptist meeting-house.

He .stepped in unobstrusively and
took a seat near the door. His atten-

tion was at once attracted to a young
woman in the upper part of the room
who presided at the melodeon. He saw
that she was easily the leader among the

half dozen persons forming the choir,

although she was younger than most of
them. They deferred to her and fol-

lowed her lead as they .sang the psalms

and hymns of the time. Her capable

hands fingered the keys of the instru-

ment T.'ith firm and assured touch.

Our pilgrim's eyes did little roving,

for was he not analysing the young
woman at the melodeon ? She was of

medium height and rather square build.

The face was a perfect oval, with
broad, high forehead, round and full in

the upper portion. The brows were
archinsr. and shaded larare, soft eyes that

looked black in the dim light. There
was plenty of breadth between these

eyes to assure broad view and sound
judgment. The head was hisrhest at the

center and rounded smoothly to the

back. The hair was a golden brown and
fell in soft curls over her shoulders. The
skin was white and delicate, but her

cheek glowed with the rosy hue of per-

fect health.

In less than ten minutes the young
man declared to himself, "There's my
wife!"-

No need to wait and see how she could

keep house, or whether she fed dough to
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the horse; her -whole bearing and per-

sonal appearance were sufficiently con-

vincing. Added to all the rest, he knew,

from the expression of the face and the

contour of the chin and mouth, that

here was his temperamental complement.

Mischief could flash from those soft, big

eyes', quick wit flow from the lips. She

could be playful, but withal so dignified

that no one could think her light or

flippant.

After the services were concluded, Mr.

Newcomb inquired of one of the young

men who this gii'l was. "She is the eld-

est daughter of Squire Prince," was the

reply.

Mr. Newcomb decided to remain in

Moncton, make up a school, and lay

seige to the heart of Squire Prince's

eldest daughter, Emily. He soon learn-

ed that no teacher had been engaged

for the coming season, and set himself

to call upon all families with eligible

children. There were five of school age

in the family of Squire Prince, but that

did not include his daughter Emily.

Strategy and persuasion were necessary

to convince the Squire that a girl of

eighteen was not too old to go to school

—age having more to do with the mat-

ter than attainments in those days.

When Mr. Newcomb, as a last resort,

mentioned that he would have a class

in astronomy and ancient history, the

battle was won, for the young woman
was then on his side.

Reserved and dignified though these

young people were, they could but find

pleasure in each other's society. People

who are temperamentally harmonious

are always congenial. The young wo-

man progressed rapidly in her chosen

studies, and the schoolmaster thought

it incumbent upon him to call at her

house very frequently, to spend a long

winter evening talking over the lessons

of the day, and incidentally to engage

her father in a discussion of some prob-

lem in government or a question in

science.

A year elapsed and meanwhile Mr.

Newcomb was offered and accepted

the office of postmaster. The time

had now come for him to face Squire

Prince and ask for the hand of his

daughter.

It took courage to approach the mag-
istrate on matrimonial business where his

daughter Emily was concerned. Nearly
every eligible youth in the county had
been routed by the Squire's clear-cut

and decisive "No." What hope, then,

for the schoolmaster?

At last the time, the place, and the

man were met. Newcomb 's question

met with the usual answer, followed by,

"Do you think I would let my daughter

marry wandering sehool-teacher?"

The matter did not rest there, for, as

time went on, the daughter became at-

torney-in-chief and pleaded her own
cause with a father who loved her too

well to deny her. The engagement was

made public, and the time of the wed-

ding was set for a year hence. "Now,"
thought the young man. "I have found

my congenial mate by the rules laid

down by the phrenologist, and I am go-

ing to put to test the theories of hered-

ity put forth by the physiologist Combe.

My first-bom shall be an astronomer."

With this laudable end in view, he

taught astronomy in his school, thor-

oug-hly filling the minds of his embryo

navigators with astronomy. They went

out in the evenings, throughout the year,

gazing up at the constellations and re-

peating their names and descriptions un-

til they would know them anywhere. To

study those constellations on the other

half of the globe they had maps, and

the students diligently drew them and

described them again and again, so that

they would recosmize them wherever

they might be sailing. Newcomb talked

astronomy with anybody who would lis-

ten to him. He gathered the people of

the village together and lectured to them

on astronomy and engaged them in dis-

cussions on the earth's movements. He

ate, drank, talked, walked, slept, dream-

ed in terms of astronomy. He was

steeped in astronomy.

No wonder therefore that Simon

Newcomb, the first-born child of the

union, should have become a great

astronomer.
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The Tonic Effect of Cold-Water Dips

Some useful hints about tub bath-

ing are contained in an article in The
Scrap Book, prepared by Dr. Alex-

ander Alvvorth. The doctor is a firm

believer in the beneficial effects of the

cold-water dip, not only for the

strong but the weak as well.

Most of us entertain a vague idea that

we wash to get clean. As a matter of

fact, if that were all, the old-fashioned

weekly tub would answer very well. But
that is not all.

Modern modes of living tend far more
than those of earlier days to intensify

the nervous energies, to heighten the de-

sire for food and drink of a stimulating

nature, and for occupations which in-

volve continuous strain. All this dim-
inishes, rather than increases^ physical

vigor, and renders necessary popular
familiarization with some method of

combating these tendencies.

Women, especially, with their more
delicate nervous organisms and unmeas-
ured enthusiasms, suffer from the causes

alluded to, and are less apt than men to

find incidental counteracting influences.

Consequently, it is of special importance
that they adopt some deliberate method
of protecting themselves.

Of all such methods at command, none
is at once easier of application and more
efficacious than the proper use of water.

Abundant experience has demonstrated
the value of lower temperature baths,

not only to keep the skin active, but also

to put the whole system in a condition

to resist fatigue, exposure, and disease-

promoting influences in general.

It is the cold, and not the wetness,

that accomplishes this purpose of the

bath, but no other means can apply the

cold so readily and effectually as water.

It must be cold enough and applied in

such a manner as to produce a shock,

with a subsequent reaction. Both these

elements are essential to the full benefit

of the bath. If the shock is not felt,

the bath cannot fulfill its pux-pose. On
the other hand, if reaction is long de-

layed or absent, the shivering bather

is injured rather than benefited.
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Obviously, then, the temperature and
method of the bath must be adjusted to

the individual. But there are very few
who cannot take a cold bath in some
form or other. A popular conception
of the cold bath pictures a tub full of
icy water, into which the shrinking but
determined bather must plunge, and in

which he or she must remain for a con-

siderable period of time.

Some devoted but ill-instructed souls

have even attempted the feat, and ex-

perienced a humiliating disappointment
when protesting sensibilities sent them
out of the tub almost as quickly as they
went in. Actually, the sensibilities were
in the right—the shock had been achiev-

ed. Even the momentary plunge in real-

ly cold water is too severe for many con-

stitutions to begin with. Such persons

should modify the temperature at first,

and gradually accustom the sj'stem to

react to a more pronounced shock.

Another good method of modifying
the rigor of the bath is to stand with

the feet in warm water while plying

vigorously a dripping sponge of a lower

temperature. A shower may be similar-

ly used, and baths of this kind, like

the plunge bath, may be gradually re-

duced in temperature as the system ac-

quires resistance.

Individuals vary widely in their re-

action to the bath. Many, as has been

said, cannot take an actually cold bath,

and many more think they cannot. The
trouble is that I hey have not been prop-

erly instructed how to go about it.

In the first place, cold and hot are

purely relative terms, and mean nothing

unless gaged by the thermometer. Pro-

perly, a cold bath is any below a tem-

perature of sixty-five degrees Fahren-

heit. The temperature of a cool bath

ranges from sixty-five to seventy-five

degrees; that of a warm bath from nine-

ty-five degrees to one hundred. Any-
thing above that may properly be term-

ed hot.

Many men and women find it neces^

sary to educate the system to a strictly

cold bath, and this is especially true of

the weak and debilitated. These, in
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adopting the method just described,

should begin by standing in very warm
water, and in the sponge use water of

eighty degrees. The latter should be

gradually lowered until the really cold

temperatures are reached.

But even before this goal is attained,

the plunge bath may be begun. This,

also may be started at eighty degrees,

and the same gradual lowering be adopt-

ed. This reduction may be continued

as far as the bather likes, provided the re-

action never fails. This can be materially

aided by energetic friction, in the bath

and in the drj-ing, with flesh-brush and
rough towel. In fact, the whole process

should be accomplished with despatch

and vigor.

Another important point is the tem-

perature of the room, which should be

neither noticeably cold nor noticeably

warm. Whei'e facilities are at hand for

a shower bath, th^s may be taken at a

lower temperature than any other kind.

The impact of the water upon the sur-

face of the body acts as mechanical mas-

sages and secures a good and rapid re-

action from water which, applied in an-

other way, might prove injurious.

What constitutes a proper reaction?

In order to answer this question it is

necessary, first, to consider the immed-
iate effects of cold applied in this way
to the body. These are, in brief, a con-

traction of the blood-vessels near the
surface of the body, an increased rate
of respiration, a heightened rapidity and
force of heart action. Following this, if

reaction is adequate, the contracted
blood-vessels dilate, and there is a rush
of blood to the surface of the body.
This it is which imparts to the skin its

healthy color and to the whole body a

feeling of pleasant warmth, general, well-

being, and elastic readiness for exertion.

The tonic effect of such baths is par-

ticularly noticeable in persons who are

subjected to considerable nervous and
mental strain in their daily occupation.

For such, and for all who lead a seden-

tary life or are naturally feeble in con-

stitution, they may prove a very buckler

against disease. It has even been in-

disputably demonstrated by scienti-

fic experiment, that in addition to

the immediate tonic effects, these

baths actually promote the building up
of the body. . .s a mattp '' daily rou-

tine they are most effiear: hen taken

immediately on rising ai. Ilowed by
exercise.

The warm bath, on the other hand, i>

best taken at night. It is soothing and

relaxing in its effect, calming irritated

nerves and promoting sleep. In this

bath, the body is immersed in water

somewhere near its own temperature and

remains quietly there for a short time.

Saving Fruit With an Artificial Blizzard

For thirty years the refrigerator

car has been operated on practically

the same principle. That is to say,

perishable freight and ice have been

packed in the car, in precisely the

same manner as the house-wife fills

her little refrigerator on the back

porch. The idea is described in some

detail by Walter V. Woehlke in the

Technical World Magazine.

All refrigeration has for its object

the chilling and numbing of the multi-

tudes of bacteria and fungi present in or-

ganic matter so that they cannot mul-

tiply and cause decay by their activities,

and the retarding of the zymotic process-

es of ripening, whether the refrigerated

stuff be fruits, vegetables, fresh meat,

eggs, butter, or beer. To retard these

processes in transit the foodtsuffs is

placed in the ear at the point of origin,

the loaded car is switched to the icing

platfoi-m, the bunkers at either end are

filled with ice, every opening is heremet-

ically sealed, and the car is sent off. The

cold air in the ice-packed bunkers, obey-

ing the law of gravitaion, sinks to the

bottom of the car, absorbs some of the

heat of the lowest portion of the warm
freight, rises to the top as its tempera-

ture increases until it re-enters the bunk-

ers for another circuit. Of course, air

spaces have to be left in the load of

freight to allow the cold air access to all

parts. By this slow process of gravity

circulation the perishable freight in the
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car is not cooled off sufficiently to pre-

vent decay or ripenin<!: until two, three,

and sometimes four days after the start,

accordino; to the temperature of the

freigfht at the time of ladinc:. Even
when the lower two-thirds of the car-

load have attained the required minim-
um, the upper third, especially in the

center of the car farthest from the bunk-
ers, is several deig:rees warmer than the

minimum. Because the ice in the bunk-

ers cannot conquer this relatively high

temperature in the upper part of the car,

the shipment of fresh deciduous fruits,

of peaches, plums, apricots and cherries,

of melons, grapes, berries, and sensitive

vegetables, is restricted by the distance

over which the upper portion of the

freight can be carried with safety, thas

preventing the development of the mar-

kets farthest distant from the producer.

As the processes of ripening and de-

cay proceed rapidly immediately after

fruits or vegetables are picked, during

the first two or three days in the peram-
bulating ice-box while the temperature

is falling very slowly, the growers could

not, under the old method of icing, ship

fully matured stuff over long distances.

They had to pick their fruits and vege-

tables green and hard to prevent them
from becoming overripe on the journey.

As a result the buyer received tasteless,

flavorless produce which hurt the repu-

tation of the producing districts and the

feelings of the consumer.

It was only recently that Professor

Pow^ell of the Bureau of Plant Indus-

try pointed out that 'by cooling fruit

artificially before placing it in the

cars, it could be sent longer distances

and could be safely packed in a solid

mass, ripening and decay being

checked at once. Both the Southern

Pacific Railroad and the Santa Fe
Railroad, as a result have established

immense pre-cooling plants.

The pre-cooling plant of the Santa Fe
at San Bernai'dino, represents an invest-

ment of a million. It is built out of re-

inforced concrete, bas a total length of

a quarter of a mile and a maximum ice-

making capacity of two hundred and
fifty tons a day, with storage capacity

for 30,000 tons. The arctic tempera-:

tures are produced in a large room con-
taining thirty-five miles of pipe coils

through which brine with a temperature
below zero is circulating, cooling the air

pa.ssing over it far below the freezing
point. A concrete tunnel six feet high
receives the cold air which races through
it at a speed of fifty miles an hour, driv-

en by eight fans over seven feet in diam-
eter. The concrete tunnel harboring the

arctic storm runs for thirteen hundred
feet alongside of a" track with a capacity
of thirty-two cars. The tunnel is tap-

ped by sixty-four flexible couplingSj one
of which is inserted into the vent open-
ing at either end of a car when the pre-

cooling begins. After the warm air has
been driven out, by a preliminary bla.st,

the music of the zero cyclone starts. At
the rate of eight thousand cubic feet a

minute the blast whistles through the

cars, impinging against the boxes and
crates, feeling with icy fingers into every

nook and crevice, taking a little of the

fruit's heat with it and passing out

through the second pipe to return to the

brine coils. At the end of the first hour
the blast changes its direction and enters

the car from the other end in order to

equalize the temeprature throughout the

load. Care must be exercised by the

engineier in charge to gradually increase

the temperature of the air as the fruit

grows cold, unless he wants to chanee

the interior of the car into a real arctic

scene. It is on record that three carloads

of celery were frozen stiff while the tem-

perature was close to a hundred degrees

—outside the car. Inside the zero air

had been turned on too Ion? for the ten-

der vegetables and the railroad had to

pay out fifteen hundred dollars for the

engineer's pre-cooling experience.

The Southern Pacific pre-cooling plants

employ an intermittent vacuum system

instead of a direct blast, accomplishing

about the same results in approximately

the same time as the Santa Fe.

Pre-cooling is a profitable process. It

saves ice, increases the weight of the

paying load that can be stowed in a

refrigerator car, widens the market of

the producer by enabling him to ship

ripe, fully flavored produce and extends

the distance over which he may ship

without danger of decay in the upper

stratum.
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Fighting Ignorance With Pictures

A somewhat unique advertising

campaign was conducted last summer
by" the Civic Federation of Chicago,

its objective being to educate the pub-

lic against the improper feeding of in-

fants. A prominent cartoonist on a

leading Chicago newspaper has given

freely of his time and ability to pro-

duce a striking poster that has be-

come familiar to the residents of the

congested districts.

The story of the campaign has been

described by Douglas Sutherland in

The World To-Day. Of its origin, he

says.

The facts which stirred the executive

eommittee of the Civic Federation of

Chicago to inaugurate this campaign
were these : During the three hot sum-
mer months of 1909, July, August and
September, there were 1^570 deaths of

babies under one year of age, not in

total, but from diarrheal diseases alone.

These deaths were classed by Dr. W. A.

Evans, Chicago's vigilant commissioner

of health, as strictly preventable, and

were attributed by him to bad foods

and improper drinks alone. Such a list

of preventable deaths was doubly appall-

ing, for not only did it represent a trem-

endous sacrifice on the altar of ignor-

ance, of the American-bom citizenship of

to-morrow, but it persisted in spite of

the fact that the baby-saving forces last

summer were probably the most strongly

organized that they ever had been up to

that time. This year, with Dr. Caroline

Hedger, of the United Charities, in act-

ive charge of the baby welfare commit-

tee, made up of the visiting nurses, soc-

ial settlements, sanitoria, the milk com-

mission and the woman's clubs, the or-

ganization is considered even stronger.

It should not be inferred that this

force of tireless and efficient field-work-

ers had lost ground, or that the diarr-

heal death-rate had made an actual gain

per cent. The trouble was that the field

force had not been able to make the

headway desired. The field was too

large for the number of workers, and

it was growing. Moreover, it was an ex-

ceedingly difficult field to work.

The "spot" maps and population

charts studied together showed the

deaths to be massed in the thickly

settled Polish districts of the Sixteenth

and Seventeenth Wards, running down
into the Italian and Irish-American ter-

ritory in the southern end of the Seven-
teenth; in the Italian quarter of the

West Side lying north of Twelfth Street;

in the Ghetto east of Halsted and a

pocket of Lithuanians centering about

Union and West Eighteenth Streets; in

the district bounded by West Seventeen-

th and West Nineteenth Streets, South
Paulina Street and California Avenue,
inhabited chiefly by Bohemians, with

Poles, Slovaks and Hebrews thrown in

for good measure; in about twelve square

blocks of the southwest side, bounded by
Halsted Street on the east, and included

between Thirty-first and Thirty-fifth

Streets; in that sorry place of existence

commonly known as "Back of the

Yards" and extending from the Forty-

sixth Street entrance of the Union Stock

Yard west to Wood Street, the inhabit-

ants being Poles, Lithuanians and Bo-

hemians, with some Germans and Irish-

Americans; and in the South Chicag-o

district from Eighty-third to Ninety-fifth

Streets, and from the Strand to Com-

mercial Avenue. Many deaths also were

shown in the Itahain district of the

Twenty-second Ward on the North Side,

and in the First Ward, along the "low-

er
'

' part of Archer Avenue.

Of all these people, the worst death-

rate was shown among the Lithuanians,

the next worst, and the worst by numer-

ical count, among the Poles, and the next

among the Italians. The Bohemians

showed a fair record, attributed by some

workers among them to the fact that

they have a sort of racial habit of boil-

ing the milk before putting it in the

nursing-bottle. (The health officials ad-

vise warming the milk for twenty min-

utes, but point out that boiling makes it

difficult of digestion.)

It was perfectly true that these par-

ents were murdering their children, just

as much as if they had done it in cold

blood. It also was well-nigh impossible

to make them realize it. If they gave

their babies, who should have been satis-

fied with life's original menu, bread

soaked in coffee or in beer, overripe ban-
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anas, potatoes, sausage or tea, it was not

with deadly intent, nor yet to save mon-
ey, but merely because they liked these

foods themselves and reasoned that what
nourished them would nourish their

children.

For the most part such parents had not
been in this country long, and the great

majority of them had come from the rur-

al districts abroad, where, on the farm
or in the little \'illage, conditions of liv-

ing were simple and foods were plain.

The women were obliged to work, but it

was in the fields and did not interfere

with the care of the youngest hopeful;

when his dinner time came around, the

hoe or basket could be laid aside, to at-

tend to his wants. In Chicago, if one of

these women had to work, it was in a

big factory and no creche was provided
to take the place of the shady tree or

hedge in the old coimtry. Consequent-
ly, the baby had to be left at home and
weaned at an early age. Other diet was
the result, and the easiest thing to pre-

pare, notably, "the poor man's roast,"

the sausage, generally fell to the baby's

lot. Even if the baby were fed from a

nursing-bottle, the chances were worse
than even that the milk would be left

standing in the hot sun to sour, where
cats might sample it, and flies and dirt

pollute it; then at feeding time be put

into a bottle none too clean, and given

to the hungry little one. Half of the

time the long-tubed nursing-bottle, now
universally condemned by health auth-

orities because of the impossibility of

keeping it clean, would be used.

Whatever the kind of food, however,

tbe baby generally had good cause to

cry fi'om the effects of it. This was the

signal for more feeding, and the louder

the cries, the gTeater the variety of foods

and di'inks which would be offered. Ice-

cream and candy were favored as pro-

pitiatory delicacies. Among many ig-

norant parents tea was found to be a

favorite drink to offer baby. Water, ap-

parenth', was never considered as a

suitable beverage—at least for the very

young.

The desig-ning, lithographing and

posting of the four-color posters,

issued by the Committee, were done

gratuitously.

From the very first the posters arous-

ed interest. The bill-posters left behind

them women -standing singly and in
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groups, and children in swarms, study-
ing the i:)icture and the text. Before
they had been up many days, one of the

visiting nurses reported that wherever
she entered a home, the children would
begin i-eciting the homely texts beneath
the pictures.

One Italian grocer in the Grand Av-
enue district asked for cards to distrib-

ute among his customers, the minute the

pesters were put up across the street

from his store, saj'ing that there should
be "literature to go with the babies."

Head Resident Thomas W. Allinson

came upon a man near the Henry Booth
House, reading aloud to two women from
a Lithuanian poster.

"Can you read that?" he asked, stop-

ping Mr. Allinson. The latter replied

that he could not read Lithuanian, but

knew what the poster meant.

"Well, it's a good, good thing," the

man remarked in broken English. "I
read it to this mj* wife here and her
friend. '

'

And so the reports come in from all

sections of the cit}-. To all appearances
the campaign is "doing work"; that

is, it is stimulating a more general inter-

est and reaching more i>eople than have
been reached before. But there is need

of it. This summer has been the hardest

for babies of any in recent years. Liter-

ally they are dying like flies in some sec-

tions. There were 106 deaths of babies

under two years old from diarrheal dis-

eases alone, reported over one week end
in late Juh-. The infant mortalil y rate

is going to be very high in spite of every-

thing.

"It pities me, the way the babies die."

said one of the assistant i-ectors of an

Italian church, shaking his head sorrow-

fully. "But the picture, it is fine. I

will put it down in the meeting-room,

where all will see it."

Final results will be hard to determine.

It is doubtful if they can be told in fig-

ures this year. The effectiveness of the

campaign may not appear till next year,

and all we shall have to judge by this

year will be the serious interest that is

aroused and maintained among those

people we are aiming to reach. Mean-
time, inquiries from cities down the state,

from New York city and from Xew Ha-
ven, Connecticut, prove that the idea has

attracted wide interest outside of Chi-

cago.



A City_Set on a Furnace

In the anthracite coal region of

Pennsylvania, stands the city of Car-

bondale, beneath which a great mine
fire has been burning fiercely for the

past eight years. Already a number
of people have perished as a result of

the fire's devastation. The story of

the origin of the fire and its progress

is related by Henry E. Ro'bbins, in

The Outlook.

The great fire which began eight years

ago has inidermined one home, a part of

which fell into the burning crater during

the progress of a wedding feast. At an-

other home (that of Henry Masters) the

heat has made it impossible for the

family to stay. The grass has been kill-

ed as well as the trees, and a few weeks
ago the "cave" reached the front fence.

The fire department immediately re-

sponded, and gave temporary relief by
letting a four-inch fire-hose play into

the opening day and night until it had
somewhat cooled. Meanwhile the fire

creeps on, and the residents of that sec-

tion who have worked and saved all their

lives to provide themselves with homes
cannot afford to move, and when their

homes are destroyed most of them will

be ruined. That othcT residents of Car-

bondale, who are but occasionally annoy-
ed by the fumes when the wind is in the

north, are only mildly interested only

goes to show that men will endure with
comparative calm any injustice, provid-

ed it continues long enough for them to

get used to it and the injury it works is

borne by some one else. And, as might
also be expected, those who are about to

lose their homes are almost desperate.

The story of the fire and the fight

against it is this: Two old settlers, nam-
ed Watt and Scurry, who were very
shrewd men and had made considerable

money, bought about forty acres of coal

land in the Fifth and Sixth Wards of

the city. There are three veins on the

property, lying one above the other and
aggregating' about eighteen feet of clean

hard coal. From time to time coal-min-

ing leases had been let to different part-
ies, and slopes had been run in and tim-
bered, and the usual pillars of coal, about
thirty feet square, are supposed to have
been left in the sections mined out. In
1901 Watt and Scurry leased the entire

tract to the Finn Coal Company on per
ton royalty. Shortly after that (accord-

ing to the court records, in the summer
of 1902) a man by the name of Priestly,

who was walking over the then attractive

land, discovered a burned place in the

earth and detected the peculiar fumes
that come from burning coal and over-

heated rocks, earth and roots. From
that time on many people noticed condi-

tions that led them to think that there

was a mine fire. Slowly but surely it

made headway. The heat became more
intense and the area wider. During the

time that the Finn Company had the

lease it is said to have expended thirty-

five thousand dollars in attempts to put

out the fire. Soon afterward the com-

pany became bankrupt. An earneist ap-

peal to the owners of the land met with

no response.

In 1908 John R. Cameron, a resident

of that section, and a nnmber of friends,

all of whom were owners of houses,

raised a considerable sum of money to

bring the matter to the attention of the

court. This was after they had appealed

to the owners of the land, the leasers of

the property, the city and the State

authorities. All with one accord had

made excuses, and so a suit was brought

before the Court of Common Pleas of

Lackawanna County, entitled "John
McCabe, Henry T. Fenwick, John R.

Cameron, and the City of Carbondale vs.

W. A. Watt [Scurry having died] and

the Finn Coal Company." The suit

prayed for a permanent injunction for

''the abatement of the nuisance," and a

mandamus to compel the defendants to

extinguish the fire. The city of Carbon-

dale hecame a party to the complaint

after the legal action had been begun by

the other plaintiffs. This action was

taken in 1908, and the Court dismissed

the case so far as the owners of the
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land were concerned and found for the

plaintiffs, against the Finn Coal Com-
pany. The Finn Companj^ appealed to

the Supreme Court, and after a hard-

fought battle the decision of the lower

court was reversed. Immediately there-

after John R. Cameron and others

brought action against the city of Car-

bondale to compel the city to put out

the fire. The Supreme Court again

found for the defendants. Therefore,

according to the Supreme Court of

Pennsylvania, a "municipality cannot be

compelled to abate a public nuisance

consisting of an immense mine fire which
injures the health and property of a

great many citizens thereof." The de-

fense set forth the fact that the city did

not know how to put the fire out and
that to put it out would cost one hun-

dred thousand dollars, and Carbondale,

being a city of the third class, could not

raise so much money for that purjwse.

No doubt the Court found according to

the law and the evidence, but those af-

fected are not to 'be hlamed if they en-

tertain rather a poor opinion of "Penn-

sylvania justice." At the trial experts

testified that two hundred and fifty

thousand tons of coal a year had been
already consumed—nearly one thousand
tons a day. One would think that here

lies a little home mission work in the

matter of conservation of coal. For, as

a matter of fact, if the fire is ever to be

put out, it must be done by the Federal
Government. The writer appealed to

the Department of the Interior three

months ago, and has a long list of peti-

tioners to follow^ up the appeal. "With

the usual exasperating "insolence of

office" and the law's delay, Secretary

Ballinger's clerk wrote that the matter

would be refen-ed to the Department of

Mines and Mining, and that the soon-to-

be-appointed Commissioner would be

ui"ged to take up the matter at once.

Who the new Commissioner may be, if

lie has been appointed, no one around

Carbondale seems to know. "Wherever

he is, in Europe or at the seashore, he is

not here, and the fire burns on, destroy-

ing homes and injuring the health of

many worthy people.

A Visit to Edmond Rostandt

A delightful bit of reminiscent bi-

ography about Rostand, the author of

"Chantecler," is to be found in Mc-
Chirc's Magazine, from the pen of

Ange Galdemar. This writer tdls of

meeting the distinguished playwright

during his first success at the Comedie
Francaises with "Les Romanesques."

As we trooped through the pasages

on our way out, the name of the author

was passed from mouth to mouth. Ros-

tand? "Who was this M. Rostand?
"A financier," said one.

"No; he is the nephew of a financier,"

said another.

A few months later, I was to learn, in

Mme. Sarah Bernhardt 's dressing-room,

that the author of "Les Romanesques"
was, in very truth, a young man, and
so little of a financier that he had de-

termined to make a career of litera-

ture.

The Theatre de la Renaissance was at

that time under the management of the

no

great tragic actress. - It was during a

morning perfoi-mance, between the acts.

Mme. Sarah Bernhardt w-as seated in

front of her glass, and. while accentuat-
ing the palor of her face for the next
act, an act of teiTor, was telling me of

her plans for the future. A young man
entered, dressed in light clothes. Hesit-

ating a little, in spite of the air of as-

surance which his glass, screwed into

one eye. gave him, he gallantly kissed

the hand which the great artist held out

to him. She smiled without turning her
head, and invited him to take a chair.

"M. Edmond Rostand," said Mme.
Sarah Bernhardt, introducing him to me.
Our eyes met in a friendly glance.

"Well, my dear poet, are you hard
at work?" asked the actress, more than
ever occupied with her make-up.
"Oh, yes, Madame^certainly.

"

The reply lacked finnness. It seemed
to keep something back. Mme. Sarah
Bernhardt caught the young poet's pass-

ing thought, and at once gave him a

word of encouragement:
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''I will play 'La Princesse Loin-

taine '

! " she declared.

And I undei'stood tbe meaning' of the

po'Ct's reticence: M. Edmond Rostand
had a play with Mme. Sarah Bernhardt.
A flush spread over his cheeks. He was
bowing his thanks, when the stag-e man-
ager came to say that the curtain was
going up. We took our leave. I can
still see the young man kissing the hand
of the tragedienne, who eased his mind
with; the kindly remark:

"I shall play you, my dear poet!"

Not long afterward Mme. Bern-

hardt fulfilled her word by playing

"La Princesse Lointaine," and a year

later "La Samaritaine" followed un-

der the same distinguished auspices.

"We were still under the charm of these

thre'6 plays, and were asking ourselves

whether the poet had given us all that

he had in him, when, on December 28,

1897, the Theatre de la Porte Saint-Mar-
tin rang with the triumphant and decis-

ive flourish of trumpets of ''Cyrano de
Bergerac. '

'

I need not describe at length that me-
morable evening, and the fresh surprise

of the audience at this manifestation of

a poetic genius which seemed to have
kept so many original poetic qualities

in reserve. Nor need I remind you of

the frenzied applause of the audience,

now definitely conquered. There was a

succession of fireworks on the stage, dur-

ing five acts, coupled in the auditorium
with the most tumultous enjoyment that

the Parisians of my generation had ever

known. The survivors of the great lit-

erary battles of yore declared that there

had been no instance of so overwhelm-
ing a success since the days of Hugo,
Dumas, and Sardou. Coquelin himself,

confident though he felt in that part of

Cyrano, which he embodied with such

spirit, wit, and fire—Coquelin himself

could not get over his surprise.

"I feel as if I were in a dream!" he

remarked once, between acts.

The moment the curtain was lowered

upon the last act, an immense shout

went up through the house, in the midst

of the applause:

"Author! Author!"
They wanted the author on the

stage. I had left my seat in the stalls,

and was going along a corridor, when I

met M. Rostand, pale with deligbt and
{ilmost tumbling, behind' a box, the door

of which he was closing, trying to slip

away. He dared not take refuge in the
wings, lest he should be dragged to the
footlights; and, at the same time, he
wanted to leave the auditorium, where
he was in danger of being recognized at

any moment.
We had become friends since our first

meeting in Mme. Sarah Bernhardt 's

dressing-room at the Theatre de la Ren-
aissance, and I said

:

"The best place for you is Coquelin 's

dressing-room. '

'

"Are vou sure?"
"Certain. It is some distance from

the stage, and you will be safe there.

Come along."
When Coquelin entered his dressing-

room, he found the author in the midst
of a stream of Parisians,—men of let-

ters, journalists, artists,—who had come
to congratulate the author of "Cyrano"
in Cyrano's own room. Coquelin stopt

on the threshold, exulting.

"Have I won the right to take part

in the general rejoicing?" he asked in

clarion tones.

The author made way before the com-
edian, who was on the point of protest-

ing, when his attention was suddenly

drawn to a newcomer who entered the

room. Everybody bowed and stood aside

to let this latest arrival pass. He was
a thin, spare little man^ with a face

framed in gray whiskers, with no pro-

nounced eharcteristics, but with an aii"

of mingled mildness and dignity that

imprest the most indifferent. He went

up to Coquelin and shook hands with

him, and then, turning to M. Rostand,

who bowed, he said :

"M. Rostand, I congratulate you on

your beautiful work and on its great

success. In the name of the Government

of the Repubhc, I create you a knight

of the Legion of Honor."

It was M. Meline, the Prime Minister.

The next day I saw M. Rostand at

his home.
"What an evening!" he said, giving

me his hand. And, with a smile: "Did

you see me in the first act?"

"No; where were you?"
"On the stage."

"How do you mean—on the stage?"

"Yes, among the lords of the court.

I was drest as one of Louis the Thii'-

teenth's nobles. I was moving abou^t

and putting life into my interpreters."

After the triumph of "Cyrano," Ros-
in
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tand withdrew from the public eye

—

though not' from public interest—until

the production of "L'Aig-lon" in March,
1900. This added new laurels to those

the poet had already won, as well as an-
other name to the list of Mme. Bern-
hardt 's achievements. Soon, unfortun-
ately, a severe illness required his depar-
ture from the Parisian climate and the

restless life of the French capital. And
so with Mme. Rostand—"the most con-

stant, ingenious and disci-^et of collabor-

ators"—and the rest of his household,

he set up his establishment in Cambo,
a little village in the Basque country, a

few miles from Biarritz.

Within five years "Arnaga" had ap-

peared on the hill like an enchanted gar-

den, blossoming out of M. Rostand's
fancy like one of his poems; for, with
its Basque house, built in an irregular

fashion, its wide avenue cut through a

wood of ancestral oaks, its ornamental
waters, its French garden, its groves,

its "Poet's Corner," with the busts of
Cervantes, Hugo and Shakespeare
under the arches of a flowering

trellis, its wistaria-covered pergola, its

slopes decked with all the mad, wild

flora of the district, its lawns that des-

cend in so supple, so natural a fashion

toward the surrounding plain that the.y

seem to form a part of it, its vistas over
the distant Pyrenees or the winding blue

Nive—with these, and with all its flow-

ers, its profusion of rare flowers, "Ar-
naga" is one of the most ingenious works
that have sprung from M. Rostand's im-

agination.

He had no sooner bought the coveted
hill and settled the plans of the future

villa than he realized in advance the ex-

act appearance of his park and g:ardens.

In the evening, after dinner, in the din-

ing-room, while Mme. Rostand went up-
stairs to put the children to bed,—at

that time they were still very young,

—

he would call for paper, cardboard, a

bos of paints, scissors; and there, on

the table, cut out, paint, build a mina-
ture villa, planting trees made of wool
stuck onto paper, designing shrubberies
and flower terraces, and, when Mme.
Rostand would come down, he would
triumphantly show her his improvised
models.

"There! That's your clump of rose-

trees!"

"And this?"
"Your favorite comer for reading in

the afternoon."
"But it looks a little unsheltered."
"That's because of the view over the

valley."

"Yes; I forgot."

"Still, they can put a tree there, or

even two, if you like."

"No, it will do as it is. What comes
next?"
And the work would be continued well

into the night.

On those evenings there was no talk

of "Chanteeler": the poem was put
aside and had to wait. But its turn
soon came. In^'eality, M. Rostand was
always thinking of it; for the work in

construction incessantly occupies a poet 's

mind. And M. Rostand took up his pen
again.

He is fond of working in the evening,

generally beginning at dnsk, breaking otif

to go to dinner, and then continuing

without cessation until the night is far

advanced. Going to bed as late as he
does. M. Rostand also rises late. At
Cambo, he does not come down to lunch

until nearly one o'clock. Seated at

table, sometimes with visitors, he in-

terests himself in the news, looks through
his letters and papers, discusses the ques-

tions of the day, prolongs the conver-

sation, long after the meal is finished,

over coffee and a cigar, strolls about,

takes a turn in the grounds, and. lastly,

goes up to his study. But by that time

it is three or four o'clock, and in winter

twilight has already set in.

That was how he wrote "Chanteeler."

Some Curious Wagers

iBernard Darwin contributes to the

Strand Magazine an interesting arti-

cle on some of the curious wagers
which have ibeen made between Eng-
lish gentlemen in bygone years. Of
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the Earl of March and Ruglen, better

known as the Duke of Queensberry,

he writes,

A mighty gambler was his Grace of

Queensberry, and, if his career be scami-
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ed with an entirely cold and impartial
eye, a thoroughly selfish and evil old
reprobate. Yet one cannot help feeling

a slight weakness for him on account of

his charming letters to George Selwyn,
which show that he was fond of at least
one other person in the world beside
himself. Whatever his lack of virtue, he
did not suffer from lack of intelligence,

and to bet with him seems to have been
to court disaster.

The terms of the aforesaid "chaise
match" were that Count Taaffe and an-
other betted Lords March and Eglinton
one thousand guineas that they could
not provide a four-wheeled carriage to
carry a man and be drawn by four
horses nineteen miles in an hour. The
Duke, as it is simpler to call him, took
an infinity of trouble over his task, try-

ing horse after horse and carriage after

carriage. Wright, of Long Acre, was
finally the happy man whose handiwork
was selected—a horsebreaker's brake
without the usual high perch, having
oil-cans fixed to the boxes of the wheels,

and the pole and bars made of thin
wood lapped with wire to strengthen
them. The springs were of steel, and
the harness of silk and whalebone, and
the total weight some two and a half

hundredweight.
On the 29th August, 1750, the carriage

with its four chosen horses and posti-

lions took the field at Newmarket be-

fore a prodigious concourse of specta-
tors, among whom a course was cleared

by a horseman resplendent in red velvet.

In the result the Duke's judgment was
thoroughly vindicated, for the horses,
fairly running away with their riders,

actually covered the first four miles in

nine minutes, and the total distance in

six minutes and thirty-three seconds
under the hour.
His next successful wager was of a

highly ingenious kind ; he betted that
he would cause p letter to be conveyed
fifty miles in the hour, a feat that
sounded no doubt impossible enough to
those unfortunate persons who took the
bet. Not so, however, to his Grace,
who enclosed the letter in a cricket ball

and then stationed a number of crick-

eters at fixed intervals to throw each
other catches with the ball, which by
this method covered many miles over
the required fifty.

On another occasion on which he was
tempted to make a bet of somewhat
similar character, the Duke very nearly
caught a tartar in a certain Mr. Edg-
worth. Indeed, if Mr. Edgworth had
only been as discreet as he was ingen-
ious, he and his friends would have
plundered their .victim to their hearts'
content. The Duke declared that by
means of relays of swift horses the re-

sult of a certain race at Newmarket
would be known to him at nine o'clock
at nip-ht.

"Oh," said Edgworth, "I expect toknow it at four."'

This was too much for the Duke, and
he made several bets of five hundred
pounds each with Edgworth and his
triends. Alas ! however, for the indis-
cretion-or was it only the transparent
honesty ?-of Mr. Edgworth. When theymet next day at the Turf Coffee House
to reduce the bet to writing, Edgworth
who had m his mind a system of sema-
phores, blurted out that he did notmean to rely upon horses. The Duke
instantly realized that there were some
things undreamed of in his philosophy
and declined to proceed with the bet.
Once again he was all but beaten only

to save himself with characteristic en-
ergy and astuteness. He noticed one
day a journeyman coach-builder trundl-
ing a wheel and doing so with great
skill and rapidity. He was also ac-
quainted with a certain waiter at
Betty's fruit-shop in St. James's Street
who was "famed for his running," One
cannot help surmising that this fame
was rather easily earned or else the
coach-builder must have been a very
wonderful fellow, for the Duke backed
him to run with the hind-wheel of the
ducal carriage faster than the waiter,
who was not even to be encumbered
with a pile of plates. So well satisfied
was he that he would win his money
that he did not have a trial with this
particular wheel till the day before the
match, when, to his horror, he discov-
ered that it was much lower than the
wheel which the coach-builder usually
trundled, and so sadly diminished his
pace. Here was a pretty quandary, but
the Duke was not to be beaten. He bor-
rowed a large number of planks from
a friend in the Board of Works and en-
gaged an army of workmen. All night
the workmen toiled by the light of the
moon, and in the morning there was
ready a pathway of planks, by means of
which the wheel was brought up to the
requisite height. The Jockey Club on
appeal allowed this rather curious pro-
ceeding, and the race was run, with the
result that Betty's waiter lost the race
and his backers their money.

One more bet of "Old Q.'s" deserves
mention—a bet of a thousand guineas
with Sir John Lade that he would find
a man to eat more at one sitting than
Sir John's nominee.

Sir .John's understanding appears to
have been at fault on this occasion, and
he lost his money. There is something
very engaging in the report forwarded
to the Duke by the agent whom he had
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appointed to watch the match in his

absence :

—

"I have not time to state particulars,

but merely to acquaint your Grace that
your man beat his antagonist by a pig

and an apple pie."

If one could win such a match by the
margin of a pie it seems almost need-
less ostentation to beat the enemy by
a pig aS' well.

From Sir John Lade we may turn to

another member of the extraordinary
band that had its headquarters at the

Pavilion at Brighton—Ki chard, seventh
Lord Barrymore. That he inherited

some little talent m the direction of

wagering is clear from a story of his

father—Richard, the sixth Earl. This
worthy, being in great financial straits,

spent some time carefully covering the

floor of a room with playing cards, or,

according to another account, with half

pence. He then invited a party of friends

to dine in the same room, and, at an
appropriately late hour of the evening,

offered to bet five hundred pounds that
he would guess more nearly than any-
one else the number of cards (or half-

pence) that would cover the floor. As
his biographer remarks, "It is unneces-
sary to record the name of the win-
ner," and Lord Barrymore's circum-
stances became temporarily less em-
barrassed.

With this promising ancestry the
seventh Earl w^as likely to have a weak-
ness for wagering, but he appears to
have been more honest than his father,

if less successful. One of his bets was
made with the Duke of York at Brigh-
ton, to the effect that he could wade
farther into the sea than the Duke. In-
stantly they walked down to the shore
from the pa^ilion and plunged into the
sea in all their fine clothes. The Duke
of York, however, had not paid enough
attention to the fact that he was not
so tall as Lord Barrymore, and as he
did not want to be drowned he had to
pay.

Besides being a great coachman and
patron of the ring, Lord Barrymore
was something of an athlete and
cricketer. He captained several elevens
that played matches for large sums,
and ran a famous race in Kensington
Gardens—sixty yards with a turn round
a tree—against Captain Parkhurst, the
latter being mounted. He also wanted
to race the Bath coach from Hyde Park
Corner to Hammersmith, but the odds
apparently were not forthcoming that
should make it worth his while.

In this matter of running, however.
Lord Barrymore, who was so fond of
deceiving others that he founded a club
called the "Humbug Club," was once
entirely bamboozled by a friend of his,
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by name, appropriately enough, Bullock.
Mr. Bullock, who was a very stout gen-
tleman, weighing some vast number of

stone, offered to run Barrymore a hun-
dred yards race, provided he had thirty-

five yards start and might choose his

own course. Great excitement prevail-

ed at Brighton, and the Prince of Wales
anxiously inc|uired where the race was
to be run, that he might come and see

it. With every respect for Royalty,
however, Mr. Bullock declined to dis-

close his plan of campaign till the ap-
pointed hour, when he led the way to a
narrow little alley in which there was
scarcely room to walk. In less than no
time Barrymore had gained his thirty-

five yards and w-as up vrith his man,
then his difficulties began. By no pos-
sible means could he pass, for Mr. Bul-
lock hurled himself from side to side in

his exertions and filled up the whole of

the alley. It was in vain that the giver

of the start tried to dodge past, and
Mr. Bullock waddled in first, the win-
ner of a very comfortable sum.

A good story is told of a Mr. Man-
ning, a sporting farmer, who per-

formed a feat, described in the Bucks
Chronicle of the time.

'"The feat reminds one of an incident

in the life of Mr. .John Mytton, of

sporting fame. The following are the
details of the present feat : At the ste-

wards' ordinary, at the White Hart
Hotel, Aylesbury, after the late aristo-

cratic steeplechases, the conversation
turning on the feat of bringing a horse

up into the dining-room in which the
company were then assembled, which
was once done by Lord Jocelyn and Mr.
Ricardo. during the meeting of the

Royal Hunt some few years ago, Mr.
Charles Symonds, of Oxford, offered to
bring a grey horse of his upstairs and
lead him round the table. The animal
shortly announced his progress by a

loud clattering on the old oak stair-

case. In a few minutes the horse was
gazing on the assembled company. His
owner then led him over a flight of

chairs, w^hich he jumped beautifully.

Nothing then would satisfv the com-
pany but that he must jump the din-

ing tables. The proprietor of the hotel

fearing lest some serious accident might
occur, as the room is of great anti-

quity, having been built by the Earl
of Rochester in the time of Charles II.,

strongly objected ; but he was over-

ruled, and the horse was led over the
tables, everything standing. The cham-
pagne glasses rattled, the plates quiv-

ered, the candlesticks shook, but noth-
ing was displaced ; back again he went,
clearing- everything at a bound. Where-
upon Mr. Manning, of Wendover, vol-
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unteered to ride him barebacked over,
and he did so without bridle or saddle.
The celebrated gentleman jock, Captain
Barlowe, next essayed, and manag'&d to
make a smash of one table with its
contents. This was only a temporary
check ; for, in the face of a tremendous
fire, and the cheering of all present, he
achieved the feat gallantly. It was
now time to desist, and to get' the

horse downstairs
; this was sooner said

than done, for the stairs and passages
being kept polished, the gallant grey
slipped about dreadfully, and was evi-
dently afraid of the descent. At length
at the suggestion of a worthy Baronet,
he was blindfolded, and thus descended
into the entrance-hall, but managed to
break about a dozen of the carved oak
banisters in his progress,"

Making Cloth from Seaweed

On the beaches of South Australia

is to be found a peculiar kind of sea-

w^eed, like hair-pads, which seems
destined to become a tremendous
commercial asset. An account of it

is given by Alice Grant Rosman in

The Lone Hand.

The Posidonia australis is to be found
all round the southern coast of Soi;th

Australia, and in tremendous quantities

in Spencer and St. Vincent 's Gulfs. Ac-
cording to J. M. Black, the South Aus-
tralian botanist, ''It is not an Alga or

seaweed proper, as it has greenish flowers

and a fleshy fruit somewhat smaller than

an olive. The important part of the

plant, considered commercially, is the

fibrous remains of the leaf sheaths which

cover the base of the stem. These fibres

are larger and finer than those of Pos-

idonia oceanica, the only other species

of the genus, which is found in Medit-

erranean waters and along the coasts of

the Atlantic in Europe."
Posidonia australis grows on a lime-

stone bottom; but the action of the tide,

through many centuries, has sifted over

it masses of shells and sand, until the

plant, forcing its way upwards, lies on

a deposit of its own fibre, intermixed

with the sand and shells, and varying

in thickness from four to twenty feet.

At Tickera, Moonta Bay, and else-

where in South Australian waters, these

deposits have been found to stretch for

'several miles, and the quantity of fibre

has been pronounced by experts to bo

practically inexhaustible.

A measure was passed by the South

Australian Parliament, authorizing the

Government to issue licenses for the rais-

ing of the fibre over specified areas, and
\arious companies have been formed
with a view to experimenting.

In Moonta Bay, by means of post-
hole augers and other appliances, trial
holes were put down from high-water
mark out to the low tide level, a distance
of several miles. In every boring ex-
periment the fibre was found reaching
to a depth of nine feet or more, and
underlying an over-burden of from one
to eighteen inches.

Samples of the fibre, cleaned and dried,
prove to possess many valuable proper-
ties. It is not inflammable, except at
a tremendonsly high temperature, and
for this reason^ has a distinct advantage
over flock, kapok, oakum, etc. For bed-
ding and upholstering purposes it has
been found to have the lightness and
softness of flock, while its purity, and
the utter absence of animal life, give it a
sanitary value above most materials used
for stuffing purposes.

Samples of cloth woven from a mix-
ture of wool and fibre, and quantities

of the raw material dyed various colors

testify to its utility in this direction;

while other purposes for which it has
been pronounced adaptable are rope,

string, twine, mats, linoleum, army blan-

kets, paper, packing fruit, eggs etc., for

export, caulking decks and woodwork of

ships, stuffing saddles, insulating doors

to cool chambers instead of wool, pack-
ing round submarine cables in place of

oakum.

Of the existence of this fibre in tre-

mendous quantities there can be no pos-

sible doubt; and its utility when raised,

cleaned and dried is also beyond ques-

tion, but—the inevitable but
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What is less certain is the possibility

of raising and preparing it for the mark-

et at a cost that can successfully com-

pete with such products as kapok, flock,

oakum, cowhair, etc.

The chief obstacle to its cheap pro-

duction is the tremendous amount of

waste material raised with the fibre. Re-

peated experiments have proved that of

every hundred tons of matter raised,

one only is pure fibre, the other ninety-

nine being sand, shells, and debris. This

is the chief difficulty at present confront-

ing the infant industry.

The New Scientific Mind Cure

H. Addington Bruce, the Canadian

w^riter, who 'has been making a study

of psychology in its practical work-

ings contributes to the American

Magazine an article dealing with the

new science called psychopatho'logy,

the purpose of which is the establis'h-

ing of a scientific system of psycho-

therapy based on thorough knowledge

of the part played by tlie human mind

in relation to the health of the body.

Psychopathology is the outgrowth of

three discoveries, all made within re-

cent years. First, that through '"sug-

g-estion" it is possible to exercise a tre-

mendous influence over the whole bodily

org-anism ; second, that many maladies,

physical as well as mental, take their

rise in mental states ; third, that the

mental states w4iich most seriously in-

fluence health belong not to the ordin-

ary conscious life of the individual but

to a deeper, hidden "subconscious"* life

of which he usually knows nothing.

These discoveries have all residted

from scientific study of the much-abus-
ed, much-despised phenomena of hypno-

tism, which, after a century of neglect

and misunderstanding, was for the first

time made the subject of serious inves-

tigation by certain French scientists

about forty years affo.

Their experiments left no doubt of

the genuineness of the hypnotic trance

and of hypnotic cures of disease.

I'l the experiments it was found,

among other things, that during the

hypnotic state there was an almost in-

credible quickening of the whole mern-

ory, the subject readily recalling, in

most vivid detail, events that had com-
pletely disappeared from his waking-

memory, events sometimes connected

not with his recent past but with his

early childhood. This pointed unrnis-

takably to the existence of an amazing
"underground" mental life—a strange
"subconscious" realm with powers
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transcending those of the ordinary con-
sciousness.
It seemed possible, therefore, that in

everyday life mental experiences might
at times similarly acquire an irresisti-

ble suggestive force resulting in the ap-
pearance of all manner of unpleasant
mental and physical conditions, which
might in turn be overcome by sugges-
tion.

To-day it is known that a multitude
of maladies are caused in precisely this

way—that grief, worry, anxiety, a sud-
den fright, any emotional disturbance
of a profoundly distressing character,
occurring sometimes years before the
appearance of any specific disorder, may
be productive of disease through the
subtle influence of subconscious mental
action ; and that when this is the case,

unless the resultant malady has reach-

ed the stage of cellular destruction, it is

invariably curable without drugs, with-
out the surgeon's knife, with nothing
but the use of skilfully applied sugges-
tion.

An example of the way epilepsy

may be cured is given by Mr. Bruce.

There was brought to the office of an
American psychopatholist, Dr. Boris
Sidis—the father of that remarkable
eleven-year-old Harvard student, Wil-

liam James Sidis, a young man suffer-

ing from what were supposed to be at-

tacks of that dread disease, epilepsy.

He was a typical product of the slums,
gaunt, hungry-looking, undersized. Bom
of parents of the lowest social strata,

he had been treated from infancy with
harshness and brutality. He had had
no schooling, and could neither read nor
write. Except for the names of the

President and a few ward politicians,

he knew nothing of the history of his

country. All his life he had known onlv

paverty and hard work.
And now it seemed that even the

chance of earning a meager living by
hard work was about to be taken away
from him.
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"I have such fearful shaking spells,'"

he told the doctor. "They come on me
day and night. I shake all over, my
teeth chatter, I feel cold. Then I fall

to the floor and lose my senses. Some-
times my fits last three hours."
"Have you had them long ?"

"Yes, almost since my boyhood. But
they are getting worse all the time."
After a careful examination and the

application of the most rigid tests had
revealed no sign of organic trouble. Dr.
Sidis suspected that the convulsive at-

tacks might be nothing more than the
outward, physical manifestation of

some deep-seated psychical disturbance.
He questioned the young man closely :

"Can you remember just when these
attacks began ?"

"No."
"Did you have them when you were

a child ?"

"I don't think so."
"Was there anything that occurred

during your childhood likely to leave a
particularly disagreeable impression on
you f"

'''Why," he replied, "I have been un-

happy all my life. As a boy I was
beaten and kicked and cursed. But I

don't think of anything special."
"Will you let me hypnotize you ?"

"You can do anything you like to
me, doctor, so long as it will help me
get well."
But it was found impossible to hyno-

tize him—he was in too agitated, too
excited a state.

Now, psychopathologists long ago dis-

covered that not everybody was hypno-
tizable ; and, moreover, that many per-

sons would not permit themselves to be
hypnotized. So they have been obliged
to devise other means of "tapping the
subconscious."
Among these is a method known as

hypnoidization. It results in putting
the patient into a half-dozing, half-

wakeful condition, in which long-for-

gotten memories crop up in the mind.
Making use of this method. Dr. Sidis

soon had his patient in a quiescent
state—in fact, to all appearances asleep.

"Now," said he, in a low tone, "ttll

me what you are thinking about."
At first there was no response, but

nresently the young man began to talk.

It was evident that he was recalling

memories of hisi childhood—sordid,

pathetic, almost tragic scenes.

He spoke of a "dark, damp cellar"

in which, when a very little boy, he had
been forced to sleep, and where it was
bitterly cold. He spoke of the terror

it had inspired in him, and how he had
b^en afraid to go to sleep, lest he
should be gnawed by rats.

Then, with startling suddenness, he

leaped out of his chair, shaking in every

limb, teeth chattering, speech paralyz-
ed. He was in the throes of on© of his
attacks.
The doctor nodded his head under-

standingly.
It was not an epileptic case. It was

a typical instance of a seemingly purely
physical malady having its origin in a
psychic shock.
Consciously the sufferer had forgotten

all about the nights passed in the cellar
so many years before. They had utterly
vanished from his waking memory. But
subconsciously he remembered them as
distinctly as though they were not past
but present experiences—subconsciously
he was continually living them over
again, to the gradual breaking down of

his nervous system, of which the con-
vulsive attacks were symptomatic.
In fact, it was found that they could

be brought on simply by uttering in his
hearing the words "dark" and "damp,"
which seemed to act as psychic triggers
exploding the mine of horror memories
in the depths of his subconscious being.

A few weeks of suggestive treatment
directed to the complete blotting ^^t
of the disease-producing memories,
and he was permanently freed from his

terrible affliction.

Other instances are given where

similar treatment has been found

efifective.

Sometimes "dissociational" disorders

result not from a single emotional dis-

turbance but from a succession of

psychic shocks, giving rise to the most
complicated symptoms. I have in mind
a recent striking case of this sort, in

which, after years of indescribable suf-

fering, a woman of sixty was by psy-

chopathological treatment cured of lung,

stomach, and kidney trouble, to say

nothing of an extreme nervousness and

an insistent fear that she was becom-

ing insane.
WTien she applied for treatment she

presented a pathetic appearance. She

was haggard, emaciated, and weak, her

skin dr^' and crackling, her heart action

irregular. She had a racking cough,

?• d occasionally, she said, suf-

ed from convulsive attacks during

wnich she became unconscious. But

most of all she complained of senstive-

ness of the stomach, of kidney trouble,

and of nervousness.
^^

"When the nervous spells are on me,

she declared, "I suffer death agonies. I

cannot sleep, I cannot eat, my head

feels as though it would burst. Time

and again I have been on the verge of

committing suicide.

"Then, too, I feel as though I must

be going crazy. Though I can read and

study and take up any intellectual pur-
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suit without the slightest ill effect, if

I attempt, for instance, to buy a dress

for myself, my brain gets on tire and
1 walk the floor in a frenzy of excite-

ment, quite unable to decide what choice

I should make. Vet I experience no
difficulty in making purchases for other

people, and my judgment is considered

so good that my friends often ask me
to help them in their shopping. And I

cough, day and night, sometimes for

liours together."
A thorough examination, however,

failed to disclose any indication of or-

ganic lung disease, nor of kidney or

stomach disease. Besides which, unlike

the young man with the "epileptic"

seizures, the patient was found to have

an excellent family history, from the

medical point of view. Both her father

and her mother had been of rugged con-

stitution and had lived to a good old

age. "Dissociation" was at once sus-

pected, and she was hypnoidized.
Almost the first statement she made

in the hypnoidal state related to a long-

iorgotten incident of childhood that had
been the starting-point of all her trou-

bles'.

At the age of five—fifty-five years be-

fore she sought psychopathological aid

—she had been frightened into an hys-

terical attack by the sight of an insane
w'oman in a maniacal state. For
months afterwards the image of that
woman never left her mind, and she

kept asking herself, "Do little girls go
insane ?"

And even after the image faded from
her waking memory it remained as viv-

idly as ever in her subconsciousness—as

was shown by the fad that, although
bsfore being hypnoidized she had stated
that she never dreamed, in the hypnoi-
dal state she remembered that she fre-

quently dreamed an insane w^oman was
standing near her bed, bending over
her.
To this subconscious memory-image,

persisting all unknown to her for more

than half a century, was due her uncon-
querable fear that she would herself
would herself some day Income insane.
Another horror memory that had af-

fected her whole after-life was connected
with an occurrence of her early girl-

hood. At the age of eleven she had been
fi-ightened into insensibility by the ac-
tion of a girl friend in dressing up as
a "ghost" and darting out upon her in

a dark room. In her waking state she
remembered nothing of this ; hypnoidiz-
ed, she recalled it vividly.
When eighteen, having become a

school teacher, she had worried greatly
because of failure to secure promotion.
From this period dated her headaches,
as well as her first serious nervous at-

tack.
But the culminating shock—the exper-

ience to which her physical ills were
chiefly due—^was sustained in middle life,

when her only daughter, after growing
up to womanhood, fell a victim to con-
sumption. Throughout the weary weeks
of her daughter's illness she watched in

anguish at her bedside. The distressing
cough, the gastric disturbances, the
loss of appetite, the nausea, the inabil-

ity to retain food—every symptom sear-

ed itself into the mother's subconscious-
ness, never to be forgotten and even-
tually to be reproduced, by the strange
pow'er of subconscious mental action,

in the mother herself.

Caused by the mind they were curable
by the mind. One by one the psycho-
pathologist attacked and eradicated
these deadly subconscious memories,
and with their blotting out the pa-
tient's health constantly improved, until

at last the entire complex of symptoms
had disappeared.
Here, then, we find subconscious men-

tal action responsible for the production
of seeming insanities, delusions, irra-

tional fears, and, in the case of this

unhappy woman of sixty, even causing
the appearance of symptoms resembling
those of true organic disease.

The Rise and Fall of the Theatrical

Syndicate

The theatre-going' public has long

been aware of the existence of the

Theatrical Syndicate in New York,

but of the precise nature of the or-

ganization and its workings very lit-

tle of a definite character is known.
An account of the origin of the Syndi-
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cate and its work is contained in the

American Magazine, written by Wal-
ter Prichard Eaton.

The Theatrical Syndicate was formed
in the season of 1895-6 by Nixon and
Zimmerman of Philadelphia. Charles

Frohman, Al Ha^Tuan and Klaw and Er-
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lan,g«r of New York. Hayman already
had gained control of many theatres
in the West. Frohman. a large produc-
ing manager, controlled many in cities

like New York and Boston. Klaw and
Erlanger had secured a number on the
route from Washington to New Orleans.
Nixon and Zimmerman controlled Phila-
delohia and houses through Peiinsyl-

vania and Ohio. With this nucleus of
theatres, they could ai-range a consid-

erable tour for a manager from their

New York office. It appeared to save
him trouble and it appeared to guaran-
tee the theatres a steady run of attrac-

tions; and, as the Syndicate refused io

"book" a play in any of its houses
which played in any opposition theatres,

and as it refused to "book" a theatre
which played rival attractions, it soon
held the whip hand in the situation.

This iron-clad refusal to sanction com-
petition was always the chief weapon

—

as it was one of the greatest curses

—

of the system. Of course as the Syndi-
cate rapidly secured control of more
theatres, it became more difficult to stand
out against the monopoly.
The scheme in its main workings was

a simple one. A play, no matter how
successful in New York, if it is to make
any money on the road, must have its

tour so booked that a performance can
be given every evening at a town where
the receipts will pay the railroad fares

and leave something over. It does little

good if you can play, after New York,
in Boston, Washington, Chicago, St.

Louis, Denver and San Francisco, if you
cannot play in the smaller towns between
to pay your hauling charges'. The
Sy'ndicate, either by leasehold or by
promises to the local theatre managers
to give them an uninterrupted season

of attractions, rapidly controlled the ap-

proaches to the big cities, even when in-

dependent theatres were left in the cities

themselves, and thus it controlled the

theatrical situation in America.

A play manager no longer arranged

his tour with the managers of the thea-

tres. Neither he nor the theatre man-

ager had anything to say about it. He
went to the office of Klaw and Erlanger

in New York, who were made the book-

ing agents for the Syndicate, and they

arranged it for him. The charge was

5 per cent, of the receipts of the play.

Nominally this charge was made on the

theatre; that is, every theatre in the

country booked by Klaw and Erlanger

had to send 5 per cent, of its nightly
takings to these gentlemen in New York,
who did nothing whatever in return for
it except to hold the club of power. Ac-
tually, however, the owner of the play
equally suffered, for his share was pro-
portionately diminished.

At first there was considerable or-
ganized opposition to the Syndicate,
both from managers and actors, but
it gradually fell off until only Airs.

Fiske remained as an insurgent.

From 1899 on, then, for almost a de-
cade, with sporadic opposition here and
there, as when David Belasco hauled
the Syndicate into court and wore for
a time the martyr's crown, until the fin-

al downfall began two years ago, when
the Shubert Brothers, managers in New
York, grasped the situation by acquir-
ing rival theatres, the Syndicate was in

practically absolute control of the Am-
erican stage. No local theatre manager
in Worcester, Mass., or Norfolk, Va.,
or Grand Rapids, Mich., could say what
should or should not come to his house.

He had to take what was sent, good or

bad, clean or vile. No play producer
could get his play before the public un-
less Klaw and Erlanger chose to let

him, and then, often, only at the pay-
ment of a heavy toll. Since the Syn-
dicate could control absolutely the tours,

they naturally gave the best bookings
to their own plays, or the plays of men
closely affiliated with them, and so,

equally naturally, they controlled the

European market, not because they

could mount the plays better here, but

because they and they alone could prom-
ise the foreign authoi*^ long and profit-

able tours. That is the real secret of

Charles Frohman 's command of the best

English plays. It followed, also, that

native authors depended too largely for

hearing on the judgTnents of a few ignor-

ant men, and that the ambitious actor or

the small manager with a new, untried

play, unless it seemed to their mercen-

ai-y standards sure of popular success, or

unless the actor or manager was willing

to come to their terms, had no chance

at all.

Then follows the story of the down-

fall of the Syndicate. It started with

the rise of the Shuberts five years ago.

They began to acquire theatres of their

own in New York and other cities. At
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first their contest looked hopeless, and
the Shuberts appeared to give up for

a time. Mrs. Fiske and Belaseo were
their only allies of power, and they had
few attractions of their own. But the

paitched-up truce did not lasit long-.

Wliere these mild-seeming little Hebrews
got their fighting power is hard to fa-

thom. But fight they did, and in the

only waj'—by acquiring even, more rival

theatres through the country, getting

backers to build the houses when neces-

sary, and by putting on more and more
plays to fill them. The time came al-

most two years ago when they controlled

playhouses in most of the larger cities,

the "one week stands," as they are

called. This was hopeful, but it was not

enough. The 1,200 to 1,500 theatres in

the one night stands were closed to them
still, became the managers of those

houses were bound to play only Syn-
dicate attractions. A manager could se-

cure a year's tour for his play from
the Shuberts, but not a second or third

year in the profitable one night territ-

ory, nor could he get from city to city

without great expense.

Early in 1910 the landslide started.

William A. Brady, manager of many
plays, and Daniel V. Arthur, manager
of Marie Cahill and Be Wolf Hopper
(Mr. Arthur had tried in vain to get a

theatre for Hopper in New York from

the Syndicate), went over to the Shu-

berts. Already the Shubei'ts were pre-

paring to add The New Theatre com-

pany to their list of travelling attrac-

tions. They controlled as many theatres

in New York as the Syndicate. In Bos-

ton, by wise management, they had taken
the prestige away from the mismanaged
Hollis Street Theatre. They were in-

trenched in Washington, Philadelphia.

Pittsburg, Chicago, St. Paul. Minnea-
polis, and the connecting cities.

And by mid-spring, 1910, the landslide

was coming down, gathering momentum
as it slid, and making a roar in the

theatrical world that caused Broadway
to sit up astonished. First the circuit

of theatres covering New England,
through the man who had hitherto lined

them up for the Syndicate, declared for

the Open Door. Then John Cort's cir-

cuit of theatres covering the Northwest,

followed suit. A Pennsylvania and Ohio
circuit (in which Nixon and Zimmerman
owned 25 per cent, of the stock) next
voted to book any plays they chose. By
May 1,200 small town theatres through
the country had declared their right

to play whatever attractions they saw-

fit, and had united into the National
Theatre Owners' Association. As the

Shuberts already owned or controlled

practically as large a number of city

theatres as the Syndicate, that despotic

institution was, at one blow, absolutely

shorn of its power. It could no longer

threaten anybody, it could no longer

impose its tastes, its prejudices, its vul-

garity, upon the stage of America. Na-
poleon had met his Waterloo.

Tbe Syndicate, of course, is not going

to die without a kick or two. Immed-
iately it lined up its own attractions,

and those of a few managers still

"loyal" to it, and refused to play them
in any of the 1,200 "open door" houses.

It also began negotiations (on paper,

at least) to build rival theatres over

the country. How long these managers
will remain "loyal," now that their

profits have dwindled in half, remains

to be seen. Henry W. Savage threw
it over last July, and thus took 24 at-

tractions away from it at a blow. The

situation has not, at the present writing,

worked itself out fully. Bat one thing

seems certain. There is no immediate

prospect of any one-man control of the

American stage in the future. In all

the cities rival theatres exist: and all

the one night stand theatre managers
are weary of being janitors, and still

more weary of losing money, which they

are bound to do if, by alliance with

a Syndicate, they lose all the good plays

and popular players outside of such a

Syndicate. They want all the gO( d at-

tractions they can get; and they can
get them only through a free stage.

Consequently they now once more fill

their time for themselves, reserve the

right to reject unworthy dramas sent

from New York and are janitors no
longer. If the Syndicate can really

build up a seeond chain of theatres, all

the better, we shall have competition,

and the best plays will win. Also, we
mav have .$1.50 seats again.
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Lloyd-George, the King's Favorite

T. P. O'Connor, than whom no Bri-

tish journalist writes more entertain-

ingly, contributes a gossipy sketch of

Lloyd-George, the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, to the New York Times.

The fact that King George selected

him to be Minister in attendance at

Balmoral has given Mr. O'Connor his

cue.

It is but one of many proofs of what
is already known on the inside, that, of
all his present Ministers, his Majesty
likes Lloyd-George the best. It was not

so with the late King. His special fav-

orite was Mr. Haldane, the War Min-
ister, largely, it was supposed, because
Haldane, like himself, could speak Ger-

man as well as English.

And yet, even with the late King,
Lloyd-George was something of a favor-

ite. Lloyd-George certainly always got

on well with King Edward. I have'heard
him speak with great admiration of the

way in which King Edward managed to

attract the good-will of everybody who
approached him, and he put this down
to the King's remarkably beautiful man-
ners.

On that point everybody who ever got

in contact with King Edward was agreed.

I knew a doctor—who, by the way, was
sent for no more when he told the King
that he must smoke less and drink less

—this was not the kind of advice the

King liked to get—but even this phys-

ician, who had been treated so curtly,

told me that the King had done it m
such a way that he could not resent the

action.

If the King, said the doctor, were to

kick you out of a room, he would do it

with such perfect manners that you
could not really feel angry with him

;

Lloyd-George gave practically the same
impression when he spoke of the man-
ners of King Edward as ''caressing."

It is with the present King that Lloyd-
George has made the most way. This is

attributed largely to the fact that when
the King's father died Lloyd-George,
who has an intense sympathy with all

family grief since he lost his own be-

loved little daughter, exhibited a frank-

ness of sympathy which the cold and
correct Englishmen, the other members

of the Cabinet, could not approach.
Whatever the reason, there is no doubt
that Lloyd-George is persona grata at
the royal palace. It is another example
of that suppleness and adroitness which
are part of the man's essentially Celtic
makeup.

I should add that this friendship be-
tween the King and Lloyd-George has
not been of benefit to one side only. It

certainly does send Lloyd-George stock
up a good deal, especially in the social
world—for which, to do him justice,

Lloyd George cares little—but, on the
other hand, Lloyd-George has done the
King a great deal of service as well.

It was the business of Lloyd-George,
as Chancellor of the Exchequer, to carry
the Civic List bill—in other words, the
salary and allowances of royalty

—

through the House of Commons, and that
was by no means an easy task. The
Labor Party were watchful critics ; there

was a certain group of militant Radic-
als, and there might easily have been
some risks. This was especially the ease

with one new and rather startling pro-

posal of the new civil list, namely that

the King should be exempted from the

payment of income tax.

The proposal, I think myself, could

be defended, for it does seem ridiculous

for the State to give a certain income

to its chief and then take a certain por-

tion of it away with another hand, but,

anyhow, it was a novel proposition, and

it was only the daring courage, the

adroitness, and the strong position as

a radical leader which Lloyd-George

holds that enabled such a provision to

be carried through wth apparently no

serious opposition. The King would

have been a very foolish man if he had

not recognized the valuable service which

Lloyd-George did to him in this trans-

action.

This is one of the reasons why the

King has gone out of his way to mani-

fest to the public the high regard in

which he holds Lloyd-George, and this

is the reason why Lloyd-George, who is

never so happy as when he is scamper-

ing over the Continent in a motor ear,

has had to return to England long be-

fore he intended.

It is the unexpected success of Lloyd-

George in winning favor in quarters
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where he was expected to be hated and
distrusted that brings into more relief

his great difference in character from
one of his coUeaguies w'ho, alone among
the Cabinet Ministers, has been making
much of a show during the recess.

Mr. O'Connor appends a sketch of

Sir Edward Grey, which throws in-

teresting light on the member of the

Cabinet, who stands in most pro-

nounced contrast to Lloyd-George.

Sir Edward Grey takes almost as much
pains to excite indifference, if not hos-

tility, among the ranks of his own party
as Lloyd-George takes to make himself

beloved. Grey might well be taken by
painter, sculptor or novelist as the em-
bodiment both ph\-sically and morally of

what may be called the "typical En-
glishman"—at least as he appears to

those who are not English.

The long, thin, hatchet-shaped face,

almost without any expression; the cold,

shy, blue eyes that seem to evade any
notice; the frigidly self-restrained voice

and language when he speaks, the coldly

correct impression he always suggests,

the appearance of perfect equanimity
and phlegm, under which there is often

strong feeling—all these things about
the man would mark him as an English-

man if you met him among scores of

other men in auy part of the world.

As a matter of fact, I believe Sir Ed-
ward Grey is a very modest, simple, and
rather shy man. He is also by tempera-
ment a ver^- lonely man. He had only

one close companion in his whole life,

and that was his wife. She was takea
away from him suddenly, tragically,

without warning, being thrown out of

a trap and dying from the injuries a few
hours afterward.

Since then he has been lonelier than
ever. With Lady Grey he used to go
down to a little zinc hut by the side of a
little stream in Hampshire. They did

their own cooking, bringing with them
boxes of sardines and other portable

forms of food that did not require muck
preparation, and they used thus to

spend the week end together fishing for

trout.

Now that she is gone. Grey retains

his love of solitude, goes down with his

rod and sardine box to the zinc hut, and
spends the week end between the stream
and the innumerable dispatch boxes,

which come to the Foreign Secretary

every hour from all parts of the scat-

tered British Empire.

In the House of Commons Grey never

appears unless when he has to answer
a question or make a speech. You might
be months in the House and not know
him, even by sight. He has of course to

figure in the division lobby whenever a

division is called, there being a special

obligation on Ministers to attend divi-

sions.

The Ministers, all told, big and little,

amount to between thirty and forty

members of the House, and it will at

once be seen what an important factor

they must make in all the divisions, es-

pecially as often the whole fate of a

Ministry may depend on half a dozen
votes—sometimes even on two or three.

But if he has to appear in the division

lobby he gets out of it as soon as he can.

I heard a Radical the other day describe

Grey as rushing through the division

lobby even when it is crowded with mem-
bers of his own party as though it were
an ''infected sewer."

When Asquith disappears which of

these two differing men will get to the

top—the supple, pleasant-mannered ple-

beian from Wales or this cold, haughty,

reserved, high-born Englishman with

the hatchet face, the cold eye, and the

reserved manner? Who can tell?

Chance has the final word in the des-

tinies of all men, but especially of the

men who are fighting for power.

Titled Britons Who Are in Trade

A writer in the New York Herald
Magazine has compiled some particu-

lars about the number of British peers

and baronets who are or have been

engaged in trade.
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Time was when Britain '9 proud feudal

lords scorned contact with trade and
commerce, when Lord John Manners, af-

terwards Duke of Rutland, wrote those

stirring lines with the aristocratic as-
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piration that art, learning', and com-
merce might become extinct, leaving
only to survive the old nobility of which
he was a fine example. Merchants and
tradesmen in those days supplied the

needs of their titled "superiors" and
were haughtily punctilious to announce
the fact of their pride in selling tea,

butter, eggs, cheese, coffee, and furni-

ture to the Dukes, Marquises, Earls and
Viscounts, who ran up huge bills and
paid for them when they felt good and
ready. But a change has come over

the spirit of the British aristocracy, and
in these years of grace they are found
only too anxious and willing to partici-

pate in the profits accruing from suc-

cessful trading.

A beginning was made when officers

in the British Army and Navy formed
a co-operative society to supply them-
selves with household necessaries. The
venture grew beyond all anticipations,

and its advantages were easily extended,

and to-day the turnover of the concern
amounts to more than $20,000(,00O a

year.

Previous to this military and naval
enterprise Earl Granville had condes-

cended to sell iron to plebeian manufac-
turers, and the Earl of Dudley did not

scorn to derive his income from iron

and coal mines, and at the present time

Lord Londonderry advertises in the news-

papers his earnest wish to sell coal to

a chilly and fogridden British public.

The Earl of Durham is inspired by sim-

ilar ambition.

The late Lord Rayleigh manufactured
some excellent plum and raspberry jams,

and they possessed the rare merit of be-

ing what his lordship, one of the great-

est Oriental scholars of this or any other

day, represented them to be. Of course,

the nobles of Britain are the chief land-

lords, but they do not disdain to make
a little money on the side by sending

their fruit and vegetables to Covent

Garden market, where they are eagerly

purchased, and to realize a wholesome
addition to their vast incomes by a deal

in horseflesh or in a prize ox at Christ-

mastide.

The new nobility, which has made its

nioney in trade, does not relinquish its

pursuits on the achievement of titles.

On the contrary, it manages to get a

lot of free advertising on a climbing- in-

to the peerage or baronetage, and hence

we realize the spectacle of an ennobled

body of men clamoring for the patron-

age of the humblest of the British popu-
lation.

That genial sportsman, Sir Thomas
Lipton, sells eggs and bacon and ham
and other good things to the poor
people of Whitechapel, Shoreditch, Cam-
den Town, Islington, Camberwell, and
other parts of the metropolis where the
hunablest of London's workers struggle
with diminutive incomes.
Lord Devonport is a wholesale grocer

and runs a number of small retail stores

in addition, and Sir Adolph Tuck, Bart.,

is ever on the alert to push the sale of

picture postcards and lithographs. The
Lords of Burton, Hillingdon, and Iveagh
are renowned all over the world for their

excellent ales and stouts.

Lord Northcliffe is always ready to

sell the British public an enterprising

newspaper for one-half penny, and Lord
Burnham is busy every day with his

great penny newspaper. Sir Walter
Gilbey sells gin and claret.

Then there are any number of ladies

interested in the making and selling of

women's cloaks and hats, and there are

daughters of noble houses who do not

think they are bestowing mud on their

escutcheons by chaperoning into high so-

ciety American girls blessed with lots of

dollars.

Then there are noblemen whose ances-

tors fought at Cressy, Agincourt and

Waterloo, married to theatre showgirk

and living on their earnings, and there

are a few industrious scions of the old

nobility acting as reporters, dramatic

critics, printers, wine agents, and touts

for money lenders and fashionable tail-

ors. Indeed, there is scarcely a branch

of activity in which the aristocracy is

not represented by some smart fellow

who is not ashamed to use his bram

and brawn in order to make both ends

meet.

The sneer of Napoleon about a nation

of shopkeepers is almost realized in

these days, and, remarkable to relate,

the humbler shopkeepers and the middle-

class merchants do not jumble at the

competition. And the small housekeeper

m&y actually appreciate the gracious

condescension of a young and amiable

Marquis soliciting an order for a ton

of coal or a plausible Earl seeking the

patronage of the proletariat when buy-

ing its beef and beer.
'

It is known that thousands of German

and French barons are waiters at res-

taurants, and Italian barbers of noble
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lineasre have amassed tolerable fortunes.
The descendants of Aristides and Them-
istocles have come to the United States
and monopolized the fruit trade, and
Russian Princes hobnob with the poverty
stricken and the criminal.

It is a day of leveling, but the Brit-

ish Baron has proved himself the wisest

of all the European aristocrats. He is

making money, and making it, for the

most part, in a highly respectable, thor-

oughly British manner.

A Standardized Nation

Some interesting opinions on the

character of Americans were express-

ed by Lord Northcliffe to Edward
Marshall, an interviewer for the Pub-
lishers' Press, on the occasion of a re-

cent visit paid -by the great publisher

to New York. He first directed the

interviewer's attention to the way in

which Americans are becoming stan-

dardized.

"In all parts of the Union now the

traveler finds your people dressing alike,

eating alike, reading alike, li\^ng in

houses built on the same plans, grouped
into towns that are so similar that when
a.journeying foreigner wakes up on his

railway train in the morning and looks

out of the window he cannot tell from
the appearance of the country or the

people whether he is in Toledo or Talla-

hassee, in Portland, Me., or Portland,

Ore.

''You go further than merely doing
these things: you denounce those who
do not do them. Anything like individ-

uality in dress, thought, or action on the

part of any of your countrymen is de-

cried at once by the majority as 'un-

American.' In China, people without

pigtails are called un-Chinese.' I knew
once a Chinese gentleman who suffered

from weak sight in the left eye—the left

eye only—and ventured to wear a single

eyeglass. He was denounced as 'un-

Chinese.' Not many American gentle-

men with weak sight in one eye would
even venture out experimentally, with

a single eyeglass, as did the Chinese

gentleman. They would, in many parts

of the United States, meet instant ridic-

ule, or worse, as 'un-American,' as he

met it as 'un-Chinese.' People would
turn in your streets and stare curiously

find critically at an American who wore
a single eyeglass, whether or not one
of his eyes was weak and needed help.

"I was once in a part of the British
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Empire where the temperature was easily

around 100 in the shade. Resident and
visting Englishmen there wore the

thinnest possible clothing and the light-

est—clothing of such thin, light cloth

that to carry heavy objects in the pock-
ets would have been absurd. For con-

venience, therefore, we wore small

watches on our wrists on straps contain-

ing holders. An American gentleman
who was with us thouglit this was' a
most convenient way to wear a watch,
under the existing conditions, and, for

the time being, adopted our custom.
But he made it clear that he would wear
his watch only while he was with its.

"Why don't you do it at home in

hot weather?" some one asked him.

"Why," he said, and laughed, "if I

should wear my watch that way at home
people would call me a sissy

! '

'

"In other words, this American con-

fessed that he would be at home afraid

to make this slight essay at utility and
individualism."

"Thus it is," Lord Northcliffe pres-

ently continued, "that you ninety mil-

lions cut your hair in the same way, eat

each morning exactly the same break-

fasts, tie np your small girls' curls

with exactly the same kind of ribbon
fashioned into bows precisely alike, and
in every way all try to look and act

as much like all others as you can,

as the Chinese do.

"You are standardizing the human
being, just as you would standardize

the size of city blocks in surveys, of

bolts, nuts, screws in your machines, of

plumbing and of what not in your build-

ings. There are those who think this is

a good thing. I do not happen to.

"On the other hand, I believe that one

of the reasons why so small a countiy

as Great Britain maintains so vast a

place in the world is that we produce

individualities rather than numbers in

our population, character rather than

mere book knowledge in our education."



Do the Railways Own
Canada ?

By

H. J. Pettypiece

Late Member Ontario Legislative Assembly

British Railway Tax, $1,000 per Mile; Canadian, only $67.

Railroad Earnings in Canada go to pay U.S. Taxes ! Farm
Tax 11.6 Mills on the Dollar; Railways Pay 3.6 Mills

THE question of "Railway Taxa-
tion" has been before the peo-

ple of Canada more or less

during the past ten years, principal-

ly owing to the introduction in

the Legislature of what was known
as the "Pettypiece Bill." In brief,

this bill proposed to put railway

property on an equal footing with

other property in the province, in re-

gard to the rate of taxation it should

bear. Up to that time the 6,6oo

miles of railway in the province paid

less than $50 per mile in taxes. In

1899, when the Legislature passed the

Supplementary Revenue Act, a pro-

vincial tax of $5 per mile was impos-
ed; in 1904, owing to the agitation in

the House and through the press, in

support of the Pettypiece Bill, the rate

was increased to $30 per mile, and in

1906, for the same reasons, the rate

was increased to $60 per mile, but no
further increase has since been made.
At the same time the powei of the

local municipalities to impose taxes

for municipal purposes was somewhat
curtailed, so that the average rate of

taxation now paid by the railways of

the province amounts to about $100
per mile, yielding a total revenue of

about $823,000 annually.

While it is generally conceded that
there is no valid reason why railway
property should not be taxed at the
same rate as other property, the in-

fluence of the railway corporations is

so great that neither the Liberal Gov-
ernment, which went out of power in

1905, nor the Conservative Govern-
m.ent, which has since been in power,
have been willing to pass a measure
that would bring about this equality

of taxation. A vote of the people on
this question alone, apart from and
unclouded by other issues, would un-
doubtedly result in an overwhelming
majority in favor of such legislation.

The question that naturally arises

is : "Should the railways in Ontario
be taxed at the same rate as other

property?"

In order to arrive at a satisfactory

answer let us consider the question

from three standpoints : First, Why is

property taxed? Second, On what
basis is railway property taxed in

. other countries? Third, Are the rail-

ways of the province able to bear an
equal rate of taxation with other pro-

perty?

The first question is easily disposed

of. Property is taxed to enable the

provincial and municipal governments
125
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to properly carry on the affairs that

come under their respective jurisdic-

tions, and to safeguard the property

of individuals and corporations alike.

As railway property enjoys all the

safeguards and protection of both the

provincial and municipal governments
it should bear its fair share of the

cost. Besides, the railway corpora-

tions have many privileges that are

denied the owners of other property,

such as, the right to expropriate land,

etc.

According to the Government re-

port the total amount of taxes paid

by the railways of Canada in 1909
was $1,594,880, or $67 per mile. This

sum includes both provincial and
municipal taxes.

Raihvay Taxation Elsezvhere.

The taxation of railways in other

countries shows that we in Canada
are far behind in the equalization of

taxation, and that Canada is the only

country in which the railways are al-

lowed to go practically untaxed.

In Great Britain and Ireland for

over thirty years there has been a

heavy tax on railways, and that tax

has been increased at a much greater

rate than has been the increase in

mileage, capital or earnings. The
amount collected now is about 5,000,-

000 pounds sterling, on 24,000 miles

of road (which is less than the mile-

age in Canada), or more than 200
pounds per mile. During the last fif-

teen years, in Great Britain and Ire-

land, railway mileage has increased

10 per cent.; capital, 30 per cent.;

gross earnings, 30 per cent. ; net earn-

ings, 6 per cent. ; taxation, 70 per

cent.

Reduced to dollars, railway taxa-

tion in the United Kingdom amounts
to over $24,000,000 annually. It re-

presents a tax of over $1,000 per mile,

a rate of three and one-half mills on
the capital, a rate of nearly 4 per cent,

on the gross earnings, and over ii

per cent, on the net earnings.

In France a large revenue is raised

by a tax on both freight and passen-

ger earnings, and all railways revert

12G

to the Government, without compen-
sation, at the expiration of their char-

ters, which run not more than fifty

years.

In the United States the latest re-

turns, for 1908, show that $84,563,-

565 in railway taxation, was collected

that year, an average of $382 per mile.

The increase in three years was $76
per mile, which is $11 per mile more
than the total amount collected in

Canada. The highest rate in the

States was $1,926 per mile in New
Jersey, and the lowest was $148 per

mile in Arizona. In the States ad-

joining Ontario the rates per mile

were: New York, $672; Ohio, $576;
Pennsylvania, $554; Wisconsin, $409;
Michigan, $396; Minnesota, $388.

A comparison of the taxes paid by
the railways and subsidiary properties

in Ontario and Michigan shows in a

most startling manner how very much
we are behind the age in regard to

this most important of the many du-

ties of a government—the equaliza-

tion of the burdens of taxation. On-
tario and Michigan are about equal

in population and wealth, the advan-

tage, if any, being in favor of On-
tario, and with similar conditions in

many respects. They have nearly the

same railway mileage, that of On-
tario being 8,230, and that of Michi-

gan, 8,640. In 1909 the taxes paid

by the railway, express, Pullman and
car-loaning companies in the province

and state were as follows

:

Companies.

Railway . . .

Express . . . .

Pullman . . . .

Car-loaning .
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The Michigan figures are furnished

by Mr. Geo. Lord, the secretary of

the State Board of Tax Commission-
ers.

The passenger and freight charges

in Michigan are lower than in On-
tario, and express charges are no
higher.

Several of the through railway lines,

amongst the most important, operate

through both Ontario and Michigan.

Hundreds of passenger and freight

cars run daily through both, from the

west to the east and from east to

west, over an almost equal mileage.

The Grand Trunk runs 220 miles from
the Indiana boundary to the St. Clair

river, and 182 miles from the St. Clair

to the Niagara river. The Michigan
Central runs 220 miles through Michi-

gan and 228 miles through Ontario

—

this ibeing the main line mileage in

both cases. The bulk of the freight

traffic over these two lines consists

of through freight, which goes

through unbroken. It may, therefore,

be assumed that the earnings and
working expenses are about equal, and
the ability to pay taxes equal. What
do they pay in the two countries? Ac-
cording to the returns for 1907, the

latest year for which detailed returns

are at present available, the taxes

paid by these two stretches of lines

are as follows: The G.T.R. (Grand
Trunk Western) paid in Michigan,

on 220 miles, $206,181, or $920 per

mile, and in Ontario $100 per mile.

The M.C.R. paid in Michigan $564,-

000, on 270 miles, or over $2,000 per

mile, and in Ontario $100 per mile.

In the same year the St. Clair tun-

nel, with equal mileage, and equal

earnings and expenses in Michigan
and Ontario, paid in taxes in Michi-

gan $22,909, and in Ontario $730. The
Ontario end received a subsidy of

$285,000, the Michigan end nothing.

When it is remembered that the

principal freight business of these two
lines is to haul the products of the

western States through Ontario to the

seaboard, to enter into competition

with the products of Ontario, the in-

justice done to the people of this pro-

vince is far worse than the mere fig-

ures show. That the thousands of
cars owned by car-loaning companies,
which pay over $23,000 in Michigan,
are allowed to escape taxation in On-
tario, is a gross outrage on the tax-

payers of this province. This class of

property includes all the refrigerator

cars, for the transit of which local

traffic, paying higher rates, is daily

side-tracked every day in Ontario.

Similar contrasts could be given in re-

gard to the Pere Marquette and the

Soo lines of the C.P.R.

Take the case of a G.T.R. train

running from Chicago to Portland,

Maine, a distance of 1,138 miles. It

runs 30 miles through Illinois, where
the rate of taxation is $441 per mile

;

83 miles through Indiana, $490 per

mile; 220 miles through Michigan,

$396 per mile; through the Michigan

end of the St. Clair tunnel, $22,909;

across the boundary and through the

Ontario end of the tunnel, $760; then

511 miles through Ontario, $100 per

mile; 129 miles through Quebec, $90
per mile; 35 miles through Vermont,

$205 per mile ; 63 miles through New
Hampshire, $379 per mile; 70 miles

through Maine, $314 per mile. There-

fore, the trains run over 500 miles of

lines in the States, with an average

taxation of $371 per mile, or $185,500,

and over 638 miles in Canada, with

an average taxation of $95 per mile,

or a total of $60,610. Add the St.

Clair tunnel figures, and the totals are

$208,409 paid in the States, and $61,-

340 paid in Canada. It may be well

said that these raihvay lines collect

earnings in Canada to pay taxes in the

States.

A comparison of the taxes paid in

Ontario on farm property and on rail-

way property shows how great is the

discrimination in favor of the latter

class of property. Farm property is

taken for the purposes of comparison

because the taxes paid on that class

of property do not include charges

for water, light, street railways, etc.,

as is often the case in cities and towns.

In 1908 the total assessment of farm

property in the province amounted to
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$601,758,322, on which the total taxes
paid amounted to $7,001,102, a rate of
11.63 "lills on the dollar, and a rate

of $6.69 per head of the population.
In nine years, although the rural

population decreased by 60,000, the as-

sessment increased $51,000,000, the
taxes increased $2,383,899, the rate on
the dollar increased 1.39 mills, and
the rate of taxation per head increased

$2.53- ,i

In the Dominion there are, exclusive
of Government and uncompleted lines,

21,965 miles of railway, capitalized at

$55,638 per mile. The 8,000 miles
(excluding Government lines) in On-
tario, therefore, represent a capital of
at least $445,000,000. Assessed at one-
half that amount, which is less than the
basis of assessment of farm property,
and taxed at 11 mills, which is less

than the rate on farm property, the
result would be a taxation of $2,448,-
072, or $306 per mile. This is $76
less than the average rate per mile
paid in the United States, and $90
less than the Michigan rate per mile.

In addition to the municipal taxTs
on farm property, as given above, the
rural population of the province paid
in the same year their share of the

$73,325,963 customs and excise taxes
collected by the Dominion Govern-
ment, which, at the lowest calculation,

amounted to $12,000,000. This brings
the total taxation on the township pro-
perty in the province up to $19,000,-
000, on an assessed value of $601,-
000,000, equal to a rate of over 31
mills on the dollar.

Under present conditions (leaving
out customs and excise taxes alto-

gether) the taxes paid on raihvay pro-
perty in Ontario (at an assessment
basis of one-half value) is equal to

3.6 mills on the dollar, compared with
the 11.63 n^ills on farm property. In
other words, $1,000 worth of farm
property pays $11.63 in taxes, and
$1,000 worth of railway property pays
$1.80 in taxes. Compared with city

and town property, the difiference is

very much greater.

Another point to be taken into con-
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sideration in discussing the question

of railway taxation is the fact that the

people of Canada have practically built

every mile of railway in the country;

and with the exception of the com-
paratively small mileage still owned
by Dominion and Provincial Govern-
ments, have handed over free to the

various railway corporations the lin^s,

some 22,000 miles, which they own
and operate. The Dominion official

report for the year ending June 30th,

1909, discloses the following facts:

The amount of cash subsidies given

in aid of railways is as follows

:

By the Dominion $77,028,080
By the provinces 32,538,496
By the municipalities .... 12,580,825

Total $122,147,401

The value of the lines handed over

to the C. P. R. by the Dominion Gov-
ernment is placed at $37,785,320.

Subscriptions to shares by the pro-

vinces and municipalities have amount-
ed to $3,139,500.

Lands to the extent of 55,116,017

acres have also been given in aid to

railways, which, valued at $5 per acre

(a low valuation), is equal to $275,-

580,085.

In addition to all the above, the Do-
minion, the provinces and the muni-
cipalities have made loans to the rail-

ways to the amount of $10,314,581.

The grand total given in railway

aid, in cash, partly completed lines,

subscriptions, land and loans, amounts
to $452,966,887.

Leaving out the loans, (which may
have been repaid), the amount of aid

given is $442,894,666, or more than

$20,000 per mile to the 22,000 miles

owned by the various railway cor-

porations. This sum exceeds the na-

tional debt of Canada by over $119,-

000,000.

Guarantees on bonds, 'which are also

substantial aid. have been given by the

Dominion and Provincial Govern-
ments to the extent of over $95,500,-
000.
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The official report from which the

above information is taken, says. "It

would be misleading to assume that

the above statements represent all that

has been done by the Dominion and the

several provinces in aid of railway con-

struction. The Dominion, for exam-
ple, is building the eastern section of

the Transcontinental Railway between

Moncton and Winnipeg, the western

division of which is known as the

Grand Trunk Pacific, on which the ex-

penditure up to June 30 w^as $33,301,-

342." i
Arguments of all kinds have been

used against any proposition to com-
pel the railways to pay taxes. At the

time the "Pettypiece Bill" was before

the Ontario Legislature, able lawyers,

employed by the railway corporations,

resorted to all the schemes of the

"tax dodger" to prevent its passing.

One stock argument was that the

railways "developed the country." So
they do, and so does every other busi-

ness enterprise, agricultural, manufac-
turing, mercantile, and so forth. It

is the development of these enter-

prises that gives the railways their

traffic, and as these enterprises de-

velop and increase in importance and
value, the taxes imposed on them in-

creases correspondingly, and a large

part of the revenue thus raised goes
in aid to railways. For instance, the

Counties of Essex, Kent and Lamb-
ton, in w-estern Ontario, have spent

over $8,000,000 in local drainage. This

is a development in which the railways

have had a large share of the benefit,

owing to the increase in the produc-

tion of commodities which furnish the

railways with traffic. As those coun-
ties were improved, or developed, by
the expenditure of millions, the in-

creased values w'ere taxed according-

ly. In twelve years, from 1896 to 1908,

the population of these three counties

increased only 6,006, or 3.8 per cent.

;

the total taxation increased by $66,-

115, or 61.5 per cent.; the increase of

taxes per head was $5.40, and the rate

of taxation on the dollar increased 7
mills. The railways get a large traffic

from these counties, and are allowed to

escape with a trifling rate of taxation.

Another argument used is that the

railways have to pay duty on some
of the coal they use. Granted. They
do so because it is cheaper than haul-

ing coal from the Canadian minei.

The U. S. railways do the same thing.

Last year we imported bituminous

coal to the value of $11,800,000, on

w^hich the duty was $6,000,000, only

a small proportion of which was borne

by the railways, but the other con-

sumers of coal are paying their full

share of other taxes, as w^ell as their

share of the coal duties. They would

be laughed at if they asked exemption

on that score. At the same time we

exported to the States over $4,000.-

000 worth of coal, of which the U. S.

railways took their share, and paid

the duty thereon, but that does not

exempt them from taxation.

All things considered, there is no

reason in the world why the raij-

way corporations should not bear their

share in the cost of carrying on '"he

afifairs of the country, as they share,

to a greater extent than many other

industries, in the prosperity that the

country is enjoying.

The Light Heart

Give me the Light Heart, Heaven

above

!

Give me the hand of a friend.

Give me one high fine spirit to love.

I'll abide my fate to the end.

I will help where I can, I will

cherish my own.

Nor walk the steep way of the

world 3i\one.—Sir Gilbert Parker.
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THE HIGHEST DAM IN THE
WORLD.

This immense structure, 328 feet

high, is located in northern Wyoming
where t'he Shoshone River pours

through a narrow gorge, a thousand

feet deep. The dam is built of con-

In t'he summer, when the crops arc

thirsty, the big gates will be opened
and the pent-up floods will be released

into the river below. Another dam,
a low structure of concrete, will di-

vert the w-aters through a tunnel three

and one-quarter miles long into a canal

THE HIGHEST DAM IN THE WORLD
The Shoshone Dam to be Built in this Defile will be Higher by Several Feet than

the Famous Flatiron Building, which is here Stationed for

Comparative Purposes

Crete and holds back a body of water,

averaging 100 feet deep and covering

an area of ten square miles. Its

height can only be appreciated when
compared with that of some well-

known structure. New York's famous
Flatiron Building would not reach

within 47 feet of the top of the dam,
and the tip-top of the dome of the

United States Capitol would fall short

21 feet of the parapet.
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which for 40 miles passes along the

upper edge of a broad and fertile val-

ley containing 150,000 acres.

Two years ago it was a desolate

waste. To-day it contains more than
200 farmhouses and three thriving

towns. Ten thousand acres produced
crops last year on this project. With
16 farm-houses along each mile of the

main highways, the valley already has

a suburban appearance.



A PROPOSED FLAG FOR THE DOMINION

SUGGESriOK FOR A CANA-
DIAN FLAG.

The proposed new Canadian marine
flag, illustrated herewith, is the sug-

gestion of W. B. Waterbury, of St.

Thomas. The horizontal lines indi-

cate blue ; the vertical lines, red

;

and dotted sufaces, gold or yel-

low. The four red, white and blue

stripes represent the four original pro-

vinces of confederation, while the nine

golden stars denote the nine rich pro-

vinces of Canada. The id'ea of the de-

sign is to substitute for the medley of

provincial arms, now incorporated in

the authorized Canadian merchant ma-
rine flag, a more dignified and com-
prehensive scheme of provincial repre-

sentation. Mr. Waterbury suggests

calling the flag, the Golden Stars.

Mr. Waterbury believes that now is

the time to make the change, whilst

the Canadian navy is in process of

evolution. Such a flag as he suggests

would be more distinctive and appro-
priate. For land use, of course, the

•i)!ain Union Jack is the proper flag

for British subjects to fly.

* =:: ^ ^ ^

THE RAVAGES OF SLEEPING
SICKNESS.

It is diflicult for people in this part

of the world to form an adequate

idea of the terrible ravages of sleeping

sickness in the heart of Africa. In

spite of the ardent researches that

have been conducted by scientists, at

the very centre of this contagion, none
has as yet succeeded in discovering

the cause of the malady. The con-

tinual spreading of the sleeping sick-

ness may perhaps be attributed to the

natives (negroes) themselves. x\part

from uncleanliness may be added the

poor or rather insufiicient nourish-

ment these people take. Their main
food consisting of dried fisli imported

from Mossamedes (Angola) and al-

cohol of T^;^ T-3 per cent. (Baume)
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IN THE LAND OF SLEEPING SICKNESS

View of Borna Vonde on the River Lubuzi
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IN THE LAND; OF SLEEPING SICKNESS

Another View of Borna Vonde



IN^iTHE ILAND OF SLEEPING SICKNESS

Scene!on_the^River Lubuzi between Sinhati and Kungo Duango

and higher, of which great quantities

are consumed, may perhaps, also, be

one of the causes of this fatal malady,

for, once the human organism is un-

dermined by alcohol, it will offer little

or no resistance if attacked by sleep-

ing sickness.

As yet there is no remedy for thi-^

disease. If the native shows sui;pic-

ious symptoms, (such as swollen

glands), all the white man can do, in

order to remain immune, is to send

the negro away and leave him to his

own fate. This seems most inhumane,
but it is the only way to escape in-

fection.

In districts where the sleeping sick-

ness was formerly unknown, it is now-
adays often imported by so-called

gangs of cancers, who, having the

river-trade in their hands, often, dur-

ing their canoeing expeditions, come
into contact with other infected cano-

ers, or are stung by the tsetse-fly,

which is generally looked upon as the

chief cause of this deadly malady.

On one's wanderings through the

Mavumb district, one often comes
across dilapidated villages, and upon

enquiry learns that these were once

flourishing communities, but that ow-
ing to the sleeping sickness most of

the inhabitants had succumbed and

those who were fortunate enough to

escape, had migrated to neighboring

villages only to infect their fellow-

countrymen also.

Fundu Zobe, Shimpondo, and so on,

once flourishing villages, have now
almost dwindled away with the ex-

ception of a few families. And all

that is left of the once smiling villages

of N' Gundjy, is a single family and

the idol of the natives.

THE KING'S TRAIN.

When King George has occasion to

travel over the Great Northern Rail-

way he occupies the handsome saloon

coach illustrated on the following

page. A good description of the car

is given in the Raikvay Magazine, to

which publication credit is due for the

pictures also.

"The saloon is divided as follows:

Entrance balcony, smoke room, day
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saloon, bedroom or diningrooni, dress-

ing room, and attendant's compart-

ment. The balcony is panelled with

figured teak, and has a white panelled

ceiling, decorated in Jacobian style.

The smoking room is lo feet long, and

the walls are of oak inlaid

with boxwood and dark

pollard oak. The furniture

consists of two arm-chairs

and a large settee, uphol-

stered in reindeer plush

hide, the fittings being of

oxidized silver. The day
saloon, which is lyVo feet

long, is in Louis XVI.
style, and the walls are of

polished sycamore, inlaid

with trellis lines of pewte;
and light mahogany. ( )f

light French mahogany,
inlaid with pewter and boxwood,
upholstered in silk brocade, the furni-

ture consists of two armchairs, a

large settee and four smaller chairs.

There is also a writing table fitted

with adjustable shaded elec-

tric lights. The use of

pewter is a revival of an

old French method, which
has a very pretty effect in

conjunction with mahog-
any. Both the day and
.>moking rooms are lighted

by rows of tubular electric

lamps concealed behind

the cornices on each side,

giving a soft and restful

light. There are also

corner brackets in the

smoking room and hand-

some gilt wall brackets in the day

compartment, the lights in the latter

being shaded by hand-painted silk

screens. The bedroom, or dining

room, is 14 feet long, and the walls

are panelled and enameled white, the

BAOARD THE KINGS TRAIN
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furniture being in mahogany, inlaid

with kingwood, and covered with

fine old rose-colored silk damask,
with green silk embroidered cushions.

The dressing room. 8 feet long, is

panelled and enamelled white. Next
to the dressing room is the lavator}

,

the floor of which is covered by in-

laid cork pa.-quet flooring, and the

walls are of Italian Cipolina marble

cross-banded with white statuary

marble. The attendant's compart-
ment is fitted with electrical heated

kettles, urns, etc.. and a switch-

hoard for controlling the lighting and

heating of the carriage.

To give uniformity of effect, these

rooms, with the exception of the at-

tendant's compartment, are carpeted
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alike with a plain Saxony pile old

rose carpet, and all curtains and

blinds are of soft green silk, with

white silk embroidery."

A ROYAL PRAYER BOOK.
The illustration gives a faint idea of

the exquisitely tooled cover on the

prayer book presented by King
George to the historic church at Ann-
apolis Royal, Nova Scotia.

This is the church in which the first

Anglican service was held in Canada,

and the King's gift is made in com-

memoration of the bicentenary of the

establishment of the Church in the

THE NEW MONUMENT TO MONTCALM

Erected at Vestric-Candiac. France

The Book of Common Prayer presented

to the Church at Annapolis Royal

by the King

Dominion. The presentation will be

made by the Bishop of London, who
has now arrived in the Dominion, on

behalf of the King, and the book has

been despatched to the Bishop this

week.

The Prayer-book is bound in red

Niger morocco, with leather joints,

green Levant morocco doublures and

fiy-leaves, and is elaborately inlaid,

gold tooled, and set with amethysts.

The dominant feature of the design

on the front cover is a decorative

representation of a cross, composed of

interlaced lines, with the monogram
I.H.S. inlaid in the centre. The

doublures are decorated with a border

of a similar design and have the arms

of the King on the front and the Cana-

dian arms on the back.

A MONUMENT TO MONTCALM.

The monument illustrated was erect-

ed this year in the small commune of

Candiac, near Nimes, in France, to

the memory of the Marquis of Mont-

calm. It stands a few yards in front

of the Chateau de Vestric, once the

property of the Montcalm family.
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THE SEA AS A LETTER-BOX.

The round object like a foot-

ball, which the bearded man is about

to cast into the icy water in the

background, is really a mail-bag. It

is made of a waterproof material and
contains enough air to keep it afloat.

The current in the ocean carries it

drifts as far as the coast of Norway,
where it is picked up and sent to the

Foreign Office in London, its contents

being then distributed according to

direction. It is said that four out of

every six packages reach their destin-

ation—a good record for so precar-

ious a route.

POSTING LETTERS IN THE SEA
The Sketch

rapidly away to sea, and in due time

it is picked up and taken to its destin-

ation.

This peculiar postal system is em-

ployed by the inhabitants of the island

of St. Kilda, in the Outer Hebrides,

where no vessels call during the win-

ter months. The mail bag usually

136

ACRES OF ALBATROSS.

One of the most w^onderful sights

in the world is said to be the albatross

rookeries on the Laysan Islands in the

North Pacific. These islands lie

about eight hundred miles west of

Honolulu in the Hawaiian Islands and

the birds literally carpet them. They
are so numerous and so tame that



AN ALBATROSS ROOKER\
The Bystander

they have to be pushed aside to enable species. The islands are leased to a

one to walk. A rough estimate places guano company, which, it goes with-

their number at two million, most of out saying, secures heavy carges

them white, but some of the soot\ from them.

ALBATROSS EGGS BY THE TRUCK LOAD
Tilt! Hyslamler
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The editor is ^re^ared to purchase each month a

Jimitea numher of original anecdotes about prominent

Canadians, for which ^rom.f>t payment will he made.

THERE is a good story being told

in Great Britain just now about

Lord Strathcona. Some time ago

a man came to him, saying that he was
the person who wheeled Strathcona's

trunk to the station when he left for

Canada, as a boy. On the strength

of it he asked for a loan. Strathcona

gave him five pounds. He reappeared

a couple of weeks later to borrow some
more money, and repeated the same
story. Mr. Grififiths, the secretary at

the Canadian Office, was familiar with

the ways of numerous applicants for

his Lordship's charity, and knowing
this man well, told Strathcona that

he was not worthy of any assistance

—

that he spent the money in drink

—

and he himself was quite sure that

the man's story was untrue. Strath-

cona replied in his own quiet way

:

"I know it is untrue, because I had
no trunk when I left home. I car-

ried my belongings in a bag myself.

But. he needs the money."'

A certain well-known, but impe-

cunious nobleman, while walking
one day in Wardour Street, saw
a family portrait for sale in a

shop window, and went in to inquire

the price. The dealer wanted £12 los.

but his lordship would only give £10,
so the purchase was not made. A
short time afterward, while dining

with a gentleman, he was invited to

view his pictures. As he stood gaz-
138

ing with profound interest at a cer-

tain one his host said, "Ah, that is a

portrait of an ancestor of mine."

"Indeed!" said his lordship. "Then
we must be almost related in some
way. It was within £2 los. of being
an ancestor of mine."

—

Tit-Bits.

A missionary came down to take

the Sunday services at the church of

Giggleswick-in-Craven. On behalf of

the "foreign heathen" a collection was
taken up. One of the wardens offered

the box to a certain member of the

congregation who did not believe in

foreign missions.

In a stage whisper, heard alike by
congregation and parson, this man
said in blank vernacular, "Tak' it

away, lad; I'm not going to give owt."
At that period the collecting-boxes

were taken direct into the vestry.

Down came the preacher from the

pulpit, went into the vestry, brought
out one of the boxes, and marched
straight toward the gentleman. He
offered the box to the 'heretic with the

naive remark : "Tak' what thou want-
est, lad: it has been gathered for the

heathen !"—T/;r Church Faiiiily A^eics-

papcr.
^ ^ :^ :^ i^

The conductor of a Western freight

I rain saw a tramp stealing a ride on

one of the forward cars. He told a

brakeman in the caboose to go up and

I)ut the man off at the next stop.



SMOKING ROOM STORIES.

When the brakeman approached the

tramp, the latter waved a big revolver

and told him to keep away.
"Did you get rid of him?" the con-

ductor asked the brakeman, when the

train was under motion again.

"I hadn't the heart," was the reply.

"He turned out to be an old school

friend of mine."

"I'll take care of him," said the con-

ductor, as he started over the tops of

the cars.

After the train had made another

stop and gone on, the brakeman came
into the caboose and said to the con-

ductor :

"Well, is he ofif?"

"No; he turned out to be an old

school friend of mine, too."

—

Every-
body's Magazine.

A family moved from the city to a

suburban locality and were told that

they should get a watchdog to guard
the premises at night. So they bought
the largest dog that was for sale in

the kennels of a neighboring dog fan-

cier, who was a German. Shortly
afterward the house was entered by
burglars, who made a good haul, while

the big dog slept. The man went to

the dog fancier and told him about it.

"Vel, vat you need now," said the

dog merchant, "is a leedle dog to vake
up the big dog."

—

Ei'erybody's Maga-
zine.

"Pedro, I owe about three thousand
francs," said a Parisian grocer to his

shopman.
"Yes, sir."

"I have two thousand francs in the

safe, but the shop is empty; I think it

is the rig'ht moment to fail."

"That's just what I think."

"But I want a plausible pretext for

my creditors. You have plenty of

brains, think the matter over to-night

and to-morrow morning."
The clerk promised to think it care-

fully over. On entering the shop next
morning, the grocer found the safe

open, the money gone, and in its place,

a note, which ran as follows: "1 have
taken the two thousand francs, and am
off to America. It is the best excuse
you can give to your creditors."

—

Lon-
don Opinion.

In Zanesville, Ohio, they tell of a

young widow Who, in consulting a

tombstone-maker with reference to a

monument for the deceased, ended the

discussion with

:

"Now, Mr. Jones, all I want to say

is, 'To My Husband' in an appropri-

ate place."

"Very well, ma'am," said the stone-

cutter.

When the tombstone was put up the

widow discovered, to her amazement,
that upon it were inscribed these

words

:

TO MY 1IUSB.\ND IN AN APPROPRIATE
PLACE.—Harper's Magazine.

There were introductions all

around. The big man stared in a

puzzled way at the club guest. "You
look like a man I've seen somewhere,

Mr. Blinker," he said. "Your face

seems familiar. I fancy you have a

double. And a funny thing about it

is that I remember I formed a strong

prejudice against the man w^ho looks

like you—although, I'm quite sure, we
never met."

The little guest softly laughed.

"I'm the man, he answered, "and I

know why you formed the prejudice.

I passed the contribution plate for two

years in the church you attended."

—

Everybody's Magazine.

In describing the electric flag, de-

signed by Death & Watson, the num-
ber of lamps used was given as ii6,

whereas it should have been i,i6o.

In the description of the Dominion

Register Co.'s exhibit at the Toronto

Exhibition, in the October issue, the

name of their sales pads was incorrect.

It should have been "Surety Non-
Smut," not mutiplex.
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A Successful Canadian
By

R. D. Thompson

111 this day of Canadian Prosperity

we naturally are interested in the

lives of the men who "have by their

brains and energy placed Canada in

the enviable position she now occu-

pies.

The life of Mr. A. P. Willis should

certainly be an inspiration to any am-
bitious young Canadian and is a fit-

ting example of the success to be ob-

tained by close application to work
coupled with the requisite ability.

Mr. Willis was born in Pictou,

Nova Scotia, and received his edu-

cation there. In common with a great

many of our successful men he spent

seven years teaching school before he

decided to come to the Commercial
Centre of Canada and carve out a

future for himself in the Musical

World. He has now spent thirty-seven

years in the piano business and is one

of the richest and widely-known piano

manufacturers in the Dominion.

Mr. Willis started right down at

the bottom and reached his present

enivable position by dint of hard

work and application of his wonder-
ful ability.

Strange to say he does not take any
interest in athletics. In this he differs

from a great many of our leading

men and he himself expresses his re-

gret for his lack of interest in out

door sports. However, he has chosen

a very commendable substitute. His

chief interest outside of business is

in church work. He is a member of

St. George's xAnglican Church and

one of the leading laymen in the

Diocese of Montreal. Mr. Willis is a

Governor of the Diocesan Theological

Seminary and on the board of man-
agement. The library of the college

is a memorial by Mr. Willis to his

late wife and is known as the Jeanie

Willis Librarv. One of his sons. Rev.

J. J. Willis, Ji.A.B.D., has devoted
his life to the church and is connected
with the diocese of Montreal.

]\Ir. Willis is also much interested

in the hospitals of Montreal and is a

Governor of the Montreal General
Hospital, The Western Hospital and
the Protestant Hospital of Insane.

Mr. Willis is the head of the firm

of Willis & Co., Limited, which has

a working capital of $1,000,000.

There are sales rooms and offices at

Halifax, Ottawa and Montreal and
agents and representatives througout

the Dominion.

At present the firm is building one

of the finest showrooms in the coun-
try. This magnificent new building

is situated at the south-west corner

of Drummond and St. Catherine Sts.,

and is to be eight stories in height

It is to be of steel and concrete con-

struction and fire proof. The exter-

ior will be of gray limestone. This

whole building will be devoted to the

business of Willis & Co., Limited, and
will be decorated and furnished

throughout in a thoroughly appro-

priate manner.

Mr. Willis is now serving his

second term as President of the

Piano ^Merchants Association of East-

ern Canada, in which he is held in

high esteem by his fellow piano

merchants.

Besides the Willis Piano the com-
pany are exclusive Canadian agents

for the Knabe Piano. Peers of this

wonderful Knabe there may be, but

superiors none. Paul Dufault, the

celebrated tenor, in writing of the

Willis Piano says : 'Tt is the nearest

to the Knabe I have ever heard."

Certainly the Willis Piano could do

no better than merit such high words

from such a worthv critic. The coni-

Don't fail to .'Qeution Busy Ma-.'s when writing advertisers.
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"A MAN IS KNOWN BY THE CANDY HE SENDS"

COURSE '^[^l^f^^ SHE

IT'S
'^ WANTS

Known the world over as the candy of quaUty.

When'near our store, a glass of our unexcelled

Ice Cream Soda or a cup of our world-renowned
Hot Chocolate w^lll refresh you.

130-132 Yonde St., Toronto, Ontario.

Our Candies made on the Premises.

If you suffer from some chronic ailment my Curative
Course will permanently cure you. If you wish real

muscular development and real
strength my Dovelopment Courte
will give it. For

THE
DORCHESTER

SYSTEM OF
Physical Culture

Never Fails. It is pronounced the
best in America. Send for folder,
with testimonials from actual
pupils, and Press. (F. E. Dor-
chester is quoted as America's
leading P. C. Authority.)

F. E. DORCHESTER
303 Hastings St. W., Vancouver, B. C.

Creah

Spreads Like Butter
You can buy twice the quantity of Ingersoll Cream

Cheese in blocks for the same money as you would re-

ceive in jar cheese, besides there is just as much difference

in the quality in favor of Ingersoll Cream Cheese as there

is in the price.

Never becomes hard. Every particle can be consumed.

Sold only in igc and 2^c blocks For Sale by all Grocers

Manufactured by

THE INGERSOLL PACKING CO.
Limited

Ingersoll, Ontario,
Canada

A FREE TRiAL FOR TEN D^^YS,

entiiely free of charge? We know how good
it is, and believe the best way to induce you to

buy one is to let you test it at our expense. The

Radiant Electric Iron
is the cheapest (on actual test) to use and is

very easy to handle. Price, to you, $5.00,
Circular " C " explair>s Its good points.

Send tor a copy today.

RADIANT ELECTRIC MFG. CO., LTD.
35 Adel.ide St. West. Toronto

Will you give our Electric Iron

a fair trial if we send you one
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pany are also agents for the Auto
Piano. It would be superfluous to

mention the merits of this superlative

creation. Leave that to those who
have enjoyed its beautiful renderings

of the masterpieces of the world's

greatest composers.

Willis & Co., Limited, are also

Central and Eastern agents for New-
combe, Dominion Pianos & Organs
and many other well known makes.

But to return to Mr. Willis and his

marked career, the article would be

incomplete without reference to the

wonderful new plant at St. Therese,

erected for the manufacture of Willis

Pianos. This factory covers five

acres of ground and is built of brick

and concrete. It is equipped in the

best possible manner with the finest

and most up-to-date machinery. It

has grown very fast and starting with

an output of three hundred a year, it

has increased until it <has over two
thousand. Over one hundred com-
petent workmen are employed the

year around.

The policy of the house is aptly

described in a little booklet gotten out

for distribution by the Company

:

"The great house of Willis & Co.,

Limited, Montreal, needs no intro-

duction to Canadians, for it is one of

the oldest, most respected and wealth-

iest in the piano and organ business

in the whole Dominion.
"This name is very closely associat-

ed with the musical history of Canada,

the firm having been purveyors to

Royalty, the aristocratic families of

this country, the leading educational

and religious institutions, and the

public generally, for over thirty years.

"]Much unsolicited testimony has

been received from purchasers of

musical instruments, and abundant
evidence of the high standard of

their pianos is expressed in thousands

of letters from the musical profession,

religious and educational institutions,

and their customers generally, from

all parts of the territory in which they

operate.

"The name 'Willis' upon a piano

means much to the purchaser, as it is

an assurance of satisfaction and a

guarantee of the greatest value, being
backed by the very high financial

standing of the institution, as well as

of honorable methods for which the

firm won a distinction.

"Mr. Willis and his sons, and those

whom they attract to them, are men
of high moral standing, both in priv-

ate and commercial life. The Willis

House is a strenuous fighter for

broad principles and honorable meth-
ods.

"Messrs. Willis also make as fine a

Pl'ayer Piano as Canada can produce,

and are Canadian Agents for the

Knabe and many other leading makes
of Pianos, Organs and Player Pianos.

"We will not promise to do the im-

probable by stating that we shall give

to the buyer much more than the

value of his money, but we promise
to give true value for it.

"When the indisjjutable fact is con-

sidered that we make but one grade
of piano, and that gra'de the best that

ambition can inspire, and that skill,

experience, capital, the best material

and the utilization of every facility

known in piano-building can produce,

it will be readily seen that our piano

must be greater in value than those

pianos which are constructed on a

policy whose first principle is low
price.

"We have determined to continue

to build only the highest grade of

piano, and this cannot be done at low
cost.

"We do not compete in price with

the piano made of inferior material

and by cheap and unskilled labor,

which therefore possesses neither the

musical qualities nor the durability of

the first-class instrument, but we can

successfully compete in price with

any piano with reputation and merit

equal to that of the Willis and our

prices will always be found as low as

is consistent with the class of labor

and material which we employ.

"Experience in all directions has

proved the truth of the axiom that

a first-class article cannot be sold at a

low price."

It is to your advantage to mention Busy Man's.
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HENRI BOURASSA —

Can he lead Quebec? Where will he lead it?

^ S^.



Henri Bourassa
and the Nationalists.

What Lettirier's defeat in Quebec

raeans to fatare Caiiadian Politics,

QUEBEC follows a leader, Laurier

leads it. But when Laurier is gone
who does?

Will it be Honorable George Graham as

leader of the Liberal party, successor to

Laurier?

Will it be Honorable Richard McBride,
said to be the coming leader of the Conser-

vatives?

They are English. Quebec follows a

French-Canadian. The question is : Which
of the French shall it be. Laurier is near

seventy. The new leader must have sprout-

ed his comb by now.
So is it Brodeur, the Minister of Marine

and Fisheries? Or Rodolphe Lemieux, the

Postmaster-General? Or Gouin, the Prem-
ier of Quebec? Or F. D. Monk, M.P.,

Conservative leader of the French-Cana-
dians in Parliament?

Or, is it Henri Bourassa, the fire-brand,

the man who defeated the Premier of Can-
ada in his own home constituency the other

day, the man who abetted his "puppet"
against the Premier's "puppet," his plat-

form of "Nationalism" against the old

Premier's platform of "Liberalism"—and
won? Is it he that is to lead Quebec when
Laurier is gone?
Brodeur is sick and Gouin likes the er-

mine of a judge's cape. Monk, too, is

sick, disappointed because he finds that

peddling honest ideals to the public is often

like trying to sell gold for philosophy. And
the ruddy little Postmaster, Rodolphe Lemi-
eux— is Rodolphe Lemieux, and a nice man
at that.

But Bourassa, with only one generation

between him and the fiery blood of the hon-

orable old rebel—Louis Joseph Papineau,

is neither sick nor weary, nor satisfied, and
he has one ambition—to lead Quebec. He
seems to have made some headway in that

direction.

And, then, there is another thing.

If he leads it, where will he lead it? To
succor Honorable George Graham, leading

the Liberals? Or Richard McBride, of the

Conservative camp? Or will he become
leader of a third party in Canadian poli-

tics—leader of the French? If he does,

what must be the price that the parties

shall pay him for his aid in the House of

Commons when it comes to putting through

desirable or undesirable measures? What
will he demand for his French support in

each piece of legislation that goes through

the House? What tinge of what color will

he give each development of Canadian

Nationalism?
* * *

THE Naval Policy, to which Laurier is

pledged, and on which Bourassa seeks

to lead Quebec to condemn him, is

neither here nor there in discussing Bour-

assa. More people than Nationalists dis-

approve of the Government's course. The

attack upon the new Canadian navy was

made the cry in the bye-election in the unit-

ed counties of Drummond and Arthabaska-

ville. It was used to stir the voters, one

way or another. It was the subject of the

despatches to the newspapers. But the real

issue was Bourassa. The opposing candi-

dates were the mere puppets of the two

French-Canadians, Laurier and Bourassa.

When Laurier's man was defeated, it was

not a victory for the Nationalist candidate;

it was Bourassa's personal victory. It is
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that victory which leads those who consider

the man to wonder what more is to come.

They have seen him address spellbound

audiences of ten or fifteen thousand for

two hours at a time; they have seen the

mob pour out of Notre Dame church at

midnight, at the close of a meeting, and fol-

low him for blocks, to listen to him or to

one of his aides address them from a street

])latform. They have seen him champion
losing sides in seemingly hopeless fights

and turn the current of defeat into the

channels of victory. .And now, he threat-

ens to invade Protestant Ontario. He de-

fies the Premier to open the constituency

for which the Secretary of State—himself

-I Roman Catholic—sits. It is, of course,

with much skill that he selected that rid-

ing for his defiance. He knows the split

that took place 'between two factions of

the Liberals before Hon. Mr. Murphy was
in the consideration at all. It is partly

J'Vench-Canadian. He knows, no doubt,

that it was with difficulty that the successful

candidate was persuaded to resign and to

allow Hon. Mr. Murphy to run in his place,

and no doubt he has long since calculated

the advantage which is to 'be had from a

split b'etween two factions and the dissatis-

faction of the man who resigned. Such be-

ing the case, the opening of this constitu-

ency would scarcely be a fair test of Laur-
ier's strength or the popularity of the naval
programme. But Bourassa, 'by thus op-
posing Laurier. is revealing his intention

of becoming the leader of Quebec, if not
at once, then surely, when Laurier has quit

the stage.

* * *

THERE are four essentials to that lead-

ership: Ability, courage, integrity and
ambition. Laurier himself has given

testimony to Bourassa's ability. When, as

a young man of twenty-eight years, Bour-
assa entered the House of Commons as the
member for Labelle, Laurier singled him
out as worthy of honors. He gave him
encouragement, advice and opportunities.
When the Canadian d'elegation was ap-
pointed to confer at Washington in 1897,
concerning the trade relations of the two
countries, Bourassa was secretary. It was
the Premier's gift to a man whom he ad-
mired.
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But after that, Bourassa chose to com-
pel atttention, rather than to have it given

him. When Laurier sent the Canadian

troops to South Africa without first sum-
moning Parliament, Bourassa retired in

protest, and the people of his French-Cana-

dian constituency supported his protest by

returning him to Parliament on his stand-

ing for re-election.

When J. Israel Tarte saw fit to talk Pro-

tection in the face of his Free Trade con-

freres, and left the Cabinet, it was Bour-

assa who challenged Tarte, the free lance,

to oratorical combat, and Bourassa, who de-

feated Tarte so badly at Laprairie as to

give him a push into the outer-darkness

of political failure, towards which he bad

already set out.

When, in 1904, certain political powers
plotted to gain control of La Presse and to

do certain things which ought not to have

been done, it was Bourassa who found it

out and gave voice through his little paper,

"Lc Xationaliste."

When the autonomy bills were being dis-

cussed in the House of Commons and the

separate school question, was a sore issue,

it was Bourassa who took the stump and
raised so much noise in Quebec that despite

Clififord Sifton's resiging in protest against

the clauses which the Government included

in the charters of these new provinces, the

situation resulted in a compromise.

And at every appearance in the spot-light

Bourassa was a stronger figure. He had
but a small following when he protested

against the sending of the soldiers to South
Africa. After his victory over Tarte it

was larger. After his fight in favor of the

separate school clauses in the charters of

Saskatchewan and Alberta, he had still a

greater following. His name spread over
the Province of Quebec. It became synony-
mous with ''the rights of the French-Cana-
dian."

People began to talk of Bourassa's
speeches. He made them on all sorts of

topics, without invitation from anyone. But
he had always large audiences. Once he
talked on "Patriotism" in Le Monument
National, in Montreal. There were all

sorts of people there, judges and lawyers
and priests, on one hand, and on the other,

longshoremen and laborers. The address
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was academic, and yet the attention was
tense. The audience was brought to a

state where it lay like soft wax in Bour-

assa's hands. He had only to speak, to

sway it to one thing or another. In the

end, he paused, tilted slightly forward on his

toes, and addressing the young men in the

gallery, he adjured them quietly not to

waste their enthusiasm on passing objects,

but to cherish it for the occasion when it

might serve the country's good.

That was all. It was very simple, and
yet—yet in an electric instant the erstwhile

silent, closely critical audience was trans-

formed. Rarely is such a scene as follow-

ed, to be witnessed nowadays. It was an

ovation—such a yielding to the power of

the orator's spell as one reads of, but sees

too seldom.

But there have been other signs of what
Bourassa could do.

He took to criticizing provincial afifairs

in Quebec. He objected to the manner in

which Parent, who was then Premier, was
disposing of the forest and water-power
rights of the province. So he attacked Par-

ent, and Parent fell.

Again, there came a day when a certain

Premier offered him a certain position in

his Cabinet.

"No," replied Bourassa, 'T do not think

that I can accept it, though I thank you for

the honor."

Pressed for a reason, he said that he dis-

approved of certain men in that Cabinet.

The Premier happened to need Bourassa
very much, and hinted that it might be pos-

sible to arrange for the disposition of these

two gentlemen in some quiet and satisfac-

tory manner.

"No," said Bourassa, "I cannot accept."

And with that he set out to bring down
for himself the two Cabinet ministers he
objected to. He took the stump and de-

manded the heads of the two upon his

salver. He cried that these men be

eliminated.

One was. The other, as it happened,
challenged Bourassa to contest. He would
resign his seat if Bourassa would resign

his. Bourassa accepted, and was beaten.

The other man was returned to the Pro-
vincial Legislature 'by an enormous ma-
jority. People said, "Bourassa is dead."

His friends thought he was sick. Few knew
his whereabouts. But in the general elec-

tion which followed he emerged from the

temporary retirement into which he had
gone, stood for election in two constitu-

encies, and won both. People realized then

that although he might 'be beaten some-

times, he was rather inevitable. The one

of these seats was Sir Lomer Gouin's owm
preserve, St. James, Montreal, where he ex-

pected to be secure, and the other was St.

Hyacinthe, an old Liberal riding of his

grandfather's, but which turned—not tory,

but against the Liberals, for the sake of

the grandson.

To-day, comes Bourassa with his chal-

lenge to Laurier over the naval policy, and
into the country which was Laurier's 'birth-

place, which has had Laurier for its pride

and its glory, he carries the victory.

Surely these things show his ability. His
ability as an orator and his ability to de-

feat strong men, either by that oratory, or

his personal charm or "political genius,"

or by being wise enough to see when the

men were weak and where they were easiest

attacked. Whatever the explanation of his

victories, their reality remains. As to the

depth of the foundation which he has laid

for the support of his future operations, we
shall take that up farther on.

TWO things have ^one to enhance his

native ability. His courage and his

personal integrity. It is known in

certain quarters that Bourassa has had
many temptations thrust in his way, not

the least among them are said, on good
authority, to have been cabinet positions.

But he refused them. They would have

been the price of his personal political in-

dependence.

After his defeat by the politician, whom
we have mentioned, but whose name we
have not used, he accepted a position in a

large financial company in the Province.

The remuneration was low, and since

Bourassa had no other considerable means,

and was a valuable man, the company m-
creased his stipend by a thousand dollars

a year.

But it raised discussion. Bourassa's op-

ponents made capital of it. They said he
23
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ad been offered this money in order to

tay out of politics — that he had been

bought."

So Bourassa quit the position. He
craped his means together and told the

eneral manager of the firm that he intend-

d going. They protested. They hinted

lat he was a trifle Quixotic, and that

ut he left. He went into a corner and

tayed there till he was ready to come out.

1iat was when he ran in the general elec-

on and was successful in two seats. He
referred to come out into the open of

olitical battle and face the possibility of

efeat again rather than to have people

ay of him that he was paid to keep out

f politics.

These then are intsances of his ability,

is courage and his integrity. They seem

) have been sufficient to have carried him

3me distance. Not every man defeats

.aurier among his own people.

But the question of Bourassa's ambition

\ the heart of the whole matter. For if

lourassa is to be the leader of Quebec,

ow, or when Laurier is gone — and it

;ems likely—then in what direction is he

oing to lead it? What is his ambition?

^hy is it that he leaps into the light every

ow and then advocating different things?

V'hat is the common basis for all his agita-

ons. Suppose that in time he becomes

le leader of Quebec what shall be the key

1 which his song is written?

It is—Quebec. Years ago he told it

) a man. He pointed at Quebec on the

lap, and a picture of Laurier on the wall,

nd he enunciated his ambition. "When
,aurier is gone, who leads us?" he demand-

d. "Who Is to speak for us? Quebec
ball be in need of a leader, and it is I

lat shall try to lead it."

^E can command no friends among the

ardent Imperialists of Canada, nor

among the ordinary English Protest-

nts, so far as mere policy is concerned,

^s a man, as a brave opponent, he is

:orthy of respect. But in his pro-Catholic

Midencies, and his obvious design to foster

lings French-Canadian, and to uphold the

-aditions of the French against the wear-
24

ing effects of Time and the oncroachmcnt*

of the English he is bound to rouse the

opposition of many Canadians.

But his "Nationalism" has been griev-

ously misunderstood. Although in the

heat of the recent election in Quebec things

were said, words and phrases were used,

which would seem to show that it is anti-

British and ultra-montagne, still from the

personal assurances of Bourassa's own
friends, and from a study of Bourassa's

speeches, one is led to the belief that his

Nationalism is simply an avowal of faith

in the future of Canada as a self-contained

nation, one of a group of friendly, and in-

ter-related nations, which compose the

British Empire. The difference between
Bourassa and the ardent British Canadian
is as to the degree to which Canada would
participate in the wars and general external

relations of England. The Imperialist

would have Canada go to war automa-
tically with whatever nation had become a

declared enemy of England, while Bourassa

would have Canada refrain from all such

wars unless the cause of the war were close-

ly connected with the interests of Canada.
In this way, while the Imperialist would
probably be willing to leave the making of

war to England, and to follow her wher-
ever she led, Bourassa would have Canada
remember that not all her citizens have the

same sentimental interest in a British war
and that there would have to be a reason

for Canada's participation before it could

command the sympathy of the French-

Canadian. A discussion of the Imperialist

or Nationalist view is not in order in this

article. One might leave the subject by say-

ing that the extreme Imperialist would
have Canada more or less a colony, while

Bourassa would force Canada into a co-

operative nationhood within the Empire

:

in which state England would have to con-

sult her. as well as the other sisters in the

Empire before embarking on any warlike

venture. His view does not seem far from
that of many moderate "Imperialists" in

English Canada.

Ever}-thing that Bourassa has done has

been along this line. He has held up the

interest of the French-Canadian. He has

pointed out that not all Canada would be

sentimentally interested in a British war.
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although the French-Canadian would sup-

poi"t England were she in actual danger of

defeat. He has reminded people that the

French-Canadian has no desire to go to

war for sentimental reasons only. And,
after all, the average Canadian, of fair

mind, will admit that it is a fairly reason-

able stand to take.

Then, suppose thai this is Bourassa's

stand. What foundations has he laid to

support himself on such a platform. In

the past years of his activities has he ac-

cumulated political strength? We may say

that he has personal ability, courage, in-

tegrity and amibition, but unless he has been

building his ground-work he must be badly

off when all the forces of established lead-

ership are brought against him. How deep,

therefore, is Bourassa's strength? Whence
come the roots of his political vitality?

When he used, in the Quebec Legisla-

ture of a Thursday afternoon, to stand up
and speak for hours on uncalled-for topics

—what was it that he aimed at, people ask-

ed. They saw nothing but a few young
priests sitting in the gallery. And yet Bour-
assa measures the littlest advantage ; each
young priest, as he knew, would grow to

he an active priest, an influence in a rid-

ing some day. He would talk about the

speech when he returned to the seminary,
and would remember the man, Henri
Bourassa, years hence, when he might be

tending his little flock of souls in his future

parish. With graduation class, after gradu-
ation class, of these young priests has Bour-
assa planted the seed of "Bourassa-ism."
What is his relation with the young

French Catholics of Quebec? They have a

strong organization. Not many years ago,
this organization agitated for a law com-
pelling the railways to supply timetables

printed in French for the districts where
only French was spoken. Their agitation

seemed in vain until Henri Bourassa pass-

ed by, and taking up their cause, carried it

to a successful end. There, again, he plant-

ed for a future reaping.

He has stood always for the French-
Canadian and for the use of the French
language. The French clergy firmly be-

lieve that the life of their religion depends

upon the life of the French tongue in

Canada. Consequently, there was almost
consternation when at the recent Euchar-
istics Congress, Archbishop Bourne, speak-
ing in Notre Dame, was held to have sug-

gested that the day of the French language
was passing, and that English was taking

and to take its place in the Church.

Quick to see an opening, Bourassa, who
spoke shortly afterward, took the other side

of the question in a speech, which is said

by those who heard it, to have completely

dominated the nearly fifteen thousand peo-

ple who were present in the church. Again
had he enlisted the friendship of the digni-

taries of the Roman Catholic Church in

Quebec.

He has his faults, this man. He some-

times repeats conversations which other

men would regard as personal and secure

against repetition. He goes great lengths

in acting upon Cobden's theory that in

agitation it is necessary to move your audi-

ence to a high pitch of anger or enthusiasm.

But on the whole he is a strong man, a

master of oratory and an opponent to be

respected, at least. As an orator he is a

man of force, and yet of great charm.

There is nothing slipshod about his oratory.

At a mass meeting he catches his hearers

at the very outset. He can he serenely

courteous and yet he often pains and sur-

prises people by the use of expressions that

are unworthy of him. The best passages

of his speeches are all carefully worked

out before he delivers them and when there

is a repetition of a phrase he delivers it

each time with increasing dramatic effect.

He speaks rapidly and with vigorous ges-

tures. He uses English well, but French

better.

He is the knight of Quebec, impetuous

and yet cold ; hasty, yet cautious ; imagina-

tive, yet practical ; he flares into prominence

every now and then like a torch, relighted

by some mysterious hand at odd intervals.

Like a torch, someday, he will set afire the

imagination of the people, inspire the en-

gines of their minds and direct the energy

of Quebec—one way or another, as he

pleases.

—

B. B. C.
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'E reproduce in the following pages engravings

of the nine Provincial Premiers, with some re-

marks about each one, and pictures of their re-

spective legislative halls. They are to meet in Ottawa
on December 9th to discuss certain troubles in the

family of provinces. Whitney and Gouin are conven-

ing the meeting. The three Maritime Provinces are

the aggrieved ones. It is incumbent upon the four

western provinces to be generous.

®
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THE British North America Act is the trouble. It

continues to take M. P.'s from the Maritime Pro-

vinces just 'because they are not growing very

quickly, and it hands them to the western provinces,

which are verv tall for their as:e.

l'> /

®

rpT is not the fault of the east. It is because capital

iLL and incoming population naturally seek a high in-

terest and a good living without preliminary trouble.

The east is not less blessed with natural resources, but

these resources are harder to develop. In forty years

they will be flourishing. But in the meantime all legis-

lative power is falling into the hands of the family

prodigies. The nine Premiers have to try to correct

this. They may be able to do it 'by petitioning the

British Government to alter Canada's charter.
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EOXORABLE FRANCIS L. HASZARD has the

honor of directing the affairs of the most east-

erly, and one of the most charming provinces in

the Domioion. It has its troubles and Honorable Mr.

Haszard—with the aid of Judge Warburton, one of

Prince Edward Island's representatives in the House of

Commons, is endeavoring to remove them. One thing

is the need for some amendment to the Canadian con-

stitution so that the Island cannot be deprived of any

more of its parliamentary representation through the

operation of the British North America Act.
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'HEN Honorable Mr. Fielding resigned the pre-

miership of Nova Scotia to join Sir Wilfrid

Laurier's administration at Ottawa in 1896,

the Liberal Government of the province was left in

the hands of Honorable George H. Murray. He ap-

pealed to the people in 1897 and was returned to the

office. He did it again in 1901 and 190'6 and was again

told to go back and keep on governing. He lives at

Halifax and knows Mr. R. L. Borden, though he

doesn't agree with his politics. He will be appealing

to his people again shortly and expects the same an-

answer as before.
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'NIGHTED on the Plains of Abraham at the

hands of His Majesty King George Fifth, who

was then visiting Canada as the Prince of

Wales, Sir Lomer Gouin is an example of the success

with which two races have been living as one under

the British Flag. It is said that the amiable Premier

and Attorney-General of Quebec is losing his political

ambition and that when the Great Reaper comes and

offers him a judgeship for his premiership, he will ac-

cept. He is a clever debater and can usually give a

Holland for any man's Oliver. He is in manner grave-

ly courteous, in mind, urbane and erudite.

<f.
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IR JAMES WHITNEY takes himself, his politics

and his lightest thoughts so seriously that he

begins to have his own honest doubts as to who
was the creator of the Universe. Until he gets time

to convince himself he spends his time exploding and

settling down and then exploding again.

Coming on the heels of a weak Liberal adminis-

tration his policy has been one of simple, garden va-

riety honesty. He gave Honorable Adam Beck the op-

portunity to establish the Hydro-Electric Power Com-
mission. His middle name is Pliny.
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TETfON. RODMOND PALEN ROBLIN used to sell

J PL grain but has in his later years been steering

the Conservative Administration of the pro-

vince and wrestling with Sir Wilfrid Laurier for the

right to extend the boundaries of Manitoba to Hud-
son's Bay. He and the French Canadian premier are

opposite types of men. Roblin is inclined toward
largeness and rough strength while Laurier is more
the style of a finely tempered piece of steel.

He is more or less a stubborn gentleman and in-

clined to do by brute force what he cannot do any

other way.
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yUTON. Walter Seott started as an oflSce boy under

JJli the late Nicholas Flood Davin. Davin failed,

but Scott prospered. He is a personal friend

of Laurier, and one of the bitterest political fighters

in the West. He has been Premier since Saskatche-

wan was g:iven its charter.

As a platform speaker he does not excel. H& is

nervous and fidgety. But in the House he attacks

craftily, explains convincingly, and defends his ad-

ministration vigorously.
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^OLD man, a man with the keenest of minds,

the coolest sort of jadgment, and yet the

broadest sympathies, Hon. A. L. Sifton is des-

cribed by one of the leading members of the recent

Laurier party, tourino: the West, as being a coming

leader in Federal politics.

He and his brother Clifford are opposites. The

latter is ambitious for wealth. The former is not.

It is one of his advantages in the \Vest.

••/^'
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MON. Richard McBride is said to have been

picked out by Laurier as the next Conservative

Premier of Canada. There is a remarkable

resemblance between Sir John Macdonald, Laurier

and himself.

He is pre-eminently a politician. His genius is

for making friends and organizing party politics.

He is suave, but a poor platform speaker. His great-

est weakness lies in the fact that nobody could ever

be as wise as he looks.



The
Indian

By

C. Lintern Sibley

THE Indian had been lying on his

stomach and gazing through the

forest undergrowth with un-

blinking eyes. Suddenly he went
tense with eager attention. The quick

flattening crouch of his body was just

such a movement as a cat, lazily

watching birds, woudd make if one

of the birds were to stray beyond the

safety line.

His beady eyes, glittering with sur-

face lights, were fixed upon a strange

spectacle. One hundred yards away
from him, on the side of a forest riv-

ulet, a lone white man was 'behaving

with all the abandon of a moonstruck
rabbit. He had swung his hat round
his head and flung it into the air, and
was engaged in an excited and ludi-

crous burlesque of a ballet dance.

Pretending to lift up skirts, he began
to pirouette, essaying, in an uncouth
way, all the professional flourishes of

the stage.

His extraordinary movements came
to an abrupt stop. It was as though
that mysterious sixth sense which be-

comes especially acute in the wilds,

even in the most civilized of men, had
warned him of the two dark eyes,
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low in the undergrowth, that were
fixed on him with such eager atten-

tion. He, too, was now on the alert,

but his attention was not fixed, like

that of the Indian. He was uncertain

what it was that warned him of a men-
ace. Indeed, he was not certain of

anything. He crouched low, listen-

ing, peering. Not a creature moved
in the tangle of the forest floor. Not
a breath of air played in the tops of

the tall spruce. The instinct of the

old hunters had revived in the In-

dian. He raised his rifle and sighted

it. He lowered it again and sighed

with a happy contentment in the sure-

ness of his victim's fate. He would
wait.

Perceiving nothing to justify his

suspicions, the white man stripped a

considerable quantity of moss from a

decayed log and planted it in the spot

beside the rivulet over which he had
danced so wildly. That done, he pro-

ceeded with the work which had been

occupying him earlier in the day

—

that of thoroughly prospecting the

neighborhood. Each time during the

afternoon, when the results of his ex-

amination seemed satisfactory, he care-
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fully covered up all traces of his

operations, and toward dusk he dis-

appeared.
* * * *

The red man went to the rivulet

and lifted up the moss laid there so

carefully by the white man. He saw
an outcropping of white rock, and
on the face of the rock was a splash

of yellow metal as 'big' as the eye of

a deer. He carefully replaced the

moss, and following up the trail of

the other, uncovered various holes

which the white man had dug in the

ground. At each spot he found rock

just beneath the surface—rock that

glistened, and that had in it many tiny

sipecks and splashes of dull yellow.

Presently, as the forest grew dark,

the Indian stole back to his wigwam
on the Kamistakwa Lake.

Two years before his hunting

ground had been farther south, down
in the Porcupine country. But a white

man had come and discovered rocks

that were dusted with yellow specks,

and before he had been gone a month
back to "the steel" thousands of white

men had poured into what had been

the Indian's hunting country. The
game fled, and with it the Indian re-

tired to the North. His new hunting

ground was in the watershed of the

Kamistakwa Lake, and it had been

profitable. After his first winter he

had carried more fur into the Hud-
son's Bay post than ever before. But
now the white man had come again.

Apparently the rock with the yellow

specks was about to cause another in-

flux of the fortune-hunters and an-

other exodus of the rightful tenants

of the country. Picturing it to him-

self, he let a gleam of menace light

his eyes for a moment and then pur-

sued the preparations for his evening

meal, impassive. He would strike

when the spirit moved him ; when it

pleased him to kill.

Meanwhile, the unconscious cause

of his apprehension went back to the

camp. He was quite as perturbed as

the Indian. For years, he, Reuiben

Bayes, had been engaged in mining

work. He had been in at some of the

richest strikes that had been made in

Canada's last quarter-century of min-
ing history. But he had always been
somebody else's employe—the tool in

some other man's hand. He had re-

ceived a wage and a grub-stake, while

the other man reaped the great pro-

fits. He had saved nothing. His youth

had been spent in wild and lawless

places, and yet he had never been a

"bad man"—merely shiftless.

He had lived in that way for years,

in fact, until just recently—until he

made his last visit to the rail-head at

Cochrane. He had met a woman there,

dififerent, to him, from all other wo-
men. They had been thrown to-

gether in the panic of a fire in the

little hotel in which both happened to

be staying. He had not told her what

he thought ; women were a new thing

to him. He went away to think it

over and to earn enough and save

enough to be able to go to that woman
and tell her. But she guessed it, and

laughed, afterward.

He joined Big Bob Callaway's pros-

pecting expedition into the country

even beyond the new Porcupine coun-

try. He was employed as one of a

number of men to each of whom, each

day, a section of country was given

to be examined inch by inch for traces

of metal. Callaway, in turn, was em-

ployed by a group of New York finan-

cial men. The expedition, having been

organized at a secret rendezvous, had

covered a ribbon of land fifty miles

wide. From the Temagami Forest

Reserve it had worked its way north

over the great Height of Land and

had descended into the watershed of

Hudson's Bay. The work was organ-

ized with the precision O'f a factory

system. Each man, each day, filled

in a blank map of the region he had

covered that day, with markings of the

mineral indications, the water-courses,

the timber and the contours. From

these maps, and from the samples of

rocks which the men were required

to bring in, Callawav composed his

map each evening. For with Calla-

way, prospecting was a science, grim-

ly in earnest, relentlessly logical.
'
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S« far, no important strikes had
been made until Reuben Bayes made
this find, this afternoon. Lying down
on his face to take a drink from the

clear rivulet which traversed his allot-

ted piece of the day's territory, Bayes
had seen, 'beneath an over-hanging
growth of ferns, the solid white quartz

with the splash of gold upon its sur-

face. He had followed the indica-

tions and discovered signs of a rich

out-cropping, and it was in elation at

his discovery that he went through
the exercises which the Indian had
watched. His hopes were maturing.

His plan w^as working out. It w'as

the onlv plan he had ever made in his

life.

II.

So there was no question is his mind
as he walked back to the camp, as to

what he intended doing. He had never
had a motive in doing anything be-

fore now. He was going to keep the

find a secret until he could get back
to civilization and sell it. He knew
it would bring a fabulous sum. Al-
ready he felt as independent as though
the wealth were his. And yet, as he
approached the clearing where the

tents had been put up he felt weak,
cowardly, he called it. to himself. He
had never been really dishonest be-
fore. He had always been more or less

strong and simple in his motives, and
he felt that it would be hard to keep
a secret from Callaway—that man
with the stern mouth and determined
jaw% whose keen grey eyes, night after

night, as the samples and reports were
brought in, reflected neither disap-

pointment nor pleasure. He knew,
vaguely, that Callaway was a man
who made his own deductions with-

out saying very many words. He
knew that the other men of the party
both admired him and feared him;
and he knew that he was no better

able to cheat Callaway than they were.
But he remembered the light of that

yellow^ metal. He saw^ what he might
obtain with it—not so much the fine

clothes, the expensive habits and the

luxurious surroundings which in his
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earlier days he had contemplated with
mild interest, but that woman, the

daughter of a railroad contractor

—

that was what he saw. The money,
to his mind, would give him access

to her, and then—he would ask her,

grandly, how much money she could

spend, and he would give it to her.

The thought of it sharpened his wits.

He forgot Callaway. His ideas of

women were childish.

He was thinking of his newly-made
future as he took his place on a spruce

log at ihe long supper table. He dump-
ed the beans into his plate in a dream.

He lifted his pewter spoon to stir his

coffee, after he had had his soup out

of the same dish, and forgetting to

put it into the liquid, in his abstrac-

tion, held it suspended. He gripped

the edge of his tin plate with his fist

and dreamed, oblivious to his com-
panions. As he dreamed a smile start-

ed to creep over his face, but he caught
it in time and looked up—straight in-

to Callaway's unreadable eyes. But
Callaway said nothing. After the

meal the men handed in their reports

and their samples. Bayes' went in

with the rest. His map was marked
'barren.

"Funny," remarked Callaway, leaf-

ing over the soil-stained papers, "but

I'd hoped to find the Mother Lode
hereabouts. But howsomever!" he

closed his jaws tightly, ran his eyes

over the men with a swift glance of

inspection, and lit his pipe, "We'll

have to wait."

Later that night Bayes paused on
the edge of his bunk with one boot in

his hand.

"Now. what the h did he mean
by that?" he growled to himself.

"What in Hades are you talking to

yourself about?" demanded a fellow-

prospector, half asleep in his bunk,

"Get to bed. Rube, an' put the light

out."

IIL

The camp was moved next day.

Bayes left behind him a cache of sup-

plies which he had stolen from the

cook-tent. They moved again the next
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clay, and again Bayes made a cache.

On the third day his plan was com-
plete for escaping from the party. He
knew that no excuse would secure for

him the liberty he needed. He would
be watched. Callaway knew the minds
of a certain class of men in the North,

and would be suspicious.

But he made a sicheme. He found

a piece of muskeg not far from the

third day's camp, which was covered

with moss, but into which some unfor-

tunate deer had apparently stumbled

not long before and been swallowed
up. He would make a trail to the

morass in the morning and leave his

hat on the spot where the deer had
evidently disappeared. Then he would
set out for the little rivulet, secure

some good samples and make for the

end of the steel.

He was elated with his plan. He
was no longer dreamy, but the night

before his plan was to be put into

execution, he told stories with the

best of them and made several jokes

at the expense of Ba'tis'e, the French-

Canadian, who was sharpening his

axe in a corner of the tent. And yet,

when Callaway thrust his head in at

the opening, it sent a chill through the

schemer. Why was that man always

watching him, he wondered. He had
told no one. He had been careful.

And, why, too, had he always the feel-

ing that something was following him ?

It wasn't Callaway, he knew that

much. But there seemed always a

something behind him. Almost in-

voluntarily he turned to look behind
him. He went to sleep in his bunk,

but woke up several times, and once

he thought he felt something sharp

pressing against his grey flannel shirt.

He sweated with fear.

He was better in the morning and
strolled around to the cook tent.

Breakfast late. Cook drunk. "Boss
gone for a stroll, too," remarked the

cookee.

"Which way?" asked Bayes.

"That way," said the boy, pointing,

and Bayes, much relieved, took an-

other direction, the one leading to the

muskeg. He thought it better, now,
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to go without breakfast. It would
appear that he had been caught in the

muskeg and dragged down while wait-

ing.

IV.

Once out of sight of the camp he

hurried. Arrived at the muskeg, he
nibbed his hat in the slime as though
it had been gripped by a struggling

man, and tossed it on the place where
the deer had broken the moss. Then
away he struck into the brush, travel-

ing lightly, choosing rocks for step-

ping-places, and leaving no trail. He
stopped at times to listen. Twice, lis-

tening, he cooked his revolver and
waited. But the woods were still, save

for the soughing of a young wind in

the spruce and the falling of a dried

leaf. Once the stillness 'was so tense,

and yet so seemingly full of a soft-

footed menace, that the man almost

cried out with fear, and the beads of

sweat stood out on his forehead. Ly-
ing down to sleep that night he thought

he saw a brown figure, trailing a rifle,

step out of the bush and standing smil-

ing grimly, over him.

He was haggard, when, two days

later, he arrived at the little creek.

Trembling, he fell upon his knees in

the wet ground and with shaking

hands laid back the moss. There was
the yellow-spattered rock ! There was
his fortune ! There was the hand of

the railroad contractor's daughter!

There, indeed, lay a new life to Reu-
ben Bayes !—^but, as he looked up, a

nugget in his hand, there stood Bob
Callaway. He was not two yards

away. His arms were folded. A sneer

played over his grim face.

"So that's what you were after.

Rube!" he drawled'. "Nice little

game. I just happened to be taking

a stroll myself. Had sort of a notion

you were thinking too much about the

work you did the day you discovered

this and I knew the short cut. I see

the nugget in your hand. Nice nugget,

Reuben, but I'm afraid the little game
is up."

The sneer cut Bayes. He felt like

slinking away and forgetting the thing.
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but of a sudden the amibition which he
had neglected to cultivate all his life,

but which had grown so rapidly with-

in him since his meeting with the

woman in Cochrane, flared up. His
passion took fire and he sprang at

Callaway. Callaway's revolver flash-

ed out, but missed its target, and
Bayes' fist crashed into the face of his

chief. But just then there was a re-

port of a rifle. Bayes staggered back
and fell, writhing weakly. Callaway,

recovering from the 'blow from the

fist, leaned over him, and another shot

rang out. Callaway dropped heavily

over the ibody of the other.

The woods were stili. The little

stream, finding an impediment to its

course, rose several inches and found
another path. It laughed, a tinkling,

chromatic, secret, little laugh, as much
as to say, "Oh, you can't block me,
you know." As it rose it lapped the

little mat of moss which overlaid the

white rock, and the moss floated oflF,

leaving the yellow splashes bare. The
same sounds in the trees went on

;

boughs, rubbing together, leaves slid-

ing down through the air, squirrels

gossipping, and one other thing—

a

little cloud of gun smoke, over a place
where an Indian had sighted his rifle

five minutes before, floated up.

V.

The second engineer took charge of

the prospecting party, and it went on
with its work, after sending a letter

back to Toronto that Big Bob Calla-

way had been lost in a muskeg, and
that Reuben Bayes, a prospector, had
died with his trying to save his chief.

They erected a monument to Calla-

way in Montreal, where his father was
buried, and wired the news to his

brother-in-law in Winnipeg. The rail-

road contractor's daughter, mean-

while, heard about it and cried quite

sincerely, to think that poor Mr. Bayes

had been such a heroic sort of a fellow

after all. And to this day she holds

his memory quite sacred. Lynxfoot,

the Indian, is the father of two more

papooses. The hunting is good.

ONLY

Only a pair of dark brown eyes.

Only a dimple sweet

;

Only a clouded autumn skies,

Only a mudldy s'treet.

Only a glance from the eyes of brown,

Only a friendly smile
;

Only a maid in a fetching gown.

Only a bit of guile.

Only a boy w4th an ardent heart.

Only a gust of rain

;

Only a glance at a taxi-cart,

Only a sudden pain.

Only a deeply anxious thrill,

Only a frown of rue;

Only a lone lorn dollar bill.

Only a swift skiddoo!

—IVilherforce Jenkins in Harper's Weekly.



The Best Dog
By

Robert Leighton

THE act of acquiring a dog is often

one of the most important steps

in the life of a man—acquiring it

honestly, that is. People in this coun-

try use dogs for varying purposes;

some for company in the house and

protection ; some for use with sheep

on a farm, or cows, for that matter;

some for hunting; some for retrieving,

and some to keep the ba'by from crawl-

ing too far and falling in the well, or

getting in the way of trolley cars.

But the act in itself is serious. It

may develop that the man may not

like the dog afterward, and yet he

hates to dispose of it by violence, be-

cause he has come to like the thing,

or the children would miss it, or the

wife in the household would call him

cruel.

If he gives the dog away it is as

likely as not to find its way back again

—and again.

Then, if he intends keeping some
sort of a dog he argues that he might
better keep this dog, which his proved
in some respects unsatisfactory, but

which has not the faults which some
other dog might possess.

Buying a dog may mean that he

and his neighbors shall become ene-

mies. The dog may not like the neigh-

bors. It may bite their children. Or
the neighbors may dislike the dog be-

cause he howls at nights or scratches

up their flower-beds.

Buying a dog may mean that you
are afflicted with the necessity of buy-

ing a muzzle for him. Buying the

muzzle mav not be so difficult, but
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keeping it on him may—especially if

there is an ordinance concerning rabies

in the district.

Finally, there is the question of

breed. The man may buy a dog of a

certain breed, only to find that his

friends do not approve of that breed.

They tell him so, and they tell him
why. They point all the demerits of

that breed and all the merits of the

breed which the man did not buy.

Consequently, some people are in a

quandary when it comes to acquiring

a dog, and the following information,

concerning the general characteristics

of some of the better known breeds,

may 'be useful.

Since our cave-dwelling ancestors

entered into a working partnership

with the wolf and allured him into

docility and usefulness, the dog,

who is the domesticated wolf's de-

scendant, has always been the ally

of man, hunting for him and with

him, hauling for him, tending his

flocks and herds, and protecting his

homestead. The association, begun
for mutual advantage, has grown into

such firm and trusting friendship that

it is exceptional now to find a home in

which the dog is not a member
of the family. At no period in

the world's history, indeed, has the

plea.sure of dog-keeping been so gen-

erally recognized as at the present

time.

Dog owners are becoming increas-

ingly appreciative of the varying at-

tributes and values of the different

canine breeds. They seek for dogs of

unsullied strain and accredited pedi-

gree, and the nondescript cur and

mangy mongrel are rapidly disap-

pearing from our midst, giving place

to handsome, well-conditioned dogs of

acknowledged breed.

We have adopted so many of the

dogs of foreign lands, and added so

many alien species to our native stock

that where no predilection already ex-

ists to determine the breed, the choice

of a canine companion is not easy.

The Kennel Club officially separate

the dogs of Great Britain into eighty

distinct breeds and sub-varieties, each

distinguished from the rest by some

claim of inherited instinct, some ac-

quired merit of adaptability to a spec-

ial purpose of sport or utility, or by

some characteristic of size, conforma-
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tion or type ; and there is a breed to

suit every preference. Many breeds,

however, are of necessity excluded

from the list of those dogs which the

ordinary dog lover is ever likely to

possess. The foxhound, for example,

one of the most carefully cultivated of

all breeds, is never owned in separate

individuals, never kept as a mere com-
panion, or, indeed, for any other pur-

pose than the siport of fox-hunting.

It is so, also, with the rugged and
magnificient Otterhound, who is en-

gaged exclusively in hunting down
the wily poacher of our salmon
streams. The little Harrier, too, and
the bell-voiced Beagle take their places

as units in the hunting pack, and are

not kept separately as pets. One may
keep a leash of Greyhounds as a can-

ine luxury ; but the Greyhound, who is

not remarkable for his companionable
qualities, is in his proper sphere only
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when he can be used, as he has been

used for centuries, in coursing the

hare. Like the Setter and the Pointer,

he would be cruelly out of his element

kennelled in a town. Even the sport-

ing Spaniel, who is versatile and
adaptable enough, as well as "person-

ally" beautiful, would find little joy

confined within the limits of a flat.

In choosing a dog one has need to

remember that, while all dogs have

certain qualities in common, the dif-

ferent breeds have different properties

and habits that are not interchange-

able. One would not send a Grey-
hound into water, a Newfoundland
to chase hares, or a Bulldog to tend

sheep, and the St. Bernard, who is

in no sense a sporting dog, is as in-

congruous with the stubble and the

grouse moor as a Pointer might be in

a formal drawing-room. All dogs
are by nature responsive to human
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affection and kindly attention, but

their own delight in life, as well as

their usefulness, is greatly enhanced
by appropriate environment and suit-

able occupation.

Just as it is unkind to keep a gun-

dog in town, there are certain of the

less hardy and less active breeds that

are inappropriate to the surroundings

of a house in the country. Any dog
whatsoever is better than none at all,

and even as watchdogs many of the

yapping toys of the boudoir are not

to be despised. The King Charles

Spaniel, the fas'hionable Pomeranian
and the aristocratic Pekinese, for ex-

ample, are usually keen of hearing

and quick to give tongue on the

approach of strangers, and perhaps

the most alert of all the smaller dogs

is the inquisitive Schipperke, who in-

herits his watchfulness from ancestors

trained as sentinels on the canal barges

of Flanders. But for the protection

of a lonely country-house—tempting
to burglars and exposed to the un-
welcome visits of tramps and vaga-
bonds—a selected dog of formidable
aspect is worth a great deal more than

his license and his keep.

The English Mastiff was once the

favorite guardian of the isolated home-
stead. He was alert of scent and hear-

ing, he had a loud, penetrating bark

with which to sound the alarm, and
when roused to anger against an in-

truder his aspect was fierce enough
to inspire the most daring of maraud-
ers with wdiolesome terror. But of

late years the Mastiff has been pam-
pered into a condition of pacific in-

difference to trespassers, and, like his

smaller relative, the Bulldog, he has

lost his air of ferocity, as he has

lost his vigilance. The Bulldog, in-

deed, once typical of the British fight-

ing spirit, has been bred to such

docility and gentleness that an emi-

OREAT DANE — CHAMPION VIOLA; OF REDGRAVE
(By permission of Mrs. Homfall)
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nent authority recently declared him
to be the "only" dog which can with

perfect safety be trusled alone to the

mercy of children.

The decline in the popularity of the

Mastiff as a guard is synchronous with

the rise into favour of the Great

Dane, the largest and most formid-

able of our imported breeds, an ex-

cellent watch and a handsome, digni-

fied companion, active in spite of his

bulk, and as quick to give warning
when any unusual night sound reaches

him as he is to recognize a familiar

footstep from afar. When the Great

Dane was first adopted in England
he had the reputation of being savage

and treacherous, but this reputation

no longer applies to him, for he is, as

a rule, quiet and not easily irritated.

It is fortunate, indeed, that most of

the large breeds of dogs, whose
strength and w'eight would render

them dangerous assailants if roused

to resentment, are, at the same time,

the most docile and gentle of animals.

This is certainly the case with the

Newfoundland, the St. Bernard, the

Irish Wolfhound, and it is eminently

true of the majestic Highland Deer-
hound whom Sir Walter Scott de-

scribed as "the most perfect creature

under heaven." To these trusty

guardians may be added the quaint

Old English Sheepdog, and the medi-
tative Bloodhound, who, in spite of

his sanguinary and repelling name, is

yet remarkable for his constancy and
placidity. His keenly sensitive nose,

so unerring in following a trail, adds
greatly to his value as a watch in

scenting the silent-footed trespasser,

while his call is as melodious as a

cathedral bell.

In a watch-dog one requires an ani-

mal that will give voice only when
occasion justifies the warning. The
dog who disturbs one's repose by
barking at every belated vehicle and
at every cat that squalls in the night,

or he has the equally annoying habit

of answering the distressful howls of
every hungry and ill-housed cur for

miles around, is a nuisance. The best

watch-dog is the one whose bark or
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growl may be relied upon as a legiti-

mate signal of something unusal oc-

curring in connection with his owner's

house.

The Collie, when not trained to good
behavior, as he easily can be, is one

of the noisy, obstreperous kind. His

high-pitched, far-reaching bark, inval-

uable when he is engaged in rounding

up a straggling flock on wide moun-
tain pastures, is apt to be too insistent

when exercised without due reason

under one's bedroom window. His
vigilance needs to be repressed rather

than encouraged. Some people aver

that the Collie is snappish and treach-

erous ; but this is to libel a dog of

singular amiability and fidelity. Tak-
en all around, the Collie is the wisest,

cleverest, and most versatile of all

members of the canine race. Selec-

tive breeding and careful training in

the service of man have brought him
to a state of perfection as a worker,

and improved him into the handsome
animal that he now is.

The Newfoundland may be more
constant in his devotion, the St. Ber-

nard more sedate, the Poodle more
tricky, the Borzoi more graceful, the

Deerhound more dignified ; but for a

combination of good looks with good
sense, sagacity and usefulness, there

is no dog in the world to compare
with the Collie. His power of reason-

ing, his resourcefulness, his patience,

obedience, and faithfulness are pro-

verbial. Hardy in constitution, ener-

getic by habit, affectionate in disposi-

tion, he stands conveniently midway
in size betw^een the large heavy breeds

and the small toys that are kept mere-
ly as pets, and this may be one of the

salient reasons for his popularity as a

companion..

\\^here there are stables and poul-

try, there are sure to be rats to give

sport to the boys of the household, and
at unearthing rats and badgers and all

the other small gentry who wear fur.

the Terrier is in his glory. Terriers

present the advantage that they wall

live in contentment either in an outside

kennel or in the house. They are the

most easily kept of all dogs, and are,



moreover, the most chummy and re-

sponsive.

The difificulty is that there are so

many kinds from which to choose.

Their habits and characteristics do
not greatly vary, excepting in so far

as some are less distinguished as

sportsmen than others. The super-

ficial variations are mainly those of

size, color and type, while a prefer-

ence may depend upon the nature and
consistency of coat, whether the hair

is close, like that of the smooth Fox-
terrier, wiry like that of the Scottie,

or long like that of the Skye. The
lively little Fox-terrier is, of course,

the most popular. He has firmly, and
with good cause, ingratiated himself

in the hearts of all dog lovers. Next
to him in popularity come the dare-

devil Irish Terrier and the plucky

little Scottish Terrier, often miscalled

the Aberdeen.
The wisest of the Terrier tribe is

the Airedale, who is also the largest

;

the Dandie Dinmont is the gamest,

the Skye the most devoted, the Bull-

terrier and the Black-and-tan are the

best ratters.

But, after all, the choice of a dog
is very much a matter of personal

fancy, idiosyncrasy and convenience.

All breeds have their peculiar claims

and fascinations, and any healthy dog
that is young enoug'h not to have been

utterly spoiled before you own him
may be won over to devotion and
trained into obedience and gentleman-

ly manners. Treat him with kindness

and consideration, be just in all your

dealings with him, never deceiving

him ; allow him to have none but

wholesome and suitable food, keep

him free from fleas and other para-

sites, let his kennel be scrupulously

clean, comfortable and well ventilated,

give ihim regular and sufficient exer-

cise. Thus cared for. he will return

your kindness with his worshipful af-

fection and fidelity, becoming your

intimate and obedient slave, whom
nothing will discourage, nothing re-

pel, and whose ardent trust and love

neither time nor absence can impo.ir.

So strange the spell Love weaves o'er mortal heart,

In 'her dim palaces of smiles and tears,

That what of fleeting moments seem a part.

Are not of moments, but of dreams and years.

—Andrew Shaughnessey.
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JVool is everybody's business, because it affects

the cost of everybody's living. It makes Grits by na-

ture, Tories by necessity, hi the United States it makes
"Insxirgent" Republicans. If it tvcre cheaper there

might be less of the "White Plague."

The following article by Mr. McCredic asks zvhy

it is that Canada imports wool and mutton zvhen she

should be able to groiv it. In fact, he asks zchy Cana-
dian farmers have given up sheep; and zvhy, therefore,

zve have to import the meat and the fleece from pretty

nearly the Antipodes. Having put the question he pro-

ceeds to shozv that Canada, by utilising her waste
lands, could support sixty million of the zvool-bearers,

and that the farmers of the country zvould do zvell to

reconsider their prejudice against that animal.

LAST year 300,000 carcases of Aus-
tralian mutton were imported

into Canada—Canada, the food-

supply source for the Empire

!

Last year 7,683,000 pounds of for-

eign-grown wool were imported into

Canada—Canada, whose pure bred

sheep have for years taken nearly al'

the prizes in international exhibitions!

We need mutton. Though we have

an exportable surplus of cattle, the

national taste will still for good rea-

sons demand mutton as a part of the

national ration, even if we have to

bring it thousands of miles to the

table.

We need wool. Until we are all

wealthy enough to indulge in a uni-

versal use of silk, we must have wool-

en goods for daily use. Nothing is

more truly a general necessity to rich

and poor.

<8

Yet—we are dependent on other

parts of the world for both these

staple and necessary products of the

farm. More—though yearly our popu-
lation strides forward our native sheep

population dwindles. Why?
In 1871 Canada's sheep population

numbered one for every inhabitant.

In 1901 (only 30 years later) our

sheep had decreased until there was
less than half a sheep for every Cana-
dian.

But even in 1871 Canada was in no

sense a sheep country. If we go into

sheep raising, by all means let us go
into it decently. Let us make it a

business, as we have made dairy-

ing and wheat-growing. By supplying

the demand now, as we did in 1871,

we would now find on Canadian farms

6.310,000 sheep, all doing their part.

The truth is, we find actually less than
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one-third this number. Yet Canada
can easily and profitably carry 60,-

000,000 sheep.

The census statistics of 1901 are in-

teresting. In that year Canada had
2,510,000 sheep. Germany, with a to-

tal area less than one-seventh the size

of agricultural Canada, had about four

times as many (9,600,000). Great

Britain, upon one-twelfth the area of

our farming belt, carried 38,500,000
sheep, or fifteen times our little flock.

In the Argentine Republic, which is

only two-thirds the size of our farm-

ing belt, with only two-thirds our

population, throve 67,211,000 sheep,

or twenty-six times our number.

Lest some one suggests that the.se

may be especially sheep-raising coun-

tries, please note that Germany had
two cattle and two hogs for every

sheep; that Great Britain carries on
all branches of farming in balanced

proportions ; and that in the Argentine
there were five cattle for every in-

habitant, while Canada had scarcely

one!

With the same number of sheep per

acre as Germany, Canada, in 1901,

would have had 67,000,000 sheep.

Compared with the Mother Country
similarly, we should have had 456,-

000,000. And compared with the Ar-
gentine, Canada's flocks would have
sliown 86,000,000 sheep. It seems
then absolutely certain that Canada
could carry at least 60,000.000 sheep

without lessening her other farming
activities in the least, provided our

soil and climate would give the sheep

a fair show.

But no one doubts that sheep thrive

in every part of Canada. Our sheep

supply the flocks of the u^hole contin-

ent with their sturdiest breeding par-

ents. We have not the droughts of

Australia, which periodically destroy

millions of sheep and lambs. Un-
known in Canada is the fatal "red-

water fever" of South Africa, and the

other deadly enemies of the flocks of

the great sheep countries. It is sim-

ply a question of finding the acres to

feed them, the farmers to raise them,
and the proper method of marketing
sheep and wool.

Where shall we feed our 60,000,000

sheep ? The land is the first and great-

est consideration. The agricultural

belt of Canada possesses a variety of

soil, climate and other conditions. We
have the rocky, rough, waste lands of

Xova Scotia, Northern Quebec, East-

ern and Northern Ontario and Bri-

tish Columbia. We have the fertile

and rolling farms of the Maritime val-

leys, of the uplands of New Bruns-

wick, of old Quebec and old Ontario.

We have the vast prairies of the west.

On the present farms of Canada,

assuring an average of 23 sheep

on the eastern farm and 25 sheep on

the western quarter-section, our sheep

would reach the total of 21,731,000.

It is a respectable number for us to

undertake to possess, yet as easy and

simple as anything can be, that is so

well worth while. It simply needs

that every farmer should start a flock.

With a beginning, on the ?.verage

farm, of five ewes, the fifth year's end

would see 21,000,000 sheep in Can-

ada.

But five sheep for each farm would

mean, to start, a sudden demand for

some five million ewes in Canada,

whereas our breeding sheep total at

best about two million. Importation

must greatly increase, export of

breeding animals must cease, and na-

tive breeding be undertaken for this

purpose especially, in order to see our

farms each equipped with the foun-

dation of a flock as suggested, even

within ten years. In the meantime,

it is safe to say the demand would

constantly increase and prices steadily

increase in proportion.

But 21,000.000 sheep are not 60,-

000,000 sheep. Where could we find

the feeding ground of the extra 40,-

000,000? Where shall we get the par-

ents of that gigantic flock ? We shall

feed them where to-day no useful

plant or animal feeds—on our vast

waste lands, that appear in desolate

stretches from coast to coast. We
will find their parents upon the aver-
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age farms of Canada, when our farm-

ers shall have set out to produce the

21,000,000 stipulated. There lies

our greatest market for the next gen-

eration. There lies the national as-

pect of this question.

But let us see if our waste lands

are adequate to feed so many sheep,

and if men will be attracted to the

enterprise proposed. As to extent of

unoccupied waste lands, useful for

sheep-raising and less useful for other

purposes, Canada has in all, of such

land, in the climatic zone favorable

to sheep, more than 360.000,000 acres.

This is now lying undeveloped. Most
of it is in the west, and may some
day be largely brought under cultiva-

tion. Yet, under cultivation, it will

still carry the same number of sheep

as we propose that it should carry as

waste. In the east there are nearly

100.000,000 acres of land, deforested,

burned over, or otherwise denuded,
incapable of profitable farming in the

modern sense, but providing, with a

paltry preparation, the best sort of

range for sheep. The same is true

of another 60,000,000 acres of land

in British Columbia, at the same con-

servative estimate, making a total of

360.000.000 acres of land readily

adaptable to sheep-raising.

We have a good example of the

usefulness of such lands for sheep.

Scotland grazes seven million sheep,

most of them upon 9,500,000 acres of

rough moor and mountain side. It

is safe to say that one sheep can read-

ily be supported by the growth upon
nine acres, taking good range with

poor. Thus we have our 40,000,000
sheep.

At present prices of Iambs,

mutton, and wool, taking one year

with another, an average flock of say
twenty sheep can be made to yield a

good profit.

For instance, a careful comparison
of actual profits from cattle and
sheep was made recently by the

Ontario Department of Agriculture.

The sheep were common scrubs, run-

ning on the rough farms of north-

eastern Ontario, ill-bred, and' in-bred
50

at that, as is too often the case. No
special care, no fall feeding, were

given. Compared with stockers and
dairy cows, the result arrived at was,

to quote

:

"Allowing the cost of wintering

five sheep to equal that of one cow, it

was found that the returns in the fall

from an average crop of five lambs

would be $21. Add five fleeces at

$1.50 each; total would be $28.50,

against $20 to $22 for the cow." As
to labor comparisons: "The lamb did

the milking, and there was no time

lost or expense incurred in sending

milk to factory or creamery. The cost

of 2j^-year-old stockers in the same
sections included two winterings, the

expensive feeding time, and they sold

at $14 to $22 each."

One farmer wrote

:

"My flock is a grade one, well grad-

ed to good Shropshire stock. It con-

sists of twenty-five breeding ewes,

with five ewe lambs kept each year

to replace old ones culled out. The
lambs arrive in April ; the males are

castrated, and all except tho.«e which
are used for food, or kept for flock

maintenance, are fattened the follow-

ing winter, and sold in February or
March. In short, my flock is one
which could be kept on any farm in

Ontario, in its proper place, as a side-

line to other live stock farming. There
is no special equipment or care, other

than would be given to any other

form of live stock. Let us see how
this flock pays.

"During the year just closed. I have
sold from my flock $234.80 worth of

mutton, $39 worth of wool, while five

lambs, valued at $6 each, have been
used for food on the farm ; total re-

turns, $303.80, of which $264.80 has
been for mutton, and $39 for wool."

This man thus gets a gross rev-

enue of over $12 per head from his

flock.

The farmer with a flock of ewes
of sturdy character and headed by a
well-bred, well-formed ram, should
sell his lambs at not less than $7.50
each for the next twenty years' aver-

age. With ordinary care he should
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get a lamb from every ewe on the

average. Such ewes should yield a

fleece weighing an average of yy2
pounds. With proper marketing fa-

cilities, the wool s'hould net the farm-
er of eastern Canada at least i8 cents,

the western farmer 17 cents per lb.

This would total a revenue from each

ewe of $8.85 at least, each year, or,

say, $44 for five, $175 for twenty
sheep. Not counting the value of the

wool as anything, the annual revenue,

not counting feed and labor, would
equal 100 per cent, on the cost of the

ewe.

Finally, we have to count in the

gain to the farmer in the eradication

of weeds by pasturing sheep. It is

estimated that not less than $27,000,-

000 were lost to the farmers of Can-
ada in 1909 because of weeds. It i=

known by all that the sheep is, as one

pu'ts it, "the most nearly perfect zueed-

ing machine in the world." If this

amount of money could be saved tD

Canadian farmers by sheep-raising, it

would mean practically a credit, 'n

"pennies saved," of one dollar per

sheep. Add that—or half of it—to the

revenues given ! And remember that

weeds grow rapidly more numerous
and more expensive, if not checked

and eradicated.

But, some one will ask, if all the

farmers of Canada go into sheep-rais-

ing, will not prices drop below the

point of profit? Let us see. There
are in the world now, according to

census reports, over 400,000,000 breed-

ing sheep. The demand for mutton
and wool has increased steadily

—

must always increase, m proportion

to the world's population, yet the

flocks of the world have not kept pace

therewith. In consequence, wool and
mutton have risen in prices. Add 21,-

000.000 sheep to 400,000.000, and you
increase that number by 5 per cent.

Therefore, if it were possible to raise

our sheep in one year to 21,000,000,

we could be sure the prices would not

drop more than 5 per cent. This would
not afifect the argument in favor of

sheep-raising in any particular. But
it will take us, try as we may, fifteen

or twenty years to reach the figure

given. There can be no fear that

prices for mutton and wool will drop.

The great need in Canada, as re-

gards wool, is organized system
in getting the wool to its

market. Until Canadian wool
can be bought by standards, known
in the wool markets of the world,

where every user of wool finds his

prices set for him, there can be no in-

crease in price to the wool-grower.

Until the world's markets know what
Canadian wools can be used for in

manufacturing, how it compares with

other supplies as to length of fibre,

percentages of shrinkage, percentages

of inferior grades, etc. ; until a buyer

is assured that he can get in Canada
a large quantity of one particular sort

when he wants it, and get exactly the

same sort again when it is required;

until, in short, we can sell wool as the

wool markets demand it, we cannot

expect to get the prices we hope for.

And until we can supply our home
manufacturers with the wools their

mills must have, as promptly and as

satisfactorily as they can buy it in

England or elsewhere, a duty could

not well be placed so as to benefit the

farmer.

First, then, we must have a stan-

dardization of our wool. This can be

secured only by grading stations un-

der competent supervision by experts.

These, in turn, are not likely to be ob-

tained except by the instance of the

Federal Government. It is time the

Dominion Government should devote

the modest amount necessary to the

establishment of a national slieep In-

dus tr}-.

Let our Government take energetic

steps to assist Canada in starting a

National Sheep Industry.

SI



A Six Foot Priest

By

Blynn Greyson

THERE had been a fight. He
strode across the football field

toward the man, wivh long

swinging steps. His black gown
fluttered in the wind behind him. The

man, a huge half-back stood over a

smaller man whom he had knocked

down with a blow from his fist just

a minute before. He did not see the

coach from the edge of the field walk-

ing over, till the coach came very

near. Then he looked up, half de-

fiant and prepared to resist.

"You're a dirty player!" said the

man in the black gown, "Don't do

that again. If you do you will go off

these grounds."

"Like to see you try it," sneered the

excited half-back.

"I'm not going to try it: I'll do it,'

replied the coach, and he seized the

arm of the half-back with one hand,

with such a grip that the bully was

unable to wrench himself free and in

the end, walked from the field and

was put out of the grounds by the

man in the black gown.
That was Father Fallon, when he

was a teacher in the Catholic College

in Ottawa and an unpleasant episode

took place in a certain match.

Over in the city of Hull, Quebec,

three lumber jacks were sitting on a

pile of pu'lp wood logs behind the

Edidy Mill, pil'aying poker. It was
diusk.

An unfortunate woman from down
the road to Tetrevllle slipped by and

one of the lumber jacks, leaving the

game, took a short cut behind a fence

until he stood where the woman must

pass ; and as she passed he stepped
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out and struck her with his open
hand.

The woman screamed and fell

But as she fell the lumber jack fell

too and a figure in a black gown,
tense with wrath, stood over the two
of them and' faced the other two
lumber jacks who had come to the

assistance of their companion.
"She did him a mean trick," ex-

plained one of them.

"That does not matter," said the

priest, "Pick that man up and get

one of those cabs for this woman."
The two men ran down 'to the cab

stand which stands at the end of the

br'i'dlge below the Chaudiere FalJs

and sent the cabman to the priest.

While they carried away their bleed-

ing brother the priest lifted the

woman into the cab and drove her to

the place whence she had come. He
gave her a ten-word sermon on the

commandments and gave her his hand

as a pledge of his stern friendship.

He paid the cabman at the door and

then walked home.

That too, was Fallon.

He was made the Bishop of London
after living for a time in Buffalo, and

went down to a retreat at Sandwich
with his diocesan priests. In the

course of it he gave them a sermon.

In the religious light of the room in

which the retreat was going on he

stood up to the full height of his six

feet and more, and laid before the

priests his views on certain matters.

Fie had occasion to refer to political

agitators and clerical agitators.

"I will lay low upon the field of

battle the political and clerical agita-
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tor," he declared. "....For it is I

who will lead this diocese, not the

newspaper reporter, nor the laymen,

nor the priests, nor even the Bisihops,

—Ibu't I alone wiil!il dict^ate the affairs

of thfe dl'ocese."

Even the strongest men in the room
fel't the compelling eftect of the

Bishop's very personality. He had
been in fhe diocese only a compara-
tively s'hort time. They istrained tiheir

necks to S'ce who it /was that spoke

with sucih au'thiority.

"These," he said, a little later on,

"these are my principles, at once
philosophical, theological and ration-

al. You are at liberty to accept them
in theory or reject them in theory.

But you are to see that they are ob-

served in practice whether they please

you or not.

"My motto is 'Ji-^^tice and Peace.'

There is no man on earth who wants
peace more than I do, and to have it

one must be armed for war, and— if

there is ,a war, it is I that shall be the

conqueror."

The boldness of such an address
was rather startling. The positive

authority of the man who spoke them
was novel, and is still novel. Men
are apt to mince words now-a-days.
Bold men are apt to be either geniuses

or fools. But this was Bishop Fallon,

who is no fool, though many may dis-

agree with him.

Down in a little corner of the

Province of Ontario there has recent-

ly been blowing a tempest,—a sort of

tempest in a tea pot, and yet it is re-

lated to one of the most serious ques-
tions in Canada : that is, the position

of the French-Canadian Catholic in

Canada. The Provincial Secretary of

Ontario was brought into it because a

private memorandum of a conversa-
tion which he had had with the Bishop
of that district—Monseigneur Fallon,

w^as made public. A Private Secre-

tary confessed to having abstracted a

copy of this memorandum and sent it

to certasin newspapers. Only (by his

confession w^as the Government re-
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lieved from an embarrassing position

and enabled to refute the inferences

made by its enemies to the effect that

it had wilfully broken the confidence

of Bishop Fallon in making public his

confidential views on the subject of

bi-lingual schools.

But the chief figure in the whole
affair was that of the Bishop. The
French papers of Quebec attacked

him. They charged that he had
ordered that the lessons in certain

separate schools in Essex county
should no longer be taught in French

;

and that they should be taught in

English only. Bishop Fallon issued

a statement denying it. Then this

memorandum was made public which
Hon. W. J. Hanna, Secretary of State

for Ontario had written to one of his

fellow Ministers containing notes of

his conversation with the Bishop and
in which the Bishop condemned the

bi-lingual system of schools. To this

Bishop Fallon replied by stating that

the chil'dren of North Essex, where
there is a great majority of French
Canadians, and where the bi-lingual

system is in force, were illiterate.

This provoked unlimited trouble in

which public attention became more
and more focussed on the Bishop
himself.

For not all impartial judges would
accept the Bis^hop's statement that the

children of that part of the country

are illiterate. Newspaper correspond-

ents from the great Canadian dailies

spent weeks in the region and came
away saying that while it is awkward
for the children to receive instruction

in two languages at the same time,

still the system produces good schol-

ars and keeps the French children

from relapsing into French alone, and
thereby 'being 'handicapped in their

after-years. They say that so far as

they can see the Bishop is wrong.
They go so far as to point out that he

seems to have come to his diocese six

months ago. with his miind made up to

put down the bi-lingual system in

favor of English alone ; and that his

first pronouncement against it was
made, in fhe interview with the Pro-
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vincial Secretary, only a few days
after he took up his work in the new-

diocese.

So the theory is nov being ad-

vanced that Bishop Fallon, one of the

strongest and most heroic figures in

the Roman Catholic Church in Can-
ada, is a part of a plot—knowingly or

innocently—to keep down the spread

of French language in Canada. It is

hinte'd thait certain influences in the

Church of Rome are seeking to Ang-
licize the French Canadians so that

these people, forming as they do so

large a factor in the Church of Rome
in Canada, will be better equipped and
make better Catholics, and will not

embarrass the progress of the Church
of Rome in Canada by constantly re-

minding Canadians of the racial dif-

ferences in the country.

So it is said that Bishop Fallon is

plotting against the future generations

of French-Canadians by seeking to

abolisih the bi-lingual system. Those
that think it and resent it, are trying

to guess how much weight there is

behind him. They say he is of great
influence with the Knights of Colum-
bus, a Roman Catholic organization,
and that the Knights, in turn, have
grea^t influence at the Vatican and
that they would be liable to turn their

energies toward the Anglicization of

the French-Canadiian Catholics.

To the man who is not interested

one way or another the situation is

puzzling. As a man the Bishop seems
of an unusually straightforward and
generally admirable type. He is ap-

parently fearless. When he speaks

he leaves no uncertainty as to what
he will do. when he will do it, how he

will do it, or why. He seems start-

lingly courageous and candid, and
yet the allegations of "scheming" on

his part against his French-Canadian

parishioners, seems to have some sup-

port in many quarters. The man and
these alleged schemes do not seem to

go together.

THE FUGITIVE MOMENT.

The spindling lamps of autumn lit the wood

;

All tranced it stood.

Ripples of green in spring-like under-places,

Hill-Jblue for wonder-spaces.

Thin curly leaves, they floated on the stream

In a soft dream,

Dreaming themselves a goldien argosy.

Or pirate-ships that flee.

SemWance of footsteps stirred the quietness.

Vaguer and less

Than twilight birds asleep. W'hispered and spoke

SmaM ghosts of tiny folk.

The large magnificent sun poured like a spate

;

Played intricate

Staves of rich sunset color, nobly blent,

Then, of a sudden, went.

How grey and grave and empty grew our wood

!

Cathedral-like it stood.

Radiance of music, window, people, gone,

An old stooped verger gathering books alone !

—Florence Wilkinson.



The foUozLnng is the first instalment of a series of articles Zi'rit-

ten from Ottazca for Busy Man's. It is the Diary of a Back-
Bencher, scribbled on odd bits of paper as he sits in the House
listening, or trying not to listen, to somebody's speeches. From his

vantage point at the back of the Chamber he often gets a z'iezv of

things that is interesting. This particular member is a Liberal, but

that does not prevent him from saying zvhat he pleases. In this

month's instalment he describes the "Making of a Back-Bencher."
He tells, in his ozvn zvay, just as though he zvere merely talking to

himself, or to his desk, hozu he came into the House of Commons, a

nezv member, and hozv from being an ambitious youngster, anxious
to mend all the cracks in the Nation's affairs, he drifted into one of
the good fellozi's in the last fezv rozvs.

I.

I'M going to quit whittling the top
of this desk. It's a nen^ous habit.

Time I stopped. Remember I used
to do that when I was a kid at school.

—canang my initials and the initials

of the little girl across the aisle. But
when a man can't smoke what can he
do? There's Ned Macdonald from
Pi'Ctou talking, talking, talking—My
word! you'd think it was Mark An-
tony's oration. You can't smoke and
you can't play cards in here. The
other fellows are mostly writing
letters, although little "What's His
Name," the French-Canadian from
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Quebec, who sits beside me. he's

drawing horses on bis blotter. He
can't bear sitting in here and listening

to long speeches either. He draws
good horses, that fellow does, only he

doesn't draw their hind legs right,

makes the knees bend the wrong way.

Still, he makes a better horse than I

can, so I needn't say an}'thing. Spent

a whole hour last week while Fielding

was talking about something, trying

to draw one but I couldn't. It looked

like one of those vaulting arrange-

ments they have in g}Tnnasiums.

People have queer notions about

members of Parliament. I used to
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In Parliament there are three classes of men. There are the suc-

cessful Parliamentarians, those who lead attacks and repel them;
those who are masters of statistics, like George Foster, and those

who can kill time pleasantly and hold off the ringing of the Division

Bell. They are in the first class.

In the second,—a pathetic sort of class, are the men who are

trying to amount to something hut the most of whom never will.

They include the man zvith hobbies, the man zvith an impediment in

his speech, flic Frenchman zvho is trying to exercise his English,—
and others.

have them. Used to think that what
was wanted' in Parliament was honest

men. Used to figure out that I was
fair to middling honest myself and I'd

be a good sort of an addition to the

House of Commons. That's 'why I

let them put me up and elect me, al-

though, I suppose I might as well be

honest with myself and admit that my
wife wanted the honor in the family

and I wasn't averse myself to having

it said I'd been to Parliament and sat

for the Seat of North-West Branfrew.
That'll 'be when I'm dead and that

son of mine runs the mills. But it's

three years since I came,—^came in on

the last election, and you learn many
things in Parliament in that space of

time.

Remember coming up to Ottawa
for the opening of the Session with

my wife. They d'id'n't introduce me
to the House for a few days so we
looked around. Neither of us had been

in the town 'before. Saw "The Hill"

and walked all around it. Went
through Booth's Mill and the Eddy
Mill and held the 'wife -by the shoulder

when we looked over the bridge at

the Chaudiere Falls—she always

says she's afraid she'M jump in, when
she sees water running fast under a

bridge. Booth people showed me
their system for checking costs. I

adapted it to my own mill down in

Branfrew. Using it yet. Good sys-

tem too, for—ibut then it's bad policy

to tell people how you run your busi-

ness, and besides they are never in-

terested in it as you are yourself.

In a'bout two weeks they introduced

me into the House. Maud wanted to

stay in the Gallery and see me come
in, so I let her, more fool! Minute
the green baize dioors opened with

me on Laurier's arm and Tommy
, the Whip for my part of

the country, on my other sidte, I could

just feel her eyes on me, watching

how I walked, how I shoved my hand
oui'to the Speaker, and how I took

my seat. I knew I was blusihing like

a little chit of a girl—and me a busi-

ness man and forty ! She told me
afterward that she remembered that

there was a button off my vest which

must have showed. It worried me
then but it wouldn't now.

At that time I felt rather satisfied.

The Chief (Laurier) has a way of

taking your arm, or resting his long

thin hand on your shoulder, that

miakes' you feel easy. All the fellows

on our side of the House pounded

their desks as soon as I was insid'C llie

door, and it made me feel a little bit

scared, like when you show a new

broken colt the new set of harness. I

tripped on tlie old ragged carpet go-

ing back to my seat, but when I got

there I felt all right again and Maud
said I looked all right, so I guess T

didn't make a fool of myself.

I used to listen to the speeche.^

pretty close then. Used to read the

blue 'books and dig up all sorts of

data in the Library of Parliament.

But I soon got over that. Listen!

There's Ned Macdonald at it yet, and

am I hearing what he says? Listen-
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But in the third class are "the back-benchers," the men wk0
occupy the last roivs of seats on either side. They never make
speeches. They sit quiet in committee and take nobody's side until

it comes to a vote. Then, they stand up with the rest of the men on
their ozvn side, unless the matter be a local issue in their oivn con-
stituencies and their vote will be noticed. Hozv they hold their seats

in the House is sometimes a mystery. But they do. They spend
weeks in every session carefully going over the voters' lists in their

own districts, writing letters of condolence to some obscure voter's

family zvhen a death has occurred, and mailing tons of hand-selected

ing? My 'word'! he's talking about the

protection of the riglits of the people,

the elimination of "sectional differ-

ences" or something and our duty to

our King and our ''glorious flag."

No sir ! After the first two speeches •

have 'been delivered on either side in

the diebate on a new topic nobody
needs to say any more, so far as I'm

concerned. That's why ali these

desks are whittled to bits and all these

other Back Bench men are writing

so many letters home. And that's

why little Francois Xavier keeps on
drawing horses with bad legs.

11.

Sit here three years and you'll see

the process of making great men and

ON PARLIAMF.NT HILL

back-^benchers. I'm a back-bencher,
but I've no regrets. I like sitting here
and just watching things. Look at

Laurier, look at little Mackenzie
King. Look at George Graham—

I

like that fellow—and look at us fel-

lows in the back row. There are

three of us in the last sLring of seats

that ought to amount to something;
they've only been in the House a

little w'hile. But the rest of us are

going to sit in these seats and say noth-

ing till the crack of doom or until the

Government gets beaten, or our

people throw us down. Down in

those seats a little nearer the front

are some fellows who haven't realized

yet how hopeless they are. Nice fel-

lows most of them, though I 'have my
own opinion about that man from
North Herbert, and they are allowed

to talk whenever they won't do any
harm. There's a sort of a "Children's

Hour" in the House of Commons
when the little fellows are allowed to

3;et up and talk their heads off with-

out doing any harm. They think they

are born to lead some great movement
ir do away with some terrib'e abuse.

They conceive many private bills and
leliver them as national saviours.

They want to amend the Banking
Vet or some other Act so as to pro-

'ect the widbws or the orphans or the

'uiblic. If such an amendment were

massed it would pro'bably mean that

•'le economics of the country would
be yanked forty different ways.

There'd be panics and money famines

and so on, but they can't see it. They
want that Act changed and they say
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"Hansard" to the most intelligent and the weakest-mmded in the

constituency for the edification of the voter and the safety of the

next election. They smoke and play an affable game of bridge or

pinochle or something else. They can tell a good story in the smok-
ing room and turn a finger at Billiards. Bxit the Chamber of the

House itself is to them bitter as Hemlock.
Sometimes they are forced to attend. That is, zchen the Whips

expect a Division on some matter and come hunting through the

corridors, the smoking rooms, the restaurant and the private rooms,

to gather up the votes; or when he has to come in for company. But

so. They quote from all sorts of

books and they make all sorts of com-
parisons. They play Avith the debate

like a puppy biting a ball of wool.

They chew at it weakly and roll on it

as t'hough it was catnip. They growl
gurgly growls and pretend to be very

savage, but after all they aren't.

Fielding or Laurier, or Graham or

whoever has been left in the House
to take care of things, waits till they

get tired, or worn out, or till they are

getting too dangerously near calling

for a Division, and then gets up and
says 'he thinks the honorable gentle-

man would probably accept "this

amendment" to his motion, and sug-

gests a six months' 'hoist, which
means—death to the bill. The mem-
ber protests or tries to. He struggles

a little bit under the chloroform but he

takes it finally and becomes very

quiet as he sees his little Bill

—

a. really

nice little Bill, too, the child of his

Brain and his Conscience, with his

Ambition for a God Mother—^taken

out and strangled and sent back to

him, lifeless.

Those fellows never will learn. If

they did they'd' become Back Bench-
ers with the rest of us.

III.

The House of Commons is like an

old-fashioned country school-house

where all the classes sit in one room.

There is as much difference between
the 'head men and the little fellows as

there is between the head boys at

school and the infant class. And

when you first enter you have a great

deal to learn.

P'.ople said I made a good "speech

on the platform. May say I thought

so myself. I came to Parliament

without any id2a oi particularly up-

settmg the foundat ous of the cou:Ury

Ci anything like t'har, but. i thougbi

I'd Etand by, in e/^Mv question that

wa' bi ought up, and would delivei

my own judgment on it, from the

i'!?\;hi of my ow. I conmion sense, so

to >j.eak. I told my electors that. I

w I- a party man, I.-it that I'd v i:t on

intelligence only and wouldn't iust be

a party automaton. The Conservative

candidate who was running against

me had George Foster down to speak

at one of his meetings and Foster

THE MONUMENTS
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the trial of the Back Bencher is when he has to put out his cigar

and file in—zvith the flock—ahead of the Chief Whip of his own
side, and then sit there while the Leader of the Government and the

Leader of the Opposition jockey up to the point where the Speaker
orders the hell rung. The back-bencher takes his seat and
waits for that time. If it is a serious debate he is bound
to sit quiet and pretend to listen but, as a rule, he scribbles on his

blotter, or ivritcs a letter home, or carves his initials in the desk,—
they have different zcays of filling in the time. If it is not a serious

debate, or there is only some small fry addressing the Speaker, the

back-benchers gather in little knots at the back of their respective

sides of the House and chuckle over the latest story.

Some of the best men in Parliament are back-benchers. Some
of them are masters of the passing art of reasoning by "horse sense."

said, says Foster: "You just ougfht to

see how loyal those Grits are to their

leaders. W'hy if a certain bill comes
in that the Leaders want -put through,

through it goes. If he doesn't, out it

goes. It's a case of Simon says

thumbs up ! and all the thumbs go up

;

or Simon says thumbs down ! and
down they go."

I lauig'hed at Foster then. But I

know better now. Mind you that is

no more a Liberal practice than a

Conservative practice. It is part of

the party system in this country and
the only Avay that a member can get

along in the House is to be loyal to

it, unless and until, he is able to step

out and lead the House successfully

in some other direction than the one
in which the accredited leaders want
it to go. You have to follow the

leader or take his place yourself.

That's what's the matter with the

Tories at this minute.

It was a Scotchman who had been
eating onions who caused me to make
my first speech. I've made three in

three years. I've listened to others.

A fellow on our side would get up
and make a speecb and it would
sound convincing. It'd have me con-

verted for as much as five minutes

—

until some other man on the far side

would ansiwer it. If the men were
evenly matched you'd' find that there

was as much "for" the bill as

"against" it unless you went out into
60

the corridor and had a smoke so as

to coax up your own judgment again

and get your own opinion on the

thing. But that sort of thing worried
me. Platform speeches are all very

well but I knew that the speech I

would need to make would have to

hold water and stand bombarding.
I wrote home and asked Maud

about it. She said, "Billy, you make
a speech !" but I hung oflF. I asked

the Chief Whip and he said "Sure,

Bill ! What do you want to talk

about ?"

"Oh, I don't know," I said, rather

uneasy-like, "Any old thing. I guess."

"How'd the Seed Law do?"

"Seed ! Why I don't know one
plant from another, much less the

seed."

"Yes, but Bill m' bo}^ if a man's
going to be a good debater he's got to

be able to dig something interesting

about anything—rats, or telegraph

poles, or bead-work for ladies, or

railroad construction."

"Oh, I know," I replied, "but I

guess I'll leave well enough alone

just at present."

So I did. But ]\IacPherson came.

IV.

MacPherson is a Scotchman with

red hair and a red beard, who lives

like a sort of a hermit back in my
riding. He sent a dirty piece of
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paper into the House one day with

his name scrawled on it and the smell

of onions coming from it. When I

looked up, after the page had handed
it to me in my seat, I saw MacPher-
son's red' head sticking through the

swinging baize doors behind the

speaker's chair, just under the Press

Gallery, and the Major—that's the

old door-keeper with the side-whisk-

ers, was tugging at him from behind,

trying to pull 'him out without making
a scene, for MacPherson's unholy

boots were profaning foiibidden terri-

tory.

"Would you like to see the build-

ings?" I asked my constituent, after

having led him into safer reg'ons.

"No." he says, "but I'm wantin' t'

meet some of the great men, and I'm

wantin' t' know 'why ye never make
any speeches in the House."
He spoke as my moral and physical

mentor.

I was up against it. I made up lies

for all the Cabinet Ministers except-

ing Graham—and Graham has such a

goo'd sense of humor that I knew he

would not mind. He didn't. He told

MacPherson so^me stories, traced up

a family connection somewhere or

other and gave MacPherson a pre-

scription for his sick horse, w'hich

made the party strong with MacPher-
son for life.

But suddenly the man 'whisked out

a question.

"Why disna' our member make
speeches, big speeches?" he demand-
ed.

I tried to laugh it ofif and Graham
sought to 'help me out by telling how
hard I'd 'been working in the com-
mittees. But MacPherson wanted to

know about the speeches.

"Y'^^know, Mister Graham," he
said, "This man can make better

speeches than I ever haird in my life

and I've heard quite a many."
I saw that I really owed it to

my constituents, and I saw, too, for

the first time that every Member of

Parliament is the personal chattel of

every voter in his riding.

I made the speech. It was on fac-

tory inspection. After that I made
other speeches. But every one of

them it seemed to me was lame. My
stuff was ai'ways old. If I left my-
self go I was sure to forget my most
important points and if I didn't I was
wooden. The Press Gallery laid

down their pencils when I stood up
and a tall fellow with a moustache
and spectacles near the end of the

Tory side of the Gallery used to pass

remarks to a little plump fello'w with

a long nose from one oif the Toronto
papers. It was evidently something
witty, and something about me, but

I didn't care, I didn't pretend to make
speeches and I was only doing my
duty. I sent Hansard copies home to

MacPherson and a few others and

that was all. I soon dropped out of

the habit of making speeches. Mac-
Pherson didn't seem to mind, and I

saw that unless they were speeches

that would cause the other members
to follow my leadership there was no

use advancing anything in them that

was at all at variance with what the

Government proposed to do, I might

as well jam my head into a stone wall,

for not only would I probably lose my
own case but I would be lessening my
prestige with the party.

{To be continued.)



The Cast-a-way Horses

By

James Herbertson

THEY have been living like Ro<b-

inson Crusoe for one hundred

years and having a nice time ar

that. There are only about ten men
to the whole colony. They don't care

about the men. They are perfectly

indifferent to them. They go and

come without asking any man's per-

mission and they prosper exceeding-

ly. But they are 'horses, not women,

—a\-hich is obvious, and they have

not been getting half the attention

from the curiosity hunters and lovers

of romance that they ought to have

had. long ago.

The story begins about one hundred

and fifty years ago when the contin-

ent of North America was being

fought for hy the English and the

French. A French Transport ship

carrying a huge cargo of cavalry

horses was wrecked, on her way to

Quebec, on Sable Island. The vessel

went to pieces : the crew were

drowned ; but the horses escaped to

the is'and,—or most of them did. and

there, upon a mere sand-bar, treeless,

hill-less, and more or less boneless,

they set up house-keeping with . the

aid of grass which the sandhar sup-

ports. And ever since, they have

flourished. To-day, in the Eastern

Provinces of Canada, they are known
as Sable Island Ponies. Here and
there in Newfoundland, in Cape Bre-

ton, in obscure corners of Nova Sco-

tia and New Brunswick, or down the

coast into the United States, the

traveler comes across them, hitched

to ploughs or drawing milk wagons,
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or doing some other domestic labor,

but the great 'body of them, the origin-

al colony, still flourishes on Sahle

Island, one hundred miles from the

coast of Nova Scotia.

They have 'been the subject of

many a plot—or perhaps one might
more correctly speak of these as ex-

alted horse-deals. But all the might-

have-beens about those horses and all

the romance that has been anyway,
would fill a book, could it all be found.

As it is, the archives of France tell a

little of it. The shipping register of

Havre, one hundred and fifty years

ago, tells some more, and the em-
barrassment of the French forces in

Canada, on account of the loss of

these horses, tells still another chap-

ter.

To-day there are fifteen hundred
wuld horses-—sons and daughters oi

the ship-wrecked'—roaming on Sable

Island. To Atlantic mariners that is-

land is a dreaded place. The great

sand bar, soused all day long in the

surf, has licked white the bones of

many a little ship—and some big ones,

too. But to the horses it is a place

of delight. They roam in bands of

twenty or thirty or forty. Each band
has its leader, who plans to-day what
to-morrow's mischief shall be, be-

cause all they have to do is eat and
gallop around, except when once a

year the agents of the Government
round them up into corrals and

select fifty of them for export to the

markets of the coast. Time was when
thev w-ere not under Government su-
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pervi&ion—those were the days of the

plots referred to—'but now these

horses are being protected from whole-
sale deportation ; new blood is being

introduced among them in order to

counteract some of the effects of in-

breeding; and care is being taken gen-
erally to preserve this colony of little

French horses who have been so hard-

ened by their life on the naked island

that they are known all over the coast

of Northern America for their en-

(Jnrance.

Three Musketeers. There were sor-

rels and chestnuts and piebalds. They
weren't a bit romantic. They knew
nothing of the world, except in so far

as plowing and churning and toting

cabbages to market were concerned.
But the horse dealer, who was mak-

ing a profit on them, had dcv^ided to

give a taste of real "life." He heided
them to Havre. He tied their legs so

that they could not maki ung-aceful
jn-ctests, and heaved them aboard the

transport. The transport sai'ed. The

TAKING HORSES OFF SABLE ISLAND

It all started with the General who
needed horses. He wrote ho'me. The
Government of France appointed a

rake of a horse-dealer to get together

the required animals. Being a rake,

he cheated. He went through Brit-

tany and Pictou and Anjou arid all

the other rural districts where they

had horses, and he bought up the

worn-out skates of the peasants. There

were yellow horses, like the one that

D'Artagnan's father gave him when
he sallied forth to be one of Dumas'

horse dealer received his sh* n'.ng louis,

and the staid, domesticated, home-lov-

ing, ca:bbage-eating steeds of the

French provinces went forth to uie

wars—and were ship-wrecked.

There is a tradition iiiat j''.st '.ne

man was saved with all the horses. He,

the story goes, was a dock-rat from

along the Seine. He had been em-

ployed to assist in tending the h.:rses.

But when the wreck came and the ship

broke up, so that all were carried^ out

by the breakers, the little wharf-rat
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clung, somehow, to the back of a

horse and with him was carried

ashore. Sailors calling at the island

afterwards found him living on things

cast up from the wreck, and surround-
ed by horses^ in whose hides the salt

brine had dried. It happened that

they were British sailors, so they took

the wharf-rat prisoner and gave him
a good time in the nearest English
prison, which ends the story of the rat.

But, years later, in Boston, there

happened to be a trusty rogue called

Peterson, 'who had no talent for earn-

ing wages, ibut a considerable talent

for "doing deals"—iproba'bly a proto-

type of the modern promoter. At all

events, when the war of the American
Independence was opened, and the de-

mand for cavalry horses commenced,
he and a few choice spirits chartered

a Gloucester fishing schooner and pro-

ceeded to Sable Island. They took
fifty horses off in surf 'boats and sold

them to the British. But on the next

voyage the master mind of Peterson
decided that the British were not pay-
ing enough, and therefore tried to run

his cargo down to a point where he

could reach the Americans, but where,
as it happened, a British man o' war
caught him, and confiscated schooner
and horses and Peterson,

In the American Civil War other

attempts were made to take off the

horses, but the undertaking was diffi-

cult, and only a few horses were ever

removed. Fishing schooners from
Newfoundland and the mainland of

Canada used occasionally to visit the

island and carry away a few of the

animals. But eventually the British

Government, having established a

lighthouse at that point, forbade the

export of the animals, except to the

extent of fifty a year. So that now
these horses, which were originally

tame, Ibut have for a century been just

as free as the Atlantic, who was cheat-

ed of them once, and who, of stormy
nights, pounds an impatient fist on the

ed*ge of their island, as though he still

remem'bers, are finding their way, fifty

at a time, back into the humdrum of

ploughs and cabbage-carts and the

modern 'butcher wasron of America.

THE HORSES ARE CORRALLED ONCE A YEAR
C4
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CHAPTER V.

ON either side of us were swift

hills mottled with green and

gold, ahead a curdle of snow-
capped mountains, above a sky of

robin's-egg blue. The morning was
lyric and set our hearts piping as we
climbed the canyon. We breathed

deeply of the heady air, exclaimed at

sight of a big bee ranch, shouted as

a mule team with jingling bells came
swinging down the trail. With cries

of delight we forded the little crystal

stream wherever the trail plunged
knee-deep through it. Higher and
higher we climbed, mile after mile,

our packs on our shoulders, our hearts

very merry. I was as happy as a

holiday schoolboy, willing this should

go on forever, dreading to think of

the grim-visaged toil that aw^aited us.

About mid-day we reached the end.

Gangs of men were everywhere, rip-

ping and tearing at the mountain-side.

There was a roar of blasting, and
rocks hurtled down on us. Bunk-
houses of raw lumber sweated in the

sun. Everywhere was the feverish

activity of a construction camp.

(Registered in accordance with the Copyright Act by Robert W. Service.

Canadian serial rights owned by The MacLean Publishing Company.)

We were assigned to a particular

bunkhouse, and there was a great

rush for places. It was floorless, door-

less and in part roofless. Above the

medley of voices I 'heard that of the

Prodigal

:

"Say, fellows, let's find the softest

side of this board! Strikes me the

company's mighty considerate. All

kinds of ventilation. Good chance to

study astronomy. Wonder if I couldn't

borrow a mattress somewhere ? Ha

!

Good eye! Watch me, fellows!"

•We saw him make for a tent near-

by where horses were stabled. He
reconnoitred carefully, then darted in-

side to come out in a twinkling, stag-

gering under a bale of hay.

"How's that for rustling? I guess

I'm slow—hev. what? Guess this i=

poor!"

He was wadding his bunk thickly

with the hay, while the others look-

ed on rather enviously. -Then, as

a bell rang, he left oflf.

"Hash is ready, boys ; last call to

the dining-car. Come on and see the

pigs get their heads in the trough."

We hurried to the cookhouse, where

a tin plate, a tin cup, a tin spoon and

a cast-iron knife were laid for each

of us at a table of unplaned boards.

A great mess of hash was ready, and

excepting myself everyone ate vorao-

B -3
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ou&ly. I found something more to

my taste, a can of honey and some
soda crackers, on which I supped
gratefully.

When I returned to the bunkhouse
I found my bunk had been stuffed

with nice soft hay, and my blankets

spread on top. I looked over to the

Prodigal. He was reading, a limp
cigarette between his yellow-stained
fingers. I went up to him.

"It's very good of you to do this,"

I said.

"Oh, no! Not at all. Don't men-
tion it," he answered with much po-
liteness, never raising his eyes from
the book.

"Well," I said, "I've just got to

thank you. And look here, let's make
it up. Don't let the business of that

wretched money come between us.

Can't we be friends, anyway?"
He sprang up and gripped my hand.
"Sure ! Nothing I want more. I'm

sorry. Another time I'll make allow-

ance for that shorter-catechism con-

science of yours. Now let's go over
to that big fire they've made and chew
the rag."

So we sat by the crackling blaze of

mesquite, sagebrush and live-oak

limbs, while over us twinkled the

friendly stars, and he told me many a

strange story of his roving life.

"You know, the old man's all broke
up to me, playing the damphool like

this. He's got a glue factory back in

Massachusetts. Guess he stacks up
about a million or so. Wanted me to

go into the glue factory, begin at the

bottom, stay with it, 'Stick to glue,

my boy,' he says, 'become the Glue
King,' and so on. But not with little

Willie. Life's too interesting a pro-

position to be turned down like that.

I'm not repentant. I know the fatted

calf's waiting for me, getting fatter

every day. One of these days I'll go
back and sample it."

It was he I first heard talk of the

Great White Land, and it stirred me
strangely.

"Every one's crazy about it. They're
rushing in now in thousands, to get

there before the winter begins. Next
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spring there will be the biggest stam-
pede the world has ever seen. Say,

Scotty, I've the greatest notion to try

it. Let's go, you and I. I had a

partner once, who'd been up there.

It's a big, dark, grim land, but there's

the gold shining, shining, and it's

calling us to go. Somehow it haunts
me, that soft, gleaming virgin gold
there in the solitary rivers with not a

soul to pick it up. I don't care one
rip for the value of it. I can make
all I want out of glue. But the ad-

venture, the excitement, it's that tha^

makes me fit for the foolish house."

He was silent a long time while

my imagination conjured up terrible,

fascinating pictures of the vast, un-

awakened land, and a longing came
over me to dare its shadows.

As we said good-night, his last

words were

:

"Remember, Scotty, we're both go-

ing to join the Big Stampede, you
and I."

CHAPTER VI.

I slept but fitfully, for the night air

was nipping, and the bunkhouse nigh

as open as a cage. A bonny morning
it was, and the sun warmed me nicely,

so that over breakfast I was in a

cheerful humor. Afterwards I watch-

ed the gang laboring, and showed
such an injudicious interest that that

afternoon I, too, was put to work.

It was very simple. Running into

the mountain there was a tunnel,

which they were lining with concrete,

and it was the task of I and another

to push cars of the stuff from the out-

let to the scene of operations. My
partner was a Swede who had toiled

from boyhood, while I had never done

a day's work in my life. It was as

much as I could do to lift the loaded

boxes into the car. Then we left the

sunshine behind us, and for a quarter

of a mile of darkness we strained in

an uphill effort.

From the roof, which we stooped to

avoid, sheets of water descended.

Every now and then the heavy cars
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would run off the rails, which were of

scantling, worn and frayed by fric-

tion. Then my Swede would storm

in Berserker rage and we would
lift till the veins throbbed in my head.

Never had time seemed so long. A
convict working in the salt mines of

Siberia did not revolt more against

his task than I. The sweat blinded

me ; a bright steel pain throbbed in

my head ; my heart seemed to ham-
mer. Never so thankful was I as

when we had made our last trip, and
sick and dizzy I put on my coat to

go home.
It was dark. There was a cable

line running from the tunnel to the

camp, and down this we shot in

buckets two at a clip. The descent

gave me a creepy sensation, but it sav-

ed a ten minutes' climb down the

mountain side, and I was grateful.

Tired, wet and dirty, how I envied

the Prodigal lying warm and cosy on
his fragrant hay. He was reading a

novel. But the thought that I had
earned a dollar comforted me. After

supper he, with Ginger and Dutchy,
played solo till near midnight, while

I tossed on my bunk too weary and
sore to sleep.

Next day was a repetition of the

first, only worse, I ached as if I had
been beaten. Stiff and sore I drag-

ged myself to the tunnel again. I

lifted, strained, tugged and shoved
with a set and tragic face. Five hours
of hell passed. It was noon. I nursed
my strength for the after effort. An-
grily T talked to myself, and once

mo.e I pulled through. Weary and
slimv with wet mud, I shot down the

cable line. Snugly settled in his bunk,

the Prodigal had read another two
hundred pages of "Les Miserables."

Yet—I reflected somewhat sadly—

I

had made two dollars.

On the third day sheer obstinacy

forced me to the tunnel. My self-re-

spect goaded me on. I would not give

in. I must hold this iob down, I must,

I MUST. Then at the noon hour I

fainted.

No one saw me, so I gritted my
teeth and once more threw my weight

against the cars. Once more night
found me waiting to descend in the

bucket. Then as I stood there was a
crash and shouts from below. The
cable had snapped. My Swede and
another lay among the rocks with sore-

ly broken bones. Poor beggars ! how
they must have suffered jolting down
that boulder-strewn trail to the hos-

pital.

Somehow that destroyed my nerve.

I blamed myself indeed. I flogged
myself with reproaches, but it was of

no avail. I would sooner beg my
bread than face that tunnel once again.

The world seemed to be divided into

two parts, the rest of it and that tun-

nel. Thank God, I didn't have to go
into it again. I was exultantly happy
that I didn't. The Prodigal had fin-

is'hed his book, and was starting an-

other. That night he borrowed some
of my money to play solo with.

Next day I saw the foreman. I said

:

"I want to go. The work up there's

too hard for me."
He looked at me kindly.

"All right, sonny," says he, "don't

quit. I'll put you in the gravel pit."

So next dav I found a more con-

genial task. There were four of us.

We threw the gravel against a screen

where the finer stuff that sifted

through was used in making con-

crete.

The work was heartbreaking in its

monotony. In the biting cold of the

morning we made a start long before

the sun peeped above the wall of

mountain. We watched it crawl, snail-

like, over the virgin sky. We panted

in its heat. We saw it drop again be-

hind the mountain wall, leaving the

sky gorgeously barred with color from

a tawny orange glow to an Ice-pale

green—a regular ponsse cafe of a sun-

set. Then when the cold and the dark

surged back, by the light of the even-

ing star we straightened our weary

spines, and throwing aside pick and

shovel hurried to supper.

Heigh-ho! what a life it was. Rest-

ing, eating, sleeping, negative pleas-

ures became positive ones. Life's

great principle of compensation work-
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ed on our behalf, and to lie at ease,

reading an old paper, seemed an ex-

quisite enjoyment.

I was much troubled about the Pro-

digal. He complained of muscular
rheumatism, and except to crawl to

meals was unable to leave his bunk.

Every day came the foreman to in-

quire anxiously if he was fit to go to

work, but steadily he grew worse. Yet
he bore his suffering with great spirit,

and, among that nondescript crew, he

was a thing of joy and brightness, a

link with that other world which was
mine own. They nicknamed him
"Happy," his cheerfulness was so in-

vincible. He played cards on every

chance, and he must 'have been un-

lucky, for he borrowed the last of

my small hoard.

One morning I woke about six, and
found, pinned to my blanket, a note

from my friend.

"Dear Scotty:

"I grieve to leave you thus, but the

cruel foreman insists on me working
off my ten days' board. Racked with

pain as I am, there appears to be no
alternative but flight. Accordingly I

fade away once more into the un-

known. Will write you general de-

livery, Los Angeles. Good luck and
good-bye. Yours to a cinder.

"Happy."

There was a hue and cry after him,

but he was gone, and a sudden dis-

gust for the place came over me. For
two more days I worked, crushed by
a gloom that momentarily intensified.

Clamant and imperative in me was
the voice of change. I could not be-

come toil-broken, so I saw the fore-

man.

"Why do you want to go?" he
asked reproachfully.

"Well, sir, the work's too monoton-
ous."

"Monotonous! Well, that's the

rummest reason I ever heard a man
give for quitting. But every man
knows his own business best. I'll give

you a time-cheque."

While he was making it out I won-
dered if, indeed, I did know my own
business best ; but if it had been the

greatest folly in the world, I was
bound to get out of that canyon.

Treasuring the slip of paper repre-

senting my labor, I sought one of the

I)osses, a sour, stiff man of dyspeptic

lendcncies. With a smile of malicious

sweetness he returned it to me.

"All right, take it to our Oakland
office, and you'll get the cash."

Expectantly I had been standing

there, thinking to receive my money,

the first I had ever earned (and to me
so distressfully earned, at that.) Now
I gazed at him very sick at heart : for

was not Oakland several hundred

miles away, and I was penniless.

"Couldn't you cash it here?" I fal-

tered at last.

"No!" (very sourly.)

"Couldn't you discount it then?"

"No!" (still more tartly.)

I turned away, crestfallen and
smarting. When I told the other

boys they were indignant, and a good
deal alarmed on their own accounts.

I made my case against the Company
as damning as I could, then, slinging

my blanket on my back, set off once

more down the canvon.

CHAPTER VII

I was gaining in experience, and as

I 'hurried down the canyon and the

morning burgeoned like a rose, my
spirits mounted invincibly. It was
the joy of the open road and the care-

free heart. Like some hideous night-

mare was the memory of the tunnel

and the gravel pit. The bright blood

in me rejoiced ; my muscles tensed

with pride in their toughness ; I gazed

insolently at the world.

So, as I made speed to get the soon-

er to the orange groves, I almost set

heel on a large blue envelope which
lay face up on the trail. I examined
it and, finding it contained plans and
specifications of the work we had
been at, I put it in my pocket.
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Presently came a rider, who reined

up by me.

''Say, young man, you haven't seen

a blue envelope, have you"

Something in the man's manner
aroused in me instant resentment. I

was the toiler in mud-stiffened over-

alls, he arrogant and supercilious in

broadcloth and linen.

"No," I said sourly, and, going on
my way, heard him clattering up the

canyon.

It was about evening when I came
onto a fine large plain. Behind me
was the canyon, gloomy like the lair

of some evil beast, while before me
the sun was setting, and made the

valley like a sea of golden glaze. I

stood, knight-errantwise, on the verge

of one of those enchanted lands of

precious memory, seeking the princess

of my dreams; but all I saw was a

man coming up the trail. He was
reeling homeward, with under one

arm a live turkey, and swinging from
the other a demijohn of claret.

He would have me drink. He re-

presented the Christmas spirit, and
his accent was Scotch, so I uptilted

his demijohn gladly enough. Then,
for he was very merry, he would have
it that we sing, "Auld Lang Syne."

So there, on the heath, in the golden

dance of the light, we linked our
hands and lifted our voices like two
daft folk. Yet, for that it was Christ-

mas Eve, it seemed not to be so mad
after all.

There was my first orange grove.

I ran to it eagerly, and pulled four of

the largest fruit I could see. They
were green-like of rind and bitter

sour, but I heeded not, eating the last

before I was satisfied. Then I went
on my way.

As I entered the town my spirits

fell. I remembered I was quite with-

out money and had not yet learned to

be gracefully penniless. However, I

bethought me of the time-cheque, and
entering a saloon asked the proprietor

if he would cash it. He was a German
of jovial face that seemed to say :

—

"Welcome, my friend," and cold.

beady eyes that queried: "How much
can I get of your wad?" It was his

eyes I noticed.

"No, I dond touch dot. I haf be-
fore been schvindled. Py Gott, no!
You take him avay."

I sank into a chair. Catching a
glimpse of my face in a bar mirror,

I wondered if that hollow-cheeked
weary-looking lad was I. The place

was crowded with revellers of the

Christmastide, and geese were being
diced for. There were three that

pattered over the floor, while in the

corner the stage-driver and a red-hair-

ed man were playing freeze-out for

one of them.

I drowsed quietly. Wafts of bar-

front conversation came to me. "En-
velope . . . lost plans . . . great

delay." Suddenly I sat up, remember-
ing the package I had found.

"Were you looking for some lost

plans?" I asked.

"Yes," said one man eagerly, "did

you find them?"
"I didn't say I did, but if I could

get them for you, would you cash this

time-cheque for me?"
"Sure," he says, "one good turn

deserves another. Deliver the goods

and I'll cash your time-cheque."

His face was frank and jovial. I

drew out the envelope and handed it

over. He hurriedly ran through the

contents and saw that all were there.

"Ha! This saves a trip to Frisco,"

he said, gay with relief.

He turned to the bar and ordered

a round of drinks. They all had a

drink on him, while he seemed to for-

get about me. I waited a little, then

pressed forward with my time-cheque.

"Oh, that," said he, "I won't cash

that. I was only joshing."

A feeling of bitter anger welled up

within me. I trembled like a leaf.

"You won't go back on your word"

I said.

He became flustered.

"Well, I can't do it anyway. I've

got no loose cash."

What I would have said or done I

know not, for I was nigh desperate;

but at this moment the stage-driver,
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flushed with his victory at freeze-out,

snatched the paper from my hand.

"Here, I'll discount that for you.

I'll only give you five dollars for it,

though."

It called for fourteen, but by this

time I was so discouraged I gladly

accepted the five-dollar gold-piece he

'held out to tempt me.

Thus were my fortunes restored.

It was near midnight and I asked the

German for a room. He replied that

he was full up, but as I had my blan-

kets there was a nice dry shed at the

back I could use. Alas! it was also

used by his chickens. They roosted

just over my head, and I lay on the

filthy floor at the mercy of innumer-

able fleas. To complete my misery the

green oranges I had eaten gave me
agonizing cramps. Glad, indeed, was
I when day dawned, and once more
I got afoot, with my face turned to-

ward Los Angeles.

CHAPTER VIII.

Los Angeles will always be written

in golden letters in the archives of my
memory. Crawling, sore and sullen,

from the clutch of toil, I revelled in

a lotus life of ease and idleness. There
was infinite sunshine, and the quiet of

a public library through whose open
windows came the fragrance of mag-
nolias. Living was incredibly cheap.

For seventy-five cents a week I had
a little sunlit attic, and for ten cents

I could dine abundantly. There was
soup, fish, meat, vegetables, salad,

pudding and a bottle of wine. So
reading, dreaming and roaming the

streets, I spent my days in a state of

beatitude.

But even five dollars will not last

for ever, and the time came when
once more the grim face of toil con-
fronted me. I must own that I had
now little stomach for hard labor, yet

I made several efiforts to obtain it.

However, I had a bad manner, being
both proud and shy, and one rebuflf

in a day always was enough. I lacked
that self-confidence that readily finds
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employment, and again I found my-
self mixing with the spineless resi--

duum of the employment bureau.

At last the morning came when
twenty-five cents was all that remain-

ed to me in the world. I had just been

seeking a position as a dish-washer,

and had been rather sourly rejected.

Sitting solitary on the bench in that

dreary place, I soliloquized

:

"And so it has come to this, that

I, Athol Meldrum, of gentle birth

and Highland breeding, must sue in

vain to understudy a scullion in a

third-rate hash joint. I am, indeed,

fallen. What mad folly is this that

sets me lower than a menial? Here
I might be snug in the Northwest rais-

ing my own fat sheep. A letter home
would bring me instant help. Yet
what would it mean? To own defeat;

to lose my self-esteem ; to call myself

a failure. No, I won't. Come what
may, I will play the game."
At that moment the clerk wrote:

—

"Man wanted to carry banner."

"How much do you want for that

job?" I asked.

"Oh, two bits will hold you," he

said carelessly.

"Any experience required?" I a.sk-

ed again.

"No, I guess even you'll do for

that," he answered cuttingly.

So I parted with my last quarter

and was sent to a Sheeny store in

Broadwa3^ Here I was given a voci-

ferous banner announcing:
"Great retiring sale," and so forth.

With this hoisted I sallied forth at

first very conscious and not a little

ashamed. Yet by and by this feeling

wore off, and I wandered up and down
with no sense of my employment,
which, after all, was one adapted to

philosophic thought. I might have
gone through the day in this blissful

coma of indifference had not a casual

glance at my banner thrilled me with

horror. There it was in hideou-i, nak-

ed letters of red.

"Retireing sale."

I reeled under the shock. I did not

mind packing a banner, but a mis-

spelt one

—
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I hurried back to the store, resolved

to throw up my position. Luckil\

the day was well advanced, and as 1

had served my purpose I was given

a silver dollar.

On this dollar I lived for a month.

Not every one has done that, yet it

is easy to do. This is 'how I man-
aged:

In the first place I told the old lady

who rented me my room that I could

not pay her until I got work, and I

gave her my blankets as security.

There remained only the problem of

food. This I solved by buying every

day or so five cents' worth of stale

bread, which I ate in my room, wash-
ing it down with pure spring water.

A little imagination and lo ! my 'bread

was beef, my water wine. Thus break-

fast and dinner. For supper there

was the Pacific Gospel Hall, where we
gathered nightly one hundred strong,

bawled hymns, listened to sundry
good people and presently were given

mugs of coffee and chunks of bread.

How good the fragrant coffee tasted

and how sweet the fresh bread

!

At the end of the third week I got

work as an orange-picker. It was a

matter of swinging long ladders in-

to fruit-flaunting trees, of sunshiny

days and fluttering leaves, of golden

branches plundered, and boxes filled

from sagging sacks. There is no
more ideal occupation. I revelled in

it. The others were Mexicans ; I was
"El Gringo." But on an average I

only made fifty cents a day. On one

day, when the fruit was unusually

large, I made seventy cents.

Possibly I would have gone on,

contentedly enough, perched on a lad-

der, high up in the sunlit sway of

treetops, had not the work come to

an end. I had been something of a

financier on a picayune scale, and
when I counted my savings and found

that I had four hundred and ninety-

five cents, such a feeling of affluence

came over me that I resolved to gratify

my taste for travel. Accordingly I

purchased a ticket for San Diego, and
once more found myself Southward
bound.

CHAPTER IX.

A few days in San Diego reduced
my small capital to the vanishing
point, yet it was with a light heart I

turned North again and took the All-

Tie route for Los Angeles. If one
of the alluring conditions of a walk-
ing tour is not to be overburdenea
with cash surely I fulfilled it, for I

was absolutely penniless. The Lord
looks after his children, said I, and
when I became too inexorably hun-
gry I asked for bread, emphasizing
my willingness to do a stunt on the

woodpile. Perhaps it was because I

was young and notably a novice in

vagrancy, but people were very good
to me.

The railway track skirts the ocean

side for many a sonorous league. The
mile-long waves roll in majestically,

as straight as if drawn with a ruler,

and crash in thunder on the sandy

beach. There were glorious sunsets

and weird storms, with underhanded
lightning stabs at the sky. I built

little huts of discarded railway ties,

and lit camp-fires, for I was fearful

of the crawling things I saw by day.

The coyote called from the hills. Un-

easy rustlings came from the sage-

brush. My teeth a-chatter with cold

kept me awake, till I cinched a hand-

kerchief around my chin. Yet, drench-

ed with night-dews, half-starved and

travel-worn, I seemed to grow every

day stronger and more fit. Between

bondage and vagabondage I did not

hesitate to choose.

Leaving the sea, I came to a coun-

try of grass and she-oaks very pretty

to see, like an English park. I pass-

ed horrible tule swamps, and reached

a cattle land with corrals and solitary

cowboys. There was a quaint old

Spanish Mission that lingers in my
memory, then once again I came into

the land of the orange-groves and the

irrigating ditch. Here I fell in with

two of the hobo fraternity, and we

walked many mile together. One night

we slept in a refrigerator car, where

I felt as if icicles were forming on my
spine. But walking: was not much in
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their line, so next morning they jump-
ed a train and we separated. I was
very thankful, as they did not look

over-clean, and I had a wholesome
horror of "seam-squirrels."

On arriving in Los Angeles I went

to the post office. There was a letter

from the Prodigal dated New York,

and inclosing fourteen dollars, the

amount he owed me. He said

:

"I returned to the paternal roof,

weary of my role. The fatted calf

awaited me. Nevertheless, I am sick

again for the unhallowed swine-husks.

Meet me in Frisco about the end of

February, and I will a glorious pro-

position unfold. Don't fail. I must
have a partner and I want you. Look
for a letter in the general delivery."

There was no time to lose, as Feb-

ruary was nearly over. I took a

steerage passage to San Francisco,

resolving that I would mend my for-

tunes. It is so easy to drift. I was
already in the social slough, a hobo
and an outcast. I saw that as long

as I remained friendless and unknown
nothing but degraded toil was open

to me. Surely I could clim'b up, but

was it worth while? A snug farm
in the Northwest awaited me. I would
work my way back there, and arrive

decently clad. Then none would know
of my humiliation. I 'had been way-
ward and foolish, but I had learned

something.

The men who toiled, endured and
suffered were kind and helpful, their

masters mean and rapacious. Every-

where was the same sordid grasping

for the dollar. With my ideals and
training nothing but discouragement

and defeat would be my portion. Oh,
it is so easy to drift

!

I was sick of the whole business.

CHAPTER X.

What with steamer fare and a few
small debts to settle, I found when
I landed in San Francisco that once

more I was flatly broke, i was ar-

restively seedy, literally on my uppers,

for owing to my long tramp my boots

were barely holding together. There

was no letter for me, and perhaps it

was on account of my disappoint-

ment, perhaps on account of my ex-

treme shabbiness, but I found I had
quite lost heart. Looking as I did,

i would not ask any one for work. So
1 tightened my belt and sat in Ports-

mouth Square, cursing myself for ttie

many nickels I had squandered in riot-

ous living.

Two days later I was still drawing
in my belt. All I had eaten was one

meal, which I 'had earned by peeling

half a sack of potatoes for a restaur-

ant. I slept beneath the floor of an

empty house out the Presidio way.

On this day I was drowsing on my
bench when some one addressed me.

"Say, young fellow, you look pretty

well used up."

I saw an elderly grey-haired man,
"Oh, no!" I said, "I'm not. That's

just my acting. I'm a millionaire in

disguise, studying sociology."

Pie came and sat by me.

"Come, buck up, kid, you're pretty

near down and out. I've been study-

in' you them two days."

"Two days," I echoed drearily. "It

seems like two years." Then, with

sudden fierceness

:

"Sir, I am a stranger to you. Never
in my life before have I tried to bor-

row money. It is asking a great deal

of you to trust me, but it will be a

most Christian act. I am starving.

If you have ten cents that isn't work-
ing lend it to me for the love of God.

I'll pay you back if it takes me ten

years."

"All right, son," he said cheerfully;

"let's go and feed."

He took me to a restaurant where
he ordered a dinner that made my
head swim. I felt near to fainting,

but after I had had some brandy, I

was able to go on with the business

of eating. By the time I got to the

coflFee I was as much excited by the

food as if I had been drinking wine.

I now took an opportunity to regard

my benefactor.

He was rather under medium
height, but so square and solid you
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felt he was a man to be reckoned
with. His skin was as brown as an
Indian's, but his eyes were light-blue

and brightly cheerful, as from some
inner light. His mouth was firm and
his chin square and resolute. Alto-

gether his face was a curious blend

of benevolence and ruthless determina-

tion.

Now he was regarding me in a man-
ner entirely benevolent.

"Feel better, son? Well, go ahead
and tell me as much of your story as

you want to."

I gave an account of all that had
happened to me since I had set foot

on the new land.

"Huh!" he ejaculated when I had
finished. "That's the worst of your
old-country boys. You haven't got

the get-up and nerve to rustle a job.

You go to a boss and tell him you've

no experience, but you'll do your best.

An American boy says : "I can do
anything. Give me the job and I'll

just show you.' Who's goin' to be

hired? Well, I think I can get you
a job helpin' a gardener out Alameda
way."

I expressed my gratitude.

"That's all right," he said; "I'm
glad by the grace of God I've been

the means of givin' you a hand-up.

Better come to my room and stop

with me till somethin' turns up I'm
goin' North in three days."

I asked if he was going to the

Yukon.
"Yes, I'm goin' to join this crazy

rush to the Klondike. I've been min-
in' for twenty years, Arizona, Color-

ado, all over, and now I am a-goin' to

see if the North hasn't got a stake

for me."
Up in his room he told me of his

life.

"I'm saved by the grace of God,
but I've been a Bad Man. I've been
everything from a city marshall to boss

gambler. I have gone heeled for two
years, thinking to get my pass to hell

at any moment."

"Ever killed any one?" I queried.

He was beginning to pace up and
down the room.

"Glory to God, I haven't, but I've

shot. . . . There was a time when
I could draw a gun and drive a nail

in the wall. I was quick, but there

was lots that could give me cards and
spades. Quiet men, too, you would
never think it of 'em. The quiet ones
was the worst. Meek, friendly, de-

cent men, to see them drinkin' at a

bar, but they didn't know Fear, and
every one of 'em had a dozen notches

on his gun. I know lots of them,
chummed with them, and princes they

were, the finest in the land, would
give the shirts off their backs for a

friend. You'd like them—ibut, Lord
be praised, I'm a saved man."

I was deeply interested.

"I know I'm talking in a way I

shouldn't. It's all over now, and I've

seen the evil of my ways, but I've

got to talk once in a while. I'm Jim
Hubbard, known as 'Salvation Jim,'

and I know minin' from Genesis to

Revelation. Once I used to gamble
and drink the limit. One morning I

got up from the card-table after sit-

ting there thirty-six hours. I'd lost

five thousand dollars. I knew they'd

handed me out 'cold turkey.' but I

took m.y medicine.

"Right then I said I'd learn to be

a crook too. I learned to play with

marked cards. I could tell every card

in the deck. I ran a stud-poker game,

with a Jap and a Chinaman for part-

ners. They were quicker to learn

than white men, and less likely to lose

their nerve. It was easy money, like

taking candy from a kid. Often I

would play on the square. No man
can bluff strong without showing it.

Maybe it's just a quiver of the eye-

lash, maybe a shuffle of the foot. I've

studied a man for a month till I found

the sign that gave him away. Then

I've raised and raised him till the

sweat pricked through his brow. He
was my meat. I went after the men
that robbed me, and I went one bet-

ter. Here, shuffle this deck."

He produced a pack of cards from

a drawer.
41
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"I'll never go back to the old trade.

I'm saved. I trust in God, but just

for diversion I keep my hand in."

Talking to me, he shuffled the pack

a few times.

"Here, I'm dealing; what do you

want? Three Kings?"
I nodded.

He dealt four hands. In mine there

were three Kings.

Taking up another he showed me
three aces.

"I'm out of practice," he said apolo-

getically. "My hands are calloused.

I used to keep them as soft as velvet."

He showed me some false shuffles,

dealing from under the deck, and

other tricks.

"Yes, I got even with the ones that

got my money. It was eat or be eaten.

I went after the suckers. There was
never a man did me dirt but I paid

him with interest. Of course, it's dif-

ferent now. The Good Book says

:

'Do good unto them that harm you.'

I guess I would, but I wouldn't re-

commend any one to try and harm me.

I might forget."

The heavy, aggressive jaw shot for-

ward ; the eyes gleamed with a fear-

less ferocity, and for a moment the

man took on an air that was almost

tigerish. I could scarce believe my
sight; yet the next instant it was the

same cheerful, benevolent face, and I

thought my eyes must have played me
some trick.

Perhaps it was that sedate Puritan

strain in me that appealed to him, but

we became great friends. We talked

of many things, and most of all, I

loved to get him to tell of his early

life. It was just like a story; thrown
on the world while yet a child ; a

shoeblack in New York, fighting for

his stand; a lumber-jack in the woods
of Michigan ; lastly, a miner in Ari-

zona. He told me of long months on

the desert with only his pipe for com-
pany, talking to himself over the fire

at night, and trying not to go crazy.

He told me of the girl he married

and worshipped, and of the man who
broke up his home. Once more I sav,'
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that flitting tiger-look appear on his

face and vanish immediately. He told

me of his wild days.

"I was always a fighter, and I never

knew what fear meant. I never saw
the man that could beat me in a rough-

and-tumble scrap. I was uncommon
husky and as quick as a cat, but it

was my fierceness that won out for

me. Get a man down and give him
the leather. I've kicked a man's face

to a jelly. It was kick, bite and gouge
in them days—anything went.

"Yes. I never knew fear. I've gone

up unarmed to a man I knew was
heeled to shoot me on sight, and I've

dared him to do it. Just by the power
of the eye I've made him take water.

He thought I had a gun and could

draw quicker'n him. Then, as the

drink got hold of me, I got worse and
worse. I've done things that would
have landed me in the penitentiary,

but I always played a lone hand. Time
was when I would have robbed a bank
and shot the man that tried to stop

me. Glory to God ! I've seen the evil

of my ways."

"Are you sure you'll never back-

slide?" I asked.

"Never! I'm born again. I don't

smoke, drink or gamble, and I'm as

happy as the day's long. There was
the drink. I would go on the water-

wagon for three months at a stretch,

but day and night, wherever I went,

the glass of whisky was there right

between my eyes. Sooner or later it

got the better of me. Then one night

I went half-sober into a Gospel Hall.

The glass was there, and I was in

agony tryin' to resist it. The speaker

was callin' sinners to come forward.

I thought I'd try the thing anyway
so I went forward to the penitents'

bench. When I got up the glass was
gone. Of coure, it came back, but

I got rid of it again in the same way.

Well. I had many a struggle and many
a defeat, but in the end I won. It's

a divine miracle."

I wish I could paint or act the man
for you. Words cannot express his

curious character. I came to have a

great fondness for him, and certainly
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owed him a huge debt of gratitude.

One day I was paying my usual

visit to the post office, when some one

gripped me by the arm.

"Hullo Scotty ! By all that's won-
derful. I was just going to mail you
a letter."

It was the Prodigal, very well dress-

ed and spruce-looking.

"Say, I'm so tickled I got you;
we're going to start in two days."

"Start! Where?" I asked.

"Why, for the Golden North, for

the land of the Midnight Sun, for the

treasure troves of the Klondike Val-

ley."

"You may be," I said soberly ; "but

I can't."

"Yes you can, and you are, old

sport. I fixed all that. Come on, I

want to talk to you. I went home
and did the returned prodigal stunt.

The old man was mighty decent when
I told him it was no good, I couldn't

go into the glue factory yet awhile.

Told him I had the gold-bug awful
bad and nothing but a trip up there

would cure me. He was rather tick-

led with the idea. Staked me hand-
somely, and gave me a year to make
good. So here I am, and you're in

with me. I'm going to grubstake you.

Mind, it's a business proposition. I've

got to have some one, and when you
make the big strike you've got to

divvy up."

I said something about having se-

cured employment as an under-gar-

dener.

"Shaw ! you'll soon be digging gold-

nuggets instead of potatoes. Why,
man, it's the chance of a lifetime, and
anybody else would jump at it. Of
course, if you're afraid of the hard-

ships and so on—

"

"No," I said quickly, "I'll go."

"Ha !" he laughed, "you're too much
of a coward to be afraid. Well, we're

going to be blighted Argonauts, but

we've got to get busy over our out-

fits. We haven't got any too much
time."

So we hustled around. It seemed as

if half of San Francisco was Klon-

dike-crazy. On every hand was there

speculation and excitement. All the

merchants had their outfitting depart-

ments, and wild and vague were their

notions as to what was required. We
did not do so badly, though like every

one else we bought much that was

worthless and foolish. Suddenly I

bethought me of Salvation Jim, and

I told the Prodigal of my new friend.

"He's an awfully good sort," I

said; "white all through, all kinds of

experience; and he's going alone."

"Why," said the Prodigal, "that's

just the man we want. We'll ask him

to join us."

I brought the two together, and it

was arranged. So it came about that

we three left San Francisco on the

fourth day of March to seek our for-

tunes in the Frozen North.

(To be continued.)

A FOOL
He who loves the first time

Is a God—tho' 'he love in vain.

But a sorry fool is he

Who loves in vain again.

Again, without being loved,

I love—for a fool am I;

Sun, moon, and stars are laughing:

I laugh with them—and die.

Meredith Starr.
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THE Flying- Mercury coach pulled

up with a flourish in the inn-

yard of the Jolly Postboys at

Dunchester, and the guard sprang

down and opened the door of the

coach with a gallant air. Out there

stepped a young lady, Miss Cherry

Luttreli, no more than sixteen, with

eyes as black as sloes, delicate arched

brows, red lips, and a dimple in her

cheek.

He lifted out the young lady, who
stood looking about ber in the inn

yard. Her scarlet cloak had a hood

that was over her head and was tied

with scarlet ribbons beneath her

chin. The shortness of her skirts dis-

played her black silk stockings and

her neat little shoes with silver

buckles. A young gentleman leaning

over the gallery that ran round two

sides of the inn-yard thought it the

prettiest picture he had seen for many
a day.

Mrs. Greensleeves, the landlady of

the inn, ran out, hearing the clatter of

the coach as it came under the arch-

way from t'he street.

"Who have we here, John?" she

asked, looking kindly at Miss Cherry.

"Mistress Cherry Luttreli. the

daughter of Squire Luttreli, of Gold-

enwood Hall. She has come with me
all the way from Brightling; you are

to take care of her for the night, Mrs.

Greensleeves, and to-morrow you are

to hand her over to Peter Smithers.

the guard of the Ajax, who will take

her on to Docking, where her father

will receive her. Peter Smithers will

know how to take care of Missie. It

isn't the first time he, or I, for the

matter of that, have taken charge of

young ladies like Miss Cherry."

"Come you in, Miss, and have a

warm by the fire," the landlady said,

beaming kindly. "Be you hungry,

little Miss? Why, then, there's a

chicken turning on the spit that will

make your little ladyship a meal."

Cherry Luttreli followed the land-

lady into the inn, unconscious of the

eyes that watched her from the gal-

lery above. She stopped at the inn

door, before passing inside, to wave
a hand to John, the guard, and to

Simon, the coachman, who had been

assiduous in seeing to her comfort.

The inn was a delig"htful place,

dim and old-fashioned in its winding
passages, with fine spacious rooms,

such as they do not build nowadays.
The 'hall was full of stuffed birds and
fishes in glass cases and deers' heads

and all manner of stuffed beasts

who lurked in the corners, s'howing

white teeth as though they were
about to spring out on Cherry. At
one side a door with colored glass

panels led into the big dining-room

of the inn.

"This is bespoke to-night for our

Hunt Supper," said Mrs. Green-

sleeves, with her hand on the door-

handle. "Would little Missie like to

peep inside?"
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Little Missie would like to see any-

thing, being very eagerly curious

about the world, which she only knew
from the glimpses she had of it as she

went to and fro' between Goldenwood
and her very select ladies' school at

Brightling Dene.

She peeped within and saw the long

tables set for supper with snowy
napery and bright silver and heavy

crystal glass, with tankards and

beakers and branching candlesticks

filled with wax candles. The room
was but firelit. The evening fell

early this week of Christmas; the

light leaped on the fruit in the silver

dishes and the wine, ruby and golden,

in the decanters. A very pretty sight,

Miss Cherry thought it, having led a

dull life at Goldenwood, where her

father moped since his wife's death,

and had no idea of how to make
things bright for his one little girl,

although he compassionated her lone-

liness to the degree of sending her to

the Misses Primrose's select school,

depriving himself of 'her companion-

ship so that she might be with child-

ren of her own age.

Afterwards she saw the spits turn-

ing in the 'big kitchen, each bearing its

load of chickens and ducks, with beef

and mutton and veal, so that little

Miss Cherry called out in wonder and

admiration.

"They must be giants," s'he said,

"to eat such a supper!"

"Not giants," said Mrs. Green-

sleeves, "'but healthy, hungry gentle-

men. You should see what they will

wash it down with—wines, both red

and white, our own brown October

ale—there is none better in the coun-

try—eau-de-vie from France, whiskey

from Ireland : some will have Hol-

lands and others rum, on which our

navy fights so well. You are not to

be frightened, little Missie, if you

should hear them going to bed late.

A good many of them sleep here to-

night, including Mr. Anthony Wych-
erly, of Mote Place, who is the Mas-

ter of our Fox-hounds. He is in the

corridor above yours. Indeed, his

room is over yours. You will bolt

your door on the inside, lest any gen-

tleman should mistake your room for

his. I have made you as comfortable

as possible in the Oak Room, which

has a bedroom opening off it. I shall

send you your supper there, and you

will go early to bed. It will not be a

time for you to wander about the inn.

as there will be so many gentlemen

here,"

She chattered all this as she pre-

ceded Miss Cherry along the low cor-

ridor, lit by a solitary light at the

further end. It was as pretty as the

rest of the house, so far as Cherry

could see it for the dark, with pictures

on the walls and straight-backed

chairs against them: a deep carpet

underfoot, a tall, slender old clock at

the far end that ticked away merrily,

an ancient cupboard full of china and

other pretty things. The fire was

burning up in the Oak Room, where

a maid wihom Cherry had seen down-

stairs was setting a table. A door

opened into a bedroom which Cherry

presently discovered to be hung with

rosy chintz, which curtained also the

windows and the big fourposter bed

and covered the chairs and the com-

fortable sofa. The bed, big enough

to have held half-a-dozen Gherrys,

was matched by the wardrobe and the

huge dressing-table with its long pier

glass : but it was all so bright and

cheerful, even before the maid had lit

the fire there, that Cherry had no

thought of loneliness.

She spent her evening in the Oak

Room. There was so much to look

at, such quantities of old china and

curiosities of one kind or another, so

many queer old books and pictures,

that Cherry was in no danger of find-

ing time hang heavy on her hands.

She had her supper, daintily served,

\\-'hich she enjoyed with a wholesome

zest, having been in the open air all

day. When she had finished it, and

the things had been cleared away, she

sat over the fire in the Oak Room with

an old "County History" on her lap,

listening to the jolly sounds of talk

and laughter that came up the stairs
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and in at the door, which she had left

slightly ajar the better to hear.

Mrs. Greensleeves had looked in,

seen to the fires, and said good-night,

with a recommendation to Miss
Cherry to go to bed early, as she had
been travelling all day and would be

off early to-morrow. Miss Cherry
promised to do so; but a little later

she found the "County History," and
became absorbed in its contents. She
turned up Dunchester and found Mote
Place and the Wycherlys. She did

not know why Anthony Wycherly's
name, dropped casually by the host-

ess, should have excited her interest.

Perhaps she thought it a pretty name;
perhaps she associated it with the

young gentleman who had leant over

the gallery and watched her as she

stepped from the Flying Mercury,
and tripped lightly in, holding her

skirts high over the cobbles of the inn-

yard. No one would have guessed

from Miss Cherry's way of entering

the inn that she had known the young
gentleman's eyes were fixed on her.

Apparently she had not lifted an eye-

lash
;
yet she could have described

him from top to toe. She was aware
that he was handsome and looked
kind. And she was sure he must be

Mr. Anthony Wycherly from some-
thing Mrs. Greensleeves had let drop
about that gentleman being already in

the house.

There was a wonderful description

of Mote in the "County History," and
a long recital of the honorable an,t

glorious deeds of the Wycherlys in

one generation and another for some
centuries back. She read every word
of it, and having read it went over it

again. She wondered if she wouM
ever meet Anthony Wycherly face to

face. Mote and Goldenwood Ha'J
were not so far removed as distances

go in the country. If only her father

were not such a recluse and likely to

remain so ! Her Aunt Lydia had said

that when Cherry was of an age for

gaieties she would have a season in

town with her; but Cherry was not

agog for a season in town. She
thought she would have liked her
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gaieties in the country, if only they

might include Mote and Anthony
Wycherly. So far as she could make
it out there would not be more than

twenty miles of country between them.

What were twenty miles to a pair of

horses? If they considered twenty
miles a barrier why they would have
no neighbors at all at Goldenwood.

There was a great shout from be-

low, and then the sound of a fine

tenor voice singing, "Here's to the

lass!"

Cherry had a ridiculous idea that it

was Anthony Wycherly's voice, as

though she could know anything at

all about it.

She opened her door softly and
stepped out in the corridor to listen.

Then she noticed for the first time, on
a fine, dark, mahogany table opposite

her door, a number of candles in

candlesticks, which had not been there

when she came to bed.

A foot coming up the stairs startled

her, and she scurried back to the Oak
Room, without hearing the end of

"Here's to the lass !" She took up the

"County History" again, and began to

read the history of Dunchester. Why,
there was something about the Jolly

Postboys in it.

"This inn dates from the sixteenth

century, and is interesting because of

some fine oak carving and panelling

it contains, as well as for a ghost
—

"

A ghost ! Little Cherry read on
with fascinated interest. The ghost

attached to the Jolly Postboys was a

very unpleasant one, being that of a

lady who had poisoned her husband
and mother-in-law, and had escaped

justice by drowning herself in the

horse-pond at the back of the inn. The
ghost was supposed to be seen any
night leaving the horse-pond, and,

with • dripping garments, taking her

way to the house.

Reading, the hairs of Cherry's pret-

ty head stood up, which was some-
thing of a feat since it curled in heavy
black rings. She looked about her,

scared. The clock in the corridor

struck ten, a great hour for Cherry,

and she was to be up early, as the
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Ajax left the inn about eight o'clock.

She closed the book with a shiver,

preparatory to going to bed. Of
course, it was reassuring to hear all

the jolly sounds downstairs. They
were roaring "John Peel" now. She
thought she 'had better get to sleep if

she could before the house had gone
to bed. Once asleep she might hope
to sleep till morning dawned.

She turned out the lamp in the Oak
Room and went into the bedroom.
The fire was burning brightly, and the

room ought to be cheerful enough,
seeing that every bit of furniture in it

was so polished and beeswaxed that

it reflected the leaping flames all

round the room. The chintz, too, was
of the cheerfullest. Why, then, should

Cherry have had a dismal vision of

the many dead who had been "laid

out" in the old four-poster? It wasn't

a bit like the child. What a bother

that she should have read about the

horrid ghost

!

They were singing "Tom Bowling"
downstairs now. How could one be

afraid with all that jolly life so near
one?

Cherry undressed hurriedly. She
felt very tired, and she was really go-
ing to drop off to sleep as soon as her
head touched the pillow. Unfortun-
ately, just before she got into bed,

she lifted the window-blind and peep-
ed out.

It was a night of broad moonlight.
She had no idea of what way the win-
dows looked. As it happened they
looked on the pond, the black waters
of which were visible in the bright
moonlight. To-night would put a

film of frost upon them. It was very
cold.

She dropped the blind with a shiver
and got into bed, but got out again
immediately to look under the bed and
in the huge wardrobe and into the

powdering-closet; anywhere a foe

might lurk. Everything was safe.

She bolted her door, left the candles
lighting in their sconces, and got
back into bed. She was not going to

risk waking up in the dark.

She went to sleep right enough,
but she woke up out of her first sleep

with a dreadful feeling that some-
thing had happened in the room. As
a matter of fact, it was nothing worse
than that one of the doors of the

wardrobe, which she had not, perhaps,

secured properly, had swung open
with a click of the half-caught bolt.

There was the door staring at her, re-

vealing cavernous depths of darkness
beyond.

Cherry never associated the open
wardrobe door with the something
which had frightened her. She sat

up in bed. The fire was nearly out,

and the candles had guttered and
wasted in a draught. There was not

much more of life for them.

She sat up, peering into the gloomy
corners of the room with dilated eyes.

The house was quiet. She had no
idea of what time it was, but she had
a sense of the house being in bed.

While she sat there the furniture be-

gan to do some of the disconcerting

things old furniture has a way of do-

ing. The gentleman's wardrobe that

flanked the bigger one uttered a

groan. Then some shadowy person

got up from the sofa and walked
across the room, making the floor

creak, and, judging by the sound,

subsided into the comfortable winged
chair by the fire.

Cherry stared about her, pale with

fear. She fixed a scared eye on the

candles with their long stalactites of

grease, and gave them mentally half

an hour before guttering out. There
was no more coal in the room. She
had ascertained that fact for herself

before going to bed. All this queer

behavior of the furniture was bad
enough in the light ; but with her

knowledge of what it might portend

it would be terrible in the dark. What
was she going to do? She stared at

the chintz-covered sofa with a vision

of a dripping, drowned woman lying

upon it. Then with a wonderful up-

lifting of heart she remembered the

many candles she had seen on the

table in the corridor.
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It never occurred to unsophisticated

Cherry that the candles were placed

there for any specific purpose, unless

it might be out of the mercy of heaven

to her fears.

She took one of tlie gluttering- can-

dles in her hand, unbolted the door

in a tremendous hurry, crossed the

Oak Room and out into the corridor.

All was dark outside ; but by the light

of her own candle she saw that the

candles were still there.

She 'laid hands upon them eagerly.

There were some twenty in all. As
fast as she could she transferred them
from the table in the corridor to the

table in the Oak Room. There was
not a sound in the house while she did

it. Plainly; everyone was asleep.

.She looked anxiously up and down
the dark corridor lest the ghost should

approach that way. The clock .struck

while she was doing it. One o'clock

!

How cold it was. A sharp wind blew

along the corridor, chilling her in her

pretty nightgown and bare feet.

Suddenly she was arrested, almost

turned to stone, by a sound close at

hand. Following it the house-door

slammed below, and a babel of jovial

voices broke out. The guests who
stayed had been speeding the guests

who went. She heard one voice above
the others, the voice of the landlord

apparently. She had caught a glimpse

of Mr. Greensleeves yesterday, a man
as big as a tun, with a jolly red face.

"Good-night, gentlemen, and pleas-

ant dreams to you!"
Then a door .slammed somewhere

in the lower regions, and she heard
the feet of the revellers ascending.

She stood as though turned to

stone. She had transferred the last

of the candles, and turned back to

make sure there were no more. She
stood with the candle in her hand.

Horror! Were the gentlemen going
to find her there in her nightdress,

barefooted ?

Someone came up more light-footed

than the others, and was in the corri-

dor before she broke through her

stupefaction and fled. He had a dim
vision of the white-robed creature

disappearing within a doorway. He
heard the click of the bolt. He fan-

cied Cherry standing behind her door
with a panting heart—the lovely

thing! Then he fumbled for the

matches which lay in a certain candle-
stick which Cherry had annexed as

well as the candles, with a pious

thanksgiving to the kind Providence
who had placed them there specially

for her help.

In a few seconds the full truth was
revealed to Cherry, for such a babel

of voices broke out in the corridor

;

and some strong language was used
not altogether suitable for Miss
Cherry's ears. Some were calling

for the landlord, others for Mrs.
Greensleeves; some were objurgating
the management of the Jolly Post-

boys ; some were abusing other some.

They seemed to be all pressing and
jostling each other in the dark.

Doubtless some of the gentlemen had
indulged over-freely in the excellent

wine for which the Jolly Postboys was
famous. A quarrel seemed imminent
when a cool voice broke out over it

all. Cherry was certain it was his.

"By some mischance, friends," it

said, "our candles have disappeared.

There is no help for it but to go to

bed in the dark."

Then there was a stumbling up and
down steps, coilisions with pieces of

furniture in the dark, exclamations,

oaths. It was quite a long while be-

fore the last sound of it died away in

the darkness and the trembling Cherry

stole off to bed, half-terrified, half-

delighted with what had turned out

such a prank. The last sound she

heard was someone stumbling and re-

covering himself in the room over-

head. Mr. Anthony Wycherly; oh,

she hoped he had not hurt himself.

She had a fine illumination through

the dark hours. Somehow, she did not

feel inclined to sleep, although she

derived a certain comfort from know-

ing that he slept overhead. If she but

closed her eyes the ghost was in the

room, so the end of it was that she

found a book to read. It was "Clar-

issa Harlowe," and she was so fasci-
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nated by it, seeing the features of the

unknown young gentleman in Sir

Charles Grandison, that she soon for-

got her fears.

She lit the candles by relays during

the lonesome hours. About six

o'clock, when the cocks were crowing

and Mrs. Greensleeves was turning

over, preparatory to waking, Cherry

slipped out and restored the burnt-out

candles to their places, and going back

to bed slept the sleep of innocence till

it was time to awake.

She ate her breakfast in a bow-win-

dow of Jolly Postboys that looked on

to the street, while the six horses were

being put into the Ajax, for there had

been snow in the night, and it would
take all six to pull them through the

drift that was always at the foot of

Crossdown Hill. She listened to Mrs.

Greensleeves calling to her husband
across the stable-yard.

"John Greensleeves. John, here's

Tom, the boots, come downstairs and
says the gentlemen are in a fine tak-

ing, for no candles nor matches could
50

they find on there way to bed, and

broken shins and black eyes are as

plentiful as haws before a hard win-

ter. Strangest of all, Tom reports

that the candlesticks are on the table

but the candles burnt to the socket.

What do you make of it, John Green-

sleeves ? i

"That the gentlemen enjoyed their-

selves too well, wife," came in a genial

bellow from the other side of the yard.

Cherry quaked, and to escape from

the scene of her exploit w-as glad to

huddle into the coach and hide her-

self there before it was time for it to

start, yet as she ran to the coach-

door, looking up to the gallery, she

met the eyes of the young gentleman

whom she called in her ow^n mind Mr.
\nthony Wycherly. She looked up

at h'm and he looked down at her, and
their eyes met, and she was sud-

denly as red as her name and thank-

ful for the shelter of the coach.

That Christmas eve is yet remem-
bered in those parts for the accident

to the coach, for as it thundered down
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Crossdown Hill—and a mercy the

snow acted as a natural ibrake, or

matters had been worse—a wheel
suddenly came off. The horses feel-

ing the thing dragging behind them,

got from under control. For a sec-

ond or two the coach, full of terrified

people, swaying hither and thither,

was dragged behind the horses. Then,
amid screaming and shouting, and
Barnaby, the driver, and Peter Smith-

ers hanging on to the reins like Tro-
jans, the coach turned clean over in

the big drift at the foot of the hill.

Then there was a commotion. The
passengers on top of the coach were
flung hither and thither in all direc-

tions. There were a good many of

them travelling home for Christmas,

but they were all men on the top, and
they didn't say much, but either lay

stunned or picked themselves up slow-

ly, feeling all over their bodies to

make sure no bones were broken.

Peter Smithers was lying very still,

with the off-leader partly across his

body and his horn lying on the snow
a yard away from him ; old Barnaby
was feebly endeavouring to get the

harness cut so that the near-leader

could struggle to his feet. From the

body of the coach, where there were
five women besides Cherry, the

screaming and crying were enough
to deafen a man. No one seemed to

know what to do, else there were
plenty of men to do it.

Into the commotion came a horse-

man, leading his horse down the hill

—

Mr. Anthony Wycherly. He tied his

horse to a gate; then took charge.

Wonderful what one clear head will

do ! He sent one grave look towards
poor Peter, lying under Blucher.

"First the women, gentlemen," he

said.

The women were pulled out through
the window of the coach. The door-
handle had twisted and the door re-

fused to budge. But first came an
old woman, holding on to a basket,

somewhat cut about the face with the

glass of the window. Next a gen-
teel-looking person like a lady's maid,
protesting that her chances in life

were all gone because she had a long
cut across the cheek and the old

woman's basket had blackened one
eye. Next, a girl from a London shop,

who screamed when her arm was
touched; then a fine madam in a tip-

pet of fur over black satin, and a
painted and powdered face rasped all

over with the glass as though ihe teeth

of a harrow had done it. She was
fainting, and as the men dragged her
through the window it was as though
she were a pot of essences. Lastly came
Cherry, white and trembling. The
other women had fallen on top of her

and nearly crushed her little life out,

but she had lain in the back of the

coach, cl€ar of the windows, and once
she could recover her breath she was
uninjured.

Meanwhile someone had gone back
to the village for help. The injured

were laid out on the snow. Cherry,

from a distance, where she had gone
obeying Anthony Wycherly's kind,

imperious bequest, saw what they

were doing, how at last they got the

horses up and poor Peter free of

Blucher. Men were coming with

mattresses and shutters to carry away
the injured. They passed by Cherry,

carrying their groaning burdens, go-

ing uphill to the inn. Cherry bore it

better when Anthony Wycherly had
found time to come and tell her that

no one was killed, though Peter's

shoulder was badly crushed.

Afterwards they walked up to-

gether to the inn, where Anthony
Wycherly ordered for Cherry as

though she had been his sister. For
a while, in the pleasure of being so

taken care of and the fascination of

watching Anthony Wycherly's face,

the good looks of which were marred
•by a great bruise that extended from
his cheek-^bone over his temple to the

forehead, that she forgot to think of

her father's anxiety when no coach

came. But at last she remembered
and wrung her hands.

"I have thought of that," said An-
thony Wycherly quickly. "I am go-

ing to take you home. You shall ride

behind me on a pillion. Indeed, you
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must, my dear, ft)r every inn is full

here."

Cherry never thought of disputing

it, so off they went in the clear, cold

afternoon, Cherry sitting behind on
Trumpeter, one little arm clasping

Anthony Wycherly's big body.
And so out into the white country,

where the red and orange of the skies

faded in the dusk, and presently it was
purple dark and all the stars came out.

It was a somewhat slow journey,
and it might have been a dangerous
one if Trumpeter were not so sure-

footed and his rider so careful. It

was to Anthony Wycherly's credit

that he did not cease to be careful,

despite the allurements of the little,

soft, warm person so close to him,
with the little hand clasping him
where he might stoop and kiss it in

its glove.

And so they rode up to Goldenwood
Hall just about the time that Squire
Lutjtrell was growing frantic with his

fear for his child. Be sure he was
deeply grateful to Anthony Wycherly
for what he had done ; and as all the
country was impassable it must needs

be that he stay and spend Christmas
with them.

A good many things had been said

during 'that ride which it might have
taken a month to say if it were not

for the intimacy of the pillion. Con-
fession had been made, and pardon
given, for the spoiling of Anthony
Wycherly's beauty, which was due to

walking into an open cupboard door
in the darkness at the Jolly Postboys.

"Besides which, sweet Mistress

Cherry," said Anthony Wycherly,
"you owe me amends for the suspi-

cion which fell upon me of being in-

toxicated iby more than the vision of

beauty which met my eyes for a sec-

ond that night as I came upstairs.

Will you make them?"
Cherry consented to make amends

—after the desired fashion ; and so

went no more to school, but at the age
of seventeen became Mistress of

Mote, where if you happen to visit

you shall see her picture painted by

the great Raeburn himself, with the

hood of a red cloak over her black

locks and a sprig of Christmas holly

in her hand.

OUR FRIENDS
(In Imitation of Omar Khayyam)

We must haste on, we must forever flee

Along the path whose end we may not see.

We travel on the road whence none return

;

Gone are our friends: and gone we soon shall be.

For, one by one, their feeble footsteps fail,

And one 'by one they pass beyond the pale

Of Sea and Sky, and lie forever hid
Behind a thick, impenetrable Veil.

As they, so we the mountain-slope descend

;

As they, so we with clay shall blend;
As they, so we shall reach the Silent Bourn

Whither the footsteps of Creation trend.

A moment's rest this giddy whirl among;
A minute's peace, laboriously wrung
From Strife and Toil : and then the night descends

The Lute is still : the Poem has been sung.

Meredith Sfarr.
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Ten Thousand Dollars

By

Thomas L. Masson

WHIPPLETON had been expect-

ing the settlement of his uncle's

estate for so long, that it had
become an old story. He had almost

forgotten to think about it.

Suddenly, one morning, shortly after

he had entered his office, he received

a telephone message from his uncle's

lawyers. He dropped everything and
went down to see them.

Fifteen minutes later he was on his

way back, in his pocket a certified

cheque for one hundred thousand dol-

lars. Such is the celerity with which,

in these days, business affairs are con-

ducted.

When Whippleton arrived at his of-

fice, almost bursting with joy over his

good fortune, he found his old friend

Salter waiting for him. Salter looked

worried.

"Dropped in to see you this morn-
ing," he said, "on a matter of great

importance to me. Don't suppose it's

any use, but I am really in a bad way."'

"What's the mater?" asked Whip-
pleton, his voice full of sympathy. At
that moment he was feeling kindly

toward all the world. He hadn't had
time to readjust himself to the new
conditions. Besides, he had known
Salter for years, and had every con-

fidence in him.

Salter explained that, owing to an

unexpected turn in his business af-

fairs, due to the failure of a mill, he

was temporarily embarrassed. He
could pull through, he said, if he liad

ten thousand dollars.

"Of course I know," he concluded,
"that you proba'bly can't do anything
for me, but I thought perhaps you
could suggest some place where I

could get the money."
Whippleton smiled. It pleased him

intensely to be a good fairy.

"My dear boy," he said, with a wave
of his hand, "I think I can help you
out. I'll give you a check."

Salter gasped.

"You don't mean it!"

Whippleton was writing it out.

"Yes I do. Here it is. You can
deposit it to-day, but don't try to cash
it until to-morrow, as I must make
a deposit first.

"I don't know how to thank you."

"Nonsense ! Delighted
!"

"Let's see. How long
—

"

Whippleton waved his hand again.

"Oh, that's all right," he said care-

lessly. It was really a pleasure to

help his friend, in addition to the fact

that it tickled Whippleton's vanity im-

mensely.

"No hurry," he excalimed. "You
can send me a demand note if you
like, as a matter of record."

"I'll do it! Old fellow, you have

saved my business. I can't thank you

enough."
"Don't mention it," said Whipple-

ton, in an off-hand manner, as if he

were in the habit of dealing out ten-

thousand-dollar checks to his friends.

Brimming with gratitude, Salter

went out, and Whippleton hurried

over to his bank to make the deposit.
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He was acquainted with the cashier,

a man who enjoyed the confidence of

the community.
Whippleton told of his good for-

tune, and inquired about investments.

"Here is a bond selling at ninety-

eight," said the cashier, "that I can
thoroughly recommend. It is a first

mortgage, and a lien on all the pro-

perty
"

He gave a short description of the

bond and its possibilities, and explain-

ed about the condition of the market.

Whippleton listened attentively, and
said:

"Very well. I am satisfied. You
may buy ninety thousand dollars'

worth of these bonds at the market
price."

"That will be around ninety. Very
well. I will notify you when they are

delivered."

When Whippleton got home that

night, he wore a quiet smile, which
was not utterly lost on his wife.

"You seem pleased with yourself.''

Whippleton explained, losing no-

thing in the telling.

"Yes," he said; "I had the pleasure

of buying ninety thousand dollars'

worth of bonds to-day, and
"

"I thought you said the check w^as

for a hundred thousand," said Mrs.
Whippleton sharply.

He hadn't intended to mention the

Salter transaction, but his joy had
made him rather careless.

"What did you qo with the other

ten thousand?" she pressed him.

"I lent it to Salter," said Whipple-
ton, with an assumption of indiffer-

ence which he did not feel.

"Lent it to Salter!"

"Yes. Wasn't it lucky I could help

him out? Needed it badly to tide

over his business. Mill failed. I

knew you'd be tickled to death to

think I could help him."

Mrs. Whippleton was not so easily

fooled by this statement. She knew
it proceeded from weakness—and fear

of herself.

"Um !" she exclaimed. "You ought

to have a guardian. You'll never see

that ten thousand again."

"What do you mean? Salter is as

honest as the day is long."

"Of course," replied Mrs. Salter

sarcastically; "he means to pay it

back, but you wait. Just think," she

went on: "you had one hundred thous-

and, and now you haven't but ninety."

Somehow, during the next week,
that cutting phrase sank into Whipple-
ton's consciousness more and more.
"You had one hundred thousand,

and now you haven't but ninety."

By return mail, he had received

from Salter a note which stated form-
ally that the sum of ten thousand dol-

lars was payable on demand.
On demand.
That was temporary consolation.

But the feeling of security proceed-

ing from it soon lost itself.

Whippleton found himself inquir-

ing in various quarters about Salter;

and the more he inquired, the more
uneasy he became.

His wife did not spare him.

And he might have had that hun-

dred thousand intact!

It was a distressing thought. It

gathered impetus. It came to possess

him utterly. He determined to get

that money back. He cursed himself

inwardly to think he had been so weak
as to give it up so easily. And then

he experienced a revengeful feeling

towards Salter to think that that in-

nocent gentleman should have taken

advantage of him by appearing on
the scene at such a critical moment.
Twenty-four hours more and he would
have regained his balance—gotten

back, as they say in books, to his nor-

mal self.

He determined to get that money.

He would vindicate himself with his

wife.

At the end of a week he dropped

in to see Salter. That gentleman

greeted him effusively.

"You did a great thing for me," he

said. "Can't tell you how I feel about

it."

"Oh, that's all right," said Whippje-

ton feebly. He had come along with

the intention of being firm, but his
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friend's manner unmanned him. He
resorted to prevarication.

"The fact is," he whispered, "when
I let you have that money the other

day I was feeling flush. Since then

things have gone rather against me."
Salter's eyes almost filled with tears.

He was teeming with gratitude and
affection for his friend.

"I'm sorry to hear that," he ex-

claimed. "I suppose you would like

to get that money back."

His face grew solemn.

"I don't know just exactly
—

" he

began.

Whippleton stopped him.

"Oh, it isn't quite as bad as that," he

said. "I wouldn't put you to any in-

convenience. Only—•"

He began to grow confidential

again.

"You see, I am looking ahead a lit-

tle, and am going to make certain ar-

rangements in the future, and I

thought if we could arrange on a date,

it would be easier for both of us."

What Whippleton really meant was
that he wanted to pin Salter down,
but didn't want him to know the real

reason.

"How would three months from now
do?" Whippleton asked with an ap-

pearance of vagueness.

"I think I can manage it then. Why,
I must manage it then, of course,"

said Salter. "After what you have

done, old man, I certainly wouldn't

put you out. All right." And he

wrote out another note, making it

three months from date.

"You can destroy the other one."

Whippleton went away somewhat
relieved. He wished, now, that he had

made it two months. Every moment
until he got back that ten thousand

seemed precious. Still, three months

was better than no time set. He tried

to be philosophical about it, even

though his wife continued to rally him

on his incompetence.

"Like to see you let me have ten

thousand to lend to any friend of

mine," she said tauntingly. "Why,
you'd laugh in my face."

As the day of settlement approach-
ed, Whippleton grew more and more
nervous—especially as there had been
an ominous silence from Salter.

Promptly at ten o'clock on the morn-
ing when the note was due, however,
Salter appeared in the office. It had
been a great effort on Whippleton's
part to restrain his anxiety, and he
had been tempted to call up his friend

a numiber of times. Now he was glad
that he hadn't.

Salter's face was worn and hag-
gard. He looked like a ghost.

"Old man," he said. "I wouldn't
have disappointed you for anything,
and I have that money; only

—

"

He gazed at Whippleton despair-
ingly.

"Must you have it now?" he whis-
pered.

Whippleton was now almost as ab-

normal as he had been on the morning
he had loaned the money—only it was
in the opposite direction. It seemed
to him he couldn't wait to get his

hands on that ten thousand dollars.

"I really don't see how I can get

along without it," he replied. "Of
course"—taking refuge in a cowardly
misstatement

—
"if you had let me

know a week or so ago, I might
—

"

"I thought I might pull through, but

the last day or so some complications

have risen. Oh, well, I won't bother

you with my troubles. Here is the

check. Deposit it at once, will you?
And I can't tell you"'—Salter's voice

quivered
—"how much obliged to you

I am."

Whippleton hated to take the money
but he thought of his wife.

"I certainly wish," he said, "that I

could let you have it longer. Maybe
by and by

—

"

"Oh, that's all right," said Salter.

"It was a bargain. Besides," he ex-

claimed, "don't you suppose I know
you would do it if you could? Didn't

you let me have it on the instant be-

fore? Oh, I know you've got to have

it, or you would insist on my keeping
"i I"
it!

He wrung his friend's hand.
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"I shall al\va3^s remember it," he

said. "Now, don't you worry about

me. It's all right."

After he went, and Whippleton saw
the check lying on his desk, he ex-

I)erienced a feeling of remorse. He
would hurry after him and give it

back. But no! He really had done
Salter a favor. And then, if he wail-

ed, there was no knowing whether or

not he would ever get his money back.

Salter might be deeply involved. It

might be a kindness to him not to let

him have the money.
Thus Whippleton quieted his con-

science, as he went around to the bank
to make the deposit.

"I suppose you've noticed the way
those bonds have gone up," said the

cashier, his hand on Whippleton's

shoulder. "Always glad when a cus-

tomer makes money on our advice."

To be candid, Whippleton had not

thought much about the bonds. He
had been so concerned about his ten

thousand that he had thought of little

else.

"Why, I saw tlie other day they

were three or four points higher," he

said.

"Well, they have gone up six points

in three days. Something extraordin-

ary ! But, then, the conditions are

r-ght. Why not sell out and take your

profit, and then reinvest in something

else a little later?"

Whippleton figured on the back of

an envelope.

"W'hy, it's over ten thousand pro-

fit," he said. "They've gone up twelve

points. All right. Sell 'em out."

In ten minutes the transaction w'd-

completed.

Whippleton hurried home, his ex-

ultation rising with each step.

At last his revenge on his wife had
come. For months she had had the

laugh on him.

Ha ! And so he needed a guardian,

eh? Well, well!

When they were alone over their

coflfee at the dinner table, he said smil-

ngly

:

"So you think I don't know any-

thing, do you?"
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"I sometimes think you make a fool

of yourself. There was that money
you lent to that man. And, by the

way, isn't it time for him to pay it

back? Of course, you'll never get it

Not now !"

"Oh, of course not," replied Whip-
pleton, with a slight touch of satire

in his voice. "Oh, of course not ! And
yet, strange to say, he not only paid

me—by a genuine certified check

—

but I have also made a little extra

money. That sum left to me, my dear

girl, has swelled to one hundred and
ten thousand dollars. Of course, I'm

not a business man, and I may make
a fool of myself lending money to a

man whose word is as good as his

bond ; still, I do know a little some-
thing."

"Is that really true?"

"Here are the figures. I have just

sold out, and cleared over ten thous-

and from some bonds. You see, my
dear, you don't know it all."

"How could you
!"

"What do you mean?"
"He paid you, did he?"

"Certainly ; this morning—as he

promised."

"How could you take it?"

"How could I take it ! Why, haven't

you been making all manner of fun of

me for months because I lent him the

money? And now you talk this way !"

Ignoring his remark, Mrs. Whipple-
ton arose and picked up the evening

paper lying on the table.

"How could you," she repeated,

"especially when you knew he was go-

ing to fail
!"

Whippleton jumped as if he had
been shot.

"Fail!" he cried. "What do you
mean? I haven't seen it.'

"Well, I happened to. The name
attracted my attention."

She pointed to a small paragraph

which said that Salter & Company
had assigned for the benefit of their

creditors.

"I suppose you think," continued

Mrs. Whippleton, "that you were
lucky to get your money back; and

yet—you were his friend."
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"But I didn't know he was going

to fail. He didn't say anything about

it. He merely asked if I had to have

the money."
"And"—scornfully

—
"you told him

you had to, when you had just made
a profit equal to the whole amount,
from your old bonds. What despic-

able creatures you men are
!"

Whippleton turned white in his pain.

"Why, hang it all !" he cried, "if I

had been allowed to obey my own in-

stincts, I should have let him have

twice that amount. But you made
fun of me, and sneered at me, and told

me I was a fool."

"Well, I wouldn't go back on a

friend," she said. "Dear me, you
never will understand a woman, if you
live to be a thousand years old. I

—

"

Whippleton waited to hear no more.

He ran from the house, and in half

an hour he was at Salter's.

"My dear fellow," he exclaimed,

"wihy in the world didn't you tell nie.

I had no idea it was so bad."

He grabbed him by both shoulders,

with manly affection.

"I didn't want to trouble you," said

Salter. "I knew, of course, you would
have helped me further if you could.

I just got that check up to you before

I assigned, so you wouldn't lose any-
thing."

"And it finished you up, didn't it?"

"It was your money."

"But look here, I can help you out.

Why, my dear friend, I can let you
have twenty thousand to-morrow, if

you say so. You must get on your
feet again. Don't you worry. I'll

stand by you even if
—

" Whippleton
was reckless. He didn't care now.

"Even if it's thirty thousand!"

Salter's eyes glistened with new-

hope.

"You don't mean it!" he said. "But

how can you do it? That's what I

don't understand."

And Whippleton leaned over and

whispered in reply:

"I didn't think I could this morn-

ing. But since then I've confided in

my wife, and she says she can help

me out."

CHILDREN
Oh, little people from the hills of Dawn,

What set a-straying hitherward your feet.

Still rosy from your wanderings on her peaks,

Still dewy from her vales of asphodel.

And all the lucence of God's unvexed morn

Still shining in your confident, clear eyes?

Was it some new-spied flower farther down
The western slope, whose gaudy tints allured?

Some nodding, dusty daisy whose frank glance

Outvied the breathless, stirless purity

Of asphodels that, like unmated stars,

Slow whiten on the windless fields elysian?

So soon the dust upon the tender feet

That slow and slower trudge, the straining eyes.

The reaching hands, grown tired of plucking now

Yet clasping to the end some wayside weed.

Charles T. Roberts.



A Garden of Eden

By Mrs. C. N. Williamson

EVERYBODY who comes to the

Riviera visits Lord Hilary's

wonderful garden, La Vista,

and most people who do not come
have heard of it, because it is world-

famous. Lord Hilary is an old man
now, and a bachelor, whose greatest

joy is his Italian garden. Those who
have slight acquaintance with him
and his history speak of it laughingly

as the "one love of his life" ; but we
who are his neighbors know that there

was another love once. If he had not

lost her, he would never have turned
his back upon his native land, and
made this garden, to which for thirty

years he has given most of his time
and attention. But then, a man who
had had no romance in his heart or life

could never have imagined or created

such a garden.

There is a house in it, of course,

a beautiful house, though it is of the

garden that one always speaks in ask-

ing strangers, "Have you been to La
Vista yet?" It is a very old house, so

old that there is a well in the big en-

trance hall, made in case of a siege by
Saracens. Lord Hilary lives at La
Vista from October till June, or later,

and then disappears, few of his

friends guess where, except that he is

never seen in England. But we know
that he goes always to the same place,

the place where the Romance began
in joy, and that he avoids England
because it ended there in sorrow. So
we never say to him when he comes
back, as the uninitiated do sometimes,

"Where were you last summer?"
He is one of the handsomest men

you ever saw, though he is over sixty

;

and certainly he is one of the kindest.
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He is "at home" to his friends every

second Saturday all winter, and the

garden is open to the public two days
each week. One of the days is Sun-
day, because those who work six days
of the week can find peace and pleas-

ure on the seventh at La Vista from
morning till sunset ; and though there

are hundreds of visitors, each one
who asks is given a rose, or some
other flower to carry away.
You need only murmur to Lord

Hilary "such and such a person is

very poor, or in trouble," for him to

exclaim instantly, "Eh? What can I

do for him?"
It was owing to this pleasant pecu-

liarity—I am afraid it is a peculiarity

—that I had the courage to try

and interest him in Betty McNaught-
en. "A charming girl, and so clever

about gardens," said I. I knew that

would strike the right note ! Then I

went on, as we walked up and down
under the famous pergola curtained

with banksia roses, and told him all

about her. How she was twenty-

four, and had left school at sixteen to

take care of her father. Major Mc-
Naughten, when her mother was
killed and the Major had his back

broken, in that dreadful railway ac-

cident which everybody in England
must remember, between seven and
eight years ago. How the girl's de-

sire, ever since she was a child, had

been to grow up and be a "lady gard-

ener." How her parents, though not

exactly understanding or wholly ap-

proving an ambition which to them

seemed "very queer," had consented

to let her go to a colkge for gardert-

ing, or whatever the place ought to be
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called, and then the tragedy had hap-

pened. Betty had to turn nurse just

at the age when most girls are looking

forward to "coming out," and had

had no life at all except in the sick-

room. Nevertheless, I told Lord Hil-

ary, she had gone on learning things

concerning plants until scientific

people pronounced her quite a won-
der. I had to be rather vague, you

see because, though I love flowers,

I'm absolutely ignorant about them
myself, except that I know what I

want in my garden, and am desperate

when the gardener can't understand

if I demand it under the category of a

"lovely purple what-you-may-call-

em.

"They'd have taken her for some-
thing or other at Kew Gardens, when
her father died and left her almost

without a penny," I hurried to add, by

way of proving that my swan really

was a swan, and not a goose, "only

there was a girl, a perfect beast of a

girl, who had more influence than

Betty, and simply snapped the place

out of her mouth. After that, a fear-

ful cousin who lives in Bayswater and
cares for nothing but an elderly pug
and bargain sales, took Betty for an

unpaid companion. Pretended it was
an act of sweet charity, of course, but

used the child as if she'd been en-

gaged as lady's maid, and nearly

starved her, too. She'd be there still,

only she broke down from over-work
and general misery—had anaemia or

something—so she had to spend her

poor little pittance going into a nurs-

ing home for a rest cure. That's

where she is now, and I'd have her out

with me, only, in our little chalet

we've no spare room, so
"

"I wonder if she could catalogue

my family?" said Lord Hilary. (He
always speaks of his trees, and plants,

and flowers as his "family," the dear

man.) "If she could, and would like

the work, I should be very glad to en-

gage her to do it. My curator is kept

too busy, and I've often thought I

must get somebody, but have put it oflf

until I should hit on the right person."

"I'm pretty sure Betty would be the

right person," I assured him, pre-

tending to believe his amiable fiction.

I'd expected some kind proposal or

other, but this seemed too perfect, and
I could have hugged the old angel.

"She might come any time that

suited her," he went on. "I shall be

going ofif—er—for the summer in a

fortnight now, and the house will be

shut up. But your Miss McNaughten
could live in the cottage, and old

Margarita would look after her.

She'd have no expenses, for there are

more chickens and eggs and milk and
vegetables and fruit than anybody

knows what to do with. I'd pay her

fare both ways, of course, and give a

hundred pounds for the cataloguing

work. Oh, you needn't look grateful.

It's a big work, and I should be get-

ting it cheap at the price. I dare say,

if she were smart, she might finish in

two months, but she wouldn't find it

too hot at La Vista, even if she had to

stay through August. I should never

go away myself to escape the heat,

only I have—er—got into a sort of

groove in the summer."
"Too hot! Why it would be a

paradise for the girl!" I exclaimed.

"She'll think she's dead and gone to

heaven."

"Rather a lonely heaven," said Lord

Hilary, with the wistful look that

comes into his eyes sometimes. "Every-

body'll be gone; hotels shut up, villas

empty, the village shops barred; no

one stirring outside the garden, ex-

cept the fishermen down in the har-

bor and children at play in the olive

woods. But Antonio's an intelligent

fellow, and will do anything he can.

I shall tell him to give Miss Mc-
Naughten all the "help in his power,

and he'll be delighted."

"Who's Antonio?" I asked in a sil-

ly, absent-minded way, because al-

ready I was planning the letter I'd

write to Betty.

"My curator," said Lord Hilary,

looking surprised at the question, as

well he might, for I ought to have re-

membered. But usually he speaks of

the curator by his surname, Florio,
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which is so suitable I think, for a

gardener-sort-of-person. Exactly what

a curator is, beyond being a head

gardener, I'm sure I don't know, but

I do know that I was once warned not

to call Florio (he speaks a little Eng-
lish, and understands more) a mere
gardener, for fear of offending him.

But I don't think he would be offend-

ed, really, if I did make a mistake, for

Italians are never snobbish, or put on

airs, no matter to what class of life

they belong.

Well, it w^as all arranged incredibly

soon, for when Lord Hilary makes up
his mind to do a thing it is as good as

done. We decided to stay on late at

the chalet, so as to settle Betty in be-

fore leaving for England, and the old

angel had the curiosity to linger on,

too, though Betty was delayed, and
didn't arrive until several days after

his usual date for disappearing into

space.

I hadn't seen Betty for two years,

though we had always corresponded
since our first meeting at Southsea,

where she and her dying father

dragged out their long martyrdom to-

gether. His death and the Bayswater
episode had changed her astonishing-

ly. I had described her to Lord Hil-

ary as a pretty girl, with a sweet
manner, perfect complexion, and glor-

ious golden hair. It was quite a

shock, meeting her at the railway

station nearest our place, and seeing

how she had faded. She had no com-
plexion to speak of—she, who had
been all lilies and roses !—and the

golden gleam seemed to have gone
out of her hair. When I saw her last,

I'd thought she looked even younger
than her age ; now she might have
been twenty-eight. I really felt

obliged to apologise for her to Lord
Hilary, as if I had fibbed about her to

arouse his interest and sympathy.

"She zvas pretty, truly," I said,

when I was alone with him after

leaving Betty to the tender mercies of

Margarita, the widow of a former
head gardener. Margarita takes care

of that little gem of a "villina" in the
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woodiest part of the great garden,

where Lord Hilary has often brought
convalescents to stay.

"Don't worry, my dear; she'll be

pretty again. I've a great opinion of

my garden as a tonic, and my 'family'

as doctors," said the d^ear old man.
"I wish I could stop and see her even

a fortnight from now ; but I must be

off—I must be off. Who knows but

this may be my last summer? At my
age one thinks of these things, that

each time may be a good-bye."

The same night he went away—to

the shrine which is a mystery to all

save a few. But I was anxious about

Betty, she looked so ill ; and, as the

weather was perfect, we determined

to postpone our flitting still further.

The day after Betty came I wasn't

able to call, though our chalet is only

a short mile from La Vista. Friends

were leaving for England, and we had
to see them off. But the next morn-
ing I went over, and found her walk-

ing in the garden with Antonio Florio,

the curator. They were coming down
that marvelous avenue of cypresses

about which all the artists rave, and
I thought how tall and protecting the

big, young Italian looked. It had
never occurred to me before that

Florio was a handsome fellow, but he

had quite a noble air that morning,

in 'the garden that he loved, pointing

out everything to the English Signor-

ina. Perhaps it was partly the con-

trast between them that struck me
suddenly with admiration for him ; he

is so dark and enthusiastic, glowing
with health, bright-eyed and sunburnt,

his neck a bronze column rising from
the turned-over collar of his blue

linen blouse ; she so small and fragile

and fair, moving daintily by his side

in her white dress, under the immense,

solemn trees. But then, of course,

there was another contrast, Betty be-

ing a lady, and Florio not a gentle-

man by birth.

As soon as I came near. I could

have cried out with joy and surprise

at the improvement two days had
made in the girl. It was excitement,

of course, that had given her back for
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the moment a little of her lovely coior,

but her hair no longer looked dim and

lustreless. It glittered in the sun-

shine like pale gold, and her eyes

shone. Already Lord Hilary's pro-

p'hecy was coming true. She was
growing pretty again, and she'd slip-

ped back from twenty-eight to her

own proper age—twenty-four.

After acknowledging my greeting

in his pleasant, respectful, though far

from servile, Italian way, Florio took

himself off, reminding the Slgnorina

that he would be at her service again

whenever she wished.

"He's such an intelligent man, and
somehow not at all common, though
of course "he doesn't make the slight-

est pretension to being one's equal,"

Betty said of the Curator, when we'd
talked for awhile of things in general,

and had come back to her work in the

garden. "He's so willing lo help, and
he talks so interestingly abjut the

flowers; it's a pleasure to listen."

"Are you as happy as you expected
to he ?" I asked.

"Oh"—and she looked rapturous

—

"I'm a hundred times happier! The
place is lovlier than I fancied from
your description. As I said to An-
tonio, no description could do it jus-

tice."

"You call him Antonio!" I re-

marked.

"Oug'htn't I to ? I heard Lord Hil-

ary call him that, and so does old

Margarita. One wouldn't call a man
in his position Signor Antonio, I sup-
pose?"

"His surname is Florio, not x^nton-

io," I explained. "But no, one would-
n't address him as 'Signor.' T don't

think I've ever called 'him anything
except 'you.' Go on calling him An-
tonio—why not? You'll find that he'll

never take the slightest liberty. Lord
Hilary thinks a great deal of him, and
all the twenty-five gardeners treat

him with the utmost respect. I dare

say they 'Signor' him."

"I'm sure he'll be a great comfort
to me," said Betty. "I do so want to

do mv work well, and show Lord Hil-

ary how grateful I am to him for

opening the gates of this Garden of

Eden to me."
"An Adamless Eden," I laughed.

"Unless we rename Antonio Adam?"
"Then there'd 'be no Eve for him,

so it wouldn't 'be worth while. I may
as well go on being Eve without an
Adam. Indeed, I don't want one!

A girl who could lack anybody or

anything in suc'h a haven of rest, such

a Paradise of peace, would deserve to

be driven out."

As the days went on, Betty grew
more and more radiant. By the time

she had been at La Vista a fortnight,

and we were beginning to think we
must go back to England (it was past

the middle of June) she was prettier

than ever. She did not look a day

over eighteen. She had developed a

dimple which had been a mere sug-

gestion before. She was always smil-

ing. Her eyes sparkled ; 'her hair was
a halo, as she walked under pergolas

that were cataracts of flowers.

Every morning from eight to twelve

she and Florio worked together, for,

as he said, and I remembered, Lord
Hilary had ordered him to assist Miss

McNaughten in every way possible.

At twelve, old Margarita gave the

girl a lunch in the cool little dining-

room of the "cottage," where curtains

of rose vines pressed against the half-

closed green persiennes. While she

ate, Betty generally read some book

which Antonio lent her, for, among
other things, he was teaching her Ital-

ian. That helped on her work, of

course. And she repaid him by giv-

ing liints about his English, at which

she laughed a little sometimes, when
he used some particularly quaint ex-

pression. But he never laughed at

her Italian. Whatever she did, he

admired her respectfully with grave

brown eyes, clear as the depths of

Devonsliire brooks. And the litera-

ture he lent was worth reading. As
Betty said, he was extremely well

read and clever for a man in his posi-

tion. He loved Virgil and Dante, and

quoted hoth, not pretentiously ever,

for there was nothing pretentious
61
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about simple, pleasant Antonio, but

quite as a matter of course, just as I

might quote Browning or Tennyson,
if 1 could ever remember half a line

when 1 wanted it I

After lunch Betty would rest; then

she would insist on working till tea

time, and in the cool of the day would
go poking about among obscure-look-

ing plants, with Antonio, picking off

bits of leaf or examining petals or

stamens in the most learned way, vy-

ing with the Curator in jabbering sci-

entifically. If I were w'ilh them, I

couldn't understand a word, and felt

quite "out of it," but naturally I was
seldom there. It wasn't as if Betty

needed a chaperon, with a kind of

head-gardener, told off to help her,

like a superior sort of servant. And
so, at last, I contentedly left the girl,

happy in the garden, with Antonio
for a watch-dog, and Margarita for

cook and maid.

"Be good to my little friend," I

said to Florio, as I was starting away
to catch the train we would take for

Paris.

"It is indeed, a great pleasure to

be good to her, Signora, if one can
call what I do being 'good,' " he ans-

wered in Italian. "She is a heavenly
young lady, the most heavenly I ever

saw. To see her is like watching a

new star in the night sky or finding

a wonderful flower never discovered
before, growing in the garden."

The look in his eyes when he said

this brought a queer, startling thought
to my mind. But I said to myself
that it was nonsense. Italian men
were like that, rather exaggerated in

the expression of ordinary sentiments,

perhaps ; and as for an Italian's eyes

(a good-looking, young Italian, even
the poorest peasant) they always shine

as if they saw visions, when their

owner is thinking of no more roman-
tic subject than to-morrow's dinner.

It was impossible that Florio—^^but I

wouldn't even finish out the idea. He
was little more than an intelligeni

peasant, who had been educated, and
who had a kind of genius for garden-
in??. He had an uncle who was a
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priest, I'd heard; but that means noth-

ing in Italy or France, and though I'd

begun to consider him rather hand-

some in his garden, I could imagine

that all his charm might go in "best

clothes," if he tried to "dress himself

up like a Signor," as Margarita would
no doubt express it.

I was perfectly sure Betty had no
thought of any such stupidity on
Florio's part; but I did wish that she

could meet some really suitable man
of her own class with a little money.
She was so sweet— (I said to myself

in the train)—it seemed a pity that,

penniless as she was, and homeless,

she w^ould have little chance to marry,

for even the prettiest girls need a

"background," and Betty had lost hers,

if she had ever had one. Besides, I

realized that she wasn't what you
could call a beauty—the sort of beauty

to w^hom King Cophetua is glad to

stoop and give cloth of gold instead

of rags.

I heard regularly twice a week from
Betty in the Garden of Eden. She
had no news to tell, except about the

flowers and the splendid progress she

made with her cataloguing, thanks to

Antonio, who was always kind. But
at last came a letter which I knew,
even when I first caught a glimpse of

the address, would be somehow differ-

ent. The address looked nervous and
hurried. "Something's happened !" I

thought. I opened the envelope with

my heart beating, but the first words
told nothing, except that the work was
finished, a little sooner than Betty had
expected, and so she was coming
home.

"Lord Hilary has sent me a cheque
for a hundred pounds, over and above
the advance he made," she said. "I

don't feel as if I ought to take it, but

he insists. I should be broken-hearted

at leaving Paradise, and going back
into the work-a-day world to look

for something to do by which I can
decently keep soul and body together,

only—something has happened."

"There! I told you so!" I inter-

rupted my reading to exclaim out

aloud.
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''Isn't it too tragic, poor Antonio
has been foolish enough to fall in love

with me, or think he has," the letter

went on, "and I am so sorry and mis-

erable about it, that it's spoiled every-

thing. As the time drew near for me
to go, I saw that he was unlike him-
self, and that sometimes, when 'he

thought I wasn't looking, his face was
very sad. But I thought perhaps he

had some private worry, and 1 do as-

sure you it was the greatest shock
when the truth came out. We had
been such excellent friends, and, as

you prophesied, he seemed really per-

fect in his part of guide and philo-

sopher, never presuming on my ap-

preciation of him. 1 do believe he

would have kept his secret if 1 hadn't

been silly enough to moan a little

about leaving the Garden of Eden.
Then he burst out with what he's been
hiding; how he worshipped me, and
how, if I would stoop to him, he'd

give his life and soul to make me
happy. He knew, he said, that he was
far beneath me, only fit to touch the

hem of my dress, and a torrent of

things like that, which almost broke
my heart. For a while I could no
more have stopped him than 1 couia

stop the mountain torrent in the gorge.

I need never go away from the Gar-
den of Eden, he urged, if only I could

make up my mind to marry him. And
he would ask nothing of me, nothing

at all that I didn't wish to give. It

would be enough happiness just to

have the right to call me his wife.

You can imagine how grieved and
upset I was ! I couldn't help crying

a little, and he turned deadly whire

under his brown sunburn. Suddenly
his eyes—they are beautiful eyes, you
know, if he is only a gardener!—look-

ed a thousand years old. And all the

youth and joy of life seemed to fa'^e

out of him slowly as he stood listen-

ing, silent, unprotesting, while I told

him I didn't care for him in that way,
and tried to explain, without hurting

his poor feelings, that it would never

do, that I couldn't really make hun
happy, that we weren't suited to each

other as husband and wife, and that

he must forget he'd ever thought of

iue except as a friend who was very,

very grateful to him for many kind-

nesses. 1 was just as nice and gentle

a.> 1 knew how to be, but I'm afraid

he understood some things I didn't

want him to understand. If there's

anything loathsome on God's earth

it's a snob, and I'd go into a nunnery
if I believed I were one: vet imagine
how father would feel if his dautjl-ter

even dreamed of marry'ng somebody's
head ga.'dener! And can't you see

Cousin Charlotte's face if she heard

I'd been proposed to by one? But
it's awfully sad, and i don't th-nk my
poor Antonio can be more unhappy
tran I am because of making him un-

happy."

.\ few days later Betty arrived in

livondon. and i went to see her at a

dreadful house which called itself

Dorcas Mansio.is, inhabited only by

females. Men were strictly forbidden,

even as afternoon visitors. If you

were driven to roost there because

you were, unfortunately, a woman,
and poor, you could ''d/e a whole

ci.h-cle to yourself, and board, for

fifteen shillings a week. But there

was a rule for every hour of the day,

and probably would have been for the

night, if you weren't expected to sleep

from ten to seven; anyhow, you had

to be in by nine at latest, or they'd

know the reason why. And you

brought your own napkin ring. Never-

theless. I quite saw when I called on

Betty that it was better to be one of

the Dorcases than a companion to

Cousin Charlotte. "What I didn't see

so clearly was whether, after all, it

wouldn't have been belter to—^but that

was when she'd shown me the dining-

room, and I'd noticed spots on the

tablecloth. Besides, Dorcas Mansions

was in the neighborhood of Lisson

Grove, and I couldn't help seeing a

picture of the Garden of Eden "behind

my eyes."

Betty was fairly cheerful, however,

with a strained, conscientious cheer-

fulness, and said that she had a chance

of teaching botany in a kindergarten
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with colored charts. By and by she

would get something better.

I felt brutal to leave her Dorcasing

while we went off to enjoy ourselves

in a perfect house by the river, where

the river's at its loveliest. But the

visit was a long-standing promise

;

and what can one do, anyhow, with a

girl who is obstinately independent?

After staying at Marlow we went

up to Scotland, and didn't get back

to town till October. Betty hadn't

written often, because (she said when
she did write) she was learing typing

and shorthand, so she was very busy,

and usually rather tired by evening.

I flashed off in a taxi to the grisly

Mansions as soon as I could manage
it, and it was all I could do not to

cry when I saw Betty. She was more
conscientiously cheerful than in the

summer, and smiled a great many
smiles, but the smiles were so hard

you could have knocked them oft" her

little thin, wdiite face with a hammer,
as if they'd been bits of a badly-fitting

death-mask. She had gone back to a

state worse than before La Vista, and
when she wasn't smiling one of those

pitiful smiles her eyes seemed to hold

all the sadness that had ever been in

the world.

"I'm well enough," she said, "and
getting on nicely. I'm typing a big

botanical book for a wise but cross

savant. Oh, you needn't pity me. I'm
all right. It's only that I—I suppose
the contrast's too sharp after the gar-

den. I dream of it every night, and
that I'm there in the sunshine, among
the flowers. It's rather bad waking
up, but, like Cousin Charlotte on Sun-
days after lunch, I thing of my mer-
cies. I'm afraid La Vista has spoiled

me for—for most things. I mean,
the kind of things I'm likely to have in

In life, after this. But I ought to re-

joice that I've got such beautiful mem-
ories. Maybe I shall when I'm a lit-

tle older, and my heart's a little cool-

er. Just at present I'm not sure it

wouldn't have been better for me if

—

if I'd never seen—never gone there

at all. I shouldn't have this ache of

homesickness and hopelessness, and

the waking up after the dreams that

never, never can come true."

She choked, and pressed her hand

against her breast, as if to push the

dche away behind her heart. Then
she laughed, with tears in her eyes.

"I am the silliest thing! Don't mind

inc, I'm dull and bored, that's all the

matter. Tell me at once about your-

self, and don't dare even to speak of

me, or I shall scream and kick."

So I told her about the Scotch visits,

and made the most of the funny parts.

And I waited a week before inviting

her to come to the Riviera when the

new wing of the chalet should be fin-

ished. She turned red and then white

when I asked her.

"Thank you very much, but I could

not possibly," she said. "I 'have my
work to do. I've been unsettled

enough as it is."

Then I knew, what I had only dim-

ly dared to suspect before.

In November we migrated as usual

to the South, and found Lord Hilary

already at La Vista.

"Your Miss McNaughton was a

great success with her cataloguing,

and I'm glad she seems to have been
happy," he remarked. "But—what
has she done to Antonio? She's taken

his soul, and there's a shadow over the

garden, even in this blue and gold

weather."

"There's a shadow over her, too,"

I murmured. "She dreams of the

garden and her happy days. Perhaps
she hardly realized when she was liv-

ing them, how wonderful they were,

and all that made them wonderful.

But I think she realizes now, when
it's too late."

Lord Hilary looked at me thought-

fully, and I looked back at him. We
didn't say anything more about Betty

or the Curator.

Four or five days after that I went
again to La Vista with some friends,

just out from England, who had never

seen the garden. While they were
having flowers gathered for them by
the man next in importance to An-
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tonio, I asked Lord Hilary where was
Florio. I hadn't seen him since re-

turning to Italy.

"I've sent him to London on busi-

ness," replied the old angel. "He's

gone to look up something for me, at

Kew Gardens."

"Oh!" I said. "I wish him luck."

"So do I," said Lord Hilary.

Just then a footman came out to

him from the house with a telegram.

When he had read it, smiling, he hand-

ed it to me. It consisted of one word,

an Italian word, which means "Suc-
cess."

"Now we can talk about it. Oh,
joy !" I exclaimed.

"You're really pleased then?"

"Yes, I really am. I shouldn't have
thought at first I could be. But I've

been seeing clearly lately. He's one

of Nature's gentlemen."

"Yes," said Lord Hilary, "and one

of the best fellows living. He's

worthy of any fate, and"—laughing—

•

"he looked all right in his tweeds

when he started, although he did buy
them ready made in Genoa; otherwise,

the gilt may have been off the gin-

gerbread—girls are so frivolous, the

best of them."

"Not after they've been Dorcases,"

said I. "But we might have known.
An Italian, with such eyelashes, can

look well in anything, because he's

not self-conscious. It doesn't need a

blue blouse and a garden round 'him

to keep up the illusion."

"But she'll love the garden, won't

she? And I shall wire to Antonio

that I'm going to give him the cot-

tage for a wedding present. He
knows already that his salary's raised,

otherwise I don't think he'd have had
the moral courage to go, in spite of

the hint I gave him about young la-

dies sometimes changing their minds."

"For weeks I believed it was the

'garden I missed so agonizingly," said

the letter which Betty must have writ-

ten to me the day Florio sent his tele-

gram to Lord Hilary. "But, gradually,

I discovered that it was Antonio. I

saw that in my silly, conventional

pride I'd thrown away a treasure

which can come only once in the most

fortunate life—a great, unselfish love.

And I longed for it, when it was too

late. I longed for Antonio, even more
than for the garden, for I began to

see that it was he who had made the

garden radiant. Now, it seems too

good to be true that I should have my
chance given to me over again. This

time I said 'Yes—yes!' the instant he

asked me. And I'm so happy ; I want

to pinch myself to know if it's true. I

was so afraid you'd told him that I re-

pented, and made him feel he ought to

call when he was in England on Lord

Hilary's business, but he says he didn't

meet you after you got back, and it

was at Kew that he found out my ad-

dress. No more dreadful wakings up

after dreams of Eden! I shall be in

Eden! And it won't be an Adamless

Eden any more. It never was, really."

Some people might doubt the suc-

cess of a match between such an Adam
and such an Eve. But I don't. Eden

and Paradise will be one for them;

and there'll be no flaming sword—un-

less it's Cousin Charlotte's. She has

cut Betty. But it's a long cry from

Bayswater to their garden.



Jopics of

the Month

THE "BIRTH" OF THE CANA-
DIAN NAVY.

PAPERS all over Canada are talk-

ing of the "birth" of the Canadian

navy. The thing that provoked

them to such a figure of speech was
the fact that the Niobe—unarmored
crusier—had arrived at Halifax and

the Rainbow (ditto), at Victoria. B.C.

Certainly it was a birth, 'but whe-
ther of a real navy or not, is a mat-

ter which has yet to be decided. Can-

ada has hitherto owned a few little

boats, each carrying a brass cannon,

and employed to keep fish-poachers

out of Canadian waters. The poach-

ers, being wise men, have purchased

vessels in their business which can tra-

vel faster than these game-warden
boats, with the result that, on the Pa-

cific coast particularly, poaching has

gone merrily on to the extent of 25,-

000,000 pounds out of 35,000,000
pounds of halibut a year.

That means work for the Rainbow.
It is her bounden duty to stop the

poaching. She may not like it. It

may be a hard business for a Iboat

used to the high society of the "Home
Fleet" in the Channel. But she has

been bought with a price. She has

the honor of being one of the first

pair of twins in the Canadian Naval
family, and she must do it. We're
poor just yet, but we hope for big

things, and although Commander
Stewart may not like the idea of soil-

ing his hands on American fish poach-
98

ers, still he must remember that he is

starting at the foot of the ladder in

this new navy of ours.

With the Niobe it must be the

same. She may prance into Halifax

and out again, holystone her decks

regularly, and keep bristling just as

though there might be a war, and just

as though—if it came—she would'nt

think of making full steam for Mont-
real and hiding behind one of the

big Government docks. Maybe she

wouldn't. It may be that we are

misjudging the gallant vessel, and yet

the old adage about discretion and
valour, and that sort of thing ought
not to be ignored even by the Niobe.

j\Iean\vhile, she too may be comfort-

ed by pondering on the rewards which
have come to those who "started at

the bottom of the ladder."

That phrase, applies to pretty near-

ly everything in Canada—"started at

the bottom." It applies to every great

man Canada has produced, and to

many of the other great men. It is,

however, perhaps unfair to console

the Niobe and the Rainbow with such

a hackneyed expression. We should

be frank and lay aside all sham, all

deceit. They may as well know now
as any time that they are already at

the bottom of the ladder. Ships can-

not climb, unfortunately. The twins

—born 5,000 miles apart—are merely

second-raters, and nothing on earth

could make them more. No matter

how excellently they haul in the hali-

but poachers ; no matter how many of
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the ofificers grow moustaches, and suc-

ceed in laying the foundations for a

future naval "elite" in Canada, the

ships will remain on the 'bottom rung
—pioneers, true, but cut off from am-
bition.

THE IMPERIALIZATION OF
HUDSON'S BAY.

<<"\/'0U might as well argue with

1 an archbishop against the re-

cognition of the church by the

state as try to convince a farmer pub-

licist in Manitoiba, Saskatchewan or

Alberta that there is any just impedi-

ment to the imperialization of Hud-
son's Bay. It is probably true that

the publicist farmer is more concern-

ed for a six cents a bushel saving on
the carriage of his wheat from the

Saskatchewan Valley to Bristol and
London than he is about improving
the safety of the Britisher's food sup-

ply. His six cents a bushel is an Im-
perial asset, nevertheless ; which he

will recognize more and more the clos-

er it comes to him—partly because it

will come through the investment of

British capital in opening the bay."

This is an excerpt from an article

by Mr. Arthur Hawkes, in the No-
vember issue of the Nineteenth Cen-
tury. Mr. Hawkes, a noted English

journalish, who has come to be known
as one of the most able and best-in-

formed writers on Canadian topics,

has endeavored to interpret to Eng-
land the meaning of the Hudson's Bay
scheme.

He links the ancient romance of

"The Bay" with present-day aflfairs

by recalling how the explorer. Heme,
one of the quiet heroes of Canada's
earliest days, reached the Bay, and
how Earl Grey, just this last summer,
traversed the same country and sail-

ed from the mouth of the Nelson River

to Cape Breton, thereby demonstrat-

ing the navigability of Hudson's Bay.

"In truth," writes Mr. Hawkes.
"there is no discussion in the west

about the Hudson's Bay route. All

the talk is as to how the busi-

ness shall he handled. The situa-

tion has a peculiar interest for the

British investor who is nervous about
innovations in Governmental finance,

because Sir Wilfrid has been urged to

build and to operate the road as a

Government enterprise.

"Government ownership has been

preached in Canada by a few zealots

during the last decade until in some
quarters it has acquired a Mesopotam-
ian charm. But Sir Wilfrid Laurier

is a stateman as well as a winner of

votes, and he has lent only a polite

ear to the appeal for a Government-
built, Government-run railway that

has come from one series of farmers"

organizations.

"There is a Government-owned and

Government-run railway in Canada

—

the Intercolonial. It was built as an

inducement to the isolated Maritime

Provinces to come into Confederation

with Quebec and Ontario. It has been

a political engine for the production of

votes and deficits. Mr. Graham, the

present Minister of Railways, has

quickly changed some of the methods

of management. He has declared that

under present conditions the Govern-

ment would never think of repeating

the Intercolonial. Sir Wilfrid Laur-

ier has consistently opposed the prin-

ciple of Government ownership of

railways, as he showed when he re-

fused to extend the Intercolonial to

Georgian Bay several years ago by

purchasing a railway that might have

fed it very well."

Mr. Hawkes is clearly of the opin-

ion that the demand for Government

"operation," as well as ownership and

control, will not likely be acceded to.

In the west. Sir Wilfrid was repeat-

edly told that the farmers wanted a

Government "operated" road. This,

however, may have been due to the

desire of the Conservatives to em-

barrass the Premier, as it seems gen-

erally understood—and, indeed, the

Premier admitted—that he did not ap-

prove of Government operation.

That the Canadian West insists

upon the Hudson's Bay Railway

is quite clear. But what the Cana-

dian "East" thinks of it remains
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to be seen. Certainly the successful

operation of the route for four and
one-half months in the year would
have its efifect upon the internal cur-

rents of trade in the Dominion. Mon-
treal might miss some of her import

and export business.

On the other hand, it is apparently

the belief of the Government that the

opening of the proposed route would
only be keeping in step with the

growth of the country. The increased

business would make up to the east-

ern part of Canada for the diversion

of some of the trade. Carriage tariffs

would undoubtedly be affected for the

benefit of east, as well as west, and
finally—as Hon. George Graham
points out—the new railway from the

Pas to "The Bay" would open up a

new country for the benefit of Can-
ada, even if it never did anything
more.

THE RECIPROCITY NEGOTIA-
TIONS.

THE Reciprocity negotiations be-
tween this country and the United
States will soon be under way.

Just recently the white-haired Minis-
ter of Finance, Honorable Mr. Field-

ing, stepped out of his sick-room and
boarded the train from Halifax for

Ottawa, with his little black satchel

under his arm. He was on his way to

prepare for the coming negotiations.

It will presently be announced that

the negotiations are to be taken up at

Ottawa or at Washington and that

such and such will be the representa-

tives engaged. The Press on all sides

will carefully discuss the matter, each
from its own point of view, and each
will arrive faithfully at its own con-
clusion, just as a toboggan in a wood-
en toboggan-slide is more or less

bound to reach the same end as it al-

ways reaches.

The conference will take place and
the newspaper correspondents will try

to find what has happened within the

closed doors of the Council-chamber,
before it has happened. They will

more or less fail and in due time the
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Representing Canada in the recent Tariff

negotiations

doors will open and the two nations

will be told what they have given one
another. Whatever it is, part of the

country will rejoice and the other part

will lament. The Liberal papers will

find in the new arrangement a delight-

ful theme for a hymn of praise for

the Government. The Conservative

papers will feel dreadfully. The same
divisions of opinion will happen in the

United States and if a Canadian and
an American meet in a railway train

each will solemnly tell the other that

his country sacrificed itself for the

sake of the neighbor nation.

All that one could wish to point out

is that this country has taken the ele-

vator and if the elevator falls then

there can be no help for it. It is in

the hands of their respective admin-
istrators. They are sane administra-

tors. They want re-election. They
are human. They are probably in-

fluenced by three considerations : the

wealthy manufacturers, the railways

and the people. The people come
last. According to the amount of

noise, and the kind of noise that the

people make the administrators will

temper the concessions to the first two
interests. The Spirit of Prudence
which should watch over all govern-

ments, but which sometimes does not,
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MR. HENRY M. HOYT,

One of the American representatives in the

recent Ottawa Tariff discussion

will probably cause the Governments

to give a color of popularity to what-

ever is done.

Meanwhile the Protectionist acad-

emicians will cite the United States as

a sample of the need for a higher

Canadian tarifif. The ardent Imperial-

ists of Toronto will fume over every

encroachment on the British Prefer-

ence. The Free Trade scholars, like

Dr. Michael Clark, of Red Deer, will

point to England as a sample of pros-

perity, and while the Protectionists

point to her unemployed problem. Dr.

Clark in turn will point to the trusts

which hold the people of the United

States in their hands.

Meanwhile, while waiting for the

conclusion, all that on ordinary man
can hope to do is to keep from getting

rattled. The expert juggling of fig-

ures and terms by the debaters would
make most men dizzy unless they can

find some underlying fact to which to

cling. For ourselves, we have chosen

two: first, the American bases his

laws for moral living on "I." He
won't committ a crime, as a rule, be-

cause it acts against the worldly suc-

cess of himself, but he may do a sharp

trick, as for instance in a tariff nego-
tiation. After an agreement has been
reached there are always little quibbles

or technicalities on which to escape
the spirit of the agreement. That is

the first. The second is the recollec-

tion of the fact that the possession of

raw materials is of little use to Can-
ada if Canada is merely to be a ware-
house for supplying American fac-

tories with material. Canada needs

to keep her raw materials, as much as

possible, for her own factories. That
is all we have capacity to grasp. It

is simple. It is neither the producers'

standpoint nor the consumers' stand-

point. It is Canadian.

MONEY IN POLITICS.

"W HY a political party needs

money" is the title of an

article by Herbert Parsons

in the Outlook. In Canada there are

a great many people who believe that

no party ever needs money and that

it would be quite immoral for any

party to have a bank account. In fact,

campaign funds in Canada have come

to be associated always and only with

proceedings for the upsetting of

elections. But the fact remains that

Canada's political parties have their

campaign funds just as other parties

have, and this campaign fund cannot

heln but have its eflFect upon the con-

duct of the country's legislators

touching matters of moment to the

people who contributed to that fund.

An article dealing with this subject

has been arranged for an early issue

in the new year. It will be written

by a careful writer who will select

facts from the most reliable sources.

It will not be written as an attack

upon any party. It will show the ex-

penses of a party, will explain why

they are necessary in some instances

and unnecessary in other, and will

try to indicate whence the funds are

drawn to defrav these expenses.
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PRESIDENT BRAGA
of Portugal

KING MANOEL-
the dethroned

A QUIET LITTLE AFFAIR.

PORTUGAL has had, as the By-

stander expresses it
—

"a quiet lit-

tle revolution," just as the neigh-

bors might speak of "Mrs. Jones'

tea last week." Taken all around it

was a very pleasant affair, conducted

in a business-like manner, without any

undue muss, and yet with a proper

dignity. It was just as though the

narrow little nation of Portugal

had turned over in its sleep

and in so doing knocked the little

King off his throne, and pitched him
into exile on the floor beside the bed.

At all events it got rid of him. and

the only question now is whether or

not, having turned over, the nation

will fall asleep again, or will get up
and don a man's garments, and do

some work along with the other na-

tions.

Meanwhile the boy who lost his

position as King, and his Royal Moth-
er, who was extremely clever in spend-

ing money, are in England. England
was surely the 'best place for them
to take for refuge. Kind old England
has the faculty of minding her own
business and not asking unkind ques-

tions when people are in trouble. Had
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Manoel and his mother gone to Am-
erica they would have been made the

sensation of the hour. Had they gone
to France they would have been the

butt of all the wits. Had they gone to

Germany they would have been scorn-

ed as people who failed. But the old

Mother of Parliaments has a wide
sympathy. She has had her own trou-

bles ; she has had her own successes,

and she understands just how the two
fugitives feel. Among the palaces of

England they will probably continue

to drag along their lives. In time they

will attend functions. In time the

boy king will perhaps be seen walk-

ing in Green Park of a morning. In

time he may try to get back his throne

or will give it up and be content to

putter his life out among the more for-

tunate aristocracy of other lands. But
England will ask him no questions,

will not embarrass him. The Mother
of Parliaments is the mother of real

courtesy.

With the exception of His Most
Excellent Majesty King George the

Fifth, whose position as King is, in

the people's hearts, different than that

of almost any other monarch, the

average King must feel a faint sort

of a feeling, a "gone" feeling, so to
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A room in Manoel's Palace after the

bombardment
The Royal bedroom in wnich King Manoel

may sleep no more

speak, when he recalls what has hap-

pened in Portugal, and when he sees

King Alphonso of Spain clinging to

his throne like a landsman to the deck

of a drunken ship. The average King
must feel: "Well, us Kings never can

tell what's going to happen next these

days. It's bad times for our business."

And it must be with envy that he re-

gards William of Germany, who has

the natives frightened to death, and
George of England, who has been in

training for years to lead the nation

in the direction of the people's 'best

impulses.

It is noteworthy that the world has

taken the revolution very quietly. It

is sorry that a man who held such an

opportunity as that of King of a de-

cadent nation, did not have a better

chance to improve it. But the world
has come to look upon affairs of this

kind as being in the interests of hu-

manity at large. It does not weep for

a dethroned King. It welcomes the

chance of improvement in the house-

keeping of one of the neighbor na-

tions. Students of international affairs

have not as yet 'begun to ask, "Will

the monarchy ever be restored in Por-

tugal?" but they are conning over the

reasons "Why did Portugal fall?"

While this question must be answered
if only to make complete the writings

of the historians, it has in this case

another relation ; for the same fate

that befell Manoel has at times ap-

peared imminent for Alphonso of

Spain, and if it can be seen that the

same factors of trouble are at work
in Spain as caused the revolution in

Portugal, then the world may have ob-

tained a basis for estimating how
must longer Alphonso is to reign or

what he must do to ensure for the

little Prince of the Asturias a king-

ship.

A GREAT many people have 'been

telling their neighbors going

down in the street cars in the

mornings, that, of course, they knew
what caused the revolution. They had

known it for a long time, they hint.

In short, Protestants have been of the

belief that the Church of Rome was

to blame for the conditions in Portu-

gal, which brought about the Repub-

lic, and only our Roman Catholic fel-

low citizens have refrained from dis-

cussing it as the possible reason.

But there are two articles in the

current reviews which seek to correct

this impression. One is an unsigned
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THE DIRIGIBLE "CLEMENT-BAYARD 11"

which flew from Paris to London in six hours

essay in the Quarterly Review, and
the other is by Francis McCullagh in

the Nineteenth Century. The former

speaks of the Roman Church in Spain,

and the latter deals with the part which

that Church played, among the other

causes, in the Portugese revolution,

"From all I can learn," says the

writer in the Nineteenth Century,

"this (the clerical) question was large-

ly artificial. I once knew a lady suf-

fering from epileptic fits who imagined

that the attacks were due to her wear-

ing glasses which were a shade too

strong for her sight ; and I have fre-

quently met neurasthenics who were
convinced that the irritableness and the

other unpleasant symptoms of their

complaint would disappear if they

wore a larger size in boots or made
some trivial change in their habits.

The Portuguese, a proud people with

a great history, are keenly sensitive

to the fact that now, in the twentieth

century, they do not occupy the same
relative position in Europe which they

occupied in the fifteenth century. They
have declined, and are, in consequence,

irritable and despondent. Suddenly
they are told that this decline is due
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to clericalism. The statement is re-

peated in a hundred different forms.

The cry is taken up by fanatics, who
are as much opposed to Catholicity as

the Jesuits are devoted to it. These
anti-clericals are as well organized

and as self-sacrificing as the Jesuits

themselves. Their propaganda is car-

ried out with great skill, persistence

and courage. Finally, the Portuguese
people believe them, just as the aver-

age man in the street comes in time

to believe the persistent advertisers

who scream at him from every hoard-

ing and every station on the Under-
ground that their pale pills cure

cramp ! . , . This is the principle

which lies at the root of all quack ad-

vertising, either in medicine or in

politics, and it accounts in part for

the success of the anti-clerical cry in

Portugal. That cry was popular be-

cause it flattered Portuguese pride and
Portuguese indolence. They were
still a great nation, but they were bent

double under the burden of Monas-
ticism. Let them but throw off that

incubus and they would at once tower

head and shoulders over all the other

nations in Europe. Such was the



Military guards were placed in the

French Depots
French soldiers operating 'a train during

recent strike

remedy, so simple, so attractive. No
need for an elaborate diagnosis, for

long years of self-discipline. Put out

the monks, and all will be well. This

cry appealed, moreover, to Southern

impatience and impulsiveness. Noth-
ing needed, but one short angry up-

heaval, one delirious week of rioting

and convent-smashing. How perfect-

ly delightful ! I do not think that the

departure of the monks will make
much difference to Portugal. There

are proportionately more monks in

Germany than there were in Portugal,

yet Germany prospers. Whether or

not the clericals injured Portugal in

the past is another matter. Probably

the Inquisition did injure the coun-

try, 'but the Inquisition was more Gov-

ernmental than clerical. In the mid-

dle of the last century it was in the

hands of the Marquis de Pombal, who
expelled the Jesuits, and whose bro-

ther, the head of the Inquisition, even

burned a Jesuit at the stake."

The Quarterly Review confirms this.

It says that the Roman Church has

emphasized the natural, easy-going na-

ture of the Spanish by teaching the

doctrine of world-renunciation, but

beyond this it claims that Church was
only "one of the Hydra's heads." It

says that the root of the trouble with

Spain lies in the fact that the prov-

inces of that country are held arti-

ficially together; the nation is an arti-

ficial one, which was forced together

by' Castile. This explains, in part, it

says, why the Spanish have local pat-

riotism, but no nationalism. The trou-

ble is that the people are indififerent to

national politics until a war or a heavy
tax rouses them. The result is that

the Government is left in the hands of

the professional politician.

THE AMERICAN CHANTECLER.

AS this last form goes to press, it

appears that Theodore Roosevelt

is beaten ! The words are worth

wcjf,hing. The phrase is one of those

short, curt quartettes of words which

gives one shout and conveys a fact

worth missing a meal to consider, just

as when across the wires of the world

flew the message a few months ago

—

The King is dead! There were four

words in that and four in this one

about Roosevelt.
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Roosevelt looked so undefeata'ble

!

The tumult which he raised passed for

the "still small voice" of a wise man
because people thought he was going
to win. As the voice of a Victor

—

no, not the machine—his voice was elo-

quent. As the voice of a man who was
going along to defeat it was—vulgar.

Just now Roosevelt is in a state which,

as we go to press, can best 'be describ-

ed vulgarly:—He has been 'beaten to

a frazzle.

There were three issues in Ameri-
can politics and it appears as though
Mr. Roosevelt neglected the best one.

He shouted again Privilege. He took

all the axioms of ordinary, every-day

honesty and 'bellowed them forth like

the revelations of a prophet. It sound-

ed like gospel. It was rather popular

because Truth seldom walks naked in

these days. Men hide its classic lines

in Demi-Ready garments, highly col-

ored.

Roosevelt introduced the issue of

State rights against Federal rights.

This has been one of the bones of con-

tention in the United States ever since

THIS \

FOR SALE

AND AFTER!
-By Stan Murray.

BEFORE

!

From Harpers Weekly.
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the War of Independence. In fact, it

was the principle of State rights

against Federal rights that brought
about the war. It was the same prin-

ciple that was violated when the North
interfered with slavery in the South.

Americans believe in "The sovereignty

of the State." It means as much as

half a prayer-book to most of them,

and when Roosevelt introduced his

"New Nationalism," giving the Fed-
eral powers more authority, he bid fair

to shake the whole nation. He did.

But the wrong apple fell.

It may be that although he sought
to temper the natural American re-

sentment towards Federalism by mak-
ing out that he was going to wipe
out privileges for the Few, this New
Nationalism defeated h'm. But it

seems much more probable that it was
the resentment of the American peo-

ple for a tariff that makes sixty dol-

lars a fair price for a suit of clothes.

In Canada the woolen manufacturers
cry day and night for more protection

;

but Canadians buy their clothes fairly
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ROOSEVELT :
" If they are

looking for trouble they will

get it."

cheap. In the United States the wool-

en men have excellent protection—it

is a wall over which few foreign

clothes can climb; but Americans pay
fancy prices for their clothes. It may
have been privileged that the Ameri-
can people wanted righted. It may
have been privilege that the Ameri-
eral 'body to have more power over the

States ; 'but it looks more as though it

was that sixty dollars for a suit of

clothes that has been annoying it. If

Theodore had promised to bring that

down to "twenty-eight fifty"' per suit,

or even if he had made his platform

the shooting-up of the woolen manu-
facturers, he might have won. But
instead, he didn't. It looks now as

though he were beaten. Sixty dollars

is too much.
We are not denying that Roosevelt

is more or less of a hero. He has his

mission. The United States needs a

big noise to penetrate the low, mono-
tonous hum of materialistic progress.

But he should not imagine that he,

like Chantecler, in Rostand's play of

the barnyard, is indispensable to the

dawning of righteousness in the pub-
lic affairs of the United States. Chan-
tecler thought that by his crow the

Dawn was summoned. It was a very

pretty delusion, but there was no shak-

ing his faith in himself until the

Pheasant Hen succeeded in tucking his

head under her wing one morning

when the pair were out at a scandal-

ous hour, so that the Dawn rose with-

out the rooster's crow. So, then, with

Roosevelt. Some day some great re-

form shall come without his being able

to herald it. He may have a sore throat

or mumps and be unable to sing it in.

When that day comes he shall be, like

Chantecler, a sadder and a wiser roost-

er and much more valuable to the Am-
erican Barnyard.

"THE NEW IRISH OUTLOOK."

iCT^HE New Irish Outlook" is the

1 heading under which James

Boyle, in "The Forum" takes

occasion to argue that the Home Rule

question has lost much of its bitterness

and—which is apparently more

to the point in that writer's opinion,

—that Ireland is drifting toward

an alliance with the Conservative

Party rather than the Liberal Admin-

istration in Great Britain.

"There is now," he says, "a. New
Ireland—an Ireland which is practic-
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ally unknown to the vast majority of

the Irish race in America. . . . The
cause of Catholic Agitaiion in Ireland

was religious discrimination ; and the

back-bone of the demand for Home
Rule has L:en alien ownership of the

land. The first grievance is now prac-

tically only a memory of the past ; and

the second is within sight of removal.

... It is a momentous fact that the

Catholic Church, as such, in Ireland,

hai no substantial fault to find now
with the British Government or the

British connection. Heretofore, the

demand for Home Rule, based on

political justice, national aspiration,

and economic considerations, has been

given an intensity and a piousness of

enthusiasm by a sense of wrong
through religious discrimination

:

there has always been the feeling that

in fighting for Home Rule, Catholics

were striking a blow for faith as well

as for fatherland. But now the situ-

ation has changed. There are already

indications of the development of a

re-alignment, if not of an actual separ-

ation, of the old relations as between
religion and politics in Ireland. On
the one hand, we see the clergy and
dignitaries of the Catholic Church in-

dulging freely in criticism of the

Nationalists,—that is, of their tactics

—quite apart from the questions of

violence and 'boycotting, which the
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Church has always condemned. And
on the other hand, we see many Irish

Nationalists protesting against their

Party being made a close corporation

religiously, and the Independent O'-

Brienites in Parliament, who are such

a thorn in Mr. Redmond's side, give

as one of the chief reasons of their

organization their objection to the

fact—as charged by the 'insurgents'

—that Protestants are barred from
participation in the regular National-

ist movement. So strong is the feel-

ing on this score, that the followers of

O'Brien call the Redmondites "Catho-
lic Orangemen" and 'Molly Mag-
uires.'

"... It is quite in harmony with
the statements of Messrs. Redmond
and Dillon ... to say that . . .

neither the masses of the people nor
the leaders look at the National ques-

tion in the old bitter spirit; and even
the opponents of Home Rule are now
beginning to admit that an Irishman
can favor the a.bolition of the alien

'Castle Government' without enter-

taining designs against the Empire.
Indeed . . . were the British people,

—the English and the Irish Protes-

tants particularly,—thoroughly con-

vinced that Home Rule did not mean,
ultimately, separation and the destruc-

tion of the Empire, and, were satis-

factory guarantees given for the pro-
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SURPRISED!
A jungle flashlight

tection of the loyal minority, the

chief objections to Home Rule would
be swept away. One of the most en-

couraging phases of the present situ-

ation in Ireland is the spirit of toler-

ance, as regards both politics and re-

ligion, which has spread over the

country among all classes."

Mr. Boyle then takes up the posi-

tion of the Irish Nationalist party in

the British House of Commons. He
first states that Mr. Redmond will not

be able "to elbow Home Rule gently

through the House, as a mere incident

of the battle over the budget," and
then proceeds to argue that the Na-
tionalists are bound to ally themselves

eventually with the Conservatives of

England rather than the Liberals.

Already the Nationalists are split in

two parts, he claims, and they are sure

in time to join the Conservatives.

He gives two reasons for this. The
first is that, in his opinion, the Irish

are historically "Protectionists." He
declares that the bulk of the Irish

people are in active sympathy with

the "Tarifif Reform," or moderate

protection policy of the Conservatives.

The second reason he gives is the

opposition which Ireland feels to-

wards Socialism and which must in

time tear it away from the Socialistic

Liberal Party. The Irish peasants

will prefer the Tory policy of cutting

up the large estates into small farms
to be owned by the tillers, rather than
the Liberal tendency to support a sys-

tem of tenant farms with Government
ownership of the land. This Govern-
ment Ownership Mr. Boyle looks up-
on as characteristic of the Socialistic

leanings of the present administration.

The Irish people, he goes on, have
an "intense dislike and fear of the ad-

vancing English, Scotch and Welsh
Socialism."

Although the leaders of the Lib-

eral Party deny that their organi-

zation is favorable to 'definite' Social-

ism, yet it is a matter of cold fact that

the whole drift in their party for sev-

eral years has been steadily toward
Socialism. On the other hand, the

Conservative Party are specifically and
aggressively opposed to Socialism.

After full consideration of the new
outlook on Irish affairs, the enquiry

will naturally be made : do the changed
conditions mean that Home Rule is

near at hand, or do they indicate that

as a political question it is gradually

to fade away, leaving only the memory
of a sentiment engendered by past in-

justice,—which injustice, however, no

longer exists ? It would be one of the

greatest ironies of history if, just when
the English people were getting ready

to grant Home Rule, the Irish people

ceased demanding it ! But even though

this extraordinary situation developed

A LIONESS THREADING A JUNGLE PATH
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LORD ALVERSTONE: The

man who sentenced Crippen

to hang, and who is remem-

bered by Canadians in con-

nection with the Alaskan

Boundary Awards

it would not by any means follow that

Ireland would not possess real local

self-government in the same degree

enjoyed by the other parts of the

United Kingdom."

THE AEROPLANE'S REVOLU-
TION OF WARFARE.

WAR is man's oldest game. Avia-

tion is his newest, says Fred-

erick Palmer in Hampton's
Magazine. War began when Cain

killed Abel. From Cain's day to ours

—from the primitive weapon which
he used to the latest pattern of smoke-
less, noiseless, long-range rifle—from
the first hide shield to modern battle-

ship armor—the fighting expert has

ever asked the inventor, "What is your
latest aid to slaughter my enemy?"
and "What is the best means of de-

fense if he uses it against me?" . . .

What will war do with the aeroplane ?

Or ibetter, what will the aeroplane do

with war?

War will end only when war be-

comes a two-edged sword which man
will ibe as loth to draw as he would
be to summon chaos.

no

In modern times almost the sole oc-

cupation of the cavalry is to scout for

information. All the extended ten-

tacles of contact are ever feeling for

vulnerable spots ; reconnaisances that

cost thousands of casualties may be

made unhesitatingly in order to get

exact information about a redoubt.

This wo."k the aeroplane will now do.

// the Russians had had a single cap-

able aviator at the battle of Mukden
they would have won and Japan might
nozv be a second-rate pozver. . . .

The Japs completely deceived the Rus-
sians. One aviator, flying above the

Japanese encampments, could have
noted their lack of strength. He might
have sent word to the Czar that Rus-
sia need only hold out a little longer

for a turn in the tide. The Russian
ambassadors at the Portsmouth con-

ference might have said: "We want
Port Arthur back and you must evacu-
ate Korea, or we will keep on fight-

ing till you are exhausted, as you
soon will be."

And so it comes to pass that all the

elaborate Oriental spy system, so baf-

fling to the Occidental, seems to have
been read into antiquity by brothers
Wilbur and Orville, bicycle repairers,

of Davton. Ohio.
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THEI DUCHESS! OF JCONNAUGHT.

Wife of Earl Grey's coming successor at Ottawa

THE BRITISH AND AMERICAN
WORKINGMAN.

i <'~r'HE British workingman is ill-

1 employed, ill-paid, and poor

if compared with his exceed-

ingly prosperous American col-

league." This is the conclusion

reached by "Politics" writing in the

Fortnightly Review. He compares

the figures of production and the fig-

ures showing the consumption of

necessaries and luxuries by the Eng-
lish workingman and the American
workingman. He then brings their

wages down to a basis of comparison

and makes the announcement of his

finding.

Now, some English Free Trader

will take the same figures and work

the problem out backwards to prove

the reverse. He will either inform us

that the American workingman

—

which may be fairly considered to be

in the same condition as the Canadian
—is starving while his English brother

is growing fat.

Whatever happens, there is still un-

employment in England, and still

—

trusts in America.

AN APOLOGY FOR ANARCHY.

MR. W. JETHRO BROWN is a

Professor in the University of

Adelaide, and he has written an

article which he calls, "The Message

of Anarchy." So far as can be learn-

ed, he is not an anarchist, but a re-

in
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spectable academician. In faci, from
his article in the Hibhert Journal, 'he

seems to be a man of peace.

The people of this country are like-

ly to have little patience with the very
heading of the article. The ordinary
man with a fairly comfortable posi-

tion in this world and few things to

blame the Government for, is apt to

dwell in the belief that no respectable

person wants to hear any "messages
from Anarchy." We are apt to asso-

ciate with the term "Anarchy" the

murder of President McKinley. We
are apt to regard the average expon-
ent of the philosophy as an Emma
Goldman, banned from the country.

But Professor Brown sets out to ex-

plain the real message of Anarchy,
stripped of its violent features.

Few of the great causes which have
inspired human devotion in the past

have suffered so much as anarchy from
the uncritical depreciation which con-
fuses essentials with accidental asso-

ciations. . . . Those who, under
the pretense of the end justifying the

means, commit or plot murder in cold

blood, have much to answer for. Yet
we can no more reject anarchy be-

cause ill deeds have been done in its

name, than we can reject liberty for

the same reason : or than we can re-

tpudiate Catholicism because of the

Inquisition. In actual fact, anarchy
did not originate as a theory of vio-

lence ; and those who have advocated
violence have done so as a temporary
means and on the ground of an over-

whelming necessity. The appeal to

violence originated in Russia, where
men. oonosing force to force, struck

in blind fury of protest at a despotism
which seemed una?>ailable bv any
other weapon. . No statement

of popular misconceptions about an-

archv would be complete without re-

fpt-ence to the illusion that ana-chy is

hostile to law in the sense of rules of

conduct generally observed among
men. Although some exponents ex-

nress the strange opinion that men can -.

dispense with rules of conduct, each b
man doing as he thinks best under the 4
pirfirnl^r circumstances, anarchists ini^

general are not guilty of so puerile an
assumption. 'Imagine,' exclaims Mr.
Bernard Shaw, 'leaving the traffic of

Piccadilly or Broadway to proceed on
the understanding that every driver

should keep to that side of the road
which seemed to him to promote the

greatest happiness of the greatest num-
ber.' The protest of anarchy is not

against rules of conduct, but against

the enforcement of such rules by the

might of society, without regard to

their approval by the individuals upon
whom they are enforced. We can

only accuse anarchy of lawlessness if

we limit the term law to state-enforced

rules."

MARTYRS OF SCIENCE.

Bv Arthur B. Reeve in "Technical

World."

IF peace hath her victories no less

renowned than war, then Dr. Mih-
ran K. Kassabian, who died in

Philadelphia on July 12, was a hero

perhaps of even greater calibre than

the heroes of many wars. For Dr.

Kassabian died of skin cancer brought

on by X-ray burns in his marvellous

work as one of the foremost specialists

in America.

In America the early history of the

Roentgen rays was marked by the

death of two men well known. One
was Charles Dalley. chief assistant to

Mr. Edison, and the other was Dr.

Louis Weigel, of New York. For
seven years Mr. Dally was a martyr

to dermatitis caused by the constant

exposure of his hands and arms to the

rays.

Thirty years ago a doctor in Louis-

ville wrote a book, which he called

"Yellow fever heroes, honors and hor-

rors of 1878." In it he gave a list of

ten thousand victims and the martyrs'

death roll of volunteer physicians,

nurses, ministers and others who had
died in fighting the epidemic.

I Such a thing can never happen
again. Never again will yellow fever

call for such widespread heroism.
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For the heroism of another, smaller,

group of devoted men has destroyed

our fear of the most fatal epidemic-

disease in the western hemisphere, de-

stroyed in its favorite home port. The
name of the man who did it is perpetu-

ated by a small pension granted by
Congress to his widow and is borne

by a military hospital in Washington
—Walter Reed. To-day his name
should be enrolled with those of Jen-

ner and Lister and Morton.

Reed entered the army as assistant

surgeon and first lieutenant in 1875.

When the Spanish War broke out and

camps were devastated by typhoid he

was made head of a board to study

the fever and after a year spent at it,

patiently and accurately studying

hundreds of cases, he made a report

that is the basis of our recent study of

typhoid. It contained among other

original and valuable work the dis-

covery that the common fly carries

typhoid, as well as contaminated

water.—a fact we are only now realiz-

ing pointedly.

In June, igoo. Reed was ordered to

Cuba as president of a board to study

infectious disease, with Acting Assist-

ant Surgeons James Carroll, Tesse W.
Lazear, and A. Agramonte. The situ-

ation was peculiar. Here after a year

or so of sanitation health had been im-

proved and the death rate lowered but

yellow fever remained practically the

same. What was back of this mys-

tery? Fever was getting higher and

hundreds of valuable lives of non-

immunes were being sacrificed.

Dr. Reed applied to General Wood,
who was military governor of Cuba,

for leave to experiment on non-im-

munes and for a liberal sum to com-

pensate volunteers. General Wood
promptly granted what was asked and,

to the everlasting glory of the Ameri-

can soldier, volunteers oflFered them-

selves fearlessly and promptly.

Reed had a shrewd idea ; he be-

lieved that sanitation alone was not

enough. It had been proved that

malarial fever was transmitted by

mosquitoes and Dr. Carlos Finlay, of

Havana, had advanced the theory that

mosquitoes did the same for yellow

fever.

Dr. Carroll allowed h'mself to be

bitten by a mosquito which for twelve

days had fed on the blood of a fever

patient. He suffered a very severe

attack, the first experimental case, but

he recovered. Dr. Lazear also exper-

imented ; was bitten by a mosquito in

the wards of the fever hospital and
with calm precision noted each sym.p-

ton of the disease as it broke out. Dr.

Lazear had it in its most terrible form
and finally died—the first of these

martyrs to science. There was no

other fatality among the heroes,

though many of them came out of the

ordeal shattered in health and with

lives materially shortened.

Reed's experiments will always re-

main as models in the annals of scien-

tific research both for exactness and

directness toward the point to be

proved and for the precautions against

vitiating by failure and error. Small

wonder that when he returned to the

States Reed was honored by medical

schools and learned societies. He died

in November, IQ02, of appendicitis.

A most remarkable case of human
vivisection has recently come to a

successful end. The object of the

experiment was to determine the func-

tions of certain important nerves. The
subject of the experiment was Dr.

Henrv Head, a physician in the Lon-

don Hospital. Accidental cases for

the study of this problem were rare

and only indirect studies had been

made, so Dr. Head oflFered his hand

for purposes of experiment. In 1903

the necessary operation was perform-

ed which was the dividing of an im-

portant nerve, the excision of a small

portion of it and the uniting of the

two ends with fine silk sutures. Then

followed a series of experiments per-

formed by the most competent nerve

specialists it was possible to obtain.

For five years Dr. Head gave himself

up to absolute quiet at Cambridge,

and now the experiment is said to

have been completely successful.
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MADAME CURIE

At work in her laboratory

MADAME CURIE'S LATEST
ACHIEVEMENT.

FIRST, Madame Curie and her

husband discover radium and

now this widowed woman savant,

poring over her test-tubes and retorts

has succeeded in reducing radium

from "an elusive radio-active ele-

ment" to a particle of solid matter.

"This is an important discovery in

physics," says London Nature, "since

hitherto only salts, such as bromides

and chlorides of that mysterious metal

have been obtainable."

It is difficult, says Current Litera-

ture, referring to an article on the

subject in Paris Cosmos, to describe

the details of the process by which

Madame Curie obtained radium.

. . . One of the radium salts was

decomposed by electrolysis, the cath-

ode being a small quantity of pure

mercury. By this means an amalgam
of radium was formed. This was

placed in a small tube of quartz and

was distilled in hydrogen at high

pressure. The heat was brought to a

tremendous degree and then all the

mercury disappeared. The tube was
now found to contain a sparkling coat

of metal. This metal rapidly black-

ened in contact with the air and so

was immediately placed in a glass

tube in a vacuum and hermetically

sealed. Only the smallest quantity,

the size of a diminutive pea, has as

yet been isolated and few experiments

have been made to discover the prop-

erties of the metal. ... It will

immediately eat through paper. It

adheres firmly to iron and quickly de-

composes water.

An additional interest is given to

this story of the discoverer of Radium
by the fact that with all the great posi-

tion which she holds in the regard of

the wizards of chemistry, and despite

the fact that when she and her hus-

band discovered the secret of radium

salts they gave it to the world instead

of keeping it a secret to themselves,

Madame Curie could scarcely secure

enough of the precious pitche blend
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from which the radium salts are ob-

tained, to make her experiments.

Madame Curie tried to get someone
to "lend" her the element. The prem-
ium of insurance upon it which she

was asked to pay made it impossible

for her to secure it from the Joachims-
thal Laboratory where quantities of it

are stored by the Austrian Govern-
ment. Thereupon, continues Current
Literature, she applied to the Minister

of Public Instruction to know whether
the French Government would bear

the cost of the insurance demanded by
the Austrian Government. It was,

she thought, too high. But it was
proposed that since she and her late

husband kept none of their laboratory

operations secret and worked for the

whole world, the Foreign Office in

Paris might feel justified in appealing

to the Emperor of Austria. The ap-

peal w^ent through the French
Ambassador in Vienna. His Majesty
expressed deep interest in the scien-

tific work of Madame Curie and
promised that she should have the

salts of uranium needed to complete

her demonstrations. These salts con-

tain uranium and are a product of

pitchblende.

As the Emperor of Austria owns
the mines that contain the precious

substance, he seemed master at Joa-

chimsthal. The reality does not cor-

respond with the inference. Madame
Curie in due time received, a catalogue

of the Joachimsthal chemicals with

radium and uranium salts set down at

a far higher figure than before. How-
ever, notwithstanding her narrow

means, she has been able to buy an

atom of the substance so precious for

her purposes. The Department of

Public Instruction in France is build-

ing for its safe keeping a little edifice

completely isolated from the sun.

The walls are everywhere lined with

sheets of lead. Were they not so, the

precious atom would make its way
through them as water flows from a

sieve.

Some time ago the Austrian Gov-
ernment entrusted Sir William Ram-
say with about half a gram—one fifty-

fifth of an ounce—of radium.

CENSORING MOVING PICTURE
FILMS.

AS Charles V. Tevis relates his ex-
perience in the "judgment room"
of a motion picture factory, in

The World To-Day, to act "judge"
in such a "court" ought not to be an
unpleasant duty.

"It seemed," he writes, "to be a
quite informal reception, at first. On
one side of the room several ladies

were gaily chatting about the weather
with several gentlemen, and on the

other side several gentlemen v/ere

pointing out the merits of a number
of art-prints to several ladies. 1 he
writer's initial impulse was to g'.ance

out of the window to see if the sun
were still shining. Then a pile of blank
slips on a long table in the centre of

the room caught his eye. They had
<j cold, businesslike appearance.

All at once the lights went out.

Somebody came softly into the room
and screened the w:i;oows. The buzz
of conversation gave way to a b-r-r-

ring sound, and, upon a white back-

ground, which had been dropped from
the ceiling at the end of the room,
there appeared a round blotch of light

which slowly evolved into the an-

nouncement that "T he Judgment of

the Mighty Deep" was about lo be de-

picted.

"Her Life for Her Love" came
next. ....

Far eastern costumes, camels and
picturesque tents predominated in the

first scene. After one minute's wait,

the tents had metamorphosed into a

sixteenth-century castle with a modern
Queen Anne back porch, and the dress

ivas of almost every period and coun-.

try in the European calendar.

"Do we condemn on account of his-

torical incongruity or inappropriate
115
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and inartistic stage settings? No,"

explained the censor. "If, when the

maiden loses her life for her love,

there is any gruesome detail of crime

accentuated, we will take notice at

once. They can call a present-day

bungalow a medieval castle for all we
care. Or they can dress all the char-

acters as American Indians. See

—

now the plot thickens. She is imper-

sonating her lord, and the band of

desperadoes ought to be coming along

soon. There they are, lurking behind

that stone wall. They are starting to

follow her."

A bold, bad-looking crowd it was,

indeed. One might have belonged to

Captain Kidd's crew ; another be a

member of the Jesse James gang; an-

other a Parisian Apache ; another a

seventeenth-century knave ; and the

captain surely had stepped out of the

pages of the "Three Musketeers."

None in any moving-picture audience

any part of the United States could

have for a moment mistaken their

identity.

They overtook the disguised maiden
in a secluded part of Central Park

—

no, it was somewhere in the domain
of her fascinating lord—and there they

fell upon her in relays, and, as one of

the committee expressed it, "did her

to dreadful death."

Then they arose from the prostrate

form, and each wiped his dripping

blade upon his mantle, doublet, over-

coat or shirt—whatever sort of gar-

ment he wore. Horrors ! The com-
mittee, as one person, sat up stififly and
took a long breath.

"That will have to be changed," de-

clared a member in no uncertain tone
of voice.

"The knife-cleaning business espe-

cially," suggested another.

grms ex-'And those horrible

claimed one of the ladies. "They seem
to think that murdering a girl is the

finest kind of sport."

"Over the Cliff" w^as a meaty film

from the viewpoint of the critics. In
the first place, the heartless villain, a

wicked-looking French sailor, made
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the mistake of kidnapping the pretty

girl in a manner quite taboo. When
the "coast was clear," he stole up and
ruthlessly enveloped her in a large,

dirty sack, very plainly choking her

cries by means of a throttle hold upon
her throat. This was exceedingly care-

less of him, or the manufacturers. He
should have waited until she had wan-
dered behind the scenes, for an inti-

mation of a kidnapping is about all

the committee will allow to pass

through its hands.

Then he made another mistake. He
climbed upon a high cliff in plain view

of the audience, and, sneering fiend-

ishly at an inoffensive little cloud in

the northwest, flung the sack and its

human freight into the sea far below.

One could almost hear him say some
thrilling French curse-word. The ex-

clamations of the ladies in the audience

were quite plain, though.

Luckily, the child did not sink for

a good five minutes, and the little boy

who went to her rescue was able to

reach and carry her to safety.

Since March, 1909, this sort of work
has been going on five days in a w^eek,

every week in the month. Prior to

that date effort had been made by the

managers of the show-houses in New
York to organize such a committee,

but internal dissension among the pro-

ducers hurt whatever success they

might have had. Then the manufac-
turers of films, trust firms and inde-

pendents, took the matter up and
formed a permanent organization.

Chosen members from fully a score

of charitable, religious and educational

institutions in the metropolis were sent

as delegates to the manufacturers to

make up a committee which should sit

in judgment on their work. The men
and women were from the Young
Men's Christian Association, the

Young Women's Christian Associa-

tion, the Children's Aid Society, the

People's Institute, the Women's
Municipal League, the different

branches of the city's associated chan-
ties, the Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals, the Purity Lea-
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gue, the Women's Christian Temper-
ance Union, a number of denomina-

tional societies and many other civic

and private organizations. There was

no remuneration; the services of the

members were donated in the interest

of public morals. There was even no

law to direct the forming and work-

ing of such a 'body. It existed purely

on invitation of the manufacturers.

Yet, since its inception, not one ver-

dict of the committee has been set

aside.

Mr. John Collier, the member of

the committee representing the Peo-

ple's Institute, who has made several

years' study of the matter of moving-

picture morals, has expounded some
of the unwritten "don'ts" according

to the lights of the censors.

"All obscene subjects are strictly

taboo. If manufacturers put them
out, the local boards and police au-

thorities all over the country will place

the ban on them.

"All crime pictures, showing grue-

some details or tending to teach the

technique of crime, are voted against.

The suggestion is too strong, even

where the picture brings out a strong

lesson. The minds of the young to-

day are too fertile to trust such pic-

tures to. And we 'believe that the

same lesson can be shown as effective-

ly in other ways.

"All suggestive crime, that is, crime

like arson or suicide, is taboo. We do

not object to a Shakespearean sui-

cide. But we do object to a picture

which shows a man or a woman jump-

ing off the Brooklyn Bridge into the

East River. That picture would pos-

sibly be the cause of several people

trying such a leap for themselves.

"Unmitigated sensationalism and

malicious mischief we do not believe

should be exploited. We are not

prudes in this direction, however. We
even encourage innocent mischief.

"Nothing that is in any way offen-

sive to any religious sentiment is al-

lowed to pass. Biblical pictures and

stories we do not object to, and we do

not demand historical accuracy in

them. We are not censoring for theo-

logical seminaries. And, if they want
to make George Washington the dis-

coverer of America, why, as far as we
are concerned, they may.

"We discourage pictures dealing

with the subject of marital infelicity.

But in some cases we do not condemn
them. We believe that the problem
play is all right, if it is presented in

a proper manner.

"Kidnapping pictures we do not like

and seldom pass. In New Jersey there

is a law against producing them. Also

pictures which show wanton cruelty

to animals, even hunting scenes, we
cut out, except in remote cases where

there is a moral pointed that could not

be shown in any other way.

It really does not need the word of

the censor committee now to convince

the manufacturers that by an extra

care they are saving themselves

money. One film, a very well-known

one, made an elaborate dramatization

of "Michael Strogoff," Jules Verne's

novel of life in Siberia. It was passed

without a single question by the com-

mittee and duly scheduled and sent

out upon the road.

Almost with its first appearance in

Chicago objection was made to it by

the authorities and it had to be taken

off the boards and altered to meet this

city's requirements. It was said that

the scene where "Strogoff's" eyes were

burned out was too gruesome for pub-

lic display.

In the picture the .tan inpersonat-

ing "Strogoff" sat with his back to

the audience and when hi£ captors

apparently passed a hot iron aci'oss his

eyes, he blew out a large mouthful of

cigarette smoke. The illusion was

complete. Members of the censor

committee remarked the cleverness

with which this scene was accom-

plished and passed the film urques-

tioningly. The Chicago police held n

up on its first try-out.
11'
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THE WHYFOR OF THE FOOT-
BALL CRAZE.

HADDINGTON BRUCE in the

, Outlook says: "There can be

no dou'bt that, excluding the

games common to childhood, football

is far and away the most popular of

outdoor sports. No other is played

by so many peoples, and, while it is

the "national" game of no country, all

so-called national games, when
brought into competition with it, tend

to take a su'bordinate place. In the

United States not even 'baseball, splen-

did game that it is, arouses the en-

thusiasm and attracts the crowds thai

throng to football matches; in Canada,

despite the national devotion to la-

crosse, its "drawing" qualities are ad-

mittedly inferior to those of football

;

in England, where cricket is supposed

to reign supreme, football appeals to

the mass of the people in a way that

cricket has never done.

It is no uncommon thing for an

English workingman, seemingly so

stolid and unemotional, to devote full

fifty minutes of his precious noon hour

to watching with intense interest a

game of football. Championship con-

tests in England and Scotland are at-

tended by fifty, sixty, and sometimes

more than seventy thousand specta-

tors, whose ardor is unabated by the

most adverse weather conditions. The
same indifference to aught ibut the

game is evident wherever football is

played. I well remember one game In

Canada in which I participated, when,

before the first half was ten minutes

old, a heavy snow-storm set in, with

a keen, cutting wind. The storm pro-

gressed throughout the game, two

inches of snow falling, and the wind

steadily increasing. Yet scarcely any

one left the exposed stands until the

referee's whistle had blown for the

last time ; while above the wind could

be palinly heard the wild cheering of

the spectators, urging the snow-blind-

ed players to greater effort.

But, as a display of unrestrained,

exuberant enthusiasm nothing is quite
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comparable with the spectacle present-

ed at the great college games in this

country, particularly the Harvard-

Yale and Yale-Princeton games. Here
the impelling influence and strange

fascination of football are most im-

pressively revealed. On an average,

thirty to thirty-five thousand persons

annually witness each of these prin-

cipal inter-collegiate struggles, and

probably as many more would attend

if seating accommodations could be

had.

It should be noted, too, that foot-

ball has achieved its wonderful popu-
larity in the face of 'bitter opposition.

As everybody knows, there has been

of recent years a clamorous demand
in some quarters for its suppression.

It has been picturesquely described

as "a prize-fight multiplied by eleven,"

and denounced as a brutal, inhuman
practice, unfit for civilized men to

countenance. Such denunciations,

however, are no new thing. As long

ago as 1424 the playing of football

was prohibited in England by royal

proclamation, and in 1583 that rigid

Puritan of Tudor times, Philip Stubbs,

condemned it in his "Anatomic of

Abuses," in which it received the

pleasant designation of "a bloody, mur-
thering game." In the following cen-

tury, during the regime of Stubbs'

coreligionists, earnest efforts were
made to put a complete end to it; but

it has instead grown more and more
popular, until to-day, more than ever

before, it has a firm hold on the es-

teem of the sport-loving public.

Manifestly, this can be accounted

for in only one of two ways : Eithei

the man of the twentieth century is a

brutal, debased, degenerate creature,

or else, to an extraordinary degree

and alike for players and spectators,

football meets a real human need. No
thinking person will accept the former

alternative, so that the conclusion is

forced that there is something in foot-

ball which mankind cannot read'ly af-

ford to lose. . . . What and why
is play? There are three principal

theories : One, formulated by Herbert
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Spencer, declares that play is simply

the utilization of surplus nervous en-

ergy in activities having no serious

end but serving the excellent purpose

of giving needed exercise to growing
muscles. Distinct from this is a

theory launched iby the well-known
European scientist, Dr. Groos, by
whom play is defined as an instinct

implanted in the young as a means of

aiding in the development of every

faculty—the mental, as well as the

physical — for future serious use.

Childhood thus exists mainly to pre-

pare the young, through play, for the

business of adult life. Hence the fond-

ness of the boy for games which mimic
the activities of his elders, and of the

girl for dolls and other toys and pas-

times imitative of the duties of mo-
therhood and housekeeping.

But, as an American psychologist.

Professor G. T. W. Patrick, has re-

cently pointed out, neither of these

theories, as it stands, is adequate to

explain why people like to witness

games as well as take part in them.

Professor Patrick accordingly ad-

vances a third theory, differing mark-
edly from the foregoing and based on

certain discoveries of anthropology.

In play, summing up his theory in a

few words, we have a temporary re-

version to the life of primitive man.

"To use a biological term," explains

Professor Patrick, "it is known that

the child 'recapitulates' the life his-

tory of the race. Just why he does

so biologists are not able to say; but

the evidences, particularly in embry-

ology, are striking enough. So far as

concerns the plays of children, the ex-

planation may not be far to seek. If

we look upon the history of man as a

development of the will, as an advance

by means of effort, attention, and con-

centration, it is easy to see that these

later and more difficult achievements

are ill fitted to the immature child.

He must, to be sure, be physically and

mentally active, but his activity will

be along the lines of least effort—^that

is, of old race habits. The child is

'the heir of all the ages,' and inherits

at birth the old time-worn brain paths

whose use makes little draft upon his

easily-fatigued nerve centres. By-and-
by he will have to check these primi-
tive tendencies, and by education and
effort to bring the newer and higher
centres into use. So, without will,

effort, or fatigue, he follows the man-
ner of life of his savage or half-sav-

age ancestors."

Now, the argument continues, this

tendency to revert to the ways of prim-
itive man persists beyond the child-

hood period, and for much the same
reason as in the case of the child

—

namely, use of the older brain paths

in order to allow the newer and high-

er centres to rest. Accordingly, we
should expect to find those games the

most favored—from the point of view
of both player and spectator—which
are most strongly reminiscent of the

life of our early ancestors. This is

what actually occurs. Football, for

example, that most popular of games,

and the one with which we are im-

mediately concerned, with its running,

pushing, hauling, and kicking, its live-

ly scrimmages and its restless moving
up and down the field, recalls more
strongly than any other game that

Siage in the evolution of man when his

existence depended on his brute

strength, fleetness of foot, and ability

to cope with his fellows in hand-to-

hand conflict.

We are so constituted that, although

we may, and actually do, store up some
of this surplus for use in times of

emergency, we cannot retain all of it.

We must get rid of part, work it off

in some way. And the obvious way is

through play, especially through play

outdoors, because we are thereby not

simply disposing of unneeded energy,

but are also drawing upon the mind

and body building resources of nature

to fit us better for our daily tasks,

whatever they may happen to be.

Note well, also, that if we do not

resort to play we may be tempted to

expend this energy surplus in ways

most harmful to us and to society.

For plav is not the onlv avenue open
119
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for the li'beration of excess energy.

Undue use of intoxicants and drugs,

gambling, sexual vices—all these arc

means 'by which too many strive for

and attain the same end, though at the

cost of moral, mental, and physical

wreckage.

Football is the game of games to

"take a man out of himself." His

attention is held keenly and constant-

ly concentrated on the struggle in pro-

gress. There are not the frequent re-

curring and tedious waits incidental

to baseball. It embraces a greater

variety of play than do those other

noble games of action, lacrosse and
hockey. It is far "snappier" than

cricket. In the spectacle of its num-
erous contestants all energetically en-

gaged, it possesses a massive effect,

stimulating to the imagination in an

incomparably higher degree than such

two, three, or four-men games as ten-

nis and golf.

Football obviously is an excellent

game to strengthen the muscles, and,

although perhaps less obviously, it is

an effective help in equipping the play-

er for life's duties and responsibilities.

In many ways it disciplines his mind,

training, for instance, his faculties of

memory, observation, and decision.

"THE HAVOC OF PRUDERY."

THERE are two kinds of "respect-

able" people who introduce what
might be called "risque" topics

Into a general discussion. They are

emancipated women aiming to be

wits, and real philosophers. The
philosophers are usually careful to

study their audience before changing
the ordinary course of the conversa-

tion.

But when a magazine takes up a

"delicate" subject and puts it under

the heading "The Havoc of Prudery"
and parallels the article itself with

editorial comment, people are apt to

ask whether the magazine is perfect-

Iv sincere in the publication of such
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matter, or whether it hopes to gain

circulation and notoriety thereby.

Pearson's Magazine for November
publishes the article above referred

to. It is written by a physician, Wil-
liam Lee Howard. It deals with

what that writer calls "The Black
Plague." He declares that "prudery"
is to blame for "the most insidious

enemy to the social life of the whole
community."

Reading it, one is convinced that

the author is sincere and that the

magazine is sincere. It is not neces-

sary to go into the detail which Pear-

son's aflords. One may summarize
the physician's conclusions 'by saying,

first, that there does not exist a

"black plague" which medical men
all agree is the worst of all plagues

;

that it wrecks men and women and
children and homes ; that the innocent

are as much its victims as the wrong-
doers; and—that it spreads because

of ignorance.

The writer of the article claims

that information concerning the

plague is not placed where it could be

had 'by everyone. He says that child-

ren are not given the teaching they

ought to have. He says that through
ignorance, people fall into evil afflic-

tions and, through prudery, hesitate

to go to a good physician and there-

fore go to quacks. He would abolish

public drinking cups and towels. He
would regulate public conveniences.

He would prevent criminals afflicted

with disease from rearing families and
would require candidates for marriage

to produce medical certificates of good
health.

In short, he is radical. It would
take years to educate the public to the

standard he sets. Yet if the figures

he gives of the terrible ravages of the

disease are correct the abolition of

false modesties should be commenced
at once, and if not—if the figures are

not correct or the case is misstated,

then the writer and the magazine are

traitors to the privilege of addressing

the public. But we don't think they

can be.
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THE HOPE DIAMOND.

A mere paragraph of a cable des-

patch appeared in the Canadian
papers not long ago to the effect

that the "Famous Hope Diamond has

again appeared and is being offered

for sale by a large firm of London
dealers. They hold it at a price of

$500,000." The current number of

the Wide World Magazine, which had
apparently gone to press before the

fact became known that the jewel was
again in the public eye, gives an ac-

count of this amazing gem, but con-

cludes with the statement that it has

long since "disappeared." The cable

from London therefore adds new in-

terest to the article which is already

interesting enough in itself. Despite

the fact that ill-luck is said to go with

the possession of the stone there have

been, it is understood, many bidders

for it.

Its last owner, says John G. Rowe,
in the Wide World, was a diamond
merchant named Habib, who was
drowned in Rhio Straits, near Singa-

pore, in November of last year, in the

ship-wreck of the French Liner, La
Seyne. He had the diamond with

him, at least so it was believed.

The original owner was Jean Bap-
tiste Tavernier, a Frenchman, who se-

cured it, together with twenty-five

other famous diamonds, during his

journeys in the Orient. This was
early in the seventeenth century. He
sold them to Louis XIV. and they be-

came part of the Crown Jewels of

France. Meanwhile Tavernier lost

all his money in speculations and died

on his way to the Orient to look for

more stones.

King Louis' favorite, Madame, the

Marchioness de Montespan, begged to

be allowed to wear it and succeeded,

but after that her influence with the

King waned and she was pushed aside

by Madame de Alaintenon. Then one

of Louis' Ministers asked to be al-

lowed to wear it at an entertainment

which he was giving. The King be-

came jealous of him and ordered an

investigation of his stewardship which
resulted in the Minister being cast in-

to prison where he died in 1680. Af-
ter that the stone was relegated to

oblivion for a time among the other

Crown Jewels. Nevertheless its

malign influence was apparently to be

seen all through the reigns of Louis

XIV and Louis XV. The Dauphin,
the only legitimate son of the first-

mentioned monarch, died in 171 1,

four years before his father, and the

young Dauphiness, Adelaide of Sa-

voy, was attacked by malignant fever

which carried her off. Within a week
her husband followed her to the tomb;
and a month later their eldest son, the

Duke of Brittany, died. Meanwhile,

under Louis XV., the French lost both

Canada and India; the people were

wholly alienated from the throne, and

the seed was sown of the awful upas-

tree of revolution. In 1774, Louis

XV. was attacked by smallpox and

died. Then the ill-starred Marie An-
toinette came to share the throne of

her equally unlucky spouse, Louis

XVI., of France. She saw the Blue

Diamond, was charmed by its beauty,

and Louis XVI. gave it to her. There-

after she indulged in childish follies,

and a ruinous extravagance that

brought upon her the greatest oblo-

quy. Her great friend was the equally

young and lovely Princess de Lam-
balle, for whom the first Gainsbor-

ough hat, it is said, was made. The

Princess saw the Blue Diamond, ad-

mired it, and was lent it on more than

one occasion by Marie Antoinette.

Before Louis XVI. perished at the

guillotine, the Princess de Lamballe

had fallen a victim to the mob of

Paris.

It is said that a diamond-cutter of

Amsterdam, named Wilhelm Fals,

was commissioned to cut this particu-

lar stone, and that his son stole it from

him. The old man Fals was ruined,

and the younger, after passing on the

stone to a Frenchman belonging to

Marseilles, committed suicide. The

Frenchman, whose name was Francis

Beaulieu, brought the diamond to

m
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London, but fell ill, and was reduced

to utter destitution. In this plight he

sent for a London diamond dealer

named Daniel Eliason, to whom he

offered the stone for a small sum.

Eliason closed with this offer and
purchased the diamond from him at

his figure, but Beaulieu had waited

too long before disposing of it. It is

alleged that he actually died of starv-

ation the very day after selling it.

About the year 1830, the diamond
sold for eighteen thousand pounds to

the Hopes, bankers of Amsterdam.
The new owner of the gem met with
no ill-luck, so far as is known, and
from this time onward the stone was
known as the Blue Hope Diamond.
Mr. Hope lent it on various occasions

to public exhibitions, and on his de-

mise it descended, along with the

Deepdene estate and his art treasures,

to his grandson, Lord Francis Hope.
This W'as in 1898. Lord Francis Hope
married in 1894, the theatrical star of

the nineties, Miss May Yohe, but

divorced her in 1902. It is to be pre-

sumed that she wore the unlucky stone

at some time or other. The year be-

fore the divorce decree w-as granted,

the Blue Diamond was sold 'by Lord
Francis to a syndicate.

A London diamond merchant pur-

chased the gem, and he parted with it

forthwith to an American jeweller

named Simon Frankel, whose place

of business was at Maiden Lane, New
York. Frankel tried in vain to sell

the stone. It became a perfect white

elephant on his hands, and its malign
influence once more asserted itself,

for he became financially embarrassed.
In 1908, however, the diamond came
into the hands of a French jew^el mer-
chant, M. Jacques Colot, who is re-

ported to have given three hundred
thousand dollars for it.

M. Colot found a fresh purchaser
for the diamond in the person of a

wealthy Russian, Prince Kanitovski,

and a few days after the sale went out

of his mind and committed suicide.

The Prince was infatuated with a
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beautiful actress of the Folies Bergere

named Lorens Ladue, and he lent her

the ill-fated stone to wear. Ladue
wore it the following night on the

stage, and the Prince drew a revolver

while she stood before the footlights

with the jewel on her bosom and shot

her dead. The murderer did not live

to be tried for his crime. He was
stabbed two days afterwards by revo-

lutionists.

A Greek jeweller purchased the

stone from the Prince's heirs, and he

found a ready purchaser in Abdul
Hamid, the ex-Sultan of Turkey, who
had a great passion for collecting pre-

cious stones. Immediately after he

had parted with the Blue Diamond
Montharides is stated to have come
to his end by falling over a precipice

with his wife and two children while

out driving. The Sultan entrusted the

stone to one Abu Sabir to be polished.

Even this fellow did not escape the

jewel's ill-luck, for he was thrown in-

to a dungeon, where he remained un-

til the recent revolution of the Young
Turks. The Blue Diamond was kept

in a specal treasure-vault, and early

one morning the guardian of this

vault was discovered at his post by
the door, stiff and dead. He had been
strangled by some person. In the day-

time the ill-omened stone reposed on

the bosom of the favorite of the Sul-

tan's harem, Salma Zubayba, to whom
her Royal master gave it. She was
wearing it, so the story goes, at the

moment when the revolutionaries

bioke into the palace, when the Sultan

was with her. It is alleged that the

Sultan drew a pistol, turned on Salma,

and shot her dead.

Kulub Bey, the new guardian of

the stone, had meanwhile been hanged

in the streets by the mob, and, as his-

tory records, Abdul Hamid was de-

throned and kept in durance vile, in

daily fear of his life.

The diamond was sold by the

Young Turk party to the diamond

dealer named Habib.
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THE WINDOW BOX

EVERYONE knows the charm of

a window box, and what relief it

gives to eyes weary of the colors

of the mere brick and mortar. But
not everyone knows what to do with

the window 'box at the end of the sum-
mer. Luke J. Doogue, in The Garden,

gives hints not only as to how to dis-

pose of it, but how to prepare it for

the spring:

There are two ways of avoiding thf

usual emptying of a w: idow box in the

fall, at the moment when, very likely,

both the bloom and the foliage of the

geranium, ivy, vinca, ageratutn

fuchsia, and so on are at their best.

The plants can be taken out, pot*^ed,

and placed in a sunny window io: the

winter, or they may be packed in a

box and stored in the cellar. In <-he

former instance it will be necessar}'-

to trim the plants, so that they will not

be too ragged, for the window. This

trimming not only shapes them, but

induces a thickening of growth.

For cellar storage, the cutting back

must be much more severe, the p'ants

being reduced to mere stumps before

they are packed in boxes, with a little

loam around them. Store where there

is no frost and no furnace gas, and

only enough light to tease the plants

into sufficient growth to keep tliem

just alive. This may seem rough

treatment, but it is astonishing how
well plants do after months of that

sort of cold storage.

When the plants have been taken

from the window box, the remainder

of the old soil is removed, and fresh

loam with a liberal mixture of coarse

sand used to refill it. Then plant

tulips, hyacinths, narcissus, or any

other bulbs that you may prefer. Plant

them about two inches deep, fairly

close together, and put the window
box in a cool, dark place, to remain

there for from eight to ten weeks to

make roots. At the same time plant

some bulbs in pots and store them.

Towards the latter part of January
the window box can be brought into

the light, and it will not be long be-

fore the bulbs will rush into flower.

If kept longer in the dark, the potted

bulbs will lengthen the show for weeks,
these being substituted as fast as the

ones originally planted in the window
box fade. When one of the latter has

gone by, bring out a potted bulb, re-

move it from the pot, and plant it in

place of the other.

By this plan the bulb display can

be kept up until well into spring, and
when the potted stock gives out there

are other things that can be used to

advantage. Pansies may be planted

very efifectively, and, as they like the

cold, the window box can be moved
out-of-doors with safety even in

March. Of course, it is necessary to

watch out for cold snaps ; if they come,

use a covering of paper. In April

either Arabis albida or Phlox subulata

may be substituted for the pansies.

Meanwhile the plants stored in the

cellar will have required some atten-

tion. Pot them in February, and

bring them up to the light.

LICENSE THE STOKER

HI ICENSE the Stoker," says

Li Clinton Rogers Woodruff in

The World To-day. For years

the shibboleth of the business man
was that smoke meant prosperity and

that the resultant nuisance could no

more be avoided than the dirty hands

of the boilerman. Indeed, until quite

recently "Chicago's Dirty Hands"

were a source of boasting and Pitts-

burg's grime was considered synony-

mous with wealth and progress.

Evidence is accumulating with re-

freshing rapidity to the eflfect that

business men are seeing that this

position is a false one, and that a

smoky chimney, to use the words of

the Peabody Coal Company, of Chi-

cago, "is no longer considered a cre-

dit to the owner." This concern, by

the way, in a striking brochure, by A.

Bement, on "A Clean Chimney," as-

serts that the efficient use of fuel is a
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matter of great economic importance

in any industrial enterprise. The burn-

in of bituminous coal without smoke
is a great benefit to the community in

general, and a clean chimney, to the

owner, has not only an esthetic value,

but one that can be measured in

money.

One trouble—and one that has re-

ceived far too little attention in this

country, according to The American
Contractor, which was quoted—is the

proper stoking of furnaces. Given
properly constructed furnaces, not an
ideal one, but one of the many now
on the market, adequate chimney
drafts and regular and intelligent stok-

ing, and the smoke nuisance would
disappear, or, at least, be reduced to

comparatively nothing. It was point-

ed out that they order this important
matter much better in Germany.

In this country any strapping fellow

willing to work is good enough to

stoke a furnace. In Germany, on such
qualifications alone he would no more
be permitted to stoke a furnace than
he would be to run a locomotive on
a limited express. In that country,
before he is permitted to take charge
of a furnace, he must learn the theory
and practice of economical, scientific

firing, whereby the coal is so distri-

buted over the grate furnace as to se-

cure the most perfect obtainable com-
bustion. This ought to be made the
rule in this country. Stokers should
be licensed after passing a seaching
examination. While this would, tem-
porarily at least, throw many ignorant
men out of employment, it would
make to the real interest of stokers,

insuring to those who qualified them-
selves, better pay and stability of em-
ployment. In the meantime employers
would save money through a reduc-
tion of their coal bills, while the public

would be relieved of the present al-

most intolerable smoke nuisance. A
recent consular report states that the

Prussian Government pays traveling

instructors to educate men who have
charge of furnaces.
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Even well-trained engineers, as the

Engineering Record points out, have

generally given far less attention to

the theory of furnaces than to the

thermodynamics of engines, yet if one

reflects upon the matter it is to the

furnace that one often has to look for

improvements in economy. There has

been and still is general loss, at the

boilers, of an amount of energy that

is really serious. A plant must be

judged by its performance, and the

ultimate criterion is not the steam re-

quired per horse-power hour, but the

cost of the coal and firing necessary.

One can save more money by learn-

ing how to use cheap fuel economical-

ly than by attention to the last finical

item of steam economy.
And, by and large, it is a fact that

fuels differ far less in absolute theo-

retical evaporative power than in case

of practical utilization. Less than 20

per cent, separates the first-class Welsh
steam coal from lignite, so far as ac-

tual heat of combustion goes.

It is of fundamental importance that

the fuel should not only be completely

burned, but burned with the minimum
amount of air that will actually suf-

fice completely to burn it. The aver-

age man does not stop to think that

every pound of coal burned requires

practically from fifteen to twenty

pounds of air for its combustion. Too
much air or too cold air causes loss

just as certainly as to little air and is

quite likely to produce smoking.

Smokless combustion, then, is not

at all a mystery, as all modern authori-

ties declare, but depends on rather

simple things. The fuel, if rich in

volatile matter, must be so burned that

the gases will come off at a uniform
and not too rapid rate ; they must have
plenty of very hot air for their com-
plete combustion ; and they must not

be chilled by contact with cool sur-

faces before combustion is complete.

With a good mechanical stoker the

evolution of gas from the coal may
proceed at a regular rate, so that a

carefully adjusted air supply may at

the time be effective.
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The second consideration also points

to the use of mechanical stokers, so

that the process of combustion may go
on behind closed doors and in a com-
bustion chamber never chilled. The
third requirement implies a furnace

of ample dimensions, so arranged that

the air and gases may be thoroughly

mixed and burned before they are

cooled by the heating surfaces of the

boiler proper.

<$>

"WHEN NOBODY WANTS TO
BUY."

EVERY man in the world is sell-

ing something—his labor, his

wit, his advice or his soul or the

result of somebody else's labor. Every
man's prosperity, therefore, is related

directly to the demand for the particu-

lar thing he has to sell. The following

article by C.M.K. in The World's

Work deals, it is true, with selling

bonds. But it has its application to

everybody—'brokers and all.

One day in June, the junior mem-
ber of a well-known bond house

in Wall Street sat looking out of

the window of his office, watch-
ing the shipping down the Bay. It

was the most profitable thing he could

find to do. He had just finished read-

ing a novel, and was wondering
whether he would come to business

next day or go out to the country and
play golf. He had just reached the

melancholy conclusion that it would
pay better to play golf, if the rain

would only stop.

The office-'boy brought in a card,

bearing the name of a man and his

address, a town up-state in New York.
"He says he wants to buy bonds,"

said the boy, "but he did not know
whom he wanted to see."

Collecting himself after the shock,

the junior partner so far forgot him-

self as to follow the boy to the rail of

the customer's room. An old man
stood beside it, holding a yellow,

leather "grip."

In answer to an invitation to come
in and sit down, the old man came in-

to the inner office with the junior

partner, who introduced himself.

"I came down to buy some bonds,"
said he.

"Yes. Well, do you have any part-

icular bonds in mind? Have you seen

any offerings that you like? I don't

believe you ever dealt with us before,

did you?"
The junior partner was puzzled. He

had not quite recovered from the

shock of finding somebody who said

that he wanted to buy anything.

"No," said the old man, "I never

did. I have always dealt with Bank
&- Co., but the man I knew and trusted

in that firm died six months ago. so I

thought I would move. I have invest-

igated your house, and I like your

record."

The banker quietly looked his visi-

tor over, with curiosity. Wiien you

tell a banker that he has been investi-

gated he is always at least mildly cur-

ious as to results. The scrutiny i-c-

vealed nothing.

"And about how much would vou

like to buy?" he asked, figuring that

here was the first outlying scout of the

army of "small investors" that, the

papers said, was on the march to the

rescue of the moribund market in

Wall Street.

"I reckon about two hundred thous-

and dollars," said the old man. quietly.

Before the junior partner could

make up his mind to reach for ths

telephone and call the police, the old

man had opened his satchel and begun

to pull from it rolls of biilr. with while

bands around them. The pi'e of

bundles grew. On ton of them, fin-

ally, he laid a check. The junior part-

ner picked it up and glanced at it

long enough to see that it was a

cashier's check for $120,000 drawn by

a New York bank in favor of the man
whose card he had.

With the pile of money between

them, the two got down to bus'ness. It

took the rest of the afternoon to get

the order on the books ; and the junior

partner learned before he got through

that there was at leas;: one customer
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in the world who knew what he want-

ed. The list, as he scanned it after-

ward, inckided the na-nes of thirty-

one separate 'bonds and four guaran-

teed stocks.

The gist of this tale lies in an ans-

wer that the old man made to a ques-

tion which the junior partner asked

him during the afternoon.

"Why do you make this in/estment

now? You seem to have liquidated

all these estate-investments a vear

ago. Why do you reinvPit now?"
"Young man," he said, "I've been

in the law business for nearly forty

years in the same place, and every

second man that dies in my county

puts me in his will as executor. I al-

ways come in to buy in person, and
won't do business in a crowded office."

The junior partner looked out into

his customer's room, and saw the

point.

The thing the old man knew is the

secret of successful scientific invest-

ment on a conservative basis.

He had to he conservative because
his record of forty years, the capacity

in which he served his neighbors, and
his own personal honor demanded it.

He had to be scientific, or he would
have become, long since, simply one
of the army of lawyers looking for

country clients. And he had to be

successful—for so, alone, may
one grow rich and powerful.

This same secret, the secret of the

time to buy and the time to sell, under-
lies all business, whether it be in

wheat, or sugar, or cloth, or bonds.

The time to buy is when nobody
else wants to buy, and when the pub-
lic is selling. If a man has decided
to buy a home, has accumulated a cer-

tain amount of money in the bank, and
feels reasonably certain of his ability

to carry through any obligations that

he will have to incur, he usually

awaits the time when prices are "a
little bit ofT the top." Whenever
there is a decided slump in the prices

of property in good residence-sections

around New York, for instance, the

real-estate men know that there will
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be a procession of wise men seeking

homes.

Very few of the private buyers of

investment securities, on the contrary,

await the call of real opportunity.

When they have funds in the bank,

they do not like to wait. The invest-

ment buying is most eager when
prices are highest, and falls oiT de-

cidedly when prices are low.

There are many good reasons for

this. One of them is the fact that,

when prices are breaking, the con-

servative dealers in bonds and other

standard securities are apt to run out

of goods, so to speak. They do not

buy large quantities of standard bonds.

They stay out of the market and wait

for the lowest prices. Consequently,

at times when bond prices are low,

the dealers are not pushing their wares

to any great extent.

If you study the financial papers

where good investments are adver-

tised, you will find that during periods

of high prices and booming markets

the volume of investment advertising

is very great ; while in periods of low

prices for the standard bonds, the ad-

vertising is light. Instead of large

offerings of specific bonds, the dealers

run a little card stating that they are

in the banking business.

This is not a criticism of the meth-

ods of the bankers. Their method is

sound business. In the financial pap-

ers, the advertise mostly to gain new
clients of the larger class—savings

banks, trust companies, etc. These
institutions buy only when they have

funds, and they have funds, usually,

when the monev market is easy—that

is, when monev is lending at low rates,

and consenuently when stock and bond
prices are high.

I had occasion, in June, to go
through the list of half a dozen of the

large bond houses in New York, look-

ing for a certain class of bonds.

These lists were, at that time, the

lightest that I have ever seen. That
means that these standard houses

owned less bonds, of fewer varieties,

than at anv other time when it wa^
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my privilege to search through them.

In the offices they talked of "stagna-

tion," of the "dead market," of "pub-
lic indifference." They were selling

from time to time small lots of bonds

to private investors; but the business

was so scattered as to be negligible.

One could hardly help but think, in

the light of this fact, that the educa-

tion of the public in the art of buying
investments has hardly begun. For,

in comparison with a year ago, for in-

stance, or in comparison with the end

of 1906 or the summer of 1904, or any
other period of great public demand
for good investments, the prices this

summer have been almost bargain

prices.

It seems lamentably true that the

investing public is an institution de-

signed and patened to buy securities

only when they are too high in price

for any one with skill and science to

buy them.

"The public will not buy when
bonds are cheap," is almost an axiom
in Wall Street.

It is too true. At times when the

standard securities, particularly higli-

class corporation bonds, are cheap, the

public follows strange gods. It flocks

into "get-rich-quick games. This last

summer was a rich harvest-time for

the swindling promoters, the thieves

of the wireless, the apostles of pros-

pective, wonderful mining gambles in

Cobalt or in Colorado, the the vultures

who sell the stocks of new inventions

to widows, orphans, and clergymen.

New hydro-electric bonds of the most

speculative class, new irrigation issues,

new real-estate companies designed to

bring to the promoters the funds that

the banks had refused—these and a

hundred other false gods lured the

minds of the public from the field of

sound investment.

The chart that runs in this circle is

a mere sketch to focus on the mind

the relative position of the bond mark-

et at the time this is written, as com-
pared with other periods. It shows

the average price of twelve selected

bonds, representing five diiTerent

classes of bonds ranging from the

most gilt-edged to the speculative in-

dustrials, but all of the kind that the

investing public buys. The two per-

iods marked 1904 and 1906 and the

prices in the summer of 1909 were
periods when the public was buying.

When you have looked at it long

enough to find out just what it means,
ask yourself whether you are one of

the foolish public or one of the

wise.—Sy C. M. K., in the World's
Work.

MAKING GENEROSITY PAY.

IN a New York instalment furniture

house, one clerk is detailed to clip

certain items from the local news-
papers. These items are not clippings

indicating prospects for new business.

Quite the reverse. They give the

news of all the accidents which have

happened during the past twenty-four

hours to people who reside within the

selling range of that house.

"These items," explains Rufus H.

Gillmore, in System, "sift through the

bookkeeping department ; later on, one

or two of the many clippings may be

found upon the manager's desk. One
of these tells of a New York fireman

severely injured while attempting to

save lives at a fire on the East Side.

This fireman is indebted to that in-

stalment furniture house for carpets

and furniture ; an instalment is due

from him on the first of the month.

The manager calls a stenographer and

dictates a brief letter to the fireman;

he regrets to learn of his accident ; he

trusts that it will not keep him long

upon the sick-list—and, when this let-

ter goes to the fireman, it encloses a

receipt for the fireman's next pay-

ment."

This manager's letter contains no

fulsome praise of the fireman's brav-

ery, nor does it make any reference

whatever to the receipt which accom-

panies it. The fireman does not real-

ize that the house has volutarily re-

mitted his next payment until he dis-

covers that the receipt is signed. But
127
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from that moment, he and his wife

and all their friends, become self-con-

stituted press agents for this particu-

lar instalment furniture house. In

short, at an expense of, say, eight dol-

lars and seventy-five cents, this house

has secured many times that amount
of valuable advertising.

The motive behind this action may
be either charity or business enter-

prise. But the result is both. The dol-

lar benefit is greater to him who gives

than to him who receives. In fact,

the policy is so entirely satisfaclory

to the house which instituted it that

it is guarded as jealously as a new^

chemical formula. The manager re-

fuses absolutely to admit that his house

practises any such course ; but his

competitors know of it and, if they had
only thought of it first, they would
very likely express a much higher

opinion of its value. As they didn't,

they are inclined to treat it with that

fatuous disdain which is the early por-

tion always of any change in trade

methods. Their views are manifest-

ed in some such sneering phrase, as,

"The man who tries to mix charity

with business is an old woman—he

ought to wear a nightcap with a blue

ribbon run through it." But just as

soon as they themselves begin to adopt

this or some similarly generous pol-

icy, they will say no more of the night-

cap.

Generosity pays—almost always.

The bootblack on the corner who de-

votes that extra time and care to pol-

ishing your shoes is making sure of

either your steady custom or extra

nickels—perhaps both ; and the butcher

who sends a brace of quail or part-

ridges to your home wnth his compli-

ments will get his reward on earth.

The Recording Angel may make no

record of his action, but his own book-

keeper soon checks up value received.

You can't carve them for your guests

without feeling flattered; you can't

feel flattered without talking; and you

can't talk without handing that butch-

er the most profitable kind of adver-

tising.

m

NEIV THINGS FOR MOTOR
DRIVERS.

iil MAGINE motoring with never

1 a turn of the crank to start the

engine, with no removal, repair

and replacement of a damaged tire in

its clincher run on the road, and no

laborious pumping up, afterward;" be-

gins Harry Wilkin Perry, in "Motor-

ing Without Labor" in Harper's

Weekly, "picture yourself driving un-

til nightfall and then turning on the

head-lights, side-lights and tail-light

by a simple turn of a switch or lever

on the dash, while the car is rushing

along at full speed; anticipate the de-

lights of a tour over an unfamiliar

route with every turn to be made in-

dicated automatically on a dial alw-ays

directly before you, to which your at-

tention is called by an automatic sig-

nal at the right instant or on which

prominent landmarks are shown to

reassure you. In short, think of

automobiling day after day through-

out the season with most of the major

and minor annoyances left out, and

you will conceive of Hn-de-siecle mo-
toring as rendered possible by the

latest efforts of a small but active

number of inventors, designers, and

manufacturers.

In the minds of many, motoring has

been inseparably associated, since the

period of its most imperfect develop-

ment, with a train of supposedly con-

comitant evils which included a long

list of tire troubles ; exhausted batter-

ies ; short-circuited coils ; faulty vibra-

tors ; oily, sooty kerosene-lamps ; iii-

smelling. dirty gas-generators to be

cleaned and recharged; clogged gas-

burners ; cracked front glasses and

lens-mirrors ; matches extinguished by

wind and rain ; folding road-maps

blown out of hand or torn ; route-

books rendered unreadable by vibra-

tion or by darkness ; carbureters clog-

ged or flooded as a result of dirt or

water in the gasoline; and real manu-
al labor at the starting crank, not al-

ways unattended by a sprained wrist

or bruised arm as the result of a

back-kick.



THE MOTOR CLIMBING A HILL

THE MOTOR IN THE ARMY.

IT remained for Canadian soldiers

to be the first in the Empire to use

the gasoline power truck in army
manoeuvres. The record was made in

the Thanksgiving sham-fight of the

Toronto corps. The fight took place

on Monday, and on the previous Fri-

day a three-ton truck of 24 horse-

power at 650 revolutions (capable of

developing up to 50 horse-power at a

higher speed) carried 17.300 pounds,

in addition to its own weight, 21 miles

in 2 hours and 15 minutes. The roads

were soft with a recent rainfall. Sev-

eral stifif hills had to be climbed, but

no hitch occurred. Once, in attempt-

ing a long hill, the truck had to stop

in order to let a down-coming team

pass. It had to descend to the bot-

tom of the hill to get its start again.

But in view of the fact that the truck

THE STARTING POINT
E 129
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was so over-loaded, the officers con-
sidered this as no discredit to the ma-
chine. The load consisted of 8,300
pounds on the truck, and 3,000 pounds
on each of two wagons which it haul-
ed. The wagons weighed 1,500
pounds unloaded, in ordinary army
experience sixteen horses would have
been required to carry this load, and
they would have averaged about two
and a half miles per hour, instead of
twelve miles per hour, as the truck
made.

In the actual sham-fight, the truck
carried a heavy wireless telegraph
outfit and twenty men, and towed a
wagon containing telegraph and tele-

phone wires and equipment. By its

aid four miles of telephone and tele-

graph wire were laid, and by them
and the wireless, the engineers were
in constant communication with the

base of operations.

INFANTILE PARALYSIS.

IN a ward in the Hospital for Sick
Children in the City of Toronto
there are, or there recently were,

ten little children sufifering from in-

fantile paralysis. Some were dying.
A few were recovering. Those that
will, must be afiflicted for the rest of
their lives with the mark of the dis-

ease
: a paralyzed lim'b, an affliction

of the organs of sight, or hearing, or
speaking—some mark.

In the streets of Montreal a little

girl was playing tag this summer.
Suddenly she was seen to take no in-

terest in the game. She lay face down
on the ground, crying. She did not
know why she was crying but she felt

"sick." They took her home and nine
days afterward she was dead. People
said it was infantile paralysis.

The mother of twins on the same
street read about it and took every
pains to see that the twins should not
be exposed to contagion. They were
still in arms and had never been out
of the house, 'but one of them stiffened

with the disease and died—infantile

paralysis.
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The same story has been told in al-

most all the large cities in Canada,
and in the country places too.- Grown
pc'oplt have been attacked and have
died. The victims have been of the

rich and the poor, healthy and sickly,

country people and city people. Where
the germ originally comes from is d

mystery. How to take precautionary

measures has been only guessed at.

In view of these things, therefore.

John B. Huber's article in the Ameri-
can Reviezv of Reviews on "Infantile

Paralysis a Menace," should be read

by everyone.

Before 1907, he 'begins, epidemics

of infantile paralysis were rare in this

country. There was one in New
Orleans in 1841 ; and again, about

thirty years ago, the disease was pro-

nounced, but it was otherwise not

especially noted until the beginning of

the present century. There was a

marked epidemic in Sweden in 1905

;

two in Australia in 1903 and 1908;
and an extensive epidemic in Prussia

in 1909. It is not likely that other

European countries have wholly es-

caped. The disease has for several

years past been prevalent in Scandin-

avia.

During the past four years infantile

paralysis has prevailed throughout
this country and probably but few lo-

calities have 'been altogether exempt.

In a single epidemic which visited

New York City in 1907, 2,500 cases

were reported. The southern Hudson
region, with the surrounding lowland

sections, suffered also. There were in

that year, moreover, cases in 136 of

the 354 cities and towns of Massa-
chusetts, the infection having been

relatively much more prevalent In

small towns than in cities and large

towns. The disease in its epidemic

form is emphatically one of hot

weather, prevailing most in July.

August, September and October.

Cases have been noted to develop af-

ter a hot, dry 'spell.' Nevertheless

it seems w'arm countries do not suffer

as much as those more northerly.
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Epidemics are bound to subside with

the first sharp frost.

Dr. Simon Flexner, who has made
brilliant and pregnantly beneficent re-

searches regarding this disease, ob-

serves that about the beginning of

1907 there arose a pandemic (a

world-wide, or at least a very gener-

al) spread of infantile paralysis; and
it is significant to him that the origin-

al foci of the epidemic disease of the

summer of 1907 in the United States

were along the Atlantic seaboard, the

two communities most seriously af-

fected having been in and about

Greater New York and Boston. Now
these two great centres receive first

and in the most concentrated way the

northern and eastern European im-

migration ; and since the last estab-

lished endemic (or indigenous) forms

of epidemic infantile paralysis, record-

ed in the last decade or more, have

been developed on the Scandinavian
Peninsula, it is most suggestive that

(after New York and Boston) the

second large isolated outbreak of the

disease among our people occurred in

and about Minnesota, a middle-west

region receiving very many Norweg-
ian and Swedish immigrants.

* * *

THE Census Bureau at Washing-
on has recently stated its finding,

that in 1909 there were reported

569 deaths from infantile paralysis in

the death-registration area of the

United States (which area comprises

above 55 per cent.^ of our total popu-

lation) ; of these 569 deaths, 552 were
of white and only 17 of colored per-

sons. The deaths thus reported were
widely distributed, indicative of epi-

demic prevalence in many parts of the

country. These data, be it empha-
sized, relate only to registration sourc-

es; in the non-registration States the

deaths thus reported are only for the

registration cities contained therein.

The Department of Health of Penn-

sylvania reported on September 17

last, 658 cases of infantile paralysis in

45 of the 67 counties of that State

;

79 of these cases were in Philadelphia.

On September 3 last, it was report-

ed from Springfield, Mass., that the

steady increase in the number of cases

of infantile paralysis had become a

matter of deep concern throughout
that State. The first case this year in

central New England was, it appears,

reported on May 21 ; and this patient

was promptly quarantined. The mid-
dle of June saw thirty or more cases

in Springfield; and early in July an
epidemic was established. By Sep-
tember 3 central New England re-

ported 250 cases and the deaths to

that date aggregated 100; it was then

felt that the sufferings of those in this

region were unequaled anywhere else

in the Union. It would seem that

Springfield has been the centre of this

epidemic ; outside a radius of twenty-

five miles from it the number of

"ases has been inconsiderable. Hart-

ford, twenty-six miles from Spring-

field, with a larger population,

has reported only a few cases. Since

gatherings of children were regarded

as dangerous, playgrounds were prac-

tically deserted during the past sum-

mer ; and Sunday-school sessions were

discontinued. The opening of the

Springfield public schools was post-

poned to September 19; in other

towns like postponements were made.

Even then the attendance was much
curtailed, many parents having sent

their children from home.

BUT of what nature is the disease

infantile paralysis, or acute an-

terior poliomyelitis? It is an in-

fection characterized by inflamma-

tion especially of motor neurones in

the anterior horns of the spinal cord,

though the medulla and pons above

and even the cerebrum may be in-

volved. A very succinct definition is

that of Drs. Chapin and PIsek: It is

"an acute inflammatory process taking

place in the anterior horns of the spin-

al cord, accompanied by a sudden and

complete paralysis of various groups

of voluntary muscles, followed by a

rapid wasting of the aflFected mus-
:3i
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cles." The motor iicairones are the

nerve or ganglion cells (telegraph

stations, as it were), concerned in

muscle development and muscular
movements; in this disease these

neurones, if the inflammation proceeds
without arrest, degenerate, liquefy and
shrivel up: the nerve fibres emanating
from them and which in health convey
their messages to the given muscles,
degenerate and atrophy. This pro-
cess may go on to complete destruc-
tion of these precious tissue elements;
or it may happily be arrested at any
stage. If checked early, repair may
ensue, and the neurones, with their
fibres (their telegraph wires), will re-
gain fairly well their normal condi-
tion and function. If unfortunately
the inflammation is progressive, the
size and shape of the spinal cord at
the points involved are contracted and
pathologically so altered that tiie mus-
cles concerned become paralyzed,
atrophic, degenerated and incapable
of their proper and normal function.
When recovery does take place these
muscles are apt to remain small, per-
haps throughout lifetime.

The little patients sufi^er also re-
tarded bone growth, deformity of the
joints involved, "drop-foot." some-
times_ lateral curvature of the spine,
sluggish circulation, and srenerally
impaired bodilv nutrit'on. From 8 to

15 per cent, of these patients die: and
three-fourths of those stricken who
survive are more or less crippled for
life. The disease is generally acute,
and by far the greatest nnmber of its

victims are infants and children from
one to five vears of ag-e—though not
all; deaths from infantile paralysis at
sixty and sixty-three have been re-
corded. The outlook is thus fairly
good as to life; yet the severity and
fatality of the infection fluctuate
widely in various epidemics and local-
ities

; and. takinsr it all in all. infantile
paralvsis is sufiicientlv disastrous and
me'ancholy to give the medical pro-
fession anxious consideration, as it

should give the public grave concern.
During the incubation period of this

disease ( from the time of having in-

curred the infection to the develop-

ment of the paralysis) the patient may
have prodromes, difficult to detect in

little children, who may not be able to

indicate the nature of their sufferings;

such premonitions will be changed
disposition, restlessness and irritabili-

ty and, perhaps, on the other hand,

apathy. The distinct invas'on then

begins suddenly with a high temper-

ature and the symptoms of an acute

infection: sweating; a pain in the

back and limbs; neckache and head-

ache ; the child will not be able to sit

up and hold up its head ; in many
cases there are digestive distu-bances

;

very shortly there supervenes paraly-

sis (perhaps ushered in with deliri-

um), especially in the leg muscles. Or
a definite group of muscles may be in-

volved ; or but one extremity or the

trunk or the upper ext"cmities. Per-

manent paralysis usually afifccts the

legs, rarely the arms. Perhaps such

para'vsis is preceded by muscular
twitchings. and sensitiveness when
handled. O'.hcr symptoms, such as

squint, will vary accordins: to the part

or parts of the nervous system affect-

ed ; blood changes a"e marked in this

disease. Infantile naralysis has been

mistaken for meningitis and for rheu-

matism.
* * *

AS to the c-uT^nlinn of infantile

paralysis: P>efore 1007 phvsi-

cians concluded (though they

cou'd not nuite prove it) that in per-

haps two-thirds of the cases infantile

paralvsis is infectious, the remaining
third being attributed to such factors

as falls, antecedent enervating dis-

eases (such as measles and the like),

or hemorrhage into the spinal capillar-

ies. Inferences as to infection in in-

fantile paralysis were furni«-h. ^d bv
epidemicity in the disease, th" nature

of its clinical course, the ^^^.t that

oftentimes more than one child in a

family was attacked, and esnecially

the aee-incidence : for almost all acute

infections (measles, scarlet fever,

whooping cough and the like) are
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g-enerally chndhood diseases ; adults

and the aged rarely succumb to them
because such attacks in infancy are

likely to have conferred lifelong im-

munity upon the individual.

But in the light of our knowledge
up to date it is extremely likely that

such factors as falls, antecedent dis-

eases, and the like are not essential to

the development of infantile paralysis,

but have been predisposing agencies,

making the tissues involved vulner-

able to a specific virus. And besides

these predispositions there are others

which physicians have come to con-

sider antecedent to infantile paralysis,

and still others w^hich accompany it

and emphasize its serious nature.

Such are wounds, insect bites, sore

throat, coryza, tonsilitis, pneumonia,
earache and "running ear," diarrhoea

and other digestive disturbances.

THERE are other considerations

of causation : Data collected in

Scandinavia indicate especially

well that the virus can be carried by
intermediate persons (not themselves

ill) to the healthy from the stricken,

and from patients not frankly para-

lyzed but suffering from slight (so-

called abortive) attacks of the disease.

The incubation period in infantile

paralysis has been found to vary from
five to thirty-three days, the average

being eight to ten days ; there has thus

obviously been opportunity for the

transfer of the disease across the At-

lantic, before its detection in quaran-

tine was possible.

Physicians in Massachusetts and
elsewhere who have studied the dis-

ease, have concluded that the virus

may be conveyed by the bite of in-

sects ; and, in the light of our recent

knowledge of insect transmission of

many infections, time will, no doubt,

establish the correctness of this ob-

servation concerning infantile paraly-

sis. Dust seems to be provocative. In

one epidemic of 150 cases, investigat-

ed by Dr. R. W. Lovett, of Boston,

62 of the patients had been swimming

or wading in sewage-contaminated

water before coming down with the

disease.

In Massachusetts there were some
instances in which there was sickness,

paralysis, and death among domestic

animals and fowls, coincident with the

epidemic outbreaks among human be-

ings ; in 34 out of 87 families this

phenomenon was observed. In Wash-
ington the Public Health and Marine

Hospital Service has been examining

a number of dead chickens furnished

by Dr. J. L. Lewis, of that city, who
had been attending a case of infantile

paralysis ; I have not yet seen the re-

sults of this examination, which was

to ascertain whether the disease was

communicated to the patient from the

chickens, which were taken from his

farm; they had taken sick, and the

patient was caring for them immedi-

ately before he came down with the

poliomyelitis. The patient is a breed-

er of chickens; these fowl died and

the breeder then himself succumbed

to what was diagnosed as infantile

paralysis. It is here noteworthy that

in the experiments of Dr. Flexner,

presently to be considered, attempts to

implant the virus in such available

warm-blooded animals as guinea-pigs,

rats, mice, dogs, cats, sheep, cows,

goats, pigs, chickens, pigeons, and the

horse, were not successful ; only in

the monkey was the transfer of the

virus successful.

In the epidemic in and about

Springfield it was observed that the

disease did not especially flourish

among the poor, since there were no

cases in the most congested tenement

districts ; it was considered that many
well-to-do children escaped, because

they were taken from home during the

summer. On the other hand, it has

been held that the poor do suflFer most,

and that the cases among the well-

to-do have been in districts bordering

upon areas of congested tenements,

which the poor occupy.

Thus in infantile paralysis we have

to deal w^ith an infection of a con-

tagious sort (contact infaction) ; the

tas
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virus is present in the secretions from
nose, throat and mouth, especially in

the pharynx
;

possibly also it exists

in the discharges of patients. Dr.

Flexner observes : "Nor can it be af-

firmed that still other avenues of in-

fection (as the skin, the organs of

respiration or the digestive tract) do
not exist, for the entrance of the virus

into the central nervous system." It

is probable that the infectivity does

not extend 'beyond the acute period

(when the fever and other symptoms
are intense).

* * *

OUR evidence thus far has been

circumstantial ; and, indeed, up

^^ to within the last several years

a completely scientific demonstration

of the infectious nature of infantile

paralysis was not forthcoming. But
early in 1909 Drs. Landsteiner and
Popper, in Germany, successfully in-

oculated two monkeys with the spinal

cords taken from two fatal human
cases of poliomyelitis ; in both these

animals spinal cord lesions akin to

these in the human being were found
on autopsy.

In September, a year ago, Dr.

Simon Flexner and his colleague, Dr.
Paul A. Lewis, of the Rockefeller In-

stitute in New York City, obtained
from physicians the cords of two
children that had unfortunately died

of acute anterior poliomyelitis ; in these

cords the anterior horns exhibited the

characteristic gross and microscopic
evidences of the disease. Transmis-
sion was then made to monkeys, a

creature more nearly related to man
than others. After ether anesthesia,

inoculation was made in the brain of
these simians through a trephine open-
ing; the injected material consisted

first of emulsions in salt solution of

the two human cords ; and later of

emulsions of the spinal cords of the

monkeys that had developed paralysis

after injection of the first emulsion
(that from the human cords). The
spinal cords in six series of monkeys
thus inoculated seriatim showed wit'h-
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out exception lesions similar to those

of human poliomyelitis.

One must here note that a single

successful inoculation with human
virus resulting in experimental polio-

myelitis could not establish the case

for science, because the result might
have been due to a transferred toxic

body; but in the superb experiments

of Flexner and Lewis the transfer of

the active, essential, specific virus of

infantile paralysis was regularly suc-

cessful. Hence by these and other

equally conclusive experiments, one
cannot now doubt the infectious na-

ture of acute anterior poliomyelitis;

the pathogenicity of the disease is es-

tablished.
* * *

BUT now as to the nature of this

virus which is responsible for in-

fantile paralysis or acute anterior

poliomyelitis. It is at present invisible

or at least indistinguishable under the

microscope (that instrument which
now discerns with ease objects

1-50,000 of an inch in thickness). A
filtrate of the inoculated fluid discloses

under the dark-field microscope in-

numerable bright, dancing points, de-

void of definite size, not truly mobile,

of rounded, oval form ; but one can-

not certainly afifirm these are the

pathogenic germs.

The microorganism responsible for

infantile paralysis is neither a bacter-

ium nor a protozoon, such parasites

(respectively vegetable and animal)

as have been isolated as the infective

agents in most of the infectious dis-

eases
;
yet it must be considered a liv-

ing organism from the fact that infin-

itely minute quantities of it suffice to

carry infection through an indefinite

series of animals—25 generations at

least, representing 25 series of mon-
keys. The infective agent of infan-

tile paralysis belongs to the class of

the minute and filterable viruses that

have thus far not been demonstrated
with certainty.

Nevertheless, the smallpox virus,

for example, is just such a virus; al-
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though it still remains indistinguish-

able under the microscope, a vaccine

has been evolved from this virus by

which that dreadful scourge has been

practically banished from the face of

the earth; wherefore there is no rea-

son in logic or in science why a simi-

lar immunizing and curative agent

against the disease which has caused

such pitiful suffering and death in

little children shall not now in very

good time be forthcoming. Every
man and woman of normal mind and
heart will rejoice in such an outcome.

Infantile paralysis has been made
a reportable disease in Pennsylvania,

as it certainly should be throughout

the Union. The Iowa State Board
of Health has ruled that all cases

of infantile paralysis, or suspect-

ed cases, shall be reported by the

attending physician or the parent to

the local Board of Health ; it recom-

mends the quarantine of all cases for

at least two weeks after the 'beginning

of the disease, and thorough disinfec-

tion of infected premises after the ter-

mination of the disease ; and, noting

that the infectious material is found
in the secretions of the nose and
mouth of infected persons, it recom-
mends the use of sprays or gargles

of one per cent, hydrogen peroxide

solution to prevent the disseminating

of the disease, and that all a patient's

discharges be disinfected by means of

mercury bichloride or carbolic acid.

With increased knowledge of the

disease earlier diagnosis will be made

;

this is especially desirable in infantile

paralysis ; for when an immunizing
agent has been perfected, the earlier

in the disease it is administered the

more effective it will be (as in diph-

theria and in infections generally).

<$>

DO MEN LIKE TO WORK?

PEOPLE who are acquainted with

the labor problem in Winnipeg
and the urban west generally

will tell you one thing: that it is hard

to get labor that takes a real interest

in its work. They wnll explain to you

that the ease with which money has

been made by land speculation, and

the general restlessness, often makes

a man neglect his work and act with

an independence which makes it hard

for the factory or office manager to

organize his staff satisfactorily.

In Industrial Engineering and The
Engineering Digest the question is

asked in the heading of an article "Do
Alen Like Work?" and the answer to

it may have some bearing upon the

attitude of the average factory or

office worker in the City of Winnipeg
and in Canada generally, toward his

work. This article quotes what Mr.

Stephen Gw^ynn, an eminent English

Member of Parliament, has to say in

discussing the psychology of the

Labor problem in the columns of the

London Daily Mail.

America has long been regarded as

one of the most progressive countries

in the world. The development of

labor saving machinery, the willing-

ness to scrap that machinery when
something better was available, and the

general rearrangement of our work-

shops so as to make for economy of

production, have marked the prog-

ress of the country for the last seven-

ty-five years. Everything has been

studied in a scientific way, even to the

labor problem. On the other hand.

Great Britain is one of the most con-

servative of countries. Years after

this country had developed blast

furnaces of 500 tons daily capacity,

with marked economy of labor and

fuel, England clung to the small furn-

ace of 50 to 100 tons capacity, and

permitted this country to wrest the

supremacy of the iron and steel indus-

try from her. In other lines it was

the same.

One of the most recent develop-

ments in the industrial situation in

this country is the scientific study of

the labor problem. It is a compara-

tively new science, even here, al-

though in the last few years it has

made great strides. It is to be ex-

pected, therefore, that in conservative

Great Britain this method of handling

a situation which is even more acute
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there than here would not have made
great, if any, headway. It is with a

great deal of interest, therefore, that

we read in the London Daily Mail,

of September lo, the views of an

eminent Englishman on this subject

under the title "Do Men Like Work?"
The method of handling the subject

by the author, who, by the way, is

Stephen Gwynn, member of Parlia-

ment, and who is evidently impressed

with American methods, is so inter-

esting that we are pleased to reprint

his remarks together with some com-
ments of our own.

Mr. Gwynn says:

"In The Daily Mail of August 26
there appeared an article of mine dis-

cussing the view that to most factory

hands work is a mere drudgery, and
expressing my own opinion that such

a condition of things, if it exists, is

a danger to society. H. L. Gantt, an
American mechanical engineer, who
has devoted more than twenty years

to the problem of labor management,
on reading the article wrote referring

me to a book of his which would, he
said, convince me 'that men can be

taught to like work even in a cotton

mill.' He added—and I agree with

him : 'The nation that first realizes

this fact, and as a nation acts on it,

will get a lead that can never he done
away with.'

"

Mr. Gantt's first statement is some-
what startling, even to us in America,
where the opinion is sometimes enter-

tained that men work simply for

work's sake. It is true, however, that

when the element of competition has
been introduced between certain men
or groups of men on the same kind of

work, the work takes on the semb-
lance of a sport. The question of
liking the routine labor day after day
in a mill or factory is a very different

question, and at first thought it would
seem as if a difficult proposition had
been propounded when it is required
to develop a liking for this routine
work. Lee us see how it is done.
Continuing, Mr. Gwynne says:

"The way to do it is to foster a

man's natural pride in his work. What
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Mr. Gantt has enabled me to realize

is that under factory conditions pride

in the individual work cannot be at-

tained except as part of a whole

—

each worker is dependent on another,

to borrow one of his metaphors, like

members of a football team. But the

essence of successful co-operation is

that the individual's work should be

studied, measured, recognized, direct-

ed, and rewarded. The last is not the

most important, but since the simplest

point in the relation between employ-

er and employed is the "cash nexus,"

let us see how Mr. Gantt deals with

that.

"As things stand in America—

I

leave English readers to make their

own application—workmen are paid

generally over a class by time. Where
piece-work exists the energetic and

skillful worker soon finds his rate re-

duced if he earns much more than the

average. In either case the good
workman gets less than he is worth,

and is consequently alienated.

"In the former case, since he can-

not increase his own wage without

increasing that of his class, he is

naturally prompted to apply all his

intellectual ability to finding a lever-

age by which he may shove up the

class-rate. Mr. Gantt's object is to

avoid strikes; 'but he does not blame
the workmen for their occurrence.

They are to him the natural result of

a system of management which can

see no way of reducing expenses but

by keeping down wages. Here is a

pregnant observation:

"Most shops (/. c, factories) have
expert financiers, expert designers,

expert salesmen, and expert purchas-

ing agents for everything except

labor. The buying of labor is usually

left to people whose special work is

something else, with the result that

it is usually done in a manner very

unsatisfactory to buyer and seller."

The co-operation is enforced by the

fact that if a series of men are de-

pendent on one another for the mater-

ial with which to work, the failure of

one man to do his work properly will

tie up the rest for lack of material.
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Their oiitpnt thus being made to suf-

fer will lead them to discipline or

cause to be disciplined the offender.

While the day and piece work metii-

ods of payment are still common in

this country, they are rapidly being

supplanted by premium systems, task

and bonus systems, and other schemes

whereby the workman receives an in-

creased compensation for more and

better work.

The paragraph relating to the pur-

chase of labor is only too true. This

is the most important commodity
bought by any establishment. Iron,

steel, wood, brick, rubber, and the

numerous other materials used in a

factory are usually subjected to rigid

chemical and physical tests, and im-

perfect material is rejected before en-

tering the factory. Labor is hired on

an entirely different plan, the expres-

sion "How cheap" rather than "How
good" being the governing one. Mr.
Gwynn continues:

"The method for which Mr. Gantt

stands Is a duplex s)'stem of payment;
a minimum day rate and a bonus on

attaining a specified production. A
main business of management consists

first in ac'curately determining this

specified qua-atity—so that it should

be attainable with certainty by a

skilled worker having all appliances

in good order; and, secondly, in en-

couraging and instructing workers to

qualify for the bonus. This will ob-

viously be to the interests of workers,

since they will earn more in the same
time ; it will also be to the interest of

management, because the output can

be increased without increasing plant,

and therefore, without needing extra

capital and extra space ; further, it is

found that s^killed worker's output is

better in quality; lastly, it can be

counted on with more certainty.

It goes without saying that any
manager or owner would be only too

willing to largely increase his output

without increasing his plant, even at

the expense of a somewhat greater

labor cost. The extra wages will be

much less than the interest charges

on the large plant, and extra help

would also be required to operate the

extra machinery. However, the wage
system is not the only requisite to

success in endeavoring to increase

output with the same plant, as the

following will show:
"But this double system of pay-

ment is only one phase and not the

essential phase of the method. Its

essential characteristic is scientific

study and a developed system of in-

struction. In the first place, the fixing

of the quantity which must be accom-
plished to qualify for bonus payment
is not left to a foreman.

"For this job the best expert

mechanic available is employed—

a

man, as a rule, not such as would be

chosen for a foreman. 'He is gen-

erally so absorbed in the mechanical

operations themselves that the im-

provement of them becomes a pastime

with him, and nothing pleases him
more than to see machines operating

at their h'ghest efficiency, the result

of his work.' What he is asked to

do—and paid well for doing—is like

fixing the 'bogey' score at golf; but

it has to be done on the assumption

that instruments are right. He may
have to point out rearrangements that

will be necessary before a task can be

set by which the management may
stand. For it is absolutely against

Mr. Gantt's principle that the work-
man should be tempted to increase his

efficiency and then have his rate re-

duced.

"When the task has been determin-

ed, and the mechanical conditions for

its performance ensured, the next

business is to 'standard'ze' the oper-

ation ; that is, by detailed study of the

methods and movements of the best

worker to reduce the whole to some-
thing capable of being taught—like

drill manoeuvres. The more work-
men earning bonus the better for the

employer, and, therefore, the foreman
is paid an extra rate—say three-pence

—on each worker in his gang who
earns it—and a higher rate, say five-

pence, if all earn it. If the machines
are not ready for the workers to be-

gin on. if they fall out of gear, if
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there is a hitch anywhere, the produc-

ing workers will lose, but so also will

those responsible for preventing the

hitch ; and, conversely if there is no

hitch there will be a gain all round.

The efficient workman secures in-

creased pay for himself; but he also

benefits other people."

Here we see the value of team
work, and also the methods adopted

to insure the team work. By making
those responsible for the conditions

of maximum output enjoy the bene-

fits of maximum output, and sufifer

with the others when the standard of

production is not attained, we ensure

that the conditions will always be

right.

The fact that men may be taught to

like work is granted by Mr. Gwynn
in what follows

:

"What I like specially about Mr.
Gantt's plan is, first, that it is only de-

signed to pay specially and perman-
ently for efficiency, 'but that it lays

out money to enable workmen to

qualify for this special rate ; and,

secondly, that it commits itself in ad-

vance to definition of what efficiency

is. I cannot believe, from a general

observation of human nature, that you
wall ever secure content and economic
stability by paying equal wages to the

more and the less efficient ; 'but it

should be a principle that the efficient

w'orker improves instead of depressing
the interests of his class. Under this

system, if he earns his bonus he mere-
ly shows other men what they can do

;

he does not interfere with their day
wage, and he does not tempt the

management to impose his standard
of exceptional efficiency as the normal
measure; since if it be the manager's
main interest to secure efficiency he
will be thankful to pay increased

w^ages to all wdio can earn them.
"Until some such interlocking of

interests can be accomplished I do not
think that any national or internation-

al agreements between masters and
w^orkers can ever bind. A class-rate

is the result of conflicting pressure,

and in human affairs constant equilib-

rium is impossible : one side or the
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other will be spying its advantage to

push the line up or down. Also, while

it is maintained, the good workman
will lack the difference in wages
which should be the outward and visi-

ble recognition of his excellence; and
he will be urged by class feeling to

limit his output for the sake of the

weaker brother. The system does its

best to kill pride of work in him.

"Pride in their work is the one fac

tor which can be relied on to keey,

men contented; it is a factor grievous-

ly neglected under modern industrial

conditions in the calculations both of

labor leaders and the directors of em-
ployment."

HOME TRUTHS FOR MARRIED
PEOPLE.

The best part of love is friendship.

Once married, make the best of it.

There is consolation in the word in-

evitable.

There is only one valid reason for

marrying. It is this : because you can-

not help it.

Our grandmothers expected little

from their husbands and got it. We
are in danger of flying to the other

extreme.

There is only one difference betw-een

men and women. Men don't care

about cupboards, women can't exist

without them.

Don't forget the little courtesies

and delicacies of married life. They
count for more than many purple rap-

tures.

If you don't ask your husband ques-

tions he is sure to tell you everything

you W'ish to know. Therefore, wait

patiently.

Don't be always the same. It is

tiresome. A change may prove whole-

some, even for the worse, provided it

is merely temporary.

If you once grasp the fact that,

w'hile physically different, men and

women are alike in character and

mentality, you will solve many prob-

lems with ease.—From M.A.P.
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A SUGGESTION FROM ENG-
LAND.

EVERY now and then an atom of

humanity gets off the boat at

HaHfax or Quebec or Montreal
and travels across to Winnipeg and
Vancouver with half a car of bag-

gage, thirty-three letters of introduc-

tion and probably—a "man." It is a

certain kind of Englishman. It is a

very fine kind and very valuable. It

is doing itself and the Old Country
and Canada a great deal of good, al-

though, perhaps, not in quite the

direct way that it thinks it is doing.

It is sometimes an English member of

Parliament, sometimes an English in-

vestment investigator, and other times

English seekers after good shooting.

It travels the beaten path, reads the

C.P.R. subsidized guide books and
when it gets back to Winnipeg or

Toronto or Montreal it is asked what
it thought of Canada, which it tells

promptly, either then or when it ad-

dresses the Canadian clubs.

Possibly as a result of the trails

which these English pilgrims have
made across the Dominion, there is

noticeable an increase in the amount
of space devoted by the English press

to things Canadian, and in the "Nine-
teenth Century" is an article called

"Canada Growing Up" in which Cecil

Battine points out that while many
English people acknowledge July 4th

as American Independence Day, very
few people pay any attention to the

fact that the first of July is Canada's
Dominion Day and that it is an im-

portant day in the calendar of the

world. The writer touches on many
points concerning this country but

concludes with the following:

"Nothing can compare for educa-

tional purposes with a visit to the

spot. Why does not society follow

the good example which His Majesty
has set by sending their sons and
daughters to visit the dominions over-

sea? A journey across Canada would
cost the parents of a young person of

the upper classes less than a London
season, less than a term at Christ

Church. It is fashionalble to 'adore

sport,' even when the sport takes the

virile form of chasing a small ball

across a Surrey common. Canada
offers unrivalled opportunities for real

sport. Why should it not be made the

fashion for our young people to shoot,

fish, and hunt there, to join in the

winter sports of the Canadian cities,

become acquainted with the leading

men and women of the baby Empire

which we aspire to keep within the

circle of the Imperial domain when it

has attained its maturity and felt its

strength ?"

By an oversight, the story, "The

Goodness of Woman," which was pub-

lished in the August issue of this

magazine, was credited to Desda

Cornish, instead of to the real author-

ess, Mrs. Elizabeth York Miller, of

London, England. The many who en-

joyed reading this story will remem-

ber it as another of this authoress' ex-

quisite stories.

It was intended that we should live to

learn and so — learn to live. But some

people do neither.
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Tariff Reduction in Canada
Is a Necessity

By

E. C. Druary

IVe reprint hcrcivith an article from The Fanner's Magazine by

Mr. E. C. Drnry, Master of the Dominion Grange, on the subject of

*hc Tanff from the standpoint of the farmer. As such, it may not

meet the z'ieivs of the urban Canadian. But we feel, nevertheless,

that it should be all the more interesting as placing the city man in

possession of the facts, as the farmer sees them. Mr. Drnry, as is

generally knozvn, is peculiarly able to ivrite on this subject. He is in

touch zvith both the city and the rural population. He is a graduate

of Guelph Agricultural College and a son of the cx-Minister of

Agriculture for Ontario.

WITHOUT doubt, the question

of the tariff occupies the

minds of Canadians at the

present time more than any other

question. No-t since the inceplion of

the National Policy in 1878 has it

been so much to the front. Further,

the Tariff Question now appears in an

entirely new light. In times past,

Protection and Free Trade have been

the slogans of the two political parties

in Canada, and, under the stimulus of

election oratory, much interest in the

question was at times aroused. But,

when in 1896 the Free Trade party at

length were returned to office, the

people found that "men are April

when they woo, but December when
they wed,"—some reduction in the
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tariff was made, the British Prefer-
ence was instituted, but the system of

Protection was still continued.

Since that time it 'has ceased to be

a party question. The "moderate
protection" of the party in power, and
the "adequate protection" of the

Opposition have no essential differ-

ence. But, during all these years the

question has still 'been alive in the

minds of Canadians. Opinions have
been formed, not on mere theories,

but by the hard facts of practical ex-

perience in the working of the system
of Protection, and now at last, unex-
pected by, and unwelcome to, either

of the poli'.ical parties, a great move-
ment for the abolition of Protection

in Canada has begun. It is no longer
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a party question, but rather a non-

partisan movement of the farmers,

headed by the forty thousand members
of the united farmers' organizations

of Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan
and Alberta, and supported by the

agricultural press, against a system

which is working them great injustice

and injury. Of other classes, in the

country, the laboring classes without

doubt view the movement with sym-

pathy, while unable to actively ad-

vance it, and the professional classes

are probably divided on the question.

The one great, active and unscrupu-

lous opponent of the movement is the

Canadian Manufacturers' Association,

with only 2,6oD members, it is true,

but with a command of money, and an

influence over Press and Parliament,

which makes it truly formidable.

CANADA MUST NOT BE HANDICAPPED.

The opponents of the movement are

already endeavoning to misrepresent

its origin and beliltle its importance.

One, in a published letter, states that

he has been told, on good authority,

that the leaders of the movement arc

British Free Traders and American
immigrants, and are supported by

American friends. All that can be

said of this is that it is absolutely un-

true. The leaders of the movement
are, almost without exception, men of

Canadian birth, and the only funds

employed have come from the farm-

ers' organizations already mentioned.

Again, there is a persistent attempt to

narrow the issue to the one point of

reciprocity with the United States.

This again is a misrepresentation of

the facts. It is true that the farmers

have expressed themselves as strongly

in favor of an arrangement which will

allow free interchange of agricultural

products and agricultural implements

between the two countries, but any

arrangement which would tie our

hands in making trade treaties with

Other countries, would meet with un-

qualified disapproval. Rather, the

farmers look for relief to a general

lowering of duties against all coun-
tries, and the further strengthening
of the British Preference .to a point

where the Protective principle shall be
entirely eliminated. Again, some have
belittled the movement as one origin-

ating with a few theorists and sup-
ported by a ''hand'ful of grain-grow-
ers," but, if we call the forty thousand
organized farmers a "handful," what
shall w^e call fhe twenty-six hundred
manufacturers? It is time this policy

were dropped. Everyone who looks

at the question fairly must recognize
that .the movement has originated with
earnest, thoughtful, patriotic Cana-
dians, that it is free from intrigue, and
that it has the support of a large part

of agricultural Canadta. It shall be
my task, in this article, to present the

reasons which are behind the move-
ment for tariff reduction, and to ans-

wer the objections raised by the op-

ponents of the movement.

PROTECTION DOES NOT RAISE PRICES.

Briefly stated, the farmers have
risen in opposition to Protection be-

cause experience has taught them that

it has not the slightest influence in

raising the price of what they have
to sell, but has a very decided influ-

ence in increasing the cosl of all they

must buy, and in raising the wage of

all whom they employ. The "home
market" promised by advocates of

Protection has proved a m}'^h. Cana-
dian farmers must still sell their

\yheat, their cattle, their hogs, their

dairy products, an short, all their farm
staples, in competition with the world
in a distant market. Nor is there

any indication that this condition will

cease, wit'hin a measurable time. We
have but touched the fringe of our

agricultural possibilities. Old Ontar-

io is still the banner agricultural sec-

tion of Canada, producing, in 1901,

over half the agricultural wealth of

Canada, but Old Ontario may yet be

eclipsed by New Ontario. The
Prairie Provinces have been referred

to as the "granary of the Empire,"
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but they have only begun to grow
wheat there. The untold undeveloped

agricultural resources of Canada
render it very improbaible that she

v^ill ever be an importer of agricul-

tui"al products, at leasit under normal

conditions of develiopment, and with

reasonable care in conserving her

fertility. When we have reached the

limit of our agricultural production,

and our population has. increased be-

yond our abiHty to sustain it, the

world 'wlill be facing its last great

problem of providing sustenance for

its children. And, until that time,

w*hich no man may foresee, the

"home market" will have no value in

fixing the price of Canadian farm
products, for, so long as t'here is an

exportable surplus, the price re-

ceived for thiait surplus must fix the

price received for the whole crop.

The farmers of Canada see this

cleariy, and, because they see it clear-

ly, there is n'o agiitaltion for protec-

tion on Canadian farm products.

Once for all, Canadian farmers have

renounced all faith in a Protective

TariiT as a means of creating a

"home market" that \v''d\ raise the

pnice of their products.

TARIFF FAVORS COMBINES.

They have not, however, lost faith

in tlie efficiency of a Protective Tar-

iff in raising the price oi all the

manufactured products they must
buy. They still see the article of for-

eign production soM on equal terms

as to quality and price, with the pro-

duct of home manufadture. Yeit the

foreign product must pay a duty of

20 or 30, or 35 per cent. The home
product has the advantage of prox-

innity .to its market, and the further

advantage, in most cases, of import-

ing all materials used in its manu-
facture either free, or at a much
lower rate of duty than is charged on
the finished product. They are aware
of the fact that Canadian-made farm
implements are sent to Australia and
New Zealand, and there sold for less

than in Canada. And the farmers of

Canada are not al'togefher fools. They
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have at last reached the conclusion

that the manufacturers are not trying

to lessen prices by competition, are

not trying to produce enough to sup-

[jly the Cana'dian market. In fact,

there is every reason 'to believe that

by understanding and Com'bines in

every direction, competition and over-

production are carefully guarded
againsit, wihile excessive profits are

hid from the public eye under the

mask of over-capitalization. Seeiwg
these things, is it any wonder that

Canadian famiers favor the abolition

of the w'hole system of Pro^'SctJan ?

There is llittle doubt that the farm-

ers are correct enough in their suip-

positi'O-ii that c:.'.!.. J . .
.

w'bo'Sie olbjebi is to conltrol producciioii

afi'dl ej'irj-ixiL'e cc'-r.i_'.i..l.JC'.i, ex.j. vrry

wi'dely among Canadian manufac-
turers. In \hc wintcT of 190^ a

deputation from the Dominliion

Grange waited on the Government to

ask for an investigation into the ex-

istence of com'bines in Canada. With
that deputation wenit Mr. J. W. Cur-

ry, of Toronto, former Crow^n At-

torney, and who had pursued a num-
ber of investigatilons linto the exisit-

ence of combines in Ontario. Quot-
ing from Mr. Curry's words on this

occasion, words spoken in public ad-

dressed to the Finance Minister of

Canada, pu'blicly reported, and never

contradicted, we find the following

amazing statements

:

"In one ease it was shown, I think,

beyond the shadow of a doubt, that a

combination did not exist for the purpose

of restraining trade. This was the tack

eorcbine. The books produced on thai

occasion showed that all the firms unit-

ed in it were limited to a fixed list of

prices and terms of credit in selling. Not
only this, but the people to whom they

sold were divided into classes and more
favorable terms were given to one class

than to another. The agreement pro-

dded further that each factory should

be limited to a certain volume of output,

if it exceeded this volume only ten per

cent, of the returns from the excess vol-

ume should go for its own benefit, the

other 40 per cent, going into a common
fund. So far was this carried that one
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factory, which did not run at all during
one yeai'. obtained its share of the pro-

fits earned by the operation of the others.

The records went on to show that one
firm withdrew from the combination and
that the other firms remaining in then

contributed a certain share of the output
of each to be sold at prices low enough
to put the independent rival out of busi-

ness. They kept on cutting prices until

the independent was forced to beg for

mercy, and then the resolution in the

minutes showed that the combine said:

'Let him fry in his own fat' and 'take

the medicine coming to him!' Eventual-

ly the independent was driven out of

business a ruined man.
"In another case a firm in Chatham

began to import tacks from the United

States. A meeting of the combine was
called and arrangements were made to

meet this particular competitor by cut-

ting prices of their own output in the

neighborhood of Chatham. They kept

on cutting until the imported goods were

shut out and then combine prices were

put back ag'ain to the old figure.

"This association imposed penalties

on its members in case of violation of

any part of the agreement by which

the combine was bound. The secretary

of 'the combine had access to all books

and papers of each individual firm in

it for the purpose of seeing if the agree-

ment was being kept.

"Nor was this tack combine an iso-

lated ease. There were some thirty or

forty other combinations organized in

a similar way and for like purposes."

Is it any wondier, when facts like

these have become widely known
among fawners, and when there is

every reason to believe that these are

btit glimpses into widely existing

conditions that there should be a

general movement to a'bolish the sys-

tem whith makes this sort of thing

possible ?

Then, there is official evidence to

show that, in some cases at least, even

where an industry was crying out for

more protection, undue profits were
being m'ade. In 1908 the Dominion
Textile Company, being engaged in

an industnial dispute with its em-
ployees, which had resulted in several

strikes, a Royal Comm)i'ssion und^er

the Hon. McKe-nzie King, was ap-

pointed to investigate. Among many
others, the following facts were
brought out. That at the time of the

strike, a circular issued to the em-
plbyees stated that the necessity to

reduce wages was due to insufficient

protection, but at the same time this

company, w'hich has always been
loud in its dsemand for protection,, and
which had just cut the wages of its

employees by 10 per cent., h'ad 'been

able to make the following finaii'oial

statement as to the year's business

:

"The net profits for the year, after

paying current interest on loans, all mill

charges, and writing off the large sums of

$218,186.9'6 for repairs and betterments,

and $235,340.40 for new plant and ma-
chinery, amount to $9O0,S05.8&; to these

profits we have to add $68,635, being a

dividend of 2V2 per cent, on 27,454

shares of Dominion Cotton Mills stock,

and $51,705.50, dividend of 31/2 per cent,

on 14,773 shares of Merchants' Cotton

Co. stock, making in all $1,021,146.39.

Out of this*amount has been paid the fol-

lowing:

Interest on bonds $204,895.00

Di\ddend on pfd. stock 130,067.00

Dividend on com. stock 250,000.00

Rental Dom. Cotton Mills Co. 322,678.77

Rental Mer. Cotton Mills Co.. 65,277.74

And after allowing for bad debts there

is left a surplus for the year of $44,-

493.36. This will bring the amount at

credit of profit and loss account to $568,-

335.41, against $523,842.05 last year.

This, in the opinion of your directors, is

very satisfactory, considering the large

falling off there has been in trade since

last fall."

Very satisfactory indeed is this

statement, When wc consider that

this company had capitalized its com-
mon stock at 10 cents on the dollar,

so that the nominal dividend of 5 per

cent, amounted to 50 per cent, on the

money actually invested! And it is

for concerns like this that the Cana-

dian farmers are asked to tax them-

selves O'U all they buy! There is per-

haps, somie little reason back of the

revolt againstt Protection.

There ane two or three arguments

that are being used f^or the contimi-

ance of Protection. The first, and
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mioet widely U'seti, is that Canadian
manufaoturers cannot stand the com-
petition of the world, if the protective

duties are remov^ed. The reply is

simple. If after thirty years of pro-

tection, an indusitry cannot stand,

there is something" radically wrong
with it. It is quite possible, that,

were protection withdrawn, some in-

dustries might have to shut down.
But in these cases, one of two things

is true, either they are unsuited to

the country, and could never thrive,

or. as is ui.'!. uhtedly true of some of

our industries, their method's of

manufacturing are obsolete. It would
be unju&t to expect our young and
growing country to perpetually carry

the burden of these industries. I

hive too much faith in the future of

Canada to think for one moment that

the withdrawal of Protection would
soell ruin to our manufacturing in-

dustries. With abundance of raw
material, unlimii'jed power in our run-

ning waters, and a sober and indus-

trious population, there is no reason

why Canada, without protection

should not be a great manufacturing
country. To abolish Protection 'would

undoubtedly interfere -with the work-
ing of some of our combines, and
might necessitate drawing' a little

water from some of our dropsical

manufacturing concerns, hut the op-

eration would, in the end. be whole-
some even for our manufacturers,
and of inestimable value to our
farmers.

Another reason put forward for

the continuance of a Protective Tar-
iff, is that we need revenue to meet
our great and growing expenditure.

True, we need revenue, though there

is some difference of opinion as to

the wisdom of match of our expendi-
ture. But our present Tariff is not a

revenue Tariff. For every dollar

which it puts into the coffers of the

country it puts at least three into the

pockets of protected manufacturers.
The farmers of this country, through
their organizations, stand for "Tariff

for revenue only," and if our present

Finance Minister cannot frame one
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along these .lines it will be time to

find another.

The last argument used to bolster

up Protectiion, is that its abolition

would mean the reduction of wages
of the laboring people, with conse-

quent hardship and privation. If

this were true, it 'would be an argu-

ment before which every good man
shoul'd pause. But there is nothing to

show that iit is true. It is true that

wag-es here 'are higher than in Free-

Trade Engl'and, but no' more than is

necessary to make up for increased

cost of living, due to Protection. If

it wex not for our great undeveloped

resources, which are a'ble to take care

of an unlimited number of unem-
ployed, there is nothing to show that

labor conditions here woul'd be one

whit better than in England. Our
m'anufaoturers, who are such stl'ff

protectionists, have always favored

not only free trade in labor, but

Government-aided immigration. They
have paid their employees in most
cases no more than they can help.

The following quotations, from the

'Cotlon Strikes Commission report,

above referred to. show something of

the attitude of the manufacturer to-

'ward the laborer.

"As to the hours of labor of all these

two classes—women, and children under
18 years—it was asserted that in normal
times under normal conditions, work
should beg'in on week days at 6.15 o'clock

in the mornins: and continue to 12 noon,

resume at a quarter to 1, and continue

till 6, with the exception of Saturday,

when there was work only in the morn-
ing. It was stated by many of the wit-

nesses, and the accuracy of the state-

ment was not challeng-ed. that operatives

were oblia'ed to be at their places of work
a little before the time fixed, though

a like practice did not exist in regard to

leaving it. This is a work week of GO

hours and over."

"It is distressing to be obliged to re-

cord that, though the minimum age at

which ch'ldren can be employed is fixed

bv the Quebec Kaw at 14 years, sevei'al

children were brought before the Com-
mission . from amon? those working in

the mills who admitted that they had
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entered upon employment under the leg'al

age. Some of these children were so im-

mature and ignorant that they were un-

able to tell the year of their birth, or

their age. One little girl did not know
the meaning of the word 'holiday,' and
when it had been explained to her. stated

that the only holidays she had known
were Christmas and Epiphany. She had
never received a week's vacation."

These quotation's represent the con-

ditions of the employees of a higlily

prosperous Canadian nuanufactu.'ing

concern. They may show tlie manu-
faclurer in a slip:ht]y ditTerent lig"ht

to that of the workinp^ man's friend.

On the other hand, the interests of

the farmers and the workinp^men are

one. Both, as producers of wealth,

mus:: be on their guard against oppres-

sion and fraud.

"But" it wi'.l be urged, "the farm-

ers are already prosperous, mortgages
are being paid off, prices are good,

What more do they want?" Is this

true? Are farmers prosperous in the

widest sense? It is true that mort-

gages are being paid, au'd bank ac-

counts opened. How much of this is

due to prosiperity. and how much to

increasing thrift and unwearying in-

dustry? Before the Tariff Commis-
sion in 1905 many farmers gave evi-

dence that after allowing themselves

a laboring wage their farms were
not paying 5 per cent, on their actual

value. I believe this is true generally.

even where up-t^o-diate methods are

followed. It is unjust to accuse the

farmers of Ontario of not making use

of their opportunities. Agriculture is

a slow business, necessitating a year's

time for the repetition of most opera-

ations. and when we consider what
has been done in Ontario during the

last fifty years, since most of the

country was a wilderness, and in the

West during the last few years, we
cannot fairly consider the farmer un-

progressive. He is showing a great

desire for knowledge, as witness the

popul'arty of our Agricultural Col-

lege, and our Farmers' Institutes, and

is progressing womlerfully in me'h-

ods of up-to-date agriculture. But

in spite of all this, he is not holding
his own. The burden of Protection
is too heavy for him. Since its in-

ception in 1878 farm population has
been steadily decreasing in all the

older provinces, in Omtario to the

tune of 6,500 per year, while town
and city population has rapidly in-

creased. Even in the new agricul-

tural West the urban population is in-

creasing at a faster rate than the

rural. Tb's is the best comment on
the effect of Protec:ion on the farm-
er. The withdrawal of population
from the farms is due to lack of com-
parative prosperity. The young
people leave the farms because in

many cases they must do so if they

hope to have homes of their own in a

reasonable time. Further, this wilh-

drawal of populations means retro-

gression in miany lines of agr'culture.

due simply to lack of labor to till tli''

land and carry on the many branches

of modern mixed farming. If agri-

culture is to progress as it should in

Canada, with all that it means to our

nation of material and social well-

being, it is evident that the farmer

must be relieved of the burden im-

posed upon him by our present fis'cal

system. The farmer does not object

to carrying his full share of our

national burdens, but he does object

to paying a heavy tax for the benefit

of avaricious manufacturers, and to

the injury of our young nation.

Some time during the early part of

the next session of the Canadian

Parliament, a g'ant deputation from

the farmers' organizations of Ontario

and the West will aAvait upon the

Government at Ottawa to pre-^ent

their views on this question. They
will do so in a manner open and

above-board, free from the suspicion

of intrigue or corruption. They be-

lieve their demands to be just and

patriotic, and in this faith will appeal

not only to the great farming class of

Canada, but to all her citizens Avho

believe in justice as the true founda-

tion of national greatness, and who
take a thoughtful and unselfish inter-

est (in her future,
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Canadian Railways Are
Greatly Favored

By

H. J. Pettypiece

LAST month's article on "Do the

Railways Own Canada?" was

closed by dealing with one or two

of the arguments used by railway law-

yers against any reasonable amount

of taxation being imposed on railway

property.

Another much-used argument has

been to make comparisons in density

of population as compared with rail-

way mileage in the United States and

Canada, and from these comparisons

attempt to show that railway taxes

are already as high, proportionately,

in Canada as in the United States.

One of the modes of these corporation

lawyers is to select a group of several

of the most populous States, with a

combined area equal to that of the

Province of Ontario, and to make a

comparison between that group and
the Province of Ontario, including all

the still unsettled area of the province.

Here is a comparison made from
the latest available official reports, that

may prove interesting. The Provinces

of Prince Edward Island, Nova Sco-

tia and New Brunswick, are situated

very similarly to the three States of

Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont,
and the two groups are almost equal

in size: (See bottom of page).

In the Canadian group there are

410 population to each mile of railway,

and in the U. S. group 335 to each

mile. The very great difference in

the comparative amounts paid in taxes

in the two respective groups should

effectively dispose of any argument in

regard to "density of population."

Group No. r.

Province. Sq. miles Popu.

P. E. Island 2,133 110,000

Nova Scotia 20,907 455,000
New Brunswick 27,174 321,200

Totals 50,214 886,200

Group No. 2.

State. Sq. miles. Popu.

Maine 33,040 695,000
New Hampshire 9,305 412,000

Vermont 9,565 344,000

Totals 51,910 1,441,000
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Other similar comparisons could be

given, did space permit.

Below is given an official statement

of the amount of taxes paid during the

year ending June 30th, 1909, by each

railway in each province in the Do-
minion. The figures given here have

never heretofore appeared in print,

neither in any publication nor in any
Government report, but have been

furnished to the writer by the Railway
Department at Ottawa for use in this

article.

Taxes paid by railways in the dif-

ferent provinces for the year ending

30th June, 1909:

NOVA SCOTIA.

Dominion Atlantic $861.54
Halifax & Southwestern . . . 50.00

Liverpool & Milton i5-00

Total $926.54

NEW BRUNSWICK.

Canadian Pacific $642.95
Dominion Atlantic 35-34
N. B. & P. E. 1 67.00

North Shore 37-50

Total $782.79

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

Canadian Pacific $100.00

Total $100.00

QUEBEC.

Atlantic and L. Superior. .$ 85.65

Can. Northern Quebec ... 5,113.43

Carillon & Grenville 20.80

Canadian Pacific 214,308.26

Canadian Atlantic 4,477.22

Grand Trunk 100,000.00

Hereford 1,691.40

Lotbiniere & Megantic . . . 9I5-02

Massawippi Valley Ij953-79

Montreal & Atlantic 1,861.82

Montreal & Province Line. 3,725.00

Montreal & Vermont June. . 900.00

Napierville Junction 1,905.52

Orford Mountain 13-23

Quebec Central 9,183.10

Quebec & Lake St. John . . 2,701.76

Rutland & Noyan 8.23

St. Lawrence & Adirondack 3.572.60

Stanstead, Shefiford &
Chambly i ,200.00

Temiscouata 3,683.88

Total $357,320.71

ONTARIO.

Algoma Central & Hud-
son's Bay $ 3,152.61

Brockville, Westport &
Northwestern 1,068.09

Bay of Quinte 3.033-33
Canada Atlantic 31,745.07
Canada Southern 43,074.29
Canadian Northern 16,832.74
Can. Northern, Ontario . . 10,684.14

Canadian Pacific 276,108.56
Central Ontario 3j70I.95

Grand Trunk 323,852.47
Irondale, Bancroft & Ot-

tawa 1 16.41

Kingston & Pembroke .... 3,049.73
L. Erie & Detroit River... 14,605.16

London & Port Stanley . . 3,049.45
Manitoulin & North Shore. 268.93
Nosiboning & Nipissing .

.

27.50

Ottawa & New York 1,785.85

St. Clair Tunnel 888.43

Thousand Islands 76.10

Toronto, Hamilton & Buf-

falo 3.578-71

Total $740,699.52

MANITOBA.

Brandon, Saskatchewan &
Hudson's Bay $ 1,638.68

Canadian Northern 36,402.83

Canadian Pacific 88,277.81

Gt. Northwestern of Mani-
toba 1763.52

Total $128,082.84

ALBERTA.

Alberta Railway & Irriga-

tion Co $26,164.91

Canadian Northern 1,692.74

Canadian Pacific 70,180.74

Total $98,083.39

SASKATCHEWAN.

Canadian Northern $48,817.57

Canadian Pacific 5^-99

Total $48,869.56
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BRITISH COLUMBIA.

ned'.ington & Nelson $ i,556-90

Canadian Pacific 97,072.43

Crow's Nest Southern .... 5,544.44

Kaslo & Slocan 3448-80

Nelson & Fo.'t Sheppard . 5-73^-69

New Westminster Southern 732.35

Red Mountain 1,184.51

Spokane & 13. C 559-15

Vancouver, Victoria &
Eastern 38,045.65

^'ictoria Tunne! Railway &
Ferry Co. I44-I5

Total $154,025.07

YUKON TERRITORY.

British Yukon $ 5,820,20

Klondyke Alines 200.70

Total $6,020.90

RECAPITULATION.

Nova Scotia $ 926.54

New Brunswick 782.79

Prince Edward Island .

.

loo.oo

Quebec 357-320.7I

Ontario 740,699.52
Manitoba 128,082.84

Alberta 98.038.39

Saskatchewan 48.869.56

British Columbia 154.025.07

Yukon Territory 6,020.90

$1,534,866.32

An analysis of these figures by pro-

vinces shows an amazing difference

between the lowest and the highest

rates per mile:

Rate
Ry. Total per

I^Iiles. Taxes. Mile.

Quebec .. ..3.663 $357,320 $97.00
Ontario . ..8.230 740.670 90.00

B. Columbia .1.800 154,000 85.00

Alberta .. ..1,321 98.000 74.00

Yukon .... 90 6.000 66.00

Manitoba . .3.200 129.000 40.00

Saskatche'n .2.631 48.870 19.00

Nova Scotia. 1.350 926 .70

N. Brunsw'k. 1,547 782 .50

P. E. 1 269 100 .37

Dominion .24,000 $1,534,866 $64.00
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In Quebec, $109,890, or $30 per

mile, is imposed under a Provincial

Act, and the balance, $247,430, by

municipal assessment.

In Ontario, $416,936 was paid to

the province under an Act, imposing

from $5 to $60 per mile, according to

location and other conditions, such as

second track, etc., and the balance,

$323,734, by municipal assessment.

In Manitoba, the taxation is based

on the gross earnings, at a rate of two

per cent., or if so determined by the

Lieutenant-Governor, three per cent.

In Saskatchewan, the tax is based

on gross earnings, varying from one

and one-half to three per cent., but no

rate is imposed on any railway until

it has been five years in operation.

In Alberta, railways are taxed on a

rate of one per cent, on their actual

value.

In British Columbia, there is a spe-

cial .'\ct for the assessment and taxa-

tion of railways. The main feature is

the taking of the real estate, the per-

sonal property and the income of each

railway as a whole and assessing it at

a uniform rate of $io,O03 per mile for

main track, and $3,000 per mile for

sidings and switches. The rate levied

on these assessments is one per cent,

in accordance with the General As-
sessment Act..

In Nova Scotia and New Bruns-

wick, railway property (land only) is

assessed for municipal purposes on the

same basis as any other property.

Prince Edward Island apparently

has a system peculiarly its own.
Information as to the Yukon is not

at present available.

However, the fact stands out that

in those provinces where any real ef-

fort to tax the railways has 'been made
there are no two systems alike.

When the Ontario Commission on
Railway Taxation visited some ten of

the neighboring Stales, in 1904. in

quest of informat'on on the subject,

that kinds of systems of assessment

and taxation were in effect after twen-

ty years of active legislation and agi-

tation. The consensus of opinion of
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both tax commissioners and railway

managers appeared to be that the most
fair and equitable mode of taxation of

railways' would be a percentage tax on

the gross earnings of each individual

railway. It was explained, however,

that owing to intricate Federal and
State laws, the general adaptation of

this system could not be adopted. Re-

ferring to this difficulty, the chairman

of the Inter-State Commerce Commis-
sion at Washington said to the On-
tario visitors: "In Canada, with your

clear-cut and well-defined constitution,

you should not have any trouble of

that kind." He referred, of course,

to the B. N. A. Act, which gives each

province the exclusive power of tax-

ing all property within its boundaries.

At Baltimore, the Ontario Commis-
sion interviewed Mr. H. L. Bond, the

second vice-president of the Baltimore

& Ohio Railway, who spoke very

frankly and interestingly on the sub-

ject, and with a knowledge gained by

many years of most practical experi-

ence. He pointed out that the B. & O.
paid taxes in New York, Pennsyl-

vania, Maryland, District of Colum-
bia, Virginia, Ohio, Inqiana hu^ Il-

linois, and in no two of those states

was the system the same. He showed
the difficulty, fro;;;, the standpoint of
the railways, ag well as from that of
the tax collectors, in dealing with so
many j[;5niplex systems.

3^'eaking of the question of rail-

}Y'dy taxation in general, J\Ir. Bond
said

:

"Now the fairness of railroad taxa-

tion depends a great deal on the fair-

ness of the men who administer the

tax laws. There is no self-executing

tax law that I know of, except the tax

on gross receipts. I think the general

feeling among the railroad men is that

that, perhaps, is the fairest basis of

taxation, because a railroad is valu-

able only as it earns ; the question of

how much money there is in it does

not realy represent its value, for the

reason that a great many roads in the

nature of things were built ahead of

the needs of the country, and it is

rather in the interests of the country
to have them ahead of their needs if

they can get them, but railroad people
do not object to paying taxes on gross
receipts, because they do not have to

pay taxes unless they have something
to pay them on. Not that anything
really reconciles a taxpayer to paying
taxes, but he feels better when he has
the money. In this country, however,
this question is seriously hampered by
the question as to how far a state can
tax gross receipts. The Supreme
Court decisions are pretty clear that

as a general thing the state cannot tax
gross receipts on inter-state business,

and while you find in many of the

States that the tax laws do apparently
tax the gross receipts on interstate

commerce, and you will find that rail-

roads are paying those taxes, it is ex-

tremely doubtful whether those taxes
are legal. At the same time the rail-

roads pay them because they consider
them the fairest form of taxation."

Thus it will be seen that of the var-
ious modes of taxation already in

force in Canada, that of the Provinces

ot Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Al-

berta is the best.

But laying asiik-^all^^questions of

systems, earning powers, ""^^ft&iiy of

population, coal duties, development
requirements, and other excuses ofifer-

ed, the broad fact stands out that the

railways of Canada are not paying
their fair share of the taxes needed
for the carrying on of the affairs of

the country. As has been shown
above, the highest rate per mile is $97,
in Quebec, while in the United States

the lowest rate per mile is $148, in the

desert State of Arizona. In other

words:—Highest rate in the United

States is $1,926 per mile, in New
Jersey ; highest rate in Canada, $97, in

Quebec ; lowest rate in the United

States, $148, in Arizona; lowest rate

in Canada, 37 CENTS, in Prince Ed-
ward Island.
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The editor is ^re;pared to purchase each month a

limited numher of original anecdotes about prominent

Canadians, for which ^rom^t payment will he made.

SOLICITOR - General Wooten,

Georgia, was vigorously prose-

cuting a liquor case.

Two quarts of good rye whiskey

were introduced in evidence and as

such were sent to the jury room for

their consideration. After they had

retired and remained in their room

some time the attention of the court

was directed that way by merry laugh-

ter and loud guffaws. Some two

hours had elapsed and no verdict. The

judge instructed the sherrif^ to see if

they could agree. Their answer n-as

that -The Solic^t-r
''"

'have to produce a

same kind ^t (>""'; -:

Bag.

The Carlton and R'

every one knows, stance

Pall Mall. A stranger

far!''"'"'- and r^sk.

,vould

-, .• of^e

—

Thg- Green

.L>5, as

>ide in

at the

the porter if it was
:. !.';. "No, sir," said the

.. .iicent functionar\% "this is the

^arlton Club." "Perhaps," inquired

the stranger," you can tell me where

the Reform Club is." "I am sorry sir,

I have never heard of it," was the

answer, and then, as the visitor turned

to go, the porter added: "Perhaps if

you would inquire at the public-house

opposite they might be able to direct

you."

—

Vanity fair.

<^

"The most amusing story of an

American in France that I ever

heard." said a recently appointed
150

attache to the French Embassy, "is

this."

" 'A well-known French actor be-

came involved in a discussion with an

American, grew heated, drew his card

from his pocket, threw it on the table

with a tragic air, and stalked out.
" 'The American regarded the card

for some moments, then took out his

fountain pen, wrote 'Admit bearer'

above the engraved line, and went ofif

to the theatre.' "

—

Brooklyn Life.

<$>

..y^.'Y.. CaiJa'way, the General Pas-

senger Agent of the Soo Line, and a

well-known Canadian, has long been

known for his k€enne§5 in making traf-

fic :

' ^he story goes- that

hf K-n once>^,nd that

I tour of irl-^^c^

prairies of" C^J^'

mected with th?

. npanied' him and
v\ ayside station

I. .-^.lao,. irawn to a ragged

boy with a gopher which he held by a

string around its neck. Young Calla-

way immediately wanted that gopher

and under the watchful eye of his

father negotiations were carried on

for its purchase. Callaway, Sr., took

a hand in the deal and offered ten

cents for the animal, the boy raised

'him to fifteen at which price the ani-

mal was sold. Young Callaway im-

mediately went to take possession,

when his father noticed the boy unty-

ing the string and remonstrated with
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him to the effect that the gopher was
no use to his son without the string as

it would get away. The boy had his

fifteen cents in his pocket and so was
quite dictatorial in his demands. He
stated that he sold the gopher and not

the harness; that if you bought a horse

you did not get the harness, and a

string comprised the harness of his

gopher. Finally, as young Callaway

wanted the gopher very badly the

father had to back down and offer to

buy the string which cost him twenty-

five cents. In explanation as to why
the string was more valuable than the

animal the youth explained that with-

out the string he could not catch any
more gophers or sell them. Mr. Calla-

way tells the story against himself to

this day when amongst his particular

friends and they admit that for once

he did not get the best of the bargain.

<S>

The L.C.C. schoolmaster was giv-

ing evidence to an indignant mother.

"For my part," gabbled the good
woman, "I can't deceive what on
earth eddification is comin' to! When
I was young, if a gal only understood
the elimens of distraction, provision,

replenishing, an' the common domin-
ator, an' knew all about the rivers an'

their obituaries, the currents, an' the

dormitories, the provinces an' umpires,

, they had eddification enough !"

') The schoolmaster nodded gravely.

"But now," continued the visitor,

"they have to study Bottomley, Algier-

bay, and have to destromate suppos-

sions about sycophants of circuses,

tangarines, an' diagonies of parallelo-

grams, to say nothin' about oxhides,

assheads, cowsticks, an' abstruce tri-

angles ! / didn't larn all them things

;

but can you say / ain't eddificated

proper?"

<$>

He had never fished before, and his

rod was new and shining with re-

splendent varnish. Faultlessly attired,

he was whipping a trout stream, when,
by some odd chance, he got a bite, a

one-pounder from the way the line
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Strained. He did not play the fish at

all. With rod held straight ahead he
slowly and steadily reeled him in.

Presently the fish was directly below
the end of the rod. Did he stop? No
—he kept on reeling the fish in, and
finally the fish's head touched the tip.

The man even tried to pull him
through the ring. Just then he saw a

man standing on shore, and turning

with a bewildered look he said : "What
shall I do now ?" "The only thing you
can do now," the man replied, "is to

climb up the pole and stab him."

—Vanity Fair.

One day a big city bank received

the following message from one of r.s

country correspondents : "Pay twenty-

five dollars to John Smith who will cali

to-day." The cashier's curiosity be-

came suspicious when a cabman assist-

ed into the bank a drunken "fare" who
shouted that he was John Smith and
wanted some money. Two clerks

pushed, pulled and piloted the 'boister-

ous individual into a private room
away from the sight and hearing of

regular depositors. The cashier wired

the country bank

:

"Man claiming to be John Smith is

here. Highly intoxicated. Shall we
await identification ?"

The answer read : "Identification

complete. Pay the money.'' —Success

Magazine.
<«>

Judge Winchester, Senior County

Judge of York County, naturalizes a

hundred or so aliens every month. The
blank application papers are obtained

by the aliens from the Toronto Police

Court or County Court Clerks.

One day the Judge was looking over

a fresh batch of applications. The
blanks on one of them were filled in

something like this

:

Name ?—Abraham Ledochowski.

Born?—Yes.
Business ?—Rotten.

Abraham was told to wait awhile.
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Shipbuilding in Canada"

An Interview with Lewis Nixon

We were looking for a man who was neither Tory nor Grit,

Nationalist nor Colonel Denison. .And we wanted an authority.

We canvassed the list of them and arrived at the one conclusion—
3Ir. Lewis Nixon, the Am.erican Naval authority.

He was, we knew, neither Liberal nor Conservative—though
there has been some talk of his being a Democratic nominee for

the Presidency of the United States. Fie was the man consulted

by Russia as to how to repair the Russian fleet when it came
limping home from defeat at the hands of the Japanese Togo.

We knew of him, as the man who—-after spending 27 years in

studying naval affairs, after being permitted to pass through Eng-
land's Naval Academy, side by side with His Majesty, our

present King, with whom he became a close personal friend;

after designing and building the United States Battleship Oregon,

which made a world record—became a consulting specialist to

Empires and a friend of Kings. In New York he succeeded Mr.
Croker as head of Tammany Hall, but his field has hitherto been

ship-building rather than politics. We felt that in obtaining an
interview with him we were securing the views of an independent

man, NOT as to the efficiency of the Canadian navy as a fighting

force nor as an addition of strength to the Empire—BUT as a

great influence on the industrial development of the country.

^<TTT ELL, it is difficult," he said, biiting of naval strength to the BritishW ''for a citizen of the United Empire, by furnishing ships for fighting,

States to use the same view- and for training men to supply the crews

point as a British subject. You have em- for the great battleships across the At-

barked upon a policy of naval upbuild- lantic.

ing. You may have in mind three ''As for the first point—defence, I have

things in doing so: the defence of the only this to say, that naval fleets to-day

lines of commercial steamers which you are on a scale so vast that small gun-

are operating; the domesticating of the boats and cruisers would be of no avail,

shipbuilding industry; and the contri- As to the third point, dealing with the
21
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\nlii(' of a .small navy for training-ships

U) tJio IJritisli navy, there is only this to

1)0 said, so far as 1 can sec, and it is that

the training you could give in small boats

could only be effective for battleship ser-

vice by having a battleship on this side,

through which the crews of the smaller

boats could be passed. For serving on a

small gun is a very different thing from
serving in a cramixid turret, filled with

guns and machinery, on a modern bat-

tleship.

"But there is the third point of view.

That is, the question of the effect of

building a navy, upon your native indus-

tries. I do not mean in shipbuilding

alone. I do not mean upon the mere em-
ployment of men in that trade. But I

refer to it as a factor in the development
of practically every industry in the coun-

try.

"As a fighting unit, as I have said, I

would not think a navy the size of the

one which I have heard Canada proposes,

would be efficient. As a training ground
for British crews, it lacks the large ships,

through which, again, as I have said, to

l)ass the men.

"What are you building j^our navy for:

sentiment, or business?" asked Mr. Nixon.

We replied that the matter started as

one of sentiment, but appeared likely to

end as a matter of business.

"But as a means of carrying further

the industrial development of Canada,
your navy, however small it may be in its

beginnings, would undoubtedly prove an
inestimable benefit, provided that the shiy>s

are built in your own country.

"If Canada is establishing her navy sim-

ply as an altrui.stic enterprise, buying all

her boats abroad, sending her money out

of the country to fill the coffers and rivet

still stronger the bonds of industrial de-

pendence by adding to the efficiency and
number of alien mechanics, then we can
only ascribe your a.spirations to sentiment
and not to .statesmanship. But, if it is the
deliberate entrance upon a policy of in-

dustrial up-l)uilding, you are giving your-

self something with which to trade.

"Canada cannot become strong through
weakening herself. You need trained me-
22

chanics and you cannot get them by
s(i-('iigthcning the hold and efficiency of

such workmen iu aiuilbcr land. Of
cour.se, if you are content to buy your
men-of-war in England your aspiration

to a state of connnercial independence
will be received with equanimity by the

buildei's and merchants of Great Britain.

So long as you can be held in the posi-

tion of simple producers and consumers
and turn over the cream of commerce to

Europe—such a.s tran.sportation, insur-

ance, inspection, and the middleman's
profits generally, you will find no forces

operating on public opinion to dampen
your ardor.

"But if you built them in Canada, what
would 1)0 the result? The building of

battleships in Italy and Germany in-

vigorated the whole indu.strial framework
of tho.se two nations. The purchase of

vessels from England by powers that are

unable to build their own ships, has placed

tho.-e nations in a po.sition of dependence,
and, on the other hand, has done much to

strengthen Great Britain's indu.stries.

When the new naval policy of the United
States was inaugurated in 1883 we had no
forges capable of producing armor, or gun,
or machinery forgings, in modern steel

:

no rolling mills that could make plates or

shapes suitable for modern ships or their

boilers; no foundries capable of turning
out the ca.stings and qualities in .steel, iron

or bronze, necessary to fulfill the .specifica-

tions of a modern man-o'-war, or tlie guns
of a modern fort. Yet, after the inaugura-
tion of our new naval policy, we were
al)solutely self-contained in all these arts,

and to-day we lead the world in them. At
the same time we have developed contri-

butory indu.stries so that we lead in almost

every line of human endeavor.

"There is not an industry worthy of the

name that is not employed in the build-

ing and equipment of .ships. Shipbuilding

calls for almost every line of workman-
ship, from workers in steel and wood, to

painters, decorators and upholsterers; from
the manufacture of boilers and engines, to

the making of fine instruments. The ship-

building nation is in the way of becoming
a carrier nation—getting the cream of
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commerce ; the fees, as I have already said,

for transportation, insurance, inspection,

and middleman's profits generally.

''England to-da}^ imports most of the

ore to make the mild steel from which her
modern battleships and guns are built.

But on this continent—these two nations

need import no raw material. The vast

resources of Canada could be made up in-

^o all manner of products for the con-

struction and equipment of ships.

"I assume that the closing of your
Canadian ports to certain classes of our
vessels in the coasting trade, was another
phase of your policy of up-building the

industrial strength of Canada. In touch-

ing this point I w^ould say that to my
mind, the greatest two factors contribu-

ting to our mutual commercial prosperity

have been : the interchange of commodi-
ties over a vast area peopled with men of

different needs and different productivi-

ties; and the fact that we carry a ton of

freight per mile far cheaper than any
other country. So it seems to me that the

abrogating of our former treaty of reci-

procity was a great mistake for both coun-
tries. I should like to see the United
States, Canada and ]Mexico with no tariff

walls of any sort l^etween, as I believe that

this would contribute vastly to our com-
jnon prosperity.

"In all the discussion of Reciprocity

this year, there has been remarkably little

mention of the coasting trade between the

two countries. It has been impressed up-

on me for j^ears that our coasting trade

should be mutuallv free to vessels of

domestic build and ownership. But this

could not be justified to the Canadian
people unless a foundation for the build-

ing of Canadian Merchant vessels were
laid.

"The ordering of vessels in your own
ship-3^ards for your own navy would be a

warrant to your builders to instal the

necessary plants and organizations which,
assured of a certain measure of Govern-
ment encouragement, would soon be able

to reach out for commercial contracts, and
so, commence in Canada, the business of

Canadian ship-building.

"As one part of our continent grows, al 1

will grow, so I think the people of the

United States, knowing that your navy
would never be a menace to us, and know-
ing, too, that you would never want it to

be, have been somewhat indifferent to the

question.

"But when we see what a mighty oak
has grown from so small an acorn, and
realize that the upbuilding of our navy is

one of the grandest and most salutary and
farthest-reaching of all the patriotic en-

terprises undertaken since the beginning

of our Government, w^e, without envy, and
with genuine good--R'ill, hope that your

policy may be equally beneficial.

"Your love for ana loyalty to Great Bri-

tain is admirable, and those of us who
know something of Canadian feeling see

a growing sentiment of admiration and
respect, more to be desired than lip ser-

vice, for the Sailor King who now rules

the British Empire."

A minister was calling on a parishioner who had just lost his

wife, and, laying his hand on the bereaved man's shoulders, he

endeavored to comfort him. "My brother," he said, "this is a

great grief which has befallen you in the loss of your life partner

and companion ; but I have come to comfort you and to console

you vdih the assurance that there is another who sympathizes

with you and seeks to embrace you in the arms of unfailing love."

"What's her name?" asked the bereaved husband.

—

Vanity Fair.

23



A Bridge-Building in Alaska

By

Charles Shirley

I
HAD nothing to do with the build-

ing of the bridge so I am free to

speak of it. I had business in Alaska,

but not in bridge-building. I happened

to see it when I was there and it was

worth the whole journey. The "Prince

George" carried me up from Vancouver

and set me down at Skagway. There-

after I took other steamers and other

modes of transportation on land and river

and mountain trail, until civilization faded

away behind me on the horizon of the Pa-

cific and the mountains of Alaska stood

out—and ignored mere humanity.

It was there that I came upon the

bridge. It was there that I came upon
Hawkins, the Chief Engineer, and his

men. They had been recruited down in

the States. Down there, they were ordin-

ary steel workers. They kicked when
they had a piece of work to do that was

not in the schedule. They did what they

liked about working overtime. They had
their union and the union "had" what-

ever engineer employed the men. But
here I found it different. I found
Hawkins and his army working like one
family, like a family of Cyclops, to build

the bridge—this particular bridge I am
talking about. Tt was not a question of

pay and tobacco and enough sleep. It

was not a question of getting a day's work
done and quitting, but it was — The
Bridge! and the waters under the bridge.

It is finished now and it is quite com-
monplace to contemplate. It is not the

longest bridge in the world, far from it.

24 '

'

I've built longer myself. It is not the

heaviest in the world, nor the mdest, nor

the highest, but as Jimmy Bain, the

Cockney engineer, who ran the little don-

key engine at the far end of it used to

say, it was the "cussedest" bridge that

ever was dreamed of. But Bain did not

say cu.ssed; it was another word. The
bridges over Niagara are high. The new
Quebec Bridge will have the longe.st .single

span in the world. The bridges at Brook-

lyn have their features and there are one

or two in South America that have cer-

tain points of interest which are very note-

worthy but of no significance, except to

engineers. This particular ca.se of the

bridge in Alaska, was a case of human in-

terest. It was a case of—The Bridge! and
the waters under the In'idge, as I said be-

fore.

The Copper River cuts off one part of

Alaska from the rest. You may land on
the shores of this Arctic territory from
the Behring Sea. but you have not then
arrived where you can cross into the hin-

terland of the Copper River. At least,

I should say, you might cro&s with a

guide, on a raft or in a canoe at certain

of the few placid stretches between the
rapids in the Copper River. But you
could not. for instance, take a train across

—until this bridge was built. And it was
most e.'isential that one should be able to

take a train across, for then, and only
then, could the copper deposits in the in-

terior of the country be brought to the

markets of the rest of the world.
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Glaciers feed the river with icebergs in

hiiiiimer. In the winter it freezes seven

feet deep. The wealth}^ corporation that

wished to gain access with its railroad to

the mines—the richest copper mines in

the world—had built the road up one
shore of the river until it came to the one
spot where a bridge might be thrown
across. The "steel came that far and
stopped. The l)anks of the river anywhere
but at this point, were embarrassed with
glaciers and a cub knows you can't build

foundations in moving ice. So the bridge
liad to cross the river at this particular

point, and the great corporation sent for

some of the more famous engineers and
told them to go up to Alaska and build

the bridge. It's an off-hand way some
general managers have. They say, ''Two
million: June 29th," and by that they
expect the engineering firm to understand
the {uiiount it is to spend for the work,
and the time it is to be completed.

But the engineers came back from this

Alaska matter and said they could not
undertake the work. They turned it

down, one after another. The general
manager wanted to know why and they
told him. They told him in cold lan-

guage that nobody could get his work
done if an iceberg weighing seven thous-
and tons was going to drop off the Glacier—^liles Glacier, just above the bridge,

and saunter down at twelve miles an hour
to wipe out piling and false-work and
scows and engines and everything else.

They told this to the general manager and
the board of directors and passed on—all

but one.

Hawkins' firm undertook it and told

Hawkins to do it. So Hawkins picked up
the men he had known on other jobs of
his, and took them up north. Some were
from New York and some from 'Frisco.

Some were from Montreal, and two from
A'ancouver and Victoria. So they went
nj) there and started.

* * *

I
HAD talked to Hawkins when he was
figuring out the strain sheets in his

New York office. We were all shak-
ing our heads at him then. So when I

arrived at the end of the rails in this

Alaska fastness of his, I knew I would
26

have to take some things back, because
he had already progressed far enough to

make fools of tho.se of us who had laugh-
ed at him. So I recanted. He listened

and laughed and said he guessed that'd

be all right—I didn't need to think of

that—anybody might have thought the

same, and so on ; and we went out to look
her over. Of cour.se, she wa.sn't finished,

but I liked her appearance. She had that

look you can always tell about a bridge
when she's building—.she looked—well,

you could see her lines beginning and j'ou

could see where the rest was goijig to fit

in. If you were an engineer you would
midcrstand. Otherwise you won't.

It was snowing and we had furs. We
walked out on the gangway and we look-^d

down at the false-work built on the frozen-

over top of the river.

"How'd you get the piers in?" I iskcd.

"Last summer."
"What's the .strain of the river on 'em?"
"An average of three 'bergs a day in

summer. Each 'berg up to ten thousand
ton. Current brings 'em down at twelve

miles per, and in the spring the seven -foot

freeze-over breaks up."
"Mind telling me what depth you've

got to those piers?"

"Sixty feet from the ])ottom of the wa-
ter to the bed-rock."

"What else?"

"Eighty-six feet around the base. Ar-
moured with ninety-pound rails set on
end, foot apart all the way round."

In the dusk I counted the piers cross-

ing the frozen river like concrete monu-
ments to somebody's .strides. In the dis-

tance the glaciers were gleaming softly.

Behind us there were more glaciers,

* * *

THE scaffoldings, or what we would
call the false-work, w^ere begun as

soon as the river froze over last win-

ter. They were to support the steel work
until the spans were completed and the

jners could take the load. The piles, the

foundations for the false-work, were

driven through the seven feet of ice to the

Ijottom of the river.

But the steel had not arrived. Hawkins
had counted on having about three and a

half months for the work, but two months



"WE WERE ALL SHAKING OUR HEADS AT HAWKINS.
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were spent waiting for the steel. He re-

ceived it, piece after piece, and then more
])ieces. He piled them up on the bank
and waited for the complete parts. The
crews l)lcw ou their mittens to keep warm
and waited for steel. When the la.st of it

came about the last day of March, the

whole camp woke up and howled like the

wolves that used to hang around Skagway,
and .linuny Bain, the little Cockney, pull-

ed the whistle on his engine so suddenly
and so liard that he broke the valve.

But the delay left Hawkins only six

weeks to finish the work. He had to get

it done before the river woke up. The
waking-up time was due in those forty-two

days. In that time he had to have 1,150
feet of steel strung across the piers. Other-

wise the out-going ice and the down-com-
ing icebergs would wipe out all his false-

work and drop two million dollars' worth
of steel and labor into the river.

BIT by bit, rivet by rivet, angle by
angle and strain by strain, we push-
ing the steel nearer the middle. The

first span was four hundred feet long and
we had her finished in ten days and a half.

The second was three hundred, and we
finished her in six days. The third was
four hundred and fifty, and she was done
in ten days.

But they were somewhat wearing ten
days. For instance, one day, little Scott,

who was a general helper around the of-

fice, came panting up looking for Haw-
kins.

"Ice rising, sir," he said.

."Rising!" says Hawkins, ''Hm!"
We went down and looked, and Scotty

was right. She was rising. She was lift-

ing us and the piles which supported the
false-work and the half-complete steel-

work with her. In fractions of inches,

such as you would find on a German slide

rule, she was lifting, and every fraction
of a lift threatened to smash the whole
two million dollars' worth of work to

nothing.

''Get everybody!" says Hawkins, light-

ing his pipe in the most excruciating cool-

ness. ''Get all the feed piping you can.
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Get all the steam from every engine we
have, and run a pipe of steam to the foot

of each pile."

We did it.

"Now," Hawkins went on, "Get your
pipe elljows bent down to the ice and turn

the steam on—like H ." He scarcely

raised his voice on the last two words.

W^e did. Every man was on deck.

Even the cooks turned out to help. The
engineers threw the coal on and ripped

open the drafts till the whole valley hum-
med with the noise. And it was night,

too. At the foot of each pile the nozzles

of steam emitted roaring clouds of vapor.

The steam melted the ice as though it

had been mere snow. But there was seven

feet of it to go through. We had to make
the space around each pile large enough
to allow the ice to rise around it without
lifting the superstructure. The ice still

had its grip on the piling—it continued
to lift—when suddenly it let go.

The piles that a few moments before

were being lifted out of their places,

settled down. The steel-work rested on
the scaffoldings. The crews, panting with
relief, stood by, still keeping the steam
around the foot of each pile, and watched
the river rise twenty-one feet. For hours
the river rose. We measured the position

of the ice by marks on the sides of the

pilings. Hours after the rise ceased Haw-
kins ordered off the steam and we un-
coupled the piping.

BUT the river was not yet through
with Hawkins. Its great white floor

had risen and fallen twenty-one

feet, and Hawkins had coped with that

manoeuvre. But now it began its other

strategy. The ice commenced to move
out. It did not go with a rush. It did

not come suddenly. It began so slowly

that it might have done irrevocable dam-
age before anyone noticed it. One inch a

day was its rate. One inch per day was
it carrying the false-work oft' its founda-

tions and threatening to precipitate the

whole span. Inch by inch the alignment
of the bridge was being warped.
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A foreman on ihe centre span came in-

to the office one morning and demanded
to see Hawkins.

''We can't work," he announced, "Can't

match the ends. She's out of line, sir."

"What's the matter?"

"False-work's mo\dn', sir."

Hawkins went out with him.

We found the span inches out of alion-

meut. Every moment the ice was forcing-

it farther out of place. Hawkins summon-
ed the foreman again. The steam was
turned on through the feed pipes to the

foot of the piles a second time, and be-

iween the steam and the use of axes the

piles were kept free of the ice pressure

from up-stream. ]\Ieanwhile, overhead.

Hawkins lifted the weight of the centre

span from the false-work to the canti-

lever supports. He made the finished

part of the bridge support the unfini.'^hed

portion temporarily, and that took the

strain off the false-work. Then he set

about to bring the timbers into proper

place again.

L^p.<=tream we forced new piles through
the ice to the river bottom. Scores of

them there were. It looked for a time as

though we could not get them through
soon enough. But we did. We hitched

all the spare tackle to them and with the

engines winding the tackle again.st them,
we pulled the four hundred and fifty feet

of scaffolding back into position. Hawkins,
himself, stood on the bridge and watched.

He blew the pea-whistle to signal the don-

key engineers. As the great mass was
liauled back into place the riveters and
fitters, a.stradle the girders, let the steel-

work into place again, and finished the

work,

It was midnight when it was all finish-

ed. We had been ha^dng coffee on ac-

count of the cold.

"I'm going out to see her finL-^hed," an-

nounced Hawkins, setting down his empty
mug. "Coming?"

AVe walked out over the slippery steel

cautiously. It was dark. In the centre,

standing out of the way of the men, we
counted the empty rivet holes which wait-

ed for the rivet and for which the whole
bridge, and the patient wooden supports

on the ice beneath, were waiting—to say
nothing of wives and families back in

civilization.

There were ten rivets to be made when
we arrived. As we stood watching there

were only nine, and eight! and seven!

and six! and five— . In the spattering

electric light "Blue Bottle Bill," from San
Francisco, lifted the white hot rivet from
his forge. Peterkin—comes from Mon-
treal—caught it in his can and tossed it

on the Laroche, the Frenchman, who was
working on the Quebec Bridge when she

collapsed. Laroche caught it in his pliers

and held it for Thompson, another San
Francisco man. Thompson heaved the

air hose a little higher under his right

arm-pit; held the air-riveters a bit tighter

in his hand and then—let her have it.

The rivet was home. It was the last.

The red glow had died out of it before

Hawkins said anything,

"Sound, Thompson?" he asked, quietly.

"Sure!" retorted Thompson, who want-

ed to be enthusiastic, but couldn't when
the Chief wasn't.

An hour later the silent river made a

noise, the first it had made the whole win-

ter. It stirred, like a heaw sleeper be-

ginning to feel the light coming in his

window. The groaning was terrible. It

was the ice working at the false-work,

gnawing at it, crushing it. In fact, it was

a horrible noise, and it grew louder ! We
had hauled the engines off the ice in the

afternoon. We had hoped to save the

other stufP in the morning, but now it was

too late. The blocks had been knocked

out from under the steel. It rested no

longer on the false-work, but on the piers,

its true foundations, so the false-work did

not matter. We let it go.

The timbers prote.sted as the ice caught

them in its maw. There was a sort of a

shriek, and then the whole substructure,

on which the bridge had been reared, van-

ished.
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^^HIS is not an ode on the passing of the Old Year, nor a prom-

^^ ise to the New Year to do better. This is merely to wish

Nineteen Hundred and Ten Good-day, decently and respectfully.

One cannot help respecting him for the unhurried dignity with

which he persists to the end of his allotment of time. He is like

a brave man walking out on a scaffold. He goes without haste.

Though he knows that you and I are waiting for him to go, to

make a place for To-morrow.

nE was not a bad year. He was patient with us. He brought

us new things. He took .some things out of our hands, toys

that had been given us possibly in mistake. But on the whole

he enriched our experience and our memory, and refined our

souls in the pale flame of Patience, in our waiting for the things

that never come, but may, some day. So we say. Good-day, to

him and wish him luck, wherever he is going, and half envy

him that he knows just when his time is finished, whereas we

have to wait for a level crossing, a falling brick, or measles, or a

motor accident—we would prefer tlie motor accident, to trans-

late us.

* * * *

[OME place there is, we think, where the souls of the Old

Years must be sitting in a part-completed circle—a rare"

company of old rakes and pedants—waiting for the end of Time

when the last Old Year shall join the company, and, taking his

place among them, shall complete the ring of One Eternal

Moment. Some place there is where these old fellows sit—seedy

clothed, mostly in black, I imagine, with old worn silk hats and

faded silk handkerchiefs leaking out of their coat-tail pockets.

What an excellent company of wits ! How large the sum of their

experience! How splendid a perspective each must have!
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fi
OR each must have measured the Universe and lived with

tlie sun all year round. To each of them the Universe must

be just like a small residential lot on a back street of Creation,

the Sun a florid fellow, and the stars everlasting chorus girls go-

ing through a rather monotonous dance from age to age, without

a rest. Each has seen the Night sliding, sneaking around out of

sight of the Sun, as the worlds keep turning around to warm their

backs at his glow.

OHE secret of things must be no secret to them. They must

surely have seen where the Universe ends and where God

has lifted the blue walls, of this, one of His gardens—one of His

experimental laboratories. They must have suited, indulgently

to look upon the elation of a mortal midget who discovered

a Star that did not need to be discovered and that felt no honor,

but a mere glow of charitable pity, at being recorded in a book,

with a date, and the name of the mortal astronomer who saw him

first. They have seen mortals born and grown up, defeated and

victorious, happy over an increase in salary, depressed over the

birth of twins. And they must have admired those braver souls

who kept on merely drudging in this prosaic world, without a

light. All sufferings, all joys, all plans, ambitions, intrigues, and

emotions, has each of the Old Years seen.

[O the incompleted circle of them wait—probably up in the

shadow of some other world, regaling one another with

stories of their experiences. One of them, see! is telling for the

thousandth time, the story of Creation, what it looked like, and

what the Creator said when, having dried his hands of the clay,

he set the worlds spinning, and shoved forth the first of the Years

to keep his vigil. See ! that one next is telling about Adam and the

Woman, and in between whiles, somebody recalls, laughing how

frightened the first star was when, because she lost her faith, she

fell, until the hand of the Great Designer caught her, and

set her safely on a special shelf pro\ided for the fallen
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stars, till they can be mended for the next creation. They

tell of the men they knew ; about Adam and Caesar, and one of the

Old Years, who has been sitting in the circle for nineteen hundred

and ten years, speaks of One he saw, born in Galilee.

\-^

©UT 1909, who has been there only a little while and whose

nerves were affected by watching the people of the Earth,

is impatient, and if you could only see, you would observe that he

fidgets and whispers to 1908: "How long have we to wait? How
many more of us do you think must come before—before He
comes, and the game is up?" But 1908 shall be unable to say

and they shall keep on waiting, patiently.

^jTK HEN some day—the Last year shall come. He shall enter

^-^ with a little pomp and ceremony, for shall it not be his

light, seeing that He ends the Game? So, he shall walk into the

circle, very probably mopping his face. The worlds shall cease

warming themselves. The Sun shall stand and stare. The dili-

gent Dawns shall come no more and there shall be no more

drowsy evenings in the worlds. All the Old Years shall bow be-

fore him. He shall take his seat in the last vacant place in the

circle, right next to that Old Year who saw the Creator wash his-

hands of Adam. As he settles his coat-tails behind him, and

adjusts his necktie, he shall address the Ring of the Eternal

Moment—would I were there to see!—saying: "The Game is all

but finished, gentlemen, I am the last of us. God is finished with

the lamp. Let us wait now and see the Endl"

^HEREUPON the Ring of the Eternal Moment shall become
^^ a court, and a great throne shall be set in the middle and

the Recording Secretary of the meeting, History, shall fish the

first soul, wriggling, out of the cellars and dungeons of Space, on

the end of a quill, to be looked at, felt, measured, and passed upon.

THE EDITOR.
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Laurie of the "Plainsman"

A Story of Western Canada

By Hubert Footner

THE Plainsman occupies the last store

of the Carver Block, a one-story row
of plate-glass fronts on A Street,

east, ending at the railway tracks. The
Carver Block, all of five years old, begins

to wear an air of haggard antiquity in

the brand new streets of Blackfoot: most
of the paint has peeled off the towering
cornice, and more than one jagged rent

lets daylight through that apparently
solid front. The curious thing about the
buildings of Blackfoot, as of other West-
ern towns, is that they seem to pass direct

from the freshness of the trowel to the
snuffiness of second-hand building mat-
erials. As to this particular store, it needs
no sign to identify it as the home of a
newspaper—the excessive griminess does
that. A flannelette curtain, once a rich
green, but more recently a bilious yellow,
hangs across the back of the show window,
which contains nothing but the accumula-
tions of five years' dust and a framed card
of job printing samples dating from the
same era. Upon opening the door, the
characteristic warm, pungent smell of
printers' ink and fresh pulp paper greets
the nostrils, lent individuality in this case
by a rich undertone of ripening bananas—for part of the back premises is sublet
to a wholesale fruiterer, who conducts his
business via the rear alley. There is a
little sanctum in one corner of the shop,
and a counter crosses from that to the
wall. Damaged and unsold copies of the
Plainsman for a year back are heaped
everywhere.
Frank Ardry, editor and proprietor,

was doubled over the counter, with his

chin in his palms. It was Saturday after-

noon, and the staff had distributed itself

in quest of amusement, except that the
chunking of the monotype in the base-

ment gave notice that Leonora Colpas,
the typesetter, was still at work. Frank
was a good-looking youth, with a round
head, broad over the ears and smoothly
thatched with black ; and bright, sophis-

ticated gray eyes. His air of high and
humorous assurance, brooking no op-
position, was the Plainsmain's chief asset.

But just now his colors were hauled down.
It was not that the Plainsman was in

any worse case than ordinary: the sword
of bankruptcy had always hung sus-

pended by a hair over that devil-may-care
publication. Frank had secured it from
the last proprietor in exchange for a polo
pony, and was considered to have received
the worst of the bargain. No, he had suc-
ceeded in paying his employees for the
week; it was simply the "elevation" that
ailed him. I should explain that the al-

titude of Blackfoot is held accountable for
most that goes amiss there. Frank was
blue—richly and luxuriously bhie.

So intent was he on his gloomy
thoughts that he did not see a small figure
come in through the open doorway and
approach the counter.
"Good afternoon," she said.

_
Frank jerked his head up. His aston-

ished and delighted eyes took in a small,
slim girl who looked seventeen and was
undoubtedly older. The most remarkable
thing about her was the brave, friendly
expression of her blue eyes. She plainly
wished to ingratiate herself, but without
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abating any point of personal pride. The
next remarkable thing was her hair, the

quantity of it and its color—most like

raw mahogany, but exactly like nothing

else under the sun. This enframed a face

cut with delicate certainty of outline, with

a healthy, pale skin and lips fresher and
sweeter than opening crimson petals. The
vision was clad in close-fitting green,

which became her rarely, and a crafty

little hat of the same color.

To Frank the sight of her was like an
unhoped-for granting of a secret prayer.

He flushed to the roots of his hair.

"My name is Laurie Gray," she said

with an engaging candor—she had the

cheerful, incisive voice of a schoolboy.

"I'm looking for .something to do. Can
you give me any work on the paper?"
"Why. yes!" .<^aid Frank instantly, the

possibility of refusing anything to one so

pretty never occurring to him. Some
time afterwards he added. "What can vou
do?"

"I never worked before." she said, "but
now I have to. My mother and I have
come West to make our fortunes."

Her cool, cheerful frankness turned the
point of sentimentality. Young Frank
was compelled to be businesslike. It was
soon decided that Laurie was to cover
"locals." meetings, sermons, and society.

The glint of a fanatic enthusiasm shone
in her eyes as this fascinating program
was unrolled in her hearing.

"I have dreamed of being a reporter,"

she murmured.
It may be remarked that there was

more danger in a conversation like this

than in whole bucketfuls of sentiment.
Quite so! The red head and the black
unconsciou.«lv drew closer acro.ss the
counter, and in smiles flying back and
forth and in the kind, shining eyes, al-

ready there promised something a good
deal tenderer than the customary relation
between employer and employee.

Thev were interrupted bv an ominous
" 'Hem !" from behind Frank's back. He
looked over his .shoulder apprehensively.
At the head of the ba.«!ement steps stood
Miss Colpas, the typesetter, in her lace
coat and picture hat. the plumes of the
latter seeming to bristle T\-ith indignation.
Leonora was a veteran pioneer of the
West; without undertaking to state iust
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how old .she was, I may say, well-.seasoned.

She was likewise westernly free of speech

and uncommonly well able to take care

of herself. Ordinarily she was amiable,

and ruled the males of the Plainsman,
including the proprietor, with a rough,

l)antering coquettishne.^s ; but just at pres-

ent fihe was very much on her dignity,

pale under her rouge, and with black eyes

glittering dangerously.

"Pardon me if I intrude," she drawled.

"Not at all/' said Frank uncomfort-
ably. "This is Miss Gray, the new re-

porter," he explained.

"Indeed, I was not aware!" said Miss
Colpas grandly.

She took a good fifteen seconds to look

Laurie up and down. "Charmed!" she

murmured as in.sulting as she could, and
made her way languidly to the street door.

With her hand on the latch she turned.

"I think you call for me at eight," she

.said indifi^erently to Frank, and went her
ways. The door must have slipped out

of her hand, or something; the impact
was terrific.

Laurie had been watching her with
cool wonder. "Look here," she said with
her inimitable directness, "if I'm going
to be here, I ought to know where I stand.

What's the matter ^dth her?"
Laurie's frankness demanded a return

in kind. "You see," Frank explained,

"she and her brother are the only ones
in town who can run the monotype, and
she knows it. Besides

"

"Well?" prompted Laurie.

"She has money," said Frank. "Made
it speculating in real estate during the

boom. She holds a chattel mortgage on
the plant down.«tairs."

"H'm!" said Laurie.

"So I—er—take her about to the sub-

scription dances to keep her in a good
humor about the interest," he blurted out.

Laurie took note of his rueful grin, and
suddenly her face broke up like a sunny
pool under a gust from the west. She
cocked up her pretty chin and laughed
a peal like a boy. Such delicious, heart-

disquieting music had surely never been
heard within those grimy precints.

On her very first day Laurie made her-

self an important factor of the Plainsman.
A.? she crossed the Estevan bridge on her
wav to work she witnessed an accident.
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brought about, it might have seemed, for

the especial benefit of the fledgling re-

porter. The only automobile in town,

property of one Mackinnon, a real-estate

agent and unpopular, was to blame for

the ruin of an immigrant farmer's house-

hold goods. Laurie, warm with generous
indignation, got half a column out of it.

Womanlike, she discovered the owner's
vulnerable point, and turned her pen in

the wound. The reason the automobile
made so much noise, said Laurie, was
because it was such a cheap machine.

Frank ran the story as it stood, and
next morning all Blackfoot chuckled
over it, with the possible exception of

Mackinnon. The real-estate agent was a

gross creature: little Laurie, passing his

shop later in the day, was publicly in-

sulted. On her return to the office, she
casually mentioned what had occurred,

and Frank, \ni\\ a brightening eye, took
his hat from its peg, and, commanding
Laurie to keep the shop, sallied forth.

Laurie promptly disobeyed him. Follow-
ing at a discreet distance, note-book in

hand, she missed not a detail of the brief

and pointed discussion which ended in

the fat real-estate agent rolling in the gut-
ter. Laurie got a whole column out of

that, and Blackfoot agreed that it was the
best account of a scrap which had ap-
peared in the local press. The paper was
sold out in an hour, and the regular cir-

culation jumped four hundred.

Among other things, Laurie was as-

signed to cover the meetings of the town
council. Her first arrival in the dingy
little chamber (which is in the loft of the
police station) created something of a sen-

sation. His Worship Mayor Pink (one of
Blackfoot's leading grocers) himself des-

cended from his throne to take her hand,
and all the aldermen pulled down their

waistcoats and strove to look aldermanic.

Laurie soberly disposed herself at the
"press table" in the corner (it has only
three legs and you must watch which end
you sit at)' and the usual mad torrent of

eloquence was forthwith unloosed. Once
a fortnight the aldermen are seized with
the lust to orate, and nothing will stop
them. Only Sam Puffer, the ex-cow-
puncher, rarely spoke—but he spat most
eloquently. There was one spectator,

Hennery Haddie, Blackfoot's eminent rag
and bone merchant, who has run for al-

derman every year in the memory of man,
without ever receiving a hundred votes,

and who writes to the papers
nearly every day. As a tax-payer.

Hennery delivered a diatribe on
the puddles in the main street,

which was cut short only by Sam Puffer
threatening to take him out and souse
him therein.

Although she affected to be diligently

taking notes, the proceedings were natur-
ally quite incomprehensible to Laurie ; but
the reporter on the other paper, a pale

youth of an evangelical turn, offered to

write her story as well as his own. Laurie
smiled her thanks and found herself free

to smile at the aldermen one by one. The
smile of a clever woman is a curious
thing: the degree of promise gathered
from it by the recipient is usually in in-

verse ratio with his intelligence. The al-

dermen hastened to write out their

speeches for Laurie, and the city clerk

made her a copy of the minutes; but
Laurie thought most of Sam Puffer, who,
abashed by her presence, only scowled at

her sidewise from beneath his shaggy
brows.

As time went on the slender, green-clad

figure, intent upon business, became one
of the familiar sights of Rowland Avenue.
The six tall policemen were her sworn
friends, and one or another invariably ac-

companied her when she was called out at

night. Policemen are only human ; there

was not one of them but sometimes drew
her aside to mention some little deed of

heroism he had performed—hoping it

would appear in next day's paper. Laurie
enjoyed alike the freedom of the banking
offices and the jail. Every one wished
her well, from the president of the Board
of Trade down to the undertakers, who
telephoned her when they had interesting

corpses on view.

Her work was supposed to be done when
the last of the local news was turned in at

eleven o'clock each night, but how could
Frank discourage her if she volunteered
to stay another hour to help him read

proof? They would sit side by side at the

table in the rear of the little store, dark
but for the single shaded globe hangins;
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low over their heads. Laurie always had
so much to say about the day's experience,

her tongue fairly tumbled over itself in

her impatience to get it all out. Consider
the feelings of the youthful editor as he
watched the changing face of his very
dear aide, and hung on the delicious tones
of her merry, boyish voice. Need I say
that the Plainsman was scandalously
proof-read? There is more than one
pointed story in circulation concerning
quaint misprints which escaped that prec-
ious pair of readers.

But as a result of this inspirating hour
Frank would set to work each day with
renewed courage to keep his crazy bark
afloat. The whilom careless youth had
now a definite and absorbing aim. Week
by week the Plainsman was doing steadily
better, but, unfortunately, the increased
business only made the pinch of insuffic-

ient capital more keen. Leonora was the
most troublesome feature of the problem.
The mere sight of little Laurie was suffic-

ient to rouse that weather-beaten virgin
to a pitch of blind unreasonableness.
Frank used his best powers of cajolery,
but the tension was stretched little by
little towards the breaking-point. There
was six months' interest on the mortgage
overdue.

At Laurie's third council meeting old
Sam Puffer produced from his capacious
pocket a box of candy, the Eastern kind,
very expensive and very stale in Black-
foot, and sileritly laid it on the reporters'
table. Laurie was immensely gratified.
From the other aldermen there were aud-
ible murmurs of "graft," for Sam was a
candidate for Mayor, and this was looked
upon as an attempt to suborn the press.
But there was nothing in that ; for at the
next meeting, when Sam Puffer turned
up in a somewhat "elevated" condition
as a result of too long a dalliance at the
mahogany of the Royal Hotel. Laurie
regretfully but relentlessly entered the
fact in her account of the proceedings.
Next day Sam came around to the office
and shook hands with her. It did him
good, he said, to meet a person with sand
enough to call his friends down when
they needed it.

The other candidate for mayor was the
smug Alderman Telfair, Sam's ancient
enemy. He too sought to ingratiate him-
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self with Laurie, but with this difference

—thjit while old Sam was a real man,
who admired Laurie for a pretty girl and
respected her for a plucky one, Telfair

was no more than a puff-ball, who saw
in Laurie the means of getting his name
before the pul>lic. Laurie perceived the

difference very clearly.

The Plainsman supported Sam Puffer,

of course, but in local politics a man is

very often at a disadvantage with a puff-

ball. Alderman Telfair was known to be
a fool and strongly suspected of grafting;

nevertheless he threatened to carry the
election by the sheer weight of his pro-

testations of morality. It is so difficult

to oppose these platform moralists, with-

out the implication of championing the
immoral! The only weapon the Plains-

man had against Telfair was ridicule

—

which inflicts painful but seldom mortal
injuries. The town chuckled, and Alder-
man Telfair writhed under its thrusts.

Furious reprisals were threatened; the
Plainsman merely laughed editorially

and continued its course. Then one night
there was a late conference in Alderman
Telfair's office—men vnth a common
grudge may be infallibly depended on
to smell each other out. Mackinnon was
there; also a heavily veiled lady wearing
a lace coat and a picture hat.

A week later the blow fell. Frank was
in Prince George, the provincial capital,

lobbying for some of the government
printing. Laurie had undertaken the

responsibilities of editor-in-chief,' with a

heart swelling with pride, destined, alas,

to be immediately dashed. Reaching the

office after the morning session of the

police court, she found Hennery Haddie
in the editor's own chair, with his feet

on another, and the sanctum odorous of

one of the cigars manufactured, accord-

ing to popular belief, from his stock-in-

trade: i.e., rags. Laurie's face reddened
at the spectacle.

"Outside is the place to wait," she said

sharply.

Hennery arose and puffed out his

cheeks. He was a short, square man with
a portentously serious eye, the carriage of

the alderman he yearned to be, and the

clothes of the rag and bone merchant he
was. Hennery thought and spoke in

purest journalese.
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"It is my regretful duty to inform you,

miss," he said, "that I have been denoted

to take charge here
"

Laurie's face was a study in scorn.

"Take charge!" she repeated.

"Owing, no doubt, to my well-known

association with the press and public af-

fairs," explained Hennery with a smirk.

"What do you mean?" demanded
Laurie.

"Bailiff appointed by the court at the

suit of Alderman Telfair, Esquire"

—

Laurie took her breath sharply.—"Holder of a mortgage of eleven

hundred dollars on the chattels of this

here establishment, assigned by Leonora
Colpas, Esquire—I mean, spinster."

Laurie knew all about the mortgage.

Her heart seemed to shrivel in her breast,

and for an instant she felt herself a small,

small person alone in a vast and cruel

world.

"My instructions being," continued
Hennery, "to allow the business to pro-

ceed in all ways as usual, only everything
printed in the paper must be satisfactory

to my principal."

Laurie heard him bu.t dully.

At this moment Miss Colpas ascended
from the basement, ostensibly to ask about

a word in her copy, but really to see how
Laurie was taking the blow. She got

small satisfaction from the acting editor:

the mere sight of the other woman pro-

vided Laurie with a tonic. She lifted her
head, took a long breath, and issued her
instructions with perfect coolness. When
Hennery went to lunch she locked herscli

in the sanctum and, dropping her head on
the desk, cried it out like a girl. Then
she sat up and, bending her pretty brows,

thought it out like a man. By and by
she seized paper and began to write, tear-

ing off page after page, entirely oblivious

to her surroundings and to the flight of

time. Anon the tears came into her eyes,

anon she frowned and then laughed out-

right. Laurie was putting "soul" into it.

She concluded with a great sigh of relief.

and, without stopping to read what she

had written, folded the bulky package
once acro.ss and, thrusting it into the

bosom of her dress, reappeared in public.

All the afternoon she put things in

train for the next day's paper as if no-

thing had happened. She exerted her-

self to be agreeable to Hennery Haddie,

who, worthy man, was not sufficiently as-

tute to smell danger. Inflated by the im-

portance of his duties, he felt an ever-

recurring need of a fresh supply of bar-

room hydrogen, and by evening there was

a noticeable access of dignity in the bail-

iff, joined to an increased tendency to

puff out his cheeks. Miss Colpas swept

home as usual at five o'clock, and was

succeeded at the monotype after supper

by her brother. Hennery brought back

some editorials from his "principal,"

which Laurie, with a casual glance, sent

down-stairs. Laurie herself took no time

for supper.

At nine o'clock the proofs for the first

side came up-stairs. By this time the

baihff and the acting editor, sitting side

by side at the table under the shaded elec-

tric light, were apparently on terms of

perfect amity. With an innocent air

Laurie volunteered to read the proofs

aloud, and lifted a voice of monotony cal-

culated to lull Argus himself. Hennerv'

tipped his chair back, his eyes closed, and

his head drooped lower and lower. Before

Laurie reached the bottom of the first

galley he emitted a round and convincing

snore. By the very look of Hennery you

would know him for a hearty sleeper, not

to speak of his potations during the after-

noon.
Instantly Laurie, all excitement, scam-

pered down the basement stairs. Besides

Colpas, a weak youth, completely under

the dominion of his sister, Higden, the

printer, and Peake, who made up the

forms, were at work. Into the ears of

these two she w^hispered, and a wide, de-

lighted smile slowly overspread each

grimy face; they violently nodded their

heads and followed her up-stairs. Laurie

unlocked the door into the quarters of the

fruit company. Peake grasped the back

of Hennery's chair, Higden took the front

legs, and the unconscious bailiff was

tenderly lifted and carried up the four

steps into the dark loft. Inside, there

were several great bins reaching to the

roof, such as are used for the storage of

vegetables. These were made of stout pal-

ings, vnth narrow interstices to allow the

passage of air. One of these cages was

emptv and the door stood open.
I u 37
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Hennery woke up as they set him down,

and struggled to his feet. But the cage

door was already closed and the hasp se-

cured with a stout wooden pin. Hen-
nery's fat hand would not pass between

(he bars. He seized the door of his cage

and shook it exactly like that animal from
which we are said to derive our descent;

his cries were piteous, but quite in vain.

Laurie sent him a cigar to soothe his out-

raged feelings, and after a while he ceased

his lamentations.

]Mcanwhile the packet of copy was pro-

duced from Laurie's bosom and sent

down-stairs. As she expected, young
Colpas presently came up two steps at a

time and, without looking at her, darted

out thi'ough the street door. Laurie spent

an anxious five minutes — if they had
stayed away she would have been utterly

defeated, but she was counting on the

motive power of curiosity, and the end
justified her: the Colpases, brother and
si.ster, entered the office, the lady plumed,
rouged, and grim. She had some sheets

of Laurie's copy in her hand. Laurie
stood up, and they faced each other, the

little one and the old-timer.

"What is this?" demanded Leonora,

stridently.

"The leading article for to-morrow,"
said Laurie mildly.

"Not if I know it," said the older

woman viciously.

Laurie was patient. "Have vou read
it?" she asked.

"The first page is enough !" said Leon-
ora, violently rattling the sheets. "Alder-
man Telfair is my friend!"

"Please read it," said Laurie.

Miss Colpas held the copy under the
light. Laurie watched her narrowly. As
she turned over the pages, first her lip

uncurled, then her black eye softened a

very little ; she paused and bit her lip and
frowned. Finally she threw the papers
pettishly on the table, her arms dropped
indeci.'^ively, .^he avoided Laurie's eye.

"I know very well it all rests with
you," said Laurie. "If you and your
brother won't set it up, of course there'll

be no Plainsman to-morrow—nor ever
again !" She paused for a moment to let

this sink in. "No one blames you for

selling your mortgage," she continued
38

with a reasonable air. "That was simply

business. But selling it doesn't bind you

to help old Telfair with his dirty work,

does it? You are never the one to knife

an old friend when his back is turned!"

Frankness was little Laurie's discon-

certing weapon. Certainly the devil was

in it if man or woman could resist her

when she looked like that!

Leonora was in a wretched state of in-

decision. "Where's the bailiff?" she mut-
tered.

"We put him in a potato bin," said

Laurie calmly.

Leonora snorted briefly: Hennery was
no favorite of hers.

"I wrote this for to-morrow's paper,

too," .said Laurie taking up another page
or two of copy from the table and handing
it over. "And I borrowed your new
photograph from Peake this afternoon,

and had a cut made to run vnth it."

Miss Colpas read an eloquent half-

column appreciation of herself and her

services to the Plainsman; "great personal

popularity" and "un.swerving loyalty"

figured largely. The cut lay on the table;

Leonora distinguished the lines of the be-

loved picture hat and lace coat, and in her

mind's eye she could not help but .see it

at the head of a column.
"Would you really run that?" she said

incredulously.

"Just as it stands," said Laurie—"un-
less you want to add something."

Leonora looked at her oddly. "You're
just twi.siting me round your finger!" she

grumbled.
"No," said Laurie, honestly enough.

"It's not me, really. You see. I knew
you had a good heart-"

The old girl's wrinkles worked curi-

ously. She suddenly caught Laurie by
her two arms above the elbows and gave
her a sharp little squeeze. "Laurie Gray,
I've been an everlasting fool !" she said.

Then turning furiou.-^ly to her brother,

she .shouted, "You Colpas! What
are you gaping at? Get back to work,
boy!" She commenced tearing off her
gloves. "Here. I'll take the machine my-
self, and you set by hand"
On his way back from Prince George

next morning, Frank Ardry bought a

copy of the Plainsman when it was
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brought aboard the train at White Deer
station. He opened it with an amused
and tender smile at the recollection of the

seriousness with which little Laurie had
undertaken the role of editor—and then
he gasped. Clear across the top of the

paper spread this amazing announcement
in the largest type they owned:

DASTARDLY PLOT TO MUZZLE
THE PLAINSMAN LAID BARE
And underneath, in type a little

smaller, this:

ARE THE CITIZENS OF BLACKFOOT

GOING TO SEE FAIR PLAY DONE?

He skimmed through the story with
anxious eyes and a beating heart; then

he read it carefully and considered ; then
he read it a third time—and laughed.

"Oh, marvelous Laurie!" was his thought.

Her strength as always lay in her frank-

ness: here was the whole story, Telfair,

Mackinnon, and the unfortunate Hennery
Haddie, rendered in faithful, if somewhat
heightened, colors. The automobile in-

cident was rehearsed, the midnight meet-
ing painted in strongly, the cowardly
waiting of the conspirators until they had
only a woman to deal with pointed out.

She was compelled to boggle the truth a

little as to Leonora's part, but what she
could not say honestly she left unsaid

—

a privilege for .special pleaders. Written
straight from her generous young heart,

the story could not help but be convinc-
ing — irresistible. It concluded with an
eloquent and dignified appeal for funds
in the cause of free speech. Mayor Pink
was named as the repository.

Four times in two blocks between the
station and the Plainsman office Frank
was clanped on the back and congratul-
ated. The office itself was crowded, not
with mere idlers, but .=!olid men. members

of the board of trade, a bank manager,
Laurie was in the centre, perfectly self-

possessed—only her lip trembled as Frank
came in the door. In the sanctum Mayor
Pink was entering checks in a note-book.
By noon they had the Plainsman reorgan-
ized. Frank was elected president, and
Laurie was put on the board of directors.

Sufficient cash was sub.scribed to pay off

all indebtedness and start the regenerated
paper with a safe working capital.

Late that night, when the last friend
and well-wisher had gone home to bed,
Frank and Laurie adjourned to Mat Run-
yon's for a bite, as they often did before
he took her home. Laurie, perched on a
round stool, with her ridiculously small
feet swinging free, was munching a cheese
sandwich with perfect composure. Frank
for his part could only look at her and
murmur:

''Laurie ! Laurie ! How wonderful you
are!"

She turned a frowning brow in his dir-

ection. "Oh, stuff!" she said inelegantly.
"Be sensible! Pals don't carry on that
way."
"Hang the pal game!" .said Frank en-

ergetically. "You've got to marry me
now, that's what!"
The sandwich was on its way to Laurie's

mouth as he spoke.

It completed its journey, and the white
teeth met through it without a tremor.
Laurie chewed and swallowed the bite be-

fore .she .spoke.

"Would I keep my job?" she inquired
casually.

"For life!" said Frank.
"Oh. very well, then !" she said coolly.

"I don't mind !"

But for all her cool airs, in the swift,

veiled glance she vouchsafed him Frank
saw that which made his breast rise with
wonder and delight.



Exiles of

the Outlands

Tales of the Men -who can't come back

.

by E.Alexander Powell ERGS.

"We took no tearful leaving,

We bade no long good-byes;

Men talked of crime and thieving,

Men wrote of fraud and lies.

To save our injured feelings

'Twas time and time to go—
Behind vms dock and Dartmoor,
Ahead lay Callao!"—Kipling's The Broken Men.

ONCE, on the beach at Tangier, I saw
a man immacuhite in sun-hehiiet

and white linen approach a tourist

.ib';|i3iqi£) 9q^ luoij pepuuj :^suL' puq oqAV

boat.

"Are you an American?" he asked,

abruptly.

"Yes," said the other curiously, "I am."
"Then talk to me," pleaded the im-

maculate one, clutching the newcomer by
the arm as though he was afraid he would
run away. "For God's sake let me hear

an American voice again."

Now that was homesickne.ss—nostalgia

the army surgeons call it—and there is no
pain like it in all the world. And of

tho.se who know its pangs, none suffer as
40

do the Men That Can't Come Back. All

along the Edge of Things you will find

them (Port Said, Djibuti, Lourenco Mar-
ques, Canton, Yokohama, Pago-Pago,
Buenos Ayres, Montevideo, Callao, know
them well) and though they are all very

great blackguards and have caused much
harm and sorrow and suffering, and
though their photographs have been taken

out of the red-plush albums and from the

mantel-pieces in the sitting-rooms, their

])ictures still linger in the hearts they have
broken, and that is why I am going to

tell their stories, but not their names.
Most of them were gentlemen in the

beginning— bank presidents, cashiers,

contractors, treasurers of corporations, you
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know the smug-faced, frock-coated breed

—but the Opportunity and the Tempta-
tion met and in the end they left their

country for their country's good, usually

between two days, and nearly always they

took with them other people's money and
sometimes other people's wives. Shaven
beards and assumed names and tramp
steamers whose skippers ask no inconveni-

ent questions of passengers who are able

to pay handsomely for poor accommoda-
tion, help them in their flight and event-

ually they begin a new life under a new
flag and a new name at Lima or Mogador
or Macao. Some of them, and they are

the most fortunate, have the courage to

blow out their brains and so end the shame
and the torture of it all ; some go into busi-

ness so that they may not have time to

think; others drag out dreary existences

in hotel bars and on hotel verandahs, be-

traying themselves by their pitiful over-

anxiety to dine and wine every fellow-

countryman who comes along, in their

eagerness to hear the latest scraps of news
from that Home to which they can never

go back.

A few of them w^ear the blue tunics

and baggy trousers of France's Foreign
uegion ; some are helping various dusky
rulers to hold down their unstable thrones

;

one is drill-master to an Oriental army,
and another is spy-in-chief at an Oriental

court. But no matter in what far corners

of the earth they have sought to hide

themselves, they are fugitives from justice

still, and if you should call them by their

own names they would not answer, and if

you should approach them from behind
and clap them on the shoulder suddenly

you would find a pistol-barrel shoved

against your ribs, for above them hovers

always the shadow of the Law. So, while

you will not forget that the men who slink

or swagger across the next few pages have
caused much unhappiness for their fam-
ilies and their friends, it will do no harm
to remember that homesickness and ostra-

cism and exile are punishing them just

as surely as the bars and the prison-stripes.

Between the two oceans how many men
holding positions of financial responsibil-

ity are there, I wonder, who, reading in

the evening paper of the capture of a

criminal in some far land, have not

thought, "Ah, but 1 am cleverer than

that. If I, with my intelligence, should

ever take to crime and flight, they would
never lay hands on me." How many bank
cashiers, I wonder, who, harassed by the

attempt to make income and expenditure

meet, have not whispered to themselves,

"How easy it would be for me to fill a

valise with these banknotes which pass

every day through my hands—fifty, a

hundred, five hundred thousand dollars,

even—and slip away from cares and wor-

ries to the shelter of some easier-

going land. ... A low-

roofed, broad-verandaed bungalow beside

an azure sea ; a cane chair under the palm-

trees and beside it a stand with cheroots

and tinkling glasses; a happy, lazy land,

sans telegraph, sans telephone, sans the

subway at the rush hour and the clatter

of the stock ticker and the raw March
winds"—come now, be frank: how many
of vou have not dreamt .such a dream as

this?

But it is not worth -while, my friends.

Men as brainy and as brilliant as you have

tried it, and a neglected grave south of

the line or a convict's number in a north-

ern prison marks their ends.

Given the opportunity, a man of cool-

ness and resource and daring may suc-

ceed in getting out of the country wdth al-

most any .sum. But it is only then that

the real pursuit begins. From that day

until he is in a casket or a cell the hunt

never halts nor flags. The submarine

cables and the wireless dash-dot his crime

and his description to the uttermost ends

of the earth; the Mauretania may not

dock at Liverpool or an ocean tramp may
not unload cargo at Port Limon that some

quiet, keen-eyed man is not beside the

gang-plank as the passengers come ashore,

scrutinizing each in turn; his picture and

his description hang on the walls of every

consulate and shipping-office from Per-

nambuco around to Shanghai.

So closely is our mesh of extradition

treaties and diplomatic understandings

drawn, that to-day there is no single civil-

ized country in which he can find a home.

Let us suppose that he succeeds in making
his way to some one of those few semi-

•^
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civilized countries with which we have no

definite arrangements for the surrender of

fugitives—Morocco, perhaps, or Abys-

sinia, Afghanistan or Persia, one of the

Central Asian khanates, or the Central

American republics. It will be only a

matter of weeks, at most, before his pres-

ence becomes known and news of it is

flashed to the detective bureaus of the

world. The United States may have no

treaty with the ruler in whose dominions

he has taken refuge, but the Department

of State makes a polite request through its

Minister Resident or Consul-General for

the fugitive's surrender, promising, per-

haps, to reciprocate should opportunity of-

fer, and the shah, or sultan, or president,

as the case may be, preferring the good-

will of the great republic to the gratitude

of an escaped criminal, promptly lays rude

hands upon him and sends him in, under

escort, to the consul at the nearest port.

He is sent home by the next steamer in

the custody of a broad-shouldered, busi-

nesslike person and when he goes ashore

the passengers crowd the rail to stare at

him and at the thin steel chain which

links his wrists.

Sometimes, how^ever, the bonding com-

panies and the police authorities decide

that he is not worth the trouble and ex-

pense of extraditing and bringing back,

and that, to my way of thinking, must be

the worst of all, for then there is lacking

the excitement of the chase and he is

abandoned to his self-made exile, shunned
by foreigners, sneered at by natives, a

man without a country and without a

home. The cool bungalow becomes a

damp and silent prison, the cane chair

and the iced drinks lose their first de-

light, the painted sea and the lazy palms
he grows to hate; he longs for the sound

of the familiar, friendly voices, for the

roar of the street traffic and a whiff of

crisp northern air, and one day he walks

into an American consulate and gives him-

self up, or, perhaps, there is a muffled re-

port one night in the dim interior of the

bungalow, and the native servant, steal-

ing in at dawn, finds a lamp still burning

and a packet of stamped and addressed let-

ters and a huddled Something on the bed.

IF you will lean over the bar of the

Grande Bretagne in Athens, and if the

.shoulders of your coat are sufMciently

broad and the toes of your shoes sufficient-

ly round to stamp you unmistakably as

an American, you are almost certain to

be joined by a little, timid, side-whiskered

man, who will ask the privilege of buying
the cocktails because he, too, is "from
God's own country, sir." \Vithin five min-
utes you will be sitting with him at one

of the mosaic-topped tables in the corner

and he will be plying you with eager ques-

tions about the new plays and the latest

song-hits and if they still have the same
leather easy-chairs in the lobby of the

Hoffman House, and is the air in the sub-

way really good, and how is the dining-car

service betw^een New York and Chicago.

And so congenial does he make himself

that almost before you know it you have

accepted his invitation to drive down to

Phaleron for tea and to dine at his house

afterward. While you are chatting, in

drops the consul-general, whom you al-

ready know—everyone does drop in at

the Grande Bretagne at cocktail time

—

but instead of responding to your beckon-

ed invitation he shrugs his shoulders at

sight of your companion and turns away.

"Queer how touchy these consuls are,"

you say to yourself, and go on describing

to your eager auditor Broadway's latest

importation of prima-donnas.

At four o'clock to the minute he comes
for you with a victoria and pair that would

do credit to Fifth Avenue. The drive is

interesting and you could not wish a bet-

ter informed conductor. He does not

seem to be on bowing terms with many of

the people you pass, it is true, but you are

too busy seeing the points of interest to

notice that. At Phaleron you have tea

on the terrace of the Aktion and eat a

great many more petits fours than are

good for you, and lean back in your chair

and listen to the strains of a Roumanian
orchestra, while you gaze out across the

lazy blue iEgean and stand up with the

others when the King, a timid, unhappy-

looking man in a naval uniform, drives

by, and finally your carriage takes its

place in the long procession of vehicles
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which winds its way back to the capital at

sunset.

After passing street on street of Anthen-
ian villas, white, pale pink, pale green,

pale yellow, the carriage suddenly pulls

up at a house so obviously American as to

be almost startling. It has red brick walls

and brown stone piazzas and green blinds

and a blue slate roof, and taken altogether

is a fine example of that type so common
during the architectural reign of terror in

the early eighties. An elaborate iron fence

surrounds a stretch of well-kept turf, iron

hitching-posts in the form of expectant

pickaninnies stand on either side of the

stepping-stone, and there are iron dogs

and iron deer on the lawn. The hammock
and the rustic chairs on the ])iazza are

manifestly of American importation, and
so are the screen doors and the over-carved

and over-gilded furniture within.

The hostess you find to be altogether

charming, despite her effusive manner and
her peroxidized hair; your host fairly

radiates hospitality and the dinner is

above reproach. The talk is all about
home, of course, and you mention the lat-

est musical comedy success, which you saw
the night before sailing.

''When we left home," says your host-

ess—and, oh, the caress in that word home—"they were singing 'Annie Rooney' and
'Two Little Girls in Blue,' " and going
over to the piano she begins to play one
of these melodies which was the hit of a

yesterday long passed. But it is a song,

commonplace and vulgar as it is, which
brings the laugh which brings the groan,

and in another minute she has whirled
around on the piano-stool w^th her face

buried in her handkerchief.

"Let's go home, Jack," she says, raising

a tear-stained face, "I'm so homesick.
Please take me home," and your host

answers, "Yes, dear, we really must run
over to God's country next spring and
make a visit." And hastily making your
thanks for an altogether delightful even-

ing, you go out into the fragrant night,

wondering why on earth any American
lets business keep him away from his own
land so long.

The next morning you meet the consul-

general on the street. "I see old A

lost no time in getting hold of you," he
remarks. "Drive, dinner, music, good
cigars—usual thing, I suppose? Well, I

can't blame him much, poor devil. He's
about eaten up with homesickness. Of
course, you'll pardon my not joining you
yesterday, but I really can't afford to be
seen with him in public; official position,

public opinion and all that sort of thing,

you know. What? You haven't heard
the story yet? A was president of a

bank in Southern California. Man of un-
quastioned integrity, president of the local

chambei of commerce, taught a Bible

class, pillar of the church, leading citizen;

began to speculate and then to peculate

—easy .step from one to the other, you
know—and one fine morning the town
woke up to find that its foremost citizen

had skipped in the night with the wife of

his best friend and a valise containing the

l)ank's assets.

"Of course, they set the Pinkertons on

his trail and they caught up with him
here, but in those days there was no ex-

tradition in Greece, except for murder,

and so he was safe as long as he stayed

inside of Greek frontiers. He liked it

out here at first, but after a time the home-
sickness got hold of him and the woman
and he tried to compromise with the bank,

but they wouldn't have it and swore that

sooner or later they would land him be-

hind the bars. He can't get into any of

the clubs—and Heaven knows the Greeks

are not over-particular—and, of course,

neither he nor the woman are received by
any of the foreigners, though they built

that big house you dined in last night in

the hope that it would make things easier

for them socially. Why, will you believe

it. they had the plans for that house

drawn in the States and brought over the

furniture and the window-curtains, and
even the door-knobs, so that they could

imagine that they were back home. Piti-

ful, I call it.

"Take it all around, they are the two

unhappie.st people that I know. They talk

home and they think home and they

dream home and when they meet any one

who doesn't know their story they always

pretend that they are going there next

spring, and all the while they know per-
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fectly well that they would be nabbed the

minute they set foot on shore at Port Said

or (;!il)raltar or Naples. Just the same,
I'lu willing to l)et a month's salary that

old A does go home one of these

days and face the music. There's no place

like home, you know, particularly when
you can't go there. Come over to the

Grande Bretagne and have a drink."

SHOVED off by itself in the moun-
tains of Central America, midway
between the two oceans, lies Guate-

mala City, which, as everyone knows, is

the capital of the republic of that name.
It is not so many years ago that I was sit-

ting with a friend in front of the Cafe del

Globo, the one, you know, which stands

just across the plaza from the archbishop's

palace. It was during those stirring days

which followed the assassination of Presi-

dent Barillas, when the country was still

in an uproar and the new executive was
trying to prop up the rickety chair, of

state. We sat in the grateful coolness of

the colon ade, my friend and I, and over

our coffee and sweet biscuits watched the

motley proce.ssion of Guatemalecan life

lounge by: rancheros in leather trousers

and silver-trimmed sombreros, half-naked
Indians sweating under their enormous
burdens, tatterdemalion soldiers slouch-

ing along in ill-fitting uniforms of soiled

and ragged linen, policemen with white

gloves and Winchester carbines, officers

smart in bottle-green and scarlet.

As we chatted over our cigarettes a man
approached us; the most disreputable-

looking man, I think, I ever saw. His
hair was as long as his beard, his suit of

white drill was stained and torn beyond
redemption, his feet were thrust into na-

tive sandals, and the wreck of a straw hat

covered his head, but in spite of his ap-

pearance he approached us with a certain

air of confidence as though he was so cer-

tain of himself and his position that the

miserable rags he wore were a matter of

no consequence at all. It w^as just the

same air of easy assurance that I once no-

ticed in a young British peer whose hunt-

ing clothes were ruined when his horse

fell at a water-jump and who was compell-
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ed to go through the rest of the day wear-

ing a suit of greasy whipcords he had bor-

rowed from a stable-boy.

As I was saying, the Disreputable One
approached us with as much confidence as

tliough we were meeting in a club and
were old friends. "You gentlemen are

Americans, I am sure," he said, "and I

am an American, too, though my clothes"

—with a whimsical glance at his im-
possible garments—"woiild scarcely be-

tray me, would they? And that is why
I am going to ask you to lend me fifty

dollars—I said lend, mind you."
Now, if some other man had said that

we should probably have called the big

head-waiter and had him kicked out, but
underneath this man's shabby exterior

were the unmistakable earmarks of a gen-

tleman, so we asked him to sit down with

us and poured out another cup of the

atrocious coffee and called for more bis-

cuits. One's impulses are given freer

rein in these careless lands than would
he possible or profitable in our colder and
more suspicious North.

"Give us the yarn," we said, and passed

him the cigarettes.

"You are the first people in two years

who have treated me like a white man,"
said the outcast, his eyes filling with tears,

"and I'll be square with you. I'm one of

the men that can't go back. I got into

trouble back home—no matter what, no
matter where—and made the country too

hot to hold me. That was two years ago,

and ever since then I've been wandering
through these grea.'jy republics trying to

earn a living. My last peso went yester-

day, and, as you can see for yourself, gen-

tlemen, I'm up against it. Seeing me in

these rags, you may well doubt it, but I

was a genflemen once myself and a gradu-

ate of a famous university and later on I

held an officer's commii^sion—but what's

the use of talking about that.

"I a.sked you for the loan of fifty dol-

lars, and if you lend it to me I'm going to

get a bath and a shave and a hair-cut and
some decent clothes and then I'm going

straight to this new president in the pal-

ace over yonder and I am going to say

to him, 'Mr. President. I am an Ameri-

can by birth and a soldier by profession
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and I know how to make soldiers out of

these nigger scarecrows of yours^-real sol-

diers that wdll stand up and fight. I am
the kind of a man you need, Mr. Presi-

dent, for I am an American, and, there-

fore, I will stand by you as long as I take

your pay ; I am a gentleman by birth, and
therefore I will tell you the truth. I have
no political axe to grind,- no party sym-
pathies, no factional jealousies; you can
trust me, and that is more than you can
say of most of these gold-braided officers

of yours.' That's what I am going to say

to the president, gentlemen, if you will

lend me the money to make myself pre-

sentable enough to see him—and you will

get your money back."

We lent him the money ; that goes

wdthout saying, for fifty dollars silver is

only twenty-five dollars gold, which, divid-

ed by two, made only twelve dollars and
a half apiece, which, after all, is no great

.sum to risk on a fellow countryman's
chances of salvation. But, do^Ti in our
hearts, neither of us really expected to

see that money again.

Three days later we sat under the same
colonade of the same restaurant looking
out over the same sun-bathed plaza at the

same variegated procession. Leon, the

big head-waiter, had just poured our cof-

fee, when we heard the clatter of hoofs in

the street behind us, but troops were pass-

ing and repassing, so we paid no attention.

A moment later came the clink of spurs

on the stone pavement and our friend the

Outcast, resplendent in varnished boots

and a uniform of green and silver, as trim
and soldierly a figure as one would \^^sh

to look upon, stood before us.

"Here's your money, gentlemen," he
said, tossing some gold-pieces on the table.

"I thank you for the loan of it, and I

thank you still more for your faith in

human nature. As for me, I'm Chief of

Staff of the Guatemalecan army."

MY acquaintanceship with Ernesto
Clay (this name is not his own, but
it is near enough to answer the pur-

po.se) began off the little port of San Jose
de Guatemala, where the Cosmos Line
boat touched on the way from Valparaiso

to San Francisco. The last berth on the
boat had been sold at Panama, but that
had not deterred the agent at San Jose
from disposing of a few more. There is

no harbor at San .Jose, so we spent an un-
comfortable morning pitching in the
trough of the sea two miles off shore, while
waiting for the usual consignment of fruit

and coffee to be put aboard. But the light-

er that came puffing out from shore, laden
to the gunwales -udth cargo, brought a
dozeri passengers besides. As they started
to climb the swaying ladder again.st the
ship's side the German captain, a pom-
pous, red-faced tub of a man, leaned over
the rail of the bridge and, making a .speak-

ing-trumpet of his hands, told them with
unnecessary violence that there -was no
accommodation left and that, tickets or no
tickets, they could not come aboard.
Now, after you have sweated and burned

with fever and shaken with chills and all

but died from homesickness in a filthv,

Godforsaken Central American village for

two or three or perhaps .six years, and have
finally .scraped together enough money to

take you back to the States again, and
after you have been counting the weeks
and days and even the hours until the
steamer sails, and after you have seen that

same .steamer lying out in the roadstead
with her nose pointed to the North, with
its threatres and its wet pavements with
the street lamps reflected in them, and
the restaurants with tables and shaded can-

dles and men and women of your own
kind sitting round them, it is not good to

have a tubby German captain shout at

you that you cannot come aboard the boat

at all and that you must go back to the

swamps and the fever and the heat and
wait .six weeks until another boat comes
along that has room to take you.

Out from the little group of disappoint-

ed pa.ssengers stepped a tall, clean-cut,

clean-limbed American and thrusting

aside the sailor at the foot of the ladder,

Avent up it two steps at a time.

At the top the captain met him, his

face purple with anger.

''Gott in Himmel!" he thundered, "Am
I der captain uf dis .''hip er am I nod? I

dells you der iss for you no blace und up
vou comes youst der same. Who der^
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Teufel are you und vat pizness haf you on

my deck ven to keep off I liaf ordered

you?"
"My name is Clay," said the American,

very quietly and evenly. "You may have

heard of me. The greasers down here

(liink I am quite a wonderful shot. Your
ugent sold me a ticket to San Francisco

und I am going there and I am going on
this hoat, and so are my friends down
there. If you try to prevent us they will

probahly bury you under those two palm
trees you see over yonder on the shore.

You big, fat, German swine, you son of

a Dutch sea-cook, how dare you tell a

wliite man that he can't go back to a

white man's country on your rotten old

ferry-boat? If I ever hear another peep

from you, my friend, I'll fill you so full

of lead that you won't be good for any-

thing but ballast. And after this, remem-
ber to say 'Sir' when you address me."

Turning his back on the awed and
speechless skipper. Clay beckoned his

friends to come aboard. Calling a steward,

he ordered him to carry the luggage into

the steamer's smoke-room, which the man
did in fear and trembling, and there Clay
took up his quarters for the voyage. To
reach the dining saloon it was necessary

to pass through the smoke-room, but so

notorious was Clay's reputation as a des-

perado whose finger was uncomfortably
light on the trigger, that neither officers,

passengers nor crew were hardy enough
to enter the room without first asking the

occupant's permission or even to ask his

permission in the morning until they were
sure he was awake.

At this time Ernesto Clay was still in

the early forties and as fine a figure of a

man as one would see in a week's journey.

The name by which I have chosen to call

him is not, as I have already said, his

own. The name he bears is one of the

proudest in the Old Dominion and there

seems no good reason for adding to the

disgrace and notoriety he has already

heaped upon it. So vicious was the life he
led at college that his father finally dis-

owned him, and Clay, like so many others

of his kidne}^, found more congenial com-
panions on a Texan ranch. In a region

where every one's hand was light on the
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trigger, a man with Clay's nerve and dar-

ing was certain to make a name of one
kind or another—and Clay quickly made
his as a bad man. Contrary to the best

etiquette of the frontier, he carried his

gun in a sling inside his vest and it was
said that he could draw and fire so quick-

ly that the eye could not follow the mo-
tion.

During a drunken brawl one night in

a Texas cow-town he put his proficiency

to the test, the other man fell with a bul-

let through his heart and Clay headed his

pony for the Rio Grande. Wandering
through Mexico in quest of fortune ,'nid

excitement, he began to take part in the

local corridas, his coolne.ss and daring
(|uickly winning him a national reputa-

tion and drawing enormous crowds to

watch the performances of the matador
ATnericano, as he was called.

Eventually he bought a ranch in the

south of Mexico, where he entertained

lavishly, the liquor flowing like water,

but a slight difference of opinion with

the chief of police of Vera Cruz resulted

in the latter's dying quite suddenly with

his boots on. Clay shomng remarkable
promptness in getting across the Guate-
mala border. Before he had been there

a year his name was a synonym for cool-

headed daring from one end of Central

America to the other. Whenever a dis-

satisfied patriot felt that the be.«t interests

of his country—and, incidentally, of his

own pocket—would be furthered by a

change of administration, he sent for Clay,

and it was this exiled American who, for

a half-a-dozen years, played a considerable

part in the blood-stained history of the

Central American republics. Hankering
for the sights and sounds of northern
civilization, he returned to the States, but
the over-readine.'='s of his trigger-finger

again got him in trouble, this time in St.

Louis, his victim being a Mexican bull-

fighter named Cervera. He was arrested,

tried and acquitted on the ground of self-

defence, but public sentiment made ad-

^dsable a departure between two days.

A peculiarity of Clay was his habitual

quietness of voice and manner. The more
excited others became, the calmer he. His
fund of profanity could not be matched
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in the three Americas, but he would utter

the most hair-raising blasphemies in a

voice as soft and silky as though he were
making love. A musician of more than
passing merit, he knew the German mas-
ters as most peojDle know the arithmetic or

the spelling-book, while his knowledge of

the classics was equalled only by his

knowledge of the under-world.

The last time I saw Clay was in the

City of Mexico. A party of us, foregather-

ed from the ends of the earth, were dining
together in a private room of the Hotel
Iturbide. The conversation eventually

drifted around to fugitives and adventur-
ers in general and so it was scarcely sur-

prising that some of us should recall the

exploits of Clay.

''If I ever met that blackguard," de-

clared one of the party, a tall, lank Ken-
tuckian named Hughes, "and he had the
impertinence to offer to shake hands with
me, I'd shoot him like a dog."

Even as he spoke the door swung open
quietly, and as he paused the moso^ an-

nounced. "Senor Clay to see the gentle-

man." There, framed in the doorway,
smiling contemptuously and with one
hand slipped careles^y into his vest, stood

the very man wdiose name was on our Ups.

It was one of those amazing coincidences
which occur more often in fiction than in

fact.

''Good evening, gentlemen," he said,

making a sweeping bow. "Permit me to

present myself—my name is Ernesto Clay

;

some of you may possibly have heard it

before."

Walking straight across the room to

where Hughes stood glowering at him,
Clay put out his hand. "I am particu-

larly pleased to meet you, sir," he said in

silken tones, "Won't you shake hands?"

Amid a breathless silence they looked
into each other's eyes for a minute that

seemed an eternity, two as fine specimens
of manhood as one would wish to see,

broad-shouldered, small-hipped, made of

steel and vdre and rawhide, taking stock of

each other as do the bull and the matador
before the final charge and thrust. For
a full minute they looked at each other

without a word and then their hands met.

TWO gentlemen named Greene and
Gaynor are now living at the public
expense in a federal institution in

Georgia, because they made a slight error

in judgment in thinking that it would be
just as easy to hoodwink the United States

Government in regard to the building of a

certain breakwater as it was to deceive a

village board of aldermen. The fact that
their judgment in this particular case was
grievously at fault is proved by the some-
what conspicuous pattern of clothing they
are wearing at the moment.
They made another mistake in think-

ing that they could escape the long arm
of the Federal law by crossing over the St.

Lawrence River, on the further side of

which they proposed to build expensive
houses with the Government's money and
to settle down to new and more or less

happy lives under a new flag. My pur-
pose, however, is not to recount the his-

tory of the Savannah breakwater frauds
or of the Gaynor-Greene extradition case,

but to relate the real story—for the first

time, I think—of how the kidnapping of

the fugitives by Federal detectives was
foiled by an avaricious hotelkeeper. It is

a story which strikes me as having a dis-

tinctly humorous side.

While the opposing lawyers were wran-
gling and arguing and calling for writs

and subpoenas and caveats and body-
warrants, the fugitives had settled down to

enjoy themselves at a certain great hos-

telry in Quebec which rears itself high on
a hill overlooking the river and the town.
They were the hotel's most profitable

guests, for where others ordered beer they
called for champagne; where others ate

ham sandwiches and enjoyed them, they
criticized the flavor of the caviare; where
ordinary travelers were content with a

room and a bath, they occupied five-room

suites, and, unlike the summer tourist,

they did not pack their trunks at the end
of a few days and flit back across the bor-

der, but stayed on and on and on. With
the approach of mnter and the departure
of the last tourist, the American refugees

became the mainstay of the hotel. Be-
tween their suites and their wines and the

horde of sycophants that surrouned them
they were as profitable to the manage-
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ment as a whole houseful of transients.

Their loss \A'ould have been a calamity in-

deed.

But things could not go on forever thus.

Federal justice may be slow, but it is al-

most as sure as death or taxes. Returning
from a stroll in the early darkness of an
autumn evening, Greene and Gaynor
were set upon by a group of men who had
been lurking in the shadows; an extra-

dition warrant, signed by a Montreal
judge, was thrust into their faces, and,

despite their protestations, they were
hustled into a carriage and rushed to the

riverside, where a speedy launch was wait-

ing with steam up to carry them into an-

other and less prejudiced jurisdiction and
within easier reach of American justice.

Quietly as the kidnapping was effected,

it was witnessed by several passers-by and
word of it was at once telephoned to the

fugitives' hotel. Now the truth of the

matter was that the Canadian Govern-
ment was heartily glad to be rid of two
such embarra.ssing visitors and hoped that

it would never see their faces again. Not
so the hotel management, however, and
no sooner did the news of the kidnapping
reach them than they bent every energy
to bring back their abducted guests to

occupy those suites at fifty dollars a day.

Telegraph keys clicked and telephone
bells jangled. ''We must have them back,"
said the manager in wild excitement.
''We can't let our best paying guests be
taken away from us like this. Why, we
might as well close the hotel. Charter a

special train. Order the fastest boat on
the river to meet us at Three Rivers. Fill

it with lawyers and police. Put in some
sandwiches and champagne in case we
rescue them—and don't forget to make
a note of it on their bill. We'll get them
yet."

And they did. Not on the river, it is

true, for the launch bearing the prisoners

paid no attention to the commands to

"Halt, in the name of the King!" but
sped on its way to Montreal. But so bit-

terly was the case contested on behalf of

Greene and Gaynor l^y lawyers employed
by the hotel, that the fugitives were even-
tually returned to Quebec jurisdiction,

celebrated their narrow escape from extra-
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dition with a banquet, which, we may sup-

l)0se, added materially to their bill.

But it is scarcely fair to enroll Messrs.

Greene and Gaynor among the Men That
Can't Come Back, for, a few weeks later,

as the result of a decision by the Lord
High Chancellor of England, they were
turned over to American justice and did

come back—in handcuffs.

THERE once went to Sandhurst,

which is the English West Point,

an extremely nice young man. He
was good looking and well mannered and
as he happened to be the son of a marquis
he had the privilege of tacking "Honor-
able" before his name. His people had
a town house in Portland Square and a

big place down Devonshire way, and as

his social qualifications were altogether

unimpeachable he had no difficulty in be-

ing gazetted into a very smart regiment
indeed.

But it is an expensive luxury to be an
officer in a smart regiment, as the young-
ster soon found out, for what with sub-

scriptions to the regimental coach, and
the regimental pack, and the regimental

box at Covent Garden^ and the regimental

marquees at Henley and Hurlingham and
Ajcot, the rather liberal allowance which
his father made him was altogether too

small to go around. Then he got into

the hands of the usurers and paid as much
interest per week on the advances they

made him as banks pay a year. He knew
how to play cards, though, and so he be-

gan to look forward to the setting out of

the green tables in the mess-room each

night after dinner as a means of recruit-

ing his finances instead of as an amuse-
ment.
Now this is a very bad state of mind

for a young man to get into and what he
should have done was to have gone
straight to his colonel and told him the

whole miserable business. But instead of

that, he cheated. Every one at the table

saw him do it quite plainly, but they felt

more pity than anger for him and so kept

their mouths closed, thinking it was one
of those mistakes which all young men
make at some time in their lives and that
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he would never do it again. But, finding

how easy it was to win money by cheat-

ing, a few nights later he tried it again.

Now the man who cheats once may be
excused and forgiven, but for him who
cheats twice there can be neither forgive-

ness nor excuse. His fellow-ofhcers were
painfully correct about it all, however,

and instead of calling him a cad and a

cheat they merely prefixed "Mister" to his

name when they addressed him and very

politely declined to play with him at all.

And on top of all this, and to make mat-
ters still worse, if they could be any worse,

it was found that his mess-accounts—he
was treasurer of the regimental mess

—

were tangled up and that the food and
wine and cigars had not been paid for.

His regiment was stationed in Malta at

the time and in the middle of the night
his colonel came to him and advised him
to send in his papers and to leave by a

boat sailing at daybreak so as to avoid

court-martial, both of which he did. He
wrote his father from Naples, asking if he
(Could come home, but the crabbed old

nobleman, inordinately proud of the fam-
ily name and honor, sent him a draft for

a thousand pounds with a message that he
never wished to see his face again.

Began then a weary round of pensions

and table d'hotes—in the summer Lu-
cerne, Lugane, Bellagio, Montreux; in the

winter Biarritz, Pan, Mentone, San Remo,
Monte Carlo—but after a week or so at

each place some one who knew him in the

old days would recognize him in the casino

or on the promenade and from tea-table to

tea-table the whisper would spread "That
good-looking young fellow is Captain B—

,

the one, you know, who was cashiered for

cheating at cards. Think of it ; he actual-

ly cheated twice!" So then he would have
to move on to some other place where peo-

ple did 'not know him, but sooner or later

they would always learn his story and
shun him as they would the plague.

Later on, when his money was almost

gone, he drifted to Constantinople, where
Zia Pasha, the chief of the secret police,

seeing the possible value of such a man,
picked him out of the gutter, metaphor-
ically speaking, and put him on his feet

again. In return for which he became a

palace spy. It was not a pretty business.

His duties consisted in hanging al)out the
bars of the hotels and getting acquainted
over them with visiting foreigners and
gaining their confidence so as to report
what they said and thought and did and
intended to do to the little, grey-bearded
man at Yildiz. When he first went to

Turkey he was still good-looking, with the
most charming manners, so he was ad-
mitted to the foreign clubs and the Euro-
pean society of the capital made much of

him. But one day along came a new at-

tache to the British Embassy, who prompt-
ly recognized him, so he was dropped from
the clubs without any ceremony and the
ladies on whom he called were not at

home to him, the servants said, and even
the Levantine hotel-keepers told him quite

brutally that they would prefer his room
to his company. Only once did he dis-

tinguish me with his attentions. I was
crossing the Sea of Marmora from the

Prince's Islands to Constantinople with
my wife and a young gentleman who was
known to be a leader in the party of Tur-
kish reform and who later on played a

very brave and noteworthy part in the

Turkish Revolution. We were sitting on
one of the benches which run lengthwise

of the rickety old Mahsuse steamers, talk-

ing in rather subdued tones—for in those

days in Turkey it was not healthy to talk

politics aloud—when the English Spy, as

he was called, sauntered up and dropped
into a seat directly behind us, where he
could hear every syllable of our conversa-

tion.

Raising her voice so that it was perfectly

audible across the crowded deck, Mrs.

Powell remarked : "I am told that there is

a spy here in Constantinople who was once

an officer in the British army and who
was cashiered for theft. Now he makes
friends so as to betray them for Turkish
gold. Can you conceive of any one who
ever had the instincts of a gentleman
sinking quite as low as that?" Scarcely

had she finished when the man behind us

rose hurriedly, his face crimson to the

hair-line, and w^alked away.

Lower and lower he sank, so that even

the notorious Samy Bey, the court dent-

ist who was employed to extract secrets
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instead of molars, was quite a gentleman

in comparison. On the evidence which he

furnished, scores upon scores of men were

sent to eat tlieir hearts out in the fever-

stricken oases of Tripoli or the Hedjaz,

while still others disappeared suddenly

and were never heard from again. So when
the Army of Liberation entered Con-
stantinople in triumph that morning in

April of last year, the first man for whom
they sought was the English Spy, and if

they had caught him they would have put

a rope around his neck, and stood him on

a stool under one of a long row of gallows,

and a soldier would have kicked the stool

from under him without any ceremony
at all, and I, for one, should have said

that he quite deserved his fate. But in-

stead of that he escaped by the skin of his

teeth, in a Khedivial mail boat, disguised

as a stoker, and the last I heard of him
he had made his way to Mellila and had
enlisted in the Spanish Foreign Legion to

fight against the Moors. If Fate is kind to

him he may have the good fortune to go
down fighting against odds, and thus

make up in some small measure for all

the sorrow he has caused and the homes
he has desolated, by meeting his end like

a gentleman and a soldier.

I have one more story to tell, but it is

such a very strange and improl^able story,

and will meet with so many denials, that

I rather hesitate to relate it for that very

reason. But so mysterious and interesting

is it that I will endeavor to repeat it just

as it was told to me, and you can believe

it or not, as you choose.

THE ^lan That Can't Come Back in

this case was a very brave general

and a knight to boot, who disgraced
himself so irretrievably that the British

War Ofliice and his friends would be only
too glad to bury his memory in oblivion

and have everyone else do likewise. The
facts in this case, breifly stated, are these:

General Sir Hector Macdonald, command-
er-in-chief of his Britannic Majesty's forces

in Ceylon, being accused of grave miscon-
duct, hurried home to discuss the situation

with the War Office officials in London.
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The authorities curtly ordered him to re-

turn to Colombo and stand his trial.

He left London for Marseilles, presum-
ably to embark for Ceylon, but broke his

journey in Paris, where he put up at a

certain fashionable hotel. At noon on the

fourth day of his stay he received a tele-

gram and immediately went to his room.
The following day Paris learned, as did

the rest of the world, through the London
news agencies, that Sir Hector Macdonald
had shot and killed himself in a Paris

hotel. From first to last the circumstances
surrounding the suicide, the identification

of the body and the arrangements for the

burial were surrounded with the deepest

mystery, which the War Office authorities

and Macdonald 's friends did nothing to

dispel. A casket suitably marked was in-

terred with simple ceremonies in a Scot-

tish cemetery and thus ended the official

career of one of England's bravest soldiers.

But a rumor that Macdonald was not

dead almost immediately crept into cir-

culation in official circles and would not
down. Strange whispers began to leak

out from the Paris police. Rumor after

rumor, story after story, came from vari-

ous parts of the Continent and later from
the Far East, averring that Macdonald had
been seen alive and seen by men who knew
him so well that a mistake in identity was
impos.sible. He w^as seen in Singapore, in

Canton, in Hankow. But no sooner did

these stories appear in print than they were
met wdth vehement denials from his

friends, who said that they, with many
others, had seen a casket wdth a silver

name-plate buried in a Scottish graveyard.

Last year a British army officer, who
had served under Macdonald for many
years and knew^ him intimately, made a

journey of exploration into the interior

of China, into the heart of that my.sterious

country, practically unknown to foreign-

ers, which lies to the west of the Great
Wall. He arrived at an obscure Chinese
village on the eve of the grand maneuvers
of one of the divisions of that army which
is being trained in such mad haste to safe-

guard the empire from Japanese invasion

and to bolster up the tottering fortunes

of the dynasty.
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Riding out upon the great drill plain

the next morning to watch the yellow-

faced khaki-clad infantry at their work,

he turned aside to let a European, wearing
the uniform of a Chinese general, go clat-

tering by with his staff.

"It's Fighting Mac!" cried the English-

man, reining back his pony in utter

amazement as he caught sight of the of-

ficer's face. "My God, it's Macdonald!"
But the other, -^^dthout slackening his

pace or looking to right or left, gave an
order, and two of his staff-ofhcers, wheel-

ing their horses, informed the English-

man politely but firmly that he must at

once leave the province, the secrecy of the

maneuvers being the reason given for

their action. And that there might be
no po.ssibility of his delaying, an escort

was provided to see him on his way.
Now this, remember, is only one of a

score of similar stories which are being

repeated all up and down the China coast,

and the officer in question is only one of

a dozen reputable men who insist that

they have seen Sir Hector Macdonald in

the flesh. I have told you the story as I

heard it and you can take it for what it is

worth, but there is every reason to believe

that precisely such a course on Macdon-
ald's part would have met with the secret

approval of the British War Ofiice, for it

would save the responsibility for an ugly
suicide and the necessity for a still more
ugly trial. Improbable as it may appear,

many hold the opinion, myself among
them, that "Fighting Mac," holder of a

knighthood and a commi-ssion from the

King, is the ranking officer of the Lost

Legion, which, as all the world knows, is

recruited from the Men That Can't Come
Back.

THE UGLY MAN
A freight engine, singing as it careers across the prairie, mut-

tering imprecations as it strains up the grade from the Kicking

Hor.se, purring fifty M.P.H. on the main line from Toronto to

Montreal, with a long string of dumb, frightened, shivering box-

cars following behind like some lady giant's necklace suddenly

bewitched— compels admiration. It has force, direction and

control.

There is a certain Ugly Man, who controls a certain great

system in Canada. He has the same qualities: force, direction

and control. Ambition generates his energy. A desire to be a

"power" caused him to select the goal towards which he travels.

Intelligence controls his force; stops it when it is time to stop;

starts when it is time to start. These three qualities make the

engine. These three make the L^gly Man a god, by comparison

mth other men. From these three is distilled "Power," and is

the goal of the great: and by these three are the useful and the

useless citizens to be separated.
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The
Story Lornesborough Told

By

James Herbertson

Hr^ rode up the main street in front

of the hotel, with a little cloud of

brown dust floating over the pinto's

heels. It was the dust of the irrigation

country, one of the valleys of the Rocky
Mountains which is famous for the apples

which it produces. The night was only

a little way off, though there was still a

wash of crimson light over the ermine
capes of the Eastern summits. The hills

to the west of the valley were in purple

shadow against the gay sunset, with a

shade of green, turning to grey, under-

neath the purple. The colors of a moun-
tain gloaming flowed into the valley out

of a thousand phials hidden in the cran-

nies of the hills, like dyes poured into a

bowl of clear water. A haziness fell on
everything and veiled even the glare of

the patent gasolene lamps in the ice cream
parlor across the way from where we sat

on the hotel verandah. Wallis' eye caught
mine and he motioned me to observe the

figure which, as I have said, was passing

on the cayuse.

Lank and loose-jointed he sat the

horse. Furtively, half sneeringly, he
.seemed to glance toward the group of us
sitting on the verandah. He rode re-

laxed. The lines, in one hand, were slack.

The other hand supported an old time
rifle across the saddle. A long white
beard, dropping almost to his waist, ob-

scured most of his features, but the nose
and the brows and the way the eyes were
set, gave to the figure a distinction which
belied the slouch in the saddle. The fiat

little neck of the pinto lifted from be-

tween the man's sheep-.skin ''chaps" like
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the neck of a small giraffe. Its body was
almost hidden by the rambling propor-

tions and the outlying clothing of the

rider. The stirrups came within only a
few inches of the ground. The pointed

toes of the man's high-heeled riding boots

disturbed occasional pieces of stone which
lay loose in the path of the horse.

''Teddy," said Wallis, turning to the

bar-keep who was standing behind us,

wiping a glass on his towel, "Teddy, who's

that?"

"That!" exclaimed Teddv, "that's Old
Gabriel."

"What's his last name?" asked Wallis.

"He hasn't one."

"What's he do for a living?"

"Oh, he has a little bit of a mine up the

side of that hill " Teddy indicated

a shadow w^hich, but a little time before,

had been a mountain in lodge regalia,

"and he w^ashes enough gold out of his

pickin's each week to feed him and keep
him alive. It's a little bit of pay streak

he has: not enough to be worth anything
to a company and not enough for any-

body to get enthusiastic over. The old

man just gets a livin' out of it and that's

about all."

"How's he come here?" persisted Wal-
lis, leaving his chair and leaning across

the verandah railing to watch the old man
disappearing down the street, "What's the

story?"

"Simple 'nough," replied the bar-keep,

'He was a prospector in the Cariboo gold

rush. When the rush died down he was
only part way out of the mountains. It
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left him stranded on the side of tliat there

hill, like Noah's Ark, I reckon, after the

flood."

'Tshaw!" said Wallis, trying to pro-

voke the bar-keep into telling all he knew,
"Pshaw, that's no reason why a man
should stay up on the side of the hill all

his days! That gold rush was years ago.

He has had lots of time to move on.

"What's he stay there for if the mine is on-

ly a poor one, as you say?"
''You've got me," sighed Teddy, "How

can I tell? They say he is some account
in England, or used to be. They say he's

a Lord or a Viscount or some other such
foolishness, but I don't take much stock

in that, "\lscount! AVhat'd a Viscount
be doin' here?"
"Know anything more about him?"
"No, except well there's only

one man he has anything to do with. It's

a little frozen up fellow about as old as

himself who works in a livery stable over

in the next town. The little fellow turns

up here every six months or so and hangs
around the trail leading to Old Gabriel's

cabin. Every time Gabriel catches him
he l)eats him up, or tries to frighten the

old fellow to death. It's been goin' on for

years. They say that Gabriel has some-
thing, or knows something that makes
old Fritz afraid of him and yet Fritz

can't keep away. There used to be an old

man he's dead now, who remem-
bered "when the two of them were in their

prime. Gabriel always seemed to have the

gun hand on Fritz. Fritz was always

hanging around wherever Gabriel was.

and yet trjang to keep out of sight: and
Gabriel would abuse him. Every year.

Old Fritz has got lower and lower. He
used to be a fine lookin' man, they say.

But he's no account now. He's all broke

up. He whimpers if you look at him.

He's gettin' weak in his head."
Wallis was leafing over a note book.

"Go on," he commanded.
"That's all there is to it," returned

Teddy. "Gabriel's a bully and Fritz is

scared of him. They say that one time

Fritz threatened to .=;hoot Gabriel. He got

his gun out and tackled Gabriel in the

street. But Gabriel didn't so much as turn

a hair or look for his own gun. He just

laughed in Fritz's face and the fool drop-
ped the gun and slunk off. Gabriel's got
somethin' on him. It's killed Fritz's
nerve."

"What do people think it might be?"
asked Wallis.

"People don't think about it at all.

They're too busy growin' apples in this
valley. The old days of shootin's have
'beat it.' These two"^ old fos.sils are rem-
nants of times that nobody 'round here
cares about. They allow the pair is crazy."

"Has he a wife?" a.sked Wallis.

"Some say he has. Some say he hasn't.

Some claims to have seen her but nobody
ever gets near enough his little old place
up the mountain, to know."
"How old would you .say Gabriel was?"
"Might be eighty, but I reckon that's

too high seventy maybe."
"Does he come to the village often?"
"No. He only rides in once in a while.

He always uses the pinto. He limps when
he ."

"Limps? Which leg?" interrupted

Wallis.

"Say!" expostulated the bar-keep," Say
you know, I I don't know every-

th-ng, but well it's his left foot."

".Just one more question," said the

Chief. "Did vou ever .see this old fellow

with his hat off?"

Teddy thought diligently. "Why, no,"

he answered at length, "come to think, I

never have. Now't I recollect, I don't be-

lieve there's anybody around here that

ever has. There's a story that Old Gabe's

hat has grown on, like his hair."

"Kirschman," said Wallis, turning to

me, "I may be wrong, but it looks to me
as though we are getting near Lornesbor-

ough."
"So do I," I returned to the Chief.

"Because " he was about to add.

But he did not finish. We heard a man
running and the sound of a horse 2,allop-

ing down the road, apparently in pursuit.

Just as we leaned over the edge of the

verandah to look in the direction of the

sound, a little grey whiskered man bolted

out of the darkness straight into the pit

of my stomach. He fell on the floor,

panting, and crawled behind my knees,

clino-ing to me with his shrivelled hands.
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and cried, hysterically: "Save me! Save
me I I'm afraid of him. He's going to

hurt me. Oh! Oh!"
Almost at the same moment, Old Gab-

riel's pinto was pulled up at the sidewalk.

The old prospector dismounted and limp-

ed up to the verandah. His face was
twisted into the most unpleasant smile I

ever saw. It was the smile of a man
whose joys are perverted joys.

He stood where a ray of light fell

across his face and jeered at the crouching
Fritz. "Come!" he sneered." "What are

you afraid of? Who's hurtin' you? Ah!"
with a snarl, "Y'may hide now, little

devil, but someday I'll git ye."

He was about to go, when Wallis step-

ped out of the shadow and deliberately

knocked the old man's hat back from his

face. It was apparently held by an elas-

tic. But as the light fell on Gabriel's fore-

head I saw the mark of the man we were
looking for, my chief and I—two long
sears across the forehead ! Wallis clamped
his arms from behind. I had my cue and
slipped steel over his wrists.

"Lornesborough!" I heard the Chief

whisper in our prisoner's ear, "Lornes-

borough. This gentleman and I are em-
ployed by the estate of the Driscoll family,

yes you know the name, Driscoll, of

Dorsetshire! We are looking for Francis

Driscoll. We are prepared to have you
arrested on a charge of ."

"Driscoll!" exclaimed the prisoner,

"Driscoll ! Hell ! There's Driscoll ! Look at

him!"
He pointed with his two manacled

hands toward the crouching figure be-

hind my knees. It was sobbing and beat-

ing its hands together. "No! No!" it was
crying, "I'm not Driscoll ! I'm not. I say

I'm not. You've got Lornesborough.
That's him. But vou haven't got me.
I'm not Driscoll. No! No!"

Wallis w^as puzzled. You can some-

times read the chief's face. But he
motioned me to bring the little man along

as w^ell. We took them to our rooms in

the hotel, after enjoying silence on t)^e

part of the bar-keeper and ensuring it

with a proper fee. We sent for the

"Chief" of the town's police force and el-

plained the situation to him, showing bim

at the same time credentials from our
London and Toronto Offices, and our
warrant against Lornesborough. He re-

mained in the room while we examined
our man.

XL

Wallis and I have been severely re-

primanded for what happened afterward,
that night. Our Bureau does not approve
of letting such things happen as did hap-
pen. But we thought, and we still think,
we were to be excused.

We had been searching Rocky Moun-
tain towns in British Columbia, and foot-

hill towns in Alberta, for several months,
in an endeavor to find something of the
fate of one Francis Driscoll. His person,

or proof of his death, were requisite to the
settling on an estate in England. In set-

ting out on our mission, we were given
papers upon which we could arrange the

arrest of one Lornesborough, Viscount
Lornesborough, who had disappeared

from England about the same time as

Driscoll, who was known to be near him
in the Canadian west and who was known
to ha-s'e reason for disliking Driscoll: that

is to say, we could have proven a motive
for Lornesborough's removing Driscoll.

I had taken the risk of hand-cuffing

Gabriel, but I felt sure—and I knew that

Wallis felt sure, he was the Lornesbor-

ough we sought, and that unless we could

secure him, he would probably refuse to

give us any information whatever, and so

would close to us the most valuable and
surest source of correct information con-

cerning Driscoll. To be sure, we thought

Driscoll was dead. We had picked up
threads of the story w^hich led us to be-

lieve that the man we sought was long

since out of the world. In the brief

scene in the hotel verandah, however, we

had gathered in two men, and one of

them declared that the other was Driscoll.

If it had stopped there we might have

been all right. As it happened, however,

we lost both of them. It was in Driscoll's

last flare of courage. He was so limp and

weak when I brought him into the room

that I did not think to fasten his hands.

In fact there seemed no reason for it. He
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lay exhausted on my bed—the door was
locked—the windows were closed. We
turned our attention to Lornesborough,

alias Gabriel. That was our mistake.

That, and the fact that the local chief of

police left his gun on a chair beside him
where Driscoll could see it.

"Now tell us the story.'"' said Wallis,

briskly, after placing Gabriel in a com-
fortable chair. "We are instructed to

have you held on a charge of murder

—

the murder of Francis Driscoll. You say

that this man here—there on the bed, is

Driscoll. The Chief of Police here says

the man's name is Fritz, that he works in

a livery stable. That he has never known
of him as Dris'coll, and so on. Do you
still say that this is Driscoll?"

"That is Driscoll," replied the j)risoner,

sullenly.

"Then tell us the story—explain

things!" commanded Wallis.

"Take these things of my wrists first."

retorted the prisoner wdth a gleam in his

arrogant, fanatical old face. "There is no
need for them. I will tell you the story

and leave you, a free man. There is noth-

ing that need be hidden. You may as

well know the story anyway. Take these

off."

Wallis obeyed: he removed them \yiih

my key.

"If there's nothing to hide," he
sneered, "why have you always covered

the scars on vour forehead with your
hat?"

"I was thrown in a steeplechase in my
youth. It was a disfigurement. I have
always hidden it."

"Then go on."

For several moments the room was
utterly still. In a corner, on a deep chair,

we had placed Lornesborough. Across
the room was the be^ and the shrunken
fipure of the old man they called Fritz.

The first was apparently an old mountain-
eer, hardened by the weather, and—one
could not help thinking, by some other
influence, operating from within, upon
the very soul of the man. While we sat

waiting for him to speak I could not helj)

but notice that his face was the face of

tha. tjqDe of man who is cruel because ho
has been disappointed himself. It was
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a tablet on which was engraven the his-

tory of a man who might have been one
of the world's great men, good men, even,

had he not been disappointed, embittered

by something. Too strong a man to be

melancholy, too tenacious a man to forget,

too single-hearted a man to ea.se himself

by philosophic arguments—he had filled

his heart with a positive cruelty to dis-

place the negative emptiness of mere sor-

row. This much I gathered, as we sat

watching him.

i\_s he gazed about the room calmly, his

face seemed to change. His eyes rested

on little things from the east that Wallis

and I had happened to leave out of our
luggage. There was a set of clothes

Inrushes from London, the elaborate sort

that traveling Englishmen always carry.

There was an English-made pocket flask

in half-leather. Then too, on the wall

was an old print of St. Paul's and a sketch

of the Towers of Westminster from the

river—from the bargee's viewpoint.

Lornesborough 's eyes took them all in.

As he looked his face dropped some of the

characteristics of the western mountain-
eer; an indefineable something, as though
his mind was trying to get back into an
old environment, and think in an old en-

vironment, showed on his face. When he
spoke his voice was softer, his poise more
carefully preserved. The room recalled

the real Lornesborough out of the old

man Gabriel.

"That is Driscoll," he began.

"How are we to know? He denies it,"

interrupted the chief.

"I give you my word. That was enough
once upon a time. I am willing to ad-

mit that I am Lornesborough. I chose to

abandon that name when I came to this

country. However, let us be quite clear.

If I prove that that is Driscoll, is your
interest in me satisfied?"

"Yes," assented W^allis, "unless some
other charge may be brought against you
])y the local police. At present we—there

is no need to hedge about it, we suspect

Tou of knowing too much about the dis-

appearance of Driscoll. You say this man
on the bed is Driscoll. He denies the

name and no one is produced to support
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your statement. On the other hand we
know this much: you and Driscoll were
suitors for the hand of one woman "

The figure on the bed seemed to stir.

" Neither of you was permitted

to declare his wishes. You were both poor

but aristocratic. Both of you came to

British Cohimbia in the Cariboo Gold
Rush. About a year later you returned

to England alone, with apparently ample
means. You were permitted to i)ropose

marriage but were rejected. You disap-

peared. Since then you have not been
heard from. Driscoll has been advertised

for and searched for but has not been

found. We find you living under an
assumed name and ask you about Driscoll.

You point to this man who denies the

name. He does not resemble the descrip-

tions we have had of him unless perhaps,

he has been very remarkably changed by
the passing of time. So that much of the

story we know. Tell the rest. It might be
more convenient for you and a little less

trouble for us if you were to offer some
.satisfactory proof that this is the man we
are looking for."

Lorne.sborough began reluctantly,

drumming the arms of the chair with his

finger-tips as he spoke. "1 am not used to

much talking," he said. "That man on
the bed is afraid to admit that he is Dris-

coll, because he is afraid that he may be

arrested on a charge of murder. He is

afraid. I will tell you the story and then
—he will have been listening and you
will see that what I say is right. The
Thing over there, is the man you want.

This is the story.

''1 have always hated Driscoll. For
that matter," he pulled at his beard nerv-

ously, "for that matter I can never leave

off hating him. It will give me a certain

amount of pleasure to see him wriggle

when I tell the story. It is the revelation

of something he has been wanting to

know for very many years. Moreover, it

will bring him to life. He will admit
that he is Driscoll. He is interested. He
can't help listening. He has dogged my
trail for years at the same time that he
was in mortal fear of me just because he
flid not know what I shall tell you.

"As I was saying I hated him. At

school, at Cambridge, at the clubs—wher-
ever I met him I hated him. He offended
my sense of—well my sense of what was
worthy to live. He had neither appear-
ance, nor wit, nor money, nor .skill, nor
manner. He was the most uninteresting
man alive. He was not even sickly

enough to command pity. He was an
offence in the eyes of any full-blooded

man—^that such a creature should be giv-

en the same privileges of living and talk-

ing, wasting good wines and occupying
space that might have been enjoyed by
real men. My early regard toward him
was contempt. He was a weakling. I

was a ruddier type. I had—I am speak-

ing with the coldness of an old man, all

that he lacked, except the money. We
were both poor, ]jut I could ride and shoot

and talk and dance well.

"When he offered his attentions at the

same door where I was offering, or hoping
to offer mine—to a lady, in contempt I

pitied him. When both of us were dis-

missed by the parents, when I found him
on board the same ship with me, bound
for the same point in British Columbia,

when we packed and paddled up the trail

to Cariboo, within only a few hundred
yards of one another all the time—in con-

tempt I pitied him.

"But when I found that his hopes of

marrying the woman were brighter than

mine, when he told me, simpering, that

she had pledged herself to him, secretly,

and had specifically vowed herself again.'-'t

me, I called him a liar, and hated him
with new hate.

"Do you know Blatz, the camp where

the largest finds were made in the early

history of the ru.sh? Probably not. It was

there that we located, the two of us, and

there that we both made the pay-streak

about the same time. I gathered a royal

fortune. So did Driscoll. I booked ?.

pa.ssage home. He booked the next day.

"One night there was a fight in a cer-

tain saloon. Those who happened to be

in the room were all my friends with the

exception of Driscoll and a few strangers.

One of the strangers was shot, across the

cards. Driscoll and the other strangers

had been playing with him. Driscoll was

drunk, drunk as a fool and he picked up
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the empty gun, still smoking and while

they were carrying the stranger into a

corner, he waved it about, over his head,

and laughed—he had the most irritating,

silliest laugh I ever heard. No one saw

who had fired, save me. It was not Dris-

coll. It was one of the .strangers.

''Notice that?" asked one of my friends,

pointing at the idiot. "It'd look kind of

])ad for him if this was a regular police

precinct, eh, Lornesborough?"
"I said nothing but it made me think.

''Next day I was packing my things

when Driscoll came to me, grinning, and
])ut his arms across my shoulders.

"Lornesborough," he said, "It is unfair

to you to let you return to England under
any misunderstanding."

"What's the misunder.standing?" I

asked, getting out of range of his touch.

"Weil," he said, "It's this. There's no
hope for you in going back, old man. She
has promised me."
"And I " I exclaimed.

"She said she would refuse any atten-

tion from you, Ijornesborough. In fact,

she promised—me."
"Well " our prisoner shrugged his

shoulders, in the manner of one who pre-

tends to laugh to recall old hurts. "Well
he proved it. He showed me parts of let-

ters—fool! He tried to be

—

kind about

it. He was sorry for me.
"Sorry for we!
"I gathered my friends who had been

in the room at the time of the shooting. I

obtained the services of a traveling notary
from the next camp. I secured affidavits

describing the shooting and Driscoll's con-

duct that night. The affidavits were clean.

They merely stated that Driscoll had been
playing Black Jack mth three strangers—.strangers to each other. Driscoll was
drunk. There was a quarrel which was
given little attention. A shot was heard.

One of the strangers lay dead. The others

had mixed in the crowd and Driscoll held
a smoking revolver in his hands. There
were other points as well. In fact the evi-

dence was quite complete.

"I showed copies to Driscoll the morn-
ing before he was to have set out for Van-
couver. I met him coming down the
trail, whistling and ready to be a friend
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to any man, more particularly to me,
whom he pitied.

"So I showed him the papers. He
spluttered and protested. I told him I

knew he was quite innocent, but I ex-

plained that he had no defence and that

the papers could be of some slight use—to

me.
"I took the trail for A^ancouver next

(lay and left him blinking. I went home.
I went to the old house. The girl was
there, still single, still waiting. But she

was disappointed when she saw me. She
refused me.

"She had—she had a pretty face. God
— 1" Lornesborough bit his beard, "but
then, any lover says that. The point is

that I went away from the dance that

night with a place in my soul that had to

1)6 filled. Most souls have a chamber,
which is filled in some, with material, am-
bition, in some with an overwhelming
love, in some wdth the little cares of to-

day and to-morrow, and the little joys

of yesterday, and the gravestones of old

'little things.' But in large souls

the chamber contains ideals and am-
bitions, and if you empty it, if

things that fill the emptiness: melancholy
things the fill the emptiness: melancholy
in some, philosophy in others—and hate

in others.

"I hated. It occupied my mind. A
woman had jilted me for—Driscoll! I

went to her with the papers and she faint-

ed. I could have killed myself for my
very brutality, and yet—yet, I hated. It

was at least something to occupy my mind.
It kept me still with a purpose in eating

l)reakfast. So I gave her the papers and
a promise, in exchange for more than
twenty letters in her own hand, on her
own notepaper, scented with her favorite

perfume, which I required her to write at

my dictation.

"In the first she said : 'Dear Francis,—

I

have married Lornesborough. They have
forced me into it. Nothing matters now,
but I am going with him to your country.

I could not live in England. I may see

you there. Seek me. Come to me. You
are brave—take me away. Help me.'

"Each of the letters was an appeal to

Driscoll to come to her—who was supposed
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to be suffering as 'my' wife. The dates

were placed at intervals in the future. I

sealed the letters. I made the girl prom-
ise, as a further insuring of Driscoll's

safety, not to write to him. If she did, I

pointed out, I would soon discover it

—

for it would interfere with my plans, and
then I would place Driscoll—where I

chose. She begged to know by 'plans,'

but I did not tell her. I remember that

very well."

Lornesborough rested. Wallis studied

him. The ''chief" of police played with

his helmet. I saw the man on the bed
sitting up, one hand supporting him from
behind, the other feeling his mouth, weak-
ly. His jaw had dropped. His eyes were

staring as a man, slowly waking, stares

at the drawn window-blind, trying to pick

up the thread of consciousness again.

Wallis broke the silence with a com-
mand. "Go on !" he said.

For the first time, Lornesborough hesi-

tated. His face, too, was drawn.
"Somehow," he blurted out, looking

about him, bewildered, "Somehow, I

feel—"
"Lornesborough!" drawled Wallis, cold-

ly, "We are looking for Driscoll. Where
is he? Finish your story. This man
still denies that he is Driscoll."

"Yes! yes!" echoed the limp one, still

staring vaguely, "Yes, I deny it—I—I

—

deny it!"

Our prisoner smiled, and took up his

story.

"I had my revenge," he said, simply,

"That was all. I had nothing else to do.

The vigorous life in this country made it

impossible for me to resume the narrow
round at home. I tried France. I tried

Italy, but I could find no interest in any-

thing but hate. Driscoll seemed such a

puny object in my way. I wanted—what
I wanted, and this weakling—cur—puppy
—milksop—ninny—stood in the path. I

could not kill him. That offended my
sense of cleanness. Killing is mussy. I

wished him no actual bodily harm. I

merely hated him and craved some ex-

quisite torture to inflict upon him, a

counter-irritant for my own heart.

"So I used the weapons I had. I went

back to British Columbia. I hired a cer-

tain dance hall woman to act as a 'bride.'

She was English and did the part well.

She wore a heavy veil. Everybody that
came to meet her—she was a stranger in

town—spread the talk of my English
bride. And finally it reached Driscoll.

About this time he received, too, the first

letter. Also about this time I met him on
the street, told him of my "success"—it

was a lie, of course, and warned him, on
the penalty of exposing the affidavits, to

keep away.

"What more do you want? I had him
there," indicating the hollow of his fist,

"I sent him one of the letters every now
and then, telling him, in her writing, and
under her name, to 'Come! come! I am
unhappy." At the same time, I, in person,

warned him off. At first the letters were

sent frequently, then the periods between

grew longer. Then I smuggled the dance-

lady away and moved up here in the

mountains. The letters still went. I still

threatened him. The later letters—all of

them written so many years ago, I had
ordained to be more plaintive—reproach-

ful. They must have hurt. He hung
about my trail. He tried to break into

my house. Indeed, he tried once to shoot

me, but his nerve was gone. I laughed in

his face and he dropped the gun.

"Meanwhile, I have a collection of

books. I have written discourses on the

fourth dimension, and a few verses of

poetry. I have hunted and fished and

read. Life has passed quite interestingly,

but I have maintained this one—little di-

version. I have watched my man dang-

ling like a hooked trout, called, yet not

daring to answer ; invited, but forbidden

;

.summoned and lagging, challenged by the

woman he loved—and afraid. I have seen

him drop lower and lower down the lad-

tier—it was bound to have happened any-

way, he was such a weakling. He is only

a child now. The sport is gone. I only

hate him a little, for old times' sake, and

a little amusement.

"I murder Driscoll? I?" he paused.

"I have killed his soul. I have mur-

dered his life. I have ruined him and

cheated him. But there! There he is,

gentlemen—quite alive. I have not to^ch-
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ed him or his property. Yet see—see

how he writhes!"

Old Gabriel's face was livid. He had
revived liis old worn-out passion. He sat

leering across the room at his victim. He
made a motion as thougli he would ri.se

and cross the lioor of the room to stand
over his man, and worry him, as a ter-

rier worries a kicking mouse, but Wallis
motioned him back.

Driscoll was sitting up.

"Yes," he muttered, still trying to sum-
mon his faculties, "Yes, I am DriscolL

Yes."

"I said so," cried Gabriel, victoriously,

])reparing to rise, but we were watching
1 )riscoll.

Slowly he called his straying soul back
into his bodv. With much labor he was

trying to din into his silly mind the mean-
ing of the words he had heard, before his

ears were empty of the echo. With pains

he was piecing together—the thread—the

import, that the whole thing was Fake!
That he had done no murder! That the

woman! That—^! I saw it coming into

his face—the full meaning. I saw it!

And yet we were too slow.

He fired once. It took Lorne-sborough

as he sat there ready to rise to leave the

room. The sneer was frozen into his face.

He fired twice and Driscoll, too, was
terribly .still. The local chief changed his

quid. Wallis fanned the smoke from in

front of his eyes. The bar-tender was
clamoring on the door in alarm. But
the frightened face of the child Fritz had
changed. As he lay there we saw the face

of a fool—who had waked, once.

VICTORY
It is not life's brief tenure that I moan,

Its many tears, its vanishing delights.

Nor all the bitterness my heart hath known
In the grim silences of wakeful nights.

Nor doth my spirit in the battle quail,

Dreaming of pleasure and inglorious ease;

My arm would answer mighty flail with flail,

And try results with mortal destinies.

But this my prayer, and this my one request:

That "when my wrestle with the foe is done.

It be but said of me, "He did his best,"

—

Not that alone, but let them add, "He won."
—Herbert Midler Hopkins, in Outlook.

m



itWhy—Protection?^'

By

James Merrill

In reply to an article by.E. C. Drury, which
appeared in the last issue of this magazine.

IT is a well-known fact that there are

no men engaged in any business, finan-

cial, mercantile or manufacturing,

who are making as big a return on their

investment, as are the farmers in north-

western Canada to-day. Yet, strange to

say, this sturdy class of independent yeo-

manry, consents, or appears to consent to

its leaders representing it as a weak, de-

fenceless class, down-trodden by other

classes in the community, and, by infer-

ence—almost objects of charity. Farmers
as individuals, resent this attitude to-

ward them. But as a class they seem to

have endured it too long.

The Free Traders of to-day are many
of them academic gentlemen, who agitate

in farm journals for the reduction, or

abolition, of tariffs, because that is their

hobby, that is their favorite theory.

One cannot doubt their sincerity. One ad-

mires their pertinacity. But they insist in

dividing the people of this country into

two classes: they insist that the farmer

is bound to be a free trader and that the

manufacturer who supports a policy of

protection, is an enemy to the interests of

the farmer. In short, the Canadian farm-

er is being made the vehicle on which the

Free Traders of this country wheel forth

the dead body of their love, for the con-

sideration of the Nation.

Human Kind is much the same wher-

ever it is found. A man is not an angel

because he is a farmer nor a robber be-

cause he happens to be a manufacturer.

We are all much the same and the at-

tempt so often made, to hold up the man-
ufacturer as a man full of dishonest greed,

while every farmer is an honest man al-

ways being unfairly dealt with—is itself

unfair and unworthy. The Canadian
manufacturer is as much a patriot as the

Canadian farmer, not a whit more, not a

whit less. The ruin of this country by
some false policy would hurt the manu-
facturer as much—rather more, than it

would hurt the farmer. Land is as good

to-day as to-morrow; and as good to-mor-

row, if you leave it lying, as in a thousand

to-morrows. But machinery rusts, build-

ings depreciate, stocks will not keep. The
manufacturer has therefore, as much, and

I would submit more, to lose by any sud-

den cessation of national prosperity. He
does not wish the nation injured. He
does not wish the farmer injured. What
hurts one hurts the other.

The difference between the two classes

of the community is this. The farmers,

believe, or are represented as believing,

that Free Trade will give them cheaper

implements and general supplies; that it

will benefit their markets, and so on. They

are said to believe that a policy of Free

Trade or Freer Trade would result in a

better Canada, more work, better prices

for everyone. On the other hand, we, the

manufacturers, believe that a policy of

moderate Protection will not only cause

more factories to spring up within our

boundaries, and protect those already in

existence from unfair competition, but

will benefit the ivhole country: farmer

and merchant, financier and broker, the

clerk in the store, the salesman on the

road, the house-wife in her kitchen—and

the manufacturer. That is the difference
01
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between us. The only trouble is that the

niauui'acturer has so often been represent-

ed as asking lor Protection because i-'ro-

tection would help his business. People

have been told tliat the manufacturer wish-

es the Protection only in order that his

business may be sheltered from competi-

tion, it has been inferred tliat he does

not care what becomes of the rest of the

country, that he would be perfectly happj
to see the whole country wiped out, com-
mercially, all the farms vacated, all the
towns depopulated, just so long as he and
his little factory could sit in the middle
of a held with the wall of Protection

around them. It is ridiculous. The very
value of Protection lies in the fact that

their must be prosperity within the

"wall"—if you wish to use that word,
which has been raised by the tariff. ^Vhat
use would it be for a man to build a wall

around himself and his prosperity, if, in

his haste, he walled out the very prosper-
ity he thought to preserve for himself
and those associated with him? He
would starve to death. So would the

manufacturer, if he raised a tariff against
outside competition which would wipe
out prosperity within the nation.

IS THERE A HOME MARKET FOR
CANADIAN PRODUCTS^

IT has been said that the greater "Home
Market" which the agitators for Pro-
tection promised w^ould result when

the policy was being debated years ago,
has never materialized. The Protection-
ists, then, promised that with a reason-
able tariff', Canada would grow and make
a market for her own farm products and
manufactures. But Free Traders have
been saying that there is no result from
the present policy, that there is no better
"Home Market" than in the old days.

Ask the fruit growlers down in the little

point of land which is called the Niagara
Peninsula. Look at their homes and their
farms laid out like gardens. Does their
prosperity indicate any absence of a
"Home Market?" Where have they been
able to sell their fruit to so great an ad-
G2

vantage that they can afford all the lux-

uries of the city? Why has their land

reached the value of five hundred and a

thousand dollars an acre? Is it because

they have had access to the American
markets? Is it because they sold their

goods in a Free Trade country? Or is it

because they had a great "home market"
among the neighboring cities?

How about the farmers of Montreal

Island? Of the Eastern Townships? Is

it not a "home market" that has made
them what they are? And—would there

have been that same "home market" if

the manufacturers and the men they em-
ploy, and the cities which are supported

by the interchange of commodities be-

tween the farmer and the manufacturing
classes, had been reduced by an over-

powering competition from some foreign

country where labor happened to be cheap
and conditions of manufacture better?

Is the Canadian "Home Market" a
myth when in addition to our own pro-

duction w^e import 300,000 carcasses of

iVustralian mutton every year? This—is

Canada! In Canada the "food supply
source for the Empire?" Is there no
"Home Market" when we import 7,683,-

000 pounds of wool as we did last year?
What became of that wool? If it was not

consumed in the Canadian "Home Mark-
et" then what happened it? Are the Gov-
ernment figures a myth? Or did the cus-

toms offices have some sort of an hallucin-

ation?

In 1901 the Canadian farmers produc-

ed $304,906,866. They exported out of

that $80,276,797. What became of the

rest of it? If it was not exported it must
have stayed at home. Did it lie spoiling in

the fields or was it consumed? We don't

see it in the fields. We hear nothing of

any farmer unable to sell his produce.

Therefore it must have been consumed in

the Canadian "Home Market." The fact

is that we even imported that same year

$29,881,504 in farm produce. Thus the

value of the farm produce consumed in

Canada in that year was $314,511,576, or

eighty-six per cent of the value of all the

farm products in Canada. Since then, in

1908. the value of the farm products im-
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ported into Canada has doubled. Surely
this proves the existence of a ''home
market" for the Canadian farmer, and
surely the Canadian farmer does not for-

get that there is no market more sure and
more evenly profitable.

WHAT CAUSES TRUSTS

f

THEN they say that the tariff creates

trusts. They say that the United
States is trust-ridden because it has

high tariff. The story is not new. It is an
old one. But is it true? As a matter of fact,

Free Trade England leads the world in

Trusts. There is a special book on the

Trusts of England, and it is not a small

one. It tells of the Salt Union, a com-
bination of sixty-four firms; of J. & P.

Coats, five firms; of Bradford Dyers,

twenty-two firms; of the Calico Printers'

Association, forty-seven firms; of the Im-
perial Tobacco Company, thirteen firms,

with a capital of seventy-five millions—
and so on.

Does that bear out the argument that

the tariff creates trusts?

Or does the fact that France, which
has had Protection for two centuries, is

singularly free from Trusts? France is

free of them because they are forbidden

by the Law, and—because the Law, there,

is enforced?

Trusts are not the fruit of the tariff.

They are the result of a modern tendency
to organize, to reduce the costs of produc-
tion by combination, to raise the efficien-

cy of selling staffs by the same means, and
to, true, sometimes reduce competition.

When they operate against the interests

of the public and unduly enhance prices,

then special legislation is requisite for

their control. But Free Trade won't con-

trol them. In fact Free Trade, intro-

duced into Canada just now would tenil

to shut down several of the independent
firms in certain lines of business in Can-
ada and would tend to place our market
under the control of the Trusts of the

United States.

And what about Tariff and Wages? Is

it true, as has been alleged, that the work-
ing people are no better off here than in

England? The average wage of over one
hundred thousand cotton operatives in

Great Britain, as .shown in the "Board of
Trade, Labor Gazette" is practically $4.50
a week. The average wage of over one
million textile workers in Great Britain is

only about $4.10 a week. But our Cana-
dian people will not work for less than
twice this, and the difference is not by
any means due only to a difference in the
cost of living. Yet Free Traders expect
manufacturers in Canada to pay double
the wage paid in England and compete,
without a protective tariff, against this

cheap English labor. There are many
clever men in the manufacturing business
in Canada who would like a few pointers
from the Free Traders as to how this

could be done.

If, as some Free Traders have said, the
''Home Market" is a mere myth; if our
tariff depresses farm prices and enhances
the prices of manufactured goods, statis-

tics would show it. Yet a comparison of

the prices of farm products in the years

from 1873 to 1878, with the years from
1904 to 1909 shows an average increase

in the price of farm products of 18 per

cent.

"TARIFF DOES NOT RAISE THE
COST OF LIVING/'

IV is said by the Free Traders, or some
of them, that the tariff raises the price

of every thing just so much. They
say, off-hand, that "Canadian farm imple-

ments are sent to Australia and New
Zealand and there are sold for less money
than in Canada." There is only one ans-

wer to make to that statement—It is false.

No one can point to a single farm im-

plement sold in Australia or New Zealand

for less money, or everi at as low a price

as in Canada. I challenge anyone to

name a single agricultural implement

used in Canada that is not at least twenty

per cent, higher in Australia than in Can-

ada.

Yet binders enter Australia duty free!

Yet in Canada the duty on a binder is

seventeen and a half per cent ! According

to Free Trader's logic the Canadian farm-

er is forced to pay seventeen and a half

per cent more for a binder than the farm-

er in Free Trade Australia. But is that
63
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the case? No. On the other hand any
binder in AustraHa is from twenty-five

to forty per cent, dearer than in Canada.
A comparison of the prices of manufac-

tured articles in the same two periods

shows an average decrease of 26 per cent.

This means that a given quantity of farm
produce will, in Canada, buy fifty per
cent, more Canadian manufactured goods
to-day under a moderate protective tariff

than it did in the period from 1873 to

1878 under a low revenue tariff.

I do not claim that the tariff has been
the sole cause of the change. There have
been other factors, no doubt. But it re-

mains quite clear that the farmer gets

much more, for the same effort on his

part, than he did before. There is no
definite means by which the effect of a

tariff on the cost of living can be proven.
Cases might be submitted which would
seem to show that the prices of staple

articles are enhanced by the tariff while
the earnings of the consumers remain un-
changed. Other cases might be submit-
ted—and T believe can be more succes.s-

fully demonstrated, that the tariff does
not materially enhance the cost of living

but improves the conditions under which
the workers live. Generally speaking, I

think I am safe in saying that the effect

of a tariff is to develop industries which
can take care of the ''Home Market" and
that the ''local" competition which re-

sults, brings down the prices of the pro-

ducts to a minimum.

"If," says a Free Trader, "after thirty

years of Protection an indu.stry cannot
stand, there is something vitally wrong
with it." But such a statement is hardly
fair. We live .side by side with a power-
ful nation, very highly protected. Can
we keep down our fences to our neighbor's

herd of ninety million, and have our own
modest herd of .'^even million shut out

from the other field?

The merchants and the manufacturers
rejoice in the prosperity of the nation

and, sharing in it as they do, will support

with enthu.siasm any broad public policy

that means the proper collection and ex-

penditure of public revenues for national

development. They do not wish to be
con.sidered as a class. They wdsh the

things that will benefit the whole nation.

They deprecate the making of distinctions

l)etween the interests of the farmer and
the interests of the manufacturing class.

When that promised Monster Delegation

of Western Farmers comes to Ottawa to

interview the Government, the manufac-
turers will be the first to extend the right

hand of fellowship to them. Let all

classes in all communities within the na-

tion sit do-^m together and discuss these

national questions without bitterness,

without any sense of estrangement of in-

terests, and I feel that when such a meet-
ing shall have concluded, each will under-
stand the other's position a little better

and we will have accomplished something
for our own, and our country's good.

II



The Trail of '98

By

Robert W. Service

Author of "The Songs of a Sourdough" and "Ballads of a Cheechakc

BOOK II.

CHAPTER I.

" Q^ AY, you're looking mighty blue.

\0 Cheer up, damn you I What's the

matter?" said the Prodigal affec-

tionately.

And indeed there was matter enough,
for had I not just received letters from
home, one from Garry and one from
Mother. Garry's was gravely censorious,

almost remonstrant. Mother, he said,

was poorly, and greatly put out

over my escapade. He pointed

out that I was in a fair way
of being a rolling stone, and hoped that

I would at once give up my mad notion

of the South Seas and soberly proceed
to the Northwest.

Mother's letter was reproachful, in

parts almost distressful. She was failing,

she said, and she begged me to be a good
son, give up my wanderings and join my
cousin at once. Also she enclosed a post-

office order for forty pounds. Her let-

ter, written in a fine faltering hand and
so full of gentle affection, brought the

tears to my eyes, so that it was very bleak-

ly I leaned against the ship's rail and
watched the bustle of departure. Poor
Mother! Dear old Garry! With what
tender longing I thought of those two
in far-away Glengyle, the Scotch mist sil-

vering the heather and the wind blowing
caller from the sea. Oh, for the clean,

keen breath of it! Yet alas, every day

was the memory fading, and every day
was I fitting more snugly into the new
hfe.

"I've just heard from the folks," I

said, "and I feel like going back on you."

"Oh, beat it," he cried; "you can't re-

nig now. You've got to see the thing

through. Mothers are all like that when
you cut loose from their apron-strings.

Ma's scared stiff about me, thinks the

devil's got an option on my future sure.

They get wised up pretty soon. What
you want to do is to get busy and make
yourself acquainted. Here I've been

snooping round for the last two hours,

and got a line on nearly every one on

board. Say! Of all the locoed outfits

this here aggregation has got everything

else skinned to a hard-boiled finish. Most
of them are indoor men, ink-slingers and
calico snippers; haven't done a day's hard

work in their lives, and don't know a pick

from a mattock. They've got a notion

they've just got to get up there and pick

big nuggets out of the water like cherries

out of a cock-tail. It's the limit,"

"Tell me about them," I said.

"Well, see that young fellow standing

near us?"
I looked. He was slim, with gentle,

refined features and an unnaturally fresh

complexion.
"That fellow was a pen-pusher in a

dough joint—I mean a bank clerk. Pink-

love's his name. He wanted to get hitch-
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cd to some girl, but the directors would-

n't stand for it. Now he's chucked his

job and staked his savings on this trip.

There's his girl in the crowd."

Bedded in that mosaic of human faces

I saw one that was all sweetness, yet

shamelessly tear-stained.

"Lucky beggar," I said, "to have some

one who cares so much about his going."

"Unlucky, you mean, lad. You don't

want to have any strings on you when
you play this game."
He pointed to a long-haired young

man in a flowing-end tie.

"See that pale-faced, artistic-looking

guy alongside him. That's his partner.

Ineffectual, moony sort of a mut. He's a

wood-carver; they call him Globstock;

told me his knowledge of wood-carving

would come in handy when we came to

make boats at Lake Bennett. Then
there's a third. See that little fellow

shooting off his face?"

I saw a weazened, narrow-chested man-
nikin, with an aggressive certainty of

feature.

"He's a professor, plumb full of book

dope on the Yukon. He's Mister Wise
Mike. He knows it all. Hear his mono-
logue on 'How It Should Be Done.' He's

going to live on deck to inure himself to

the rigours of the Arctic climate. Works
with a pair of spring dumb-bells to get up
his muscle so's he can shovel out the nug-

gets."

Our eyes roved round from group to

group, picking out characteristic figures.

"See that big bleached-blonde English-

man ? Came over with me on the Pullman
from New York. 'Awfully bored, don't

you know.' When we got to 'Frisco, he
says to me: 'Thank God, old chappie, the

worst part of the journey's over.' Then
there's Romulus and Remus, the twins,

strapping young fellows. Only way I

know them apart is one laces his boots

tight, the other slack. They think the

world of each other."

He swung around to where Salvation

Jim was talking to two men.

"There's a pair of winners. I put my
money on them. Nothing on earth can
stop those fellows, native-born Ameri-
cans, all grit and get-up. See that tall
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one smoking a cigar and looking at the

women? He's an athlete. Name's Mer-
vin; all whipcord and whalebone; springy
as a bent bow. He's a type of the Swift.

He's bound to get there. See the other.

Ilewson's his name; solid as a tower; mus-
cled like a bear; built from the ground
up. He represents the Strong. Look at

the grim, determined face of him. You
can't down a man like that."

He indicated another group.

"Now there's three birds of prey. Bull-

hammer, Marks and Mosher. The big,

pig-eyed heavy-jowled one is Bullham-
mer. He's in the saloon business. The
middle-sized one in the plug hat is Marks.
See his oily, yellow face dotted with pim-
ples. He's a phony piece of work; calls

himself a mining broker. The third's

Jake Mosher. He's an out-and-out gam-
bler, a sure-thing man, once was a par-

son."

I looked again. Mosher had iust taken

off his hat. His high-domed head was of

monumental baldness, his eyes close-set

and crafty, his nose negligible. The rest

of his face was mostly beard. It grew
black as the Pit to near the bulge of his

stomach and seemed to have drained his

scalp in its rank luxuriance. Across the

deck came the rich oily tones of his voice.

"A bad-looking bunch," I said.

"Yes, there's heaps like them on board.

There's a crowd of dance-hall girls going

up, and the usual following of pimps and

parasites. Look at that halfbreed.

There's a man for the country now, part

Scotch, part Indian; the quietest man on

the boat; light, but tough as wire nails."

I saw a lean, bright-eyed brown man
with flat features, smoking a cigarette.

"Say ! Just get next to those two Jews,

Mike and Rebecca Winklestein. They're

going to open up a sporty restaurant."

The man was a small bandy-legged

creature, with eyes that squinted, a com-

plexion like ham fat and waxed mous-

taches. But it was the woman who seized

my attention. Never did I see such a

strapping Amazon, six foot if an inch,

and massive in proportion. She was

handsome too, in a swarthy way, though

near at hand her face was sensuous and

bold. Yet she had a suave, flattering
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manner and a coarse wit that captured

the crowd. Dangerous, unscrupulous and

cruel, I thought; a man-woman, a shrew,

a termagant.

But I was growing weary of the crowd

and longed to go below. I was no longer

interested, yet the voice of the Prodigal

droned in my ear.

''There's an old man and his grand-

daughter, relatives of the Winklesteins, I

believe. I think the old fellow's got a

screw loose. Handsome old boy, though;

looks like a Hebrew prophet out of a job.

Comes from Poland. Speaks Yiddish or

some such jargon. Only English he
knows is "Klondike, Klondike." The
girl looks heartbroken, poor little beggar."

"Poor little beggar!" I heard the

words indeed, but my mind was far away.

To the devil with Polish Jews and their

granddaughters. I wished the Prodigal

would leave me to my own thoughts,

thoughts of my Highland home and my
dear ones. But no ! he persisted

:

"You're not listening to what I'm say-

ing. Look, why don't ^'^ou!"

So to please him, I turned full round
and looked. An old man, patriarchal in

aspect, crouched on the deck. Erect by
his side, with her hand on his shoulder,

stood a slim figure in black, the figure of

a girl. Indifferently my eyes travelled

from her feet to her face. There they
rested. I drew a deep breath. I forgot

everything else. Then for the first time
I saw—Berna.

I will not try to depict the girl. Pen
descriptions are so futile. I will only say
that her face was very pale, and that she
had large pathetic grey eyes. For the
rest, her cheeks were woefully pinched
and her lips drooped wastfully. 'Twas the
face, I thought, of a virgin martyr with a

fear-haunted look hard to forget. All this

I saw, but most of all I saw those great
grey eyes gazing unseeingly over the
crowd, ever so sadly, fixed on that far-

away East of her dreams and memories.

"Poor little beggar!"

Then I cursed myself for a sentimental

impressionist and I went below. State-

room forty-seven was mine. We three

had been separated in the shuffle and I

knew not who was to be my room-mate.

Peeling very downhearted, I stretched

myself on the upper berth, and yielded

to a mood of penitential sadness. I heard
the last gang-plank thrown off, the great

crowd cheer, the measured throb of the

engines, yet still I sounded the depths of

reverie. There was a bustle outside and
growing darkness. Then as I lay, there

came voices to my door, guttural tones

blended with liquid ones; lastly a timid

knock. Quickly I answered it.

"Is this room number forty-seven?" a

soft voice asked.

Even ere she spoke I divined it was the

Jewish girl of the grey eyes, and now I

saw her hair was like a fair cloud, and
her face fragile as a flower.

"Yes," I answered her.

She led forward the old man.
"This is my grandfather. The Steward

told us this was his room."
"Oh, all right; he'd better take the

lower berth."

"Thank you, indeed; he's an old man
and not very strong."

Her voice was clear and sweet, and
there was an infinite tenderness in the

tone.

"You must come in," I said. "I'll

leave you with him for a while so that

you can make him comfortable."

"Thank you again," she responded

gratefully.

It was late before I turned in. I went

on deck for a time. We were cleaving

through blue-black night, and on our

right I could dimly discern the coast fes-

tooned by twinkling lights. Every one

had gone below,J thought, and the loneli-

ness pleased me.' I was very quiet, think-

ing how good it all was, the balmy wind,

the velvet vault of the night frescoed with

wistful stars, the freedom-song of the sea;

how restful, how sane, how loving

!

Suddenly I heard a sound of sobbing,

the merciless sobbing of a woman's breast.

Distinctly above the hollow breathing oi

the sea it assailed me, poignant and insis-

tent. Wonderingly I looked around.

Then, in a shadow of the upper deck, I

made out a slight girl-figure crouching all

alone. It was Grey Eyes, crying fit to

break her heart.

"Poor little beggar!" I muttered.
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CHAPTER II

"Gr-r-r—you little brat. If you open

vour face to him I'll kill you, kill you,

see!"

The voice was Madam Winklestein's,

and the words, hissed in a whisper of in-

credible malignity, arrested me as if I

had been struck by a live wire. I listen-

ed. Behind the stateroom door there fol-

lowed a silence, grimly intense; then a

dull pounding; then the same savage

undertone.

"See here, Berna, we're next to you
two—we're onto your curves. We know
the old man's got the stuff in his gold-

belt, two thousand in bills. Now, my
dear, my sweet little angel what thinks
she's too good to mix with the likes o' us,

we need the mon, see!" (Knock, knock.)
"And we're goin' to have it, see! (Knock,
knock.) "That's where you come in,

honey, you're goin' to get it for us. Ain't
you now, darlin'!" (Knock, knock,
knock.)

Faintly, very faintlv, I heard a voice:

"No."

If it be possible to scream in a whisper,
the woman did it.

"You will! you will! Oh! oh! oh!
There's the cursed mule spirit of your
mother in you. She'd never tell us the
name of the man that was the ruin of 'er,

blast 'er."

"Don't speak of my mother, you ^'ile

woman !"

The voice of the virago contracted to

an intensity of venom I have never heard
the equal of.

"Vile woman! Vile woman! You,
you to call me a vile woman, me that's
been three times jined in holy wedlock.
• . . Oh, you bastard brat! You
whelp of sin ! You misbegotten scum

!

Oh, I'll fix you for that, if I've got to
swing for it."

Her scalding words were capped with
an oath too foul to repeat, and once more
came the horrible pounding, like a head
striking the woodwork. Unable to bear it

any longer, I rapped sharply on the door.

Silence, a long, panting silence; then
the sound of a falhng body ; then the door
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opened a little and the twitching face of

madam appeared.

"Is there somebody sick?" I asked;

"I'm sorry to trouble you, but I was
thinking I heard groans and—I might be

able to do .something."

Piercingly she looked at me. Her eyes

narrowed to slits and stabbed me with

their spite. Her dark face grew turgid

with impotent anger. As I stood there

slio -was like to have killed me. Then like

a flash her expre.s.sion changed. With a

dirty bejewelled hand she smoothed her

tousled hair. Her coarse white teeth

gleamed in a gold-capped smile. There
was honey in her tone.

"Why, no! my niece in here's got a

toothache, but I guess we can fix it be-

tween us. We don't need no help, thanks,

young feller."

"Oh, that's all right," I said. "If you
should, you know, I'll be nearby."

Then I moved away, conscious that her
eyes followed me malevolently.

The business worried me sorely. The
poor girl was being woefully abused, that

was plain. I felt indignant, angry and,

last of all, anxious. Mingled with my
feelings was a sense of irritation that T

should have been elected to overhear the

affair. I had no desire just then to

champion distressed damsels, least of all

to get mixed up in the family brawls of

unknown Jewesses. Confound her, any-
way! I almost hated her. Yet I felt

constrained to watch and wait, and even
at the cost of my own ease and comfort to

prevent further A-iolence.

For that matter there w^ere all kinds of

strange doings on board, drinking, gam-
bling, nichtly orgies and hourly brawls.

It seemed as if we had shipped all the

human dregs of the San Francisco dead-
line. Never, I believe, in those times
when almost daily the Argonaut-laden
boats were sailing for the Golden North,
was there one in which the sporting ele-

ment was so dominant. The Social Hall
reeked with patchouli and stale whiskey.
From the staterooms came shrill out-

bursts of popular melody, punctuated
with the popping of champagne corks.

Dance-hall girls, babbling incoherentlv.
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reeled in the passageways, danced on the

cabin table and were only held back from
licentiousness by the restraint of their

bullies. The day was one long round of

revelry, and the night was pregnant \^dth

sinister sound.

Already among the better element a

moral secession was apparent. Conven-
tion they had left behind with their boil-

ed shirts and their store clothes, and craz-

ed with the idea of speedy fortune, they

were even now straining at the leash of

decency. It was a howling mob, elately

riotous, and already infected by the virus

of the Goldophobia.

Oh, it was good to get on deck of a

night, away from this Saturnalia, to

watch the beacon stars strewn vastly in

the skyey uplift, to listen to the ancient

threnody of the outcast sea. Blue and
silver the nights were, and crystal clear,

with a keen wind that painted the cheek
and kindled the eye. And as I sat in

silent thought there came to me Salvation

Jim. His face was grim, his eyes brood-

ing. From the brilliantly lit social hall

came a blare of music-hall melody.

"I don't like the way of things a bit,"

he said ; "I don't like it. Look here now,
lad, I've lived round mining camps for

twenty years, I've followed the rou2;hest

callings on earth, I've tramped the States

all over, yet never have I seen the beat of

this. Mind you, I ain't prejudiced,

though I've seen the error of my ways,
glory to God! I can make allowance once
in a while for the boys gettin' on a jam-
boree, but by Christmas ! Say ! There's
enough evil on this boat to stake a sub-

section in Hell. There's men .should be
at home with their dinky little mothers
and their lovin' waves and children, down
there right now in that cabin buyin' wine
for them painted Jezebels.

"There's doctors and lawyers and dea-

cons in the church back in old Ohio, that

never made a bad break in their lives,

and now they're rowin' like bar-room
bullies for the kisses of a baggage. In
the bay-window of their souls the devil

lolls an' grins an' God is freezin' in the

attic. You mark my words, boy; there's

a curse on this northern gold. The

Yukon's a-goin' to take its toll. You
mark my words."

"Oh, Jim," I said, "you're superstiti-

ous."

"No, I ain't. I've just got a hunch.
Here we are a bit of floatin' iniquity

glidin' through the mystery of them
strange seas, an' the very officers on dooty
sa.shed to the neck an' reekin' from the

arms of the scented hussies below. It'll be
God's mercy if we don't crash on a rock

an' go down good and all to the bitter

bottom. But it don't matter. Sooner or

later there's goin' to be a reckonin'.

There's many a one shoutin' an' singin'

to-night'll leave his bones to bleach up in

that bleak wild land."

"No, Jim," I protested, "they will be

all right once they get ashore."

"Right, nothin'. They're a pack of

fools. They think they've got a bulge

on fortune. Hear them a-howlin' now.

They're all millionaires in their minds.

There's no doubt with them. It's a cinch.

They're spendin' it right now. You mark
my words, young feller, for I'll never live

to see them fulfilled—there's ninety in a

hundred of all them fellers that's goin' to

this here Klondike will never make good,

an' of the other ten, nine won't do no

good."

"One per cent, that will keep their

stakes—that's absurd, Jim."
"Well, you'll .see. An' as for me, I feel

as sure as God's above us guidin' us

through the mazes of the night, I'll never

live to make the trip back. I've got a

hunch. Old Jim's on his last stampede."

He sighed, then said sharply:

"Did vou see that feller that passed

us?"
"It was Mosher, the gambler and ex-

preacher.

"That man's a skunk, a renegade sky-

pilot. I'm keepin' tabs on that man.

Maybe him an' me's got a score to settle

one of them days. Maybe."

He went off abruptly, leaving me to

ponder long over his gloomy words.

We were now three days out. The
weather was fine, and nearly every one

was on deck in the sunshine. Even Bull-

hammer, Marks and Mosher had deserted

the card-room for a time. The bank clerk
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and the Avood-carver talked earnestly,

planned and dreamed. The professor was

busy expounding a theory of the gold

origin to a party of young men from

Minnesota. Silent and watchful the ath-

letic Mervin smoked his big cigar, while,

patient and imperturbable, the iron Hew-

son chewed stolidly. The twins were play-

ing checkers. The Winklesteins were

making themselves solid with the music-

hall clique. In and out among the differ-

ent groups darted the Prodigal, as volatile

as a society reporter at a church bazaar.

And besides the.se, always alone, austerely

aloof as if framed in a picture by them-

selves, a picture of dignity and sweetness,

were the .Jewish maid and her aged grand-

father.

Although he was my room-mate I had
seen but little of him. He was abed be-

fore I retired and I was up and out ere he
awoke. For the rest I avoided the two be-

cause of their obvious connection with the

Winklesteins. Surely, thought I, she

cannot be mixed up with those two and
be everything that's all right. Yet there

was something in the girl's clear eyes, and
in the old man's fine face, that reproached
me for my doubt.

It was when I was thus debating, and
•covertly studying the pair that something
occurred.

Bulhammer and Marks were standing
by me, and across the deck came the
acridly nasal tones of the dance-hall girls.

I saw the libertine eyes of Bulhammer
rove incontinently from one unlovely
demirep to another, till at last they rested
on the slender girl standing by the side of
her white-haired grandfather. Appreci-
atively he licked his lips.

"Say, Monkev, who's the kid with old
Whiskers there?"

"Search me, Pete," said Marks; "want
a knockdown?"

"Betcher! Seems kinda standoffish,
though, don't she?"

"Standoffish be damned! Never vet
saw the little bit of all right that could
stand off Sam Marks. I'm a winner, I
am, an' don' you forget it. Just watch
my splash."

I must say the man was expensively
dressed in a flashy way. His oilv, pimple-
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garnished face wreathed itself in a smirk

of patronizing familiarity, and with the

1)0W of a dancing master he advanced. I

saw her give a quick start, bite her lip and
shrink back. "Good for you, little girl,"

I thought. But the man was in no way
put out.

"Say, Sis, it's all right. Jast want to

interdooce you to a gentleman fren' o'

mine."
The girl gazed at him, and her dilated

eyes were eloquent of fear and distrust.

It minded me of the panic of a fawn run
down by the hunter, so that I found my-
self trembling in sympathy. A startled

moment she gazed ; then smftly she turn-

ed her back.

This was too much for Marks. He
flushed angrily.

"Say! what's the matter vnih you?
Come off the perch there. Ain't we good
enough to as.sociate with you. Who the

devil are you, anyhow?"
His face was growing red and aggres-

sive. He closed in on her. He laid a

rough hand on her shoulder. Thinking
the thing had gone far enough I stepped

forward to interfere, when the unexpected
happened.

Suddenly the old man had risen to his

feet, and it was a surprise to me how tall

he was. Into his face there had come the

gho.st of ancient power and command.
His eyes blazed with wrath, and his

clenched fist was raised high in anathema.
Then it came s-udftly down on the head of

Marks, crushing his stiff hat tightly over

his eyes.

The climax was ludicrous in a way.
There was a roar of laughter, and hear-

ing it Marks spluttered as he freed him-
self. With a curse of rage he would have
rushed the old man, but a great hand
seized him by the shoulder. It was the

grim, taciturn Hewson, and judging by
the way his captive squirmed, his grip

must have been peculiarly ^dse-like. The
old man was pale as death, the girl cry-

ing, the passengers crowding round.

Every one was gabbling and curious, so

feeling I could do no good, I went below.

What was there about this slip of a girl

that interested me so? Ever and anon I

found mvself thinkins; of her. Was it
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the conversation I had overheard? Was
it the mystery that seemed to surround
her? Was it the irrepressible instinct of

my heart for the romance of life. With
the old man, despite our stateroom pro-

pinquity, I had made no advances. With
the girl I had passed no further words.

But the Gods of destiny act in whimsi-
cal ways. Doubtless the voyage would
have finished without the betterment of

our acquaintance; doubtless our paths
would have parted, nevermore to cross;

doubtless our lives would have been lived

out to their fullness and this story never
have been told—had it not been for the
luckless fatality of the Box of Grapes.

CHAPTER III

Puget Sound was behind us and we had
entered on that great sea that stretched

northward to the Arctic barrens. Misty
and wet was the wind, and cold with the

kiss of many icebergs. Under a grey sky,

glooming to purple, the gelid sea writhed

nakedly. Spectral islands elbowed each

other, to peer at us as we flitted past.

Still more wraithlike the mainland, fring-

ed to the sea foam with saturnine pine,

faded away into fastnesses of impregnable
desolation. There was a sense of death-

Hke passivity in the land, of overwhelm-
ing vastitude, of unconquerable loneliness.

It was as if I had felt for the first time the

Spirit of the Wild; the Wild where God
broods amid His silence; the Wild, His
infinite solace and His sanctuary.

As we forged through the vague sea

lanes, we were like a glittering trinket on
the boom of the night. Our mad merri-

ment scarce ever abated. We were a blare

of revelry and a blaze of light. Excite-

ment mounted to fever heat. In the midst
of it the women with the enamelled
cheeks reaped a bountiful harvest. I mar-
vel now that, with all the besotted reck-

lessness of those that were our pilots, we
met with no serious mishap.

"Don't mind you much of a Sunday-
school picnic, does it?" commented the

Prodigal. "It's fierce the way the* girls

are prying some of these crazy jays loose

from their wads. They're all plumb

batty. I'm tired trying* to wise them up.
'(to and chase yourself,' they say; 'we're

all right. Don't matter if we do loosen
up a bit now, there's all kinds of easy
money waiting for us up there.' Then
they'll talk of what they're going to do
when they've got the dough. One gazebo
wants to buy a castle in the old country;
another wants a racing stable; another a

steam yacht. Oh, they're a hot bunch of

sports. They're all planning to have a

purple time in the sweet by-and-bye. I

don't hear any of them talk of endowing
a home for decrepit wash-ladies or pen-

sioning off their aged grandmothers.
They make me sick. There's a cold juicy

awakening coming."

He was right. In their visionary leaps

to affluence they soared to giddy heights.

They strutted and bragged as if the mil-

hons were already theirs. To hear them,

you would think they had an exclusive

option on the treasure-troves of the Klon-

dike. Yet, before and behind us, were

dozens of similar vessels, bearing just as

eager a mob of fortune-hunters, all drawn
irresistibly northward by the Golden

Magnet.

Nevertheless, it was hard not to be

affected by the prevaihng spirit of opti-.

mism. For myself, the gold had but httle

attraction, but the adventure was very

dear to my heart. Once more the clarion

call of Romance rang in my ears, and I

leapt to its summons. And indeed, I re-

flected, it was a wonderful kaleidoscope of

a world, wherein I, but a half-year back

cooling my heels in a highland burn,

should be now part and parcel of this

great Argonaut army. Already my na-

tive uncouthness was a thing of the past,

and the quaint mannerisms of my Scots

tongue were yielding to the racy slang of

the frontier. More to the purpose, too, I

was growing in strength and wiry endur-

ance. As I looked around me I realized

that there were many less fitted for the

trail than I, and there was none with such

a store of glowing health. You may pic-

ture me at this time, a tallish young man,

with a fine color in my cheeks, black hair

that curled crisply, and dark eyes that

were either ahght with eagerness or

agloom with dreams.
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i have said that we were all more or

less ill a ferment of excitement, but to this

i must make a reservation. One there

was who, amid all our unrest, remained
cold, distant, and alien—the Jewish girl,

Jierna. Even in the old man the gold
fever betrayed itself in a visionary eye
and a tremor of the lips; but the girl was
a statue of patient resignation, a living

reproof to our febrile and purblind im-
aginings.

The more I studied her, the more out
of place she seemed in my picture, and,
almost unconsciously, 1 found myself
weaving about her a fabric of romance.
I endowed her with a mystery that piqued
and fascinated me, yet without it I have
no doubt I would have been attracted to

her. I longed to know her uncommon
well, to win her regard, to do something
for her that should make her eyes rest
very kindly on me. In short, as is the
way of young men, 1 was beginning to
grope blindly for that affection and sym-
pathy which are the forerunner of passion
and love.

The land was wintry and the wind
shrilled so that the attendant gulls flapped
their wings hard in the face of it. The
wolf-pack of the sea were.snarling whitely
as they ran. The decks were deserted,
and so many of the brawlers were sick
and lay like dead folk that .it almost
seemed as if a Sabbath quiet lay on the
ship. That day I had missed the old
man, and on going below, found him
lying as one sore stricken. A withered
hand lay on his brow, and from his lips,

which were almost purple, thin moans
issued.

'Toor old beggar," I thought; ''I

wonder if I cannot do anything for him."
And while I was thus debating, a timid
knock came to the door. I opened it,

and there was the girl, Berna.
There was a nervous anxiety in her

manner, and a mute interrogation in her
grey eyes.

"I'm afraid he's a little sick to-day,"
I said gently; "but come in, won't you,
and see him?"
"Thank you." Pity, tenderness, and

love seemed to struggle in her face as she
softly brushed past mc. With some words
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of endearment, she fell on her knees be-

side him, and her small white hand
sought his thin gnarled one. As if gal-

vanized into life, the old man turned
gratefully to her.

"Maybe he would care for some coffee,"

I said. "I tl^ink I could rustle him
some."

She gave me a queer, sad look of

thanks.

"If you could," she answered.

When I returned she had the old man
propped up with pillows. She took the

coffee from him, c i held the cup to his

lips; but after a few sips he turned away
wearily.

"I'm afraid he doesn't care for that,"

I said.

"No, I'm afraid he won't take it."

She was like an anxious nurse hovering
over a patient. She thought a while.

"Oh, if only I had some fruit!"

Then it was I bethought me of the box
of grapes. I had bought them just before

leaving, thinking they would be a grateful

surprise to my companions. Obviously I

had been inspired, and now I produced
them in triumph, big, plump, glossy fel-

lows, buried in the fragrant cedar dust.

I shook clear a large bunch, and once

more we tried the old man. It seemed
as if we had hit on the one thing needful,

for he ate eagerly. She w^atched him for

a while with a gromng sense of relief,

and when he had finished and was resting

quietly, she turned to me.
"I don't know how I can thank you,

sir, for jonv kindness."

"Very ea.sily," I said quickly; "if you
will yourself accept some of the fruit, I

shall be more than repaid."

She gave me a dubious look; then such
a bright, merry light flashed into her eyes

that she was radiant in my sight. It was
as if half a dozen years had fallen from
her, revealing a heart capable of infinite

joy and happiness.

"If you will share them with me," she
said simply.

So, for the lack of chairs, we squatted
on the narrow stateroom floor, under the

old man's kindly eye. The fruit minded
us of sunlit vines, and the careless rapture
of the South. To me the situation was
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one of rare charm. She ate daintily, and
as we talked, I studied her face as if I

would etch it on my memory forever.

In particular I noticed the wistful con-

tour of her cheek, her sensitive mouth,
and the fine modelling of her chin. She
had clear, candid ej^es and sweeping

lashes, too. Her ears were .shell-like, and
her hair soft, wavy and warm. These
things I marked minutely, thinking she

was more than beautiful—she was even

pretty. I was in a state of extraordinary

elation, like a man that has found a

jewel in the mire.

It must be remembered, lest I appear

to be taking a too eager interest in the

girl, that up till now the world of woman
had been terra incognita to me; that I

had lived a .singularly cloistered life, and
that fir.st and last I was an idealist. This
girl had distinction, mystery and charrn.

and it is not to be wondered at that T

found joy in her presence. I proved
myself a perfect artesian well of conver-

sation, talking freely of the ship, of our
fellow-passengers and of the chances of

the venture. I found her wonderfully
quick in the uptake. Her mind seemed
nimbly to outrun mine, and she divined
my words ere I had them uttered. Yet
she never spoke of herself, and when I

left them together I was full of uneasy
questioning.

Next day the old man was still abed,

and again the cirl came to visit him.
This time I noticed that much of her
timid manner was gone, and in its stead

was a shy friendliness. Once more the
box of grapes proved a mediator between
us, and once more I found in her a re-

ticent but sympathetic audience — so

much so that I was frank in telling her
of myself, my home and my kinsfolk. T

thought that maybe my talk would weary
her, but she listened with a bright-eyed
regard, nodding her head eagerly at

times. Yet she spoke no word of her
own affairs, so that when again I left

them together I was as much in the dark
as ever.

It was on the third day I found the old

man up and dressed, and Berna with him.
She looked brighter and happier than I

had yet seen her, and she greeted me with

a smiling face. Then, after a little, she
said:

''My grandfather plays the violin.

Would you mind if he played over some
of our old-country songs? It would
comfort him."

"No, go ahead," I said; "I wish he
would."

So she got an ancient violin, and the

old man cuddled it lovingly and played
soft, weird melodies, songs of the Czech
race, that made me think of Romance,
of love and hate, and pas.sion and despair.

Piece after piece he played, as if pouring
out the sadness and heart-hunger of a

burdened people, until my own heart

ached in sympathy.
The wild music throbbed vnth. passion-

ate sweetness and despair. Unobserved,
the pale twilight stole into the little cabin.

The ruggedly fine face of the old man
was like one inspired, and with clasped

hands, the girl sat, very white-faced and
motionless. Then I saw a gleam on her
cheek, the soft falling of tears. Some-
how, at that moment, I felt drawn very
near to those two, the music, the tears,

the fervent sadness of their faces. I felt

as if I had been allowed to share '\nth

them a few moments consecrated to their

sorrow, and that they knew I understood.

That day as I was lea\'ing, I said to

her:

"Berna, this is our last night on
board."

"Yes."
"To-morrow our trails divide, maybe

never again to cross. Will you come up
on deck for a little while to-night? I

want to talk to you."
"Talk to me?"
She looked startled, incredulous. She

hesitated.

"Please, Berna, it's the last time."

"All right," she answered in a low

tone.

Then she looked at me curiously.

CHAPTER IV

She came to meet me, lily-white and
sweet. She was but thinly wrapped, and
shivered so that I put my coat around her.
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We ventured .forward, climbing: over a

huge anchor to the very bow of the boat,

and crouching down in its peak, were

sheltered from the cold breeze.

We were cutting through smooth water,

and crowding in on us were haggard

mountains, with now and then the green-

ish horror of a glacier. Overhead, in the

desolate sky, the new moon nursed the

old moon in her arms.

'^Berna!"

''Yes."

"You're not happy, Berna. You're in

sore trouble, little girl. I don't know why
5^ou come up to this God-forsaken country

or why you are with those people. I

don't want to know; but if there's any-

thing I can do for you, anyway I can

prove myself a true friend, let me know,
won't you?"
My voice betrayed emotion. I could

feel her slim form, very close to me, all

a-tremble. In the filtered silver of the

crescent moon, I could see her face, wan
and faintly sweet. Gently I prisoned one
of her hands in mine.

She did not speak at once. Indeed,
she was quiet for a long time, so that it

seemed as if she must be stricken dumb,
or as if some feelings were conflicting

within her. Then at last, very gently,

very quietly, very sweetly, as if weighing
her words, she spoke.

"No, there's nothing you can do.

You've been too kind all along. You're
the only one on the boat that's been kind.
Most of the others have looked at me

—

well, you know how men look at a poor,

unprotected girl. But you're different;

you're good, you're honourable, you're
sincere. I could see it in your face, in
your eyes. I know I could trust you.
You've been kindness itself to grand-
father and I, and I never can thank you
enough."

"Nonsense! Don't talk of thanks,
Berna. You don't know what a happiness
it's been to help you. I'm sorry I've done
so little. Oh, I'm going to be sincere and
frank with you. The few hours I've had
with you have made me long for others.
I'm a lonely beggar. I never had a sister,

never a girl friend. You're the first, and
it's been like sudden sunshine to me.
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Now, can't I be really and truly your

friend, Berna; your friend that would do

much for you? Let me do something,

anvthing, to show how earnestly I mean
it?"

"Yes, I know. Well, then, you are my
dear, true friend—there, now."

"Yes,—but, Berna! To-morrow you'll

go and we'll likely never see each other

again. What's the good of it all?"

"Well, what r'- you want? We will

both have a memory, a very sweet, nice

memory, won't we? Believe me, it's

better so. You don't want to have any-

thing to do with a girl like me. You
don't know anything about me, and you
see the kind of people I'm going with.

Perhaps I am just as bad as they."

"Don't say that, Berna," I interposed

sternly; "you're all that's good and pure
and sweet."

"No, I'm not, either. We're all of us

pretty mixed. But I'm not so bad, and
it's nice of you to think tho.se things.

. . . Oh! if I had never come on this

terrible trip ! I don't even know where we
are going, and I'm afraid, afraid."

"No, httle girl."

"Yes, I can't tell you how afraid I am.
The country's so savage and lonely; the
men are so like brute beasts; the women
—well, they're worse. And here are we
in the midst of it. I don't know what's
going to become of us."

"Well, Berna, if it's like that, why
don't vou and your grandfather turn
back? "'Why go on?"

"He mil never turn back. He'll go
on till he dies. He only knows one word
of English and that's Klondike, Klon-
dike, He mutters it a thousand times a

day. He has visions of gold, glittering-

heaps of it, and he'll stagger and struggle

on till he finds it."

"But can't you reason with him?"
"Oh, it's all no use. He's had a dream.

He's like a man that's crazy. He thinks
he has been chosen, and that to him will

a great treasure be revealed. You might
as well reason with a stone. All I can do
is to follow him, to take care of him."

"What about the Winkle.steins,

Berna"?
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"Oh' they're at the bottom of it all.

It is they who have inflamed his mind.

He has a little money, the savings of a

lifetime, about two thousand dollars;

and ever since he came to this country,

they've been trying to get it. They ran

a little restaurant in New York. They
tried to get him to put his little store in

that. Now they are using the gold as a

bait, and luring him up here. They'll

rob and kill him in the end, and the cruel

part is—he's not greedy, he doesn't want
it for himself—but for me. That's what
breaks my heart."

"Surely you are mistaken, Berna; they

can't be so bad as that."

"Bad! I tell you they're vilt. The
man's a worm, and the woman, well, she

is a devil incarnate. She's so strong and
so violent in her tempers that when she

gets drinking—well' it's just awful. I

lived with them for three years."

"Where?"
"In New York. I came from the old

country to them. They worked me in the

restaurant at first. Then, after a bit, I

got work in a shirt-waist factory. I was
quick and handy, and I worked early and
late. I attended a night school. I read
till my eyes ached. They said I was
clever. The teacher wanted me to train

and be a teacher too. But what was the

good of thinking of it? I had my living

to get, so I stayed at the factory and
worked and worked. Then when I had
saved a few dollars, I sent for grandfather,
and he came and we lived in the tenement
and we were very happy for a while. But
the Winklesteins never gave us any peace.

They knew he had a little money laid

away, and they itched to get their hands
on it. The man was always telling us of

get-rich-quick schemes, and she threat-

ened me in horrible ways. But I wasn't
afraid in New York. Up here it's differ-

ent. It's all so shadowy and sinister."

I could fell her shudder.

"Oh, Berna," I said, "can't I help
you?"

She shook her head sadly.

"No, you can't; you have enough
trouble of your own. Besides it doesn't

matter about me. I didn't mean to tell

you all this, but now. if vou want to be

a true friend, just go away and forget me.
You don't want to have anything to do
with me. Wait! I'll tell you something
more. I'm called Berna Wilovich.
That's my grandfather's name. My
mother ran away from home. Two years
later she came back—with me. Soon
after she died of consumption. She
would never tell my father's name, but
said he was a Christian, and of good
family. My grandfather tried to find out.

He would have killed the man. So, you
see, I am nameless, a child of shame and
sorrow. And you are a gentleman, and
proud of your family. Now, see the kind
of friends you've made. You don't want
to make friends with such as I."

"I want to make friends with such as

need my friendship. What is going to

happen to you, Berna?"
"Happen! God knows! It doesn't

matter. Oh, I've always been in trouble.

I'm used to it. I never had a really happy
day in my life. I never expect to. I'll

just go on to the end, enduring patiently,

and getting what comfort I can out of

things. It's what I was made for, I sup-

pose."

She shrugged her shoulders and shiv-

ered a little.

"Let me go now, my friend. It's cold

up here; I'm chilled. Don't look so ter-

ribly downcast. I expect I'll come out

all right. Something may happen.

Cheer up! Maybe you'll see me a Klon-

dike queen yet."

I could see that her sudden brightness

but hid a black abyss of bitterness and
apprehension. What she had told me had
somehow stricken me dumb. There
seemed a stark sordidness in the situation

that repelled me. She had arisen and
was about to step over the fluke of the

great anchor, when I aroused myself.

"Berna," I said, "what you have told

me wrings my heart. I can't tell you
how terribly sorry I feel. Is there no-

thing I can do for you, nothing to show
I am not a mere friend of words and
phrases? Oh, I hate to let you go like

this."

The moon had gone behind a cloud.

We were in a great shadow. She halted,

so that, as we stood, we were touching
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each other. Her voice was full of pathetic

resignation.

"What can you do? If we were going

in together it might be different. When
I met you at first I hoped, oh, I hoped

—

well, it doesn't matter what I hoped. But,

believe me, I'll be all right. You won't

forget me, will you?"
"Forget you! No, Berna, I'll never

forget you. It cuts me to the heart I

can do nothing now, but we'll meet up
there. We can't be divided for long.

And you'll be all right, believe me too,

little girl. Be good and sweet and true

and every one will love and help you.

Ah, you must go. Well, well—God bless

you, Berna."
"And I wish you happiness and success,

dear friend of mine—and love."

Her voice trembled. Something seemed
to choke her. She stood a moment as

if reluctant to go.

Suddenly a great impulse of tenderness
and pity came over me, and before I

knew it, my arms were around her. She
struggled faintly, but her face was up-
lifted, her eyes starlike. Then, for a
moment of bewildering ecstasy, her lips

lay on mine, and I felt them faintly

answer.

Poor yielding lips! They were cold
as ice.

CHAPTER V
Never shall I forget the last I saw of

her, a forlorn, pathetic figure in black,
waving a farewell to me as I stood on the
wharf. She wore, I remember, a low
collar, and well do I mind the way it

showed off the slim whiteness of her
throat; well do I mind the high poise
of her head, and the silken gloss of her
hair. The grey eyes were clear and steady
as she bade good-bye to me, and from
where we stood apart, her face had all
the pathetic sweetness of a Madonna.

Well, she was going, and sad enough
her going seemed to me. They were all
for Dyea, and the grim old Chilcoot, with
its blizzard-beaten steeps, while we had
chosen the less precipitous, but more
drawn-out, Skagway trail. Among them
J ^^nn- tlie inseparable twins; the grim
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Ilewson, the silent Mervin, each quiet and
watchful, as if storing up power for a

tremendous effort. There was the large

unwholesomeness of Madam Winklestein,

all jewellery, smiles and coarse badinage,

and near by, her perfumed husband,
."squinting and smirking abominably.

There was tb ^ old man, with his face of

a IIel)rew Seer, his visionary eye now
aglow with fanatical enthusiasm, his lips

ever muttering: "Klondike, Klondike";
and lastly, by his side, with a little wry
smile on her lips, there was the white-

faced girl.

How my heart ached for her ! But the

time for sentiment was at an end. The
clarion call to action rang out. Inflexibly

the trail was mustering us. The hour
was come for every one to give of the

best that was in him, even as he had never

given it before. The reign of peace was
over; the fight was on.

On all sides were indescribable bustle,

confusion and excitement; men shouting,

swearing, rushing hither, thither; wrang-
ling, anxious-eyed and distracted over

their outfits. A mood of unsparing en-

ergy dominated them. Their only

thought was to get away on the gold-trail.

A frantic eagerness impelled them, insist-

ent, imperative, the trail called to them,
and the light of the gold-lust smouldered
and flamed in their uneasy eyes. Already
the spirit of the gold-trail was awakening.

Hundreds of scattered tents; a few
frame buildings, mostly saloons, dance-
halls and gambling joints; an eager, ex-

cited mob crowding on the loose side-

walks, floundering knee-deep in the mire
of the streets, struggling and squabbling
and cursing over their outfits—that was
all I remember of Skagway. The moun-
tains, stark and bare to the buti, seemed
to overwhelm the flimsy town, and be-

tween them, like a giant funnel, a great

wdnd was roaring.

Lawlessness was rampant, but it did not
touch us. The thugs lay in wait for the

men with pokes from the "inside." To
the great Chcechako army, they gave
little heed. They were captained by one
Smith, known as "Soapy," whom I had
the fortune to meet. He was a pleasant-
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appearing, sociable man, and no one

would have taken him for a desperado, a

killer of men.
One picture of Skagway is still \dvid

in my memory. The scene is a saloon,

and along with the Prodigal, I am having
a glass of beer. In a corner sits a be-

fuddled old bum, half asleep. ITe is long

and lank, with a leathery old face and a

rusty goatee beard—as ragged, disreput-

able an old sinner as ever bellied up to a

bar. Suddenly there is a sound of shoot-

ing. We rush out and there are two
toughs blazing aAvay at each other from
the sheltering corners of an opposite

building.

"Hey, Dad! There's some ohootin'

goin' on," says the barkeeper.

The old man rouses and cocks up a

bleary, benevolent eye.

''Shootin' did ye say? Shaw! Them
fellers don't know how to shoot. Old
Dad'll show 'em how to shoot."

He comes to the door, and lugging out
a big rusty revolver, blazes away at one
of the combatants. The man, with a

howl of surprise and pain, limps away,
holding his leg. The old man turns to

the other fellow. Bang! We see splint-

ers fly, and a man running for dear life.

"Told you I'd show 'em how to shoot,"

remarks old Dad to us. "Thanks, I'll

have a gin-fizz for mine."

The Prodigal developed a wonderful
executive ability about this time; he was
a marvel of activity, seemed to think of
everything and to glory in his responsib-
ility as a leader. Always cheerful, always
thoughtful, he was the brain of our party.
He never abated in his efforts a moment,
and was an example and a stimulus to us
all. I say "all," for we had added the
"Jam-wagon" * to our party. It was the
Prodigal who discovered him. He was
a tall, dissolute Englishman, gaunt, rag-

ged and verminous, but with the ear-

marks of a gentleman. He seemed in-

different to anything but whiskey and
only anxious to hide himself from his

friends. I discovered he had once been
an officer in a Hussar regiment, but he
was obviously reluctant to speak of his

*A. Jam-wagon was the general name given to an Eng-
lishman on the trail.

past. A lost soul in every sense of the

word, the North was to him a refuge and
an unrestricted stamping-ground. So,

partly in pity, partly in hope of winning
back his lo.st manhood, we allowed him
to join the party.

Pack animals were in vast demand, for

it was considered a pound of grub was
the equal of a pound of gold. Old horses,

fit but for the knacker's yard, and bur-

dened till they could barely stand, were

being goaded forward through the mud.
Any kind of a dog was a prize, quickly

stolen if left unwatched. Sheep being

taken in for the butchers were driven for-

ward with packs on their backs. Even
there was an effort to make pack animals

out of pigs, but they grunted, squealed

and rolled their precious burdens in the

mire. What crazy excitement, what urg-

ing and shounting, what desperate device

to make a start.

We Avere lucky in buying a yoke of

oxen from a packer for four hundred dol-

lars. On the first day we hauled half of

our outfit to Canyon City, and on the

second day we transferred the balance.

This was our plan all through, though in

bad places we had to make many relays.

It was simple enough, yet, oh, the travail

of it! Here is an extract from my diary

of these days.

"Turn out at 4 a.m. Breakfasted on

flapjacks and coffee. Find one of our

oxen dying. Dies at seven o'clock. Har-

ness remaining ox and start to remove

goods up Canyon. Find trail in awful

condition, yet"^ thousands are struggling

to get through. Horses often fall in pools

of water ten to fifteen feet deep, trying

to haul loads over the boulders that

render trail almost impassable. Drive

with sleigh over places that at other times

one would be afraid to walk over without

any load. Two feet of snow fell during

the night, but it is now raining. Rains

and snows alternately. At night bitterly

cold. Hauled five loads up Canyon to-

day. Finished last trip near midnight

and turned in, cold, wet and played out."

The above is a fairly representative

day and of such days we were to have

many ere we reached the water. Slowly,

with infinite effort, with stress and strain
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to every step of the way, we moved our

bulky outfit forward from camp to camp.

All days were bard, all exasperating, all

crammed with discomfort; yet, bit by bit,

we forged ahead. The army before us

and the army behind never faltered.

Like a stream of black ants they were,

between mountains that reared up swiftly

to storm-smitten palisades of ice. In the

darkness of night the army rested un-

easily, yet at the first streak of dawn it

was in motion. It was an endless proces-

sion, in which every man was for himself.

I can see them now, bent under their

burdens, straining at their hand-sleighs,

flogging their horses and oxen, their faces

crimped and puckered with fatigue, the

air acrid with their curses and heavy with

their moans. Now a horse stumbles and
slips into one of the sump-holes by the

trail side. No one can pass, the army
is arrested. Frenzied fingers unhitch the

poor frozen brute and drag it from the

water. Men, frantic with rage, beat sav-

agely at their beasts of burden to make up
the precious time lost. There is no mercy,
no humanity, no fellowship. All is blas-

phemy, fury, and ruthless determination.

It is the spirit of the gold-trail.

At the canyon head was a large camp,
and there, very much in evidence, the
gambling fraternity, dozens of them with
their little green tables were doing a roar-

ing business. On one side of the canyon
they had established a camp. It was
evening and we three, the Prodigal, Sal-

vation Jim and myself, strolled over to

where a three-shell man was holding
forth.

"Hullo!" says the Prodigal. ''It's our
old friend Jake. Jake skinned me out of
a hundred on the boat. Wonder how
he's making out?"

It was Mosher, with his bald head, his
crafty little eyes, his flat nose, his l)lack
beard. I saw Jim's face harden. He had
always shown a bitter hatred of this man
and often I wondered why.

We stood a little way off. The crowd
thinned and filtered away until but one
remained, one of the tall young men
from Minnesota. We heard Mosher's
rich voice.
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"Say, pard, bet ten dollars you can't

place the bean. See! I put the little

joker under her, right before your eyes.

Now, where is it?"

"Here," said the man, touching one of

the shells.

"Right you are, my hearty! Well,

here's your ten."

The man from Minnesota took the

money and was going away.

"Hold on," said Mosher; "how do I

know you had the money to cover that

bet?"

The man laughed and took from his

pocket a wad of bills an inch thick,

"Guess that's enough, ain't it?"

Quick as lightning Mosher had
snatched the bills from him, and the man
from Minnesota found himself gazing into

the barrel of a six-shooter.

"This here's my money," said Mosher;
"now you git."

A moment only—a shot rang out. I

saw the gun fall from Mosher's hand, and
the roll of bills drop to the ground.
Quickly the man from Minnesota recov-

ered them and rvished off to tell his party.

Then the men from Minnesota got their

Winchesters, and the shooting began.

From their camp the gamblers took re-

fuge behind the boulders that strewed the

sides of the canyon, and blazed away at

their opponents. A regular battle fol-

lowed, which lasted till the fall of night.

As far as I heard, only one casualty re-

sulted. A Swede, about half a mile down
the trail, received a spent bullet in the

cheek. He complained to the Deputy
Marshal. That worthy, sitting on his

horse, looked at him a moment. Then
he spat comprehensively.

"Can't do anything, Ole. But I'll tell

you what. Next time there's bullets fly-

ing round this section of the country,

don't go sticking your darned whi.skers in

the way. See!"

That night I said to Jim:

"How did you do it?"

He laughed and showed me a hole in

his coat pocket which a bullet had
burned.
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"You see, having been in the game
myself, I knew what was comin' and acted

accordin'."

"Good job you didn't hit him worse."

"Wait a while, sonny, wait a while.

There's something mighty familiar about

Jake Mosher. He's mighty like a certain

Sam Mosely I'm interested in. I've just

written a letter outside to see, an' if him
—well, I'm saved; I'm a good Christian,

but—God help him !"

"And who was Sam Mosely, Jim?"
"Sam Mosely? Sam Mosely was the

skunk that busted up my home an' stole

my wife, blast him!"

CHAPTER VI.

Day after day, each man of us poured
out on the trail the last heel-tap of his

strength, and the coming of night found
us utterly played out. Salvation Jim was
full of device and resource, the Prodigal

a dynamo of eager energy; but it was the

Jam-wagon who proved his mettle in a

magnificent and relentless way. Whether
it was from a sense of gratitude, or to off-

set the cravings that assailed him, I know
not, but he crammed the days with merci-

less exertion.

A curious man was the Jam-wagon,
Brian Wanless his name, a world tramp,

a derelict of the Seven Seas. His story,

if ever written, would be a human docu-

ment of moving and poignant interest.

He must once have been a magnificent

fellow, and even now, with strength and
will power impaired, he was a man
among men, full of quick courage and of

a haughty temper. It was ever a Avord

and a blow with him, and a fight to the

desperate finish. He was insular, imper-
ious and aggressive, and he was always
looking for trouble.

Though taciturn and morose with men,
the Jam-wagon showed a tireless affection

for animals. From the first he took

charge of our ox ; but it was for horses his

fondness was most expressed, so that on
the trail, where there was so much cruelty,

he was constantlv on the verge of com-
bat.

"That's a great man," said the Prodi-

gal to me, "a fighter from heel to head.

There's one he can't fight, though, and
that's old man Booze."

But on the trail every man was a fight-

er. It was fight or fail, for the trail would
l)rook no weaklings. Good or bad, a man
must be a man in the primal sense, dom-
inant, savage and enduring. The trail

was implacable. From the start it cried

for strong men; it weeded out its weak-
lings. I had seen these fellows on the

ship feed their vanity with foolish fancies

;

kindlel to ardours of hope, I had seen

debauch regnant among them ; now I was
to see them crushed, cowed, overwhelmed,
realizing each, according to his kind, the

menace and antagonism of the way. I

was to see the weak falter and fall by the

trailside. I was to see the faint-hearted

quail and turn back; but I was to see the

strong, the brave, grow grim, grow ele-

mental in their desperate strength, and
tightening up their belts, go forward un-

flinchingly to the bitter end. Thus it was
the trail chose her own. Thus it was,

from passion, despair and defeat, the spirit

of the trail was born.

The spirit of the Gold Trail, how shall

I describe it? It was based on that primal

instinct of self-preservation that underlies

our thin veneer of humanity. It was re-

bellion, anarchy; it was ruthless, aggres-

sive, primitive; it was the man of the

stone age in modern garb waging his

fierce, incessant warfare with the forces

of nature. Spurred on by the fever of

the gold-lust, goaded by the fear of losing

in the race; maddened by the difficulties

and obstacles in the wa}^ men became
demons of cruelty and aggression, ruth-

lessly thrusting aside and trampling down
the weaker ones that thwarted their pro-

gress. Of pity, humanity, love, there was

none, only the gold-lust, triumphant and

repellent. It was the survival of the fit-

test, the most tenacious, the most brutal.

Yet there was somethins: grandly terrible

about it all. It was a barbaric invasion,

an army, each man fighting for his own
hand under the banner of gold. It was

conquest. Every day, as I watched that

human torrent, I realized how vast, how

irresistible it was. It was Epic, it was

Historical.
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Many pitiful things I saw—men with

ha,G;,iiard, hopeless faces, throwing their

outfits into the snow and turning back

broken-hearted; men staggering blindly

on, exhausted to despair, then dropping

wearilv by the trailside in the bitter cold

and sinister gloom ; weaklings, every one.

Many terrible things I saw—men cursing

each other, cursing the trail, cursing their

God, and in the echo of their cur.-e^, gnnd-
ing their teeth and stumbling on. Then
they would vent their furv and spite on

the poor dumb animals. Oh, what cruelty

there was! The life of the brute was ns

nothing; it was the tribute of the trail: it

was a sacrifice on the altar of human
greed.

Long before dawn the trail awakened
and the air was full of breakfast smells,

chiefly that of burnt porridge; for pots

Avere seldom scraped, neither were di=;hes

wa.shed. Soon the long-drawn-oiit army
was on the march, jaded animals strain-

ing at their loads, their drivers reviling

and beating them. All the men were

bearded, and many of them wore parkas.

As many of the women had discarded

petticoats, it was often difficult at a short

distance to tell the sex of a person. There
were tents built on sleighs, with faces of

women and children peering out from be-

hind. It was a wonderful procession, all

classes, all nationalities, greybeards fuid

strinlings, parsons and prostitutes, rich

and poor, all filing pa.^t in their thousands,

drawn, desperately on by the golden mr[;i-

net.

One day we were making a trip ^vith

a load of our stuf! when, just ahead, th^re

was a check in the march, so T and the

Jam-wagon went forward to investigate.

It was our old friend Bullhamm.er m dif-

ficulties. He had rather a fine horse, and
in passing a sump-hole, his sled had .=lcid-

ded and slipped downhill into the water.

Now he was belaboring the animal un-
mercifully, acting like a crazy man, shout-

ing in a frenzy of rage.

The horse was making the most gal-

lant efforts I ever saw, but, with every

fresh attempt, its strength weakened.
Time and again it came down on its knees,

which were raw and bleeding. It was
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shining with sweat so that there was not

a dry hair on its body, and if ever a dumb
brute's eyes spoke of agony and fear, that

hor.se's did. But Bullhammer grew every

moment more infuriated, wrenching its

mouth and beating it over the head with

a club. It was a .'ickening sight and, used

as I was to the inhumanity of the trail, I

would have interfered had not the Jam-
wagon jumped in. He was deadly pale

and his eyes burned.

''You infernal brute! If you strike that

horse another blow. I'll break your club

over your shoulders."

Bullhammer turned on him. Surprise

paralyzed the man, rage choked him.
They were both big husky fellows and
they drew up face to face. Then Bull-

hammer spoke.

"Curse you, anyway. Don't interfere

with me. I'll beat bloody hell out of the

horse if I like, an' you won't say one
word, see?"

With that he struck the horse another

vicious blow on the head. There was a

quick shuffle. The club was Avrenched

from Bullhammer's hand. I saw it come
down twice. The man sprawled on his

back, while over him .stood the Jam-wa-
gon, looking very grim. The horse .''lip-

ped quietly back into the water.

''You ugly blackguard! I've a good
mind to beat you within an ace of your
life. But vou're not worth it. Ah, you
cur!"

He gave Bullhammer a kick. The man
got on his feet. He was a coward, but

his pig eyes squinted in impotent rage.

He looked at his horse lying shivering in

the icy water.

"Get the horse out yourself, then, damn
you. Do what you please with him. But,

mark you—I'll get even with you for

this—I'll—get—even .

"

He shook his fist and, with an ugly

curse, went away. The block in the traf-

fic was relieved. The trail was again in

motion. When we got abreast of the sub-

merged horsse, we hitched on the ox and
hastily pulled it out, and (the Jam-wagon
proving to have no little veterinary skill)

in a few days it was fit to work again.

(To he continued.)
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ALL the old barons are dead and their

castles are doddering along to decay

—but one; a new baron, with a new
castle has appeared. The strongholds of

the men who waged gory wars with one

another in the mighty days before King
John, and who carried luckless tenants as

captive—and howling, down into the don-

jon-keep, are molding. They are knock-

kneed and decrepit, to say nothing of be-

ing unsanitary. But this new baron's cas-

tle is to be of a new generation of castles

—hot water heating, electric liehts and

baths. It is to be—savs the arti.^t who de-

signed it, Mr. E. J. Lennox—the most im-

posing dwelling house, externally, at

least, in America. It is to sit high upon
a terraced hill overlooking Toronto from
the north. Its French baronial towers

and embattlemcnts shall be a mark to the

whole city. It is to cost a million—prob-

ably a million and a half. It shall con-

tain fifty chambers—some of them fit for

the King's court—finished in precious

woods carried from long distances: ma-
hoganies and oaks, teak and sandalwood,

raw cypress and bird's-eye maple, and

rosewood. The world's finest marble shall
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THE INTERIOR OF THE STALL-ROOM

e cut to make walls and tioors and stair-

ases, and at nights, from his height upon
lie hill, Sir Henry Pellatt, C.V.O., finan-

ier, broker, and, at leisure, a militarist,

hall presently sit and glower upon To-
onto, gleaming in the electric light which
ne of his enterprises furnishes to the city

3r a consideration.

The stables and the lodge of the house
ave been completed for some time. Hun-
reds of people have mistaken these

tables for the mansion, and have puzzled

ver the elaborate stable architecture to

36 where the ''front door" might be. A
leavy masonry tower, eighty feet high, is

he central point around which the stall-

oom, the coach-house, garage, grooms'
uarters and harness-room, are centered,

""he masonry is in red brick and white
tone. All manner of lesser towers and
arrets ornament the walls. The interiors

re done in teak. The harness room is

arpeted in velvet. The stall-rooms are
ined with white tile, the monotony of
fhich is broken by a Grecian border. The
oach house is as elegant as many a draw-
ng room, and the garage is worthy of the
hiest of cars.

Only recently, however, have the con-
racts for the house proper been let. They
all for an expenditure of three-quarters
'f a million dollars. The walls are to be
>uilt of Indiana or Credit Valley cut stone
-a pale grey color. The roof is to be an
•range yellow tiling. The mansion will

ace south over the hill, with a frontage

of 250 feet of masonry. The sur-

ronnding lawns will be .separated

froi.i Ihc level of the fir.st floor

Ijy a retaining wall, ranging in

height from ten to eighteen feet

above the ground level. Facing it

from the south one will see that the

house consists of a long, main .sec-

tion running ea^i and west, and ter-

minating in two projecting gables,

facing south from each end of the

house, elaborated into towers and
battlements, and .set off with hand-
some chimneys. These end gables

project beyond the central body of

the house, so as to form two loggias,

with archways facing south. Run-
ning east and we.st between these

two loggias is to be a tiled terrace

one hundred feet long and thirty feet

wide. It will be enclosed by a stone balus-

trade with openings giving to a parallel

turf terrace, which, in turn, is bounded
by the retaining wall, which separates the

house from the ordinary ground level.

The entrance to the castle will be from
the north. The visitor will first enter a

large reception hall about forty feet

square. From this leads first the main
staircase, twelve feet wide, to the upper
floor, and then promenade corridor one
hundred and seventy-five feet long and
fourteen feet wide. Off this corridor opens

the "Great Hall." in which the more ela-

borate entertaining of the ho.st may be

carried out. It will be sixty feet by forty

feet., and the ccilinf? will be the full height

of two storeys. The roof will be "open
timbered." and light will be admitted

through a magnificent cut-stone bay win-

dow, facing south across the terrace, and
extending from floor to ceiliner. It will

be filled vn\h clear glass, leaded.

Off this great hall are the drawing-
room, dining-room, library and reception

rooms. The library vnW be fifty feet long;

the dining-room and drawing-room about
forty-five feet square. The dining-room
gives into an octagonal tower breakfast-

room on one corner of the house.

The promenade corridor will let into a

palm room at one end. fifty feet square,

which will have tiled floors and marble
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linings, and have windows on three sides.

Sir Henry "s private den, office and bilhard

room, housekeeper's and butler s apart-

ments, sewing room, pantries, sculleries,

kitchens and servants' dining and sitting-

rooms occupy the balance of the ground
floor.

Turning to left and right from the first

landing, the main staircase reaches the

second floor. It contains eight or nine
suites of rooms, as well as the servants'

rooms. Each suite has a separate bath-

room and dressing room. The twelve

bathrooms will be finished in tile and
marble.

The basement contains a shooting gal-

lery, bowling alley and a swimming tank,

fashioned after the old Italian swimming
pools. It mil be forty feet long and
twenty feet wide.

The woods for the interior finishings

have not yet been definitely decided upon,
but they will include all the finest varie-

ties. Most of the ceilings will be done in

plaster staff work. Heat will be supplied

by furnaces in the stables.

The house is not costing a sum as large

as that spent on many of the famous
homes on this continent, but the outward
design and the site will combine to make
it, it is said, more beautiful and striking

than any other dwelling on the continent.

At the same time, the interior will be very

richly and comfortably finished. The work
will go on all winter and the castle will

probably be ready for occupation in three
years' time.

Although the details of the structure

have not been definitely decided upon, the
general design ensures a beautiful addition
to the list of great Canadian homes. The
gardens are already under cultivation, and
the driveways are being built.

Sir Henry's house is his fad, or rather,

his fad is the house and the gardens. The
hundi'eds of people who have made Sun-
day afternoon pilgrimages up Wells' Hill

in Toronto to see the work on the man-
sion, have ine\T.tably wondered why it is

that a business man—a man whose great-

est knowledge is apparently of books and
figures, percentages and directors' meet-

ings—should build such a house as this

one. A heavy brown stone front, huge
walks and pillars and carvings, and, in

short, everything arranged for a show of

wealth would have been understandable;

but to see the romantic architecture in

which the Colonel of the Queen's Own
Rifles has indulged himself, is to see in

him the out-cropping of an imaginative

vein such as one would expect of a poet

or an artist or a poor dreamer h\ing in

an attic. Every man has built his castle.

But most of such structures were built in

the days before their youthful architects

realized the almost human limitations of

a dollar bill. Ha^dng grown up, the aver-

age man forgets his ''Castl^ in Spain"

—

the one he built when he was eleven years

of age—and is content with a nice, eight-

roomed affair sitting in a row, or a pie-

bald arrano-ement of cobble stones in the

A GENERAL VIEW OF THE GARDENS. THE LODGE AND THE STABLE
ALREADY COMPLETE.
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fashionable part of the city. But to see

the towers even of Sir Henry's stables is

to have the memory of all these old cas-

tles revived. Surely it 2nust have been tlie

castle which Sir Henry dreamed about

when he was a boy.

Sir James lioss, Sir Ednunid Walker,

and Sir William Van Home find recrea-

tion in collecting paintings. When they

give over, for the day, the pursuit of steel,

or suitable bank investments, or railway

enterprises, respectively, they turn to the

masterpieces of paint for mental relaxa-

tion.

What the canvasses are to them is his

house and liis garden to Sir Henry Pel-

latt. For years he has been collecting

ideas for this new liomc. In Scotland and
England and France, with his camera or

with little thumb-nail sketches he has
made notes of the things in architecture

that pleased him, and collected them in

his waistcoat pockets. Armed with the c

be consulted Mr. Lennox, the architect,

and uotained the plans which are now
l.eing carried into execution.

One of the three collectors of paint-

ings referred to above, asked Sir Henry
one day why it was that he .spent so much
thought upon a house.

"Why don't you go in for collecting

something? How about pictures, or

china, or manuscripts? Why do you put

all your time in a house?"
"Why," laughed Sir Henry, "I might

much better ask you why you collect pic-

tures in.stead of architectural data and
flowers as I do. I'll tell you, though, why
I like the house building better. You,
when you have your collections of paint-

ings, find enjoyment in them only when
you have a guest, or some other excuse for

going through your gallery. But when
my house is finished I can putter around
all my evenings among my flowers and
admire my chimneys and my towers."

It is not recorded what the other

Knight bachelor replied.

AWAY WITH THEM !

There is too much talk of Ideals. The word is used in sermons
and poems and after-dinner speeches. Little souls roll it on the

ends of their tongues and lift their mild eyes to lieaven. Surely
tlic truly great have none of tliem

—

these ideals.

What is wa'iited is common decencies—not ideals. The word
has too much exquisitely nebulous meaninglessness. Fat men
dream of ideals, and in the morning cheat the car conductor. Thin
men dream of the same thing and abuse their wives. Lovers think
their aflinities "ideals," and wake to quarrel about a certain usage
ill grannnar.

There are too many "ideals" and too nuich self-deceiving. Let
us save the word from profanity and hide it until hallowing time
has restored its sacred .<hape, and in the meantime let us collect

samples of comnjon decencies, honesty of tongue, and hand, and
heart—and put them in a case, lest in a few generations there be
none left.



MONTAGUE SILVER, the finest

street man and art grafter in ttie

West, says to me once in Little

Rock: "If you ever lose your mind, Billy,

and get too old to do honest swindling

among grown men, go to New York. In
the West a sucker is born every minute;
but in New York they appear in chunks
of roe—you can't count 'em!"
Two years afterward I found that I

couldn't remember the names of the Rus-
sian admirals, and I noticed some gray
hairs over my left ear; so I knew the

time had arrived for mc to take Silver's

advice.

I struck New York about noon one day,

and took a walk up Broadway. And I

run against Silver himself, all encompass-
ed up in a spacious kind of haberdashery,

leaning against a hotel and rubbing the

half-moons on his nails with a silk hand-
kerchief.

"Paresis or superannuated?" I asks

him.
"Hello, Billy," says Silver; "I'm glad

to see you. Yes, it seemed to me that the

West was accumulating a little too much
wiseness. I've been saving New York for

dessert. I know it's a low-down trick to

take things from these people. They on-

ly know this and that and pass to and fro

and think ever and anon. I'd hate for

my mother to know I was skinning these

weak-minded ones. She raised me bet-

ter."

"Is there a crush already in the wait-
ing rooms of the old doctor that does skin
grafting?" I asks.

"Well, no," says Silver; "you needn't
back Epidermis to win to-day. I've only
been here a month. But I'm ready to

begin; and the members of Willie Man-
hattan's Sunday School class, each of

whom has volunteered to contribute a
portion of cuticle toward this rehabilita-

tion, may as well send their photos to the
Evening Daily.

"I've been studying the town," says
Silver, "and reading the papers every
day, and I know it as well as the cat in

the City Hall knows an O'Sullivan.

People here lie down on the floor and
scream and kick when you are the least

bit slow about taking money from them.
Come up in my room and I'll tell you.

We'll work the town together, Billy, for

the sake of old times."

Silver takes me up in a hotel. He has

a quantity of irrelevant objects lying

about.

"There's more ways of getting money
from these metropolitan hayseeds," says

Silver, "than there is of cooking rice in

Charleston, S. C. They'll bite at any-

thing. The brains of most of 'em com-
mute. The wiser they are in intelligence
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the less perception of cognizance they

have. Why, didn't a man the other day

sell J. P. Morgan an oil portrait of Rocke-

feller, Jr., for Andrea del Sarto's cele-

brated painting of tJie young Saint John

!

"You see that bundle of printed stuff

in the corner, Billy ? That's gold mining

stock. I started out one day to sell that,

but I quit it in two hours. Why? Got

arrested for blocking the street. People

fouglit to buy it. i sold the ijolicenian

a block of it on the way to the station-

house, and then 1 took it off the market.

I don't want people to give me their

money. I want some little consideration

connected with the transaction to keep

my pride from being hurt. I want 'em to

guess the missing letter in Chic—go, or

draw to a pair of nines before they pay
me a cent of money.
"Now there's another little scheme that

worked so easy I had to quit it. You see

that bottle of blue ink on the table? I

tattooed an anchor on the back of my
hand and went to a bank and told 'em I

was Admiral Dewey's nephew. They
offered to cash my draft on him for a

thousand, but I didn't know my uncle's

first name. It shows, though, what an
easy town it is. As for burglars, they

won't go in a house now unless there's a

hot supper ready and a few college stu-

dents to wait on 'em. They're slugging
citizens all over the upper part of the

city and I guess, taking the town from
end to end, it's a plain case of assault and
battery."

''Monty," says I, when Silver had
slacked up, "you may have Manhattan
correctly discriminated in your perora-

tive, but I doubt it. I've only been in

town two hours, but it don't dawn upon
me that it's ours with a cherry in it.

There ain't enough rus in urbe about it

to suit me. I'd be a good deal much bet-

ter satisfied if the citizens had a straw or

more in their hair, and run more to vel-

veteen vests and buckeye watch charm.
They don't look easy to me."

'Y^ou've got it, Billy," says Silver. ''All

emigrants have it. New York's bigger
than Little Rock or Europe, and it fright-

ens a foreigner. You'll be all right. I

tell you I feel like slapping the people
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here because they don't send me all their

money in laundry baskets, with germciide

sprinlcled over it. I hate to go down on
tiie street to get it. Who wears the

diamonds in this town? Why, Winnie,

the Wiretapper's wife, and Bella, the Bun-
costeerer's bride. New Yorkers can be

worked easier than a blue rose on a tidy.

The only thing that bothers me is I know
I'll break the cigars in my vest pocket

when I get my clothes all full of twen-

ties."

'T hope you are right, Monty," says 1;

"but I wish all the same I had been satis-

fied with a small business in Little Rock.
The crop of farmers is never so short out

there but what you can get a few" of 'em
to sign a petition for a new post office that

you can discount for $200 at the county
bank. The people here appear to possess

instincts of self-preservation and illiber-

ality. I fear me that we are not cultured

enough to tackle this game."
"Don't worry," says Silver. "I've got

this Jayville-near-Tarrytown correctly es-

timated as sure as North River is the Hud-
son and East River ain't a river. Why,
there are people living in four blocks of

Broadway who never saw any kind of a

building except a skyscraper in their

lives! A good, live hustling Western
man ought to get conspicuous enough
here inside of three months to incur

either Jerome's clemency or Lawson's
displeasure."

"Hyperbole aside," says I, "do you
know of any immediate system of bun-
coing the community out of a dollar or

two except by applying to the Salvation

Army or having a fit on Miss Helen
Gould's doorsteps?"

"Dozens of 'em," says Silver. "How
much capital have you got, Billy?"

"A thousand," I told him.
"I've got $1,200," .says he. "We'll

pool and do a big piece of businas.-^.

There's .so many ways we can make a

million that I don't know how to begin."

The next morning Silver meets me at

file hotel and he is all sonorous and stirred

with a kind of a silent joy.

"We're to meet J. P. ]\Iorgan this

afternoon," says he. "A man I know in

the hotel wants to introduce us. He's a
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friend of his. He says he likes to meet
people from the West."

"That sounds nice and plausible," says

T. ''I'd like to know Mr. Morgan."

''It won't hurt us a bit/' says Silver,

"to get acquainted with a few finance

kings. I kind of like the social way New
York has with strangers."

The man Silver knew was named
Klein. At three o'clock Klein brought
his Wall Street friend to see us in Silver's

room. "Mr. Morgan" looked some like

his pictures, and he had a Turkish towel

wrapped around his left foot, and he
walked with a cane.

"Mr. Silver and Mr. Pescud," says

Klein. "It sounds superfluous," says he,

"to mention the name of tlie greatest

financial ."

"Cut it out, Klein," says Mr. Morgan.
"I'm glad to know you gents; I take great

interest in the West. Klein tells nie ^^ou're

from Little Rock. I think I've a rail-

road or two out there somewhere. If

either of you guys would like to deal a

hand or two of stud poker I ."

"Now, Pierpont," cuts in Klein, "you
forget!"

"Excuse me, gents!" says Morgan;
"since I've had the gout so bad I some-
times play a social game of cards at my
house. Neither of you never knew One-
eyed Peters, did you, while you was
around Little Rock? He lived in Seattle,

New Mexico."

Before we could answer, Mr. Morgan
hammers on the floor with his cane and
begins to walk up and down, swearing in

a loud tone of voice.

"They have been pounding your stocks

to-day on the Street, Pierpont?" asks

Klein smiling.

"Stocks! No!" roars Mr. Morgan.
"It's that picture I sent an agent to Eur-

ope to buy. I just thought about it. He
cabled me to-day that it ain't to be found
in all Italy. I'd pay $50,000 to-morrow
for that picture—yes, $75,000. I give

the agent a la carte in purchasing it. I

cannot understand why the art galleries

will allow a De Vinchv to ."

"Why, Mr. Morgan," says Klein; "1

thought you owned all of the De Vinchy
paintings."

"What is the picture like, Mr. Mor^
gan?" asks Silver. "It must be as big as

the side of the Flatiron Building."

"I'm afraid your art education is on
the bum, Mr. Silver," says Morgan. "The
picture is 27 inches by 42 ; and it is called

'Love's Idle Hour.' It represents a num-
ber of cloak models doing the two-step on
the bank of a purple river. The cable-

gram said it might have been brought to

this country. My collection will never be
complete without that picture. Well, so

long, gents; us financiers must keep early

hours."

Mr. Morgan and Klein went away to-

gether in a cab. Me and Silver talked

about how simple and unsuspecting great

people was ; and Silver said what a shame
it would be to try to rob a man like Mor-
gan

; and I said I thought it would be

rather imprudent, myself. Klein pro-

poses a stroll after dinner; and me and
him and Silver walks down toward

Seventh Avenue to see the sights. Klein

sees a pair of cuff links that instigate his

admiration in a pawnshop window, and
we all go in while he buys 'em.

After we got back to the hotel and
Klein had gone, Silver jumps at me and
waves his hands.

"Did you see it?" says he. "Did you

see it, Billy?"

"What?" I asks.

"Why, that picture that Morgan wants.

It's hanging in that pawnshop, behind

the desk. I didn't say anything because

Klein was there. It's the article sure as

you live. The girls are as natural as

paint can make them, all measuring 36

and 25 and 42 skirts, if they had any

skirts, and they're doing a buck-and-

wing on the bank of a river with the

blues. What did Mr. Morgan say he'd

give for it? Oh, don't make me tell you.

They can't know what it is in that pawn-

shop.

When the pawnshop opened the next

morning me and Silver was standing

there as anxious as if we wanted to soak
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our Sunday suit to buy a drink. We
sauntered inside, and began to look at

watch-chains.

"That's a violent specimen of a chromo
you've got up there," remarked Silver,

casual, to the pawnbroker. "But I kind

of enthuse over the girl with the shoulder-

blades and red Ininting. Would an offer

of $2.25 for it cause you to knock over

any fragile articles of your stock in hurrv-

ingit off the nail?"

The pawnbroker smiles and goes on
showing us plate watch-chains.

"That picture," says he, 'Svas pledged

a year ago by an Italian gentleman. I

loaned him $500 on it. It is called

'Love's Idle Hour,' and it is by Leonardo
de Vinchy. Two days ago the legal time
expired, and it became an unredeemed

pledge. Here is a style of chain that is

worn a great deal now."
At the end of half an hour me and Sil-

ver paid the pawnbroker $2,000 and
walked out with the picture. Silver got

into a cab with it and started for Morgan's
office. I goes to the hotel and waits for

him. In two hours Silver comes back.

"Did you see Mr. Morgan?" I asks.

"How much did he pay you for it?"

Silver sits down and fools with a tassel

on the table cover.

"I never exactly saw Mr. Morgan," he
says, "because Mr. Morgan's been in

Europe for a month. But what's worrying
me, Billy, is this: The department stores

have all got that same picture on sale,

framed, for $3.48. And they charge

$3.50 for the frame alone—that's what I

can't understand."

SEE?

If one proves weak whom you fancied strong.

Or false whom you fancied true.

Just ease the smart of your wounded heart

With the thought that it is not you.

If many forget a promise made,
And your faith falls into the dust,

Then look meanwhile in your mirror, and .smile,

And say, "7 am one to trust."

If you search in vain for an ageing face

Unharrowed by fretful fears.

Then take right now, and keep, your vow
To grow in grace with the years.

If you lose your faith in the word of man.
As you go from the port of youth,

Just say as you sail, "I will not fail

To keep to the course of Truth."

For this is the way, and the only way

;

At least so it seems to me.
It is up to you to be, and do,

What you look for in others, See?

—Ella Wheeler Wilcox in Cassell's Magazme.
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By Paul E. Bilkey

This is the diary of "Another'^ Back-Bencher. In the last issue

we printed the musings of a manufacturer M. P. This time it is

a small town business-man, who has apparently succeeded in win-

ning a seat in Parliament by the usual "miracle." He is ''wise"

in some ways, and stupid as a stone in others. He is of a type that

only occasionally arrives in the House of Commons, fortunately,

and yet all those who know the Sessional crowd at the Capital will

recognize this character.

THEY say this is to be the fighting

session. I got it from one of the

messengers this morning. He
seems to know a lot more than I do about

what's going on. He says the session

would last till midsummer or longer if

it weren't for the Imperial Conference in

June. He says he's sorry about the Con-
ference, because the longer the session

lasts the more money he gets. Person-

ally, I'd rather see the thing wind up
next week. I calculated on making a

good thing out of it this year, but things

cost too much here in Ottawa and if I get

away with two thousand of "the indem-
nity" clear, I'll do well. Then there's

that letter from Ebenezer Baggs, secre-

tary of the Root Growers' Association

down home. He talks about bringing up
a deputation. That would mean giving

them a lunch somewhere and would cost

like fun. I must try and steer them off.

The messenger told me a lot of funny
things about the people on the Hill. He
says that old John Holder, who looks

after the Parliament Buildings at night,

has his head simply bulging with recol--

lections that would put a lot of people in-

to queer holes if he ever told. I must

look up Holder.

Found a new boarding house to-day.

They charged me three dollars a week

for my other room, and I had to pay!

Now, I've a place in Lower Town for a

dollar and a quarter a week and I'll get

my meals at a lunch counter. I can send
^
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my laundry home in small parcels and it

won't cost me anything. I can frank the

j)arcul.s. It's a terror the way some of the

follows spend tlicir indemnities. I don't

see what they come here for at all. There's

some of them that don't make a cent out

of it.

Sam, the messenger, says there's going

to be a general economic readjustment in

(ireat Britain and the whole of North

America. I looked up "economic" and
"readjustment." That fellow^ seems to

know a lot about the things that old

(ieorge Foster and Lyon Ma(;kenzie-King,

and some of those other men in front, are

always talking about. I must have some
more talks with Sam and see what it's all

about. He says there's a general move-
ment to bring about a "proper relation

between production and consumption."
rU get him to explain that. Wish he'd

use words a Member of Parliament could

understand without everlastingly having
to .sneak into the library and dig up the

dictionary. Sam got me into trouble the

other day too. He told me the Govern-
ment was paying more money for loans

in England than they would have to pay
on the continent of Europe. I told him
it wasn't so. As matter of fact I didn't

know whether it was or not, but I wanted
to give him an idea that I knew^ He
wanted to bet me that it was true, but I

wouldn't bet, and he said he supposed I

was afraid of PI.H. Miller, who put the

race track Gambling Bill through, would
have me arrested. He said if I wanted to

make sure I could ask a question in the
House. I let him write out a question,

and sent it in to the clerk and it appeared
in the "Votes and Proceedings" among
the notices. First thing I knew, along
comes the whip, wanting to know what in

Sam Hill I was trying to do. He said I

would have to drop the question, and he
said a lot of other things that I wouldn't
take from anybody else. Well, when the
clerk read out the question yesterday I

answ^ered: "dropped," and the Opposition
laughed. I asked the man next to me
what they were laughing at and he told
me to go up and fall off the tower. If we
hadn't been *in the House at the time I'd

have punched him. I told Sam about
90

it and he said to lay for him outside, but

I guess I'll let it rest. I'm not the sort of

man U) nurse a grievance.

it's real handy sometimes being a

Member of Parliament. I'd have lost a

good cow if I hadn't happened to be here.

Got word that the cow was sick. They
couldn't make out what was w^'ong with

it down home and no more could I when
1 read about its doings. Never heard of

a cow acting up like that before. I

watched my chance and when the Minis-

ter of Agriculture wasn't busy I went
down and told him about the cow.

Thought I w^orked it rather cleverly too.

Asked him how Mrs. Fisher was and that

sort of thing before I mentioned about the

cow. He looked a bit queer at first, got

red and laughed, but wdien I asked him
about the cow he seemed to know all

about it. Told me to go down to a man in

the Department and he'd tell me just

what to do. I went down and got some
good pointers and the cow's cured. But
when I told Sam about it his eyes started

to stick out of his head. He says there

isn't any Mrs. Fisher and never was.

They put me on the Railway Commit-
tee again. I always like the Railway
Committee meetings. There's usually a

row over something. I always sit near

the back of the room and light my pipe.

We had a lot of fun last session shouting
"carried" wdien people were up on the

platform opposing bills. I don't see my-
self why bills should be opposed. If

people want to build railways where's the

harm? And yet you see the Members
getting up and fighting like fury about
"extensions" and "capitalizations" and
"blanketing" and bonds and perpetual

franchises and a lot of things that

nobody cares about. I never could

see what "blanket charters" or "wa-
tering stock" has to do with a rail-

way. The trouble with most of these

men is that they don't rightly understand
the proposal of the railway promoters
wdiose bill they happen to be talking

about. I always do because I get it

straight from the men who bring in the

bills. They come and tell you all you
want to know. When a bill is coming up
there's always a lawyer or somebody
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around who knows all about it and will

talk it over with you in the committee

room or ''Sixteen" (that's the lounging

room for the Liberals) or somewhere else,

beforehand. It's simply a question of

ha\nng the facts and I don't see how any-

body can be supposed to know the facts

better than the men who are going to

build the road. It makes me tired to have

to sit up there in the Railway Committee
till one o'clock when I want to get out to

lunch, and have somebody getting off a

long speech about ''franchise-grabbers"

and things that I can't for the life of me
find in reading over the bill. It would be

a lot simpler and save trouble if these

people would get the facts beforehand and
make up their mind? how they're going

to vote before they go into the committee

room. The wonder to me is that George

Graham, the Minister of Railways, stands

for so much opposition, and yet some-

times he almost sides vriih the kickers.

Of course when he says he leaves it to the

judgment of the committee, I vote the

way I've promised just the same. That's

the proper way, I think. A man should

use his own judgment, always.

Wonderful what some men will do
around here to save a little money!
There's one man sits across the way from
me who's so mean he won't even let the

page lace up his file of "Hansard" for

him. Laces them up himself. He's an
old man too, been a member for years

and years, and his knuckles have got

t\\asted with rheumatism so that he can

hardly do the trick. But he sticks at it.

sometimes for a whole sitting, till he gets

it done. He's Scotch. I'm Scotch my-
self, but I'm not "mean." I always give

the page something at the end of the ses-

.sion. Last year I gave him fifteen cents

and a fountain pen that I got from the

Government Stationery Office. It was a

self-filler too, although the filler wouldn't

work, and I couldn't get any ink into the

blame thing.

AVish I had all the money that my con-

stituents spend on postage stamps to send

betters to me. Down home they seem to

think I have nothing to do but run
around doing errands for them. It keeps

me on the jump going around the De-
partments finding out things for the fel-

lows who say they voted for me. I know
darn well that some of them didn't vote

for me at all, but may be they will next

time. I sent home a geography to the

children. Got it from the Interior De-
partment. They must have shown it

around at school, because a few days later

I began getting bunches of letters every

day asking for geographies. The li.st

grew so long that I was almost afraid to

ask for the books. I went to Mr. Oliver

about it. (I shall not go to him again).

Then I went down to the Department and
turned in the bunch of letters and 1 guess

the books were delivered all right. Hope
nobody hears about that cow cure.

It isn't always easy to get things in the

Departments though, and some of the

officials are a lot too fresh. The other

day I went over to the AVest Block and

told a man I wanted to see the Minister.

"Can't be done," says he.

"Do you know who I am?" I demand-
ed, getting a little mad.

"No," says he, "and what's more "

"I'm a member of Parliament," said I,

drawing myself up and sticking out my
chest a little. It won't go very far.

"The woods are full of them," says the

fellow.

I was so angry that I walked right

away.

There's a man in the House who can

talk Gaelic—something I can't do my-

self. His name is Tolmie—John Tolmie.

He's a popular man, Tolmie is. He was

about the only man in the House, they

say, who understood the speech that the

late D. C. Eraser once delivered in Gaelic.

Some man on the other side had annoyed

the big fellow from Guysboro. He stood

up and poured out a stream of pure

Gaelic, and Tolmie nearly fell on the

floor. "You little rat," Eraser was saying,

"if vou come outside I'll punch your ug-

ly little head off." I think myself that

Eraser was taking a risk. I, myself,

would never attack a fellow member in

that way. There's always the chance that

he might happen to understand, or that
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someone might tell him afterward.

Fraser, though, was a very big man.
Parliament is becoming more honest.

Since the disclosures in the Printing

Bureau a number of Members have
abandoned concealment. There is Henry
Horton Miller for instance. He has come
out from behind his moustache. They
say it interrupted his flow of speech, but
I never noticed myself that it hampered
him much. Sam says its a barefaced at-

tempt by Miller to look like the Minister
of Justice, although, he says, he doesn't
think Miller ought to carry his resent-

ment that far. (I can't always understand
Sam). I talked the matter over with a
fellow in ''Sixteen" the other day and he
said it was one of the most startling ex-

posures ever made in the House of Com-
mons. I afterwards found out that he
wasn|t a friend of Miller. Then there's
Turriff, of Assiniboia. He had quite a
growth last ses.sion and it's gone, too. Sam
says Turriff did it so that H. B. Ames
wouldn't recognize him, but I can't see
for my part what Ames has got to do with
it. Ames would be sure to know him
again anyhow. He's hard to get rid of
when he once gets after you. I see that
the Minister of Inland Revenue lias cut
his off. Left it behind in Victoria, Sam
says. Cigars, Sam says, go a long way,
when you haven't a mou.stache. Queer
fellow, Sam! But I must say that our
side of the House looks a lot younger
since the barbers got busy, but there's
still quite a large crop waiting to be
harvested. They told me that the Min-
ister of Castoms had .shaved off his beard
but I find it isn't so. They said last year
that Sir Frederick Borden had given up
his side whiskers, but that turned out to
be only one more of the unfounded alle-
gations against the Minister.

^

There aren't enough sofas in "Sixteen."
I'm going to .speak to Pug.sley about it.

That's one good thing about Pug.sley.
He'll always listen to you when you
want something. Wish all the Ministers
were like him. I don't believe the things
the Opposition fellows say against Pugs-
ley. I was glad to hear him deny them
all. Some of the fellows on the other
side don't .=;eem to believe him. There'^
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Crocket for instance. He's always bother-

ing Pugsley, ju.st when I want an extra

sofa in "Sixteen." I think when a man
gives a denial that ought to settle it. It

ought to be a rule of the Hou.se. Then
there would be no more attacks on Pugs-
ley. I have listened to a lot of his deni-

als and they have shown me just how
clean a man can keep his record. It's

lucky for him though that he did keep it

clean and is able to say he didn't do the

things they say he did. It always cheers

me up when he dares those fellows to

come on and bring their law.suits or make
their charges, personally, against him.
When Sir Wilfrid Laurier said he was
proud of Pug.sley, I tell you I was too!

I just felt like a hero. I'd have voted

down any of their old resolutions—but

about that sofa. It's hard to sit around,

hour after hour, waiting to vote, and a

man ought to be able to lie down and
have a little sleep while the debates are

going on. If those fellows in the front

row like to go on talking, day after day,

why I say, let them, but why should I

have to hang around and listen to a lot

of things I don't understand? That's

why there ought to be more sofas. There
are a few in "Sixteen," but some of our

men .seem to think they own them and I

never get a chance. Gue.ss I'll mention
it to the chief whip—Pardee, first. If the

whips want to keep us here they ought to

provide us udth proper conveniences. Now
there was that debate on the Addrass from
the Throne. There I had to sit and listen

to a lot of talk about di.sloyal appeal down
there in Drummond and Arthaba.ska

j
where our candidate got beaten. I don't I
know much about these things myself,

but I'd be prepared to bet that if there

was anything wrong the other side did it.

Anyway I can't see why they should

want to deny it, seeing that they got their I
man in. All this talk about "National-

ism" makes me tired. I'm a man that

can size things up pretty well for myself,

and I say that if these Quebec fellows

want to call themselves Nationalists, why
let them. So .long as the Government
stays in power what does it matter? We
get our indemnities just the same, and if

there's going to be a big war I guess it
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won't be in our time. I say, let the fu-

ture take care of itself. It has done al-

right so far. Sam says I don't know what
I'm talking about, but he doesn't know
everything himself. When it comes to

judging a Cotswold for instance, I can

put rings around him. Bnt if I don't know
all about this Quebec business, it just

shows how foolish it is to have these de-

bates, which is what I've been saying all

along. I'll speak about that sofa to-day.

That fellow Laplant has an easy job.

I'd like something of that .sort, only there

ought to be someone else to do the writing.

Laplant is the As.«i.stant Clerk of the

House. I fianre out that if he weren't

there the Clerk, what's his name! Flint—

•

would have to do tlie work himself. It's

handv to have an assistant, but Laplant

would be more comfortable if he could

pa.ss the stuff on to someone else. Perhnns

it isn't as good a thing as T thought. He
has to .''tay in the House almost all the

time while we "Members" can go out anv-

time when there isn't a vote coming on.

and enjov himself. So long as he puts

in an appearance each dav he's all rio-hl.

Of course. T don't believe in this business

of taking the money for davs when you
haven't been in your seat. It doesn't seem
right to me somehow. Takes a little

nerve too, becau.se one of these days some-

one will get tripped and then there'll l)o

the devil of a row. There's too much
ri.'^k of discovery for me to take a chanre
like that. I'll get my iu'^'emnity honestly

or not at all.

They say that Flint, the Clerk of the

House, used to be a Member of Parliament
—came from down east. Nova Scotia or

one of those places, d used to think be-

fore I came here that Nova Scotia was the

capital of Prince Edward Island. Fortun-

ately, I found out in time. It just shows

how a man's 2ot to be on the alert around
here). Rut Flint secured a good job, and
why couldn't I? There's a lot of work
around the Government's Experimental

Farm that I could do. These "House"
jobs are better though. There's six-

months of recess when you haven't much
to do, and even if you do have to show up
at your office during the scs.sion, the pay
is away ahead of anything out home. I

used to think the only way to get money
was to work for it. Thai's the notion

down home, but here a man gets a hromh i

outlook.

I mentioned to Sam the other day thai

I thought I'd a.«k one of the Ministers

aV)0ut getting a good job. There arc

times when I simply cannot reeard Sam
as a sincere friend. I can stand a frank

expression of opinion as well as any man,
but as an elder I object to profanity. He
swore. I don't think his remarks, coar.^e

as they were, apply much more to me
than to a lot of people who have succeeded

in getting jobs. Sam is the party organ-

izer in our district, by the way. and a

mes.'senger during the Session. He .says

it would be healthier for me to forget

about the jobs and look after my con-

stituency. He says that Long Peter, my
Conservative opponent down home, is get-

ting his work in down there while I'm

here in Ottawa attending to >ny legisla-

tive duties. I told him I could lick Long
Peter and so I can in a straight fight, but

Peter was always a reckless and extrava-

gant man and has a habit of going around

the riding .'^pending his money in being

what they call "a good fellow." (It's his

own money too) . Now I don't believe in

that. It's"^ bribery, and the election law

ought to stop it.' If I went around the

way he does I'd be out of pocket—indem-

nity and all. If I can't carry the riding

without what I regard as an illegal ex-

penditure of money, LU stay at home.

It's all very well when the campaign is

really on and the parties send a few

thousands into the riding for purely legi-

timate expenses, but this business of

sneaking around spending one's own

money is in my opinion—most reprehens-

ible. Long Peter will find he has enough

to do when tlie fight is on and he'd belter

keep his money till then. Would you be-

lieve it, the organization and campaign

expenses in my riding at the last election

totalled up to"^ seven thousand four hun-

dred and fifty one dollars and iifty-one

cents. Of course the county was well

organized, the party lending me some

good men. I didn't go over the accounts

mvself, but they told me the seven thous-

and four hundred and Iifty-one fifty-one
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was for hiring halls and printing and one

thing and another like that. I think my-
self I might have done it for less, but

probably they'd have wanted back any-

thing that wasn't spent, so perhaps it's

just as well.

But I'm not so slow as Sam seems to

think. He doesn't know about my con-

versation vnth Pngsley. I went to Pugs-

ley to-day as bold as you please and spoke

to him about that sofa. He laughed at

first and seemed to think I was joking,

but when he found there was no joke

about it, he at once took an interest in the

matter. He admitted that he had never

had the subject brought to his personal

notice before, and thanked me for men-
tioning it. Said he would have it attend-

ed to without delay as soon as he had dis-

po.^ed of one or two other matters of

rather pressing importance. He asked

me a lot of ouestions about mv riding,

seemed to think it was on the lakeshore

and asked me about the wharf accommo-
dation. I had to explain that we are a

lonsr way from the lake. He seemed
much nut out at first. I mentioned the

creek that runs down back of the tannerv
and he asked me if the people were likelv

to petition for a wharf. I said I hardlv

thought there was room for a wharf unless

the creek was widened at the point where
the wharf was to be built. I also men-
tioned that in July and August the creek

dried up. d thought he looked at me a

little suspiciously for a moment). Any-
how he changed the subject and asked me
whether any repairs were needed to the

post-office. Had to tell him that Hyman
had built a new post office only a few

years ago but that the Custom House in

our town was a tumble-down old place

and we needed a new sidewalk on the

front street. He said he was afraid the

sidewalk was a matter for municipal ac-

tion, but he'd look into the matter of the

custom house and was glad of my bring-

ing it to his attention. He a.sked me to

let him know what the custom receipts at

the office for the la.^t few vears were so he
would have some data (think that was the

stuff) to go on. I looke^l it up in the

blue-book to-day but couldn't find any
mention of any receipts. Told Pugsley.

He said, "Ah. well, we'll have to see what
we can do?" Fine fellow. Puffsley.

Well. T don't much care about Long
Peter anvhow. I've been looking up the

report of the Auditor-General and I see

a way of getting a dollar or two even if T

do get left at the elections. There's old

Keneer—or whatever his naipe is. who
u.<5ed to sit next me. He's out now and I

see he's makins lots of money—-selling

things to the Government. I might do
that. Or I mieht. perhaps, get a job con-

ductinof an investigation. There's that

fellow that made all those peat investiga-

tions for the Government. I was reading
over his expenses this afternoon while
^Mackenzie Tvinq; was making a speech to

the House about something or other.

There's ouite a chunk for cab hire. Now
whv couldn't I do something like that?

T don't know an^'ihing about peat, but T

could ride in the cabs. T asked Sam if he
thought it was usual to drive to a peat bog
in a cab, but he says it all depends upon
the situation of the bog. Queer fellow.

Sam

!

To he continued.

TO A JILT.

If handsome is as handsome does,

As handsome hath been said to be.

Why, you're the handsomest ever was.

For you have ''done me" handsomely!

—London Opinion.
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In the Waiting Room
By

Helen E. Williams

m

THE woman waited. You could see that the

strain of waiting was telling on her strength.

Her face was drawn. Her attitude was tense.

The wind outside drove the snow with sudden fury

against the window and then retreated, muttering.

Lights began to glimmer in the streets outside the

hospital. A few pedestrians, heads down to the cold

gusts, hurried past. The stampeding winter a,ir

charged upon the walls of the great building again

and pressed hard on the glass of the waiting-room

window. The storm crooned and wept and shouted

in some haunted cranny of the building overhead,

near the roof outside. The woman heard nothing.

Her eyes were haggard.

Everything in the waiting-room of the great m-

stitution had been carefully selected to convey cheer-

fulness, and yet it was so cheerful as to defeat its

own aim. Certainly it was not cheerful to the

woman. To her, as to most of the world, nothing

could be more discouraging than this cheerfulness.

In a dull way she found herself hating the room as

she sat there. She thought vag-uely of the hundreds

who must have sat waiting within those four walls.

The walls must have extracted from each of them

something of the history, the personaUty, the emo-

tions of each. They must have heard thousands of

messages from the mysterious, iodoform-smellmg

rooms beyond the turn in the main corridor, where

\y.^
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some died, some recovered, and some—merely lin-

gered on toward indefinite, inevitable death. The
woman wondered with still melancholy what the

message for her would be—what would be the result

of the operation. She caught herself folding her
hands, mentally and physically, and preparing for

the worst they could tell her of her son.

The door opened and a young man was admittea.

lie was of the style which is generally called "nice."

His face was fresh. His eyes were bright. He re-

moved his coat and commenced an inspection of the

room with his eyes. They were nervous eyes. He
was whistling the while the air of a little tune, over

cUid over again. That, too, was nervousness. And
yet he was very cheerful. The woman watched hnn
go to the window and look out at the storm, snuhng
lO himself. Wheeling suddenly, he met her glance.

'Awful bore, this waiting," he remarked, cross-

mg the Hoor and taking a chair nearer hers. "Don i

you think so?"

"There are—worse things," replied the woman
in a low voice.

"Been waiting long?" with a swift glance that

comprehended her strained white face, and the

mourning costume.

"Some hours. It is my son. I will know very

soon now."

He made a little sound of sympathy and his eyes

expressed that he understood what the waiting meant
for her. "An operation?" he asked.

"Appendicitis. And he is not very strong. ."

"George, that's rough ! But he'll pull through.

I've been there myself. Pretty low, I was, too. But
now—you see?—hard as nails!"

He looked it. The woman say his eyes seek the

door.

"You, too, are waiting to—to hear of someone?"
she asked.

"Yes," he said, though he appeared almost as

though lie had not heard the question, and when



he spoke agsun it was with reference to the woman's

son again.

'It is not so much a question of vitality," he went

on after a moment's abstraction, "as the determma-

tion not to knuckle down. 1 know a gni who s been

ill mostly all her Ufe, but she'll never admit she can t

do everything anybody else can do. 1 never knew a

person that was so-so alive. It's as good as a tome

just to see her. You would think to hear her talk,

that she was the most fortunate girl about. She takeb

her medicine—and it's the bitterest kind, too—with-

out a whine. And when she's struck to earth she

struggles up—and on again—pluckiest kmd ot a

sport—she is."

The woman seemed hardly to hear what he said.

"Mv son's constitution is poor," she answerel.

-He gives up easily. That is what ternhes me so-

that he will aie just because he does not care enough

live He was llways like that. AH through schoo^

he could have done things it he only would. 1 used

to tell him: 'Anson,' I'd say, 'it a lies fth yourself

.

But he paid no attention. 1 could see for him, but 1

rouldn'o? make him do. It is that that makes me

anxious now. He gives up so easily. And he is my

last."

-Wish you could see this girl I was telling you

about Lately, she's not been quite so well which

means she is'pretty bad. But Lo^d you^ '^^
there was a festival gomg on

f . %b^^f^^^^^^^ [^^^
kept the whole ward cheertul. They aie lairiy

'htied into smiles when she takes things
-^^^^^^

Whenever I see her, I wish everyone who is m trouble

ould see her.too. It would do them good- Ta^^_

about religion ! She's it! Always just the same. Al

ways sunny But her eyes-they give her away

Sy hurry'-/.un.,. They never -tchup-th^

tliP beautiful things she sees m life. They want—

1:;'W to live'.o. And yet your ^n you say,

does not? Mighty rum world, now, isn t it.

MS.
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Agfiin he looked toward the door, and again left

his chair and walked about, while the voice of the

tempest outside shook windows.

"He's sure to buck!" he told the woman, coming
back to her side of the room. "You just take n\y

word for it, he'll be all right."

"If—Oh, if I could only believe that! But so

many things have been taken from me. I am afraid—afraid. You are young. You don't know. It

would be different if it were only one's self, but one
lives in one's friends, one's family. When they die

—I die too. All but the shell."

"It's all in the way you accustom yourself to look

at it," said the boy. "If you think of yourself only,

it is, as you say, beastly hard lines. If you take a

larger view, you see that somehow everything works
out to the good—at least, that's what this girl thinl:?.

She is always quoting Gilder's "The Light Lies on
the Farthest Hills." That's her gospel."

"Tell me more about her. It will keep me from
thinking—and there's something about her that

—

"

"You notice it, too?" his face lighting. "But
I'm not surprised. That's the way she wants people

to feel about her. She'd like to feel, she says, that

she was still living in us. Rather responsible it makes
a fellow. But she'd do her part, trust her! She's

not much but spirit now, I tell you, just to be near

lier, is a benediction."

"Is there no hope for her?" and, she added be-

fore he could reply, "Is it she you are w^aiting to hear

about?"

Before he could answer there was a rustle of

starched dresses outside the door. A nurse entered

with quiet swiftness and crossed to the woman, who
rose, trembling in every limb.

"Your son has passed successfully through the

operation. The doctors believe there is every hope
for his recovery."

She turned to the boy, and lowering her voice,

"Your sister," she said, "died seven minutes ago."



The Human Side of a Bank
By

A Nervous Depositor

DID you ever consider the perfect

stillness of a Canadian Bank? It

is one of the most remarkable
qualities in one of the most remarkable
institutions in the world. Everything
else hurries. Observe that business corner,

— Portage and Main, or Queen and
Yonge, or McGill and St. James, or Gran-
ville Street, or Harrington Street. See

the people hurrying pa.st, bumping into

one another, trying to keep out of one an-

other's way, and running for street cars.

They pant. They clutch their purses.

They, poor souls, are doctors, lawyers,

merchants, factory owners, and some even
may be farmers caught in the toil and
trouble of a city. One or two are perhaps
financiers, like Mackenzie and Mann, or

like Honorable George Cox; and the rest

are real estate agents. What are they all

hurrying about? Is it to .see a sick friend,

or to take home a lost child, or to go back
and apologize to the street car conductor
for having abused him unnecessarily?
No. It is to gather the fruit of the Tree
—Money.

For—only figuratively speaking, of

course—there is continually falling from
the skies a rain of money. It is the
money, which people are continually
throwing up in the air, into speculation

and things—descending to earth again.

The other people, knowing that it is

bound to come back, are rushing to the
respective points where they, in their res-

pective wisdom and limited opportunitv,
think that most of it is likely to fall. To
some it falls in the form of wages, to

others, in the form of salaries, to others

in the form of bonuses, directors' fees

and shareholders' dividends, and to

others as legacies from deceased aunts.
That is why everybody is hurrying. The
only people that don't hurry are burglars
and yegg men—who very wisely let other
people run after the money and place it

in neat and convenient parcels, which
may be carried away swiftly—and the
banks. The banks are respectable.

Amidst all the turmoil, they are per-

fectly still, or they seem to be. It is like

the stillness of the Sphinx. It is like the
midnight stillness of a dark cellar when
you stand, scantily clad, at the top of the
.stairs, holding your breath and clutching

a parasol, preparatory to descending and
giving the imaginary burglar who is hid-

ing among the preserve jars, the fright

of his life. It is like the .stillness of a

clock that won't go. It is like—but, that

is enough.
Implacable, inexorable, undefeatable,

indefatiguable, and in several other ways,

the bank sits with its arms folded, hold-

ing down the best business corners in the

country. It has whole bins of money
inside. It keeps its money as a man
would keep his coal, except that the bins

are locked. People come to it, coaxing,

pleading, smiling, wooing, praying to it,

kissing its garments, and so on. Upon
the rich, it smiles a little, remembering
that the rich are sometimes crooked, and
sometimes lose their money; upon the

poor it frowns charitably, and on the in-

dustrious it beams encouragement at

three and one half per centum per an-

num. But when it has loaned you money,
the spell is cast over you. You can feel

its fingers on your young and tender

spine, and, so to speak, it unbinds its

jaw like Marley's ghost, and shows you
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the cavern into which many a good man
ha« fallen.

Now. roiiQ-hlv spcakino'. that is the in-

human sirle of hanks. Evervhorlv knows

it. Tt is no rlisorrace now-a-rlavs. And one

is foropd to arid to this statement that

thp Canadian hankinq; sv.stem is resnons-

ihle for nearlv all, if not all. prosneritv

of the nation—the rest of the credit heins;

dne to the Liheral Administration in

Ottawa.

The sv.stem is an ahsolnte monarchy
to be .snre. But then it has alwavs been
conceded that ahsolnte monarchs make
the best kind of rnlers, provided they are

jrood. And in this resnect we are ap^ain

forced to state that the Canadian Bankers'
Association is composed of non^ bnt the

jrood and holv and wi.se. The word
"wise" should be in italics.

Bnt the mvsterv of mvsteries about

banks in Canada is th«t thev are after

all perfoctlv human. The general man-
afrers are amonq the most worthv men
of the land. No doubt the buviufr of

Chri'^tmas pT'p<:ents makes even them lean
of pocket. Thp local manaffprq are among
the mo«t valuable citizens. They are nice

men. Their wives are nice, and thev
have bf^'^n known to have babies that
cn'pri. Thp local manaq-er vnW even make
fripnric? with vou cautiously, and lend vou
a little monev—perV<aps. But on that
score be warned. "UTien a bank lends
yon monev—on the best of security, of
course— do not be flattered. Run for
aldermen npvt vear. because you probablv
have a face like an alderman, and it would
be well to make thp most of it. But do
not be flattered. You must be a most
innocuous person. Your simplicitv must
show on vour face. Tt must be qiu'te evi-

dent that you have not imagination
enoufrh to run away ^-ith the monev. and
not enoufh brains to e.scane vour indebt-
ednet!<?. Of course, vou should not want
to. Bnt some in thi<5 world do. Thpv are
verv clpver men. Tf the bank lpnd<5 vou
monpv it .shows that you do not look like
opp of thpm.
Thp "ke^v to iy<p mvefprv of thp Cqnnrlian

bnnks i<5 to >>p fonnd in the neculiar form
of comnetitiori hpf-^veen them. Manv
peonle are inclined to sav that there is

no competition at all, and that the bank
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that tries to secure more bu.sinesw by giv-

ing a hifher rate on deposits, or bv anv
other radical means, to secure bu«iine«w. is

at once subiected to the di-afomfort of hav-

ing no clearino" bou-ae pri^nlPTes. Peonle

sav that the Canadian Bankers' Ao«oci-

ation is a monev trust. And vpt if vou

were to a.sk a bank man he would in<ai<3t

that there is the keenest of competition

between the various banks, and if von

pursue the ouestion further, vou will lenrn

the somewhat remarkable fact that the

weapon by which one bank scores against

another is—the Canadian Bank Man.

Of cour.se. the rule does not alwavs hold

true. But in a va.<5t mnioritv of cases, the

junior of average intfllif^epce and educa-

tion who is tnken into the emnlov of a

bank is indeed verv lareelv on the oues-

tions: "V^Hiat sort of a man will he prove

in a social wav? Will he be a man wbn«p
familv name will m've him a rendv

"entre" to the "V,pQt circles." the wpnlth-

iest houses? Will he bp a man the fnnne

of whose familv's wpnlth or accomplish-

ment, or respectabilitv, will ensure hi«i

beine accepted in the bpst drawincr.roonnQ?

Has he a eood arl^rp<?<?? 7=; he o'oo'^ look-

ing? Ts he eqrpfnl abont his annPflranpp?

In .short, will he be able to mept thp cl<»<«

of people who make good custom pt<? for

the bank, and gain tbpir confi'^pnce?

Now the bank men of Canada will no
doubt denv that thi" is taken serionalv

into consideration. The verv men who
emplov the iuniors. who aceent a trembl-

ing candirlate fre^h from Upper Canada,

and send him fl^ung off to some for^pken

town to look after "collections" at four

dollars a week, may deny it. Yet, it is

true.

It is nothing again.st the banks. Tt is

merelv an interesting point. Some people

would obiect that there should be more
competition between the banks than the

mere selection of men who are calcnloted

to bring business. But that is npUber
here nor there. The bank mpn of Can-

ada are on the whole a snlendid bo^lv of

men. Thev have a social stan'^inor which
is utterly different from the stonrlino- of

the same men in Fno-land. Thp banks
try as much as pos,sible to select the men
who will be able, as we have said before,
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to mix with people of wealth, inspire their

confidence, and secure their business.

Bank men have been misunderstood

on this very account. In small towns,

parochial souls are wont to turn up their

noses at the young men who are "down at

the bank," and who dress well, and act

the part of the elite of the town. The
bank man's care in dress and manners
are often made the subject of a joke. But
it is no joke. Out of the pittance a jun-

ior receives, and out of the none too fat

salaries which the senior man receives,

they are expected to dress well, belong to

a tennis club or bowling club or some
social organization in the town, and in

short—to keep up the bank's end in those

walks of life where there is money.

Of course, there are bank men who do
not do this. Causrht early, buried in their

ledgers, perpetually weary from pursuing
an elusive "one cent," or "ten cents," or

"a dollar and nine cents," up one column
and down again, and around the corner
of the page, some are apt to forget this

phase of their work. They become, nrob-
ablv the best workers in the bank. Their
work is neat and accurate and quickly
done. Thev are reliable. But when it

Cflmes to going out and mixing, they fail.

They are quiet fellows, or timid, or per-

haps the comeliness which the bank
thought thev promised to develop when
they were taken on at sixteen years of age,

has not arrived. For them there may be
inside positions or head office places of
great responsibility.

Another man has grown up to be more
or less of a bore. He cannot dance. He
cannot make conversation on small things.
But he has a family. Or his family, .such

as it was, has "money," and is "somebody"
where it came from. Such a man may go
"out." By dint of hard work he keeps
his place in societv, and people looking
around at him at Mrs. So and So's bridge,
sav "Yes," \Aath a sigh, "Yes. that remark-
ably clever looking man is Huxton-Brom-
ley of the Imperial Bank of Commerce."
or "That is Lemville-Smith—You know?
Smith's salve. Four million. Yes. In
his own right."

But a third bank man is probably no-
thing but a "good head," with a decent
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family history and a modest education.

Presently, the inspector in his rounds be-

gins to notice that young Johnson has a

nice manner, a good address, and is not

had to look at. He makes a note of John-

son. After a while he may promote him
and watch him again. It is just possible

that he may have been mistaken. The
fellow may have a nice manner and all

that, but he perhaps lacks judgment. The
inspector has little ways of seeing these

things. So he finds young Johnson as

less than he expected, and puts him in a

po.sition where the genial qualities will

work to the best interests of the bank, but

where he won't run the risk of getting

the bank into trouble—though the only

person of course who can really lose is

young Johnson himself, the bank being-

protected by the bonding company.

But perhaps young Johnson proves not

only to have a pleasing personality but

sound judgment. By and by he gets a

small managership. It is in a country
town. There are retired farmers with
money to deposit, hiding in the woods
round-about. It is Johnson's duty to get

the farmer to deposit all the money he
can. He may be called upon to

make a few loans -— in that case

he will probably ask the applicant to

wait a little while until he gets time to

ask a few casual questions of some well-

posted lawyer of the town, concerning
the worldly worth and the character of

this applicant. Then he may or may not

grant the loan. It won't be more than
a thousand, anyway. Anything larger

than that probably has to be passed upon
by head office.

But he is after the business of the farm-
ers. He does not go and a.sk for it; he
never mentions business outside the office.

He is merely careful in accepting invi-

tations to tea. He is tactful. If he is un-
married he is as nice to the daughters of

the pro.spective depositors as it is safe to

be. He goes to fairs. He attends tea

meetings. He makes little speeches, per-

haps, after the pa.'=!tor and the reeve. He
a.^ks abovit the sick and—one day he has
to hand out a five-dollar subscription to

the baseball team, next, money to the foot-

ball or the lacrosse club, then to the
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hockey club and so on. The bank allows

him nothing for this, but he does it. He
reaps his harvest afterwards — perhaps.

The people he has been nice to decide to

change their account. They like him,

and they like that little accountant of his,

and the little junior in the office. So the

branch is able to report an increase in

deposits.

Johnson probably didn't like it. He
probably hated being the big frog in the

little puddle, but he has done his duty,

and supposing the inspector to be any
sort of a good head, which he proably

isn't, Johnson gets a chance at a better

branch.

This time, perhaps, it is a branch where
there is more lending to be done, and less

fostering of deposits. The first place was
perhaps in some old Ontario town where
the money is being held, and where little

is being invested in new ventures. The
second place is probably out West, where
the bank has to lend.

This is the test of Johnson. The in-

spector w^atches him. He guesses what
kind of friends the man will make. He
sees him making friends carefully and
with good judgment, so that the friend

becomes a friend of the bank, but a safe

friend—not one who is liable to become
an applicant for loans which the bank
could not very well grant. Johnson does
his part well. He is nice to everyone,
even to the indigent. But he keeps always
a little barrier of reserve between himself
and everyone. It is a reserve which, if

Johnson is careful, nobody sees until it

is necessary to say, "No. I am sorry.

We could not accept that business."

Thus, then, Johnson becomes a weapon
in the hands of the bank against the
other banks. Everything else is equal.

His competitor can, as a rule, offer no
better terms than Johnson, and offer no
inducement save courtesy and considerate

treatment. The man in the other bank
—no doubt he bowls with Johnson everv

evening during the summer—lacks tact,

loses his temper, says graceless things,

makes a blunder, can't take a joke. His
bank loses business. Johnson's gains.

Johnson becomes an influence in the

community. He is a good fellow, but not

too good. He is a mixer, but a wise mixer.

He is alert. He inspires confidence. He
does not boast of his bank. He
merely stands calmly there as a
personal guarantee of its integrity.

He looks down on the junior, try-

ing to board himself, and keep
his collars clean, and belong to the tennis

club—on four dollars a week. He feels

sorry for the junior, but he knows that he
once did it himself. It is good for the

boy. He sees the junior invited out to

tea at the houses of pretty daughters, and
sees the little devil strut as though he

really had all the money which is men-
tioned in gold letters on the windows of

the bank. And he grins. He knows it is

good for the bank, and won't hurt the

boy. Only perhaps, when he overhears

the junior telling the junior in the bank
across the road that he simply can't afford

to take such-and-such a girl to the Meth-

odist garden party, because he scarcely

has enough to pay for his laundry this

week, and the folks at home have shut

down on his allowance and his cigarettes

—then has Johnson a twinge of a painful

memory. He knows all the good times

he used to have when he was a popular

junior, and he recalls the fact that he,

itoo, had to weigh carefully the problem

of returning hospitality by asking the

girl to a "garden party." But he looks

at the letters from head office and his

official signature. He observes the pol-

ished top of his own managerial desk, and

if he is at all a human manager, and the

junior is at all worth it, he "boosts" the

youngster in his report to head office, in

the hope that he may get a move and a

raise, or at least an increase, so that he

may be able to buy that ticket for the gar-

den party, or get out of town.
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BANKRUPT TURKEY.

ALLEN UPWARD, writing in

The Forum, under the head-

ing Bankrupt Turkey," paints

a very unpleasant picture of that

nation, and jeers at the efforts

of the Young Turks to re-organize

the Turkish Empire. For two years, he
says, Europe has been looking on at one
of the most extraordinary comedies ever

put on the international stage. A gov-

ernment without courage, without hones-

ty, without ability, and without good in-

tentions, has been allow^ed to pose as a

glorious democratic regeneration of an
oppressed people, and by means of that

false pretence to obtain money from the

credulous foreign investor, which it can-

not repay, and would not repay if it could.

The European governments have toler-

ated this state of things for the same reas-

on that they tolerated the rule of Abdul
Hamid ; because no Power was quite ready
to act. They have encouraged their na-
tionals to cast money and merchandise in-

to the bottomless gulf of Turkish corrup-

tion, in order to provide themselves wdth
a pretext for annexation hereafter. It has
become the common routine of European
diplomacy to raise the national flaai; on
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the grave of the private citizen. A Ger-

man missionary is murdered in China,
and Germany annexes Kiao-chou. A
French doctor is murdered in Morocco,
and France lands an army for the pur-

pose of "peaceful penetration."

At present the Powers appear to be

waiting for a massacre of Europeans in

some part of the Turkish Empire; and
there are many signs that they will not

have to w^ait very long.

In the meanwhile the European press

has been in a conspiracy to conceal the

truth from the European public; the

Liberal organs because they have been
honestly deceived by the professions of the

Young Turks, and the government org-

ans because the governments are not
ready to move.
The sufferers from this comedy are the

Christians of Turkey, and with them the

Liberal Turks, as well as the foreign

traders and investors who are being in-

duced to finance insolvency.

Oriental races are accustomed to auto-

cratic rule, their character is adapted to

it, and the admiration for Western insti-

tutions is probably confined to Christians,

and to a small educated class among the
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Turks of Europe. In Constantinople the

new government is still unpopular, and
only holds the capital in subjection by
keeping it under martial law.

What I did find everywhere among the

Turks, on the eve of the revolution, was
an impatience with the suzerainty of

Europe. Step by step the six great Powers
had established a joint control, which was
tending more and more to resemble the

control exercised by England over Egypt.

And in the Macedonian vilayets this con-

trol had begun to take regular shape with

a machinery of financial boards and in-

ternational gendarmery, all with the

scarcely concealed design of detaching

Macedonia from the Ottoman dominions
as fully as Bosnia or Crete.

This was the grievance of the Turkish
";)fficers and officials whom I encountered

and they evidently attributed it to the

infirmity of the Sultan's government.
It was not against Abdul PTamid the ty-

rant of Turkey, but Abdul Hamid, the

vassal of Europe, that they were preparing

to revolt. Whatever desire they may have
felt for freer institutions was due in great

measure to the belief that such institu-

tions were necessary to raise their country

to the rank of a civilized power, and to

enable her to resist foreign interference.

The true impulse which brought about

the Turkish revolution was the victory of

Japan in her war with Russia. And since

it is the example of Japan which really

inspires all the unrest of A.sia to-dav and
has deluded both the Young Turks them-
selves and their friends in the foreign

press, it will be worth while to dissipate

that delusion.

The Turkish Empire is the most un-

wieldy and incapable of defence on the

face of the earth. It is a thinly inhabited

region, broken up by deserts, and extend-

ing from the Adriatic sea to the Indian

ocean. Its population, estimated at twen-

ty-six millions, is broken up among near-

ly a dozen different nationalities, speaking

as many distinct languages, and further

divided by the mutual hatred engendered
by hostile proselytizing faiths. And all

these division.? have been stereotyped and
strengthened by the common history, a

history of five hundred years of oppres-

sion, insurrection, spoliation and massa-
cre. Turkey has a Poland on every fron-
tier, in Arabia, in Armenia, in Macedon-
ia and in Albania. The government is

little more than an anarchy checked by a
military despotism. And this anarchy is

girt round by an inner ring of states

which represent successful insurrections,

and are thirsting to emancipate their

subject brethren; and by an outer ring
of greedy Powers, each one more than a
match for the doomed empire, which has
been spared so long merely because its

enemies have not been able to agree on the
division of the .spoils. Lastly, the intel-

lieence and industry of the population is

chiefly to be found among the races most
hostile to the continuance of the Empire.
The ruling race po.ssesses the supreme
virtue of courage, but it is utterly lacking

in enterprise, in foresight, in perseverance,,

and in administrative capacity.

Such are the materials out of which n

group of enthusiastic young officers ex-

pect in a few years to construct a srreat

military power, .strong enough to recon-

quer the lo.st provinces of the Empire, and
to threaten the supremacy of Christendom.

Patrnos should be a name of interest in

every Christian ear. For ages this islet

and its tiny neighbors have been the

home of a scanty Greek population which
gains a bare .subsistence by fishing for

.sponges off the coast of Africa. Their

poverty was spared by the first Turkish

conquerors, who granted them protection

in exchange for their neutrality when
Rhodes was being wrested from the

Knights Hospitallers. Since then an

annual tribute of sponges, their sole rev-

enue, has averted the visits of the Turki.sh

tax-gatherer, and the islanders have lived

under their own laws and their native

magistrates. These barren rocks are now
regretting the reign of Abdul Hamid.

Imperialism has swept them into^ its

ravening maw, and thev have received

liberty in the form of Turkish laws and

governors and taxes and conscription.

The Con,stitution has been proclaimed on

the spot of St. John's vision, and the un-

happv i.slanders are forsaking their homes,

and fleeing a."* before the face of Anti-

christ.
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What has happened on Patmos is a

type of what the Young Turks are doing,

or trying to do, throughout the Turki-:h

Empire. And it would be difficult to find

many Christians in that empire, or many
Moslems, who do not sigh for the days of

"Abdul the dammed on his infernal

throne."

Turkey has exchanged one despot,

whose name and character were known,
for a committee of anonymous despots,

striking in the dark, with the ruthlessness

of petty Robespirres. They have reduced

the Parliament to an Assembly of Nota-

bles, practically nominated by themselves;

they have proclaimed a state of seige in

Constantinople; they have suppressed

every newspaper that -has dared to criti-

cize them, and have employed bravos to

assassinate their opponets in the streets.

Their government resembles a kaleido-

scope; the Grand A^izier is changed every

few months. Cabinet Ministers every few

weeks, and the Prefect of Constantinople

every few days:—During the three weeks
which I spent in the city four of such

shadowy figures flitted through the pre-

fecture. The Sultan will probably be

changed next year.

The solitary reform they have carried

out in Constantinople has been to collect

a number of the dogs which infest the

streets into compounds outside the walls,

where they have been left to eat each

other alive. Not a yard of pavement has

been laid in the capital: not a mile of

road or railway outside. A Turkish
friend sensibly remarked to me that, be-

cause men have carried out an insurrec-

tion, it does not follow that they can build

a house.

WHY TOLSTOI FLED.

CLAD in the coarse garb of a Russian
peasant, says Current Literature, in

beginning an article on Tolstoi, wear-

ing high boots, with $17.00 in his purse,

Leo Tolstoi, eighty-two years of age, bro-

ken-hearted at the sight of suffering that

he could not relieve, stole out of his house
a few nights ago, seeking solitude in which
to spend his last days. He left an affec-

tionate note for his wife, the Countess, ask-

ing her forgiveness, requesting her not to

seek for him. and saying: "I want to re-

cover from the trouble of the world. It

is necessary for my soul and my body,
which has lived eighty-two years upon this

earth." Accompanying him was his

physician, Dr. Makovetsky. In a third-

class carriage they journeyed by rail to

Optina Pustina and applied at night at

the monastery. "1 am the excommuni-
cated and anathematized . Leo Tolstoi,"

said the Count; "is there any objection to

my staying here?" Rea.ssured. the two
travelers spent the night, and the next
morning walked six and a half miles to

the Shamardinskv convent, where the
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Count's favorite daughter spends her days
among five hundred other nuns. Here he
was overtaken by another daughter, who
contrived, before bidding her father adieu,

to slip $150 into the pocket of Dr. Mako-
vetsky. A day or two later Tolstoi and
the doctor left the convent, taking the

train for Moscow, leaving it at a junction

for another train going south, intending, it

is surmized, to join a colony of Tolstoians

in Caucasia. At a little railway station

but eighty miles from home he was seized

by a high fever and had to abandon his

purpose. No more pitiful and tragic fig-

ure does the world present than this old

man in a peasant's rough clothing, over-

whelmed by the sorrow around him, wan-
dering away from a home of luxury wliicli

he dispises.

Why? The Petersbiirger Zeitung tells

why. The estate at Yasnaya Poliana is in

the charge of the Countess and her second

son, to whom it has been deeded. Re-
cently rents have been raised, cheap labor

introduced, and "business methods" ap-

plied to make the revenues grow. How the
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THE PHILOSOPHER WHO RAxN AWAY FROM HIS FAMILY BECAUSE HIS WIFERAISED THE RENT OF THE PEASANTS ON THE ESTATE - TOLSTOI.

Count has viewed these proceedings can
be easily inferred from the brief account
which he published a few weeks ago, en-
titled, "Three Days in a VillaRe/'^^hich
was promptly suppressed bv the Russian
Government. It is a plain, simple, but

terribly realistic description of village life

surrounding the estate from which he has
fled. In the Boston Transcript, Mr.
Archibald J. Wolfe gives a two-column
description of the book, with extracts.

"The cumulative effect," we are told, "is
107
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one of heartbreaking hopelessness and
misery, and it ends in a brief but scath-

ing arraignment of the unhappy people's

rulers." The first part of the narrative,

entitled, "Wanderers," begins as follows:

"Lately something entirely new has

been the experience of our villages, some-

thing never seen or heard before. Every
day there come to our village, which
counts eighty homesteads, from six to a

dozen hungry, cold and ragged wayfarers.

These people, all in rags, filthy in the ex-

treme, come to our village and seek out

the constable. The constable, to keep
them from dying in the street from cold

and starvation, takes them about among
the villagers, meaning by villagers the

peasants. The constable does not take

them to the landowner who has, in addi-

tion to his ten sleeping apartments, dozens

of other places, in the office, in the stable,

in the laundry, in the servants' hall and
elsewhere; nor does he take them to the

priest or the deacon, nor to the merchant,
all of wdiom have houses which may not

be large, but are still roomy; but he takes

tnem to the peasant, whose whole family,

wife and mother-in-law, children big and
little, live all in one room eight to ten

arshins long. And the owner receives

this hungry, frozen, evil-smelling and
filthy man and not only provides him with
a night's lodgings, but also feeds him."

Not the wanderers only, but the vil-

lagers as w'ell, make up the picture of

abject poverty. In other chapters he de-

scribes them. A woman comes seeking
his aid. Her hu.sband has been drafted
into the army and her children are starv-

ing. He starts out to see the authorities

and get the husband released from ser-

vice if possible. On the way they meet
a girl of tw^elve, an orphan, the head of

a family of five children. Her father had
been killed in a mine. Her mother had
worked herself to death in the field. The
little mother wants to have the young-
est child taken to an in.stitution. In an-

other hovel they find a man dying of

pneumonia. It is bitterly cold. There is

no fire in the hut, no mattress or pillow

for the sick man. Then comes this pas-

sage:

"We drive home in silence. At the

front door is a carpeted sleigh with a pair

of magnificent horses. A swell coachman
in heavy coat and fur hat. It is my son,

who had driven over from his estate to

l^ay me a visit.

"We are seated at the dinner table.

There are plates for ten. Only one seat

is vacant, that of my granddaughter. The
child was quite sick and was dining wdth

her nurse. A special meal had been pre-

pared for her diet; bullion and sago.

"We had a heavy dinner of four courses

with two kinds of wdne, with two butlers

waiting on us, flowers on the table, con-

versation,
" 'From where are these glorious or-

chids?' asks my son.

"My wife replies that a lady from St.

Petersburg had sent them, anonymously.
" 'These orchids cost one and a half

rubles apiece,' says my son. And then

he tells us how at some concert or enter-

tainment the whole stage had been smoth-
ered with orchids."

This is what Tolstoi fled from. One
may term the act irrational, for how could

he relieve the misery of Rus.sia by adding
one more to the army of pitiful wander-

ers? But what an eloquent protest to the

Avorld is this irrational act, and how it

shrieks its way around the whole habit-

able globe, startling all civilized nations.

A NEW PYGMY RACE.

DETAILS of the recent discovery, by
British explorers, of a new pygmy
race in New Guinea, in what is de-

scribed by The Geographical Journal as

the largest unknown area on the earth's
108

surface, are just now creating a sensation

among anthropologists.

An expedition landed at the mouth of

the Mimika Rha. says the official report

to the Natural History Museum (Lon-
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don). The stream referred to is on the

south coast of Dutch New Guinea. Some
time beforehand the explorers saw in the

distance their objective—the Snow Moun-
tains—the glaciers distinctly visible,

"range beyond range of ridges covered for

thousands of miles with dense forest,"

The first meeting with the new race of

mountain dwarfs is thus described:

''Captain Rawling was making a short

trip into the mountains. While proceed-

ing with his natives, the leading man gave

a yell and darted ahead. There were

visions of pig, but the alarm turned out to

be two hill-men, who, after a long chase

through the jungle, were caught. They
were dreadfully frightened, but their faces

assumed a more or less calm expression

when their bags and spears had been re-

turned to them and they were presented

with some beads. Captain Rawling then

offered them a cigarette, but nothing

would induce them to smoke it. Doubt-

less they thought it was poisoned. They
were naked, except for a grass helmet, a

bag and a tiny strip round the waist. They
were 4 feet 3 inches and 4 feet 6 inches in

height respectively, dwarfs in fact.

"A few days after when entering the

hills, Captain Rawling spotted two more
fording the river below and a quarter of

a mile away. The men accompanying the

explorer crouched like cats, and, taking

to the torrent, gave chase. The river made
too much noise for the hill-men to hear

their pursuers until they were cut off. The
dwarfs fought valiantly, nevertheless, but

were at last dragged to the shore. They,

too, were in great terror. Everything has

been taken from them by the Papuans
and their goods dispersed. Captain Rawl-

ing made his men give everything back,

much to their surprise. Then he noticed

that the strangers were very short, thougli

excellently built. On being measured

they were found to be 4 feet 2 inches and
4 feet 4 inches, so it looks as if all these

people actually belong to a tribe of dwarfs

similar to those of Central Africa, but

good-looking and well-proportioned."

Of the character of these mysterious be-

ings one explorer in the party gives a pes-

simistic account:

"They are a vile lot, for they won't
work. The women work like slaves, while
the men just loaf around or lie about wait-
ing for the women to find and cook the
food. Very few go quite naked; all wear
a narrow piece of beaten bark. The
women's costume consists of a small strip

of bark. The latter are very friendly, too

much so, and at the permanent camp a
paling had to be put up to keep them out.

This, however, does not work along the
river bank, for they wade through. The
women are a bold lot. The cinematograph
has been at work, and the ladies thorough-
ly enjoyed showing themselves off. It is

curious how little these people fear us;

they trust us in everything. The one
thing they don't like is to have the elec-

tric torch turned on them. The village of

Pipue (the new camp further up the

Mimika) now knows prosperity and sud-

den wealth. The people are better man-
nered and have rebuilt their village, copy-

ing the architecture of our storehouses.

It is difficult to make out whether these

people are cannibals or not. Heads of the

enemy slain in battle are kept strung from

the ceiling of their houses, but it is im-

possible to say whether the bodies have

been devoured."

A very interesting question in connec-

tion with the significance and origin of

these pygmies, writes the distinguished

Sir Ray Lankester in the London Tele-

graph, is "Why is any race thus smaller

than another?" Every species among the

higher animals has its standard size from

which only in the rarest cases are there

departures. That is in itself a curious

fact. How was the standard size deter-

mined and how is it maintained? The

whole question lies there. At first sight

it seems simple to account for pygmies.

They are the result of insufficient nour-

ishment. That explanation does not,

however, Sir Ray Lankester says, meet the

case really. The African and Asiatic pyg-

mies are just as well nourished as are most

normally-sized human beings. Also, if

we look a little further, we find that the

women of every race are smaller than the

men on an average and sometimes very

much smaller. That is not because they
109
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arc ill nourished, as compared with the

Jiien.

"Some writers have supposed that small

limited areas, such as small islands,

favor the production of small races by
some mysterious law of appropriateness

similar to that which lays clown the 'who
drives fat oxen should himself be fat.'

The pygmy buffalo of the island of Ce-

lebes, the Anot, is cited as an instance,

and the pygmy men of the Andaman Is-

lands as another. But there are plenty

of facts which would lead to an exactly

opposite conclusion. (ligantic tortoises

are found in the Galapagos Islands and in

the minute islands of the Indian Ocean,

and never on the big continents. Gigantic

birds 1)igger than ostriches abounded in

the islands of New Zealand and Mada-
gascar. Some of the tallest races of men
are found in the Pacific islands, whilst the

tallest European population is that of the

north of the island called Great Britain.

Probably the real relation of islands to

the matter is that owing to their isolation

and freedom from the general competition
of the va.st variety of living things in con-

tinental areas, tliey offer unoccupied ter-

ritory in which either exceptionally .small

or exceptionally big races may flourish

—

if once they reach the island .shelter, or

are by variation produced there—without
competitive interference. An important
consideration in regard to the formation
and segregation of a human variety or

race is that mankind shows a tendency to

segregate in groups, like with like. To an

important extent this is true also of ani-

mals, but in man it acquires a special

dominance, owing to the greater activity

in him of physical or mental influences

in all his proceedings. The 'cagots' of

mid-France are the descendants of form-

er leper families. They remain separated

from the rest of the population."

THE LAST SULTAN.

THE Life of Imperial Princes has

no history. This is the inter-

esting statement used in the

opening of an article in The
Fortnightly Review which purports to

give descriptions of the lives of the late

Sultan iVbdul Hamid and his Brother
Murad, of Turkey. The article goes on
to say : The life of imperial princes has no
history. Cloistered in their palaces, re-

ceiving no one, not even permitted to

walk where they please, knowing nothing
of what is happening at home or abroad,

hearing nothing of the outside world but
what their tutors, as ignorant as them-
selves, tell them, deprived of all instruc-

tion—it is only since the time of the Sul-

tan Aziz that the imperial princes, sons of

the reigning Sultan, have received a cer-

tain amount of education—watched and
spied upon incessantly, they spend their

lives in the most enervating and brutal-

ising idleness. At fourteen or fifteen

years thev are alreadv of age—that is to
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say, they have the right to form a harem.
Having no occupation, they give them-
selves up to pleasure, and, for the most
part, to drinking.

In the lifetime of the Sultan Medjid
the princes, his sons, enjoyed plenty of

liberty. Murad and Hamid, the two
eldest, made absolutely different use of it.

Murad was the spoilt child of the palace.

It can be understood that he,

brought up in a circle where nothing was
refused him, adored by his father, flat-

tered by all the courtiers, gave free vent

to his caprices. He left the palace when
he liked, and went where his good pleas-

ure took him. Thus he began to fre-

quent Pera, the European quarter, which
was, even at the time, a little town with
rather Western morals, in the midst of

that vast caravanserail called Constanti-

nople. There he became acquainted with
several Christians of the country and
.some Europeans, Frenchmen especially.

He loved the world of pleasure and the
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private gatherings, where all sorts of ques-

tions were freely discussed. He had
learned French, was passionately fond of

music, and played the piano with a cer-

tain amount of facility and taste. His
friends had initiated him into Freema-
sonry.

In short, Murad represented, at that

time, Young Turkey. But this prince
drank heavily. It was in the course of

this dissipated life that he developed the
germs of that malady which later on, in

the midst of the tragic circumstances
which placed him on the throne, was to

shake his mental balance and render him
incapable of holding the reins of a great

Empire. As in the case of his father,

whose health was ruined by raki, this

drink became fatal to Murad.

Prince Hamid's life was totallv differ-

ent. He did not go among Christians;

Pera was almost unknown to him; he
avoided worldly gatherings; he lived,

rather, in retirement. Never expecting to

be raised so soon to the throne of his

fathers, he took no interest in affairs of the

State, and preferred to occupy himself
with carpentering. For this he showed an
extraordinary aptitude. He took an
equal pleasure in wrestling. He was. be-

sides, very economical, and while his

brother, Prince Murad, was running into

debt right and left, he was putting aside

a comparatively considerable sum out of

the emoluments he received as Prince
Imperial. Nevertheless, Prince Hamid,
following his brother's example, had be-

gun to become addicted to drink, and, as

he was of rather feeble constitution, his

doctor, the Greek Movroyeni Bey. later

Mavroyeni Pasha, father of the former
Turkish Minister at Washington, told

him plainly that if he did not immediate-
ly give up drinking spirits and did not

devote himself to gymnastics and other

bodily exercises, his life would be in seri-

ous danger. Prince Hamid immediately
obeyed. He changed his mode of life,

completely abstained from alcoholic

drinks, and scrupulously followed all his

physician's prescriptions. In this he
showed great strength of character, a re-

markable will-power. He never departed

from this regime during his long reign.

From time to time he took a glass of good
Bordeaux wine, rather for reasons of

health than from love of it. He had still

another vice: he smoked a great deal.

But again, on his doctor's advice, he di-

minished, in his latter years, the number
of cigarettes that he smoked daily. In a
word, Prince Hamid, even before ascend-
ing the throne, already personified Old
Turkey.

In the midst of the happy and careless

life that they were both leading, a great

misfortune suddenly fell on the two
Princes. Their father. Sultan Abdul
Medjid, died in June. 1861, still quite

young—he was not forty years of age.

His brother, Abdul Aziz, succeeded him
on the throne. Murad and Hamid un^^er-

stood that thev had now a master. The
Sultan showed himself more and more
.su.spicious of his nephews: one would have
thought he feared some trapic surprise on
the part of his brother's children. This
was the explanation of his re«?olution to

take the Princes Murad and Hamid with

him to Europe, at the time of his AQsit to

the Exhibition of Paris in 1867.

After this journev the two Princes were

wrapped in obscurity. They were seen

nowhere; no one spoke of them: they

were shut up in their respective residences.

Murad became more and more melan-

cholv. He was the one who suffered

specially from this seclusion. He began

to grow gloomy, silent. He went out no

longer, even when he was given permis-

sion. He spent whole hours without sav-

ing or doing anything. His sole distrac-

tion was music. He plaved the piano one

or two hours a day. He even composed,

and we are assured that his compositions

were not without a certain value. Some
time after, music also ceased to have anv

charm for him. He became more and

more addicted to drink.

As to Prince Hamid, he accommodated

himself more easily to his new existence,

busving himself more ardently than ever

with his carpentering work, and compet-

ing with strength and skill in gvmnastic

exercises with his personal attendants.

It was under these conditions of life

and in this state of mind that the great

covp d'etat in 1870 took Prince Murad bv
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surprise. One night, when he was sleep-

ing, he was awakened by the announce-
ment of a visit from the Serasker (Minis-

ter of War), Hussein Avni Pasha, who
was the strong arm of that memorable
revolution of which Midhat Pasha was the

moving spirit. He was greatly astonish-

ed by this visit at so unseasonable an hour,

and thought at first that the Serasker was
an emissary from the Sultan charged with
executing some order against him.

Tic was afraid.

When Hussein Avni announced to him
that his uncle had just been dethroned,

and invited him to accompany him to the

Seraskerat, where he was to be proclaimed
Sultan in the place of Abdul Aziz. Murad
stammered, ''Let my uncle reign in

peace."

Hussein Avni then explained to him
that if he did not accept the crown, they
would be obliged to offer it to his brother,

Prince Hamid. This prospect decided
Murad, who contented himself with reply-

ing, "May God's will be done."
Four days after, it was announced to

the Sultan Murad that his uncle had that

very night committed suicide. iSIurad

was breakfasting alone. On hearing the

news, he kicked over the table, and, sink-

ing on a sofa, burst into tears.

After this incident Sultan Murad's sad-

ness increased still more. In the night of

June 15th—sixteen days after his acces-

sion to the throne—while the Ministers

were holding a council in the conak of

Midhat Pasha, at Stamboul, Captain
Tcherkess Hassan, aide-de-camp to the
Prince Joussouf Izzeddiu, eldest son of

Sultan Aziz, whose sister was one of the
latter's harem, invaded the hall, and
killed, with revolver and yataghan, the

Ministers of War and of Foreign Affairs,

wounded the Minister of the Marine,
killed a colonel who had hastened with a

detachment of soldiers, as well as a soldier

and one of Midhat Pa.sha's servants.

As soon as the news of the massacre of

the Ministers reached the Seraskerat

(Ministry of War), troops were immedi-
ately .sent to surround the palace and thus

protect the Sultan Murad against the pro-

jects of the conspirators—for it was be-

lieved that this was a plot hatched by the

partisans of the Sultan Aziz; in reality,

it was the act of vengeance of a single per-

son.

Murad was sleeping calmly when an
unaccustomed noise coming from outside

awoke him. He got out of bed, went to

the window and drew aside the curtain.

Having distinguished in the darkness
armed men invading the courtyard of the

palace, he shivered, called his chamber-
lains, and said to them, in a trembling
voice

:

''Ah ! they are going to do to me what
they did to my uncle!"

The chamberlains did all that was pos-

sible to reassure him, and told him what
had just happened in the conak of Mid-
hat Pasha. This terrified him still more.

He did not appear to understand what
they were telling him. From this day
his melancholy increased. His reason

was tottering. His reign, for all practical

purposes, ended on the night of the mas-
sacre of the ministers. Three months after

the coup d'etat in which Sultan Aziz had
lost his throne and life, another coup

d'etat, accomplished in the same silence

and with the same tranquility as the first,

dethroned Sultan Murad and proclaimed
Prince Abdul Hamid in his stead.

IS PUNISHMENT A CRIME?

IN the first place, what is punishment?
asks C. J. AA'^hitby, in an article "Is

Punishment a Crime?" in the Hibbert
Journal. The etymology of the word in-

volves the idea of purification : a man who
had done something ^\Tong was consider-
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ed unclean-—punishment was that by
which he was purged of his offence and
rendered fit to resume his place in society.

But this conception must be of compara-
tively late origin ; we must go further

back. When a man is struck it is his first
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instinct to strike back, if possible, a little

harder; but anyhow—to strike back. But
suppose he is struck in the dark, or by
a much stronger and better armed man?
The pleasure of immediate retaliation be-

ing denied, he has an unsatisfied feeling,

a sense of wrong, of injustice. In primi-
tive society such incidents must have been
common; in course of time the cumu-
tive power of a widely-shared sense of in-

justice would evoke the idea of a better

state of things, one in which a man who
struck an unprovoked blow would be
brought to account, not merely by the in-

jured person, but by all his kindred or

tribe, and punished.

There would not at first be any con-

cern for the reform of the offender; he
had caused suffering, and should be made
to suffer in return. The idea of punish-

ment clearly has no claims to noble birth

;

it was born of the desire for retaliation,

revenge.

But we are all to a great extent depend-
ent for our good opinion of ourselves upon
the good opinion of other people. A man
who has been made by public condemna-
tion, and by the ensuing punishment, to

feel that he is under the ban of his fel-

lows, will be likely to think twice before

he puts himself in such a shameful posi-

tion again. Predisposition or habit may
be too strong for him, but in most cases

there will be at least a short-lived attempt

at self-reform.

And other people, when tempted to of-

fend in the same way, remembering what
they have seen or heard of the punish-

ment of other offenders, will resist their

inclination to strike or to steal.

The three aims of punishment are,

therefore :

—

'

1. To satisfy the sense of injury of

the offended party.

2. To reform the offender; and
3. To deter others, by fear, from like

offences.

So far, it has all been pretty plain sail-

ing, but we are still only on the surface

of our subject.

A child, when it knocks its head aeainst

the table, is often encouraged bv foolish

parents or nurse to beat the ''nauffhty

table" for hurting its poor head. Simi-

larly, the savage, when afflicted by
drought, or by defeat in battle, will beat
his tribal god. In these cases the idea of
punishment presents itself in its crudest
and most primitive form; the idea of re-

forming a malicious table, or of deterring
other tables from getting in the way of
children's heads, is a trifle absurd. And
the reform of a wooden idol is, from the
modern point of view, an equally hopeless
proposition. Still, we are very far from
having got rid of the notion that everyone
who injures or offends us does so out of

sheer wilful malice, and must be made
to suffer as much as we have suffered our-

selves, and generally a great deal more.
To a medical man the absurdity of this

notion is manifest: if it be a rule at all,

it is a rule which has innumerable excep-

tions. Let me cite a case in point.

There is a form of epilepsy in which
the sufferer, instead of falling down in a

fit of convulsions, may suddenly, without

the least warning, become raving mad.
The attack is of quite brief duration, but

its consequences may be terrible in the

extreme. Suppose that the man so afflict-

ed happens to have a knife in his hand
at the moment of his seizure. He is as

likely as not to plunge it into the heart

of the person standing nearest. And on

recovering consciousness he will have no

recollection whatever of what he has done.

No doubt, hundreds of such unfortunates

have in the past suffered the extreme pen-

alty of the law. But what their case re-

quires is not punishment but bromide of

potassium. To punish a man for some-

thing done when, through no fault of his

own. he was out of his mind, is clearly

a crime. •
'

Now let us take a case in which the

rights and wrongs of punishment are a

little less obvious—the case of the weak-

minded criminal. He is not to be called

insane, but his memory is so bad, and his

power of attention so limited, that he_ is

practically unteachable—as far as ordin-

arv methods of teaching are concerned.

If he happens to be born in a low social

strntum, and consequently to be left much
to his own devices, he is bound to get into

bad company. Being essentially imitative

and quite at the mercy of his impulses, he
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neeesfsarily suceumhs to the first tempta-

tion to commit pome n^sanlt or nettv lar-

ceny : and so falls Avithin the clntches of

the law. And the law eonviets him. and

sends him to n^aol or prison, just as if he

were a rational heincr. In most prisons

there are nnmhers of theop wenk-minded
criminals: thev are called W. M.'s hv the

ofRrers and "Balmies" hy their fellow-

pri'^nners.

Thn=: the l^oval Commis^inn on the

Foehle Min'^ed ronort that at Pentonville

ahont a hundred prisonerq evprv vear

were found to hp so mental!v nffpcted as

to he onite nnfit for pri«on rlicsrinline. Be-

si'^e'5 the=e. not le«s than 20 ner cent, of

all the prisonor<3 ahow si'Tn*' of mental in-

eflficiencv. Thp Commission fonnd that

these mental defectives, who do not fear

imnrisonment as normal indiAndnals do,

after repeated short sentences, "pass to the

convirt prisons and are treated there wifh-

ovf hnr>fi and vjifhovt 'p'^irvrmp."

W. B. N., in a hook descrihinnf his own
experienoe of penal servitude, states that,

at Parlchnrst. ont of the eight hundred
prisoners nenrlv a hundred were recoo;-

ni/ed as wenlc-minded. while a large pro-

portion of the remainder were phvsicallv

unsound. And physical unsoundness or

degeneracy coipmonlv involves a corres-

ponding mental or moral defect. These
semi-lnnatics are a terrihle nuisance to

the prison authorities and to their fellow-

prisoners. Some of them are very stronc^;,

and their violence and ohstinacy are inde-

scrihable. W. B. N. describes how he saw
such a man. suddenly, without rhyme or

reason, poke his thumbs into one of the

principal warders' eves and do his best to

^ouge them out. Another lay in wait for

one of the kindest officers in the prison,

and when his cell door was opened struck

him a terrific blow in the face with his

hobnailed boot.

^ You may say, perhaps, that such wild
beasts deserve no consideration whatever;
if so, I do not in the least agree with you.
My view is that society has no right to

expect rational conduct from the confused
and muddy brains of these unfortunates,

or to punish them for failure to achieve

the impossible. Ordinary prison disci-

pline has no meaning for them; it makes
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them worse rather than better. They are

no sooner out than they get into mischief

again : and this fact is so well recognized

that it has become the rule to keen them
in prison until they have served their fiill

time, instond of granting the usual re-

mission. This is no doul)t better than re-

leasing semi-lunatics to prev upon society;

bnt my point is that it is ouite uniust. Dr.

De Fleurv sufTo-psts the creation of "mix-
ed honce<3." hnlf hosrtital and half prison,

for criminal^! who without being nuite in-

sane are nevertheless sufi'ering from a men-
tal malady definite enough to enable a

iury to rppofrnize "extenuated resnonsi-

bih'tv." This is a perfectly sound pro-

po«nl : and there is no doubt that bv good
feeding, strict but not harsh discinline,

and appropriate educational methods,

many apnarentlv boneless cases could be

enormously improved. But weak-minded
criminfils ouoht. like criminal lunatics, to

be confined "during the Kino-'s pleasure."

It is folly to relea-^e them before they are

so far improved as to be moderately safe

from relapse into crime. Perhaps it -^nll

be obiected that T am advocating longer

imprisonment and therefore severer pun-
ishment of these weak-minded criminals

than they receive at pre.sent. In some
cases their imprisonment would certainly

not be merely prolonged but 'permanent;

in other words it might be very short.

Like other hospital patients, thev would
remain in until, if curable, they were
cured. The point is, that such criminals

need treatment, not punishment in the

ordinary sense: while what the Commis-
sioners rightly call our present "hopeless

and purposeless" wav of dealing with

them by mere retaliation, is itself a .social

folly and a crime.

It is a crime, however, for which there

is at any rate legal iustification. For per-

haps readers will be surprised to learn

that the law of this country recognizes no
responsibility whatever for the reform of

the criminals for whose punishment it

provides.

Society at large is responsible for the

existence of the foul dens and rookeries

infested by those dangerous beasts of prev
called criminals, as well as for the hard
conditions of life which force many well-
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meaning but weak individuals into crime.

This being so, what follows? That pun-

ishment is a crime, to be utterly con-

demned and abandoned? No; but that

it is, like surgery, a necessary evil, to be

undertaken in no spirit of revenge, but

with the same wise economy as a surgeon

handles his knife. Punishment is moral
surgenry. The minimum of torture

—

for all punishment involves torture—and
the maximum of reform are the ends to

be kept steadily in view.

In conclusion, I will write one word
on the vexed question of capital punish-

ment. I do not consider that society is

bound to maintain incorrigible criminals

or the worst kind of murderers in an ex-

istence that is useless to themselves and
dangerous to their fellow-men. On the

other hand, I strongly disapprove of hang-
ing, for the same reason that Tarde, a

French penologist, condemns the guillo-

tine. ''There is," he says, "a degree of

profanation of men's bodies, even without

the infliction of pain, which is intolerable

and invincibly repellent to the nervous sys-

tem of the civilized public ; and the guillo-

tine most certainly goes beyond that

point."

How can we hope to put an end to bru-

tal crimes when we ourselves, in our

method of execution, set an example of

brutality? The painless extinction of

those who never should have been born, is

one thing; the legalized atrocity which
goes by the name of capital punishment,

nowadays, is quite another, and in my
opinion absolutely indefensible.

FARMING AND WAR.

THERE is humor and yet depth in

Francis E. Clark's article "Farming
as a Moral Equivalent for War," in

the Outlook. Says he

:

That always interesting pragmatic phil-

osopher, William James, suggested that

something should be discovered as a moral
equivalent for war. He desired some oc-

cupation that will require manly qualities,

that will require grit and vigor, and that

will whet what Mr. Roosevelt calls the

"fighting edge" of character, which at

the same time will be useful for the com-
munity and State, and not destructive and
barbarous as is war between men and
nations. He suggested various useful but
humdrum employments, like washing
windows, washing dishes, mending roads,

fishing on the Grand Banks, and the like,

for the gilded and idle youth who now
speed in automobiles or loll on piazzas and
lead frivolous or Adcious lives, a menace
to society and the Nation.

I think, with all due deference to the
great philosopher, that I can improve on
his suggestion, and propose an employ-
ment which, in the classic language of the
colleges, will "put it all over" these other
occupations as a useful development of the
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fighting instinct, a hardener of muscle, a

quickener of the brain, a developer of re-

sourcefulness, and a sharpener of the will

on the hard grindstone of opposition.

This occupation is as old as Adam, as

respectable as Cincinnatus, as beautiful as

the Garden of Eden. It is none other

than the ancient and honorable profession

of farming.

But what I am chiefly conecrned about
in this article is not the age, its respecta-

bility, or its beauty, but its strenuosity, its

useful development of the combative ele-

ments in our nature, which were evidently

implanted for some good purpose ; in fact,

as my title indicates, I desire to consider

farming as a moral equivalent for war.

Some people are very much afraid that

when all our swords are beaten into plow-
shares, and all our spears into pruning-
hooks, the race will deteriorate, the manly
virtues, mth manly muscles, will become
flaccid, and the race of heroes will die

out. Do not be afraid of this, my friends,

while farms remain to cultivate, and weeds
grow, and worms wriggle, and moths fly.

Let no one deceive himself on this point.

The Creator has furnished for any one
who owns or cultivates a rood of land all
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the opposition that a healthy man needs

to keep his fightino; edge keen and bright.

Here is my httle farm, for instance. It

furnishes as good an ilhistration as any
other. The winter's snow and rain and
frost no sooner relax their hold on my
few acres than the fight begins, and if I

fail to be on my guard for a single week

—

yea, for a single day—the enemy takes ad-

vantage of my carelessness, and my forces

are routed.

With eagerness I waited for the soil to

get sufficiently warm and mellow to plant

the first seeds, and, with hope of a glori

ous harvest, I planted my earliest vege
tables, which are warranted to withstand

a little frosty nip. My peas and radishes

and cauliflower were buried in their ap-

propriate beds, and lovingly left to Na-
ture's kindly care. A little later my corn
and beans and cucumbers and melons and
squashes were planted, and then my toma-
toes and egg-plants were set out.

I fancied that only my family and my-
self and a few kindly neighbors, who, I

w^as conceited enough to suppo.se, rather

envied my agricultural skill, knew what
I was doing. But I was mistaken. Ten
thousand little beady eyes watched my
manoeuvres, ten thousand wriggling crea-

tures congratulated themselves on their

coming victory.

I heard the crows in the neighboring
pine trees cawing and caucusing to-

gether, and, in my manlike folly, which
pooh-poohs at anything it does not under-
stand, I said: "Those fooli.sh crows have
just one raucous note. Why can't they
say something sensible and melodious?"

In reality they were saying to each
other: "He's planted his corn ; he's

planted his corn ! I know where I'll get

my breakfast to-morrow morn."

Sure enough they did, and as they get

up an hour or two before I thought of

rising, they were in my corn-field long be-

fore I was, and the first round of the bat-

tle was theirs. To be sure, I could replant

my corn, but that was a confession of

defeat, as though a general allowed his

troops to be mowed down and then had
to fill up his regiments with raw recruits,

which in turn were just as likely to be

slaughtered.

The cutworm brigade of the enemy
were more patient than the crows, as they
needed to be. They bided their time, and
just when the cauliflower and Brussels
sprouts and cucumbers timidly pushed
their green heads above the brown soil,

they bore down upon them, gorged their

loathsome bodies with the tenderest juices

of the young plants, and left me defeated
and my garden strewn with the wilted and
dying remnants of the crops that only yes-

terday gave so fair a promise.

All this in a single night. Each plant

had its own worm, just one single worm,
but there were enough worms to go
around. It was as if the worms met
together in a council of war, and the gen-

eral-in-chief marshaled his troops with
consummate skill, assigning to each sol-

dier his post—a cauliflower, cabbage, or

cucumber, as the case might be. They all

obeyed orders implicitly, and I was routed,

horse, foot, and dragoons.

I could have borne the disappointment

and attributed it all to the notoriously un-

certain hazards of war, if the enemy had
been less wanton, if they had eaten the

rations they captured ; but no, they simply

cut the plants in two^ near the ground,

and left the beans to wither in the sun

and the roots to dry up in the ground.

They were like a regiment of looters who
could eat but little and carry away noth-

ing, and who, for the mere fiendish pleas-

ure of destruction, burned and ravaged

everything that came in their way.

However, I replanted and reset my
vines and plants, protected them w4th

fences of tarred paper, and placed mines

of "bug death" and "kno worm" around

them on every side, and girded up my
loins with patience once more.

By that time the battalions of the air

were descending on my trees, and I ha.s-

tened to turn my attention to them. Here

I seemed more helpless than before. It

was as though the new war aeroplane had

been perfected and the enemy came flying

from the blue to discomfit me.

The gypsy moth, the brown-tail moth,

and, above all, the codling moth, all at-

tacked me from above. The latter flies

only by night and does not begin his

depredations until honest folks have gone
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to bed. Then he gets in his deadly work,

and, it is estimated, ruins half the apple

crop of the United States by his nocturnal

attacks.

How cunningly he plans his campaign

against this kmg of fruits! No Napoleon

ever better understood the act of harass-

ing the enemy. He waits until the right

moment, and when he sees the blossoms

faUing, he comes flying by myriads to the

orchard. He glues his eggs to the embryo

apple or near them. In about a week

these eggs hatch, and the little worms
wriggle their way into the cup-like blos-

som of the apple. Here they hide and

feed for several days, then bore their way
into the apple to the very core, and the

days of the apple are numbered. The
apple indeed may live and grow, but it

will always be a poor, knurly, wormy,
worthless thing.

But the codling moth is only one of

the enemies of my trees. There are the

regiments of lice that get into the leaf and
curl it up, and the light infantry of the

apple maggot, a tiny worm that burrows

into the fruit in all directions, and the

tent caterpillar that camps on my trees

and houses a thousand troops under the

dome of a single tent, and the scale of dif-

ferent kinds, San Jose and oyster shell

and scurvy, all of which attack the bark.

Every tree in my orchard, and every

part of the tree, has its own particular

enemy. The cherry has the "May
beetle," the rose bug," and the "brown
rot;" the pears have the ''pear tree

gorger;" and the peach has the "yellows"

and the "peach rosette."

But not only does every tree have its

own enemies, but every part of the tree

has its foes. The bark has its borers and
its scale, the leaf its lice and curlers, the

blossom its moths, the fruit its borers.

Each enemy knows exactly the weakest
part of the citadel he has to attack. He
knows the exact moment when his attack
will be the most effective. He has the ac-

cumulated experience of a thousand an-
cestors behind him. He never makes a
mistake in his manoeuvres, or fails to

avail himself of the physchological
moment.
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What, then, can I, a mere man, do

with a thousand watchful, unwearied foes

to combat—a mere man, with only one

pair of hands and one poor brain to op-

po.se these multifarious enemies; or, if I

do not forget to count my Portuguese as-

sistant famer, two pairs of hands and two

poor brains at the most and best? Shall

I give up the fight and call myself beaten

by the worm, and the moth, and the

crow, and the weed—which I have hither-

to forgotten to mention, but which is al-

ways ready to spring up and take my
plants by the throat and strangle them?
By no means! Here comes in the joy of

the struggle. Here is the delight of a

fair fight and no favor. Quarter is neither

asked nor given. I will oppose the wis-

dom and skill and resources of my kind
against worm and weed and moth and
bird.

Come one, come all! I defy you to do
your worst. I have got my artillery ready.

My battery consists of two sprayers, one
for the trees and one for the plants. My
ammunition is of various kinds, but large-

ly consists of Bordeaux mixture, Paris

green, arsenate of lead, whale-oil soap, and
tobacco tea.

I spray, and spray, and spray again.

As often as the enemy attacks, I sally out

to meet him with my long and deadly tube
of poison. I do not wait for him always
to assume the offensive, but a.s soon as he
shows his head I train my artillery upon
him.

It is a fight to the finish. There can
be no drawn battle in this war. One or

the other must win. Little by little I find

my enemy giving way. The spraying
pump drives the worms out of their fast-

nesses. The potato bugs give up the fight.

They are conquered by Paris green and
the sprayer. The cutworms are overcome
by con.stant watchfulness and frequent re-

planting. The scale I attack with kero-

sene emulsion and whale-oil soap. The
curculio I knock off and destroy. The
tent-worms I burn in their own gauzj^

tabernacles; and, lo! when autumn comes,
in spite of innumerable foes, foes that

creep and crawl and fly and bore, I am the

victor. My apples are rosy and flecklcss,

my peaches downy and delicious, my
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cauliflowers lift up their great white heads eared, sweet and juicy ; and if I am not
out of their chalices of green asking to a better and stronger man for my tussle
be plucked, my tomatoes hang red and with Nature and the enemies of my farm,
luscious on their vines, my potatoes are then there is no virtue in war and no value
smooth and spotless, my corn is full- in the "fighting edge."

> :

A DEFENSE OF FEATHERS.

READING an article by Charles Fred-
erick Downham, the manager of a

well-known feather importing com-
pany in London, England, one could al-

'most be convinced that after all there is

not all the cruelty in the taking of fea-

thers that certain kind, convincing and
tearful lecturers would try to make out.

^f course, the lecturers are trying to save

the beautiful birdies from extinction and,

of course, it would be satisfying to many
a man if he knew that he would never
have to pay for the expensive willow
plumes and aigrettes which go to make
''the hat beautiful." In a long and rather

heavy article in the National Review, the

manager above referred to sets forth a de-

fense of the feather trade. He says the

feather market is not killing off the birds.

He quotes authorities and gives figures

proving that the hunters do not wantonly,
or in any w^ay, kill birds that are at the

moment burdened with family cares. In
fact, he says that the dying out of the

birds would go on just as much without
the feather trade as with it, and perhaps

a little more so because as things now are

the birds are preserved in order that the

feathers may be obtained.

It se^ms to have been generally con-

cluded from the assertions of agitators

that certain birds of foreign countries are

threatened with extermination solely in

consequence of the use of plumages nnd
skins for decorative and millinery purposes

That many birds are killed annually for

such purposes none will deny, but the act-

ual numbers, considering the areas and

characteristics of the countries from which

they are obtained, are relatively so small

that no fears of extermination need
^
be

entertained. Although in every foreign

country an occasional decrease and some-

times even the disappearance of birds is

recorded, it is only in localities which have
been invaded and explored by mankind
and opened up to civilization.

The sentimentalist has failed to ap-

preciate the meaning and cause of these

local disturbances, and in asserting that

this decrease and disappearance are due
to the pursuit of birds for their plumage,
he displays a lamentable lack of knowl-
edge. That there are many instances

where rare birds appear to be threatened

with extinction may be perfectly true, but

these species are not used for millinery

purposes, and the rewedy—if there be one
—is therefore not to be found in an un-

practical suggestion to restrict the indus-

try by prohibiting the importations ob-

tained from species which prove to be

plentiful. There has never been any indi-

cation in the .shipments to sug2;est the ex-

tinction of any species contributing the

supply for decorative purposes, and the

extermination or local disappearance no-

ticeable in some parts is entirely due to

other causes, which certain naturalists in

their enthusiasm for the birds have com-

pletely ignored. This is why the legisla-

tion promoted by rather blundering en-

thusiasts for bird protection would fail en-

tirely to have the desired effect in the in-

terests of avi-fauna, even if it could pass

the Houses of Parliament.

Where are the world's rare birds? The

rare birds are in the world's primitive

places, largely in the vast almost une.v-

plored regions of South America, and

other tropical or semi-tropical regions

through which civilization and progress

are slowly beginning to move, under the

stimulus
'

of European capital. Tropical

birds retire during the breeding-season to

districts in which men would succumb to
110
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malaria and other fevers associated witTi

hot couiitrie^^ and swampy districts, for in

breeding-time the birds deliberately seek

remote districts in order to be as far re-

moved as possible from llie pursuit of all

enemies, chiefly four-footed ones. Such
is the nature of man, and students of

man's history will bear me out that men's
pursuit of wild life existed some thousands
of years before the London feather trade

was established, before London was more
than a small collection of wattled huts
among the Thames marshes, inhabited

by early Britons who depended for their

food upon their capacity to kill both bird

and beast. The absence of a trade in fea-

thers did not prevent many birds that

were quite common in England from be-

coming practically unknown in this coun-
try.

Birds are naturally shy of man ; man
who kills for the sake of killing, who
hunts the elephant for its tusks and the
lion for its hide, and would kill the harm-
less and beautiful giraffe. The fact that

there is no trade in dead giraffes does not
appear to mend the matter for this stately

inhabitant of the African forests.

It will be seen that in countries of a

character where a meagre population de-

pends upon the natural products, a de-

struction of forest trees must result in a

local extemination, not only of the birds,

but other living creatures, but it must be
as clearly seen that it does not follow as

a consequence of this that any are threat-

ened with extinction. Manv of the fea-

thers exported from this and other coun-
tries are gathered as a secondary branch
of this collectinsr business, many are pluck-
ed from birds killed for food and sport.

South American landowners are taking
steps to preserve the ef-rret on their estates

in va.'st heronies called "garceros," in or-

der that a constant supply of the feathers
of the adult birds may be obtained without
the need of killing or follomng them in-
to their well-nish inaccessible haunts. I
do not suggest that the action of these
landowners is based upon humanitarian
instincts—it has a commercial ba.sis, the
best interests of commerce Iving in the
protection, within reasonable limits, of all
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birds that are used for commercial pur-

poses and are not destructive to the work
of man.
"The cause which threatens the exist-

ence of many species of birds is the rage

for wearing feathers," says the bird pro-

tectionist, who has seized upon thi.s—the

one theory—and has, with the aid of many
misleading, exaggerated and distorted

statements, violently canva.s.sed the press

of this country during recent years in .such

a manner as to represent the extermination

and extinction of birds as due to no other

cause. It does not appear to have entered

into the calculations of those who advance
such incomplete and dishonest arp-uments,

that any part of the export of plumages
of Avild birds could be those which are

killed for food, or for protection of crops,

or for sport. No matter what birds are

killed, or where they are killed, or for

what purpose they are killed, the trade's

opponents have converted everv incident

or as.=?ertion likelv to suit their purpose
into sensational and often fictitious state-

ments which serve no other purpose than
to mislead the public, and attack tho^e

who have created an industry out of a

waste and a natural product which, like

manv other natural products, is the vol-

V7)fari/ export of another country.

If this were true—that the hiVds were
killed and prevented from bredinp'—the

extinction of manv species would soon he
evident. Although there are manv in-

stance=! of some species having become ex-

tinct from other causes, there is not one
single record of anv .species ha\nn.<> be-

come extinct, or being threatened with
extinction from the particular theory
adonted by those who are at present at-

tackinsr the feather trade. It cannot be
denied that some birds are killed durine
the breedin.<?-season. but it mav here be
definitely stfifed that the feathcTs are not
collected only at that time, and that for

trade purposes! it is auite unnecessary they
sbonlrl he. The assertion that feathers are

of little value for trade purposes at other

• times, and that tbev nre only rtrofi+able

"when rich in the brilliPncv and ohnnd-
ance befyotten of sexnal selection" is n

frross and unfounded libel, one that can
be abundantly di.sproved by an examina-
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ion of the goods as they arrive. During
I greater part of the year, wild birds dis-

perse themselves over very large areas,

3ut during the breeding-season they con-

gregate in selected and generally inacces-

sibel parts where they find natural protec-

tion from civilization ; and as long as these

unknown wilds exist, birds will find pro-

tection from the hunter and the sports-

man.

MULTI-MILLIONAIRES OF THE GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.

THE three yeai's the grasshoppers were

eating up Minnesota—eigliteen sev-

enty-four and -five and -six
—"Jim"

Hill used to sit in front of his coal-and-

vood store on the levee at St. Paul, talk-

ng about buying the St. Paul & Pacific

Liailroad. St. Paul was under 25,UU0

iien—a little frontier town. Hill was a

,veii-known town character—a short,

itubby man with long hair, one blind eye,

md a reputation as ttie greatest talker in

he Nortnwest. For years he had been a

:amiliar sight on the levee—sitting there,

vhittlmg at his old chair, and givmg out

luggets of thought on current events,

ATUes John Moody and George Kibbe
furner in McClure's Magazine.

It was twenty years since Hill had drift-

id in, an eighteen-year-old Scotch-Irish

3oy from Ontario, and begun work in a

^.eamboat othce on the levee in St. Paul;

md now, in 1876, he was thirty-eight

y^ears old, and was a fixture of the town,

ind the town felt that it had his measure.

HLe had been in a variety of things; he

vas agent for the Davidson steamboats on

he Mississippi River and for the Kittson

3oats on the Red River, and he had pros-

pered moderately. Everybody knew him
md liked him ; but no one took him very

seriously. The idea of his getting hold

)f the St. Paul & Pacific was amusing.

The St. Paul & Pacific Railroad was

Duilt largely with Dutch capital, which

iontributed to the building of so many
American railroads. The bondholders

aad put nearly twenty million dollars of

:eal money into building it. In 1872 the

Dutchmen believed that they were being

Dadly swindled, and stopped the money;
m 1873 the road went into the hands of

I receiver. It was an irregular thing,

sprawling out of St. Paul in three separ-

ate branches. One went north to the

Northern Pacific road at Brainerd; an-

other went west two hundred miles to the

Red River; and the third was projected

to the Canadian boundary, three hundred
miles northwest. The first two were prac-

tically done in 1873, but only patches of

the road to Canada were finished.

The most promising part of the St. Paul

& Pacific, when it failed in 1873, was the

branch west from St. Paul to Brecken-

ridge on the Red River. Hill was the

Mississippi River Steamboat agent at one

end; at the other end, an old Hudson
Bay trader, Norman W. Kittson, ran two

little old stern-wheel steamboats from

Breckenridge to Winnipeg. One of these

boats Hill had had built for him, taking

the engine out of a Mississippi steamer

that stuck on a sand-bar. Hill was a kind

of jack-of-all-trades who had his hand in

everything.

A large proportion of the freight that

Hill and Kittson handled was for the

Hudson Bay Company. It came up the

Mississippi, went across on the St. Paul to

Breckenridge, and then up the Red River

to Kittson's steamboats. The man who
got it at the other end was Donald A.

Smith, chief commissioner of the Hudson

Bay Company at Winnipeg—or Fort

Garry, as they called it then.

Smith — now Lord Strathcona — was

a lean, tall, urbane Scotchman with a soft

manner and a long red beard. In 1876

he was fifty-six years old, with a life of

strange, wild adventure behind him.

Banished to Labrador by the governor of

the Hudson Bay Company, when under

twenty, to take charge of the company's

station; for thirteen yeai's alone there

—
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one white man among the Indians; in

the go's practically king over all the great,

savage territory of the company on the

waters entering Hudson Bay ; captured by
Kiel in the Half-Breed Rebellion of 1870

;

sentenced to death by Kiel, and saved only
because Riel dared not kill him—Donald
A. Smith had already achieved a career

unequalled, in its way, in America. But
he had accumulated no great amount of

money.
It would be a great advantage to Smith

to have a railroad from St. Paul to Win-
nipeg for gathering in his supplies when
the Red River boats were frozen up in
winter. He wanted it very much. The
service on the St. Paul & Pacific between
the Mississippi and the Red River was
frightful. So in eighteen seventy-three
and -four and -five these three men

—

Smith and Hill and Kittson—were growl-
ing about freight conditions, telling what
they would do with the St. Paul & Pacific
if they had it, and finally speculating on
whether they couldn't get hold of it. That
seemed very unlikely. It would be a
transaction running into the millions.
The only one of the three men who had

any financial connections was Smith. The
Hudson Bay Company banked with the
Bank of Montreal ; he was well acquainted
there. So Smith, whenever he went East,
kept calling the thing to the attention of
George Stephen—now Lord Mountste-
phen—the head of the bank.

Minnesota certainly was a dismal place
for inve.stment just at that time. In 1873
Jay Cook & Co., the backers of the North-
ern Pacific failed; and the Northern
Pacific came to a dead end forty miles
east of Bismarck, in Dakota. In 1874 the
plague of grasshoppers spread across the
West. They ranged eastward all over the
western half of Minnesota—square miles
of them—and ate everything off the face
of the earth. The state bought coal-tar

and gave it to the farmers, and the farm-
ers smeared it on long pieces of sheet-iron—in a kind of fly-paper arrangement

—

and dragged it around their fields, three
or four sheets trailing after a horse. When
the sheets were full of grasshoppers, they
scraped them off with a board and left

them in heaps. For ten years afterward
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you could see the little black spots on the

prairie where these heaps had been. But
it was of no use; the farmers could not

raise anything. By 1875 they were giving

it up and going out of the country.

In 1875 George Stephen and Richard
B. Angus, the second man in the Bank of

Montreal, went to Chicago to look after a

lawsuit there. They had made a big loan

to the Joliet Steel Company, the Steel

Company had failed after the panic in

1873, and the bank was suing to get some
of its money back. The lawsuit in Chi-

cago was adjourned, and they had two
weeks on their hands, so they flipped a

penny to determine whether to go to St.

Louis or St. Paul to kill part of the time.

The penny sent them to St. Paul.

"I am glad of that," said Stephen; ''it

will give us a chance to see the prairies,

and look over that St. Paul & Pacific Rail-

road that Smith is talking about."

They arrived in St. Paul one Sunday
morning, and James J. Hill made the St.

Paul & Pacific people get out an engine
and an old passenger car and take them
over the line to Breckenridge. The coun-

try had been scoured by the grasshoppers,

and looked like the top of a rusty old

stove. But Stephen was a broad-minded
man, wise enough to know that the pest of

grasshoppers could not last forever. It

was the first time in his life he had seen

the prairies, and they impressed him very

much—the great empty level, miles of

rich farm-lands, made a great contrast to

the meager soil of eastern Canada and of

Scotland, where he had been raised. He
liked the idea og getting hold of the road,

but he didn't see how it could be done.

Here was a transaction of millions, and
Stephen himself had only a moderate
fortune.

That was in 1875. Meanwhile Hill

kept talking about the St. Paul & Pacific.

He talked continually to everybody in St.

Paul. He was getting widely enthusia.stic.

When Hill was enthusia.stic he made a

curious gesture with the little finger of his

right hand, and in 1875 Hill was talking

about the St. Paul & Pacific and waving
his little finger excitedly at everybody in

St. Paul. George Stephen was figuring

what could be done for the finances. The
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only way he could see was to get the

Dutchmen to stick and put up more
money.

Finally, in 1876, Stephen went over to

Amsterdam to see the Dutch bondholders.

The Dutch had then, and have now, their

own peculiar way of investing in securities

—through what ihej call "administra-
tions." Thousands of small holders buy
securities through these "administra-

tions," who keep the bonds or shares, give

the owners a certificate for them, and rep-

resent the owners' interests in dealing
with the corporations—doing everything,

from collecting dividends to voting. This
makes it very easy to deal with Dutch in-

vestors; the management of their invest-

ments is so centralized. Stephen went to

the manager of the house that had placed
most of these bonds, and pleaded vigor-

ously for more money to finish the road.

The Dutchmen had had enough, and
nothing would move them.

"I'm no Don Quixote," said the man-
ager.

Stephen kept arguing; for he thought
it was the only way the thing could be put
through.

"I tell you what we will do," said the
manager. "We'll give you an option on
those bonds, if you like them so much."

"If you gave me an option you'd want
some money for it," said Stephen. "I
don't believe I can give it to you ; but how
much do you want?"
"One guilder," said the manager. He

knew Stephen, and realized that he was an
honest, able, and entirely reliable man.

"All right," said Stephen.
So, half in jest, he gave Stephen an

eight months' option on the controlling

bonds for one guilder. A guilder is worth
forty cents.

The price agreed upon, which Stephens
was to pay for the Dutchmen's bonds, was
thirty cents on the dollar—less than the

accrued interest which was due and un-
paid on them. Eight months would give

them a chance to see what they could do
with the Minnesota Legislature about the

franchise.

Then Stephen came back and started

out to see what he could do. John S.

Kennedy, a New York private banker—

a

cautious, side-whiskered Scotchman—was
either a trustee or the agent of the Dutch
bondholders, or both, for all of the prin-
cipal St. Paul & Pacific mortgages. Ken-
nedy could be very useful to them. He
knew just where the bonds they hadn't
got options on lay, and the best way to

get at the bondholders and buy them out.

They got him into the combination right
away. Then Hill, who was an excellent
"mixer," and knew half of the people of
the State in his position of station-master
at St. Paul, began to work with the Min-
nesota legislature.

It was at the time of the Granger revo-

lution against the railroads in the Missis-

sippi valley ; the session of the Minnesota
legislature was limited to sixty days, and
the Northern Pacific interests, which al-

ready owned the worthless stock of the St.

Paul & Pacific, wanted to get hold of the
road. Hill had the fight of his life to aet

his bill through in those sixty days. The
franchises and the land grant had lapsed

with the failure of the railroad; it was
necessary to re\'ive them. For two months
Hill buttonholed politicians, traded votes,

compromised with the Northern Pacific

people by giving them the branch to

Brainerd, and shook his little finger in

argument before the members of the legis-

lature. But, up to the last minute, he

seemed to have been beaten. Four days

before the session closed, his bill had not

passed the Senate, where it was intro-

duced, and had not been acted upon at all

by the House. It passed the Senate final-

ly; then, by pure accident, the House
passed it on the last or next to the last day

of the session, under suspension of rules.

There was one more thing for Hill to

do. The road had been entitled to two

million acres in land grants. The State

had validated them ; now it was necessary

to get the Government to do so. This was

done soon after the legislature closed.

So, then, in the spring of 1877 they

were ready to take over the St. Paul &
Pacific. People still smiled at it in St.

Paul, and wondered a good deal how Jim

Hill had mesmerized a bank president like

Stephen into getting him to put up the

money. If it hadn't been for the grass-

hoppers, it would have been different. But.
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as it was, no one could take it seriously.

When the syndicate came to pay its lawy-

ers, Bi^elow, Flandreau & Clark, it offered

them a choice between $25,000 in cash

and $500,000 in stock. They took the
ca.^ih, as everybody else in the section

would liave done. This was a mistake that

cost tliem, principal and interest to the
pre-sent time, some $15,000,000, all told.

But they did not know then, and could
not know. No one, of course, could guess
the thine that was about to happen.
The spring of 1877 came in, and with

it the usual plaaue of arasshoppers. They
grew and increa.'=!ed for two months

—

s\\^arms of little fellows who could only
crawl and iump a foot or two hiah. Then,
in the early summer, it came time for

them to fly. One day. without the slight-

est warn i no-, they left the country

—

swarms square miles wide. They neyer
came back again, and, stranger than that,

no one in the entire country either saw
where they went or could fionre it out
afterward.

A few of the settlers had stayed on the
farms to make a fourth trial of the pest-
ri'^den country. The grasshoppers had
eaten the young wheat, but, like early
frost, their eating had merely driven back
its crrowth. given it stronger roots, and
really helped it. That year saw the great-
est wheat crop for its area eyer grown in
that rep-ion. The farmers who remained
.started the new railroad carrying out their
crons day and night. The stf<tion at St.
Paul wns piled to the roof with the bag-
gage of farmers going baek to take up the
deserted farms. And Hill, with his twen-
ty or thirty locomotives and few hundred
cars, was frantic with success. He worked

every possible source for more freight-

cars; and, to get the troops of immigrants
to his farms, he sent as far East as New
York to buy a lot of discarded passenger-

coaches given up by the Harlem road.

The plague of grasshoppers had made
a new group of multimillionaires. If it

had not arrived as it did, no one could

have bought the St. Paul & Pacific for the

price they paid for it. If it had not ceased

all at once, they might have been unable
to finance it.

But now, with their forty-cent option

on the bonds, they found them.selves in

the fortunate position of a man who can
mortgage his property for more than he
paid for it. This group of six men had
paid out altogether $283,000 in complet-

ing the deal, making .surveys, locating

and negotiating for the remainder of the

bonds, and getting their franchises and
land grants. In 1878 they secured and
advanced money for the receiver to com-
plete the road. Stephen in the Bank of

Montreal and Kennedy in New York
easily found the money for it; capital was
gladly advanced for so safe an enterprise.

Then, in 1879, they paid for everything

—the bonds, their expenses, and the ad-

vances of finishing the road out of two
new bond issues, and made in addition

several million dollars of profits. The
Did bond i.ssues outstanding had aggre-

gated $24,000,000. with an annual inter-

e.st charge of $1,680,000. The new issues

aggregated $16,000,000, with an annual
interest of $1,120,000. So they saved on

the outset $560,000 a year, to come to the

.stock instead of the bonds. Nearly enough,

in itself, to pay four-per-cent dividends on

$15,000,000 worth of stock.

WHAT IS TO BE THE NEXT RELIGIONS

WHAT is to be the next religion, asks
Current Literature? Two yi\^d ex-
pressions of opinion bearing on

the present religious situation in Eng-
land and America haye aroused w^ide-

spread connnent. The first is an ironical
arraignment by Oliver Madox Huefifer of

existing tendencies, which appears in a

London review under the title, "The Next
Religion." The second is a statement

made during a recent sermon by a Uni-

tarian minister of New York, the Rey. Dr.

John Haines Holmes, to the effect that

"Catholicism is dead; Protestantism is dy'
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ing; the day of a new religion is at hand."
The significance of both statements may
be said to He in the fact that they treat the

prevailing religious system as moribund,
and admit, the one with bitterness, the

other with gladness, the coming of a new
era.

According to Mr. Hueffer, Christianity

has been approaching for some time a

period of total or partial eclipse. The Re-
formation is what started the decline.

"Admit the possibility of doubt in an arti-

cle of faith," he says, "and there is no
logical stopping-place until you deny
everything but the evidence of your own
senses."

Mr. Hueffer hopes that the eclipse of

Christianity will prove only temporary,

but he feels that it may be years and even
centuries before it regains its former vital-

ity. In the meanwhile a stop-gap will cer-

tainlv be found, "for even semi-education
cannot expect altogether to crush out the

human instinct for believing something,"
and he thinks he knows what it will be.

"If we take a bird'.s-eye view," he says, "of
humanitv and the various religious evolv-

ed bv it in more or less historic times, we
find that, however greatlv they may vary
and in however many directions, there is

one common bond between them—every-

where we find, that is to say, the belief in

map-ic or witchcraft is acknowledo-ed and,
for the most part, condemned." The pres-

ent afze, Mr. Hueffer finds, is no exception
to this p-eneral rule. He goes on to say (in
Thf' National Review) :

"We are so accu.stomed, in these days,

to laugh at the pretentions of witchcraft
and its ministers, that there seems at first

sieht something ridiculous in the idea
that it could ever again lift up its head
among us. In actual fact not only is

such a thing possible—it is even probable.

. To those incredulous of such a
revival I may point out that in a large
mpasure it is not a mere speculative possi-

bilitv. but an actual present fact. There
are thousands, perhaps millions, in thi.s

countrv. the United States and the Col-
onics who, although in deference to the
teachings of the council school they laugh
at the very name of 'witch' are yet them-
selves earnest believers in witchcraft. To
take only one example, out of hundreds.

the cult of Spiritualism is increasing daily,

on both sides of the Atlantic. Yet the

'medium' only does w^hat the witch ha«!

been doing for thousands of years past

—

as witness, for instance, the Witch of En-
dor, who, had she lived to-dav, would have
put the names of Eusapia Palladino, the

Davenport Brothers, or Mrs. Piper, alto-

gether in the shade. Christian Science,

again, although it masks itself under an-

other name, follows exactly in the foot-

steps of the witch. It is true that it has
as yet claimed no miraculous cures half so

wonderful as were effected, in the way of

business and quite without any fuss or

trouble, by hundreds of deserving witches
whose names could be adduced bv any
.student of their history. It is scarcelv too

much to say that every time some mind-
stirred enthusiast sets to work to produce
an improvement upon Christianitv, he
goes directly, though unwittingly, to that

great Mother-Font of human credulitv

which, although it has been so frenuently
drawn upon by his predecessors, will never
run dry so long as one human being is

left who would fear to lose himself in an
ancient forest on a dark night. The cult

of witchcraft cloaks itself under a thou-
sand venerable or holy names, yet, wit-

tin glv or ignorantlv, it were as impossible

to evolve a new religion without drawing
upon it as to produce sound without vibra-

tion."

Dr. Holmes's .sermon in New York fol-

lowed an entirely different line of thought.
His subiect was "Dead Catholicism and
Dying Protestantism," and his remarks
were called forth bv the recent sermons of

the Rev. Father Vaughan and the Rev.
Dr. Aked. He said, in part:

"From the standpoint of statistics

Catholicism seems to be flourishing, but
as a matter of fact it is dead. It died
three centuries ago. The present condi-

tion of the Church .shows onlv the momen-
tum which it has gathered from its great

power in the past. It is a measure not of

its present vitalitv, but of the amount of

ignorance, superstition, and fffir which are

still present in the world. The real test

of the vitality of an institution is not that

of number, but of the influence which it

exerts upon the controlling forces of hu-

man life. Judged bv this test, Catholicism
125
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is hopelessly dead. It onoe controlled the

destinies of our whole civilization. To-day

it controls nothin^^. Society goes upon its

way as though it did not exist at all.

Father Vauglian's claim, therefore, as to

its being the world religion of the future

is simply ridiculous. Catholicism will

continue for a long time yet, but its ulti-

mate disappearance is inevitable.

"No less ridiculous, however, are Dr.

Aked's claims for Protestantism. If

Catholicism is alreadv dead, it no less true

that Protestantism is dying, dying very

fast. Here again statistics are utterly de-

ceptive. The figures which Dr. Aked has

quoted as to the present power and growth

of the Protestant churches signify only

how slow people are to emancipate them-

selves from custom and tradition. Here
again we must apply the supreme test of

vitalitv—namelv. what is its influence

over the controllino; forces of human life?

Here, as with Catholicism, we find that

Protestantism exerts practicallv no influ-

ence at all. It has practicallv been banish-

ed from the home, it is outlawed from edu-

cation, and it has no place in tbf world of

livin<T thought. The o-rent political and
industrial reforms of to-dav go on as

though there wpre no such thino's as Prot-

estantism. Close all the Protestant

churches to-day and silence nil their minis-

ters, and how much real difi^erence would
it make in the solution of the problems
that are before us?"
When asked to elaborate this statement

bv a representative of the New York
Globe. Dr. Holmes declared: "The Roman
Catholic Church was the means of keeping
alive the spirit of relioion during the dark
ages, after the downfall of paganism. Its

monasteries were at one time the only
institutions of learning. And it helped to
keep Europe tooether politically. Protes-
tantism freed relioion from the domina-
tion of priests. It was responsible for the
free church, the free State, and the free
schools. It did fine work in its day. But
its day has pa.«:sed."

"Do you mean that there are fa.^hions
in relision. as in ladies' hats?" the clergy-
man was asked.

Dr. Holmes did not hesitate for an
answer. "Truth goes out of style," was
his remarkable reply. "It goes out of
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style and becomes falsehood. The Ger-

man philosopher Nietzsche said that a

good, healthy truth never lives more than

about twenty years. And I'm not sure

that he hasn't put his estimate too high.

You .see," he continued, "no man has

ever known the complete truth. And no

institution either. Not even the Catholic

Church. Not even—with all due respect

to my orthodox Protestant friends—not

even the Bible. More truths, new truths,

are always being discovered. The germ
of religion hidden away in the supersti-

tions of Catholicism was a gleam of pure

truth that illuminated the dark ages. But
the world advanced to truths undreamed
of by Catholicism. And the Catholic

truth became falsehood, falsehood against

which honest and religious people protest-

ed. The Protestants founded a religion

of their own."
"A true religion?"

"Certainly. True for that age. At
that time Luther's great truth that every

man mu.st be his own priest and get into

direct and personal touch with his God
quite overshadowed the falsehoods and
superstitions of hi'^ faith. But to-day it is

quite impo.=?.sible for educated men to be-

lieve in the infallibility of the Bible;

Charles Darwin has made it impossible
for us to take stock in the fall of man
theory. And as for the superstition about
the blood of Christ—well, enlifrhtened

men who have been touched with the
scientific spirit of this age can no longer
subscribe to it."

"What of the future?" was the final

question asked; and Dr. Holmes
answered: "The spirit of this age
is the spirit of .social service— of Socialism. Socialism is a re-

ligion, as fine a religion as there is to-day.

For religion doesn't consist in going to

church, or subscribing to a creed, or listen-

ing to my sermons, or to those of any
other mini.«ter. Religion is a spirit of un-
selfish enthusiasm that unites great bodies
of men in the service of a humanitarian
ideal. The Sociali.=:ts have that enthusi-
asm. They have that fine ideal. The one
great question that every good Protestant
is supposed to a.sk himself. 'What shall I

do to be saved?' has all the selfish, nar-

row-mindedness of the indi^ddualist age
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3ut of which we are passing. I tell my
songregation that they can't be saved in-

iividually. I tell them that they'll all go

to heaven or to hell together. The day of

individual salvation is over. The era of

social salvation is at hand."
So Mr. Hueffer sees looming in the fu-

ture witchcraft, and feels that humanity
is entering new Dark Ages; while Dr.

Holmes predicts the coming of Socialism,

and welcomes it.

To the Roman Catholic press both

prophets appear equally foolish. The
New York Freeman's Journal, for in-

stance, registers its conviction that state-

ments such as Dr. Holmes's bid fair to

accelerate the dissolution of Protestantism

svhich he foresees. It comments:
"Such are the vagaries of the new re-

iigion. It is Protestantism run to seed.

Protestant ministers of the Rev. Dr.

Holmes type, adopting essential features

Df Modernism, which Pius X. has crushed
fvithin the Catholic Church, have entered

upon paths that lead away from all that

for which Christianity stands. They rep-

resent in their own persons the weakness
3f Protestantism which, after virtually dis-

carding the Bible as the rule of faith,

shows a disposition to follow the leader-

ship of the Eliots and of the Holmeses
who would substitute human speculations

for God's word."
The Protestant Christian Work and

Evangelist (New York) is almost as un-
sympathetic. "Dr. Holmes," it remarks,
"is one of the most passionate social re-

formers that we have, and is, of course,

impatient with the slow pace the church
often pursues, as no doubt we all are at

times. But he is a pastor of this very
church which he pronounces dead, and we
very much doubt if any good comes from
this wholesale denunciation of the church,
especially when one is in it, and thereby
confessing that it offers him the best in-

strument for producing those very re-

demptions he accuses the church of ne-

glecting." The same paper continues:
"We are perfectly free to confess

that the Roman Catholic Church
is shutting herself off from vast

fields of influence by her fear

of anything that has come into being
since the Middle Ages, and we are just

as free to say that the Protestant Church
is lifting up her voice too feebly against

social and civic iniquity. But, as a mat-
ter of fact, neither Roman Catholicism

nor Protestantism are anywhere near the

dying point. In spite of all their losses

and delinquencies they are much more
alive than they ever were. Both in Eur-

ope and America millions of souls are

drawing their religious nourishment
straight from the breast of the Catholic

Church. In spite of the separation of

Church and State in France, Catholicism

is an immense power. Even the Modern-
ists do not leave her, because they see that

in her they have power ; without her folds

their voice would be lost."

An editorial writer on The Christian

Commonwealth (London) makes a

thoughtful contribution to the discussion.

He thinks it betokens a lack of the sense

of humor to take Mr. Hueffer's prophecy

too seriously; and he concedes an ascen-

dancy of the social spirit in the church.

It is becoming quite clear, to this writer

at any rate, that "there is no finality about

the Christian church in its present form,"

and that "its end as at present constituted

is not far distant." The reasons for his

conclusion are stated as follows:

"The modern institutional church,

which to some appears to be the very

apotheosis of Christianity, is in reahty one

of the signs of the end. For this some-

what obvious reason, that the main things

in which it concerns itself are just those

things which, before long, every enlight-

ened municipality will regard as its own
work, to be prosecuted with all the force

and efficiency of municipal and State ma-
chinery. . . . The church reading-

room is rapidly being ousted by the public

free library. The church relief societies

and thrift clubs are being swallowed up in

wider and more scientific schemes under-

taken by the community as a whole. In-

fant-care, child-care, the provision of ade-

quate instruction in such things as cook-

ery, hygiene—these matters are being

taken up on all sides by public authorities.

These and such functions, voluntarily

assumed by the church by reason of the

manifest love within her, are now passing

over to the community; and we feel that

this is a right move, for the community
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ought to do these things, and can do them
better acting as a whole. The institu-

tional church will, therefore, shortly cease

to have any raison d'etre, and will in con-

sequence disappear. The same thing ap-

plies to the ordinary church, so far as its

various social, reforming, ameliorating,

philanthropic agencies are concerned."

But all this, as The Christian Common-
wealth analyzes the situation, will only re-

dound, in the end, to the greater glory of

the church, because it will compel Chris-

tianity to return to its true and authentic

functions. The argument closes:

"In the ancient village organization the

church stood in the centre, with spire

pointing to the heavens above. The mar-
ket was outside, the public assemblies were
outside, the mechanism of social organiza-

tion was outside ; the church had its speci-

fic place, but it was not any of these things.

It stood for the mystic vision, for the
sense of the unseen, for communion with

the timeless, for withdrawal, for central

rooted ness and rest. I think we are mov-
ing back to that. When the community
becomes sufficiently enlightened to take

up its proper responsibilities with respect

to all its members, the church will re-

main; but it, will signify the community
at prayer, the community practising the

Presence of God.
"The next religion, therefore, is much

more likely to be a religion shared alike

by the church and the community, mani-
festing in the community in all kinds of

practical redemptive and uniting agencies

and in the church as—which is the most
really practical thing of all—worship,

communion, adoration, vision, spiritual

grasp, mystical love. When that arrives,

these will be seen to be not two things,

but one and the same. No line of demar-
cation will separate between the church
and the community ; they will be but two
activities of One Soul."

CHEAP MEAT: THE GERMAN EREIBANK.

THE Freibank of a German city is a

most interesting place, though few
tourists \'isit it, and those who do

seldom know much about the commodities
exposed there for sale. In Berlin there

are four of such buildings, all situated in

the poorer quarters of the tow^n, but as a
rule one Freibank suffices for each great
industrial city; whilst in Hamburg there
is not one at all as yet, owing possibly to

the fact that that to\ATi is so close to the
ports where we send our worn-out horses
that this peculiar institution is not so

necessary there as elsewhere. Thus writes
C. Smith Rossie in the Contemporary Re-
view.

For the Freibank is a meat market of a
very strange sort—not a meat market
specially for either cattle, horse or dog,
but a meat market for the poor, and for
the poor alone, and so safeguarded by
laws- and regulations, and watched by
police and inspectors, that it would be very
difficult as well as disgraceful for any
well-to-do people to buy their meat sup-
plies there.
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And the reason why there are all these

rules and penalties connected vdth this

particular German meat market is be-

cause the meat sold there is all under the

ban of the veterinary inspection, which
has been conducted in the Schlachthaus
and Sanitas-Anstalt, and is flesh taken

from animals that are so much diseased

that either the flesh is lowered in value by
the disease or else is actually infected by
disease. But in the latter case the dissease

germs have always been completely killed

by prolonged scientific sterilization.

The flesh of anmals who have become
feverish from more than twenty-four

hours suffering from accidents is also sent

to the Freibank for sale, but if the animals

have been slaughtered before that length

of time, it lies in the discretion of the in-

spectors whether the flesh should be sent

to the Freibank or into general sale.

The Freibank is to all appearances an

open meat market. You will see little to

shock you in walking through it. The
people who are shopping here are poorer

looking than is usual, but that is all the
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difference that you would notice from any
ordinary market. The price of the meat,
too, is lower, but not so low as one might
suspect from the sort of stuff sold. It

must be at least one-fourth lower in price

than the same sort of meat would sell for

outside.

Neither would the tuberculous cooked
meat stalls offer any shock to the ordin-

ary sight-seer; that the meat there is al-

most black in hue owing to prolonged and
high sterilization would not surprise the

sight-seer, for the press of poor people
round these stalls is so great that it is

difhcult to get near enough to see the meat
at all, unless, like myself, one goes pre-

pared for the spectacle, and so is willing

to wait with the crowd and push for a

place in advance of the others. It is not
by taking a Cook's ticket to tour in Ger-
many that one gets to see the way the

Germans live. Neither is it by living in

hotels and taking a saunter into the

cathedrals and palaces.

The very regulations that govern the

sale of the Freibank meat should show
what sort of stuff it is. For according to

the laws arranged by the police

—

No hotel, restaurant or eating-house is

permitted to buy on the Freibank, except

by special permission of the police.

No butcher or sausage-maker can buy it

at all—not even by deputy.

No one can buy more than three kilos

per diem, and then only for the use of his

or her own household alone.

Those who sell the meat have to get

official appointment, and they are not
allowed either to buy it themselves or to

sell any other kind of meat either inside

or outside the Freibank. (Of course, the

reason of this law is to prevent them from
fraudulently selling the Freibank meat in

the city shops, where only healthy meat
is to be sold. It is to shield the higher
classes from any chance of getting this

diseased stuff foisted on themselves.)

Penalties of heavy fines and even im-
prisonment follow any trifling with these

laws.

Another document says: Out of eighty-

nine slaughtered dogs thirteen were found
fault with on account of pneumonia, an-

tracosis of the lungs, sarcoma, carcinoma,

and disease of the kidneys; and of these

two were put aside as unfit for the food of

man on account of pneumonia and cancer,

but of the rest only the diseased organs
were destroyed.

Such words tell their own tale. They
prove that the German standards are not
unduly severe. It is not stated even in

this report that this disea.sed dogs' flesh

was sent to the Freibank. It may have
been sold in the shops as sound quality,

but, whether or not, proves this thing,

that the fear of dog-flesh is not so bad as

the fact that the flesh of diseased dogs is

not only eaten, but paid for by our Ger-
man brethren. And the fact that certain

of the dogs are diseased is easy to see when
one remembers that it is a law of Ger-

many that all lost animals found by the

police in the city are sent for sale on the

Freibank after being kept for three weeks
to fatten. For the Freibank is a place

where profits have to be made, so as to

provide compensation to the owners of

the diseased cattle—compensation about

which there is so much trouble in this

country. In England the owners of dis-

eased cattle have to pay the damages
themselves, except in cases of epidemics,

when the loss falls on the taxpayers. In

Germany (as you will have observed) the

poor people pay a great deal of the damage
by the prices given for the flesh—prices

for which we can get sound healthy meat.

Dog-fat is valued in Germany because it

is said to be a substitute for cod-liver-oil,

a remedy too expensive for our Teuton
brethren even in their hour of sickness.

So the lost and strayed Fidos and Carlos

of the German cities are a help to provide

the remedy—after three weeks of fatten-

ing by the police.

And now I come to what, in my opin-

ion, is the most unpleasant fact I have to

relate—so unpleasant that I am ashamed
to have to record it. And yet you can

read it for yourself in the Gemeinde
Besc Muss of the Freibank of any German
city. I quote from that of Frankfurt, rule

3, section 2, where it is stated that

—

The remains of the pieces of flesh used

by the sanitary inspectors in the testing

rooms for trichinosis are to be sent to the

Freibank for sale as human food, for re-
129
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iiieiuber thai every kind of liesh that goes

lo llie FrcibanL iiiu«t be lit for Imiiiuii

food.

Of euiirse 1 do nut niean to infer tliat

tlie:>e renmiuti are uecesssariiy diseased. Ear
from that—they may be quite healthy.

They ai'e merely the test pieces which the

inj^pec-tors cut from each pig and dog that

pas.scs through their hands for the purpose

of examination. Eour little pieces, some-

what of the size of a nut, are cut from each

of the aforesaid animals, and, armed with

these, the inspector makes further prepar-

ations from them of still smaller size, so

as to make sure the dreaded trichina worm
is not present. Of course, in these large

shiughter-houses that means there is an
immense amount of remains left, and the

question is what to do with them. I fear

m poor old England we might call them
dogs' meat, but that is because we are ex-

travagant. In Germany they have a more
[troiitable use for them.

These remains are sent to the Freibank,
but not to be sold as such in a raw condi-

tion; the Freibank regulation which pro-

\ides that at least half a pound of meat
nmst be purchased forbids this use of the
renmants; but a better way is to serve

them up in the form of hot sausages at

the price of live pfennigs (V2d.) each,

which can be eaten at the Freibank itself

at a special stall, and a hunk of coarse
black bread can be also bought at that
stall for a farthing to help to make it into
a poor man's dinner, which is most ac-

ceptable to these people, who can ill spare
either the time or money for cooking in
the ordinary way. . Poverty and the
strange, invisible force of the pohce,
which seems to cover as with a shroud all

the atmosphere of a German city, drives
the poorer classes into an outward form of
contentment with this sort of thing; but
it was evident by what I heard from the
lips of the very poor themselves that they
were well aware of what stuff the Freibank
meat was made. It was not so much their
actual words, but the tone of scorn wdth
which they spoke of the Freibank which
convinced me that the system will not be
able to stand the force of public opinion
as soon as the workers of Germany get
power enough in the Legislature to make
130

their will felt. But just at present they
can hardly be said to be represented at all

;

everything is shrewdly worked for the

beneht of the "Junker" class, and unde-
niably the Freibank system is a very
clever one regarded from the point of view
of the latter. They are able to make a

profitable use of diseased cattle, whilst al-

so ait'ording innocuous flesh food for the

poorer classes, and so helping them to be
content with their dietary. Even the

thinking part of the better classes are

ashamed of it. I asked the governor of

one of the large prisons in Germany if

the criminals were fed on it, and I saw
him turn away his eyes in shame as he
hastily exclaimed, "No, no; not even in

the Labour Homes do we give Freibank
meat." He spoke as if a Labour Home
was a worse place than a prison.

It was early in the morning—some-
where about eight o'clock—that I had a

strange adventure in the Freibank of

Munich—strange, but not dramatic, ex-

cept to myself. It is a large place, some-

thing like a long chapel, but with the in-

terior ranged round with the meat-stalls.

Outside are the words in large letters,

Stadt Freibank, and inside is a notice

warning people to beware of pickpockets.

On the wooden partitions between the

stalls hung large placards with the prices

at which the meat was to be sold, very

clearly printed.

There was no great crowd, except at the

two stalls where the cooked tuberculous

meat was being sold ; here the buyers were

in a press of three or four deep, men,
women, but no children, all wearing that

air of patient, hard-working endurance
which is so common in Germany. The
inflamed and 'T-am-as-good-as-you" face

of an English crowd was nowhere here.

They looked like the wreckage of some
fine vessel drifting before the force that

had ^Tecked them. This remark is, per-

haps, too sentimental, but life is always

more interesting to me than the mere
facts of life; life is more than matter, as

we shall discover when we know more
about it.

I spoke to a few^ of the people as I went
along, for I wished to enter their minds.
They spoke wdth that heartfelt kindliness
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universal in Germany. I asked them if

the meat was to be used for dogs or for

human beings, and they stared at me.
"Yes, it was for human use," they said.

Black from prolonged heat, ugly from
the presence of sterilized entrails—for

tuberculosis shows itself most of all in the

interior organs—these tuberculous meat-

stalls sickened me. I left them, and
turned down the length of the market.

At the far end I saw one stall where no
meat was exposed—but something was be-

ing sold there. It was something small

and hot, and with the steaming smell

which the German is supposed to love. In
short, it was wurstwaaren, or sausages.

An old, withered, wrinkled woman was
eating one greedily, her fingers, her knife

and fork. With the friendliness of. the

German, she motioned to me to do the

same.

"Es ist gut," she said, smacking her
poor, worn lips. Now it is my invariable

habit when I investigate anything to try

personal experience, so I washed to taste

this dainty to which the old crone in^dted

me. But the fear of the Freibank meat
was on me, and I simply could not dare

to make the attempt. Whether the old

woman read my thoughts on my face I

know not ; all I remember is that she said

in a hasty whisper, ''Es ist nicht Freil-ank

FleiHch." I was surprised. It was not
Freibank flesh ! Then she, a poor, ignor-

ant old creature, worn to the last extremity
by poverty, knew and feared that Frei-

bank flesh ! That was a revelation to n'e,

for I had come across so many English
voters who had never heard of it, tliough

they were ready to alter all our meat legis-

lation so as to get the German system
adopted in poor old England. "Fjs ist

nicht Freibank Fleisch," eh, so much the

better: then I would try my experience of

the sausage.

The sausage-vendor took a small yellov,'^

thing from her oven. She jabbed the si:le

of it against some sharp steel edge on her
machine, and then, laying the broken
sausage on a plate, she handed it to me,
sans knife or fork, except those of Adam.
The dirty yellowish thing looked very

uninviting, and my friend the old crone

saw my renewed hesitation. She drew a

mustard-pot towards me and bade me par-

take. It was free, she signified to me.
Now that astonished me. Free, and in

Germany! That was at once suspicious

to anyone who understands the ways of

the Fatherland. For there is nothing free

there except the Freibank, and that is

only free in the sense that it is free from
seizure by the police, it being illegal to

sell that kind of diseased meat anywhere
else! The very subject of my investiga-

tion that morning—the Freibank—was
enough to make me afraid of anything
free.

I took away my hand from the .sausage-

laden plate and pushed it towards my
friend, the old crone. '"'You can have it,"

I signified. She looked surprised, almost

pained. Was I in.sulting Germany, or

was I one of those eccentric Englanderin
who are so colossally wealthy that they

can purchase even sausages merely to

wa.ste?

But the gift was too tempting; in a few

minutes she was devouring my dainty,

her old wrinkled face glowing with a

smiling light such as one sometimes sees

on the faces of angels in the great Italian

picture galleries.

She smiled like an angel, as I have said

;

but I have also smiled ever since, for it

was not until some time after this that I

learned of what materials those sausages

had been made—the remnants of the

testing-rooms for the examination of

swine and dogs for trichinosis

—

Die

Fleischproben, as they are called.

> >

WHY MURDERERS ARE PLEASANT PEOPLE.

IT is a common superstition, revived at

every famous trial, that the murderer
in aspect and character should con-

form accurately with a conventional form

of savagery, observes The British Medical

Journal, in the course of a study of the

psychology of murder. The public, it

says, which takes an increasing interest in
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the melodrama of life and death, is dis-

appointed at each tragedy because the

criminal does not bear upon his forehead

the brand of Cain. Yet a little knowledge,

adds our London authority, a more vivid

memory of the past, might convince the

least imaginative that the murderer in

his hours of ease is most often a kindly,

amiable and sympathetic gentleman, as

long as his will, at once violent and in-

firm, be not thwarted.

"There is one other quality in which
murderers are never deficient^—the qual-

ity of coolness. Faced by the ministers of

justice, they one and all prove a serenity

of mind, a courage of demeanor, which
too often persuade the foolish of their in-

nocence. There could scarcely be a better

proof of guilt than this nonchalance. The
murderer has nothing to lose, he has
everything to gain, by a resolute bearing.

He knows better than anybody else in the

world the strength and weakness of hi«

own case. So often has he rehearsed his

story that it comes to his tongue without

bungling or hesitation. How different is

the plight of the innocent man unjustly

recused! Overwhelmed with embarra«vj-

ment and surprise, he falters in his

speech. The flush of rage which mouDtg
to his cheek is taken by his enemies a.s a

-"•onfession of guilt, and if he were judged
by appearances alone it would go hard
with him. Justice, then, must dismiss

from her purvicAV all generalizations con-

cerning character and demeanor. It is

hers to establish guilt or innocence by the

stern consideration of facts, and so long
as she is intent upon this supreme duty
we may retain a placid confidence that

the wrongdoer shall not escape his proper
punishment.

IS THE ATLANTIC SWALLOWING AMERICA?

MUCH evidence has been adduced,
says D. W. Johnson, writing in

Science/' in support of the theory
that various portions of the Atlantic coast

have been recently undergoing a gradual
subsidence, and this movement is believed
by many to be still in progress. The rate

of subsidence has been calculated as one
foot per century for the Massachusetts
coast, and from one to two feet per cen-
tury for the New Jersey coast. Among
the lines of evidence which appear to sup-
port the theory are the following: Indian
shell heaps are found below high-tide
le\'cl : stumps of trees are found in place in
salt marshes, showing that the trees were
killed by the invasion of salt w^ater; peat
formed by salt-water vegetation is found
overlying fresh-water peat; familiar land-
marks are covered by high tides to greater
depths than formerly; land owners along
salt marshes find that the marsh areas
have recently encroached upon the
upland areas; the tides have increased
in height to such an extent that
certain tidal mills can no longer be oper-
ated as effectively as formerly; dykes

erected to keep the tides out of certain

salt-marsh meadows are themselves sub-

merged by the rise of the tides; accurate

measurements show that a bench-mark es-

tablished at Boston three-quarters of a cen-

tury ago is now three-quarters of a foot

nearer the mean level of the sea above
which it was placed than it was when first

put in position.

The writer would call attention to a

factor wdiich produces fictitious appear-

ances of coastal subsidence, and which he
believes to have a higher degree of import-

ance than any of those mentioned above.

As a tidal wave approaches an irregular

coast it is materially modified in shape
and in height. If a surface could be con-

structed to pass through every point reach-

ed by the crest of the tidal wave, it would
be found to have marked undulations of

considerable complexity. The surface

would rise well above mean sea level in

bays which are widely open at their

mouths and converge toward their heads;

but would descend abruptly toward mean
sea level where a narrow inlet connected

the ocean with a broad, land-locked bay
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or lagoon. Within such an enclosed hay
this ''high-tide surface" might be a num-
ber of feet lower than that portion of the

surface immediately outside of the enclos-

ing arms of land.

The irregular high-tide surface is very

unstable, and will undergo modifications

as waves and currents erode islands, build

bars, silt up or scour out channels, break

through barrier beaches, or otherwise

modify the shoreline and adjacent slial-

low water areas. Where waves break

through a bar enclosing a bay which was
formerly connected with the ocean by a

narrow inlet, the high-tide surface within

the bay may instantly be raised several

feet, since the broader opening permits

the rising waters to enter freely and so

give tides within the bay as high as those

in the adjacent ocean. A more gradual

enlargement of the inlet would cause a

gradual elevation of that portion of the

high-tide surface within the bay; whereas
a growing bar might cause a decrease in

the height of the same surface. If the

size of the inlet remains constant, then
silting up of the bay, the encroachment
of tidal marshes, or the reclaiming of

part of the bay surface by artificial filling

or by the construction of dykes, will cause

a raising of the high-tide surface within

the remaining areas of the bay; for the

water entering through the narrow inlet,

having less area to spread over, will ac-

cumulate to a greater depth than formerly.

THE DEFECTIVE PUPIL.

MILLEDGE L. BONHAM, Jr., A.M.,
headmaster Kohut School, New
York, says in an article in Educa-

tion : Our first impulse is to say that there

should be no such problem—these pupils

should be in the institutions especially

equipped for dealing with their cases.

Granted. But the fact remains that there

is such a problem. In many communi-
ties there are no such schools at all, in

others the only ones are private institu-

tions, beyond the means of most parents.

Yet in nearly every community will be

found children, not idiots, but defective,

some of them, merely "subnormal.''

Many of these defectives will be sent to

the regular schools.

What shall the teacher do with these

children ?

In the first place, every teacher should

be required to learn sufficient physiology,

psychology and paidology to preclude her

doing anything to increase the number of

dullards. Most dullards are not born, but

made. Dr. Shields holds that most cases

of stammering are the result of frighten-

ing nervous children. Dullards are not

hopeless if taken in the beginning, but

any subnormal child may become a dull-

ard if handled clumsilv. The monitors

referred to above are one class of sub-

normal or retarded children. Of course,

those who are selected for monitors should

oe pupils who are behind mainly on ac-

count of absence from school, not those

Avho are themselves abnormal.

The attention given these subnormals

must be systematic, not haphazard. Each
case needs individual study by the teach-

er. Instead of being compelled to attempt

to come up to the standard, the standard

must be adapted to them. One will need

much manual training, with almost no

arithmetic for a while; another will re-

quire less manual training, but much help

in reading, practice in counting, and so

on. This, of course, means smaller classes;

that means additional expense, for not

only shall we need more teachers, but spe-

cially trained teachers. Yet the additional

expense Avill be money saved, for it will

help decrease the total of poverty, ignor-

ance and crime.

These remarks apply, of course, to the

public schools; yet the private schools are

likely to have a larger proportion of dul-

lards"^, potential and actual, than the public

.schools. Their problem will be mainly

in the selection of teachers who have the
133
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will and the ability to study each pupil

thoroughly. Private schools seldom have

very large classes, and this can be done

without additional expenditure. But the

school owner who is not merely after the

dollars will feel obligated to do even more.

He, too, wall probably find it necessary to

have an ungraded cla.ss; and it will be his

duty to .'Jce that its members are either

on the road to restoration or that they bo

sent to institutions that can properly care

for them. At the same time he must see

that the normal pupils are getting such

care that they wall not feel that they are

being held to the level of dullards. So

.small and numerous classes, with very

flexible graduation, should be the rule

rather than the exception.

All these remedies, and more, are need-

ed, but can w^e not do something to pre-

vent abnormality? Stricter marriage

laws, with better enforcement, are need-

ed, as w^ell as more exact and extensive

vital .statistics, and clo.ser study of infancy.

Fiske points out that civilization, founded
on the family, is due to the prolonged

period of infancy in man—why, then,

should not society do something to in-

sure the birth of normal infants and the

maintenance of their normal status?

INSOMNIA AND INSOMNIACS.

INSOMNIA is both a penalty and a

pathologic luxury of civilization, de-

clares Dr. Woods Hutchinson in Mun-
sey's Magazine. It is a mark of neuro-

logic aristocracy, as distinctly and unques-
tionably as gout is a mark of blue blood

and ancient lineage. Those w^ho possess

it may be as vain of it as of a coronet on
their note-paper. The great mass of man-
kind .seldom suffer from insomnia—they
have too many other troubles.

To hear an insomniac recite his woes as

he holds you with his glittering eye, one
would think that to lie aw^ake tw^o or three

hours in a comfortable bed, listening to

the clock as it strikes was one of the dead-
lier diseases that afflicted humanity; and
night-long sleepy-headedness the most
precious and vital privilege of man.
As a matter of fact, insomnia, like the

devil, is not so black as it is painted. It

isn't the staying awake for an hour or two
at night that's abnormal, so much as the
worrying about it all the next day. Most
of us in our salad days—and in later life,

while healthy and vigorous—think little

of losing not merely an hour's but a
night's sleep. AVe echo the gay philoso-
phy of Tom Moore that

—

The best of all w^^ys to lengthen our
days

Is to steal a few hours from the night.
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It is a reckless and easy-going philoso-

phy, but it has some justification in the

ease with wdiich deprivations of this sort

can be made good the following night, so

long as the beautiful elasticity of youth
lasts, and the rigidity of advancing years

drawls not nigh.

Nor did the childhood of the world

worry itself much about insomnia, for the

reason that it had such unlimited oppor-

tunities of making up for the loss, and so

comparatively little to keep it awake at

night—or in the daytime either. It also

retained .some of the old-time powder of

hil:)ernation, which enabled it to drop

peacefully off to sleep, in order to fill up
the time, when it had nothing else to do.

Its principal objection to lying awake at

night was on account of the things which
one might happen to see in the interval

—

things that flapped and glared at the win-

dow's, or stood rigid and terrible at the

head of your bed, and would "git you" if

you didn't pull the blankets over your

head. Perhaps part of the violent objec-

tion that we have to lying aw^ake at night

is a survival, due to vague and indefinable

fear that some of these bogies of the nurs-

ery days of our minds may reappear.
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ALL the protections and safeguards of

twenty centuries of civilization seem
to drop away from us, and leave us

naked and unprotected to our enemies,

when we wake "in the dim and dead of

night, wnen the rain is on the roof." Every
sound must be explained and strictly ac-

counted for. It is probably only a rat, or

the w^ind rattling the windows, but it may
be a jabberwock, or a burglar! Every
moving shadow reveals an enemy with
draw^n, uplifted knife ; exerj point of light

is the gleaming eyeball of some jungle

beast. This is the hour when the gods
were born, when even the boldest must
have some one to appeal to for protection.

If we were quite sure that nothing terrible

would happen to us during our hours of

wakefulness, perhaps we should not dread
insomnia so much.

Of course, to lose two hours of sleep, out

of our necessary eight, is both unpleas-

ant and unwholesome—like being robbed
of one-fourth of our proper supply of

food. If it were to continue indefinitely,

it would ultimately result in physical

bankruptcy. But the human meclianism
is astonishingly elastic. It can allow itseif

a surprising amount of leeway, and yet

keep safely on its course. If you give

yourself nine hours in bed every night,

nothing is easier than fov the body to

inake good its deficit at any time, almost
without your noticing it. The mere fact

tliat you lay awake two hours last night
and three hours the night before is no
proof that the same thing is going to re-

peat itself every night for the next month.
Indeed, not more than one case of insom-
nia in fifty ever contuiues so long or so

constantly, as to cause the health to suffer

appreciably from actual loss of sleep.

Unless there is some positive disease of

body or some serious disturbance of mind,
the more sleep you lose for two or three

nights in succession, the more likely you
are to make it up in the next three or

four nights. Nature is perpetually re-

dressing the sleep balance, without your
being aware of what she is doing. We can

readily tell when we eat, and how much
we eat, but no man livmg can say posi-

tively when or how long he is asleep. It

is only the time when he is awake that he

can testify to with certainty; and his

senses may grossly deceive him even as to

that.

The gravity of both sleeplessness and
loss of appetite depends almost entirely

upon the seriousness and obstinacy of their

cause. So far as the actual loss of food or

sleep is concerned, the human body has
almost incredible powers of enduring both
starvation and wakefulness without seri-

ous or permanent injury. Remember that

the strongest and most unconquerable ten-

dency of a normal individual is to sleep

when he is tired and eat when his stomach
is empty; and that it takes some positive

and persistent obstacle to prevent him
from indulging in either of these vital

habits.

When your tissues get to a point where
they really need and demand sleep, you
could not stay awake if some one stood

over with a drawn sword. Remove the

cause of your insomnia, and sleep will fol-

low as certainly as the night the day. If

this cause be a definite or organic disease,

then the gravity of your insomnia will be

the gravity and obduracy of this particu-

lar disease. If it be due to some form of

grief, or bereavement, you may rest

assured that sooner or later you will fall

into the heavy, dreamless sleep of ex-

haustion, or that the deadening effect of

the passage of time will dull the edge of

your agony.

The cheering thing to remember, in in-

somnia, is that in nine cases out of ten the

cause is either completely removable, or

will mitigate itself gradually with the

merciful oblivion of time.

INSOMNIA is always a symptom of

some physical disturbance or mental

strain, and ought by no means to be

ignored or lightly regarded. It is, in fact,

one of our most invaluable danger-signals,

the prompt heeding of which will save us

many a break-down. Yet the thing to be

borne clearly in mind is its curious power

of self-exaggeration, its tendency to make
us overestimate both the amount of our

wakefulness and the seriousness of the re-

sults which are hkely to follow from it.
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Tlicre tire forms of iiisoninia which are

the first siou of physical breakdown, or

mental unbalance; and though these do

not form more than one per cent.—scarce-

ly more than one in five hundred—of all

cases, tlie impression, unfortunately,

seems to have got abroad that all forms of

insomnia tend to carry their victims in

this direction, and will inevitably end in

some catastroplie, unless checked. As a

matter of fact, even the ten per cent, of

cases which are not due to some tempor-
ary or readily removeable cause, and
which tend to persist in milder or severer
form, in spite of all that can be done for
them—even these might in the vast

majority of instances, run unchanged for
months, and even years, without seriously
or permanently undermining the health.

But of course you cannot inake any-
body who has insomnia believe this! That
is one of the fundamental symptoms of
his condition. In spite of the best and
coolest judgment which he can bring to
bear upon his condition, he will die, and
nobody shall save him, miless this terrible
and intolerable loss of sleep is stopped!

He is the best illustration possible of the
homely old distich:

He that complies against his will
Is of nis own opinion still.

And the difficulties of convincing him
:U"e fundamental and pecuHar. First and
foremost, to prove to a man that he is

asleep is like attempting to prove a nega-
tive, only more so. No one knows when,
Dr how long, he is asleep. He only knows
vliat his last memories were on dozing off,
md what time it was when he awoke. The
playful little agreement that we used to
nake in the happy days of childhood,
vhen we slept three or four in a room,
hat the one who fell asleep first would
vhistle, was never yet fulfilled. Unless
•ome genius can invent a paradoxical sort
)f a clock that we can hear when we are
isleep and cannot hear when we are
Lwake, we shall never be able to demon-
trate positively the exact amount of our
lumbers or om- wakefulness
36

HOW difficult it is to make any one
who is skeptical on the subject be-

lieve that he has been asleep is

amusingly illustrated by a story told by
an eminent physician of the experiments

with laughing gas, in the early days of its

use.

Its inhalation became one of the popu-
lar fads, and young people at evening
parties would amuse themselves by get-

ting some doctor friend to give laughing
gas to three or four of their number, and
watching the result. On one of these oc-

casions, the gas was administered to a

young lady and two young men, all of

whom went soundly asleep, and woke up
again in a few minutes. Two of them ad-

mitted the success of the experiment, but
the third—a particularly pig-headed
young fellow—insisted that he had never
been asleep at all, but had just been pre-

tending; and had heard every word of

what had been said while he was supposed
to be unconscious.

For several minutes they argued with
him without avail, and then one of the
young ladies with a mischievous smile

whispered something in the ear of the doc-

tor. The doctor turned to the sceptic and
said

:

"^^^ell now, Mr. Smith, perhaps that

time it was not a success. Suppose we try

it again !"

To this the doubter readily consented.

When he was fully under the influence,

the doctor told one of his friends to re-

move his shoes and stockings. To the in-

tense amusement of everybody in the

room, the young fellow was e\idently in

the frame of mind of the lady from the
rural districts who, on seeing a porcelain

Ijath-tub for the first time, declared that

it looked so good that she could hardly
wait until Saturday night to try it—and
it was late in Friday night in his calendar.

As soon as he regained consciousness,

he again began protesting that he had
never been asleep, had just wanted to fool

them, and so forth; but his protestations
were quickly cut short by the doctor's

quietly smiling and pointing to his feet.

The youth made one wild grab for his
shoes and stockings, bolted precipitately
from the room, and never made any fur-
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ther attempt to deny that he had been

sound asleep.

Naturally no one can remember any-

thing about the time when he was actu-

ally asleep, though the hours during
which he was awake stand out vividly and
convincingly. This is not to say, of

course, that many individuals do not suf-

fer both in their comfort and in their

health from chronic and persistent loss of

sleep, but only that the amount lost, and
the damage done thereby, is never as great

as it appears to the sufferers.

As a matter of fact, obstinate and seri-

ous forms of the disease are far from com-
mon; and the average family physician is

not called upon to prescribe for sleep-

lessness half as often as is popularly be-

lieved. One good, wide-awake case of in-

somnia, determined to get something to

put him, or her, to sleep, will go the

rounds of every doctor in town and multi-

ply his apparent numerousness tenfold.

WHEN you actually find yourself

sleepless, the best thing to do, at

that particular time, is nothiiiri

whatever; and the more thoroughly and
completely you do it, the better. Just

make up your mind what you are going

to do next day to prevent a repetition to-

morrow night, and resign yourself to the

situation. Remember, it won't do you the

slightest harm in the world to lie awake
in a comfortable bed, in a well-ventilated

room, for one, two, or even three, hours

at a stretch, provided you keep your mus-
cles quiet and your mind at rest.

If your mind wants to think, let it. It

Avon't do you any harm, and there are

few of us who do too much of that use-

ful process during our waking hours. Just

try to turn it into interesting, profitable,

and entertaining directions. The man or

woman who cannot enjoy a couple of

hours with his or her own thoughts has

sadly wasted his opportunities.

If your thoughts want to tear all over

the known world, don't try to stop them

;

the farther and faster they travel, the

sooner they will tire themselves out. If

you can only forget that you are awake,

you will be asleep before you know it.

if you are thirsty go and get a drink; if

the room has become stuffy, throw the

windows wider open; if your feet have

become cold in any way, do whatever is

necessary to get them warm. But beyond
this, avoid anything which lifts your head

from its pillow. One of my colleagues

—

a man of Avdde experience and national

reputation—used to say to his patients

who complained of sleeplessness:

"Lie quietly in bed in good air all night

long, and I don't care whether you get to

sleep at all or not,"

IS AVIATION A FAILURE

f

IT is greatly to be regretted that an out-

burst of such wild enthu.siasm should

have greeted so many recent success-

ful flights with machines heavier than air,

according to an expert in aeronautics who
writes in London Knoivledge. It is in

the highest degree unlikely that the ex-

pectations of the lay public with regard

to the new science will be realized, this

authority says. The flying men assemble

for their tournaments in different parts

of the world. Spectacular dashes are

made into the empyrean. Popular ignor-

ance of the limitations set by science upon

the art—it is not a science—of aviation

grows into downright delusion. Many
persons who ought to know better think

that genuine advances have been made in

the past few years because some news-

paper in America, England, France or

Germany awards a prize for some mis-

leading ascent under artificial conditions

that signify nothing. The immediate
future of aviation will prove a reaction,

we read further, against the whole idea of

flight by aeroplanes.

Even the great extension which has oc-

curred during the past twelve months in
137
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the art of flying has scarcely resulted in

the slight progress which might reason-

ably have been expected. True, the num-

ber" of aviators has largely increased and

records arc constantly broken. The re-

sults, for all that, do not greatly exceed

in practical value, this disillusioned auth-

ority contends, those obtained by the

l)rothers Wright when they first brought

their machine before the public. The
reason for the failure of aviation is very

simple:

"Flight had for many years been shown
to be theoretically possible, but was im-

practicable owing to the lack of an engine

combining lightness with the requisite

power. The advent of certain mot-
or improvements some ten years

ago gave an impetus to the

manufacturers of petrol engines, and the

Wrights found no difficulty in providing
their machine 'U'ith suitable driving
power. Rut their engine, though far from
perfect, was good enough to make im-
provement a matter of difficulty. Much
ingenuity has been expended on aeroplane
motors, and there are now in regular use
several novel devices. Trustworthiness
has, it seems, been sacrificed to lightness,

and before we see much advance in the
art of flight we must wait for a motor
more sure than any at present in use.

The mere breaking of records for speed,

for height attained, or even for duration

of flight, does not of neces.sity indicate

any material progress, since there is no

reason why a machine which can sustain

its pilot and two pa.ssengers for nearly ten

minutes—as wa.s the case with M. Farman
at Rheims — should not carry its pilot

alone for an indefinite period, provided

that the engine does not fail, the place of

passengers being taken by an equivalent

weight of petrol. Hitherto nobody has

succeeded in remaining in the air for

much over three hours (aboard an aero-

plane) and although this is a wonderful
achievement in itself, it can scarcely be
held to justify the expectation that flight

is destined shortly to become a common
method of locomotion.

As regards the greatest ambition of the

designer, the pro\dsion of automatic sta-

bility which shall relieve the pilot of all

care in the balance of his machine and
allow him to devote his whole time to

steering, nursing his engine and obser\'-

ing the country, it is impossible to say

what we may expect. Hopes are express-

ed that we may shortly discover the se-

cret. Such a consummation would at

once allow flight to become a practical

means of locomotion.

DISEASES OF IMAGINATION.

THE twenty-fifth number of Joseph
Addison's Spectator contains the
''Letter of the Valetudinarian," and

the famous Englishman's remarks on the
excessive care of health. A^aletudinarian-
ism is common to all ages, and to most
races; and what was true of it in the
seventeenth century applies with equal
force to-day. The following letter is ad-
dressed to the editor of the Spectator, and
appended are Mr. Addison's words of ad-
vice :

"Sir,—I am one of that sickly tribe who
are commonly known by the name of the
valetudinarians, and to confess to you that
I first contracted this ill habit of bodv, or
138

rather of mind, by the study of physic. .1

no sooner began to peruse books of this

nature but I found my pulse was irregular,

and scarce ever read the account of any
disease that I did not fancy myself afflict-

ed with. Dr. Sydenham's learned treatise

of fevers threw me into a lingering hectic,

which hung upon me all the while I was
reading that excellent piece.

"I then applied myself to the study of

several authors who have written upon
l»hthisical distempers, and by that means
fell into a consumption: till at length,

growing very fat, I was in a manner sham-
ed out of that imagination.

"Not long after this I found in myself
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all the symptoms of the gout except pain,

but was cured of it by a treatise upon the
gravel, written by a very ingenious author
who—as it is usual for physicians to con-

vert one distemper into another—eased me
of the gout by giving me the stone.

"I at length studied myself into a com-
plication of distempers; but, accidentally

taking into my hand that ingenious dis-

course written by tSanctorius, I was re-

solved to direct myself by a scheme of rules

which I had collected from his observa-

tions. The learned world are very well

acquainted with that gentleman's inven-
tion

; who, for the better carrying out of

his experiments, contrived a certain

mathematical chair, which was so arti-

ficially hung upon springs that it would
weigh anything as well as a pair of scales.

By this means he discovered how many
ounces of his food passed by perspira-

tion, what quantity of it was turned into

nourishment, and how much went away
by other channels and distributions of na-

ture.

"Having provided myself with this

chair, I used to study, eat, drink, and
sleep in it; insomuch that I may be said,

for these three past years, to have lived

in a pair of scales. I compute myself,

when I am in full health, to be precisely

two hundredweight, falling short of it

a pound after a day's fast, and exceeding
it as much after a very full meal; so that

it is my continual employment to trim

the balance between these two volatile

pounds in my constitution.

• "In my ordinary meals I fetch myself

up to two hundredweight and half a

pound; and if after having dined I find

myself fall short of it, I drink just so

much small beer, or eat such a quantity

of bread, as is sufficient to make the

weight. In my greatest excesses I do not

transgress more than the other half-pound,

which, for my health's sake, I do the first

Monday in every month.

"As soon as I find myself duly poised

after dinner I walk till I have perspired

five ounces and four scruples; and when
I discover, by my chair, that I am so far

reduced, I fall to my books and study

away three ounces more. As for the re-

maining parts of the pound, I keep no
account of them.

"I do not dine and sup by the clock,
but by my chair; for when that informs
me my pound of food is exhausted I con-
clude myself to be hungry, and lay in an-
other. In my days of abstinence I lose

a pound and a half, and on solemn fasts

am two pounds lighter than on other days
in the year.

"I allow myself, one night with an-
other, a quarter of a pound of sleep, with-
in a few grains, more or less; and if upon
my rising I find that I have not consumed
my whole quantity, I take out the rest

in my chair.

"Upon an exact calculation of what I

expended and received the last year, which
I always register in a book, I find the

medium to be two hundredweight, so that

I cannot discover that I am impaired one
ounce in my health during a whole
twelvemonth. And yet, sir, notwithstand-
ing this, my great care to ballast myself
equally every day, and to keep my body
in its proper poise, so it is that I find my-
self in a sick and languishing condition.

My complexion is grown very sallow, my
pulse low, and my body hydropical. Let

me, therefore, beg you, sir, to consider me
as your patient, and to give me more cer-

tain rules to walk by than those I have
already observed, and you will very much
oblige,

"Your Humble Servant."

The fear of death often proves mortal,

and sets people on methods to save their

lives which infallibly destroy them. This

is a reflexion made by some historians, up-

on observing that there are many more
thousands killed in a fight than in a bat-

tle; and may be applied to those multi-

tudes of imaginary sick persons that break

their constitutions by physic, and throw

themselves into the arms of death by en-

deavoring to escape it.

This method is not only dangerous, but

below the practice of a reasonable crea-

ture. To consult the preservation of life

as the only end of it, to make our health

our business, to engage in no action that

is not part of a regimen or course of

physic, are purposes so abject, so mean, so
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Liinvorlliy huiiiau nature, that a generous

^oul would rather die than suhmit to theni.

iJesidcs that, a continual anxiety for life

vitiates all the relishes of it, and casts ix

[2;looin over the whole face of nature; it is

inipossiljle we should take delight in any-

Ihing that we are every moment afraid of

losing.

I do not mean, by what I have here

^aid, that T think any one to blame for

taking due care of their health. On the

r>ontrary, as cheerfulness of mind and ca-

pacity for business are in a great measure

the effects of a well-tempered constitution,

a man cannot be at too much pains to cul-

ti\ate and preserve it. But this care, which
we are prompted to not only by common
sense, but by duty and instinct, should

never engage us in groundless fears, mel-

ancholy apprehensions, and imaginary
distempers, which are natural to every

man who is more anxious to live than
how to live.

In short, the preservation of life should

be only a secondary concern, and the di-

rection of it our principal.

''PASTEURIZED MILK: A FRAUD."

IN Chicago there is a momentous battle

on, begins an article by Arno Dosch

in Pearson's Magazine. Chicago's

milk, like the milk of every city, is filthy

and contains a dangerous percentage of

disease germs. It has been made much of

for ten years. Chicago alone of all large

cities has had the courage to face its prob-

lem man-fashion.

On January 1, 1909, the dairymen and
milk dealers of Chicago were given five

years to produce and distribute a milk
free from all dirt and disease.

When the law was first passed they
based their hope of escaping the penalty
of their inertia on the clause which is

compelling them meanwhile to pasteurize

milk which does not come from healthy,
tuberculosis-free cattle, cared for under
sanitary conditions. They figured that
Chicago would get used to pasteurization,

and would be content at the end of five

years to permit it to continue.
It was a rude jolt that awakened the

milkmen of Chicago. They found, after
the law had gone into effect, that they
were no longer to be allowed to turn out
anything they pleased and call it pasteur-
ized milk.

This attitude makes Chicago's fight mo-
mentous. For every city is seeking a
remedy for its milk evils. And most of
them, despairing of ever making of their
dairies what they should be, are on the
verge of compelling universal pasteuriza-
140

tion. And they must be warned against

pinning all their faith to it.

For the frauds of pasteurization are

practised in every city in the country.

At least nine-tenths of the pasteurized

milk sold to-day is a snare and a delusion.

It has not killed off the germs it pretends

to have rendered harmless. Instead, it

has frequently made it particularly easy

for the worst germs of all to grow.

Tuberculosis is the greatest danger.

Milk is full of its germs, and pasteuriza-

tion, as it is practised, does not kill them,
but helps them to multiply, increasing

the danger of infection. In raw milk the

tubercle bacilli are crowded by harmless
and beneficial germs, but these are the

first to die when the milk is heated. In
fact they are the only ones it is necessary

to get rid of to preserve the milk and pass

it off as pasteurized. And once they are

gone, tuberculosis and other disease germs
have all that extra room in which to pro-

pagate into the millions without cheek.
If you use the dirty raw milk common-

ly sold in cities, you take some chance
with half a dozen disease germs, but the
one you are a hundred times more likely

to encounter than any other is that of

tuberculo.sis. The others appear only
sporadically and locally. Tuberculosis is

there all the time, everywhere, but in raw
milk the danger is minimized because it

is hampered in its growth.
Take that same milk and preserve it
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under the process that passes for pasteur-

ization, and the tubercle bacilli come
through only partially injured. Out of a

long series of tests made by Professor Ver-

anius Moore of Cornell, in each case

where there was tuberculosis in the milk,

before being "pasteurized" for the market,

the tuberculosis was still there after the

process.

To preserv^e milk, it is passed quickly

over a surface, heated only high enough
to kill the lactic acid germs which sour

the milk. In Chicago, before the present

law went into effect. Dr. AV. A. Evans, the

health officer who caused the reform, has

told me that the average maximum heat

used was 128 degrees, only enough to kill

off the beneficial germs, and not high
enough to do any harm to diphtheria,

typhoid, scarlet fever, or tuberculosis

—

the disease you believe yourself protected

against when you buy milk labeled ''pas-

teurized."

Fraud and pasteurization entered the

milk business together, and so far there

has been only indifferent success in di-

vorcing them. Ten years ago when the

dealers in the big cities were first com-
pelled to buy milk that took twenty-four

to thirty-six hours in transit, they fre-

quently found that it soured within a few
hours after arrival and before it could be
marketed. It meant a heaw financial loss,

and, as usual when there is money involv-

ed, a remedy was found. It was not long
before a class of machines began to ap-

pear on the market called ''rapid" or

"flash" pasteurizers. By using them even
the oldest and filthiest milk could be pre-

vented from turning bad for several days.

In fact it never soured once it had
"flashed" through the machine. It mere-
rotted.

For a long time there has been a con-

troversy among bacteriologists as to

whether pasteurization in any wav deteri-

orates the quality of the milk. The con-

troversy has been closed by W. H. Whit-
man and H. C. Sherman of Columbia
University. They have made many tests

and conclusively shown that when you
buy milk that has been preserved by pas-

teurization beyond the time when it would
ordinarily be sour, you are bu\ang putre-

fied milk.

The first man to raise his voice against

fraudulent pasteurization was Dr. George

W. Goler, health officer of Rochester, New
York. Dr. Goler is a pioneer in the fight

for pure milk. With an annual appropri-

ation of only $6,500, in ten years, he has

purified Rochester's milk .supply, without

resorting to pasteurization.

"Pasteurized milk," he has said, refer-

ring to the commercial process, "while

having a low bacterial count, owes it to

the death of countless millions of the more
harmless micro-organisms, while leaving

more dangerous organisms to multiply."

But even the avowed friends of real pas-

teurization are not blind to the frauds that

are perpetuated in its name. One of the.se

is Nathan Strauss, the philanthropist. He
has expressed himself just twice on the

subject of commercial pasteurization and
both times in the same words

:

"]\Iany mothers are cheated into the be-

lief that they are getting a safe milk when
they buy what is described as commercial-

ly pasteurized milk. This milk should be

labeled 'not pasteurized.' It is a humbug
and a fraud, for it has not been pasteuriz-

ed at all, but has been treated by a pro-

cess that merely preserves the milk and
keeps it from souring ; it does not kill the

disease germs. It does more harm than

good, for it enables dealers to keep bad
milk and market it when it is old and
stale."

In plain words, the milk has not been

pasteurized at all. It has merely been pre-

vented from souring, and a gross fraud is

practised on everyone who buys it.

With the milk supplies of cities as bad
as at present, undoubtedly all ordinary

raw milk should be properly pasteurized

before being fed to children. But, unless

you have faith in your milkman, and are

assured by him that he uses the holding

process you had better do the pasteuriz-

ing your.self. To do this the most effect-

ive process is to pasteurize in the bottle in

which it is received according to the fol-

lowing rules:

"Use a small pail with a perforated false

bottom made of an inverted tin plate with

a few holes punched through it. This will

rai.se the bottles from the bottom of the

pail, thus allowing a free circulation of

water and preventing the bottles from
141
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l.uniping. Punch a hole through the cap

of one of the bottles and insert a thermo-

meter. The ordinary floating type of

thermometer is likely to be inaccurate,

and, if possible, a good thermometer with

the scale etched on the glass should be

used. Sot the l)ottles of milk in the pail

and fill the pail with water nearly to the

level of the milk. Put the pail on the

stove or over a gas flame and heat it until

the thermometer in the milk shows not

loss than 150 degrees nor more than 155
degrees Fahrenheit. The bottles should
til en be removed from the water and al-

lowed to stand from twenty to thirty min-

utes. The temperature will fall slowly,

but may be held more uniformly by cov-

ering the bottles with a towel. The punc-

tured cap should be replaced with a new
one, or the bottle should be covered with

an inverted cup.

"After the milk has been held as direct-

ed it should be cooled as quickly and as

much as possible by setting in water. To
avoid the danger of breaking the bottle

by too sudden change of temperature, this

water should be warm at first. Replace
the warm water slowly with cold water.

After cooling, milk should in all cases be
held at the lowest available temperature."

THE GROWTH OF THE AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY

IT seems, saj^s E. M. West, in the Ameri-
can Review of Reviews, but yesterday

that pioneers in America were jeered

at for their halting attempts to make a

snorting monstrosity run for a few miles

without stopping for extensive and har-

rowing repairs. This year there are be-

ing produced in the Cfnited States cars

and their accessories to the value of nearly

half a billion dollars.

By 1905 the industry had acquired a

respectable start. The tremendous strides

have come within the past five years. The
figures are huge but are still inadequate
unless one considers the collateral indus-

trial activities that go with making 185,-

000 motor cars with a ca.«h value of $240,-

000,000.

This does not mean merely so many
machines at such a price, bought and
driven over country roads and city streets

by so many proud car-owners or their

chauffeurs. It means that the making of

these cars involves the importation and
manufacture of vast quantities of metal,
rubber, leather, wood, hair, silk, wool and
glass, and the making of many accessory
articles which the luxurious automobile
owner of to-day deems absolutely essential

to his pleasure and comfort, though he
knew nothing of them ten or twelve years
ago.
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But even this is only a small part of the

significance of the wonderful picture rep-

resented by the foregoing figures—a pic-

ture conjured from the clouds by that

modern Aladdin, the American manu-
facturer. There is an epic quality in that

panoramic vista, a Homeric sweep, an
Odyssey that must stir one with pride of

American energy and quick ambition to

seize an opportunity and of American in-

dustrial captaincy. Most impressive of all

the figures in the foregoing table are those

that represent the regimented forces of the

factories.

Here is an army of 140,000 men work-
ing directly in or about the factories ; if to

these we add the 1,500,000 persons em-
ployed in allied or subordinate industries

known as parts-makers, dependent solely

upon the automobile trade of this country

;

and still to these add the 7,600 selling

agents and their 38,000 employees—we
have a grand and imposing army of 1,-

685,600 men, or over twenty times as

many as are enlisted in our regular mili-

tary forces, so largely augmented since the

Spanish war. Now on the reasonable as-

sumption that these men support on an
average three other persons, we have a

total of 6,742.800 people in some way de-

pendent upon the motor car industry, or

a far greater number than are included in

J
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the population of the largest citie.s on this

continent.

But that's not all, by any means. The
value of the motor cars sold in the past

five years is officially estimated at $490,-

000,000. The value of last year's product
was $240,000,000. Of this latter amount
25 per cent., or $60,000,000, went directly

to the men employed in automobile fac-

tories. Nearly forty-five per cent, of the

selling price represented the cost of raw
and manufactured material, and about
one-fourth of that percentage went to the

employees of concerns supplying that

material. This represents $20,000,000
more, or a total of $80,000,000 paid out in

wages. Then, too, the expense of the ship-

ping of the raw material and the finished

product exceeded $30,000,000, of which
at least forty per cent, went to the toilers.

The automobile industry has raised De-
troit to a new rank of city in commerce
and population. It has changed Flint,

Michigan, from a village to a city. Ak-
ron, Ohio, where the tire factories are

largely centred, is the home of fourteen

rubber companies with a capitalization of

$40,000,000, employing 12,000 workmen.
When the American people come rapid-

ly to the idea that they want a particular

article there are, inmiediately, tremendous
things doing industrially, as is shown by
the figures given above. Indeed, it would
be difficult to get in any other way so

graphic and astonishing a realization of

the bigness of the country and the market
it makes for anything which is in unusu-
al demand.

It is true, too, that when a sudden de-

mand for a particular article of manu-
facture or commodity arises all over this

country there come magic opportunities

for the individual who has courage and
foresight. The recent history of some of

the captains of the automobile industry

reads like an Arabian Night's tale of busi-

ness success.

"Automobiles are something that every-

body w^ho can or cannot afford buys now-
adays," say the undiscerning, "and if they
are bought so extensively, of course a lot

of people are going to make big money
out of them. It's an easy game."
By no means. The success of the men

who have made fortunes in this industry
has not been won without the hardest kind
of work and worry as well as the exercise
in most cases of a real genius for the busi-
ness. Many a time have they faced prob-
lems the settlement of which meant suc-
cess and the giving up of which meant fail-

ure. In facing just such problems hun-
dreds of other men failed. Two hundred
and seventy concerns started business be-

tween 1902 and 1907, and of them 155
discontinued during that period. It has
been the same story since 1907. Some
manufacturers who seemed to be w^ell on
the road to success have dropped out of

the race. Even where they had ample
capital they have been unable to carry out
their plans either through lack of fore-

sight, lack of courage, lack of organiza-
tion or defects in the design of their pro-

duct.

To show liow narrow is the borderland
between success and defeat in this busi-

ness it is interesting to cite the cases of

two concerns that began making automo-
biles about the same time, each trying to

introduce a car selling for $1,500. At
first both were deluged with orders and
there was a great promise of success. Then
business dropped off. The crop of easily

impressed buyers who wanted a compara-
tively low-priced machine had all bought,
and the conservatives were waiting to see

how the bold fared. In the case of each
company mechanical troubles developed.

One concern tried to repair the cars that

had been sold and found wanting. This
was good business policy, as far as it went,

but the other concern met the emergency
with even more liberality. It actually

called back every car that had gone wrong
and sent out a new one in its place. At
one time, 300 cars, representing more than

a year's profits, were under a tent near the

factory. This meant a big season of stress

and strain for the plant and the bank
account of the second concern, but it won
out, for instead of ha\dng a lot of dis-

gruntled purchasers all over the land cry-

ing down its machine, it made no end of

friends, and receiver! the best sort of ad-

vertising. Meanwhile the mistakes in the

building of the original car had been dis-

covered and after the new cars had been
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sent out the defective ones were made over

and sold a^ain.

Conservative buyers were not slow to

learn of the generosity of this manufac-
turer. They saw that they were risking

notliing in buyinc; its cars. Everyone
said a good word for the machine and for

the nerve of its l)uilders, whose reputation

was .swiftly established. The company's
bu.siness soon trebled while that of the

olhcr company, which did not adopt .so

liberal a policy, has been maintained only
by a sort of death struggle and may col-

lapse at any time.

''Lil)erality, liberality, liberality," is the

constantly repeated motto of the best and
most successful firms. Some of them re-

place cars without question and keep
trouble-seekers always on the road, visit-

ing purchasers and asking what they can
do for them.

A market a hundred times as large a.s

that offered by fire-fighting machinery is

opening up in the rapidly growing use of

farm tractors equipped with gasolene en-

gine, generally of from ten to thirty

horse-power. In England the gasolene
traction engine with its ''trailer" for carry-

ing bulky loads has come into use on the

farm more generally than in America,
but nothing .seems more certain than that,

once started, the United States and Can-
ada will soon overtake Europe in the ap-

plication of ga.s-engine power to the mul-
tifarious needs of farm work. Plowing,
threshing, pumping, cream separating,

feedcutting, grinding, mowing, reaping,

hauling, hay pres.sing, all these and a

hundred other lesser operations can in

many localities be done with greater ex-

pedition, cheaper, and with less uncertain-

ty as to labor by u.'<ing the ga.soline engine.

In many .sections the gasolene engine
shows a saving of fifty per cent, in cost of

operation over the steam engine used for

farm purposes. In Iowa and the middle
West the farmers use for fuel a low grade

of kerosene oil from the Kansas and Ar-

kansas oil fields, an oil that co.'^ts only five

to seven cents a gallon.

It is e.stimated that already over a hun-
dred thou.='and gasolene engines are al-

ready purchased by farmers every year.

The substantial maker of automobiles

with ample capital accumulated from the

profits of the boom years in the sale of

pleasure cars will have this great new field

for further expansion.

'THE PSYCHOLOGY OF WAGES.

DISCUSSING the subject of wages, in
System, Walter Dill Scott asserts

that every student of psychology
recognizes the fact that the wage is more
than a means of self-preservation. Man is

a distinctly .social creature. He has a
social self as well as an individual self.

His social self demands social approval as
nmch as his individual self demands
bread, clothing and shelter. In our
present industrial system this social dis-

tinction is mo.st often indicated by
means of monetary reward. The la-

borer demands that his toil shall not
only provide the means for self-preserva-
tion, but he .seeks through his wages the
social distinction which he feels to be his
due. His desire for increase of wages is

often partly, and in some instances main-
144

ly, due to his craving for distinction or

social approval.

It is apparent, therefore, that other fac-

tors than the amount of money expended
in wages is to be considered by every em-
ployer. Without increasing the pay-roll

he may increase the efficiency of his men.
The employer who has determined the

number of men he needs and the wages
he must pay has only begun to solve his

labor problem.
In judging of the relative merits of fix-

ed salaries as compared with other methods
the experiences of individual firms offer

no certain data. The relative merits and
demerits are best disclosed by a psycho-

logical analysis of the manner in which
the various devices appeal to the employe's
instincts and reason.
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All other considerations lose in import-

ance, and the mind becomes focused on

output. The worker is blinded to all other

motives and invariably sacrifices quality

unless this be guarded by rigid inspection.

The piece-work or ta.sk system thus in-

fluences the worker directly and incessant-

ly without regard for the particular in-

•stinct to which it may be appealing. Every
increase in rate adds directly to the means
of self-preservation, of social di-tinction,

and of the accumulation of wealth.

If he be a workman, he may take bet-

ter care of his tools, keep his output up to

a higher standard of quality, prepare him-
self for more responsible po.«itions. If he

be a salesman, he may be more consider-

ate of his customers and hence really more
valuable to his employer, he may be more
loyal to the house and hence promote the

''team work" of the organization, and he

may because of his more receptive state

of mind be preparing himself for much
greater usefulness to his hous'

THE RAISING OF CAPITAL.

THAT large topic, the raising of capi-

tal, is interestingly dealt with in the

Accountant.

How many people have closed a more
or less lucid description of their business,

their invention, or other proposition with

this confidential remark ! "And so I think

the be.st way would be to form a little com-
pany to work the proposition." Here in

this office, scores of men, having come to

the conclusion that they could make more
money if they could get posse.=:sion of

capital, have decided that they will form
a little company just as though it were

the ea.sie.st thing in the world. They have

asked my assistance in full confidence

that a large section of the public is ready

to subscribe on sight of a prospectus.

The raising of capital is one of the very

hardest things to do unless you can show
quite clearly that those who take shares

have more than a probability of securing

an investment that will be worth consider-

ably more than they pay for it. Perhaps

in this connection I ought to except booms.

We have recently had an example in the

rubber boom, and no doubt during that

time it was possible to float anything inio

a company that smelt of rubber. But

even then people went into it 'v\-ith a \dew,

not so much of a permanent investment

returning them a .steady dividend from

shares that would be worth par or more,

but purely with the idea of speculation, in

the hope that after allotment the value of

the shares would rise and they could sell

at a profit and cut clear from a company
that they had not the faintest intention of

regarding as a permanent investment. This

is not business, but gambling.

My ad\dce to most inventors is. there-

fore, to get the idea out of their heads

that they or anyone else can easily form

a company. This is probably the hardest

course of all, un\es°, they have working

figures to show. TMien once they can

produce results, they can obtain capital;

until then it is almost impossible to do

so on any lines remotely favorable to

themselves.

THE BUYER

(trr\YLE BUYER," by Elwood S. Brown

X in the Book-Keeper, is refreshing.

He says: We hear a tremendous

lot about selling. We read article after

article, and treatise upon treatise; prac-

tical, theoretical, even psychological. On
buying we see and hear far less. We
should know more.

If salesmanship demands a fine degree

of persuasion and enthusiasm, buying

necessitates a sure display of judgment

and conservatism. The great bee-line

drive of the buyer is good quality at low

price. He doesn't want an enthusiastic

glow about him to secure this. Selling re-

quires tactful aggressiveness; buying de-
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II lands conservative weighing and careful

deliberation. Selling aims to close at an

opportune and convincing moment; buy-

ing calls for a consideration of all points,

set one against the other; and then a

close, accurate, mathematical decision

may be given. Your good buyer is never

in a ru.sli on an important deal.

The proprietor of a certain western

automobile concern was a splendid sales-

man. When any one of his men reach-

ed his .«!elling limit, he delivered the pro.s-

pect to his chief. The latter rarely fail-

ed where there was a ghost of a chance.

He was an affable, agreeable, positive

.salesman. But as a buyer he was a typical

grouch, almo.^t brow-beating, and most un-
fair.

An advertising specialty salesman call-

ed on him frequently, endeavoring to in-

terest him in his line. The buyer was
short, abrupt and antagonistic. Every-
thing was ''too high." Finally the sales-

man secured something to his liking.

What did the buyer do? He took the
carefully planned specialty, submitted it

to the rival of the salesman's firm, and let

the job at a figure 5 per cent, lower than

the one given him. He thought he was
doing good buying. He was not. It was
poor work and unjust.

The salesman was incensed. He was a

.strong man and a leader in his firm. Lat-

er in the year, through his efforts, a tacit

agreement was effected with the rival firm.

The following year the buyer was in the

market for another .'specialty. The price

of the article submitted was deliberately

placed 25 per cent, above normal, and
salesmen of both houses stood like a .'jtone

wall. The buyer bought, paying an ex-

orbitant profit. Antagonizing a salesman

never is a good plan for the buyer.

The buyer for heavy lines, such as

manufacturing, must have a wide range
of knowledge of dis.similar goods. He
should be perpetually gathering facts and
figures and continually keeping quotations

re^^sed to the la.?t moment. He should in-

terrogate every salesman falling his way

;

he mu.st regularly read the technical jour-

nals and market reports and keep posted

on general conditions. A fluctuation over

nieht may mean the loss or gain of many
dollars to his firm.

POPULATING A STATE BY ADVERTISING

^^-pOPULATING a State Through
X Advertising" is the title of an

article by J. Craig Davidson, in

"Advertising and Selling" in which he
says: In April of this year the State of

Colorado began advertising itself. The
first thing to do was to collate statistics,

general information and other data on the
resources of the State. In its investiga-
tions, the board found that although the
state of Colorado produced $150,000,000
of farm products annually, yet it shipped
into its home towns and cities from out-
side the state, each vear. something like
$4,000,000 worth of' poultry and eggs;
$4,000,000 worth of dairv products; near-
ly $4,000,000 worth of Wheat and flour:

$5,000,000 worth of hogs and pork pro-
ducts: several hundred thousand dollars
worth of garden truck and small fruits.
146

It decided that the state could easily raise

all and more of the products required in

the feeding of the thousands in the cities,

towns and mining camps of Colorado, if

if had more farmers.
With an appropriation less than a great

many land firms allow their advertising

departments, the board has brought into

Colorado hundreds of home.seekers. and at

least $100,000 in money for investment
in Colorado lands. Yet the results of this

active work for the past few months are

just beginning to be seen, for the vast

majority of land-buyers—the farmers

—

are just tying up the loose ends of the
harvesting season, and though fall plow-
ing and planting is in full swing in some
sections, they have more time and desire

to look through their farm papers than
before.

I



The editor is ^re;^ared to purchase each month a

limited number of original anecdotes about prominent
Canadians, for which ftrom^t payment will be made.

SHE had striven hard to give her

pupils a thorough understanding

of the proper rules for punctu-

ation. The lessons had been appre-

ciated, but she thought the best way
to test her pupils by examination, so

she wrote the following sentence on

the blackboard. "A nice young lady

named Mary Ann when going across

a muddy street held her skirt and
displayed a nice foot and neatly turned

ankle. Turning to the first boy in the

class she asked him to punctuate the

sentence. Hesitatingly, he answered,—"Please Ma'am I would put a peri-

od at the end." "Yes, that is correct,"

she said, and turning to the second

boy in the class said, "Tommy, how
would you punctuate the sentence?"

Fearing he was wrong, he slowly

answered,
—

"Please Ma'am, I would
put a semi-colon after skirt." The
same question was put to the boy at

the foot of the class. Johnny was a

big soft looking fellow but had evi-

dently been paying close attention to

the lessons for he answered without

the least hesitation. "Please Ma'am
I would make a dash after Mary
Ann."

* * *

Pretty nearly every Canadian has

read the brilliant verses of The Khan,

who wrote The Men of the Northern

Zone and The Frontier Way.
The Khan, twenty odd years ago,

was a newspaperman in Winnipeg.

Edward Farrer was editor of the

paper, and The Khan was writing a

serial story, instalments of which were

published each day. He also did all

round reporting work. One night

Farrer came to the office to find no in-

stalment of the Khan's story on hand
—and no Khan either. Scouts were
sent out for the novelist. He was
rounded up and hustled to the office.

"Here, you," boomed Farrer. "Go
into your room and write that next

chapter. And be quick about it."

Farrer had an appointment and he

had to leave the Khan in the office.

The Khan also desired to join the

merry throng in the Leland Hotel. So

he wrote for about five minutes and

disappeared, leaving a single sheet of

paper with the foreman. Next morn-

ing Farrer opened his paper, and was

amazed to find that the Khan's story

was finished. The last chapter read

about like this:

Chapter XXXI.

On the following day the hero and

heroine, the villain and assistant vil-

lain, and all the minor characters

chanced to visit a coal mine. The

villain struck a match to light a cigar.

There was a terrific explosion of fire-

damp and all the characters in this

novel were instantly blown into

Eternity.

The End.

Premier Roblin, of Manitoba, is of

German—to be precise, of Hessian

—

descent. Four of the forty-one legis-

lative constituencies in Manitoba are

almost exclusively French-Canadian,

and, no matter what party is in power
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in the province, they are always repre-

sented by men of tiie French race.

Last summer, when Premier Roblin

went to the country, there was some
fear that the name of Laurier would

swing two or three of the French dis-

tricts.

In one of these districts—Carvillon

—the Roblin candidate was a bright

young French-Canadian named Albert

Bernard and he saw to it that he had
his fellow-Frenchmen right with him.

At every meeting he would say some-

thing like this

:

"My compatriots, the English-

speaking majority insist on pronounc-

ing M'sieu Roblin's name wrong. My
great leader's name is Roblah. Your
ears will tell you that Roblah is a

French name. He, himself, is proud
to say so. And his greatest regret in

life is that he unfortunately cannot

speak our beautiful language. But
that, my compatriots, is not M'sieu

Roblah's fault ; it is the fault of his

parents. I can tell you that he has

spent many a sorrowful hour because

of their neglect. Trois hourrahs pour
Roblah

!"

The Carilloners hourrahed pour
Roblah to the extent of 125 majority

for his candidate, the wily Benard.

* *

The first-lieutenant of the Liberal

Opposition in the Manitoba Legisla-

ture is Tom Johnson, a young lawyer
who was born in Iceland and has
West Winnipeg, with its big Icelandic

population, just about where he wants
it.

All the Icelanders are not Liberals,

though, as Johnson found out during
an Icelandic meeting in the campaign
last summer.

"I deserve the support of every
Icelander," he said, "because I am al-

ways the friend of the Icelanders.
Our people are generally law-abiding,
but I have kept Icelanders out of jail

when the English-speaking lawyers
would have railroaded them there.

And I have got Icelanders out of the
penetentiary after they have been sent
there by English-speaking lawyers."
148
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An old Conservative Icelander arose

in the body of the hall.

"Brother Icelanders," said the old

man, "We have all heard what Mr.
Johnson has said. You an't got any
business sending him to the Legisla-

ture if what he said is true. Johnson
ought to stay right where he is, a-prac-

tisin' law, if he is so almighty smart
keepin' us Icelanders out of jail."

* * *

An amusing story is told at the ex-

pense of Sir Thomas Shaughnessy of

an incident that occurred some years

ago. A gentleman secured an audi-

ence with the President of the C.P.R.,

and put up a very strong argument for

a pass to Toronto, advancing many
good reasons. Sir Thomas told him
that passes were only issued on good
grounds of railroad policy, but in view
of what had been said he really

thought the gentleman was entitled to

consideration. He, therefore, handed
him ten dollars, the price of a ticket,

which the gentleman took, thanked
the President profusely, went out of

the building, down the street and
bought a ticket over the Grand Trunk
Railway.

* * *

The bunch of hand-picked news-
papermen who swung round the circle

with Sir Wilfrid when he made his

8,000 mile trip missed one of the Old
Man's best jokes.

At Prince Rupert he was welcomed
by Mayor Stork and his newly-elected

council. The Mayor made the usual

welcome-to-our-fair-city speech and
the Premier agreed with him in fore-

seeing the day when the population

would be 100,000.

When the exercises were over, and
Sir Wilfrid was shaking hands with

the Mayor, the Premier chuckled.

"I am convinced that Prince Rupert
will have a big population, Mr.
Mayor."

"Glad to hear it. Sir Wilfrid."

"Why, any place that chooses a

Stork for its first mavor is bound to

have."

J
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The Campaign Fund in Canada

By T. A. Petersen

THE post-election qua-tion in Can-

ada is not "Was there any money?'

but "how much?" and "where did

the monev come from?"

J. Israel Tarte said, as everybody

knows, that "elections are not won with

prayers."

A statement similar in substance, but

somewhat different and perhaps a trifle

more striking in the wording, is ascribed

to Sir John Macdonald.

It is not the purpose of this article to

do more than present as fully as the cir-

cumstances will allow, the theory of the

campaign fund, which is vicious, and to

outline the application of the theory,

^.hich is — scientific. "I am not" said

Sir Richard Cartwright, once, ^'addressing

a girls' school in this matter."

An essay on honest elections, or to put

it in another way, on elections won by

prayers exclusivelv, would begin and end

with the wealth of data to be found m
the standard work on snakes m Ireland.

Of course, and to do no man or party or

government an injustice, it must be ad-

mitted, and is hereby admitted, toat

nothing herein set down can apply it it

.should be determineed that there are

after all, snakes in Ireland.

It appears upon a careful study of the

subject—made with all proper precau-

tions as to sterilization, etc.—that the

"corruption fund," travelling "incog" as

the "campaign fund," and more euphe-

mistically known in polite society as

"the .'^^inews of war," has a double pur-

chasing power. It buys a group before

it buvs the individual. It is paid over_ to

the "group" in return for legislative

favors,' delivered or prospective. It pa.s-

ses from the "group" to the individual

for his vote. Said indi^^dual may know

it. or he may not, according as the brib-

ing is done directly or indirectly, because

there are some forms of bribery which

border upon art.

It is the fault of the electors if they are

bribed. If corruption has become a

recoo-nized part of an election campaign,

it is'' the fault of the people who consent

to be corrupted.

It would be a difRcult matter to buy

votes if no votes were for sale. It is with-

in the range of possibility that if corrup-

tion funds were not needed, that is to

sav. if thev could not be used for the

purpose for which they are mtenrJed,
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political parties might cease to collect

bribe money so systematically.

If these political parties had ceased to

collect bribe money because there was no

chance of using it, charter thieves and

franchise-grabbers might have to go to

Parliaments and ask for legislation on its

merits. It is a dream, but a somewhat

pleasing one.

There are undoubtedly more ways than

one of bribing electors. The ingenuity

of election agents and workers, in all

time since election-by-ballot began, has

been directed toward the discovery of new

ways of tricking the common people into

the betrayal of the elementary principle

of responsible government. That is, by

the sale of their votes. The midnight

visitor who journeys up and down the

side-lines and mysteriously separates him-

self from dollar bills or ten dollar bills

is a crude product of the aforesaid in-

genuity. The method adopted in the

London bye-election where a third man
held the price of the vote until the vote

was delivered, was primitive and, as sub-

sequent events proved, somewhat danger-

ous. The bribery of an entire constitu-

ency with the promise and at times the

gift of public works at a cost wholly un-

justified from a revenue basis, is^ a com-

mon and popular modern metho'd. The
threat of the employer to the wage-earner

who finds himself bribed with his bread

and butter and the bread and
butter of his family, is one of the

most frequently adopted forms of exer-

cising "influence." There are other ways,

some easily discernible, some so subtle

as to be detected only by a moral sense

of smell. Some men, of course, know
they are being bribed without being told

but there are many heroes who will hold

the telescope up to the blind eye.

But here is the theory

:

The campaign fund, large or small, is

provided by the corporations, large or

small. The corporations do not do it out

of philanthropy or out of patriotism. It

is purely a business transaction. They
are not giving something for nothing.

They are giving something to get some-

thing, and the large coroporations give

most because they want most. Moreover,

as a general rule, they get value for their

money, full measure and running over.

The party in power naturally gets the

most because it is in the best position to

deliver the goods. The party which is

in the minority is nevertheless not with-

out power and may not always be in the

minority. So the minority party gets its

share, although competing corporations
sometimes ally them.selves with opposing
parties and give only or principally to

one party.

The corporations in return for the

money "contributed" get "legislation."

If it is legislation to which they are en-

titled they pay less for it, unless there is

a hold-up by the other party to the trans-

action. Legislation which is least in the

public interest is the most expensive, in-

volving probably a very large cash con-

tribution and in addition an energetic

and expensive lobby. This cash contri-

bution finds its way eventually, or some
of it does, to the electors, or some of them.
If the distribution were equal and gener-

al this might be called a round-about jus-

tice, inasmuch as this money is the price

of the alienation of public rights and
public domain. Some smarting consci-

ences are salved with that idea.

Federal and provincial campaign
funds are separate. They do not origin-

ate together and they are handled separ-

ately. But the basis in each case is the

same. The collection of the money be-

gins a long while ahead. That is why a

forced dissolution and an appeal to the

people at a time when the War Chest is

but poorly stocked results in a more ac-

curate expression of public opinion than
usually follows a campaign conducted at

the close of a long parliamentary term.

A government for the time being has •

within its fold one minister whose duty it /

is to look after the chest. Where this

duty is not performed by a cabinet min-
ister it is done by a man closely in touch

with the ministry. Absolute security may
require the admission of this man into

the Cabinet circle at some time. But it

is the defined duty of one man, and he
attends to it, while his colleagues draw
their skirts about them and fix their gaze

on higher things. The contributing

corporation likewise has one man whose
bu.siness it is to look after legislation and
to see that it arrives when ordered. The
corporation knows what is going on in-
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side the party circle because, usually,

there is in each party one man who is the

creature of the corporation and respons-

ible to it.

When a general election period ap-

proaches the business of the party is first

of all to get funds. The War Chest of

the party in power has been already part-

ly filled. More comes. The minority
party has some, but not nearly so much
and must scurry around among the rich

men who are its adherents. The need is

regulated by the extent to which the

electoral appetite for money has been
educated in the past. Take a province of

the size, say, of Ontario. One hundred
and fifty thousand dollars might be suffi-

cient to provide for the whole of one
province of this size and be wholly in-

sufficient for the corruption requirements

of another province of equal or nearly

equal size. The same is true of individu-

al constituencies.

Experienced organizers say that a con-

stituency once debauched is never re-

claimed. Its fall has taken place prob-

ably at some bye-election when the whole
energies of two parties were focussed upon
it. It has been bought. It has to be
bought again. It goes into the column
of ridings for which thereafter appropri-

ations must be made as a matter of course.

For a generation, that is to say, until a

new and as yet, unbought electorate grows
up in the place of the old. In one of the

Ontario ridings in which was fought one
of the historic bye-elections which mark-
ed the close of the Liberal regime in On-
tario, both sides, it is said, spent enorm-
ously. It is still in the cash constituency

column.
Take particular note of the word

"cash." The corporation is after a valu-

able franchise. The terms are arranged.

The legislation is to be granted on the

definite under.standing that a generous

contribution will be made to the cam-
paign fund. The franchise or the desir-

able legislation of whatever sort, is ob-

tained. The corporation pays up and
fails not, because, although the goods

have been delivered and although the

transaction would not bear publicity, both

bargainers are in it, and the vendor has

the power to discipline the welcher to the

verge of ruin or beyond. He may not be

m a position to exercise that power to-
day, but he will be to-morrow, and the
other man knows it. Self-preservation is

the rock upon which is founded the hon-
or of both parties to these transactions.
Cash payments are preferred.
The spending of the campaign fund is

necessarily done with some degree of
caution. I mean, that "spending" other
than that which has to do with
the printing and distribution of
campaign literature and the pay-
ment of organizers and the rent-
ing of halls, the total of which is

comparatively small. The absolute need
of secrecy in the other sort of spending
has resulted in the perfection of a filter-

ing system so elaborate as to make the
tracing of corruption money an impossi-
bility. There have been times when
bribery has been proved and the money
seen. There has never been an in.s-tance

in which such money has been traced
back to its origin.

A business man of means, a friend of

the party, doing a large business with his

bank, taking out and putting in large
sums of money, draws out one day, say

—

ten thousand dollars. It is the most
ordinary thing in the business world. He
draws another ten thousand out of an-
other bank. There is nothing to excite

suspicion. To all outward appearances' .7

he needs the money in his business. This
lirst money, in cold cash, goes into the

vault in his office. The business man, of

course, is not giving away his own money.
The second ten thousand is his pay. He
is merely assisting in the breaking up and
re-assembling of the "Campaign Fund,"
which after much of the same sort of

procedure, becomes a huge collection of

the bills of a dozen different banks. It

takes time, sometimes a long time, the

banking and changing being spread over

as extended a period as possible.

The whole object is to get the fund in

cash and to do it as far away from the

time and scene of the election as possible.

The fund is made up of Dominion twos,

of fives and tens, some fifties, and care is

exercised to see that there are not too

many of the same denomination of the

same bank. The aim and result of this

is that when the money gets into the

place where it is to be spent, and the in-
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liabitants proceed to display unusual

affluence in the vicinity of the town bar,

the hotclkeeper does not find himself

possessed of valuable political informa-

tion in the drawer of his cash register.

To ensure this happy result it may even

be considered desirable in the breaking

up of the original fund to exchange

Canadian for United States notes. An
agent makes a short journey across the

border and the change comes back.

The banking is never under any cir-

cumstances done in the place where the

money is to be spent. Between these two

points or stages there are many intermedi-

ate points or stages. It is a long coil to the

final stage. Small sums are deposited in

one bank and are later drawn out of

mother in different hills. The system

has reached a high degree of excellence,

but those who have contributed to its

success are ever on the lookout for im-

provements. In the handling of cam
paign funds eternal vigilance alone is the

price of a fair measure of safety. Once

in a while, of course, the current may
come close to the surface because the suc-

cess of hig s.^h.emes will always de])end

upon trifles The principal danger

against, the successful working of the

"Campaign Fund" is the danger of there

being left a trail. It is against this dan-

ger that the precautions of the fund-

handlers are directed, and these precau-

tions must be taken at the banking stage.

One important factor is in the favor of

the successful working of the filter. The
bank employes must co-operate in the

maintenance of secrecy. The fact that

the larger sums are handled through

business men who are customers of the

bank makes it imperative that the bank
employes .''hould shut their eyes and
mouths, even assuming that they sus-

i>octed that they were handling campaign
funds. Up to now the system has never

broken down.
In the Gamey case every effort was

made to trace the money that R. R.

Gamey swore ho received. Every effort

failed. The banking transaction was
never discovered. The question "Where
did the money come from?" was never

answered. ProV)al)lv it never Avill be

answered. The circumstances suggest

r possible explanation, namely, that the

money, a.ssuming that there was money,
had been collected some time before for

another purpose, held in cash and not de-

posited in a bank at all. That may be the
explanation or it may not. A Royal
Conuni.s.sion tried to find out and failed,

l^aidv books and other books were dili-

gently examined and signers of big
cheques were subpoenaed. The question

remained unanswered.

Campaign funds arc not shovelled out

to every party man who applies for help.

Nor is the shovelling done by the man
who has done the collecting. A distribu-

tor takes the collector's place. To him
go the sitting members, on their way
back for re-election. Their 's is the fir.st

claim, and they are attended to first, ac-

cording to their .needs and their own
values as party men. Then the organ-

izers take the map and size up the doubt-

ful ridings. The candidates are weighed
and the best man gets the most help. In
some cases money is provided for no other

purpose than to prevent an election by
acclamation, a thing which the organizer

abhors. A thousand dollars may be put
into a fight under such circumstances,

the organizer going into the riding and
digging up a candidate whose campaign
will cost him nothing and who gets him-
self in line for favors to come. That's

why there are so few elections by accla-

mation.

Part of the fund is always reserved for

the last week of the campaign and elev-

enth hour appeals, but it is then that

most care is exercised for two reasons, the

other side begins to watch about that time

and, occasionally, perhaps, a candidate

may be seeking a further hand-out with

no idea of passing it on. Most politi-

cians have at one time or other heard

stories of campaign funds that never

reached the intended market.

It has been said that the country is

ruled by railways, and. at various times,

that various governments have been

owned by railways. It has been more
than once hinted from time to time that

the great railways are included in the list

of these corporations whose financial re-

lations with governments assi.«t in the cre-

ation of great stores of political war sup-

plies. I have heard it stated that the pres-
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ent Government of Canada fathered the

Grand Trunk Pacific project and backed
the undertaking by pledging the re-

sources of the country to an enormous
extent, for the primary purpose of having
an instrument with which to offset the

political influence of the Canadian Paci-.

fie Railway and the Canadian Northern
Railway in western and north-western

Canada. That may be so or it may not.

The fact remains, however, that the in-

fluence of a transcontinental railway

thrown into the scale against one party

or another is tremendous. The friend-

ship of such a corporation is of itself p.

campaign fund and no political party

will willingly and deliberately make an
enemy of a great landed transportation

company, unless perhaps, it is for the
purpose of retaining and acquiring the
aid of a similar and stronger company.
It may not be too much to say that, all

things considered, the railway companies
in this country held the balance of power
as between a government and the people.
The operation of the Intercolonial Rail-
way inthe Maritime Provinces has taught
successive governments this lesson. It is

accepted now as a rule of the book that
the railway influence must be counted as

one of the first factors of an election cam-
paign and no government or party can
afford to ignore this over-shadowing
power until the chartering and financing
of great railway projects is taken out of

the hands of Parliament.

The Legend of the Cliff

By John Boyle

THE cliff stands a hundred feet high
about mid-way in the valley. The
mountains—the Rockies, that form

the walls of the valley, look down upon it

from all around and a little lake, little by
comparison with the height of the cliff,

lies at the foot of it.

On that side of the valley which faces

the cliff and across which the rising smi

glistens every morning, there is a long

piece of smooth land which falls in easy

terraces from the cragged shoulders of the

eastern wall of the valley like a cloak, and
which runs smoothly do\^^l to the edge

of the little lake, where, upon its hem as

it were, grasses leap up and stand staring

across the lake at the frowning height of

rock. And when, in the afternoon, the

sun finally turns his back and steps be-

hind the hills, leaving only the twilight to

light the late birds home, great shadows

creep out on the face of the cliff. Now
these shadows are unlike any other shad-

dows in that valley. They are more
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black. And as for the cliff itself, it is

unlike any other thing in the valley. It

is as still as a man lying in wait for his

cnieniy. It is as still as a drop of water

hanging from a t\Nig and never falling.

It is not the .stillness of a thing which is

dead, but of a thing with a mind behind

it, sinister, threatening. It has such an
evil property that the little winds of the

valley are afraid after sunset to creep up-

on the breasts of the water, but instead

go round about it, whimpering softly on
the edge of the low plain. The foolish

loons cry at night for an echo out of the

cliff. But it never answers except when
there is a great wind and the waters and
the wind beating against the foot of the

rock make a sound like women wailing in

a camp.

II.

Now in the days before the valley was
invaded by the white men, before there

were any apple trees and irrigation ditch-

es, and before the Okanagan Valley had
become famous for the apples it produces,

there lived on the low side of it a tribe of

Indians after whom the valley and the

apples to-day take their name. They were
called the Okanagans and the name of

their chief was Tsermanchouton.

Now this chief was a young man and a

champion, very tall, very brave and rich,

as riches were estimated in the trib^ in

those days. lie had hor-^es and he had
blankets. He was skilled with weapons
and a hunter of renown. And all that he
lacked in the mind of the tribe, was a

wife and a steadier disposition. For he
was a man of humors and whims, some-
times cruel, sometimes kind. Often he

wandered away into strange places. And
he was fond of being alone. When the old

women sent their best daughters to walk
by his door that he might see and choose,

he mocked at them and chose none.
But of a certain day he called to his

Mother, who was an old woman blackened
with the smoke of cooking, and he said to

her: "Woman, I am going to find the top

of the cliff."

."How shall you find it?" she answered,

sneeringiy, "Is it not a forbidden place?

Is it not known that none ever ascend it,

and that on the top of the cliff is the

abode of none but spirits?"

"There are no spirits," he said, "or at

all events there are none on the top of

the cliff. I am going."

So he took his horse and rode off slow-

ly, leaving the young men to go hunting
alone. And passing by the shore of the

lake, opposite the face of the cliff all the

time, he came to the place where the lake

V)egins and a small stream falls exhaust-

ed into the deep bosom of the lake after

its long journey down the sides of the

mountains round about. And at that

point he cro.ssed the stream and found
himself on a narrow footing right under
the bellies of the great rocks above.

Suddenly he came upon an opening

in the face of the rock out of which a

very small stream of water ran. It ran

slowly as though it had an easy path

down which to fall and the young chief

saw that it was heavy -with mud which
it had picked up on its road. So he fol-

lowed the water into a fissure in the cliff

and searching diligently found a way,

steep in places, but none the less possible,
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up which he led his horse and by which
he attained the top of the great cliff.

And then he discovered the strangeness

of the cliff. For when he came tc the top

and was on the plain above, he looked

about him for the edge of the precipice

and behold he could see none! The same
mountains were on all sides of the valley.

He observed the same peaks and gulches.

But the floor of the valley seemed smooth.

There was no cliff, no lake and no sign

of the camping place where his tribe had
lived since he could first rememljer. There
seemed to be but one stretch of dry earth

from the one wall of the valley to the

other and he would have been afraid for

his senses only that he happened to look

a little closer in one direction than the

other and he saw a bird rise, seemingly

out of the ground, but which had in rea-

lity risen from its nest under the edge of

the cliff. And then he saw that the cliff

so matched the color of the ground on the

other side of the valley, and was so

straight along the top that it was hard for

the eye in the glare of the sun to discern

the edge of this upper plain. As he look-

ed and thought, he saw that a stranger,

riding toward the farther side of the val-

ley, not knowing that there was a cliff in

its middle, would ride over it and be des-

troyed. After a long time he turned away
and after marking the place where the

cliff wa.«, so that upon his return he should

not fall over it himself, but .should be able

to find his path and descend to the level

of his own plain once more, he rode

straisht into the pass which he saw open-

ing in the rear wall of the valley, and

came into the valley of the Nicolas and

the camping place of that people.

HI.

Lying in a thicket he looked down on

the camp of this new people. With his ar-

rows by him and his hatchet close, he lay

and peered through the leaves of his hid-

ing place down on the tops of the village.

It seemed deserted. There was no life ex-

cept for a few old dogs and the young
chief saw that the tribe was away hunting

except for the old men and the old women
and the very young. As he looked down
on the village he laughed and planned

cunningly how he could steal down and
set it ablaze with just a brand from a

nearby smouldering fire. His fingers

tangled ^\ath mischief and he narrowed

his eyes in the very delight of his cun-

ning. But as he did .so he heard a voice

laughing, a very pretty laugh, soft and
changing like the voice of a stream as the

wind varies. Suddenly his arrows were

gone from beside him and his hatchet

was drawn out of reach, and as he leaped

to his feet he stood facing a girl, a girl

who was laughing at him as he stood there

disarmed. Her face was full of mischief.

He spoke civilly and she an.swered civ-

illy. The tongues were different but

there was enough resemblance between

them so that they could talk. But as he

picked over his words to make an under-

standing between them, the girl suddenly

tossed his hatchet and his arrows out on

the thicket in the direction of the camp,

and he heard them falling with a clatter

on the roof of a tepee. He heard a shout

—a dog bark—more dogs taking up the

cry, and he bit his lips as he realized that

he was near being trapped. Anger and

admiration for the laughing squaw, and

concern for his own safety were quarrel-

ling in his mind. He compromised

.^wiftlv, and with one l)0und seized the.

girl and lifting her lightly, set her before

iiim on his horse and rode swiftly back
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THE SPIRIT OF MISCHIEF TINGLED IN THE ENDS OF HIS FINGERS

along the trail he had followed from his

own valley. As he rode he heard the young-
men of that camp returning and heard
Ihcm shouting as they searched the thicket

where he had been hiding. He knew
they would be following. He heard the
conmiotion. He heard pursuers coming.
Thoy seemed about to overtake him. Yet
as he neared the pass he heard the clatter

of hoofs behind him cease, and the girl

was smiling back into his face.

''Why have they gone back?" he asked
her.

''Do you not see?" she said, nodding up
toward the red sumnnts guarding the
pa.ss. "The blood on these peaks has al-

ways been a warning to my people never
to venture through the pa.ss. None that
ever entered it ever returned. You are the
Hrst to come out of it. My people are
afraid to follow till that light has faded,
only my father would be bold enough,
and he is away hunting. But I am con-
tent to be loved by you—a spirit."

"Spirit! T am a man," he answered.
"It is enough," she .'^aid, simply.
But the little hor.ce is running softly as

though the girl in front of the chief was
not the addition of a feather's weight.'
The chief paid no heed to the girl's words.
Ile^ made the pa.ss, he cro.ssecl the high
])lain of his own valley nnd came to the
top of the path which had let him up

from the other side of his valley, and so

came into the camp of his own people.

He called his people. "There are pur-

suers coming," he said. "I have carried

away a captive from the people that dwell

in the next valley."

"A captive!" they shouted.

"Yes," he replied curtly," but she is for

a wife. Do as I bid you now." And as

they gathered about him to hear his in-

struction, he commanded them to light

fires upon the floor of the valley far back
against the eastern wall of mountains.

"As for you," he said, to his captive,

"you would have deceived me into riding

less swiftly through the pass so that your
people could overtake me, but I was wiser

than to heed. Thev shall follow and I

—

it will be amusing."

He had judged the distance .so that the

fires could be seen from the moment the

pursuing Nicolas should emerge from the

pass into the valley of the Okanagans.

IV.

Now the hunters returned to the camp
of the Nicolas a little before sunset and
found the daughter of the chief gone and
the trail of a stranger leading into the

pass which let into the valley of the Okan-
agans. They were afraid. They thought

the stranger must have been a God or a
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Devil or a spirit. For it was a tradition

in the tribe, a.s tlie girl had said that none
who ever rode through the pass had re-

turned, and as a warning the heads of the

two mountains on either .side of it were
smitten with blood every clear evening
in the year. So the Nicolas were afraid

and in debate.

But the Old Chief, the father of the

girl, was unafraid. "The warning is

against entering the pass in the sun-time,"

he said. "AVhen the sun sets the warning
is taken away from the hills. The hills

are then no longer the color of blood. We
shall ride into the pass to-night as soon as

the sun has lain down."
So the camp mustered and stood watch-

ing the sunset on the top of the two moun-
tains at the sides of the pass. And as the

red of the sun faded little and little and a

little more, they mounted and rode with

the old chief at their head, into the pass.

Behind them the old women moaned and
rocked and the old men recalled how one
and then another, and in all ten men of

the tribe had ventured into the pass and
returned not. But the old Chief rode on
and his men.

V.

And they returned no more. For as

they entered into the valley which lay be-

yond the pass they saw the fires which
the Okanagans had made on the far side

of the valley.

"Do spirits have fires?" cried the Old
Chief, as the young men drew rein. "Are
you afraid of fires?"

They answered by spurring their horses

to the front. They said nothing, but

spreading apart, rode swdftly down toward
the far-off fires on the far side of the val-

ley. The ground slipped pleasantly under
them. The air was good, the land smooth.

They had no longer any fear "till sudden-
ly—those who were riding behind could

see nothing of those who rode in front,

and listening—there were no sound of

hoof-beats from ahead. They pulled short

their horses, still there was only a silence.

The old chief was gone. They called

for him softly and gave the signals of the

tribe, but there was no answer, and they

turned to flee. But even as they turned

to flee they were attacked from behind.

Arrows assailed them and great giants, as

they thought, strode among them striking
with their hatchets and driving them
back toward the place where the Old
Chief had disappeared. So some were
slain and the others, save only a few, were
driven over the cliff.

And down below, in the valley of the

Okanagans, the young captive wept in the

tent of her lord.

So was commenced the hatred of the

Nicolas for the Okanagans. The Okan-
agans became great warriors while the

Nicolas became farmers and tillers of the

soil. Out of that generation there were

none left but old men and old women and
young children who learned the tale of the

blood-smitten pass which leads, as the say-

ing came to be used, "into the valley of

death."

PART II.

THE young husband grew old and he

died. The wife, the daughter of

the Nicolas, grew old and she died.

And as time passed the old Hag of Pov-

erty came into the camp and pitched her

wigwam. The smoke of her fires clouded

the hearts of the people. There was

hunger in the camp. The very poles of

the wigwams showed through like the

ribs of a lean horse. The horses of the

camp were short of wind, poor runners,

starved. The women wore the weary,

patient look of women who suffer in

•silence and nurse cold thoughts against

their husbands. The children's knees

were sharp and if rain fell on the cheek

of one of them while it slept, it lay in the

hollow. Where one dog had quarrelled

before, ten quarrelled. The males thieved

from the females, and the leaders among
the dogs warred with one another for

scraps that had gone to the litters before.

The mark of dice was all around the

slovenly camp.

For the Okanagans had fallen upon

evil days. The white man had come;

had fenced in long stretches of the level

land; had strung the poles of the Long-

Talk over the dry land. Game had

passed further and further away and

though the camp had followed, still they

came back always to the old valley. Their

old game of War was gone. There were
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none in the other tribe of the Nicokis to

H_o;ht with, for the Nicolas had become a

peaceful tribe and had put aside the art

of arms and had learned b}^ scraping the

.'•(oil after the manner of the white men, to

get crops enough to feed them. And if

the Okanagans would have pillaged them
the officers of the White j\Ian"s Law made
(rouble with strange papers and signs and
(troceedings that took the heart out of the

liraves. 80 that at length there had come
into the empty heart of the tribe the pas-

sion for gambling. The white men had
brought it with them into the valley, to-

gether with convenient little tables and
neatly-made dice. The gaming spirit

crept first into the blood of the young
chief, and from him entered all the

young men of the tribe so that they gave
up hunting and frequented the town of

I he white man which had grown up in the
valley. And there they gambled.

But there had come the day of starva-

tion. The pots were empty. The best

saddles and the best horses were gone:
they had been lost by the braves. The
best knives and the rifles which the camp
had acquired were gone. The Hag of
Poverty brooded over the boiling pots of
water.

This day the braves had lost every-
thing. As they filed home, afoot, up the
trail, the women had come out to meet
them and see their luck. They knew of
it before the men were within hailing
distance for they came afoot, whereas in
the morning they had ridden away well-

mounted, considering the evil days" of the
camp.

So in the evening of this day the young

Cliicf sat by a burned-out lire and brood-

ed.

'"Do you plan to save us?"' mocked an
old squaw, passing.

'T plan nothing," he replied.

''And we eat nothing!" She passed on
slowly, rul)]jing her smoke-blackened
hands together, crooning, evily.

Another squaw passed, with three lean

children dragging on her hand.

"Did you bring us food?" she asked.

"Do you see it with me?" he retorted.

"How shall we feed the children?"
Another and another squaw went by in

reproach, until at length, exasperated, the

young chief rose and summoned the

dwindled tribe together.

"We have lost at the tables," he began
as his shamed braves hung in behind
him. "There is no food."

"Can we not beg a little?" plead a lean

squaw with a watery-eyed baby on her
hip. Would not the tribe of your mother
lend us a httle?"

"They are merchants, not warriors,"

returned the Chief, sneering. "They
have learned to tickle the earth for meat."

"Could not we also learn to tickle it?"

"Will a conqueror teach you to mend
the sores you left upon yourself? We
conquered them in war. In peace they

are our conquerors since there can be no
more war."

"Let us then—steal," wailed a squaw
who had once been fat but whose flesh

had fallen away pitifully.

"Let us give them the ransom for our-

selves to be taught their art. Let us make
peace," cried another.

"Do as you please," he said. "I called

you to tell you to wait. I am seeking a
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way for us. Get me a horse and I shall

go. I go to the tomb of my father,"

They brought him a pony and he rode
off toward the great cliff, in the early

evening. And he came to his father's

tomb and knelt upon it while the sun was
setting and the moon rose heavily.

II.

In the morning there was still no food

in the camp. The dogs had run away.
The sun had waked the camp in vain.

The people rose and waited, stupidly for

the return of the young Chief.

And when the sun was well up, one of

the young men saw the Chief returning

from the place where his father had dis-

covered the path to the top of the cliff

and upon the top of which was his tomb.

The tribe straggled weakly out to meet
him.
"What have you done?" they asked.

"Have you brought us food?"
"No," he answered, "but I have dream-

ed a great dream and I have been to the

camp of the Nicolas. But in the dream
I saw my father and he commanded me
to play once more on the little tables and
to watch carefully the game."
"To play again!" they shouted, dis-

mayed.
"Aye! And you shall bring me all

the horses that are left and all the saddles

and we shall play them all, after the

manner in which my father, the great

chief, directed me."
"But if you lose," they wailed.

But he turned his back.

They brought all the saddles that were

left, all the blankets and all the horses.

And the gamblers, seeing them coming
down the trail, laughed.

"By Gad!" cried one fat old gamester,
"They've more spunk than white men.
Here they come with the last of their

saddles, I bet."

"Not worth a whoop," snarled an evil-

faced man.
"Nope," sighed the old one, "but I'd

like to see what's going to happen when
the game is up."

"They'll be cleaned out. That's all,"

returned the other.

They waited.

The young Chief came in, clearer-eyed

than they had ever seen him before. And
with him were seven young men, also

clear of eye. They had been fasting.

"Have a drink?" asked the fat one.

"No drink," said the young Chief, and
lifting his finger he pointed to the starv-

ing rabble that had followed the game-

sters into the town.

"Gad!" exclaimed the fat one. "They
are thin."

-As they sat down, the evil-faced one to

play against the young chief, the seven

braves stood close by to watch that he did

not cheat. He did not see them at first.

Then he swore. But he had no excuse

for the fat one, who was his principal,

was in a pecuUar good humor. So there

was no cheating.

The dice rattled merrily, then there

was a little thump as the hand of the

evil-faced one touched the table, turning

the box over and spilhng out the dice.

"I win," he said.

"I have lost only one saddle," replied

the young chief.

Whereupon he played with new inter-

est, and behold
!_
Then, again, he won, and

again, and again.
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"I will play no nioro/' said the Evil-

Faced.

"Oh, yes," laughed the fat gambler."

"Let them beat us this time, Pete. We
can win it back again."

"You can never win it back again,"

said the young Chief, stiffly.

The half of the tribe had gathered

about the little table. The room was hot.

1 lay after play the young Chief won, and
then, satisfied, counted his winnings care-

fully.

"Play again!" shouted the tribe. But he
shook his head.

i am the chief of the Okanagans and am
an enemy of the Nicolas whom my father

led over the great cliff. By war they were
made to learn the art of peace. By peace
have we been disarmed. We have been
starving. Is it better say you to learn the
art of peace. To tickle the earth and
make it feed us, or die? When I left you
last night I went first to my father's grave
which is beside the cliff, and then I rode
into the valley of the Nicolas. It is green
and well fed. In the night I found the

chief of them. The chief of the Nicolas

has offered to teach us the art whereby his

AND OVER THE TOMB OF HIS FATHER HE KNELT, WHILE ON ONE SIDE THE SUN
WAS SETTING AND ON THE OTHER THE MOON ROSE HEAVILY.

"I have enough," he said.

They went out to a quiet place at the
skirts of the town and there sat down. He
counted the money before them. There
was forty dollars. He gave orders and
the seven young men went into the town
and bought meat and bread with twenty
dollars. The tribe ate ravenously and
when it was finished the young Chief
gathered them about him again, and
made them a speech.

"My children," he said, "I am of both
the Nicolas and of the Okanagans. Yet

people live, provided we give them a ran-
som. They have need of money to buy a
medicine stick—a plough. If we get it

for them for our ransom they will take us
into their camps and teach us to plough
and to reap, as they have done. Shall we
pay the ransom?"

"Aye!" they shouted.

"Then," said the young chief, "Let
the chief of the Nicolas come before me
to receive the money which, according to

the direction of the spirit of my father

we have won, and let us go into the camp
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of the Nicolas and make peace. Here is ward and accepted the money from the
the offering for the plough." hand of the young chief, then he led
As he finished, a tall man dressed in the way back"^ into the vallev of Nicolas,

the clothes of a white man, with a great the conquerors into the valley of the con-
straw hat on his head, and a red hand- ciuered. So was peace sealed

"^

between the
kerchief over his shirt collar came for- two tribes forever and forever.

RELIABLE PEOPLE.

From Great Thoughts.

THERE is doubtless a great deal of worldly success

won by men who are not reliable as far as righte-

ousness goes. But such success has its draw-
backs. It works for a while, but is apt to break down
like an unreliable engine. The unscrupulous man
gains power or position, but not the respect of the bet-

ter elements of the community; and in the long run,

his life breaks down. Every town, every city, every

nation rests on the shoulders of the reliable people in

its borders. They may not be its most prominent or

most wealthy citizens, but they are its absolutely

necessary ones. The individual who determines to be

reliable, determines thereb}^ to be valuable to all

around him.

"How did he come to be the head of the concern?"

was asked about a peculiarly quiet man who forged to

the front in a growing business. "Why, it was this

way," was the reply. "All anybody had to do. in case

of things going wrong, was to refer matters to him.

He was always attentive, always cleared up the tangles,

always could answer questions, always was ready to

do more than he was expected to do. He was not

ambitious; he did not want the head place especially:

but what was the use of making anybody else the head

when we had him?" His reliability made everyone

depend on him, and he became head in title because he

was first the head in fact.

As one follows up reliability one finds how it

includes and accompanies other fine traits of character.

In its best form it is always unselfish, usually humble,

and allied with a true sense of honor. Reliable people

are apt to be harder on themselves than on others, and

given to bearing other folks' burdens for them.

Patience becomes second nature to the reliable soul,

and so do sincerity and neighborly kindness. On the

other hand, to be unreliable is never a fault of charac-

ter that exists alone. It means self-indulgence or dis-

loyalty or shirking or insincerity. The unreliable fall

to the rear of life, and deserve it. The "blessed com-

pany of faithful people" are the ranks of the advance,

and to march among them is to find life worth living.
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[UPPOSE that there had been a misunderstanding among tlie

storks as to the order in which people were to be let into thi.-;

world. I mean, suppose there had been a mix-up in the tick-

ets of admission so that some people were let into the nice, warm,
cheery glow of this world, out of the gloomy atmosphere of pre-

natal eternity, before their turn. Suppose Milton had arrived before

Chaucer and Shakespeare before that again. It might have made
a wonderful difference to this world. Shakespeare might not have
had anybody to steal plots from, and Paradise might not, at that

time, have been lost. Of course some people may argue that men
are merely the product of their times and that there would have
been a Shakespeare when there was a Shakespeare, nevertheless,

though his name might have been Brown. So to avoid argument,
one might confine the .speculation to the question, what would
have happened, .supposing that the six Canadian Knights, who
were just recently created by King George, had been born in the

days of King Arthur, in the real days of real knights.

AVould Sir Allen Aylesworth have gone galavanting around

the country looking for Princesses needing a lift out of a tight

place?—letting their golden hair down from their second storey

apartments for Sir Allen to write sonnets to it, and climb up?
Would Sir Donald Mann have spent whatever time he could spare

out of the King's court in escorting old ladies across muddy Lon-

don cro.ssings, or retrieving scented bits of lace and cambric drop-

ped from the hand of some pa&sing damsel? Would Sir William
Mackenzie have gone off by himself into the woods to look for drag-

ons, in the same "Ha Villain! Have at thee!" manner that he

still wears? Would Sir George Gibbons of London, Charles Hy-
man's friend, have gone on a still hunt for some wrong to right?

Would he have cut much of a figure in the lists? Or would Sir

Thomas Tait? Or Sir Charles Townsend? We venture to say

"not." Knights and Knighthood are different affairs noAV-a-

days. They are, for one thing, secured differently.

It would not be kind to surmise what these gentlemen would

have been doing when Arthur was waiting for a quorum at his

Round Table, or when the Nubian, in Sir Walter Scott's story,

was polishing the shield of his Royal Master. Mackenzie might

have tried in vain for a charter to build a coach road. Dan
33 B
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Mann—for he is still Dan Mann, despite the impediment in his
address—might have met Mackenzie a hundred times over and
without finding any work for their mutual co-operation. Sir
Allen Aylesworth would have been without law books to study.
Sir Thomas Tait would have had no Australian railways to re-

organize, nor Sir Charles Townsend any precedents on which to

base his judgments. They would have been jobless, without
opportunity, without hope, swine herders perhaps, or pot boys,
or tavern keepers, or stage coach drivers, perhaps highwaymen,
perhaps fat churls, or surly old squires with gout. They would
have been men born before their time.

Knighthood then—and Knighthood now, are two utterly

different things. Not that the estate is any less honorable, or the
position easier to attain. But there is a difference! The world
has grown up. It still keeps Knighthoods as one of the rewards
which it offers men. One wonders often that the fashions in this

world's ''rewards" do not change: that all children like candy,
that the earthly goals men set their hearts upon do not seem
to change: that money and a nice wife and children, and a

Knighthood, a little honor, a little power and enough in the bank
to insure a decent burial, are still the ambitions of the world.

One man's ambition differs from another's ambition only in

method and degree. So Knighthoods are still a sugar plum.
''Sir Knight !" is still an honorable title. But the way of obtain-

ing it has changed. There is a new fashion in the world.

Sir William Mackenzie, mounted on an office chair for a

charger, with a pen for a lance, a check for a pennant, a secre-

tary for a .-shield, and a bank for helmet and armor, rides into the

lists. Does anybody cheer? Are there any heralds? Does the

King stand by to watch? Or do the ladies look on from their

boxes?—Instead, nobody saw him enter the lists. The whole

world is the lists. There is no audience except those fighting in

the lists and a few figure heads. He has no steed, no lance, no

pennant, no shield and no helmet or armor. He was born into

the lists without them. But by hard work he built for himself an

office and an office chair and acquired the other accoutrements.

When, at New Years he was Knighted, it was in recognition of

the fact that he had won, that he was the victor. It was not be-

cause he had built great railroads in Canada or attracted much
capital to Canada. Every poor little man in the world would do

as much as that if he could, and more, if he were sure of Mac-

kenzie's profit. But Everyman couldn't. The world would have

defeated him William Mackenzie defeated the opposition which

would have crashed Everyman. He becomes—"Sir" William.

Mackenzie and Mann earned their honors by valor in the

field of material accomplishment. They have unhorsed their

competitors. Their presence in the lists is for the first time recog-

nized by the public acknowledgment of their victories. Sir Allen

Aylesworth won his knighthood by service to the Nation. Sir

Charles Townsend for service to Justice and therefore to the state,
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Sir_ George Gibbons by service on the Waterways Commission
which is state service, and Sir Thomas Tait by service to Australia
in her railroad problems.

_

Had the Knights errant of old been born to-day they perhaps
might have been as much out of place as might our six new
Knights in the days of the Et)und Table. Yet I think I saw
one of them the other day being taken in by a fake-cripple selling
tan shoe-laces. I have also a notion that some of the officials of
certain social and moral reform associations are in reality valiant
dragon-slayers born in the days of only figurative dragons

—

though dragons nevertheless: while as for the men who strive to
wipe out_ poverty and shame and crime in our communities, who
are striving to alter laws and amend things which are not equit-
able to all, and therefore not equitable to societj^—they are the
true Knights Errant. Quite a few of them are unknighted.

Sir Allen began life by poring over l)ooks. It was on an
Ontario farm. He continued it, through law offices and court
rooms to Parliament and the Privy Council. He is the most self-

contained man in Canadian politics. Nothing phases him. Noth-
ing could ever remove the angelic calm of his cherubic face. He
has a theatre in his head. He never needs to go outside of him-
self to be amused. He merely absorbs the shocks which some
honorable member opposite him in the House of Commons is

giving off, and, translating them in his own thoughts, he amuses
himself and smiles calmly at what he is thinking about. He is

gentle and kind, but if you get personal he is apt to fall on you
and make a stain on the floor.

Sir Allen gives very few cares for what the world thinks of

him. A Toronto Liberal lawyer attacked him in the Globe. Sir

Allen only smiled with touching simplicity. The Conservatives

accused him of being a party man. He admitted it—undisturbed.

He had a hand in ousting certain race-track gambing legislation,

and the Social and Moral Reformers fell upon him. He was
shredded—m print. But he cared nothing. He drawled an
answer to them. It was perfectly plain and candid. He had
done, he said, what he had done, because he felt like doing it.

That was all.

He is a keen lawyer. That is where he was valuable at The
Hague. Tliat—and his ability to keep cool and take his time

and think. His thinking is fruitful. He is a wise, calm, unper-

turable man.

Sir William Mackenzie is the man who can take an empty
trunk into a London fog and come out again in a week with it full

of money—five million per trunk-load. He brings it to Can-

ada, and, phst!—a pass of the hand, and it is tran.sformed

into long, shining streaks of steel, and .sweating locomotives and
crowded depots. He is a little man and in his early days kept a

general store. He was born on a farm and he is Scotch. He
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started his railroading career with the C. P. R. in the west. He
is plain and unpretentious. He is inscrutable. He is nice to

3^ou and uses you as a tool. He is nasty to you, and you die

—

very often.

Sir Donald thinks like the explosions in a gas motor in a race.

But his conclusions are wrapped in lead, and hard to lift. He is

Scotch—born in Ontario—stingy in words, an inveterate smoker,

an occasional writer, and eloquent upon occasions. Mackenzie
is the financier of the firm ; but Mann the balanced brain power

;

Mackenzie the roar of the steam in the piston chamber; Mann
the awful force of the silent fly-wheel.

The mystery of these two men is—where did they meet? One
and one made four w^hen they two met. Sometimes, when it

comes to putting legislation through at Ottawa, it looks as though

one and one made—the whole House of Commons. But maybe
"Billy" Moore, the square-jawed lobbyist, has something to do

with that. Perhaps he is the genius that brings M. & M. the little

advantage of building (for the Government, of course) and oper-

ating the Hudson's Bay Railway. But that is another matter.

As to the meeting—Sir Donald knows where it happened.

Once, when the writer was inter^-iewing him about himself, he

started to tell, and then closed his lips, and kept the secret.

"I'd like—!" he said, "to tell you where I first met

jMackenzie
—" and he twisted his cigar out of the way so that he

could smile over the thought. But that was all he said.

In the photograph of Sir Donald. "Tay Pay" O'Connor is

standing beside him. They were at the 0. J. C. races together

last fall. Notice the two right hands. Observe the delicate,

nervous, humorous, "light" hand of O'Connor, held uncertainly

against his coat. Observe :Mann's. :Mann's thumb is sticking

out straight. Could that hand edit T. P.'s weekly? Could it

wield the Irish? — ! Could T. P.'s little affair push the push-

buttons on Mann's desk? Or keep Mackenzie from running away

with the whole shooting match?
The Editor.
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The Little Heathen

By

Charles Shirley

TIIK great unfinished Canal lay bak-

ing in the sun while half the ships

in the world went traipsing around

Cape Horn and twice the length of South

America out of their way, and— while,

jjyon and T stood at the top of the bank
of the Calicut Ditch, and gazed down at

our protege—young Grey.

"Fine lad!" chuckled old Lyon, "ain't

he, John?"
''One can't help liking him," I admit-

ted conservatively.

"I've no use for women," pursued

Lyon, as our admiring eyes took in every

movement of the young giant down be-

low us bossing his men, taking as much
pains in his work as though it was a wall

in the actual canal itself instead of a mere
temporary embankment to meet the pur-

poses of the Chief Engineer, "I wouldn't

give you tuppence for all the women in

Creation, but I like a man. I don't mean
your pasty-faced, cigarette-smoking nin-

nies that I've seen so much of around
these parts. Always coming to me for

dope for some peevishness brought on by
some fool doings. But I mean a real man
such as Grey. A fine animal—clean and
white and sound. You can have all the

women in the world, John. Give me a

.Man."

"Women are all right in their place,"

1 answered, for I have seen some good
ones in my day, "We mustn't be sour on
'em, Lyon. We're too old. People might
think it was sour grapes."

"I'm not sour on 'em," retorted Lyon,
"but I want no dealings with them.
That's all."

As he spoke I happened to turn my
head and look along the top of the bank
on which we were standing. Not far

from us, but hidden slightly by a heap
of brush, I saw a little copper-colored girl

sitting, Indian fashion, among the over-

growth. She was gazing contentedly,

chin in hand, elbow on knee, down into

the old dry ditch which young 'Grey and
his gang were converting into a tempor-
ary reservoir for a certain river which the

Chief wished to divert for a little while.

"Why, look, Lyon," I said, "what's

that little native girl so interested in the

ditch for? Look! She's waving her

hand down into the ditch at somebody.
Probably it's at a nigger—

"

"Not at a nigger!" exclaimed Lyon,
Ijecoming suddenlv animated. "Look at

Grey!"
He pointed into the ditch. There, big

and fair and handsome, with sun-helmet

on his head and his shirt open at the

throat, in the centre of his swarm of men,
stood Grey. A procession of wheel-bar-

rows was filing past him up a plank run-

way from the piles of material on the far

bank of the ditch. Some carried earth,

some stone, some heaps of dried out rush-

es. All around the boy's feet other nig-

gers were putting the material in place,

raising the wall to the proper height. A
moment before, when I had looked. Grey
was intent upon his work, his first real

commission in the work on the great

canal. Lyon and I had been admiring
his poise, the way he seemed to be cursing

his niggers without heat, as a good engin-

eer does,—but now, he was waving^ his

hand up at the little Copper girl, squatting

on the top of the bank with his coat.

"Perhaps he's waving at us," suggested

Lyon, hopefully. ''Let him see we are

here. Show your hand."
"No!" I returned, "don't let's make

fools of ourselves. He hasn't seen us. He
sees nobody but that little brown girl, and
she sees—nobody but him. Let's get out

of here."
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Now in our district, in the building of

the Panama Canal, there had been many
rumors concerning the ways of certain

white men who had made friends of

natives. There were certain little trage-

dies recorded in the mess-room gossip

which resembled in not a few ways the
story of Madame Butterfly and Kipling's

yarn called '"Georgie Porgie." But they
were not such pretty stories. They were
rather grim. Men who wished to avoid
being talked about had made it more or

less of a rule in our division to have no
truck with natives. Yet Lyon and I had
just seen Grey lay himself open to being
misunderstood. We had intended bring-

ing Grey home with us to lunch instead

of waiting for him on the verandah of

our mess house. But as if by mutual con-

sent Lyon and I turned off toward home
without having informed Grey of our

presence. Lyon was even more silent

than usual on the way. I had nothing to

say either.

We two, among the rest of the staff in

our division, were bachelor Canadians.

Grey also was Canadian, but he was young
and he had been in the camp only a little

while, whereas Lyon and I were veterans.

We were in our fifties. He was still

smacking of teens. Lyon was a physician.

He had been a country doctor in an On-
tario town. His business here was malaria,

yellow fever, cholera and obstetrical cases.

Mine was steel and concrete. For two
years we had lived alone together because

our tastes were similar and we had cer-

tain whimsical ideas about making coffee

and broiling steaks, which necessitated our

having one cook, the only other option

being to accept the fare at some other

mess table. We seldom went out, except

for billiards or some little bachelor pleas-

ure and I am aware that we were known
to certain of our friends as "nancies."

But this does not matter. The story is

about Grey—and the Little Heathen.
Grey was a youngster from the Science

Department in Toronto. He was pretty

new, as you could tell by the extreme neat-

ness with which he would make a drawing
for a blue-print. When you've been thirty

years out of school you are either a good

engineer and make pretty sloppy draw-

ings—or else you're a draughtsman. Grey's

experience had consisted in working with

an English party, prospecting for coal in

B.C. He had done a little right-of-way

work for the C.N.P. in the W^est, and had
prospected for silver in Cobalt. Bui h^
was very green. The Chief had already

put him to work on a draughting board
wlien we found him.
Lyon hived his face—Lyon's hobby is

Men." In a dry Scotch way he was al-

ways falling in love with them. He would
find a man and idealize him, set him up
on a pillar and worship him secretly, un-
til, one day, he'd find some disappointing

thing about the fellow. The idol might
smoke or chew or drink so long as it did

not impair his health, but Lyon wanted no
'fusser" as he called them. He laid a ban
upon women.

So we had hauled Grey into our mess
and emptied him of news from the Do-
minion. Later on we proposed him and
seconded him to ourselves and voted him
a third member of our mess. He was
handsome and shy for so strong a man,
and stolid. There was something clean

and fresh in his appearance that made
people fall for him everywhere. Lyon
and I were jealous of the invitations he

received. But he accepted only for such

stag affairs as Lyon and I accepted and we
cherished him the more. Then the two of

us planned to get him promoted and ac-

complished it by dropping little words

about Grey in the ear of the Chief, and
when the Chief finally had given our

man an outside job, a real commission,

Lyon and I rejoiced. It was only the

building of a mud wall across the CaUcut

ditch to act as a temporary reservoir for

the waters of the Yarni creek, but still it

was a commission, and Lyon and I, after

brooking our impatience for several days,

had gone down this morning to the ditch

to look at it, and to observe our protege at

work.
He had been no disappointment. He

was handling his men well. From the dis-

tance, he seemed not to be cursing them
too much, nor too little, but moderately,

and with much reserve, which is the best

way in handling certain kinds of niggers.

But just that little incident of the cop-

per-colored child—she seemed no more

than a child—disturbed Lyon and dis-

turbed me. I overheard Lyon muttering

to himself as we crossed our verandah. As
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we eiilert'd our mess room he turned and

faced roe with a long countenance.

"Look here John," he said enigmatical-

ly, "are you thinking what I'm think-

ing?" J
''About Grey? Yes."

"Then," he whispered, "you'd better

quit it. I tell you there's none of that

monkey-business in Grey and besides
—

"

he growled, "if there is then—but there

isn't! It was probably just a little acci-

dent. That-er-waving of the hand busi-

ness."

"Probably," I assented.

II

We might have thought no more about

it only that Grey did not stay home that

night as usual but went out, without so

much as saying where he was going. And
the next night he did the same, after

making a lame sort of an excuse about

leaving some plans at the office. The
next day somebody stopped Lyon and me
on the street and asked us what Grey was

so interested in the native quarters for.

The fellow leered at us knowingly and
Lyon, flaring up, wanted to know whose
business it was what Grey might be doing.

And he added w^eakly: "He may be

studying the language. In—In fact, I

believe I heard him say so John, didn't

you?"
But the other man was skeptical. This

latest news was rankling in Lyon's mind
as we went home to lunch.

"Well," he remarked irrelevantly,

"Confound the women! T' think that s'

nice a boy as Gr ."

"I don't think anything about it," I

retorted, "If that boy's going to be like

a few^ other young fools that happens to

be mixed up with natives—if he's going
to turn black-guard—

"

"Who said black-gTiard!" cried Lyon,
wrathy. "There's no need for anybody to

make things out worse than they are

—

and anyway," his voice trailed off into a
ruminative tone, "I guess it's none of our
l)usiness. Let's 'tend our ow^n affairs. It

don't matter to us."

"Of course it don't," I said. "That's
right. Let's shut up. "We ain't his

Mother—though say Lyon! Didn't he
say he was engaged to a girl in Winni-
peg?"

"Shut up!" retorted Old Lyon, trying

to be satisfied with the conclusion w'e had
arrived at, "We ain't his Mother, nor his

girl in Winnipeg. What's a young whelp
like that want a girl in Winnipeg for

anyway, or anywhere else?"

So we went into the house. Grey
a little later, swaggered in. You can
always forgive some people for swag-

gering, while there are other people

that you hate to see walk across your
line of vision. Lyon and I, for the

moment forgetting Avhat had been in

our minds concerning Grey and the

little copper girl, fell in on either side of

our protege like two rusty old senile de-

ments posing as cherubs under the feet of

some Herculean Madonna, if, in your
imagination, you could twist Grey around
to be a Madonna. He could have w'alked

over us for all we cared. But in order to

show^ our imperviousness to any charm
he might possess, we scowded at him and
growled.

"You're late," I remarked as he strode

across our living room, taking his coat

off' and rolling up his sleeves preparatory

to disappearing into his own room.
"That so?" he asked, serious at once,

"Oh! I'm sorrv if I kept you waiting

John."
"Oh, I didn't mean that," I said, hast-

ily backing dow^n.

"Well y' know^," he said as he came out

of his room and put on his coat again,

fresh and smiling through his tan, "Y'
know John, the Chief w^as passing just as

1 was ready to come up to lunch and he
stopped to look things over."

"Did he say anything?" blurted out

Lyon, hoping that the Chief had express-

ed some approval of our protege, and at

the same time trying to scowl, "What'd
he think of your wall?"

"Nothing much," returned Grey, pass-

ing me the yams. "He was saying it was
a good thing there wasn't much w^atcr to

be held behind that wall, because if there

was much strain on it and she ever gave

way it'd wipe out a bunch of niggers that

are living farther down the ditch. We're
to put the w^all up flush with the tops of

the sides of the old Calicut ditch so as to

make a road-w\^y across for teams. That'd

be handier than going across the upper

road-w^av. The w^all will be finished to-
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night and at six o'clock the creek will be
turned into it, out of its present channel.
I told the Chief that with a little concrete

1 could make a decent wall, but he said

no, he couldn't afford the machines nor
the material and for all the water there

was to be held back, the mud wall would
do. As, he said, the creek is pretty low.

But I warned him. If anything happens
the wall, he admitted it'd be his fault."

''Humph !'^ sniffed Lyon, absorbed in his

plate, "And if anything happens your
wall what happens your natives? Suppose
there was a nice young cloud-burst up the

river and all the water was being turned
against your wall?"

"But that's not likely," argued Grey,

"and if it did happen they could open the

temporary gates and let the water back
into its old course."

"LIumph!" grunted Lyon.
There was a long quiet silence during

which Lyon continued to study his plate

and I carefully avoided Grey's eyes. Grey
went to pull some papers out of his inside

pocket and as he did so something drop-

ped out of them and on the table. Lyon
and I both looked at it. It was a little

charm carved in jade. As Grey reached
to recover it, Lyon, very red in the face,

exploded.

"So it's true!" he said, "so it is true

Master Grey!" He rose and was leaning-

excitedly across the table. "That you have
been seeking pleasure among the natives

—preferring the society of little heathen
wenches to the company of white men."

"I beg your pardon," said Grey, quiet-

h'} apparently puzzled by Lyon's manner,
and a trifle ill at ease. "What did you
say, sir?"

"Say!" cried Lyon, exploding again.

"Say! You telling us you were to marry
a girl in Winnipeg and carrying on with

a little copper wench that sits on the top

of the bank and waves her hand at you
when you ought to be at you work—

"

"Sir
"

"Sit down !" commanded Lyon—but

the boy remained standing. "Where did

you get that?"

"That?" returned Grey. "That's an

Aztec idol."

"Yes," hissed Lyon, sneering, 'A

heathen love token—."

Grev went white. He had seen wljat

1 yon meant. T expectei'. a h.ot denial an<l

I would ha\fc Kcepted it and bceii liappy.

wut instead, after a pause, he turned fr<jm

the table, tabug the Httle trinket with
\v\n. "Hel' !' he cxclau-u', and walked
out of the house.

The sound of his steps died out. Our
food grew cold on our plates. Our ser-

vant stood dumb at the end of the room.
Lyon looked at me and I answered him
with one word. "Fool !" I snapped.

"Ass!" he admitted humbly.
I hurried to the door and looked out.

But there was no sign of Grey. As the

doctor looked over my shoulder I heard
someone crying and perceived a small
brown girl, huddled in a shadow across

the street.

"Then—then it's true," said Lyon,
turning to me.

"I guess it is," I returned, w^eakly.

III.

Old Lyon, in a conversational way,
severed the heads of several people from
their respective bodies that afternoon.

The nurses in the divisional hospital were
quite fluttered at the really curmudgeon
manners he displayed. His reputation

had hitherto been fairly good among the

w^omen with whom he came in contact,

for although he avoided them and wasted

as little ceremony with them as he could,

and although he was forever quoting,

curtly, old proverbs about the cardinal

virtues and the gossiping proclivities of

"fee-males," they discounted it all by say-

ing that his "bark was worse than his

bite," and that he was after all nothing

but a peppery old fellow with a kind

heart. For w^hen it came to a matter of

babies and mothers. Old Lyon was a

trifle softer, and some of the stories o''j'^'x>li

had leaked out concerning the rniaixight

trips and the everlas.Ung patience of the

old bear when it came to handling cer-

tain kinds of cases, softened the women
toward him. Many of them, no doubt,

would have been glad to w^eep on his old

rusty shoulder of he had for one moment
let down his defences. But on the after-

noon after his outburst with Grey, he was

three times as curt as he had ever been

before. He cut everybody short and

growled incessantly.

As for me, I stayed in the house and
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pretended to work on the plana for aome
work which was to go on as soon as the

Uttle river whicli was in our way had
been turned into the Cahcut ditch wliich

Grey was dannning. Tliere was ordin-

arily, very little water in the creek at this

time of year, but it was suliicient to be

embarrassing in my concrete work.

At supper there was no sign of Grey,

though i heard that he had completed
the wall, and later, heard that the water

had been turned into the Calicut ditch so

as to let the original water-course dry out

before morning. But when 1 looked out,

just before going into supper, 1 saw signs

of rain.

We ate in silence. Grey's plate was set.

Lyon refused to look at it. 1 was feeling-

gloomy myself.

At length 1 could stand the strain no
longer, i had to ease myself somehow
and I let fly at Lyon.

"I sometimes wonder if you were so

almighty virtuous yourself, when you
were young," I sneered, breaking the

silence. He knew what I referred to and
colored. He was feeling humble in the

presence of his thoughts.

"Aye!" he sighed, "perhaps you're right

John. I've consumed large quantities of

liquor in my day. I've been a swearin'

man and now't ye recall me to it, I am
brought to admit that it was never a very
godly life I led, and yet—and yet John,
it was never fee-males. But 1 suppose,

John, one's as bad as another. D'ye
think so?"

I was pained at his humility. It was
unlike the irrascible old bachelor.

"Begad!" he cried, starting up sudden-
ly and gathering his napkin in one fist,

"begad I may have done a wrong. How
cimiixe tell—I'll go and apologize to him,
thougn i Jiever did such a thing to a
puppy in my daysv- But if—if only I

thought I was wrong—I'd go and apolo-

gize. Gad! I—will!"

"You can't!" I observed sourly. "He
didn't deny anything. All he needed to

have done was to have called us liars and
we'd 'a been satisfied. But y' can't go and
apologize for calling a man a thief when
he doesn't deny it and when "

Lyon's fist nearly broke the table. The
dishes danced.

"Shut up John!" he commanded.

"Who said anything about thief. Don't
you get calling him names or

"

The conversation limped ofi' into silence

again.

We tried smoking on the tin verandah
after supper but our pipes would not draw
and the air was heavy. The insects were
clamoring at the screen doors for admis-
sion to the light inside. Every now and
then some small winged thing crashed
into the screen and hung tliere buzzing
stupidly to be admitted. But we took no
interest in anything, not even the massing
rain clouds. Grey had failed to turn up.

As a rule. Grey spent his evenings with
us, playing chess or cribbage, or we went
with him to one of the other houses and
had a game of billiards or some other sort

of amusement. Or else we sat by in a

corner with the old man of the house
while he talked to the daughters, if there

were any. Lyon and I, on such occasions,

kept jealous watch over him. But now
there was no Grey.

"Just suppose," Lyon began, almost

timidly, "Just suppose, John, that a Uttle

conversation—a little harmless conversa-

tion—a fatherly talk as it were, such as

Grey and I had at noon to-day—^suppose

now that it might—er—drive him to the

devil. D—do you suppose, John, that

there might be any chance whatever of

its having that effect?"

He fairly pleaded to be re-assured, but

I was in no mood for re-assuring anyone.

I needed re-assurance myself.

"He's always been shy of women," I

replied. "He's sort of stupid with v/omen
till he gets to know 'em, and there's no-

body more scared of a skirt than he is.

But I'm afraid Lyon, I am afraid that

this—er—affair may be different. He
might not have gone down hill so fast if

we had kept him with us. But—but if he

gets an idea that he's an outcast from
society, or something like that, he might
go straight to the bow-wows. He may take

up with some of the swift young devils

now and then—

"

I shrugged my shoulders to intimate

the rest of the story.

"Don't you think," said Lyon, confid-

ingly, and leaning across to me, "don't

you think John, that perhaps it is our

duty to go and—and find him, bring him
back into the fold—ain't that the proper
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expression? Don't you think we ought
to sacrifice our own dignity as it were, and
save him?"

''He probably don't want to be saved,"
I muttered, vaguely recalling having
heard the term at a street meeting in Pan-
ama.

''If I could only have kept m' mouth
shut!" wailed Lyon.

Suddenly, save for the abandoned
racket of a hoisting engine letting out
slack, there was stillness over the whole'

valley. It was the pause before a rain

storm. The wind held its breath. The
bugs were still. Three great drops of

water exploded as they fell on the edge of

the verandah. There was a thump on the

roof as another detachment of drops

arrived. Then the gathering wind broke,

and the rain marched over the valley in

endless battalions. We went indoors and
played draw poker.

It was just ten o'clock when I thought,

in a lull in the wind outside, that I heard
a voice on the verandah. It seemed like

a little faint cry that had been caught up
by the wind and was being harried against

the wall of the house.

We reached the door together. Lyon
opened it. Lying prostrate on the ver-

andah, exhausted, lay a small womanly
figure, drenched with rain.

"M'sieu' Grey," she whispered faintly,

in excellent English but with a tinge of

French in it somewhere, "M'sieu' Grey is

lying by his wall, by the dam which he
made."

"Something's happened," said Lyon.
"Hurry .John!"

We ran through the rain, down the

long street on which the most of the staff

have their quarters. We took short cuts

behind shrouded heaps of steel work and
concrete sacks. We plunged through

puddles and tripped over stray bits of

machinery. And at last we arrived at the

dam. My lantern had gone out. Grey's

had had no oil in it. It took whole mom-
ents to light my wick. The glass refused

to lift out of place so that I could get the

match underneath. The catch for hold-

ing it in place refused to work. On a

tenth attempt we succeeded. I went

ahead with the light. I saw that the ditch

was only half full of water, and I saw that

the wall was still there, and yet there was

something awry^*-it had .slid over—no,
only a great layer from the top had
collapsed. The immense bulk was still

holding back most of the water.

But on the edge of the debris as though
some person had dragged him as far from
danger as possible, lay Grey, mud-cover-
ed, bleeding a little, unconscious.
Lyon worked quickly, while we waited

for assistance. I had found a telephone
and informed the night orderly at the hos-

pital. While we waited, Lyon examined
our man

He's smashed con.siderably." Pie re-

ported drily, "but he'll get over it."

"Must of been a flood up-country," I

remarked. Chief couldn't expect Grey's

wall or any mud wall to hold that strain."

Two orderlies from the ho.spital arrived

with a stretcher.

As Lyon and I walked home at dawn
the old Doctor passed me one re-^^-

"The girl saved Grey," he said. "She
mu.st have pulled him out of that mud.
Mebbe he ain't worth it. Never would 'a

thought a woman would 'a had the

brains."

That was the beginning of the end.

Lyon had praised a woman.

rv.

Grey sat in an invalid chair on the

hospital verandah and Lyon and I faced

him. It was an ordeal for Grey.

"I was lonesome," he kept repeating,

"I was lonesome as the very Devil, I tell

you Lyon, and you John, you don't know
what it's like. I didn't get any letters

from Winnipeg for weeks, and I didn't

want to have any truck with the people in

the Division. I went over to my old

Aztec foreman's house to get him to teach

me the language while I was to teach him
English, and I met her there. Honest

Lyon, there was no harm in it. I just

made her pretty speeches and paid her

compliments. I—well it was because I

was lonesome, I tell you."

"That's something I don't know any-

thing about," said the doctor tartly.

"Other people have been that way with-

out fussing over little heathen."

"But I tell you," persisted Grey, "I tell

vou there was no harm in the whole thing.

I—I just wanted something to be nice to

and fuss over. Something that wasn't
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iust plain brute masculine. I swear it,

Lyon, I never even
"

"You only saw a little pretty face and

;ou i)ai<l it little compliments as you

vould to a pretty doll, so that now the

ittle Miss Innocence thinks—she thinks

blaster Grey, that you have been courting

lor all along. In fact she expects you to

iiarry her native fiishion, no doubt, so

here, Master Grey."

"I know," he admitted heavily.

"And it was she that saved
"

Ikit I caught Lyon's eye in time. He
\'ould have blurted out the truth that it

lad been the little heathen that had saved

jrcy from his broken-down wall. Grey
lad not caught the drift of what Lyon
lad said, otherwise it might have made
nore difliculties.

''AVell," he said, looking up wearily,

All I can do, Lyon—, John, is to let it

i;o at that unless—unless you do want me
marry—to marry her, I thought she

^'as only a child—but Lyon—Lyon ! I'm
iigaged to a girl in Winnipeg!"

''Well," said Lyon, "we'll see" and wo
i-ent out.

The Little Heathen did not turn up for

reeks. Lyon had found her father's

muse after Grey's accident and had taken
ler home. There he had learned what
he Little Heathen thought of Grey and
rhen he came home he had told me the

vdiole twisted little affair of how Grey
—big, handsome, selfish, stupid Grey,
uid been saying "pretty things" to a Lit-

le Heathen who had gone to school some-
where or another and had picked up
nough English to get more color than a
ittle bit, out of Grey's idle speeches. So
ve had arraigned Grey and had his ans-
ver. He was contrite but what could he
lo?

"He'll sail on the 18th." remarked
irev to me.
"Yes," I said.

"And after that?"

"What?"
"What about the Little Heathen?"
"By the way," I said, "have you t^een

ler recently?"

"Why no!" returned Lyon, suddenly.
'You're right. I saw her two days after

le rain but not since. I wonder now—

"

"Oh, she's only a woman, Lyon," I

mocked.
"Woman!" he retorted, undisturbed,

perfectly unconscious of any incon.si.sten-

cy in his conduct, "why .should one not

be sorry for a—woman? Are you so

.superior to them yourself, John?"
I had not expected him to turn on me

in that way.
"But anyway," I continued, mocking

again, "She's only a girl—a 'silly little

iiiischiof that disturbs the peace of mind
of mankind and makes foolishne.ss blo.s-

som where brains should grow.' I'm sur-

prised at your change of front, Lyon."
"Be surprised at nothing!" he retorted

calmly. "She's only a little heathen
wench, as innocent as the Colonel's baby,

but with a fool idea in her head which is

as serious to her as it would be for you
and me to be fired. She's neither native

nor white. She's got ideas from both
kinds. She thinks Grey is—'hers.' Tush

!

What twaddle."

But three day later I had to go on a

.search for Lyon. Lie had not been seen

since breakfast and an urgent message
was waiting for him on the sideboard of

our mess-room. In two days Grey was
to leave for Panama and Winnipeg, via

New York.
I wound up my search late that night.

It was in the native quarters. The old

woman who peddles lottery tickets among
the Nicaraguans acted as my pilot to the

house where, as she had told me, the doc-

tor was.

"It is fever," she said, as .^he poked
along ahead of me. "I have had it my-
self."

"Yes," I .^aid impatientlv. "Which is

the house?"
"It crippled me so that I am forced to

sell by ticka's (a name for lottery papers)

.

But there is not much profit."

"But how much farther is it to the

house?" I demanded again.

"Not far. I sold her one many weeks
ago—the little girl who is sick. She told

me then that she was going to marry

—

someone. T don't know who it was

—

none of us native.<—some great chief per-

haps. Ha! Ha! And she .''aid the ticket

would buy her pretty wedding clothes

such as the American women buy, she

says. What should a chit know of Ameri-
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can weddings. Anyway, senor, she did
not win and now she has the fever. This
is the house, senor. Thank the senor! I
am a poor woman and as I said—crippled
by the ague—

"

I entered the house and found Lyon.
He was sitting on the floor, old worn
Scotchman that he was, beside a native
bed. On the bed lay the little Heathen.
Hovering in the room was her father, the
Aztec Indian. He had a good face. The
candle was burning in a far corner of the
room, shaded so that the light would not
fall upon the eyes of the patient.

"There's a message for you, Lyon," I

said, after a pause and a glance from the

doctor. 'Tt's from the Chief's wife. She
thinks—"

"Let her think," replied Lyon, drily.

''There's a girl here, having a Hellish
time to get better. If she comes through
the next hour she'll be safe. She's been
lyin' here with the damn plague without
calling anybody. Scared she'd take the

doctor away from that young whelp—

"

He did not add, "Grey."

"In another hour!" I whispered.

"An hour," echoed the shadow against

the wall, the father.

"Aye," said Lyon, "talk less."

He was ordinarily a neat man and
most precise about everything. But he
had seated himself on the floor. There
were no chairs. His medicine chest lay

upon the floor, opened carelessly. An
earthen cup and a wooden spoon lay near.

The candle guttered. I had forgotten the

Chief's Avife and her premonitions. The
three of us watched.

"It's holding," said Lyon curtly, over

his shoulder, wiping the thermometer.

Still we waited.

"Still holding," he reported grimly,

later.

We waited in tense anxiety.

"I think it's a bit lower by the feel of

her hands. Aye! It's falling. Good.

Get me some water, nigger!"

I stayed with Lyon long after that,

watching her. Toward dawn she began to

.stir. She opened her eyes and smiled. It

was then I noticed that she was a half-

breed—half white, half Indian.

"To-day," she whispered, "to-day I

may go to see him?"

"No," said Lyon, "You're not strong
enough."

"But my lottery! Did I win the prize?"
"Yes," said Lyon.
"B—but she lost it Lyon," I whispered.
"I know," rebuked Lvon, "but would

y' tell her?"
But the Little Heathen was looking up

again and whispering, weakly.
"Senor! M'sieuM" she called, falling

back upon the two languages of the Isth-
mus. "Would—he—do you think—be
glad—that I am better? Will he again
soon come?"

V.

Grey had departed. We sat on our
verandah the morning after.

'T've to tell her the news," said Lyon,
gloomily.

I^Dear !
Dear !" I sighed, irrelevantly.

''And I'm wondering," he continued,
"how she'll take it."

"Pretty rough," I observed, and yet
you know Lyon, it was her own fault."

"Fault!" he sneered. "It was your
man Grey!"

''My man Grey!" I exclaimed. "Have
you so soon turned against him? He
meant no harm. He only said pleasant
little things that you hear them jolly
white girls with three times a day."

"But this is not a white girl."

^She's half white!"
"That only makes it worse."
He had taken special food from the

ho.^pital for the Little Heathen. He had,
I am pretty certain, paid the youngster
the amount of her lottery just to keep her
from worrying. He had lied about Grey
every day, in answer to her questions, and
I saspect that it was he that sent the
flowers that went to the little house in the
native quarters.

But late in the afternoon I met Lyon
dressed all in black.

"What's up?" I chirped, if old bache-
lors ever do "chirp."

"Can't a man wear his best clothes if

he pleases?"

"I suppose so."

He strolled off', but presently returned.

"Have ye any black gloves?" he asked.

"Black gloves? Yes, but what are you
up to?"

''A funeral."
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''Whose?"
"Grey's."

I blinked.

"But Grey is—Grey's sailed by this

time."

He turned on his heel.

But toward evening Lyon came home.
He opened the door of my room and
gazed in at my confusion of blue-prints.

There was a queer look in his eyes.

"He's buried," he announced curtly.

"Yes, I know," I answered, "buried in

ol)livion."

"Not at all," he said. "There's a grave

in the cemetery."

"Look here, Lyon ; are you daft?"

"Nearly," he repeated. "Nearly, man,
nearly. But I couldn't help it man. She
kept a.«!kin' me for him, and askin' me
where he was, and all that, 'till I couldn't

a-bear to look her in the face and keep on
lying. So I made the last lie—and bur-

ied him. I said he was dead!"
"You said Grey was—

"

"Dead."
"But he isn't?"

"Certainly not."

"And so you—you "

"I lied."

I didn't believe it. I thought perhaps
Lyon had been stricken by the fever him-
self, or the sun,—we had been having
some unusually hot weather.

"Y'see," Lyon explained, "I argued,

that to tell her Grey had not meant any-
thing might make her unhappy. I fan-

cied she'd be happier with a grave to

weep over than the memory of somebody
she thought hadn't played fair. So I

faked a funeral and a few things and got

the new Chaplain and—oh it was very
simple. I didn't let her see the inside of

the box—lied again. And she wept. It

was better than telling her and—and then
she'd a thought Grey was a crook or

something, and that'd not make her any
happier."

I didn't believe. I su.spected Lyon'.s

health. This sentimental turn and this

preposterous story, could not get past my
intelligence, 'till L5''on ftook me by the

arm, firmly. ^

"John," he said. "I'll have no man
doubt my word. I may be a fool. No
doubt I am. But it was my pleasure to

be a fool. It pleased me. Now—come
with me."
He put me in a native carriage and

gave an order. We arrived at the bury-
ing ground.

"there!" he said.

Looking, I .saw a mound, a new mound
with some native flowers dying thereon.

And on a plain head-board was the name:

GREY.
Born 1889: Died 1910.

"Gone, but not forgotten."

I wanted to laugh but I couldn't. T

felt funny. Lyon looked at me and
again I wanted to laugh but couldn't,

"Hell!" I said, "that's a rotten selec-

tion
—"Gone, but not forgotten

!"

"I know," he answered weakly, "but it

was the only appropriate thing I could

remember."
When again I saw the Little Heathen

she wore a black straw hat and w^as the

envy of the native quarters. But she had
a sad little face which was beginning to

brighten ere long. Lyon h. 1 re-christen-

ed her "Mary" and had made her his

protege.



THE very modest array of questions

set forth in the heading of this ar-

ticle was given me as something
about which an interesting article might
be written. I quite believe the answer to

these questions would be very interesting,

if anyone could be sure he knows what
they are, or could condense them into a

reasonably long article. I could not do

more than express a few thoughts on these

subjects with the hope, perhaps, of form-

ing an idea of how these questions might

be answered if they were answerable.

I think it would be well to find out in

the first place what we understand the

word Architecture to mean; that is what

is meant by Architecture as one of the fine

arts. If we consider Architecture as mere-

ly the craft of the builder, most of us

know what that is in more than one

meaning of the word, though as to what

is meant by Architecture as a fine art few

of us have more ideas than had Adam
and Eve. Architecture in Canada is the

fARCHITECTURE
IN- CANADA
WHAT-lT'lS:WHENCE-IT-(l!f @) '

5HAlL-WE«-A-NAnONAL-SmE?j&D£ la
HOW-WlLL-lT-bE-DEVElOPED^ SM^l^TH

same thing now and will be as Architec-
ture ever was anywhere else. We might
find what it expresses and how it has ex-
pressed itself anywhere and so see if there
is or may be such a thing as Canadian
Architecture.

You remember Eve, according to Mark
Twain, when she first caught sight of
Adam straddUng in the distance, before
she took to chivying him, how she won-
dered what it was? '

'Perhaps it was
Architecture." She probably came nearer
hitting the mark then than she did when
she took to throwing clods.

Architecture is the Art of the Chief of,

or the director of the workmen, not the
art as it is usually described of the chief
of the workmen, but it is an art of direc-
tion. It is the art of making a plot, de-
sign or plan to unite in one unit the di-

verse arts of diverse workman; a plan to
hold together in harmony, to fulfill some
new requirement which the necessity of
man generates, a family of arts, which in
the familiar manner of families, finds it

difficult to learn how much more potent
is the combined work of its members than
their individual work isolated.

Since the word Architecture first came
into use and, particularly since the begin-
ning of the last century, when the intro-

duction of steam-driven machinery so

multiplied the number of trades at which
men work, many combinations of trades

have been made to produce one work, but
the word Architecture now is used in a

conventional sense to designate the groups
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)i arts combined in making a building,

Jiough the word might be used literally

"or iTny dasign of work calling upon a

lumber of arts or trades.

iV.s the word Arcliitecture in its present

jse is an example of the conventional use

)f a word, so what we understand by style

n Architecture is the conventional use of

form. This conventionalism or symbol-

sm makes a kind of language which

leeds to be leai-ned and refers more partic-

darlv to the expression of style in Archi-

.ecture than to the expression of pure

jcauty whose principles of grace, of form

[nade out of balance, symmetry, contrast,

proportion, accent, rhythm, appeal to any

mind sensitive to form, as the analogous

qualities in pure music appeal to any

r^ensitive nmsical ear. The analogy of

Mu.-^ic and Architecture is more intimate

Ihan that of Architecture and Language,

although we say Architecture speaks, but

the forms by means of which it expresses

it:?elf resemble sounds more than words,

and as sounds in music they suggest or

recall rather than speak.

Some forms in building created origin-

ally for merely practical utilitarian rea-

sons have been in course of time so often

repeated and refined in repetition that the

original function is not always obvious,

they have become symbols of what their

original function was. It is the mediator

between reason and sense or the sensuous

representation of reason, it is symbolic

rather than imitative. In its broad prin-

cipals it symbolizes in material form the

eternal reason in the world, but it has

as well, a narrower or smaller system of

symbols, which with their language make
a style rather than a character, telling a

tale rather than exciting the emotions,

symbolizing memories of history and ro-

inance. These symbols are instruments

in the orchestra of Architecture, but the

work they are called upon to do very

often is not music, it is often an unpleas-

ant noise, a clashing together and drown-

ing each others voice; sometimes the com-
bination is as unintelligent as would be

the combination of a harmonium and
drum, as an orchestra, but always to those

who have ears to hear the symphony tells

the truth. If we are coarse and brutish, it is

coarse and brutish ; if we are ignorant and
vain, it is ignorant and vain, in fact, a

man's building resembles the Palace of

Truth not .so much compelling those in-

.<ide to veracity as telling those outside

what the inmates really are. If we com-
plain of the silly vacuity of our street

architecture we must still remember it

illustrates one eternal truth in art.

Architecture as a fine art in Canada is

no more or less than is Architecture any-

where else. We brought it here with our

language. As our language probably

grew from the growls and grunts primi-

tive man used in his necessity to all that

complexity of sounds by means of which
some men have expressed so much to

some men. So Architecture grew from
the sticks and clay of a human nest till

in the mediaeval church we see frigid stone

may be turned to emotion. In Canada
we may have poets who have put a.side

conventional life and have lived in our

wilds long enough to have assimilated

from our rivers, lakes and forests, enough
of their character to write poems which,

when heard in any part of the world,

might carry a Canadian note. But as a

people we have not forgotten the conven-

tions we brought with us long enough to

make permanent symbols of the common
every day materials discovered here or

invented and used. And why should we
expect our artists, who with the difficulty

they have of making a new language out

of the few rare symbols our life here has

made for them, to do original creative

work, to make bricks without straw? Why
should we expect them to do the construc-

tive thinking while we are only rumin-
ating.

I heard some one complain once that

he found the scholars of his university

seldom express an original idea in discus-

.sion, in their discussion they seldom did

more than quote sentences out of books

most of which they had read. And when
our artists in their work do practically

the same thing as quote sentences out of

books we may have read, the only reason

for them exciting our interest is that we
no more than they understand the books

they quote and what passes for interest,

in us is really curiosity excited by be-

wilderment. Symbols do not preach, they

only may suggest. The rays from them
striking the windows of our minds pro-

duce no image unless there is at the back
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of the glass some reflecting matter. How
little the oldest and best known of these

symbols do suggest to us may be soon in

the unintelligent use we make of them.
We take a group of detail from a well-

known Grecian Temple, a group of archi-

tectural symbols analogous to a musical
phrase, a phrase so well known that vol-

umes have been written upon it. It has

been measured a hundred times and the

measurements recorded to a hundredth
part of an inch. We should be familiar

with every idea it expresses, after about

two thousand years of observation, yet we
have applied it to almost every building

and every utensil we could stick it on, we
have used it with equal relish to beautify

a baldichino or support a latrine. If we
so understand the oldest architectural

symboUsm that we can wdth profound
equanimity use the same sign to express

diverse ideas, how long will it be before

Architecture in Canada or anywhere else

establishes a local style which may be

ranked as fine art? Only that kind of men-
tal arithmetic which solves problems in

the fourth dimension could, with any de-

gree of ease define.

These confused remarks illustrate fair-

ly well what Architecture is to-day in

Canada. It is a confusion of remarks, a

kind of nightmare of artistic indigestion

or an embarrassment of riches. Like
Aesop's monkey, we have too many nuts

in our hand to get it past the bottle neck.

Present day Architecture in Canada is

like so many of our present day institu-

tions. AVe cannot give it a good charac-

ter or rather a character of beauty. Beauti-

ful character is built out of the sacrifices

that make simplicity and we do not like

either sacrifices or simplicity; we prefer

a complicated living even if it gives us

gout.

Good Architecture is an expression of

the virtue of the people; perhaps we
should assume a virtue if we have it not,

and by striving to make character in our

art by means of simplification, make
sacrifices which, through simplicity, may
produce character in ourselves. If we
wanted to make a new Canadian language
we should not set about it, I imagine, by
seeing how much of every language that

ever existed we could use at one time, yet

that is exactly what we are trying to do

with art. We rather scoff at the writer
who, in hi:; writing, tries to show his
readers how many languages he has col-

lected, yet in art we think that the exhi-
bition of collections is a most edifying
thing.

The modern architecture of Canada or
of any other country is not worth while
studying; it has no character and hardly
any real national characteristics. I do
no mean by that, that no modern archi-
tecture is worth studying, far from it, but
the architecture of the last two or three
hundred years in any country has been
more the work of individuals than of na-
tions. Perhaps the world wide evening
up or toning down process of education
is destroying national pecularities and we
must not expect to find national architec-

tm-e, but only those characteristics which
arise from a few conditions, such as that
of climate. One would think that these
climatic conditions would be enough to

give local color to our buildings, but we
find motives imported from Italy more
prevalent here than any other, motives
changed a little and shop worn in Eng-
land and France, which change is not al-

ways to our advantage;

As to w^here Architecture in Canada is

tending that is easily answered. It is

tending to where we are tending, it is

making exactly the same progress with the

same speed along as many roads, so many
that goodness only knows which is the

right one. All this movement may be
progress yet some of us may have to cross

country.

Whether we shall ever have a national

style might possibly best be answered by
trying to answer the question, how might
a national style best be developed? If

ever we acquire a distinct character as a

nation differing from that of any other

nations, our Architecture would uncon-
sciously become different, because our

buildings would have to change to suit

the new peculiarities we should develop.

We are perfected by our environment and
as our environment is to some extent arti-

ficial, it is not unreasonable to wish to

change as much of it as we may in the

direction of our ideals. Certainly a very

important portion of our environment is-

the buildings that house us. The simplest

change and one based upon a true art
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principle would be a change to the recog-

nition ol' our peculiarities of climate. To
.stop traveling along those roads of imita-

tion where climate is not considered ami
cross country to roads where the condi-

tions of climate are regarded, this would

be a sacrilice in the direction of simpli-

city, which would help concentration of

effort.

We may think that we have already

made many changes, particularly in our

domestic buildings, on account of our pe-

culiarities of climate, but these changes,

principally in construction and planning
have not yet alfected the art of Architec-

ture as they should have done. None of

them have developed such a symbolism as

would indicate a style, but rather the

changes of construction and planning
convenience has demanded have caused

such a nmtilation of other ancient styles

as should point out that another sacrifice

we might make in the direction of sim-

plicity would be to throw off some of this

burden of archaeology. It seems only

reasonable that if we wdsh to make haste

in the direction of a change of our envir-

onment or a national expression of art,

we must know what burdens to leave be-

hind.

In Architecture we carry too heavy a

load of archaeology so that our knowledge
of the ancient work is really only an
affectation; of course, we could no more
do without the classics in art than we
could in literature, but we never show our
ignorance of the classics so much as w^hen
we exhibit too much familiarity with
them.

The Colonial or Georgian work was re-

vived toward the end of the Nineteenth
Century by some English Architects who
appreciated the refinement of the Eight-
eenth Century Avork, its graceful propor-
tions, dignified simplicity and delicate

handwork—particularly the handwork of

its mouldings which had been worked
out inch by inch with a few tools, by
carpenters who could "feel." But as for

our expression of this style in Canada it

would be wrong to call it even so much
as an imitation, for it hardly bears any
resemblance. It would be a caricature if

it showed any art; it is really a ribald

travesty. Our proportions are regulated

by the length of saw-mill stock. Our
mouldings are ground out by miles, and
nailed on—really to cover up crevices.

The grace of our forms, dependss upon the

scn.sitiveneris of a jig-saw.

Such a use of archieological knowledge
is an abuse and becomes a burden to art.

We ai'e carrying on the wrong thing;
carrying on an affectation of something
we do not really appreciate. To repro-

duce the environment only, of something
which has ceased to exist, is an affectation

and shows nothing so much as a lack of

an instinct for creation as well as a lack

of perception, for we show that even if we
did know what that something was which
created the environment we would copy,

we do not know how it came to create it,

or we should be able to produce another
environment appropriate to our own con-

ditions. AVhy they created these things

which we perceive to be beautiful ; that is,

how they made the forms they used so

expressive, is just the reason why we are

supposed to study ancient art.

The broad ditt'erence between the early

Greek buildings and those of Mediaeval

England and France was expression in

the Mediaeval buildings of energy in sus-

pense. You see in them enormous forces

balanced, reciprocating and held fast by
other forces, climbing in all directions,

compelling the eye up higher and higher

to some crowning pinnacle whose fairy

lightness seems a mockery of the exhibi-

tion of strength below.

The Greek building instead of force,

impresses one with the sense of weight, of

weights supported in motionless dignity,

facts supported by the simplest evidence.

Broad motives like these which we get

from the study of ancient art have more
than an archaeological interest. They may
express even race instincts. Could our

forceful adventurous northern forefathers

have expressed themselves better other-

wise in building. We cannot but help

express ourselves in whatever w'e make for

our use whether we make it well or make
it badly, therefore, it must be of some im-

portance that we should understand this

art of expression, so that b}'' our art we
make known what w^e have worth ex-

pressing. As well as such broad themes as

these we learn from old work is how are

expressed the narrower themes of tradi-
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tion, some of which may be worth preserv-

ing. How these are symbolized, an elab-

orate matter about which much has been
written and much more may yet be.

Another aid towards the establishment
of our own character in art would be a
revision of our ideas of value in the

materials we use. The rarity and there-

fore costliness of a material is no guide to

its esthetic value. A dollar bill is no re-

specter of beauty, yet we have a confusing
way of using it as a unit in our standard

of esthetic values which has a very in-

jurious effect on the inexperienced. For
instance, when w^e are called upon to ad-

mire, perhaps, a ten thousand dollar win-

dow, one of the wonders in some little

church, we hardly know how to divide

our reverence into proper proportions for

the ten thousand dollar window or the

twelve hundred dollar minister who got it

there. The esthetic value of a material,

of course, depends principally on its color

or its intrinsic fitness to be employed
where we wish to use it. One stone is

only better than another by this quality

of color or by its ability to maintain the

expression we add to it with work; one
wood is only this much better than an-

other; a common material used with

artistic skill becomes more valuable than
a rare one without it; a pine table may be

much more valuable than an oaken one.

A brick in the right place is more valu-

able than marble in the wrong. These
are only commonplaces which everyone
knows and most people neglect to apply.

We will not relinquish the idea that rarity

has an esthetic value.

The use in ancient building of material

peculiar to its localities was a strong fac-

tor in stamping the Architecture of a dis-

trict with character. This is a matter we
almost entirely disregard in modern work.
Every different material that could be

made use of in one Architectural detail

would give its own shape, size and color to

that detail and shape. Size and color go
quite a long way in architectural expres-

sion.

But perhaps the day has gone by for
local or national character in building.
We may never again develop more than
the expression of individual character.
Practically in the architecture of the last

three hundred years that has been the
case. But although commerce and a
knowledge of languages may break down,
national boundaries and the language of
art .should be universal, yet we have our
own peculiarities. It would be interesting
to each other and to those to come after us
to know why we preferred them. Sup-
pose we expressed our appreciation of our
climate we ought to like it or leave it. We
have traditions we maintain or wish to

maintain, we should reverence them or

forget them. We have customs and
habits needing special environment, we
should then think worthy of expression

or we should change to some that might
be. We have native material; if we have
native art that material would be the best

medium for the expression of national

character in art, of national charcteristics.
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'1' is ti'ilo to .spoak of the Roinaiu-c of Steel. Every-
l)()(ly knows what steel and concrete and elec-

tricity have meant in modern industry. And
yet steel is the most romantic of the three.

A great generator in a hydraulic power house
purrs softly like a dozing cat, seemingly motionless

and yet lighting and energizing whole cities. It

generates a fluid fatal to those who handle it unin-
telligently, yet capahle of converting decaying com-
munities into hives of industry. The romance of

elertricity is great : })ut the romance of steel—in the

way it has leaped into the need of the world, in the

way men handle it, in the engineering possibilities

that it creates—is greater.

A HOLE in the side of the mountain, a heap of

ore, a frowsy freight-boat, a heap of "pigs,"

a ravening red furnace, the mills, the sweat-

ing toilers of the mills—these are its beginning. And
out of them comes a length of cold material, a long
bar, a beam, a rail. But it is the tool of modern
industry; the engine of commerce, the wheels, the

machine and the path for the freight train ; the sides

of the ship; the material for a bridge; and the sup-

porting sinews of great buildings, reared impudently
into the face of Heaven. It has multiplied the val-

ues of ground spaces an hundred times, this cold,

still sub.stance.

MR. OWEN STAPLES, a well-known member
of the Ontario Society of Artists, has etched a
common scene in a city street. It shows

three men, pei-ched high over the city of Toronto,
to prepare the place for another piece of steel to be
fitted in. This particular work was recently in

progress at the corner of King and Bay Streets in

Toronto, but is now^ completed. In the etching is

included the tower of the old Mail and Empire
building and the City Hall tower. Mr. Staples is

one of the rising artists in Canada. He is connected
with the Toronto Telegram, has studied abroad and
has done .several large paintings which are now hang-
ing in the City Hall of Toronto.
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pr.-:pa:?ing the last resting place of another girder.

Etching by Owen Staples



The Fifth Wheel

By

O. Henry

THE ranks of the Bed Line moved
closer together ; fdr it was cold, cold.

They were alluvial deposit of the

stream of life lodged in the delta of Fifth

Avenue and Broadway. The Bed Liners

stamped their freezing feet, looked at the

empty benches in Madison Square whence
•lack Frost had evicted them, and mut-
tered to one another in a confusion of

tongues. The Flatiron Building, with its

impious, cloud-piercing architecture loom-
ing mistily above them on the opposite

delta, might well have stood for the tower

(if Babel, whence these polyglot idlers had
been called by the winged walking dele-

gate of the Lord.

Standing on a pine box a head higher
than his flock of goats, the Preacher ex-

horted whatever transient and shifting

audience the north wind doled out to him.
It was a slave market. Fifteen cents

bought you a man. You deeded him to

-Morpheus; and the recording angel gave
you credit.

The Preacher was incredibly earnest

and unwearied. He had looked over the
list of things one may do for one's fellow

man, and had assumed for himself the
task of putting to bed all who might apply
at his soap box on the nights of Wednes-
day and Sunday. That left but five nights
for other philanthropists to handle; and
had they done their part as well, this

wicked city might have become a vast

Arcadian dormitory where all might
snooze and snore the happy hours away,
letting problem plays and the rent man
and business go to the deuce.

The hour of eight was but a little while

past; sightseers in a small, dark mass of

pay ore were gathered in the shadow of

General Worth's monument. Now and
then, shyly, ostentatiously, carelessly, or

with conscientious exactness one would
step forward and bestow upon the Preacher

small bills or silver. Then a lieutenant

of Scandinavian coloring and enthusiasm
would march away to a lodging house
with a squad of the redeemed. All the

while the Preacher exhorted the crowd in

terms beautifully devoid of eloquence

—

splendid with the deadly, accusive mono-
tony of truth. Before the picture of the

Bed Liners fades you must hear one
phrase of the Preacher's—the one that

formed his theme that night. It is worthy
of being stenciled on all the white ribbons

in the world.

"No man ever learned to be a drunkard
on f.ve-cent tvhisky."

Think of it, tippler. It covers the

ground from the sprouting rye to the Pot-

ter's Field.

A clean-profiled, erect young man in the

rear rank of the bedless emulated the ter-

rapin, drawing his head far down into

the shell of his coat' collar. It was a well-

cut tweed coat ; and the trousers still show-

ed signs of having flattened themselves be-

neath the compelling goose. But, con-

scientiously, I must warn the milliner's

apprentice who reads this, expecting a

"Reginald Montressor in straits, to peruse

no "further. The young man was no other

than Thomas McQuade, ex-coachman, dis-

charged for drunkenness one month be-
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fore, and now reduced to the grimy ranks
of the one-night bed seekers.

If you live in smaller New York you
must know the Van Smuythe family car-

riage, drawn by the two 1,500-pound, 100
to 1-shot bays. The carriage is shaped
like a bath-tub. In each end of it re-

clines an old lady Van Smuythe, holding
a black sunshade the size of a New Year's
Eve feather tickler. Before his downfall
Thomas McQuade drove the Van Smuythe
bays and was himself driven by Annie,
the Van Smuythe lady's maid. But it

is one of the saddest things about ro-

mance that a tight shoe or an empty com-
missary or an aching tooth will make a

temporary heretic of any Cupid-"\forship-

per. And Thomas' physical troubles were
not few. Therefore, his soul was less vex-

ed with thoughts of his lost lady's maid
that it was by the fancied presence of cer-

tain non-existent things that his racked
nerves almost convinced him were flying,

dancing, crawling, and wriggling on the

asphalt and in the air above and around
the dismal campus of the Bed Line army.
Nearly four weeks of straight whisky and
a diet limited to crackers, bologna, and
pickles, often guarantees a psycho-zoo-

logical sequel. Thus desperate, freezing,

angry, beset by phantoms as he was, he
felt the need of human sympathy and
intercourse.

The Bed Liner standing at his right was
a young man of about his own age, shabby,
but neat.

"What's the diagnosis of your case,

Freddy?" asked Thomas, with the free-

masonic familiarity of the damned

—

''Booze? That's mine. You don't look
Hke a pan-handler. Neither am I. A
month ago I was pushing the lines over

the backs of the finest team of Percheron
buffaloes that ever made their mile down
Fifth Avenue in 2.85. And look at me
now! Say; how do you come to be at this

bed bargain-counter rummage sale?"

The other young man .''eemed to wel-

come the advances of the airy ex-coach-

man.
"No," said he, "mine isn't exactly a

case of drink. Unless we allow that Cupid
is a bartender. I married unwisely, ac-

cording to the opinion of my unforgiv-

ing relatives. I've been out of work for a

vear because I don't know how to work;

and I've been sick in Bellevue and other
hospitals four months. My wife and kid
had to go back to her mother. I was turn-
ed out of the hospital yesterday. And I
haven't a cent. That's my tale of woe."

"Tough luck," said Thomas. "A man
alone can pull through all right. But I

hate to see the women and kids get the
worst of it."

'

Just then there hummed up Fifth
Avenue a motor car so splendid, so red,

so smooth running, so craftily demolish-
ing the speed regulations that it drew the
attention even of the listless Bed Liners.

Suspended and pinioned on its left side

was an extra tire.

When opposite the unfortunate com-
pany the fastenings of this tire became
loosed. It fell to the asphalt, bounded
and rolled rapidly in the wake of the fly-

ing car.

Thomas McQuade, scenting an oppor-

tunity, darted from his place among the

Preacher's goats. In thirty seconds he
had caught the rolling tire, swung it over/

his shoulder, and was trotting smartly

after the car. On both sides of the avenue
people were shouting, whistling, and wav-
ing canes at the red car, pointing to the

enterprising Thomas coming up with the

lost tire.

One dollar, Thomas had estimated, was
the smallest guerdon that so grand an

automobilist could offer for the service he

had rendered, and save his pride.

Two blocks away the car had stopped.

There was a little, brown, muffled chauf-

feur driving, and an imposing gentleman

Avearing a magnificent sealskin coat and

a silk hat on a rear seat.

Thomas proffered the captured tire with

his best ex-coachman manner and a look

in the brighter of his reddened eyes that

was meant to be suggestive to the extent

of a silver coin or two and receptive up to

higher denominations.

But the look was not so construed. The
sealskinned gentleman received the tire,

placed it inside the car, gazed intently at

the ex-coachman, and muttered to him-

self inscrutable words.

"Strange—strange!" said he. "Once or

twice even I, myself, have fancied that

the Chaldean Chiroscope has availed.

Could it be possible?"
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Then he addressed less mysterious words

[u the waiting and hopeful Thomas.

"Sir, I thank you for your kind rescue

of my tire. And I would a.sk you, if I

may, a question. Do you know the family

of Van Snuiythcs livinsj; in Washington
S((uare North?"

•'Oughtn't I to?" replied Thomas. "I

lived there. Wish I did yet."

The sealskinned gentleman opened a

door of the car.

'"Stop in, plea.>«e," he said. "You have

lieon expected."

Thomas McQuade obeyed with surprise

l)ut without hesitation. A seat in a motor
car seemed better than standing room in

(he Bed Line. But after the lap-robe had
I teen tucked about him and the auto had
sjhhI on its course, the peculiarity of the

invitation lingered in his mind.

"Maybe the gay hasn't got any
change," was his diagnosis. "Lots of these

swell rounders don't lug about any ready

money. Guess he'll dump me out when
he gets to some joint where he can get

cash on his mug. Anyhow, it's a cinch
that I've got that open-air bed convention

beat to a ifinish."

Submerged in his greatcoat, the mys-
terious automobilist seemed, himself, to

marvel at the surprises of life. "Wonder-
ful! amazing! strange!" he repeated to

iiimself con.stantly.

When the car had well entered the cross-

town Seventies it swung eastward a half

lilock and .^topped before a row of high-
-tooped. brownstone-front houses.

"Be kind enough to enter my house
with me," said the sealskinned gentle-

man when they had alighted. "He's go-
ing to dig up, .sure." reflected Thomas,
following him inside.

There was a dim light in the hall. I lis

I lost conducted him through a door to the
left, closing it after iiim and le"a\ing them
in ab.solute darknes* Suddenly a Ir.inin-

ous globe, strangely decorated, shone faint-
ly in the centre of an immense room that
seemed to Thomas more splendidly ap-
pointed than any he had ever seen on the
stage or read of in fairy stories.

The walls were hidden by gorgeous red
hangings embroidered with fantastic gold
figures. At the rear end of the room were
draped portieres of dull eold spangled vnth.

silver crescents and stars. The furniture

was of the costliest and rarest styles. The
ex-coachman's feet .sank into rugs as

fleecy and deep as snowdrifts. There were
three or four oddly-shaped stands or

tables covered with black velvet drapery.

Thomas McQuadc took in the splendors

of this palatial apartment with one eye.

With the other he looked for his impo.sing

conductor—to find that he had disap-

peared.

"B'gee!" muttered Thomas, "this listens

like a .spook shop. Shouldn't M'onder if

it ain't one of these Moravian Night's ad-

ventures that you read about. Wonder
what became of the furry guy."

Suddenly a stuffed owl that stood on an
ebony perch near the illuminated globe

slowly raised his wings and emitted from
his eyes a brilliant electric glow.

With a fright-born imprecation,

Thomas seized a bronze statuette of Hebe
from a cabinet near by and hurled it with

all his might at the terrifying and impos-

sible fowl. The owl and his perch went
over with a crash. With the sound there

was a click, and the room was flooded

with light from a dozen frosted globes

along the walls and ceiling. The gold

portieres parted and closed, and the mys-
terious automobilist entered the room. He
was tall and wore evening dress of perfect

cut and accurate taste. A Vandyke beard

of glossy, golden brown, rather long and
wavy hair, smoothly parted, and large,

magnetic, orientally occult eyes gave him
a most impressive and striking appear-

ance. If you can conceive a Russian

Grand Duke in a Rajah's throne-room ad-

vancing to greet a visiting Emperor, you
will gather somethino; of the majesty of

his manner. But Thomas McQuade was
too near his d t's to be mindful of his p's

and q's. When he viewed this silken,

]:>olished, and somewhat terrifying ho.st he
thought vagiiely of dentists.

"Say. doc," said he resentfully, "that's

a hot bird you keep on tap. 1 hope I

didn't break anything. But I've nearly

got the w^lliwalloos, and when he threw

them 82-candle-power lamps of his on me,
T took a snap-shot at him with that little

brass Flatiron Girl that stood on the side-

board."

"That is merely a mechanical toy," .^aid

the gentleman, with a wave of his hand.

"Mav I ask vou to be seated while I ex-
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plain why I brought you to my house.

Perhaps you would not understand nor
be in sympathy with the psychological

prompting that caused me to do so. So
I will come to the point at once by ventur-

ing to refer to your admission that you
know the A"an Smuythe family, of Wash-
ington Square North."

''Any silver missing?" asked Thomas
tartly. "Any joolry displaced? Of course

I know 'em. Any of the old ladies' sun-

shades disappeared? Well, I know 'em.

And then what?"
The Grand Duke rubbed his white

hands together softly.

''Wonderful!" he murmured. "Won-
derful ! Shall I come to believe in the

Chaldean Chiroscope myself? Let me as-

sure you," he continued, "that there is

nothing for you to fear. Instead, I think

I can promise you that very good fortune

awaits you. We will see."

"Do they want me back?" asked

Thomas, with something of his old pro-

fessional pride in his voice. "I'll promise

to cut out the booze and do the right thing

if they'll try me again. But how did you
get wise, doc? B'gee, it's the swellest em-
ployment agency I was ever in, with its

flashlight owls and so forth."

With an indulgent smile the gracious

host begged to be excused for two min-
utes. He went out to the sidewalk and
gave an order to the chauffeur, who still

waited with the car. Returnino; to the

mysterious apartment, he sat Ijy his guest

and began to entertain him so well by his

witty and genial converse that the poor

Bed Liner almost forgot the cold streets

from which he had been so recently and
so singularly rescued. A servant brought
some tender cold fowl and tea biscuits

and a glass of miraculous wine: and
Thomas felt the glamour of Arabia en-

velop him. Thus half an hour sped

quickly ; and then the honk of the return-

ed motor car at the door suddenly drew
the Grand Duke to his feet, with another

soft petition for a brief absence.

Two women, well muffled against the

cold, were admitted at the front door and
.suavely conducted by the master of the

house down the hall through another door

to the left and into a smaller room, which
was screened and segregated from the larg-

er front room by heavy, double portieres.

Here the furnishings were even more ele-

gant and exquisitely tasteful than in the

other. On a gold-inlaid rosewood table

were .scattered .sheets of white paaper and
a queer, triangular instrument or toy, ap-

parently of gold, standing on little wheels.

The taller woman threw back her veil

and loosened her cloak. She was fifty,

with a wrinkled and sad face. The other,

young and plump, took a chair a little

distance away and to the rear as a ser-

vant or. an attendant might have done.

"You sent for me. Professor Cheru-

busco," said the elder woman, wearily. "I

hope you have something more definite

than usual to say. I've about lost the lit-

tle faith I had in your art. I would not

have responded to your call this evening

if my sister had not insisted upon it."

"Madam," said the professor, wdth his

princeliest smile, "the true Art cannot

fail. To find the true psychic and po-

tential branch sometimes requires time.

AVe have not succeeded, I admit, with the

cards, the crystal, the stars, the magic

formula of Zarazin, nor the Oracle of Po.

But we have at last discovered the true

psychic route. The Chaldean Chiroscope

lias been successful in our search."

The professor's voice had a ring that

seemed to proclaim his belief in his own

words. The elderly lady looked at him

with a little more interest.

"Why, there was no sense in those

words that it wrote with my hands on it,"

she said. "What do you mean?"
"The words were these," said Professor

Cherubusco, rising to his full magnificent

height: " 'By the fifth ivheel of the chariot

he shall come.'
"

"I haven't seen many chariots," said

the lady, "but I never saw one with five

wheels."

"Progress," said the professor
—"pro-

oress in science and mechanics has accom-

plished it—though, to be exact, we may
speak of it only as an extra tire. Progress

in occult art has advanced in proportion.

Madam, I repeat that the Chaldean Chiro-

scope has succeeded. I can not only ans-

wer the question that you have propound-

ed, but I can produce before your eyes the

proof thereof."

And now the lady was disturbed both

in her belief and in her poise.
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"0, professor!" she cried anxiously

—

"When?—where? Has he been found?

Do not keep me in suspense."

"I beg you will excuse me for a very

few minutes," said Professor Cherubusco,

"and I think I can demonstrate to you
the efficacy of the true Art."

Thoma.s was contentedly munching the

last crumbs of the bread and fowl when
tne enchanter appeared suddenly at his

side.

"Are you mlling to return to your old

home if you are assured of a welcome and
restoration to favor?" he asked, with his

courteous, royal smile.

"Do I look bughouse?" answered
Thomas. "Enough of the footback life

for me. But will they have me again?
The old lady is as fixed in her ways as a

nut on a new axle."

"My dear young man," said the other,

''she has been searching for you every-

where."

"Great!" said Thomas. "I'm on the
job. That team of dropsical dromedaries
they call horses is a handicap for a first-

class coachman like myself; but I'll take
the job back, sure, doc. They're good
people to be with."

And now a change came o'er the suave
countenance of the Caliph of Bagdad. He
looked keenly and suspiciously at the ex-

coachman.

"May I ask what your name is?" he
said shortly.

"You've been looking for me," said
Thomas, "and don't know my name?
You're a funny kind of sleuth. You must
be one of the Central Office gumshoers.
I'm Thomas McQuade, of course: and I've
been chauffeur of the Vnn Pmuythe ele-

phant team for a year. They fired me a
month ago for—well, doc, you saw what
I did to your old owl. I went broke on
booze, and when I saw the tire drop off

your whiz wagon I was standing in that
squad of hoboes at the Worth monument
waiting for a free bed. Now. what's the
prize for the best answer to all this?"

To his intense surprise Thomas felt

himself lifted by the collar and dragged,
without a word of explanation, to the front
door. This was opened, and he was kick-
ed forcibly down the steps with one heavy,

disillusionizing, humiliating impact of the
stupendous Arabian's shoe.

As soon as the ex-coachman had recov-

ered his feet and his wits he hastened as

fa.st as he could eastward toward Broad-
way.

"Crazy guy," was his estimate of the

mysterious automobilist. "Ju.st wanted to

have some fun kiddin', I guess. He might
have dug up a dollar, anyhow. Now I've

got to hurry up and get back to that gang
of bum bed hunters before they all get

preached to sleep."

When Thomas reached the end of his

two-mile walk he found the ranks of the

homeless reduced to a squad of perhaps
eight or ten. He took the proper place

of a newcomer at the left end of the rear

rank. In the file in front of him was the

young man who had .spoken to him of

hospitals and something of a wife and
child.

"Sorry to see you back again," said the

young man, turning to speak to him. "I

hoped you had struck something better

than this."

"Me?" said Thomas. "Oh, I just took

a run around the block to keep warm. I

see the public ain't lending to the Lord
very fa.st to-night."

"In this kind of weather," said the

young man. "charity avails itself of the

proverb, and both begins and ends at

home."

And now the Preacher and his vehem-
ent lieutenant struck up a last hymn to

Providence and man. Those of the Bed
Liners whose windpipes still registered

above 82 degrees hopeles.sly and tunele^ly
joined in.

In the middle of the second verse

Thomas saw n sturdy girl with wind-tossed

drapery battling against the breeze and
coming straight toward him from the op-

posite sidewalk. "Annie!" he yelled, and
ran toward her.

"You fool, you fool!" she cried, weep-
ing and laughing, and hanging upon his

neck, "whv did vou do it?"

"The Stuff." explained Thomas briefly.

"You know. But subsequently nit. Not
a drop." He led her to the curb. "How
did you happen to see me?"

"I came to find you," said Annie, hold-

ing tight to his sleeve. "Oh, you big fool

!
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rofessor Cherubusco told us that we
ight find you here."

''Professor Ch— Don't know the guy.
'hat saloon does he work in?"

"He's a clearvoyant, Thomas; the great-

t in the world. He found you wdth the

:ialdean telescope, he said."

''He's a liar," said Thomas. "I never
id it. He never say me have anybody's
lescope."

"And he said you came in a chariot

ith five wheels or something."
"Annie," said Thomas solicitously,

'^ou're giving me the wdieels now. If I

id a chariot I'd have gone to bed in it

ng ago. And without any singing and
caching for a nightcap, either."

"Listen, you big fool. The Missis says

e'll take you back. I begged her to. But
)u must behave. And you can go up to

e house to-night; and your old room
er the stable is ready."

"Great!" said Thomas earnestly. "You
e It, Annie. But when did these stunts

ippen?"
"To-night at Professor Cherubusco's.

e sent his automobile for the Missis, and
e took me along. I've been there with
T before."

'What's the professor's line?"

"He's a clearvoyant and a witch. The
issis consults him. He knows every-

ing. But he hasn't done the Missis any
•od yet, though she's paid him hun-
eds of dollars. But he told us that the

irs told him we could find you here."

"What's the old ladv want this cherry-

ister to do?"
"That's a family secret," said Annie,
bid now you've asked enough questions.

)me on home, you big fool."

They had moved but a little way up the

:'eet when Thomas stopped.

"Got any dough with vou, Annie?" he
ked.

Annie looked at him sharply.
,

"Oh, I know what that look means,"
id Thomas. "You're wrong. Not an-
her drop. But there's a guy that was
mding next to me in the bed line over
ere that's in a bad shape. He's the right
nd, and he's got waves or kids or some-
ing, and he's on the sick list. No booze,

you could dig up half a dollar for him
he could get a decent bed I'd like it."

Annie's fingers began to wiggle in her
purse.

"Sure, I've got money," said she. "Lots
of it. Twelve dollars." And then she
added, with woman's ineradicable sus-

picion of vicarious benevolence: "Bring
him here and let me see him first."

Thomas w^ent on his mission. The wan
Bed Liner came readily enough. As the

two drew near, Annie looked up from her
purse and screamed:

"Mr. Walter— Oh—Mr. Walter!"

"Is that you, Annie?" said the young
man weakly.

"Oh, Mr. Walter!—and the Missis hunt-
ing high and low for you !"

"Does mother want to see me?" he ask-

ed, with a flush coming out on his pale

cheek.

"She's been hunting for you high and
low. Sure, she wants to see you. She
wants you to come home. She's tried po-

lice and morgues and lawyers and adver-

tising and detectives and rewards and
everything. And then she took up clear-

voyants. You'll go right home, won't vou,

Mr. Walter?"

"Gladly, if she wants me," said the

young man. "Three years is a long time.

I suppose I'll have to walk up, though, un-

less the street cars are giving free rides. I

used to walk and beat that old plug team

of bays we used to drive to the carriage.

Have they got them yet?"

"They have," said Thomas, feelingly.

"And they'll have 'em ten years from

now. The life of the royal elephantibus

truckhorsibus is one hundred and forty-

nine years. I'm the coachman. Just got

my reappointment five minutes ago. Let's

all ride up in a surface car—that is—er

—

if Annie will pay the fares."

On the Broadway car Annie handed
each one of the prodigals a nickel to pay
the conductor.

"Seems to me you are mighty reckless

the way you throw large sums of money
around," said Thomas, sarcastically.

"In that purse," said Annie decidely,

"is exactly $11.85. I shall take every cent

of it to-morrow and give it to Professor

Cherubusco, the greatest man in the

world."
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"Well," said Tlioimis, "I guess he must
he a pretty 'liy p;uy to pipe off things the

way he does. I'm glad his spooks told

iiini where you could find me. If you'll

give nie his address, .some day I'll go up
(here, myself, and shake his hand."

Presently Thomas moved tentatively in

his .seat, and thoughtfully felt an ahra.sion

or two on his knees and elbows.

"Say, Annie," said he confidently,

"mayhe it's one of the last dreams of the

booze, but I've a kind of a recollection of

riding in an automobile wdth a swell guy
that took me to a house full of eagles and
arc lights. He fed me on biscuits and hot
;iir and then kicked me down the front

steps. If it was the d t's, why am I so

sore?''

"Shut up, you fool!" said Annie.

"If I could find that funny guy's

house," said Thomas, in conclusion, "I'd

go up there some day and punch his nose

for him."

BEDOUIN LOVE SONG

My steps are nig'hitly driven,

By the fever in my 'breast,

To hear from thy lattice breathed
The word that shall give me rest.

Open the door of thy heart,

And open thy chamber door,

And! my kisses shall teach thy lips,

The love that shall fade no more.
Till the sun grows cold.

And the stars are olds,

And the leaves of the Judgment Book
unfold. —Bayard Taylor.
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Foreign ''Spies'' in Canada
By

Donald I. MacLeod

The Consul-General in most countries .is a gentleman with nothing
to do but sit still, keep his eyes open and exercise tact. But in Cana-
ada he is a "spy''—7iot in an offensive sense, hut in the sense that

Joshua and Caleb reported the Land of Promise. The Consul-General

in Ottawa is the eye of his King or his Republic, watching Canada, tra-

veling throughout Canada, e.ramining it and reporting it to his Govern-

ment.—The Editors.

WHEN Earl Grey cast his eyes about
him at his ''drawing-room" of a

few weeks ago—the last such func-
tion of his term — he beheld a Ijrilliant

sight. He beheld fair women, in wond-
rous, bejewelled gowns with great V's in

the back. He beheld brave men, nay
heroes, who suffered in silence collars of

exceeding height, and vast, arid stretches

of spotless and effulgent shirt-front. He
beheld choleric-faced military officers,

and the executive officers of Canada's
new-born navy, resplendent in their even-

ing attire of blue.

All this Earl Grey saw, but he scanned
the color and the splendor of the Senate
Chamber for something more—the insig-

nia of the foreign consuls-general to Can-
es c

ada. And he looked in vain. They were

not there. The American papers said

that they ''boycotted Earl Grey." Be this

as it may, every consul-general in Canada
studiously remained away from Earl

Grey's drawing-room, notwithstanding

that they and their wives had all been
very much in evidence at the opening of

Parliament a day or two before.

Consuls-general in Canada have no dip-

lomatic or official status in the eyes of the

Dominion Government. It is held that

they are not endowed with plenipotenti-

ary powers by their own governments,

and hence that they are not entitled to

diplomatic status under the Canadian
government, even in the face of the fact

that they are often called to do the work
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of diplomats. Furthermore, although
Canada's independent treaty-making
power would seem to have heen pretty

tirmly e.>^tablished, the Dominion is tech-

nically under Great Britain, and some
hair-splitting quibblers question whether
or not Canada has the right of conferring
upon anyone diplomatic rank.

This lack of recognition of the con.suls-

general pa.sses unnoticed during the great-
er part of the year, but it crops up in very
acute form when the Governor-General's
drawing-room comes along.

There is a precedence order in the pres-
entation of guests to His Excellency.
First come members of the Privy Council
and members of the Dominion cabinet,
then judges of the Supreme Court, and
M.P.'s and senators from all parts of Can-
ada, and the numberless colonels and
majors from the MiUtia Department, and
then So-and-so, and So-and-so, and fin-

ally, at the tail-end of this great proces-
sion, "other ladies and gentlemen."
The consuls-general had been put down

near the ''other ladies and gentlemen"
end of it. This was the thorn in the flesh
that kept them away from the function,
that caused them to boycott Earl Grey's
last drawing-room.

With regularity as unfailing as the in-

troduction of his Daylight Saving Bill,

E. N. Lewis, M.P., gets up in the House
of Commons and waxes wroth about the

"invidious treatment" of the consuls-gen-

eral at the hands of the Government. Al-

ready this session Dr. Sproule, M.P., has

virtually given notice that he also is go-

ing to talk himself red in the face in

championship of the consuls' cause.

But the general opinion is that the re-

cent boycott will achieve more than oceans

of Opposition eloquence, and that the

consuls-general will be granted diplomatic

.status without ado before the Duke of

Connaught entertains at the next draw-

ing-room.

PICTURE to yourself a little man, a

very little man, walking along the

main street of the Canadian capital

with another man, and taking three steps

to this other man's one. The very tread

of this little man is busine.ss-like and de-

cisive. There is something about the way
he carries his five feet of height and
hundred pounds of weight that suggests

wide-awakeness, and energy that knows
no tiring.

So small is the little fellow that every-

body he meets turns to stare. Smith and
Jones, two men of the street, pass by.

''Is that the little Jap who is doing the

acrobatic stunts down at the vaudeville

theatre this week?" asks Smith.
"Yep," replies Jones. "He looks like

him, anyway. I'm preety sure it is."

But it i.sn't. The little man with the

decisive mien is Hon. Takashi Nakamura,
Imperial Consul-General of Japan to Can-
ada. The man with him is his private

secretary, also a Japanese, who is gifted

with considerably more stature than his

little superior.

The little Hon. Takashi Nakamura
looks young, and his looks do not belie

him ; he is but 37-—the youngest consul-

general in Canada.
At 24 he passed the Japanese diplo-

matic and consular examination, and for

two years served as vice-consul at Fusan
and Masampo, in Korea. Ten years ago
he was transferred to the Japanese lega-

tion at Washington, where he remained
for three years as secretary and attache.

From Washington he returned to the
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Orient, and spent two years as consul at

Foochow, China. Here his aptness for

things diplomatic came more directly to

the notice of the Japanese Government,
and in 1906 he was appointed to no less

important an ofhce than the secretaryship

of the Foreign Department at Tokio, an

office which carried with it membershij)

in both Houses of the Japanese Imperial

Diet, the acting directorship of the Japan-

ese Commercial Bureau, and the duties of

examiner at the consular and diplomatic

examination.

There it was that Hon. Taka.shi Naka-
mura brought distinction upon himself

by taking a prominent part in the revi-

sion of the commercial treaty with Russia

following the Port.smouth Peace Conven-
tion. For this the Japanese Government
conferred upon him the Fifth Class Order
of the Rising Sun, while there came to

him from beyond the .sterile wa.stes of

Siberia the Second Class Order of St. An-
na, the Russian Government's acknow-
ledgment of his diplomatic service.

In April of last year, the Imperial Jap-

ane.se consulate-general in Canada became
vacant, and the Japanese Foreign Depart-

ment recognized Canada's importance
among world powers by despatching
hither no less a one than its own secretary

and diplomat, kno^\Ti to all Japan, China
and Russia—Hon. Takashi Nakamura.

This, then, is Japan's envoy to Canada
—a little big man, little in body, big in

mind; a young old man, young in years,

old in the task fraught with grave respon-

sibilities of mediating between nations.

An admirable type is he of the aggressive

little people of the Nippon land beyond
the eastern seas.

Mr. Nakamura likes Canada. "You
know," he once said, in his excellent Eng-
lish, rendered pleasing and melodious by
a little tinge of Japanese accent, "You
know, I visited Canada on several occa-

sions while I was stationed at Washing-
ton, and I hoped then that I .should some
day have the privilege of living in this

land of great opportunities. Well, that

day has come." And his face beamed
forth his satisfaction from the depths of

the huge Morris chair, which almost swal-

lowed him up.

Since his arrival in Canada there has

fallen to Hon. Mr. Nakamura's hand lit-

MR. WANG SZE YUEN
Chinese Consul General.

tie work of a diplomatic nature. He was

the medium through whom Earl Grey

and the Japanese authorities exchanged

messages when Prince Ito of Japan was

assa.ssinated in Korea. He is in close

touch with his sub-consul at Vancouver,

and is making a thorough study of the

Japanese immigration problem in its re-

lation to British Columbia.

A six-month after his arrival in Can-

ada, Hon. Taka.shi Nakamura won his

Canadian spurs. He went to a meeting

of Ottawa's Canadian Club one Saturday,

and made a speech. Now, this speech

was no common-place speech. It left out

the eulogies and the pladitudes, and the

empty, froth-like nothingnesses of ordin-

ary after-dinner speeches; it was a speech

worth while. It easily stands to-day

amonc the half-dozen classics recorded in

the minute-book of the Ottawa Canadian

Club, and that is saying not a little.

To begin with, this memorable address

had a background which served to set it

in very clear relief.

"Dr." Kung. then Chines© Consul-Gen-

eral—a .«ort of Chine«:e LL.D.—spoke first.

Now, Dr. Kung, who had been in Can-

ada but two month?, was scarcely an adept
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in English. Accordingly, he had mas-
tered very few of the principles of Eng-
lish pronunciation, and had had his ad-
dress written out by his English secretary.
Then he went valiantly to the Canadian
Club meeting, artfully planning to
enunciate mechanically the words on the
paper before him, although he himself
had not the faintest idea what these words
meant. He trusted to good fortune and
to his household gods to see him safely
through.

Well, he made the speech. It was not
a very good speech. The windows were
not shattered by the plaudits of his audi-
tors. There were moments of nerve-de-
stroying suspense—for everybody but Dr.
Kung. He seemed to be serenely uncon-
scious of the uneasine.ss which permeated
every corner of the big dining-room. He
took his own good time to deliberate with
his own mind as to how a word should
I>o pronounced, and—the su.-^pense was
awful!

When he came to a big word, it was
heart-rendering. Hon. W. S. Fielding,
who was seated at the head table near the
orating Dr., kept his gaze fixed nut

through n window. Hon. Charles ]\hir-

phy's salvation was a .square foot of wall

at the other end of the room. And a?

for Hon. Frank Oliver, lie steadfa.stly

contemplated an empty saucer on the

table before him, where but a few min-
utes before a pile of canned peas had been.

At length Dr. Kung .'^at down. Great

drops of perspiration were mopped from
every brow. The audience had no more
idea of what Dr. Kung had been trying

to say than had the worthy Dr. Kung
himself: to this day the only man who
knowns is the man who wrote out that

address.

When the president of the Canadian
Club had finished mopping his forehead,

he ro.se and moved a very hearty vote of

thanks to Dr. Kung for the inten.sely in-

teresting address to Avhich everyone had
listened with .such great plea.sure! And
the hundreds of nervous Avrecks in the

room made the building shake with ap-

plause.

Then Hon. Takashi Nakamura arose

to speak. A hush fell over the gathering.

''I wonder how the little Jap will make
out?" was in everybody's mind.
They did not wonder long. He made

out superbly. He spoke upon the diplo-

matic and commercial relations of Japan
and Canada, and his utterances stamped
him as a scholar and an orator. Cabinet
ministers craned their necks to get a good
view of the little fellow, their eyes open
wide with amazement. Here was a little

man from the Far Ea.st, an artist in Eng-
lish, learned in economics, and their peer,

if not their superior, in oratorical expres-

sion ! The audience was wildly enthusi-

astic. Everv time the diminutive Cicero

rose to the full height of his five feet on
the wings of a grand climax, the house
was brought down with applause. When
at last he took his seat there went up a

cheer that lasted not for seconds, but for

minutes.

"I've been in the House of Commons
for twenty years." one gentleman was
heard to remark on the way out, "and I

know of only three men who can beat that

little fellow speaking. Sir Wilfrid Laurier,

Sir Richard Cartwright. and Hon. A. B.

Aylesworth."

The address was commented upon in

tbo newspnper«. It wns talked about in
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the clubs, and on the streets. Hon. Ta-
kashi Nakamiira had won his spurs.

But poor Dr. Kung! is back in China
now. He left Ottawa in great haste three

months ago, and noljody has since been
aljle to ascertain anything about the cause

of his going.

He was the first Chinese Consul-Gen-
eral to Canada, and the path which he
trod was not strewn with roses. An un-
i^een Nemesis pursued him unrelentingly

from the day of his arrival till the day of

his departure.

It was a memorable day, that summer's
day of a year and a half ago, when he and
his suite arrived in Ottawa. A mighty
host of laundrymen and restaurant pro-

prietors, glorious in the latest clothes, and
^^hining tan boots and Panama hats, with
bands of varied hues, were assembled at

the depot to bid him welcome. But one
of Dr. Kung's secretaries—there were two
of them—looked much more distinguish-

ed than Dr. Kung himself, and all the

shirt-cleaners and servers of French-fried
potatoes united to do him honor. This
.Tames the Pretender accepted of their

obeisance most graciously, and ceased bow-
ing to them only when the real Consul-
General made his way into the circle, and
said in Chinese, ''I am the doctor."

Things went along not so badly until

a small boy hit one of Dr. Kung's secre-

taries with an apple-core or something one
flay, and the secretary complained to the

iiuthorities that the Chinese Empire had
suffered a grave affront at the hands of a

representative of the Canadian people. The
Canadian people avenged the affront by
fining the small boy $10 and costs.

Dr. Kung used to sally forth for an
occa.'^ional walk alons; the streets of Ot-

tawa. If he wore Chinese garb, every-

one would turn to stare. And if he wore
European garb—a silk tile or Derby hat
on the very back of his head, and a suit

that failed most lamentably in its efforts

to fit—everyone would turn to .stare.

It was obvious to all who enjoyed Dr.

Kung's acquaintance, that he was growing
weary of it all. At length he packed up
all his belongings and sailed from Cana-
dian coasts for the Orient.

Dr. Kung was essentially an Oriental

who could not adapt himself to Occiden-
tal life and usages, try as he might. Whe-

MR. L. SCELSI

Consul General for Italy.

ther this truth dawned fir.st upon Dr.
Kung himself or upon the Chinese Gov-
ernment, has never been learned.

Of a very different character is Dr.

Kung's succes.sor, Mr. Wang Sze Yuen.
Indeed, Mr. Wang—tiie Chinese adopt
the voters' list method of placing the last

name first—is the antithesis of Dr. Kung.
He is alert. He is quick to perceive things.

He can speak English. He has a tailor-

made suit.

Although he has been in Canada only
a couple of months, Mr. Wang has al-

ready poured out vials of wrath upon the

heads of the newspapermen.
He took a trip up to Cobalt a month

ago. The newspapermen of the silver

country quizzed him about the object of

his \dsit. ''Purely private business," re-

plied Mr. Wang.
When the reporters had satisfied them-

selves that there was no po.ssibility of get-

ting anything further from hini^ they

walked over to the telegraph office and
spread broadcast throughout the land the

glad tidings that the Chinese Consul-Gen-

eral was in Cobalt to buy a mine or two

for the purpose of supplying silver to the

Chinese mint.
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MR. H. KETELS
Belgian Consul General.

Mr. Wang had left Cobalt before he
saw in print the object of his trip. But
he was not going to let it drop that easily.

He had his revenge upon the Ottawa
newspapermen

!

The Chinese Consul-General is 45 years
old. "T had quite a time figuring that
out," said he to me, "because in China
we do not reckon our time by years."
The first part of his life he spent in

business for himself. It was only ten
years ago that he w\as appointed to the
"Silk Guild," a governmental board of
trade, in Shanghai. He was also made
an executive member of the Commissary
Chamber of Shanghai, a union of all the
big business men. Two years ago he be-
came attache to the Chinese legation at

Tokio. Japan. From Tokio he went as
con.sul to Naga.saki, Japan, where he re-
mained until he was sent to Canada.

Mr. Wang is a good business man. and
a good business man is a long way toward
being a good consul.

"What do you think of the Chinese
awakening?" I asked him.

"Oh. it'? coming." he replied, in a tone
of certainty which one might use in speak-
ing of the sun-rise to-morrow morning.

''China, you know, is much older than
Rome or Greece, older than every coun-

try in the world, excepting Egypt, and
what the Chinese have quietly learned in

all tho.se ages is going to be of use to them
when the awakening comes."

Uncle Sam is very much interested in

Canada, and, to keep this interest ever

fresh, he maintains at the Canadian capi-

tal, one J. G. Fo-stcr—or Colonel the Hon-
orable J. G. Fo.ster, B.A., to be complete.

'Tis hard to look upon Col. Foster as

aught but a Canadian. He was born in

Derby Line, on the Vermont frontier,

within almost a stone's throw of the Que-

bec border. In his youth he was wont to

climb a hill and look across to Canada, as

Moses looked upon the promised land.

Thirteen years ago he came to this land.

The first six years of the thirteen he spent

in Halifax ; the remaining seven in Ot-

tawa.

As senior United States Consul-General

for Canada, he is the centre of a great

solar system. The United States Consuls

to Canada are planets revolving about him,
and the scores of vice-consuls and consu-

lar agents are satellites revolving about

the planets. There are in all 112 of these

revolving bodies.

The United States foreign service is

divided into two parts, diplomatic and
commercial. Col. Foster is technically a

part of the commercial part, but he often

dons a frock coat, and lo! he is a part of

the diplomatic part. For instance, he was
chairman of the United States tariff com-
mittee which conferred with Hon. Messrs.

Fielding and Patterson in Ottawa not long
since.

He is 51 years of age, this genial and
unwarlike colonel of the Stars and Stripes,

know^s all Canada like a book, and is

known to his thousands of friends from
Halifax to Victoria as a "very fine fellow',"

that terse summing up of a man which
has such a wealth of meaning. In his

office there hang portraits of Benjamin
Franklin. Abraham Lincoln and Bill

Taft; no, T. R. isn't there. But the wall

adornment to which he always points with
an especial pride is a queer little circular,

adjuring all Canadians to "treat John Gil-

man Foster with every consideration,"

and so on. 'Tis only a formal little cir-

cular from the British Foreign Office, and
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is long out-dated at that. Then, why hu;::

it been given a place of honor on the wall,.

where all who enter may see? Look at it

a little more closely and you will discern
a name; it is the name, written there by
her own hand, of history's greatest queen
—Victoria.

If Uncle Sam ever runs short of silver

certificates and can't pay Col. Foster's sal-

ary, the colonel will not starve. He u.sed

to be a director of banks and things down
in Vermont twenty years ago, before he
yielded to the lure of the Government ser-

vice, and he kept a wad of stocks and
bonds as souvenirs of those olden days.

Then there is Mr. H. Ketels, Consul-
General for little Belgium.
He was born near Bru.ssels thirty-nine

years ago, and was educated for the Bel-

gian bar. But delving into ponderous
law books and wrangling in courts of law
was an avocation that did not appeal to

him, and at the age of twenty-five he join-

ed the Belgian foreign service. For two
years he served as consul at Melbourne,
Australia; for three years as attache at

Pekin, China, and for five years as con-

sul at Nientsin, China. From Nientsin

he came to Ottawa four years ago.

And in that four years he has learned

at first hand more about Canada than 99
out of every 100 Canadians have ever

learned. A much-traveled man is he. He
has visited every Canadian district, every
city and large town of importance, from
sea to sea. He is equally at home in dis-

cussing the industrial growth of the east,

the agricultural development of the vast

prairie region, or the great timber and
mineral wealth of British Columbia.

One- would scarcely think, to meet this

prince of courtesy, this refined and
scholarly gentleman, that he had traversed

with half-breed guides the southern part

of the Mackenzie basin, that he had so-

journed at railroad camps along the Grand
Trunk Pacific route through northern

Quebec, that he had stood with Sir Wil-

frid Grenfell upon rugged, sea-swept

coasts of the bleak Labrador. Of a surety,

no office-chair diplomat is the Belgian

Consul-General.

And his enthusiasm about Canada's

future! Not one spark of it could be re-

produced here; it would consume the

paper.

HORATIO L. MEYER
Argentine Republic,

"Canadians have no idea of what a

country they have," he said, at the end
of one of his enthusiastic outbursts. ''Only

a comparatively small part of Canada has

been developed yet, but time will bring

the economic factors necessary to make it

one of the greatest countries in the world.''

When diplomatic duties call, Mr. Ketels

is not slow to respond. He it was who act-

ed as the representative of his Govern-

ment in the bringing about of the recent

commercial convention of Canada and
Belgium.

The last of the five consuls-general resi-

dent in Ottawa is Mr. Horatio L. Mayer,

of the Argentine Republic, that thrifty

southern land which is keeping pace with

Canada. He, too, has seen for himself all

Canada, from coast to coast; only a few

weeks ago he returned from the Maritime

Provinces, whither he had gone to study

industrial and trade conditions.

The field of his diplomatic experience

has not been a narrow one. He was a

member of the Argentine-Chili Boundary
Commission, w^hich averted a war, and has

been on sundry diplomatic missions to

England, France and Italy. Three years

ago he w^as sent to Canada.
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•1 lm\e ssceii lliii whole nmgiiiliceut

cuimtry of Canada/' he said, "and I liave

ahvady read over "200 books on Canadian

topics. And the more I .see of Canada,

iind the more 1 read, tlie more am I con-

vinced of the folly of- Europeans coming

to thi.s country, remaining in one or nvo

of the big cities for a few days, and then

going back and giving to the newspapers

great long interviews about Canada. This

is a vast and a great country, and the man
who would know of its va.>^tness and its

greatness must devote to the ta.<k not days,

but years.

"Trade between Argentina and Canada
is increasing greatly year by year; last

vear Canada's exi)orts to Argentina total-

ed $2,800,000. I am very glad to .-^ee that

the C. P. R. is going to establish a direct

line of steam.^hips to Buenos Ayres, and
1 am now hxtking forward to the day when
Canada will l)e represented in the Argen-
tine Republic by a trade conniiissioner.

I(»r wJKtm there would indeed be a great

field."

Mr. Nicholas de Struve, the Russian

Consul-General, makes Montreal his abid-

ing place. He has been more or less in

the public eye of late through his efforts

to effect the extradition of the Russian,

Fedorenko, now in AVinnieg, who is want-

ed in Russia on a charge of sedition. Mr.
de Struve is the servant of the Czar, of

course.

He was born in Russia forty-eight years

ago, coming of noble family on the side

of his mother, the Baroness de Rosen.
While a young man he w^as sent to study
the educational systems of Sweden, Den-
mark and Holland, and on his return
was entrusted with the education of one
of the princes of the Russian royal family
—some fellow whose name consists of the
whole alphabet thrown into a hat and
jumbled up.

This task finished, Mr. de Struve joined
the Russian legation in Turkey. When
he left Constantinople, the Sultan decor-
ated him ^^^th the Order of Medjidie,
whatever that means, while the Order of
St. Daniel was given him by the Prince
of Montenegro, that microscopic country
which squeezes itself in somewhere be-
tween Turkey and the Adriatic Sea. Six-

years ago the Czar honored Mr. de Struve

with the Russian Order of St. Stunisla-,

which caiTies with it great distinction in

Ru.ssiau diplomatic and social circles.

Mr. de Struve is a close student of

Canadian conditions; he ha.s visited every

part of the Dominion, and has published

in St. I'etersburg a number of works deal-

ing exhaustively with Canadian trade and
industry.

He is well known in Montreal, having
for years been actively idenlitied with edu-

cational and benevolent movements there.

Xot long ago a newspaperman visited

the liussian Consulate to see the eminent
representative of the Czar's domain, and
in the course of the conversation he drew
a i)arallel which seemed strange indeed, a

parallel of Rus.-<ia and Canada.
"A glance at a map of the world shows

that nearly all the northern part of it %
made up of two great countries, Rus.^iii

and Canada, " he began. ''These two coun-
tries are very similar. They are both rich

in natural resources, and they both have
great undeveloped areas. These facts lead

me to believe that to these two great coun-
tries belongs the future. The establish-

ment of friendly relations between Can-
ada and Siberia is one most cherished of

my dreams.

"Canada's growth in the last ten years

has been simply marvellous. And this

growth, it seems to me, is due in no small

measure to British institutions."

Mr. Marie Joseph de Loynes is another

con.sul-general wlio.se headquarters are in

Montreal. He represents France. He is

a man of few words.

When you ask him about his career he
will say, "Well, I entered the diplomatic

service of France in 1881. I was secretai'y

to the Embassy at Madrid, and then to the

Embassy at St. Petersburg for quite a

while, and three vears ago I came to Can-
ada."

And when you ask him what he thinks

of Canada, he will stay; ''The develop-

ment of Canada, and especially of the west-

ern part, is wonderful. The country's re-

sources are enormous, and the bracing,

healthy climate is going to be a big factor

in future Canadian gT0-ui:h."

^Ir. de Loynes is quite at home in Mon-
treal, among the French.

There are other consuls-general in Mon-
treal—]Mr. Karl Lang, of Germany, who
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took a prominent part in the German sur-

tax negotiations; !Mr. L. Scelsi. of Italy,

who has just returned from a visit to his

fatherland; Mr. E. Oritz de Zugasti, of

Spain ; Mr. A. -lacohsen, of Norway, and
Mr. H. Hann A-^on Ilannenheim, of Aus-

tria-Hungary—all with records behind

them. Smaller countries to the numher
of twenty-eight, have consular representa-

tion through Canadian a])pointees in Hali-

fax. Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto.

Winnipeg or Vancouver, but their au-

thority is nominal in comparison with

that of the foreign envoys.

These, then, are the consuls-general.

These are the men who have come to Can-

ada as the delegates of the nations of the

earth.

They are here, not to take their ease

in luxuriant offices and await the diplo-

matic task which does not come, but, as

".spies," to go out and learn of this land,

whose greatness even now glimmers but
faintly in the dawn. And nobly they are

fidfilling their mission.

They are men of talent and worth.

They are men (^f ripe experience, who
rank high in the councils of their own
countries.

Surely the sending to Canada of such
men is no empty or petty thing. Surely

these men are living testimonies to the

world's recognition of Canada's nation-

hood.

SI J'ETAIS DIEU

(After the French of Prudhomme)

If I Avere God, Death's wind should not de.stroy

Men's happiness, and none should sigh adieu,

And tears should flow, but only tears of joy,

Si j'etais Dieu.

If I were Cxod, the city's saddened child

Should smile in meadows fresh with summer dew,

And none should fall, life-wearied and defiled,

Si j'etaLs Dieu.

If I were God. day's cares .should never fright,

And labor should be play forever new,

For we should only strive to learn our might.

Si j'etais Dieu.

If T were God, for you, whose love I claim,

I would unfold Heavens ever fair and blue.

But I would leave you, oh, my .sweet, the same,

Si j'etais Dieu. —Cyrus MacMillan.
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A Little Tale of Far Japan

By Katharine Tynan

IT was a case of love at first sight, love

open, eager, pursuing, on Warren's

side: love that disguised itself, was

afraid, and so appeared to be bitter and

resentful on the part of the woman.
Charmian Leslie was—her friend

_
Mrs.

Brooks used to declare, a vestal virgin by

choice up to a certain point. Charmian
was proud of her intimacies with men.
whom she called boys and those she liked

particularly "her" boys. She was a jour-

nali.^t by profession. She had been all

over the world, in strange places: .some-

times thousands of mile.^ away from a

white face. She had never been insulted

or frightened, wherefore she was cheer-

fully contemptuous of the women to

whom thc.<^e things happened, and so fear-

less that the men who cared for her might
well quake at the thought of where she'd
go or what she'd do next. Men took her
at her word, as a rule. A hundred mrn
would have died to save her from in«nlt

or injury. Not one of the hundro.l
thought of making love to her. She was
as feminine as ever she could be; and vet

She swaggered about among the

boys, rushed hither and thither in .search

of "copy," endured terrible hardships,

after which she would have to put her
poor little body to bed for a week. The
spirit in her was never dismayed. She
u.sed to fret and grumble at herself be-

cau.se .she could not do the work of a man.
She rode like a cowboy, could shoot
straight, play euchre, help a brother out

of a tight place without talking of it after-

wards. The boys helped her all they
could, and spared her as nuich as she
would let them, which was not very
much. She had been at Nagasaki just

three weeks before Billy Warren turned
up there.

Ve.'Jtal virgin as she was, .^he was un-
con;monly glad to find in the wife of the
Consul at Nagasaki. Helen Danes, now
Helen Brooks, who had been her class-

mate at .school long ago. She was gladder
than she would have confessed to see the
face of a white woman. She had been at

tl:e seat of war roughing it among the
loys. Now the war was over, and there
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was a whole buucli of correspondents sit-

ting at Nagasaki waiting for orders from
head-quarters.

She trembled in Helen's arms when
they met. She had ridden down to Naga-
saki, some hundreds of miles, as often as

not sleeping in the open with what shelter

and seclusion the boys could provide for

her. Mrs. Brooks was for putting her to

bed at the consulate and had her way
in the end, although Charmian had al-

ready found a habitation for herself—

a

delightful little Japanese house in the

midst of a cherry orchard, on the banks
of a little pond covered with the sacred

lotus. It was a place she had longed for

when she had been at Nagasaki before,

and she had already secured it. She was
going to sit down there and write the

great novel with which her head was busy.

It was a trouble and a vexation that her
limbs shook under her, that she had a

ridiculous inclination to cry, that she
couldn't eat or drink or sleep, that she
must collapse in a crumpled heap on the
sofa in Helen's pretty drawing-room even
while she pretended that she was all right
and must get back to the cherry-orchard
and start work.
She lay in bed a week at the consulate,

being rather light-headed in the first days,
and emerged in the light of day looking as
white as a sheet of paper and nearly as

attenuated. Ordinarily she was of a pale
brownness, with eyes somewhat of the
brown you find in Venetian glass and of
a peculiar brightness. They might have
been over-bright if it were not for their
long shape and the trick she had of nar-
rowing the eyelids so that the brightness
of the eyes was like something shining in
the depths of a pool. She always wore
brown, which, though she did not suspect
it, was an act of coquetry on her part. It

brought out the gold hues of her hair
and eyes, and the creamy whiteness of her
neck and shoulders and her beautiful
arms.

"My nut-brown girl," Billy Warren
called her in his own mind the first even-
ing he strolled into the consulate after a
bath and a change of garments following
his arrival in Nagasaki that afternoon.

"How-do-you-do, Miss Leslie?" he
said, coming forward and shaking hands.
There was no one present to introduce
them.

"How-du-you-do?" returned Charmian,
whose friends abbreviated her nam* to

Charm. "I expect you're Mr. Warren.
The boys have been looking forward to

your arrival as though it was all they had
left to wish for on earth."

"That's very good of the boys," he said,

eyeing her approvingly. "They gave me
a great reception, and they're all coming
round with musical instruments as soon
as we have dined."

She shrugged her shoulders.

"You seem to be just too popular for

anything," she said. "You remind me,
of that old gentleman—in Athens, was it?

—who had to be downed because every-

one called him the just."

"Please don't down me," he said ear-

nestly. "I'm not just enough to make
it worth while."

Charm turned and looked at the clock.

"Helen will be late for the day of judg-
ment," she said.

At that moment Mrs. Brooks appeared
and Charm repeated it with exaggeration.

Now if Mrs. Brooks had been content to

let well alone, or, at least, not to show her
hand so plainly, things might have been
easier for Billy. As it was. Charm got
wind of the fact that it was proposed to

make a match between her and Billy,

and all the vestal virgin in her was up
in arms. She was really immensely taken
with Billy, who was a big, handsome, soft-

eyed, soft-spoken fellow with the best

heart in the world. She had a double
admiration for him as a man and a jour-

nalist. As a man, he had some extraordi-
narily creditable things to his record; as

a journalist, he had opened the Japanese
oyster as no white man ever succeeded in
doing before or since. But Charm was
devoted to her profession. Perhaps she
was a little bit jealous, because, apart from
her adventurous spirit and her being
where she was, there was nothing remark-
able in her record; none of the prizes of
journalism were ever likelv to come her
way.

Helen too had been indiscreet. She had
taken Charm's reasonableness too much
for granted, which is never a safe thing
to do. She had flung her over a letter of
Billy Warren's the first morning she had
been well enough to appear at the break-
fast-table. It had contained this passage:
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"Just keep the udorable Miss Leslie

till I come along. I take your word

for her as a girl; as a journalist—why
doesn't she get some hig fellow to do

chores for her? I'd like to see a girl

of mine run such risks. \\'omen in our

kind of journalism are like the dog

standing on his hind legs to Dr. John-

son. They excite the same feeling

under my .shirt front. Tell her to give

it up and get married."

Mrs. Brooks regretted her indiscretion

when she saw the wave of color in Charm's
clear cheek, and apologised humbly. Billy

Warren would never forgive her if he
knew. He was such a dear fellow—the

la.st in the world to hurt a woman.
Charm laughed, rather a forced laugh

and waved away the apology. Mrs.
Brooks made the further mistake of think-
ing that Charm had forgotten all about it

and boomed Billy to the sky for the next
fortnight or .so.

"The girl that will be lucky enough to

get Billy!"—How often Miss Leslie" had
listened to that or like phrases and curled
her dainty lips at them .'^ecretly. The
vestal virgin was incensed. So was the
hurt professional pride. That wretched
Billy "Warren, of whom the boys and
TTelen—and even Carter, Helen's* hus-
l)and. who was usually dumb as a stock-
fish—talked as though he was the Lord's
pattern man, how .^he would like to show
him what she could do in journalism.
She had a little .^^yndicate to herself far
away in America, and displayed proudly
on paper and envelopes the little stamp.
"The Charmian Leslie Syndicate." It
used to make the boys smile, though they
wouldn't have let her see it for'world.s.
She really fancied her.^elf more than a
little bit and was much more anxious
about being a smart journalist than about
benig a very attractive girl, as she was, al-
tiiough lier ab.'^orption in what she called
her "stories" dulled the charm of her sex,
else she never could have kept the boys at
arm'.<?-length as i^he had done. There
would have been trouble l)efore this.

II.

Billy Warren took Miss Leslie home
later on to her little hou.se in the cherry-
orchard. It was a wonderful Eastern
night, full of heaw scents, with a magni-
ficent moon and stars upon a purple sky.

The little house, lit up by its paper-lan-

terns, burned like a jewel amid the blos-

soming boughs of the cherry.

"And you live here all alone?" Billy

said, standing by the gate. She had invit-

ed him in, offering to mix him a cocktail,

and he had refu.sed.

"I have my old cook, Lo San. He's

just immortal. He treats me as though
I were a three-year old baby. He's a Bud-
dhist, and won't take life. You can't

imagine the horrid things he can handle
with impunity. I saw him mth a black

thing, all legs and a horrible shiny back
and a pair of wicked red eyes, on his palm
the other day. 'Our Master, Buddha,' he
said, 'was friends with all that lived. This
fellow not make war on me, Missie, be-

cause I not make war on him.'
"

"I don't think," said Billy Warren
with emphasis. "This lovely little spot

of yours—I'm not denying it's downright
lovely—harbors every wicked creeping

thing that is known in Japan. That pond
of yours, too. There are a pretty lot of

reptiles there under the lotuses. It is a

fool thing for you to be in .such a place.

I wouldn't allow it, if I had anv right to

forbid it."

He added the last clause with a tender
drop in his voice, and his eyes, as they
rested on her in the moonlight, had a
dawning pa.ssion in their depths. But
Charm was perverse. She chose to resent

his speech, kno\ving all the time that she

was a fool for doing it.

"As I love this little haven of mine, she
said, with .some sharpness in her voice,

"and have no intention of giving it up
till I have to go home, I'm verv glad you
haven't the

'

right." Then,' a little

ashamed of the i=:harpness, she added: "I
am very well taken care of with my good
old Lo San and Sambo. You haven't
l>een introduced to Sambo."

She lifted a little Japane.-<e mongrel by
the scruff of the neck for Billy's inspec-
tion.

"He's always killing green devils about
the orchard," she said. "Lo San's shock-
ed at him. You should see Sambo's fine
rage over a scorpion. But"—."he made the
concession a little grudgingly—"I don't
walk everywhere in the orchard. There
is a part by the pond which ^-ill be quite
safe >\ith Sambo going ahead of me.
Sambo's death on everything that creeps.
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I don't like the things, Mr. Warren, and
won't put myself in their way because I

want to meet them."
''Thank you," Billy said gravely. Then

he stooped and patted the little mongrel's

head. "Look after your mistress, old

man," he said. The little beast licked at

him with his red rag of a tongue. Billy

was a friend of the animal creation.

During the few weeks that followed

while they were all waiting to go home,
with nothing to do but amuse themselves,

it was quite plain to even the most un-
observant that ''old Bill," as the boys
called him out of pure affection, was hope-
lessly gone on Charmian Leslie. He didn't

seem a bit put off by the young lady's

capricious humors and her chilliness. He
followed her about in a moonstruck way
which made some of his special friends

among the boys rather indignant. Billy

had always been a subject for ideal mascu-
line friendships. His special friends were
a bit jealous. It annoyed them to see him
stuck on a girl who flouted him all day
long. It wasn't good enough. Charm
was as pretty as her name and a game
little thing, although U. S. journalism
wouldn't have just died without her; but
she wasn't in the same boat with Billy and
she needn't think it. Of course, every
American girl is "a queen;" but Warren
was a quite uncommon king among his
fellows. Some of the boys were quite hot
about Charm's way of treating him as
though he were just an ordinary individ-
ual and not William Warren . It would
be hard enough for them to give him up
from the jolly brotherhood of bachelors.
The girl they had to give him to ought,
at least, to be civil about it.

Billy went over with Helen Brooks to
tea at the little house in the cherry-or-
chard. It was as delightful within as
without, and there was a delicate atmos-
phere of femininity about it. Charm pre-
sided over her tea-table with the grace of
a Japanese. She wore a flowered kimono
and she had her hair dressed Japanese
fashion, with a little dagger thrust
through the golden-brown curls. There
was something languishing about her
eyes. Perhaps it was the heat. It had
been very hot these last few days ; and the
cherry-orchard seemed pulsing with life

under its riot of blossom. Only that morn-
inP". TvO Snn hnrl nipl.-orl im^ n A0ar\^^r lU+lo

twisted snake which had been lying in

one of Charmian's gay little shoes on the

floor of the bathroom and had flung it

from him gently into the orchard coming
back to soothe Charmian's fears with "Mis-
sie, not be afraid. Buddha say not hurt
anything that lives. Snake very angry
when man harms. Now it harmless.
Snake not hurt Missie."

Nevertheless, Charm was rather out of

conceit with her orchard. She began to

long for New York. She was a typical
New Yorker, whereas Billy hailed from
the Pacific Coast. Perhaps I ought to have
stated this before, so as to emphasize the
differences between them.

She said nothing about the snake to

Mrs. Brooks or Billy. Helen, who could
never let things alone, suggested that Billy
would take care of Charm when they all

went home together—Carter Brooks was
not due to go home till the next President
came in, and this one had been in oflSce

barely a year.

Billy flushed up delightedly. Being
only a man, he was full of simple grati-

tude to Helen for her advocacy of him.
But Charm bridled and remarked in a
cold voice that she wasn't going home
just yet. She was going to stay in the
cherry-orchard and finish her novel.

The color ebbed from Billy's handsome
face, leaving it quite pale.

"I hope you will do no such thing,"
he said. "Your friends ought to prevent
it. It's lonely enough now, but it will

be worse when we're all gone home. Mrs.
Brooks has her baby. She can't be
trapesin' down here to see how you're
getting along. You'd be much better at

home."
"Perhaps," .said Charm. "But I'm not

going. I've got the atmosphere here for
my book. I'll stay till it's finished."
"Then I'll .stay too," said Billy, with

sudden doggedne.ss. "It is my duty as
an American man to look after you."

Helen remembered that Lo San had
promised to show her a particular curry
in wdiich he excelled and got up and went
out of the room into the tiny kitchen.
Neither of them seemed to notice her
going. When she came back hesitating
a second beyond the paper partition, she
found Charmian .sitting pale and rigid,
while Billy was looking at her with a kind
sadness that ought to have disarmed anv
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"Miss Leslie's mad with me," he said

in his soft rich drawl. "She has as good

as told me to go to the devil."

Helen tried to look cheerful but it was

hard. The party })roke up presently and

she Wiiri glad.

III.

But Warren did not go home as he

should have gone. lie waited, doggedly,

lie just stayed on and lounged. He
troubled Miss Leslie not at all; but she

couldn't help meeting him often at the

Brooks's house, where he was cheerfully

polite while she ignored him; and she

couldn't help knowing that he was very

often in the near neighborhood of her

little house in the cherry-orchard. She
used to peep from her window at night

and see his cigar-end gleaming redly out-

side her gate and try to persuade herself

that it was only a fire-fly, a little redder

than the others, in the tangled, golden

dance.

She seemed not to be able to help her-

self with Billy somehow. By this time
she knew that she was as much in love

with him as he was with her; but for the
life of her she couldn't help being hateful
to him. Helen used to look at her with a
.sad indignation. She could have shaken
her friend for playing fast and loose with
happiness and for keeping Warren hang-
ing on as he was doing. Her indignation
made her say something Billy would not
have sanctioned.

"Perhaps you're not aware that Billy's

chucked a good thing just to hang round
and look after you," she said. "I expect
the boys are pretty mad with you. Lester
Hay has got into Billy's good thing.
Aren't you ashamed of yourself?"

"I never a.sked him to stay," said
Charm hotly. "I only want to be allowed
to finish my book in peace. I think it's

downright mean of him to follow me
round the way he does. Oh, jon needn't
make faces, Helen." Miss Leslie sudden-
ly burst into tears. "I know you think
my books of no importance. So does he.
He suggested my—my—finishing it—on
-on—our honeymoon. He despises my

intellect. I wouldn't look at a man who
.despised my intellect."

"Never mind, dear," Helen said sooth-
ingly. "I'm sorry I made you crv. It
.would be very nice—on a honevmoon

with Billy. I don't suppose you'd bother

about your book."

Charm flounced away indignantly arid

was thornier than ever to Billy at their

next meeting, which was not for some
time, for she began to absent herself from

the Brooks's, to shut herself up with her

book. Really and truly it wasn't making
progress at all. She used to sit looking

at her machine and not putting a word
on paper for quite a long time. She began

to disbelieve in the capacity she imagined

in herself for the making of a novel.

Sometimes she cried in the solitude of the

little house, while Lo San washed up the

dishes in the ridiculous toy kitchen out-

side and sighed to him.self that soon he
and Sambo would lose little Missie. She
used to quote Dowson to herself :

—

"What is the use of speech? Silence were

fitter

:

Lest we should still be wishing things

unsaid,

Though all the words we ever spake were

bitter,

Shall I reproach you dead?"

She used to quote Dowson to herself,

and weep over the pathos she herself

created, leaning her head down on the

typewriter to weep, while old Lo San,
peeping at her unobserved, would smile

his wise smile, when he would look as

though he had always lived like his

Buddha, to whom he had a strange re-

semblance, and would go on living after

all human frets and jars were over.

The book did not progress and the

weeks passed. Billy Warren, who always
chafed when he wasn't working, stayed
on ^\ith an air of dogged endurance while
the West and the East did their business

without him, and his chief, in a toppling
building on Broadway, swore quietly be-

tween his teeth at the fatuity of man in

general and Billy in particular, where a

woman was concerned. There was some-
thing had to be done that only Warren
could do—Billy, w^ho had the secret of

unlocking the hearts and tongues of the
most silent people. And Warren answer-
ed neither letters nor cablegrams in those
days. Carter Brooks had written home to

somebody that Billy had gone mad on
little Charm Leslie; and the boys shook
their heads and grumbled. Billy was too
good to be played fast and loose with by
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SHE WAS THERE. SCREAMING. BESIDE HERSELF WITH TERROR."
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any girl that ever lived. They talked of

making an expedition to kidnap Billy and

carry him home, and the chief smiled

grimly. Ho supposed Warren's tangle

wonld straighten itself out some day; but

meanwliile the EagJe was being badly

scooi)ed by its rival the Daij.

rharni worked indeed, but witli very

little satisfaction to herself. She did an

immense deal of writing. Lo San could

have told of tlie lieaped baskets of torn

papers lie had carried away after Missie's

vigils, if Lo San was ever one to talk.

whicli lie was not. He was so silent that

he might have pa.s.sed for a yellow figure

of Buddha when he sat handling his

Buddhist rosary and contemplating the

mysteries of life and death.

There was a month during which Helen
Brooks was in .solitude \n\h a new baby,
and Charm hardly emerged from her
cherry-orchard. Billv's vigils continued.
He nm.st have slept in the daytime, for

lie certainly spent the greater pan of the
night patrolling in front of the little gate.

Things were not so safe as usual after the
fini.sh-up of the war. There were a good
many di.sbanded soldiers about with an
acquired ta.=!te for loot. Charm had some
very pretty things in the Delectable Hou.'se

of the Blooming Cherry-Orchard, as the
little house was called according to Lo
San.

Warren used to lean across the gate
watching the light in the lower room
where Charm sat. growing round-.should-
ered over her papers. The cherrv-orchard
had certainly a good many inhabitants be-
sides Miss Leslie. The' flowerv under-
growth under the cherries had an inces-
sant movement of hidden life in it. There
were weird creatures in the pond. He had
seen by moonlight the flat head and the
wavy line of a water-snake above the float-
ing cups of the lotus.

He did not know how Ions it was to
go on. He could be ©ndlesslv patient
when he wanted a thing and meant to
have It. And he meant to have Charmian
Leslie more than he had ever meant to
have anything in his life. The days and
the hours and the nights of vigil inVhich
inaction was often heavy to him were all
leading up to something," something which
would place in his hand the occasion and

the opportunity; and his waiting would

be at an end.

IV.

[t came at last! He was leaning acro.ss

the gate smoking his cigar as u.sual when
he nearly jumped out of his skin as a

woman's shriek, a succession of shrieks,

shrill, piercing, full of an agony of terror

and pain, reached his. ear. He was
(hrough the little gate and into the house

as though he had been .shot from a cata-

l)ult. The door stood open, or he might
iiave brought the whole flimsy edifice

down. He was in the little room where
Charmian's light burned. She was there

.screaming, be.side herself with terror. She
was pointing at something on the table.

"Kill it! Kill it!" she kept screaming,

while Sambo was adding to the din, leap-

ing at the table and yelping to get at an
enemy beyond his reach.

Warren glanced at the table and needed
to look no further. Lo San had been in

the room before he entered it. He was
trying to soothe Miss Leslie with a low
crooning voice and tender words, as

though she had been a child.

"Kill it! Kill it!" she shrieked, run-
ning to Billy. "It has poisoned me ; I tell

you it has poisoned me—here, on my
shoulder."

Billy looked. On the bare beautiful

shoulder there was a circle of wicked red
spots. The arm had begun to swell. The
creature that had injected the poison

—

a centipede, bloated no longer since his

poison-bag was empty—had been picked
up by Lo San, and was lying, a horribly
sinister little beast, on the old man's ex-

tended palm.
"

"Kill it! Kill it !" .she kept crying.

Lo San bent his head with an air of
resignation to the inevitable. It was a sin

for a Buddhist to take life; but Missie
must be appeased at any cost to himself.
So he flung the creature to the dog, who
worried it to death.

As for Warren—well, he had taken his
poor girl into his arms and was trying to

comfort her. Lo San having di.sposed of
the centipede, came with a poultice of
sweet-smelling herbs and bound the
poisoned arm with it. But the poison had
done its work thoroughly. For several
days Charmian hung between life and
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death at the Uttle Ei .opean hospital. It

was quite two mont'is before she was
carried over to the consulate, a wa.shed-

out image of her former .self.

The vestal virgin was—well, quiescent.

She never protested when Billy, with a

great tenderness, told her of the arrange-

ments he had made for her.

''I shall just get home in time to get

the Eagle through," he said in his drawl-
ing voice. ''And as there isn't any too

much tim3 I've settled for the Rev. Mr.
Sylvester to marry us. Anyhow, I don't
see you left to tlie mercy of centipedes or

anything else as long as I'm in the world."
''Oh." she said, "it was of you I thought

first when that clammy brute dropped
from the ceiling right on to my shoulder.

I know I called for you: 'Billy, Billy I' I

screamed. And if you hadn't come, I'd
have gone quite mad."

"I guess I'll always be around when you
want me for the future," said Billy.

"We'll only accept correspondences that
keep us together, eh!"

"I shouldn't mind a bit, Billy, giving
it all up," .she said humbly.
"I don't think I'm really much
good as a correspondent. I

know everyone will congratulate me and
not you—and they will be right. I love
every bone in your body, Billy, and 1

don't care a bit about myself."
"Don't be so humble, darling," he said,

"or I'll be afraid vou're already trans-
lated."

DROUGHT IN THE VALLEY

Heavy with heat the murky sky hangs low;

The slopes of pasture-land are bare and seared;

A few rank burdocks, gaunt lone guards, are seen

Within the hollows. Ragged willow trees

—

Whose leaves scarce shiver when a scorching breeze

Quivers and dies—stand by the parching stones

That like a narrow trail of bleaching bones,

Mark where the streamlet died. And all is still

Save when across the open space a crow

Toils wearily from shade to shade; or when
A small cicada lifts a protest shrill.

Whirrs for a moment and is dumb again.

A molten ball behind the Western hills

The stifled sun sinks down. A bird's faint notes

Sound from the shelter of the underbru.sh;

The faded maple woods are color strewn;

Then suddenly—up from the farm land floats

A milking call. It breaks upon the hush
And all the dread oppressive silence fills;

The throbbing earth stirs with uneasy moan.
And overhead a star keeps watch alone.—Fred Jacob.
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'

IHAA^E l)een here ten years.

I don't know why. The
people back at home vote

the same way every year. They ask
me to do nothinc; for them, and T do it

—

nothing I mean. I never could make a

.speech in all my life except at nomination
meetings, and nine times out of ten I for-

get what time of year it is and wish every-
body a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year, probably in mid-summer. T

make all sorts of "breaks." I make a

thorough dul) of myself many a time T

know. But the folks don't mind. They
never say a word. They grin perhaps,
but they're kind-hearted. They know
that speech-making is a hard job, and
they are sympathetic. All they ask a man
to be is —Conservative, and in he goes.
My father was Conservative, and his

father before that. About the time my

father died they put in a new man, an
outsider, as our member . He was a young
lawyer in the county town. He secured
the nomination and went to Ottawa. But
he had too many ideas, too
many "frills" to suit our people.
He had notions about horse-rac-

ing being wicked and about cigarette-

smoking. He brought in some .sort of a

bill about divorce courts for poor people.

He made speeches against what he called

the abuses of the railways, and in short
lie was a reformer.
Our people didn't like it. They didn't

want that sort of a man and they said so.

There was a meeting of the Conservative
Association—which amounted practically
to a meeting of all the county—and it

was supposed to be a reception to the mem-
ber. Nobody would have thought there
was anything in the wind. But there was.
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Two old Tories had been primed to get

up and -dsk our member questions. And
that was the beginning of his end.

One old fellow rose up and called out

in a squeaky voice, "Lawyer Simonds,"
says he, ''are you a Grit or a Tory?"
Simonds thought it was a joke, but he

soon saw it wasn't, for the old man was
shaking all over with excitement and
pounding the floor with his stick, he was
that mad. ''Lawyer Simonds I Lawyer
Simonds!" he yelled, "be you Grit or

Tory?"

"Grit or Tory?" says Simonds gently,

a little bit put out, "why! Is it neces-

sary—was I not—am I not the nominee
of the Conservative party in this county?"

"Aye!" shrieked the old man, "Ye
were! Ye were that! But will ye tell me
what for are ye in Parliament to make
speeches— speeches about cigarettes and
'puir' food and clean wheat and railw^ay

tariffs and deevorce! and the like o' that?

Would ye be fillin' the country with more
scandals, more trouble! What like of a

member are ye? Are ye a Conservative?

Or are ye a—Reformer?"

The other old codger took up the ques-

tioning, and that was the ruin of Sim-
onds. He was a clever man, but his

answers w^ere not satisfying. He had been
sent to Parliament to be a Tory, just as

many a man is sent to Parliament by a

Liberal riding, and expected to be a Grit.

No speech making, no high fallutin' bills

and slam-whanging at old established cus-

toms. No frills. But plain orthodox
party-ism.

That's why I'm in Parliament. Been
here ten years. Never did a thing. Never
intend doing a thing. Not because I'm
lazy, nor because I don't think. But be-

cause — there is R. L. Borden ! He's
enough. I let him think things out and
the W'ay he votes I vote. I've got no par-

ticular use for the w^hips. They don't

bother me. They know that I vote when
Borden votes.

You might think a man would lose

ground doing nothing. You might think
that although the people might stand for

him doing nothing, that he'd get down
and out in the House. Well ! It depends.
It depends on the man you are. But
there's one general rule a man may stick

to, and that is that it's ea.'^ier to keep your

mouth shut in the House of Parliament
and get along pretty well, than it is to

open it.

For when the average man opens his

mouth he can't tell what's likely to come
out. j\lost successful members of Parlia-

ment are damned out of their own mouths.
A man may not happen to choose the
right line to catch the favor of the House
and so he fails, and his failure falls on
top of him and holds him down. Some
men haven't the right w^ay of saying
things. They say too much or too little,

or they can't help flirting their diamond
ring, or doing something that roils you,
and makes you lean over to your next
neighbor and whisper something like this

:

"Say, Bill, South York is feeling pretty
good to-day, ainH he? Nice fellow isn't

he, but—you know?"
Then you shrug your .shoulders and Bill

shrugs his shoulders, and you look at one
another and grin. That is the way that
speaker is damned. At least, it begins
that way.

There are three places where a Member
of Parliament is judged. There's his own
riding — he wants to watch that pretty
closely. There's the House itself and the
Press Gallery—that's a pretty important
thing to consider. And there's the whole
country. And in the same way there are
three kinds of members: those that keep
"in right" in their respective ridings by
watching the voters' lists, sending letters

of condolence to the sick and the bereaved,
and "sitting tight." That's one sort.

Then there is the sort that keeps "in
right" in the riding and keeps popular in
the House as w^ell. That's the second,
and he is the best average M.P. The third
kind is the great man who can make
speeches and attack the other side and
defend his own side—and he is a "nation-
al figure," so to speak. He is in line for
Cabinet jobs and party leadership.

But the second kind is the best. If a
man can keep the party organization
strong at home, the next thing to do is

to get "strong" in the House. Some men
think they can do it by making speeches,
but it's risky. If it's a first class speech
you stand to become one of the elite

—

providing the party can rely on you al-

ways, and is certain that your moral af-

fairs aren't too much known about the
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country. Hiit if il's a bad speech you

fall. You jolt yourself. Better keep your

mouth shut, and do like I did.

Now you wouldn't think I'd have much
inlluoncc. They say I fall asleep when
the Premier or K. L. is speaking—much
less stay awake when anybody else talks,

^'ou'd think that a thing like that would
hurt a n)au in tbe Ilou.se. But it don't.

In the ten years I've sat in Parliament

I've always been perfectly orthodox Tory.

I've always known the life and sayings of

Sir John Macdonald like the catechism,

and I've got influence. They call me
"Old John.'' When they want political

advice they come to me. When they want
to know how the country is likely to take

a certain political move—a certain policy,

tliey come to me. For by keeping your
mouth shut and your ears open a man
learns a lot, and by keeping your mouth
slnit. except for being civil once in a

while, a man gets a rejmtation for wis-

dom. Men who keep quiet and look alive

are next to the cleverest speech-makers.
Sometimes they are stronger. When a
silent man— unless his silence is mere
vacuity—opens his mouth he gets listened
to. The novelty commands attention, and
.sometimes attention is all a man needs in
a committee-room.

But there is a change coming. I am
wise enough to see it, "and I am getting
(nit .so that when it comes I shan't be
caught in the sma.sh-up. I'm not desert-
ing the party. I reckon I'd do a lot be-
fore I'd do that. But I'll resign when
I've .serve;! through one more Parliament
—Lord willing. Little by little there is

a new spirit growing through this country
which makes con.stituencies demand
speech-making Members of Parliament}—
loud talkers and ''political independence."
It's fooli.<hness, of cour.^e. How can a
inan be independent who remembers what
the Reformers did in . But let that
go. I m gettmg heated up. and it's bad
tor a man at my age.

But Pll tell you how I've .seen this poli-
tical independence .spirit growing in Can-
ada I saw it first in the North-West, and
I thought it would stay there. But it
hasn't. It's breaking out in my own rid-
ing to-day like a rash on a baby. One
more_ election will be all the old organiza-
tion in my county can stand. After that—aftor that I'll get a new .self-feeder and

sit at home and get to know my own wife

and children, which a man can't when
he's in Ottawa so much.
The old Maritime provinces are bitter

partisans. Party is the whole concern

(get old Senator Costigan to tell some
stories about tho.se days). In Quebec it

is the matter of the priest, the French lan-

guage and a ])cr.'<onality that wins the

elections. In Ontario it has been a matter

of party, very much as in Nova Scotia.

But the North-West is different. Local

issues have been its greatest concern for

many years and still are—but mere party

divi.sion is dying out. Mere loyalty to

party would not ensure a man in his seat

as it has ensured me in mine, and the

same spirit is creeping into Eastern con-

stituencies.

Old man Harbin's son went West. He
came home with Western ideas and al-

though the old man would hear none of

them, the seed was planted and the thing

has been growing. He brought with him.
into the county, that slang expression,

"I'm from Mi.ssouri, you got'o shoiv

me!" .It started as slang. All the young
men in our county got to saying it. It

was the smart thing to say. But by and
by they got to thinking the same line of

philosophy—^''You got'o show me!"
I was talking one day over the fence

to old man Harbin, and we were recall-

ing the days when old Sir John was about.

Harbin once shook hands with Sir John,
and he's never forgotten about it. As for

me, I've seen father helping Sir John

—

after dinner. I tell you. Sir John was
a fine man, a remarkably fine man ! At
all events, as I was remarking, Harbin
and I were talking about the ''Old Man."
"Ye know," said Harbin, "ye can say

as ye please, but there never was a finer

man than Sir John. I remember the day
I met him at

—

"

"Yes," I was saying, "Yes, I remember
once Avhen "

"He had the nicest way of shakin'
hands," says old Harbin, "and

But with that the young fellow from
the West came poking his nose in.

"What's that you were saying, father?"
he asked,

"I was just saying—about old Sir John
A.—you remember? Your mother and
I met him at a Conservative picnic, and
Sir John patted you on the head and said
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"And you never saw him again?" says

the young fellow.

"N-no."
"xind YOU never had anv favor from

him?"
"No, but

"

"Say, father!" and the way the whelp

looked at me made me want to take my
cane to him, "Say! You may talk about

your old Sir John A. and the Tory party

and that sort of thing till you're black in

the face, but what'd he ever do for this

country?"
"There was the National Policy —" be-

gan the old man, getting red.

"National Policy ! Say pa, I come from
Missouri and you got'o show me. Out
West—we make a Member of Parliament
work for his living. No signing of the

Tory pledge keeps a man in Parliament
there, no nor Grit pledge either. It's a

case of show me. We put a man in 'on

Ids merits.' We don't vote Tory because

our fathers did. We vote whichever way
is going to get us cheap implements and
better rail-rates. If our member don't

show results—shucks! We let him go."

That sort of thing is spreading in my
county. Old Harbin, of cour.se, didn't be-

lieve it. He assured me that his vote was
still mine for the asking. But it opened
my eyes. One more election and then I'm
going to stay at home.

The West is fooling itself. It thinks

that shattering the false works of tradition

is removing the barrier to truth and let-

ting in light. It thinks that by being
quick it is getting more out of life. It

thinks that radicalism is the begining of

progress. But I'm a Tory. It's bred in

me like the tune of Old Hundred. Old
Ontario's old fashioned way was to choose
some old fellow—I know what you call

'em now, "fossils"—and elect him and
trust him never to sell his vote, but always
to vote tvith the party that had put him
m. Result was—result is, a collection of

old fossils. But they are mostly honest
fossils, and their counsel in the party con-
ferences is likely to go a long way. This
"show me" spirit in the West is apt to

l)e fooled l)y nice bright young men who
never could do a good day's farming in

their lives, and never made any money
except by land deals or stock speculating,

and who get the nomination by bluffing

the "show me" crowd, with a "show" of

talent with no foundations underneath.

Speeches and noise may be all right.

Some men are good that way, but I'm a
Tory. When it comes to the average

Member of Parliament I say "sit tight and
keep your mouth closed." But my day's

past. I can't "show." I'm running for

Parliament once more, then I'm going
into chicken farming.

THE SONG OF THE PRESS

It comes with early morning,
The moment that I bless,

When the new-born day is dawning
At the end of storm and stress;

And the honey-bees a-drumming
Round the flower-beds are humnnng,
Not a sweeter "Tlaylight's coming!"

Than the droning of the press.

—G. T. B.
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CHAPTER VI. {Continued).

Another week had gone and we were

still on the trail, between the head of the

canyon and the summit of the Pass. Day
after day was the same round of unflinch-

ing effort, under conditions that would
daunt any but the stoutest hearts. The
trail was in a terrible condition, some-

times well-nigh impassable, and many a

time, but for the invincible spirit of the

Prodigal, would I have turned back. He
had a way of laughing at misfortune and
heartening one when things seemed to

have passed the limit of all endurance.

Here is another day selected from my
diary

:

"Rose at 4.30 a.m. and started for sum-
mit with load. Trail all filled in with
snow, and had dreadful time shovelling

it out. Load upsets number of times. Got
to summit at three o'clock. Ox almost
played out. Snowing and blowing fear-

fully on summit. Ox tired; tries to lie

down every few yards. Bitterly cold and
have hard time trying to keep hands and
feet from freezing. Keep on going to

make Balsam City. Arrived there about
ten at night. Clothing frozen stiff. Snow
from seven to one hundred feet deep. No
wood within a quarter mile and then only
soft balsam. Had to go for wood. Al-
most impossible to start fire. Was near
midnight when I had fire going well and
supper cooked. Eighteen hours on the
trail without a square meal. The way of

the Klondike is hard, hard."
And yet I believe, compared with

others, we were getting along finely. Every
day, as the difficulties of the trail increas-

ed, I saw more and more instances of suf-

fering and privation, and to many the

name of the White Pass was the death-

knell of hope. I could see their faces

blanch as they gazed upward at that white

immensity ; 1 could see them tighten their

pack-straps, clench their teeth and begin

the ascent ; could see them straining every

muscle as they climbed, the grim lines

harden round their mouths, their eyes,

full of hopeless misery and despair; 1

could see them panting at every step,

ghastly with fatigue, lurching and stumb-
ling on under their heavy packs. These
were the weaker ones, who, sooner or

later, gave up the struggle.

Then there were the strong, ruthless

ones, who had left humanity at home,
who flogged their staggering skin-and-

bone pack animals till they dropped,

then, with a curse, left them to die.

Far, far above us the monster moun-
tains nuzzled among the clouds till cloud

and mountain were hard to tell apart.

These were giant heights heaved up to

the stars, where blizzards were cradled and
the storm-winds born, stupendous horrific

familiars of the tempest and the thunder.

I was conscious of their absolute sublim-

ity. It was like height piled on height as

one would pile up sacks of flour. As Jim
remarked: "Say, wouldn't it give you
crick in the neck just gazin' at them
there mountains?"

How ant-like seemed the black army of

men crawling up the icy pass, clinging to

its slippery face in the blinding buffet of

snow and rain. Men dropped from its

ranks uncared for and unpitied. Heed-
less of those that fell, the gap closed up,

the march went on. The great army
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crawled up and over the summit. Far be-

hind could we see them coming hundreds,
thousands, a countless host, all with

"Klondike" on their lips and the lust of

the gold-lure in their hearts. It was the

Great Stampede.
"Klondike, or bust," was the slogan.

It was ever on the lips of those bearded
men. "Klondike or bust"—the strong

man, with infinite patience, righted his

overturned sleigh, and in the face of the

blinding blizzard, pushed on through the

clogging snow. "Klondike or bust"—the

weary, trail-worn one raised himself from
the hole where he had fallen, and stiff,

cold, racked with pain, gritted his teeth

doggedly and staggered on a few feet

more. "Klondike or bust"—the fanatic

of the trail, crazed with the gold-lust, per-

formed mad feats of endurance, till na-

ture rebelled, and raving and howling, he
was carried away to die.

" 'Member Joe?" some one would say,

as a packhorse came down the trail with,

strapped to it, a long, rigid shape. "Joe

used to be plumbfull of fun ; always josh-

in' or takin' some guv off; well, that's

Joe."

Two weary, woe-begone men were pull-

ing a hand-sleigh down from the summit.
On it was la.shed a man. He was in a

high fever, ra\dng, delirious. Half-

crazed with suffering themselves, his

partners plodded on unheedingly. I

recognized in them the bank clerk and the

professor, and I hailed them. From
black hollows their eyes stared at me un-

rememberingly, and I saw how emaciated

were their faces.

"Spinal meningitis," they said laconic-

ally, and they were taking him down to

the hospital. I took a look and saw in

that mask of terror and agony the famil-

iar face of the wood-carver.

He gazed at me eagerly, wildly: "I'm

rich," he cried, "rich. I've found it—the

gold—in millions, millions. Now I'm

going outside to spend it. No more cold

and suffering and poverty. I'm going

down there to live, thank God. to live."

Poor Gobstock! He died down there.

He was buried in a nameless grave. To
this day I fancy his old mother waits for

his return. He was her sole support, the

one thing she lived for, a good, gentle

son, a man of sweet simplicity and loving

kindness. Yet he lies under the shadow
of those hard-visaged mountains in a

nameless grave.

The trail must have its tribute.

CHAPTER VII

It was at Balsam City, and things were
going badly. Marks and Bulhammer had
formed a partnership with the halfbreed,

the professor and the bank clerk, and the

arrangement was proving a regrettable

one for the latter two. It was all due to

Marks. At the best of times, he was a

cro.ss-grained, domineering bully, and on
the trail, which would have worn to a wire

edge the temper of an angel, his yellow

streak became an eye-sore. He developed

a chronic grouch, and it was not long be-

fore he had the two weaker men toeing

the mark. He had a way of speaking of

those who had gone up against him in

the past and were "running yet," of

shooting scrapes and deadly knife-work

in which he had displayed a spirit of cold-

blooded ferocity. Both the professor and
the bank clerk were men of peace and

very impressionable. Consequently, they

conceived for Marks a shuddering respect,

not unmixed with fear, and were ready

to stand on their heads at his bidding.

On the halfbreed, however, his intimid-

ation did not work. While the other two

trembled at his frown, and waited on him
hand and foot, the man of Indian blood

ignored him, and his face was expression-

less. Whereby he incurred the intense

dislike of Marks.

Things were going from bad to worse.

The man's aggressions were daily becom-

ing more unbearable. He treated the

others like Dagos and on every occasion

he tried to pick a quarrel with the half-

breed, but the latter, entrenching himself

behind his Indian phlegm, regarded him
stolidly. Marks mistook this for coward-

ice and took to calling the halfbreed

nasty names, particularly reflecting on the

good name of his mother. Still the half-

breed took no notice, yet there was a con-

tempt in his manner that stung more than

words. This was the state of affairs when
one evening the Prodigal and I paid them

a \dsit.

Marks had been drinking all day, and

had made life a little hell for the others.
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W'lieii uu arii\o(l lie was rotteii-ripe for a

(luaiTol. Tlien the Prodigal suggested a

game of poker, so four of them, himself,

Marks, Bullhammer and the half-l)reed,

sat in.

At first they made a ten-cent limit,

which soon they raised to twenty-five;

I lien, at last, there was no limit hut the

i(i(»r. A hottle passed from mouth to

iiidulh and several hig jack-j)ots were

made. Bullhannuer and the Prodigal

were ahout hreaking even, Marks was
Id-ing heavily, while steadily the half-

hrcod was adding to his pile of chips.

Thnnigh one of those freaks

(if chance the two men seem-
c(l to buck one another con-

tinually. Time after time they would
laise and raise each otlior, till at last

.\hu-ks would call, and always his oppon-
fut had the cards. It was exasperating,

maddening, especially as several times
Marks himself was called on a bluff. The
very fiend of ill-luck seemed to have got-

ten into him, and as the game proceeded,
Marks grew more flushed and excited. lie

cursed audibly. He always had good
cards, but always .somehow the other just

managed to beat him. He became ex-

lilosively angry and al)U.sive. The half-

broed offered to retire from the game, but
Marks would not hear of it.

"Come on. you nigger!'' he shouted.
"Don't sneak away. Give me a chance to

get my money back.''

So they sat down once more and a hand
was dealt. The halfbreed called for cards,

l)ut Marks did not draw. Then the bet-

ting began. After the .«econd round the
others dropped out, and Marks and the
halfbreed were left. The halfbreed was
inimitably cool, his face was a perfect
mask. Marks, too, had suddenly grown
\ory calm. They started to boo.'^t each
I'ther.

Roth seemed to have plenty of money
and at first they raised in tens and twen-
ties, then at last fifty dollars a clip. It

was getting exciting. You could hear a

pin drop. Bullhammer and the Prodigal
watched very quietly. Sweat stood on
Marks's forehead, though the halfbreed
was utterly calm. The jack-pot held about
three hundred dollars. Then ^Tarks could
stand it no longer.

"I'll bet a hundred," he cried, "and see

vou."

He triuphantly threw down a straight

"There, now," he snarled, "beat that,

you stinking Malamute."
Tliere was a perceptil)le pau.se, I felt

.sorry for the halfbreed. He could not

afford to lose all that money, luit his face

.'showed no .shade of emotion. He threw
down his cards and tliere arose from us

all a roar of incredulous surprise.

For the halfbreed had thrown down a

I'oyal flush in chamonds. Marks rose. He
was now livid Avith pas-sion.

"You cheating swine," he cried; "you

ci-ookcd devil!"

Quickly he .struck the other on the face

a blow that drew l)lood. I thought for a

moment the halfbreed would return the

blow. Into his eyes there came a look of

cold and deadly fury. But, no! quickly

bending down, he scooped up the money
and left the tent.

We stared at each other.

"Marvellous luck!" said the Prodigal.

"Marvellous hell!" shouted Marks.
"Don't tell me it's luck. He's a sharper,

a dirty thief. But I'll get even. He's got

to fight now. He'll fight with guns and
I'll kill the son of a b- ."

He was drinking from the l)ottle in l)ig

iiulps, fanning himself into an ungovern-
able fury with fiery objurgations. At last

he went out, and swearing he would kill

the halfbreed, he made for another tent,

from which a sound of revelry was com-
ing.

Vaguely fearing trouble, the Prodigal

and I did not go to bed, Vnit sat talking.

Suddenly I saw him listen intently.

"Hist! Did you hear that?"

I seemed to hear a sound like the fierce

yelling of a wild animal.

We hurried out. It was Marks running
towards us. He was crazy with liquor, and
in one hand he flourished a gun. There
was foam on his lips and he screamed as

he ran. Then we saw him stop before the

tent occupied by the halfbreed. and throw
open the flap.

"Come out, you dirty tin-horn, you
crook, you Indian bastard; come out and
fight."

He rushed in and came out again,

dragging the halfbreed at arm's length.

They were tussling together, and we flung

-ourselves on them and separated them.
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I \va!5 lioldiiig Marks, when suddenly he
hurled me off, and flourishing a revolver,

tired one chamber, crying:

"Stand back, all of you; stand luick!

Let me shoot at him. He's my meat."'

AVe stepped back pretty briskly, for

Marks had cut loose. Tn fact, we ducked
for shelter, all but the halflirecd. who
stood straight and still.

Marks took aim at the

man waiting there so coolly.

He fired, and a tide of red

stained the other man's shirt,

near the shoulder. Then
something happened. The
lialfbreed's arm rose quick-

ly. A six-shooter spat twiccv

lie turned to us. 'T didn't

want to do it, boys, but you
see he druv' me to it. I'm
sorry. He druv' me to it.''

Marks lay in a huddled,
quivering heap. He was
shot through the heart and
quite dead.

And every day was adding io their

numbers. The trail ran over great bould-

ers covered with icy slu.sh, through which
the weary brutes sank to their bellies.

Struggling desparately, down they would
come betw^een two boulders. Then their

legs would snap like pipe-stems, and there

u.suallv thev were left to die.

CHAPT1^]R VIII.

We were camping in

Paradise A^alley. Before ns

and behind us the great

Oheechako army labored
along with infinite travail.

We had suffered, but the

trail of the land was near its

end. And what an end!
With every mile the misery
and difficulty of the way
seemed to increase. Then we
came to the trail of Rotting
Horses.

Dead animals we had seen

all along the trail in great

numbers, but the sight as we
came on this particular place

beggared description. There
were thousands of them. You could step

from carcass to carcass for hundreds of

yards. One night we dragged away six

of them before we could find room to put

u}) the tent. There they lay, sprawling

horribly, their ribs protruding through

their hides, their eyes putrid in the sun-

.shine. It was like a battlefield, haunting-
Iv hideous.

NO!" SHE SAID, "YOU CANT SEE THEiQIRL."

One would see, jammed in the cleft of

a rock, the stump of a hoof, or sticking up
sharply, the jagged splinter of a leg;

while far down the bluff' lay the poor dead

brutes lying head and tail for a hundred
yards at a stretch. One would see them
deserted and desperate, wandering round
foraging for food. They -would come to

the camp at night whinnying pitifully,

and with a look of terrible entreaty on
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ihfir starved faces. Tlieii one would take

[>ity on them—and shoot them.

I remember stumbling across a big,

heavy honse one night in the gloom. It

was swaying from side to side, and as I

drew near I saw its throat was hideously

cut. It looked at me with such agony in

its eyes that I put my handkerchief over

its face, and, with the IjIow of an axe

ended its misery. The most spirited of

the horses were the first to fall. They
liroke their hearts in gallant effort,

(loaded to desperation, sometimes they

would destroy themselves, throw them-
selves frantically over the bluff. Oh, it was
horrible 1 horrible!

Our own horse proved a ready victim.

To tell the truth, no one but the .Jam-wag-

on was particularly sorry. If there was a
sump-hole in sight, that horse was sure to

llounder into it. Sometimes twice in one
day we had to unhitch the ox and pull

him out. There was a place dug out of

the snow alongside the trail, which was
lieing used as a knacker's yard, and here
we took him with a broken leg and put a

liullet in his brain. While we waited
there were six others brought in to be
shot.

It was a Sunday and we were in the

tent, indescribably glad of a
day's rest. The Jam-wagon was
mending a bit of harness; the
Prodigal was playing at solitaire. Sal-

vation Jim had just returned from a trip

to Skagway, wdiere he had hoped to find

a letter from the outside regarding one
Jake Mosher. His usually hale and kind-
ly face was drawn and troubled. Wearily
he removed his snow-sodden clothes.

"I always did say there was God's curse
on this Klondike gold," he said; "now
I'm sure of it. There's a hoodoo on it.

What it's a-goin' to cost, what hearts it's

goin' to break, what homes it's goiu' to
wreck no man'll ever know. God only
knows what it's cost already. But this
last is the worst yet."

"What's the matter, Jim?" I said;
-what last?"

"Why, haven't you heard? Well, there's
just been a snow-slide on the Chilcoot an'
several hundred people buried."

I stared aghast. Living as we did in
daily danger of snow-slides, this disaster

struck us with terror.

"You don't say!" said the Prodigal.

••Where?"
"Oh, somewheres near Linderman.

Hundreds of poor sinners cut off without
a chance to repent."

He was going to improve on the occa-

.sion when the Prodigal cut in.

"Poor devils! I guess we must know
some of them too." He turned to me.
"I wonder if vour little Polak friend's all

right?"

Indeed my thoughts had just flown to

Berna. Among the exigencies of the

trail when we had to fix our minds on the

trouble of the moment—and every mom-
ent had its trouble—there was little time
for reflection. Nevertheless, I had found
at all times visions of her flitting before

me, thoughts of her coming to me when
I least expected them. Pity, tenderness

and a good deal of anxiety were in my
mind. Often I wondered if ever I would
see her again. A feeling of joy and a

great longing would sweep over me in the

hope. At these words then of the Prodig-

al, it seemed as if all my scattered senti-

ments crystallized into one, and a vast de-

sire that was almost pain came over me to

see her again. I suppose I was silent,

grave, and it must have been some in-

tuition of my thoughts that made the

Prodigal say to me:

"Say, old man, if you would like to

take a run over the Dyea trail, I guess I

can spare you for a day or so."

"Y^es, indeed, I'd like to see the trail."

"Oh, yes, we've observed your enthusi-

astic interest in trails. Why don't you
marry the girl? Well, cut along, old

chap. Don't be gone too long."

So next morning, traveling as lightly as

possible, I started for Bennett. How good
it seemed to get off on the trail unimpeded
by an outfit, and I sped past the w^eary

mob struggling along on the last lap of

their journey. I had been in some ex-

pectation of the trail bettering itself, but

indeed it seemed at every step to grow
more hopelessly terrible. It was knee-

deep in snowy slush, and below that

seemed to be literally paved with dead

horses.

I only waited long enough at Bennett

to have breakfast. A pie nailed to a tent-

pole indicated a restaurant, and there, for

a dollar, I had a good meal of beans and
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bacon, coffee and flap-jacks. It was yet

early morning when I started for Linder-

man. The air was clear and cold, ideal

mushing weather, and already parties

were beginning to struggle into Bennett,

looking very weary and jaded. On the

trail a man did a day's work by nine in

the morning, another by four in the

afternoon, and a third by nightfall. You
were lucky to get off at that.

I was jogging along past the advance
guard of the oncoming army when who
should I see but Marvin and Hewson.
They looked thoroughly seasoned to the

trail, and had made record time with a

large outfit. In contrast to the worn,

weary-eyed men with faces pinched and
puckered, with teeth bared, they looked

insolently fit and full of fight. They had
heard of the snow-slide but could give me
no particulars. I inquired for Berna and
the old man. They were somewhere be-

hind on the trail between Chilcoot and
Linderman. ''Yes, they were probably

buried under the slide. Good-bye."

I hurried forward, full of apprehension.

A black stream of Cheechakos were surg-

ing across Linderman ; then I realized the

greatness of the other advancing army,
and the vastness of the impulse that was
urging these indomitable atoms to the

North. It was blowing quite hard and
many had put up sails on their sleds with

good effect. I saw a Jew driving an ox,

to which he had four small sleds harness-

ed. On each of these he had hoisted a

small sail. Suddenly the ox looked

round and saw the sails. Here was some-

thing that did not come within the scope

of his experience. With a bellow of fear,

he stampeded, pursued by a yelling He-
brew, while from the chain of sleds articles

scattered in all directions. When last I

saw them in the far distance, Jew and ox

were still going.

Why was I so anxious about Berna? I

did not know, but with every mile my
anxiety increased. A dim unreasoning

fear possessed me. I imagined that if

anything happened to her I would for-

ever blame myself. I saw her lying white

and cold as the snow itself, her face sweet

and peaceful in death. Why had I not

thought more of her? I had not appreci-

ated her enough, her precious sweetness

and her tenderness. If only she was

spared, I would show her what a good

friend I could be. I would protect her

and be near her in case of need. But
then how foolish to think anything could

have happened to her. The chances were

one in a hundred. Nevertheless I hurried

forward.

I met the Twins. They had just es-

caped the slide, they told me, and had not

yet recovered from the shock. A little

way back on the trail it was. I would

see men digging out bodies. They had
dug out seventeen that morning. Some
were crushed as flat as pancakes.

Again, with a pain at my heart, I asked

after Berna and her grandfather. Twin
number one said they were both buried

under the slide. I gasped and was seized

with sudden faintness. "No," said twin

number two, "the old man is missing, but

the girl had escaped and was nearly crazy

with grief. Good-bye."

Once more I hurried on. Gangs of

men were shovelling for the dead. Every

now and then a shovel would strike a

hand or skull. Then a shout would be

raised and the poor misshapen body turn-

ed out.

Again I put my inquiries. A busy dig-

ger paused at his work. He was a sottish-

looking fellow, and there was something

of the glare of a ghoul in his eyes.

"Yes, that must have been the old guy

with the whiskers they dug out early—on

from the lower end of the slide. Relative,

name of Winklestein, took charge of him.

Took him to the tent yonder. Won't let

any one go near."

He pointed to a tent on the hillside, and

it was with a heavy heart I went forward.

The poor old man, so gentle, so dignified,

with his dream of a golden treasure that

might bring happiness to others. It was

cruel, cruel . . .

"Say, what d'ye want here? Get to hell

outa this."

The words came with a snarl. I looked

up in surprise.

There at the door of the tent, all a-

bristle like a gutter-bred cur, was Wink-
lestein.

CHAPTER' IX

I stared at the man a moment, for little

had I expected so gracious a reception.

"Mush on, there," he repeated trucu-
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lently; "you're not wanted 'round here.

Mush I Pretty darned smart."

r fell myself <xvo\\ suddenly, savagely

aii.ury. I measured the man for a moment
iind dclcrminod T could handle him.

'•[ want,'' I said soberly, "to see the

liody of my old friend."

"You do, do you? Well, you darned

well won't. Besides, there ain't no body
JH'l'O.''

•'V(/u'ro a liar!'' I oUserved. "But it's

no u.-c wasting words with you. I'm going
in anyhow'."

AVitli that T grij)j)od him suddenly and
threw him sideways with some force. One
of the tent ropes took away his feet violent-

ly, and there on the snow he sprawled,

glowering at me with evil eyes.

"Now," said I, "I've got a gun. and if

you try any monkey l)usiness, I'll fix you
so quick vou won't know what's hap-
pened."

The bluff worked. lie gathered him-
self up and followed me into the tent,

looking the picture of malevolent impo-
tence. On the ground lay a longish ob-

ject covered with a blanket. With a

strange feeling of reluctant horror I lifted

the covering. Beneath it lay the body of
(he old man.

lie was lying on his back, and had not
been squeezed out of all human semblance
like so many of the others. Nevertheless,
he was ghastly enough, with his blui.sh

face and wide bulging eyes. What had
worn his fingers to the bone so? He
nmst have made a desperate struggle with
his bare hands to dig himself out. I will
never forget those torn, nailless fingers.

T felt around his waist. Ha! the money
belt was gone!

"Winkle.'5tein," I said, turning on the
little .Tew .suddenly, "this man had two
thousand dollars on him. What have yon
done wnth it?"

He started violentlv. A look of blanch-
ing fear came into his eyes. It died away,
and his face was convulsed with rage.
"He did not." he screamed; "he didn't

have a red cent. He's no more than an
old pauper I was taking in to play the
fiddle. He owes me, curse him! And
who are you anywavs. you bla.sted medd-
ler, that accuses n decent man of beiuf^ a

bodv robber?"

"I was this dead man's friend. I'm
still his granddaughter's friend. I'm go-

ing to see ju.stice done. This man hod
two thou.sand dollars in a gold belt round
his wai.st. It belongs to the girl now.

You've got to give it up, A\'inklestein, or

uy (!od
"

"Prove it, prove it!" he spluttered.

"You're a liar; she's a liar; you're all a

pack of liars, trying to blackmail a de-

cent man. He had no money, I say!

He had no money, and if ever he said so,

he's a liar.*'

"Oh, you vile wretch," I cried. "It's

you that's lying. I've a mind to choke
your (hrty throat. But I'll hound you till

1 make you cough up that money.
Y\'here's Berna?''

Suddenly he had become quietly nmli-

ciou,'.

"Find her," he jibed; "find her for

yourself. And take youi*self out of my
sight as quickly as you plea.se."

I saw^ he had me over a barrel, so, with
a parting threat, I left him. A tent near-

hj was being run as a restaurant, and
there I had a cup of coffee. Of the man
who kept it, a fat, humorous cockney, I

made enquiries regarding the girl. Yes,

he knew her. She was living in yonder
tent with Madam Winklestein.

"They sy she's tykin' on horful baht
tir old man, pore kid!"

I thanked him, gulped down my coffee.

and made for the tent. The flap wa.s

down, but I rapped on the canvas, and
presently the dark face of madam ap-

peared. When she ."^aw me. it grew
darker.

"What d'you want?" she demanded.
"I want to see Berna," I said.

"Then vou can't. Can't vou hear her?
Isn't that 'enough?"

Surely I could hear a very low, pitiful

sound coming from the tent, something
between a sob and a moan, like the wail-

ing of an Indian woman over her dead,

only infinitely subdued and anguished. I

was shocked, awed, immeasurably grieved.

"Thank you." I .said; "I'm sorry. I

don't want to intrude on her in her hour
of affliction. I'll come again."

"All right," she laughed tauntingly:

"come again.''

I had failed. I thought of turning
back, then I thought I might as well .see
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what I could of the far-famed Chilcoot,

so once more I struck out.

The faces of the hundreds I met were
the same faces I had passed by the thous-

and, stamped with the seal of the trail,

seamed with lines of suffering, wan with

fatigue, blank with despair. There was
the same desperate hurry, the same in-

difference to calamity, the same grim sto-

ical endurance.

A snow-storm was raging on the sum-
mit of the Chilcoot and the snow was
drifting, covering the thousands of caches

to the depth of ten and fifteen feet. I

stood on the summit cf that nearly per-

pendicular ascent they call the "Scales."

Steps had been cut in the icy .steep, and up
these men were straining, each with a

huge pack on his back. Up these slippery

steps they could only go in single file. It

was the famous ''Human Chain." At
regTiJar distances, platforms had been cut

beside tht trail, where the exhausted ones

might leave the ranks and rest; but if a

v>orn-out climber reeled and c-awlcd into

Oi^e of the shelters, quickly the line closed

up and none gave him a glance.

All of the men wore ice-creepers, so

that their feet w^ould clutch the slippery

.surface. Many of them had staffs, and
all were bent nigh double under their

burdens. They did not speak, their lips

were grimly sealed, their eyes fixed and
.stern. They bowed their heads to thwart

the buffetings of the .storm-wind, but every

way they turned it seemed to meet them.

The snow lay thick on their .'^boulders and
covered their breasts. On their beards

the spiked icicles glistened. As they

moved up step by step, it seemed as if

their feet were made of lead, so heavily

did they lift them. And the resting

places by the trail were never empty.

You saw them in the canyon at the

trail-top, staggering in the wind that

seemed to blow every way at once. You
saw them blindly groping for the caches

they had made but yesterday and now
fathoms deep under the snow-drift. You
.saw them descending .swiftly, dizzily,

leaning back on their staffs, for the down
trail was like a slide. In a moment they

were lost to sight, but to-morrow they

would come again, and to-morrow and to-

i"orrow. the men of the Chilcoot.

The Trail of Travail—surely it was all

epitomized in the tribulations of that

stark ascent. From my eyrie on its bliz-

zard-beaten crest I could see the Human
Chain drag upward link by link, and
every link a man. And as he climbed

that pitiless tread-mill, on each man's face

there could be deciphered the palimpsest

of his soul.

Oh, what a drama it was, and what a

.stage! The Trail of '98—high courage,

frenzied fear, despotic greed, unflinching

sacrifice. But over all—its hunger and its

hope, its passion and its pain—triumphed

the dauntless spirit of the Pathfinder—the

mighty Pioneer.

Then I knew, I knew. These silent,

patient, toiling ones were the Conquerors

of the Great White Land ; the Men of the

High North, the Brotherhood of the Arc-

tic Wild. No saga will ever glorify their

deeds, no epic make them immortal. Their

names wdll be written in the snows that

melt and vanish at the smile of Spring:

but in their works will they live, and their

indomitable spirit vnll be as a beaconlight.

shining down the dim corridors of Etern-

itv.
* * *

I slept at a bunkhouse that night, and

next morning I again made a call at the

tent within which lay Berna. Again

madam, in a gaudy wrapper, answered

my call, but this time, to my surprise, she

was quite pleasant.

"No," she said firmly, ''you can't see

the girl. She's all prostrated. We've

given her a sleeping powder and she's

a.sleep now. But she's mighty sick. We've

sent for a doctor."

There was indeed nothing to be done.

With a heavy heart I thanked her, express-

ed my regrets and went away. What had

got into me. I wondered, that I was so dis-

tressed about the girl. I thought of her

continuallv. with tenderness and longino-.

I had seen so little of her, yet that little

had meant so much. I took a sad pleas-

ure in recalling her to mind in varying

aspects: always she appeared different to

me somehow."^ I could get no definite idea

of her: there was always something baff-

lino;. mysterious, half revealed.

To me there was in her, beauty, charm,

every ideal quality. Yet must my eyes

have been anointed, for others passed her
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by without a second glance. Oh, I was

young and foolish, maybe; but I had

never before known a girl that appealed

to IDC, and it was very, very sweet.

So I went back to the restaurant and

tiavc the fat cockney a note, which he

|in>niiscd to deliver into licr own hands.

I wrote:

"Dear Berna: 1 cannot tell you how
deeply grieved I am over your grand-

father's death, and how I sympathize with

yon in yom* s()rrow^ I came over from the

other trail to .see you, but you were too ill.

Now I must go back at once. If I could

only have said a word to comfort you! I

feel terribly about it.

"Oh. Berna, dear, go back, go back.

This is no country for you. If I can help

you, Berna, let me knoAV. If you come on

to Bennet, then I will see you.

"Believe me again, dear, my heart aches

for you.

"Be brave.

"Always affectionately yours,

"Athol Meldrum."
Then once more I struck out for Ben-

nett.

CHAPTER X

Our last load w^as safely landed in Ben-
nett and the trail of the land was over.

We had packed an outfit of four thousand
pounds over a thirty-seven mile trail and
it had taken ns nearly a month. For an
average of fifteen hours a day we had
worked for all that was in us; yet, look-
ing back, it .«eems to have been more a

matter of dogged persistence and patience
than desperate endeavor and endurance.

There is no doubt that to the great
mnjority. the trail .spelt privation, misery
and suffering: but they were of the poor,
deluded multitude that never !«hould have
left their ploughs, their de.sks and their
benches. Then there were others like
our.«elves to whom it meant hardship,
more or less extreme, but w^ho managed
to struggle along fairly well. Lastly, there
was a minority to w-hom it was little more
than discomfort. They were the seasoned
veterans of the trail to w^hom its trials

were all in the day's work. It w^as as if

the Great White Land w^as putting us to
the test, was weeding out the fit from the

unfit, was proving itself a land of the

.Strong, a land for men.
And indeed our party was well qualified

to pass the test of the trail. The Prodigal

was full of irrepressiljle enthu-siasm, and
always loaded to the muzzle with ideas.

Salvation .Tim was a mine of foresight and
resource, while the Jam-wagon proved

him.self an in.satiable glutton for w'ork.

Altogether we fared better than the aver-

age party.

We were camped on the narrow neck
of water between Linderman and Bennett,

and as hay was two hundred and fifty

dollars a ton, the first thing we did was to

butcher the ox. The next was to see about

building a boat. We thought of whip-
sawing our ow^n boards, but the timber
near us was poor or thinned out, so that

in the end we bought lumber, paying for

it tweny cents a foot. AVe were all very

unexpert carpenters; however, by watch-

ing others, we managed to make a decent-

looking boat.

These were the busy days. At Bennett
the two great Cheechako armies con-

verged, and there must have been thirty

thousand people camped round the lake.

The night was ablaze with countless

camp-fires, the day a buzz of busy toil.

Everywhere you heard the racket of ham-
mer and saw, beheld men in feverish

haste over their boat-building. There
were many fine boats, but the crude make-
shift effort of the amateur predominated.

Some of them, indeed, had no more shape

than a packing-case, and not a few re-

.sembled a coffin. Anything that would
float and keep out of the w^ater was a

"boat."

Oh, it was good to think that from
thenceforward, the .swift, clear current

would bear us to our goal. No more icy

slush to the knee, no more putrid horse-

flesh under foot, no more blinding bliz-

zards and heart-breaking drift of snow^s.

But the blue sky would canopy us. the

gentle breezes fan us. the w^arm sun lock

us in her arms. No more bitter freezings

and sinister dawms and weary travail of

mind and body. The hills w^ould bask

themselves in emerald green, the wild

crocus come to gladden our eyes, the long

nights glow with sunsets of theatric splen-

dor. No wonder, in the glory of reaction,

we exulted and labored on our boat with
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biiiuiiiiug hearts. And always before us

gleamed the Golden Magnet, making us

chafe and rage agamst the stubborn ice

that stayed our progress.

The days were full of breezy sunshine

and at all times the Eager Army watched

the rotting ice with anxious eyes. In

places it was fairly honeycombed now, in

others corroded and splintered into silver

spears. Here and there it heaved up and
cracked across in gaping chasms; again it

sagged down suddenly. There were sheets

of surface water and stretches of greenish

slush that froze faintly over-night. In

large, flaming letters of red, the lake was
dangerous, near to a break-up, a death

trap
;
yet every day the reckless ones were

going over it to be that much nearer the

golden goal.

In this game of taking desperate chan-

ces, many a wild player lost, many a fool-

hardy one never reached the shore. No
one will ever know the number of victims

claimed by these black unfathomable
waters.

It was the professor who opened our

eyes to the danger of crossing the lake. He
and the bank clerk quarrelled over the

wisdom of delay. The professor was posi-

tive it was quite safe. The ice was four

feet thick. Go fast over the weak spots

and you would be all right. He argued,

fumed and ranted. They were losing

precious time, time which might mean all

the difference between failure and success.

It was expedient to get ahead of the rab-

ble. He for one was no craven ; he had
staked his all on this trip. He had studie<i

the records of Arctic explorers. He
thought he was no man's fool. If others

were cowardly to hold back, he would go

alone.

The upshot of it was that one grey

morning he took his share of the outfit

and started off by himself.

Said the bank clerk, half crying:

"Poor old Pondersby! In spite of the

words we had, we parted the best of

friends. We shook hands and I wished

him all good-speed. I saw him twisting

and wriggling among the patches of

black and w^hite ice. for a long time I

watched him with a heavy heart. Yet he

seemed to be getting along nicely, and I

was beginning to think he was right and

to call mvself a fool. He wa.s getting

quite small in the distance, when quite

suddenly he seemed to disappear. I got

the glasses. There was a big hole in the

ice, no sleigh, no Pondersby. Poor old

fellow!"

TTiere were many such cases of separ-

ation on the shores of Lake Bennett.

Parties who had started out on that trail

as devoted chums, finished it as lifelong

enemies. Tempers were ground to a

razor-edge ; words dropped crudely ; anger

flamed to meet anger. You could scarcely

blame them. They did not realize that

the trail demanded all that was in a man
of gentleness, patience and forbearance.

Poor human nature was strained and test-

ed inexorably, and the most loving friends

became the most deadly foes forevermore

One instance of this was the twins.

"Say," said the Prodigal, "you ought to

see Romulus and Remus. They're scrap-

ping like cat and dog. Seems they've had

a bunch of trouble right along the line—

-

you know how the trail brings out the

yellow streak in a man. Well, they're

both fiery as Hades, so after a particularly

warm evening they swore that as soon as

they got to Bennett, they'd divvy up the

stuff and each go off by his lonesome.

Somehow, they patched it up when they

reached here and got busy on their boat.

Now it seems they've quarrelled worse

than ever. Romulus is telling Remus his

real name and vice-versa. They're rak-

ing up old grievances of their childhood

days, and the end of it is they've once

more decided to halve up the outfit.

They're mad enough to kill each other.

They've even decided to cut their boat in

two."

It was truly so. We went and watched

them. Each had a bitter determination

on his face. They were sawing the boat

through the middle. Afterwards, I be-

lieve, they patched up their ends and

made a successful trip to Dawson.

The ice was going fast. Strangers were

still coming in over the trail with awful

tales of its" horrors. Bennett was all ex-

citement and seething life. Thousands pf

ungainly boats, rafts and scows were wait-

ing to be launched. Already craft were

beginning to come through from Linder-

man, rushing down the fierce torrent be-

tw^een the two lakes. From where we were

camped we saw them pass. There were
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iiiily rajjids aiul a lang-liku ruck, against

wliic-h many a luckk-ss craft was piled up.

It was a must I'asciiiating thing in the

world to watch these daring Argonauts
I'ush the rapids, to speculate whether or

not tiiey would get through. The .stroke

of an oar, a few feet to right or left,

meant un.s])eakal)le cahunity. Poor souls!

Their faces m utter de.spair as they landed
(lii|>l»ing from the water and saw their

precious goods disappearing in the angry
foam would have moved a heart of stone.

.\s one man said, in the bitterne.^s of liis

heart:

"Oil. boys, what a funny (Jod we've
gotr'

'J'here was a man who came sailing

through the passage with a fine boat and
a rich outfit. He had lugged it over the
trail at the cost of infinite toil and weari-
ness. Now his heart was full of hope.
Suddenly he was in tlie whirl of the cur-
rent, then all at once loomed up the cruel
rock. His face blanched with horror.
I"'rantically he tried to avoid it. No use.

('ra.sli! and his frail boat .splintered like

matchwood.

But this man was a lighter. He set his
jaw. Once more he went back over that
deadly trail. He bought, at great expense,
a new outfit and had packers hustle it

over the trail. He procured a new boat.
Once more he .sailed through the narrow
canyon. His face was set and grim.

Suddenly, like some iron Nemesis, once
more loomed up the fatal rock. He strug-
gled gallantly, but once more the current
.seemed to grip him and throw on that
deadly fang. With another sickening
crash he .^^aw his goods .sink in the .seething
waters.

Did he quit? No! A third time he
struggled, weary, heart-broken, over that
trail. He had little left now, and with
that little bought his third outfit, a poor,
l)athetic shadow of the former ones, but
enough for a desperate man.
Once more he packed it over that trail,

now a perfect Avernus of horror. He
reached the river, and in a third poor little
I'oat, once more he sailed down the pas-
sage. There was the swift-leaping cur-
rent, the ugly tusk of rock staked with
wreckage. A moment, a few feet, a turn
(^f the oar-blade, and he would have been
I>ast. But, no! The rock seemed to fascin-

ate him as the eyes of a snake fascinate a

I ird. He stared at it fearfully, a look of

uiror and desi)air. Then for the third

lime, with a liideous crash, his frail boat
was i^iled up in a pitiful ruin.

He was beaten now.
He climbed up on the bank, and there,

with a last look at the ugly snarl of wa-
ters, and the jagged upthrust of that evil

rock, he put a bullet smashing through
his brain.

* * *

The ice was loo.se and broken. AVe
were all ready to start in a few days. The
mighty camp was in a ferment of excite-

ment. Every one seemed elated beyond
words. On, once more to Eldorado

!

It was near midnight, but the sky,

where the sun had dipped below the

mountain rim, was a sea of translucent

green, weirdly and wildly harmonious
with the desolation of the land. On the

bleak lake one could hear- the lap of the

waves, while the high, rocky shore to the

left was a black wall of shadow. I stood

l)y the beach near our boat, all alone in

the wan light, and tried to think calmly
of the strange things that had happened
to me.

Surely there was something of Romance
left in this old world yet if one would only

go to seek it. Here I was, sun-browned,
strong, healthy, having come through
many trials and still on the edge of ad-

venture, when I might, but for my own
headstrong perversity, have been yet vege-

tating on the hills of Glengyle. A great

exultation welled up in me, the voice of

youth and ambition, the lust to conquer.

1 would succeed, I would wrest from the

vast, lonely, mysterious North some of its

treasure. I would be a conqueror.

Silent and abstracted, I looked into the

brooding disk of sheeny sky, my eyes

dream-troubled.

Then I felt a ghostly hand touch my
arm, and with a great start of surprise, I

turned.

"Berna!"'

CHAPTER XI

The girl was wearing a thin black shawl
around her shoulders, but in the icy wind
blowing from the lake, .she trembled like

a wand. Her face was pale, waxen, almost

spiritual in its expression, and she looked
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at me with just the most pitiably sweet

&mile in the world.

"I'm sorry I startled you; but I wanted
to thank you for your letter and for your
sympathy."

It w^as the same clear voice, with the

throb of tender feeling in it.

"You see, I am all alone now." The
voice faltered, but went on bravely. I've

got no one that cares about me any more,

and I've been sick, so sick, I wonder I

lived. I knew you'd forgotten me, and I

don't blame you. But I've never forgot-

ten you, and I wanted to see you just once
more."
She was speaking quite calmly and un-

emotionally.

"Berna!" I cried; "don't say that.

Your reproach hurts me so. Indeed I did
try to find you, but it's such a vast camp.
There are so many thousands of people
here. Time and again I inquired but no
one seemed to know. Then I thought
you must surely have gone back, and it's

been such a busy time, building our boat
and getting ready. No, Berna, I didn't
forget. Many's and many's a night I've

lain awake thinking of you, wondering,
longing to see you again—but haven't you
forgotten a little?"

I saw the sensitive lips smile almost
bitterly.

"No! not even a little."

"Oh! I'm sorry Berna. I'm sorry I've

looked after you so badly. I'll never for-

give myself. You've been terribly sick,

too. What a little white whisp you are!

You look as if a breeze would blow you
away. You shouldn't be out this night,
girl. Put my coat around you, come
now."

I wrapped her in it and saw with glad-

ness her shivering cease. As I buttoned
it at her throat I marvelled at the thinness
of her, and at the delicacy of her face. In
the opal light of the luminous sky her
great grey eyes were lustrous.

"Berna," I said again, "why did you
come in here, why? You should have
gone back."

"Gone back," she repeated; "indeed I

would have, oh, so gladly. But you don't
understand—they wouldn't let me. After
they had got all his money—and they did
get it, though they swear he had nothing
—they made me come on with them.

D

They said 1 owed them for his burial, and
for the care and attention they gave me
when I was sick. They said I must come
on with them and work for them. I pro-

tested, I struggled. But what's the use?

I can't do anything against them any
more. I'm weak, and I'm terribly afraid

of her."

She shuddered, then a look of fear came
into her eyes. I put my hand on her

arm and drew her close to me.
"I just slipped away to-night. She

thinks I'm asleep in the tent. She watches

me like a cat, and will scarce let me speak

to any one. She's so big and strong, and
I'm so slight and weak. She would kill

me in one of her rages. Then she tells

every one I'm no good, an ingrate, every-

thing that's bad. Once when I threatened

to run away, she said she would accuse

me of stealing and have me put in gaol.

That's the kind of woman she is."

"This is terrible, Berna. What have
you been doing all the time?"

"Oh, I've been working, working for

them. They've been running a little res-

taurant and I've waited on table. I saw
you several times, but you were always

too busy or too far away in dreams to see

me, and I couldn't get a chance to speak.

But we're going down the lake to morrow,
so I thought I would just slip away and
say good-bye."

"Not good-bye," I faltered; "not good-

bye."
Her tone was measured, her eyes closed

almost.

"Yes, I'm afraid I must say it. When
we get down there, it's good-bye, good-bye.

The less you have to do with me, the bet-

ter."

"What do you mean?"
"Well, I mean this. These people are

not decent. They're vile. I must go with
them ; I cannot get away. Already,
though I'm as pure as your sister would
be, already my being with them has
smirched me in everybody's eyes. I can
see it by the way the men look at me.
No, go your way and leave me to what-
ever fate is in store for me."

"Never!" I said harshly. "What do
you take me for, Berna?"
"My friend . . . you know, after his

death, when I was so sick, I wanted to die.

Then I got your letter, and I felt I must
see you again for—I thought a lot of you.
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iNu man's ever been so kind to me an you

have. They've all been—the other sort.

I iLsed to thmk of you a good deal, and I

wanted to do .some little thing to show

yuu I was really grateful. On the boat I

used to notice you because you were so

(luiet and abstracted. Then you were

grandfather's room-mate and gentle and
kind to him. You looked different from
tlie others, too; your eyes were good "

"Oh, come Berna, never mind that."

"Yes, I mean it. I just wanted to tell

you the things a poor girl thought of you.

Hut now it's all nearly over. We've
neither of us got to think of each other

any more . . . and I just wanted to

give you this—to remind you sometimes
of Berna."

It was a poor little locket and it con-
tained a lock of her silken hair.

"It's worth nothing, I know, but just

keep it for me."

"Indeed I will, Berna, keep it always,
and wear it for you. But I can't let you
go like this. See here, girl, is there no-
thing I can do? Nothing? Surely there
must be .some way. Berna, Berna, look
at me, listen to me! Is there? What can
I do? Tell me, tell me, my girl."

She seemed to sway to me gently. In-
deed I did not intend it, but somehow
.she was in my arms. She felt so .slight

and frail a thing, I feared to hurt her.
Tlien I felt her bosom heaving greatly,

and I knew she was crying. For a little
I let her cry, but presently I lifted up the
white face that lay on my shoulder. It
was wet with tears. Again and again I
kissed her. She lay passively in my arms.
Never did she try 'to escape nor hide her
face, but seemed to give herself up to me.
Her tears were salt upon my lips, yet her
own hps were cold, and she did not an-
swer to my kisses.

At la.'^t she spoke. Her voice was like
a little sigh.

"Oh, if it could only be!"

II
What, Berna?" Tell me what?"

"If you could only take me away from
them, protect me, care for me. Oh, if
you could only marry me, make me your
wife. I would be the best wife in the
world to you; I would work my fingers
to the bone for you; I would i^^tarve and
suffer for you, and walk the world bare-
loot for your sake. Oh, my dear, mv
dear, pity me!"

It seemed as if a sudden light had flash-

ed upon my brain, stunning me, bewild-

ering me. I thought of the princess of

my dreams. I thought of Garry and of

Mother. Could I take them to her?

"Berna," I said sternly, "look at me."
She obeyed.

"Berna, tell me, by all you regard as

pure and holy, do you love me?"
She was silent and averted her eyes.

"No, Berna," I said, "you don't; you're

afraid. It's not the sort of love you've

dreamed of. It's not your ideal. It would
be gratitude and affection, love of a kind,

l)ut never that great dazzling light, that

passion that would raise to heaven or drag

to hell."

"How do I know? Perhaps that would
come in time. I care a great deal for you.

I think of you always. I would be a true,

devoted wife
"

"Yes, I know, Berna; but you don't

love me, love me; see, dear. It's so dif-

ferent. You might care and care till

doomsday, but it w^ouldn't be the other

thing, it wouldn't be love as I have con-

ceived of it, dreamed of it. Listen, Berna

!

Here's where the difference in race comes
in. You would rush blindly into this. You
would not consider test and prove your-

self. It's the most serious matter in life

to me, something to be looked at from
every side, to be weighed and balanced."
As I said this, my conscience was whis-

pering fiercely "Oh, fool ! Coward ! Palter-

ing, despicable coward! This girl throws
herself on you, on your honour, chivalry,

manhood, and you screen yourself behind
a barrier of convention."

However, I w^ent on.

"You might come to love me in time,

l)ut we must wait for a while, little girl.

Surely that is reasonable? I care for you
a great, great deal, but I don't know if I

love you in the great way people should
love. Can't we wait a little while, Berna?
I'll look after you, dear; won't that do?"

She disengaged herself from me sigh-

ing woefully.

"Yes, I suppose that'll do. Oh, I'll

never forgive myself for saying that to

you. I shouldn't, but I was so desperate.

You don't know what it meant to me.
Please forget it, w^on't you?"

"No, Berna, I'll never forget it, and
I'll alwaj^s bless you for having said it.

Believe me, dear, it vsdll all come right.
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rhings aren't so bad. You're just scared,

little one. I'll watch no one harms you,
and love will come to both of us in good
time, that love that means life and death,

hate and adoration, rapture and pain, the

greatest thing in the world. Oh, my dear,

my dear, trust me. We have known each
other such a brief space. Let us wait a

little longer, just a little longer."

"Yes, that's right; a little longer."

Her voice was faint and toneless. She
disengaged herself.

"Now, good-night ; they may have miss-
ed me."
Almost before I could realize it she had

disappeared amid the tents, leaving me
there in the gloom with my heart full of
doubt, self-reproach and pain.

Oh, despicable, paltering coward!

CHAPTER XII

Spring in the Yukon! Majestic moun-
tains crowned with immemorial snow!

The mad midnight melodies of birds!

From the kindly stars to the leaves of

grass that glimmer in the wind, a world

pregnant with joy, land jewel-bright and
virgin-sweet

!

After the obsession of the long, long

night, Spring leaps into being wtih a sud-

den sun-thrilled joy, a radiant uplift.

The shy emerald mantles the valleys and
fledges the heights; the pussy-willows
tremble by lake and stream ; the wild
crocus brims the hollows with a haze of

violet; trailing his last ragged pennants
of snow on the hills, winter makes his

sullen retreat.

Perhaps I am over-sensitive, but I have
ecstasied moments when to me it seems
the grass is greener, the sky bluer than
they are to most; I surrender my heart
to wonder and joy; I am in tune with the
triumphant cadence of Things; I am an
atom of living praise; I live; therefore I
exult.

Only in hyperbole could I express that
golden Spring, as we set sail on the sunlit
waters of Lake Bennet. Never had I felt

so glad. And indeed it was a vastly merry
mob that sailed with us. straining their
eyes once more to the Eldorado of their
dreams. Bottled-np spirits effervesced
wildly; hearts beat bravely; hopes were
high. The bitter land-trail was forgotten.

The clear, bright water leaped laughingly
at the bow ; the gallant breeze was blowing
behind. The strong men bared their

breasts and drank of it deeply.

Yes, they were the strong, the fit, suf-

fered by the North to survive, stiffened

and braced and seasoned, the Chosen of

the Test, the Proven of the Trail. Songs
of jubiliation rang in the night air; men,
eager-eyed and watchful, roared snatches
of melody as they toiled at sweep and oar

;

banjos, mandolins, fiddles, flutes, mingled
in maddest confusion. Once more the
great invading army of the Cheechakos
moved forward tumultuously, but now
with mirth and rejoicing.

The great calm sky was never dark, the
great deep lakes infinitely serene, the great
mountains majestically .solemn. In the
lighted sky the pale ghost-moon seemed
ever apologising for itself. The world was
a grand harmonious symphony that even
the advancing tide of the Argonauts could
not mar.

Yet, under all the mirth and gaiety,

you could feel, tense, ruthless and dom-
inant, the spirit of the trail. In that in-

vincible onrush of human effort, as the
oars bent with their .strokes of might, as

the sail bellied Ijefore the breeze, as the
eager wave leapt at the bow, you could
feel the passion that quickened their
hearts and steeled their arms. Klondike
or bust! Once more the slogan rang on
bearded lips; once more the gold-lust
smouldered in their eyes. The old primal
lust resurged : to wdn at any cost, to thrust
down those in the way, to fight fiercely,

brutally, even as wolf-dogs fight, this was
the code, the terrible code of the Gold-
trail. The basic passions up-leapt, envy
and hate and fear triumphed, and with
ever increasing excitement the great fleet

of the gold-hunters strained onward to
the valley of the treasure.

Of all who had started out with us but
a few had got this far. Of these Mer^dn
and HeAvson were far in front, victors of
the trail, qualified to rank with the Men
of the High North, the Sourdoughs of
the Yukon Valley. Somewhere in the
fleet were the bank clerk, the halfbreed
and Bullhammer, while three days' start
ahead were the Winkle.steins.

"These Jews have the only system,"
commented the Prodigal; "they ran the
'Elight' Restaurant in Bennet and got
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action on their beans and fionr and bacon.

The madam cooked, the old man did the

chores and the girl waited on table.

Tliey've roped in a bunch of money, and

now" they've lit out for Dawson in a nice,

ti<,dit little scow with their outfits turned

into wads of the long green."

I kept a keen lookout for them and
every day I hoped we would overtake

(heir scows, for constantly I thought of

Hcrna. Her little face, so wistfully tender,

haunted me, and over and over in my
mind T kept recalling our last meeting.

At times I blamed myself for letting

her go .s!0 easily, and then again I was
thankful I had not allowed my heart to

run away with my head. For I was be-

ginning to wonder if I had not given her
my heart, given it easily, willingly and
without reserve. And in truth at the idea
I felt a strange thrill of joy. The girl

.'^icemed to me all that was fair, lovable
and sweet.

We were now skimming over Tagish
T.ake. With grey head bared to the
breeze and a hymn stave on his lips. Sal-
vation Jim steered in the strong sunlight.
ITis face was full of cheer, his eyes aliaht
with kindly hope. Leaning over the side,
(he Prodigal was dragging a spoon-bait
to catch the monster trout that lived in
those depths. The Jam-wagon, as if dis-
gusted at our enforced idleness, slumber-
ed at the bow. As he slept T noticed his
fine nostrils, his thin, bitter lips, his bare
brawny arms, tattoed with strange devices.
TTow clean he kept his teeth and nails!
There was the stamp of the thoroughbred

all over him. In what strange parte of

the world had he run amuck? What fair,

gracious women mourned for him in far-

away England?

Ah, those enchanted days, the sky

spaces abrim with light, the gargantuan
mountains, the eager army of adventur-

ers, undismayed at the gloomy vastness!

We came to Windy Arm, rugged, deso-

late and despairful. Down it, with men-
ace and terror on its wings, rushes the

furious wind, driving boats and scows

crashing on an iron shore. In the night

we heard shouts; we saw wreckage piled

up on the beach, but we pulled aw^ay. For
twelve weary hours we pulled at the oars,

and in the end our danger was past.

We came to Lake Tagish ; a dead calm,

a blazing sun, a seething mist of mos-
quitoes. We sweltered in the heat; we
strained, with blistered hands, at the oars;

we cursed and toiled like a thousand
others of that grotesque fleet. There were
boats of every shape, square, oblong, cir-

cular, three-cornered, flat, round — any-
thing that would float. They were made
mostly of boards, laboriously hand-sawn
in the woods, and from a half-inch to four
inches thick. Black pitch smeared the
seams of the raw lumber. They traveled

sideways as well as in any other fashion.

And in such crazy craft were thousands
of amateur boatmen, sailing serenely
along, taking danger with sangfroid, and
at night, over their campfires, hilariou.sly

telling of their hairbreadth escapes.

{To he continued).



Filling in the Gaps in Canadian

Industry
By

W. A. Craick

YOU have watched them set off one of

the big set pieces in a display of fire-

works. The chain of light flashes

hither and thither around and across the

framework, until all the outlines are filled

in; then, with splutterings and shootings,

the little connecting lines are completed;
finally the blazing figure in all its perfec-

tion of outline stands forth brilliantly be-

fore the eye.

With some necessary modifications this

serves to illustrate the way in which Cana-
da's industrial life has been quickened.
Our industrial framework spread out first

in the broad outlines of the great basic

industries, first one and then another, and
then a number together springing into

being and making a place for themselves.

Next the smaller industries began to fill

in the gaps, which became ever more and
more noticeable as the country grew. And
while the figure, by which Canada's fully-

matured industrial standing shall some
day be seen, is not, and perchance never

will be, absolutely complete, it is yearly

gro^^^ng greater, more brilliant, more
worthy of the admiration and envy of the

whole world.

There is a stupendous romance under-

neath the apparently matter-of-fact growth
of Canadian industry. A poet might vrrite

an Odyssey about it. On any one of its

phases, a novelist might found a great

work of fiction. It has in it the material

for thousands of human nature stories.

The gentle ringing of a curfew bell one

summer night in far off Palestine has ulti-

mately set in motion a rough and noisy

industry in an Ontario town. What could

be more astonishing? The wildest con-

jectures might fail to solve the connection,

and yet it exists—a sure proof that indus-

try and romance are by no means dis-

tinctly related.

Many people visit the Holy Land. It

is by no means extraordinary, then, that

a number of young English women should
be wandering curiously about the streets

of a village in Palestine one night just

when the curfew rang. They did not un-
der.stand its meaning; did not obey the

command of its clamoring tongue. As
the shades of evening fell, they were at-

tacked by some ruffians. Attracted by
their cries for help, a tall, brawny, young
man rushed to their assistance and drove

off the attackers. He was a Canadian
clergyman, like them, a tourist in the

Holy Land. Thus introduced so dra-

matically to the young Englishwomen, he
attached himself to their party, with the

ultimate result, so common under such cir-

cum.stances, that he eventually married
one of them.

It happened that the father-in-law was
a man of wealth. On his first visit to his

daughter in her new home in Canada, he
chanced to meet an American, who was
spending the summer in the same town.

This American was interested in a mill in

the United States, where discarded steel

rails were re-rolled. Now, no such indus-

try exi.«ted in Canada, and yet there seem-

ed to be a good opening for one.

Here was an industrial gap all ready to

be filled in. Railroad construction work
was being carried on in Canada more and
more extensively. Developments in this

flirection were daily being announced. The
big roads were sending a steady stream of

old rails across the line into the United

State.?, there to be re-rolled and shipped

back for use on sidings and branch linep.

The demand was increasing steadily.
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Tho Aiiiericaii finally persuaded the

I'hi^di.shinan to buy up the plant in the

United States, in which he was interested,

and V)ring it over into Canada. This was

done about two years ago, and now, in-

stead of sending tlioir rails into the Unit-

ed States, Canadian railroads have them
ro-rolled at honic. In this way that far-

ofF curfew boll rang into being a brand

new industry, which was established to fill

in an ever-widening gap in Canada's in-

dustrial fabric.

Let any one now say that Canadian in-

dustry is prosaic! An investigator could

unearth dozens and dozens of instances,

(l\i\\r- as interesting as this, into which the

romantic element has crept. Bui it is not

tho business of this article to discover the

presence of romance in many a grim\''

Canadian industry, however engrossing

such a subject might be. It is rather to

illustrate the way in which, as the need
arises, the industry springs into be'ng; in

other words, to show how the gaps are be-

ing closed up.

Consider the automobile industry. As
everyone knows, the output of the auto-

mol»ile factories is immense and the indus-

try itself has had a mushroom-like growth.

But there may be some few people who
are not yet aware that the automobile
manufacturers do not build their cars

complete in their factories. Many of them
merely assemble tho different parts, of

which the car is composed. The parts are

jHirchased from other manufacturers, who
specialize in their making. Up to quite
recent times many of these parts and ac-

cessories had to be imported from the
TTnitod States. But. to-day. thanks to the
uroatly increased demand for automobiles
in Canada, factories have been established
bore which manufacture practically every-
thing required by the makers of auto-
mobilas.

A l)ig industry, as it progresses, will call

into being numerous small industries.

That is axiomatic. It is true of the auto-
mol)ile industry, as has been pointed out.

It is also true of many another industry.
Had it not Ijoen for the expansion of the
country's railroads, doubtless steel rails

would still be numbered in the list of
articles not manufactured in the Domin-
ion,

The growing use of incandescent elec-

tric lamps has meant an enormous con-

sumption of the bulbs. When these were
burned out, they became of no further use.

Now, a plant has been established for the

sole puri)ose of refitting them with fila-

ments.

The development of the textile indus-

try has called into existence, among other

industries, a factory for the making of

spring needles for knitting machines. It

is true it is only a small industry, employ-
ing but half a dozen hands, yet it is a

notable one, in that its product can en-

ter the United States and be sold there

profitably in face of a hostile tariff.

Advertising has done its share in bring-

ing to life new industries. Two years ago
a big electrical sign in a city street was a

novelty. To-day it is so common as al-

most to escape notice. And yet the use

of these brilliant signs has brought about
the establishment of several industries, de-

voted exclusively to their manufacture.

Another example is the building indus-

try. So many buildings are now erected

of structural steel, that there has been a

growing call for structural materials of

clay for surrounding the steel beams. To
such an extent has this demand grown
that the establishment of a big factory to

be devoted exclusively to the manufacture
of this product, is a natural outcome.

In all directions this expansion is to be
noted. Portland cement began to be made
a few years ago, when the demand for this

commodity had reached a sufficient level.

Pulp mills are risino; here and there on
the outskirts of civilization. These are

big industries, but they are typical. On
the other hand, diminutive industries

have been established, making articles for

which one w^ould think there would not

be enough demand to keep them going.

In Toronto there is a factory devoted to

making steel shoes for molders—a pro-

tection for men working in places where
molten metal is used. In Fredericton, N.
B., a little factory, employing but three

hands, turns out what are called steel

corks—pointed spikes, which are screwed

into the hools and soles of lumbermen's
boots, so that their feet may grip the logs.

These two industries are indicative of the

extent to which Canada's industriel life

has developed^ for the market for both
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commodities is limited to tlie men employ-
ed in these particular callings.

The existence of a protective tariff is, of

course, pointed out as the reason for the
establishment of many branches of Am-
erican industries in Canada. Yet there
must exist, in the lirst place, a sufficient

demand for their products to make it feas-

ible to sink capital in a Canadian plant,

in other words, there must be a noticeable

gap to be hlled. There is now a factory

at \Vindsor manufacturing ily paper, and
another making carpenters rules and
other rulmg apparatus. There is even a

factory producing massage cream. Sev-
eral branches of American firms are mak-
ing perfumes, tooth pastes and other toilet

articles. Still another fu'in manufactures
fountain pens complete ; and there is even
enough demand to keep a safety razor fac-

tory running. A noted pickle-making
concern has recently started a Canadian
factory employing eighty hands. And
ill Hull there is a tooth-pick factory.

To go over a list of ai'ticles now made
in Canada would open the eyes of many
people to what is being accomplished in

the industrial field. The gaps are indeed
becommg fewer and fewer. They are pro-

ducing vaseline in a separate plant i n
Montreal. Pearl buttons are being made
in several places in Canada. They even
manufacture ostrich feathers in Toronto.
Indeed, it would be hard to find a com-
modity which is not made in Canada to-

day.

Perhaps the most interesting field of

research for the investigator is that em-
bracing minerals and the various products

made from them. Here the element of

romance enters largely. A disastrous fire

in a theatre in Chicago a few years ago
was the means of giving a vast impetus

to the asbestos industry. Canada is rich

in deposits of this wonderful substance,

and immediately the asbestos mines be-

came centres of activity. For a long time,

it is true, very few asbestos products were

made in Canada, but to-day there exists a

factory turning out many commodities

made of this material.

The discovery of Cobalt had in it the

germs of several interesting industries.

First came the reduction plants and then

the manufacture of by-products. One of

these, cobalt oxide, is now made in suf-

ficient quantities at two plants in Canada
to supply the entire world's demand, while

only a few years ago the cost of the oxide

was exorbitant.

The vast development of the electrical

industry has led to the starting of a plant

for the manufacture of all kinds of carbon
products for electrical work. Another
plant in Ontario is finding a field for the

manufacture of sulphuric acid. In fact,

a gap no sooner appears than it is filled

The question naturally arises at this

point, whether the field is being complete-

ly filled or not. Are there any industries

which are being neglected? From the

foregoing it would seem as if such a con-

tingency were impossible. But there is

room for believing that some Canadian
industries are not being pushed to the ex-

tent they might be. There is a tendency

in some parts of the Dominion to over-

do certain industries at the expense of

other industries. As an example, take the

west. Here wheat is king, and all the

people's activities are directed towards

seating him more firmly on his throne.

And this is true of other parts, as well.

Thoughtful people point out the some-

what humiliating fact that Canada,

though specially adapted for sheep-rais-

ing, does not produce sufficient wool to

supply the demand for this commodity.

During the last fiscal year she had to bring

in $1,587,175 worth of w^ool, while her

export of wool only amounted to $538,-

077. Those who have investigated the

subject find that the country could pro-

fitably support sLxty million sheep, where-

as there are to-day only about one-tenth

that number on Canadian farms. There

is enough waste land in the Dominion to

give sustenance to big flocks of sheep,

without interfering with any other branch

of farm industry. Propagandists are en-

deavoring to stir up the farmers of the

country to a recognition of their neglect-

ed opportunities in this direction.

Canada exported cheese to the value of

$21,607,692 last year—a truly remarkable

showing. But of eggs only $41,766_ were

shipped from the country. This is an

astonishing situation, and raises the ques-

tion as to whether or not the poultry in-

dustry is not being neglected. Investi-

gators have found that in poultry products
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tho United 8tate« i=i beutiug Canada by

three to one per head of population. In

1902 Cana<h\ exported $1,733,242 worth

of j)()ultry prochicts. Last year these fig-

uivs dropped to but slightly over half a

iiiillion. The reason given for this state

of alFairs by some students of the matter

is the fear of the fai-mer that by increas-

ing production, his profits would be re-

duced. The fariuer does not want to pro-

duce unless he is going to get full return

for his labors. At any rate, there would

seem to be a good opening here for in-

creased production.

That there still exist gaps here and

there in the industrial fabric is quite evi-

dent, but it is also true to add that oppor-

tunities do not go long begging. Many a

new industry is doubtless fertilizing to-

day in the minds of promoters. Many a

prospectus is being drafted and made ready
for the public. "\Vhen a man sees a chance
for the establishment of an industry he
does not cry it aloud from the house-tops,

but keeps it to himself, and in this way
the public hardly realizes the need for a

new factory before it is in operation.

The movement of the future will prob-

ably be more in the direction of introduc-

ing greater efficiency in existing indus-

tries than in establishing new industries.

The item of waste will have to be elimin-

ated. Economies in production and dis-

tribution will have to be introduced. There
is a great and growing field for work in

this quarter.

LORD KITCHENER AND GOLF

It is said that Lord Kitchener has taken to golf. Also it is reported that

his harshest comment on his own bad strokes is, "That's no good."

I have always thought a good deal of "The Sirdar,''

I believed that he was born to play "the lead,"

In anything from pitch-and-toss—to murder,
But now it seems he's running fast to seed;

I argued that the brain that planned and plotted

Such strategy as won the Empire fame
In warfare—and in other problems knotted

—

Would look with scorn on any childish game.

And if, I mused, he needed relaxation
From his wonted strenuosity and fag,

It seemed to me that he might give the nation
Another champion—even playing "tag."

But, no—he's chosen golf, and—suffering Vardon

—

He says, when he has "foozled," "That's no good !"

Or "tut" (said twice) or even "Beg your pardon!"
Not "Dammit"—as a freeborn Briton .should.

—G. T. B.



This has nothing whatever to do with

the tariff. The tariff is like some of the

things man has discovered—radium, elec-

tricity, evolution, morals, hobble skirts

and technical education commissions. It

opens up a matter so large that there's no
grasping it. It is bigger than man. Once
he discovers these things there is no bring-

ing them to a stop. Man invented tariff,

and the whole world sleeps in two beds:

the Free Trade bed and the Tariff bed.

He discovered that the human race was
the victim of a process called evolution—
and we can do nothing for it. We will

soon all be evolved into something alto-

gether different. He unearthed morals

and has had no peace since. He has dug
up the question of technical education,

and now—every city, town, county, pro-

vince, and even the Federal Government,
is creating technical education commis-
sions, which trot gayly around the earth,

gathering information which some other

"commission" gathered, and making re-

ports which were perfectly ob\"ious from
the first.

But this is about the tariff. Four To-

ronto newspapermen are in Washington
writing ''tariff letters" to their papers and
discuR.sing probabilities. Their letters are

excellent. They inform a body. They
tell you what this and that man in Wash-
ington thinks, and all the time, little Mr.

Fielding, whose littleness is only a physi-

cal quality, keeps his tongue in repose and
insists that the Americans with whom he

is dealins. do likewise.

We have only this to ask : Will the new
treaty give us any cheaper living? Will it

damage or build up Canadian business?

Will more than one Canadian out of a
hundred feel the least little bit of an ef-

fect from it? No. Both parties to the

negotiations are too afraid to yield an
iota. And meanwhile the arguing and
wrangling, the guessing and speculation

goes on, not because ninety-nine out of

a hundred of us will actually feel the dif-

ference, but because we Canadians want
to get the best of the bargain, even as the

Americans would not be averse to ''get-

ting one over" on us.
* * *

It is the custom to cheer for technical

education commissions. It is also the

custom to call dead firemen who happen
to have been hit by falling walls, heroes.

It is the custom, when the papers hear

that some other two-by-four village or cor-

poration is "appointing a technical edu-

cation commission," to applaud and ex-

claim upon the enterprise and the per-

spicacity of the people who have decided

to do the appointing.

Yet, has not the Canadian Manufac-
turers' Association investigated it? Have
not several of the provinces—Ontario, at

least—sent abroad spies into the lands

where technical education is in force? Is

not every magazine, newspaper, and after-

dinner speech, heavy with praise for

"technical education"? Everybody is

agreed. Nobody cares, anyway. Times
are good, We, the masses, do not feel the
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taxes beinp: taken out of us—which is the

chief reason we should deride all single-

tax propaganda—and, therefore, why not

spend some money on technical educa-

tion? The more educational institutions

which there may he, the more chance of

suiting all sorts of children with all sorts

of nmhitions. In short, nohody objects

to technical education. Everybody wants

it. Babies cry for it. Then, why .''o many
conunis.sions?

We saw Commi.s.«5ioner "Jimmy" Simp-
son, of the Dominion Government Com-
mi.'ssion, the other day. That is what
•brought this ."subject to mind. His com-
mission is .«couring the earth for informa-

tion. He Avill find it and do good, no
doubt. But when that commission is fin-

ished and has reported, just as all other

investigators have reported, will the pro-

\nnces. in whose hands educational mat-

ters rest, pay any attention? No. They
will send new commissions abroad to learn.

expcn.<'ively, the very things "Jimmy"
Simpson's commi.«.«!ion has already report-

ed upon, and which that commission, in

turn, might have learned bv a reference

to the reports of other similar investiga-

tors which have preceded it.

If there were direct taxation, instead of

a fraction of a mill, on this piece of rib-

bon and that bit of anthracite, there would
be fewer commissions, fewer commission-
er."—though we wish them no harm—and
ouicker action on the part of the Provin-
cial Governments in establishing a tech-

nical education system.

3|e 4c 4c

You have heard people bewail the fact

that great institutions, or great svstems,

have not enonob of the human element.
Then when a little of it crops out thev are
shocked, shamed, shiverinsly astonished.

The English press, which is a rather
self-rijrhteous affair, has been ieerino" at

the authorities who summoned the militia
to assist the London police in capturing
two anarchists. The EnQ-li>?h press is en-
ioving its favorite recreation—which is,

"being superior." Icnowinf. after a thing
i<5 done, just whv it should not have been
done in that wav. and just what course
.should most properly have been pursued
under the circumstances.

One cannot pT-etend to justify the man-
ner in which the authorities dealt with

the situation. Their methods did indeed
seem unusual, not to say .spectacular. But
the point in our mind is this: might not

anybody have become panic-stricken

—

might not anyone's wit have jumped the

fire-e.scape—and might not anyone's judg-

ment have been a trifle dishevelled under
the circumstances? *

It is all very well for etiquette books to

tell a country boy, blushing, and socially

ambitious, what to do under certain cir-

cum.stances, but when that young man
is overwhelmed by all sorts of circum-
stances, rushing eagerly toward him, all

at once, he forgets the rules of etiquette

and does the best he can. Afterward,
someone may lecture him on what should
have been his course.

Of course, in.«titutions, systems and
.street car conductors are never .supposed

to be human. Men talk of "red tape" and
"officiou.sness," and the alleged funny
papers are forever making jokes about
these bogies. Good people bewail the

fact, as was said before, that there is no
"human" element in police forces, in great

banks, in great railways. And yet the mo-
ment these institutions do do something
"human" they are criticized. The rail-

way man who gets "full" or goes to sleep.

The bank man who makes an error in his

books. The police force that gets rattled

when faced by an unexpected .'situation

—

these are human, and yet the.«e things

tickle the tongues of the righteous, so that

they are forever mending the track which
the wheels of progress have just left be-

hind, Ts-ith slabs of criticism.

* * *

A bank in Ontario — the Farmers
Bank—collapsed recently. The deposit-

ors were, most of them, farmers. The
general manager has pleaded guilty to

stealing large sums of money. As this

is being written he is awaiting sentence.

The maximum is twenty-one years in

penitentiary.

There are all sorts of interesting phases
in this case. It is interesting to con.sider

the feelings of the people who lost their

money; of the shareholders who live in

dread of the double liability clause: and
of the feelings of the ex-general manager,
who, yesterday, was a gentleman, living

in a modestly fashionable house in a fash-

ionable part of the city, comfortable, res-

pected, obeyed in fear and trembling by
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a large staff of ineii, and generally on the

way to a respectal^le end and a decent

tombstone in the cemetery—and who, to-

day, is an abject felon, running away from
his own thoughts.

But the most interesting phase of the

affair is the attitude of the Canadian
Bankers' Association. AVe are told that

the association had been waiting for the

collapse of the bank for years. They
knew, it is said, that it could never last.

They waited to see it close its doors. It

is even said that two years ago the failure

of the Farmers Bank seemed so imminent
that the banks prepared for it by strength-

ening their own reserves lest, in the gen-

eral financial disturbance, there should
be a run on their own branches. When
finally the collapse came, that righteous
body which is commonly called the Money
Trust of Canada, sighed with relief. The
strain was over. None of them had been
caught. They would not need to do any
more worrying about that trembling insti-

tution. Thank Heaven ! Their virgin
garments were uncontaminated! But the
poor depo.sitors did not know. Neither
did the shareholders. They are the losers.

The interesting consideration is to

speculate on the probabilities for the same
thing happening again. In other words,
are the bankers taking any steps to pre-

vent the recurrence of such a failure?
Are they "thinking up" any solution?

They reject the idea of external inspec-

tion. They say it is too costly for prac-

tical operation. It is admitted that exter-

nal inspection would have saved many of

the recent bank failures; yet they refu.se

the system. That being the case, what
do they offer in its place? What do they
propose ?

We have heard of nothing so far. Tt

may be, Secretary Knight having done his

little undertakorial duties on the body of

the Farmers Bank, that the Bankers' As-
sociation will formulate some sort of a

scheme for the amendment of the Bank
Act. The Association has much weight
with the Government, not officially, but
in an ad\dsory capacity. It may be mod-
est in urging its views upon the Depart-
ment of Finance. It may not like to come
forward and offer an opinion. It may
prefer to .sit blushing by until someone
comes and a.sks it. But in our estimation,

it ought to devise .<=:ome sort of a proposi-

tion and do it quickly. It would be much
better for the Association to get itself mis-
understood—though that would make no
difference anyway—than to sit and watch
some other bank toddle gayly along to

the brink of the abys^, carrying its depos-
itors and share-holders with it, while the
Bankers' A,s.sociation, all-powerful, all-

seeing, all-timid, modest and unselfish,

watches its progress with mild interest,

and keeps its own .skirts free.
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Lord Rosebery on *' Chatham "

LORD ROSEBERY carries a can-

dle well. Some time ago he pro-

duced his book on Napoleon in exile.

It illuminated the latter days of Napoleon
wonderfully. It revealed angles and facets

of Napoleon which had not been revealed

before that time. He explained many of

the intluences which, acting as they did,

upon a man of Napoleon's temperament,
produced nuich that had been misunder-
stood in Bonaparte. Now, Lord Rosebery
brings out his work on Lord Chatham,
William Pitt, the elder. He does not bore
one with disquisitions on the politics of the

eighteenth century. He does not deal with
AVilliam Pitt as a public figure. But, in-

stead, taking for granted that the world
already knows the public record of this

man "who raised England out of obscur-
ity, into the foremost place in the world,"
lie explores the dark recesses out of which
Pitt emerged when he made a speech, or
acted in his capacity as a public man, and
into which he retired immediately after-

wards, as an actor retires from the stage.

He declares that he finds Pitt's private life

a mystery, and, having collected much in-

formation from many obscure sources, he
lays it before the reader, in an illuminative
and entertaining manner. Lord Rose-
bery's strongly marked individuality
flavors evervthing with mellow cvnicism

and rich sarcasm. The same mental quali-

ties which have characterized him in Bri-

tish politics are visible in his latest writ-

ings. Ilis descriptions of that "strange

cock-a-trice brood of the Pitts" are splen-

did reading. Each man of the times on
whom he touches, he makes more interest-

ing. His book is full of confidential let-

ters, which he has secured from old papers

held in present-day families as heir-looms.

He uses words and combinations of words
with refreshing originality. And in every

page there is a twinkle of Rosebery 's own
humor.

"The life of Chatham," he says in the

preface, "is extremely difficult to write,

and, strictly speaking, can never be writ-

ten at all. It is difficult because of the

artificial atmosphere in which he thought

it well to envelope himself, and because

the rare glimpses which are obtainable of

the real man, reveal a nature so complex,

so violent and so repressed. . . . What
is this strange career?

. "Born of a turbulent stock, he is crip-

pled by gout at Eton and Oxford, then

launched in a cavalry regiment, and

then into Parliament. For eight years he

is groom-in-waiting to a prince. Then he

holds subordinate office for nine years

more. Then he suddenly flashes out, not

as a royal attendant or a minor placeman.
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but as the people's darling and the cham-
pion of the country. In obscure positions

he has become the first man in Britain,

which he now rules absolutely for four

years in a continual blaze of triumph.

Then he is sacrificed to an intrigue, but

remains the supreme statesman of his

country for five years more. Then he be-

comes Prime Minister amid general ac-

clamation; but in an instant he shatters

his own power, and retires, distempered, if

not mad, into a cell. At last he divests

himself of office, and recovers his reason;

he lives for nine years more, a lonely, sub-

lime figure, but awful to the last, an in-

calculable force. He dies, practically, in

public, as he would have wished, and the

nation, hoping against hope, pins its faith

in him to the hour of death.

"And for most of the time his associa-

tions are ignoble, if not humiliating. He
had to herd with political jobbers; he was
to serve intriguing kinsfolk ; he had to

cringe to unworthy kings and the mis-

tresses of kings ; he is flouted and insulted

by a puppet Whig like Rockingham.
Despite all this, he bequeaths the most il-

lustrious name in our political history."

There is a certain mild ''snobbery" dis-

played by the distinguished writer of this

book in his preface. It is merely interest-

ing as a little unintentional self-revelation.

He assures you that no one ever can write

a proper biography of Pitt, and, although

he does not praise his own work, he is in-

clined to sneer at the works of less note-

worthy authors, who have tried their hand
on Chatham. One is apt to feel that Lord
Rosebery, probably with a long staff of

secretaries, and with social position giving

him the entre to any private house where
private papers were to be found, is not

really entitled to as much credit as those

poor gentlemen at whom he turns up his

nose, who wrote the best they could. This

is not for one moment discounting Lord
Rosebery 's production. It is a rare pleas-

ure to read it, the more so for the glimpses

it affords of so interesting a character as

its own author.

Old Governor Pitt, the rogue, the pirate,

the "interloper," is the first character de-

scribed in the book. He was a wild-blood-

ed man, son of a clergyman, who made his

fortune in contraband trade in "the Gold-

en East." Old Pitt was no re^pector of

persons or privileges, and used to send his

ships to trade where none but the East

India Company were supposed to have
rights. It was profitable for old Pitt, but

unpleasant for the company. They were

forever trying to capture his ships, and he
was forever stealing their trade. Finally,

on the principle of setting a thief to catch

a thief, they appointed him Governor of

Fort St. George. But the company "found
the burden of this roughling, immoral
man intolerable," and he was dismissed.

He came to England owner of the famous
Pitt diamond—which he had sent ahead
of him in the heel of his son's shoe—and
with a fortune which was said to be en-

ormous. He was at all times quarrelling

with his wife and his children. He
trusted "nothing and nobody." He hated
well and loved cunningly. When he died

his family started quarreling over his for-

tune, and the quarrel was the family ex-

ercise and diversion from one generation

to another.

Speaking of one descendant, Rosebery

says he "grew up a spit-fire, not less ec-

centric than his sires . . . His was a

turbulent, rakehelly, demented existence."

Referring to the death of another Pitt, he

says it was like the sinking of a fire-ship.

"He died spluttering."

William Pitt was the second son of Ro-

bert Pitt, the Old Governor's eldest son.

"Of his childhood," says Rosebery, "we
catch but occasional and remote glimpses.

His grandfather . . had marked him, but

seems also to have determined that the

boy's energies should not be' relaxed by
wealth ... He bequeathed the boy
only £100 a year . . . Pitt was sent

to Eton at an early age, where he had not-

able contemporaries: Henry Fox, George

Lyttelton, Charles Pratt, Hanbury Wil-

liams and Fielding. "Pitt hated Eton."

At Oxford "his only public achievement

was a copy of Latin verses which he pub-

lished on the death of George I. They
were artificial and uncandid. . .

"

Pitt's brothers and sisters were a note-

worthy crew. The eldest son and William

could not get along together and died un-

reconciled. One sister "Betty" led a rak-

ish life. One incident concerning her

and her brother is very entertaining

"Miss Pitt (then in France) was appar-

entlv on excellent terms with her brother
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uiid gave Dutens a letter to him. She had,

indeed, become enamoured of the young

Krenelnuan, a passion which, we are not

.sur]>ri.sed to hear, she carried to indecor-

ous lengths. Jie, however, escaped to Eng-

land and presented his letter. I'itt called

on him the same afternoon and thanked

him for his attention to a beloved sister,

Dutens became intimate, showed the niin-

i.Kter his composition.s, and was favoured

with an inspection of Pitt's. Then all

.suddenly changed, and he was denied ac-

cess. Betty had quarrelled with the fam-

ily of Dutens, and had written to beg her

Iji'other to quarrel with Dutens. Dutens,

she said, had boasted in company that he

was well with her, and that if her fortune

and family answered expectations, he

might marry her. Consequently she de-

sired her brother to order his footman to

kick Dutens downstairs; in any case she

implored him to quarrel with the young
man. With this request Pitt unhesitating-

ly and unrea.<onably complied. We see

here in one icident how warm were Pitt's

family affections, and the difficulties under
wliich they were cherished."

Another sister, Ann, was AVilliam's fav-

orite. There are a great many letters re-

jToduced in the book from him to her.

These were mostly written when he was a

very young man. They were stilted and
elaborate in the style of the times, and
they were forever full of stupidly involved,

solicitous inquiries after the health of the
lady. Her favorite recuperation seems to

have been '"trying the waters" of Bath,
Tunbridge and the Spa. She seemed to

have needed to be cured of "herself" of

which she seems to have been surfeited.

Translated into modern days she would
have been a patent medicine fiend—prol>
al)ly a hypochondriac. Nevertheless, she
appears to have been an unusually inter-

esting woman. She died mad, after a
quarrel with Pitt, which lasted until his
death, without reconciliation. "Strife,"
says Ro.sebery, referring to these endless
quarrels, "was necessary' to the Pitts."

In one of his quarrels with Ann, at a
time when .^he was living in his house, he
is said, by Rosebery, to have rid himself
of her by leaving his house and putting
a bill on the front door "To let." On the
whole, however, the bulk of evidence i=r

that Pitt was very good to her, and that

although his pride was a bye-word, he
liunibled himself to her.

A sad picture is drawn of the great

statesman's death. "There were perhaps
few genuine tears save those of wife and
children, .shed over the grave of the grim,
disconcerting old statesman, for men of his

type .are beyond friend.ship ; they inspire

awe, not affection ; they deal with mas.ses,

not with individuals; they have followers,

admirers, and an envious host of enemies,

rarely a friend. But Ann had no reason

to feign grief or self-reproach. She had
lost her first love, her only love, the love

of her life. It is probable that the brother

and sister had undestood each other

throughout in their ciuick-kindling, petu-

lant way. 'My brother who has always
seemed to guess and understand all I felt

of every kind,' she wrote in 1757 ; a sen-

tence which is a clue to all."

Pitt's first seat in Parliament was for

the borough of Old Sarum. It contained

seven votes. "When an election took place

the returning officer brought with him a

tent under which the necessary business

was transacted. To such a constituency

it was superfluous, and indeed impossible

to offer an election address, or an exposi-

tion of policy." The borough contained

60 acres of ploughed land.

In these days of so much discussion of

"graft," Lord Ro.sebery's passing mention
of the various "grafts" enjoyed by the

aristocracy of the old days, is worthy of

note. Pitt's sister, Ann, despite his opposi-

tion, secured pensions from the Crown to-

talling £1,500 a year. And for what?

—

for nothing but being of a certain family

and having friends at court, though Pitt

had no hand in securing it. What would
happen in these days when every man is

bristling with "rights" and on the qui vive

for abuses of power, is not hard to surmise.

The famous family, the Temple - Gren-

villes, into which Pitt married, was notori-

ous for its "grafting." Says Lord Rose-

bery :

"Never, indeed, was family .so well pro-

vided for during an entire century as the

Temple-Grenvilles. Although the system

by which the aristocracy lived on the coun-

try was not carried nearly as far in Great

Britain as in the France of the fourteenth

Louis and his succe.=!.'5or, yet it had no in-

considerable hold. Even the au.stere
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George, though averse in Burke's expres-

sive language to 'the low, pimping politics

of a Court,' did not disdain, when Prime
Minister, to hurry to the King to announce
the death of Lord Macclesfield and secure

for his son, afterwards Marquis of Buck-
ingham, the reversion of the Irish Teller-

ship of the Exchequer thus vacted; nor a

few months later, to obtain the grant of a

lighthouse as a provision for his younger
children. The Tellership, held as it was
under the unreformed conditions, was a

place of vast emolument ; it is not now easy

to compute the amount. Nor is it neces-

sary for the purpose of this book to follow

up these details. Cobbett reckoned from
returns furnished to the House of Com-
mons that this Lord Buckingham and his

brother Thomas, the i^on of George Gren-
ville, had in half a century drawn £700,-

000 of public money and William, an-

other ])rother, something like £200,000
more. The.se figures, of course, are open
U) di.spute, but they indicate at lea.st that

the revenues from public money of this

family of sinecurists must have been en-

ormous. Of Engli.'^h families the Gren-
villes were in this particular line ea.^ily

the first. Had all .sinecurists, it may be
.said in pa.s,sing, spent their money like the

younger Thomas, who returned far more
than he received by bequeathing his

matchless library to the nation, the public

conscience would have been much more
tender towards them."

The ambition of this family was more
than remarkable. The Temple with whom
Pitt was concerned, .secured the title of

Lord Cobham before the body was cold.

He then pur.sued "The Garter" but King-

George II. so hated him that at fir.st he
refused. Temple's importunities became
such, however, that the king finally

granted the honor by flinging ''The Gar-

ter" to temple "as a bone is thrown to a

dog." "But," says the writer, "delicacy, as

we have seen, did not trouble Temple in

matters of .substance, and he was satisfied."

He then attempted to .secure a Dukedom
but died too .soon.

"The death of Temple made no differ-

ence to the family ambition. His nep-

hew made violent, even frantic, but in-

effectual efforts to obtain the title through
Chatham's .son. Nor were other means of

aggrandisement neglected. By marriage

there accrued the fortunes of Chambers,
Nugent, Chandos, and, by some other way,
that of Dodington. Acre was added to acre
and estate to estate, often by the danger-
ous expedient of borrowed money, until

Buckinghamshire seemed likely to become
the appanage of the family. Borough in-

fluence was laboriously accumulated and
maintained. Nor were nobler po.sse.ssions

di.sdainod. Rare books and manuscripts,
choice pictures, and sumptuous furniture
were added by successive generations to

the splendid collections of Stowe. Finally,
in the reign of George IV., and in the
time of Temple's great-nephew, the object
was attained. Lord Liverpool acquired the
.support of the Grenville parliamentary in-

fluence by an almo.st commercial compact.
Louis XVIII. added his in.stances and
Buckingham became a duke. From that

moment the .«tar of the family vi.sibly

paled. Eight years afterwards the duke
had to shut up Stowe, and go abroad. Less
than twenty-eight years from then the
palace was dismantled, its treasures were
di.^persed, the vast estates sold, and the
glories of the house, built up with so much
care and per.sistence, vanished like a .snow-

wreath."

Frederick, Prince of Wales, son of

George II., is cartooned in cutting fa.shion

by Lord Rosebery. The Prince, dying
before his father, hated by his parents and
his sister so that they are said to have pray-

ed for his death hourly, was the man un-
der whom Pitt first lived, when in Parlia-

ment. He was "an anomalous figure with
a brain . . . .shallow and futile." "He
Ijecame the complacent puppet of all the
factions opposed to his father's (and Wal-
pole's) government. His court, indeed,

resembled that famous cave to which were
gathered everyone that was discontented,

and everyone that was in distress. All who
had been .spurned or ou.sted by Walpole"
(.such had been Pitt's fate, having his com-
mis.=!ion in, the army cancelled after his

fir.st speech in Parliament) "ha.stened to

rally round the heir-apparent. . . . Fred-
erick, Prince of Wales, is one of the idle

mysteries of English history. . . . No
circumstance.?, known to us, can explain

the virulence of aver.sion with which the

King and Queen regarded him, which was
so intense as to be almost incredible. They
were both good haters, and yet they hated
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no one half so much as their eldest son,

Ilis fatiicr called him the greatest beast

and liar and scoundrel in existence. Ilis

mother and his sister wished hourly to

hear of his death. This violence of un-

natural loathing is not to be accounted for

l>y any known facts. Frederick was a

j)0()r creature, no doubt, a vain and fatuous

co.Kcomb. But human beings are con-

stantly the parents of coxcombs without

regarding them as vermin."

How Pitt became the champion of the

Prince and how he sneered at the father,

George IT., and how, by the .sheer vindic-

tiveness of his offenses again.st George II.

he forced himself into prominence and
leadership, is, of course, a story in itself.

After the downfall of Walpole, Pitt was
ignored. The King loathed him. Instead

of .'jeeking to propitiate the powers that

were, Pitt assailed them with ridicule, with

sarcasm and criticism.

Rosebery's comment on the war with
Spain is full of humor. He points out

that it was the mood of the two peoples,

and not the actual offense of either nation
that brought on the conflict. The mer-
chants wanted war, he says, and adds:

—

''Trade has neither conscience nor
bowels."

Walpole fell, and describing* it. Lord
Posebery is both discerning and kind in

his criticism. ".
. . It is unwise," he re-

marks, referring to Walpole accepting a
favor from the King, "to be con.spicuously

decorated at the moment when the nation
is calling for your head. ... He fell

with the skill and presence of mind which
never deserted him, for in everything ex-

cept office he remained victorious." He
speak.s of Lord Newcastle's unequalled
capacity for remaining in office, adding.
"—a virtue not unappreciated by the great
mass of_ politicians," and says, "what the
King wished" in regard to war, "Newcas-
tle was anxious to wish."

If some of those gentlemen had sus-
pected how wickedly they might be de-
scribed in 1910 by Lord^ Rosebery, they
Avould surely have hidden themselves from'
the sicht of history. For instance, of
Lord Hervey, confidante in the household
of George II., he says, "He was the inti-
mate associate of the King, the confidential

friend of the Queen, the lover of one of

their daughters; he was the tame cat of

the family circle."

Touching German Princes in general,

and George II. in particular, he says: "He
was first and fundamentally a German
Prince of his epoch. . . . And these mag-
nates all aped Louis XIV. as their model.
They built huge palaces, as like Versailles

as their means would permit, and general-

ly beyond tho.se limits, with fountains and
avenues and dismally wide paths. Even
in our own day, a German monarch has
left, fortunately vmfinished, an accurate

Versailles, on a damp island in a Bavarian
lake. In these grandiose structures they
cherished a blighting etiquette, and led

lives as dull as those of the aged and torpid

carp in their own stew-ponds. Then, at

the proper season, they would break away
into the forest and kill game. Moreover,
still in imitation of their model, they held,

as a necessary feature in the dreary drama
of their existence, ponderous dalliance

with unattractive mistresses, in whom they
fondly tried to discern the charms of a

Montespan or a La Valliere. This mono-
tonous programme, sometimes varied by a

violent contest, whether they should oc-

cupy a seat wdth or without a back, or

with or without arms, represented the even

tenor of their lives."

The King's foible was said to have been
avarice. "He amused himself, we are told,

by counting his guineas, in private. That,

perhaps, was not a very royal occupation,

although a nursery-rhyme indicates that

it is; it may have been a trick learned

when he was poor, or it may have been
his substitute for those games of anxious

futility now known as "patience."

"Kings," he goes on at another point,

"rarely hit the right mean ; if they are

generous they are called profuse. If they

are careful they are called mean. . . .

George II. ... we contend, putting his

private life apart, which we must judge
by the German -standard of those days,

was not a bad king, under the conditions

of his time and throne. . . . All things

con.sidered, it is wonderful that he was as

good as he was, and he scarcely deserves

the thoughtless opprobrium which he has
incurred."
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THE JAPANESE AS CONQUERORS.

JAPAN is now performing an experi-

ment which is, from one point of

view, new in the history of the

world. Western nations have assumed
pohtical control of Eastern peoples in a

number of cases. This has been done in

turn by each of the great western nations.

Protectorates are therefore nothing new.

But never before in the history of the

world has one oriental nation assumed a

protectorate over another. There have
previously been attempts upon the part of

one oriental nation to conquer another:

even peace-loving China has made such at-

tempts: but a thorough-going reconstruc-

tion of the political institutions of an-

other people is a work which no oriental

nation except Japan has ever attempted.

Such work has hitherto been undertaken
only by Caucasians. The experiment of

Japan in Korea is, therefore, unique, and
is worthy of careful study by all interested

in political or ethnic science.

A most valuable article is thus com-
menced by Edwin Maxey of the Univer-
sity of Nebraska, in the Political Science
Quarterly. As a comment on the "Yel-
low Peril" it is enlightening. He con-

tinues :

—

Not only because of its unique charac-

ter is the experiment worthy of study, but
because of the effect which its success or

failure is likely to produce upon the fu-

ture course of hi.story. For more than a
decade the Orient has been the stage upon
which the events of greatest significance

in determining the course of civilization

have taken place, and the conditions
which have produced this result seem like-

ly to persist during the twentieth century.
The balance of power in the Orient,
though not the only diplomatic problem
of the twentieth century, is the greatest.

Compared with it, the balance of power
in Europe, which has been the pivot about
which the world's diplomacy has revolved
during practically the whole cour.se of

modern history, becomes a relatively small
question, whether considered from the
viewpoint of the area affected or from that

of the number of people concerned. China
alone is nearly as large as all Europe, and
it contains more people. To Americans
the balance of power in Europe is a mat-
ter of indifference, while the balance of

power in the Orient is of vital interest.

It may be that the results of this experi-
ment will prove that the Caucasian race

has no monopoly of the qualities which
fit a people for leadership. To predict
that such a demonstration will produce a
profound effect upon the future course of

political development does not require any
rare degree of foresight. It is but natural
that the degree of influence which Japan
will be able to exercise in the remaking
of the political institutions of China -udll

depend measurably upon the degree of
.success attendant upon her experiment in
Korea. Failure would lessen, if not de-

stroy, Japan's taste for the work, i. e., for

bearing the "white man's burden," and
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vould at the same time destroy China's

„nfideueo in Japan's powers of leac er-

;hip One mav drive by main force, bnt

oadership with'ont the conlidencc of one's

'ollowers is impossible.
u • r

When therefore we consider the indi-

rect c()P-^e(iiiences of success or faihire in

IJK. laTfcrmanco of the task which Japan

has niidcrlaken in Korea, the experiment

L-eases to appear one of local interest only

:

it becomes of world interest. It is there-

fore fitting that we examine carefully

what Japan has done thus far toward im-

[M-ovinji conditions in Korea. For, while

it is too early to reach a definite copclu-

sion a.-^ to the chances of success or failure,

what she is doing enables us to perceive

what things .she considers important and

how she is doing them. This gives us

something of a basis upon which to re.st

a judgment as to her gEasp of the situa-

tion and as to the intelligence .shown in

the choice of means for dealing with it.

The reforms thus far attempted by

Japan in Korea may be conveniently

grouped under, and are fairly covered by.

the following heads : educational, sanitary,

economic, administrative and legal.

Japan very properly determined at the

outset that no government can work suc-

cessfully without a reasonably wide dif-

fu.sion of intelligence among its -subjects.

And as she found in Korea practically no
provision for the education of the people,

she at once turned her attention to the

remedying of this vital defect. To take

the ])lace of this altogether inadequate

system of education, Japan has begun the

establishment of a system of manual-
training schools, common schools, high
schools, commercial, industrial, agricul-

tural and medical colleges. In short, the

attempt is being made to supplant an an-

tiquated by a modern sy.stem of education.

The appropriations have been increased

from a few thousand to five hundred thou-
sand yen.

Among the encouraging developments
of the past decade is the increased atten-

tion given by governments to protecting
and promoting the health of their citi-

zens. Finding Korea without means of

furnishing wholesome water to its cities

and without hospitals for its sick, Japan
proceeded at once to build waterworks and
hospitals for the principal cities. For the
]M-omotion of the public health, which in

all civilized countries has come to be con-

sidered a necessity, the government has

appropriated over eleven million yen.

For economic progress, for the estab-

lishment of efficient government and for

the attainment of a high degree of civiliz-

ation, the development of means of com-

munication has always been among the

|)rime requisites. In no respect was the

inefficiency of the Korean government

more clearly .shown than in the almost

complete lack of railroads or wagon roads

in the country. It did not take the Japan-

ese long to decide that such conditions

must not be allowed to continue. At a

cost of 85,251,666 yen they have com-

pleted a raihvay line from one end of the

peninsula to the other. Korea will then

be connected not only Avith the railway

system of China but also with that of

Russia. That the railways are appreciated

is shown by the fact that freight tonnage

has increased from 391,175 tons in 1908
to 737,693 tons in 1909. The Japanese

have also very wisely directed a portion

of their energies to the building of wagon
roads. In this work they have already

expended one and a half million yen, and
they have contracted for roads which will

cost as much more. One hundred and
sixty-two and one-half miles of road have
been built by the general government.
Apart from their purely commercial
value, there is no improvement which so

promotes the unity of a country and so

increases the efficiency of its government
as the building of good roads. The extent

to which they decrease the tendency to

revolution, is well illustrated by the his-

tory of .such Latin American states as

Mexico and Argentina.

Though the value of monetary and fin-

ancial reforms is sometimes overestimated,

it cannot be doubted that they are an im-

portant factor in the economic develop-

ment of a country. It is therefore worthy
of note that Japan has placed the finan-

cial sy.stem of Korea upon a gold basis.

It has abolished the private minting of

''nickels" and has adopted measures to

discourage the use of "cash" and to en-

courage the circulation of bank notes. In

order to facilitate the making of long-

time loans, the government is encourag-

ing the establishment of industrial and
agricultural banks.

I
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For the purpose of promoting the pro-

ductive industries upon which the great

majority of the Koreans depend, the gov-

ernment has organized a department of

agriculture, commerce and industry. The
importance which the government at-

taches to this department may be judged
from the fact that its head is appointed

by the emperor of Japan. Under its di-

rection there has been organized a model
farm or what we commonly call an ex-

periment station.

Under the direction of this department
there has been formed a cotton cultiva-

tion association.

There has also been established, under
the direction of this department, a fores-

try school, in which instruction was first

given last year. To supplement the theo-

retical consideration of this subject, the

government has decided to establish three

model forests, near Seoul, Pingyang and
Taku; and for this purpose it has provid-

ed for the expenditure of two hundred
and ninety thousand yen, to be distribut-

ed over a period of six years.

In administrative reforms Japan very

properly began with an effort to cleanse

the fountainhead of corruption under the

old regime, choosing as its point of attack

the imperial court. Here there was a

clique of eunuchs, sorcerers, mediums and
fortune-tellers who controlled appoint-

ments. By insisting upon large bribes,

the clique caused the offices, both judicial

and administrative, to be filled by the

class of persons who were willing to pay
most for them and who expected to resort

to extortion to recoup themselves. While
this clique continued in power, the whole
system could not but be permeated with
graft. To clear the court of these adven-
turers and conspirators, who during the

periods of disorder had gained the ear of

the emperor, it was necessary to promul-
gate the 'Talace Precincts Ordinance,"
excluding from the court all who did not
have special passes showing that they had
legitimate business to transact. Though
these radical measures provoked a storm
of protest in court circles, they were so

manifestly necessary to the purification of

the administration that open opposition

to them soon ceased. In other words, a
large number of the administrative offices

have been brought under civil-service-re-

form rules. Salaries have been increased.

so that there is no longer the same excuse

for extortion. Inquiries are being made
by a local-administration investigation

commission to ascertain whether or not

conditions are such as to render advisable

the introduction of a system of local

autonomy. Guided by the same practical

judgment which enabled them to win in

their war with Russia and which has made
them formidable competitors in the com-
mercial world, the Japanese have permit-

ted the character of the administrative re-

forms and the rapidity of their introduc-

tion to be determined by conditions

rather than by theories. There was no
doubt a temptation to tear things up root

and branch, without delay; but this is

rarely a wise course to pursue in the case

of governmental institutions.

Corrupt as was the Korean administra-

tive system, it was no worse than the judi-

ciary. In fact the latter was controlled

by the former, and both were equally sub-

servient to the corrupt court ''ring"

through which their positions were secur-

ed.

Under the direction of the resident-

general, there has been established in

Korea a system of regular courts with an
independent judiciary. The appointment
of the judges is, in so far as possible, being

raised above the plane of petty politics.

The annexation of Korea, provided for

in the convention of August 22, 1910,

surprised no one who was at all familiar

with the situation. The degree to which
the maintenance of the forms of Korean
sovereignty hampered the work of the

Japanese was out of proportion to the

value of such forms to the Koreans. Un-
less Japan were to abandon the task of

governing Korea, the change was to be
expected. To govern Korea for any length
of time as England has governed Egj^pt

would be exceedingly difficult, and long
persistence in this attempt would, in my
opinion, have been unwise. I am inclined

to believe that most persons who have
given careful thought to the subject will

agree with me in saying that more has
been lost than gained by England's delay
in annexing Egypt.
To the annexation of Korea the other

powers have raised no objection on politi-

cal grounds. And Japan has forestalled

objection on commercial grounds by pro-
viding that the open door to trade in
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Korea sliall be niaiiilained for ten years,

and that for a like period the sliips of all

nations may enjvage in the coasting trade

of Korea and in the trade between Japan

and Korea. After the expiration of that

jieriod these Tiiatters will be arranged by

treaty. In the Anglo-Jai)anese treaty of

11)05, in which iMigland concedes to

Japan a free hand in Korea, Japan recog-

nizes "tiie i)rinciple of eqnal opportunity

for conunerce and indnstry of all na-

tions."

The task which Japan has undertaken
is a serious one, one in which her motives

and methods will be subjected to the sev-

erest criticism, one which requires infin-

ite patience and practical common-sense.

She has thus far exhibited these qualities

in a high degree. If her future achieve-

ments to fulfill the promise of success con-

tained in her achievements thus far, it is

not certain that Europe and America will

not have something to learn from her

methods. They should at least not un-

necce.ssarily hamper her progress by in-

sisting that her action shall conform to

their dogmatic notions as to the superior-

ity of the Caucasians and their institu-

tions.

WAR—THE ROBBER.

ONE of the most interesting discus-

sions of "War"' is contained in the

address of President David Starr

Jordan, of Stanford University, before a

gathering in Berlin recently. The ad-

dress appears, translated from the Ger-

man, in the Popular Science Monthly
and is so refreshing in its treatment of

the subject that we reprint it with as little

condensation as was consistent with the

exigencies of space.

The message I shall attempt to-day,

connnences the address, is a message of

peace through the arraignment of war.
My text may be found in those words of

Sophocles, "War does not of choice de-

stroy bad men, but good men ever."

My message concerns solely the rela-

tions of war to manhood, as shown in the
succession of generations. Benjamin
Franklin once said: "There is one effect

of a standing army which must in time
be felt so as to bring about the abolition
of the system. A standing army not only
ctnnini.shes the population of a country,
but even the size and breed of the human
species. For an army is the flower of the
nation. All the most vigorous, stout and
well-made men in a kingdom are to be
found in the army, and these men, in
general, can not marry."
What is true of standing armies is

still more true of the armies that fight
and fall. Those men who perish are lost

to the future of civilization, they and
their blood forever.

The last thirty years have seen the

period of greatest activity in the study of

biology. Among other matters, we have
seen the rise of definite knowledge of the

process of heredity, and its application

to the formation and improvement of

races of men and animals. From our
scientific knowledge, men have developed

the fine art of selective breeding. With
men, as with animals, "Like the seed is

the harvest." In every vicissitude of race

of men or of breed of animals, it is always

those who are left who determine what
the future shall be.

All progress in whatever direction is

conditioned on selective breeding. There
is no permanent advance not dependent
on advance in the type of parenthood.

There is no decline except that arising

from breeding from the second-best in-

stead of the best. The rise and fall of

races of men in history is, in a degree,

conditioned on such elements as deter-

mine the rise and fall of a breed of cattle

or of a strain of horses.

Always and ever, says Novicow, "war
brings about the reversal of selection."

These traits of character, physical

.strength, agility, courage, dash, patriot-

ism, desired in the soldier, are lost in the

race which decrees the destiTiction of the

soldierly. The delusion that war in one

generation sharpens the edge of warrior-

hood in the next generation, has no bio-

logical foundation. The man who is left

determines always the future.
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Once, on the flanks of the Apennines,
there dwelt a race of free men, fair and
strong, self-reliant and confident. Tliey

were men of courage and men of action

—men "who knew no want they could

not fill for themselves." "Vir," they
called themselves in their own tongue,

and virile, virilis, men like them are call-

ed to this day. The man of courage be-

gat descendants. In each generation

and from generation to generation the

human harvest was good. And the great

wise kings who ruled them; but here my
story halts—for there was no king.

There could be none. For it was writ-

ten, men fit to be called men, men who
are Viri, "are too self-willed, too indepen-

dent, too self-centred to be ruled by any-

body but themselves." Kings are for

weaklings, not for men. Men free-born

control their own destinies. And so there

was no king to cherish and control these

men his subjects. The spirit of freedom
was the only ruler they knew, and this

spirit being herself metaphoric called to

her aid the four great genii which create

and recreate nations.

So in the early days, when Romans
were men, when Rome was small, with-

out glory, without riches, without col-

onies and without slaves, these were the

days of Roman greatness.

Then the Spirit of Freedom little by
little gave way to the Spirit of Domina-
tion, Conscious of power, men sought to

exercise it, not on themselves, but on one

another. Little by little, this meant band-

ing together, aggression, suppression,

plunder, struggle, glory and all that goes

with the pomp and circumstance of war.

The individuality of men was lost in the

aggrandizement of the few. Independ-

ence was swallowed up in ambition, pat-

riotism came to have a new meaning. It

was transferred from the hearth and home
to the trail of the army.

"Send forth the best ye breed!" That

was the word of the Roman war-call. And
the spirit of domination took these words

literally, and the best were sent forth. In

the conquests of Rome. Vir, the real man,
went forth to battle and to the work of for-

eign invasion; Homo, the human being,

remained on the farm and in the work-

shop and begat the new generations. Thus
"T^?r gave place to Homo." The sons of

real men gave places to the sons of scul-

lions, stable-boys, slaves, camp-followers
and the riff-raff of those the great vic-

torious army did not want.

The fall of Rome was not due to lux-

ury, effeminacy, corruption, the wicked-
ness of Nero and Caligula, the weakness
of the train of Constantine's worthless de-

scendants. It was fixed at Philippi, when
the spirit of domination was victorious

over the spirit of freedom. It was fixed

still earlier, in the rise of consuls and
triumvirates and the fall of the simple,

sturdy, self-sufficient race who would
brook no arbitrary ruler. When the real

men fell in war, or were left in far-away
colonies, the life of Rome still went on.

But it was a different type of Roman
which continued it, and this new type re-

peated in Roman history its weakling par-

entage.

Thus we read in Roman history of the

rise of the mob and of the emperor who
is the mob's exponent. It is not the pres-

ence of the emperor which makes imper-
ialism. It is the absence of the people,

the want of men. The decline of a peo-

ple can have but one cause, the decline in

the type from which it draws its sires. A
herd of cattle can degenerate in no other

Avay than this, and a race of men is under
the same laws. By the rise in absolute

power, as a sort of historical barometer,

we may mark the decline in the breed of

the people. We see this in the history of

Rome. The conditional power of Julius

Caesar, resting on his own tremendous
personality, showed that the days were

past of Cincinnatus and of Junius Brutus.

The power of Augustus showed the same.

But the decline went on. It is written

that "the little finger of Constantine was
thicker than the loins of Augustus."
The emperor in the time of Claudius and
Caligula was not the strong man who held

in check all lesser men and organizations.

He was the creature of the mob, and the

mob, intoxicated with its own work, wor-

shipped him as divine. Doubtless the

last emperor, Augustulus Romulus, be-

fore he was thro^uTi into the scrap-heap

of history, was regarded in the mob's
eyes and his own as the most godlike of

them all.

The Romans of the Republic could

not have made the historv of the Roman
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Empire, in their hands it would have

been Mil a republic. Could they have

held aloof from world-conquering

schemes, Home might have remained a

republic, enduring even to our own day.

The seed-s of destruction lie not in the

race nor in the form of government, but

in the influences by which the best men
arc cut olF from the work of parenthood.

'•The Koman Empire," saj's Seeley,

"perLshed for want of men." The dire

scarcity of men is noted even by Julius

Ca}sar. And at the same time it is noted

that there are men enough. Kome* was
lining up like an overflowing marsh. Men
of a certain type were plenty, "people with

guano in their composition," to use Em-
erson's striking phrase, but the self-re-

liant farmers, the hardy dwellers on the

flanks of the Appennines, the Roman men
of the early Roman days, these were fast

going, and with the change in the breed
cauie the change in Roman history.

•The mainspring of the Roman army
for centuries had been the patient strength

and courage, capacity for enduring hard-
ships, instinctive submission to military

discipline of the population that lined the
Appennines."
With the Antonines came ''a period of

sterility and barrenness in human be-

ings." "The human harvest was bad."
Bounties were offered for marriage. Pen-
alties were devised against race-suicide.

"Marriage," says Metellus, "is a duty
which, however painful, every citizen

ought manfully to discharge." Wars were
conducted in the face of a declining birth
rate, and this decline in quality and quan-
tity of the human harvest engaged very
early the attention of the wise men of
Rome.
"The effect of the wars was that the

ranks of tlie small farmers" were deci-
niated, while the number of slaves Avho
did not serve in the army multiplied."
(Bury).

Thus "Vir gave place to Homo," real
men to mere human beings. There were
always men enough such as thev were.
"A hencoop will be filled, whatever the
(original) number of hens." said Ben-
jamin Franklin. And thus the mob fill-

ed Rome. No wonder the mob-leader, the
mob-hero, rose in relative importance. No
wonder "the little finger of Constantine

was thicker than the loins of Augustus."

No wonder that "if Tiberius chastised his

subjects with whips, Valentinian chastised

them with scorpions."

••Government having assumed godhead
took at the same time the appurtenances
of it. OtHcials nmltiplied. Subjects lost

their rights. Abject fear paralyzed the

people and those that ruled were intoxi-

cated with insolence and cruelty." "The
worst government is that which is most
worshipped as divine." "The emperor
possessed in the army an overwhelming
force over w^hich citizens had no influence,

which was totally deaf to reason or elo-

quence, which had no patriotism because

it had no country, which had no human-
ity because it had no domestic ties."

•'There runs through Roman literature a

brigand's and barbarian's contempt for

honest industry." ••Roman civilization

was not a creative kind, it w^as military,

that is destructive." What was the end
of it all? The nation bred real men no
more. To cultivate the Roman fields

"whole tribes were borrowed." The man
of the quick eye and the strong arm gave

place to the slave, the scullion, the pariah,

the man with the hoe, the man whose lot

does not change because in him there lies

no power to change it. "Slaves have
M-rongs, but freemen alone have rights."

So at the end the Roman world yielded

to the barbaric, because it was weaker in

force. "The barbarians settled and peo-

pled the barbaric rather than conquered
it." And the process is recorded in his-

tory as the fall of Rome.

"Out of every hundred thousand strong

men, eighty thousand were slain. Out of

every hundred thousand weaklings, ninety

to ninety-five thousand were left to sur-

vive." This is Dr. Seeck's calculation,

and the biological significance of such

mathematics must be evident at once. Dr.

Seeck speaks with scorn of the idea that

Rome fell from the decay of old age, from
the corruption of luxury, from neglect of

military tactics or from the over-diffusion

of culture.

The men of Napoleon's armies were the

youth without blemish, "the best that the

nation could bring," chosen as "food for

powder," "eye evening to be trampled like

the grass," in the rush of Napoleon's great

battles. These men came from the plow.
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from the work-shop, from the school, the

bo^t there were—those from eighteen to

thirty-five years of age at first, but aftei'-

wards the older and the younger.

Says Le Goyt, ''It will take long porio<ls

of peace and plenty before Fi-ance can re-

cover the tall statures mowed down in the

wars of the republic and the first empire."
The spirit of freedom gave way to the

spirit of domination. The path of glory

is one which descends easily. Campaign
followed campaign, against enemies,
against neutrals, against friends. The trail

of glory crossed the Alps to Italy and to

Egypt, crossed Switzerland to Austria,

crossed Germany to Russia. Conscription

followed victory and victory and conscrip-

tion debased the human species. After the

battle of Wagram, we are told, the French
began to feel their weakness, the Grand
Army was not the army which fought at

Ulm and Jena.

. On to Moscow, "amidst ever-deepening

misery they struggled on, until of the

600,000 men who had proudly crossed the

Nieman for the conquest of Russia, only

20,000 famished, frost-bitten, unarmed
spectres staggered across the bridge of

Korni in the middle of December."
"Despite the loss of the most splendid

army marshalled by man, Napoleon abat-

ed no whit of his resolve to dominate Ger-

many and discipline Russia. . . . He
strained every effort to call the youth of

the empire to arms . . . and 350,000
conscripts were promised by the Senate.

The mighty swirl of the Moscow campaign
sucked in 150,000 lads of under twentv
vears of age into the devouring vortex."

"The peasantry gave up their sons as food

for cannon." But "many were appalled

at the frightful drain on the nation's

strength." "In less than half a year after

the lo.ss of half a million men a new army
nearly as numerous was marshalled under
the imperial eagles. But the majority

were young, untrained troops, and it was
remarked that the conscripts born in the

year of Terror had not the stamina of

the earlier levies. Brave they were,

superbly brave, and the emperor sought
by every means to breathe into them his

indomitable spirit." "Truly the emperor
could make boys heroes, but he could
never repair the losses of 1812." "Soldiers

were wanting, youths were dragged forth."

The human harvest was at its very worst.

The unfailing result of this must be the
failure in the nation of those qualities

most .sought in the soldier. The result is

a crippled nation. The effect would not
appear in the effacement of art or science,

or creative imagination. Men who lead

in these regards are not drawn by prefer-

ence or by conscription to the life of the
soldier. If we cut the roots of a tree, we
shall not affect, for a time at least, the
quality of its flowers or its fruits. We are

limiting its future, rather than changing
its present. In like manner does war af-

fect the life of nations. It limits the

future, rather than checks the present.

Those who fall in war are the young
men of the nations, the men between the

ages of eighteen and thirty-five, without
blemish so far as may be—the men of

courage, alertness, dash and recklessness,

the men who value their lives as naught
in the service of the nation. The man
who is left is for better and for worse the

reverse of all this, and it is he who de-

termines what the. future of the nation

.''hall be.

It is doubtless true that warlike tradi-

tions are most per.sistent with nations most
frequently engaged in war. But the tra-

ditions of war and the physical strength

to gain victories are very different things.

Other things being equal, the nation which
has known least of war is the one most
likely to develop the "strong battalions"

with whom victory must rest.

More than all who fall in battle or are

wasted in the camps, the nation misses

the "fair women and brave men" who
should have been the descendants of the

strong and the manly. If we may per-

sonify the spirit of the nation, it grieves

most not over its "unreturning brave,"

but over those who might have been but
never were, and who, so long as history

lasts, can never be.

And all laws of probabilities and of

averages are subject to a still higher law.

the primal law of biology, which no cross-

current of life can over-rule or modify:
Like the seed is the harvest.

And because this is true, arises the final

and bitter truth: "Wars are not paid for

in war time. The bill comes later
!"
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SOCIALISTIC TENDENCIES IN ENGLAND

THERE is a delightful optimism and

convincing logic in the work of

George Bourne, writing on the sub-

ject which i.s the heading of this article.

It ai)i»oars in the Forum for January. He
|)()ints out that many of the reforms which

liave been brought about in England, and

wiiich are loo.sely called "Socialistic" are

in reality the result of nothing more than

a growth of a larger spirit of humanity in

tlio country, rather than the result of Rad-

ical Propaganda. He points out that it

is the attempt to alleviate conditions and

remedy economic flaws, that is keeping

down the growth of the revolutionary

i<lea which are the dreaded feature of

Socialism.

Week by week, he begins, the rumor
increases that Socialism is making won-
<lcrful advances in England. Everyone is

i-i\ady to affirm it
;
you can hardly look at

a newspaper without coming upon some
nllu.sion to it; from America and the Con-
tinent the news of it begins to travel

l)ack: the tale is so persistent, nay, is

gaining so much the complexion of a

commonplace, as to leave no room for

doubt that something strange must be go-
ing on in P^ngland to account for it; and
yet, when one looks around for the cir-

cumstances which would justify such a
general persuasion, at first sight it is puz-
zling to make out precisely what they are.

A great deal of the talk—and that, too,

the most convinced in its tone—will not
stand a moment's examination. To take
a recent example : no sooner had the news
arrived that a republic had been set up in
Portugal, than it began to be said in Ens-
land that that change was the work of
Socialists and that England's turn would
come next, by reason of the spread of
Socialism in England. The people who
expressed this belief probablv had no real
opmion on the matter; with' the examples
of France and America before them, they
still had failed to perceive that republics
might have nothing to do \nth Socialism

;

they had simply hit upon a remark to
make which sounded apposite to the occa-
sion. Yet this is a fair specimen of half
the talk that goes on ; and it is clear that
in so far as the rumor about the advance
of Somhsm is spread by emptv phrasing
like this, there is next to nothing in it

But, apart from such disordered and ir-

responsible prophesying, the evidence is

still extremely questionable. It appears

that the name "Socialism" is habitually

given to projects which, albeit of a reform-

ing character, are not regarded l^y their

promoters as anything but Radicalism.

It is quite true that several INIembers of

Parliament acknowledge themselves Soci-

alists; true too—and for the moment this

looks more like the real thing—that the

greater Labor organizations have professed

a sort of academic adhesion to the Social-

ist doctrine. This should be conclusive,

so far as Labor goes. Yet, very oddly, it

is not conclusive. For the present Labor
platform, when closely scrutinized, proves

to be based upon a very unsocialistic ac-

ceptance of private ownership in capital

and land, and of the existing industrial

organization. No doubt many individual

members of the Trades Unions are Social-

ists in theory ; but that is a different thing.

Many midclle-class people too are Social-

ists. If all who truly accept the theory of

Socialism could be counted up, the num-
ber would run into thousands. Yet what
are thousands, in a population of forty

millions? If numbers are to be consider-

ed, England looks as much like going over

to the Salvation Army as to Socialism.

But if the rumor is not justified by
facts, so far as genuine Socialism is con-
cerned, it is not therefore to be dismissed
as unworthy of attention. The truth is

that the prevailing talk, ill-informed or

alarmist though it may be, is a distorted

and grotesque reflection of a movement in
the under-currents of popular feeling,

which is probably as momentous as any
that has occurred in England's history.

Spmething, certainly, is spreading very
vigorously; something well deser\dng to

be investigated, whether it be called Soci-
alism or by any other name.
To come to the point: that which is

giving rise to all the talk is a growth of

idea.s—ideas whose outcome it is as im-
possible to foresee as it is impossible to

doubt that it will be far-reaching. These
ideas differ from the theory of Socialism
in much the same way as a holiday-
maker's first dreams of travel differ from
one of Messrs. Cook's Tourist Programs.
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The tourist pi-ogram is a definite and
ready-made idea of something that might
be carried out; a published idea; an idea

which has done growing and now waits

to be accepted. Anybody may be ac-

quainted with its main outlines; an earl

or a professor of science might
add it to their other stock of in-

formation and take no harm at

all. And so with the idea of Socialism.

It is a program of certain economic ar-

rangements, the details of which no doubt
may be varied slightly or elaborated more
fully, but the essential features of which
can no longer grow and can only be ap-

proved or disapproved. Like a boat on
the sea-beach, separated from the ideas

which gave it birth and shaped it, there

it lies—a finished product of invention

for anybody to examine; for anybody to

use too, if he will; but wanting in force

or initiative of its own.
In strongest possible contrast, the truly

growing ideas, full of force, and in fact

providing the impulse of the new move-
ments of England's life, are no more
definite and not much more theoretical

than a would-be holiday-maker's dreams
of travel. Instead of being powerless,

they may rather be said to be power itself

—power to recognize new aspects in old

things. Such ideas are they as those by
which a doctor appreciates the obscure
symptoms of disease, or a muscian the
harmonies unnoticed by other people, or

a sailor the significance of the clouds. For
better illustration, say that they are like

those conceptions which nowadays sway
the English in their attitude toward the
old ''half-timbered" buildings of the EHz-
abethan period. Where the Mid-Victor-
ians saw in those places little save unprof-
itable inconveniences deserving to be pull-
ed down, something even worse than in-

convenience is discovered by the modern
idea of the hygienic importance of light
and air; but on the other hand, ideas of
picturesqueness in shape and color, and of
the lovable sentiment belonging to things
associated with so many generations of
English life, discover precious values in
overhanging wall and crooked gable and
steep roof, and induce the owners to pre-
serve what their forefathers would have
destroyed wnthout a qualm. An example
perhaps even better still may be found in
the modern attitude with regard to the

treatment of animals. It is not on theory

that people are apt to sicken now at sight

of an ill-used horse or a tormented bul-

lock ; but because of an idea which recog-

nizes, in the sensitive bodies of animals,

an attribute transcending their utility; a

something which at all costs should be

inviolate; a sort of sacredness, of which
men of an earlier period had, literally,

''no idea."

And the growth of so-called Socialism

in England proceeds out of ideas of just

this quality—powers of recognition very

new and unfamiliar and ill-defined, but

yet strong, as we see, even in this rudi-

mentary state. They are rooted in taste

and feeling; conscience is concerned to

cherish them, because they discern for it

what is beautiful, or sacred, or happy, or

just, or stately.

And then—entwining in closest growth
with all this, are ideas—more theoretical

perhaps, or perhaps more imaginative

—

as to what people ought to live for, and
what benefits ought in common fairness

to reward the endless labor of the wage-

earning classes. Should there not be

found somehow, should there not be con-

ceived and realized, a happiness to make
industry worth while? Ought not men
and women to have leisure to live? And
ought not the riches of art, and refresh-

ment of games, and the delight of gar-

dens and pleasant places, to be available

so that leisure may be enjoyed? One sees

the seeds of some such ideas germinating
everywhere; and even of ideas picturing

conditions in which labor itself would be
as pleasant as leisure. Truly, new ideas

are not lacking in England. It would be
easy to instance others; but I have said

enough to show that the stir of approach-
ing change is caused by no program or

ready-made doctrine, but by idea-powers

which multitudes of English men and
women are exercising almost spontaneous-
ly, as they go about their daily affairs.

But now note the inevitable result of

this activity. All up and down England
the life of the people is coming under re-

view ; the relations between the classes are

being re-examined, and the effects of old

laws and customs. And most of all the
nation is focusing its attention upon Pov-
erty, looking into the varied manifesta-
tions of it, searching out its causes, and
generally testing it by the new ideas of
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wind is ht for the sucred life in huiiuin

bodies and lit for the English as a people.

.\u observant person who has lived in

I'lnghnid (hning tlie last ten years can

liavc fiiili'd to notice the great awaken-

ing i»r tiu' national conscience in this di-

rection. It is as though poverty had just

l.ccn di.'^covered ; as though it were a new
thing in the country. With growing dis-

pK'asure we view the scandals that attend

poverty—the unenii)loynient, the sweat-

ing; aiid the aboniinahle diseases which it

lusters, and the crimes and vices into

which it drives men and women who have
IK) other solace, or no other means of live-

Hhood. In fine, poverty, we may say, is

being dragged out from its old haunts to

come up for trial, and to receive judg-

ment too; for on every charge preferred

against it, it is found guilty.

Of course this is not all. It is only the

beginning of a further growth of ideas,

wliich are the outward and visible sign of

the inward spiritual grace of the others.

The Old Age Pensions Act, costing some
I'ight milHon pounds a year, proves what
compulsive force is in these new ideas;

for the English are not exactly burning
to spend their money.
Were it not for one reason, it would

seem that none but scare-mongers could
pretend to see "Socialism" in such a med-
ley of undirected activity as this. It is

true that, inasmuch as poverty is inherent
in the present economic system, some
modification of that system must be ex-
pected to follow any movement against
l)overty. But Socialism does not propose
to_ modify: it proposes to recast. Instead
of demanding that those who control
wealth should control it more patriotical-
ly so that there shall be less poverty, it

would give the control of w^ealth into the
hands of the state, so that there should be
no poverty at all. That is how Socialism
<hffers from the partial schemes now
agitating the country. And when one
considers how those schemes are supported
by people who, for the most part, disHke
the name of Socialism and have no in-
tention of inquiring into its nature, it
seems at first unjust that the name they
flishke should be so freely bestowed upon
tlieir plans.

The name of Socialism has not lost
all Its terrors yet; but it has lo.^t many of
them, snice it has been bai|lied about so

recklessly, and applied so readily to all

sorts of projects wdiich large numbers of

the English have at heart; and as a con-

.sequence the program begins to receive

attention in quarters where is could hard-
\v have been mentioned with safety a

little while ago. Not in a quarter of a

century have avowed Socialists been able

to do so much for their cause as the fatu-

ity of their opponents has effected in five

years.

That fatuity indeed should be watched.

It is a source of danger. The enemies of

Socialism can do nothing either to check
the growing ideas of which I have been
speaking, or to alter the Socialist pro-

gram ; nor is it easy to see what they could

clo, to prevent Uie new growth from enter-

ing into the program and vitalizing it, if

that should piove to be the tendency of

the times. But they might, by an access

of fatuity, stimulate into sudden growth
a wholly different crop of ideas—revolu-

tionary, vindictive—which would forestall

the other growth, and use Socialism for

violent ends. In the industrial centres,

where capital appears to be planning to

crush organized labor and reduce the

working population to political impo-
tence, such revolutionary ideas as these

are particularly likely to spring up. And
there stands the program of Socialism,

waiting to be used. Note that. It is com-
mon property. It is at anybody's dis-

posal; should the overburdened workers
once be persuaded that all other avenues
of well-being are closed to them, there is

nothing to prevent them from trying this

one as a last resource. If capital is foolish,

such a situation may easily be produc-
ed; and if one considers how much fool-

ishness on the side of capital is betrayed
in the ignorant talk of the day, one must
admit it to be not quite impossible that

some day England may wake up to find

real Socialism on the move, driven by
ideas not hoj^eful and kindly, but desper-

ate and angry. It is of course question-

able if such ideas could carry out the con-
structive part of Socialism ; but its destruc-

tive proposals they could unquestionably
carry out to the bitter end.

At present, however, in most parts of

England revolutionary ideas are quies-

cent, and if there is any real movement
toward Socialism, it is a movement of

merely Radical ideas. Will they ever get
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any great distance on the way? It is im-
posible to say ; but provided that their hu-
mane intention is understood, there is no
great objection to regarding their advance
as something more than a tendency. Call

it, rather, the arrival of the Pilgrim
Fathers of Socialism, destined to make a

"New England"—at home. Foreshadow-
ed dimly in the "program-idea," the real

Socialist State stands unexplored, waiting

for colonists—waiting for ameliorative

ideas to come; the small achievements of

Radicalism being but primitive settle-

ments on its fringes.

That, at least, is a point of view; and
not one that should excite alarm. Every-

body for example is glad at heart, though
some few still shake their heads, at the

thought that the aged poor are getting

state pen.sions. It is the program of any
change that disturbs people in England,
and not the accomplished thing. Invaria-

bly, while a project of collective action is

under discussion, there are people ready
to see in it the thin end of a wedge. The
establishment of the police force had its

detractors at the time; state education, be-

cause its program is constantly develop-

ing, still has them. But as one after an-

other the ameliorative projects become es-

tablished facts the propriety of them is

admitted by all save the very few. In
general those who make the opposition are

wanting in imaginative idea-power rather
than in good-will : thev fail to recoo;nize

the advantages of a scheme until it has

been carried out. Then they approve it,

and transfer their opposition to the next

scheme. It is becoming a common thing

in English towns for the District Council

or municipality to buy land and make it

into public gardens. And the same thing

always happens; so long as the plan is

under discussion there is opposition to it:

it is "Socialism." But as soon as the gar-

dens are laid out, there come public-spirit-

ed offers from the ranks of the opposition

to put up drinking fountains and garden-

seats. I have lately heard of another curi-

ous example of the same sort of thing.

Notwithstanding the reluctance of the

members of a certain school-authority, it

has been decided to provide dinners at the

school for the poorer scholars, below cost

price, and to make up the difference out
of the local ra'es. That proved to be the

only decent thing to do. In other words, an
idea of decency as to the nouri.shment of

children has grown up in prudent brains

and. Socialism or no Socialism, insists on
having its way. For many other projects

as yet disapproved a similar success may
be anticipated. The Individualist theory
still holds its own in England ; inspires

still the outcry against 'S'ocialism" ; but
the Colectivist spirit grows, with the re-

sults that we see. The aged poor have pen-
sions paid to them ; starving children be-

gin to be fed; little patches of garden
beauty make ^heir appearance in the din-

gy quarters of England's old towns.

''MIRACLES."

Bij William Hanna Thomson, M D. LL.D. In Everybody's Blagadne.

DESPITE the frequent recurrence of

archaeological discoveries which
co'if.rm the his-torical truscv/orthiness

ol Biblicol narrafves, with many persons

iliese ail count for little so long as tJiey

TLgard the Bible as a book abounding in

stories of miracles. Rating all miracles as

equally false, the mention of one in a

narrative is equivalent in their iiinds to

the detection of a plain untruth in the

testimony of a witness.

All attempts at explaining away the

miracles of the Bible as merely natural

occurrences wrongly supposed to be mir-

aculous by those who witnessed them, are

now so justly regarded as failures that we
need not wa.ste time with them. The
supernatural enters too deeply into the

very essence of that which a Chri-stian

must believe for it to be appreciably

affected by details concerning any particu-

lar miracles. Without the supernatural

the Christian religion is nothing.

The question then becomes. Is there

anything in this world noiv which is truly

supernatural? Because if there is, we
may find in it the solution of the question

of miracles.
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It is not often that many sides of a

^reat problem can he covered by one illus-

tration. But we think that this is nearly

(lone by a spectacle which daily meets the

tourist in the great clock of the Cathedral

oi Strassburg. This clock, which is twen-

ty feet in height, wa.s made by Jean Bap-

tisto Schwilgue in 1842. Besides various

astronomical devices indicating true solar

time, it has a great planetarium in which
the revolutions of the planets are repre-

.•^cnted, so that the relative positions of

each at any time can be seen at a glance.

Hero we have, at any hour of the year,

the rising and .setting of the sun and of

the moon; then the movements of the

great planets in their orbits; then striking

human figures poetically representing the

stages of man's life; then the Apostles

moving past, reverently bowing to Christ,

until, when the moment of Peter's denial

comes, a cock crows in as proper time for

him as that which sun and stars keep for

their movements. Each goes as it is

wound up to go.

But what does Jean Bapti.ste Schwilgue.
who designed and made all this w^onderful
clock mechanism—what does he repre-

sent? Here, on the one hand, we have
most perfect samples of mechanism, and
on the other, the man Jean Baptiste
Schwilgue. What is the difference be-

tween these things thus side by side?

This question suffices in its w^ay to sug-
gest the greatest of human problems,
namely, What is this world of ours with
all it contains, man included?

There can be no middle ground be-
tween two mutually and essentially oppos-
ing answers to this question. The first is,

that this world is all one great mechanism,
regulated by the law of its being, in which
there can be nothing contrary to or above
that law. Now, law is impersonal, un-
con.seious, unfeeling, and invariable; the
law of gra\-itation is quite as operative in
the most distant star in the heavens as it

is here.

The other answer is that man as a be-
ing is an exception to everything in Na-
ture. In his physical frame he is as much
a mechanism as are the other animals.
But as a being, man is essentially super-
natural, with nothing equal to, or corres-
ponding tOj him in this world of Nature.

In fact, man's ability to create mechan-
isms is unlimited and illimitable, whether
it be a watch, a dynamo, a microscope, a

theodolite, a sewing-machine, a phono-
graph, or anything else which he cares to

make. By the same faculty he causes a

waterfall to light the streets of a town
miles away. He may be seen erecting

poles for a telegraph, or for the more
marvelous telephone line, or, lastly, for

talking across oceans by means of the
mysterious ether which pervades all space.

No one, indeed, can say what he will not

yet do by ^^^tue of this great innate equip-

ment which he alone on this earth possess-

es. Meantime, this capacity is not in the

least like an animal instinct, for instinc-

tive actions do not vary. Bees still con-

struct the same cells for honey which bees

did in the Teritiary period.

Nor again can any part of this powder be
ascribed to the exceptional development
and organization of man's brain. As Hux-
ley show^ed, the human brain does not
possess a single small convolution which
is not also present in the brains of these

apes.

But more than all, the demonstrated
fact about the human brain is that only
one of its tw^o perfectly matched hemis-
pheres is ever used for speaking, thinking,

knowing, or for any other mental action,

while its fellow does nothing of the kind

:

in other words, it has nothing to do with

the mind, but only with the muscular
movements and sensations of the side of

the body which it governs. The explana-

tion of this fact inevitably involves the

conclusion that the brain itself never orig-

inates a word or a thought any more than
does the hand or foot, but that the brain

instead is the mere instrument of the in-

visible thinker. Yet this power, great as

it is, to invent and to perfect mechanisms
is but a minor attribute of man. One has

only to name some of the .subjects which
human science deals with to feel that he

has stepped higher than mechanics.

Now the point which we would here

emphasize lies in the question. Is such a

being natural or supernatural on this

earth?

For a w^hile the development of life on

this globe was so thoroughly studied that

an ascending series of animal form? was

pictured, culminating wnth the anthropoid
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apes, till we were asked to recognize at last

the primate Homo at the top. Many per-

sons then imagined that by this science

had explained man ! But where in any
part of this series is there even a prophecy
of a being who could make a speech or

write a book? It is thought that these

things are themselves natural, whereas
they are as much above the powers of any
earthly creature that ever lived, other than
man, as wireless telephony would be. The
truth is that man is as little included with-

in the limitations of animal life as an
archangel would be if he visited this earth.

Greatly transcending in significance

the human powers which we have been
demonstrating as virtually .supernatural

are two characteristics of our race which
dominate all the others, and w^hich are so

nearly universal that they may be re-

garded as generic. Of the presence of

neither of these is there a sign in the

whole world of natural earthly life. The
first is a belief in personal immortality,

and the second lies in the great word,

Religion.

There is a deep reason for this univers-

al refusal to accept death as involving ex-

tinction. Owing to his high and super-

natural endowments, man from the be-

ginning has had to ask himself, What
does death mean? In this darkened world

he can find only one mistakable certainty,

and that is his own personal existence.

Whatever is or is not, he knows that he is,

for every human being can say, I am!
Personality never changes. However

numerous or great the changes in one's

outer life, a man is never for a momerd
any one else! All his experiences, all his

memories, are indeed his own. Thus
through everything there remains the

abiding single conscious self. With this

certain consciou.sness of his own existence

one becomes equally certain of the exist-

once of other conscious personalities. And
if he be a true man, he is all the more cer-

tain if he has loved other selves, for this

last makes him the more confident that

they have not ceased to be when death

renders them no longer \4sible. He knows
that conscious personality is the same yes-

terday as it is to-day—and why should the

day come when it shall cease to be? And
this certainty grows still stronger when by
increa.sing knowledge he learns that no

part of his physical frame which dissolve.?

at death is ever a part of his per.sonality.

He has long known that he does not lose

any part of his personality when he loses

hand or foot, and now .science tells him
that his brain no more thinks or is him-
self than either hand or foot.

Religion is as exclusively the character-

istic of the human race as is the faculty

of .speech itself. It bears all the signs not

only of an innate instinct but of the

strongest of instincts, dominating every

other instinct, even that of parental love.

At the present moment their are millions

of sane persons who would rather die than

deny their religion.

What does all this signify? Elsewhere

in Nature instincts subserve some purpo.se

for the advantage or for the preservation

of a .species. Why, therefore, this mighty
instinct in man? Other creatures have no
religious instinct whatever. They all get

along quite well without it, and why not

man?
Among us a common fallacy is to con-

found religion with ethics, so that many
think that if one be ethical in his conduct

nothing else is needed. But there is no

necessary connection between the two.

The province of ethics is to teach men how
to treat one another juslly in this world.

Religion is occupied with the concerns of

the world to come. It is only in the Jew-

ish and in the Christian religions that

right conduct here is made es,sential for

inheriting the future life.

Universally accompanying religion is

the significant human characteristic of

Prayer. At all times, and the world over,

the sense of need beyond what he can sup-

ply naturally makes man a praying being.

This, however, in time causes it to become

a cu.stom or a mere performance, with less

and le.?s in it of personal feeling, until it

culminates among the people of Tibet in

the ahsurdity of praying windmills and
w^ater wheels. But this in no wise lessens

the original significance of the instinct to

pray. A conscious personal appeal is the

soul of prayer; and the more devout a

man feels, the .stronger is his intent to put

up his prayer to a .supernatural personal-

ity. Outwardly he may seem to be ad-

dressing an image of wood or of stone,

but back of ever^ihing inaminate he is
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speaking to an invisible, but always per-

sonal, being.

We are thus ])ronght finally to the solu-

tion of our original prol)lei"n. The strong-

ly logical mind of John Stuart Mill led

him to say that if once we admit that God
is a personal God, miracles become as

possible as anything else can be.

This being so, we may a.sk. Was there

erer a time in history when miracles be-

came necessary for the accomplishment
of the divine purpose as regards man in

this world?

With beating hearts all Israel was wait-

ing for the coming of its King. But when
ho came at last as a carpenter of Nazareth,

belonging, therefore, to the poorest trade

in the country, how ine\dtably were the

words fulfilled. "When we see him, there

is no beautV that we should desire him,"
ris. liii, 2V"

It was simply contrary to human nature
that many others besides his fishermen
should be attracted to such a Messiah
King. Something a great deal more than
what was first %asible about him was needed
to cause men to consider him at all.

Soon the word was spread abroad that a

great prophet had risen in Israel. A
prophet might be a king, like David, or a
liordsman. like Amos, but according to

NToses. he must show the supernatural
credentials of a prophet; and greater su-

pernatural powers and works than those
of anv other preceding prophet Jesus did
not fail to manifest.

Miracles are impossible! cries Renan.
We would agree with him in this state-

ment if he had added the word, now.
God would not be the just judge of all the

earth if He permitted a miracle in our
times.

When Christian homes began to

abound, miracles ceased of their own ac-

cord. From that time to this Christian

parents have been the chief means of con-

tinuing the kingdom of God in this

world. They are the devinely chosen
agents for this work. And how strikingly

does the wisdom of this choice appear

when we examine how deeply laid are its

foundations in human life! To parents

naturally belong first, love, then vener-

ation and lifelong influence. From them
do the children derive all their first

knowledge, at a time also when knowledge
is best remembered.
We often hear of such or such a per-

.'^on's having been converted by some em-
inent preacher. But how rarely do such
preachers convert any one who has not

had Christian parents or grandparents.

God does not always leave the outside

world without heralds of His own to call

them into the kingdom. But such great

m.essengers of His. like St. Francis of

Assisi or John AVe.«ley, appear only at long
intervals. The abiding hope of the world
lies in the humble, devoted men and
women, the meek who .'«hall inherit the

earth, and who train up their children in

the fear of the Lord: for the family is the

earthlv antechamber of heaven.

'HAUNTED HOUSES OF DEATH."
By F. C. Walsh, M.D., in the Technical World.

FIRST thought sees no connection be-
tween haunted houses and the great
white plague. But second thought

knows there is some connection in many
instances. And, by the way, Mr. Man-of-
Slow-Belief, is your house haunted? Are
you sure that it isn't? You smile chari-
tably, yet a smile is neither an an.swer nor
an argument.
Back in the good old days, farther back

than our grandmothers would care to re-
member, when "seeing ghosts" relieved

the drag of time, and took the place of

the moving-pictures of to-day; when
vaudeville acts were woes unheard of, and
society had its matinees and realistic

drama in the form of witch-burning, it

was quite the proper thing to believe in

ghosts and haunted houses. Then man
had firm faith in supernatural evil agen-

cies, and, to do him justice, he attacked

those mysterious, intangible evils with all

the strength of his manhood, to the full

measure of his light and might. Our
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modern ghost is the tuberculosis germ
and Its habitat, tlie haunted liouse, is too
otten your own home, Mr. Average-Citi-
zen!

Some twenty years ago, as the writer re-
members, m a certain Mid-Western town
three members of a family living in a suf-
hciently picturesque cottage, were stricken
with consumption in rapid succession, and
died. Nothing unusual about that! Noth-
ing. But wait. The remnant of that
lamily moved out, while another family
containing five children, moved in and
withm SIX months three members of this
second family 'Vent into a decline," as
the mother stated, and ultimately died.

The neighbors were sufficiently observ-
ant to gossip over the similarity of deathm the two families, and the wiser ones at-
tributed the deaths to dampness, while the
more superstitious openly hinted that the
house was haunted. Time went on, and
the house was sold. The purchaser, with
a family, moved in, and in less than a year
the old story of the haunted house repeat-
ed itself

.
One girl died. "Consumption,"

the doctor said. Two others of the family,
young adults, were advised to change cli-
mate, and went to Colorado, with what re-
sult is unknown. This sadly decimated
family, in its turn, moved away, and from
then on, for some little time, the house
remained vacant, a source of mystery to
those inclined to supersjiition ; a warning
against "dampness" to others. Again the
house was put on sale, this time for a mere
song, but no noe wanted the whited
sepulchre.

Then something happened. A young
physician, new to the town, was making
a professional call one day in the neigh-
borhood. Before he left, his patient, a
rather garrulous old Irishwoman, told him
the story of the haunted house, with ela-
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boration. sufficient to make an interestins
magazine story in itself. The doctor list-
ened eagerly, and then made careful in-
vestigation for himself. He found no signs
o± dampness; found nothing, in fact, to
explain the sequence of deaths. He then
traced back for twelve years the different
families who had occupied the house dur-
ing that period. Finally he got back to
the original owner and occupant, an old
bachelor, who had died of lung trouble!
ihe story was becoming interesting. Trac-
ing down the various deaths from this
beginning, our medical Sherlock Holmes
found no less than twenty-five deaths from
"lung trouble"—tuberculosis— occurring
in the successive families who had occu-
pied the house up to the time of his in-
vestigation. Not one family that did not
give up its quota to this horrible, intang-
ible Juggernaut! His investigation com-
pleted satisfactorily to himself, the doctor
bought the house.

It was a House of Heath, and he knew
it

;
but he knew also that his science could

break the evil spell and turn it into a
House of Life.

The average man will flee the wrath of
one tarantula, or else attempt to destroy
it, yet ten thousand tarantulas in every
room of that evil dwelling would have
been less dangerous to health and life than
the malignant germs which, unseen by
the naked eye, nevertheless literally cov-
ered the walls and floor, particularly the
latter. That abode of evil required just
one thing to make it perfectly sanitary
and safely habitable—disinfection. And
so it was fumigated and disinfected, as
never a house was before. That was a
number of years ago, when the neighbors
marvelled at the doctor's madness. To-
day, they wonder at his wisdom, and the
healthfulness of his happy family, who
still occupy the house.

''THE NEW CONFIDENCE GAME."
By William Brown Meloney, in Everybody's Magazine.

THERE'S a new confidence game, and
it's a big one, for it takes whole
communities to play it. Within

the next few years every municipal com-

niunity with an ounce of progressiveness
in its cosmos will be playing it. Munici-
palities like old Amsterdam and London
and Vienna and Berlin, and even Chris-
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liaiiu under the Northern Lights, are al-

leady alive to it, and asking New York

I»'ea-e to teach tl eiu ihe rules

The City of New York—the greatest

of all municipal proving grounds—start-

er 1 this coniidence game in October last

hy taking its taxpayers into its confidence.

'J'hat is the new game in a nutshell: Tak-

ing the tiixpayers—the people who make
a city and who pay all of its bills—into

the city's confidence, telling them why
iheir money is spent; showing them how
it is spent; letting them see whether they

arc getting real wool or Baxter Street

shoddy ; treating tliem as genuine Mis-

sou rians

!

Budget Exhibit is the name of the new
game. That word budget sounds forbid-

ding. When the average citizen hears it

he usually shudders. He sees a mountain
of figures toppling over on him and he
takes to his heels. In a vague way he
knows that a budget is an estimate of

the proposed expenses of conducting his

city or s-tate government or the nation

for the ensuing year, and that upon the

total is based the lax levy. But when a

man can look a budget squarely in the

face and see what lies behind its appar-
ently forbidding columns of figures and
involved tables of percentages, it become-,
a great big human proposition. It puts
a taxpayer in a position to say to a public
ofiicial or a whole set of them:

''Stop! I don't like the way you're
spending my money. How is it the city
is paying eighteen dollars a ton for hay?
I pay only .sixteen in my business for
better hay."' Or, "I'm a manufacturer.
I'm getting better steam coal for a dollar
less a ton than the city pays. Why?"
New York's Budget Exhibit brought

the taxpayers face to face with the muni-
cipality as it is, with all of its shortcom-
ings, its hopes, and its great attainments.
It wjis a school for taxpayers where they
were taught that it costs more to carry
on the government of their ciay than of
any state. It was demonstrated to them
that this is so because it is a connnunity
of almost five million souls, and con-
stantly growdng.

Next they were made to understand
that, although tax rates have gone on
climbing in the past ten years, graft and
extravagance are not to be held wholly

responsible. Rather it is that the present

taxpayers are building for new genera-

tions, as they are bound to do, and just

as past generations builded for them ; and
iliat this is an expense which increases in

[)roportion to the growth of the commun-
ity. They were taught that as citizens

they have a common heritage. They were
taught that though 540,000,000 gallons

of water a day are sutHcient for the city's

needs now, the time is not far off when it

will not do so, and that it is part of their

duty to arm the city again.st drought. The
l)ublic works responsible for increased

taxation were analyzed. The taxpayers

were shown how to analyze them for them-
selves.

For instance, it was shown that where
the Department of Education used but

16 per cent, of the city's income three

years ago, it required 19 per cent, this

year. Again, it was shown that while the

interest charges on the city's debt incurred

for public improvements had increased

from 18 to 29 per cent, in twelve years,

the cost of protecting life and property

had been reduced from 23 to 18 per cent,

of the annual income. If a taxpayer ask-

ed why the Department of Health's ap-

propriation was mounting steadily, his

answer lay in the reduced mortality re-

cords and the reduction of disease.

Not a taxpayer could have attended the

exhibit and gone away without being bet-

ter equipped to weigh his own responsi-

bilities and those of the men whom his

vote had put or may put in office.

The exhibit was the result of attempts

by the Bureau of ^lunicipal Research to

hold civic shows in 1908 and 1909. The
government of the city then was largely

in the hands of men who suspected the

Bureau's purposes. The Bureau is a non-
official organization supported by private

.subscriptions. With a new set of men in

charge of the city's affairs last year, the

Bureau's efforts produced an appropria-

tion of $25,000 for a genuine budget ex-

hibit, and every department of the muni-
cipality was compelled to participate.

Instead of the group of men directing

the Bureau of jNIunicipal Research as the

critics, the whole body of taxpayers sat in

judgment. All of the facts were submit-

ted to them, and they were presented, not

in staggering columns of figures, but in
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physical form and tagged with the pur-

chase price and cost of maintenance

—

from the old fire horse, Brentwood, which
has been serving the city for twenty-one
years and is still in harness, down to the

strapful of books necessary to start a six-

year-old boy or girl in the public schools.

Wherever one looked it was to see a

vivid chapter or picture of progress—life,

health, public comfort subordinating all

else. There were models of the old style,

disease-breeding tenements, carrying le-

gends of shattered life and of death.

There were models of the new, bearing
tabulations of lowered death-rates. The
price of one good cigar added to each
taxpayer's bill in a year saves a human
life.

The extension of New York's water sys-

tem is under projection at an estimated

cost exceeding $160,000,000. The ex-

hibit visitors were enabled to visualize this

tremendous project—touch it, A segment
of the water tunnel which is to pierce Man-
hattan Island from end to end was one
of the gateways of the show.
What was impossible of presentation in

a physical way was exhibited in pictorial

form, with the heads of departments to

explain the illustrations and to be heck-

led, too, by anvbody who desired to heckle.

Between 200,000 and 300,000 school

children went to that budget exhibit, and
to-day they have a more comprehensive
grasp of the government under which
which they are living and of things as they
really are than a good many university

graduates. Among the disenchanting
things they learned was that the biggest

and finest fire-engine doesn't cost $1,000,-

000, but only $6,500. Still, they were

able to go home and tell their parents

how the family could so burn gas as to

obtain two-thirds more light at one-half

the present cost.

Exclusive of children, there were 554,-

000 men and women who saw the exhibit

in the thirty days and eight nights it last-

ed. Among these were foreign consuls

and journalists to send reports abroad
which have awakened cities across the sea.

There were Westerners and Southerners

and Northerners and Canadians to take

home seed for planting. There were

mayors and councilmen and educational

bodies from all of the large cities and
towns around New York.

Essentially it was a genuine city show,

even to the advertising. Seven hundred
thousand cards of invitation were sent to

homes through school children, without

cost, save for the printing. Two hundred
and fifty thousand similar notices were in-

closed in bills and notices of personal

taxes sent through the mails to taxpayers.

The newspapers printed things about the

show because the show was news, and that

was more advertising. When the doors

were closed, $4,000 of the appropriation

for expenses remained on hand—an ex-

hibit in itself that those who were in

charge of the show had also taken a lesson

in economy.

There is an appropriation of $25,000 in

this year's budget for another exhibit in

September or October next. The exhibit

will be an annual event in New York un-

less, as has been suggested, a permanent

municipal museum is established.

The new confidence game is here to

stay. It can stand publicity.

"BRINGING THE DEAD TO LIFE"

By Frederic Blount Warren in the Technical World.

TO you who have lived in a day when
wireless leaped trackless oceans and
made continents talk with each

other as men talk across a table ; who have
heard aeroplanes clatter out of misty ob-

scurity and become appliances of human
flight—to everyone possessing imagina-

tion and grasping the scope of man's pres-

E

ent-day triumphs there will still be a sur-

prise in learning that human genius has

wrested a secret from Death; the secret

of restoring life to dead bodies; of calling

man back from the dead.

Actually, this is no blow at centuries-

old beliefs; one may continue to accept

the Psalmist's measure for the length of
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the life-thread and still admit that there

are thousands upon thousands of prema-

ture deaths—needless deaths; deaths by

poison and accident; termination of life

as unnecessary as the appalling slaughter

of 200,000 infants each year that our bet-

ter knowledge of hygiene is now doing

nuich to counteract. But for the countless

victims of drowning, electrocution, chloro-

form, morpliine, asphyxiation and scores

of other causes of death—everything ex-

cept broken down, worn out, years-old

human machinery — a woman surgeon

and scientist, famous on tw^o continents,

lias found and demonstrated a life-restor-

ing force in electricity.

One day more than a decade ago there

sat in a little laboratory in Paris a young
woman physician who, for more than an
hour, noted closely the effect of galvanic

action upon the leg of a frog. Whenever
she api)lied an electric current muscular
contractions took place in the leg and
therein the investigator found a principle

which she thought might be applied to

tlie human system. The heart and lungs
in the human species, as well as in the
animal, are formed of muscles susceptible

to reaction from outside influences, she
reasoned, and straightway began to experi-

ment with various sorts of electrical ap-
paratus. Applied to the heart of an ani-

mal, electricity, she found, made it con-
tract and relax just as if she had taken the
organ in her hand and squeezed it into
activity. The lungs, too, proved suscep-
tible to her electric excitations. From
these scant bits of basic knowledge there
were evolved electric instruments, which,
if successful in fulfilling their purpose,
would startle science and layman the
w^orld over.

For two years these early experiments
in Paris were partial failures, but there
wjis always enough promise of ultimate
triumph to lead the zealous fact-seeker
onward. Then, one day in December,
1908, Paris found itself "enjoying all the
thrills of a great ''story"—a wondrous
tale that the flock of American newspaper
correspondents there have never told to
this day; a woman, dead and given up
by the doctors in attendance, had been
brought back to life.

"Doctor Volt!" exclaimed the volatile
Frenchmen. Thus they dubbed the new

development of the related science of el-

ectric anaesthesia and as "Doctor Volt" it

is known to-day and will live in the fu-

ture.

The woman was only one of the many
characters of her kind in the underworld
—a morphine eater—and she had been
admitted to the Ste.-Anne Asylum, Dr.

jMagnan's service. For tW'O years she had
indulged each day in two grams of the

drug. When admitted to the hospital she

was deprived of this dose. Waiting to be
examined by Dr. Magnan, she had a sud-

den attack of syncope. Various means
were used to revive her and she regained

consciousness. In a few^ minutes she fell

into a second attack. Her respiration be-

came slow", shallow, appearing at rare in-

tervals—perhaps four or five per minute.
The pulse was almost imperceptible and
her face was blue—almost Ijlack-blue from
asphyxia. Assistant physicians began to

practice artificial respiration and rythmic
traction of the tongue. Almost any read-

er has witnessed the application of these

methods in drowning cases at some sum-
mer beach. At the end of twenty min-
utes every method had proved unavail-

ing. The last visible spark of animation
had fled. The patient w^as quite black
in the face, to use the doctors' own ex-

pression.

"Dead!" they said and one, in true

French fashion, shrugged his shoulders.

After all, she was only a street woman

;

the place was an asylum, or "poor hos-

pital" — and so much effort had been
wasted. It w^as not thought wise to carry
the body to the Robinovitch laboratory

on the second floor, lest some hidden
spark of life might be jolted out. Even
the doctors used the word might; they
had seen too many cases of death to be
deceived after this. Twenty minutes had
elapsed after death before Doctor Robino-
vitch's electrical coil was brought in and
the electrodes placed in their proper posi-

tion for resuscitation; the cathode in the

dorsal region, the anode in the lumbar.

Imagine for a minute what this scene

represented. Not one of the spectators

expected a favorable result, though all

were deeply engrossed in a situation sur-

charged with dramatics. Then the ryth-

mic excitations were begun and practiced

for thirty seconds. Because the patient
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looked so thoroughly asphyxiated, judg-

ing from the color of the face, the operat-

or shortened the period of the opening of

the circuit. The change that took place

was like the breaking up of storm clouds

on a summer afternoon to make way for

the full radiance of the sun. As the exci-

tations were repeated the dark blue of the

features changed to pale blue, then to an
almost natural color. There was a quick,

sharp sigh and the woman's eyes popped
open.

"Oh! I feel so cold in the back!" she

cried, with a shiver. It was the wet pad
of cotton in the electrodes at her back.

A devout little nurse dropped a bottle

of aromatic spirits she had been holding
and crossed her.self. ''Back from the

dead !" she exclaimed and the look in her
eyes was half horror, half astonishment.

The operator had expected sceptism on
the part of the male physicians. One,
witnessing this "reawakening," asked:
"I wonder have you brought the soul

back, too?" The woman, in her hour of

triumph, merely smiled.

It had taken years of effort but the

contracted muscles in the leg of the frog

had been carried to the ultimate develop-

ment of the principle they had revealed

to the mind of the scientists. The dra-

matic force of this incident is bound to

suffer by the necessary resort to surgical

or technical terms, and is only possible

for each reader to construct his own
mental picture.

Doctor Robinovitch did in Paris bring

back to life a human being who had been
declared dead, and has been, for the last

year, in New York restoring hundreds
of animals, pronounced dead by her con-

freres; animals deliberately shocked to

death by electricians, only to be awak-
ened at the end of twenty or thirty min-
utes by a curly-headed little woman whose
work, when it finally leaked out and was
published with all sorts of distortions by
the yellow journals, furnished a most pro-

found sensation.

GETTING 100 PER CENT. RETURNS FROM THE PAY ROLL.

By Willinm Flamilton Burquest in ''System.

i^^^UR clerks are getting stale," ad-

kJ mitted the junior partner, snap-

ping a rubber band round a piti-

fully small bundle of sales slips. He was
store superintendent, and part of his job

was to keep the clerical force "up to con-

cert pitch."

"They are stale," declared the senior

partner with a frow^n. Customers flocked

to the store. But with a taste both econ-

omical and discriminating, they confined

their purchases almost wholly to the bar-

gain counters. In other departments the

women merely "shopped"—-stopped, look-

ed, gossiped, and took samples. The store

was profiting not a penny from the sale.

For this, the proprietor knew, the clerks

were in large part to blame. Their mental
attitude, if put into words, would have
been translated thus:

"The boss oughtn't to expect us to sell

goods at this time of year. It's trying

enough, goodness knows, to be polite to

customers in this hot weather."

"How about a prize contest?" suggested

the junior. They argued the matter long

;

finally, like a flash, came the inspired

idea.

"Let's offer vacations on full pay," the

junior proposed, "to every clerk who in-

creases her sales a certain percentage over

the same sale of last year! AVe needn't

make the increase over twelve per cent,

to move every special you've bought and
cut a big hole in our regular stock. To
keep everybody on the jump till the gong
rings, we'll also promise three round-trip

tickets to Chicago as extra prizes for the

three high-scores, and ten dollars in gold

to the man or woman who makes the big-

gest individual increase. That'll wake 'em

up all right!"

The senior partner objected. He didn't

believe in vacations—had never taken one

in his life other than trips to buy goods.

"We can spare half our neople next

month," the younger man insisted, "if

only to keep them from getting lazy and
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bored. But we'll profit on the deal. To

earn a vacation a clerk ^^^ll have to make

money for us. And we'll have a force in

(ho fall with plenty of snap and gmger.

lie had his way. Details were worked

out then and there, and marks set for

dorks loss than a year in the firm's em-

ploy and others whose records had heen

satisfactorv. Announced next morning,

tlie newspapers devoted considerable space

to the contest.

In the store an instantaneous chanoe

took place. Every clerk was charged with

energy. Real salesmanship was devoted

to listless bargain-hunters and sample-

takers. Patient urging brought out the

needs of each, both current and future;

then the remnant or article to satisfy such

needs was dug out of the heterogenous

stock. To reach possible buyers who- did

not appear, clerks wrote memoranda on

postal cards furnished by the store, calling

attention to special bargains, and mailed

thorn to their special customers.

From front door to alley, from base-

ment to roof, the store vibrated with vital-

ity and hummed with energy. After

eight days of the contest, it became evi-

dent that every clerk in the store would
qualify for the vacation with pay. The
senior partner smiled as he telephoned for

supplementary bargain lots to fill holes in

the stock and provide the force with
"something to sell" during the grand
AA^nd-up. The race for the round-trip
tickets and the added prize money be-
came more engrossing every day.
The net gain over the preceding year

was more than thirty per cent. More im-
portant far was the matter of dynamic
energ\' and added efficiency, gained by
the clerical force through rest and recre-
ation unhampered by any worry over loss
of wages.

Offering good "business literature" to
omployees—giAnng the books away, not
circulating them, is the method used by
the general manager of a big machinery
hou.«?e. He presents his salesmen, both in
the house and on the road, -unth books
on salesmanship, and kindred subjects.
Tie gives free subscriptions of mao;azines
on business and selling to new salesmen.
Another aid to superior salesmanship is
found in snappy, business lectures, "live-
wire" talks at regular meetings at the
main office of a company. By one laro;e

firm of wholesale grocers this is considered

a great incentive toward top-notch effort.

There is an annual gathering of road

salesmen from all parts of the country.

Several evenings are devoted to the dis-

cussion of matters of general interest.

A unique and desirable form or reward-

ing high-grade work is the donation of

free scholarships in technical schools.

The chief executive of a western house

manufacturing electrical appliances tried

various schemes to .speed up individual

employees. All were unavailing, however,

until he tried the scholarship idea. His
explanation is that he made the mi.stake

of watching the advance of a few em-
ployees in each department, when he
should have studied the general advance
of all his men. After he had concluded
that the majority of his men were going
back, he found that it was only relative,

and that, as a matter of fact, the great

mass of the men were turning out just as

many machines per capita as ever. Decid-
ing to try something new, he ssnt ten men
who had shown consistent advances to a

technical school, paying their tuition and
allowing them an average w^age, for a

special four week's course.

Coming now to a consideration of real

profit-sharing, the results achieved by one
of the greatest of wholesalers are note-

w^orthy. For the last five years, the pay
of road salesmen has been based, not upon
gross sales, as w^as the old plan, but upon
the net profit realized. Not only are prices

better maintained, but expense accounts
are kept down.
A further step in this movement to se-

cure the co-operation of employees in in-

creasing output, is the distribution of

stock. The plan has been adopted by
many firms both large and small in vari-

ous parts of the country. A large manu-
facturer attributes his success in securing
team w'ork to the stock-distributing sys-

tem.

He found that the plant's per capita

production was far below what it ought to

be. His managers and foremen studied
for months to find a satisfactory plan to

"speed up" the employees without resort-

ing to piece work, which they regarded
as objectionable. Prizes were offered for

increased weekly output, but this brought
no appreciable general improvement. A
few men made astonishing records, and
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easily ran off with the prizes. Their very-

efficiency seemed to discourage the rest of

the workers. The rank and file relapsed

into a "What's the use" attitude and made
no effort to win. Next, grading the em-
ployees was tried, and prizes were offered

by classes for improvement stretching over

six months' time. A little more interest

was shown, but the time seemed too long,

and the employees lost this interest, even

the weekly percentage announcements
arousing little enthusiasm.

"At last, we tried the idea of offering

stock in our company to those who showed
a certain monthly average, said the manu-
facturer. "For the first time the men be-

gan to sit up and take notice. The aver-

age for the first three months showed an
upward trend, six months confirmed the
improvement, and a year's trial convinced
us that we were at last on the right track.

Our directors voted a special issue of

treasury stock, and from that day to this

we have paid the additional dividends

regularly, and have never had any labor

troubles."

This system of co-operation makes the

employee a vital part of the business. He
is both worker and part-owner. Taking
the good men into partnership was An-
drew Carnegie's pet hobby. An establish-

ment in which all skilled employees were

partners as well as workers would come
very near solving the labor problem. And
the standard of efficiency would seldom

fall below that of the largest active stock-

holder.

"Pay 'em and drive 'em!" was the

eighteenth century rule. Profit sharing

and stock distribution have become the

ideals of the twentieth century.

"BRINGING IN THE MONEY."

By Lynn Sumner in "System."

TIMES come in every credit man's ex-

perience when the old methods fail.

Hard-shell debtors manage to pass

every guard of precaution, and set them-

selves down with seeming immovability

upon the firm's books. Chronic delin-

quents persist in trifling at the very bor-

der-line of credit. They are proof against

every ordinary collection method of pro-

cess. Trained upon them, statements and
second notices fall without effect. The
cleverest letters lose their pulling power.

Such debtors must be graduated into a

class by themselves. They are subjects for

the credit man's ingenuity. And it is

for these that so-called collection schemes
must be devised.

Every credit man knows this situation,

whether his business be wholesale or re-

tail and, if the latter, whether on a

straight, monthly or instalment basis. To
him these schemes that have been used
successfully will bring suggestions.

Since the "night letter" privileges went
into effect, at least one wholesaler uses the

telegraph in much the same way. Of
course, one cannot openly dun a customer
by wire, for it is illegal under the black-

mail laws to give publicity to a buyer's in-

debtedness. But this dealer uses the wire

as a follow-up for his letters most effect-

ively.

For instance, suppose the customer

orders a bill of seasonable goods, mean-
while neglecting to settle a back account.

The wholesaler knows he needs the goods

badly and so uses the order as a lever and
telegraphs him something like this:

"When office closed to-night, no reply

had been received to our letter of the 8th,

asking for a settlement of your account.

Has check been mailed? Your rush order

is ready in the shipping department, but

we feel we cannot let it go forward until

this matter has been adjusted. If you
have mailed check, please wire us collect

so goods can go forward to-morrow."

Such a telegram as this is permissible,

because it really asks regarding the ac-

count only as a matter of information.

From the merchant, who is anxiously

awaiting his goods, it is practically cer-

tain to secure at least a partial remit-

tance.

A more gentle, but highly suggestive

scheme, is used systematically by an east-
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ern hat inaiuifiKliirer. A week or ten

days before a bill is due, the credit man
sends the customer a card printed in fac-

simile of a leaf from a desk calendar pad.

The larcje figure on it, representing the

day of tlie month, siiriiifies the due date

(.("the bill. In the blank .space below is

printed in imitation of handwritino; a me-
iiioranduiii, so th;it the leaf reads after

this fashion

:

"T/mrsdai/, August IQth.

Mail check to Vincent & Co. for $

to cover invoice of Juhj IQth. Their goods
luere right, they filled, my order promptly,

and I oive them an equally prompt settle-

ment."

This card is accompanied by a brief

note:

"Place this card anywhere on your desk—just so you'll be sure to see it."

A somewhat similar scheme is used on
the sensitive debtor. One firm often col-

lects the number of promises that a deb-
tor has made in letters written to the
Iiou.'^e, and arranges them in one, two,
three order on an attractive card as fol-

lows:

"Messrs. John Blank & Company,
Ilughesville, N. Y., Promised Blank,
Blank & Sons on

—

"May 10th—'Will Remit in Ten Days.'

"May 25th—'You Will Have Check
Promptly by the 1st.'

"June lOth—'Accounts are Slow But
Will Surelv Settle in Fifteen Davs.'

"All Promises Unfulfilled.
"Don't Promise Any More But Mail

Check To-day."
The card is mailed with a special de-

livery stamp and it makes an immediate
nnpression. In ten cards recentW sent
out by a certain firm, eight brought settle-
ment in five days after receipt.

Akin to this latter scheme, is another
equally as unique that has aroused many
lagging debtors. The house sends a let-
ter, by special delivery, formallv address-
ed on the letter head but in the centre
of the page is simply a large interrogation
pomt printed in red. The letter is signed
as any ordinary letter.

The debtor may not catch the point in-
.^tantly, but invariably he will rummagem his mind for something that he has
overlooked or that has reference to the

house sending the letter. In the majority

of cases he will hit on his account first.

Carelessness is often a cause of slow pay-

ments. It is the put-off merchant that an-

noys the credit man. This class must

therefore be handled in a way bordering

on coercion. lie must often be goaded in

tlie si<le. One concern rouses this procra.s-

tinating merchant by having the advertis-

ing man write a short news item covering

a hypothetical law suit of its firm against

a certain debtor. The firm is given an

execution of his property, and prints the

news item in ordinary newspaper type,

with a heading on it and a date line. This
is torn as you would tear a clipping, and
pasted in the centre of the letter to the

debtor. Underneath the clipping is writ-

ten on the typewriter: "You would not

want us to do the same by you, would
you, Mr. ?

"

Every retail credit man knows the value

of any scheme that will jolt the cu-stomer

into a recognition of the condition of his

or her account. One big store does this

through its C. O. D. ser\ace.

A customer, whose account has been
badly neglected, comes in and orders

goods sent out C.O.D. The credit man
leaps at the opening. A bill is made out

for the single purchase, but to it is added
the amount of the delinquent account.

When the driver delivers the goods,

he delivers with them the statements in

full and he has but two alternatives—to

bring back the money in full or the goods.

If the customer wants the articles badly,

there is but one way to get them and more
often than not a settlement is forthcom-
ing. At least the scheme serves to rouse
her into touch with the credit man.

But there are many instances when any
method short of a personal collector's

cleverest persuasion fails to get the money.
And even schemes must be used to make
the personal call productive.
One instalment house has ben very suc-

cessful in its hard local collections by
sending a lady collector to call on its men
delinquents. Few things could be more
embarrassing to a man than to have a
young woman approach him in an office

full^ of his associates, and ask him when
he is going to pay the $10 he owes her
firm. In nine cases out of ten, with this

pressure upon him, he will procure the
money on the spot, if he has to borrow it.
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Another effective scheme of the retail

credit man is +o play on the average cus-

tomer's horror of a personal collector.

A Chicago store uses this in a unique
way. When the account has fallen pretty

far behind and the routine letters have
failed of response, the credit man gets

the buyer on the 'phone.

''I just called you up to tell you," he
says, ''that I have a memorandum on my
desk to have one of our men call and see

you to-morrow. I find that your check has
not come in as yet, and I called you so

that if you wished you could wait until

to-morrow and hand it to him personally.

This will save vou the bother of mailing
it."

Of course, the purpose of the call is to

effect just the opposite result. What the
average customer wants to do is to head
off the collector, and in many cases this

'phone message will evince a hurried re-

quest to never mind having the collector

call as the check will be mailed that
night.

Then occasionally every retail credit
man finds one debtor on his books on
whom even more extreme measures than
this must be used. All hope of retaining
the patronage of the customer had been
abandoned. The only aim is to get the
money. AVhen a debtor reaches this final

stage, he is given by one store what it

calls the "bawling out" process. A typical
case illustrates the method.

A real estate broker had become deeply
indebted to a number of stores and all

were searching for ways to persuade him
to settle.

The credit man for the largest creditor,
the store in question, felt that this man
could have paid his bills if he had wanted
to do so and learned, upon investigation,
that he was actually hoarding what cash
he had in hand in order to handle some
deals in prospect which he ver\^ much de-
sired to swing. Naturally the credit man
had his doubts about the propriety of the
customer using the merchant's money
with which to run his business.

The collector called a number of times

and letters were written, but all to no pur-

pose. Then the firm's star collector was

called and the "bawling out" process pres-

cribed. The collector decided to use it

at the "psychological moment." So each

day he waited until the broker was in

conference with one of his clients ; then he

would open the office door, and in elevated

tones, ask the broker when he expected

to pay that bill he had been promising

to settle for three months past. The real

estate man stood the strain for a week,

but constant fear of the jeopardizing un-

expecteded entrance of this collector wore

him out and at the seventh call he paid

up.

Many houses have brought in the

money by offering a sentimental induce-

ment to the debtor. An instalment firm

selling by mail order makes clever use of

a certificate of credit. At a certain point

in the follow-up, a letter is sent the cus-

tomer, enclosing a sample certificate and
explaining that as soon as the account

is settled in full, a properly filled in and
authorized certificate of credit will

be presented to him. This, it

is pointed out, will be a valuable

asset to him in dealing with

other concerns—in fact in every transac-

tion where his credit might be a factor.

The certificate itself is an elaborate,

lithographed affair. It has been found
remarkably effective when used on coun-

try and small town buyers. Many in their

desire to possess a properly filled in orig-

inal, even pay their instalments up before

they fall due.

In any event, the scheme is more or

less of an emergency method. Except in

the case of the last one cited above, all

these methods are employed only when
ordinary means have been exhausted.

The clever letter is always the most dip-

lomatic collector. But it cannot always
win. When it fails, the scheme comes in-

to its own.

<$>
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'(HITTING DOWN THE COAL BILL."

Ilil Jliini/ Chase Brearley in the Technical World.

CAN a man be imagined buying stocks

w ithuut inquiring what the stocks re-

present, or a housekeeper ordering a

basketful of groceries and not seeking to

learn the contents of the basket? Yet
something rather hke this takes place when
the average buyer exchanges his cash for

a ton of coal. Coal is coal, he thinks

—

and sometimes it isn't.

Ten or twelve years ago the govern-

ment commenced to investigate facts

wliieh had long been known to science,

and soon dry chemical formulas, trans-

lated into the popular language of dol-

lars and cents, took on new life and in-

terest. The government accordingly ceased

buying coal as coal and began to buy it

as heat. Next some concerns in

Baltimore followed suit and from
these the idea spread to certain

large consumers in New York, Chicago
and other cities. But ideas spread slowly

against human inertia. Chicago has in-

deed applied it to a large proportion of her
plants, but other cities are more backward
and the individual householder has not in

general even heard of such a thing. Buy-
ing coal as heat, means buying upon
analysis which is an utterly foreign

thought to ninety-nine out of a hundred
citizens, and yet it probably wants but
popular education upon the subject for

public opinion to bring about "pure fuel"
legislation as was recently the case in the
"pure food" law.

The average buyer, hoping that the deal-

er may not have shortened the Aveight
more than the anticipated eight or ten
per cent., pays his bill with characteristic
meekness. He realizes that much of the
bulk and weight which go into his fire

come away again in the shape of ashes
and clinkers, but this occasions no sur-
prise. It was also anticipated. It needs
nmst be. However, commercial science
now steps in with a contradiction of this
statement. It does not need to be in any
such proportions as have hitherto obtained,
unless the buyer pays the lower price of
an inferior grade. How is he to discrimin^

ale? Not by the appearance, for even an
expert can judge very little by eye alone.

Here are two specimens of common an-
thracite, differing little in looks, and yet

one of them contains forty-one per cent,

of ash and the other but nine per cent.

—

to state an extreme case. In other words
the latter contains 1820 pounds of com-
bustible fuel to every ton, and the former
but 1180 pounds. Here then are two
grades sold at the same price, looking sub-

stantially alike, yet one of them exceed-

ing the other in full value by more than
fifty per cent. Furthermore, the poorer

coal produces four and one-half times the

bulk in ashes of the better, meaning cor-

responding trouble and expense in han-
dling, together with greater wear upon the

fire-grate and a more frequent stoking of

the fire. To say that a consumer must pay
the same price for both grades seems al-

most as absurd as for him to pay a uni-

form price per acre for land without re-

ference to its location or character, and
yet while the example cited is extreme, it

and its lesser variations ai'e the everyday

facts of the coal trade. How, then, is he
to discriminate? By scientific tests.

The difference between a successful and
an unsuccessful business may often lie in

the coal bill and a manufacturer who has

studied the problems of labor, of improved
machinery, office systems, etc., often par-

tially realizes this to the extent of experi-

menting with various combustion devices,

without attacking the still more vital

question of the coal itself.

All of the foregoing refers, of course,

more especially to the larger consumers,

for the average householder, with his pur-

chases of from five to twenty-five tons per

year, could hardly afford the relative ex-

pense of frequent tests. And yet there is

no more reason, ethically considered, why
he should be compelled to pay a high price

for an impure commodity than in the

case of the plants. The remedy must
come, as most remedies do, through edu-

cation, popular demand, the joint action

of communities and perhaps ultimate
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legislation, unless the coal trade is wise

enough to render such action unnecessary
by complying in advance with a clear pub-
lic right^—the right to know what it is

buying. In other words, as a newspaper
recently said, it should be made "a finable

offence to sell coal without an analysis

label or with a false one."

RECRUITING A FACTORY FORCE.

By Franklin Russell in Business and the Bookkeeper.

NOT many years ago any factory

employing more than half a
hundred workers possessed a sign,

more or less battered, reading ''Men
Wanted." Most any Monday morning,
and always on the day after a holiday,

you could find this sign swinging on the

street side of factory walls all over the

country. These w^ere the times when
ranks were most frequently broken ; the

misguided deserter having gone off in

company with a black bottle. So much
the superintendent or his foreman us-

ually found out a few minutes after work
commenced. If the missing man was es-

pecially valuable the superintendent

would probably call up police headquart-
ers and offer bail; otherwise the sign

would be hung from its accustomed peg.

To-day such a sign is comparatively

scarce, for now it is not a question of

simply finding a man who is willing to

work but one who is experienced in some
particular work. Most factory offices

have half a dozen or more of these signs,

each calling for the services of men train-

ed to some one task. And many manu-
facturing plants have passed this stage,

especially if their product requires the

services of operatives of more than ordi-

nary skill and intelligence.

So it has come about that the selection

of capable workmen has developed a new
and very important department within

the factory walls. A department not act-

ually productive, yet so closely related to

production as to make it an integral part

of the works. This is the recruiting

office, and its duty is to keep the plant

supplied with the best workmen the mar-

ket affords. Only concerns that have

undertaken this task realize the many
difficulties it presents and the labor in-

volved in making the department entire-

h^ efficient.

At what we have been pleased to term
the recruiting office of this plant, the busi-

ness of enlisting workmen has been car-

ried to a remarkable degree of perfection.

While the company has individual rea-

sons for following this work to the last

detail of completeness, yet every large

employer of labor, whether manufactur-
er, wholesaler, retailer, public service cor-

poration, or whatever may be theirs,

would find it time well spent to compare
these methods with their own.

An interesting feature of this plant is

that all employees are on a strictly piece-

work basis. Their product of firearms

necessitate the manufacture of many
delicate and often complex parts; and
the many patents they control require

the operation of numbers of special ma-
chines, in use in no other plant, and to

the working of which men have to be
personally trained.

The payroll of this house numbers from
forty-five hundred to sixty-five hundred
employes and the majority of these are

skilled workers, performing tasks that de-

mand considerable time to learn before

sufficiently instructed to make them first-

class operators. Consequently when any
person makes application for employment
they are examined on a number of points

that might not seem essential to the con-

duct of most factories. "\^Tien an appli-

cant appears at the recruiting office he is

first asked a few general questions, be-

fore he is officially considered, to see if

there are any very apparent reasons why
he would be undesirable.

Passing this preliminary examination

the applicant is then expected to answer

the complete list of questions printed on
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tlic application blank (iiee Forms 1 and

•J). Jioginning with the name and ad-

dress and the date the application for

work i.s made, the information required

is sulliciently comprehensive to give an

experienced judge of men enough facts

eoncerning the applicant to permit the

formation of a very fair and accurate

estimate of the man.
'rii(> items listed on this blank are self

ex|)lanatory, so there is no reason for

tlu-ir rei)eti(ion here. To the man who
studies it, the wortli-while completeness

of the card will grow on him, for the

company has a peculiar rea.son for secur-

ing eacii item of information listed. It

would be hardly advisable to attempt a

(li.-eussion with a i)rospective employe as

to his ideas of the workman's responsi-

bility toward the employer, or as to

whether he, personally, was determined

to become a reliable and steady employe.

But there are other questions which may
be asked where the answer, though seem-

ingly without reference to these subjects,

in reality give an opportunity to form a

very practical opinion concerning the

man's views on them.

These unabridged information blanks

tend to give both parties a good bargain.

The man whose record shows up to his

advantage has a pretty well defined stand-

ing even before he enters the company's
employ. Instead of l)eing taken on spec-

ulation and feeling like a piece of human
material of unknown quantity and qual-

ity, he already has a record for good work
that gives him every opportunity to do
liis be.st.

Many employers of labor would save

themselves expensive law suits that have
been brought by employes who by chance
or planning have found opportunity to

take an unfair advantage, if they carried

.some such information bureau as this

card offers.

It is an exception when an applicant

is hired at the time he first applies. Two
reasons mav be given for this: Throiioh
their method of recruiting, this office is

usually able to provide a capable person
for any productive position within the
works from among those whose applica-

tions have been approved, consequently
they are not apt to be short-handed, rather
there is alwavs likelv to be some one who

is promptly available ahead of the newest
recruit; in addition to this reason the
company is averse to hiring any one until

word has been received from the appli-

cant's place of last employment.
And this brings us up to the plan this

concern pursues in its endeavor to secure

a confirmation of each applicant's state-

ment, concerning his ability and conduct,
by applying to his last employer for in-

formation. To this end a form letter is

used, signed by the second vice-president

to assure the concern addressed that the

request is from one in authority. The
letter states that .such a man, giving his

name, has applied to them for employ-
ment and has given the house addressed
as his previous employer. To make the

applicant more easy to locate, as well as

to insure a more accurate report, the

name of the department head or foreman
under whom he worked is inserted. Fol-

lowing this is a request for information

as to the grade of work he is competent
to do and whether he proved to be a good
and reliable man. Finally the time is

asked as to when he left their employ.
The suggestion is also made that the ques-

tions be answered at the bottom of the

^tter of inquiry, where sufficient space is

purposely left blank.

The classification and filing of the cards

bearing the application forms may follow^

any one of several methods, though for

a concern of any considerable size, that

must of necessity keep the cards rather

active, the following plan is probably the

most accurate and labor-saving.

After the card has Ijeen satisfactorily

filled out its general cla.'^sification brings

it under the head of the department where
.such work as the applicant seems capable

of performing is carried on. Here it is

placed under the subdivision bearing the

title of the particular operation or job for

which the applicant is fitted. There may
be yet another division, if the employ-

ment in this work is large and divided in-

to classes. Then when the card has reach-

ed its particular section in the file, instead

of placing it in alphabetical order, in

which there would be no justice because a

man named Brown might be given an

opening for which Smith had applied .«ix

weeks before. In.stead of this they are filed

by date, so that, all else being equal, the
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person who came first has first chance.

Of course there is always provision made
for exceptionally desirable applicants by
giving them preferred classification and
noting the reason for it.

These files constitute the available sup-

ply, the labor reserves of the plant. When
a man passes from the reserves into active

service his card occupies a similar location

of the employes' files. Should he leave,

be laid off, or discharged^—the card passes

on to another file, used to hold the cards

of those who have left for similar reasons.

At the time an employe is engaged,
however, there is another card made out

for the use and information in the time-

keeper's and paymaster's departments.
This card bears his name, clock number,
and the date on which he is employed;
also the department to which he is assign-

ed, the class of work he is exepected to do
there and his rate per hour; his foreman
and department head and by whom ap-

proved. After actual service has proven
the extent of his ability it may be neces-

sary to give him a new rate, and space

for this is designated at the bottom of the
card.

The work of this method of enrolling

applicants has had too long proof to leave

it open to argument. It is personal ser-

vice examination as effective in its pur-

pose to insure capable and reliable em-
ployes as any civil service test. It has be-

come almost a fad among some business

men to declare they pay no attention to

recommendations, that they are able to

judge any man after three minutes' talk

with him; the only thing to do is to give

the good man a chance to prove himself.

And it's a fine thing to give a man a real

chance; but often the chance proves a
handicap because the man is thrust into

work for which he is unfitted and untrain-

ed—and in some cases he has been known
to turn chance into an opportunity to

make away with the till and contents. To
be fair to the employe as well as himself

it is usually better business for the em-
ployer to know the facts rather than esti-

mate the chances.

Every man who applies for employ-
ment at the Winchester plant must fill

out this blank, which becomes a perma-
nent record of his history, if he enters the

employ of the company.

<S>

'BUYING AN AUTOMOBILE.'

MR. BLANK, begins Herbert L.

Towle, writing in Recreation, has
made up his mind to buy an auto-

mobile. Can we help him out with some
advice? AVell, maybe. But first we must
ask some questions, doctor fa.shion, before

we can prescrible.

What does he wish to pay for car,

equipment and extras complete? What
are his ideas as to power, passenger ca-

pacity, and speed? Will he use the car

for pleasure only, or also for business;

that is, to take him to and from the sta-

tion or office, or from the farm to town
and back? Will his wife drive the car?

Will he employ a chauffeur? What is he
prepared to pay annually for up-keep?
Will he use the car throughout the year,

or lay it up during cold weather? Does

ne expect to sell in a year or two, or to,

keep the car longer? Has he had pre\ious
experience with automobiles? Does his

territory include bad hills, and are the
roads good or otherwise? Will he stable

the car on his own premises or in a public

garage? On the answers to these ques-

tions 'will depend the selected type of mo-
tive power—electric, steam, or gasoline en-

gine; the type of transmission if a gaso-

line car is chosen; the power, wheel-base,

and body style, the tire equipment, and
the extras as regards wind shield, top, etc.

The question of whether to buy new or

second-hand will also be determined by
this information.

For restricted town use. such as shop-

ping or making doctors' calls, and for run-
ning from home to business and back
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where dibtaiiees are short, there is nothing

quite 6o convenient as an electric vehicle,

pru\icled charging faciUties are at hand

and the necessary skill is available to keep

ihc battery in order. It is i'requenlly pro-

I liable to install a charging outlit on the

l)rciiiises, particularly as the skill available

in small public garages is often of doubt-

ful merit. The chief drawback to the use

of electric vehicles for local purposes is

I heir high price, $l,oUU being about the

minimum for a small runabout. The cost

of current at meter rates per hoiiise-power

is also quite an item compared with the

half-cent or cent per mile paid for the

fuel of a small gasoline runabout.

As steam cars are numbered in the

small minority and are limited to a few

makes, it will sullice to say regarding them
that the choice between steam power and
a gasoline engine is mainly one of per-

sonal preference. The steam engine runs

quietly and its power is very elastic. It

^ takes a few minutes to fire up the boiler,

but in most cases that is not a serious ob-

jection. The principal drawback is that

to hold steam and water under a pressure

of several hundred pounds necessitates

more or less constant attention to pipe

joints and couplings, stuffing boxes, pack-
ings, etc., of all of which the number
about a steam car is rather large. The fuel,

also, is in some cars under pressure, and
there is the possibility of some pipe or con-

nection springing a leak, and the escap-

ing fuel being ignited by the fire under
the boiler. On the other hand, if one
lives in a country of sleep hills or bad
stretches of road, or where deep snow may
be expected, one can get more for his
money in the way of ability to surmount
such obstacles in a steam car than in either
of the other types.

Coming to gasoline cars, Ave find the
greater preponderance of choice in four-
cylinder engines. The once common one
and two-cylinder runabouts have almost
disappeared, owing partly to improve-
ments in manufacture which enable a
.jur-cylmder car to be offered for what
was once the price of a one-cylinder run-
about. Requirements as to power have
also increased and to-day the common
type of small runabout has a twenty horse-
power four-cylinder engine. Such a car
dues excellent local and suburban service,

and it will perform with credit even in

long tours if it is cleverly handled. Such
cars can be purchased to-day at from $900
up, depending on their workmanship and
on the type of transmission they contain.

A genuinely high-grade twenty-horse-pow-

er car would be worth frohi $1,500 to

$2,000.

If the purse allows, a slightly larger

car, developing from 25 to 30 horse-power,

and having a motor of 4 to 4^/4-inch bore,

is better for touring. Such a cai' will

negotiate hills and rough roads more
easily than a smaller machine, on account
of its power, longer wheel base, and great-

er weight. For equal speeds and mileage
it will last longer, also, and for the same
reason—i. e., that it does its work more
easily. As a matter of fact, its owner is

likely to expect a somewhat liigher aver-

age speed.

The exact speeds reasonably attainable

with given cars will depend on the driver

and the road. On good level or moder-
ately rolling highways, even a twenty-

horse-power car will average twenty miles

an hour during a day's run and have
power to spare. With a thirty-horse-power

touring car, the average gait might be
twenty-five miles per hour, and with a

light roadster of that power a thirty-mile

average would be possible, though not

usual. Such a roadster will easily touch

50 miles an hour for short distances—fast

enough for safety.

As for larger cars und higher powers
than these, they are desirable only as lux-

uries. Up to a certain limit, the larger

and more powerful the car, the more
luxurious is the sensation of riding. Be-

yond that point, a heavy car rides so

steadily that the sense of exhilaration is

lost, and one has to exceed speeds of thirty

or forty miles an hour to feel that one is

going at all. The difference is similar to

that between a knockabout and a schooner

yacht. In the small boat there is "some-

thing doing" every minute, whereas it

takes a stiff blow to give one a thrill when
abroad the larger craft. A big car is al-

Uiost necessary for touring, as a small car

driven all day on rough roads racks its

passengers to the point of exhaustion. But
for home use, for marketing, for taking

friends to the station, and for short week-

end runs, the car of twenty to tw^enty-five
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horse-power certainly gives the best return

for the money.

Other things being equal, it is advis-

able for the beginner to take a car of mod-
erate power, certainly not over thirty

horse-power, and better somewhat less. If

he can afford to hire a chauffeur and pay
the bills likely to result, his choice need

not be restricted. But the larger his car,

the more completely will an inexperienced

owner be at the mercy of the chauffeur,

and the more difficult it will be for him
to master the intricacies of the machine
himself. A small car, on the other hand,
is easily learned; and when you have
learned to look after your car—large or

small—in person, your chauffeur is not

likely to fool you long.

If a woman is to operate the car, plane-

tary transmission is best, unless she has

had previous driving experience. Under
other conditions, sliding gear transmis-

sion with three or four speeds is prefer-

able, and except perhaps in the smaller

cars, four speeds are better than three.

An air-cooled motor has an advantage in

severe winter weather, but elsewhere Ava-

ter cooling is usually preferred. The igni-

tion system is important; a high-grade

high-tension magneto is as good a choice

as any.

As already indicated, $1,000 is about

the lowest price that one can expect to pay

for a four-passenger car intended prin-

cipally for service. By this is meant regu-

lar travel to and from the station or place

of business, regular ]:'"\oehold service in

place of a horse, regular calls on patients,

if the owner is a doctor, and so on. In-

deed, the result is more likely to be more
satisfactory if the purchase price is a lit-

tle higher.

If, on the other hand, one does not pur-

chase with an eye to service, but merely

for week-end runs and cooling-off spins

after dinner, one may get along quite

comfortably with a f^e^.ond-hand car pur-

chased for less than $1,000. This sub-

ject will be mentioned in a later para-

graph. Meanwhile, the reader is caution-

ed to bear in mind that, with an old car,

a low purchase price is apt to be followed

by high repair bills, and that a $3,000

car purchased at the end of six years for

$450 is a deal more expensive to keep up

than the same car would be if new. The
worst possible purchases in the second-

hand line are worn-out cars of low first

price and worn-out cars of foreign make.
The first are certain to go to pieces in one
part after another with harrowing regu-

larity. The second, if of good original

reputation, will stand up fairly well while

they last, but it will be nearly impossible

to obtain parts for them, and wholly im-
possible to get such parts at reasonable

cost. If one must spend from $500 to

$1,000, it is better to get a small than a

large car, since, other things being equal,

the former is apt to be in better condition.

For the lower figure, indeed, the purchas-

er will be lucky to get a car of any sort,

except the smallest runabout, which will

not require an expensive overhauling to

put it in shape.

Going to the other end of the price

schedule, one finds, as is natural, a much
more satisfactory range of choice. Here
again, how^ever, the rule holds that higli

quality combined with high powder com-
mands a corresponding price. A high-

grade twenty-horse-power car which can

be bought second-hand for $1,000 would
have cost from $1,500 to $2,000 when
new. The best thirty-horse-power cars

cost to-day about $3,000, though it is prob-

able that within a year or two $2,500 will

be the standard figure without loss of

quality.

Assuming decent workmanship and in-

telligent care, what does it cost to keep a

car? Unfortunately, this is a question

which can only be answered by citing par-

ticular cases, since everything depends on

the personal equation and on the extent to

which the car is used. If a car is used in

moderation—say 2,500 miles per year

—

and is kept as long as it gives good ser-

vice, instead of being arbitrarily sold off

at the end of the first or second year, both

the mileage expenses and the depreciation

are kept low. Assuming a car to be pur-

chased either new or second-hand for a

total cost of $1,000, driven 2,500 miles

per year for six years, and then sold for

$250, the yearly expense figures will be

about as follows: Interest on car and

garage, $75 ; depreciation, $125 ; tires, $70

;

repairs, $60; ga.soline, $15; license, $5;

sundries, $25; total, $375.



The editor is ^re^ared to purchase each month a

limited numhtr of original anecdotes ahout prominent

Canadians, for which ^rom^t payment ivul he made.

Bolivar was very unhappy. One of his

cherished schemes had fallen through,

and the man he had counted on to pay
his dividends had gone away.

''Oh, well, never ndnd, Bollv," said

Bunker. "What if Slithers did get away
from vou? There's just as big fish in the

sea."
^

"That's true enough," groaned Bolivar,

"hut they ain't all suckers."—Harper's.

"Yes, ma'am," said the .salesman; "the

price of that piece of goods is $10 a yard,

and it is worth every dollar of it."

"I don't doubt that, sir," responded the

sharp-featured woman; "it's worth prob-

ably every dollar, considered in its sep-

arate and individual capacity as a dollar,

but it isn't worth ten of them. Show me
something else, if you please."—Chicago
Tribune.

Hair-Cutting Day at Eton.

— W. Heath Robinson in The Sketch.

He The sparking plug's gone to blazes.

She: Never mind, dear It won't show, will it?

— The Tatler.
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Stout lady : I'm afraid you are rather young for the
situation. Are you sure you could cook dinner for a
large party

Applicant: O yes'm. Why the last party I was with
was quite as large as you are.

— The Tatler.

Knicker—''Where do you live?"

Bocker—"Five miles from a lemon
and ten dollars from a steak."—Harper's
Bazaar.

''Would you marry for money?"
asked one girl of another.

"Not I; I want brains!" was the re-

ply-

"Yes, I should think so," said the first

speaker, "if you don't want to marry for

money!"—Ideas.

We just git started happy,
When woe comes buttin' in

—

But we'll keep on a-laughin'
Till it's laughin' time agin'.

—St. Paul Dispatch.

No matter how easy it is for a man
to make money there always seems to

he somebody else for whom it is easier
to get it away from him.—Birmingham
Age-Herald.

A colored preacher was vehemently de-

nouncing the s'ns of his congregation.

"Bred'ern an' sistern. Ah warns yo'

against de heinous sin o' shootin' craps!

Ah charges yo' against de brack rascality

o' liftin' pullets! But, above all else,

breddern and sistern, Ah demonishes yo'

at dis yer season against de crime o' me-
lon stealin'!"

A brother in a back seat made an odd
sound with his lips, rose and snapped his

fingers. Then he sat down again with an
abashed look.

"Whuffo' mah frien'," said the preach-
er tersely, "does yo' ra'r up an' snap yo'

fingahs when Ah speak o' melon steal-

in'?"

"Yo' jes' reminds me, parson," the man
in the back seat answered meekly, "wha'
Ah lef mah knife."

* * *

"What kind of an appointment do vou
want?"

"Well," said the applicant, "what I'd

like is one of those positions in which a
man can make a hit by seeing that nobody
else has a sinecure."—Washington Star.

The Ex-widow : You can"t say I ever ran after you.
Percival.

The Second Helping : Very true, Hypatia. The trap
never runs after the rat, but it gathers him in all the
same. — The Tatler.
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Grand Trunk Pacific Elevator
FORT WILLIAM, ONT.

In the year 1908, before the Grand
Trunk Pacific Railway had run a single

regular freight train over its new line, the

farmers who had crowded into the new
land were asking the railroad to haul their

wheat to market. In that year, not far

from one million bnshels were taken out

of the grain country on Grand Trunk
Pacific construction trains. The next year

regular freight service was inaugurated,

and several millions of bushels were taken

over the new railroad, as far as "Winnipeg.

But the section of the Tran!=;continental

Railway running east from Winnipeg to

Lake Superior Junction, at which point

the Grand Trunk Pacific line to Fort Wil-
liam branches off from the Transcontin-
ental Railway, was not yet ready for

freight; and the grain traffic from the
Grand Trunk Pacific had to be turned
over at Winnipeg to other lines for for-

warding to Lake Superior ports. In the
year 1010 the Transcontinental Railway
has been completed as far east as Lake
Superior Junction, and simultaneously
with its completion, the Grand Trunk
Pacific Terminal Elevator Company have
finished and put into operation their im-
mense new elevator at Fort AVilliam.
The elevator is located on the Mission

River at West Fort William, in connec-
tion with the great terminals being con-
structed by the railroad at that point.
In order to pro^-ide proper facilities for
handling vessels, millions of cubic vards
of earth have been dredged out of the
Mission River and adjoining shores to
the wc.«t. and large shipping basins and
slips, with a deep water channel to Lake
Superior now take the place of land
which but a short time ago was covered
with forest.

The new railroad runs through a grain
country- unequalled in the Dominion:

foreseeing the enormous pos.sibilities of the

future traffic eastward in wheat, oats, bar-

ley and flaxseed, the railroads laid its

plans for unloading the cars at its Lake
Superior terminals, storing the grain, and
loading it into lake ves.sels on a scale so

comprehensive and vast as to appear at

first glance almost vi.sionary. But a few
months of full operation of the grain busi-

ness, on the railway and through the new
elevator have already justified the wisdom
and foresight of the plans made.

The recently-completed elevator will

hold three and a quarter million bushels

of grain, but is only one small section of

the great system of elevators which will,

in a few years, border the docks of the

Mission Terminal. The plans show three

great piers devoted to the grain traffic. On
each side of each is to be built a working
elevator to unload in a 10 hour day 200
freight cars loaded with grain and to drop
75,000 bushels of grain every hour of the

day, if required, into lake vessels lying
alongside the elevator. Each working
house will have connected with it storage,

elevators to hold 10.000,000 bushels. And
this is on each side of each of the three

piers.- 200 cars in a 10 hour day, 400
cars in a 20 hour day, at six places, means
2,400 cars a day when all of the elevators

are finished. 300,000 bushels an hour in-

to vessels; 10,000,000 bushels storage at

each working elevator; 60.000.000 bu.«hels

at six working elevators. It is a plan for the

future, but for a future which no one who
knows the grain country will be willing

to deny capable of arri\dng.

But to come back from the future to the

section of this great system which ha.s just

been completed. This section consists of

one of the working houses complete, and
of a storage elevator vriih. a capacity of 2,-
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500,000 bushels to which more storage

capacity will be added as fast as the grow-

ing requirements of the grain country to

the West require it. The working elevator

holds 750,000 bushels, so that the total

capacity of the new elevator is 3,250,000
bushels. The elevator is of fire-proof con-

struction throughout. It rests on over 11,-

000 piles driven 50 feet in the ground.

The foundations on top of the pile are en-

tirely of concrete, and above the concrete

foundations are the super-structures, built

of reinforced concrete and steel.

The working house is a structure 237
feet long .and 137 feet wide. It comprises

80 cylindrical concrete bins, each 12 feet

in inside diameter. The spaces between
these cylindrical bins are also used for

storage. The bins rest on massive rein-

forced concrete columns, and girders. In
the first storey and immediately beneath
the bins are installed 15 steel cleaning

machines of the largest size, for general

cleaning, while above the bins

are installed machines to clean

flaxseed, and separate the screen-

ings from the other machines into

the various kinds of seed of which they
are composed.

Above the bins the building is of .struc-

tural steel covered on the outside by gal-

vanized corrugated steel. The floors and
roof are of reinforced concrete, and the

windows are of wired glass in metal
frames, all outside covering, floors, roofs,

and windows throughout the plant being
of similar material. In the cupola above
the bins are ten 2,000 biishel scale hoppers,
resting on 120,000 pound hopper ."^cales.

each scale hopper being surmounted by a

2,500 bushel garner. Five of the scales

are used for weighing grain being received
from cars, and five for weighing grain be-
ing shipped to vessels or to cars.

The unloading of cars is done in the
track shed, which is alongside of and
forms a part of the working house. Four
tracks extend through this shed and to a
sufficient distance bevond the elevator so

that they may be filled with loaded cars

twice a day; and for the balance of the
time, the cars pulling arrangement of the
elevator will handle the cars through the
track shed without the use of a s-uatching

engine. On each of the four tracks there

are five unloading hoppers, so that there is

a total of 20 hoppers in five lines of four
each extending across the shed. Each hop-
per has a capacity for a full car load of

grain, and beneath each line of four a

belt conveyor is installed to carry grain to

one of the five receiving elevator legs in

the working house. Each "^ line of four
hoppers has its discharging valve connect-
ed to an interlocking mechanism, so that
it is not possible for more than one hop-
per to be open at the same time, thus there
is no possibility of grain from the various
ears becoming mixed. Cars are unloaded
into the hoppers by power grain shovels
which have been made of unusual size and
strength on account of the constant ten-

dency to increase the average amount of

grain loaded in freight cars.

Each of the receiving elevator legs has a
capacity of 15,000 bushels per hour, and
each of the shipping legs has a similar

capacity, the working house is also equip-
ped with 9 other legs for elevation of grain
from the cleaners, screenings, flaxseed,

grain from the dryer, etc.

Six vessels loading spouts are provided
for loading grain into lake steamers. A
grain drying plant, with boiler for same
u.sing forced draft, is placed outside of the

elevator at the west end. A passenger
elevator, offices for foreman, inspectors

and weigh-mep, electric lighting system,

a very complete signal system and a fire

service system, using a motor-driven pump
for the purpose of putting out pos.sible

fires among the freight cars or on vessels

are incidental portions of the equipment;
A transfer conveyor for carrying grain
lengthwise of the house is installed in the
cupola, and the dust collecting system
necessar}^ in connection vdih all large

cleaning elevators is most complete.

The wharf alongside the elevator is

Ijuilt of concrete.

The storage house con.sists of 70 cylin-

drical concrete bins, each 23 feet 3 inches

in inside diaiTieter, and 54 inter space

bins. The storage house is filled by belt

conveyors running from the working
hou.se, and is emptied by similar conveyors
running to the .shipping legs in the work-
ing elevator. These conveyors all have
a capacity of 15,000 bushel* per hour
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eac'ii. All l»ins in the storage house, are

self-emptying.

The entire plant is driven by alternat-

ing current electric motors. The fifteen

cleaning tnachines in the first storey of

the working house are arranged in five

batteries of three machines each, each bat-

tery being driven by a separate motor.

Each elevator leg is also driven by a sep-

arate motor, and other motors drive the

conveyors, passenger elevator, and the re-

maining machinery. Power is obtained

from the Kaministiquia Power Company
at 22,000 volts. It is transformed to 500

volts for the motors and 220 volts for the

light and signal current, in a concrete

transformer and switch board building

placed outside of the elevator. The trans-

former building also contains a large

rotary condenser to give the elevator com-
pany the Ijenefit of the best power factor

obtain al)le.

The elevator was constructed by the

Canadian Stewart Company, Limited, of

jNIontrcal, Quebec. The consulting engi-

neers for the railroad company on the lay-

out of the grain terminals and on the unit

just completed being the John S. Metcalf

Co., Limited, of Montreal, Que. and Chi-

cago, 111.
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Grabbing Legislation at

Ottaw^a
Being a few facts and observations concerning the gentle

art of lobbying and the art of "influencing" our Parliament

By T. A. Petersen

THERE is in Canada a market for

franchises and for some sorts of

legislation, and there are franchise

and legislation brokers, jnst as there is a

market and a broker for May wheat or

early strawberries, or rubber. The legis-

lation market is not affected by tariffs.

It is not governed by the law of supply
and demand.

Next to making a man a Premier or a

member of Parliament, the granting of a

franchise is the best gift in the power of

the people, and, what is more, it is often

a negotiable security. But there are some
people in this world who are not content
to take a franchise as a government
would give it to them, but who are con-

tinually looking for franchises under es-

pecially favorable terms, especially favor-

able legislation. To supply this demand
there exist men who operate in the town
halls, the city halls, the Legislative

Buildings and the Federal Parliament
Buildings of the country. They are

legislation brokers. In calling them
''brokers" one casts a reflection upon
pawn shops, for the art of securing leg-

islation is often quite vulgar. But Art it

is, and much more profitable too, than
painting or scultury, or poetry or picking
winners.

It is in order that these franchises may
be secured with as little trouble as possi-

ble, with the least possible government
exactions and with a maximum of Gov-
ernment assistance, that the legislation

broker is employed. He is the man with
pull, the man who can be a good fellow,

the man who may possibly manage a

delicate piece of corruption and who, in

short, knows the strings.

The great railways keep men on deck
at Ottawa all session round to protect

their old rights and secure new ones.

Great corporations desiring trifling

favors, such as the right to dam the St
Lawrence river, have certain means of

having their wishes presented favorably
to the House of Commons.
And in a third class, are men who are

forever studying the map of Canada for

some new place to get a water-power or a

railway franchise and who, having found
one, get the government to grant a fran-
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chise to a set of duiiiinies, until such time

as this liolder of the franchise may get

time to sell his rights to some real capi-

talist whose money is out of work.

* * *

One day last session, little Jim Conmee,

M.i*., from Port Arthur, had a very pain-

ful experience. It was in his capacity as

a lobbyist—for there are lobbyists who

only lobby and others like Mr. Conmee

who carry their operations clear inside

and upon the sacred oil-cloth of the sacred

House of Commons. Little Jim wished

Parliament to pass a private bill permit-

ting a certain group of gentlemen to

build a system of canals between Lake

Superior and Winnipeg, via Fort Fran-

ces. The proposed bill was to allow them,

in short, to do just about what they

pleased with the millions of horse-power

contained in the myriad lakes and rivers

of the Rainy River district.

Before the Railway Committee of the

House of Commons the bill was fought

out. Hon. Clifford Sifton, who is rather

at odds with the Liberal Administration,

opposed the bill in the ground that it was

giving the gentlemen represented by Mr.

Conmee, too much for too little. The
Tory members fought the measure, of

course, just as they would fight if the

Liberals proposed to vote themselves out

of office.

But Conmee was full of faith. With
the apparent sympathy of the Party and
with the oratorical aid of several Liberal

M.P.'s who are always identified with cor-

poration interests in the House, he had
no fears.

Hon. George Graham, the chairman,
intimated that he would take the vote of

the committee. 'Mim" hurried down-
stairs to bring in enough Liberal friends

to swamp the opponents of the bill. W^hen
he came upstairs, shoo-ing a neat little

flock of tame votes ahead of him,
the fat gentlemen who had been
looking on all the time, and in
whom were apparently to be seen
the "interests" represented by Mr.
Conmee, beamed. They saw the vote
coming.
Jim stepped to the front of the commit-

tee room and stretching his neck and
standing on tip-toe, he counted the heads

uf his votes. He seemed satisfied. He
signalled the chairman to go ahead and

take the vote, it wa^s taken. Jim lost.

He had not counted his votes correctly

though all he had needed to have done

was to have made another trip down-

stairs and scrape up more tame votes

—

votes that had not listened to the argu-

ment against the bill but that were Con-

mee's for the asking.

That was how Mr. Conmee failed to

get that franchise. That franchise would

have been worth millions to Mr. Con-

mee's gentlemen friends. They perhaps

had no money in their own pockets worth

listening to, but with that franchise they

could have gone to a thousand different

hoarding places of money and could have

sold it for numerous shekeh',
* * *

Now that is one way of securing or try-

ing to secure franchises at Ottawa. It

was only an accident that it did not work.

It has worked before this. It always works
if only Mr. Conmee is more careful in

counting his votes.

Mr. Conmee might be said to be one

kind of franchise grabber. He sees a

good thing to get a franchise for and he
uses his friends in the party, it is alleged,

to get it. Then he sells it—we suggest,

or possibly gets his 'merely nominal' fee

from the promoters who benefited by it.

Then, it has been known that the whip
of a party would introduce a bill, on be-

half of some large corporation, just as

when Mr. Fred Pardee fathered the St.

Lawrence Power Company's bill last ses-

sion. In the Canadian House of Com-
mons there are few men held in higher
esteem than Mr. Pardee, and it could not

for a moment be suggested that Mr. Par-

dee's connection with the proposal to dam
the St. Lawrence River was due to any-
thing more than his belief that the pro-

posed power development would benefit

Canada. But the .skill of the franchise

grabbing promoter was there revealed in

securing the one man, next to a Cabinet
Minister, capable of corraling the support
of the party for the scheme.

* * *

There is a class of law\^ers too, a little

pettifogging class, that hang out their

signs in Toronto and Ottawa and Mon-
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treal and who are 'for hire' to any body

of gentlemen—franchise seekers are al-

ways 'bodies of gentlemen'—in search of

a favor from Parliament. These little

lawyers have, as a rule, nothing to do

with great civil cases or with great crimi-

nal trials. They move in a grey back-

ground of pettyfogging—writing 'law-

yers' letters' for a client, drawing up the

papers in real estate transactions, advising

people how much notice is due the land-

lord. But behind everything they are

working to 'acquire merit,' or as it were

to lay up treasures in Ottawa, upon which
they subsequently draw, just as though it

were a bank account.

One of these lawyers once boasted that

"a young fellow can pick up a pretty nice

living by this sort of thing. I made
$5,000 a year the first year I tried it.'

For instance, take this case:

Blank, a struggling provincial lawyer of

good family, made himself a strong party

man. By application and industry he
secured a little prominence among the

Liberals of his district. Every time he
had a chance he did little favors for pass-

hig Cabinet Ministers. One day his great

opportunity came. There was an embar-
rassing quarrel up in the country
in his old home town, between
two factions of the party. The
quarrel was seriously embarras-
iing the Government and a proposed Cab-
inet Minister. The merry little lawyer
went to his old home town and worked
like a beaver. He took care that the

Party chiefs at Ottawa should see that he
was working, and on a certain day the
Premier called him and said, "Mr. Blank,
you simply must get that man to resign."

"But it is impossible," objected Blank,
ivho was really disheartened.

"Mr. Blank," said Laurier, "it must be
rlone and I leave it to you—No. Do not
iay you cannot. I know you can. No.
No. Do not say a word. You will do it,

[ am certain. Good-evening."

Blank decided that the Premier was
light. He went to his constituency and
by hard work did what was required.

Two weeks after the whole thing was
?ettled the Party remembered to thank
Mr. Blank. Cabinet Ministers thanked
the little lawyer. The Premier himself

summoned him and thanked him and
added': "We are greatly in your debt, Mr.
Blank. When you see an opportunity
for the Party to repay you don't hesitate

to tell the Party. It will not forget your
service."

As a lobbyist, as a franchise grabber's
tool. Blank was 'made.' A year later he
was approached by a group of gentlemen
who wanted something from Parliament.
They had heard that Blank had 'pull'

Blank named his fee and accepted the
commission. He mentioned what he
wanted and then reminded the Liberal
Party. The Liberal Party thanked him
for the opportunity of doing him a favor.

The group of gentlemen secured their

wish.

Of course, lobbyists such as this see to

it always that tlie government is in their

debt. They work for the government at

election time and at all times. They keep
the favorable balance as large as possible.

Once, a lobbyist 'for hire,' became ob-

streperous. He was given a commission
to secure certain legislation, ])ut when he
began to work he found that another law-
yer, the young son of a Cabinet Minister,
was handling it and 'working' his father's

influence. He protested to the Cabinet
Minister. He carried it to Laurier him-
self and Justice was done. The Cabinet
Minister's son retired from the matter.
But that was the last of the little lobbyist.

He had shown temper. He died as a
legislator. fSubsequently, being hard
pressed, and having stumbled upon a
meaty bit of scandal he black-mailed a
Cabinet Minister to the extent of getting
him to assist in the passing of a 'desirable'

bill.

The other night a number of Canadian
M.P.s walked out of one of the little pri-

vate dining-rooms on the third floor of
the west wing of the House of Commons,
and each carried, under an arm, a bottle

of champagne. And each sang, or tried

to sing, and each rejoiced.

At the end of this merry company
walked a tall dark square-jawed man with
fine bold eyes and large fists and should-
ers. He, too, was rejoicing. But he was
perfectly sober. He was a lobbyist.
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lie left Ills friends witli llie bottles to

dwindle away into their private rooms in

tlie building, and collided with another

large group of men who had just come up

in the elevator and who were just going

into another njom for some beer and

crackers. They were newspaper corres-

pondents in Ottawa from the West with a

icrtjiiii <lelegation.

Mill they knew the big lobbyist. He
haili'il iheiii as brothers and went in with

them, lie snnunoned a waiter and stood

wilh his great shoulders to the door as he

handed him one hundred dollars.

"Tliere," he said, "is a hundred. No-

bod v can buy a drink here to-night but

me.""

The correspondents were not that .sort.

They wanted to buy their own drinks and
even then they weren't looking for head-

aches. But good fellowship dare not kick.

They drank. Others came in—M.P.s

and strangers—and they were quenched.

The hun<lrcd dollars vanished and the

big black man handed out fort}' dollars

more. The clock droned around. A
connnittee of three were operating the

piano. Some gentlemen were vocalizing.

By and by everybody went home. The
liist man out of the room was the lobby-

ist. When the crowd had left him he
went down to his specially chartered

apartments. He went up to his room and
]>ulled off his boots. He took a little

medicine because the doctor had warned
him of his kidneys. Al)out dawn he went
lo bed, sober enough but haggard.
He did not have any legislation pend-

ing. His company was asking nothing.
But a month later a little bill came up in
connnittee, concerning the regulation of
that concern. The proposed regulation
would have been a trifle embarrassing to

it, l)Ut it was not exerting itself very much.
It knew its friends.

The members who had partaken of the
lobbyist's hospitality that night, had a
vague idea that it was his company. Their

mi)i(ls dwelt upon it. "Tommy was a

good fellow—damn nice fellow!"—and
they got rid of the proposed emVjarass-

iiuMit lo the big company by killing the

bill.

* * *

Now this article may be misunlflerstood.

Some people, not knowing Ottawa may
think that it means that lobbyists are al-

ways buying drinks, that Canadian M.P.s

and Press correspondents are always open
to a cjuencher and always appropriately

grateful.

That is not so. The majority of mem-
I)ers of the House cannot be touched by
the lobbyist. But the trouble with them is

that they are too loyal to their friends and
to the party. This loyalty often leads

them into error. You may think that the

inference is that franchises should not be

granted, that public ownership is the

great desideratum, that 'vested rights' is

tommy rot, and the capitalist a thief. It

may have been inferred that the favors

granted to political heelers by the Party
were extraordinary favors and that what
we have described applies only to the Lib-

eral Party. But these impressions would
be wrong and are not intended.

The concessions which the lobbyist gets

are the price which we, the people, pay for

his exploiting new parts of the country
or new things. AVithout this exploitation

we would suffer. The only question is

whether this system we have copied from
the Americans should not be replaced by
the English system of controlling lobby-

ing; whether we should not maintain a

uniform control over all enfranchised

companies such as railway and power cor-

porations. The favors which the govern-

ment may show to the lobbying hench-
man, are not always extraordinary and are

undoubtedly .subject to the sincere con.'^id-

eration of the government head. But
members and Ministers cannot always be

vigilant enough to escape the wiles of the

favor-seeker.



The Thief

By Charles Shirley

Illustrated by W. A. Beatty.

HE'D 'a swiped the nuts off his own
wagon, if he'd had one," said Shorty
MacLean, '^He'd 'a robbed a bank

if he'd thought he could 'a done it neatly.

He was a' artist at thievin'—steal the hair

off 'n a doggie without the doggie knowin'
it, and now—he's dead, him and Stripes."

'Terriljle !" sighed little MacPherson,
who is a Knox College student from To-
ronto, but who goes in for cow-punching
in his holidays. 'Tt is terrible to think
of," adding, "and do you mean to say,

Mr. MacLean, that there was nothing left

of the two men that could be called a

—

that could be buried?"
"That's what," replied Shorty. "There

were two heaps of something that was part

ashes and part—somethin' else. The two
heaps were lyin' under the wreckage after

the fire. They knew one of 'em was
Stripes, because there were little bits of

melted-up brass among the ashes, which
had been Stripes' buttons. There Avas a

gun, which must have been in Stripes' hip
pocket. There were two spurs on two bits

of burned leather, which had been the
heels of a pair of R.N.W.M.P. boots. So
they knew that heap was Stripes. The
other heap—well, it was just ashes mixed
in with bits of wood from the remains of

the car. They couldn't find Striver, and
the ashes looked as much like him as any-
thing, so they called him dead. Guess he
is, too."

"What 'come of the hand-cuffs?" de-

manded big Pete Black, whose mind ran
to police stories and that sort of thing.

"Were they melted, too?"
"No," said Shorty. "Stripes didn't have

hand-cuffs on his man."
"How's that?"

^"Oh, he knew what Striver was like.

Knew he didn't need them."
"Poor Stripes!" we sighed.

"Poor Striver!" added little MacPher-
son, thoughtfully.

"Pie was a darn little skunk!" exclaim-
ed Black, bitterly.

"Yes," said Shorty, .suddenly taking up
another lap in the story of his adventure.
"That was my first train wreck, and I

hope it'll be my last. It was the first

time the poor old Thief ever was pinched,
and I guess it w^as his last, all right. Fel-
low on the train was tellin' me he was
near heart-broken when they pinched
him. *He was talkin' to his hor.^e back of
the corral on the Jew's place, when the
boys told him Stripes was comin' for him.
All he said was, "Tell Stripsey I'm here."
The fellows thought he'd run, but he
wouldn't. Ju.st waited for Stripes. Stripes
led him away quiet as a lamb. Both of
"ern was killed two hours later."

"Good riddance," muttered Black.
We were in the bunk-house. The oil

Ijurner was lighted. Outside, the wir:d
was blowing. Shorty had been telling ns
in detail how the local train, ruiming
down from ]\Iedicine Hat into our
part of the country had been wrecked.
Two men were reported killed, Ser-
geant Jar^-is of the Mounted Police, and
his prisoner, George Striver, commonlv
known as "The Thief." Our Shorty
had been down at the Hat on busi-
ness for our owner. He had been sit-

ting in the .same smoking compart-
ment on the Canadian Southern train
as were Stripes and Striver, when
the engine pitched into a light engine
running toward the Hat. Shorty, as he
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had told us, lia<l heard the brakes go on,

had heard the crash, had seen the root

cmiiMK throujih right over Stripes and

his man. After that he had remember-

ed nolhinu. When he came to, the

wreck inti train liad cleared the track and

they had sorted him out with the rest of

the injured. In one place were the two

dead or what was surmised to be their

ashes: in a special car ninning back to

Medicine Ilat were the more seriously in-

jured. Rut Shorty, and the others w^ho

had cs<-ap(Mi with a few brui.-^es, had been

kept for the night at a ranch-hon.«e. Next

morning he had been driven across to his

own ontlit—our outfit.

"How nnich did you get out of them?"

a.skcd Black snddenly, reverting to

Shorty's description of the Canadian

S«tulhern Kailway's claims agent, who had

bought olf Shorty's claim.

"Two hundred dollars."

"You were a fool," commented Black.

"Yon conld '*a had more by standing out

for it. Why, there was one fellow who
hadn't even a bump on the head, and he

He pau.sed. listening. Someone had
knocked at our door. The sound came
again, feebly.

"Come in !" yelled Shorty. ,

Nobody came, but there w'as some sort

of a noise outside. Then the sound wa?
repeated, still feebly.

"Come in !" called Shorty again, and
at the .same time he threw the door wide
open. T heard him say. ""What's the mat-
ter with you. you fool?" Then there w^as

the .«onnd of .something scuffling in the
doorway and Shorty appeared, dragging a

limp figure into the light. He dropped it

gently on the floor, panting.
We all stepped forward to look. Black

pu.-^hed his way between ^lacPher.-on and
me.

"Whew! he exclaimed, whistling.
"Whew! It's Striver. It's the Thief!"

"No, it ain't." Shortv .said. "The Thief
is taller."

"No, he ain't."

"I .^een the Thief la.^t." retorted Shortv.
bending closer over the prostrate man. "I
ought—I ought t' know—and yet

"

He paused, perplexed.

I sent MacPherson to the owner's house
for .sponges and cloth and bandages. I

toM him to say, if Miss Isabel wanted to

know what was the matter, that one of

the hor.ses was hurt. I didn't w-ant her

fu.ssing around. The uncon.scious man
on the floor of the bunk-house was in

jiretty bad condition. His face w^as laid

clean open. It was a nasty wound, and

we worked a long time before we had it

<lre.ssed. Meanwhile, Shorty had gone off

for the doctor, and I had spent five min-

utes outside the door of the bunk-hou.se

arguing with the boss and his daughter,

Miss Isabel, that they didn't need to do

anything.

In the morning we held a consultation.

Just after breakfast I called Black and
Shorty and MacPherson—leaving out the

otlier^ hands that were .sleeping in the

other bunk-house—and 1 told them rhy

idea.

"There's no need," I said, constituting

my.self chairman. "There's no need for

us to tell anybody anything about this.

Striver—if it is Striver—ain't any angel.

He's a thief, we all know it. Yet he never

did anybody any harm in his life, and
what's the sense—if it's Striver—of put-

tin' him back in the hole where the Jew
will prosecute the warrant against him?
When the doctor comes, give him the tip.

He knows Striver. If it's Striver, he
needn't say anything."

"All right." assented Shorty and Mac-
Pherson. Black nodded, dubiously. I

knew what was rankling in Black's head.

At the last busting match at Medicine
Striver had beaten Black—rode a bad-
actor that had left Black rolling in the
dirt. And Black "fancied himself" as a

lironcho-buster. That wa.s why his assent

was slow.

So we arranged to keep our man in the
bunk-house, and when the doctor came we
told him what was what, and he .said noth-
ing in reply, which meant that he knew
what he knew and no more. There was
only one hurt to the stranger. That one
had been caused by a blow acro.ss the face
and the head. The face was in bandages.
We were still wondering whether the man
was Striver or not.

In my day in the north part of the
cow-country in Alberta, there had been
a thousand stories about George Striver,
the Thief. In the southern parts he was
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not so well known, though at odd periods

stray cow-men would pass by and tell

yarns about Striver, the Thief.

There wasn't a man but had a sort of

sneaking regard for Striver. He was tall

and fair and handsome enough, and he
was always—the gentleman. It may seem
contradictory, but he was. He would steal^

any mortal thing except something you
trusted him with. He seemed to do it for

the love of doing a neat piece of work.
He did not need to steal. In fact, he
never took anything of any considerable

value. And yet when he was taxed with

stealing he would admit it and look as

ashamed as though he had been caught
murdering a baby.

He traveled all over the north country
trying to get over the habit. People said

that he came from England. Some that

seemed to know more than others said

there was a girl in the case, But no one
ever heard of her, except when the Thief
would be smitten with remorse. Then he
would mention dimly that he could never
look "her" in the face. But no "her" ever

materialized. No one ever knew him to

speak to a woman beyond the barest civili-

ties. He did not drink. He did not
"paint the towns red." He just made a

track from ranch to ranch trying to re-

form, and failing.

Rany, on the Thompson ranch, took

hold of him and declared he was going
to reform him. It was a good enough bar-

gain for Rany, because anybody was will-

ing to hire Striver, he was such a man
with cattle, and he could ride so much
like the all-fired Satan himself. But Rany
said he was going to "reform" the Thief.

He gave him extra high wages. But the

Thief did not need them. He gave his

money to the children in town, or to the
Indian youngsters that he might happen
to run across in a camp. He lent the fel-

lows money and never wanted it back
again. And yet, he would steal an old
silver watch, or a little bag of nuggets
that some fellow had brought with him
from the gold country. Or he'd steal a
knife or a stick-pin—for the mere joy of

stealing.

The fellows all took it good-naturedly
and dubbed him—the Thief, without
meaning a bit of harm in the world. But
somehow, it hurt Strivers, and made him

wear a hang-dog appearance, often. He
went to Rany's ranch, as he went to all

new jobs, in high spirits, hoping to get

over his habit, and one night he called

three of the fellows around him and plead-

ed with them not to call him The Thief.

He n:iade them promise that if he never
did anything again they would quit call-

ing him by that name. They laughed at

him, good naturedly, and clapped him
on the back. But next week he stole an
ivory lucky piece from a Mexican. They
wouldn't have known where to have look-

ed for it, only that the Thief was in camp.
They asked him where it was and he own-
ed up. Then he went to Rany and told

him he was quitting the job. Rany said

no; said he wanted Striver to take a con-

signment of cattle to Winnipeg and han-

dle all the money matters for him.
Striver, touched, stayed, and said he

would. He took the cattle and brought
back every cent of the money correct.

But he had not been home two days be-

fore the brakeman on the train that had
carried Striver and the cattle down to

Winnipeg wrote up asking for his watch.

It was a German silver affair, not worth

a dollar. Striver took the letter to the

boss and then fished the watch out of his

dunnage. Next day he quit and went to

the next ranch, primed with new resolu-

tions and new hope. But he failed, as

he had failed before, and now his last em-
ployer, a nasty foreigner, with a pumped-
up notion about the rights of property

which he had acquired since his coming
to Canada, had laid a charge against

Striver and had had him arrested. Striver

had a "weakness" before, but the arrest

made him a criminal. The train which
had been conveying him and Stripes Jar-

vis to the local headquarters of the R. N.

W.M.P. was wrecked. And the question

in our mind was—whether George Striv-

ers, commonly known as the Thief, was

dead and cremated, or whether this bruis-

ed and battered affair which had arrived

at our bunk-house during Shorty's re-

cital of his adventure, was the man.

III.

For three days he lay in the bunk-house
and said nothing. He w^as attended by
Anderson, the local doctor, once a day.

He said nothing to the doctor. We fed
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er.

•V aren't able," replied Shorty "Lie

down. You'll put yourself to the bad if

YOU get up." -.in
•*l'n. going to get up," persisted the

stranger, in a peeuliarly steady voice ' i

heard the doctor telling you yeslerc ay

that 1 was pretty well mended and that

the liandagcs eould come off to-day.
'

While Shorty was wrangling with him

ihe doctor's run-about came whirring up

the road, lie heard what the stranger

had to say and he said it was quite cor-

rect—he would take the bandages off and

let the patient get up. So the stranger

won his point from Shorty.

When 1 walked into the house that

night there was the stranger sitting with

his head bent over, studying the iloor m
a eorner of the room.

"Evening!" 1 said. "Feelin' any bet-

ter?"

'•Thank you." came back a monotonous

voice. "Thank you! I do. I feel much
better. I'm glad to be sitting up."

Black came in. It was before the big

(.il burner was lighted. I saw him strain-

ing his eyes to catch sight of the unl)and-

aged face of the stranger.

The stranger looked up, vaguely, at

Black. "Evening!" he said, in tliat same
steady tone, not the tone of a cow-puncher

at all, but the tone of one of these Eng-
lishmen that you meet in Sa.skatchewan

in the fall, .-ihooting ducks.

"Evening!" returned Black, coldly.

"Feelin' better?"

"Yes, thank you."

Again the head dropped and the man
.«5cemed to be .studying the floor. I was
fixing some records on the gramophone
when I heard liim speak again.

"Gentlemen," he said, slowly. ''Gen-

tlemen. I hope I haven't given you a great

deal of trouble."

"Not at all," I said.

"Becau.se,' he went on, "I am afraid 1

don't know how to repay you for it—"

"Don't talk about that," snapped Shorty

who had entered the room.

"Evening!" muttered the stranger, as

he looked up through the du.-^k and saw

Shorty hanging up his hat. "I am sorry

to have put you—as I was saying—to so

much troul^le, but now—I have to be hon-

est with vou, gentlemen, now I would like

you to tell mo, if vou can, how did I come

iiere?"

We stared, to see if he was serious. Ap-

parently he was.

"Why,'" I answered, "you knocked at

our door last Sunday night about ten

o'clock. We found that you had a dirty

cut across the face and that you had a

big bruise on your head
—

"

"Did I come in these clothes?"

"Yes."
"And have you any idea where I came

froni—where I had received these in-

juries of which you speak?" He let the

shade of a smile flit across his face.

"Darned if we know," returned Shorty.

"'Fraid we don't know if you don't,".

I added.

"Hell!" said Black, leaning forward and

suddenly striking a match. "He knows

mighty^ ivell. Wasn't you in that train

wreck—with Stripesy?"

The man seemed to be thinking over

what Black had said. Black put his

match to the oil burner and under the yel-

low light I saw the stranger's face, since

it hadl)egun to heal, for the first time, yet

he had it turned so that I could not see it

in detail. It looked like Striver's face

and yet there was something different

about"^ it. as though the wound, though it

was healing over very neatly, had altered

it in .some manner.
"Train wreck !" he muttered, "and a—

a

person whom you call 'Stripesy' ! Do you

know," he said, .suddenly turning to me,

"was it a—a goods train, or a—well, in

short, what sort of a train was it?"

"Look here!" .said Black, roughly put-

ting aside the question. "Look here! This

is the year nineteen hundred and eighty

You are in the bunk-house of the Bar V
ranch in Southern Alberta. The owner's

name is Barthe.*' The stranger looked up
at the mention of the name. "We think,"

Black went on, without noticing, "that you
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STRIVER RODE A BAD ACTOR THAT HAD LEFT BLACK ROLLING IN THE DIRT.

were hurt in the wreck of the Canadian
Southern Saturday night, near here. AVe

also think that you know damn well who
YOU are and that vour name is Striver,

Striver—the Thief.''

It was out before I could stop him. But
Black went on, ''At fir.-t I didn't know for

sure. I couldn't make sure of the face.

But when you turned your face to the

light a minute ago I knew who 't was, and
you know, too."

The .stranger stood up in the middle of

the floor. He was swaying: he was still

weak.
"Sir," he .^aid. with the dignity which

nobody but one of those duck-shooting
Englishmen can raise, "Sir, you have the

advantage of me. I have been messed up,

somehow or another. I am sorry to say

that I apparently have lost my memory.
I do not know my name. I do not know
how I come to be in this country. I do
not know how I was hurt nor when. My
only recollection is that I was in England,
that I was riding a small horse, that some-
thing happened, and that—I return to

consciousness here in this place where you
have been so kind as to shelter me. I must
thank you for your hospitality."

He was just toppling over when Shorty
caunht liim. He had fainted.

"Black!" Shorty exclaimed, "You are

a confounded liar. This ain't Striver."

"Wait and see," returned Black.

It was three days before the stranger

was out of his bunk again. I told An-
derson, the doctor, about his claiming to

have lost his memory. At first he laugh-

ed. Then he examined the stranger again

and came to me, outside the bunk-house,

serious.

"He's not lying," he said.

"You mean that he has lo.st his mem-
ory, or part of it?"

"Yes. I was looking at his head again.

He has been hurt before sometime—per-

haps years ago. The first wound prob-

ably injured his brain in some way or an-

other. The second shock has restored

his memory only for those things which
happened before the first accident. It's

what we call Aphasia."

IV.

One morning, the stranger came out of

the bunk-house rigged in some old clothes

that Shorty and I had scraped together

for him. He walked with a long stride

and an air of self-reliance that would have
marked him anywhere as a man who had
Ijeen "accustomed to things."
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uMr nruw.;- 1.0 .s.ul, "the physician

has W.l that 1 an. quite lit again, ^u^h

kn f thoro is a.n-thing to do on te

ruu" oro. ..f which 1 l^eliove you are the

;;;"^y;.lf ana perhaps earn encuigh
^

pay Imek what I owe you and the otlier

men." . . ,, t

'There's notliing hut c-ow-punehmg, i

renlied "We are shy one man hut he rt

K to he ahle to ride. A.s for paying

hack, forget it."

"I ean ride."

"Can vou*^ Then Shorty '11 get yon a

horse, ami we'll hreak you in Tf you can

stand the joh, the wages will be thirty a

,uontl» and grub and your place in the

hunk-house."

Shortv brought a hor.«e. At first the

stranger looked afraid of the .«addlc. He

«aid that he had been accustomed to the

English hunting saddle. But the mo-

ment he was up on the horse I could see

that he had ridden the Mexican saddle

before, and as we rode off the old puzzled

expression came back into hi-s face.

"Mr. Brown," he said, "I feel like a

fool. T said I w^as unaccustomed to this

sort of saddle, yet when I am in it I feel

a.s thongh T had never ridden in any

other. I am the victim of a lost memory

T am afraid. But. by the way—I can tell

you my name. That much and a little

"more came back to my memory after I

had mv—my little relapse. My name is

Gerrard. Anthony Gerrard. My people

were the Gerrards of T.ancashire. My par-

ents were not living when I went to school

—Eton. T was staving at a country place,

the Barthes. and I remember riding out

before breakfast one morning with young
Bartlie—that is the end of my memory.
But mv name is Gerrard. Tt will give

yon a handle by which to call me. Isn't

that your word, 'handle'?"

"All right. Gerrard," I said. "But what
did von sav was the name of the people in

Enfflnnd—the Barthes?"

"Yes. why?"
"Because the owner of this place is

^rr. Bnrthe."

"Oh!" he exclaimed.

Gerrard seemed to have been born in

the cow-punching busine.'ss. There was
only one man I knew in those days that

could do as well with a horse. That was

^^^

\.^we were all riding in from the big

corVal that night I saw the owner s daugh-

ter cantering across the pasture toward the

liouse—Miss Barthe, Miss Isabel. She had

been out on one of those eastern horses

thS" I wouldn't trust farther than the

length of a tight line.

Suddenly, I saw a little spurt of dust

nnder the girl's horse. The horse was

plunging, and as I looked I saw it jerk

its head free and start oflf on the run. Or-

dinarily, there would have been no trouble,

but there was a barbed-wire fence not far

from where the easterner was heading for

and if he struck it—

.

We hurried after the girl. Black and

Gerrard made a lead on us. "Look out

for the barb wire!" I shouted, as they

passed out of hearing. I saw Black turn

and veil something at Gerrard. I saw

Gerrard give him an answ^er and spur his

horse Gerrard's horse gained. Black lag-

ged. Inch bv inch Gerrard crept up on

The eastern hoarse, and with a .side-long mo- .

tion Gerrard put his horse beside the run-

away and seizing a rein, brought him up.

We saw him lift his hat as the girl

thanked him, apparently, and he held it

suspended above his head, as though he

was surprised. Then she must have de-

cided to dismount, for Gerrard left his

horse and held the easterner while the

girl jumped down. Gerrard fixed the

girth and handed the girl up to her saddle

again.

"Say!" said Shorty to me, as we drew

near. '"Nobody ever\«aw the Thief hand

a lady up on a horse."

"Say!" growled Black, coming back at

that rnoment, "Do you mean to tell me
that wasn't the Thief that rode that way?

Is there anvbody else in the country had

the Thief's' way of sideling his horse up

to a thing the wav he did?"

"You're right," I admitted. "That cer-

tainly was Striver's trick. And yet—it

isn't Striver. You never saw^ Striver talk

or act the way Gerrard does, and, besides,

Black

—

Gerrard ain't a thief."

Black ignored my answer.

''He looks like Striver. don't he?"

"Yet, but—"
"And the only difference is that he

doesn't talk like him, or act like him?"
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"Yes, but—"
"Yes, but—nothinV' Black answered

sharply. "That's Striver, I tell you. He's
shammin'."

Black rode ahead of us, muttering.

Shorty and I caught up to Miss Barthe
and Gerrard. They were riding side to

side, and talking pleasantly.

"Brown," she said, "I pretty nearly had
a bad one that time. I mustn't ride him
without a curb after this. But Mr. Ger-
rard saved me. You didn't know, did you,
that Mr. Gerrard and our family were old

acquaintances?"

"I beg pardon, m'am—

"

"Oh, yes," she laughed, "when he was
a little boy going to Eton he used to visit

at our place in the holidays with my bro-

ther. We lost track of him five years ago
when he was thrown from a horse."

"I hope you are not hurt, Miss," I said.

Good cow-punching never yet made a

good mix with a pretty girl.

V.

That night I found Black writing let-

ters. That was something unusual for

Black. Two days later I brought the mail
to the bunk-house and sorted out three

for Black. One was from a Medicine
Hat paper. The other two were in Mount-
ed Police envelopes.

"Quite a correspondence these days.

Black," I remarked.

"Yes," he replied, drily. "Do vou ob-

ject?"

"Oh, no," I answered hastily, "I was
onlv wondering."

"Don't do it. It's bad for you," he
sneered.

"None of your lip," I warned him.
"Then mind your own business," he

said.

I felt sore, because he was right. It

was none of my business. Yet I knew
Black was up to mischief and I did not
like the appearance of the police envelopes.
I had seen Black's resentment growing
stronger every day against Gerrard. He
seemed convinced that Gerrard was Striv-

er, the Thief. I sometimes thought he
was, too, but I saw no reason why the
man that Gerrard had proven to be .should
lie saddled with the shame of whatever
Strivers. the Thief, had been.

The owner called me to the house that

night and took me into the smoking-
room.

"Brown," he said, "you have managed
this ranch for three years. I want to

know something of Mr. Gerrard."
'"How do you mean," I said. "As a

cow-man?"

"No," he said, "Not that. I mean,
there is a mystery about Gerrard which it

is only fair to myself and Isabel to clear

up. We knew Gerrard as a boy in the

Old Country, before I came out here to

ranch. He and my son, who is now dead,

went to Eton together. My son—was kill-

ed in an accident. He was riding with
Gerrard. Gerrard's horse went over the

enbankment at the same time, but Ger-
rard recovered. He was taken home by
some relative of his—his parents were
dead, and apparently remained only long
enough to recover his health. At all.

events, when next I made inquiries, he
had gone to Canada, and we could find

no trace of him. I want to know what
you know of him here. I may say first,

quite frankly, I like him."
I was arguing it out with myself. I

thought of a question by which to gain
a moment's time.

"Will it make a great deal of differ-

ence what I say?" I asked.

"Yes, it will. He has asked to marry
my daughter. She wishes it. But he
says he has no memory of what took place

since the accident in England, and I

fancied that you—

"

I had made up my mind.
"Well," I replied, "I have been trying

to think of anything I know. All I know
is that he has been an excellent man with
us here on the ranch. Dr. Anderson says
that the man has evidently been a victim
of something that he calls

—

"

"Aphasia?"
"Yes."
"And you don't know anything about

him, except that you imagine that he must
have been a passenger on the train that
was wrecked?"

"That is all."

I was about to leave the room when
Shorty came running across the verandah
and beckoned to me through the French
window. Barthe opened it and let him
in.
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"Quick!" .«ni(l Shorty, "Black and Ger-

ranl have Ik-cm liuhtin.u. lilack followed

iiiiu and Miss jsalicl when ilicy were rid-

lUfT hy the little corral. I followed him.

Illack"ha<l a huiicli of jKipcr.s in one hand

jind he was calling' (icrrard by the old

naMic-callin<; him Strivcr, the Thief. At

lii-st Strivcr was cool. IJut l>lack kept in-

.^nltinu him and linally struck him aero.-s

the head, it's opened (lerrard's wound
a^ain. Hurry up!"'

"Where arc the |)aper.< thai Hlack had
in his hand?" T demanded.

"I'dack has them. He thou<>,ht he had
killcii (ierrard, and he's bolted."

W'c fciund (Icrrard as Shorty had de-

seril»ed it.

He was delirious by murning. Miss
Harthc and her father wanted him kept
in llic house, but Shorty and I said no.

One of them wanted to .«tay beside him,
but Shorty and T said no again.

Gerrard was Striver and the Thief roll-

ed in one. We knew that the moment
we heard his delirium talk. The blow
which Black had dealt him had not only
ri'-opened the wound, but it had recalled
the Thief. Georoe Striver, into the body
of Anthony Gerrard, into which the Thief
iiad entered ;it the time of which old

Barthc had been telling me—^\vhen Ger-

i-ard had been thrown from his hor.se in

l"]nuland.

VI.

Late that night the Ijig oil burner spill-

e 1 a yellow light down on the face of the

man (Ierrard, the Thief—Striver. His

li[)s were going. He was tossing to and

fro. He was in fever.

"T know," he muttered, "I know. I

can't help it. I don't mean it. I don't

want the things and I don't need 'em,

but I—I can't help it."

"Sh !" said Shorty. "Shut up, old man.
You're hurtin' yourself talkin'."

"It don't matter," went on the sick man,
"I can't help it. It's something outside

of my.self—it's some outside influence

that makes me this way."
He was quiet for a time and then went

on:

^'I have everything—everything—yet

when I see it—when I see .some little

thing, some bauble that some of the fel-

lows have—I want to steal it. That's the

word

—

steal. I like to get things away
from them without them g-ue.ssing. I like

to deceive them, to put my hand in cun-
ningly,—cunningly, carefully,—Oh so

gently, that they never know what I am

BLACK RODE AHEAD . . . MUTTERING.
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doing. Then I love to hide it—To hide

the thing away and watch them looking

for it."

There was a silence. An hour after-

ward I waked out of a doze to hear him
again.

''And now/' he was saying,':' they have
been calling me—the Thief. It i.sn't fair.

I know it isn't fair. I told them I couldn't

help it, and they promised that if I— if

—

if—I stopped they would quit the name.
I thought I had won out. I thought I

could control the itching and then— I

saw the Jew with his silver spoons and

—

I wanted them. Xot the spoons, but the

Jew's perplexity. That was what I want-
ed. I took one spoon at a time. There's

nobody could have done it .so cleverly. No,
no. But the Jew—the Jew, damn him,
he's put it to the law." A pau.se. "Yes,
Stripe.sy, I'll go quiet, if only you won't
hand-cuff me. Yes! Yes! But now—I am
the Thief. 1 am the Thief."

The tone of the voice was changed. The
expression of the face. We waited for

Anderson, the doctor.

'Tt's Striver, Doctor," I said, as he en-

tered.

"Sure?" he asked, taking off his gaunt-
lets.

"Yes, he thinks he's the Thief again."

A'ery carefully he examined the wound.
Shorty held the oil burner down close so

that he could see better. When at length
he had finished the examination and fixed

his man, he called me aside.

"I've a theory," he .'said.

"What is it?''

"I want to send for Trevis, of AVinni-
peg, to come and trepan the skull."

"What's that mean?"
"A ticklish operation on the head."
"What would that do?"
"That—I think—is what has made the

difference between Striver. the Thief, and
Gerrard. If we don't lift that bone your
man will wake up as Striver, the Thief.
If we do, he may wake up—Gerrard."

"But suppose he wakes up as Gerrard.
but remembers what he has done a> Striv-

er?"

"Well—we'll have to ri.^k it. It's only
my theory, anyhow. But the man who
should do it is Trevis. He would have to

come from Winnipeg."
"Is there time? It takes two davs."

-X—no."

•"Then you'll have to do it yourself,

doctor.''

I had taken him by surprise. He was

only a •"rural practitioner." He had come
west after graduating from some eastern

college, thinking that the west was the

place to make money c^uickly. He hesi-

tated.

'T would—I would be taking a risk,"

he said.

I knew he was not afraid of that. It

was modesty that was troubling him.

"I would need a nurse," he objected

again.

"AVouldn't Shortv and I do?''

"No."
"Then — hmph ! Then — how would

Miss Isabel do?''

"Miss Isabel?"

"Yes, Barthe's daughter. She—"
"Think she would?"
Til .see."

I carried the proposition to Barthe's

daughter. I did not tell her what differ-

ence we hoped the operation would make
to the sick man. I did not let her think

that Gerrard had ever been anything

other than .«he had known him. I said

merely that it was a delicate operation,

that it must be done quickly, and that it

needed a woman. She accepted, quietly.

Old Barthe grumbled, but gave in. The
doctor went home in his run-about for

more in.struments. We cleared the big

dining-room in Barthe's house, and we
disinfected the walls. Shorty held the

chloroform and one of Gerrard's hands

—

where he could feel the pulse. Isabel

Barthe stood by with a tray of knives and
sponges and antiseptics. Once, in the

most trying part of the operation, Ander-
.son indicated with a curt nod of the head
a certain thing that the improvised nurse

was to do. AVith cool, .steady, delicate

fingers she did it. Ten minutes later the

operation was over.

Aaii.

"And now," ruminated Anderson.
washing his hands, "we .shall see."

"AVhat .shall we see?" demanded the

girl, taking off the great white apron she

had worn. "I thought you said that the

operation had been successful."

"It was. but—"
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•Hut what?"
••Oil, I was juril wuiKienng liuw long

il would hike him to come out of the aii-

asthetie. But, lueanwhile, Miss Barthe,

you iiuisl go and rest. You have been un-

der a strain, though you may not feel so

at tlds moment."
Shorty nudged me and pointed sur-

re|»liti(»usly to the girl's hands. She was

twining aiid untwining her fingers nerv-

»»usly.

"But 1 want to stay," she objected.

"No," re-atlirmed Anderson. "You must

go." Il

He was afraid of the result of the opera-

tion. So were we. We waited for our

man to come out of the sleep.

"Of course," said the doctor, a trifle

nervous, as Gerrard began to stir uneasily.

"Of course, this has been only my theory."

"Of course," I assented.

"God, but it's weird!" said Sliorty, not

irreverently. "He'll be awake in say an

hour, and he may wake up as Striver

—

or he may wake as—as Gerrard I"

"Sh!"
He began to stir. We tip-toed to the

side of the bed and listened. His breath-

ing was regular.

Presently he stirred. The ghost of a
smile flitted acro.«s his face. He half-

opened his eyes and then closed them
again.

"I think—I think—" began Anderson.
"1 think it will be—Gerrard."
The man's eyes opened wide, though

they were .-^till heavy with sleep.

"Somebody call me?" he whispered
thiikly.

We did not speak. We drew back.
The voice sounded like the voice of Ger-

rard, and yet—I w^ondered a thousand
things concerning the new man that
would come nut of the grip of the chloro-

form. Would it be Gerrard, tall, dignified,

good-natured, self-controlled, self-reliant

:

or would it be Striver, the Thief, a man
who was afraid of himself, a man always

running away from his own temptations,

a man who could not govern himself, but

who was governed by one small idiosyn-

crasy of his own brain? And more hor-

rible than this alternative was the pos-

sibility of Gerrard awakening and remem-
bering Striver. For if Striver waked he

would be nothing but himself, an abject

mortal. If Gerrard waked, as the Ger-

rard we had known before, it would be

well for himself and for the girl, Miss

Barthe. But if Gerrard waked and re-

membered himself as Striver—I could

not guess what catastrophe might follow.

Then, suddenly, we heard him whisper-

ing weakly, and we went to his side.

"Hello, Brown," he said, faintly. "Have
I been getting messed up again?"

"Sh! Don't exert yourself!"

"I remember now^—it was that fellow

Black—he called me Thief—ridiculous

notion—that my name^w^as something
else—stealing something or other—how
odd!"

He smiled contentedly. After awhile
Anderson let in Miss Barthe and old man
Barthe, telling them not to talk.

It was all right for Gerrard after that.

Striver w^as dead. It was his ashes that

had been left in the wreck of the Cana-
dian Southern. But out of those ashes
had come—Gerrard.

Shorty and I went out to water the
horses. I found a note from Black, a poor
maudlin note. He thought he had killed

Gerrard. I had not known it before—but
I saw from the note what the trouble was.
He had been jealous. He liked Miss
Barthe.



A New Town for an Old One

By

Augustus Bridle

IN a thousand years Highton had accu-

mulated forty thousand people, a slum,

and thirteen charitable organizations;

a mile of elegant little shops, four parish

churches, one castle frowning over the

town and one cathedral that had the ances-

tral qualities of all the other things sum-
med up in a single poem of stone, history

and imagination. "Within the memory of

living man nothing had ever been started

in Highton except an epidemic of measles,

a fire and five charity bazars. The fire was
the only thing that failed to flourish, for

the walls of Highton were all of stone a

foot thick, and the only thing that w^as

really singed was a thatched roof near the

suburbs.

Of course Highton was a cathedral town,
and that in England is a peculiarity. Or-
dinarily it means that in most essential

respects the cathedral runs the town. At
any rate the Dean of Highton Cathedral
was counted the first citizen; after him at

all feasting functions of the mayor came
the bishop, then the mavor, next the
sheriff—and the rest were canons, proben-
daries, lay readers and a scramble of par-

ish clergy, two editors, the town clerk,

bailiffs, mace bearers and common citizens.

Now most of these functionaries were
not merely born ; certainly they were not
made: and just as surely they were ''des-

cended." Everything of any consequence
in Highton had to show pedigree. The
castle on the hill was built by liegemen of

William the Conqueror. At the Guildhall
there were four silver maces, the bearers of

whom began to figure at public functions
a good many hundreds of years ago. But
if the first bearers of those four historic

maces had any points in solemn beha\dor
not practised by the present quartette they
must have been set to a dead march.

Before tracing the labyrinth of pedi-

grees, however, it might be as well to say

that if there was one man in Highton who
kowtowed every day of his comfortable

life to the things that were and that had
been and which were to come, it was old

Thomas Snippett, private banker, real

estate vendor, broker, valuator, assignee

and—well there has been some newspaper
talk of persons in our prairie towns who
had a large number of functions as though
that were a mark of democracy: yet here

was Thomas Snippett of Highton who had
a round dozen of business titles and prac-

tised every one of them every day with

the aid of his two sons, one of whom was
Reginald. And if there was a young man
in that almost prehistoric little city who
had got weary of the whole pedigreed show
it was Reginald.

But of course the Snippett business was
peculiar. Primarily it was based on the

fact that Thomas Snippett knew the boun-
daries, confines, extent, present value and
past history of every glebe, moorland,
bailiwick and hedgerow within a ten mile
drive any direction from the cathedral

tower. So did his father before him, who
got the business in the same stand—No.
24 Topley Circus —from his father again,

and so o.i back and back till it was family
tradition that once upon a time a remote
ancestor had some sort of shop where he
sold things and did his financial business

on the side. If Thomas Snippett had
ever moved his signs two doors up the

Circus he would have expected to lose half

his bus'ness because his clients never
would have found him: though, thank
God ! there was no need of that, for in all

his lifetime there had been nothing new
on that circus and so far as he could see

there never would need to be.

33
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A NEW TOWN FOR AN OLD ONE

IN THE OTHERITOWN — THE " CATHEDRAL" WASlOF WOOD.IHEATEDIBY' AlBOX-STOVE.

dog-fight which would have been very

much out of order. Once a man had been
observed running up the street, but it was
supposed he must either have been going
to a fire or a doctor or else he was plainly

demented.
"Besides," concluded Mr. Snippett, 'Sve

should be a half hour's w^alk from the

cathedral. Bless my life
!"

Whereat he dogmatically took snuff;

settled it—the Snippett household never
should be divorced from the Snippett

business, at least while he lived, which he
hoped and trusted would l)e a good while

yet, for he could still drink as much wine
and as many brandies and sodas in a night
as either of his sons ; though it was young
Reginald who had inaugurated the brandv
and soda and had even gone in for a casual

domestic cocktail—absurdly American !

Otherwise the Snippett home was beau-
tifully, almost pathetically English. Every
morning the denun^est of all maids ported

to each room a tray of biscuits and tea,

silently picked up each pair of

boots, polished them and set them
carefully at. each door at precise-

ly the same minute and in the

same order every morning—except when

jNlr. Snippett went once a fortnight to half-

after-seven service in the lady chapel at

the east end of the cathedral. The beds

were all historic fourposters, with impres-

.sive curtains, amazing breadth and depth

and an abundance of dimity. There were

mantels and mirrors and tabarets and
couches and go-as-you-please commodities
in every room. Every afternoon at four,

Mr. Snippett took tea in the office, so that

from the first peep of morn till the last sip

of port at night, life was a lovely, semi-

domesticated routine, as comfortable as a

kitten by a fireside. Thomas Snippett had
a pride in his home and his business ; and
he could say without fear of contradiction

that there had never been a day when
he had missed his wine or got his wrong
slippers or sent a wrong letter to a client;

nor a j^ear when he had gone behind in

his business.

"Yes, but how much do we oet ahead?"
queried discontented Reginald. "About
one per cent, per annum."

"Bless me, And isn't that enough?"
snapped the elder. "What more Avould

vou want? Surelv—vou don't intend

to—"
"Get rich .puck, father? Oh no! Ods
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l.odikins, no! Tlmt would be so very—

well if not un-EiiKli'^li at least very unlike

lli^hton, wouldn't it now?"

Tlionms never liked the tone of banter

ill liis vounj;er son's voice; didn't like the

uiiv he muttered to the sta.^ hound or the

jii.lisereet way in which he frequently

ui'iit out iiiotorinji instead of ridinji; the

horse bou.uht on purpose for him: and as

lor drivinii; the family trap—well, Reggie

never had done so since getting out of

knickers. His conduct was quite unex-

pliiinable even though twice a year regu-

liirly he broke out and ran up to London
on the llyer; the last time or so insisting

on spending six bob recklessly on one of

those new-fangled sleeping apartments

which was a sure sign that some parts of

i'jigland at least were becoming woefully

Americanized.

In fact there were all too many obvious

evidences to the elder Snippett that High-
ton was becoming painfully modern.
Tourists were coming as never before;

noi.-^y, rushing folk that wanted to see

everything in an hour. Of course they
were Americans—possibly some of them
Canadians, though it was all one to Mr.
Snippett who had never seen even a map
of Canada. .\11 he knew definitely about
Canada was that it was bounded north by
the Arctic sea and that C.P.R. was a rather
better investment than Hudson's Bay
Company. At any rate Highton was
much too beautiful and profoundly his-

toric for such jieople to presume to see it

in le.s.-^ than a week. Heavens! was it not
.1 thou.>^and years since the vassals of Wil-
liam the Conqueror built the castle on the
hill? The two swords in the Guildhall,
were thev not worn respectively by Ed-
ward the Fourth and Warwick the King-
maker? In the showcase at the hall there
were docinncnts in parchment, quill-illum-
inated, .^bowing how the great William
had carried on his first operations in real
estate when he compiled the Doomsdav
Book. Besides there were the four ancient
silver maces — ah, and if all that were
burned to-morrow there was the cathedral,
the bles.sed. imperishable ca.4le of hi.^^toric
religion first 1)uilt in the Norman style, as
for instance the two great central "towers
winch the clergy had built in the day
when the barons on the hills were putting
up castles and the men of God had to do
hkewi.^e. Time had been, too, when Crom-

\

\

well of impious memory had stabled his

godless horses in that very cathedral;

when the old clock built in the mist of the

middle ages had been torn apart and scat-

tered—till, blessed be fate! some pious dis-

coverer, but a few years ago, had gone

about to collect dilligently every part and

parcel of the old timepiece and had articu-

lated them so skilfully that to-day the

clock tells the hour, the minutes and the

day of the month to the boom of the great

cathedral bell.

All which had been ding-donged into

lleginald's ears .since he had been a choir-

boy up in the mysterious stone loft at the

si(ie of the nave—which was on great fes-

tivals like Christmas and Easter. He
knew every crypt, cranny and cloister in

the great old pile ; the number of misereres

in the choir; almo.st the very carvings on
the great oaken throne of the bishop, the

brass tablets in the stone floor, the images
in the niches, the armors on the walls and
the difference between stained glass of the

eleventh and glass of the fourteenth cen-

tury. He knew every lane and old wall

in the tow^n ; every shop and facade and
panel of carven oak—and it was all very
delightful, .should have been interesting

enough to have kept him in Highton till

he became a grandfather.

But Reggie had a bad habit of reading
the neAvspapers; not merely for social gos-

sip and the stock quotations but rather
more on account of the news from a place

called Canada. For the past few years he
had noticed how the things about Canada
had been getting into the headlines.
Scarcely a copy of the London dailies but
had a column or so about the great colony

;

and of late even the local editor had taken
to printing Canadian news.

"I tell you it's the whole cheese nowa-
days dad !" he said again and again.

"Stuff and nonsense! Nothing but a
frozen Siberia," argued the old gentleman.
"Half the people are Indians and the
other half wish their forefathers had never
gone to such a place. All this palaver is

the work of boomster.s—railway and steam-
ship companies. I take no stock in it

whatever. If you're really going abroad—whv not go to Australia. That's Eng-
h.sh."

"Hmm' More's the pity—I say."
Reggie .seemed bent upon going; in

spite of the fact that he w^as the most pop-
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ular young man at all the balls, the bis-

hop's teas, and the charity bazaars.

"Yes, I'm going, dad I I'm going—to

Alberta."

"Hut tut ! Why that's where they're all

^•owboys and redskins.

"Phew! Say—do you know that there

ire at least a hundred towns in Alberta;

that the capital of Alberta has had a rail-

road only five years and at that it's just

about as big as Highton, cathedral and
all?"

Absurd arguments, even if true. But
the day came when Reggie took a farew^ell

.'^coot round town calling on all his young
lady friends who almost tearfully told

him what a wild goo.se he was. Then he
packed his luggage—and went; when the

flowers of spring were blooming in the

dell, the larks warbling over the tapestries

of the fields and the whole face of West-
England a dream of loveliness.

II

The part of Alberta that Reggie got to

with his trunks and his portmanteau and
his knee breeches and his dinky little cap
was nowhere near Edmonton. It was
Wabena on a new side line; seen from the

train window ju.st a water tank, a sawmill,

a hotel and one church. The place where
it seemed to have been spilled from the

tail of some real estate comet had been
nothing but a defunct buffalo pasture a

year before Reggie landed there. The
town hall was not finished and the fire-

hall was just going up. The hotel had
no paper or pla.ster on the walls and very
little that was really civilized except the

bar, which didn't contain any such old

port a.s the Snippetts drank. There was
one photograph on the sitting-room shew-
ing how Wabena was started a year ago

—

with a table, a valise and a man .signing

over the deed of the land on the open
prairie with not even a house in .sight.

The only thing that "used to be" at all,

was the trail that roped in from the sky-
line over the long sweeps of the lazy hills,

took a hitch down the main street and
landed up at the hotel. All the rest had
been made the day before yesterday.

Reggie drew a long breath—remember-
ing Highton; the streets that crept out of

classic lanes and wound out into smooth
country roads beskirt with hedgewalls with
flowers atop, past Highbury Trim and

Westmeath and Kingscross and then never

out of .«ight of some little town as big as

two Wabenas. But he put up at the hotel,

took a stroll up the street and counted the

buildings. There were just twenty-nine

—including the elevator.

One of them had half a roof on when
he rented it and opened up the first real

estate offi^;e i'l Wabena. He looked round
till he found the printshop, a cross-eyed

little shack off in the middle of a bunch
of wolf-willows and prairie ro.ses; and he
got .some letterheads printed—Reginald
Snippett. Real Estate, Mortgages and
Loans—on which first of all he dated a

letter to his distant dad. Then he lighted

a fresh cigar and hunted up a paintshop

;

borrowed a pot of paint and a bru.?h and
painted a shingle which he stuck up the

very day the roof was finished. Down at

the general purpose store where the pro-

prietor kept everything from a paper of

pins over the counter, to a self-binder out
in the yard, he bought a table and a few
chairs and in.side of a week he was ready
for business.

Then he began to get lonesome. No-
body within a hundred miles of Wabena
knew^ Snippett. There wasn't a paper in

his bare little office to .show that he knew
a poplar bluff from a buffalo wallow.

There was nowhere to go but out to one
end of the street. It petered off into the

trail, at the police shack and back again to

the water tank. At the hotel nothing but
cow-men, land.seekers, broncho-bu.sters, a

few drummers and the town carpenter,

the livery-barn man and a gang of geesers

running a steam plow half a mile out of

town. On a rainy day mo.st of the town
got into the hotel; and it was a rummy
sort of gathering. There wasn't a piano
in Wabena; neither a tennis net—and if

there were any civilized girls they had the

knack of keeping out of Reggie's way ex-

cept on Sunday when, of cour.se, every-

body went to the church.

The Methodist parson had the pulpit

one Sunday; the Anglican the next—and
he took his surplice out of a little cup-
board and put it on in plain view of the

whole congregation, all of which could

have been stowed away in the little lady
chapel at the east end of Highton Cathe-

dral. There was neither organ nor choir.

The most conspicuous member of the con-

gregation was the redcoat mounted police-
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While the ivy creeps over

the old weather - eaten

walls of England, and the

sun spills into narrow

streets trod by unnumbered

generations—the new town

®

®

leaps up on land which

has been innocent of man-

kind till recently, and the

main street is a buffalo

trail.

®
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man. Tin- iit'M wiw lieiL;,i;ic' .Siuppett, who

luul the only tie-pin in tiie town.

Clearly lie was a very dilVerent sort of

ehap froiu even the other English, most of

whom seemed to be a half frowsy lot,

more foreign to him than the Scandina-

vians, the Knthenians and the Mennon-

iti's. There were at least seven languages

in Wabena, including Cree—whenever a

gang of half breeds came galloping to

town on their spotted kyuses, got drunk

as often as possible, turned the town into

a grand whoop, and almost jumped their

ponies over the roofs. Every second in-

dividual Reggie met in his office wanted

to borrow money to buy steers, and plows

and self-binders.

Hut Keggie was shy of money. It was

all he could do to keep his Ijoard bill paid

at the hotel. But he had no intention of

writing home for money. He said to him-
.self that he would yet open his dad's eyes

—concerning AVabena.

All that summer the place was a clatter

1 hamu.crs and hoofs and wheels; of

wallr :;oing up, wagons on the trails.

train.i di-sgorging settlers' effects and all

manner of curious folk, most of whom hit

the trail to the wheat lands over the hills.

Keggie liad nothing to do but study the
thing. Business was impossible. For
the lirst time in his life he had the sensa-

tion of feeling a town grow\ Wabena
grew like a bad weed. Reggie watched
every board go up; almost every nail. He
knew the place from the water tank to

the mounted police shack. He wasn't
handling real estate and he had no money
lo loan. Mainly he began to realize that
he wa.s a failure. His Ilighton breeding
wius a handicap. He had the English
way.

But he reckoned he would yet make the
old Snippet sit up in his big chair at
Ilighton and take notice. He studied

—

^^'al)ena; an amazing, unprecedented,
unhistoric. disjointed little hugger-mug-
gery that sometimes went clean to sleep,
and sometimes became almost a scream of
progress. Reggie knew verv well it was
growing at such a rate that no letters of
Ins to the elder Snippett would ever cau.se
dad to loosen up on his funds for invest-
ment. He also knew that his dad had
money earning three and a half per cent,
that if invested in Wabena might soon
be earning fiftv.

Wherefore he .schemed; and he got the

.\merican way. While other men were

whacking up walls and breaking up the

prairie, lie was bu.sy—with Pluggitts, the

local printer, who was struggling to get

out the Wabena Outposter, and didn't

know what on earth to put into it to make
good reading: becau.se, to the editor, Wa-
bena was like a lot of other western towns

he had been in, and the best he could do
was to boost Wabena and knock the others

by comparison.
Not so Reggie, to whom Wabena was

a total revelation. He saw in that rummy
little cosmopolis a raft of the most dazzl-

ing copy; and he studied how to do some-
thing on behalf of Wabena—and of Reg-
gie Snippett—that certainly had never

been done in Wabena before.

His whole idea w^as an extra special

edition of the Wabena Outposter which
.should tell to the re.st of the world what
an amazing picture of progress the town
was.

"My dear .sir!" he insisted to Pluggitts

when the editor became pessimistic over

lack of funds and copy and illustrations

and almost everything else, "it's as easy

as wink. Here—I've got a splendid cam-
era. I'll photograph every blessed thing
in the town that'll make a good picture.

I've got a few loose dollars. Now I'll take

a run up to Edmonton and get a w^hole

raft of cuts made—and fetch them back.

I've got acres of copy ready to stick up
in type. You go ahead and stick it up.

I 'tell you we'll get out an edition of the

Outpo.ster that'll make 'm talk in their

.sleep."

The first self-binder was reeling off the

wheat half a mile from Wabena when
Reggie and the editor went to press vdih
the last form of the special edition of the

Outposter. A sixteen-page illu.strated

.special extra that had in it a living pic-

ture of the town, portraits of all the lead-

ing citizens and write-ups of the same

—

all paid for, of course—advertisements
enough to cover the cost and leave the
printer a small margin—and, not least,

a picture of Mr. Reginald Snippett, whom
the editor called one of the most enter-

prising citizens of Wabena.
When that job was done, and Reggie

got the first throbbing copy of the new
world into his grip, he felt like a discov-
erer. Bv the verv first mail he sent five
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A STRING OF RAILS. AN ELEVATOR AND A WATER-TANK. .THESE ARE THE TO'WN'S BEGINNING

copies of the thing home 'to Mr. Thomas
Siiippett, 24 Topley Circus.

Then he waited: knowing right well

what a turmoil that document would stir

up in the Snippett household.

It Avas ju.st on the edge of frost when
Reggie got a letter from Highton ; and
the most interesting part of it read:

"My boy, you seem to have demonstrat-

ed that you have an abundance of enter-

prise. Evidently you are already the lead-

ing citizen of Wabena—wherever that is.

But I know very well you have not been
doing much at real estate or mortgages
and loans. Now I am convinced that Wa-
l)ena is a good town. I'm willing to .set

you up with funds innuediately. You
open up the finest real estate office in the
town. Get hold of every good thing you
can buv. And tell vour leading citizens

that if they are in need of some one to pur-

cha.se their civic debenture.s—to write to

Thomas Snippett per Mr. Reginald Snip-

pet.

Your loving father,

Thomas Snippett."

Wabena is a tidy little city now. The
wealthiest man and the most incurable

westerner in the town is Mr. Reginald
Snippett, who to-day gets credit for the

real discovery of Wabena to the outside

world—whereas he and the editor very

well know that "Wabena would have boom-
ed itself in spite of them both.

Reggie was mayor of "Wabena last year.

Next year he \n\\ go home to Highton
—under the cathedral—to round up a

.shipload of new citizens for the wheat
countrv around Wabena.

Three Carnations

One flower was colorless—I gave it her,

As typical of all a woman's whiteness.

And one was pink—the flush of happy health.

Of unison with life and all its brightnes.s.

And one was deep, dark crimson—sinister as pain

—

Yet had the scent of clover in a country lane.

—G. T. B.



Past One, at Rooney's

By

O. Henry

ONLY oil tlio lower East Side of New-

York do the liouses of Capulet and

Moiita«2,n survive. There they do

not li^ht by the hook of arithmetic. If

you bite your thumb at an upholder of

vour oiipo.siuii house you have work cut

out for your steel. On Broadway you may
drati; y<un- man alonji; a dozen blocks by

his no.-^e, and he will only bawl for the

watch : l)ut in the domain of the East Side

Tybalts and Mercutios you must observe

the niceties of deportment to the wink of

an eyela.sh and to an inch of elbow room
at the bar when its patrons include foes

of your house and kin.

So. when Eddie McManus, known to

the Capulets as Cork jNIcManus, drifted in-

to Dutch Mike's for a stein of beer, and
came upon a bunch of Montagus making-
merry with the sud.«. he began to observe

the strictest parliamentary rules. Court-

esy forbade his leaving the .saloon with his

thirst unslaked: caution steered him to a

place at the bar where the mirror supplied

the cognizance of the enemy's movements
that his indifferent gaze seemed to dis-

dain ; experience whi.spered to him that

the finger of trouble would be busy among
the chattering steins at Dutch Mike's that
night. Clo.><e by his side drew Brick
Cleary. his Mercutio. companion of his

l»erandiulations. Thus they stood, four
of the Mulberry Hill Gang and two of tbf^

Dry Doek (iang. minding their P's and
Q's so solicitou.sly that Dutch Mike kept
one eye on his customer and the other on
an open space l)eneath his bar in which
it was bis custom to seek safety whenever
the ominous politeness of the rival a.s.soci-

ations congealed into the shapes of 1ml-
lets and cold steel.

But we have not to do with the wars of
the Mvdberry Hills and the Dry Docks.
We must to Rooney's. where, on the most'

blighted dead branch of the tree of life,

a little ])ale orchid .shall bloom.

Overstrained etiquette at la.st gave way.

It is not known who fir.st overstepped

the bounds of punctilio; but the coHse-

(piences were immediate. Buck Malone,

(jf the Mulberry Hills, with a Dewey-like

swiftness, got an eight-inch gun swung
round from his hurricane deck. But
McManus's simile must be the torpedo.

He glided in under the guns and .slipped

a scant three inches of knife blade between
the ribs of the Mulberry Hill crui.ser.

Meanwhile Brick Cleary, a devotee to stra-

tegy, had .skimmed acro.ss the lunch count-

er and thrown the switch of the electrics,

leaving the combat to be waged by the

light of gunfire alone. Dutch Mike crawl-

ed from his haven and ran into the street

crying for the watch instead of for a

Shakespeare to immortalize the Cimmeri-
an .shindy.

The cop came, and found a prostrate.

1)leeding ^lontagu supported by three di.<-

trait and reticent followers of the Hou.se.

Faithful to the ethics of the gangs, no
one knew whence the hurt came. There
was no Capulet to be seen.

"Raus mit der interrogatories," sail

Buck Malone to the officer. ''Sure T

know who done it. I always manages to

get a Ijird's eye view of any guy that

comes u]) an' makes a show case for a

hardware store out of me. No. I'm not
telliu'i; you his name. I'll .settle with urn
me.self. Wow—ouch I Easy, boys! Yes.
ril attend to his ca.se me.self. I'm not
making any conijilaint.''

At midnight Mc]\lanus strolled around
a pile of lumber near an East Side dock,
and lingered in the vicinity of a certain
water i>lug. Brick Cleary drifted casual-
ly to the trysting place ten minutes later.

*'He"ll maybe not croak," said Brick,
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''and he won't tell, of course. But Dutch
Mike did. He told the police he was tired

of having his place shot up. It's unhandy
just now, because Tim Corrigan's in Eur-
ope for a week's end with Kings. He'll

be back on the Kaiser Wilhehn next Fri-

day. You'll have to duck out of sight

till then. Tim '11 fix it up all right for us

when he comes back."

This goes to explain why Cork Mc-
Manus went into Rooney's one night and
there looked upon the bright, stranger

face of Romance for the first time in his

precarious career.

Until Tim Corrigan should return from
his jaunt among Kings and Princes and
hold up his big white finger in private of-

fices, it was unsafe for Cork in any of the

old haunts of his gang. So he lay, perdu,

in the high rear room of a Capulet, read-

ing pink sporting sheets and cursing the

slow paddle wheels of the Kaiser Wilhelm.

It was on Thursday evening that Cork's

seclusion became intolerable to him.
Never a hart panted for water fountain

as he did for the cool touch of a drifting

stein, for the firm security of a foot-rail

in the hollow of his shoe and the quiet,

hearty challenges of friendship and re-

partee along and across the shining bars.

But he must avoid the district where he
was known. The cops were looking for

him everywhere, for news was scarce, and
the new.spapers were harping again on the

failure of the police to suppress the gangs.

If they got him before Corrigan came
back, the big white finger could not be
uplifted; it would be too late then. But
Corrigan would be home the next day,

so he felt sure there would be small danger
in a little excursion that night among the

crass pleasures that represented life to

him. At half-past twelve McManus stood
in a darkish cross-town street looking up
at the name ''Rooney's," picked out by
incandescent lights against a signboard
over a second-story window. He had
heard of the place as a tough "hang-out:"
with its frequenters and its locality he
was unfamiliar. Guided by certain un-
erring indications common to all such re-

sorts, he ascended the stairs and entered
the large room over the cafe.

Here were some twenty or thirty tables.

at this time about half-filled with Rooney's
guests. Waiters served drinks. At one

end a human pianola with drugged eyes

hammered the keys with automatic and
furious unpreci.sion. At merciful inter-

vals a waiter would roar or squeak a song
—songs full of "Mr. Johnsons" and
'"babes'" and "coons" — historical word
guaranties of the genuineness of African
melodies composed by red waistcoated
young gentlemen, natives of the cotton

fields and rice swamps of West Twenty-
eight Street.

For one Vjrief moment you must admire
Rooney with me as he receives, seats,

manipulates, and chaff's his guests. He is

twenty-nine. He has Wellington's nose,

Dante's chin, the cheek-bones of an Iro-

quois, the smile of Talleyrand, Corbett's

foot work, and the poise of an eleven-year-

old East Side Central Park Queen of the
May. He is assisted by a lieutenant known
as Frank, a pudgy, easy chap, swell-dress-

ed, who goes among the tables seeing that

dull care does not intrude. Now, w^hat is

there about Rooney's to inspire all this

I)other? It is more than respectable by
daylight; stout ladies with children and
mittens and bundles and unpedigreed
dogs drop up of afternoons for a stein and
a chat. Even by gaslight the diverisons

are melancholy i' the mouth—drink and
ragtime, and an occasional surprise when
the waiter swabs the suds from under your
sticky glass. There is an answer. Trans-
migration ! The soul of Sir Walter Ra-
leigh has traveled from beneath his slash-

ed doublet to a kindred home under Roon-
ey's visible plaid waistcoat. Roonej^'s is

twenty years ahead of the times. Rooney
has removed the embargo. Rooney has
spread his cloak upon the soggy crossing
of public opinion, and any Elizabeth who
treads upon it is as much a queen as an-
other. Attend to the revelation of the
secret. In Rooney's ladies may smoke

!

McManus sat down at a vacant table.

He paid for the glass of beer that he or-

dered, tilted his narrow-brimmed derby to

the back of his brick-dust head, twined
his feet among the rungs of his chair, and
heaved a sigh of contentment from the
breathing spaces of his innermost soul;
for this mud honey was clarified sweet-
ness to his taste. The .sham gaiety, the
hectic glow of counterfeit ho.spitality, the
self-conscious, joyless laughter, the wine-
born warmth, the loud music retrieving
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lli(. hour IruMi ImiiRMil whiles of awful

au.l Cornelius sili-uce. iho presence of well-

clothe.1 au.l frank-eyo<l benefioianes of

Rooney's removal of the re>tnetious laid

upon the weed, the familiar blended oJors

„f soaked lenu.n peel, Hat beer, and pern,

ilKspiKfuc—nW these were manna to Cork

\I(Ahu'uis, hunjj;rv from his week in the

, Insert of the Caiudet's hi^h rear room.

A girl, alone, entered Rooney's, glanced

around with leisurely swiftness, and .sal

opposite McManus at his table. Iler eyes

rested ui)on him for two seconds in the

look with which woman reconnoitres all

men \\h..m she for the lirst time con-

i'roiil-. In that space of time she will

dfi'idc upon one of two things—either to

scream for the police, or that she may
marry him later on.

Her brief in.«<pection concluded, the girl

laid on the table a worn red morocco shop-

ping bag with the inevitable top-gallant

.sul of frayed lace handkerchief flying

from a coriier of it. After she had order-

ed a small beer from the immediate wait-

er she took from her bag a box of cigar-

ettes and lighted one with slightly exag-

gerated ease of manner. Then she look-

ed again in the eyes of Cork McManus and
smiled.

Instantly the doom of each was sealed.

The unciualified desire of a man to buy
clothes and build fires for a woman for

a whole lifetime at first sight of her is not

uncommon among that humble portion

of humanity that does not care for Brad-
street or coat-of-arms or Shaw's plays.

T.ove at first sight has occurred a time or

two in high life; but, as a rule, the ex-

tempore mania is to be found among vin-

sophicated creatures such as the dove, the
blue-tailed dingliat, and the ten-doUar-a-
week clerk. Poets, subscribers to all fic-

tion magazines, and schatchens, take no-
tice.

With the exchange of the mysterious
magnetic current came to each of them
the instant desire to lie, pretend, dazzle,
and deceive, which is the worst thing
al)out the hypocritical disorder known as
love.

"Have another beer?" suggested Cork.
In his circle the phrase was considered to
be a card, accompanied by a letter of in-
troduction and references.

'•^\), thanks," .said the girl, raising her

eyebrows and choo.sing her conventional

words carefully. "1—merely dropped in

f(,i._a .slight refreshment." The cigar-

ette between her fingers seemed to require

exidanation. "My aunt is a Rus.sian

lady," .she concluded, "and we often have

a post perannual cigarette after dinner

at home."

"(Miee.se it!" .said Cork, whom .society

airs oppre.s.sed. "Your fingers are a.s yel-

low as mine."

"Say," said the girl, blazing upon him
with low-voiced indignation, "what do

vou think I am? Sav, who do vou think

you are talking to? What?"

She was pretty to look at. Her eyes

were big, brown, intrepid and bright.

Under her fiat .sailor hat, planted jauntily

on one .side, her crinkly, tawny hair part-

ed and was drawn back, low and massy,

in a thick, pendant knot behind. The
roundness of girlhood still lingered in her

chin and neck, but her cheeks and fingers

were thinning slightly. She looked upon
the world with defiance, su.spicion, and
.sullen wonder. Her .smart, short tan coat

was soiled and expen.sive. Two inches

below her black dre-ss dropped the lowest

flounce of a heliotrope silk underskirt.

"Beg your pardon," said Cork, looking

at her admiringly. "I didn't mean any-

thing. Sure, it's no harm to smoke,

Maudy."

"Rooney's," said the girl, softened at

once by his amends, "is the only place

I know where a lady can smoke. May-
be it ain't a nice habit, but aunty lets us

at home. And my name ain't Maudy,
if you plea.se; it's Ruby Delamere."

"That's a swell handle," said Cork ap-

provingly. "Mine's McManus—Cor—er

—Eddie McManus."
"Oh, you can't help that," laughed

Ruby. "Don't apologize."

Cork looked .seriously at the big clock

on Rooney's wall. The girl's ubiquitous
eyes took in the movement.

"I know it's late," .she said, reaching for

her bag; "but you know how you w^ant

a smoke when you want one. Ain't Roon-
ey's all right? I never saw anything
wTong here. This is twice I've been in.

T work in a bookbindery on Third Av-
enue. A lot of us girls have been working
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overtime three nights a week. They
von't let you smoke there, of course. I

just dropped in here on my way home for

a puff. Ain't it all right in here? If it

ain't, I won't come any more."

''It's a little bit late for you to be out

alone anywhere," said Cork. "I'm not

wise to this particular joint; but anyhow
you don't want to have your picture taken

in it for a present to your Sunday School

teacher. Have one more beer, and then

.say I take you home."

"But I don't know you," said the girl,

with fine scrupulosity. "1 don't accept

the company of gentlemen I ain't ac-

quainted with. My aunt never would al-

low that."

"Why," said Cork McManus, pulling

his ear, "I'm the late.st thing in suitings

with side vents and bell skirt when it

comes to cscortin' a lady. You bet you'll

find me all right. Ruby. And I'll give

you a tip as to who I am. My governor

is one of the hottest cro.ss-l>ans of the Wall
Street push. Morgan's cab horse casts a

shoe every time the old man sticks his

head out of the window. Me! Well, I'm
in trainin' down the Street. The old

man's goin' to put a seat on the Stock Ex-
change in my stockin' my next birthday.

But it all sounds lilce a lemon to me.
What I like is golf and yachtin' and—er

—well, say a corkin' fast ten-round bout
between welter-weights with walkin'
gloves,"

"I guess you can walk to the door with
me," said the girl hesitatingly, but with
a certain plea.sed flutter. "Still I never
heard anything extra good about Wall
Street brokers, or sports who go to prize

fights, either. Ain't you got any other re-

commendations?"

"I think you're the swellest looker I've

had my lamps on in little old New York,"
said Cork impressively.

"That'll be about enough of that, now.
Ain't you the kidder!" She modified her
chiding words by a deep, long, beaming,
smile-embelli.shed look at her cavalier.

"We'll drink our beer before we go, ha?"
A waiter sang. The tobacco smoke

grew denser, drifting and ri.sing in spirals,

waves, tilted layers, cumulus clouds, cata-

racts and suspended fogs like some fifth

element created from the ribs of the an-

cient four. Laughter and chat grew loud-

er, stimulated by Rooney's liquids and
Rooney's gallant hospitality to Lady Nico-

tine.

One o'clock struck. Down-stairs there

was a sound of closing and locking doors.

Frank pulled down the green shades of the
front windows carefully. Rooney went
below in the dark hall and stood at the
front door, his cigarette cached in the hol-

low of his hand. Thenceforth whoever
might seek admittance mu.st present a
countenance familiar to Rooney's hawk's
eye.s—the countenance of a true .sport.

Cork McManus and the bookbindery
girl conversed absorbedly, with their el-

bows on the table. Their glasses of beer
were pushed to one side, scarcely touched,
with the foam on them sunken to a thin
white scum. Since the .stroke of one the
.stale pleasures of Rooney's had become
renovated and .spiced ; not by any addition
to the list of distraction.s, but because from
that moment the sweets became stolen

ones. The flattest gla.ss of beer acquired
the tang of illegality; the mildest claret

punch struck a knockout blow at law and
order; the harmless and genial company
became outlaws, defying authority and
rule. For after the .stroke of one in such
places a.s Rooney's, where neither bed nor
board is to be had, drink may not be set"

before the thirsty of the city of the four
million. It is the law,

"Say," said Cork McManus, almost cov-
ering the table with his eloquent chest
and elbows, "was that dead straight about
you workin' in a bookbindery and livin'

at home—and just happenin' in here

—

and—and all that spiel you gave me?"

"Sure it was," answered the girl with
.spirit. "Why, what do you think? Do
you suppose I'd lie to you? Go down to

the .shop and ask 'em. I handed it to you
on the level,"

"On the dead level?" .said Cork. "That's
the way I want it; because—

"

"Because what?"

"I throw up my hands," .said Cork.
"You've got me goin'. You're the girl

I've been lookin' for. Will you keep
company with me, Ruby?"
"Would you like me to—Eddie?"

"Surest thing. But I wanted a straight
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-lui-v .iImiui^ iiljdul yuursclf, you know.

W hni a fellow luis u'girl—a steady girl—

Aw's got to lie nil riglit. you know. Sh(''.<

<f(»| to Ik' ."Straight gnod.^."

••V,,iril liiid I'll lu- slnii.-ihl .uo(.d.<. Kd-

<lir,-'

•Of cuiiiM' you will. I lii'licvr what

vdu told uic. Hut y(»u cau'l Manic nic fov

wanlin' t<» lind out. You donl .-cc many
uirl.«i smokin" cigai-clti's in j)la(i's like

Kn(ini'y".< after inidniulit lliat are like

you.
"

The liirl llu.'^hed a little and lowered

her eyes. "I see that now/' she said meek-
ly, "i didn't know how had it looked.

Mut 1 won't do it any more. And I'll go

-Iraighl hduie every night and stay there.

.\nil I'll give Uj> cigarettes if yon say so,

Mddie— I'll cut "em out from this min-
ute on."

Coi'k's air hecame judicial. i)roj)rielary,

cdiidenmatory, yet sympathetic. "A lady

can smoke," he decided, slowly, "at times
and j)laces. Why? l^H-au.-^e it's bein' a
lady tiiat helps her to i)ull it off."

Ini going to t|uii. There's nothing
to it." .sud the girl. She llicked the stuh
n\' lu-r cigarette to the floor.

'At times and places," repeated Cork.
"When I call round for you of evenin's
we'll Inuit out a dark bench in Stuyve.sant
Square and Jiave a puff or two. But no
more Kooney's at one o'clock—see?"

"Eddie, do you really like me?" The
girl .searched his hard but frank features
eagerly with anxious eyes.

•On the deal level."

"When are you coming to see me

—

where 1 live?"

"Thursday—day after lo-mon-ow even-
in'. That suit yon?"

"Fine. I'll he ready for yon. Come
about seven. Walk to the door with me to-
night and I'll show you where I live,
l^on't forget, now. And don't vou go to
see any other girls before thei'i, mister!
i bet you will, though.'"

"On the dead level," .-^aid Cork, "vou
make 'em all look like rag-dolls to mo.
linne-st. you do. I know when I'm suit-
ed. On the dead level, I do."

Against the front door down-stairs re-
peated heavy blows were delivered. The
loud crashes resounded in the room a))0ve.

()nly a lrij)-hanimer or a policeman's foot

could have been the author of those

-ounds. liooney jumped like a bullfrog to

a corner of the room, turned off the elec-

tric lights and hurried .swiftly below. The
room was left utterly dark except for the

winking red glow of cigars and cigarettes.

A second volley of crashes came up from
the assaulleil door. A little, rustling,

nun'muring panic moved among the be-

sieged guests. Frank, cool, smooth, re-

assuring, could be seen in the ro.sy glow
of the burning tobacco, going from table

to table.

"All keep still!" wa.s his cantion. "Don't
talk or make an}- noi.se! Everything will

be all right. Now, don't feel the slightest

alarm. We'll take care of you all."

Kuby felt acro.ss the table until Cork's
firm hand clo.sed upon her's "Are you
afraid, Eddie?" .she wdnspered. "Are you
afraid you'll get a free ride?"

"Xothin' doin' in the teeth-cliatterin'

line," said Cork. "I gue.ss Rooney's been
.slow with his envelope. Don't you worry,
girly; I'll look out for you all right."

Yet Mr. McManus's ease was only skin

and mu.scle-deep. With the police looking
everywhere for Buck Malone's a.ssailant,

and with Corrigan still on the ocean wave,
he felt that to be caught in a police raid

would mean an ended career for him.
And just when he had met Ruby, too.

He wished he had remained in the high
rear room of the true Capulet reading the

l)ink extras.

Rooney seemed to have opened the

front door below and engaged the police

in conference in the dark hall. The word-
le.-<s low growl of their voices came up the
stairway. Frank made a wireless news
station of himself at the upi^er door. Sud-
denly he closed the door, hurried to the

extreme rear of the room and lighted a
dim gas jet.

"This way, everybody!" he called sharp-

ly. "In a hurry: Imt no noise, please!"

The guests crowded in confusion to the

rear. lvooney"s lieutenant swung open a

l)anel in the wall, overlooking the back
yard, revealing a ladder already placed

for the escape.

"Down and out, everybody !" he com-
manded. "Ladies first! Less talking,
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please! Don't crowd! There's no dan-

ger."

Among the last, Cork and Ruby wait-

ed their turn at the open panel. Sudden-
ly she swept him aside and clung to his

arm fiercely.

''Before we go out," she whispered in

his ear
—

"before anything happens, tell

me again, Eddie, do you 1—do you really

like me?"
"On the dead level," said Cork, hold-

ing her close with one arm, "when it

comes to you, I'm all in."

When they turned they found they

were lost and in darkness. The la.<t of

the fleeing customers had descended. Half
way across the yard they l)ore the ladder,

stumbling, giggling, hurrying to place it

against an adjoining low building over

the roof of which lay their only route to

safety.

''We may as well sit down," said Cork,

grimly. "Maybe Rooney will stand the

cops off, anyhow."

They sat at a table; and their hands
came together again.

A number of men then entered the

dark room, feeling their way about. One
of them, Rooney himself, found the

.switch and turned on the electric light.

The other man was a cop of the old re-

gime—a big cop, a thick cop, a fuming,
abrupt cop—not a pretty cop. He went
up to the pair at the table and .sneered

familiarly at the girl.

"What are you.se doin' in here?" he
asked.

"Dropped in for a smoke," said Cork
mildly.

"Had any drinks?"

"Not later than one o'clock."

"Get out—quick!" ordered the cop.

Then. "Sit down!'" he countermanded.

He took off Cork's hat roughly and
scrutinizer him shrewdly. "Your name's
McManus."

"Bad gue.^s," -aid Cork. 'Tt's Peter-

son."

"Cork ^h-Manus,. or something like

that," said the cop. "You put a knife

into a man in Dutch Mike's saloon a week
ago."

"Aw, forget it !" .said Cork, who per-

ceived a .shade of doubt in the officer's

tones. "You've got my mug mixed with
somebody else's."

"Have I? Well, you'll come to the
.-station with me, anjdiow, and be looked
over. The description fits you all right."

The cop twisted his fingers under Cork's
collar. "Come on !" he ordered roughly.

Cork glanced at Ruby. She was pale,

and her thin nostrils quivered. Her quick
eye danced from one man's face to the
other's as they spoke or moved. What hard
luck. Cork was thinking—Corrigan on
the briny; and Ruby met and lost almost
within an hour! Somebody at the police

station would recognize him, without a

doubt. Hard luck!

But .suddenly the girl sprang up and
hurled herself with both arms extended
again.st the cop. His hold on Cork's col-

lar was loosened and he stumbled back
two or three paces.

"Don't go .so fast, Maguire!" .she cried

in .«hrill fury. "Keep your hands off

my man ! You know me, and you know
I'm givin' you good advice. Don't you
touch him again ! He's not the guy you
are lookin' for—I'll .stand for that."

"See here, Fanny," .said the cop, red

and angry, "I'll take you, too, if you
don't look out! How do you know this

ain't the man I want? What are you do-

ing in here with him?"
"How do I know?" said the girl, flam-

ing red and white by turns. "Because
I've known him a year. He's mine.
Oughtn't I to know? And what am I

doin' here with him? That's ea.sy."

She stooped low and reached down
somewhere into a swirl of flirted draperies,

heliotrope and black. An ela.stic snapped,
she threw on the table toward Cork a fold-

ed wad of bills. The money slowly
straightened itself with little leisurely

jerks.

"Take that, .limmy, and let's go." .said

the girl. "I'm declarin' the u.sual divi-

dends, ^Maguire," .she .said to the officer.

"You had your usual five-dollar graft at

the u.sual corner at ten."

"A lie!" said the cop, turning purple.
"You go on my beat again and I'll arrest

you every time I .see you."
"No, you won't," said the girl. "And

I'll tell you why. Witnes.ses .saw me give

vou the money to-night, and last week,
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loo. I've l)Con getting fixed for you."

Cork put the wad of money carefully

into hi.s pocket, and said: "Come on.

hiMuy; let's litivo sonio chop sucv. before

we go home."
••('Icar "lit. (iiiick, lioth of you, or

111 -'

'riic coji's hluslcr trailed a\vay into iii-

(•t»n«('(|ni'ntiality.

At the corner of the .-street the two lialt-

cl. Cork handed l)ack the money with-

out a woiil. The girl took it and siipjx'd

it slowly into her hand-hag. Her expre.--

siou was the same she had worn whe;i she

t-nlered Kooney'.-^ that night

—

siie looke(l

upon the world with defiance, sasjiicion

and sullen wonder.

"I gue.s.s 1 might a.< well .say good-hy

here.'' .<he .>^aid dully. You won't want to

.see me again, of cour.^e. Will you

—

.sliake hands—Mr. McManu.s."
"I mightn't have got wise if you liadnt

give the snap away," said Cork. "Why
did you do it?"

"You'd have been pinched if I hadn't.

That's why. Ain't that rea.son enough?"
Then she began to cry. "Honest, Eddie,

I w;is goin' to be the best girl in the world.

I hated to be wdiat I am ; I hated men ; 1

was ready almost to die when I saw you.

And you seemed different from everybody
el.<e. And when I found you liked me,
too, why, I thought I'd make you believe

I was good, and I was goin' to be good.
When you a.sked to come to my house
and see me, wliy, I'd have died rather than
do anything wrong after that. But wdiat's

the use of talking about it? I'll say good-
by, if you will, Mr. McManus."

Cork was pulling at his ear. 'T knifed
Malone," said he. "I was the one the co])

wanted."

"Oh, that's all right." .*aid the girl list-

les.sly. "It didn't make any difference
about that."

"That was all hot air about Wall Street.

I don't do nothin' but hang out with a

lough gang on the East Side."

"That was all right, too," repeated the

^irl. "It didn't make any difference."

Cork straight(>ned himself, and i)ulled

his hat d(»wn low. "I could get a job at

O'lirien's," lie said aloud, but to hiniscli'.

••( Jood-by." .<a!d the girl.

"Conie on." said Cork, lakini; her arm.
| know a place."'

Two blocks away he turned with her

up the steps of a red brick house facing

a liilh' pai'k.

A\'liat house is this?"" she asked, draw-

i;iu, l)ack. "Why are you going in there?"

A street lam]) .-'hone brightly in front.

There was a brass uaniei)late at one side

of the clo.sed front doors. Cork drew her

lirinly \i[) the .^eps. "Head that," said he.

She looked at the name on the plate,

and gave a cry between a moan and a

.scream. "No, no, no, Eddie! Oh, my
God. no! I won't let you do that—not

now ! Let me go ! You sha'n't do that

!

You can't—you mus'n't! Not after you
know! No, no! Come away quick! Oh,
my God! Plea.se, Eddie^ come!"

Half fainting, she reeled, and was
caught in the bend of his arm. Cork's

right hand felt for the electric button and
pressed it long.

Another cop—how^ quickly they scent

trouble when trouble is on the wing!

—

came along, saw them, and ran up the

steps. "Here ! AVhat are you doing with
that girl?" he called gruffly.

"She'll be all right in a minute," said

Cork. "It's a straight deal."

"Reverend Jeremiah Jones," read the
co[) from the door-plate—with true de-

tective cunning.

"Correct," said Cork. "On the dead
level, we're goin' to get married."
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Mr Blosett and Mr. Criglet worked on

(l,f clocks and lu'lonsod to the class known

t.. the sliii.pin^' industry as "wharf rats

Thev wore eniplovcd during tlie intervals

between the strikes called by their unions;

whe!i oil" duty, they made plans to re-or-

rranize tlic mercantile marine. Thus, they

often lieanl about the far away countries.

One day they were watching a great

sliip swing into lier moorings.

"She's from Canada," remarked .some

one.
" 'Ow is be? a.<ked Mr. Criglet.

Mr. Hlogett was glowering into vacancy

and refused to l)e di.sturbed. The que.stion

was repeated.

'"Ow's 'o? asked Mr. Blogett irritably.

"Canada," replied Mr. Criglet. "This

'ere colony wot we owns."

"Ow .-should T know? inquired the other.

"Strynsic." uniltered Mr. Criglet, view-

ing the Canadian liner with distrust and
disappointment. "I don't see no hice

about them Canadian ships. I've 'eard as

it is a werry cold plice. A cousin o' the

missus was nearly 'anged there over throw-

in o; a bucket o' water from a second storey

^vindow. The water froze 'alf way down
and knocked a cove's 'ead off."

^fr. Blngett gave no sign of intelligence.

"For two bits," continued Mr. Criglet.

"I'd go to Canada."
No passing philanthropist volunteered

the ncce.=!sary amount and Mr. Blogett re-

mained inert.

"It couldn't be worse nor 'ere," solilo-

(juized Mr. Criglet.
" 'Ell couldn't." retorted Mr. Blogett.

There was a long silence pregnant with

new possibilities for at least two families.

Then Mr. Criglet .said in a whisper, "Is

it a go?"

Mr. Blogett rose stiffly, took of his hat,

.surveyed its crown, brushed his sleeve

carefully with it, and then replaced it on

his head.

"It is," he said.

II

In Toronto the Blogetts and the Crig-

lets became first acquainted with "rears."

"Rear" is a technical term for a certain

dwelling. It derives its title, not from
any peculiarity of structure, but from its

location—the back of a lot on which a

more pretentious house is built, fronting

the street. Consequently, the "rear"

modestly hides behind its big brother, and
can only be reached circuitously by delv-

ing into a lane and stumbling over scat-

terred boards which once presented the

serried surface of a picket side-walk. This
arrangement allows landlords to collect

almost double rent on one lot. The Crig-

lets and Blogetts had "rears" on adjoining

lots, paying for the same a rent of twelve

dollars per month each. These buildings

involved .'^trange economic problems. They
had utility, because they housed people

—

as a hole shelters rats; they had value,

because they delivered to their ow^ners

exorbitant rentals; but they had no merit,

Ijecause they were abominable and unfit

for human habitation. As shrew^d men
of busine.ss, the owners prided themselves
on the evolving of a certain social for-

' MISCHIEF" IN "THE WARD."
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A ROW OF "REARS.

mula, which was crude to the point of bru-

tality, but in the majority of ca.ses piti-

fully true.

"These green English from the east end
of London like to herd together," ran

the formula. "The men will get work in

the factories and they will live in our
'rears,' which are convenient. They will

endure squeezing for rent rather than
move to the outskirts and pay car-fare.

Therefore, let them be squeezed!"
Incited by some disinterested person,

who, in the opinion of the landlords, had
a vicious habit of meddling in other peo-

ple's affairs, the medical health officer's

inspectors visited these particular "rears"

and laid complaints in regard to their

unsanitary condition, before a police ma-
gistrate.

"But, your Worship," protested the

brazen-tongued sophist who acted as coun-
sel for the landlords, "let us suppose that

these buildings are demoli.shed. Two fa-

milies will be turned out in the snow and
will have to find quarters far removed
from where they are employed."
The result was that the "rears" remain-

ed intact, and continued to devote them-
selves to the ^ask of freezing their occu-

pants.

Such was the sitviation one March even-
ing when Mr. Blogett sat glowering at

three flickering embers in his sheet iron
stove. He was not a pre-possessing person

A LITTLE HOUSE-KEEPER AT HOME W^HILE THE MOTHER GOES OUT WASHING.
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at any (1...., I.ut i.. he
f^^^'ff^}^^

sli(K-k-lH'iul, lactory-l.lackenea lace, ciii.l

scowling features gave him the appear-

a L of -n. Australian bushnian. feudden-

Iv he hroughl down his hst on the table

uith a l.auii which made the solitary ta-

,„ilv unnhicr leap ^vith fear

••Mi.mi.
" he roared, "1 ain't no m.^e!

\iis Blogett, startled into speech, re-

Mmrked tartly that she had never accused

'"''n\,i-^"' continued Mr. Blogett, with

mvat emphasis, "am 1 a bloomm jack-

'"^.Mr> r.lo.'L'll repeated her observation,

••rin sick pyin" rent!" said the head ot

the house.
, , . , n- •

'•'()() isn't?"' inquired his long-suttering

••I'm going to 'ave a 'ome o' mv own!"

ihundcred >ir. Blogett.

V conversation with a fellow country-

man had blown part of the London fog

out of his brain. This man had been

for two years a resident of Donscourt, as

the tattered fringe of dwellings which

straggled over the northwest boundary ot

Toronto was called. Prior to that he had

lived near the Bay and had paid a rental

of four dollars a week for a house. When

he went to Donscourt he paid ten dollars

down on a piece of land and four dollars

a week (his old rental), towards the re-

duction of the mortgage on the land and

the erection of a house. The struggle w^as

hard, but he was getting something of

his own. Under the .^pell of this narra-

tive the .<luggish imagination of Mr. Blog-

ett was kindled. Inside of a week he had

left the "rear" and had moved to Dons-

court, where he .secured a thirty-six foot

lot l)y a first payment of ten dollars.

During the .-summer he and his family

lived in a tent on their land. The tent

cost a dollar and a half a week. Mr. Blog-

ett got work as a Ituilder's laborer and
his wife washed, scrubbed and ironed in

houses a mile or more from the tent. Be-

fore and after hours the man labored with
borrowed tools building a house. It was
a ilimsy affair, constructed out of rough
lumber ahd tar paper, but it was consid-

ered a wonderful structure by the young
Blogetts, who held the boards while their

parent bruised his finger nails with the

hammer. On the first of November the

family abandoned the tent and moved in-

to the new hou.se. For the next six weeks

Mr. Blogett spent all his .spare time finish-

ing the interior. He was so busy that he

had little time to drink, although his

thirst at times was inten.se. Early in De-

cember, a terrific snowstorm swept

down upon the city and raged for three

days. When it abated the Blogett family

stood at their front door and contemplated

with awe the tangible evidence of a Can-

adian winter. Building operations ceased

entirely, so Mr. I>logett was out of work.

He sought other employment, but there

was none to be had. The family exche-

quer ran low because most of the surplus

money had gone to purcha.se building ma-
terial. Mrs. Blogett began to con.serve

the coal and to dole out the supply of

food. She went down to the city when she

could, and her hu.sband got occasional em-
ployment shovelling snow. Until the mid-

dle of January they maintained the grim
battle against cold and hunger. Finally

the supply of fuel and food ran out, and
]Mr. Blogett could get no more credit at

the stores. AVhen they had been a day
and a night without food or fire, they

were discovered by a minister. They
were by no means the only destitute fa-

mily in Don.scourt; .sickness spread over

the settlement and Death gathered in

many victims, among them being the

Blogett hahy.
Things were at their worst when relief

arrived. The big city below was at last

roused to action by its newspapers and
pulpits. Loads of provisions, fuel and
clothing were rushed to the scene and a

crisis was averted.

Although the suffering of those terrible

months .scarred the hearts of the Dons-
court settlers, their dogged English spirits

rallied after the storm. Spring came and
men and women took up the struggle, as

hope once more burned strong within
them. The next winter was not half so

terrible and the second was faced with
confidence.

Jjet us lift up the blind of the Blogett's

wdndow one cold March evening of this

year and survey the interior of the living
room, where the family .sit at dinner. It

is the birthday of Mrs. Blogett, and a most
auspicious occasion. She is seated at the
head of the table trying to appear un-
conscious of her importance, and .succeed-

ing very poorly. Opposite, is Mr. Blog-
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ett, extremely red in llie face, and appar-

entl}^ Laboring under strong excitement.

On each side, are ranged three young
Blogetts, casting merciless glances at the

roast chicken, reclining in the dish on
the embroidered centerpiece, which is the

especial product of Miss Molly Blogett's

genius. The head of the family sharpens
the carving knife and poises it, but it falls

with a clatter and Mr. Blogett clutches

convulsively at his breast, as though a

secret lay there which must be torn out.

Before his wife can voice the alarm, which
his strange action creates, Mr. Blogett's

hand reappears, grasping a formidable
document. Amid a dead silence he opens
it and displays a red seal, before passing
it over to Master Herbert Blogett who
prepares to read without winking an eye.

The first word, embossed at the top of

the sheet, is "Deed."

III.

In the meantime, the Criglets lived in

the slums, paying rent when they were
able, and moving when they were not.

During the three years two more young
Criglets had arrived, bringing the total

up to seven. At each addition to his

worldly cares, Mr. Criglet's spirits oozed

away, keeping pace with his finances. As
nature had not implanted in his brain

sufficient craft to become skilled with his

hands, his contribution to the world's

work was paid in labor of the roughest

character. In Toronto, as in London, he
was an "odd-jobber," and had neither the

ambition nor the opportunity to increase

his earning power by developing his

scanty mental and physical capacities. He
was the buffer in every crash of rival

economics forces ; at the slightest commer-
cial depression he joined the ranks of the

unemployed, where his sympathies lay

and his inclination directed him. It is

a problem whether there was inflammable
material in his soul, but it is certain that

no spark of ambition ever kindled there,

Ijecause it was smothered by the wet blan-

ket of domestic trials, before it had time
to ignite. His one solace in life was the
convenient hotel bar. Its beer was his

only method of travel into unfamiliar re-

gions, temporarily free from the realities

of existence. True, it was not an English
public house, offering the attractions of

fireplace, sawdust floor and small tables,

where a free man could discuss politics

with statesmen, but he liked to line up
with his foot on the rail, shoulder to
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slioulder with other iiiah-oiiti'iits, mid re-

mark that "everythiiij; is a blooniin"

.swindle." rinvelcome leisure made him
u homicide of time. In liis sober mo-
ments the thought of home filled liis soul

with gloom.
Mrs. (Viglet felt that the Canadian

habit of frowning upon the convivial cu.s-

toin of women drinking in a bar w^as a

restriction upon feminine Uberty. For
the first year she was a bibulous suffra-

gette, V)ut public opinion overawed her,

and .•^he l)ecame an irregular customer of

the liiiuor sho}) just around the corner.

A considerable i)ortion of her time was
spent in trying to outwit the charitable
societies, and her efforts were fairly suc-
cessful. It was an evil year when .she

failed to secure three Christmas dinners,
through an exhibition of religious fervor
which was strangely lacking during the
rest of the year.

Mi.ss Belinda Criglet, having reached
the ripe age of seventeen years, was con-
templating matrimony. Her affianced
Wfis a person of the world who had drift-
ed into the city froiu other lands, not
specifically defined. lie was somewhat
gorgeous in api)arel. a trifle nervous in
the fingers, a bit shifty about the eyes,
and more voluble regarding certain' of
his personal exploits than the intervals

between them. Seeing him through the

romantic cloud of a two weeks' acquaint-

ance, Mi.ss Belinda found him fascinating.

Her mother, though .somewhat aggrieved

at the pro.spect of losing her a.s.sistance in

household matters, was wonderfully
amu.-^ed, and .secretly delighted that her

daughter was following her example in

assuming the responsibilities of married
life at a tender age.

"Young 'uns will be young 'uns," de-

clared Mrs. Criglet, with a formidable
and illuminating wink.

''One less at tyble," remarked Mr. Crig-

let, with an air of profound ennui.

Master Bill Criglet, at the age of fif-

teen, was one of the most enterpri.sing

members of ''The Gay Cat Gang.'" This
organization of human and happy felines

existed for the purpose of being a terror

to the neighborhood. Among their diver-

sions were .>^uch practices as deluging po-

licemen with dirty w^ater from the van-
tage ground aft'orded by third and fourth
storeys, shooting the hats off pedestrians
with powerful .sling shots, making nights
in the park hideous, picking pockets and
l)reaking into freight cars. After spend-
ing several unprofitable months in the
care of the Children's Aid Societies, he
was packed off to an industrial school to

learn a trade and wear a uniform.
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AND WHAT IT GREW TO BE.

The youii^ Criglets spent most of their

time in dodging the truant officer and sell-

ing papers on the streets.

The wonder of the family was Blossom
Criglet. She was given her name by a

charitable worker who had an imagina-
tion. The vanity of motherhood would
not permit Mrs. Criglet to change it, so

the chance word stuck to the baby.
Strange to relate, she seemed to grow into

it. Her case was one of those often en-

countered in the slums, for which no rea-

son can be given beyond ascribing it to

some freak of Nature. In the midst of a

family which had few agreeal^le traits,

this child blossomed in person as well as

in name. Like a pure white llower grow-
ing in a bog, she was so wonderfully beau-
tiful and fragile that her continued exis-

tence seemed to be a miracle.

During the first hard winter, when the
frost gripped the slums, congealing them
into a vast Chamber of Horrors, the Crig-

lets went down to the lowest depths of

poverty and despair. The long-suffering

charitable societies di'l not desert them,
but supplied them with enough to keep
the spark of life smouldering. Mr. Crig-

let, ejected from his only haveu, the bar,

vented his feelings upon his family. The
young Criglets prowled about the streets

like jiungTy little wolves, almost disdain-

ing the police in their search for opulent

crusts. Merciful diphtheria swept away
the twins; and one cold day the small life

of Blossom Criglet flickered out like the

flame of a white wax candle.

At last, winter ended and summer
came, but the fortunes of the family did

not improve; instead they revolved in a

descending spiral.

Let us lift the blind of the Criglet win-

dow on a black night in March, 1911.

They are sitting around their stove.

There are five empty chairs, those of Miss

Belinda, Master Bill, the twins and little

Blos.som. The smallest Cria;let opens the

^tove door and looks in. The fire is out.

He draws his tattered coat about him anl
goes over to a corner and curls up on the

floor. His sister, who has been staring

listlessly at a battered pair of shoes, which
are not her own, begins to cry silently to

herself. Mrs. Criglet goes over to the

cupboard, looks in, and returns to her
chair. The broken window behind Mr.
Criglet is stopped with a bundle of rags,

which fall suddenly to the floor, allowing

a blast of cold air to enter. Mr. Criglet

rouses from his glof)niy reverie.

"Missus," he says, as he looks slowly

about the room, ''would to Heaven that

we had never left old Lunnon. It's the

same life—only colder,"
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IV.

TImmv are liuii'lrods of Blogetts and

( rii;k'l.s in TohmiIo. .Montreal and Winni-

peg. Tlu'V have nuiio during the la.><t few

years; they are eumiiig now, and will

erowd the .'^mailer (ilie.-< in the next deo-

a<le. 'I'iie seed.>< of the .<hnns cling to them,

and are transi)hnited with them. Little

Italys. Little Kus.^ias. Little Polands and
Little \\'hit('clia|>>'h llouri.'^h like rank

weeds in the fertils soil of Canadian cit-

ies. The temlency of the.-^e people is to

herd together, and they are encouraged
l>y unsanitary hou.>;ing. Consequently,

|»overty is concentrated into slums, which
threaten to pollute the life of the coun-

try. The way to fight the .'^lums in Can-
ada is t!) hreak it to fragments, and scat-

ter these far apart. The inhal)itants must
he .>^ei)arated and planted in the suburbs,

where the clean kind earth and pure air

will co-operate with religion and educa-
tion to regenerate them. Create in par-

ents the desire to own and improve a
home, instead of paying rent for a
wretched dwelling. Keep children in the
i>pcn. away from the inevital)le evils of

congestion, and educate them in the

public schools. Encourage in their par-

ents the dormant love of beauty and
cleanliness, which is implanted in the

nature of every human being. Keep ho-

tels and liquor .stores out of the suburbs.

Provide cheap and rapid transportation

to the centre of the city for the carriage

of adults to and from their work.

What will result from the adoption of

such a .social ))olicv may be deduced from
the following statements, which, being-

made on reliable authority, court the full-

est investigation. Out of one hundred and
seventy families in Donscourt, Toronto,

who received charity three years ago, only
one needed help this winter; and out of

one hundred and twelve families in Fych-
wood, the adjoining suburb, who Avere a
burden on the community three years

ago, not even one requires assistance to-

day. They are paying for their homes;
their children are happy students; they
are neither hungry nor cold. Hope and
joy are in their hearts; courage and self

respect in their souls. They have become
citizens of Canada, and are no longer the

adult wards of the nation.

A TRIO OF -GAY CATS.



Menalcas by the St. Lawrence

By Helen Coale Crew

THE afternoon sun sparkled upon the

blue St. Lawrence, and the woolly

flock nibbled the grass upon the

water's edge. Such tender grass, starred

everywhere with daisies and empurpled
with clover-heads. The sheep buried their

black noses in the cool green blades, and
tore off tiny mouthfuls with sharp, jerk-

ing bites. Upon the eastern horizon rose

the soft sweep of Quebec's blue hills. Be-

yond the hedge that bound the meadow
a path run, skirting the margin of a pine

glade and dipping out of sight beyond a

whitewashed farm-house where holly-

hocks stood arow, already budding.
The shepherd stood beneath a locust

tree whose honeyed blossoms, beyond
their prime, dropped about his feet. He
looked off to where radiant white clouds

leaned low upon the water's distant edge,

like bellying sails. He shook his head,
gave a great sigh, and stuffed a book into

his pocket.

'T'll never in the world get my B.A..

that's certain," he said aloud. "Old Sil-

verlink's course is too stiff. Hello, who
comes here?"
Two figures were approaching slowly

along the path, one a young girl, the other

a big colored woman, clad in a stiff black
calico which she held carefully up out of

the dust with one hand, while with the
other she balanced a huge umbrella over
her companion. The girl's white dres.s

swished softly about her feet as she moved
through the grass by the side of the path.
With a pink sunbonnet, swung by its

strings, she brushed the great white dais-

ies that nodded along the way.
"Now, Honey," remonstrated the wom-

an, "why for ain't you sensible and keep
dat bonnet on yo' haid where it b'longs?
You want to git brack as a nigger in this

yer broilin' sun? Is that the way you
done behave up at dat school where you
bin? I wish I hadn't a-brung you-all

along, nohow. Yo' Pa'U give us bofe con-

niption fits if I lets you get all burnt up."
The girl laughed out blithely, after the

manner of all young things in June.
"Oh. no. Mammy, nobody ever gives

me conniption fits. I'm going to do just

as I like all summer. Guess I'll begin
now." She raised her arm and tossed the

offending bonnet over the hedge.
"There!" she said. Then she saw the

shepherd.

The shepherd's brow^n eyes sparkled.

"From Sicilian shores. It was and hung
it upon a branch of the locust tree."

Tb.e girl looked over the hedge.
"Sliepherd, why do you do that?" she

asked.

"Honey," whispered the woman, "you-
all mustn't be talkin' to a stranger man."
Then, in a loud voice, "I'll thank you,
suh, to return this lady's bonnet."

"Are you a real shepherd?" queried

the girl.

"I am," replied the youth promptly.
"Where did you come from?"
The shepherd's eyes sparkled. "From

Sicilian shores. I was there, when
"Dalphnis pined away,' you know."
The girl's gray eyes flashed. "Ah, of

course! Bring out your pipe, then, and
sing me a pastoral strain."

"Now, Honey, now. Honey," urged the
woman, pulling the girl along by the
arm ; but the latter turned her head over

her shoulder smilingly.

"Shall I sing you a pastoral strain to-

morrow?" suggested the shepherd.
"Yes, I will come and fetch my bon-

net—to-morrow," said the girl.

The shepherd watched them until they
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<li.si|»|'fariMl l)i-y<Mi(l a clmnp ui willows

wlicrc I lie |)!itli liciil to follow the shore,

'riicn lie drew his hook froiii his pocket

and lluii^ hiniself down at, full lenj^th

iijM)!! tiie grass. The sheep nii)hle(l alxait

liiiii (piietlv. Jle could hear Iheni hrealhe

.M)ftly in little pulls. The pink sunbonnet

daiifilcd ahove his eyes. lie oi)ened his

hook.

"Theocritus, you havt> suddenly he-

conie interestiu.u."" he said. '"I may dis-

ap|M»int Old Silvcrlink yet.""

Next morning, early, the .shepherd

drove his Hock to the accu.<tomed i)lace,

and until the noon hour he kept his at-

tention for the most i)art lixed upon his

hook, though the pink honnet flapped in

the light breeze, and its strings waved

gently to and fro. The day was such as

oidy June bring.s, and the .<heep needed

but little shei>herdiug. When the wav-

ing strings caught his eye he invarial>ly

remarked, "She's a darling!" Then,
glancing at his book again, he would add,

".\nd I'm a duffer. I ought to be kick-

ed I"

At noon he and his flock disa])peared,

but by two o'clock they were back again,

the shepherd looking suspiciously fresh

and decidedly attractive in his white flan-

nels and jaunty blue tie. Between two
and four he turned his page but twice,

and every slightest sound caught his im-
mediate attention. Then she came. He
rose to meet her at the first flash of her
»vhite dre.ss by the willows. She was bare-

headed, and her liair blew i^oftly about
her face. In one hand .she carried a tall*

stalf. and she led before her two little

black goats with wreaths of crimson about
their necks. Their tiny poli.shed hoofs
ma(U' a .<harp .staccato ui)on the path.

The boy—for the shepherd was scarce-
ly more than that— made a .^pace in the
hedge, i)U.-^hing a.-^ide the bu.«<hes.

"Come into Arcady, fair shepherde.-?s,"
he begged, "and I'll pull down the branch
wjiile you gather your bonnet."'

is Arcady a .safe place?" she a.sked.

Hut even as .^he spoke .she tethered the
goats to the hedge.

"Safe? Why. yes; I'm here," he replied
simply, and helped her through.

"I gave Manuny the .slip," she said,
smdmg reniiniscently. "She does not

know I am holding conver.-e with a

'strange man.'
*'

"Stranger!" echoed the boy. '"Why, I

knew you twice ten cenuries ago! Are you
not the fair Amaryllis?"

"Surely. iVnd you?"
'i am all the pa.ssionate shepherds

—

na|)linis, Menalcas, Corydon—rolled into

one."

daily they seated themselves under the

locust tree. The St. Lawrence laughed in

the sunshine: little breezes shivered

through the gra.ss; and the sheep rai.sed

their heads for a brief moment, their

no.-es all aquivor. then serenely bent

again to earth.

"How many sheep have you, Shep-

herd?"
"Twenty-four, and, as you .see, not a

black sheep among them."
"And have they names?"
"Yes; that is Alpha by the water's

edge; Beta, you see in that clump of

daisies; there go Gamma and Delta to in-

vestigate your goats; and so on down to

Omega here, who has but one eve, poor
Imnb!"

"Shepherd, methinks you must be a
scholar," .^aid the girl, clasping her hands
ahout her knee.

"Shepherdess, I have spent three years

in the halls of learning up at Montreal,

and am like to spend another there if Old
Silverlink doesn't flunk me."
The girl sat up suddenlv.

"Old SilverUnk?"
"Yes, the old chap that knows more

Greek than anyone else on the continent;
or on the globe, for all I know. He is a

saturated solution of it. It fairly oozes

from liis ])ores. He mav block mv path
yet."

The 1 oy frowned. The girl leaned
carefully back against the tree.

"Why should he block your way?" she
questioned.

"Says I m loaliug"—briefly.

The girl put her chin on her hand.
Her eyes looked out over the smiling
water to its far horizon.

"Shepherd, whv do vou keep the.se

sheep?"
"My father thinks I'm loafing, too"

—

angrily.

Her eves .slowlv came about and met
his.
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''Shepherd, are you loafing?"

The boy leaped to his feet, drew his

book from his pocket, and tossed it upon
the grass before her.

"Not a bit of it!'' he exclaimed. "Not
since yesterday ! And I say, Shepherdess,

if you'll just browse those little black

goats of yours here with my sheep every-

day, I'll have old Theocritus down fine

inside of two weeks. He's the fellow I

flunked on. Plea.se, now, will you do it?

Then come down to ^lontreal when I

graduate, and you shall have a front seat

and the fine.st bouquet "

Up over the hedge, as round as the full

moon, rose the wrathful face of Mannny.

"Mi.ss Clytie," she called, "is you done
forgot yo'sef and yo' manners, a-talkin'

with a stranger thi.s-a-way, and yo' Pa
askin' and askin' where is you! Come
home this minute, now, please, ma'am.
Miss Clytie, Honey, whilst I send this

young man a-.scootin', him and his .sheep-

ses!"

The girl rose with a mock sigh. "Mam-
my has to be minded," she .-^aid. "She
hasn't discovered vet that I have grown
up."
Punning liglilly to the hedge, she crept

through and smiled back at the boy on
the other side.

"To-morrow, Shepherd, I will come for

my bonnet and hear the pastoral strain."

Stooping, .she unfastened the goats.

"Gome, Apollo! Come, Aphrodite!"

Once more Mammy poised her huge
umbrella over the girl's head, and they

disappeared up the path, a cloud of dust

enveloping the little goats, dragging r;^-

luctantly behind.

The boy leaned over the hedge.

"No shepherde.s'^, but Circe herself," he
murmured.

When Mannny and her young mistress

reached the white-pillared house beyond
the pine grove, the girl found her father

on the shady corner of the veranda, ah-

.sorbed in a book, a fragrant beverage at

his elbow. She crept up quietly behind
him and clasped her two hands lightly

over his eye-;.

"Clytie, by all the gods!" he said, and
would have drawn away her hands, l)ut

that .she kept them firmly, if lightly, in

place.

"Fathtf, do you believe in love at first

sight?" ^he que.stioned.

"Yes," he replied promptly; "ever

since I first met your mother."
"Father, there's a boy minding your

prize she* p down in the east meadow."
"Yes, iie turned up the other day, and

Metzer h: red him for the sunmier season.

A green )\and, I'm told."

"He h 'S a volume of Theocritus in his

pocket."

"The ('euce he has! Let go my eyes,

Honey."
".Iu.st i minute, Father. He says 'Old

Silverlinl ' won't let him take his degree."

"The ceuce he does!"

"Oh, \'ait Father! He's such a nice

boy, so straight and clean and good to

look at. T-—I rather like him."
"Hold on, Clytie, hold on!"

"I co'ili^ fall in love with him, I think,

Father."

"Ye gods, such a brazen girl!"

Not so lirazen, either, if crimson cheeks

and down/^ast eyes are akin to shame.

"I thought I'd better tell you."

He loo.sened her hands and drew her

down upon his knee.

"Poor little motherless girl," he said

.'^oftly.

"Poor old Dad," she said mockingly.

"But tell me. Father, who is this shep-

herd boy?"
"It's young Hamilton," he replied.

"He's ail right. Honey, though a little

hazy on aori.sts. He's no notion the sheep

are mine. But how came you to be hob-

nobbing with a .'shepherd boy down there

in the ea.st meadow, tell me that! AVhy
doesn't Clammy look after you better?"

"Oh, she does. Mammy's a jewel. I

just looked over the hedge one dav. But
now I mu.st dre.ss for dinner." She rose

and turned away.
"Here, Clytie, wait a moment. Has

this young chap fallen in love wdth you,

too?" He gazed quizzically at the charm-
ing face.

"Well"—dubiously—"perhaps not yet;

Ijut"—brightening—"he will before the

week's out !" She disappeared within the

wide doorwav, and her father groaned.

"Oh, the.«e girls ! Here, Clvtie, Ch^ie,

come back! Where's the girl? Clytie!"

The girl appeared again in the door-

way.
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"Bring this ?licplierd boy here and let

me have a look at him. If he's his fath-

er's son, he ought to bear close inspec-

tion."

••Oil. Kathcr. hf 1 cars it beautifully I !

iii>|.cc(»':l him cldscly myself this after-

iKMin I"

••Shades of Tarlanis!" he groaned: but

>1m' was gone.

Next day it raincl. and the shephi'rd

was woefully diseunsolate. But he made
great progress with his book, sitting on

the tiny jjoreh of the little whitewashed

farm house, while his sheep huddled to-

uether under the pines. Then a fair day,

but .still no .<hepherde.ss. The .shepherd

was distracted, and in all of eight hours

bad read but one Idyll and two Epigrams.
But on the morrow of that she came; not

by the path, but down through the pine

trees, and .so .softly that he did not hear,

but remained ab.sorbeo in his book. She
leaned quietly over the hedge and watch-
ed him gravely. When he .suddenly

raised his head and saw her. his joy was
so complete that she shrank back a little

from it.

"Ah, Sliepherde.ss, I was just reading
about you I" he exclaimed.

"About me?"
"Yes, listen.

"Hast thou come, dear friend, after

three nights and mornings ? Hast thou
come ? Alas, those who long grow old in

a day! As much as spring is sweeter than
winter, as much as a sheep is more
woolly than its lamb, as much as the
voice of the nightingale is more melo-
dious than the voices of all other birds,
by so much does thy coming rejoice me,
and I hasten to thee as a traveler seeks
the .shadows of the beech tree when the
sun glows too warmly "

Here slie broke in :

"Something sweet is thy mouth and
lovely thy voice, O shepherd ! 'Tis better
to hear thee sing than to sip honev."

"But what have I to do with you,

Shepherd of the woolly sheep?"

He laughed out so joyfully that every

sheep raised an inquiring nose.

"Is a .shepherd nothing? The god
liaeehus drove cattle once, you know. And
there was Endymion, a mere herdsman,
but Diana hcr.-elf stooped to kiss him."

lie made an opening in the hedge.

'You must come in and get your .sun-

bonnet, you know."
"Shei)herd, I fear me it isn't safe in

A ready."'

'"It l<n't, but oh, come in!"

She stepped through the gap, and the

bushes swung back into place behind her.

And Apollo and Aphrodite, not being

tethered, trotted away down the path,

their silky flanks gleaming in the sun-

light.

The sun propped his head upon a blue

hill, waiting.

"Clvtie. what .sort of a man is your
father?"

"An old darling, of course."

"Of course. But what wdll he think of

a poor shepherd?"—anxiously.

"He -will have but a poor opinion of

one."—.saucily.

"And I'm .such a duffer, you know.
Fooled away all my junior year and did-

n't pass my Greek Exams. Heavens, what
a dressing down Old Silverlink did give

me ! But I tell you. Sweetheart, I'll work
like a trojan next year, you'll see! I've

something to work for now."
As they approached the house, the tall

figure lounging in an ea.sy chair on the

veranda rose and came to meet them.
"Shepherd," said the girl, her face

aglow with love and agleam with laugh-

ter, "'my father, Professor Silverlink."

The Profe.ssor .smiled and .stretched out

a welcoming hand.
"Mr. Hamilton!" he said.

The boy blu-shed to the roots of his

hair. Routed by .surprise and confusion,

he yielded to the force of habit.

"Present!" he replied.



Bird Rock
The Beacon of the Gulf

By W^. Lacey Amy.

FAR out in the centre of the Gulf of

St. Lawrence, where the storms of

spring and fall throw the spray of

the clashing waves over its top, a small

rock pokes its head from the water, the

peak of some submerged mountain that

shows again eight miles away and then

comes to the surface a dozen miles south

in the Magdalen Islands, the terror of

navigation in the Gulf. Onlv sLx acres

in extent it was not worthy of a special

effort in the way of a name, so the thous-

ands of birds that were its only occupants

attached to it quite naturally the appella-

tion of Bird Rock.

From the first days of French Canada
when the voyaguers tremblingly tempted
the wild waters of the land-locked sea of

the New World and the Honfleur marin-
ers founded the first permanent colony on
the perilous Magdalen Islands this tiny

island has had a record of wrecks. To a

paternal government there seemed no
method of lessening its perils. Rising

sheer from the water, and approachable

only in the calmest of water—an almost

unknown condition in this locality—its

125 feet of perpendicular cliff that seem-
ingly offered foothold for nothing but sea

birds held out little encouragement for

the placing of the ordinary precautions

that make sailing in the Gulf, even
around the dreaded Magdalens, a matter
of reasonable weather and good eyesight.

But this little rock that kept every sail-

or in the Gulf aw^ake, that had sent to the
bottom hundreds of schooners and larger

craft and that would continue to do so un-
til a lighthouse was placed on its top,

yielded, at last, to the efforts of a couple of

hardy fishermen. Once a way had been
found to the plateau on the top, a wind-
lass was erected at the edge, and for years

after the lighthouse was built, the bucket
and rope provided the only means of ac-

cess for the supplies that were delivered

twice a year.

When the first men reached the top

they found the entire surface, as well as

the rocky sides, covered with sea-birds

and their nests. Not having the slightest

fear of man it was only by the constant
firing of guns that the workmen could
proceed with the construction of the

neces.sary buildings, so thickly did the

birds hover about them. And to this day
a cannon is periodically fired to scare

away from the light the clouds of birds

that have ne\"er seen human being other

than the three men and one woman who
remain there from year to year in attend-

ance on the light.
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Vcw straiifiors Imvo ?cen the tliousauds

(»f gannots, gulls and "inurs'' that make
their Ikmik's on iho side and top of Bird

Kock. 'rwice a year a small steamer runs

an excursi«»ii from Pietou, N.S.. to within

siulit of this isolated i)eak; hut heside that,

oidy the su|»j>ly h(»at. and occasionally the

Magdalen islands j;ovcrnmcnt tug ever

get in tomh with the lonesome four who
dwell there. Two or three naturalist-

have hraved the raging waves of the local-

ity and the hasket and windlass to ohtain

a closer view of the tame sea fowl; hut

there is no attraction for the toui-i.~t.

All the year round the lighthouse

kee|)er, his wife and assistants, must re-

main in enforced solitude that has driven

some of them insane. They dare not

leave the island for no one knows when
the weather would allow them to return.

In winter, the revolving light, that in the

sea.«»n of navigation sends its gleam for

twenty miles over the water, is dark, but
for weeks liefore the last steamer has
]tassed. no hoat could approach the rock.

And in the .spring the large boats begin
their flights long before the island could
he visited.

The .•summer life is lone-some enough,
with no news of the outside world, no
sight of life .•^ave the birds and the distant

b(xits that pa.ss indifferently along a course
that was once .>^o full of peril. But the
winter, when there is nothing to do, no
po.-:sibility of help coming in any neces-
sity, no relief from the canned foods and
monotony of four people who have learn-
ed every twist in each other's characters
months and maybe years, before—in this
cold, bleak, wild sea.-^on the strain of keep-
ing their senses tells on the marooned
quartette.

The stranger who has been rapidly
cranked to the top by the creaking wincl-
la.<s has the keys of the rock. As long as
he will talk he is plied with questions
about the outside world that confu.«e with
their persistence anil number. A news-
paper six months old is a trea.^\n-e to the
lighthon.'ie keejier who has sat on the edge
of the cliff since the spring supply boat
longingly gazing far out on" the smoke of
the steamers plying their watery paths,
guessing at the life they keep in touch
with even in the middle of the Atlantic.

The death of King Edward was the

most important news three months after

the pictures of the funeral had filled the

pajiers. The spring catch of lobsters and
seal on the nearest bit of land, Bryon
Island, eight miles away, was ab.^^orbing

in the late sunnner. There was no time
t(j di.scu.ss such immaterial affairs as the

progre.ss of aviation, the comet or the re-

turn of Roosevelt.

I Jul disa.ster did not cea.^^e with the

building of the lighthou.se on Bird Rock.
The location of calamitj' was merely
changed from the waters around to the

little rock itself. From the fir.st keeper to

the present there is a list of fatalities that

might well chill the ardor of future

guardians to incur the ill luck of the rock

for the sake of the high salary that has

to be attached to the po.sition.

As a reW'ard for his success in construct-

ing the lighthouse, the contractor was ap-

pointed the first lighthouse keeper. He
was allow^ed tw^o assistants and his wife.

For two months he manged to endure the

life. Then the terrible strain of the iso-

lation, broken only by the screeching of

the birds, the ceaseless dash of the waves
and the intermittent firing of the cannon,
was too much for him. One night he
went violently in.sane and on the tiny

])lateau occurred one of those unrecorded
struggles, the other three striving to pro-

tect them.selves and to prevent the maniac
from throwing himself into the sea. "When
the .supply boat made its next call the man
was taken off in a straight-jacket.

A few days later one of his assistants,

overpowered by the occurrence, threw
himself from the top of the rock and was
never seen again.

The next keeper, a Mr. Chasson, with
his son and another a.ssistant were greatly

troubled by the birds flocking around the

light. Under the strain of too heavy a

charge of powder, the cannon exploded
and blew two of the men to pieces, the

other dying the following morning. Only
the woman was left on the island, but by
a lucky accident help arrived in a few
days and she was removed from the fatal

rock.

Of the third crew one man had his

hand blown off with the cannon. But he
remained in charge engaging three other
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men to attend to the lights. One spring
just as the ice showed signs of Ijreaking up
and tlie men were looking forward to the
arrival of the supply boat in a few weeks,
several seals were seen on the floes sur-

rounding the island. With the prospect
of adding to their income and relieving

the monotony of the long hibernation,

the three men went out on the ice, while
the woman sat on the rock watching.

Further and further they went out on
what appeared to be a solid ice-field. Then,
before her eyes, the woman saw the field

break away from the shore and float be-

fore the north wind. In one last look her
husband, knowing the certain death to

which they were doomed, wafted back a

kiss and sat down on the ice with his

companions.

Into the night, out of her sight they
passed; and around her was nothing but
the birds and the grinding of the ice on
the rocky walls. But the brave woman
turned to her lights, trimmed them after

their long sleep, and threw over towards

Bryon Island, the call for help. For a

week she kept the lights gleaming over

the waters w^hile the ice tossed restlessly

around and drifted before the wind. Then
the sealers of Byron Island, knowing
something terrible had happened to light

the beacon at such a season, recklessly

.pushed their little seal boats on to the

floes, paddled from floe to floe, and at

last reached the rope to the top.

But hopeless as had appeared the chan-
ces of the men on the ice in the open Gulf
at such a season, one of them, the hus-

band of the lonely woman, retained the

spark of life when he was thrown up on
the shores of Cape Breton, seventy miles

to the south. He regained consciousness

long enough to tell the story of the woman
alone on the rock and the word was cabled

across the Magdalens. But they were so

girded with ice that no assistance dare

attempt the twenty miles of ice floes to

the rescue. The survivor lived until the

spring, but his frozen limbs and the long

exposure were too much for human con-

stitution and he died before his wife

reached his bedside.

Out in the Gulf there are still three men
who live the life that means nothing in

pleasure to themselves, but gives to the

mariner a feeling of security. The world

knows almost nothing of the four who
have to be content with themselves for six

months at a time, ignorant of the tri-

umphs of man, the trials of government,

the struggle of the classes and the work
of the grim reaper. But the passenger in

his stateroom on the southern passage of

the Gulf sleeps without concern because

of the light and the explosive fog signal

that are tended from sunset to-day by the

lighthouse keeper of Bird Rock.

^

IMMIGRANTS
Darkness and space are all that lie beyond.

Upon the weary brain.

No light has dawned.
No vision of the greater gain to come.
Numbed, deep-touched by Terror do they face

Darkness and space.

Sullen and dazed they break their bonds and leave

The centuries behind.

They have no heart to grieve.

And, moving like an army of the blind,

They scarcely know how struggling hope is raised.

They stand and face the great unknown, a silent ma'
Till, on, into the new world's crucible, they pass,

Sullen and dazed. —Fred Jacob.
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Editor's Foreword

The leading Canadian explorer to-day is undoubtedly Mr. J.

B. Tyrrell, the author of the following article. Mr. Tyrrell claims

for himself no more assuming title tlian thai of mining engineer.

His office in the Confederation Life Building, in Toronto, is very

much like all other offices, except that it contains curious photo-

graphs and other souvenirs of the many long journeys which Mr.
Tyrrell has made in Canada. He knows Canada's farthest north

as feiu know it. He explored the Mackenzie river, the rivers lead-

ing into Hudson's Bay, and, made maps which no one else could

have made. He has been the only white m.an to venture in cer-

tain parts of Canada, and is the modern David Thompson, the

modern edition of the man of whom he writes in this article,

though he would never admit it himself.

The paper herewith printed was read by Mr. Tyrrell before

tlie British Association for the Advancement of Science. Mr.
Tyrrell permitted it to be reproduced in the Geographical Journal
and in MacL can's Magazine. He is already icell knoivn as the

author of "Across the Sub-Arctics," and is now working on a new
edition of Samuel Hearne's Diary and David Thompson's
Journal.

IT gives me a great deal of pleasure to hundreds of miles apart, scattered along
liave the opportunity of submitting the principal waterways,
a few of the facts on which I venture He was a fur trader in the employ of

lo claim that David Thompson, of whose the Hudson Bay and North-West Com-
ai-liievement.s but little note has been tak- panics, and in the prosecution of this

en. was the greatest land geographer that trade he travelled many thousands of
the British race has produced. miles in canoes, on horseback, and on
A poor boy from a London charity foot through what was then a vast un-

school, he spent most of his life on the mapped country, extending from Mon-
northern part of this continent when it treat on the east to the Pacific ocean on
\vas_ a wilderness, peopled only by the the west, and from Athabasca Lake on
natives and by a few fur traders, who had the north to the headwaters of the :Missis-

little groups of houses or factories, often sippi River on the south. Wherever he
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went he made survey:;, and wherever lie

stopped lie took astronomical observations

for latitude and longitude. When he left

the western country in 1812, he had the

material for a great map, wliicli he drew
in the following year, and which has been

the basis for every map of northern and
western Canada published since that time.

After retiring from the fur trade, he was
engaged on the part of Great Britain in

surveying the boundary-line between the

United States and Canada, subsec^uent to

which he settled down quietly in Mon-
treal,

David Thompson was born in London,
England, on July 30, 1770, his parents'

names being David and Ann. His
daughters used to say that their grand-
parents were Welsh or of Welsh extrac-

tion, and that their names had originally

been Ap Thomas, but on this point there

is no further evidence. When seven years

old he was placed in the Grey Coat School

,

which is still standing, though now used
exclusively for girls, about a quarter of a
mile west of Westminster Abbey, and not

far from the Canadian (iovernmeut Office

on Victoria Street, Here he remained for

seven years, absorbing the ordinary sub-

.jects that were taught to a boy in those

times, and, in addition to the subjects

taught to most of the children, he and
one other boy received lessons in naviga-
tion. He says that in his leisure hours
he used to pore over 'The Tales of the

Genii,' 'The Persian and Arabian Tales,'

'Robinson Crusoe,' and 'Gulliver's Trav-
els.'

About the end of the year 1783, the
Hudson Bay Company applied "to know
if this Charity could furnish them with
four boys against the month of May next,

for their settlements in America." David
Thompson was the only boy available,

and in the following May, w^hen just

fourteen years old, he was bound as an
apprentice to the Hudson Bay Company
for seven years, and was sent out to Fort
Churchill, on Hudson Bay, in the ship

Prince Rupert. Samuel Hearne, the dis-

coverer and explorer of the Coppermine
river, was then governor of Fort Churc-
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liill. Mild ihougli there >eeiiis lo have been
liitle .sviiipathy between the older explor-

er and the yonnger one, in spite of the

tact that they were l)oth natives of Lon-
don, he was, at his own solicitation, era-

|»loyed in copying a few leaves of

Ilearne's journal, and he must have add-
ed to his love of exploration from what he
there read, and from the stories of the
trip which he heard from those around
liini. But no attempt was made to em-
ploy him in any surveying work, or to

make use of the little knowledge of
navigation which had been taught to him
in school.

From Fort Churchill he was sent down
the bleak, open shore of Hudson Bay on
foot to York Factory, a distance of 160
mile.>'. Here he remained for two years,
employed a^ a clerk in the fur-trading
store and in hunting the birds and other
game of the country to help to provide
food for himself and those living at the
fort with him. All ideas of making sur-
veys had been forgotten—in fact it is not
likely that any serious intention was
ever entertained of employing him as a
surveyor in the interior countries. His
knowledge of navigation was doubtless

merely to enable hini to sail one or other

of the little sloops which were kept by the

Hud.son Bay Company at their trading

post on the shores of the bay.

In the year 1787, when seventeen years

old, he was, however, sent inland with a

party which was going to establi.<h new
trading-posts on the Saskatchewan Kiver,

and for the next three years he lived on

the banks of that stream and on the ad-

joining plains to the south of it, learning

the habits of the Indians, and inducing
them to bring their furs to the stores to

exchange for the commodities brought
from England by the white people. One
whole winter was spent in the tent of a
chief of the Peagan Indians, one of the

wildest native tribes of the "West, and the

friendships there formed stood him in

good stead in his after-life.

In 1789, when at Cumberland House
on the Sa.skatchewan, he began to use a

notebook, and to take and record regular

meteorological observations. The follow-

ing year, while on a journey to York Fac-
tory with the brigade of furs, he made his

first survey in the country. His note-

books show the courses and distances of

all the reaches on the Saskatchewan and
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Hayes Rivers, as well a:^ the north shore of

Lake Winnipeg.
.Vfter his return to Cumberland House

in this year, he had the advantage of the

society of one Philip Turner, a surveyor

who had l)een sent out by the Hudson
Bay Company to make a survey of Lake
Athabasca, and under him he devoted

himself heartily to the study of practical

astronomy. During that winter he took

many ol^servations for the latitude and
longitude of Cumberland House, and the

position which he determined for it is the

same w^hich it now occupies in the latest

maps published by the Canadian Govern-
ment, although the position has varied

greatly in the maps which have been pub-
lished in the intervening one hundred
and twenty years.

In 1791, he returned to York Factory,

where he remained for more than a year,

a.ssisting in the fur trade and filling in all

his spare time with taking astronomical

observations. In 1792 he again left York
Factory, but this time he went into what
he calls the "Muskrat Country," which
lies west of Nelson River, between Sas-

katchewan and Churchill Rivers, where
he spent the following winter. In 1793

he returned to the Saskatchewan, spend-

ing the winter at a place called Bucking-
ham House, about halfway between
Battleford and Edmonton ; and the fol-

lowing summer he made a survey of the

river down to Cumberland House, thus

adding a considerable stretch to the part

of the river he had already surveyed be-

low that point.

The next three years were spent in the

Muskrat country, making surveys of all

the lakes and streams that he passed

through in his search for furs. These
surveys extended northward as far as

Reindeer Lake and westward to the east

end of Lake Athaba.ska, where he con-

nected with the survey previously made
by his tutor, Mr. Turner.

The year in which he made this latter

survey would seem to have been a poor

one for fur returns, and his superior offi-

cer in the company probably thought he
had neglected the fur trade in the inter-

est of exploration, so he gave orders that

the surveying mu.st be discontinued. This
Thomp.son refused to agree to, and as his

second term of engagement was expiring,

he withdrew from the service of the Hud-
son Bay Company and entered that of the
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Nortli-West Coiiipauy, wliic-li was particu-

larly anxious at the time to have the posi-

tion of its tra<lino-posts determined. This

was on May 2:^, 17!>7, the followino; entry

being written in his journal of this date:

"This day left the service of the Hudson

i*,:iy Conipany, and entered that of the

Cniiijianv of the Merdiants from Canada.

May Cod Almi.uhty pro.'^per me." Thus

for the sake of a trifling shortage in the

fur returns for the year, the Hudson Bay
Company lost the greatest man it ever had

in its en'iploy, a man whose name wall be

;i household word with educated men and

women in America long after all the fur

traders and their beaver-skins have been

forgotten. On May 28 he arrived on foot

a( the house of Mr. Alex. Fra,ser, at the

bead of Reindeer River, where he was

v(M-y liospitalily entertained by this part-

ner in the North-West Company. He at

once proceeded from Reindeer Lake to

(~Jrand Portage on Lake Superior, making
as usual a survey of the route w'hich he
followed. Here he received his instruc-

tions, and made final arrangements for

his future work. The explorations of the

next year are worth following in some de-

tail, as they show what such a man could

do under reasonably favorable circum-

stance!?.

On August he left the "Grand Port-

age," at the mouth of Pigeon River on
Lake Superior, in company with Mr.
Hugh McGillis, and descended Rainy
River, passing a fort at the Falls on the
21st. went on through Rainy Lake and
Lake of the Woods to Lake Winnipeg.
which he reached on September 1.

Cros-'sing this lake and ascending the
Dauphin River, he reached T^ake Manitou
(Manitoba) on September 10. He cros-

sed this lake, and reached Lake Winni-
pegosis by way of the Meadow portage.
On September 17, being camped 1 1-2

miles north of the Little Dauphin (Mos-
sv) River, provisions were received from
Fort Dauphin, on or near Dauphin Lake.

_
On Septeml)er 17, having received pro-

visions from Fort Dauphin, the party pro-
ceeded northward up the west .^hore of
Lake Winnipegosis. On the 19th, Mr.
Hugh McGillis left him to go up' Red
D.HM- River, while he himself reached the
mouth of Shoal River. He a.^cended
this river, passed through Swan Lake.

and ascended Swan River for 4% miles

to Swan River house, on the north bank
of the river, which would place it near

the north line of Tp. 39 in lat. 52 degrees
24' .5" N. The Hudson Bay Company
also had a post in the immediate vicinity.

Horses were then in common use on the

Swan River Valley, for after stopping a

day at this post, he and Mr. Grant started

on horseback up the valley on a trail

wdiich ran for most of the distance along

the north side of the river. On the second

day they crossed the Swan River to the

south side, and rode six miles to a house

kept by one Belleau in a "hammock of

Pines" on the bank of the Snake Creek,

almost on the Second Initial Meridian,

about six miles north of Fort Pelly. From
here he turned southward, and continued

his survey past the post of the Hudson
Bay Company at the Elbow of the Assini-

l)oine River to the house of Cuthbert
Grant, wdiich was situated in Tp. 28,

Range 31, and south-west of the pre.sent

village of Runnymede, on the Canadian
Northern Railway.

Here he remained till October 14, w^hen

he returned to Belleau's house on Snake
Creek, in order, if possible, to obtain

guides to take him up the Swan River,

acro,ss the w^atershed to Red. Deer River.

and thence around to the headwaters of

the Assiniboine River. From this date

to November 28 his journal was lost, but

he states, "I surveyed the Stone Indian
(Assiniboine) River upward and its

sources, and the Red Deer River and its

sources, and from thence returned to the

house of Mr. Cuthbert Grant, at the

Brooks, on the Stone Indian River."

He. however, gives traverses worked out

by latitude and departure which show his

course to have been from Belleau's house
to the upper house on Red Deer River in

lat. 52 degrees 47 min. 44 sec. N. From
here he turned south-westward, and con-

tinued his survey to the "upper house on
the Stone Indian River," afterwards

known as Alexandria, w^here Daniel Har-
mon spent five years of his life in the

West, from 1800 to 1805, and which is

said by him to have been "built on a

small rise of ground on the bank of the

Assiniboine, that separated it from a

beautiful prairie about two miles long and
one to four broad, which is as level as the
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fioor of a house." At a little distance be-

hind the posts are small groves of birch,

poplar, aspen and pine. From Alexan-

dria he travelled down the river to the

Elbow, and thence to Cuthbert Grant's

house. Thence he continued southward

to Thorburn's house on the Qu'Appelle

River, a few miles above its mouth, in lat.

50 degrees 28 min. 57 sec, and McDon-
ald's house, 1 1-2 mile above the mouth
of the Souris River.

The winter has now^ set in, when travel-

ing on the open plains was unpleasant

and dangerous, but Thompson was anx-

ious to find out the exact positions of

those Indian villages on the Missouri,

where the people lived Ijy the cultivation

of corn as well as hj hunting buffalo, and
personal inconvenience and danger were
not to be considered when compared with

the satisfaction of this craving for knowl-
edge. Besides this, some of the Indians

might be induced to establish a regular

trade with the North-West Company. So
on November 28, 1797, he left McDon-
ald's (A.ssiniboine) house with nine men,
a few horses, and thirty dogs, and started

south-westward acro.ss the plain. On
December 7 he reached Old Ash House on
the Souris River, ''settled two years ago,

and abandoned the following spring."

Having been unable to ])rocure a guide

here, he himself assumed the head, and,

going by Turtle Mountain, again reached

the Souris or Mouse River, which he fol-

lowed up to the "bight," whence he
crossed the plains, a distance of 37 miles,

to the Missouri River, reaching it on De-
cember 29 at a point 6 miles above the

upper of the Mandan villages. These
villages are stated to have been five in

number, and contained in all 318 houses

and seven tents, inhabited by Mandan
and Willow Tnrlians in about equal num-
bers. The number of the Willow Indians
in another place in his notes (there called

Fall Indians) is placed at 2,200 to 2,500.

He remained at these villages till January
10, trying to induce the Indians to come
Qorth to trade, but with very little success,

as they were afraid of the Sioux. While
here he wrote down a vocabulary of the

Mandan language, containing about 375
words.

On January 10, 1798, he left the vil-

lages, but being delayed by severe storms,

it was the 24th before he reached the

Souris River, and February 3 when he

arrived at McDonald's house at the mouth

of the Souris River. At Souris River post

he remained till February 25, 1798, not

to rest and enjoy himself after the hard-

ships of his journey, but to make up his

notes and plans and prepare for a longer

trip, this time on foot, to connect the

waters of the Red and Mississippi Rivers,

and thence onward to Lake Superior, a

trip which his companion ridiculed as

being impo.ssible to accomplish before the

advent of summer. On the above date he

started out on foot with a dog-team, and
followed the course of the Assiniboinc

ea.stward to its mouth, making, as he al-

ways did, a .survey of his route, passing

on his way Pine Fort and Poplar House,

both of which had been abandoned, and
some houses a little below the Meadow
Portage to Lake Manito Bah.

On March 7 he reached the forks of the

Assiniboine and Red Rivers at the pres-

ent city of Winnipeg, though no mention
is made of any habitation there at the

time. Traveling on the ice, he turned up
the latter .stream, and on the second day
reached Cheboillez's old house of the

North-AVest Company, a quarter of a mile

up Rat Creek above its mouth, the lati-

tude of which was 49 degrees 33 min. 58

sec. N., which would be a few miles west

of Niverville on the Emerson branch of

the C.P.R.

On March 14 he crossed the boundary-

line into the United States, and reached

the house of Mr. Charles Cheboillez at the

mouth of Summerberry or Pembina river

in lat. 48 degrees 58 min. 29 sec. N., at

the present town of Pembina in North
Dakota. After staying here for a week
he continued up Red River, pa.s.sing the

house of the North-West Company kept

by Mr. Roi, at the mouth of »Salt River,

also in North Dakota, to the mouth of

Red Lake River, which he ascended to

the mouth of Clear River, where there

was a North-West Company's house kept

by Bapti.ste Cadotte. ^^'hich he places in

lat. 47 degrees 54 min. 21 sec. N., close to

the present site of Red Lake Falls. He
reached this house on March 24, and M
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niici! cndccivoi'cd to proceed eastward on
loot, but was obliged to return and wait

l"(ir tlie l)roakin.o; up of the ice, as "the
Miow thawing made the open country like

a lake of oi)cn water."

On April he again started from
(adotte's house, but this time in a canoe
with three men, and ascended Clear River
tor six days, when he carried across to

IUmI Lake Txiver. which he ascended to

lied Lake, reaching it at a point in Int.

17 degrees '^H min. 1") sec. N. Two miles
ti> the south Wc'us an old house once occu-
pied by Mr. Cadotte. After traversing
tlie south ."bore of Red Lake for a con-
siderable distance eastward, he turned
southward, and at a point in lat. 47 do-
uroes '}?> min. 42 ^ec. N. he cro.ssed a carrv-
iiig-ltlace_ fi miles long, after which he
wound his way through small lakes and
brooks, and walked over short portages
I ill. on April 27. he arrived at Turtle
bake, from which flows "Turtle Brook."
wliich he states to be the sour(<> of ll'-

Mis>issip|)i. since it is from here tbal llie

rivor takes tlie mo.^t direct course to the
M-a. Thus, to this indefatigable but liith-
erto almost unknown geographer belongs
the honor of discovering the head waters

of this great river, about whose source

there has been almost as much discussion

as about that of the Nile itself. His
course is well laid down on his great

''Map of the North-West Territory of the

Province of Canada, made for the North-

West Company in 1813-1814." drawn on
a scale of about 15 miles to an inch, and
now in the po.«session of the Government
of the Province of Ontario.

An excellent account of the early ex-

peditions to the headwaters of the Mis-

sissippi is given by Mr. N. H. Winchell.
in his Llistorical Introduction in the

Final Report on the "Geologv of Minne-
sota." 1884. In .'^peaking of*^ Lieut. Pike's

jonrnev to Red Cedar (Ca.ss) Lake in

180fi, he there states that, "Mt. Thomp-
son's maps and papers never having been

published, Lieut. Pike is to be accredited

with the first authenticated examination
of the Mississippi vallev from the St.

Francis River to Red Cedar Lake." The
first man who is stated to have travelled

through the country north of Red Cedar
Lake was J. C. Beltrami, an Italian gen-

tleman, who accompanied Major Long's
expedition as far as Pembina. He ascend-

ed Bloody (Red) Lake River, and thence
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followed Thoinp.soiirs route to Turtle

J^ake, whence he descended the Mississip-

pi to its mouth. This was in the summer
of 1823, nine years after Thompson ha<l

recorded his discoveries on the above-

mentioned map, and twenty-five years

after he had made the survey of his

course.

From Turtle Lake, Thompson descend-

ed Turtle Brook to Red Cedar (Cass)

Lake, on which there was a North-West
Company's house, kept by Mr. .John

8ayer, which he places in lat. 47 degrees

27 min. 56 sec, long. 95 degrees. Re-
maining here from April 29 to j\Iay 3,

he again embarked, and struck across to

the Mississippi River, down which he
travelling through Winnipegosis Lake,
to the south of Sand Lake River, where
he left the main stream and turned up
Sand Lake River to Sand Lake, on which
was a house belonging to the North-West
Company, south 14 degrees, east 1 1-4

mile from the head of the river, and in

lat. 56 degrees 46 min. 39 sec. From this

house he crossed the lake to the mouth of

Savannah Brook, which he followed up
to the Savannah carrying-place, a deep bog
4 miles across. Crossing this portage to a

small creek that flows into St. Louis River

he descended the latter stream to Fond
du Lac House, in lat. 46 degrees 44 nun.

2 sec, 2^2 miles up the river from Lake

Superior. He reached this post on May
10, two months and eighteen days after

leaving the mouth of the Souris River.

From here he surveyed the south shore

of Lake Superior, arriving at the falls of

Ste. Marie on May 28.

On June 1 he left Sault Ste j\Iarie in a

light canoe wdth eleven men in company
with Messrs ]\IcKenzie, McLeod, and Stu-

v.rt, and reached Grand Portage on the

7th, where he remained till July 14. The
time w^as a busy one at this the central

post of the company, and in his journal

he gives a very interesting account of the

men who were almost daily arriving from
and departing for many widely separated

points throughout the west. Since he had
left here one year before, he had been on

a continuous journey of survey and ex-

ploration of unexplored country, and his

survey, approximately 4,000 miles long,

made in that time is a record that has

rarel}^ been equalled. From that time,

year after year, he continued his survey

throughout the northern portions of the

North American continent, traveling in
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caiuif.^. ctii liorst'ltaek, (_»r on tout, a.s occa-

sion ott'ereil.

In addition to the surveys enumerated
above, he re-surveyed the Saskatchewan
River from its mouth to its source, and,
east of the Rocky Mountains, he also

made surveys of the Bow and South Sas-

katchewan Rivers; Churchill River down
to South Indian Lake: Athabasca River
from its .source to its mouth ; Peace Rive*
from Fort St. John down to its mouth:
Clearwater River, Beaver River, and the
whole or parts of Lakas Athal)a.-=:ca, Le.^.ser

Slave, La Biche, Winnipeg, etc.

In 1807, he crossed the Rocky Moun-
tains by the Sa.^katchewan pa^^s into what
is now the province of British Columbia,
and a.*cended the Columbia River to it-

source, where he built a trading post and
.''pent the winter. From that" time on-
wards until 1812, much of his time was
spent in British Columbia and the ad-
joining states of Wa.^hington, Idaho,
Montana, and Oregon. During these
years he surveyed the Columbia River
from its .source to its mouth, the Kootenay
River, parts of Canoe. Pend d'Oreille,

Clark's fork, and Lewis Rivers, Flathead

Lake, and many other smaller rivers and
lakes, in all covering many thousands of

miles of new and previou.'^ly unexplored
country.

Li 1811. when he reached the mouth
of the Columbia River, he wrote as fol-

lows: "Thus I have fully completed the

survey of this part of North America
from sea to sea, and by almost innumer-
able astronomical observations have de-

termined the positions of the mountains,
lakes and rivers and other remarkable
places on the northern part of this con-

tinent. The maps of all these surveys have
l)een drawn, and they are laid down in

geographical position; This work has

occupied me for twenty-seven years."

These .surveys were not merely rough
sketches .sufficient to give some idea of

the general character of the country, but
they were careful traverses made by a

master in the art, short courses being tak-

en with a magnetic compass, the variation

of which was constantly checked; dis-

tances carefully estimated by the time
taken to travel them, and the whole
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clieckecl by numerous astronomical ob-

servations for latitude and longitude.

It has been my fortune to follow

Thompson's courses for thousands of

miles through this western country, and
to take astronomical observations on the

same places where he took them, and it

is impossible for me to speak too highly
of the general excellence of these surveys
and observations. For three-quarters of

a century Thompson's map was the

standard of North-We.<^tern Canada, and
even yet some parts of it have not been
superseded.

In 1812, after having .'^pent twenty-
eight years in the wilderness of Western
America, but at the same time being only
forty-two years of age, Thompson retired

from the services of the North-^Yest Com-
pany and settled at Terrebonne, in Lower
Canada (Quebec), where for a couple of

years he was engaged in completing his

great map of the North-West Territory
which for years hung in the headc[uarters

of the North-West Company at Fort Wil-
liam, and. is now in possession of the

Province of Ontario.

In 1816, this boy from a charity school

in London, who had educated himself as

a surveyor in the forests and on the plains

and mountains of the West, was appoint-

ed by the Government of Great Britain as

its astronomer and .surveyor to determine
and define the boundary-line between the

United States and British North America
(Canada) under the Treaty of Ghent.
The years from 1816 to 1825 were occu-

pied in performing this great internation-

al survey, and the maps which he made
are still and will always continue to be the
ultimate authority on this long line divid-

ing two nations, extending from the state

of Maine to the north-west angle of Lake
of the AVoods.

His last years were spent either in Glen-
garry County, Ontario, or in Longueuil,
opposite Montreal, where he died on
February 10, 1857, at the ripe old age of

nearly eighty-seven years. His wife, a

(liild of the Western country, whom he
married at Isle a la Cro.sse, on the Church-
ill River, survived him by less than three

months, dying on May 7 of the same year.

Thompson's work must not be confused
with that accomplished by ordinary ex-

plorers, or even with that of many of the
clerks of the fur companies who have
written journals and have given us ex-

cellent accounts of the new countries

through which they travelled. Their
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wdi'k was (k'scri]»tive and general, his was
• Iclailed and exact, so that wherever he
went others could follow him. They de-

.scribed small portions of the country, he
learned of the phy.sical features of all the

\ast country t]irou,c;h which he travelled,

and grouped these features together on ,'i

map in one harmonious whole, so that

not only could any individual course or

route of his be followed, but the relations

of these courses to each other, their dis-

tances from each other and from any
other place on the .surface of the earth
was known for all time to come.

Dr. J. J. Big.s])y, the naturalist of the
International Boundary Commission, thus
-l>eaks of his first meeting with Daviil
Thompson in Mr. McGillivary's home in

Nhmtreal about the year 1S17. A singu-
iar-looking per.^on of al)out fifty. He was
plainly dre.ssed, quiet, and ob.«ervant. His
figure was .•=;hort and compact, and his
black hair was worn long all around, and
cut .square, as if by one stroke of the .shears,

just above the eyebrows. His complex-
ion was of the gardener's ruddy brown,
while the expre.s.sion of deeply furrowed
features was friendly and intelligent, but
his cut. .-short nose gave him an odd look.
His speech betrayed the Welshman,

"No living person posse.s-ses a tithe of

his information respecting the Hud.son
Bay countries, which from 1793 to 1820
he was constantly traversing. Never
mind his Bunyan-like face and cropped
hair; he has a very powerful mind, and
a singular faculty of picture-making. He
can create a wiklerness and people it with

warring savages, or climb the Rocky
Mountains with you in a snowstorm, so

clearly and palpably, that only shut your
eyes and you hear the crack of the rifle,

or feci the snow-flakes on your cheeks as

he talks.

"Mr. Thompson was a firm Church-
man, while most of our men were Roman
Catholics. Many a time have I seen these

uneducated Canadians nio.st attentively

and thankfully listen, as they sat upon
.some bank of shingle, to Mr. Thomp.son,
while he read to them in mo.st extraordin-

ary pronounced French, three chapters

out of the Old Te,stament, and as many
out of the New, adding .such explanations

as .seemed to him suitable."

Pie never used alcoholic liquors, and
during the time that he was in control of

the fur trade west of the Rocky Moun-
tains, and while most of the posts kept by
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the fur traders were merely bar-rooms of

the very lowest type, where the Indians
were encouraged in drunkeness and de-

bauchery of every kind, no alcoholic

liquor was allowed to be brought to any

post under his charge. Both morally and
scientifically, he was a man of the very

nighest type. As a discoverer and ex-

plorer of new continental lands, he stands

in the highest rank.

The Three Motives

I had called back the times of the nursery rhymes, and tales of that
region whence the Sagas Norwegian

Come to us whisp'ring of North Winds and Pines.
I had mused midst the myst'ry of dead and gone Hist'ry, and on all

the old minstrels and all the old lines,

And I found that the basis of most of the cases
Was Money, was Love, or was Hate.

I thought of the poets—of course, you must know it's a subject that
comes when one sits in the dark

—

And I analyzed mentally, patiently, gently, the whole gorgeous make-up
of poesy's spark :

And then, perhaps calmer, I sized up the Drama

—

The plays that are tragic, the ones that are funny

—

And I saw the incentive to the authors inventive
Was Love, or was Hate, or was Money.

Indeed, when I pondered how mortals have squandered these primitive
passions, and how

In all books and on stages, from earliest ages, they've strummed the

same strings until now
;

It seemed to me, dreaming, the knowledge came gleaming
How vastly superior, how far, far above.
All these passions inferior, this "getting," and "fretting,"

This "Money," this "Hatred"— is Love.—George Travers Batty.



Five Hundred Thousand

By

Thomas L. Masson

IN ihc gossip corner (tl' tlic club, at rour-

ihirty ill the afleniouii, u .small group

ul" iiion were discussing

••No, 1 uiulerstaiid that Polly Price is

not engaged to Htetnic yet, but she will be

soon," said Colter.

••Where does Paul Payton come in?"

asked Seuniis.

"lie doesn't come in; he goes out," said

Wallingford. "You see, it's quite simple.

Paul luus been in love with Polly for no

tiid of time—several weeks, in fact—and

the thing was to have come off, but it de-

veloped that Paul didn't have cash enough
-—you know he was cleaned out in Union
Tacilic. Well, now, along comes Stetnic,

with loads of it, and Polly's people have

lieen bringing pressure to bear on her."

"Why shouldn't they?" said Semms.
"Those two are exactly fitted for each

(»ther. Stetnic is a fine fellow, and the two
famihes are on the same plane. As a

good, common-sense alliance, I know^ of

nothing better."

"Can't agree with you, quite," said Col-

ter. "You must remember that Paul is a

line fellow, too."

"None finer."

"Very well. This is a love-match jnire

aud sim]»le. and we see too few of them
nowadays. Polly is a star. Now, the idea
of a little lack of money coming between
tiiem I It's ridiculous. It isn't as if he
hadn't always had it. Besides, she has
enough and to spare for both of them.
Why. then, should she be induced to
marry a man she doesn't care for, just be-
cause it seems a connnon-sense arrange-
ment?"

Colter leaned forward and reduced his
voice to a whisper.

"I know something about this affair,"
he said. "It's a question of five hundred
thou.sand."

What is?" asked Semms.
"Her marriage with Paul. Her father

.says that if Paul can raise five hundred
thousand and show^ it to him, he will give

his consent". Otherwi.se, he will insist on
her marrying Stetnic, Avho is, by the way,
crazy about her."

"Why don't you let him have the

money?" said Semms, with a .satiric smile.

"You seem .^o much interested."

"That's wdiat I am going to do."

Every man started as he looked at Col-

ter in astonishment.

"Let him have it?" repeated Semms.
"You must be joking."

"Never was more serious in my life.

You believe that I have it?"

Colter was known as a several-times

millionaire, with a rather clo.se reputation,

how'ever.

"Oil, you have it all right," .said Wall-
ingford; "but what is the inducement?"

"Perfectly simple if you stop to think
of it. Payton is one of my dearest friends.

i-^o is Polly. I know that she wouldn't be
happy with Stetnic, especially as she is in

love w^ith Paul. Very well. If five hun-
dred thousand is going to set the whole
thing right, and make two people happy
for the rest of their lives, do you suppo.se

that I would hesitate? But I want you
fellow^s to help me out."

"What to do?"
"Paul is coming in now."
Colter put his hand down to his side,

wdiere there was a patent-leather bag.
"The money is here, in thousand-dollar

bills. Now^, I want you to take him aside

and hand it over to him . Tell him that it

has been placed in your hands by a friend,

who gives it to him freely until such time
as he can pay it back conveniently. Ex-
plain that this friend doesn't w\ant his
name known. Tell him the plain truth as
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I have told it to you, only don't give my
name away. Here it is. I mustn't be

seen with you."
Colter handed the bag to Semms, and

disappeared before there was time to re-

ply. In an instant Paul Payton came in-

to view in the corridor. The two men,
with the money in the bag between them,

looked at each other in consternation.

''What do you make of it?" asked

Semms.
''There is no knowing," replied Wall-

ingford, "what fool things some men will

do! The idea of Colter giving away any-

thing ! It is too funny ! On the other

hand, I never knew him to go back on
his word. Let's see

"

He picked up the bag, opened the

catch, and put his hand inside.

"It's there," he whispered, holding the

bag out to Semms.
"By Jove ! So it is. Crammed wdth

one-thousand-dollar bills. Well, my boy,

let's get this painful affair over. I'll get

Paul."
In a moment he returned with Payton.

The three men made their way into a pri-

vate dining-room, where Wallingford
turned the key.

"Old man," he said to Payton, who
looked at them in surprise, "don't be in-

sulted if I seem to pry into your affairs,

for I assure you there will be an explana-
tion at the end. But I understand that

you are in love with Miss Polly Price."

Payton smiled.

"I was," he said grimly, "up to
"

"Yes, we understand fully. Her father
has broken off the match, and, if his

plans mature, he will marry her to Stet-

nic. He has stated to you that if you had
money—a little matter of five hundred
thousand dollars—he would consent to

your marriage with her. But he has some
ambitions for her, or is controlled by her
mother, we don't know which. At any
rate, that's the situation."

"How did you know all this?" asked
Payton.
"From a friend of yours, who mshes to

remain incognito. He wants you to ac-

cept the money, so that you may marry
the girl that you are entitled to by all the
laws of love."

Wallingsford drev/ forth the bag and
turned the contents out on the table.

"Semms and I." he said, "have been

deputed to turn this money over to you,
from an unknown friend, and to say that

you can keep it as long as you like after

your marriage."
Payton remained silent for a long time.

He looked at the bundle of bills as they
had been dumped out on the table. He
looked alternately into the faces of his

friends. He looked out of the window at

the endless procession of automobiles.
Then he turned to Wallingford and said

quietly

:

"I'll accept this money on one condi-
tion."

"What is that?"
"That you meet me here to-morrow

afternon at this hour.'

"We'll be here."

The next morning Payton made his ap-
pearance at the office of Price & Company.
He carried a bag in his hand. He was ad-
mitted to the inner office after a slight de-

lay.

"Good morning, Mr. Price."

'Good morning, Mr. Payton. What can
I do for you?'
"The last time I saw you, you were good

enough to state frankly that you preferred
not to have me marry your daughter, be-

cause I had not cash enough.'
"You put it bluntly, but that was the

idea. I have a high regard for you per-

sonally, and "

"Oh, I know all about that. It was, I be-

lieve, a little matter of five hundred thou-
sand dollars."

"Yes."
"I have come with it."

,,

Payton opened up his bag,
"Here is the money," he said.

Price looked at the packages of bills all

neatly laid together.

"How do I know that is really your
money?" he said. "You might have bor-
rowed it."

Payton turned red with anger.
"There is only one way to prove that,"

he replied. "I propose to turn this money
over to you as a guarantee of good faith.

Just give me a receipt for it, and if I don't
marry your daughter, you can turn it back
to me. Does that answer vour objection?"

"Perfectly."

"And you will now keep your word?"
"Certainly."

Price smiled. There was a mystery
about this affair that he didn't understand,
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l.ut it wiis evident that there was nothing

,.lsc for hiiM to <lo. He was too good a

sport to ^o hack on Win word.

-Yon arc entirely at liberty to ni:nry

iiiv dan«;liter," he said.

"•'(loodl Do yon niin<l \vi-itin.u \\\<'. a

note to that eflVet?"

"I don't nnderstand."

"I siin|>ly want to show it to Polly."

"Certainiy." I'rif^' serihhled:

Dkak Polly:

It's all riiiht. Yon can marry hearer.

J)AL).

and handed it to Payton.

An hour later that young man faced

Mi.>NS Polly Price in her home.

Silently he handed her the note. She

read it and tnrned on him her flashing

eyes.

"I knew it would be all right," she

whispered.

'•r.nt it im't all right."

"What do you mean?"
"Do you snj»pose that I would marry a

girl who. in the first place, would consent

to give me up just because I didn't have

monev enough?"
"But Papa^^ "

"I know that your father insisted upon
it. hut that doesn't matter. If you had
really loved me you would never have con-

.HMited to such a base bargain. I just

wanted to prove that both you and he
were capable of such a thing. Now I shall

take this letter back, get my money from
him, return it to the man I borrowed it

from for twenty-four hours and congratu-
late you upon your approaching marriage
to Stetnic. (lood-by."

She threw herself upon him in a pas-

sion of tears.

"You mu-stn't!" she said. "Don't you
know that I have always loved you? It

isn't true that I submitted."
"Rut doesn't this prove it? Isn't the

fact that you are now willing to marry
me. when yesterday you were not "

"You forget that yesterday I merely
a.sked for time to consider "

"And isn't that enough? You were
too ready to marry the highest bidder. As
between the two of us, you might prefer
me, but it was only when I produced the
neces-sary cash."

"Paul, you are unreasonable. You
don't understand. Oh, dear! I cannot
explain. Won't vou believe me?"

But he rushed away from her and start-

ed down once more to her father's office.

He must keep that engagement at the

club, and return the money.

Suddenly, as he ran up the steps of

Price & Company, a hand was laid (tn his

shoulder. It was Wallingford.

"Old man, don't 1"

"Don't what?"

"Don't go in there. I have my car

right here. Rushed like mad to intercept

you. Got a hurry call from the man who
l)ut uj) that money. He says under no
circumstances must you go anywhere until

vou have seen him."
"Where is he?"
"At the club."

"Who is he?"
"You will know when you get there."

"But I must go up-stairs and get the

money."
"No! Not now. You may afterwards,

if you wish. But you are l)Ound to obey
his request first. Come ! Jump in."

In another instant they were whirling

up to the club. Neither spoke.

As they entered, both Senuiis and Colter

were waiting for them. Semms took Pay-
ton by the arm, and they filed into the

same room where they had pa.ssed over the

money on the day previous.

"Y^ou?" said Payton to Colter. "Can
it be possible, old man, that you "

Colter smiled at Wallingford.
"I gave you the money, didn't I?" he

said.

"You certainly did. And I can't thank
you enough," said Payton, "but

"

Colter smiled again.

"Don't thank me," he said. "Thank
Miss Price."

"What do you mean?"
"She gave me the money to give to

vou."
"Where did she get it?"

"From her father. She didn't propo.se

to give you up for a little matter of five

hundred thousand, and he agreed with
her. He has it back now all right."

Payton looked at him in amazement.
"Why, I thought her father Avanted

Stetnic to marry her."

Colter smiled fbr the third time.

"Nonsense!" he said quietly. "It was
her mother."



Should the Gifted Marry?

By

Minna Thomas Antrim

WHY Art and Marriage should be

deemed aiitagonistie is a vexatious

l)roblem. When a woman who has

extraordinary artistry marries, straight-

way the public- begins to prophesy. A
singer, an actress, or a writer of import-
ance rarely opens the door to Hymen
without at once hearing the clamor of i)ro-

test at the window.
It is alleged that great artists are cham-

eleons in love. This is not true. The
quicksand that engulfs the temperamental
artist is oftene.st impulse. She mistakes

the flare of passion for the flame of love,

forgetting that misdirected passion event-

ually destroys art. The emotional woman
.shoidd study man as an individual l)efore

she accepts him as a husband. It is no
more good for an artist to live alone than
it is for lesser folk. God made a mate for

everything worth-while, not only in order

to reproduce the species, but that the two
might be companions. Lonliness destro3^«

more lives than war. Propinquity should
not be the ground of union, however. The
married Moth is foredoomed to the flame,

be she where she may. It is not in her to

be wise, or loyal. She has not enough
soul to make even Satan long for her. She
lives her silly little life, and is gone. But
the big artist has a big soul. This .she

divides equally between her ''work" and
her family. And among such are few
Castaways. The consecrated candle of the

Gifts leads much oftener to Heaven than
to the Nether World.

It is contended that the wear and tear of

the emotions, and the pangs of maternity,
act disastrously upon a singer's voice. Be
of good cheer, Trouble-Seeker. An
emotionalist rarley feels anything long
enough to make a lasting impre.ssion upon
vocal chords, heart, or mind. As to the
maternal end of it, in "that joy that

Cometh in the morning"' the perilous

night is quickly forgotten. So in his wis-

dom did God make mother's. Therefore,

since one must know in order to express

thrilling emotions, marriage and mother-
hood should vocally enrich rather than
deplete a singer. When given the right

of way, the gamut of human emotions
Ijroadens the mind, and deepens all life's

meanings. Until she loves and is loved,

the greatest artist has but a butterfly com-
prehen.sion of joy or pain. As to tho.se

"dangerous .reparations," if. for a season

she goes to fulfill the other half of her God-
given destiny, is she necessarily a less

faithful wife and mother? Far be it

from sanity to undervalue the body of

woman, l)ut it is a fact that the true artist

regards the physical part of her being as

of infinitely less importance than does

less gifted femininity. Verily, comeliness

is part of the artistic "business." To keep
her face unlined and her figure .slight, she

often labors, but a great actress would
gladly be plainer than two pike-staffs if

thereby .she could add to her artistr5^

Oddly, where .she is while working seems
equally of minor importance. She lets

her heart-life enthrall her absolutely when
her season closes. AVhen she begins to

work .she gives her mind dominion, for,

being conscientious, .she owes her public

the best that .she can give (for a large con-

sideration, it is true). In the wee sma'
hours before she sleeps, those far away are

not forgotten. God knows that.

No artist can serve a selfish husband
and a clamorous public satisfyingly. The
very basic principle of artistic .success is

jieace of mind, hence the artist confronted
])y hostile dome.stic conditions had better

l)ury her talent in the Napkin of Oblivion
than try to cultivate it in the House of

Contention. This by wav of the selfish
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„,;,(,.. i;(iiiii.|.c.l .loubly is a singer or

iiiiisii-ian wliose home life is happy. True,

the children of a great artist do miss their

mother when she is en tour, but later in

life they reap the splendid harvest of her

powers and prestige, whereas, had she,

thinking only of the present, stayed at

Ik.iiic, grieving in secret over her wasted

talent, would they have been better

motiiered? Wisdom often harvests late,

it is, moreover, contended that great sing-

ers are suin-emely .selfish. For the salva-

tion of your souls, give ear, Carpers.

Not .'JO many years ago that thousands

ill their forties may not recall her, a great

dinger, whose golden voice was just as big

.ind s|»ring-clear as her .soul, married. Now,
be whom A\c married was a man, and, in-

cidentally, at. heart a boy, who had been

mother-loved and indulged beyond the

average by his womankind. Destiny per-

mitted him to love and to be loved by a

I'l-ima-donna who wished to continue sing-

ing, for her public adored her. Briefly,

iier career was in its zenith. Her husband
elected to travel with her, so that those

dreaded separations should not intervene.

So it was for a long while. Finally, in

.spite of his joy in her joy, and
his pride in her laurels, he grew
weary of — ah, no. Sir Cynic —
weary of the divided-life. He
needed her all the time. His love had
grown so that he wanted more than he
could have of her delightful companion-
.-bip. Finally the great te.«t came. Well,
have I not .said her soul was as big and
<rystal-clear as her voice? All that she
had that was most precious she gave to

him, for that is how she read the book of
her love and his. Regret it? Who asks
does not remember her: who does, need
not a.sk.

The actre.-s has always been a target for
all sorts of forebodings. That anythina'
.save vanity could make a wife and mother
remain in or return to the profession, it

would take a heaven-sent herald to trum-
pet. Even then good mothers would sniff,
and yet Stageland has countless wives and
mothers who are above suspicion of vanity,
who are not so woman-like as womanly.
Oddly, it is very often her love for her un-
.succe.«.sful hu.sband, and her dominating
ambition for her clever children, that
keeps an actre.ss before the public. It is

a fact that actresses who play the role of

society belles feel nau.^eated that .such

shallow worldlings should be wives and
mothers, i^ or any other part rather than

such a travesty upon womanhood, would
a representative actress be ca.st. As in the

.singer's case, .so with the "stage favorite;"

rather than .see her hu.s})and struggling

along in the role of Atlas, or hear her darl-

ings vainly wishing for things that other

little girls and boys have, the actress-

mother spends part of the year away from
the home that her talent has filled with

luxuries and comforts, solely for the .«ake

of others. Many an elderly leading wom-
an drags a more than weary body over

thousands of miles, bearing ills we know
not of, not becau.se she loves admiration
inordinately, ])ut because .«he wishes her

loved ones to fare sumptuously every day,

when she is gone, and to have all that

there is—anon. Unselfish love keeps an
actre.ss young, and gives her voice that de-

licious timbre that makes every line tell.

After marriage, an actre.ss has a thousand
hidden sources from which to draw^ inspir-

ation wdien ''creating a part." One has

only to note her devotion to her dog to see

that the maternal instinct is not dormant.
Fido is a poor sub.stitute, but she loves

him. As a mother, .she is thrice careful,

for w^ho better than she knows the danger
of the wrong environment for impres.sion-

able young minds.
,
She is not a -=enti-

mentali.st, but when her little ones grow
older, and the wolf prowls near her girls,

or the cynic Avould throw^ mud into the

minds of her boys, .she is a tower of

strength and tact.

The writer gains as richly as the others

through personal experience,—possibly in

greater degree. Most women writers of

extraordinary distinction are married. To
whom but waves and mothers is the \vorld

indebted for those modest little master-

l^ieces of home life that have blended

laughter and tears? It is not necessarily

the happy wife w^ho writes the best fiction,

but it is .still the woman who "under-

stands." It is the woman who has drain-

ed the chalice of love. If in the bottom

she has found the bitter dregs, will this not

make her work the stronger after the first

smart of disillusion has pa.?sed? If she has

borne children and, God help her, laid

them aw^ay under the great Green Cover-

lid, is she not piteou.sly well-equipped to
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write of these little ones with a tenderness

almost divine? If, on the contrary, joy

has been and still is her portion, is she not

the divinely appointed missioner of dual-

blessedness?

In those more sheltered avenues where
talented women strive, marriage and art

are a more serious combination. Where
the finished work must be sent out from
home by schedule, where absolute isola-

tion or silence is a desideratum, the double
knot has its drag-backs. Nothing short of

Amazonian strenglh, allied to genius, can
"achieve notable success in Poverty Hall.

Petty cares, like microbes, are under-
ground workers for oblivion. Even a brave
spirit quails before a halff-empty larder

and a coal-bin that echoes dreaily. Housed
with a happy-go-lucky, ailing, or mediocre
husband, the seeker for artistic recogni-

tion is foredoomed to obscurity. True, if

she has a great gift, she will succeed, be-

cause from the beginning her talent was
ordained to Avork out the better, stronger

part of her ego. If her gift is merely well

indicated, she may be heard of, but not so

quickly as though with unhampered
mind and hands she could pur.sue the art

in which she hopes to shine. Having
wedded unwisely, it is a clever wife who
considers motherhood the fine^st ''career."

It is, for one whose gift is not sufficiently

great for financial betterment. Art for

art's sake is only for those few who, after

much tribulation and hard labor, walk
among the Elect. Art for art's—and
money's—sake is much more admiraljle

at times. The wife who neglects her du-

ties and her children while she postures

before the .-shrine of the Immortals, is not

as likely to become one of them, as .she

who bides her time, ministering the while

to the needs of dependent ones. Her op-

portunity may come by undreamed-of cir-

clings. But for a woman with much lik-

ing, but little talent, for a given vocation,

to pursue the will-o'-the-wisp of fame per-

sistently, while her children go underfed,
and her husband goes unkempt and com-
panionless, is criminal. That their hus-

bands hate their work, or are jealous of

their art, is the cry of these pseudo-artrsts.

Even were it true, is it any wonder when
in looking for a wife, the hapless man too

often finds a .stone woman.
To sum up, while it is positively here-

tical to insist that a great artist who mar-
ries necc-^sarily jeopardizes her art, it is as

absolutely true that a little artist jeopard-

izes her marital happiness by over-estimat-

inii her talent.

The most abundant thing in

Canada is natural wealth

;

The mo.'^t noteworthy thing, strong men
The most dangerous thing, sectionalism

And the most to I e desired thing

—

A Pan-Canadian viewpoint.—Witness
the Reciprocity discussions.
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W\\
II lined llic Pifty-iiiile River;

wc wei'c in a <>iant valley;

tier after tier of beucliland

Id sentinel mountains of auster-

urandeur. There at the bottom

little river twisted like a silver wire,

,,.. diiwii it rolled the ea,u;er army. They
hattored the silence into wildest echo,

I hey roused the hears out of their frozen

sleep; the forest flamed from their careless

(ires.

'I'he river was our beast of burden now\
a tireless, ji;entle beast. Serenely and
smoothly it bore us onward, yet there was
a note of menace in its sonp;. They had
told us of the canyon and of the rapids,

and as we pulled at the oars and battled
with the mosquitoes, we wondered when
the danticr was comin.o, how Ave would
fare through it when it came.

Then one evening a.s we were sweeping
down the placid river, the current sudden-
ly (luickened. The l)anks were slidin.o-

l)ast at a strange .s]>eed. Swiftly we swept
around a bend, and there we were right
•>n top of the dreadful canyon. Straight
ahead was what .''cemed to be a solid wall
<^f rock. The river looked to have no out-
let

; but a.s we drew nearer we saw that
there was a narrow chasm in the .stony
face, and at this tlie water was rearing and
charging with an angry roar.

The current wa.s gripping us angrily
uow;^ there was no chance to draw back.
At his post stood the Jam-wagon with the
keen alert look of the man who loves dan-

ger. A thrill of excitement ran through

us all. VCiih set faces we prepared for

the fight.

I was in the bow. All at once I saw

directly in front a scow struggling to make
the shore. In her there were three people,

two women and a man. I saw the man
jump out with a rope and try to snub the

.scow to a tree. Three times he failed,

running along the bank and shouting
frantically. T saw one of the w^omen
jump for the .shore. Then at the same
instant the rope parted, and the .scow,

with the remaining woman, went swirl-

ing on into the canyon.

CHAPTER XIII.

All this I saw, and so fascinated was
I that I forgot our ow^n peril. I heard a

shrill scream of fear; I saw the solitary

woman crouch dowm in the bottom of the
scow, burying her face in her hands; I

saw the scow rise, hover, and then plunge
downward into the angry maw of the can-
yon .

The river hurried us on helplessly. "We
were in the canyon now. The air grew
dark. On each side, so close it seemed
we could almost touch them w^ith our
oars, w^ere black, ancient walls, towering
up dizzily. The river seemed to leap and
buck, its middle arching four feet higher
than its sides, a veritable hog-back of w^a-

ter. It bounded on in great billows, green,
hillocky and terribly swift, like a liquid
toboggan .slide. We phuiged forward,
heaved aloft, and the black, mos-s-i^tained

walls l)rindled past us.
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Aljoiit midway in the canyon is a huge
lia.sinj Hke the old crater of a volcano, slop-

ing upwards to the pine-fringed skyUne.

Here was a giant edciy, and here, circUng

round and round, was the runaway scow.

The forsaken woman was still crouching
on it. The light was quite wan, and w^e

were half blinded by the Hying spray, but

1 clung to my place at the bow and watch-

ed intently,

"Keep clear of that scow," I heard
some one shout. "Avoid the eddy."

It was almost too late. The ill-fated

scow spun round and swooped down on
us. In a moment we would have been
struck and overturned, but I saw Jim and
the Jam-w^agon give a desperate strain at

the oars. 1 saw the scow swirling past,

just two feet from us. I looked again

—

then with a wild panic of horror I saw
that the crouching figure was that of

Berna.

I remember jumping—it nmst have
been five feet—and I landed half in, half

out of the water. I remember clinging a

moment, then pulling myself aboard. 1

heard shouts from the others as the cur-

rent swept them into the canyon. I re-

member looking round and cursing be-

cause both sweeps had been lost over-

board, and lastly I remember bending over

Berna and shouting in her ear:

"All right, I'm with you!"
If an angel had dropped from high

heaven to her rescue I don't believe the

girl could have been more impressed. For
a moment she stared at me unbelievingly.

I was kneeling by her and she put her
hands on my shoulders a.s if to prove to

herself that I was real. Then, with a half-

sob, half-cry of joy, she clasped her arms
tightly around me. Something in the

girl's look, something in the touch of her
slender, clinging form made my heart

exult. Once again I shouted in her ear.

"It's all right, don't be frightened. We'll
pull through, all right."

Once more we had whirled off into the

main current; once more we were in that

roaring torrent, with its fearsome dips and
rises, its columned walls corroded wnth age
and filled with the gloom of eternal twi-

light. The water smashed and battered

as, whirled us along relentlessly, lashed us
in heavy sprays; yet with closed eyes and
thudding hearts we waited. Then .sudden-

ly the light grew strong again. The pri-

maeval walls were gone. We were sweep-
ing along smoothly, and on either side of

us the valley sloped in green plateaus u[)

to the smiling sky.

I unlocked my arms and peered down
to where her face lay half hidden on my
breast.

"Thank God, I was able to reach you!"
'"Yes, thank God!" she answered faint-

ly. "Oh, I thought it was all over. I

nearly died with fear. It was terrible.

Thank God for you!"
But .she had scarce spoken when I real-

ized, with a vast shock, that the danger
was far from over. We were hurrying
along helplessly in that fierce current, and
already I heard the roar of the Squaw
Rapids. Ahead, I could see them danc-
ing, boiling, foaming, blood-red in the

.sunset glow.

"Be brave, Berna," I liad to .shout

again; "we'll l)e all right. Trust me,
dear!"

She, too, was staring ahead with dilat-

ed eyes of fear. Yet at my words she be-

came wonderfully calm, and in her face

there was a great, glad look that made my
heart rejoice. She nestled to my side.

Once more she waited.

We took the rapids broadside on, but
the scow was light and very strong. Like
a cork in a milbstream we tos.sed and spun
around. The vicious, mauling wolf-pack

of the river heaved us into the air, and
worried us as we fell. Drenched, deafen-

ed, stunned with fierce nerve-shatteriug

blows, every moment we thought to go
under. We were in a caldron of fire. The
roar of doom was in our ears. Giant hands
with claws of foam were clutching, buffet-

ing us. Shrieks of fury a.ssailed us, as

demon to.ssed us to demon. Was there

no end to it? Thud, crash, roar, .sicken-

ing us to our hearts; lurching, leaping,

beaten, battered . . . then all at once
came a calm; we mu.st be past; we opened
our eyes.

AYe were again sweeping i-ound a bend
in the river in the shadow of a high bluff.

If we could only make the bank—but,

no! The current hurled us along once
more. I saw it sweep under a rocky face

of the hillside, and then I knew that the
worst was coming. For there, about two
hundred yards away, were the dreaded
Whitehorse Rapids.

"Close vour eves, Berna!" I cried. "Lie
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,l.,wn on the l.ultom. Pray tus you never

|.iiiyi'(l bc'lnre/"

Uc wt'iv »»ii iIriii ii"\v. 1 he loeUy

hanks cloM- in till Uic-y nearly meet. They

rurni a narrow gateway ot rock, and

lhr.piii;li Iho^e elose-set jaws tlie raging

liNcr lia,> to i)ass. Leaping, era.^hing over

il.-< l.onlder-slrewn bed, gaining in terrible

inipeUis at every leap, it gatliers speed for

its last desperate burst for freedom. Then

widi a great roar it eharges the gap.

r>nt there, right in the way, is a giant

l.onlder. Water meets rock in a erasli of

ti'rrilie onset. The river is beaten, broken,

thrown back on itself, and with a baitled

roar ri.<es high in tlie air in a raging hell

of spume and tempest. For a moment the

eha.-in is a battleground of the elements, a

lieree, titaiiie struggle. Then the river,

wreneiung free, fails into tlie ba.sin below.

•'Lie down, Berna, and hold on to me!"
We both dropped down in the bottom

of the seow, and she cla.sped me so tightly

1 marvelled at the strength of her. i felt

iier wet cheek pressed to mine, her lips

clinging to my lips.

"Now, dear, just a moment and it will

all be over."

Once again the angry thunder of the

waters. The scow took them nose on, rid-

ing gallantly. Again we were tossed like

a leather in a whirlwind, pitchforked from
wrath to wrath. Once more, swinging,
swerving, straining, we pelted on. On
pinnacles of terror our hearts poised nak-
edly. The waters danced a fiery saraband

;

each wave was a demon lashing at us as

we passed ; or again they were like fear-

maddened horses with whipping manes of

llame. We clutched each other convul-
sively. Would it never, never end . . .

then . . . then . . .

It seemed the last had come. Up, up
we went. We seemed to hover uncertain-
ly, lilteil. hair-poi.-ed over a yawning gulf.
Were we going to upset? But, nol'W^e
rightel. Dizzily we dipped over; steeply
we plunge 1 down. Oh. it was terrible!

Then, swamped from bow to stern, lialf

turned over, wrecked and broken, we swept
into the peaceful basin of the river below\

CHAPTER XIV.
On the flats around the Wliite Horse

Ivapids was a great large.ss of wild flowers.
The shooting stars gladdened the glade

with gold; the bluebells brimmed the

woodland hollow with amethyst; the tire-

weed splashed the hills with the pink of

coral. Daintily swinging, like ciu.stered

[)earls, were the petals of the orchid. In

glorious profusion were begonias, violets,

and Iceland poppies, and all w'as in a set-

ting of the keenest emerald. But over the

others dominated the wild rose, dancing

everywhere and flinging perfume to the

joyful breeze.

Boats and scows were lined up for miles

along the river shore. On the banks wa
ter-soaked outfits lay drying in the sun.

We, too, had shipped much water in our

passage, and a few' days would be needed
to dry out again. So it was that I found
some hours of idleness and was able to

see a good deal of Berna.

Madam Winklestein I found surprising-

ly gracious. She smiled on me, and in

her teeth, like white quartz, the creviced

gold gleamed. She had a smooth, flatter-

ing way with her that disarmed enmity.
Winklestein, too, had conveniently for-

gotten our last interview, and extended
to me the paw of spurious friendship. I

was free to see Berna as much as I cliose.

Thus it came about that we rambled
among the woods and hills, picking wild
flowers and glad almost with the joy of

children. In these few days I noted a vast

change in the girl. Her cheeks, pale as the

petals of the wild orchid, seemed to steal

the tints of the briar-rose, and her eyes

beaconed with the radiance of sun-waked
skies. It w^as as if in the poor child a

long-stifled capacity for joy was glowing
into being.

One golden day, with her cheeks softly

flushed, her eyes shining, she turned to

me.
"Oh, I could be so happy if I only had

a chance, if I only had the chance other
girls have. It would take so little to make
me the happiest girl in the world--just
to have a home, a plain, simple home
where all was sunshine and peace, just to

have the commonest comforts, to love and
be loved. That would be enough." She
sighed and went on:

''Then if I might have books, a little

music, flowers—oh, it seems like a dream
of heaven ; as well might I sigh for a

palace."

"No palace could l)e too fair for you,
Berna, no prince too noble. Some day,
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your prince will come, and you will give

him that great love I told you of once."

Swiftly a shadow came into the bright

eyes, the sweet mouth curved pathetically.

''Not even a beggar will seek me, a

poor nameless girl travelling in the train

"You cared for your grandfather; you
gave him your whole heart, a love full of

self-sacrifice, of renunciation. Now he is

gone, you will love again, but the next

will be to the last, as wine is to water. And
the day will come when you will love

"THEN, WITH A HALF SOB. HALF CRY OF JOY. SHE
CLASPED HER ARMS TIGHTLY AROUND ME."

of dishonor . . . and again, I will never

love."

"Yes, you will indeed, girl—infinitely,

supremely. I know you, Berna; you'll

love as few women do. Your dearest will

be all your world, his smile your heaven,

his frown your death. Love was at the

fashioning of you, dear, and kissed your

lips and sent you forth, saying, 'There

goeth my handmaiden.'
"

I thought for a while ere I went on.

grandly. Yours will be a great, consum-
ing passion that knows no limit, no as-

suagement. It will be your glory and
your shame. For him will your friends
be foes, your light darkness. You will go
through fire and water for your beloved's
sake

;
your parched lips will call his name,

your frail hands cling to him in the sha-
dow of death. Oh, I know, I know. Love
has set you apart. You will immolate
yourself on his altars. You will dare, defy
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^,j,l ,ii,. i„,. liini. I'm sorry for you,

icniii." . ]

1 1,
1- face liiiiig »lu\vu, her lips (jLiivercd.

Ls lur me, I wns surprised at my words

nd scarce knew what i w;us saym«i.

At last she spoke.

•ll" ever 1 loved like that, the man L

i.vcd must be a king amonj;- men, a hero,

Imnst a god."

•iVrliaps, Berna, perhaps; but not

lecdfully. ill- may be a grim man with

, face of power and passion, a virile, dom-

iiant brute, but—well, 1 think he will be

iiore of a god. Let's change the subject."

[ I'nimd she had all the sad sophistica-

i.iii of the lowly-born, yet with it an in-

iiuible sense of purity, a delicate horror

f the physical phases of love. She was a

inely motived creature with impossible

ilcais, but out of her stark knowledge of

ifc she was naively outspoken.

Once 1 a.sked of her:

•Bcrna, if you had to choose between

k'ath and dishonor, which would you
iri'fcr?"

•heath, of course," she answered
ilnlilptly.

•heath's a pretty hard proposition," I

ommented.
"No, it's ea.^jy

;
physical death, compar-

d with the other, compared with moral
leath."

She was very emphatic and angry with

lie for my hazarded demur. In an at-

iio.sphere of disillusionment and moral
liasma she clung undauntedly to her
leals. Never was .such a brave spirit, so

eterniined in goodness, so upright in

lurity, and I blessed her for her unfalter-

ng words. "May .such sentiments as

ours," I prayed, "be ever mine. In doubt,
lespair, defeat, oh Life, take not aw^ay
rom mo my faith in the pure heart of
roman !"

Often I watched her thoughtfully, her
lim, well-poised ligure, her grey eyes that
rere fuller of soul than any eyes I have
ver seen, her brown hair wherein the sun-
hine loved to pick out threads of gold,
ler delicate features with their fine patri-
ian quality. We were dreamers twain,
lut while my outlook was gay Mdth hope,
lers was dark with despair.

"^

Since the
pi.-^ode of the scov I had never ventured
o kiss her, but had treated her with a
urious reserve, respect and courtesy.
Indeed. I was diagnosing my ca.se, w^on-

dering if 1 loved her, affirming, doubting

on a very see-.savv of indetermination.

When with her I felt for her an inten.se

fondness and at times an almost irrespon-

sible tenderness. My eyes rested longing-

ly on her, noting with trenuilous joy the

eni-ves and shading of her face, and find-

ing in its very defects, beauties.

When 1 was away from her—oh, the

ea.<eless longing that was almost pain, the

fanciful elaboration of our last talk, the

hint of her graces in bird and fiower and
tree! I wanted licr wildly, and the

thought of a world empty of her was mon-
strous. 1 wondered how in the past we
had both existed and how I had lived,

careless, happy and serenely indifferent. 1

tried to think of a time when she should

no longer have power to make my heart

quicken with joy or contract with fear

—

and the thought of such a state was in-

sufferable pain. Was I in love? Poor,

fatuous fool! I w^anted her more than
everything else in all the w^orld, yet I

hesitated and asked myself the question.

Hundreds of boats and scows w^ere run-

ning the rapids, and we watched them
with an imtiring fascination. That was
the most exciting spectacle in the whole
world. The issue was life or death, ruin

or salvation, and from dawn till dark, and
with every few minutes of the day, was
the breathless climax repeated. The faces

of the actors were sick with dread and
anxiety. It was curious to study the vari-

ous expressions of the human counten-

ance unmasked and confronted wdth gib-

bering fear. Yes, it was a vivid drama, a
drama of cheers and tears, always thrilling

and often tragic. Every day were bodies

dragged ashore. The rapids demanded
their tribute. The men of the trail must
pay the toll. Sullen and bloated the river

disgorged its prey, and the dead, wdthout
prayer or pause, w^ere thrown into name-
less graves.

On our first day at the rapids we met
the halfbreed. He was on the point of

starting dow'n-stream. Where \vas the
bank clerk? Oh. yes; they had up.set com-
ing through; when la.st he had seen little

Pinklove he •was struggling in the water.

However, they expected to get the body
every hour. He had paid two men to find

and bury it. He had no time to w^ait.

We did not blame him. In those wild
days of headstrong hurry and gold-delir-
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ium human life meant little. "Another
floater," one would say, and carelessly turn

away. A callousness to death that was al-

most mediseval was in the air, and the

friends of the dead hurried on, the richer

by a partner's outfit. It was all new.
strange, sinister to me, this unveiling of

life's naked selfishness and lust.

Next morning they found the body, a

poor, shapeless, sodden thing with such a

crumpled skull. My thoughts went back
to the sweet-faced girl who had wept .so

bitterly at his going. Even then, maybe,
she was thinking of him, fondly dream-
ing of his return, seeing the glow of tri-

umph in his boyish eyes. She would wait

and hope; then .she would wait and de-

spair; then there would be another white-

faced woman saying. "He went to the

Klondyke and never came back. We
don't know what became of him."

Verily, the way of the gold-trail was
cruel.

Berna was with me when they buried
him.

"Poor boy, poor Ijoy!" she repeated.

"Yes, poor little beggar! He was so

quiet and gentle. lie was no man for

the trail. It's a funny world."

The coffin was a box of uui)lanod
l)oards loo.'^ely nailed together, and the

men were for putting him into a grave on
top of another coffin. I protested, ,so sul-

lenly they proceeded to dig a new grave.

Berna looked very unhappy, and when
she saw that crude, .shapeless pine coffin

.she broke oown and cried bitterly.

At last she dried her tears and with a

happier look in her eyes bade me wait a
little until i^he returned. Soon again .^he

came back, carrying some folds of black
sateen over her arm. As .she ripped at

this with a pair of scissors, I noticed there
was a deep frilling to it. Also a bright
blu.sh came into her cheek at the curious
slance I gave to the somewhat skimpy
lines of her .skirt. But the next in.«tant

.she was bu.sy stretching and tacking the
black material over the coffin.

The men had completed the new grave.

It was only three feet deep, but the water
coming in had prevented them from dig-

ging further. As we laid the coffin in the
hole it looked quite decent now in its

])lack covering. It floated on the water,
but after some clods had been thrown
down, it sank with many gurglings. It

was as if the dead man protested against

his bitter burial. We watched the grave-

diggers throw a few more shovelsful of

earth over the place, then go off whistling.

Poor little Berna! she cried steadily. At
last she said:

"Let's get .some flowers."

So out of briar-roses she fa.shioned a

cross and a wreath, and we laid them rev-

erently on the muddy heap that marked
the bank clerk's grave.

Oh. the pitiful mockery of it!

CHAPTER XV
Soon I knew that Berna and I nnist part

and but two nights later it came. It was
near jiiidnight, yet in no ways dark, and
everywhere the camp w^as astir. We were
.sitting by the river, I remember, a little

way from the boats. Where the sun had
set, the .sky was a luminous veil of ravish-

ing green, and in the elusive light her face

seemed wanly sweet and dreamlike.

A sad spirit ru.stled amid the .shivering

willows and a great sadness had come over

the girl. All the happiness of the past

few days seemed to have eljbed away from
her and left her empty of hope. As she

sat there, .silent and with hands clasped,

it was as if the ."shadows that for a little

had lifted, now enshrouded her with a

greater gloom.
"Tell me your trouble, Berna."
She shook her head, her eyes wide as

if trving to read the future.

"Nothing."
Her voice Avas almost a whisper.

"Ye.s, there is. I know. Tell me, won't
you?"

Again she shook her head.
"What's the matter, little chum?"
"It's nothing; it's only my foolishne.ss."

"If I tell you, it wouldn't help me any.
And then—it doesn't matter. You
wouldn't care. Why .should you care?"

She turned away from me and seemed
al)sorbed in bitter thought.

"Care! why, yes, I would care; I do
care. You know I would do anything in
the world to help you. You know I would
be unhappv if vou were unhappv. You
know

—

"Then it would only worry you."
She was regarding me anxiously.
"Now you mu.st tell me, Berna. It will

worry me indeed if you don't."
Once more she refused. I pleaded with
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her gently. I coaxed, I entreated. She

was very reluctant, yet at last she yielded.

"Well if I must," she said; "but it's

all HO sordid, so mean, I hate myself; i

despise myself that I should have to tell

it

"

'she kneaded a tiny handkerchief ner-

vou.slv in lior fingers.

"You know how nice Madam Winkles-

t.Mn's been to mo lately—bought me new

clothes, given me trinkets. Well, there s

a reason—she's got her eye on a man tor

n.o."

1 gave an oxrlamation of surprise.

"Yes; vou know she's let us go together

—it's all" to draw him on. Oh, couldn't

you .see it? Didn't you suspect some-

tiiing? You don't know how bitterly they

hate you."

I bit my lip.

"Who's the man?"
".Tack Locasto."

I started.

"Have you hoard of him?" she asked.

"He's got a niilli(»n-(lollar claim on Bon-

anza."

Had I heard of him? Who had not

heard of Black Jack, his spectacular poker

))l:ivs. his niotcoric rise, his theatric dis-

].lay?

"Of course he's married," she went on,

''but that doesn't matter up here. There's

such a thing as a Klondyke marriage, and
thev sav he behaves well to his discarded

mis—""
"Berna!" angry and aghast, I had .stop-

pod her. "Never let me hear you utter

that word. Even to sav it seems pollu-

tion."

She laughed harshlv. l)itterlv.

"What's this whole life but pollution?

. . . . Well, anyway, he wants me."
"But vou wouldn't. surelv a'ou

wouldn't?"
She turned on mo fiercely.

"Wliat do you take me for? Surely you
knnw me better than that. Oh. you al-

most make me hate you."

Suddoidy .she pressed the little handker-
chief to her eyes. She fell to sobbing
convulsively. Vainly I tried to soothe her.
whispering:

"Oh. my dear, tell me all about it. I'm
sorry, girl. I'm sorry."

She cea.^ed crying. She went on in her
fierce, excited way.

"He came to the I'ostaurant in Bennett.

He used to watch me a lot. His eyes were

always following me. I was afraid. I

trembled when I served him. He liked

to see me tremble, it gave him a feeling

of power. Then he took to giving me pre-

•sents, a diamond ring, a heart-.shaped lock-

et, costly gifts. I wanted to return them,

but she wouldn't let me, took them from

me, put them away. Then he and she had

long talks. I know it was all about me.

That was why I came to you that night

and begged you to marry me—to save

me from him. Now it's gone from bad

to worse. The net's closing round me in

spite of my flutterings."

"But he can't get you against your

will," I cried.

"No! No! but he'll never give up.

He'll try so long as I resist him. I'm nice

to him just to humor him and gain time.

I can't tell you how much I fear him.

They say he always gets his way with wo-

men. He's masterly and relentless.

There's a cold, sneering command in his

smile. You hate him but you obey him."

"He's an immoral monster, Berna. He
spares neither time nor monev to gratify

his whims where a woman is concerned.

And he has no pity."

"I know, I know."

"He's inten.sely masculine, handsome in

a vivid, gipsy sort of way ; big, strong and
compelling, but a callous libertine."

"Yes, he's all that. And can you won-
der then my heart is full of fear, that I

am distracted, that I a.sked you what I

did. He is relentless and of all women he
wants me. He would break me on the

wheel of dishonour. Oh, God !"

Her face grew almost tragic in its des-

pair.

"And everything's against me; they're

all helping him. I haven't a single friend,

not one to stand by me, to aid me. Once
I thought of you. and you failed me. Can
you wonder I'm nearly crazy with the

terror of it? Can you wonder I was des-

perate enough to ask you to save me?
I'm all alone, friendless, a poor weak girl.

No, I'm wrong. I've one friend—death:
and I'll die, I'll die, I swear it, before I

let him get me."

Her Avords came forth in a torrent, half
choked by sobs. It was hard to get her
calmed. Never had I thought her capable
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of such force, such passion. I was terribly

distressed and at a loss how to comfort her.

"Hush, Berna," I pleaded, "plea.se don't

say such things. Remember you have a

friend in me, one that would do anything
in his power to help you."

She looked at me a moment.
"How can you help me?"
I held both of her hands firmly, look-

ing into her eyes.

"By marrying you. Will you marry
me, dear? Will you be my wife?"

"No!"
I started. "Berna!"
"No! I wouldn't marry you if you were

the la>t man left in the world," she cried

vehemently.
"Why?" I tried to be calm.

"Why ! why, you don't love me
;
you

don't care for me."
"Yes, I do, Berna. I do indeed, girl.

Care for you! Well, I care .so much that

—I beg you to marry me."
"Yes, yes, but you don't love me right,

not in your great, grand way. Not in the

way you told me of. Oh, I know; its part

j)ity, part friendship. It would Ije differ-

ent if I cared in the same way, if—if I

didn't care so very much more."
"You do, Berna; vou love me like

tliat?"

"How do I know? How can T tell?

How can any of us tell?"

"No, dear," I said, "love has no limits,

no bounds, it is always holding something
in reserve. There are yet heights beyond
the heights, that mock our climbing, never
perfection; no great love but might have
been eclipsed by a greater. There's a mas-
ter key to every heart, and we poor fools

delude ourselves with the idea we are open-
ing all the doors. AVe are on sufferance,
we are only understudies in the love
drama, but fortunately the star seldom ap-
pears on the .scene. However, this I

know "

I rose to my feet.

"Since the moment I set eyes on you,
T loved you. Long before I ever met you,
I loved you. I was just waiting for you,
waiting. At first I could not understand,
T did not know what it meant, but now
T do, beyond the peradventure of a doubt

:

there never was any but you, never will

be any but you. Since the beginning of
time it was all planned that I should love
you. And you, how do you care?"

She stood up to hear my words. She
would not let me touch her, l>ut there was
a great light in her eyes. Then she

spoke and her voice was vibrant w^th pas-

sion, all indifference gone from it.

"Oh, you blind! you coward! Couldn't
you see? Couldn't you feel? That day
on the scow it came to me—Love. It was
such as I had never dreamed of, rapture,

ecstasy, anguish. Do jou know what I

wished as we went through the rapids?

I wished that it might be the end, that

in such a supreme moment we might go
down clinging together, and that in death
I might hold you in my arms. Oh, if

you'd only Ijeen like that afterwards, met
love open-armed with love. But no ! you
>lipped back to friendship. I feel as if

there were a barrier of ice between us now.
I will try never to care for you any more.
Now leave me, leave me, for I never want
to see you again."

"Yes, you will, you must, you must.

Berna. I'd sell my immortal .soul to win
that love from you, my dearest, my dear-

est; I'd crawl around the Avorld to ki.ss

your shadow. If you called to me I would
come from the ends of the earth, through
storm and darkness, to your side. I love

you so, I love you so."

I crushed her to me, I kissed her mad-
ly, yet she was cold.

."Have you nothing more to say than

fine words?" she asked.

"Marrv me, marrv me." I repeated.

"Now?"
Now! I hesitated again. The .sudden-

ness of it was like a cold douche. God
know^s, I burned for the girl, yet .somehow
convention clamped me.
"Now if you wi.sh," I faltered ; "but bet-

ter when we get to Dawson. Better when
I've made good up there. Give me one
year, Berna, one year and then "

"One year!"
The sudden gleam of hope vani.shed

from her eyes.
,
For the third time I was

failing her, yet my cursed prudence over-

rode me.
"Oh, it will pass swiftly, dear. You

will be quite .safe. I will be near you and
watch over you."

I rea.s.sured her, anxiously explaining
how much better it would be if we waited
a little.

"One year!" she repeated, and it .seem-

ed to me her voice was toneless. Then she
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IuiimmI I.. iiK" in a sikLUmi spate of passion.

I,,.,, f.,,.,. |,|,.;Mliiiu. runowcl. wivlcIuHlly

.sit I. ,

"Oil, iMV (k'iir. my tloar, I love yon !»('(-

tcr tliii'n ll'u- wlioli' world, hnl I hoped yon

woidd cart' oiion.uli lor nic to marry nu'

iiuw. It woidd have heeu best, l)eheve

nil-. I Ihon^ht you would rise to tlie oe-

r;i.>^.'^ion, hut you've failed ni(\ Well, be

it so, we'll wait one year."

"Yes, believe lue, trust me, dear; it will

be all ri.uht. I'll work for you, .slave for

voti. think only of you, and in twelve

-hort months— I'll ftive my whole life to

make vou happy."
••win you. dear? Well, it doe.^n't mat-

liT now ... I've loved you."*******
All that ni<ilit I wrestled with my.self.

I felt like 1 oiioht to marry her at once

to shield her from the dan,uers that eneom-
passed her. She was like a hwnh anions-

a paek of wolves. I juggled with my eon-

scienee. 1 was young and marriage to me
seemed such a terribly all-important .step.

Yet in the end my better nature

trium))hed, and ere the camp was astir

1 arose. T was going to marry Berna that

day. .\ feeling of relief came over me.
I low had it ever seemed po.-^.sible to delay.

I was elated beyond measure.
T hurried to tell her, I pictured her joy.

I was almost breathle&s. Love words
trembled on my tongue tip. It seemed to

me T could not bear to wait a moment.
Then as I reached the place where they

had re.^ted I gazed unbelievingly. A
siekening .sense of lo.ss and failure crush-
ed me.

For the .scow^ was gone.

CHAPTER XVI
It was three days before we made a start

again, and to me each day was like a vear.
T chafed bitterly at the delay. Would
those sacks of flour never dry? Longing-
ly 1 gazed down the big. ' blue Y^ikon
and eur.sed the current that was every mo-
ment carrying her further from me. 'Whv
her sudden departure? I had no doubt it

was enforced. I dreaded danger. Then in
a while I grew calmer. I w'as foolish to
worry. She was safe enough. We would
meet in Daw.son.

At last we were under way. Once more
we si)ed down the devious river, now swir-
ling under the shadow of a steep bank,

n(jw steering ar(»und a sandpit. The .scen-

ery was hideous to me, blull's of clay with

pines peei>ing (»ver their rims, willow-

fi^inged (lats. swamps of niggerhead, ugly

di'ab bills in endless monotony.

How full of kinks and hooks was the

river! How vicious with snags! How
treacherous with eddies! It was beginning

to bulk in my thought almost like an ob-

.session. Then one day Lake Labarge burst

oil my delighted eyes. The trail was near-

ing its end.

Once more with swelling sail we drove

before the wind. Once more we were in a

llect of Argonaut boats, and now-, with the

goal in .'^ight, each man redoubled his ef-

forts. Perhaps the rich ground would be

all gone ere we reached the valley. Mad-
dening thought after what we had endur-

ed! We nuist get on.

There was not a man in all that fleet

but imagined that fortune awaited him
with open arms. They talked exultantly.

Their eyes shone with the gold-lust. They
strained at sweep and oar. To be beaten
at the la.st ! Oh, it was inconceivable ! A
tigerish eagerness filled them ; a panic of

fear and cupidity spured them on.

Labarge was a dream lake, mirroring
noble mountains in its depths (for soon
after we made it, a dead calm fell). But
we had no eyes for its beauty. The golden
magnet was drawing us too strongly now.
We cursed that exquisite serenity that

made us sweat at the oars we .sursed the
wind that never would ari.se ; the currents

that always were against us. In that

breathle.=5s tranquility myriads of mosqui-
toes assailed us, blinded us, covered oiu*

food as we ate, made our lives a perfect

hell of misery. Y"et the trail was nearing
its finish.

What a relief it was when a sudden
.storm came up ! White-caps to.ssed around
us, and the wind drove us on a precipitous

shore, so that we nearly came to a sorry

end. But it was over at la.st, and we swept
on into the Thirty-mile River.

A furious, hurling stream was this, that

matched our mad, impatient mood ; iDut it

was staked with hidden dangers. We
gripped our weary oars. Keenly alert we
had to be, steering and w^atching for

rocks that would have ripped us from boAv

to stern. There was a famously terrible

one on which scows smashed like egg
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shells under a hammer, and we missed it

by a bare handsbreadth. I felt sick to

think of our bitterness had we piled up on

it. That was an evil, ugly river, full of

capricious turns and eddies, and the bluffs

were high and steep.

Hottalinqua, Big Salmon, Little Sal-

mon, these are names to me now. All I

can remember is long days of toil at the

oar, fighting the growing obsession of mos-

quitoes, ever pressing on to the golden val-

ley. The ceaseless strain was beginning

to tell on us. We suffered from rheumat-

ism, we barked with cold. Oh, we were

weary, weary, yet the trail was nearing

its end.

One sunlit Sabbath evening I remember
well. We were drifting along and we
came on a lovely glade where a creek join-

ed the river. It was a green, velvety,

sparkling place, and by the creek were two
men whipsawing lunil)er. We hailed them
jauntily and asked them if they had found
])ros})ects. AVere they getting out lunil>er

for sluice-boxes?

One of the men came forward. He wa.^

very tired, very quiet, ver^^ solemn. ''No,"

he said, "we are sawing out a coffin for

our dead."
Then we saw a limp shape in their boat

and we hurried on, awed and abashed.

The river was mud color now, swirling

in great eddies or convulsed from below
witli sudden upheavals. Drifting on that

oily current one seemed to be quite mo-
tionless, and only the gliding banks as-

sured us of progre.ss. The country seemed
terrible to me, .sini.«ter, guilty, God-for-
saken. At the horizon, jagged mountains
stabbed viciously at the sky.

The river overwhelmed me. Sometimes
it was a .stream of blood, running into the
eye of the setting sun, beautiful, yet weird
and menacing. It broadened, deepened,
and ever\^ day, countless streams swelled
its volume. Islands waded in it greenly.
Always we heard it singing, a seethino-.

hissing noise supposed to be tlie peV)bles

.shuffling on the bottom.

The days were insufferably hot and mos-
quito-curst; the nights chilly, damp and
mosquito-haunted. I .^suffered agonies
from neuralgia. Never mind, it would
.•^oon 1)0 over. We were on our la.st lap.

The trail was near its end.

Yes, it Avas indeed the homestretch,

Suddenly .sweeping round a bend we rais-

ed a shout of joy. There was that great

livid scar on the moutain face — the

"'Slide," and clustered below it like shells

on the seashore, an army of tents. It was
the gold-born city.

Trembling with eagerness we pulled

a.shore. Our troubles were over. At last

we had gained our Eldorado, thank God,
thank God

!

A number of loafers were coming to

meet us. They were strangely calm.

"How about the gold?" said the Prodi-

gal; "lots of ground left to stake?"

One of them looked at us contemptuous-
ly. He chewed a moment ere he spoke.

"You Cheechakers better git right

home. There ain't a foot of ground to

stake. Everything in sight was staked

la.st Fall. The rest is all mud. There's no-

thing doin' an' there's ten men for every

job! The whole thing's a fake. You
Cheechakers better git right home."

Yes, after all our travail, all our tor-

ment, we had better go right home. Al-

ready many were preparing to do so. Yet
what of that great oncoming horde of

which we were but the vanguard? What
of the eager army, the host of the Chee-
chakos? For hundreds of miles were lake

and river white Avith their grotesque boats.

Beyond them again w^ere thou.sands and
thousands of others struggling on through
mosquito-cur.st morasses, bent under their

inexorable burdens. Reckle.'^s. indomit-
able, hope-inspired, they climbed the

pa.sses and .<=hot the rapids; they drowned
in the rivers, they rotted in the .swamps.

Nothing could stay them. The golden
magnet was drawing them on ; the .spell

of the gold-lust was in their hearts.

And this was the end. For this they
had mortgaged homes and broken hearts.

For this they had faced danger and borne
suffering: to be told to return.

The land was choo.sing its own. All
along it had weeded out the weaklings.
Now let the faint-hearted go back. This
land was only for the Strong.

Yet it wa.*! .sad, .«o much weariness, and
at the end di.^enchantment and failure.

Verily the ways of the gold-trail were
cruel.

End of Book II.
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BOOK III.

THE CAMP.

For once you've panned the speckled

sand and seen the bonny dust,

Its peerless brightness blinds you like

a spell ;

It's little else you care about
;
you go

because vou must,
And you feel that you could follow it

to hell.

You'd follow it in hunger, and you'd fol-

low it in cold
;

You'd follow it in solitude and pain
;

.\nd wlien you're stiff and battened down
let some one whisper "Gold,"

You're lief to rise and follow it again.

—"The Prospector."

CHAPTER I.

I will alway.'^ remember my fir.^t day
ill the o;ol(l-('am|). AVe were well in front

of the ,\rf;onaut army, Init already tliou.'*-

and.'^ were in advance of n.s. The flat at

I he month of Bonanza was a cono.e.'^tion of

(*al)in.-<; .>*hack.>5 and tents clustered the hill-

side, scattered on the heiohts and massed
attain on the slope sweeping down to the
Klondike. .\n inten.'^e . vitality charged
the air. The camp wa.s alive, ahnm, vi-

lirant with fierce, dynamic energy.
In effect the town was but one street

stretching along.<5ide the w^aterfront. It

was amazingly packed w^ith men from .«ide

to side, from end to end. They lonnged
in the doorways of oddly a.^sorted build-
ings, and jostled each other on the di.«lo-

cated sidewalks. Stores of all kinds, sa-

loons, gambling joints flourished without
number, and in one block alone there w^ere
iialf a dozen dance-halls. Yet all seemed
l>lothoricallv prosperous.

Manv of the business houses were in-
stalled in tent''. That huge canvas erec-
tion was a minine; exchange: that great
log barn a dance-hall. Dwarfish I02: ca-
bins impudently nestled un to pretentious
three-storey hotels. The effect was oddly
staceato. .\11 was grotesque, make-.shift.
haphazard. Back of the main .street lay
the red-light quarter, and behind it aQain
a swamp of nicrtrerheads. the breeding-
I>lace of fever and mosquito.
The crowd that vitalized the street was

strikincflv cosmopolitan. Mosflv bie.
l)earded fellows thev were, with here the
full-blooded face of the saloon man. and
there the quick, pallid ma.sk of the gam-
I'lor. Women, too. I .saw in plentv. bold,
free, predacious creatures, a rustle of silk

and a reek of perfume. Till midnight I

wandered up and dow^n the long .street;

but there w^as no darkness, no lull in it.s

clamorous life.

I was looking for Berna. My heart

hungered for her; my eyes ached for her:

my mina was .so full of her there .seemed

no room for another .single thought. But
it was like looking for a needle in a straw-

stack to find her in that seething multi-

tude. I knew no one, and it seemed fu-

tile to inquire regarding her. The.se keen-

eyed men wath eager talk of claims and
pay-dirt could not help me. There seemed
to be nothing for it but to wait. So with
.spirits steadily sinking zerowards I waited.

We found, indeed, that there was little

ground left to stake. The mining laW'S

were in some confusion, and w^ere often

changing. Several creeks were closed to

location, but always new strikes were be-

ing made and stampedes started. So,

after a session of debate, we decided to

reserve our rights to stake till a good
chance offered. It was a bitter awaken-
ing. Like all the rest we had expected

to get ground that w\as gold from the grass-

roots down. But there was work to be
had, and we w^ould not let ourselves be

disheartened.

The Jam-w^agon had already deserted

us. He w^as off up on Eldorado some-
Avhere, .shovelling dirt into a .sluice box
for ten dollars a day. I made up my mind
I would folloW' him. Jim also w^oiild go

to W'Ork, while the Prodigal, we agreed,

would look after all our interests, and
stake or buy a good claim.

Thus we planned, sitting in our little

lent near the beach. We were in a con-

geries of tents. The beach was fast w-hit-

ening with them. If one was in a hurry
it was hard to avoid tripping over ropes

and pegs. As each .succeeding party ar-

rived they had to go further afield to find

eamping-ground. And the}^ w^re arriv-

ing in thousands daily. The shore for a

mile was lined five deep with boats. Scows
had been hauled high and dry on the

gravel, and there the ow^ners were living.

.V thousand stoves were eloquent of beans
and bacon. I met a man taking home a

prize, a porterhouse steak. He was carry-

ing it over his arm like a towel, paper w^as

so scarce. The camp was a hive of energy,

a hum of occupation.

But how many, after they had parad-
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ed that mile-long street with its mud, its

seething foam of life, its blare of gramo-
phones and its blaze of dance-halls, ached
for their southland homes again? You
could read the disappointment in their

sun-tanned faces. Yet they were the

eager navigators of the lakas, the reckless

amateurs of the rivers. This was a some-
thing different from the trail. It was as

if, after all their efforts, they had butted

up against a stone wall. There was ''noth-

ing doing," no ground left, and only hard
work, the hardest on earth.

Moreover, the country was at the mercy
of a gang of corrupt officials who were
u.sing the public offices for their own en-

richment. Franchises were being given

to the favorites of those in power, conces-

sions sold, liquor permits granted, and
abuses of every kind practised on the free

miner. All was veniality, injustice and
exaction.

"Go home," said the Man in the Street;

''the mining laws are rotten. All kinds
of ground is tied up. Even if you get

hold of something good, them dam-robber
government sharks will flim-flam you out

of it. There's no square deal here. They
tax you to mine; they tax you to cut a

tree; they tax you to sell a fish; pretty

soon they'll be taxing you to breathe. Go
home!"
And many went, many of the trail's

most indomitable. They could face hard-
ship and danger, the blizzards, the rapids,

nature savage and ravening; but when it

came to craft, graft and the duplicity of

their fellow men they were discouraged,
discomfited.

"Say, boys, I guess I've done a .slick

piece of work," said the Prodigal, with
some satisfaction, as he entered the tent.

"I've bought three whole outfits on the
beach. Got them for twenty-five per cent,

less than the cost price in Seattle. I'll

pull out a hundred per cent, on the deal.

Now's the time to get in and buy from
the quitters. They so soured at the whole
frame-up they're ready to pull their

freights at any moment. All they want's
to get away. They want to put a few
thousand miles between them and this

garbage dump of creation. They never
want to hear the name of Yukon again
except as a cuss-word. I'm going to keep
on buying outfits. You boys see if I don't
clean up a bunch of money."

"It's too bad to take advantage of

them," I suggested.

"Too bad nothing! That's business:

your necessity, my opportunity. Oh, you'd
never make a money-getter, my boy, this

.'ide of the millennium—and vou Scotch,

too."

"That's nothing," said Jim; "wait till

I tell you of the deal I made to-day. You
recollect I packed a flat-iron among my
stuff, and you boys joshed me about it,

said I was bughouse. But I figured ont •

there's camp-meetin's and socials up there,

an' a nice, dinky, white shirt once in a

way goes pretty good. Anyway, thinks
I, if there ain't no one else to dress for

in that wilderness, I'll dress for the Al-

mighty. So I sticks to my flat-iron."

He looked at us with a twinkle in hi.-

eye and then went on.

"Well, it seems there's only three more
flat-irons in camp, an' all the hot sports

wantin' boiled shirts done up, an' all the

])ainted jezel)els hollerin' to have their

lingery fixed, an' the wash-ladies just goin'

round crazy for flat-irons. "Well. I didn't

want to sell mine, but the old colored lady
that runs the Bong Tong Laundry fan'

a .sister in the Lord) came to me with tears

in her eyes, an' at last I was prevailed on
to separate from it."

"How much, Jim?"
"Well, I didn't want to be too hard on

the old girl, so I let her down easy."

"How much?"
"Well, you see, there's only three or

four of them flat-irons in camp, so I asked

a hundred an' fifty dollars, and quick's a

flash, she took me into a store an' paid

me in gold-du.st."

He flourished a little poke of dust in

our laughing faces.

"That's pretty good," I said; "every-

thing seems topsy-turvy up here. Why,
to-day I saw a man come in with a box
of apples which the crowd begged him to

open. He was sellino; those apples at a

dollar apiece, and the folks were just fight-

ing to get them."
It was so with everything. Extraordin-

ary prices ruled. Eggs and candles had
been sold for a dollar each, and potatoes

for a dollar a pound; while on the trail

in '97 horse-shoe nails were selling at n

flollnr a vail.

Once more I roamed the long street
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with that awful restless a^ony m my heart.

Where was sh(\ iiiv ^irl. .^o precious now

it seemed I lia<l lost her? Why floes love

,,„.jm so much to some, so little to others?

I',.limps I am the victim of an intensity

,,i iciiiperameiit. hut T craved for her; I

visi..iie(l evils hefalliuo- her: 1 pierced my
heart with da.u.uer-th rusts of fear for her.

Oh. if 1 only knew slie was safe and well!

Mverv .-liiii wdiiiaii 1 saw in the distance

liM.k.'d to he her. and made my heart leap

with emotion. Yet always I chewed on

III," rind of (lisai)pointment. There was

nc\('i' a siiiu of IVrna.

Ill the a.uitation and unrest of my mind
1 elimhed the liill that over.-^hadows the

uol('-horn city. Tlie Dome they call it.

inid the face of it is va.4ly scarred, blanch-

ed ;is hy a cosmic hlow. There on its top-

mo.-t heiiiht ])y a cairn of stone T stood at

^a/.c. ureatly awestruck.

The view was a s])aeious one. and of

,111 ovcM'whelmiu'i; Lirandeur. Below me
lav the mi.uhty Yukon, here like a silken

rihhon. there broadening- out to a [)ool of

(inieksilver. Tt .<eemed motionless, dead,

like a ])iece of tinfoil lyino; on a sal)le

shroud.

The jireat valley was preternatnrally

-till, and pall-like as if .steeped in the col-

ors of the lono-, lono- night. The land so

vast, so silent, so lifeless, was ronnd in its

contours, full of fnt creases and bold
curves. The mountains wTre like sleeping

uiants: here was the swell of a woman's
lireiist. there the .sweep of a man's thigh.

And heyond that huddle of .sprawling Ti-
tan<. fai'. f;M'. beyond, as if it were an en-
closing stockade, was the jagged outline
of the Tvockies.

Quite .suddenly they .«eemed to .stand

up ajiainst the blazing sky, monstrous,
horrific, .smitin«r the .=enses like a blow.
Their primordinl faces were hacked and
hewed fantastically, and there they po.^^ed

in their immemorial isolation,
^
virgin

neaks. inviolate vallevs. impregnably deso-
late and .«avagely sublime.

.\nd lievond their storm v crests, suvelv
a w(»rl(1 W.MS consumino- in the kiln< of
chao-;. \V;is ever anvthiu'i so in<u(Ter;ib1v
brioht as llie incandescent alow that brim-

.
med tho.xe iagoed clefts? That fierce crim-
.son, was it not the hue of a cooling cru-
cible, that deep vermillion the rich glory
of a rose's heart? Did not that tawnv

orange mind you of ripe wheat-lields and
the exquisite intrusion of poppies? That

])ure, clear gold, w^a.s it not a bank of

primiuses new washed in April rain?

What was that luminous opal but a lagoon,

a pearly lagoon with floating in it islands

of amber, their beaches crisped with ruby
foam? And over all the riot of color that

shimmering chrysopra.se so tenderly luni-

inou.s—might it not fitly veil the splendors

of paradise?

1 looked to where gulped the mouth of

lionanza, cavernt)iisly wide and filled with

the i)urple smoke of many fires. There
was the golden valley, silent for centuries,

now strident with human cries, vehement
with hnman .strife. There w^as the tind)er-

ed basin of the Klondike bleakly rising

to mountains eloquent of death. It was
('ominating, appalling, this vastne.^s with-

out end, this unappeasable lonelines.s. Glad
was I to turn again to Avhere like white

])ebbles on a beach, gleamed the tents of

the gold-l)orn city.

Somewhere amid that confusion of c.-.m-

vas, that muddle of cabins, was T^erna,

maybe lying in some wide-eyed vigil of

fear, maybe staining with hopele.ss tears

her restless pillow. Somewhere down there

—Oh, I must find her!

I returned to the town. I w-as tramp-
ing its long street once more, that street

with its hundreds of canvas signs. It was
a city of signs. Every place of business

seemed to have its fluttering banner, and
beneath these banners moved the ever-

restless throng. There were men from the

mines in their flannel shirts and cordu-
roys, their Stetsons and high boots. There
were men from the trail in SAveaters and
mackinaws, German socks and caps with
ear-flaps. But all were bronzed and beard-

ed, fle.shle.ss and clean-limbed. I marvel-
led at the seriousness of their face, till I

remembered that here was no problem of a

languorous .«unland. but one of grim
emergency. It was a man's game up here
in the North, a man's game in a man's
land, where the sunlight of the long, long
<^iy is ever haunted by the .shadow of the

louii'. long night.

Oh. if I could only find her! The land
was a great .symphony: she the haunting
theme of it.

I bought a copy of the "Nugget" and
went into the Sourdough "Restaurant to
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read it. Ah 1 lingered there sipping my
((»ft'ee and perusing the paper indifferent-

ly, a, })aragraph canglit my eye and mado
my heart glow with .sudden hope.

CHAPTER II

Here was the item:

Jack Locasto loses $19,000.

''One of the largest gambling plays that

ever occurred in Dawson came off last

night in the Malamute Saloon. Jack Lo-

casto, of Eldorado, well known as one of

the Klondike's wealthiest claim-owners,

Claude Terry and Charlie Haw .were the

chief actors in the game which cost the

ih'st-named the sum of $19,000.

"Locasto came to Dawson from his

claim yesterday. It is said that before

leaving the Forks he lost a .sum ranging
in the neighborhood of $5,000. Last
night he began playing in the Malamute
with Haw and Terry in an effort, it is .sup-

posed, to recoup his losses at the Forks.

The play continued nearly all night, and
at the wind-up, Locasto, as stated above,

was loser to the amount of $19,000. This
is probably the largest individual loss ever

sustained at one sitting in the history of

Klondike poker playing."

"Jack Locasto! Why had 1 not thought
of him before? Surely if any one knew of

the girl's whereabouts, it would l)e he. I

determined I would ask him at once.

So I hastily finished my coffee and in-

quired of the waiter where I might find

the Klondike King.
"Oh, Black Jack," he said: "well, at

the Green Bay Tree, or the Tivoli, or the
Monte Carlo. But there's a big poker
game on and he's liable to be in it."

Once more I paraded the .seething street.

It was long after midnight, but the wond-
rous glow, still burning in the Northern
sky, filled the land with strange enchant-
ment. In spite of the hour the town seem-
ed to be more alive than ever. Parties

with pack-laden mules were starting off

for the creeks, travelling at night to avoid
the heat and mosquitoes. Men with lean
brown faces trudged sturdily along carry-
ing extraordinary loads on their stalwart

shoulders. A stove, blankets, cooking
utensils, axe and shovel usually formed
but a part of their varied accoutrement.
Men of the Mounted Police were pa-

trolling the streets. In the drab confusion
their scarlet tunics were a piercing note of

color." They walked very stiffly, with
grim mouths and eyes sternly vigilant un-
der the brims of tlieir Stetsons. Women
were everywhere, smoking cigarettes,

laughing, chafhng, strolling in and out of

the wide-open saloons. Their cheeks were
rouged, their eye-lashes painted, their eyes
bright with wine. They gazed at the men
like sleek animals, with looks that were
wanton and alluring. A libertine spirit

was in the air, a madcap freedom, an ef-

fluence of disdainful sin.

I found myself by the stockade that sur-

rounded the Police reservation. On every
hand I saw traces of the river that had
transformed the street into a navig^ible

canal. Now in places there were mudholes
in which horses would founder to their

bellies. One of the Police constables, a
tall, slim Englishman with a refined man-
ner, proved to me a friend in need.

"Yes," he said, in answer to my query,
"I think I can find your man. He's up-
town .somewhere with some of the big-

sporting guns. Come on, we'll run him
to earth."

.is we walked along we compared notes,

and he talked of himself in a frank,

friendly way.
"You're not long out from the old coun-

try? Thought not. Ijcft there about four
years ago n:iy.self—I joined the Force in

Kegina. Jt's altogether dift'erent down
there though, patrol work, a free life on
the open prairie. Here they keep one
choring round barracks most of the time.

I've been for six months now on the town
station. I'm not sorry, though. It's all

devilish interesting. Wouldn't have mis.s-

ed it for a farm. When I write the people
at home about it they think I'm yarning
—stringing them, as they say here. The
governor's a clergyman. Sent me to Har-
row, and wanted to make a Bishop out of

me. But I'm restless; never could study;
don't .seem to fit in, don't you know."

I recognized his type, the clean, frank,

breezy Englishman that has helped to

make an Empire. He went on:
"Yes, how the old dad would stare if I

could only have him in Daw.son for a day.

He'd never be able to get things just in

focus any more. He would be knocked
clean off his pivot on which he's revolved
these thirty years. Seems to me every
one's travelling on a pivot in the old

country. It's no use trjang to hammer it
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iiilo tlic'ir liciids there are more points of

view tlum one. If you don't just see

things iis they see them, you're troubled

with astifiiiiatism. Come, let's go in

here."

He |)nshed iiis way through a crowded

d(.(»rway and I followed. It wa.s the or-

dinary ty|)e of eond)ined .-saloon and gainb-

hng-juint. In one corner was a very or-

nate bar, and all around the capacious

room were gambling devices of every kind.

'IMicre were crap-tables, wheel of fortune,

ilic Klondike game, Keno, stud poker,

roulette and faro outHts. The place was

chock-a-block with rough-looking men,
cither lool<ing on or playing the games.

The men who were running the tables

wore .<hades uf green over their eyes, and
I heir .^trident cries of "Come on, boys"

|iici(C(l the smoky air.

in a corner presiding over a stud-poker

game. 1 was surprised to see our old friend

.\h)sher. lie was dealing with one hand,
holding the ])ack delicately and sending
the cards with a dexterous flip to each
player. Miners were buying chips from
a man at the l>ar, who with a pair of gold
scales was weighing out dust in payment.
My companion pointed to an inner

I'oom with a closed door.

"The Klondike Kings are in there, hard
at it. They've been playing now for
twenty-four hours, and goodness knows
when they'll let up."

.\t that moment a peremptory bell rang
from the room and a waiter hurried up.

"Tliere they are," said my friend, as
the door opened. "There's Black Jack
and Stillwater Willie and Claude Terry
and Charlie TIaw."

luigcrly I looked in. The men were
wearied, their faces haggard and ghastly
pale. Quickly and coolly they fingered
the cards, but in their hollow eyes burn-
ed the fever of the game, a game where
golden eagles were the chips and thous-
and-dollar jack-pots were unremarkable.
No doubt they had lost and won greatly,
but they gave no .^^ign. What did it mat-
ter? In the (lumi)s waiting to be cleaned
up were hundreds of thou.'^ands more:
while in the ground were millions, mil-
lions.

All but Locasto were medium-siz(!d men.
Stillwater \\ illie was in evening-dre.ss. lie

wore a red tie in whicli glittered a huge
diamond pin, and yellow tan boots cover-

ed with mud.
"How did he get his name?" I asked.

"Well, you see, they say he was the only

one that funked the Whitehorse Rapids,

lie's a high flier, all right."
,

The other two w'ere less striking. Haw
was a sandy-haired man with shifty, un-

easy eyes; Terry of a bulldog type, stocky

and powerful. But it was Locasto who
gripped and riveted my attention.

He was a ma.ssive man, heavy of limb
and brutal in strength. There w^as a

great .spread to liis shoulders and a con-

scious power in his every movement. He
had a square, heavy chin, a grim, sneer-

ing mouth, a falcon nose, black eyes that

were as cold as the water in a deserted

shaft. His hair was raven dark, and his

skin betrayed the Mexican strain in his

blood. Above the others he towered,

strikingly masterful, and I felt somehow
the power that emanated from the man,
the brute force, the remorseless purpose.

Then the waiter returned with a tray

of drinks and the door was closed.

"Well, you've seen him now," said

Chester of the Police. "Your only plan,

if you want to speak to him, is to wait till

the game breaks up. When poker inter-

feres with your business, to the devil with
your business. They won't be interrupted.

Well, old man, if you can't be good, be
careful; and if you want me any time,

ring up the town station. Bye, bye."
He sauntered off. For a time I strolled

from game to game, watching the expres-

sions on the faces of the players, and trs'-

ing to take an interest in the play. Yet
my mind was ever on the closed door and
my ear strained to hear the click of chips.

I heard the hoarse murmurs of their

voices, an occasional oath or a yawn of

fatigue. How I wished they would come
out. Women went to the door, peered
in cautiously, and beat a hasty retreat to

the tune of reverberated curses. The big
guns were busy; even the ladies must
await their pleasure.

(To be continued.)



To observe from an arti.--tic point of

view what the Canadian house ex-

presses, we must first wipe away
that anointment with architectural de-

tail, given to the four walls and roof of a

house, which is supposed to mark its ele-

vation to the realm of the artistic, and
look for that which is of more interest to

the Artist—the evidence of himself which
the dweller in the house makes on that

environment of himself, which he, more
than any other, has the power to adjust.

When a man takes a tree from the for-

est and shapes it into something for his

own use, he probably does not make any-
thing as beautiful as the growing tree, but
he may make something as interesting to

the artistic perception. It is even possible

that he may make this express a beautiful
idea. In any case he will leave some evi-

dence of himself upon the wood. This
evidence of himself, which was probably
first recorded when a man cut some con-

venient stick and marked it to distiugui.-li

his property, extended as he accumulated
utensils to them and they became records
of him and his doings, till his house with
its doors, windows and rooms in time re-

cords him like a book.
Anthropologically any of this evidence

of man is of interest. But we see some-
thing else interesting. In addition to the
evidence of his desire for physical comfort,
which these works of his express, he has
added to them more than mere utility re-

quires. He found pleasure in his work
and desired to express it. He perceived
beauty in the things about him and would
make his work recall it. He sings at his
work, for he has found something to sing
of and his work nmst sing also.

It IS this part of his art, the poetical ex-
pression in it, we are looking for in the
Canadian Architecture of to-day. It is

right that we should expect this and look
for it, for we have had great opportunities
of exhibiting it.

In England, for the English were the
most wonderful house-builders, were to be
seen the most interesting houses, but Eng-
lish domestic architecture ceased to be in-
teresting in our grandfathers' time. In
Canada at that time a new kind of home-
building commenced, the development of
which was most interesting.

Unfortunately for our artistic develop-
ment, we were overtaken here too soon by
the same movement as caused an artistic

decline in England in our grandfathers'
time. We also became able to produce

97
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iliiiig.s so rapidly, tliat we had not sufti-

cicnt lime to fiivc lliouglit to our work,

ilial is the tliotiglit necessary to work out

artistic theories developed from our envir-

..iiincut. We imitated anything good,

l.ad or indilVerent that would sullice. This

is to be regretted, because though in this

matter we may have fared no worse

than other countries, we had prob-

ably greater opi)ortunitias than had

any other. We had an unlimit-

ed supj)ly of material and appliances

and skill such {is no other people ever

eonuuenced their work with. It seems as

if the only element we lacked was esthetic

jicrception, which no doubt was destroyed

by the haste of production.

if someone had informed our grand-

fathers of their lack of artistic taste, he
would have obtained no more credence

then than he would now if he said the

same thing of us. The duller our esthetic

perception the more aggressively confident

we are of the beauty of our productions.

Yet I believe nothing so distinctly shows
the >serious growth of esthetic feeling in

tiie present day as our evident lack of con-

lidence. J^ut the objection to this amiable
failing is that it is driving us to seek in-

struction from those who need instruction

as much as we do.

It is advisable to study the work of

nliier countries, not to imitate what they
do, but to discover the reasons for their

conclusions, so that if in their work we
perceive some originality we may under-
stand the thought process that produced
it and add the thought to our mental
equipment. This is, of course, a very
slow progress for which we begrudge the
time, so we content ourselves by copying
whole works or pieces of art good or bad
from anywhere, believing that by so doing
some day we shall develop a Canadian
character of art. However great our
faitli, I do not think such a miracle will
reward it in the present day. As well as
wasting our time this mimcry leads to
make the most absurd exhibitions.

In the old plantations of the Southern
States, we saw houses built in the begin-
nmg of the last century, with large two-
storeyed verandahs, supported by col-
umns, wooden imitations of the great
stone shafts tliat stood in front of or
surrounded a Grecian temple. Faulty as
this American adaptation of an old idea

might be, there was some excu.se for the.

desire to produce a monumental effect in

a great house surrounded probably with
acres of land and line trees. Jiut when we
see a couple of these columns, stuck like

clothes props in front of a flimsy shingled
cottage, a cross between a bungalow and a
bird cage, almost on the sidewalk of a
narrow street, we cannot help seeing, in

such a straining after the picturesque that

the picturesque is not so apparent as the

strain.

There is no reason why we should not
have a two-storeyed verandah. There is

J 10 reason why we should not show our
liking for its cool shade and airiness or

the esthetic effect of light and shade of a

columnade against a massive building.

But a pair of mammoth columns stuck

against the side of an insignificant build-

ing, that will barely reach up to them,
expresses nothing but bathos.

Our attempt at swagger in this case fails

—the swagger is too obvious. We do not

express what we wanted to express, and
we do express that we have not the art

to make the material we use expressive.

We should treat our material more honor-
ably, and not, by trying to make it look

like some other material, show that we are

ashamed of it, we should show that any
material is dignified by honorable work,
and nothing is more honorable than the

truthful expression of our intention.

If our house is to be built of wooden
posts, boards and shingles, because we find

these materials most convenient to our
use, the thing we might swagger about
should be the skill shown in making tliis

stuff not merely retain its identity, but
contribute to form an evidently essential

part of the composition, those peculiar or

inherent qualities which make its identi-

ty. Make its natural color a necessary

note in the color scheme of the whole, and
in each detail of construction or ornament,
show that no other material would play
the part so well.

Sometimes when neither the location of

our building, nor the cost of its construc-

tion, binds us down to the use of any one
kind of material, tliis propensity to imi-

tate, without thinking, what some other

man has done makes an utter failure of

our attempt to express our sense of the in-

herent quality of a material.
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I have before me a photo of the interior

of a dining-room of a suburban house,

published in perfectly good faith, by a

magazine as an artistic interior. The room
has polished wood floors and doors, a deli-

cate French paper on the walls, polished

brass electric fixtures with silken

shades, Chippendale chairs, brass wire

chairs, portieres and tapestry, screens and
stained glass. In fact the room has more
features than there is space for on its car-

cass. The focal point of the room, that

which the illustration calls attention to,

is a boulder, or coble stone fireplace which
reaches up to the ceiling. It has a warm-
ing pan at the side of it. To complete the

comedy or tragedy there should be a gas

log in it, but there is only a small coal

grate.

A boulder fireplace might be quite ap-

propriate in some place where perhaps
boulders or field stones were the only
building stones obtainable. The only
other kind of construction that could look

as ridiculous as this ponderous artlessness,

would be a fireplace built of sticks and
clay.

This is another case in which the imi-

tator produces an effect quite different to

that which he thought he was expressing.

He only expresses the fact that he could
not perceive how totally overwhelmed the.

natural, artless, outdoor beauty is in such
a mass of artificial frippery and that he
has not skill enough to express the indi-

viduality he desired on the material he
had at hand.

It would be well to study expression in

architecture. In our use of words those

alone who are within hearing may criti-

cise our expressions, but when we express

ourselves with time defying material, we
should have some consideration for others

if we have no respect for ourselves. We
know how difficult it is in other matters
to avoid making an imitation a parody.
This never seems to trouble us in art.

Unconstructive criticism is not a valu-

able commodity, as a rule the only thing
it does produce is irritation both in the

mind of the criticised and in the one seek-

ing information. But unless we take
things to pieces and see how they are

made, we shall find it very difficult and
tedious to make things for ourselves.

Suppose in order to make our search

for expression more suggestive or construc-

tive, we examine a few of the processes

necessary in the building of a house. The
first of the processes is the selection of a

site. This is the beginning of our self an-

nouncement, and as a rule, it is not diffi-

cult to understand in this selection what
is expressed of one's attitude towards na-

ture and mankind. There are natural re-

sources to be conserved, advantages of as-

pect the site gives which we should make
use of. In this land where sunshine is

pleasant for about ten months of the year,

our site should be chosen and our house
so placed as to make the best use of it. To
get as much as we can where we need it,

or avoid it where we are better without it.

To judge any house plan, its relation to

the East, its orientation must be known.
The best art is to make nature do as much
of the work as possible. The effect of sun-

light should be considered in every room
in the house. The two months in which
it may be objectionable we spend as much
as possible out of doors. Nearly every room
in the house should be placed so as to get

as much sunshine as we can give it, and
at that time of day when it will best add
to the enjoyment of our use of the room.
Nothing we can put in our breakfast room
will make it as pleasant as the morning
sunshine will do if caught properly, and so

on through all the house. There is a time
for sunning, and some time, as in the

cook's pantry at mid-day, or in a child's

bedroom in the evening we may be better

without it.

If we were not confined at all in our
selection of a site, one wide enough to

allow the entrance and main rooms to face

South would give us the right arrange-

ment for the rooms to get the best of the

sunshine at the most convenient time of

the day. But if we are to put up with a

narrow^er site, one on the East side of a

a road, if it will allow of us leaving some
open land to the South of our house, per-

mits us to place the rooms in a good posi-

tion. The entrance and reception rooms
near the road and the kitchens and pan-
tries, which, as a rule, we would place at

the back of the house, fall to the North
and East where they will get as much sun
as they need and yet be near the dining
or breakfast room which should be at the
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South-East corner. The living-room with

its verandahs we would ])ut on the South

side, for in the hot month? the sun Is hii^h

and will not penetrate far into them. The

reception rooms or drawing-rooms used in

the later part of the day do very well at

the We.-^t end near the road.

We might cou'^ider every room, window

and door and nearly every detail in its

relation to the sun if "we had enough space,

but these few points should show that

n.spect contriltute.s to comfort and conven-

ience and the most artistic work is that

which most perfectly fulfills all the re-

quirements of comfort and convenience.

Tn this ca.'ic the designer like a good doctor

should make nature as.«dst him.

We have not yet con.sidered the plan

enough, by this we mean the arrange-

ments of the rooms in relation to each

other. The whole artistic development of

a building issues from its plan, the plan

is the base or root of it all, and the whole
composition should reveal rather than con-

ceal this fact. The reason for this is that

the compo.^ition thus obtains one of the

best elements in design-repose. The ob-

server sees what the idea stands upon and
is .saved the trouble of worrying out the

reason for himself.

The more readily you can. in your
building or in any detail of it, tell the ob-

server the how and why of it, the sooner
you bring his mind to rest.

A house should not be an entity sub-
divided, as well as may be, into a
required number of parts, each more
or less convenient. It .should be
a number of complete and con-
venient part.s combined to make an en-
tity. The qualities we desire our art to
show forth in our works are in a great
mea.sure no more than the sen.suous pre-
sentation^ or symbolization of the virtues
we admire in human character. Our
plan may be made to express many such
ideas.

If we like hospitality, cheerfulness and
comfort, and we are generous enough to
desire to give out these feelings, we would
not like the entrance to our hou.se to be
luean. cold and repellant; we would r>ut
it on the warm, sunny side, make it wide,
deep set and inviting, like an old arm-
chair. ^'^Tien your guest does get inside
the house it is well to let him .'^ee that in
the hall, the guest's first room, vou have

provided unstinted accommodation for

him. Do not let the entrance for instance,

stick out of a North-West corner, sending

one off or holding him out in the cold

wind, or when he has made this pas.sage,

do not let him find him.«elf in a dark,

cheerless hall, who.«e closed doors make
him feel that there is difficulty in getting

at you.

On the other hand we may readily

make our entrance so large that it suggest

ostentation, and if the living-rooms are, a.s

we often see them, thrown open too freely

to this entrance hall to i=ecure the .seclu-

sion or reserve the comfort of family life

requires, the plan conveys the idea that

.something has been sacrificed to create

this imposing effect and one does not care

to be imposed upon. We dislike falsity in

human character, we prefer to know what
a man is driving at. The essence of Archi-

tectural beautv is the complete expression

of function, this is just frankness. The
direct straight-forwardness of the self-an-

nouncing man. The highe.st virtue in

any art is the development of individu-

alitv in simplicity.

This individuality can be shown as dis-

tinctly in our art as in our words,

but it is farther reaching, and
longer la.sting. If we wi.sh to he
understood by all, we must study to

speak simply. Now we make a noise with
all the instruments there are in the Archi-
tectural Orchestra. It would be better to

learn to play upon one.

How much we think of candor and
truth may be shown by our refusal to

disguise the elements of our construction.

That we admire courage, strength and en-

durance, is shown by honoring with grace-

ful form and ornament those con.?tructive

elements we have chosen for their strength

and endurance. Grace, sweetness, court-

e.sy. deferences, the arts that make the
noble.st art. the art of life: these or their

opposite will be expressed in our art of

building.

Man is a wondering, enquiring animal.
Defer to him courteously, show him when
we intrude our buildinsf upon his land-
.scape. that we consider his feelings and de-

sire to plea.se him as well as ourselves,

satisfy his curiosity, tell him in our build-
ing whv we do such things. You, perhaps,
remember prying off the top of your drum
to find out what made the music. Men
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still wish to do that. Let your drum be

open at one end. Let him see how things

are done. Doors, that by means of hid-

den machinery slide into a hollow in what
we took to be a strong solid wall, excite

almost subconsciously this fidgety cur-

iosity. We wonder what mysterious

things may not be in that impenetrable

region in which they disappear and what
strange machinery supports, or moves
them, while the simple latch or bolt and
strong hinges tell their admirable tale at

once. They are worthy of decoration. We
can appreciate the skilful workmanship
displayed in them. The window sash that

slides up and down and grudgingly only

opens half the window is in the same
category of unreposeful detail. Our sub-

conscious mind expects the cords which
suspends it to break when some one might
be stooping to look out; for these things

very seldom lift high enough for an up-

right man to get a breath of fresh air at

them.

AVindows are the eye of the room and
the wide casement windows, like broad
browed eyes widen our vision of all the

good outside things.

Windows make great rents or holes in

the walls we designed for our shelter. Even
if we fill up these holes with sheets of

plate glass, they still look like rents. But
if we divide these fissures up with stone

mullions, the effect of the wall outside will

be carried over the opening and the feel-

ing of strength preserved, while inside if

we divide the window sash with bars of

wood or lead, we shall not loose the feeling

of enclosure and comfort. The expression

of comfort in a house, if vnth it goes the

suggestion of generosity, is perhaps its

most pleasing expression. What possibili-

ties there are in a fireplace with its mouth
lined with smoke blackened bricks, wide
open to consume the unstinted fuel and
radiate its comforting heat, suggesting
many a bygone symposium.

Compare this warm heart of a house
with what we so often see in a modern
reception room—a gas log set in a refriger-

ator like recess of white tiles, an appear-
ance, to comfort a guest with the least ex-

penditure of trouble.

Our works are the children of our

minds and like many a human child,

they will chatter and sometimes say the

reverse of what we desire and expect from
them. They seem to have a supernatural

gift for exposing a pose, or swagger.

In Art of any kind swagger is common.
It is quite right to admire performance,

when it is the performance of something
worth while, but we do not wish the Artist

to be always telling us what a clever man
he is, when we are looking for some beau-

tiful idea we expected him to announce.
I have only touched upon a few points

of expression in Domestic Architecture, I

am only able to write a chapter. A book
would not suffice to say all one would like

to say, but the subject is an easy one to

carry on if one thinks of it. Of course,

some of us may say we do not care to ex-

press anything by means of art—we are

not interested in it. Many people have al-

ready said as much, but they cannot get

away from expressing something if they
make or use anything, probably the eas-

iest way for them to conceal their identity,

would be under a uniform, as in living in

a long row of houses exactly alike or by
always dressing in some uniform like a

man's evening dress. Expression even

then would not be lost, they simply would
have adopted the character of the mass.

I have not mentioned the subject of

style, because style is a consideration ab-

solutely of no importance esthetically.

That is the reason, I imagine, why the first

question one is asked about a building by
the uninitiated is, what style is it in?
The expression style as we use it means

really an archaeological difference. The
word is used by designers to distinguish

in a short way buildings having differing

schemes of composition. For instance,

we say it would not do to put a tower and
spire in the thirteenth century style on
the top of a building in the Grecian Doric
style. Many people do not understand
why one .should not do so, because they
lack a certain sense of perception, as one
may lack a sense of humor, or of musical
tone and harmony. There are in two such
buildings antagonistic schemes of compo.s-

ition of line and space which will not

blend.



The Remarks

of a Mediocre Horse

By

James Grant

Yoi: never hear much about the Aver-

auo llorso. By average I mean the

hor^^e that has nothing to do

with horse .<ho\v.s or races, except when it

comes to carting the tan-hark out of the

ring or carrying a hack-load of resplen-

dent gentlemen—the garden variety of

hook-maker, and the like, home from the

races. It is this horse I mean, who has

iiotliiiig to do with the gaudy things in-

side, and who, when he hears from a dis-

tance the finale of the overture from Wil-

liam Tell, knows that it is not being play-

ed for the likes of him to prance to, but

for those other higher beings who can

trace their ancestry back to all sorts of

famous dams and sires, about whom is

the halo of race track code, and on whose
success or failure in a race fortunes are

made or lost.

There is the cab horse. He gets a little

share of glory in various kinds of novels,

and tlicre is the "Black Beauty" type of

horse which gets wept over by kind ladies

tliat sometimes carry sugar in their retic-

ules. The great Clydesdalas that haul the
( l.T.R. and C.P.R. lorries are a well-fed

company, who never vary their pace and
who act in collusion with their drivers in

blocking the ways of irascible motormen
in the city streets. The express horses and
the delivery horses, they have their re-

ward. So has the butc^her's horse. But the
others, the carter's horse, the horse that
totes washing about the city, the horse
that goes around in company with an old
man, collecting morsels out of city garb-
age tins for the delectation of divers pigs—this is a different animal. He belongs
to the class of Average Horses. He is the

mediocre. He and the grocer's horse, the

''express for hire" horse, constitute the

brotherhood of the mediocre, the lovably

human, humanly down-trodden Mediocre.

These are the Brown.s, and Smiths and
Jones among horses. As a horse myself I

know.

Everybody knows that this world's re-

wards are not even equitably distributed.

That is why the world has invented Heav-

en and Hell. The people that don't get

what they think they ought to get in this

world figure—or at least some of them do

—that things will be evened up in the

next world and that the fellow who posses-

ses everything in this life will be accord-

ingly deprived of everything in the world

hereafter, except Heat and Company. But
the Average Horse has not even this sort

of thing to even things up. He has no
religion, no domestic interests, no friends,

no hopes, no trade union, no propaganda.

He has not even the pleasure of a varied

diet, such as men have, or of the varied

diseases to which men incline. When a

man dies it is from one of a thousand
causes. When a horse dies, it is one of a

few, heaves or glanders, or over-work.

Even when he is blind they drive him.
AVhen he is too far gone to drag the cart

any further, they shoot him in the .street,

and when he is dead he is re-incarnated

into boots and glue. A horse's work is

never done and he hasn't even the fun of

sinning.

A dog loafs on the corners with other

dogs, sleeps and dreams dreams, fights

and steals, has friends and enemies and
chases sparrows and trolley cars. Butcher
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wagons and people's legs are a perpetual

live cent show to him.
Or a cat! The airy paths of the back-

fence, the midnight conversation with a

Platonic tabby, under the stars, mice and
milk, baskets and kittens and balls of

yarn—these are for the cat. These are

the rew^ards of the dog, and the cat. But
has the horse any rewards—the mediocre
horse?

It is not as though a horse could not

appreciate better things. Give a horse a

chance. Watch one of the highly-bred

horses respond to excitement, to good food,

decent treatment and that sort of thing.

Look at the hackney on the tan-bark when
the band plays a real bit of music—I've

seen 'em through a crack in the door.

Look at the thoroughbred at the tape.

They appreciate things. They respond to

good treatment, but people think that the

mediocre horse doesn't.

I remember one bright sunny morning-
last spring, a shaggy, rangy black horse

with fur two inches thick, ribs showing,
tail dilapidated, neck too flat, head too

lieavy, with a sway back and small ankles

and Clydesdale's hoofs—trotted gaily out

Agnes Street in Toronto, on to the car

tracks on Yonge Street. He wa^ stark

naked. Hadn't even a halter. Three
Jews were in pursuit of him, but as he
reached the car tracks he had still a good
lead on his pursures, so he paused, looked
both ways for the cars, and turning his

tail north and his head south he struck

off down Yonge Street toward the busiest

corner in the city, and with a south-bound
car behind him.

His pace was a compromise between
dignity and the necessity for keeping in

front of his Hebrew pursuers. He dis-

played no anxiety but avoided all offers of

arrest gracefully. j\Ieanw^hile a south-

bound trolley overtook him and rang for

its right of way. The gong was peremp-
tory. But the horse paid no attention.

Instead, he kept straight on, always just

ahead of the car. When the motorman
pounded his gong the horse tossed his

heels in an insulting manner somew^hat
after the style of an amateur chorus girl.

When the motorman left his car and ran
ahead to try to take the horse out of the

way the horse merely—eluded him, and
kept in the path.

Now that was a mediocre horse. But at

the same time he was a temperamental
horse. The spring morning, the sun-

light,vague recollections of a meadow and
a stream and a rail fence, had stirred in

the soul of that horse so that he disdained

the Hebrew's halter, launched into the

world of Yonge Street, a free horse, and
told a trolley car to go chase itself around
the block. Of course, in the end, the horse

—whose name, by the way, was Balthazar,

became embarrassed by a number of street

cars, automobiles, policemen and pedes-

trians wdio were converging from four

directions at the corner of Queen and
Yonge Streets. Under the circumstances,

Balthazar consented to be led away by a

decent cop who "understood" and event-

ually returned to his life companionship
with a bone-bottle-and-rag wagon.

But in the eyes of a whole city, Baltha-

zar had demonstrated a fact—the fact that

there are flashes of "temperament" con-

tinually cropping up in the mediocre
horse. Balthazar was mediocre. He had
his outbreak. He went back to environ-

ment. But had he lived in other days he
might have had justice and a chance to

develop his latent possibilities. But who
could have temperament—hitched to a

rag, bone and bottle wagon.
If the mediocre horse only had a

chance: that's the point. It is just like a

man. If poor John Jones who earns what
he earns and will never earn any more, he
never will amount to much we say

—

if

he only had a chance, he'd succeed. He'd
show the largeness of his capabilities. But
he never gets the chance or when he does

get it, something is wrong with it. It is

a second-hand chance, shelf worn. It fails

him,
I know. Once there was an express

man who had a nice mediocre horse. He
had a little bit of rare old Hackney blood

in him but his mother was no account. He
had been bred on a Manitoba farm, sold

in Winnipeg, sold in Toronto, sold in

Hamilton, and sold back to Toronto. He
had a great temperament. Used to look

back at his owner as he'd be coming in the

stall, and as she looked at him out of the

corner of her eye, she'd squeeze him
against the side of the stall. That was her

diversion. It was so that she made life

endurable. She loved to make the man
mad and hear him curse and if he kicked
her she liked it all the better because it
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gave lier an excuse to kick back and raise

a general (listurl.ance Uiat made the stable

worth living in. However, she lost her

cliief diversion through her very temper-

ament. She was sold to a mild little man
in the exi)rc->;s business who was so gentle

about everylhing that he didn't even curse

wiicn she'd hip at him. So she quit the

game. She thought there wa.s no fun in

liic mai» who didn't get mad.

Well, she had her chance and it only

goc« to prove that there's no hope for the

mediocre horse. The expressman, who
was a sort of a fool, got cheated into a set

of gaudy harness with blinkers and fine

crupper and nickel initials on the blinkers.

When Fan saw that harness she calculated

she would cut some figure. She always

did have a pretty good opinion of herself

though nobody ever told her that her

barrel was too long.

Anyhow, she just fairly bristled in that

i»arn&>^.s. She calculated she'd cut a good
figure and maybe get sold as a carriage

horse. When she struck the street pave-

ment with the new harness on and the

check-rein up, and the old express w'agon

rattling behind her, she thought she was
pretty much of a fa.^hion-plate horse. She
figured she might sell for a carriage horse

—she always had a sneaking regard for

that sort of life—or for a saddle horse. In
truth so did the expressman and he drove
down to the sale stables where the fat man
acts as auctioneer.

Fan picked up a lot of pointers on the
way down. She noticed a couple of car-

riage horses lifting and throwing their

feet—not knowing they were weighted

—

and she tried it on her own pace. She
stiffened her hind legs like a carriage
horse and held her head higher even than
the check rein was holding it. The meek
little expressman calculated he could sell

Fan for $200 and Fan—she saw herself
on the way to glory, taking a dog-cart with
red wheels into the horse show.

It was too bad. Of course poor Fan
couldn't see that her back action was run-
ning from rheumatism, or that she had
a bad eye, and a swollen knee. The new
harne.ss just lifted her clean out of her-
self, so that she forgot the express wagon
trailing behind.

But when she reached the tan bark sale
stable she felt sore from the unaccustomed
strain on her muscles. She perked up all

she could, remembering the harness and
the dog cart which she had made the goal

of her ambitions. A fool did buy her at

a little proHt to the expressman, and he

put her in carriage harness. But she fell

down on the work. Every now and then

she'd forget she was a carriage horse and
drop back into an express wagon pace.

She'd slouch dowui in the harness and
shamble along the street. At last it got

that the strain of carriage-horse manners
was too much for her and she was sold to

a livery stable. I see her often, standing

wdth the other night-hawk cabs on Bay
Street, beside the Mail and Empire Build-

ing.

That's just it. A mediocre horse hasn't

much chance to rise. Yet I met a fellow-

down in the sale stable one time who want-

ed to be a fire horse. He and I were

tethered close together and we fell to talk-

"Say," he said to me, nudging me with
his hip, ''say, y'ought to perk up; they're

buyin' fire horses to-day,"

"Are they," says I, pawing the bark,

contemptuously. "Why should I care?"

"Care?" says he, "wouldn't you like to

be a fire horse?"
"I can't see why," I drawded. "I'm ten

years old. Why should I?"
He seemed to groan with ecstacJ^ "Oh

dear," he sighed, "you must be fond of

doing nothing. Why think of it! Dash-
ing out of your stable—snap goes your
harness! Sup! the bars drop! Out you go.

The gong shouting at your heels. Your
mate and you tearing along to the fire

and—

"

"Say kid!" I said, "you must be a year-

ling—"
"I'm three," he admitted.
"Well, who told you all about this fire-

reel business?"

"Oh!" he stammered, "I heard about
it from—I was talking to a fire horse the

other day. We w^ere both tethered near a

place where there was a fire. He told me.
You see! All you do is work hard occa-

sionally. Just my line. I can work hard
in spurts, but this steady grind. Oh that's

what kills me."
"Yes," I replied, "but did you ever con-

sider how much a standard fire engine
weighs?"

"Oh, brother!" he answered. "You're a
knocker."
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He got his wish. The fire chief bought
him. Used him in a hose reel. He passed

me the other day. It was rather exciting

but I prefer quiet myself.

The mediocre horse is the greatest

critic there is. You talk to a mediocre
horse and he has more opinions about how
a race should be run, what action a car-

riage horse should have and the best man-
ners for a dray. The mediocre horse has
more snobbishness in him than any other

horse. Of course, the race-horse can afiford

to be generous, as a loser and as a winner.

But snobbery is one of the little joys of the

mediocre. It colors his life. Most medi-
ocre horses coming in from the farm are

very humble, but after a time they take on
airs and plan to become all sorts of things.

Some "become" but the rest become
part of "us." We are the drudges of the

city. My last stable wasn't bad but he was
an Italian and fed me on the straw in

which bananas are packed in the box-cars.

It was hard on the stomach. My stable

before that was a dark, filthy hole and I

got rheumatism there. Besides I had to

work infernally hard. Just now, I am
looking for a place as a gentle family

horse. I'll have to repress my temper I

know, but I can manage it in a nice

family—Think of it, a clean stable, per-

haps straw, good hay—and oats! Haven't

had a decent mouthful of oats since I

worked .

"Gee. Here comes a little man with a

long beard and dirty hands. He's a

market gardener and keeps pigs. I can

tell by his hands. Dirty old beggar, bet

he's lazy. He's looking at me. I think

I'd like to work for him—never more than
six cans of garbage on his wagon. One
trip a day—a little light plowing. That's

the job I'm after. Dignified ! No. But I

can eke out my life that way. And a bit

of sun, and rain, and fresh air, enough
food and so on—Oh, I might eke out ten

vears more that way. Good ! He's buying
me."

A Small Catechism

Whv are children's eyes so bright?

Tell me why?
'Tis because the Infinite

Which they've left, is still in sight.

And they know no earthly blight

—

Therefore 'tis their eves are bright.

Why do children laugh so gay?
Tell me why?

'Tis because their hearts have play

In their bosoms, every day,

Free from sin and sorrow's sway

—

Therefore 'tis they laugh so gay.

AVhy do children love so true?

Tell me why?
'Tis because they cleave unto

A familiar, favorite few.

Without art or self in view

—

Therefore children love so true.

-Hon. Thomas D'Arcv McGee.



MANY human beings have a mania
for collecting. The mania often be-

gins at an early age with marbles

and colored pebbles. It progresses through
the bird's egg, butterfly and postage stamp
stage of youth to the more expensive hob-
l>ies of age. It displays itself in forms
which vary according to the character of

the individual. Some men treasure books;
others paintings; others china, coins, old
fiuMiiture. The most connnon hobby is

that of gold and silver and bank-notes. A
man who collects money is a magnate. A
man who collects director's fees is a finan-
cier. A man who collects bugs is a scien-
tist. The rest are "hol:)byists" whether the
oltject of their search be cigar wrappers or
archaeological va.ses. This universal mania
makes a bond of sympathy ; it unites the
race and there is a common interest even
in the achievements of those so-called
"eccentric" persons who have succeeded in
gathering about themselves collections of
oddities and curiosities.

About eighteen years ago a young man
in Hamilton became inspired with the

idea that he would make a collection of

military medals. There was nothing par-

ticularly original in the idea, though
medal collectors in Canada are almost as

rare as some of their specimens. At any
rate medals possessed a fascination for

him, partly because he had been an avari-

cious reader of boys' books and had be-

come filled with admiration for the brave

deeds of Britain's soldiers in all parts of

the world, and partly too because he had

I

some good old military blood in his veins,

two great grand uncles having fought and
died at Waterloo.

His first purchase consisted of three

medals which had been bestowed on vet-

erans of the Peninsular War. With these

in his possession he felt himself brought
into actual touch with the men who had
fought in that dramatic campaign. He
was thrilled. Having thus tasted the joys

of collecting, he went on securing more
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and more examples. His name was Hen-
drie—AVilliam Hendrie, Junior, of Hamil-
ton.

Presumably there must be some con-

nection between breeding race horses and
collecting medals or AVilliam Hendrie.

would never have taken up the latter hob-

by. The second son of the late William
Hendrie, the elder, and brother of Colonel,

the Hon. J. S. Hendrie, one of Ontario's

cabinet ministers, he is a member of a

family which has done much for horse

l)reeding in Canada. He has also taken a

keen interest in military affairs, holding a

major's commission in the 48th High-
landers Regiment, of Toronto.

^Major Hendrie is an enthusiast on
medals. He has a famous collection of

them. And what is more, he likes to talk

about them and about the wars and the

engagements which they commemorate.
He has even gone to the extent of pre-

paring a lecture, or as he prefers to call it,

''a little talk" about them,—for he is a

modest man.
''The study and collecting of British

war medals as granted to the naval and
military forces," says Major Hendrie, ''is

one of singular interest to any one who ad-

mires the many noble qualities of our sol-

diers and sailors; and a complete collection

forms a concise historical record of the

growth and advance of the British Em-
pire. As long as nations preserve the

memory of the great deeds of their His-

tory, as long as human courage and en-

durance can send a thrill of admiration

through generous hearts, as long as British

Ijlood beats in British veins, the story of

the brave men who fought and died at

their country's bidding will be one of the

great traditions of the British race."

But collecting medals is by no means
such an easy undertaking as one might
suppose. It requires expert knowledge
and it is a somewhat expensive pursuit.

Many British war medals are very rare

and when by some chance they are offered

for sale they command big prices.

They crop up in the most unlikely

places. "At the time the Duke of York
visited Toronto," says Major Hendrie,

"just after the parade broke up, I was
walking along York street when I caught

sight of a well-dressed young Indian, who
was wearing a couple of medals. From
my knowledge of medals, I knew immedi-
ately that these two were rare specimens

of the 1812 variety. I approached him
and tried my best to get them from him,
but, to his credit he wouldn't part with

them. He came from a reser\'e at Rice

The
Peninsular

War

11

Chateauquay



I

Lake and no doubt the medali had been "Anomer time, continue*! the Major,

given to some of his ancestors who fought "a friend of mine in Rochester happened
in the war. to notice a medal in a pawn-shop over
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Three of the Medals given in connection with Canada's Early Troubles.

there. It had no fewer than five bars or

clasps. He wrote to me about it with the

result that I secured for a mere song a
rare five-bar Egyptian j\Iedal, originally

belonging to a member of the Black
Watch Regiment. In England it would
be very valuable but, of course, in the Uni-
ted States it had little or no value."

Pawn-shops are the great source of sup-

ply, especially at seaport towns. Recipi-

ents of the medals, being down in their

luck, pawn their medals and oftentimes

never redeem them. Or perhaps, having
died, their families part with them. In
both ways, there is a constant stream of

these objects coming into the market.
They are picked up by dealers, who at in-

tervals issue catalogues which are mailed

From left to right these Medals are : 1. Naval General Service Medal : 2. Waterloo Medal ; 3. Sikh, India.
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Medal presented to Indian Chiefs by the late King Edward VII. when in Canada as Prince of Wales.

to colleelors and from them the latter add
examples to their collections. Then, too,

at the big auction rooms in London, like

Christy's and Glendenning's, medals are

frequently put up for sale.

"The fun of collecting" explained

^hijor Ilendrie, "lies not so much in se-

curing tlie medals themselves but in get-

ting the various bars or clasps attached to

them, particularly fighting bars. Take,
for instance, the Peninsular Medal. This
medal which was distributed not only
among the Penisular War veterans but
also for service in Canada and the West
Indies, was is.sued with no fewer than 28
bars, each one bearing the name of some
engagement or campaign. If a soldier
had been in five engagements for instance,
lie would be given a medal with five bars,
l)earing the names of these engagements.
Fighting bars mark the engagements,
ordinary bars the campaigns, and because
there are fewer of the former issued, they
are the more valuable. It is the presence
of the bars that add an element of excite-
ment to the pursuit."
The list of medals issued for service in

Canada is not a long one. The first

medals were sent to the country by King
George III, to be bestowed on those'lndian

chiefs, who had been loyal to the crown
at the time of the Revoluntionary War.
The medals are extra large in size, made
thus doubtless to attract the Indians, and
bear the head of King George upon them.
They are to-day very rare indeed.

The next medal given in Canada was
the Military General Service Medal
or Peninsular War Medal, which,

while it was given in recogni-

tion of the services in the War of

1812, was, owing to the Duke of Welling-
ton's opposition, not bestowed on the vet-

erans until 1847. This is the medal with
the 28 bars of which three commemorate
engagements in Canada, viz.. Fort Detroit,

Chrysler's Farm and Chateauguay.
Strange to say, the most important battle

in the War, that at Queenston Heights,
was not recognized by a bar, the soldiers

who fought there receiving only the medal
itself. The medals with the bars are, of

course, the most valuable, because of the

limited number which were issued. Only
two were made with two bars and these

are still more rare.

On the occasion of the late King Ed-
ward's visit to Canada, as Prince of

Wales, he presented medals to the Indian
chiefs. These, like those given l>y George
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III, were big medals and a few examples
are to be found among the Indians of the

reservations. Major Hendrie's specimen
came from the Walpole Island Reserve on
the St. Clair River.

There was no medal issued for the Re-
l)ellion of 1837. The next military medal
was conferred in recognition of service at

the time of the Fenian Raids of 1866 and
1870 and the Red River Expedition. The
same medal did for all three and there

were three bars struck to accompany it,

one for each campaign. Examples of this

medal with one bar are fairly common.
A few were issued with two bars but none
with three.

To commemorate the North West Re-
l)ellion of 1885, the Egyptian Medal with
one bar, bearing the name Saskatchewan,
was given. This medal is, of course, quite

common.
This completes the list of medals given

for service in Canada. But many Cana-
dians have served in the British army in

all parts of the world and on them have
Ijeen bestowed medals and orders in recog-

nition thereof. To trace out .=;uch would
involve a study of all the British war
medals, a long and complex subject and
one of no immediate interest to Canadians.

Major Hendrie preserves his medals in

glass frames hung from the wall. The
polished silver of the medals themselves,

the colored ribbons attached to them and
the dark velvet background of the frames
make a pleasing combination. In the fine

large dinine-room at Gateside House, his

home in Hamilton, he is arransiins a

series of cases in the panneling of the fire-

place in which he intends to disnlav his

collection. The effect will doubtless be
hifrhlv ornamental, illustrating the fact

that medal collecting has other advantages
than purely the pleasure to be derived
from acquisition.

The collection is limited almost entire-

Iv to military medals. Beainning with the
Waterloo Medal, the first to be given to

the rank and file of the British armv. it

includes an excellent renresentation of all

the medals i^ince is.sued. These are ar-

raneed accordino; to the seats of the cam-
paigns so that the ribbons may harmonize.
Thus the Indian medals are placed to-

gether, all their ribbons being red and

blue stripes. The Soudan medals have
blue and white ribbons, the South Afri-

can red, black and yellow, etc.

''Yes, it is undoubtedly an expensive

hobby," says Major Hendrie in response

to a question, "but the plea.sure to be de-

rived from it more than repays the ex-

pense. You get a great insight from it in-

to what Great Britain's soldiers and sailors

have done the world over. Take thisAbys-

sinian Medal for instance. Colonel

Sweeny of Toronto wears it. It recalls to

mind the way Great Britain, for the sake

of one subject, whom the King of Abys-
sinia illegally imprisoned, spent eight rail-

lion pounds to secure his liberty by force,

and to punish King Theodore. It pro-

vides a grand object le.«:.?on, showing the

privileges and rights of British citizen-

ship."

"In buying medals it is quite possible

that an amateur might be imposed upon,"
says Major Hendrie. "An unscrupulous
dealer might attach two bars to a medal
and thereby convert a common specimen
into a rare specimen. Such an imposition,

however, could be easily discovered if

reference is made to Ottawa or to the War
Office in London. Each medal bears on
the rim the name and regiment of the re-

cipient and the records will show whether
he received one or two bars."

Major Hendrie thinks that the Domi-
nion and provincial governments should
do .something to .secure collections of
medals, particularlv medals given to Can-
adians who have fought for the Empire,
He commends highlv the action of the
Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario, the Hon.
J. M. Gibson, in .securing the medals.
.=!word of honor and Victoria Cross of

Lieut.-Dunn, an old Upper Canada College
boy, who distinguished himself in the
famous charge of the Light Brigade at

Balaclava, and pre.sentina: them to his old
college, where they vnW be the pride and
in.=;piration of future generations.

"A collection of medals will teach Can-
adians, whether of British or foreign birth,

British history. If the Ottawa Govern-
ment were to ."tart an investigation, they
would be .surpri.<5ed to find how many Can-
adians rose to high places in the naval
and military service of the Empire."
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EUROPEAN SNOBBERY IN ASIA.

El'KOPEAN snobbery in Asia rouses

the protest of Melville E. Stone,

General ]\Iana2;er of the Associated

Press, and in an article in the National

Geographic Magazine (Washington) he

sets forth facts that should make the aver-

age European or American blush for his

ideals. The cry of Asiatics, he says, is:

"Stop cheating us; stop swindling us; stop

treating us as your inferiors who are to

be beaten and roblied. Treat us fairly and
we will go more than half-way. Leave to

us the question whether Japanese labor-

ers ?hi\]\ go to America to annoy you, and
we will stop them. But do not say that

you will admit the lazaroni of Hungary
and Italy and Russia, simply because they
are white, and shut us out simply because
we arc yellow." He goes on to say:

—

.Mthough whole libraries have been
written concerning Asia and the Asians,
ihere is a widespread belief that, because
of tlio differences in our mentalities, it is

not possible for us ever to under.stand
them, or they us. Kipling says that "East
is Ea.«t, and "West is West, and never the
twain shall meet." The "oldest inhabit-
ant" in India or China or Japan is sure
to tell you that the Oriental mind is un-
fathomable. I have not the temerity to
challenge these opinions. And yet I ven-
ture to sugsest that there is an older au-
thoritv holding a different view, and that
I still have some respect for Cicero's idea

that there is a "common bond" uniting

all of the children of men.
And whatever our ignorance of, or in-

difference for, the Orientals in the past, it

is well to note that conditions, both for

us and for them, have entirely changed
within the last decade. There is a new
United States and a new Asia. The Span-
ish War created the one ; the Russo-Japan-
ese War the other. When we acquired the

Philippine Islands we assumed the gov-

ernment of eight millions of Orientals and
touched elbow with all A.sia. When Japan
defeated Russia, the Oriental learned his

power. For untold centuries he had res-

pected power. His native sovereign was
an autocrat, who enslaved him. beat him,
killed him, if need be. Then came the

European, with powder and guns and w^ar-

.ships; and thereafter the white man be-

hind the gun represented power. A hand-
ful of British with cannon could enforce
obedience from hundreds of millions of

people. Suddenly the little Empire of

Japan, one of the least among the Asiatic

powers, challenged, fought, and defeated
the great European Colossus, Russia.

The A.sian discovered then that it was
not the white man, but the gun that did
the business; he learned that a yellow man
behind the gun was quite as effective as a

white man, and he found that the Chris-

tian soldier alone was afraid of death.

Then followed in travail the birth of the
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new Asia. There were actual revolutions

in Turkey and Persia, a startling recrud-

escence of unrest in India and Ceylon,

and, at this moment, China is in a state of

revolutionary ferment.

What is to be the outcome? What does

all this mean for the future of the world?

Let us view the problem from the political,

the commercial, and the moral aspects.

How long will the 6,000 soldiers we have
in the Philippines be able to keep our

flag afloat among 8,000,000 of natives?

How long will the 75,000 English soldiers

in India be able to maintain British sov-

ereignity over 300,000,000 of Asians? Be-

lieve me, these are not idle questions.

They are up to us for an answer, whether
we will or no, and upon our ability to

make answer will depend the future of

what we are pleased to call our Western
civilization. I would not be an alarmist,

and yet I would have you feel that Macau-
ley's suggestion of the New Zealander on

a broken arch of London Bridge, sketch-

ing the ruins of St. Paul, has come to be
more than an extravagant figure of

speech.

And I am convinced that there is real

danger awaiting us unless we mend our
ways. It is not the Asian who needs
educating; it is the European. T am not
worrying half so much about the heathen
in his blindness as T am about the Chris-

tian in his blindness.

Asia is awake and preparing for the

coming struggle, and we are doing very
much to force the issue and to prepare her
for the contest. For a century we have
been sending at enormous cost our mis-

sionaries to all parts of the hemisphere to

civilize. There may be doubt as to the

amount of proselyting we have been able

to accomplish : there can be no possible

doubt of the work we have done to streng-

then the Asian people politically and com-
mercially.

A statesman of Japan said recently, in

a conversation T had with him : "Your
missionaries undoubtedly have done good
for the morals of our people, but they have
done far more for our health and strength

as a nation. They come to us with doctors

and nurses, and hospitals, and schools.

Before Perry's arrival 2,000.000 infants
were born every year in Japan, and for

lack of proper sanitary measures thev
died. Now, with the hospitals and sanit-

ary and hygienic methods introduced by
the missionaries, the 2,000,000 children
are born, but they do not die." This is

true of every other Oriental country.
Meanwhile, in the countries of Europe
the increase of population is slow, and,
in some countries, as in France, it is hard-
ly increasing at all. In America race sui-

cide is becoming alarmingly prevalent.

In the recent war between Russia and
Japan, Dr. Louis Seaman, who visited

their field hospitals and talked freely with
their army surgeons, found that the Ja-
panese had outstripped us in almost every
department of military surgery. The for-

eign colonies of Tokio and other Japanese
cities employ native physicians in prefer-

ence to Europeans.
Asia is coming into her own again. It

was Asia through Arabia which gave
Europe the literature, the arts, and the
sciences, which we have developed and of

which we now boast. Gunpowder was
probably invented in China; it was cer-

tainly introduced into Europe from Ar-
abia. The finely-tempered steel of Dam-
ascus went over from Arabia at the time
of the Moorish invasion of Spain, and its

manufacture was continued at Toledo.
The coppersmiths of Bagdad supplied the
world's market with their wonderful pro-
ductions centuries before there were any
industries in Europe. Weaving of silk

and cotton had its birth as an industry in
Arabia, and the weaving of wool was
learned by the Crusaders in the same won-
derful country. Astronomy, mathematics,
the mariner's compass—all came to us
from the Arabs.
One cannot have forgotten that the

Psalms, the Gospels, and the Koran are
all of Arabian origin. The inhabitants of
central Arabia have to-day the oldest lib-

eral government—practically a republic

—

on earth. And, if you go farther afield,

to India, and China, and Japan, you shall

find a civilization older than history and
marvelous in its character. One cannot
read that great library of Eastern Sacred
Writings, edited by Dr. Max Muller,
without being tremendously impressed.

It will not do for us to a.«!sume that ours
is the only civilization. What are the
basic virtues, the sum of which we call our
Christian civilization? I hope we are all

agreed that thev are not primarily beliefs

in certain theological dogmas, or certain
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l-.MMis ..f cliunl. polity, or in the shape or

l,.„u,l, „f priestly vestments, but in the

,ltnlml.-s (Ir n.rnrt Christinn livins. Is

fni^alitv a virtue? Your Asian far ex-

ceeds us in frugality. is imlustry a

merit? No people on earth work as long,

:,< porsistently. and as conscientiously as

Ihcv. Ts integrity esteemed? It is the

un(..ichallenged judgment of every Euro-

pean writer that the word of an Asian was

m,od (U.til thev were corrupted by the in-

roads ..f Westerners. Is politeness, which

i. hut iuiother name for the golden rule

(u 1,,. conuuended? Nowhere will you fin(

sueh scrupulous politeness as is daily and

ho\»rlv observed east of Suez.

Is ob.servance of law de.'jirable? The

pcMceable and orderly lives which the

great ma.ss of the people of A»m have led

for centuries attest their habits of obedi-

ence. There are cities in India. Japan,

and China with crowded populations run-

ning from a hundred thousand into the

miliions where there is .scarcely the semb-

lance of police control, and where crime

is hardly known. They are a calm,

thoughtful people, to whom what Mr. Ar-

thur Benson has so well called "the gospel

of push." and what our own vigorous

Roo.sevelt calls a "strenuous life," is un-

known. But T am not at all sure that

tliis is an unmixed evil, for there are no
"brain-storms" there, and neurasthenia is

provided for nowhere. In the light of the

ifact that the number of inmates in the in-

sane hospitals of our country doubled in

six years, according to the latest available

statistics. I cannot but feel that we need
less strenuositv rather than more. Com-
pared with Western civilization, theirs

will not suffer perhaps as much as you
would imagine: and perhaps you will

agree that the chief characteristics of our
civilization are push and extravagance,
and that in this respect they have the
better of us.

All this brings me to my topic. And T
nuist say that, paraphrasing Mr. Lincoln's
words at nettysbnrg. in large mea.sure it

is not for us to educate, but to be educat-
ed. We .shall never meet the problems
growing out of our relation with the Far
East unless we ab.solutely and once for all

put away race prejudice. I believe the
European snob iu Asia is distinctly the
enemy of the civilized West. And his
coadjutor in this country is a fitting crim-

inal yoke-fellow. Let me give you some
illustrations of what I mean—cases which

came under my personal observation.

From Bombay to Yokohoma there is not

a social club at any port or treaty point

where a native, whatever his culture or re-

finement, will be admitted.

At the Bengal Club at Calcutta last

year a member in perfectly good standing

innocently invited a Eurasian gentleman

—that is, one who is half native and half

European—to dine with him. It became
known that the invitation had been ex-

tended, and a storm of opposition broke

among the members. The matter was

filially adjusted by setting a.side the ladies'

department of the club, and there the of-

feinling member and his unfortunate

guest dined alone. The next day the

member was called before the board of

governors and notified that another like

l)reach of the rules would result in his

expulsion.

The beating of native servants and
workmen in India is a daily and hourly
occurrence. It formerly was so at Hong-
kong and Shanghai, but Mr. Sprague. the

representative of the Standard Oil Com-
pany at Shanghai, told me that .since the

Russo-Japanese war the natives would not
stand it, and that all beating of them by
Europeans in that city had ceased.

While in Calcutta I attended a ball at

Government ITou.'se, and noted that while
one or two native princesses were on the

floor dancing with white men, there were
twenty or more native gentlemen stand-

ing about as "wall flowers." I called the

attention of Lady !Minto to the fact, and
she explained that no white woman
would think of dancing with a native; it

would certainly result in ostracism.

The son of a maharaja goes to England,
is educated at Oxford or Cambridge, is

lionized in the We.=!t End of London

—

mayhap he is honored with an invitation
to Wind.sor. When he goes back home
he may enter no white man's club; if he
1>e fortunate enough to be invited to a
white man's function, no white woman
vnW dance or a.ssociate with him, and if

by any luck he should marry a European,
he, his wife, and his children become out-

casts.

Although native troops, like the Sikhs,
have shown undying loyalty to the Brit-

ish flag, and on frequent occasions have
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exhibited courage in the highest degree,

no one of them ever has or ever can

achieve the Mctoria Cross.

I have no thought, in saying this, of

criticising British rule in India. I do not

question that it has been of enormous
benefit. Neither do I doubt that under
the administration of Lord Morley there

is the most sincere desire to do all for

India that the cause of humanity or Chris-

tianity may dictate. And I am also quite

ready to say that the proljlem is a difficult

one; that ''the white man's burden" is one
not easy to bear. I know that attempts to

do justice are often misunderstood by the

natives, are construed as evidence of fear.

I know that the Bengalis, who are respons-

ible for most of the unrest in India, are

a silly lot, whose lives and property would
not be worth a groat were British protec-

tion withdrawn. I know that the benefic-

ent British supremacy has been made pos-

sible only by the religious divisions among
the natives. But this is all the more rea-

son why the greatest care should be ex-

ercised not alone in India, but through-
out Asia, why the line of cleavage should
not be permitted to pass from a religious

to a racial one, and the danger that it

may do so grows with every hour.

On the one hand, there is a very per-

ceptible loosening of the bonds of religious

caste ; not infrequently to-day high-class

Brahmins not only shake hands with Mos-
lems and Christians, but even sit at table

and eat meat with them. On the other

hand, there was a startling evidence dur-

ing the recent war of the secret racial tie

that binds all Asia. AVe are accustomed to

think and speak of India as a British pos-

session, forgetting that after all only five-

eights of its area is British, while there are

over 600 native princes and chiefs, each
governing a state, which is more or less

independent. Some of these princes are

enormously w^ealthy. So far as they have
any religious bent, they are Hindu, or

Mahratta, and in this respect not at all

at one with the Japane.se, who are either

Shinto or Buddhist. Yet while the war
was on, it was not uncommon for a rich

Maharaja to call at Government House
and ask if it would be regarded as an
unfriendly act for him to buy Japanese
bonds. Of course, the viceroy was forced

to say it would not, since Britain and Ja-

pan were in treaty alliance. Of course.

these investments were made through
London banks, and the extent of the trans-

actions will never be known. We do
know, however, that there was a mysteri-
ous absorption of Japanese securities,

which never could be accounted for by
either the London financiers or our own.
What I feel is that the danger of Asi-

atic ethnic solidarity is immensely accen-
tuated by the attitude of certain of the Bri-
tish themselves. It goes without saying
that the younger son of a British noble-
man, who does not succeed to his father's

estate and does not go into trade, but who
finds the only outlet for his activities in
the army or navy, the church, or in the
Indian civil service, becomes far more of
a snob, and therefore far more of a dan-
ger when dealing with natives in Asia
than he would be permitted to be at home
in England. And the harm that one such
person can do it may take an army to

undo.
I have spoken thus freely respecting

the conditions in India because I feel at
liberty to do so, since my mother was
born under the British flag, and I have
a very large number of relatives in the
British army, navy and church. But I
should be wholly lacking in fairness if I
did not ask your attention to similar cases
of race prejudice in which w^e are involved
and wliich are equally dangerous in other
parts of Asia,

Let me tell you a story as it was told
me by a Harvard graduate, who is now a
minister of the Japanese Crown. "When
Perry came here," said he, "and Town-
send Harris (of blessed memory) fol-

lowed him and made the first treaty with
Japan, it was stipulated that we (the Ja-
panese) should give them ground for their
legation and their consulates, compounds.
We did so. Yokohoma was then an un-
important place, a native fishing village.
It was the natural port of Tokio, but as
we had no foreign trade that meant no-
thing. We gave them ground in Yoko-
hama for their consulate. Merchants and
traders followed, and we gave them ground
also for their shops. The British and the
Russians and other European nations
came in and we gave them like conces-
sions. In Yokohama, as you know, houses
and stores are not numbered as you
number them in America—110 Broadway,
for instance—but are numbered in the or-
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Uer in which tliey were built, ihus

^Number 1 Yokohama" ["^y,^^^^"
.f

,nilo dislanl froin "Number 2 \ okoha

,|,a.- Tlii. iiU'th<.<l of numbering sUU

''''•\Veli. a.s lime went on the village grew

hao a e ly. L'nder the treaty oi iomi-

eul iarris ami all the other treaties the

ri^ht of extra-territoriality was recogniz-

t.,1 That is whenever a case arose in

wiiich a foreigner was involved it must be

liiocl by Ihc consul of the country to wlucli

Ihe foreigner belonged. As time went on,

Sir liar?y Parks, the British minister,

a^ked for ground in Yokohama for a race-

track We cautiously suggested that horse-

racing was sa'd to be wicked by the Luro-

nean missionaries. But he insisted and

ive gave him the ground. Then we were

a-ked for ground for a social club for the

foreigners, and we gave them a plot on the

sea front, tlie Hnest piece of land m the

city.
,

. , , 1

"Later they wanted to play cricket and

football, and finally golf. Well, we gave

tliem ground for this. As the city grew,

this cricket-lield was so surrounded by

buildings that it was practically in the

center of towai. Understand, all of this

ground was donated. Last year we sug-

gested that we could use the cricket-field,

and we ottered to give in place of it a

held in the suburbs. As railways had

been built meanwhile, the new field

would be even more accessible than the

old one was when we gave it. The for-

eigners demurred, and proposed that we

buy the old field and with the purchase-

money they would secure a new one.

Finally, we compromised by paying for

their improvements and furni.shing them
a new field with like improvements free

of cost.

"The question of taxation arose. Yoko-
hama had grown to be a city of 300,000
inhabitants, with millions of dollars in-

vested in buildings owned by foreigners.

We asked no taxes on the ground we had
donated to them, but we did think it fair

that they should pay taxes on their build-

ings. They said no, that everywhere in

the West the buildings went with the
ground. We submitted the question to

the Americans, but they dodged the issue,

stying they would do whatever the others
did. Then, under the law of extra-terri-

toriality. we were compelled to leave the

decision to the British consul, and he

decided against us. The case has now
gone to The Hague Court.

"Finally, when 1 tell you that in the

light of tliis history no native Japanese

gentleman has ever been permitted to en-

ter the club-house or the grand-stand of

the race-track or to play upon the cricket-

lield, perhaps you will understand why
there is some feeling against foreigners in

Yokohama."
When Commodore Perry went to Japan

in 1853 he wrote a letter to the Japanese

Emperor containing these words:

"With the Americans, as indeed with

all Christian people, it is considered a

sacred duty to receive with kindness, and
to succor and protect all, of whatever na-

tion, who may be cast upon their shores,

and such has been the course of the Am-
ericans with all Japanese subjects who
have fallen under their protection."

With his warships Ferry compelled Ja-

pan to receive citizens of the United States

and to grant them extraordinary domicili-

ary rights. From that day to this we have
spent enormous sums to establish schools

in Japan for the education of the natives.

Y'et we now are seeking to deny them ad-

mission to this country and we are refus-

ing to permit them to attend our schools.

In the Philippines a ruffian American
soldier, recruited from the purlieus of New
York, shoves a native gentleman from the

sidewalk of Manila with an oath, calling

him a "nigger." Yet that "nigger" is

very likely a cultivated gentleman, edu-

cated at the Sorbonne, in Paris.

The infamous opium war upon China,
and the equally infamous existent compul-
sion of China to receive Indian opium, are

outrages no whit worse than our own ex-

tortion of absurdly exorbitant damages for

losses of American ships to Chinese pirates

in the Yellow Sea. For many years there
was no more profitable undertaking for the
owner of an American clipper ship than
to sell it and its cargo to the Chinese gov-
ernment after it had been looted by pi-

rates.

Such, my friends, is something of the

shameful record of our relations with
the Far East. In India, in China, and in

Japan we have been the guests who have
enjoyed their hospitality, only to rise in

the morning and say to our hosts, "You
must not sit at table with us." Believe
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me, this condition cannot endure. Politi-

cally we are in grave danger. Commer-
cially, with their industry and their fru-

gality, they are fast outstripping us.

They have ceased buying flour from
the Minneapolis mills, because they are

grinding Indian and Manchurian wheat
with Chinese labor at Woosung. A line

of ships is running from the Yellow
River to Seattle, bringing 72,000 tons a

year of pig iron manufactured at Han-
kow, and delivered, freight and duty
added, cheaper than we can produce it.

In Cawnpore, India, with American ma-
chinery they are making shoes so cheaply

that the manufacturers of Lynn can no
longer compete with them. The cottons

and silks which we one time sent from
here to Asia are now made in Japan and
China.

Thus we are related to them politically,

and commercially. Socially they are all

saying to us, "Stop cheating us; stop

swindling us; stop your treating us as

your inferiors who are to be beaten and
robbed." Japan is crying out, ''Treat us

fairly and we will go more than half

way. Leave to us the question whether
Japanese laborers shall go to America to

annoy you, and we will stop them. But
do not say that you will admit the laza-

roni of Hungary and Italy and Russia,

simply because they are white, and shut
us out because we are yellow."

The Singhalese natives of Ceylon,

while I was in Colomljo addressed a

remarkable communication to the Gov-
ernor General. They said a hundred
years ago there was established in the

United States a new theory of govern-

ment—that there should be no taxation

without representation. "Now," said

they, "we ask a share in the government
of the island. We pay taxes. You may
fix a property qualification and say that

no one having less than a thousand
pounds sterling shall share in the govern-

ment. We shall not object. You may
also fix an educational qualification. You
may say that no one but a college gradu-

ate shall take part in the government.
We will not object. In short, you may
fix any qualification except a racial quali-

fication. That M^ould not be fair." "And
what answer have you to make?" I

asked Mr. Crosby Rolles, editor of The

Times, of Ceylon. "To meet their re-

quest," he replied, "would mean to turn
over the government of Ceylon to them
at once, because there are 6,000 of them
and only 5,000 English men, women, and
children. We must stop educating them."
What do you think of that for a

remedy? Personally, I do not thonk it

will work, any more than I think any
rule of arbitrary repression can endure.
I take refuge in the large experience and
ripe judgment of Lord Curzon, of Kedle-
ston, who in July, 1904, was given the
freedom of the city of London in Guild-
hall, and on that occasion u.sed these
words: "Depend upon it, you will never
rule the East except through the heart,

and the moment imagination has gone
out of your Asiatic policy your empire
will dwindle and decay."

I am also impressed with the correct-

ness of Lord Morley's attitude. Speak-
ing in support of the Indian reform pro-

posals two years ago, he said: "The
Founder of Christianity arose in an
Oriental country, and, when I am told

that Orientals always mistake kindness
for fear, I must repeat that I do not be-

lieve it, any more than I believe the

stranger saying of Carlyle, that after all

the fundamental question between any
two beings is. Can I kill thee, or canst

thou kill me? I do not agree that any
organized society has ever subsisted upon
either of those principles, or that brutal-

ity is always present as a fundamental
postulate in the relations between rulers

and ruled."

And Curzon and Morley have many
supporters in their view. In smug com-
placency, you may close your doors

which look toward Asia, while you open
wide tho.se which look toward Europe;
you may refuse the Oriental admission

to your schools, while you accord the

privilege to any child of an European

;

you may pile import duties mountain
high, and raise our standards of living

to any pitch of extravagance; you may
build Avarships without limit, and you
may continue to treat the Asian as legiti-

mate prey. But I am confident that it

will not avail.
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\s a si.Micr. wlit'llicr at Oiudurnian,

ill di," Sii.liiii. <•!• on 20:'^-i\Iotro Hill, at

\'n\[ Ailliiir. till' iiiiiii of color has shown

hiinsi'ir a ri^^hl ^ood fi.uhtin.o; man; in

.Miiiiii. •!•(•<• ln' has. hv liis intliistry, per-

severance, ingenuity, and frugality, given

us pause; and hefore the eternal throne

his teni})oral and his spiritual welfare are

worth as nuich as vours or mine.

® ®

Till-: COMMKIICIAL VALVE OF A KING.

D.\M1:L L. Hanson has made a re-

mark.ihle computation — the com-

mercial value of a king. Writing in

Tin \Vi>i-ld To-daij he sets forth the case

of King Haakon VII of Norway, and his

elfect on Norwegian trade. The
new era in Norway, says Mr.

Hanson, had its inception in the

year 1905, and took as its war

cry "Norway for the Norwegians." Its

initial step was a political crisis, handled

.'^o di Idiomatically—words displacing gun-

powder—that Norway, without firing a

shot, became independent of any other

government, free to win or lose in the

world's race, as her policy and energy

might direct.

To Norwegians in America who felt

tliat it might be necessary to immolate
themselves upon the presidential altar of

the home land, this first step of the infant

Norway seemed stumbling and calamit-

ous. To re-establish a monarchy, to elect

a king instead of a president, was termed
suicidal. ]>ut the returned prodigal,

spending a few months in Norway study-
ing people and statistics, is convinced,
gradually, nevertheless forcibly, that the
home land did both wisely and well. For
he finds the measure of the wisdom of
Norway's statesmen to be the progress
made during the last five years.

Bjornson said, years ago, that Norway
had the men and the wealth, but needed a
crisis to give birth to some national idea,
a standard around which a thrifty people
could rally and be inspired.

The new king, Haakon VII., became
that standard—a personality rather than
an idea, there being already a surfeit of
ideas. Norway welcomed a king twelve
months in the year rather than a possible
six weeks in the summer. She also had a
queen, and, to insure stability to the new
dynasty, a crown prince. In this royal

family Norway found a new life and im-
pulse.

There are kings and kings; some in-

spire respect by their personality and line-

age, while others have origins shrouded in

obscurity and find lessons necessary as to

how the royal ermine should be trailed;

their bourgeois names are more familiar

than their kingly titles.

The new king of Norway qualifies in

the first class. The grandson of "Europe's
father-in-law," the late Christian of Den-
mark, he himself is the "nephew of

Europe." One uncle is king of Den-
mark, another of Greece. The dowager
empress of Russia is his aunt, so is the

queen mother of Great Britain. He is

cousin to his own wife, to the uneasy
Kaiser, to the royal family of Spain and
to the king of England. King Haakon
has a corner on royal pedigree. To hold
more firmly the loyalty of his new sub-

jects, he assumed the good old Norwegian
name of Haakon as his legal title; by
nature he is physically equipped to call

himself after that sturdy Norse king who
took a delight in hanging barons, Haakon
Longiegs.

To insure loyalty for his dynasty the
Danish-born crown prince was quickly
naturalized into Norsedom by being en-

swathed in the grand old saga name of

Olav. So the tall king, the little, auburn-
tressed cjueen and the yellow-haired
crown prince constitute a royal family
which, in five years, has endeared itself

to a nation of over three million people.

Love and loyalt}' to a nation's ruler on
the part of the governed must have a real

subjective value in order to be permanent
and marketable. A mere objective adula-
tion is not coinable into dollars. The
value of kings is being measured more
and more, like that of university presi-

dents, by the gold standard. What of

Haakon and of Norway ?
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Two events in the year 1910 can be

looked upon as milestones in Norway's
march toward connnercial prosperity; the

exposition, at Bergen, and the new tariff

law, effective July first.

The exposition, a small affair, sheltered

itself behind the walls of the old fortress

of the Ilanseatic League. Small and un-

assuming, it was a revelation to the visitor

from abroad, and, possibly, to the natives

themselves, of the versatility and skill of

Norwegian manufacturers and mechanics
working under an inspiration.

The excessive diffidence and lack of

self-assertion, which both Bjornson and
Ibsen considered as being the chief Nor-
wegian faults, and the Gyntish habit of

going around obstacles instead of over or

through them, seemed to have disap-

peared. There was nothing wanting in

the long line of Norwegian home products
from an anchovy to an automobile, from
a sewing machine needle to a torpedo boat,

the last mentioned giving its hourly sa-

lute from the fjord front.

It was my good fortune on that July
afternoon to walk through the exposition

behind one of Europe's great rulers, who
was making an incognito visit. He was
attended by a lone attache, who made
notes at his royal master's bidding.
Merely to enumerate even what Norway
had to offer for inspection will be impos-
sible within the linu'ts of a magazine arti-

cle, but we can touch upon a few items
that seemed particularly interesting to

both royal tv and plebeian.

Naturally, Norway stands pre-eminent
in furnishing the table with smoked, dried
and salted meats; fish preserved in more
than fifty-seven ways, and cheese made
from goat's milk, most delicious to the
palate, some of it selling for seventv cents
a pound in American markets. A biscuit

establishment in Christiana had an ex-

hibit of seventy-one different kinds of
cake and crackers. Evaporated creams
and milk also were displayed, and pre-
served fruit in glass jars, all bearing the
national guarantee for puritv. In this

section the attache was verv busy.
The furniture booths showed examples

not onlv of national de.'figns which were
most attractive, but also imitations of
French styles, named after various profli-

gate kings. With her vast timber re-

.sources and workmen who have become

skilled through long years of apprentice-

ship, Norway is doing wonders in the

manufacture of furniture and interior

woods.
In house-heating apparatus I felt sure

of America's pre-eminence, but Norway
has made long strides in that way as well.

Among others was a decidely unique
house-heating boiler with some features

about it that could be well copied by
American manufacturers. Radiation I

saw in only the plain patterns, with no
attempt at decoration, but the tendency
with us is in the same direction.

Enameled kitchen utensils were ex-

hibited in large quantities, as well as

enamel painted tin, and also printed tin.

In this last mentioned were some fine

examples of colorwork, and the attendant
insi.sted that the tints were fast.

In the book department were shown
some beautiful samples of the printer's

and bookbinder's art, while the cu.stodian

with ju.stifiable pride pointed to four hun-
dred different volumes, written by Nor-
wegian authors in fifty years—a concrete
exhibit of the Norwegian renaissance in
literature.

One of the surprising exhibits was that
of jewelry, the export trade in which has
crown rapidly during the last five years.
There was shown enamel work in silver

and gold, bangle and filagree ornaments,
the designs of which were much more
chic than I had seen earlier along the
Grand boulevards, in Paris. Christiana is

especially interested in the manufacture
of this sort of material, and the tourist
will see along Carl Johans Gade of that
city some very attractive show windows
devoted almost entirely to bijouterie. Cut-
lery was also much in evidence, and .silver-

mounted harne.s.ses for either king's hor.se.=

or the Laplander's reindeer. Boots also
from the .spiked affair of the lumbenrinr)
to a ladv's dancing .slipper, were exhib
ited, and the finer grades of .shoes conr
pared well with the American prodnrt
much better than I had seen on the Con
tinent.

It was fitting that Ole Bull's homf
town, Bergen, .should not neglect musical
instruments. There were cases of violins
and other stringed instruments, and .sev

eral booths of organs and pianos, all made
in Norway, and bearing a legend to that
effect. I mentioned to an attendant that
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on the steamer from Germany I bad seen

,1 score of pianos and organs, made in

Munich and Dresden.

"Yc^ the cheaper ones come Irom ttiere,

hut sixty-live doUars duty on a piano and

twenty per cent, on an organ will soon

stop that."
, c

•

Only mention can be made of carriages,

wagons of all sorts, sleighs, skates, skis—

ii most wonderful collection—guns, fish-

ing rods, tackle and ammunition, all made

in Norway, l^oyalty seemed very much
intcrc^tcdin automobiles and motor boats,

which had a separate building set aside

for them.

An Knglishman .said to me: ''Now I

know where we can get goods without the

'made in nermany' label. If we with-

liol.l trade from our Teutonic enemy, we

will do more to cure his Anglophobia than

if we were to send a dozen Dreadnoughts
((I Hamburg and Kiel."

My friend .'^poke in no uncertain ac-

cents, and T wondered if the ears of incog-

nito royalty had caught his words.

On pa.s.=;ing out through the gates I

noticed a table laden wdth green-colored

pamphlets. I paid half a crowai for one

and read its title while waiting for one of

Bergen's intermittent .show^ers to do its

work: "The Tariff List, effective July 1,

into."

Yes, Norway had a tarifT. an infant as

to days, but sturdy and able to hold its

own ; around it the whole economic fabric

was already revolving. The study of the

Norwegian people and their in.stitutions

became more complicated than had at first

promised. This was no longer a simple
people, but a people with a protective

tariff, therefore a complex nation. I men-
tioned tariff at the breakfa.st table in

Christiana one day to have the Storthing
member, from Hardanger. say:

"Tt was sent from heaven to poor Nor-
way."

The sentence rang with all the sincerity
of earnest belief, and could not but waken
in an American's heart the hope that a
heaven-sent tariff might descend on the
Land of the Free, where, w^ith a larger
population to work upon, it could do more
good than in little Norway.

"But it is such a little tariff?" ex-
claimed the theological student at the
other end of the table. We ventured a

])n)phecy that it would grow—in time

—

as we had seen other tariffs grow.

"There are three kinds of customs

levied," explained he from the Storthing,

"one for revenue only, to light and pro-

tect our coast line, another for protection

under which to build up manufacturing
industries, and a third to cover luxuries."

"But they are all drawn from the same
pockets," I suggested.

"Yes, but in different w^ays," insisted

the Hardanger man.
The question of the tariff in Norway

still can be looked upon by the visitor

from the objective viewpoint, but as a stu-

dent of economics he is anxious to see how
that country -will have its future affected

by it. Can a land as small as she is, with

limited, tillable acreage, prosper under
this institution of national exclusivene.ss?

Some nations learn rapidly, and Nor-
W'ay among them. The new^ tariff went
into effect July 1, 1910, and the fir.st strike

of mechanics was w^ell under way in early

May. Building operations in Christiana

stood still for over a month, but the men
w^on and had three wrecks of increa.sed

w^ages wdierewith to anticipate the higher
prices which the tariff w^as suspected of

trailing with it.

Said a retired sea captain who could
look down from his i.sland home on the
economic turmoil which seemed to be agi-

tating the land

:

"It is harder to get money this year
than it w^as last."

"Why, captain?"
"Well, a lot of new manufacturers are

starting up small factories and are willing
to pay more than either a farmer or a
ve.ssel owner feels justified in doing. But
it will be all right in the long run. when
yve have learned what we can profitably
manufacture and what w^e will have to
let alone."

And our American heart echoed, "Yes,
in the long run."

Norway's tariff law seems to have
back of it a united people and not a
bureaucracy. The Storthing, which pa.ssed

it. is a body of representatives from the
entire people, and not of a venal faction
desirous of exploiting itself at the expense
of a whole nation.

"I don't believe that your tariff is going
to build up any large factories," I said to
the Storthing man from Hardanger.
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"That is what we want to avoid, sir;

we want a dozen small factories in an

industry rather than a single large one."

In other words, the new tariff law of

Norway is intended as a scientific solution

of the country's commercial problems. Or,

looking at it from another viewpoint, as

the foundation on which to build up its

permanent material prosperity.

Already one sees the signs of unrest

throughout the kingdom. But it is a

magnetic unrest that holds the young men
at home, the emigration from Norway
during the last year being the smallest in

the forty years during which records have
been kept. There is a disposition among
even the younger element to see +he game
to its finish.

The tariff, however, has already touched

the breakfast taljle. I asked a housewife
in one of Christiana's suburbs:

"What does veal cost a pound?"
She hesitated a moment before reply-

ing, then said:

"I'm just figuring it up as we, this

year, haven't bought more than a quarter

of a pound at a time. It is so much
higher than it was twelve months ago.

And cheese is higher, too; twenty-seven
cents a pound for goat cheese against sev-

enteen cents last July."

Inquiry developed the fact that every-

thing was higher—bread, butter, eggs,

cheese, oil, as well as house furnishing
goods and clothing, but yet no one com-
plained, or else ended a mild complaint
with: "It's going to cost us something
to boost Norway, but we are willing to

pay the price."

But what of Haakon the Seventh?

We have seen what five years have done
among the people in manufacturing, nerv^-

ing it to incorporate so serious an eco-

nomic document as the tariff law into its

commercial life. What more will be done
along that line during the next four years,

the great National Exposition at Chris-
tiana, in 1914 will demonstrate.

The government, however, has not been

idle. It has put into operation a system

of land grants that is developing agricul-

ture and'forestry. Steps have been taken

under national auspices to utilize the tre-

mendous power that heretofore has been

hurling itself in ten thousand places over

the rocks in the form of waterfalls.

During the reign of Haakon, the na-

tional railway mileage has been almost

doubled, and the Storthing of 1910 passed

appropriations for lines opening up
hitherto undeveloped sections. There

might also be mentioned as one of the

steps in Norway's march—whether pro-

gressive or retrogressive , time only will

show—the granting of universal suffrage

to women. Not, however, because of any

militant qualities they have displayed.

jNIore than all these, however, is the

change that has come over the national

character. The Norwegian has passed,

from a pessimistic attitude that formerly

made him a destructive critic of whatever

the government did, into that of a con-

structive optimist. Nothing so clearly

indicated that, as the debates to which I

listened in the Storthing during July.

They were so different from the acri-

monious discussion that had characterized

that body under the old regime.

And has Haakon done all these things?

Yes, by being a personality rather than

a system, by smiling cheerfully when
other rulers would have made .speeches,

necessitating their being pulled out by a

derrick. Haakon the Seventh smiles

whenever one of his suljjects comes with-

in the zone of communication, and is said

to look pleasant even when in repose.

Verily, a smile is better than a speech.

Around him has crystalized a sentiment

of patriotism and of national ambition,

which, in their last analysis, have proved

to have a value in dollars and cents.

These things have all been done, not

by Haakon Seventh, but because of him.
This is the twentieth century miracle

—

the transmutation of royalty into gold.

® ®

WHO BETRAYS HER?

AGAIN we reproduce in condensed people may say. Look at the great stores,

form, an article from Pearson's the great factories—yes and the little one?

Magazine, on a sex topic. It is a too—look at the horde of unskilled girl?

pertinent article—too pertinent, some they employ. Consider how much the.sf
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uiiipluyurs pay ihesc girls. Cuii.sider llial

lho.su girls luvc luii uiul a good tunc jUsL

as any girl clues, and Utcn constder II llU

IS lU liLAML/ "Tliu prucLirt'ssV llic

cadulV Tlic liiau liigiicr upV Or is il

liiu saiiiUy head of the store—the man
who leads iu Laymen s iMissioiiary Move-

ments; who sends cliecks to I'oreigii Mis-

sions; who astounds the naliun with his

gilts to organized chaiities?

The lolluwing eondensalion from
I'earson's Magiuine is written from an
American staiuipoint but the deductions

apply to Canada. W e don t say that this

is the last word on the matter. We are

open to conviction if the Canadian em-
ployer tells us that he is "the victim of

ihe system" or if he had anything else to

.-ay. But if some employers would take
mure interest iu their employees and less

in foreign missions or the latest improve-
ments in motor cai's, their boast that "no
girl receives less than $5 a week in my
employ' might be turned into a shame.
Eor what girl can live on $5 a week and
live as nature makes her wish to live?

i'recious few.

This is the article:

When a girl goes to work in a depart-
ment store she faces three obvious tempta-
tions.

1. The Procuress. This is an insidi-
ous evil, one most difficult for an unso-
phisticated girl to know^ until it is too
late. One day one of her w^oman custom-
ers, handsomely dressed, expresses a warm
interest iu the young girl behind the
counter. The girl, poor, struggling to
make a neat and pretty appearance on
wages which are not even sufiicient to
buy the necessities of life, is flattered and
dazzled by the vista that opens before her.
Her new-found friend asks her to call
some Sunday or some evening, and she
leaves an address that to the girl seems to
be in a fashionable part of the city. If
the girl calls, if she is weak, if her soft
desires for ease and luxury for one mom-
ent get the upper hand, she is doomed.
She joins the army of prostitution.

2. The Cadet. Or one day a young
man speak, to her. He is versed in super-
ficial manners that her unformed taste
pronounces grand. She flirts a little. He
asks her to a dance, or he takes her out
some evening to a moving-picture show.

Perhaps he promises marriage; perhaps

he uses one of the black arts of seduction

;

perhaps neither is necessary. If she falls

she becomes a member of the same army,
under a dilferent banner.

8. The Man Higher Up. Or soon she

linds that all hard and disagreeable tasks

are falling to her. She has more than her

share of work; however well she may per-

form her extra duties she does not ad-

vance. Then one day the floor walker,

or the chief clerk, or the department
manager explains to her, perhaps bluntly,

perhaps attractively, how she may ad-

vance, or how" she "may make a little on
the side." She enrolls under another

banner—but it is the same army.
Many, many of the girls never fall,

never falter. They march on valiantly,

true to themselves, shunning the pitfalls,

scorning the temptations. Yet these

temptations are always there, ever ready,

ever insistent ; the procuress, the cadet and
the man higher up.

And yet neither the procuress nor the

cadet nor the man higher up represents

the class to be considered in seeking an
answer to that question, who betrays the

working girl? They are but secondary
manifestations of a great sore spot in our
civilization. Let us probe the primary
cause. Let us discover who is the original

betrayer of the working girl.

The owner of a department store is

never a man of moderate means. He is

either a spectacular bankrupt or a mil-

lionaire. If a bankrupt, he either gets

out of the business or else his bankruptcy
is but a temporary and not disgraceful

step in his rise to independent fortune.

As a rule, he is a millionaire, and most
often a multi-millionaire.

How does he acc^uire, in his own name,
this enormous amount of money? By
Inisiness acumen, by skillful manipulation
of the buying and the selling markets, by
shrewd location, judicious advertising,

consistent policies, and by paying starva-

tion u'ages to the great bulk of his employ-
ees.

On the credit side of his ledger, then,
we have^—acumen, perseverance, indus-
try, executive skill. On the debit side

—

heartlessness.

A writer, contributing material for this

article, stood in a room in Chicago with
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an employer, looking on 600 girls at

work.

"What do you pay these girls?" asked

the writer, and added, sarcastically, "Five

dollars a week?"

"No! No!" quickly responded the em-
ployer, resenting an implied affront.

"Only a small number of these girls get as

little as five dollars. The average wage of

the 600 is seven dollars a week."

He spoke proudly, as if to imply that

he was no slave-driver, no unjust tyrant.

He considered himself a very fair man, a

generous employer. Yet the National

Consumers' League, after an exhaustive

and accurate study of the question, has

announced that it is impossible for a

working girl in a city to live on less than

eight dollars a week, if she supports her-

self, and has the necessities of life.

Now let us look at the employer's side

of the question for a moment. I have
talked witli many of them ; I know their

attitude, their "reasons" for this wage
tyranny.

"That is all the girls are worth," the

employer says. "They are i^tupid, care-

less, ignorant. If they show unusual
aptitude they may advance. I have
women I pay as high as $5,000 a year.

I have many that get from fifteen to

thirty dollars a week, but the run of them
are worth only what they get—a few dol-

lars a week."

"Very well." I replied. "But suppose

it were difficult to get girls to work in

your store, suppose your competitors were

bidding for their services, would that not

raise the wagas?"

He laughed. "The unskilled girl is a

drug on the labor market. We can al-

ways get more than we can pos.sibly use.

The supply far exceeds the demand."

"Then it is simply because you do not

have to pay any more. Is that the reason

of low wages?"

"Yes," he replied.

"Do you ever consider what a girl neerh

in.stead of what you can get her for?"

He looked at me blankly, almost as

stupidly as one of his green girls looks at

her first cu.stomer. "No." he snapped.

"We pay the market price." He added
proudly, with the .self-.sati.sfaction of a

busine.ss man in good standing, "And we
pay it."

The law of supply and demand, then,

rules the wages of working girls at the

present time. The French have a more
accurate term to express this economic
law. Offer and demand, they say. That
is surely what it is. The girls "offer,"

humbly, beseechingly, trustingly, often

thankfully. The employer "demands"
rigorously, utterly.

"Why not make your profits a little

less—they would still be generou.s—and
give the girls a little more?" I asked an

employer whose pay-roll concerns over

3,000 women every week.

He replied frankly and patiently: "The
whole structure of our business world

would be disrupted. I might pay a few

cents more per week, but a few dollars

more to each woman each week would
eventually mean that the wages of every

working woman in this town would rise.

and that would lower our margin of sur-

plus."

"You mean your profits?"

"No, surplus. You must understand

that every big business must have a pretty

good-sized .siinking fund, a reserve, a sort

of sheet anchor. We must always be

ready for emergencies—panics, suspended

credit, bad business."

"But your dividends are enormous."

"Only a fair return on the capital in-

vested.

I went no further on this line. I had
no expectation of convincing that indi-

vidual. I said nothing of watered stock.

Especially did I say nothing of the sop

that nearly every millionaire employer

throws to his conscience, in the form of

what he so proudly calls "charity." Let

us consider that here, not in an accusing

frame of mind, but soberly, in an attempt

to diagnose this disease before we name a

remedy.

Take Marshall Field. He died_ "worth"

a quarter of a billion. The credit side of

his ledger was piled high with business

virtues. He had out-generaled, out- gam-
ed every rival. Lie was a merchant prince

of the first rank.

But the debit j^ide of his ledger wa^

pretty black. In his .stores thou-sands of

girls had met procuresses, cadets and
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j.uiiy, impertinent, ?liniy "men higher

lip." On his starvation wages thousands

of girls liad faced hut two aUernatives, a

life of shame or a life of pitiful self-denial.

TIow did Marshall Field .square things

,'ith liim.'self? Tie threw a magnificent

.«op to his con.'scionco—the Field Mu.«eum.

Tie huilt a wonderful palace on the site of

the world's fair and stocked it with treas-

ures of art and .science, and "gave" it to

the puhlic. A generous man, a princely

/nan. a puhlic-spirited citizen 1

But T rememher well a conversation I

hoard hetween two of Marshall Field's

employees the day that museum was
opened. "Let us go out Sunday and see

the old man's hohhy." said one.

"I'll never set foot in it." said the other.

'"To call that the 'Field Museum' is an
Insult to you and me. He picked our
pockets so he could put his name on that

stuff. And what do T want of it? If I

ever entered that place I'd he Winded with

the tears that would come when I thought
rtf the theatres, the new rihhons, the actu-

nl hread and hutter I had been compelled
to give UP so hf could 'donate' that thing.

T want the right to spend the money T

make myself. It's had enough to have to

live ten hours a day imder Marshall
Field's rules. I want my nights and Sun-
davs to myself."

The cost of the Field Museum and all

his other charities did not amount to more
than three or four per cent, of Marshall
Field's total income. Yet if he had ab-
stained from "charitv" and had indulged
in the justice of payins: just a little more
to the oirls iu his stores, he mirrht not
have been known as such a princelv giver.

There is the rub. The millionaire em-
plover is almost childishly human. Jus-
tice is too subtle, too modest, too self-re-

pressive a virtue for his pag-an and barbar-
ic mind to comprehend. "Charity" is to
him the more attractive virtue.

There wa." once in San Franci.sco a mer-
chant prince who also jrave a museum to
the city. He was uot in his personal life
as was Marshal Field, abstemious, self-de-
nvinnr. absorbed in the mental problems
of hi< vast affairs. Instead, he had the
emotional n.ntnrc of a Turk, the con<5ci-
ence of a Persian satrap, and the sexual
in'tinct of Louis XVI.

This merchant was a bachelor, but he
had eleven "homes" scattered judiciously

in exclusive localities. These "homes"
were peopled by concubines which he ac-

quired from various sources, but the prin-

cipal source was his own store. There he

kept a man on the constant lookout for

young, attractive girls, and, like Louis

XVI, he wanted them "quite fresh."

In this store a girl received from three

to seven dollars a week, according to the

length of her service. When the week's

work was done she could go on Sunday
afternoon to Golden Gate Park and there

be permitted, under the suspicous eyes of

luiiformed guards, to look for a brief time

on the treasures amassed from scrimping

her wages and the wages of the "likes of

her."

Or, she might be "fortunate" enough
to be invited to one of the eleven "homes."'

Then she could have a few treasures of

art and dress every day in the week. But
for her own normal, wholesome life, she

had less than enough to supply the bare

necessities. Such is the irony of a work-
ing girl's life in a great city.

Or take the case of Nathan Straus, prin-

cipal owner in two of the largest depart-

ment stores in Greater New York. To
the public at large Nathan Straus is

known as a very public-.?pirited citizen, a

generous man. In fact, you find him list-

ed in "Who's AVho" as a philanthropist.

For some years Nathan Straus has giv-

en annually about $100,000 for the pa.s-

teurization of milk for poor children.

Recently the medical world has divided

on the question of the Pasteurization of

milk. It is now contended by many that

pasteurization takes all the nourLshment
from milk, and that it is a usele.ss thing

to feed anybody. Babies are said not to

grow strong on pasteurized milk.

However, Nathan Straus's intention

was to do some good to the poor. But he
chose a .spectacular way to do the "good."

columns and columns and columns of free

advertising for Nathan Straus. Not long

ago he announced that he would withdraw
from the free milk depots. Then a group
of prominent citizens appointed a commit-
tee to prevail upon him to stay in the

"good" work. He "reluctantly" consent-

ed. More advertising, A banquet was
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gotten up to applaud this great "philan-

thropist." More advertising. So it goes.

Meanwhile the thousands of girls in Na-
than Straus's stores, whose wages are be-

ing each week mulcted to supply uncer-

tain milk to the poor, toil on surrounded
by the procuress, the cadet and the slimy

little man higher up.

Why does not Nathan Straus do some
justice and give less "charity?"

It is urged that all department-store

owners, all employers of female labor, are

not alike. Exceptions are mentioned.

They are exceptions only in appearance.

For instance, a girl employed in a big

New York store said to me, "I am very

lucky to be working for so-and-so. I was

ill last winter for a month and I got my
pay in full regularly all the time I was

absent from duty."

She was—and is—luckv. Not all em-
ployers are so fair. But if her wages had
been right she could have taken care of

herself when she was ill. Moreover, the

rule under which she got her full pay
concerned girls in that store who had been

employed there at least two years. So it

was a shrewd business move on the part

of the emplover. He wanted a tried and
Droved girl back at work; he wanted to

keep other tried and proved employees

loyal to him.

Then, there are .stores now in every

large city which supply grammar-school

education for young ca.sh girls while they

are learning their business. They are

paid very little—from two to three dollars

a week—^but then each day they are sent

to a school in the store for three hours,

A grammar-school education is considered

essential for a department-store clerk.

That is the reason for the apparent gener-

osity.

There are .stores that have reading

rooms, resting rooms, medical attendance,

even gymna-mims for their female em-
ployees. It is all a step forward, but al-

ways in the interests of "business," that is.

of improved efhciency.

These apparent generosities are always

in the line of the exigent charities, al-

ways at the behest and under the regula-

tion of the emplover. The wasfes are not

increa.sed so the girls can afford to have
those opportunities in their homes or in

any of the individual ways which induce

self-respect, which build up character.

A census taken la.st year by the Wom-
an's Trade Union League, of Chicago,

showed that from 25 per cent, to 30 per

cent, of the women employed in the de-

partment stores on State Street were not

receiving sufficient money to enable them
to procure the necessities of life.

Miss Maud Miner, head of Waverly
House, a New York home for women, is

said to have declared that 16 per cent, of

the girls who apply there for refuge, have

entered a life of immorality in the great-

est city in the country because of insuffi-

cient wages, which do not allow them to

pav for food and lodging.

These are present day conditions. This

is modern wage slavery, and the slave-

holder is not any individual employer. It

is the whole group of employers as a cla.ss.

These employers, taking advantage of a

condition of "offer and demand," extract

huge .sums therefrom, and then, as a sop

to conscience, throw back promiscuously

and most often unwisely a tiny percentage

to "charity."

John B. Coleman, a special deputy at-

torney-general who investigated the milk

trust last year, has this to say about these

"philanthropists:" "A man who marks

down the price of labor or marks up the

price of a commodity and then contributes

to some hospital, library or college or mu-
seum about one per cent, of the increase

he realizes, is not a public-spirited citizen

or a philanthropist. He is a thief that is

restoring to the public one one-hundreth

of the property he has stolen from them."

What will we do about it?

So long as human nature is human
nature it is not probable that men will do-

otherwise than make all the profits thev

can and then attempt to square them-

selves by donating to charity.

For centuries we have tried Christianitv.

"Do onto others as ve would that others

should do unto you." With these emin-

ent merchant princes Christianitv has

failed, although most of them are deacons

and tru.«tees in the church.

The trend of the times seems to be to-

ward some sort of legislation that will in-

stitute a minimum wage law. We mu.«t

approach this problem of a minimum
wage law cautiously, and later con.sider the
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objections to it; but as a proposition for

the relief of the conditions outlined above,

it seems the only solution.

Minimum waj]:es! Suppose that we

make it illo.ual for anyone to pay less than

a certain amount for labor. Unconstitu-

tional, say the judges. Ille.2;al, say the

lawyer.'*.

But they are doino; it in England, and

the larger part of our jurisprudence comes

from England. In London a year ago, in

February. 1000, there was established the

first minimum wage board. It is com-

po.^ed of selected committees of employers

and employees who meet, confer and
agree on rates of wages in all trades and
employments that concern women and
children. The English seem to think the

men can take care of themselves. (Yet
some of the women there want suffrage,

which is another story.)

All the conferences are puhlic. The in-

formation is furni.'shed hy the persons con-

cerned—employers and employees- -and

so must be trustworthy.

The results of this English scheme ^re

yet to he known. Students of sociology

throughout the world are eagerly await-

ing a definite proof that the scheme is

practicable: or. if not. why not.

If such a law should he pa.ssed, and
.should survive the assaults that would
surely he made upon it hy the most .=^kil-

ful of attorneys, and should hecome a
u-orking efficacy with us. one of its fir.'^t

duties would he to answer a number of

questions for which there is now no ade-
quate or accurate an.swer.

For instance, what is the relation of
wages to tuberculosis, melancholia and
vice? How long is the trade life of wo-
Tiion in the different indu.«tries, and how
is this related to their wage and to the
u'^v at which they enter the field of labor?
ITow much may a girl legally spend on
ribbons? T.^ recreation a necessity of life?
Is sunlight a luxury?

"While^ these que.'tions ao unan.swered
we provide reformatories for girls when
we .-should be building penitentiaries for
their employers. Some .states already im-
prison the man who blights the life of one
young girl. T\Tiat should be done to an
emplover who, bv overwork and under-

pay, blights the livds of hundreds and
even thou.sands of young girls?

Why not appoint a board which shall

legally force employers to pay women a

living wage, in.stead of striving to have
the state appropriate money for a tuber-

culosis ho-'^^pital to care for girls whose dis-

ea.>^e springs from a too meagre butcher's

bill, caused directly by a less than living

wage?

Why should our "philthropists" build

ho.spitals for the demented girls wdiose

earliest symptom was a meek willingne.ss

to work for a telephone company every

night in the year for six dollars a week?

Why not check this ''philanthropic"

hysteria and circulate a little moi'e beef

juice in the home?
Why not pass a mininmm wage law?

There are two reasons.

First, it smacks of paternalism. It is a

step toward .^ociali.sm, under which be-

nign rule the state, an unknown entity,

becomes responsible for the individual. It

is not all of socialism, but just a bite of it.

As a remedy for our sociologic ills the

minimum Avage law might be compared to

the morphia prescribed by a physician. It

is a nece.ssary remedy as the pain is des-

perate ; but its after effects will be depres-s-

ing, and if the dose becomes too large, it

may be fatal.

However, socialism or no socialism, tlie

minimum wage law is bound to come if

the ''philanthropist" merchant princes do

not do justice of their own accord (which
is not likely), and if

—

Second, the courts do not rule against

it.

There is an old precedent in the law,

coming from the days of the earliest Eng-
li.'^h common pleas right down to date,

which provides that in any and all cir-

cumstances every individual must have
what is legally defined a.s "liberty of con-

tract."

That is, no one must be hindered, by
legislation or otherwise, from contracting

to do anything he may please to do. Time
and time again, generation after genera-

tion, the courts have upheld the sacred-

ne.ss of that principle, "liberty of con-

tract."

® ®
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'THE EXPERIENCES OF A RUSSIAN BOOKSELLER."

HAVING been fur many years a book-

seller in Russia, says Ivan Narod-
ny, writing in The Bookman, 1

have found that to the Russian a book is

something sacred and mysterious. To
him it is almost a fetish, a thing to be

reverenced. He never regards it as a

piece of furniture or a decoration. To the

half-educated peasant it is the silent

speech of the divine mysteries ; to the edu-

cated reader it is the message of genius.

A Russian never buys an edition de luxe

to keep for show. If he has one it prob-

ably has been presented to him by some
one else on some important occasion. I

can hardly think of any sets of a hundred
or four hundred dollar editions or of a

prescription for a five-foot book shelf. The
Russians would laugh at any prescriptions

for a family library, even if such prescrip-

tions had been suggested by men like

Tolstoi or Turgeneff.

When the present Czar was the heir-

apparent and made a trip in the Orient,

Prince Uchtomsky and one of the best

Russian artists were invited to accompany
the imperial traveler and write the book
of his travels. The book was published
gorgeously and nothing was spared to

make it artistic, interesting and attractive.

Brockhaus and Company in Leipzig were
subsidized to bring out a German edition

at the same time. The Russian edition

was of one thousand copies and the price

was fifty rubles a copy. It was really a

very beautiful work and one would sup-

pose it would have had a big sale. At
that time all the higher Russian nobility

was favorably disposed to the court and
many big retail sellers made a propaganda
among their customers, counting on a

large sale. I, being at that time the man-
ager of a provincial bookstore, took per-

sonally a copy to the governor of the

province, feeling sure that he would buy
it. But to my surprise he replied:

"I might have been induced to buy a

new book by Tchekhoflf or Korolenko for

such a price, but as to buying that book,

I have no interest in it at all. I would
not buy it for five rubles, for I do not

keep books for their appearance or for

the names of their authors. I like to

have books which 1 read and reread with
reverence."

Thus the book of the Czarevitche's tra-

vels in the Orient was a failure and I be-

lieve that hardly more than a hundred
copies of it were sold in the bookstores.
Finally it was taken out of sale by the
Minister of the Court and distributed as

a souvenir for the palace employees or as

presents for the members of the Imperial
family.

iVbout the same time a publisher
brought out a collection of essays by
Hertzen, a famous Russian exiled writer.

It was a primitive paper-covered edition,

and as it was prohibited by the Censor,
only a few copies were left with each re-

tail dealer. I procured five or ten copies

and covered them with the covers of the

orthodox prayer book, so that if a search

were made by the police, the prohibited

books would not be discovered in my
store. The original price of each copy
was five rubles, but I placed it at ten. In
less than a week the books were sold, and
I liad scores of customers who offered me
twenty rubles for a copy if I would get

it for them. But the fact was I could not

get them at any price. It is not unusual
for a bookseller to sell prohibited litera-

ture for a double price or triple price. I

sold Siberia and the Exile System, by
George Kennan, for five to ten rubles a

copy, although it was listed at only one

ruble.

This may give a slight idea of the pe-

culiarity of the Russian reader and also

illustrates the fact that in Russia one ap-

preciates more the thought and the spirit

of the work than the fame of its author

or the binding. I am positive that if a

Russian Prime Minister should write

something his book would find scarcely a

buyer, because of his social prominence.

General Kuropatkin wrote a book on the

Russo-Japanese war and the expectation

was that it would be a great success, yet

of the foreign editions ten times more
were sold than of the Russian. About ten

years ago the Grand Duke Constantine

published a volume of his poems and one

would think that the people would have

bought it out of .'sheer curio.sity. But the
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publisher tella me that uot two hundred

copies have been sold since the book ap-

jtcarcd.

To sLieccud in Russia a book niusl have

three pronounced qualities. It must lirst

of all have a strong dramatic element,

which is based upon true psychological

characterization. Next, it nmst have a

thought and strong emotional appeal ; and
linally it nuist have an individual origi-

nality, which fascinates the reader either

with some temporary social political prob-

lein or with the treatment of the momen-
tary moods of society. In America a

book must make a hit immediately or it is

a failure, but in Kussia a good book comes
lu the surface after several years. Gorky
and ^Vndrieif were the only llussian writ-

ers who made their reputation in two or

three years; but Tolstoi, Turgenelf and
Dostoyevsky were able to succeed only in

the course of from six to ten years.

Very often books that have but Httle

signilicance in their native country be-

come the greatest "sellers" abroad. Some
of the American authors who are almost
forgotten in their own country are still

in high demand in Russia. For example,
lienry George, Bret Ilarte, Cooper and
Longfellow. I cannot imagine a Rus-
sian student of literature or an average
reader who does not have the books of

these American authors on their shelves.

The works of Emerson, Mark Twain and
Walt Whitman, the biographies of Ben-
jamin FrankUn and Lincoln and Uncle
Tom's Cabin are and remain the most
popular American books in Russia.
A Russian reader likes to read only

such American books as are tinged with
the wild adventurous life of the new
world, something that smacks of the
aboriginal, of the Indians; or which ex-
presses such original elements as are sup-
posed to represent the spirit of the Am-
erican people. The Russian average read-
er as a rule imagines America as a country
uf absolute freedom and happiness of
which he dreams as of an idyllic paradise.
Nobody likes to read American fiction that
sounds like a cheap imitation of the
European. They do not like American
writers who are occupied with clever plots
or with social scandals. The Russian de-
mands that America offer something
typical of its soul, both in ideas and in

conception. Many Russian publishers

have tried again and again to bring out

.•such books as have succeeded in America,
but nearly all have failed.

The Jungle, by Upton Sinclair, and
Looking Backward, by Bellamy, were the

only popular books of the American "sell-

ers" that succeeded in Russia. Their suc-

cess was due to their socialistic qualities

and they were published at a time when
the spirit of socialism had reached its cul-

mination. But these books both died in

their early youth. Nothing is now heard
of them, though a few years ago they sold

by hundreds of thousands of copies. Few
English authors have made in Russia such
a success as Herbert Spencer, Oscar Wilde
and Bernard Shaw. In the beginning of

this century they attracted attention and
made a great sensation. But whether
they will continue to sell is hard to pre-

dict.

At the same time Ibsen, Hauptmann
and Nietzsche created a furore and their

works were published in half a dozen vari-

ous editions. The Sunday editor of every

newspaper had to print something by
these literary gods in his Sunday section.

Circles and clubs for their propaganda
were founded everywhere. Ibsen, Haupt-
mann and Nietzsche were discussed alike

by high society and by the literary vaga-

bonds. It was a real fad for a time.

Only now under the pressure of new idols

they are gradually disappearing and giv-

ing place.

For some three or four years Gorky
and Walt Whitman were the objects of a

literary cult. Their books were to be

seen on tables in private houses and in

clubs, and their portraits w^ere placed like

holy pictures in places of honor in book-

stores and in public halls. Just as an
orthodox religious peasant crosses him-
self every time he passes a holy picture,

just so a follower of these literary idols

bowed reverently before the masterpieces

of Walt Whitman and Gorky. Many of

the Russian authors that have had a great

success abroad are at home almost neg-

lected. Of Turgeneff and Andrieff less

is sold in Russia than abroad. Tchek-
hoff, Dostoyevsky and Korolenko are but

little known in America, but they are at

present Russia's most popular authors.
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Pessimistic realism lias for fifty years

dominated Russian fiction. Yet in a very

different key is the work of a new writer,

who has probably made the biggest sensa-

tion in modern Russian literature. Arzi-

bashcff is the literary hero of Russia of

to-day. Of his Sanin over a million

copies have been sold in one year, al-

though his recent novels have created less

furore. He is a modern Boccaccio, the im-

pressionist of an erotic fiction. His style

is vivid and fascinating, but he so reeks

with sensualism that he leaves Maupass-
ant far behind.

Russian readers differ not only in their

literary tastes, but also, as here, in tlieir

point of view. A book of fiction must
not only fascinate the intellect, but olso

it must touch the heart. It must be direct,

simple and natural as if the author were

telling a story verbally. In Russia the

writer of fiction has not only to undergo
the severe training of the journalist and

the literary critic, but also he has to be a

student of psychology, sociology and arts

before he attempts to make a career as a

novelist. This may be best illustrated by
my own experience. I was a journalist

for two years, for three years I was a

bookseller and then for some years longer

a literary critic. I had published many
short stories in the periodicals, yet I did

not yet dare to write my individual style

of fiction, over which I had worked for

over ten years, until men like Dr. Tchek-

hoff. Professor Schroeder and Tolstoi

found something to appreciate in my
stories. However, my first attempts at

originality were soon nipped in the bud,

when the Russian Government, unable to

agree with my efforts, made me a prisoner

for four years in St. Petersburg. After

my release political persecution forced me
to leave my country, probably forever,

and thus to become an author in a new
countrv and in the midst of a new life.

® ®

TEMPERAMENT AND SALESMANSHIP.

IN one of our smaller cities, says James
II. Collins, in December Printers' Ink,

a music teacher has brought together

enough men from local theatre bands to

make a fair symphony orchestra, giving

several Sunday night concerts each win-

ter.

At the best concert last season every-

thing depended on the E-flat clarinet. No
other man in town could play the parts

"in an educated way." The leader spent

a month warming him up with praise, and
he rehearsed splendidly. All seemed well.

But a few hours before the concert a

despondent creature appeared at the lead-

er's house. It was the E-flat clarinet, and
he came to say his instruments had gone
back on him—they weren't working right

that morning—he'd rather cut his throat

than play to-night. So a clarinet was re-

cruited from a dance orchestra to fake
the parts.

This is the thing sometimes called

''temperament."
It has to be reckoned with in sales man-

asement.

The salesman is as much a creative art-

ist as any E-flat clarinet, and subject to

the same glees and glooms. As an ex-

perienced western manager puts it, the

salesman is never quite perfect; he has
certain faculties developed more than
others; bumps stand out on his head; the

best salesman on the force is generally the

one who has to be held Avith an iron hand
in practical matters such as expense ac-

counts and reports.

The manager who has the least trouble

with his temperamental equation seems
to be the type of man who can sell his

whole proposition all over again to the

salesman whose knees have weakened.
For instance, an eastern directory pub-

lisher has a young solicitor, who, for a

month at a time, will sell advertising

space on his own steam. He finds un-
heard-of prospects, wins them over to the

directory idea, helps them work out

schemes, and is so thoroughly interested

in his job that he manages himself. But
some morning, without any traceable

cause, he lingers around the office and
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liutes to .start out. Then the pubh.sher gets

a copy of the directory, takes the sohcitor

into his ollice, sits down with him, and

spends an hour or two seUing him the

book all over again. The boss takes it up

position by position. He analyzes the

back cover", the in.^ide cover, the outside

.-^pace, the lettering on the edges of the

leaves, compares their book with com-

petitors' to the disadvantage of the latter,

picks out new lines of business they ought

to be getting, and so forth. By lunch time

usually, tiie boss has closed his own sales-

man, an<l .-^ends him out with fresh inter-

est in his work, gingered up for another

month.
When Hugh Chalmers managed a cash

register selling force he found tempera-

ment responsible for many lost opportuni-

ties. A salesman with the blues, arriving

at a town, would decide on his way up
from the station that it was a pretty dull

place, and therefore he need not unnack

liis samples—there would be time enough

to empty the trunk if a live customer

should be found. To cure his men of this

practice, Mr. Chalmers used to tell a story

about himself in the same circumstances.

One day, when feeling blue, he made a

little place where the outlook was thor-

oughly discouraging. On the principle

that he was never able to talk so well to a

l)rospcct when he knew that his trunks

would have to be unpacked if he really

interested him, he got his samples arrang-

ed at the hotel before starting out. Only
one merchant in town seemed inclined to

listen to cash register arguments, and Mr.
Chalmers couldn't get him warmed up to

the point of promising to come to the

hotel. The prospect said he wasn't inter-

ested just now, that he hadn't time, and
so on, until fiually Mr. Chalmers left him
and went back to brood in the lobby. Look-
ing aimlessly into the Inlliard room be-

fore lunch, he saw this merchant playing
pool. Within ten minutes he had him in
his room and had sold a machine, some-
thing that would have been impossible
had his trunks not been unpacked.
When a salesman is suffering from tem-

perament, he is generally fertile in sug-
gestions for increasing the scope of the
line with new goods to approximate some-
thing that competitors are selling. A toilet

goods house, for example, makes about a

dozen preparations for manicures and bar-

bers. These goods are sterling stuff, and
the line is adapted to every need that cus-

tomers are likely to have. From time to

time, however, a salesman will come in

protesting that he can no longer sell their

balm because some competitor's cold cream
is better suited to the trade. The sales

manager then goes over their whole line

with his man, showing him that each pre-

paration is adapted to several uses, that

when a customer has them all he doesn't

need anything else, and that the line is

purposely held to a few standard general

purpose articles to save customers money
by keeping down their investment in

superficial novelties that may be called for

but once a day. That kind of argument
silences the objections.

A big shoe house requires its salesmen

to visit retailers in the order of their rat-

ings, or according to central location, as

far as possible. This practice was estab-

lished for temperamental reasons. It was
found that after a salesman had been away
from the home office a month, had a fev/

set-backs, and got a bit homesick and
gloomy, he would begin to hunt for little

shoe dealers on the outskirts of a town,

and after a week was actually afraid to

talk to a merchant who had plate glass

windows. As an outcome, sales were kept

up fairly well, but the line was being

placed with dealers wdio didn't count in

their communities, and who probably had
doubtful credit. The rule braces salesmen

up—when they call on big merchants first

the little ones are always more or less easy.

A typewTiter sales manager keeps his

selling organization toned up by the gen-

eral policy of selling men not so much
the goods as their own time. His phil-

osophy on that subject is complete and
practical. Time is raw material that cc^t*

nothing, and every man has an equal

amount of it, he explains to a salesman.

Some men sell their raw material in the

form of hard manual labor, and set only

a dollar and a half a day for it. A man
like Frick or Carnegie, with just the same
amount of time, manages to sell it for

tens of thousands of dollars a year. There
seems to be no upward limit in the fig-

ures at which time can be sold when
knowledge and ability are added to it.

Therefore, he keeps his men centered on
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selling their time plus knowledge and
ability, shows them how to lay it out to

get the best returns from each day, and
keeps them so intent on marketing some-

thing that belongs to them that they sel-

dom lose interest in selling what belongs

to the house.

The sales manager of a house with sev-

eral men covering foreign countries, says

that the foreign field is the hardest test

of sales management. Men in a strange

country, struggling with unfamiliar cus-

toms and language, easily grow despond-

ent. To keep them keyed up, he writes

frequent letters giving news of the house

and the men at home, and it pays hand-
somely in sales. A schedule of foreign

mails is always on his desk, and he makes
it a point to have something for his for-

eign salesmen on each steamer coming in-

to a port where the}^ are working. One
of the most aggressive shoe selling organ-

izations in the United States is kept in

tune by the same device, the president

of the company being sales manager in

this case, and writing weekly letters to

men on the road. Each letter sounds .some

new note, announces some new point in

policy, and raises enthusiasm.

One type of sales-manager will handle
his men as individuals, as does a real

estate promoter in New York City, whose
best salesman was formerly an actor. The
latter makes a far better income than he
ever earned on the stage, and likes his

job immensely. Yet several times a year
the boss finds it necessary to invite him
and his wife to his home, .show him a lit-

tle personal attention, let him know that

he is appreciated as a good fellow apart

from business. If this i.sn't done every so

often, the salesman literally begins to pine
away. Asking him out to the house and
assuring him that he is a wonder seems

to play the same part in his present work
that the applause used to play when he
was doing one-night .stands.

Another kind of manager will handle

his men like an old-fashioned preacher,

holding them up to an almost austere

sense of duty. An excellent illustration

of this method is a certain general agent

in a New York life insurance office, who
was born in Scotland and has so strong a

tincture of Scotch theology that he al-

ways Avanted to be a preacher, but missed

his calling. On a Monday morning he
will gather his soliciting force and begin

talking. They did well last week, he ad-

mits. The office got more in.surance than

in the same week of any previous year.

If they think that they can safely rest on

what was done last week, however, they

are greatly mistaken. Have they ever

stopped to reflect what it would mean if

each man there had brought in as little

as one more application in the week just

past? The premiums would have meant
something in the form of cash, certainly.

But that isn't what he is thinkins; about.

Suppose each man had brought in just

one more application for a thousand-dol-

lar uolicy. Con,sider what that would have

meant to the people they had persuaded

to take out the additional insurance!

Think of the poverty and misery abolish-

ed among widows and orphans! Think
of the addition to the peace of mind of the

policyholders! Stop a moment and realize

what just one little thousand-dollar policy

apiece would mean to the thrift and pros-

perity of the country ! Suppose each man
in that office were to do it this week, and

next week, and every week for a year ! By
the time this theological general agent has

finished talking those solicitors hustle out

and begin getting business, and tempera-

ment seldom bothers his organization.

® ®

HINTS FOR THE MAN WHO BUYS A MOTOR.

NOT a few valuable hints to the man
who hopes or intends to buy a motor
are given by Mr. Herbert N. Towlo,

writing in Recreation. In the following

condensation he deals with the question

of second-hand cars, equipment for new
cars, the garage, and the use a man may
expect to make of his car.

The man, he says, who uses his car

only for recreation (there are many of

them) a total of 1,000 miles in eight

months will give him a bowing acquaint-

ance with a goodly lot of sign-boards. Al-

lowing for rainy nights, holidays and
Sundays, and for some time to be devoted

to other pur.'suit^! or recreations, he may
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even go oft' on a short tour of three or

four hundred miles and still not run his

total much over a thousand. Such a man,,

if practical and careful, can get a surpris-

iiifily good return out of a thousand dol-

lars invested in an automohile.

Concernini!; th(> suhject of the purchase

price, a word should he said ahout the al-

lowance for equipment. Many car.s are

sold to-day completely equipped, or so

nearly so tliat the addition of $50 or so

covers everything except clothing, lioen.se,

and insurance. Other cars, however, es-

l)ecially those sold at low prices, are often

very imperfectly equipped, and one must

add the price of a folding top, speedo-

meter, wind .shield (if desired), and vari-

ous other things, before one is really

through spending money. The lamps
suj)plied with some low'-priced cars are

very tlimsy and inefficient, and the cri-

tical purchaser will insist on good lamps
of proper size being furnished, paying the

difi'erence in price if necessary. A good
automatic generator or a gas tank is as

important as the lamps; and, for both

safety and peace of mind, a long-range

horn is an important feature of the equip-

ment. These horns are operated by elec-

tricity or by the exhaust pressure; the

former type costs more, but is more satis-

factory. Another es.?ential item of equip-

ment is three or four spare inner tubes

and—except for the smallest car.s—a spare

.shoe. In place of the latter, a light car

intended for local use only may carry a

blow-out patch and one or two tire sleeves.

If the car is to be kept on the premises,

a garage must be provided, and this will

cost from $150 up, an average figure be-

ing about $400 for a one-car stucco gar-

age with hot-water heater (essential in

New York latitudes if the car is to be used
in winter), underground gasoline tank,
bench, locker, and the most necessary
tools.

Supposing now that the choice has fall-

en on a second-hand car, the question
arises whether it should be overhauled by
the seller before purchase, or by the pur-
chaser afterward. If the seller is respon-
sible, the former plan is better; otherwise,
the purchaser will do best to put himself in
the hands of an expert, who wnll see that
a good job is turned out. It is important.

before the car is bought, to a.scertain a?

nearly as po.s.sible how much work will be

required on it, and wdiat it will cost. An
exact estimate can only be made after the

car has been taken apart, but prior ex-

amination will permit an outside figure

to be named. This figure may run from

$75 for a small runabout in fair condition

to ten times that .sum for a fifty-hor.^e-

power car wdiich has been allowed to de-

teriorate. The mere disassembling, clean-

ing, and reassembling the parts of a large

car costs about $150, .so it is well not to

have a car all taken apart unless work is

to be done on it.

The condition of a .second-hand car may
vary all the way from nearly brand new
to the last stages of decrepitude. It is well

to verify the seller's statement of the age

of the car, by noting either its number or

the earmarks of the model, which usually

change from year to- year. The name-
plate alone .should not be trusted, as it is

easily changed.

In examining the car, look carefully for

evidences of collision. See that the axles

are not sprung and that the springs do not

sag. Usually the first part of a car to wear
out is the steering gear; therefore this

should be examined for looseness and wear
in the reducing gear and connections.

Grasp the right front wheels by opposite

.spokes and shake them, to detect "play."

See whether the steering column is loose

or rigid. If loose, a shop job is required

to make it permanently snug. An old

car with bevel gear drive will show loose-

ness in the universal joints of the propel-

ler shaft. The differential gears and pin-

ions, and likewise the bevel driving pin-

ion, are liable to be w^orn. .Jack up one

end of the rear axle, set one of the change
gears in mesh, and rock the rear wheel
back and forth. This will show how much
l)ack-lash there is in the transmission from
the gears to the rear wheel. It will dis-

close wear, if any, in the propeller shaft

joints, in the bearings of the bevel pinion

shaft, and in the gear shaft bearings next

to the propeller shaft. Looseness in the

bearings adjacent to the rear wheel may
be detected by shaking the wheel. If the

wheel bearing is plain bushed, some loose-

ne.ss is expected, but a ball or^a roller bear-

ing should be snug.
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Howard's End
IF you read the new Novel, Howard's

End, you will meet a woman that is

quite worth while meeting. She is

not among the characters, and her name
is not mentioned in the book. And yet

behind every character in the whole story,

she moves, and through each paragraph
one catches vague glimpses of her that

pique one's curiosity to exasperation. In
short, although you may like the whole
book and though you will undoubt-
edly have a vivid impression of the var-

ious people that walk and talk their way
through it, still it is the author or auth-

oress of "Howard's End" that compels
one curiosity. "It" is a mystery.
Of course the book is signed and its

title page includes a list of the other

books written by the same author—E.
M. Forster. This list mentions: "A
Room With a View," "Where Angels
Fear to Tread," and "The Longest Jour-
ney." Unfortunately we had not read
any of these books when we opened the

cover of Howard's End, but we in-

tend to do so. For in the author of How-
ard's End exists a personality worth meet-
ing, and we are curious to know if the
other books signed by that name have the
same quality.

Howard's- End is a story without a
plot worth calling a plot, without a bit of

the usual descriptive flights, without

much color, without sentiment, without

action, and without any particular moral.

And yet you read the book with intense

interest. You cannot scan it rapidly.You
are bound to read it line for line. When
you are through reading it you will not

DC much wiser about anything save a

certain class of people in England and
even then you will not have gained any
great new light upon the subject. You
will have met two interesting sisters.

Margaret and Helen Schlegel, half Ger-

man, half English orphans. They are in-

dependently wealthy. They have a young
dj^speptic brother and an aunt who is

truly English. But she and the brother

do not matter. On the other hand you
are introduced early in the story to a Mrs.

Wilcox, Mrs. Ruth Wilcox, the wife of a
remarkably stupid, level-headed, simple-

souled business man, and the mother of

an equally stupid, etc., family. They are

worthy people, withal, but uninteresting,

except for the Mother. And just after

you are beginning to see that she has

qualities of her own and is starting to

make friends with the Schlegel girls, she

dies and leaves the Schlegels her house,

which is called Howard's End. The
Schlegels do not know it and when the

commonplace family find it out they de-
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cide that the Mother was not responsible

when she iiuide the bequest, and they take

advantage of the informal manner in

which slic made it, to destroy the paper,

and keep the house themselves. But this

has nothing nuich to do with the story.

In the end, the elder girl, Margaret,

marries the widower. She is of a highly

intelhrlual and remarkably well-balanced

tyi)e. She is tiie opposite of the husband,

but she "manages" liim in all things. The
other sister, more beautiful but more

nighty, lias an affair with a poor clerk

with \vhom the sisters had come in con-

tact and whom they had at one time tried

to as.<i.4 into the life of "culture" for

which he longed. The affair ends dis-

gracefully but the girl, Helen, does not

act as does the usual insipid lady under

the .'^ame circum.stances. She admits that

she lured the clerk on. She accepts her

po.-:ition in society philosophically.

But it is not fair to the book to try to

tell the story because there is no story and
yet—the thing is worth reading. As I

.«5aid before the lasting impression that one
has is that the person who wrote that

book is an interesting per.?on. You can't

help wondering what he or she is like.

As a matter of fact it seems to be a woman
that wrote it. You can gather that much
by a few little turns in her philosophy.
The conver.«ations in the book are bright
and original. There are no "dramatics"
and only one really tense part—that is

when Margaret tells her fool of a husband
what .'^he thinks of him. It is not a prob-
lem novel. It is not a study of anything
in particular. It is not wonderful for the
story it_ tells, but the whole thing bristles

with orio-inality that commands your in-
terest. The only real way in which any-
one can get an idea of the thing is to give
that person son^e of the characteristic ex-
tracts.

* * *

The Anglo-German relations are dealt
with in a way that might apply to Cana-
dians. Their father is referred to as hav-
ing said once to a German : "Your Pan-
Germanism is no more imaginative than
is our Imperialism over here. It is the
vice of a \'ulgar mind to be thrilled by
bigness, to think that a thousand square
miles are more wonderful than one square
mile and that a million sqnare miles are

almost the same as Heaven. . . .

Oh, yes, you Germans have learned men
who collect more facts than do the learned

men of England. They collect facts and
facts and Empires of Facts, but which of

them will rekindle the light within?"

. . . It was a unique education for

the little girls (the heroines of the book).

The haughty German nephew would be at

Wickham Place one day—convinced that

Germany was appointed by God to govern

the world. Aunt Juley would come the

next day convinced that Great Britain

had been appointed to the same post by
the same authority. . . . Putting her

head on one side, Margaret (the elder of

the two sisters in the story) remarked:
"To me, either one of two things is very

clear: either God does not know his own
mind about England and Germany, or

else these do not know the mind of God."
"A hateful little girl" (comments the au-

thor of the book) "but at thirteen she had
grasped a dilemma that most people trav-

el through life w^ithout perceiving."

Then, if you are musical, take this

comment on a visit paid by the two girls

to Queen's Hall, where, among other

things, Beethoven's Fifth Symphony is

rendered. This part comes at the begin- ,

ning of a chapter.

"It will be generally admitted that this

Symphony is the most sublime noise that

ever penetrated into the ear of man.
Whether you are like Mrs. Munt, and tap

your foot surreptitiously when the tunes

come; or like Helen, who can see heroes

and shipwrecks in the music's flood; or

like Margaret who can see only the music;
or like Tibby (the young dyspeptic broth-

er) who is profoundly versed in counter-

point and holds the full score open on his

knee; ... in any case the pas.sion of

vour life becomes more vivid and you arc

bound to admit that such a noise is cheaj)

at two shillings. . . . Even if you
sit on the extreme left of Queen's Hall so

that the brass bumps at you before the

rest of the music arrives, it is still cheaj*.

. The Andante had begun

—

very beautiful but bearing a family like-

ness to all the other beautiful Andantes
that Beethoven has written. . . .

Helen's attention w^audered and she gazed
at the architecture. Much did she cen-

sure the attenuated cupids who encircle
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tlie ceiling of Queen's Hall,

clad in .sallow pantaloons. 'How awful

to marry a man like those cupids,'

thought Helen."
Speaking of Bast Slatternly 's wife, the

look .says: ''Take my word for it, that of

her .smile was simply stunning, and it is

only you and I who will be fastidious, and
complain that true joy begins in the eyes,

and that the eyes of Jacky did not accord

with her smile, but were anxious and
hungry."
Then this is a sample of one of the

many conversations in the story. Miss

Schlegel the elder was discussing Money
with her aunt, Mrs. Munt.
'Money pads the edges of all thing.s,"'

.'-•aid Miss Schlegel. "God help those who
have none!"

"But this is something quite new!"
said Mrs. Munt, who collected new ideas

as a squirrel collects nuts, and was espe-

cially attracted by those that are portable.

"New for me; but sensible people have
acknowledged it for years. You and I

and the Wilcoxes stand upon Money as

upon islands. It is so firm beneath our

feet that we forget its very existence. It's

only when we see someone near us totter-

ing that we realize all that an indepen-

dent income means. Last night, when we
were talking up here round the fire, I be-

gan to think that the very soul of the

world is economic, and that the lowest

aby.ss is not the absence of Love, but the

absence of Coin."

''I call that rather cynical."

'So do I. But Helen and I, we ought
t9 remember, when we are tempted to

criticize others, that we are standing on
these i-slands, and that most of the others

are clown below the surface of the sea.

Tne poor cannot always reach those

whom they want to love, and they can
hardly ever escape from those whom they

love no longer. ^Ye rich can . .
."

"That's more like Socialism," said Mrs.

Munt, su,spiciou.sly.

"Call it what you like. I call it going
through life with one's hand spread open

on the table. I'm tired of these rich

people who pretend to be poor, and think

it shows a nice mind to ignore the powers

of money that keep their feet above the

waves. I stand each year upon six hun-
dred pounds, and Helen upon the same,

and Tibby (the Brother) will stand upon
eight, and as fast as our pounds crumble

away into the sea they are renewed. All

our thoughts are the thoughts of six-hun-

dred-pounders, and all our speeches; and
because we don't want to steal umbrellas

ourselves, we forget that below the sea

people do want to steal them, and do

steal them sometimes, and we forget that

what's a joke up here is down there

reality ..."
There is this too, about Death:

"A Funeral is not Death, any more
than Baptism is birth, or marriage union.

Ail three are the clumsy devices, coming
now too late, now too early, by which
society would register the quick motions

of man."
The description of London is good.

"To speak against London is no longer

fa.shionable. 'The Earth' as an artistic

cult has had its day and the literature of

the near future will probably ignore the

country and seek inspiration from the

town. . . . Certainly London fascin-

ates. One visualizes it a-s a tract of quiver-

ing grey, intelligent without purpose, and
excitable without love; ... as a

heart that certainly beats, but with no
pulsation of humanity. ... A friend

explains himself; the earth is explicable,

—from her we came and to her we
must return ; but who can explain West-

minster Bridge Road or Liverpool Street

in the morning—the city inhaling—or

the same thoroughfares in the evening

—

the city exhaling her exhausted air? . . .

London is religion's opportunity—not the

decorous religion of theologians, but an-

thropomorphic, crude. Yes, the continu-

ous flow would be tolerable if a man of

our own sort—not anyone pompous or

tearful—were caring for us up in the

sky."
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Mr. Hill and the Canadian West
TIIKV .<ay tliat J. J. Hill has been at-

leiuliug to his own business too well.

This is the talk in some of the east-

ern clubs, especially those that succor the

Protectionists in these days of reciprocity

treaties. The cliief allegation against Mr.
Hill is that he has been prompting the

western farmer to demand free trade or

free-er trade, because, and only because,

such trade would lienefit Mr. Hill by di-

verting some of the east and west traffic

of the Dominion into north and south
channels, to the benefit of Mr. Hill's rail-

roads.

One story goes that -T. J. Hill paid the
cxpen.ses of the western farmers to Ottawa.
Another story is that he paid $50,000
"bribe money in various ways"—in Can-
ada. Other stories, a trifle less foolish,
have it that Mr. Hill's agents have been
busy tainting the news supplies of the
wo.<t, giving the items, wherever possible,
a free trade and reciprocity tincture. The
same people that tell these .stories allege
tiiat American lecturers traveled through
the west, addressing the Grain Growers'
A.ssociations on ''Direct Legislation," and
charging nothing for their services, the
mference being that Hill paid them.

"We cannot undertake to deny or to af-
firm these stories. But thev make one stop
to thmk. For the picture of J. J. Hill
makmg .speeches, and giving interviews
m which he advises closer relations be-

tween Canada and the United States, is

quite natural, and these things are un-
doubtedly the naive revelation of what Mr.
Hill would like, because it would benefit

his purse.

Observe the raihvay map of North Am-
erica. Observe how the Hill lines, run-
ning north toward Canada, seem to stop

timidly at the Canadian boundary, as

though they w^ere diffident and waited for

an invitation before entering, or, rather,

as though they were hungry porters out-

side the gate of a city anxiously waiting
for the traffic, originating in Canada or

going into Canada from the States, to em-
ploy their services. These "porters" afb

Mr. Hill's. The more they carry the more
money Mr. Hill makes. It is, therefore,

not impossible that Mr. Hill has been do-

ing his level best to bring about Canadian
reciprocity.

But it is not probable.

Many people may disagree with our
view. But we w^ould still submit that the
thing is very improbable. Our first rea-

son for so supposing is that we would be
casting a serious reflection on the bona
fides of the Canadian west, by believing
that its free-er trade demand was not tl-e

cry of the people themselves. The western
Canadian would be in.sulted if you told

him that he had been bought, or bribed,
to "holler for reciprocity." As for the
tainting of the news sources, we fancy that
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that would be a task larger than even Rill

could undertake, and get efficient results

from. He may have subsidized lecturers

to lecture for free trade, but, again, we
doubt it. We believe that the western

farmers thought of free trade all by them-
selves—that the more they thought of it

the more they Avanted it—and that they

went to Ottawa of their own accord, and
not because Jim Hill pulled any strings.

We are not defending Mr. Hill—because

we think that if he could have done these

things he would have done them. We are

not standing in defence of the west's free

trade policy.

But these stories of Hill and the west

are a peculiar comment on ourselves—the

Canadian people. They are indeed a re-

flection on the eastern Canadian, just as

the entire reciprocity discussion is a re-

flection on all Canadians. The eastern

Canadian really cannot bring himself to

lielieve that westerners honestly mean what

they say. In turn, the westerners think

there is something crooked in the manu-
facturer's case. The westerner is always

hinting at "'red drawing-rooms," or the

campaign fund; and he firmly believes

that the Ijig manufacturers are bribing the

Government to "protect" them from Am-
erican competition.

In short, the various sections of this

large piece of earth which is called Can-
ada, don't understand one another. When
one man speaks, he speaks only from the

point of view of his own local interests.

The man who has a truly Canadian view-

point, who can understand how the west-

ern farmer feels and how the eastern

manufacturer feels, is indeed a rare speci-

men.
The men w^ho believe that it took Jim

Hill to stir the west to demand free trade

may perhaps be revealing their own in-

abilitv to see two sides and to believe in

the sincerity of ''the other fellow."

The editor is ^re^ared to 'purchase each month
limited numher of original anecdotes about prominent

Canadians, for which f)rom^t j^ayment will he made.

Sir X-— , a noted politician, was tour-

ing a district in the interests of his can-

didate for a provincial election.

The warden of the county council was

destined to entertain the noted guest dur-

ing his stay in a certain village. To the

warden's family it was a wonderful event.

Think of having a real Sir at the table!

''Now," said one of the daughters of

the house, "the much-disputed question

will Ije settled : When you are away from
home is it good form to fold vour table

napkin after a meal, or should you. leave

it in a heap by vour plate? We shall

see!"

Sir X— came and was most genial to-

wards all. Towards the close of dinner the

host and guest became enthusiastic over

assured election successes. In fact, so did

the daughters, and forgot all about the

dispo.sition of the table napkin. When
the men had retired for a smoke, a search

was instituted. His napkin was under
the table!
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Mr. Brown (after colliding with his own apple
tree several times) returning home very late:
" Mosh remark'ble fog I ever "s'peiienced !

Absh'lulely solid'"
—The Tattler

TliG following are true copies of letters

received from grateful patients by a Cana-
dian doctor while practising in India:

"Dear She,—My wife has returned from
your hospital cured. Provided males are

allowed at your bungalow, I would like

to do you the honor of presenting myself
there this afternoon, but I will not try to

repav vou— vengeance belongeth unto
God."

"Yours noticeably."
Then another:
"Dear and Fair Madame,—I have much

pleasure to inform you that my dearly un-
fortunate wife will be no longer under
your kind treatment, she having left this
world for the other on the night of the
27th ulto. For your help in the matter
I shall ever remain grateful.

"Yours reverently."

* * *

A story at the expense of Col. Irvine,
the warden of the Manitoba Penitentiary,
is related by himself. Some time ago a,

convict under his care came up to him
with a "special request." When asked the
nature of it, he replied that he would like
permission to follow his trade. "Certain-

ly," said Col. Irvine, "as far as possible

iiien are permitted to keep in touch with

their vocations, whilst undergoing impri-

sonment." "See that this man is put to

his profession," he added, turning to his

deputy, "and, by the way. No. — , what
is your trade?"

"Fm a balloonist," was the answ'er.

* * *

The populace crow^ded around Cse.sar

clamoring for their mighty hero.

"Caesar," spoke up the appointed one,

"wilt thou be our king?"
"Nay, my faithful followers, I can-

not," answered the warrior.

"Hail, all hail to Caesar," bellowed a

voice in the crowd. They all hailed.

"Let us beseech of you, Caesar, take the

crown," pressed the speaker.

"My dear citizens and loyal compatriots,

1 cannot do this thing that you ask of me

;

the time is not ripe."

"Hail, all hail to Csesar," again spoke
up the voice from the crowd. They all

hailed as before.

"NoW; our Caesar," said the speaker,

"we have all hailed; it is up to you to

reign."

Half-hours at Eton — Medicine Day

The Sketiili
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The Party Bolter-Clifford Sifton

By

H. W. Anderson

No scenario has matched it—that tense, absorbing epilogue,

staged in Canada's Parhament! The argumentative artil-

ley of a master was in play. There was no rhetorical con-

jury, no drapery of language, no emotion. It was a series of

swift-spoken, clear-cut sentences, ea'ch standing out in naked
boldness. And, behind all, was the potent, compelling person-

ality of the man.
He stood in his accustomed place. The surroundings were

all familiar. He reasoned with his old characteristic analytical

tenacity. But things were askew. The men who were wont to

cheer were silent; while the scoffers had stayed to praise.

One can imagine the strange thoughts, passing with kaleido-

scope vividness across the man's mind as he delivered his mes-

sage. The friends of a life-time, the colleagues of twenty-three

years of pregnant political experience, the men who had fought
with him, and for him, in a myriad and more tight skirmishes

—

those little sudden-life-or-death affairs in the Public Accounts
committee—these now sat stoical, disappointed, unresponsive. To
left, his old chief, who had recognized his services with many an
envied honor, moved a chair the better to see and hear, resting

the distinguished head upon a tired hand. But the face was set,

the lines a little tightly drawn. There was no light in the eyes

which never left him; there was no fleeting smile about the lips

which never parted. And, over yonder, in the ranks of the Phil-

istines, where for two decades he had been reviled and denounced,
were paeans of sympathetic and enthusiastic approval.
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CLIFFORD SIFTON, they say, was a unit in

the outstfliuling trinity which dominated the new

Government of big men which took office fol-

lowing the general election of 1896. J. Israel Tarte,

the "Ma^^ter of the Administration," and Chfford Sifton,

the "Napoleon of the West," were two dynamic personalities who

loomed large in the public eye. With them was associated Wil-

fritl Laurirr, iho negligible, soft-spoken and altogether likable

"Fignreliead." lUit how often the sagacious public misses its

guess. Sometimes one wonders whether Canada yet understands

and appreciates the clear-visioned, quiet, masterful mind back

of the dilettante; whether she yet realizes that it is more than the

charm of personality, the winsome manner, and the grace of ges-

ture, which makes this French-Canadian idolized by his followers

and respected by his opponents; Avhcther she yet notes the delicate

persistence with which liis lingers unerringly seeks the pulse-beats

of her people.

So the public were once more wrong. Even Father Time de-

ceived them. The two younger men, each strong enough and
wilful enough, to go his own way, "bolted"—curiously on the

same problem of tariff—and their senior has remained, still at

the head of his party, still in the confidence of the country.

But perhaps the immediate future will help the political

economist and the practical politician to solve a perennial enigma.
Does the party make the man, or the man make the party? The
Grim Reaper called he ardent "Master of the Administration" in

the hey-day. His part is history. But the forceful "Napoleon
of the West" is a man of to-day. There are those who say he
made the West; others who claim that the West made him—that
he knew it, recognized its opportunities, and went to work to

develop them. He has a larger order now.

CLIFFORD SIFTON will not fold his arms. He
will not "let well enough alone." He is not
that kind. Two years ago he declared himself

out of party politics. He has come back. He is

not communicative. Tho.se who have associated" "u-ith him dub
him Sifton the Silent—the Sphinx. But the hundreds who
thronged the galleries of the House of Commons the other after-
noon, who witnessed the personal and political drama in which
he occupied the centre of the stage, know that the curtain has not
fallen upon the last act. It was the epilogue of the story started in
1896; it was the prologue of—what?

The Napoleon of the West has come to the East. He has
steeped the radicali-sm of the practical prairies in the conservatism
of the commercial metropolis. He is in the prime of hfe. He
has remarkable attainments. He has health, he has money, he
has ambition—and he has the Bijr Idea.

What. then, of the Sifton of To-morrow?'



iiThe End of the Road''

By

Charles Shirley

I
LEFT him standing in the door of his

studio in Little Pierre Street, Mon-
treal, waving his head, so to speak,

and talking away to me and to himself,

about 'escaping.'

An hour before, I had dropped into his

studio to tell him where I was going and
where to send the next picture. I had
tola him that I was off on my annual tour

of the Province on my motor-cycle.

He said he wished me a nice trip, and
that sort of thing, then right away he be-

gan to talk about wanting to 'escape.'

"Escape!" I said, "Escape from what?"

"From this place," he answered, "from
wearing bow ties and velvet coats and get-

ting my thumb sore from carrying a pal-

le'te. I want to forget that there ever

was such a thing as 'Arf or studios or

Bohemianism or anything else like that.

I'd like to have a good steady job at some-
thing regular. I'd like to be commercial.
If I could be a wholesale grocer, like you
are, Mr. Smith, I'd be tickled to death."

That put me on the defensive and I told

him it wasn't so easy to be a wholesale
grocer as he thought it was. I told him
that I believed a man had to be a genius
to be a wholesale grocer just the same as

he'd have to be a genins to be a painter or

a musician. Of course, I knew that was
wrong, but I had to stick up for the whole-
sale grocers. Dreeks— , that was his name.— answered by apologizing and asking me
to give him a job as a clerk, calling in-

voices in the warehouse, but I fancied he
had no head for figures, and I told him
'No.'

Dreeks should have been thankful that

he could paint. I couldn't. Yet I always
wanted to, — always wanted to paint or
be a musician or a poet, but I couldn't

manage it, couldn't hold a pencil, couldn't

tell one tune from another. I always
wanted to be something artistic, but the

only thing that was any good for me was
the wholesale grocery business.

Long after I thought I had forgotten all

about wanting to paint I met Dreeks. It

must have been at a time that he had had
a streak of hard luck. He was just out of

the art school. I bought seventeen of his

paintings at one sitting. He seemed a

nice fellow and I took an interest in him.
He was trying to paint landscapes when I

discovered him but I persuaded him that

cats were better, —pretty kittens play-

ing with balls of yarn or trying to get

their heads into milk jugs. So he took

to cats and I bought almost all he could

turn out. At first he used to wear tweeds

but I got him to wear a flowing tie and a

velvet coat. It looked more artistic. So
he did, and kept on painting and I kept

on getting what he painted and every-

thing seemed right and proper until he
said this about wanting to 'escape.'

Once before he had thrown down his

brushes and declared that he was not good
for anything.

"Why not?" I a.sked him. "Aren't you
getting on?"

"No."

"What?"
"No. You know it too. Smith. You

know very well that you're the only per-

son that buys my work and you wouldn't

buy them if you really knew—I mean it's

out of kindness—don't you see that I see,

Smith?"

I rode away, I little thought that I

was going to lead Smith into the very
path of 'escape.' I didn't count on get-

ting mixed up T^^th what I did get mixed
up in, or maybe I wouldn't have gone.
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II.

Now 1 aUvay.', lliuu^hl llial 1 kuevv

Quehcc like ji l)Ook. Hut didn't, else I

sljould not have stumhlcd on tlic queer

little roa.l that I found. 1 thought that I

knew evorv town and village and cure and

hlftck.<niith clear from the St. Lawrence

down to the I'liited State.s, and even some

in \'ennont. Hut I didn't.

I got lust. The road.s were .smooth and

the ongint" wius working nicely. Birds

were making noi.'^e.>' in the trees and

brook.s an<l things were babbling and

moving and everything looked nice in the

sunlight. I probably got to thinking too

nnich about the ])eautie.s of nature and I

ju.xt kept on following the road, expecting

to roach the ne.\t village where I had a

itranch .<tore, pretty soon. But as it came
along to the end of the afternoon I saw

that I didn't seem to be getting any near-

er where I should be and I was afraid I'd

get caught by the dusk before I got to

.slielter. So T put on a little more spark

ftnd nnist have been traveling fully five

miles an hour—my rule is four miles an
hour on country road.'s—when I came to

the top of the big hill which fell away
abruptly into a valley on the other side.

It was a new hill to me. When I looked
around I .<aw that the whole country was
new to me, and when T looked down the
hill I .<!aw a village I had never seen be-

fore. It wa.>< buried in shadow.-;, almost up
to the eaves of the houses. Little wisps of
whito wood-smoke were streaking up to-

ward the .'^ky. I heard children crying
and a dog barking and before T got down
iho hill a )>oll started to ring, somewhere
out of i?ight.

I left the machine at the inn and went
to find the euro. He was an old, old man
with white hair. He evidently didn't ap-
prove of a man of my years wearing gaiters
and goggles, but T didn't care. I wanted
to know whore I was.

"What village i.<5 this?" I .«aid

"This is The End of the Road.' " he
sjiid. only tho namo of the village was in
French. i

"End of the Road!" I said. "That's a
queer name. Never heard of your village
before. .\re you perfectly sure father, he-
cause your \-illage looks a little bit like
."omo othor places I've been." I thought
bo migbl b.. I^lnffing me and I ju.st took

the precaution of letting him know that I

was no stranger in Quebec.

"No. M'sieu'," he replied, gravely,

"This is it. This place is called The End
of the Road. But excuse me, M'sieu', it

i.s vespers—You will be very welcome. The
Church is just near

"

"No thanks," I said, "I'm a Christian

Scientist Father. No harm meant, but I

never could understand your .service and

besides my machine needs fixing. Some-

thing's wrong with her."

He smiled and bowed and I smiled and

bowed, though I am fat and I gue.ssed that

we would like one another if we had time.

Something about him made me think I

could, perhaps, make him a Christian

Scientist. But I tried afterward, and it

wasn't any use. He had gout.

My engine compelled me to stay at 'The

End of the Road.' I found out that I had
lost a part and that I would have to w^ait

in the village 'till it came, by mail. This

gave me an opportunity to learn why the

village was called what it wa.s—because it

really was at 'the end' of a blind road. It

also gave me an opportunity to try the

doctrine of Reverend Mary Baker E. on
the padre, but as soon as I saw how the

padre's feet felt with the gout I let up.

He was grateful and .said he had met very

few men that were as reasonable. That
pleased me and I said he was the first

priest I ever had a sensible w^ord out of.

So we were both pleased, and he brought
out the scheme, and made me ac-

quainted wdth Alede. If the scheme had
worked it would have made Dreeks and
the padre and Alede and me, famous

—

mostly Dreeks and Alede. But it didn't.

The cure and I were sitting in the gal-

lery of the inn one evening when the little

French-Canadian girl passed. She was a

pretty little thing and I thought to myself
right away that she had what I call an
artistic temperament.
"Who is she?" I a.^ked, leaning over to

the cure, as she passed.

"Sh!" he said. "Her name is Alede,
Alede Robitaille."

"Pretty name!" I commented, sipping
my toddy and telling the cure to hurry
with his so't we could have another before
we went to bed, "Pretty name. Father.
How'd vou sav it again? Alede Rob—er~"

"Robitaille."

"Nice name. Who is she?"
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"Ah," said the cure, sipping his, and
assuming a large air of mystery, "That's
it. That's it. To-day she is—to-day?
Nothing but pretty little Alede Robitaille,.

an orphan who owns a little grocery store

—but to-morow! Ah!"
"Groceries!" I exclaimed, "Groceries!"

"Yes. It is her little property and she

keeps the shop with an old uncle of hers.

Her mother died last month "

"But what's the scheme?" I asked, get-

ting impatient.

The cure paused, as though he hated to

disclose the secret. It nettled me. I urged
him again. Finally he let it out.

"Painting," he said.

"Painting?"
"Yes, M'sieu', I have no eye for art. I

am, in fact, color blind, but I tell you, sir

—I tell you we have a little genius in the

village. All she needs is education. All

she needs is a little chance to study and
practice and "

"And she wants to?"

"Oh, I think so. She draws birds and
trees and animals "

"Any cats?" I demanded.
"Cats? oh, oui!"

"Ever talk about escaping?"
"Es—escaping? FLow M'sieu'?"

"Oh, never mind Father," I returned,

"but I'd like to come in on the scheme."
His face shone with eagerness. "Do," he

cried.

"Then I shall educate her. I shall

send her to school. I shall send her to

Paris. She shall become a great artist and
then we "

"Then she will be the pride of the vil-

lage, and cast honor on your name." he
replied, very nicely. "Good! If M'sieu'

could undertake it^
" His face grew a

little grave. "It would cost—perhaps
three thousand dollars—M'sieu',"

"That does not matter so long as she

paints," I said. "Art for Art's sake."

"M'sieu' then, is—well-to-do?"
I was rather glad he thought I was poor,

so that I could surprise him.
"Father," I said as gravely as possible,

"have you ever heard of Rooney's Bis-

cuits?"

"Rooney's Biscuits! Oui! You do not
say, M'sieu', that you—that YOU are

—

Rooney's"
"Biscuits and wholesale groceries," I

said, proudly. "That ought fo be enough

to educate little Alede Rob

—

hi "

"Robitaille."

"Quite so. I shall send at once for

Dreeks."

So I did.

III.

"Dreeks," I asked, when he arrived,

"did you bring your brushes and paints

and things?"

"Yes, of course," he said, rather drily.

"You wired me to, so I brought them."
"Fine!"
I took him down and introduced him

to my friend the cure. The cure and I

wanted to talk 'Art' right away, but Dreeks

seemed to be feeling in an uncommunitive
mood. As he and I walked back to the

inn he asked me all sorts of questions

about the girl I wanted him to coach, and
about her work. I could see he thought

she was probably an ordinary little crea-

ture with only mediocre ability. But I

told him she was good; I had seem some
little sketches she had done ; I promised to

take him down and show him his pros-

pective pupil and her work in the morn-
ing. The cure was to come too.

So, in the morning we went. The cure

called for us and he and I talked about

Art and the high calling of the studio life

till I thought Dreeks looked bored. Once
he broke in impatiently with a question

wanting to know if I had ever heard of

the hundreds of artists that had failed,

that had been spoiled for useful citizen-

ship by being encouraged in a work for

which they had only a very little talent.

The cure and I admitted that we had
not.

"Well," snarled Dreeks, "there are hun-

dreds of 'em, hundreds! Some starve to

death. Some few sensible ones get good
positions in lithographing houses or ad-

vertising agencies. But others go to swell

the ranks of the unemployable, and who's

to blame?"

"Who?" we asked, both at once.

But Dreeks had suddenly decided that

he wouldn't tell us. He stopped up short

and left me and the cure wondering who
he meant.

Alede Robitaille's late mother's grocery

shop was not at all up-to-date. It was poor-

ly lighted and understocked and had
none of the appurtenances of a real gro-

cerv. But Dreeks became suddenlv anim-
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c'd, when he saw ii—called it quamt and

icluroqiie and other things.

We introduced her to Dreeks and I

noticed tluit Drccks i^conied awkward for

the first time in our acquaintance. His

air of bore(hie.-^.s had changed. lie was in-

terested. I was sure that he saw the girl

wiuj a genius. In.side, the cure niade her

hring out her drawings. She diiln't seem

to want to. She said she only did it for

anujsenient. Dreeks looked at her sharp-

ly when .<he said that, and he didn't seem

onthu.-iastic ahout the drawings. However,

it was agreed that he siiould remain in the

village and give her drawing lessons.

IV.

One day I went with tlicni on their

sketching trip, as 1 usually did, and when
they found ."Something simple enough for

lieginners, they went to work, he guiding

her hand sometimes, while I, having
spread my duster on the ground, took ;;

nap. But this day I wa.s only half asleep

when I heard a funny little laugh. It was
Alede. I had always thought her very

quiet before, and I was surprised, but it

wjis a pretty laugh, like music, a little,

and I kept on sleeping.

"Next week," I heard him say, "Next
week you are to leave for Montreal. What
is to become of the little store?"

She sighed. "It is to be sold for me,"
she .said, sadly.

"And—and—" I heanl Iiim say, "do
you really want to paint, to make pic-
ture.-j."

"Why, of course, M'sieu'."

"Honestly, Miss Robitaille?"

She did not answer. I wanted to cough
or open my eyes, because I smelled rats.

"Or don't you sometimes think," went
on the villain Dreeks, "how good it is to
live here in this pretty village, where you
are said to be quite wealthy and where you
have everything "

"I would rather have the village," said
the girl.

"Then why do vou want to learn to
paint?"

"Because they want me to. They give
me every chance to learn. They think I
might honor the village."
They stopped and I waked.
Tl... r,.-. liappened suddenlv.

He and she went sketching one morn-

ing. They did not return by noon. The
cure and I in our afternoon walk over the

u.sual sketching grounds saw nothing of

them, but we .said nothing to each other.

But when there was still no trace of them
after supper we began to look at one an-

other guiltily.

We telephoned to the next village and
the next, and the next, but there was no
word of the missing pair until, having
called up a third place the local priest

answered.

"Hello," I demanded, "have you seen

anything of
—

"

Suddenly my own cure clutched me by
the arm and pointed at that which caused

me to hang up the receiver.

"Dreeks," I said calmly, "Is that you?"
"Daughter, Is it you? Is it Alede?"

murmured the cure.

"Yes,

They stood side by side before us. The
girl was coloring to the brows. Dreeks

wfts evidentlv awaiting for a chance to

tA!k.

"Mr. Smith," he said. "We ran away
to-day and were married by Father "

"But your careers!" wailed the cure.

"Your futures as artists!"

"We are not artists," replied Dreeks.
"It was time that Alede and I were honest
about it. We are not needed in Art. We
should always be struggling in a race we
are unfitted for. It would not be fair,

nor wise. My father was a storekeeper.
I was raised in an Ontario village.

He turned me out when I insisted on
learning to paint. Yesterday, I received
word that he had died and that he has
left his earthly possessions to me—provid-
ed that I give up Art. I have therefore,

cast my lot in the grocery business. I shall

put up the money to make a really big
store of Alede's little place. I shall have
enough, I think, Mr. Smith, to pay you
back for your many kindnesses, if you
can wait for the settling of the estate

—

"

I told him to hold his tongue. I felt

disappointed, and yet—there is need for
good grocers in this country. The cure
was content that Alede was back again.
So then the cure and I ordered a little sup-
per for them and in the morning I went
down to the little store and made a list of
the things they would need. I mailed the
order to mv firm in Montreal.



The Seriousness of Modern War

By

Captain C Frederick Hamilton

IN this country we seldom have any
real discussion of war. War is un-
popular, and the general tendency,

when the subject comes up is to devote

ourselves exclusively to one aspect of it.

and to spend our whole time in assertions

that War is a dreadful thing, that it is a

relic of past conditions of society, that it

should be abolished, and so on. Very
often persons who do not discuss the sub-

ject in this manner are assumed to ap-

prove of war, to like it, to wish for it, and
are denounced as militarists, as survivals

of feudal savagery. This does not seem
to me altogether intelligent. Disliking

war, denouncing war, hoping for the

abolition of war, will not necessarily avert

war. It takes two to keep the peace even
more than it takes two to make a quarrel,

and if a nation which dislikes war runs
foul of a nation which is ready to resort

to it on occasion, it is difficult to see how
fighting can be avoided, except by the un-
pleasant process known as lying down.
To confine our discussion of war to a de-

nunciation of it is akin to confining our
discussion of tuberculosis to speeches de-

ploring its effects. We must study tuber-

culosis to find a remedy; and we must
study w^ar as well as dislike it.

It is my purpose in what follows to dis-

cuss war as it is understood in Europe
and in Japan. Its modern aspects are

not understood on the continent of Amer-
ica, where attention tends to fasten upon
the physical suff^erings of the actual com-
batants. But war as understood in Europe
and in Japan presents certain other as-

pects than this.

- One remarkable circumstance forces it-

self upon our attention. Within the last

half century or so war—grand war, the

warfare of modern states—has greatly

changed its nature. It has become far

less frequent, and also far less brutal;

but it has become infinitely more serious.

One cause of this is the great increase

in the complexity of our life. There
doubtless are among my readers those

who can remember the time when each
rural district of Canada was nearly self-

supporting and self-sufficient; the farmers
grew their own food, spun their own wool,

wove their own cloth; the flour was
ground, the wagons and buggies were
made in the neighborhood. The depen-
dence of each community upon the out-

side world was slight. That condition ex-

isted in Canada in the early Nineteenth
Century; it existed all over the world in

the centuries before the Nineteenth.
Compare with that the situation of the

modern Englishman. If he is well-to-do,

his income probably comes to him as the

result of investments; in simpler langu-

age, because men are working with his

money on Canadian railways, in South
African diamond mines, in Australian

gold mines, in the w^heatfields of Argen-
tina, on river steamboats on the Volga, in

the oil fields of the Caspian Sea—English
money is earning money for its owner all

over the world. If he is poor, the busi-

ness in which he earns his living prob-

ably depends on markets in other parts

of the world. He eats bread baked from
flour which is made from a mixture of

wheat grown, say, in Canada and in India.

He wears tweeds made from wool grown
in Australia. He wears other clothing

made from cotton grown in the United
States and yet other clothing from linen

made in Ireland. His sugar is made in

Germany or Jamaica; his boots perhaps

began life in South Africa; and so on
over an amazing list. In short, this man's
life is knit up with the whole outside

world. Whereas, the farmer of fifty or
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sixty years ugo was very little concerned

with the World outside of his own farm

and his own neighborhood.

I'nder the older state of alTnirs, one part

of a country could .suffer very severely

and the rest' not be greatly injured. Tn

fact, in earlier centuries to injure a man
you had to kill .some member of his fam-

ily, burn his house or barn, destroy or

steal iiis livestock, or trample down his

crops. You had to get at him. A coun-

try Wits like some of those inferior forms

of life which are not greatly incommoded
by the loss of a limb.

.Vt present a general smash in Canada
would mean that a great many people in

Knglaiid would lo.-^e heavily, becau.se we
could not pay the interest on the hun-
dreds of millions which Englishmen have
lent us. If India were to lapse into bar-

barism Englishmen's pockets would suf-

fer greatly, partly becau.se the $2,500,-
OOO.OOO they have invested there would be
lost, partly becau.^je a valuable market
would disjippenr. In .short, individuals,

i-ommunities and nations now live a very
complex life. That means that it has be-

come very easy to hurt communities and
nations. For instance—in 1907, the har-
vest of Western Canada was rather poor,
and Eastern Canada, a thousand miles
away, suffered keenly. You do not need
now to get at a man to hurt him; if you
interfere with a business on the other
side of the globe you inflict privation and
hardship upon him. A nation now is like
a highly organized creature, which may
die of a gangrene in .^ome limb remote
from the seat of life.

In a word, the march of progress has
made it easier to hurt a nation. But
there is another circumstance to con.^ider.
It also is po.s.-;ible for a nation to put
forth greater efforts than were formely
posible; and great efforts, of course, are
exhausting.

Of all the inventions of the Nineteenth
Century surely that of organization is not
the least wonderful. Tlie most impres-
sive thing about a great railwav svstem,
to sonie of us at least, is not the locomo-
tive, or the big bridge, but the head office,
which so plans that every man's work
dovetails into the work of everv other
At the same time, the head office could
not exist but for tlie men distributed over
thousands of miles, and the material in-

ventions, such as that of the steam-en-

gine and the telegraph. Our whole life

for the past hundred years has been a

matter of progress in material inventions

and in the organization which is made
pos.sible and profitable by material inven-

tions. To the single trader has succeeded

the partnership, to the firm has succeed-

ed the company, to the company has suc-

ceeded the corporation, and the trust is

swallowing up the corporation; and it is

the improvement in tran.sportation, it is

the march of material invention, which
have made it worth while to develop along

the line of that art of working men in

unison which we call organization.

Let us see now how in former days a
lack of certain material inventions which
we now enjoy and a lack of organization

worked together to produce a certain kind
of inconclusive war, which did not inflict

really severe blows on an adversary and
which did not demand exhausting efforts

on the part of the country waging it. In
the time of Frederick the Great firearms

were so imperfect that it was necessary to

train a man for two or three years to en-

able him to get full value out of his mus-
ket. Again, if a government washed to

move its soldiers from one frontier to an-
other, they had to w^alk; and to w^alk on
bad roads. If the government wished to

fight in a given region, it knew^ that its

army would soon eat up all the food to

be found in it, and that trade was small
in volume and slow in movement; thus
it had slowly to accumulate magazines of

supplies and stores; and these articles had
to be moved by heavy w^agons over bad
roads if no navigable river or stretch of

sea were available. Obviously, operations
were bound to be tedious, to require
much time, to exact a certain degree of
leisure. Observe now how these physical
conditions acted on policy. First, when
it was such a long business to turn a man
into a soldier it seemed wasteful to part
with him when he was trained; .so that
men were enlisted for the full term of
their working life. Thus the only way
to expand an army was to enlist and train
raw recruits; so that it was sIoav work to

increase an army, and expensive work as
well, as the men had to be kept for a
long time before they were useful. Then
financial conditions asserted their con-
trol; it has been ascertained that the
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standing army which a country can sup-

port in peace time is limited to about one
per cent, of the total population. Thus
conditions drove countries to the use of

small armies of professional soldiers, who
were maintained by a civil population

which was not trained to arms. Accord-
ingly wars resolved themselves into long,

tedious struggles between small profes-

sional armies while the bulk of the popu-
lation of the country attended to their

ordinary business, and paid taxes to hire

and support these mercenary soldiers.

When the war raged in a particular dis-

trict of the country the people were treat-

ed very barbarously, but the people of the

adjoining districts were not greatly affect-

ed. The civilian inhabitants generally

would have to pay veiy heavy taxes, some
aspects of their business would suffer, and
some of their young men would be enlist-

ed and sent to the war. But with these

deductions their ordinary life would go
on much as in peace time. For them war
would mean some trouble, some expense,

but no overpowering change in their

routine.

It is this sort of limited liability war
which people who live on this continent

picture to themselves. They think of the

hardships of the men who happen to be
soldiers and who suffer wounds, sickness

or privation. They think of the cruelties

inflicted on the civil inhabitants who hap-
pen to live in the theatre of hostilities.

But modern war has advanced far beyond
this stage.

At the present time firearms are so per-

fect that it is possible for a man to learn

the u.se of them in a few months, so that

he can be a soldier without withdrawing
himself from the pursuits of industry.

Then, advances in transportation have
made it posible to move masses of men
with rapidity and to feed them with cer-

tainty. The tediousness has disappeared
from those operations of war which lead

up to the actual fighting, which formerly
occupied so much time. These material

facts have made possible that triumph
of organization implied in universal ser-

vice. In a country employing this meth-
od of preparation practically all the able-

bodied men of the nation undergo in

their youth a comparatively brief period

of training; they then are dismissed to

follow their vocations as ci\dlian inhabi-

tants. Thus when war breaks out the

peace-army is instantly and vastly aug-

mented, not by the slow addition of raw
recruits who must be laboriously trained,

but by the instantaneous calling out of

masses of former soldiers who are termed
reservists. I need not expatiate on the

multitude of devices whereby the organiz-

ation of the vast hosts thus created is

made perfect; what is more important to

notice is that to-day the European and
Japanese civilian is a soldier as well. He
no longer works to pay a professional

soldier to do his fighting for him; he
drops his business and marches away to

the war : or rather, he takes a train to the

war.

This organization of the manhood and
resources of a nation is carried to extra-

ordinary lengths in countries like Ger-
many, Switzerland, France and Japan.
When a war is declared the whole nation-

al energy is summoned forth and applied

to its prosecution. Something very near

the whole working population stops work,

puts on the uniform, takes up the rifle.

In Switzerland the men who are not to

take part in the actual shooting are or-

ganized into working companies, to per-

form the various operations, from build-

ing roads to baking bread or driving

teams, which the army will require. In
Germany there are 65,000,000 inhabi-

tants. There are about 13 million men
old enough to vote. Of these great num-
bers must be too old, i.e., 40 or over, and
many more must be too weak, for mili-

tary service. Yet by the latest computa-
tion there are 5,200,000 men trained to

arms and so organized as to be put into

the field as fast as room can be made for

them. German plans for a war with
France are understood to contemplate the

moving of a million men as the first line

of the invasion—two or three men to

every yard of the frontier. This vast

number of men is to be on the frontier

and ready to begin serious fighting in 20
days from the receipt of the order to

mobilize. Thus out of every hundred
adult German men eight would be actual-

ly in the firing line and 32 more under
arms, ready to serve as resen^es. The re-

maining 60 would include all the old, all

the elderly, all the weaklings.

All this means that the modern Euro-
pean or Japanese State has at its com-
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niund tljc tiioans of i.titting forth an

enorijioiis effort. The South African War
was a contest of the old type, waged ]>>'

Q comparatively small army of the old

tvpe; it wtus fought under enormously ex-

pensive conditions a.s to transportation,

distance, etc.; tliere was some waste and

(•arelessness in management; it lasted for

nearly three years; and it cost ahout a

billion dollars. Tf Ticrmany were to go

to war, .she would have to provide six hun-

dred million dollars in the fir.'^t six weeks.

The Austrian Minister for National de-

fence reccntlv stated, that 'Tf we as.snme a

war hunting for .^ix months and two mil-

lions of men called up. the co.'^t would he

ahout .CI 80.000,000." That is. very near-

ly what fJreat Britain spent in three

years in a theatre of war 6,000 miles

nwny, with a highly paid voluntarv armv.

It is eviflent that the effort put forth hy
modern nations i.-< stupendous.

But if the effort required is tremen-
dous, the iniury which can he .suffered is

enormous. The beaten country makes its

effort, and lo.^es: and in addition is hurt
l»y the direct injuries inflicted. Let ns

make some comparisions. Lonis XTV.
kept France at war for nealy a third of a

century. France soipo thirtv years later

wa<< able to indulie in a series of wars,
one of which lasted for seven years. The
American Revolutiouary "War lasted for

eight years. The French Eepnhlic and
Empire kept Enronc in a tnrmoil for
nearlv 25 years. Yet France, to consider
her alone, soon after Waterloo was a great
and powerful country, and during the
middle of the nineteenth century she was
the leading continental power in Europe
Evidently, her lone: series of wars had
failed to exhaust her. But mark the dif-
ference. In 1870 she collided with a
power oruanized on this modern principle.
She was defeated uTider the new principle
of unlimited liability. That was forty
vears ago. That one defeat ha« changed
her from her old hio;h-spirited. imnetuous
self to a nation of a cautious, one had al-
most said humble, temper. Suppose that
President Taft were to send word to the
Tanadian Onyernment that he obifoted to
the policy pursued hy. say. Mr. Fielding:
that Mr. Fielding ma-'t he ejected from the
Mini.strv. That was what Oermanv did
to France a very few years aco. M Del-
oasse was too effective a ser\'ant of his

country to suit Germany, and Germany
demanded his dismissal. And dismissed

he was. The defeat of 1870 permanently

lowered the vitality, the national spirit

of France. A few months of war in 1870

hurt more than 25 years of war between

1790 and 1815.

What were the injuries which so de-

pre.s.sed the spirit of this great and gallant

nation? Putting aside the los.ses in hu-

man life, the money cost to France was
over $2,600,000,000; and she lost two

rich provinces as well, their resources and
pro.sperity henceforward augmenting the

trade of a rival nation.

This, then, is the meaning of the seri-

ousness of modern war. A country, must
consider two facts:

—

1. To fight with sviccess it must drop
its entire ordinary business and turn its

whole energy to fighting. Its ordinary life

must stand still.

2. If beaten it can be made to suffer

enormously.
Then, you exclaim, war is so expensive,

so serious, that nations dare wage it no
longer. Stop a moment. Suppose your
nation wins? And suppose it is resolute

enough, or pitiless enough, to reap the

full advantage of victory?

It does not necessarily hurt a man to

make an unusual and severe exertion, pro-

vided that it is not too violent, does not
last too long, and is followed by suitable

relaxation. I may add, provided that he
attains some object which yields him .sat-

isfaction. The same may be true of a
nation. The military expenses of Ger-
many in the Franco-German war were
$370,000,000 ; but she obtained an indem-
nity of a billion dollars and two rich pro-
vinces; it has been calculated that she ac-

tually made a profit of about $800,000,000
over and above her military expenses.
Thus the accounts of the two countries
stand

:

Germany:—Monetary gain, $800,000,-
000; territorial gain, Alsace and Lor-
raine.

France :—Monetary loss, $2,600,000,-
000; territorial loss, Alsace and Lorraine.

I omit all reference to losses of human
life, and I omit all reference to the nation-
al exultation on the one side and the an-
guish of spirit suffered on the other. I
may add that Germany at first demanded
an indemnity of $2,500,.000.000 instead:
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of $1,000,000,000 ; and that had Bismarck

fully realised the wealth of France and

her power of recuperation, it is probable

that he would have insisted on his origin-

al demand. His purpose was to crush

France, to obliterate her.

But there is more. Modern Germany
dates her material prosperity from that

war, and from the political changes which
it caused. In that prosperity the average

man, the German workingman, has had
some share. Here is the average consum-
tion of staple foods per head in Germany
at two significant dates: 1880, when the

order of things destroj^ed by the victory

of 1870 was about to pass away ; and 1907,

when the New Germany made possible by
the war was in the full stride of its en-

ergy:—

1880 Meat 641/4 lbs.

Grain and potatoes 1282 "

Total 13461/4 "

1907 Meat 93

Grain and potatoes 2286i/t "

Total 23791/4 "

Thus the average German to-day eats

half a ton more of good food in the year

than he did in the seventies.

To sum up. War until forty or fifty

years ago was a sort of limited liability

affair. It has become a matter of unlim-

ited liability. It has become democratic,

an affair of the entire nation. The nation

puts its whole weight into it, is utterly

ruined if defeated, and hopes to prosper

if victorious. The effort is greater, the

stake is greater. That is why modern war
is serious.

THE WANDERERS SONG

I have sojourned in various Lands,
Foregathered with many wierd Men;

Cooped up in Cities, or scorched on the sands,

In forest, or free on the fen

;

I've found every time that the wild is the best,

That Jungle is better than Town,
That you live out your Life with far less of a zest

With the White than you do with the Brown.
There in the edge of the Jungle—the calm
Dim places invite to the shade.

The warm light is tempered and under the palm
Filters through with a tinge of the jade

;

Murmuring Life's running wild all around,
Half subdued 'neath the sun's scorching torch ;

Such perfection of peacefulness only is found
In some old Cathedral's shadowy porch.

—G. T. Battii.



AN ESKIMO STEAMER TOWING A 'WHITE MAN'S WHALE BOAT ON THE PEACE RIVER

A Cabinet Minister's Canoe Trip
How Honorable Frank Oliver Sought to Learn a Little

More About His Constituency

By Madge Macbeth

T't prove that the far north, 'which for
years ha.s been so grossly libelled by
the sensational novelists, is perfect-

ly livable and devoid of the blugginess,
t'lidloss snowy wastes, trackless fields of
blinding snow, deathle.'^^s terror, etc., etc.,
tlic Hon. Frank Oliver, Minister of the
Interior, last snnnner, made a two months'
trip into it. He travelled 700 miles with-
m the Arctic Circle and says he greatly
enjoyed himself; that as far as the con-
ditions of the countrv went, he did not
realize half the time, that he was approxi-
mately 5,000 miles from Ottawa.

"Of course." said the Minister, "the
further north you go, the closer the tim-

ber belt is to the sea level ; so, that by the
time you reach MacPherson, for instance,
if you walk on a slight elevation, you are

above the timber belt amongst nothing
but scrubby brush. I missed trees, but
except for that even in the very far north,
everything in the wav of scenery was per-
fect."

Mr. Oliver left Athabasca Landing, Al-
berta, in June, traveled down the Atha-
basca in a canoe to Grand Rapids where a
scow was waiting for the party and in this
they went on to McMurray. From here
they w^ent by canoe again to Chipewyan
and then on Mr. Colin Fraser's steamer
to Smith's Landing. To save time the
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HON FRANK OLIVER AND HIS .COMPANIONS I5TART1NG ON A SIXTY MILE PORTAGE FROM
FORT MACPHERSON — JULY 2ND, 1910.

16 mile portage at Smith's Landing was
traveled in a democrat. Messrs. Hislop

and Nagle's steamer was then used until

Ft. Resolution was reached, after which
the Roman Catholic Mission . boat took
Mr. Oliver's party to the Arctic Red River
—that is, across a portion of the Great
Slave Lake and down the INIackenzie

River to the Arctic Red River, the mis-

son's most northerly settlement. The
H. B. C.'s little launch "Ariel" was wait-

ing at this point to convey the party to

MacPherson, on the Peel River.

Mr. Oliver laughingly corrected the

writer a number of times for saying 'up'

the Mackenzie—it certainly looks 'up' on
the map—but the Minister said 'down'

north, and stuck to it!

At MacPherson there was a sixty mile

portage to travel; this was commenced on
July 2nd, just four weeks after leaving

Athabasca Landing—more than 1,850
miles away!
At the Bell River—La Pierres House,

the party once more took to canoes, run-
ning down stream to the Porcupine and
thence to the Yukon. At Fort Yukon
they embarked on a steamer for Dawson,
then (by steamer—The Selkirk) up to

Whitehorse, here taking the train to

Skagway, and another boat from there

to Vancouver.
With the 20th century avidity for har-

rowing details, the writer wanted to know
something of the hardships of the trip.

"There were none," laughed Mr. Oliver.

"It was a very tame and unsensational

affair. Supplies met us at given points,

steamers took us Avhere canoes could be

dispensed with, the mosquitoes, which are

always more or less bad in the north,

were very much 'less bad' this season, In-

dians carried the packs at every portage

and the weather was ideal."

"Wasn't it cold?—way up at MacPher-
son, Rampart House and about there?"

"The nights were cool, but the days

were HOT! I have never felt the heat

more than at noon in the Arctic Red
River."

"And the midnight sun?"
"Well, I can't describe it," said Mr.

Oliver. "Neither have I read what I call

a good description of it—at least not one

which tallies with the appearance of the

sun to me. It did not look like the sun

at all; the sky was wonderful, glowing
with colors we neyer see, here. The sun
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A SUMMER CAMP OK ESKIMOS ON THE MACKENZIE RIVER

m
THIS IS A SNAP-SHOT OF THE MiDNIGHI SUN TAKEN ON THE LA PIERRE PORTAGE
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THE BROAD BOSOM OF THE PORCUPINE RIVER

A VIEW ACROSS THE MACKENZIE RIVER TOWARD A HUDSON'S BAY POST
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HOWLING DOG ROCK. ON THE PORCUPINE RIVER.

set, as the photos show, just above the

horizon—certainly a most unusual and
peculiar sight to the white men of the

party."

The Porcupine River is famed for it's

(.-anyon-like banks of steep rock; in many
places thev dip perpendicularly into the
water leaving: not even a foot path along
the shore. The photo shown of Halfway
Rock (midway between La Pierres House
and Fort Yukon) has been mistaken for a

somewhat similar monument of nature

further on, called Howling Dog Rock.
The reason for it's naming is not a re-

semblance to a dog in the act of lifting

up his woeful voice, but because the In-

dians w^ho tracked* their canoes up the

river leaving the shore of a necessity and
paddling around the sheer base of the

rock, also left their dogs there. These

•Tracked :—Pulled the canoes by harnessing them-
selves after the manner of a canal horse.
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creatures as lazy as their masters collect-

ed in a howling mass until the canoes
were well out of sight, when, being as-

sured
^
that there was nothing for it but

to swim, they savagely plunged into the
water and caught up with the Indians,
later.

Mr. Oliver told a very amusing incident
of his trip illustrating the one-ness of

ideas which will take possession of a man.
It seems that he was to meet a party of

gentlemen from Dawson, whom he had
never met before, and to whom the Min-
ister wished to show particular attention.

They were traveling about six weeks in

order to come up with Mr. Oliver and dur-
ing that time had no communication with
the world at large.
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AN INDIAN CAMP AT FORT PROVIDENCE

"I was anxious," said Mr. Oliver frank- of nothing else—they wanted to think of,

ly, "to find out what topics interested to talk of, nothing else. . . Almost the
tlieni particularly—relations with Japan, first words spoken by the Dawson party
tlio Canadian Navy, Trusts—or what? It were

—

did not take me long to discover it—the ''Tell u.s

—

Who won the Jeijries-John-
'ue idea. They had thought of, talked son fight

r



Through the Window

By

Will Irwin

Author of " The Confessions of a Con. Man,'' etc.

JULIA, the nurse said to the few visitors

who inqured, was ''struggling back
to hfe." Julia herself, had she tried

to formulate it, would hardly have called

it that. It was no struggle; it was rather

a growth. She had swung close to a cer-

tain nadir. At one time life had sunk so

low that it was a choice with her—it had
lain within her will-—whether she should

stay or go. She was to remember long-

afterward that she had made this decision

lightly, as a thing of little difference. The
horror of death, with its appurtenances of

the grave and mould and decay—that had
not entered into the calculation. Never
again, in fact, was death to appear to her

mind in that aspect. While she had sunk
low, she had also risen to another plane of

consciousness, wherein she knew how little,

after all, the flesh mattered.

These reflections were not for now. If

she had any emotion, any reflection, it

was wonder—wonder when she gathered

strength to lift what hand she had left,

that it was she lying there, the content of

so many little, tiny nerves and red blood-

courses—wonder and a kind of content-

ment which was neither happiness nor
misery.

It might have been morning, it might
have been afternoon—at any rate, the sun
was shining and the little night lamp was
out—when she was aware of a voice. At
first it flashed upon her that this was one
of those voices, dim, dull, uncertain, which
she had heard in the days when the

springs of life were very low, when she

had been making the decision. Not with
dread, but with a certain weariness, she

wondered if this were indeed the decision

come to be made over a2:ain: if she had

to bestir herself to know whether she was

to live on, or whether she was to let every-

thing go and rest.

But this voice she perceived after a

time, rang as though there were some-

thing behind it. It differed from those

other voices. They had nothing at all be-

hind them. And the speaker—she per-

ceived this when she had straightened her-

self out a little and gained the ability to

think—was saying things different in sub-

stance from the vague chatter of those

other voices.

"Hello, little invalid!" said the Voice.

Lanquidly, Julia tried to turn her head.

She did succeed in turning her eyes.

As far as her range of vision went, she

could see nothing. The nurse, she re-

membered, had gone out a long time ago

—or was it just now? At any rate, the

nurse was gone. She made an effort to

form her mouth for words, as a child sets

his feet before taking one of his first, halt-

ing steps, and managed at last to speak in

kind.

"Hello!" she said.

The Voice was speaking on.

"I'm across that little child-size passage

in the next flat house. My window looks

nearly into yours. I can't see you, be-

cause your bed is back-on to the window,
but I know you're an invalid, and some-

how I know you're small ; so I say, 'Hello,

little invalid!'"

Julia struggled to remember certain

things which the nurse had said. She
must obey orders. She wanted to obey

them, but somehow it was pleasant to

hear that cheery male voice with the ring

to it, with the attack and resonance of

life. So she made the effort again; it
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seemed lo her, when she was done, that

she hud delivered an oration of an hour.

"1 am not allowed to talk," she said;

then, after a pause: "Are you there? I like

to hear you talk."

Tlie voice came louder and stronger.

"Oh, yes, I am here. I've been—watch-

„i^—yuu know, all this month. I don't

know what you want me to talk about,

but if you do want talk, there is where I

live. Fir.<t I'll tell you what I know about

you. You have betMi .sick lV)r live weeks,

and very sick, but you are better now.

The doctor comes only every other day.

Once he ut^cd to come every day; and one

tlay— tlie time you went through the

^.|-isis—he came twice. I know that it is

pneumonia, because I've had pneumonia
myself, and I know the signs. I remem-
ber ju.st how long it is before they let you
lalk, and I've waited until to-day.

"Now, don't you say a word. I'm do-

ing the talking. Here I am, a young
man

—

III say myself over like an adver-

tisement for live stock—five feet eight

inches tall, weight about a hundred and
si.Kty, thirty years old, of a kind and docile

di.spo.-^ition, and a liking for little sick

girls. I've been a sick man myself

—

pneumonia does things to Californians.

When you get better, so that you can talk,

I'm going lo trade symptoms with you.
"This is chai)ter one. Chapter two will

c(»me in the next talk, because you can't
.xUuid yet to hear the story of my life. It

is too exciting. And the nurse will !.e

back in a minute. I can always tell when
she is entering, because she makes vour
door creak. Don't be afraid; I shall
watch. Of cour.se I am presuming that
you want me to talk to you for another
in.stalment. If you do. please say 'ves'
and we'll stop for to-day."
To Julia's reduced mind, it came that

the decision she was about to make was as
momentous as the old decision whether
she was to go or to stay. It seemed, in-
deed, of more moment. ' But she gathered
together the figments and fragments of the
life which was creeping in, and answered,
liter fixing her mouth again-

Yes."
^

Good-bye for to-day, then, mysterious
invalid." She heard the closing of a win-
dow.

Meditating on these things, digesline
Ihcm. Julia fell asleep.

^ ' ^ ^

When she woke, it was night. She
knew because the little lamp was burning,

and Miss Tallant, that old, seasoned train-

ed nurse who worked like a machine of

low horse-power, was dozing in her chair

at tlie foot of the bed. With Julia's mo-
tion, Miss Tallant roused herself; there

followed the almost insupportable business

of drinking from a tiny glass, of holding

a bulb syringe under her tongue. When
the nurse had settled herself back in the

chair again, Julia turned her head, ar-

ranged her mouth, and asked a question:

"Who lives across the v/indow?" Julia

waited a long time for the answer. It did
not come. The nurse never even lifted

her eyes at the question. Julia, with as

much dissappointment as her weakness
left her power to feel, perceived it all. She
was saying things without saying them,
just as she had done aw^ay back in her
nadir. Her vocal cords, it seemed, set

themselves in the right form, her mind
said the words over, and her voice ran
through her throat; but some connection
was lacking; some string uniting the dyn-
amic power and the machinery of speech
was untied. So, while she thought at first

that she was speaking, there was no sound
in it, and no one paid any attention. The
voice across the window—she had made
the owner of that voice hear. Why, she
wondered? W^hy . . . Julia slept again.

Now it was day—without pain but also

without sleep. It brought w^eary routine

of annoying business with the doctor and
bothersome things to drink. Less weary
than all the yesterdays since she touched
her nadir, it was also more sufferable be-

cause she was waiting for something. Each
time that the nurse left, she felt in her-

self a shadow of expectation stronger than
any emotion she had thought ever to feel

again.

Now the nurse had gone, and expecta-
tion was fulfilled.

"Are you awake?"
"Yes." She could make sound of

speech I

"It is six o'clock. I suspect that the
nurse has gone to get her dinner, and I'm
just in from—from my work. That is, I

call it work. May I talk to you again?
You have only to answer 'yes.'

"

I'Yes—please."
"Now, don't you waste strength on

etiquette, though I don't know any word
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I'd sooner have voii waste breath on than
tnat 'please.' P'irst chapter from the

thrilHng story of my life. I'm a mining
engineer from Nevada and California.

That is, I call myself a mining engineer.

I'll let you into my secret. I'm a bluff.

I'm really only a miner, selling mines in

New York. In the West, you know, we
say that when a man has tried everything

else and failed, he goes to selling mines.

But it is a little better than that. I really

have a mine, and I've faith in it—found
it myself. It's a low grade ore, and I need
capital to develop it. The details of selling

mines in New York won't interest you,

I'm afraid ; but maybe I can interest you
by telling how I came to find it.

"I was very blue and discouraged last

year when I started out on my last pros-

pecting trip. I was grubstaked. You're
an Eastern woman from your voice, so

you won't know what grubstakes mean.
The other man buys your burro—that's

a small and especially virtuous kind of

hiking and hunting and losing my beans

and coffee. I had only half your claim.

"Well, anyway, it was up to me. I

must strike something that fall or go back
to the shovel or the yardstick. The rest

is three weeks of hiking and hunting and
losing n.'y beans and coffee. I had only
three mG':'e days to go, and I'd camped
away up high where there was a little fall

of new snow on the ground.
"I was discouraged, and I was mad. I

guess the burro caught it. because she be-

haved fearfully. I have it on my consci-

ence that I beat her, though I'm usually

kind—even to burros. I left her to rustle

for herself while I cooked the last of the

bacon.

"When I turned back to tie her for the

night, I found she'd been in a bad temper
too. She'd been pawing in the snow, as a

burro or a horse always paws to relieve his

feelings. It's the horse way of swearing.

After I'd nearly jerked the neck off her to

make her behave. I happened to look

down and notice where she pawed. Gold
quartz— trust a miner to know an out-

cropping ! If any one will build a smelter

up there to work it, we have a mountain
of ore. So I'm grubstaked again—pros-

pecting Wall Street, which is a blame sight

colder than the Nevada mountains.
"But that won't interest you. You'll

want to know what became of Magda, the

burro. That's the sad part of what I'm
going to relate—good-bye." For the door
had creaked to proclaim the entrance of

Miss Tallant, the nurse. Julia saw her
pass through her range of vision, heard
her step over to the window, caught this

said under her breadth

:

"They make too much noise over

there."

Julia fell asleep hugging her secret.

Now she was counting days and distin-

guishing time, and wondering what had
become of Magda, the burro. The poor
little soft-nosed donkey that had a tragedy
in her life! It was late afternoon, with
the early street lights making shadows and
reflections on her wall. The nur.se had
gone to the kitchen for her dinner.

"Awake?"
"Yes."
"In two or three days I'm going to let

you talk. We were on the burro. Per-

haps I shouldn't tell tragedies to anyone
coming out of pneumonia, but I'm on the

subject. Well you see, Magda "

"That's a play," .«aid Julia.

"Sure! But don't you talk. I named
her after the play because she talked just

like an actress I heard in it once. I guess

I jonahed her. Well, I felt grateful to

Magda. She'd always had a hard life,

feeding on sage-brush and cactus and
thistles. I doubted if she'd ever in her

life known the ta.ste of a square meal. And
you'll agree that a lot, a whole lot, was
coming to her. All the way back, I pulled

bunch gra.ss for her. And when we came
into town, I saw the man who had grub-

staked me and X arranged to fix Magda
proper. I put her in a box stall. I had
her fed on hay and oats and bran mash.
It was too much for her. She died quite

suddenly."
Julia could feel the tears .starting. Had

she thought she should ever weep again?
But when he spoke once more, she found
her unaccustomed muscles drawing them-
selves into a smile.

"I mu.st say I have a record. I'm the

only man, except those I invited to the

spectacle, who ever .saw a dead burro. We
don't believe in the We.st that they die at

all. They're such angels, the way they
stand for everythina and never complain,

except by way of digging up mines for a

fellow, that thev're translated in clouds of

glory, I think."
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Julia, witli the wi.m1(jih ot liie ii'Mutoci-

kI, knew tliat people and burros and fill

who have enjoyed the rapture and pain of

being alive do not die; neither are they

translated. It i.^ just a change, nmch

more glorious than any translation in

trailing ^'londs of glory, but a change

which one forgets when she is jiast the

stage of the new rosurroclion. She her-

self would forgrt it : already she wtu^ be-

ginning to forget. She must try to keep

on romemnering. .-o that she coul(l tell the

\'oice.

Then he changed from Magda and her

tragedy to plea.sint things. He told of

automobiles that streak acro.ss the desert,

vw'w Death A'alley it.-^elf; of the Swede
wljo owned the only spring on the edge of

the valley and who came out, when your

throat had become like old leather, and
sold you a bottle of cooled beer for a dol-

lar.

"And of all the dollars you spend in

this here trot through life, you miss this

one lea.«t." he said. Of his house he was
p>ing to build in Pa.s'idena or Mill Valley

—he hadn't decided which—when the

company wa-^ formed and he had got rich

;

of starlit night above the High Sierra,

where everything is very cold and white
and clean ; of camps in the desert with a

hair rope about your bed, because a rattle-

iinake cannot cross hair.

And the door creaked and the nurse
came.

Now, Julia found that her mouth could
always be depended upon to make sounds
when .>^he tried to speak. The doctor said
that she was doing very, y?ry nicely. "With
lliis recrudescence of interest and strength,
she took to listening for sounds from that
dwelling acro.ss the screened window; she
could hear something moving now and
then: it seemed to her that .*he could di.=:-

tingui.'^h two pairs of heavy, ma.sculine
feet. The day when she took to the.^e ob-
servations, .she was dimly disappointed to
find that no voice spoke through the win-
dow, oven when the nurse was out. But
tlie faith of the now-resurrected was in her.
She knew that it would come a^ain.
The next night her faith was fulfilled.
-I gave you a rest." he .said after he had

made sure that .^he was awake and listen-
itig. "becau.-*e to-night I'm going to let vou
.•'ay twelve words. I'm to a^k questions.
.in,1 vnii'm to an.<!wer. Now. the fir.'^t—one

W(ir<i— will be your name. Mine is Frank,

and you may call me by it, if you wish, as

soon'^as you can afford breath. When we
are sick, we are just little boys and girls

again. So please let it be your first name.

That wouldn't be etiquette with a coarse,

"Western stranger if you were well, but at

present it's all right and proper. Now,
plavmate, name please."

''Julia,"

"Eleven words left. What do you do

for a living? Wait! I'll tell you what 1

know. You work at something, but you
can afford a little fiat of your own and
you don't live with your people. You may
teach, though from the little conversation

I've had you don't sound to me like a

teacher. Still, you're no plain salesgirl or

stenographer, because you can afford a flat

of your own. If you think I'm impudent
to want to know about you, just say 'no,'

but if you want to answer, one to three

words will do. This is like cabling at five

dollars a ."Syllable.

"

Julia considered the question and the

an.swer, which loomed to her momentous.
"Head cloak saleswoman," she brought

out at last.

"Eight words left. I am rather glad

you aren't a teacher; that doesn't .seem to

me like doinr/ anything, somehow. Now,
to proceed. Have you any parents?"

"Mother." Then, thinking of the in-

gratitude he might impute to her, she
added

:

"Lives with married sister, Chicago."
"That shows how much breath people

waste in this world. Here I know^ all

about you, or all that has stirred up my
heavy curiosity, and you've got two words
left to spend as you want."

Julia needed three words. It seemed
that she could not get along with any
fewer. AA^ith the feeling that he was wait-

ing intently over there, she pondered this.

Tne suspense, and her inability to con-
dense further, in.'spired her to take chances
with the unlucky thirteen.

"Was Magda brown?" she asked.
No more had she said this than she felt

how funny, how childi.^hly funny, the
question mu.«t be to him. But if he
lauffhed. she should never like him so well
again. She wouldn't like him not to

l-iudi, either. The thing for him to do.
if he were to live up to her ideal of him,
was to be amused and to control it. She
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was bathed in relief when she heard a
change in his voice as though he had, in

fact, conquered laughter. And he said:

"No, gray, with an especially pettable

white nose. Now you've said more than
enough—I'll have to subtract one word
from your allowance to-morrow—and I

won't take any more risks to-day with that

nurse. She sounds like a tough old veter-

an with gray hair." He stopped suddenly
on this, his tone changed, and ''Good
night," he said.

Alw^ays something to wonder about ! If

he could see the head of the bed, why
couldn't he perceive that Mi.ss Tallant, the

nurse, had not gray hair, but faded red?
Nevertheless, she felt very much better.

Listening to the voice was a stimulant,

from which there was no reaction.

It came to be that the nurse stayed a

very long time at her dinner, having an-

nounced that she might go out for a few
minutes after .she fini.shed; and the Voice
talked for an hour. He allowed her five

whole sentences this time. He let her tell

him that .she had been four years in New
York and had worked up from a .salesgirl,

that she was little and blonde, that she had
caught pneumonia by taking too many
chances wnth a late .summer day which had
turned out cold and raw; that she wouldn't
let them take her to the hospital because

she wanted to be sick right among her

own things.

"That's a splendid recommendation for

you." he said. She wanted to a.^k him
what he meant, but she had already used

up her five sentence. On his part, he
spun more yarns of the mines and the

plains and the mountains; all illuminated

b" his pleasant voice and his unexpected
turns of expres,«ion. She was growing by
now to perceive thina;s ; and she formulat-

ed to herself a certain strange quality in

his voice. Under the cheery tone was a

sadness—not .=;adne.«s exactly, either, but

rather a dullness. Otherwise, it was a

voice which one mieht know anywhere.

Long afterwards, she was to put into con-

crete thouoht her percenlion of an unde-
••eloped stutter, hesitating burr on the

1 eo-inninsf of a sentence.

So it went on. throu'di davs in which
Julia ceased to drift back to life and be-

f^'f\n reallv to struggle—her will was in it.

The nur.se began to let her talk; the Voice,

following, permitted her, in their dinner-

time conversations, to speak whole sen-

tences, paragraphs, pages. They knew
enough about each other, it seemed; for

now they had come to another stage of

friendly intimacy and were talking, not
facts and stories, but opinions and likings
and ideals. He liked the same things she
did, it appeared; further, he seemed often

to understand her tastes before she spoke.
There came the time when Miss Tallant

showed her the cards and messages of

those w^ho called from the store in the low
period. Also, Miss Tallant let her have
flowers—a great cluster of pink roses from
the girls in her department. In tw^o or

three days she might have company ; in a

week, if she were good and obeyed orders,

.she might sit up.

She told all this to the Voice.

"See my flowers!" she added. "1 had
the nurse put them on the bureau so that

you might see."

"So that I might^—yes, it was good of

you!" Why did he speak so low?
"But can you see them?" persisted

Julia. "I tried to plan, but I can't ju.st

remember where your window comes."
"Oh, sure! You placed them all right."

His tone was indifferent. A swift pique
came over Julia. He was not taking inter-

est!

"I don't believe you do. You are only

trving to humor me. What color are

tliey?"

"Well, I can see them, you know, but

the light is very uncertain here—the glow
is in the window and everything looks red.

They appear—reddish."

Julia laughed a little.

"That's a man's w^ord for pink—red-

dish!" But .she was not wholly satisfied.

Another dinner-time talk, and, "I am
to have visitors to-morrow," she announc-
ed.

He paused a little time before he said:

"That's bully!"

"Well?" thought Julia. But he made
no move in the direction toward which
she was pointing.

"I suppose some of your friends from
the store will come," he said instead.

"I suppose so."

"Fine, after a long sickness,—to see

people again
!"

Julia pondered. It was certainly bold

—

but she was an invalid—and she didn't

care.
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"Ah, why (lid you say that? a^ked the

•'.Ju.«*t becnusel" responded .Tuna, and

.ell back on her pique. Some time elap.-^-

ed before tlie \'oice spoke.

"I havon't told you this, but now I must.

I'm ^oinji away.' I've known for ."ome

time, an«l I was ^ettin^' ready to tell you

to-day. I've—well, I haven't sold the

w\\n\ but Ihinps make it ncoe.'v«ary for me
li. return to Nevada.

"Julia, little invalid," he went on, his

\uice catthing, "let's have this for a fairy

lale. I'm just an elf or a goblin or one of

those (hin<j;s wc used to read about when
we wore children. If I came to see you,

I'd see you oidy once, and I shouldn't

-com half so fine to you as I've been, just

-|>inninji yarns through the window.

You're goinc: to stay in New York, and
I'm cotning back—after a w^hile. Then
there'll be time for you to—get used to

me. You see. I'm iiot what you call an

attractive man. I'm homely, and hiking

out after mining prospects ha.sn't refined

or handsomed me any. Shan't we leave
'' now for a fairy tale?"

•Julia, an unexpected warmth in her
cheeks, foiuid breath to answer:

"Yes. if that's what you want."
"Then good-bye for now, little invalid.

The fairy tale is over. The real world for

you." And then, as the door .squeaked to

the coming of the nurse, a final

"r,ood-bye!"

Mi.ss Tallont said next day that Julia
wii5n't doing nearly so well. She must
not fret .«o; if .^he did, she .shouldn't have
any company. As it was, Miss Tallant
Cthe doctor concurring) postponed that
event for two days.

Rut health and mending went along, as
they do in spite of will when the tide of
life really begins to run. That decision
between going and staying lay with her
no more. So in a week the blood was
flowing, strength was back; they were
moving her into a chair, teaching" her to
walk on feet which seemed rounded at
the soles. On the fir^t day out of bed, she
looked over to the window across the nar-
row area. The curtains were drawn; yet
she fancied that some one was moving in-
side. The new tenant, probably. Still it

all seemed very strange!

She was walking out now in the fine

Indian summer weather; at length, on a

specially warm day, she was permitted an

excursion to the park, two blocks away.

As .she sat on a bench, watching the morn-
ing panorama, a little color came back into

her cheeks and her heart. She found her-

.self chatting with Mi.ss Tallant, making
comments on the children, the nurses, the

waiting cabmen, the bench loafers.

"A blind man." said Miss Tallant sud-

denly.

Julia looked up. iiitere.sted. He was

approaching, that blind man, led by an

attendant. His was a case where pity

grows from contrast. He was young, well-

formed, strong of limb. His shoulders

should have been straight: one felt the in-

congruity of their half pathetic .stoop. His
keen hawk face, with its broad, humorous
mouth, had scarcely one of the lines

graven by patience in action, which be-

long to blind faces.

A moment .Tulia studied him ; and then,

over mind and soul, came a weakness
which had nothing to do with the weak-
ness in her wasted body. It was like that

weakness of soul in which she lay when
.she made the decision ; and, as in that

other weakness, she saw things not per-

ceived of the .«en.«!es. It came to her as a

certainty.

This was the voice through the window

!

So much the soul of Julia told her be-

fore proof came to her mind. He had
drawm oppo.site to her now; and he was
.^peaking to his attendant.

"Manson," i^aid he, "if this is a popular
corner of this park, you had better drop
me here. I like to know they're about, if

I can't see them." It was the Voice; no
need of her soul to tell her that. The
same dead undertone, now so pathetically

comprehensible: the same little half-stut-

ter as he started his sentence.

Manson seated his charge on the next
bench.

Julia rose, so .suddenly that Miss Tal-
lant put out a hand to .=top her. She rose
with a new strength in all her body, and
crossed over and sat down beside him
and

—

/'Ah, I've found you!" she said. Over
his face ran a current of expression—joy
first and then a droop of all the lines in
his face, so that it needed not his blue
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glasses nor his stick to prove that he was

blind.

'"I'd been afraid you would !" he answer-

ed.

Miss Tallant had the perceptions of her

craft.

"I'll be back in a minute—I want to go

over to the drug-store—keep yourself

wrapped up," she said.

''We'll excuse you for a half an hour,

Manson," chimed in the blind man.

Alone now, she took his hand.

"Dear, brave friend!"

"I don't know if this is a sign—your
finding me in spite of myself. Ah, little

invalid, do you mind if I lied?"

"It must have been a good lie, because

you told it—but why did you think it

necessary to lie to me?" She stopped,

afraid of the answer, the only answer that

her saying could call for. It came as she

expected.

"Because what I felt wasn't square. I

am blind. Perhaps I must always be

blind. I didn't lie so much—it was true

about the mine. I went blind afterward

—

too much snow. Manson told me of the

sick girl across the passage—and at first I

was just trying to amuse you. Dear girl,

might I ask something?"
"Of course."

"When no one is looking, may I put

my hand on your face for a minute?"
"Yes. Now I"

"It is a beautiful face. Ah, I am weak.

You don't know what I want to say."

"Say it, Frank."
"Ah, no."

"Listen. You called me back. I

shouldn't have gone on living. I should

have sunk again. Do I not owe you that?"

"Owe me what?"
"My life, Frank."
"Dear love!"

"Dear love!"

THE WONDER CHILD

There came a little queery boy,

Ah, such a very deary boy,

A cuddle close and neary boy;
Into my heart one day.

He seemed a very eery boy,

A strangely strange and leery boy

;

That heart was filled with feary joy

Lest he should go away.

Sometimes he's such a cheery boy,

A laughing loud and cleary boy;
'Tis then life smiles without alloy

And Love's the time o' day.

But when he is a weary boy,

A tired, forlorn and dreary boy,

'Tis then I love my dearie boy,

Ah—more than I can sav.

James P. Haverson.



The Maritime Grievance and

Senate Reform

By

Francis Asbury Carman

Two problems in Canadian politics are forever vexing Parlia-

ment. One is "Senate Reform/' the other, ''The Maritime Griev-

ance." The Senate is a load on the country's shoulders. The

Maritime Provinces are always complaining—and rightly enough,

710 doubt—that they are getting less and less parliamentary

representation.

In this article, Mr. Carman, who is the Parliamentary corres-

pondent of the Montreal Star, suggests that both problems may
be solved by merging the two and making a senatorship a pro-

vincial appointment, as in the United States, giving each province

the same number of Senators.—The Editor.

Tl 1 1! Maritime Provinces have failed

in their effort to have their repre-

sentation (grievance removed by an
iiiienihiiont to the British North Ameri-
ca Act. Their faihn-e may be only tem-

porary. But, whetlier it be only tempor-
ary or whether it be permanent, at least

it is clear that the task of winning the

consent of the other provinces to the
remedy proposed is going to be no light

one. And final failure is quite within the
possibihties. Consequently, it is timely
to ask now whether there is not another
remedy.
As a citizen of one of the central prov-

inces. I am quite ready to admit that the
Maritime Provinces — and especially
Prince Edward Island—have what looks
very much like a grievance. But I won-
der wlicthor the citizens of the provinces
down by the sea have reaUzed how much
of a grievance will be created, as regards
the re<t of the Dominion, by the rernoval
of their grievance in the way which they
propose.

It is true that at Confederation no one
expected that the representation of the

Maritime Provinces in the House of Com-
mons would fall off as it has. But that

was merely part of the general failure to

realize the growth of the w^est. It is true

that Prince Edward Island refused to en-

ter Confederation with less than six mem-
bers in the lower chamber of Parliament,
and that that demand was conceded. It

is true that British Columbia, which does

not seem likely to need it, has a constitu-

tion protection against ever having her
representation cut down below^ the Con-
federation standard. But it is no less true

and undeniable that Representation by
Population—"Rep. by Pop."—as it was
called in Upper Canada—w^as a central
principle of tlie Confederation pact. No
one thought of questioning that at the
Quebec Conference, except some of the

delegates from Prince Edward Island ; and
they were not unanimous. The delegates
from the Canadas went into the Confeder-
ation negotiations with that very object
in view. "There is no use in asking the
Conference to depart from the principle
laid down," declared Hon. (later Sir) A.
T. Gait, one of the Canadian delegation.
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The Prince Edward Island protest was
condemned even by a representative of

New Brunswick, which now joins with

the island in the Gulf in its present pro-

posal. "That is rather a singular ground
of objection," said Hon. (later Sir) Leon-
ard Tilley, "for they have objected to the

basis of representation by population.

Now it is fully understood at Charlotte-

town that those who came to the Confer-

ence expected representation by popula-

tion."

The history of the grievance of the

Maritime Provinces is soon told. At the

date when they entered Confederation the

three provinces were represented in the

House of Commons as follows : New Bruns-
wick, 16 ; Nova Scotia, 19 ; Prince Edward
Island, 6. The census of 1881 brought
only one change, an increase of two for

Nova Scotia. Then came reaction. After

the census of 1891 the representation of

New Brunswick fell off to 14 ; Nova Scotia

to 20; and Prince Edward Island to 5.

Another decade brought a further reduc-

tion'. After 1901 the three provinces

stood: New Brunswick, 13; Nova Scotia,

18; and Prince Edward Island, 4. In the

meantime, Quebec had, of course, remain-
ed stationarv. Ontario increased from 82
in 1867 to '92 after 1891 : but following

the census of 1901 it fell off to 86.

There are two influences which have
l)rought about this decline in Maritime
Province representation. The first is the

growth of Quebec, and the second the

growth of the west. In both instances the

Maritime Provinces argue that they have
been dealt with in a manner that was not

contemplated at the time of the Quebec
Conference. In the first place, they claim
that the Quebec of to-day is not the Que-
bec of Confederation. There was a recti-

fication of the boundary in the eighties,

and the Maritime contention is that this

was an increase in the territoy of Quebec.
The importance of this argument lies in

the fact that Quebec is the pivotal prov-

ince as regards representation. Under
the British North America Act, the unit

of reprentation is obtained by dividing

the population of Quebec by 65 ; and then

the number of members alloted to any
other province is obtained by dividing

that unit of representation into the popu-
lation of the province concerned. So it

is claimed bv the Maritime Provinces that

in calculating the population of Quebec,

account should be taken only of the peo-

ple who live in the territory recognized

as Quebec at Confederation. On the other

hand, Quebec replies that her territory

has not been increased; that she really

always owned the territory recognized as

hers to-day, but that her right was merely
determined by the rectification of the

boundaries.

The second claim of the Maritime Prov-
inces is that the population of the west

should not be considered in alloting mem-
bers of Parliament to the Maritime Prov-
inces. As a further safeguard against re-

duction of representation from any prov-

ince, it was provided in the B.N.A. Act
that there should be no reduction unless

the population of the province had fallen

off in proportion to the population of

"Canada" by five per cent, or more. The
claim of the Maritime Provinces in this

connection is that "Canada" should be
interpreted as meaning the five original

provinces which took part in the Quebec
Conference.

Both these claims have been submitted
to the courts. The courts, up to the Privy
Council, have rejected them. The issue

has been taken from the courts to the

floor of Parliament and a request has been
made for an amendment of the B.N. A. Act
to make the Confederation figures of rep-

resentation the minimum. The Domin-
ion government has intimated that it

would con.sent, provided the consent of the

other provinces was obtained. Hence the

inter-provincial conference, which has re-

cently adjourned without reaching an
agreement.

It goes without saying that to grant the

request of the Maritime Provinces would
mean an increase in the membership of

the House of Commons. The House now
has 221 members; if the Maritime Prov-

inces had the same representation as on
their entry into Confederation, it would
number 226. But that is not all.

It would mean that a voter in New
Brunswick or in Nova Scotia or in Prince

Edward Island would count for more than
one voter in Quebec or Ontario or any
western province. Of course, there has
always been, and probably will always be,

a certain amount of inequalit3\ An ex-

act proportional allotment of members is

impracticable. A small inequality will
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puss unnoticed, but a large inequality is

almost certain to produce discord. Uiat

is whv it i.s necessary to examine carefully

now just what the proposal of the Mari-

time I'rovinces means.

riio future results will appear most

rirarly by taking the case of the smallest

province, which is also the most active in

supporting the jyroposal for a change. The

relation which the population of Prince

K.hvanl Island bears to the population of

tlie Dominion tcMlay is very likely to be

tlio relation wiiich the New Brunswick or

Nova Scotia of 11)50 will bear to the Dom-
inion of that date.

Prince Edward Island has from the

start and u\) to the last census had a larger

representation in the House of Commons
than it was entitled under "Kep. by Pop."

During the Quebec Conference Mr. Gait

stated tliat to tiive Prince Edward Island

6 memel)ers would give the value to 13,-

000 voters in Prince Edward Island as

wjis given to 17,000 voters in the other

provinces. When the Lsland did come in

in 1S78, the general unit of representation

was 18,331, while each Prince Edward
Island member represented only 15,804
people. The comparison for the last three

censuses may be put in this table:

Unit of Rep.
Census. Unit of Rep. in P. E. I.

1881 20,008 18,149
1891 22,900 21.816
1001 25,367 25;662

So that in the present Parliament
I'rincc Edward Island is for the fir.st time
not treated more generously than a strict

interpretation of the "Rep. by Pop."
principle would allow. And if she were
jiiven her desired complement of six mem-
bers, each one of these mei.nbers w^ould
represent only 17,210 people, while a
member from any of the other provinces
represents 25,367. Or to put it another
way, one person in Prince Edward Island
would be worth as much as 1.474 persons,
electorally speaking, in any of the central
or western provinces.

Now, it doubtless is somewhat of a
hardship to have only four members in a
House of 221; and doubtless under the
present arrangement the representation of
Prince Edward Island would further de-
crease. But. on the other hand, would not
the condition just sketched constitute a

real grievance on the part of the other

provinces? If there were no other re-

medy, perhaps it might be necessary to put

up with even so considerable a departure

from the basic principle of Confederation.

But there is another remedy ; a very ob-

vious remedy. In fact, its obviousness is

the chief objection that I fear in bringing

it forward. It will be said at once: "Sure-

ly the Confederation Fathers must have

considered that, and found it impractic-

able."

The other remedy is that, while "Rep.

Ijy Pop." is allowed its sweet will in the

lower chamber of Parliament, the upper

should be re-constituted on the basis of

equal representation of the provinces. At
the same time, the appointing power

should be put into the hands of the pro-

vinces; and so our Senate would be made
representative of something except past

and present administrations, and our gov-

ernment would become more truly federal

in character.

Now strangely enough this suggestion

did not receive serious consideration at all

at the Quebec or London Conference.

There does not appear to have been any
mention of equal provincial representa-

tion; but the principle of provincial ap-

pointment was advocated in London by
Hon. W. P. Howdand, one of the represen-

tatives of "Canada." Mr. Howland
seems, however, to have stood alone. Why
this was so, it is easy to gather from the

si)eech Avith which Sir John Macdonald
opened the Quebec conference. It is ob-

vious from that speech that Sir John
would have little use for the political ex-

pedients of the United States. He seems
to have spoken of that country with a cer-

tain disdain. Now if the Fathers of Con-
federation had special ulterior reasons for

unwillingness to take a leaf out of the Am-
erican book of government, that is quite
sufficient reason w^hy we should not ac-
cept their decision in this point as final.

That the suggested system is in vogue in
the United States is no reason why it

should appeal specially to us. But, if on
careful and unbiassed consideration, it

suits our condition and the exigencies of
our political situation, its American origin
is no reason why we should refuse to adopt
it.

^
Of course, there are other objections

which are certain to be made. Two of
them I must refer to. The fir.st is that,
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as has happened in the United States, to

give Senate appointments into the hands
of the provinces would bring the federal

parties into the provincial arena in self-

defence. Doubtless it would, and doubt-

less that is not desirable from the point

of view of ethereal politics. But, are our

federal and provincial politics separate

now? Let the last federal elections answer

and the provincial elections which closely

preceded them. Perhaps they are separ-

ate; but why then this free use of the

name of "Laurier" by Sir Lomer Gouin.

and why the pilgrimage of Whitney and
Hazen and Roblin with the leader of the

federal Opposition?

The other objection is the distinctly

practical one that the Dominion govern-

ment would never think of surrendering
all the Senate patronage. I do not ques-

tion that this might prove a serious ob-

.stacle, but one at times hears confessions

from the profes.sional politician which
sound very much as if the patronage were
a burden on occasion. Besides "patron-
age" is not in good odor in our avowed
political morality, and it might prove an
impolitic thing to appear to hang on to

"the spoils."

But what would be the advantages?
First would be the removal of the griev-

ance of the Maritime Provinces. For, if

each of them had the same weight in the

Senate as one of the larger pro\unces,

surely each would be content to take its

natural position in a House which is based
on representation by population.

• Then, under .such a re-arrangement the

Senate would almost certainly occupy a

much stronger position in our govern-

mental machinerv^ than it does to-day, and

an equal voice in its deliberations would

enable a small province to exercise a

strong check on any injustice on the part

of the lower chamber. Moreover, it would
enable us to substitute a Senate of weight

and meaning for our present almost al-

ways useless and always meaningless

chamber.
At present, the Senate is the butt of

every corner vni. It is not a judicial re-

vising chamber. It does not stand for any
principle. It does not represent anything
or anybody; unless it be the capitalist

class or the governments which appointed

its members. It occasionally kills a bad
bill—but only if it happens to be at odds

with the Government of the day, which
must therefore be a geovernment new
from the people with an untarnished man-
date. The propo.sed body would represent

the provinces. It would have an inde-

pendent opinion. It would probably be

composed of strong men ; for the provinces

would take care to be well represented;

and it would, therefore, be more useful as

a revising body.
Such an arrangement would probably

be less expensive, because le.ss numerous;
and finally—it would be logical. A Sen-

ate whose members are appointed by the

provinces is the natural means of gi^^ng

the provinces a voice in the federal gov-

ernment. xAnd. though logic is not a ne-

cessity of successful political expedients;

other things being equal, it .should not

be a hindrance to success. Besides, our

present Senate, however illogical it may
be. is not successful.

GOODNESS

'Sometimes, with some people

Goodness is what it isn't

And Vice is what it is.

If Goodness were always a po.-^itive quality.

Just as Vice is positive.

There would be fewer virtuous and more
"unredeemed,"

—Said a man. But then he was a 'sinner.'



The Hippopotamusses

By

O. Henry

I
CAN soe tlic artist l)ite the end of his

pciK'il and frown whcMi it comes to

(h-awing his Easter picture; for his

h'uitimate i)ic'l()rial conceptions of figures

pi'rtinont to the festival are but four in

nuiiiber.

First comes Easter, pagan goddess of

sprin.u. Here his fancy may have free

l>lay. A Itcautiful maiden with decorative

hair and the proper number of toes will

nil the Itill. Miss Clarice St. Vavasour,

the well-known model, will pose for it in

the "Eethergogallagher," or whatever it

was that Trill>y called it.

Second—The melancholy lady with up-

turned eyes in a framework of lilies. This
is mn'j;azine-coverv, but reliable.

Third— Mi,*;s Manhattan in the Fifth
Avemie Easter Sunday parade.

Foiu'th—Maggie Murphy with a new
ird fi-ather in her old straw hat, happy
and self-conscious, in the Grand Street
turnout.

Of course, the rabbits do not count.
Nor the Easter eggs, since the higher crit-

icism has hard-boiled them.
The limited iield of its pictorial po.ssibil-

ilies proves that Easter, of all our festival

days, is the most vague and shifting in our
conception. It belongs to all religions, al-

though the pagans invented it. Going
back still further to the first spring, we
can .^ee Eve choosing Tvith pride a" new
green leaf from the tree ficus carica.

Now, the object of this critical and
learned preamble is to set forth the theor-
em that Easter is neither a date, a sea.son.
a festival, a holidav nor an occasion.
What it is you ?hall find out if vou fol-
low in the foot.-^teps of Danny McCree.

Easter Sunday dawned as it should,
bright and early, in its place on the cal-
'^ndar between Saturday and Mondav. At

5.24 the sun rose, and at 10.30 Danny fol-

lowed its example. He went into the kit-

chen and washed his face at the sink. His
mother was frying bacon. She looked at

his hard, smooth, knowing countenance
as he juggled with the round cake of soap,

and thought of his father when she first

saw him stopping a hot grounder between
second and third twenty-two years before

on a vacant lot in Harlem, where the La
Paloma apartment house now stands. In
the front room of ""he flat Danny's father

sat by an open window smoking his pipe,

with his dishevelled gray hair tossed about
by the breeze. He still clung to his pipe,

although his sight had been taken from
him two years before by a precocious blast

of giant powder that w^ent off without per-

mission. Very few blind men care for

smoking, for the rea.son that they cannot
see the smoke. Now, could you enjoy hav-
ing the news read to you from an evening
new^spaper unless you could see the colors

of the headlines?
" 'Tis Easter Day." said Mrs. McCree.
"Scramble mine," said Danny.
After breakfast he dressed himself in

the Sabbath morning co.stume of the
Canal Street importing house dray chaf-
feur—frock coat, striped trousers, patent
leathers, gilded trace chain across front
of vest, and wing collar, rolled-brim derby
and butterfly bow from Schon.stein's (be-
tween Fourteenth Street and Tony's fruit

stand) Saturday night sale.

"You'll be goin' out this day, of course.
Danny," said old man McCree. a little

wistfully. '; 'Tis a kind of hoUday, they
say. Well, it's fine .spring weather. I can
feel it in the air."

"Why .should I not be going ^out?" de-
manded Danny in his grumpiest chest
tones. "Should I stay in? Am I as good
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as a horse? One day of rest my team has
a week. Who earns the money for the

rent and the breakfast you've just eat, I'd

hke to know? Answer me that!"

"All right, lad," said the old man. "I'm
not complainin'. While me two eyes was
good there was nothin' better to my mind
than a Sunday out. There's a smell of

turf and burnin' brush comin' in the

windy. I have me tobaccy. A good fine

day and rist to ye, lad. Times I wish
your mother had larned to read, so I

might hear the rest about the hippopota-
mus—but let that be."

"Now, what is this foolishness he talks

of hippopotamuses?" asked Danny of his

mother, as he passed through the kitchen.

"Have you been taking him to the Zoo?
And for what?"

"I have not," said Mr. McCree. "He
sets by the windy all day. 'Tis little recre-

ation a blind man among the poor gets at

all. I'm thinkin' they wander in their

minds at times. One day he talks of

grease without stoppin' for the most of an
hour. I looks to see if there's lard burn-
in' in the fryin' pan. There is not. He
says I do not understand. 'Tis weary
days, Sundays, and holidays and all, for

a blind man, Danny. There was no bet-

ter nor stronger than him when he had
his two eyes. 'Tis a fine day, son. Injoy
yeself ag'inst the morning. There will be
cold supper at six."

"Have you heard any talk of a hippo-
potamus?" asked Danny of Mike, the
janitor, as he went out the door dowm-
stairs.

"I have not," said Mike, pulling his

shirtsleeves higher. "But 'tis the only
subject in the animal, natural and illegal

lists of outrages that I've not been com-
plained to about these two daj's. See the
landlord. Or else move out if ye like.

Have ye hippopotamuses in the lease?

No, then?"

"It was the old man who spoke of it,"

said Dannv. "Likelv there's nothing in

it."

Danny walke.l up the street to the Ave-
nue and then struck northward into the
heart of the district where Easter—mod-
ern Easter, in new. bright raiment—leads
the pascal march. Out of towering brown
churches came the blithe music of an-
thems from the choirs. The broad side-

walks were moving parterres of li^^n2,

flowers—so it seemed when your eye look-

ed upon the Easter girl.

Gentlemen, frock-coated, silk-hatted,

gardeniaed, sustained the background of

the tradition. Children carried lilies in

their hands. The windows of the brown-
stone mansions were packed with the most
opulent creations of Flora, the sister of

the Lady of the Lilies.

Around a corner, white-gloved, pink-
gilled and tightly buttoned, walked Cor-

rigan. the cop. shield to the curb. Danny
knew him.
"Why, Corrigan," he asked, "is Easter?

I know it comes the first time you're full

after moon rises on the seventeenth of

March—but why? Is it a proper and re

ligious ceremony, or does the Governor
appoint it out of politics?"

" 'Tis an annual celebration," said Cor-

rigan, with the judicial air of the Third
Deputy Police Commissioner, "peculiar

to New York. It extends up to Harlem.
Sometimes they has the reserves out at

One Hundred and Twenty-fifth Street. In
my opinion 'tis not political."

"Thanks." said Danny. "And say

—

did you ever hear a man complain of hip-

popotamuses? When not specially in

drink. T mean."
"Nothing larger than sea turtles," said

Corrigan. reflecting, "and there was wood
alcohol in that."

Danny wandered. The double, heavy
incum1)ency of enjoying .«imultaneou.sly

a Sunday and a festival day was his.

The sorrows of the hand-toiler fit him
easily. They are worn so often that they
hang with the picturesque lines of the be«t

tailor-made garments. That i<^ whv well-

fed artists of pencil and pen find in the

griefs of the common people their most
striking models. But when the Philis-

tine Avould disport him.self, the girmne.ss

of Melpomene, herself, attends upon his

capers. Therefore, Danny set his jaw
hard at Easter, and took his pleasure

sadly.

The family entrance of Dugan's cafe

was fea.sible ; so Danny yielded to the ver-

nal season as far as a gla.ss of bock. Seat-

ed in a dark, linoleumed. humid back
room, his heart and mind still groped
after the my.sterious meaning of the

springtime jubilee.

"Say, Tim," he .said to the waiter, "why
do thev have Easter?"
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'^Skiddoo!" said Tim, closing a sophi<-

\ eye. ''Ts that n new one? All

._. I Tony TiL^tor'-s for you last night, I

guesd. I give it up. Wliat's the answer

two apples or ft yard and a half?"

Fruiii Dugan's Danny turned back east-

wanl. The April nini seemed to stir in

iiiiii a vaune fooling that he could not

construe, lie made a wrong diagnosis and

docidcij that it wa.x Katy Cunlon.

A hlock from lu-r liouse on Avenue A
1h' mot hor going to church. They pump-
d hands on the corner.

"doe I hut you look dumi>i.-h and dress-

1 u[>,'' .Slid Katy. "What's wrong?
' OHIO away with mo to church and be

iioorful."

"What's doing at ohuroh?" asked Dan-
ny.

"Why. its Easter Sunday. Silly! I

uait<»d till after eleven expcctin' you
might come around to go."

"What does this Easter stand for,

Katy." asked Danny gloomily. "Nobody
-foms to know."
"Nobody as blind as you," said Katy

with spirit. "You haven't even looked
at my new hat. And skirt. Why, it's

when all the girls put on new spring
lotho-:. Silly! Are you coming to

liuroh with me?"
"I will." <Au\ Danny. "If this Easter

i- puUod oil' there, thoy ought to be able
to give some excuse for it. Not that the
liat ain't a beautv. The green roses are
jeat."

At church the preacher did some ex-
pounding with no pounding. He .spoke
ra|>idly, for ho was in a hurry to get home
lo his early Sabbath dinner; but he knew
his bu.^ines.-;. There was one word that
'ontroUed his theme—resurrection. Not

I new creation; but a new life arising out
•f the old. The congregation had heard
I often before. But there was a wonder-
tul hat, a combination of sweet peas and
hu-ender. in the sixth pew from the pulpit.
It attraoted nmch attention.

After church Danny lingered on a cor-
ner while Katy waited, with pique in her
'^ky-blue eyes.

"Are you coming alonG; to the housed"
she asked. "But don't mind me. I'll get
there all right. You seem to be studvin'
a lot about something. All right. Will I
see you at anv h"t,,P speciailv. Mr
McCree?'"

I'll be around Wednesday night as

usual," said Danny, turning and crossing

the street.

Katy walked away with the green roses

dangling indignantly. Danny stopped

two blocks away. He stood still with his

hands in his pockets, at the curb on the

corner. His face was that of a graven im-

age. Deep in his soul .something stirred

.«o small, .so fine, so keen and leavening

that his hard fibres did not recognize it.

It was something more tender than the

April day, more subtle than the call of

the senses, purer and deeper-rooted than
the love of woman—for had he not turn-

ed away from green roses and eyes that

had kept him chained for a year? And
Danny did not know what it was. The
preacher, who was in a hurry to go to his

dinner, had told him, but Danny had had
no libretto with which to follow the drow-
.sy intonation. But the preacher spoke
the truth.

Suddenly Danny slapped his leg and
gave forth a hoarse yell of delight.

"Hippopotamus!" he shouted to an
elevated road pillar. "Weil, how is that

for a bum guess? Why, blast my sky-
lights! I know what he was driving at

now.

"Hippopotamus! Wouldn't that send
you to the Bronx! It's been a year since

he heard it; and he didn't miss it so very
far. We quit at 469 B. C, and this comes
next. Well, a wooden man wouldn't have
guesse 1 what he was trying to get out of

liim."

Danny caught a crosstown car and went
up to the rear fiat that his labor support-
ed.

Old man McCree was still sitting by the
window. His extinct pipe lay on the .sill.

"Will that be you, lad?" he asked.
Danny flared into the rage of a strong

man who is surprised at the outset of

committing a good deed.

"AVho pays the rent and buys the food
that is eaten in this hou.se?" he snapped,
viciously. "Have I no right to come in?"

"Ye're a faithful lad," said old man
McCree, with a sigh. "Is it evening yet?"

Danny reached up on a shelf and took
down a thick book labeled in gilt letters.

"The History of Greece." Dust was on it

half an inch thick. He laid it on the
table and found a place in it marked by a
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strip of paper. And then he gave a short

roar at the top of his voice,, and said:

"Was it the hippopotamus you wanted

to be read to about then?"

"Did I hear ye open the book?" said

old man McCree. "Many and weary be

the months since my lad has read it to

me. I dinno ; but I took a great likings to

them Greeks. Ye left off at a place. 'Tis

a fine day outside, lad. Be out and take

rest from your work. I have gotten us_ed

to me chair by the windy and me pipe."

"Pel-Peloponnesus was the place where
we left off, and not hippopotamus," said

Danny. "The war began there. It kept
something doing for thirty years. The
headlines says that a guy named Philip of

Macedon, in 338 B. C, got to be boss of

Greece by getting the decision at the bat-

tle of Cher-Cheronsea. I'll read it."

With his hand to his ear, rapt in the

Peloponnesian War, old man McCree sat

for an hour, hstening.

Then he got up and felt his way to the

door of the kitchen. Mrs. McCree was
slicing cold meat. She looked up. Tears
were running from old man McCree's
eyes.

"Do ye hear our lad readin' to me?" he
said. "There is none finer in the land.

My two eyes have come back to me
again."

After supper he said to Danny :
" 'Tis

a happy day, this Easter. And now ye
will be off to see Katy in the evening.
Well enough."

"AVho pays the rent and buys the food
that is eaten in this house?" said Danny,
angrily. "Have I no right to stay in it?

After supper there is vet to come the read-

ing of the battle of "Corinth, 146 B. C,
when the kingdom, as they say, became
an in-integral portion of the Roman Em-
pire. Am I nothing in this house?"

LOOSE ME, APRIL

Loose me, April, set me free,

Soul and step, to comrade thee!

Bid yon maple's quivering fire

Touch the ash of old desire

Into leaping flame again,

Coursing through each stinging

Loose me, April! I would speed
Blithely where thy footsteps lead:

Chase the butterflies that pass.

Golden shuttles through the grass:

Race the ripples as they run,

Lithe brown Arabs in the sun

:

Clamber where the dogwoods blow,

Twinkling galaxies of snow:
Or, all breathless, unaware.
Pierce the moss-hung boudoir, where
Beauty, by a ferny pool,

Braids her tresses, dusky-cool.

—Hilton R. Greer.

vein 1



The March of the Motor Truck

By

J. T. Stirrett

II'
a Kt'il Iiuliaii could be spirited to

Toronto from liis native wilderness

without coniins in contact with civil-

ization, and set down so that he could ob-

tain a clear and unimpeded view of an

approachinii live-ton motor truck, he
wovdd probaltly depart at lii(i;li speed for

the Happy lluntinp; (irounds to spread

the report that the devil was abroad in the

form of an enchanted cabin which shriek-

ed tus it ran along the white man's trails,

l-'or that matter, it is doubtful if the On-
tario pioneer of fifty years ago, accustom-
ed a.s he was to carry grain on his back
to the nearest mill (perhaps twenty miles
away) would regard the newest modern
carrier with equanimity. An inspired
mass of cogs and wheels, rolling along
with a five-ton load, weaving in and out
of the traffic of a great city, impelled by
no visible motive power, stopping or
starting at the touch of a lever, would be
regarded as a phenomenon in an age less

<Towded with marvellous inventions than
this. But the wonder-sated progeny of
the twentieth century merely glances at
the laboring giant and curses him for not
doing more and doing it fa.ster.

The motor truck, so far as Canadian
itics are concerned, is .still an experiment,
Not a scientific experiment, but an eco-
nomic experiment. It has been demon-
rated that motor trucks can be built,

iiat they will run, and that they can be
used for commercial purposes. It has not
been proved conclusively, in Toronto at
least, that they are more economical than
truck? drawn by horses.
What type of motor truck will prevail

ultnnately? This question narrows down
to a controversy l)etween the supporters of
gasoline and electricity. Trucks operated
i'^- -lectricity are of two kinds, lead stor-

age battery and Edison storage battery.

Agents for these rival types of truck will

overwhelm any inquirer with arguments
for their own machine and against that of

their rival. Flaming pro.spectuses, rows of

figures, demonstrations, tests and cajolery

without limit will be projected at the un-
wary one who betrays even the slightest

curiosity. But after all is .said and every-

thing is done, the careful investigator

must admit that in all this accumulation
of persuasion hope predominates over

achievement and theory over experience.

They believe they have a good thing.

Great is their faith and they deserve

credit for it. Without plunging into this

maelstrom of arguments, and without
espousing the cause of any type, it is pro-

posed in -this article to examine the re-

sults of tests made by certain Toronto
firms with both gasoline and electric

trucks for the purpose of ascertaining

their actual cost of operation and main-
tenance with that of the equipment they
replaced.

At the time of writing, all of the motor
trucks in Toronto are operated by gaso-

line or lead storage batteries. The Edison
storage battery has not been used to equip
trucks here yet, although plans are being
made to introduce it, and a small number
of light automobiles possess this means of

locomotion.

A few months ago a big electrical firm
in Toronto decided to replace some of

their horse wagons with electric trucks.

It was found that a 1,500 pound electric

truck operated by a storage battery would
displace two horses and two single rigs.

The following comparison was prepared
by the company from the records of the
cost of operating their vehicles. The
time unit in each case is one month

;
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Electric Truck.

Washing; oiling, watering and
polishing, per month, - - $13.82

Current consumed at 5c. per kilo-

watt hour, per month - - - 8.35
Driver at $500.00 per annum - - 41.67

$63.84
Horse Trucks.

Washing, oiling, watering and
polishing, per month, say - - $10.00

Horse feed, grooming, etc., at

$10.00 per month, each - - - 20.00
Two drivers, at $500.00 per an-

num 83 . 33

$113.33

From the above figures it will be ob-

served that, so far as operating expenses

are concerned, the electric truck seems to

be more economical than what it displac-

ed. But the truck cost $3,000, while the

two horses and the two rigs cost only

$1,150. Interest on the capital invested

must be taken into account; also depreci-

ation. The interest on the cost of the

truck at 6 per cent, would amount to $15
per month; on the cost of the horses and
rigs, $5.75. Depreciation in the case of

the former would be $37.00 per month;
in the latter, $15. Tires for the electric

truck would cost $30 per month. The
cost of repairs for the electric truck would
be balanced by the cost of repairs for the

wagons and harness and veterinary bills

and shoeing for the horses. In both cai=!es

this item would cost about $10 per month.
Consequently the actual monthly co.st of

maintenance and operation would be:

electric truck, $155.34; horses and rigs,

$144.08.
"We prefer the electric truck," said the

manager of the company, "because it will

ffo 40 miles per day and can run all night
if necessarv. 15 miles per day is all we
care to drive a horse on the city pave-

ments. Therefore we 2;et 40 miles out of

the truck and only 30 miles out of the

two horse wagons."
"Why did you not buy gasoline

trucks? he was asked.

"We believe that the cost of operation

per ton mile is less with an electric than
with a gasoline truck," he replied. "The
electric truck is more easily controlled

amid heavy traffic. Also it can be oper-

ated by an unskilled driver, which saves

the cost of a chauffeur."

A great Toronto store is trying the ex-

periment of carting heavy goods with
five-ton gasoline trucks. It has not been
very successful but the partial failure is

due largely to special conditions connect-

ed with the business. In a variety of

goods it is evident that there will be dif-

ferences in weight. A large box of os-

trich feathers weighs only a few ounces
while a case of bolts weighs hundreds of

pounds. It was found that five tons of

merchandise could not be loaded on a

five-ton truck without piling the boxes

and bales to a dangerous height. Conse-

quently, each truck the company owned
was running for a considerable part of the

time at about half its carrying capacity

but at its full operating cost.

"We find that, all things con.sidered, a

five-ton gasoline truck costs us nearly

double the amount necessary to operate

and maintain two teams and two wagons
which it replaces in our business," said

the manager, "but we think that this is

partly the fault of the design of the

truck. It is not suited to our class of

work. We do not think that our experi-

ment has been unsuccessful because it has

assured us that motor trucks will ulti-

mately replace horses. Better designs will

be manufactured and provision will be
made for all kinds of business. We pre-

fer motor trucks because of their speed,

carrying capacity and the ease with which
thev can be guided through heavv traf-

fic."

Each of these trucks cost $4,000 and
replaced two teams and two lorries, valued

at $2,000. The following is the compara-
tive statement:

G.\SOLIXE TRUCK.

Driver $75.00
Gasoline ... 30.00
Depreciation 66. 66
Interest 20.00
Repairs - - - - 40.00
Tires ----------- 40.00

Total cost per month - - - - $271 . 66

TEAMS AND LORRIES.

Two drivers $100.00
Depreciation 20.00
Interest - - - - - - - - - 10 . 00
Care of horses 40 . 00
Repairs ----- 25.00

Total cost per month - - - - $195 . 00
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The iminager of the above firm was

a.sko(l whv ho did not hiiy electric trucks.

"I think that thev are still an experi-

ment," he replied, "and we do not want

to invest heavily until we are certain that

the exporirncnt will prove successful. We
want to be jussured that a .'Storage battery

truck can be built which will go through

deep snow or up .>^tcep hills as readily as

gasoline motors."

A Toronto brewing firm, finding that

owing to increase of bu.sine.ss they had to

iiiro from six to ten teams daily, decided

to i»urcha.><e two five-ton electric trucks,

propelled by lead storage l)atteries. Each
truck cost $'>.')00 and does the work of

two two-horse trucks and one single truck,

costing $2..'^'>0. The manager of the com-
pany furnished the following comparative

statement of the cost of maintenance and
operation

:

ELECTRIC TRUCK.

Depreciation - - $41.66
Driver ---------- 60 . 66
Assistant 52.00
Hatteries 20.83
Repairs 25.00
Tires 50 . 00
Interest 27.50

Total co.st per month - - - - $277.65

HORSE TRUCKS.

Depreciation - - $ 21.66
r>riyers - - 167.00
Asisistants 104.00
Feed and care of horses - - - 50 . 00
Repairs 25.00
Interest - 11.75

Total cost per month - - - $379.41
The balance in favor of the electric

truck requires explanation. The company
uses a high voltage of electricitv in the
proce.s.ses of browing during the day. This
is available for other purposes at night
when the machinery is shut down. As
the company have to pay for this surplus
power m any case it costs them nothing to
charge the storage batteries of their trucks
at night. At five cents per kilowatt hour
the current consumed bv the storacre bat-
teries of a five-ton tmck' would cost^ about
510 per month. Consequently, the actual
comparative cost of operation and main-
tenance in cases where power can not be
«Ppnvo,i ,n the inexpensive manner avail-

able to the brewing company, would be

approximately: electric truck per month,
$397.65; horse trucks replaced by it,

$379.41.
"We are so well pleased with the two

five-ton trucks that we are purchasing two

more," said the manager of the company,
"but these will be operated by gasoline.

We want to keep a detailed account of

the comparative cost of electricity and
gasoline as applied to very heavy trucks.

When we find out which is the more eco-

nomical we shall probably do away with

most of our horse trucks. We consider

that our business lends itself peculiarly

to the big motor truck. Liquor in kegs

is compact and an enormous weight can
be put into a small space. We want to

move heavy loads quickly. In buying
motor trucks we are following the exam-
ple of cartage companies in the United
States, where 10,000 were manufactured
la.st year."

The light gasoline car is being used for

fast delivery. A Toronto newspaper
company recently bought three cars in

order to get copies of its publications to

the branch offices in the suburbs with all

possible speed.

"Each car will do the work of two single

horse delivery wagons and do it faster,"

said the circulation manager. "This form
of delivery is more expensive than the old
method but we gain speed, the great con-
sideration with us. Consequently, we be-

lieve that motor car delivery for long runs
is actually economical."

Each of his cars cost $2,500, and the
wagons they replaced cost $300. His com-
parative statement was as follows

:

MOTOR CAR.

Driver (afternoons) . - - - $30.00
Depreciation and repairs - - - 41.66
Garage 30.00
Tires --------- 50.00
Gasoline - - - 13.00
Interest - - - - 12.50

Total per month $177.16

HORSES AND WAGONS.
Drivers (afternoons) - - - - $60.00
Rent of horses - - 35 . 00
Depreciation - - 5.00
Interest --.--... 1.50
Repairs - - - . 2.50

Total per month - . . j. . $104.00
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Under certain conditions the motor
truck covers itself with glory. Four of

these are a long haul, a smooth road, few
stops and a heavy compact load. Not
long ago the City Engineer of Toronto
wanted a quantity of stone moved from
one part of the city to another. He was
hiring teams at $5 per day and could not
get enough of them. In despair he ap-

plied to the street commLssioner for assist-

ance and obtained the loan of two great

gasoline auto trucks. For several days
these trucks did the work of sixteen teams,

saving the city $80 per day in team rent.

They proved themselves immeasurably
superior to horses as transporters of stone.

The Toronto experiments seem to indi-

cate that, for commercial purposes, gaso-

line is more expensive than horse flesh.

Figures, compiled by a company from
tests made in Brooklyn, N.Y., show the

contrary. Conditions in Toronto and
Brooklyn are similar but by no means
identical. Cold winters and heavy snow
fall have to be considered. Frost affects

gasoline engines and deep snow dis-

courages the electric vehicle. A short

time ago, one of the great gasoline auto
trucks, used by the Street Commissioner
of Toronto to haul garbage in the winter,

took a load to the ''dump" on a bitterly

cold day. While the driver was unloading
the truck the engine was idle for a few
minutes, and the frost cracked a cylinder.

Our streets in winter are generally bad,
owing to the mingling of snow and mud
during the frequent thaws. The pave-
ments are not in as good repair as those
in Brooklyn. Consequently, the stress on
the machinery of a motor truck is greater
in Toronto than in Brooklyn. Then there

is the duty, which must be added to the

capital cost of the truck if it is shipped
from the United States. The Brooklyn
tests, showing the difference between the
cost of operating and maintaining a three-

ton gasoline truck, costing $4,335, and
two and a half horse trucks, costing

$2,175, is as follows:

MOTOR TRUCKS.

Driver $75 . 00
Gasoline - - - - 29.00
Lubricating oil - - - - . . 4.00
Battery, storage of 2.00
Repairs 25.00
Tire maintenance 35.00

Interest ---------- 21.68
Depreciation ------- 72.25
Painting - . . . 3.0O

Total cost per month - - . - 266.93

HORSE TRUCKS.

Drivers $175.00
Cost of keeping horses - - - - 90.00
Shoeing horses - - ----- 24 . 00
Repairing wagons ----- 12.50
Repairing harness ----- 5 . 00
Interest -------- 10.83
Depreciation on horses - - - 31.50
Depreciation on equipment - - 13.75

Total cost per month - - - - $362.58

This comparison is favored by the high-
er cost and maintenance of horses in

Brooklyn. In Toronto, horses can be kept
for $10 per month, as against $15 in

Brooklyn. Also, drivers for horse trucks

can be secured in Toronto at about $55
per month, while in Brooklyn they re-

ceive $70 per month.
Drawing conclusions from insufficient

premises is a pastime in which shrewd
business men seldom indulge. The ma-
jority of them keep their convictions in a
flexible condition until they have the evi-

dence and then they give a rigid decision.

The rich firms are experimenting and the

poor firms are watching them with hope-
ful hearts. It seems clear enough that,

except in very special cases, motor trucks

are at present more expensive than horse

trucks. Even here, the investigator is on
uncertain ground. In the test of the elec-

tric company the cost per mile in a month
for the electric truck is 15 cents; for the

horse wagons, 18.4 cents. Thus, while the

horses and wagons appear to be more
economical by the first figures, in reality

they seem to be more expensive, provided
that the tonnage carried remains a con-

stant factor. Ultimately, the cost per ten

mile for a long period will be the true

comparative test of initial outlay, and the

price of operation and maintenance. This
cannot be obtained in Canadian cities,

where motor trucks have been in use only
a few months.

Motor trucks are superior to horses in

speed, an important consideration with de-

partmental stores and other firms desir-

ing wide and frequent delivery. But in

such business frequent stopping and start-
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ing runs up the cost of operation so high

tiiat. at present, sul>stitution for horses

would be impractical.

Bone and sinew cannot match a ma-

chine. Durinj:; the hist few liours of a

l.usy (hiy the ofhciency of delivery horses

dccreiu^es almost to a minimnm. But the

hill truck is not so rufi<2;ed as the V)ea.st.

'Piic former is in the hands of the garage

expert more frecpiently than the horse is

under the care of the veterinary surgeon.

The great virtues of the horse, in compar-
ison with the truck, are his cheapness and
liis reliability. Tie can usually get home.
The motor truck often refu.ses to return,

and remains stranded at the other end of

the route. Then another truck has to be

sent for it. If the second breaks down a

faithful steed must be despatched to tow

them both home.

When it is demonstrated that the motor

truck is a.s cheap as the horse and has ap-

proximately the .same degree of reliability,

the horse must go. Business men believe

that this time will come within the next

few years. They are adjusting their af-

fairs with a view to substituting motor

trucks for horse trucks just as soon, or

perhaps a little before, it is economical
to do so.

As to whether gasoline or electricity

will triumph, they will have to fight it

out.

A MAIDEN
Oh, if I were the velvet rose

Upon the red rose vine,

I'd climb to touch his window
And make his casement fine.

And if I were the little bird
That twitters on the tree,

All day I'd sing my love for him
Till he .should hearken me.

But since I am a maiden
I go with downcast eyes.

And he will never hear the songs
That he has turned to sighs.

And since I am a maiden
^
My love "will never know

That I could kiss him with a mout±
More red than roses blow.

—Sarah Teasdale



The Peregrine Twins
By

Hulbert Footner

I
HAVE written what follows at the

request of the young people principal-

ly concerned in the story. All the

names have been changed, of course, and
live years have passed; and since no one

found it out at the time, there is small

chance at this late day of the events be-

ing brought home to the real actors; and
if they should be, it is no great matter

now.
I was walking up the Avenue from the

office on a gorgeous afternoon in October,

when Bob Vesey hailed me from a taxi,

and, making his chauffeur come about,

drew up beside me at the curb, and com-
manded me to jump in. I obeyed, not a

little surprised and flattered. Vesey and
I had been pals at college, but, upon grad-

uating, had set sail upon different courses.

We still hung out at the same club, and
were continually meeting here and there,

but we had long since ceased to be at all

intimate. The gilded favorite of fortune,

with his good looks, his high spirits, and
his millions, could hardly be expected to

have much in common with a plodder like

me. But I had never ceased to be fond
of him, and from my humble corner had
enjoyed the spectacle of his gay and tri-

umphant progress. He was not conspicu-

ous for modesty after five years of this,

and they said he carried things with a high
hand—but how could anything different

have been expected?
Bob lost no time in coming to the point:

"Orford, you have a tungsten mine in Col-

orado, haven't you?"
"Merely a good prospect," I said.

"What's holding it back?"
"I need a good man to go out there,"

I said. "Can't go myself, and can't afford

to hire the right kind."
He flicked his gloves on his knee with

a touch of difiidence that seemed strange
c

in him. "Suppose I went in with you on

the deal; would you—would you call me
a good man to go out there?"

I stared. "What!" I exclaimed. "And
leave all this?" I waved my hand over

the splendid, passing show. The lovely

ladies were singling out our cab with an

eager kindness they did not display when
I rode alone.

"Sure thing!" he said.

I suppose I continued to look incredu-

lous.

"It's not just a case of sore head," he
went on. "It's been stewing for a long

time. 'All this,' as you call it, has got on

my nerves. I'm sick of the empty bustle,

the futile bumming about from noon un-

til sunrise. The Avenue and the Great

White Way don't represent life. I want
to get down to tacks."

"Good business!" I said encouragingly.

He looked at me frankly, almost shyly.

"I'm going to keep at you till I prove I'm
in earnest. Any way, I hope we can see

more of each other. We've sort of drifted

apart lately, but I've always admired you,

Tom. You stand on your own bottom.

Hope you don't think I'm balmy—talking-

like this. The fact is, I've had a change
of heart, as they say. It's been coming on
a long time, and something clinched it.

I'll tell you some time."

"Gherchez la jemme," I said to myself.

Bob was as good as his word, and dur-

ing the next few days we saw a lot of each
other. Frank and boyish as ever, he was
for no half-measures, but gave me his con-

fidence completely. He looked into tung-

sten, and offered to take a half-interest

on the spot, but I wanted to hold off until

I was sure this was more than a passing

impulse. One learns to be indulgent with
the rich.

66
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1 1 wad liboul two weeks later that we

;.ici Hi the Oiiilordonk cotillion, the first

,a.^< alhiir of the seu:iOii, given to intro-

time Miii.e niete or another. We made

uiir l>ows iit-tther, and once more it was

iiimleclcnr lu me ihat my social quotations

jumped twcnly points wlicn 1 was in com-

pany with Hoi) Va>^cy.

••.Mr. N'esey, Mr. Orford, .-d i;uod of you

i«» i-(»nie!" said Mr.-. Ondcrdonk, that su-

perl) matron—Itrackcliiij; us to save lime.

"You must both come Ink to me by and

by, for 1 want to introur.ce you to mv
n'iece. Miss liu.shrod, of Virj;i;iia, who is

going to turn all your heads! Beautiful,

spirited, and distractmgly unconvi-ational

— so look out for yourselves!'"

With the u.-^ual inane smiles, we luicked

away front her large, playful forelingcr,

and Bob, slipping his arm through mine,

led me downstidrs again. He knew I lie

house.

"The bright particular star of the even-

ing is evidently late in rising,"' he said

earelessly. "Well have half an hour be-

fore the jamboree conmiences. Let's have
-ome smoke and talk."

We found two padded chairs in the

i-orner of the vast,, dim billiard-njom, and
lit up.

"iStill strong for the higher things of

life?"' I queried, facetiou.sly.

"Still leery of me, 1 see," he returned.

He drew his chair closer to mine. "Look
here, Tom, I'm going to tell you what
happened to me last month," he .said im-
pulsively. "You're the only one I care
lo have know alx)ut it."

"Kire away!" I said, more pleased with
his confidence than I would show. His
story follows.

I went up lo Wanaque in August to
spend a month with my family. As a
matter of fact, T stayed ^only three days,
and they are all sore on me—but that's
where the story comes in. I was motoring
over to Tuxedo to play polo when it hap-
pened. Do you know that country?
Hather decent roads. I burst a tire half
way up a long hill over ilie Ramapo Moun-
tam.«. and was stalled for an hour.
God-forsaken country; hills, stones and
dcTuh—no house in miles. Well, there I
sat. smoknig, and cursing mv luck, an?^
'•— 'v r-ndeau while he worked—he's

my mechanician, and he gets a heap more

out of life on his twenty-five per than 1

do on ray twenty-five hundred—when sud-

denly I heard a woman's voice below.

It was one of tho.se rich mezzos that

draw the very heart out of your breast,

and the .song was a te:i^ing, dreamy South-

ern lullaby
—

'pon my word, Tom, it made
a shiver of delight run up and down my
spine. I looked over my shoulder and saw

an old while horse drawing a shabby wa-

gon, like a grocer's delivery, come slowly

around a bend in the road. The song wa.s

suddenly called in. You can imagine how
eagerly I waited for the outfit to come up.

Presently 1 made out that two young-
sters .>^at on the seat—boy and girl. They
looked very nuich alike, both slim, dark,

and ardent; brother and sister undoubted-
ly, and probably twins; but while he was
only a boy, she was woman complete

—

and isucli a woman ! By Gad ! when she

rai.sed her eyes they shone like two fire-

i!ies in the du.sk, and her niouth was the

most perfect shape of red in Ihe world.

She carried a three-season.s-old hat like a

crown, and wore a faded print dress like

a blooming creation. It w'as her eyes that

got you; brave, deHaiu, and clear; they

were the eyes of a youngster wdio would
dare anything.
As they drove by, .she glanced at me

with perfect candor and blankncss, while
the boy kept his eyes self-consciously in

front of him. The wagon had a dingy
while canvas top willioul any letterii.-.',.

and different-shaped bundles stuck out be-

hind, as if the young couple \vere moving.
The horse was a good horse, and well fed,

but old, I can see the outfit now!
Have you ever had a perfectly insane

impulse, and given way to it? Probably
not. You must remember I was sitting

there absolutely disgusted with the world
as I found it when this lovely young crea-

ture with the celestial voice came along in
her old clothes, giving off the joy of liv-

ing like a radiator in a frosty room. With-
out a second thought, I grabbed my suit-

case—I was going lo stay to dinner and
dance—and hopped out on the road.
"When you get her blown up, take the
car back," I said to Trudeau. "I'll walk.
It's only a few miles,"

T overtook the grocer's wagon before it

got to the top of the hill. As I came
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alongside, the girl looked at me sidewise

with a little twinkle. I suppose I made a

comical figure, walking along in my polo

togs, with a white blanket coat over all,

but I didn't care, because I saw that she

liked me—you can't mistake that look.

It keyed up my nerve.

"How do you do?" I said, lifting my
cap to Brother. "I am Robert Vesey. I'm
on my way to Tuxedo to play polo, and my
car has broken down. Will you give me
a lift?"

The boy pulled up. He was inclined

to be suspicious of me, but was perfectly

polite. "We are going to New City," he
said; "but we can put you half way along
your road." •

He insisted on giving up his place to

• me, while he sat on the footboard, with
his feet on the shafts. He was diffident

and ill at ease, but the girl beside me made
friends instantlv, like a fearless, well-bred

child.

"We have heard of you, Mr. Robert
\"esey," .she said, a little mockingly.

"In the new.spapers," added her bro-

ther.

"You mustn't believe all you read," I

said, a bit anxiou.sly.

She laughed. "I'm glad to have had a

look at you," .'=he .said.

In order to change the subject, I re-

marked about the song I had heard.
"Did you like it?" ?he said carelessly.

I begged her to go on with it, and with-
out any fuss she lifted her breast, and
poured out those warm, velvety tones,

while I sat beside her, quite foolish with
delight.

".loin in the chorus. Pen,'' 9he said,

prodding her brother.

He had a boyi.sh baritone, not quite past

the reedy stage, but fresh and true.

"Do you sing?" she asked me abruptly,
when she had come to the end.

I saw it was as sure a way as any to win
their hearts, and I promptly gave them
the Mermaid, and taught tbem the rollick-

ing chorus. I followed it up by teaching
them the glees we sang at college, and long
before the old white horse reached the
fork of the roads we were singing and
laughing together like three old chums.
The boy forgot his diffidence, and, climb-
ing astride the old horse, faced us and
beat time. The woods rans with our fool-

i.sh laughter—hers was like a peal of gol-

den bells, Tom. I tell you there is noth-

ing to break the ice like singing together.

I suppose it's because I'm a kid at

heart myself that I know how to win
them. Any way, when we got to the

dividing of the roads, they made no se-

cret of their regret. To delay the mom-
ent of parting, they asked me to share

their lunch, and down we sat in the

grass, and ate bread and jelly, ginger-

snaps and apples. Never ta.sted anything
so good in my life.

You can imagine I was full of curiosity

concerning my charming young friends

—who and what they were—but on that

subject they were mum. They seemed
like our kind right enough, but, then,

there were the shabby old clothes to

accoimt for, and, besides, you could hard-
ly imagine any of our youngsters being
allowed to gypsy it on the roads, however
they might want to. Finally, part of the

secret came out.

"That Mermaid song would be a good
thing to work in when we strike the sea-

side." remarked the girl.

"Work in?'' I queried.

"We havu't introduced ourselves, have
we?" she said, with her provoking smile.

"We're the Peregrines' traveling show:
moving pictures, plantation melodies,

and palmi.'itry. We show in New City
to-night, Haverstraw Wednesday, Tomp-
kins Cove Thursday, Highland Falls Fri-

day, and Cornwall on Saturday—just the

little places."

That was kind of a knockout blow,

Tom. The t bought of .«uch a jolly, wan-
dering life was in itself maddeningly at-

tractive at that moment—and then to be
with her all day! 'Pon my word, for a

moment I was, as the .«tory-tellers say,

dumb with longing. Then I had insane
impulse number two. I should have hesi-

tated before trying it on with sophisticated

grown-ups, l)ut youngsters have open
minds.

"Take me with you," I stammered.
The boy looked startled, the girl dp-

mure.
"You have to play polo this afternoon,"

said she

"It was only a practice game—they
can get a dozen in my place," I said. "I

can telephone or wire from the first town."
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"Would you come in those clothes?"

she ai'ked tofwingly.

••.Sure thing!" I said. "It would call

attention to the show."

.•^hc laujihed.
•'! have eveninji clothes in the hat:;, that

I could wear at the concerts," I added.

"ril .xing, and take tickets, and work the

picture machine. I'll travel ahead of the

.show and make arrangements. You
Mniply can't get along without me."

Tlie hoy turned me down flat. It wa.s

his si.xter he was thinking of, I could .^ee,

and I respected him for it. Nevertheless,

I was determined to go. I wheedled and
cajoled and made him laugh. He was a

manly kid, hut he was no matdi for one

.<o nmch older. No one can resist me
when my heart is .•set on a thing. I beat

him down with my good humor, and he
hegan to weaken at last.

"Wo make very little," he objected,

with a frown.

"(lood heavens! I don't want to make
anything!" I cried.

"If you did come, we should insist on
your taking your .'^hare," he .said stiffly.

I saw it would be useless to press that

l»oint. "Very well" I .«aid; "but not a
whole third, for you are supplying the
outfit. I'll take one-fifth, and Vou two-
(Iflhs each."

"Let me consult with my .si.ster," he
<aid.

1 jumited up and left them together.
I had no doubts about what «;he would
say. for I thought .^he was pretty strong
for me. Ye gods! what a deliglitful time
I wa.s promi.<ing myself on the road!
Pre.«ently they called me back, and I saw
that it was all right. I was engaged for
a week's trial, and we hit the* trail for
New^City, with much laughter and .song.

Well, Tom. I made good at the very
fir-^t .«:tan<l. My polo togs alone created a
sen.'iation in that humble village, and a
erowd followed me whenever I stepped
out-of-doors. At night we'd have had to
hang out S. R. O. sign—only there wa.sn't
any. It was the mo.st thev had taken in
anywhere, they said.

The program opened with the pictures
and I made myself u.-^eful clawing rag off
the ivories. Before that, it seems, thev
had had only a banjo. Then came the

mu.sical numbers. Oh, you should have

.seen that precious pair of kids tipped

back in their chairs on the little stage,

strumming banjos, and crooning their

lazy, darky songs! (The boy wore a tight

drc.ss-.suit of the vintage of 1870 or there-

abouts, and the girl had on a muslin

dre.ss with red ribbons, almost as old-

fa.shioned, but mighty becoming. With-

out the awful hat she had worn in the

cart, .she looked doubly adorable. I closed

the bill with the Mermaid, and after-

wards Peggy, in a gypsy make-up, read

the yokels' palms for a quarter a throw.

Did I tell you her brother called her

Peggy?

The only blot on our enjoyment was
the hotel. All village hotels are much
alike. Ilow^ever, when we set out in the

early sunshine, that was all forgotten.

The finest thing was camping at noon.

On this day we cho.se the summit of a
grassy hill, with half of Rockland County
spread at our feet, in a hazy green pan-
orama. I built a fire, and Peggy baked
.scones in a frying-pan before it. How
sweet it was to lie in the grass and watch
her bustling about! She was conscious of

my admiring eyes, and a little confu.sed,

but she liked it.

Pen and I were the best of friends, too.

Tlie nicest thing about tho.^e youngsters
was the implicit way in which, having
once taken me into partnership, they
trusted me. Surely that was the best de-

fen.se their inexperience could have had,
for none but an out-and-out ruffian could
have dreamed of betraying their confi-

dence. At the same time, when I realized

the extent of their innocence. I was glad
it was I that was looking after them, in-

stead of .«ome of the men I knew.

That was my life for three delightful
weeks. Business was uniformly good. In
Haverstraw. particularly, we did so well
that I arranged to play a return date, and
we opened an account in the local bank.
The jumps between villages were short, so
we loafed all day on the road, footing it

for the mo.st part, and lingering in our
noonday camps. Often we got innocent-
ly drunk on fre.«h air and sunshine, and
on deserted stretches of road would give
ourselves up to foolishness, singing at the
top of our lungs, and laughing just for
the .«ake of laughing. Other times we be-
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came as serious, and evolved weighty
theories of life over the camp-fire.

It seemed to me that I found some-
thing I had lost for years ; that I had not

really lived before since I was a kid. And
to read the papers you'd think that Mrs.

Onderdonk's cotillion represented the

quintessence of life. What a delusion!

Give me the woods and the green fields

and my wilful Peggy to make love to

—

all the while making believe not to. I

was just drifting; I felt sure I had only

to hold up my finger and she would come
to me, but I held off; it was such fun to

tease her by pretending I didn't care.

In one way my young friends were as

reticent as they were frank in another.

Tempt them as I might with confidence

of my own, I never got anything about

their antecedents from them in return. I

did not even succeed in learning their

name. Whenever I addressed Peggy as

Miss Peregrine, she merely showed all her
beautiful white teeth in a provoking smile.

I made up my mind they must have come
of first-rate old stock, which had dropped
out of the race. There are lots like that

—salt of the earth, you know, but poor
and obscure, and no longer able to keep
up appearances.

Meanwhile the weather continued fine,

and the young September moon began to

come out o' nights. In one village, which
shall be nameless, we finally reached the

limit in the way of a hotel. One sniff was
enough for Peggy.

"I will not sleep in such a beery, saw-

dusty, stale-cabbagy hole, and that's flat!"

she announced.
"There's no help for it," said Pen.

"The stores are still open," said Peggy.
"You can buy blankets. We'll camp out,

and I'll cook for you. I'll sleep in the

wagon, and you two can roll up by the

fire."

"Bravo!" I cried. I was thinking of

the moonlight.

But when I saw how genuinely dis-

tressed young Pen was at the idea, I had
not the heart to encourage her any fur-

ther. I left them to have it out between
them—secretly hoping that she would get

her way. It was a hotly-contested battle

—tliey were xerj much alike, and evenly
matched—but in the end the blankets
were bought. Then my conscience did

reproach me for not having thrown the

weight of my influence on his side. It

was a harum-scarum thing to do; but, as

you have guessed, we were all slightly

mad by this time, and no longer able to

see things straight. And, really, the pro.s-

pect of camping out with Peggy was so

enchanting, I had not the strength of

mind to oppose it. Any way, the propri-

eties were duly observed as long as her

brother was along—at least, that was what
I told myself.

Having won the first engagement, Peg-

gy followed up her advantage, and for

three nights running we camped out. Oh,
Tom, what nights—the happiest of my
life! Once we pitched at the edge of a

meadow, with a grove of pine trees be-

hind us; once with a little river making a

pleasant song beyond the fire, and once on

top of a hill, with a whole sea of moon-
light beneath us. It was so fine we could'

not bear to go to bed; only Pen, who, like

most boys of his age, was a good sleeper,

would always drop off after supper, leav-

ing Peggy and me to talk by the fire.

There she would sit with a coat thrown
over her shoulders, her arms around her

knee.-:, and the firelight rosy on her face.

I suddenly found that unexpected forces

were at work within me ; that I was being

pulled up by the very roots. I lost my
serene feeling of mastery ; It was now she

who had me on the run. In the midst of

our slang and laughter, a terrible hunger
for her would strike me dumb. I forgot

about the difference in our positions. I

only wanted her.

And she was clever, Tom! One night

I said, "Peggv. I'm getting sentimental."

"Don't, Bob!" she said. ""I hate taffy!"

She had made an effort to keep up the

forms, but on the road together as we had
been, it was impossible. It was "Peggy"
and "Bob" by this time.

"I'm the taffy, and you're the fire," I

said. "If they put me near you, I must
begin to bubble."

"Well, don't boil over, or you'll get

burnt," .she said calmly ; "and burnt taffy

has a horrid smell!"

The la.st night was the camp on the

hill. You should have heard the crickets

and the katydids and the whip-poor-wills,

and all the little bugs and birds in their

.symphony concert. Peggy seemed gent-
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ler this night, an<i I felt more sure of iiiy-

solf, and al)le to lord it over her again.

Wo were disputing about her palmistry

stunt; sjic never rould he got to admit tliat

tiuTu was any faking in it:

"Hare you to road nuno," 1 said, hold-

ing it out.

"Can't see it," siie said evasively. "The

firo flickers so."

1 put on a hardwood stick that presently

made a dear, bright (lame. "Now try!"

I .xaid.

She still shook her hea.l. "I don't like

to read tlie hands of people I know. I

eonfuse what I know about them in other

wavs, with what I see in their hands."

'"'I don't eare," I said. "Tell me what

you know about me, however you've

learned it."

She looked at me oddly. "Do you want

the truth?'' she a.'^ked.

"(^lO as far as you like," I said.

She bent her head over my hand. She
did not take it in hers, as I hoped she

would. There was .something remote and
in.-HTUtable in her face; I had the feeling

that .«5omp goddess had dropped down
from her star to tell me my fate—but,

uoddess or not. T meant to |)ay her with a

kis.'j.

This is the gist of what Axe told me.
Tom: "I .<ee good fortune—health, wealth
and many friends. A greater capacity for

receiving friendship is indicated, than for

returning it. This is the hand of a dab-
I'ler in life, of one who has never been
obliged to form a steady purpose and to

stick to it. Many amiable qualities are
"hown. but the directing Will is ab.«pnt
A'anity is .^fn.ng—the insidious kind of
vanity that affects to de.spise the flattery
it thrives upon."

You .<ee. T have not spared my.self

,

Tom. in tejlinu; you. Rut fancy the dar-
ing of a girl of nineteen to tell me that to
mv face! And T thought she was in love
with me! Tt was like an icy shower, and
1 .shivered imder it. Then the reaction
sot in. and T tingled all over. I was fur-
ious, but .'he mot my eyos unflitchingly.

"It's true." she sard..

In my heart I loved her a hundred
times more for her courage. She was no
longer a pretty youngster to be indulged,
biit the one woman in the world for me.

for taking it like a"Give me credit

man," I said.

She looked at me in a startled way.

•'Don't you hate me for telling you?" she

asked.

I shook my head. "I think you're the

pluckiest woman I ever met," I said. And
then—well, with all the eloquence I could

muster, T a.-^ked her to marry me.

She turned me down, Tom. She .said,

T would never marry the kind of man
who takes women for granted."

•'I've had my le.s.son," I .said. "No dan-

ger of that now."

"There's another reason—more import-

ant," she said. "I wdll never marry out-

side of my own position in life."

I'll spare you the re.'^t of it. I expect

I acted a good deal like the .spoiled child

who is denied the moon. She never

wavered; the best .she would say was that

if we ever met as perfect equals, I might
a.«:k her again.

That's the end of the story. I left them
next morning. But the le.«.son I learned

is .still strongly before me. That's why
I'm going to Colorado to work.

AVhen Bob finished his story, we sat

smoking in silence. We had the big

billiard-room entirely to oui^elves now.
There was nothing I could say that would
improve the .situation, so I simply clapped
him on the shoulder to .''how my sym-
pathy.

Presently little .Tenni.«on came bustling
up to us, puffing out his cheeks like a

chipmunk. In our hearts we cursed him.
"Been looking all over the house for

von." he said importantly. "Mrs. Onder-
donk asked me to bring you to her—you
and Orford."

"Come on, let's get it over with," Bob
whispered; and we went upstairs.

The debutante had her back to us as

we entered the room. It was a slim and
beautiful back, and on the top of it poi.-^ed

a little, black-wreathed head as graceful
as a flower. She was clad in a wonderful
nrrangement of dark blue and .'silver. As
Mrs. Onderdonk spoke our names, the girl

turned with a dazzling smile—not for me

'

Bob's hands dropped to his sides, and
lie went perfectly white—then crimson.

"You!" he .=!tammered.

She dropped him a funny little curtsey.
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"Mr. Vesey and I are old friends," she

said to Mrs. Onderdonk.

As they walked away together, I heard

Bob say, "You witch ! did you know all

the time that you would meet me here?"

She said, "I decline to an.svver."

I had no more speech with Boh during

the evening, though, Heaven knows, I

heard of nothing else. His devotion to the

beautiful Miss Bushrod furnished sensa-

tional matter to the wagging tongues.

Towards morning, as I was getting my
things in the dressing-room, I ran into

him.

"I assume the Colorado trip is off," I

said slyly.

Bob was in a kind of happy trance,

"Not on your life!" he said, squeezing my
hand until the bones cracked. "Only—

I

can't go quite so soon. I—I've got to get

married first. She's coming, too."

I clap])ed him on both shoulders this

time.

"Orford," he said, trying to be very
stiff and formal, but beaming all over,

"if you have formed any inferences from
what I told you to-night, I'm sure I can
depend on you to keep them to yourself."

I laughed and beat him on the back
aiiain.

AT THE LAST

At last; the doctor drops my nerveless hand,
And turns to face the group about the bed.

Simple the words and very low the voice,

I can just catch the whispered phrase, "He's dead.

A woman shrieks; is hurried from the room

—

I scarcely knew her and am moved to grin

—

Save that the lips and eyes do not respond
In this vague vastness I am floating in.

Tlie momentary hush is broke with words;
The preacher mumbles out some pretty prayer.

I feel, not see, a presence close beside.

And her .«!oft hands are lost among my hair.

So this is death that I have pondered on
In puny terror through the little years;

Here nothing comes to break the perfect rest.

Save the dear music of a woman's tears.

—James P. Haverson.
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SOMKBODY, from the other car, puslied open

the door, and for a moment there came to him

!i wliirt" of spring.

"Without are the wind and the wallflowers,

The leaves, and the nests, and the rain,

And in all of them God is making

His beautiful purpose plain,

But 1 wait in a horror of strangeness,

A tool on his workshop floor
"

Who \va.s it who had said tliat? He knew. And
y(.'t in tlie six full years uf his professional life he,

Paul llenneker, had thought that he knew. People

had said so. "We always tike to have Dr. Henneker
lecause he understands." That was what they said.

That was what was generally felt. And now he
knew. He had wondered a little several times. Once
he had thought. "Tf i was nol innnuue to the ill-

wiifrcof ilesh is heir to 1 could persuade myself
—

"

It had got no farther than that. He had always

heen .so well. All his life. And then his being a

doctor. If he had not heen a doctor—well, there wa.-^

no use going into that now. What was that in

Barnahy Rudge? That place where Hugh taunts

Dennis, when his turn comes to be worked off? ''See

the hangman When it comes to himself!"' Yes, it

was another story then—another story.

He had felt so particularly well that day in

•Nhirch—the irony of it!—thaf he had, just for the
sport of the thing, snow.shoed over to his diphtheria

.^s^



cases on the cross-road. His horse had been up all

the night before with the roads—well, what roa^ls

were in the Townships in March—But he could
have done it easily. If he had—no, there was no
earthly use going into that either.

He remembered that when the more distant

hills began to blur with the oncoming storm he had
exulted. He loved the wind in his face, the taste of

snow on his lips, the need to exert himself to reach

his destination, get his work done, and be back home
again before the early darkness should be upon him.
Even on the way back, when he knew he could do it

easily, he had pressed forward as if impelled by some
unseen hand, driven by some sinister fate. Perhaps
if he had gone more slowly he would have seen that

the snowed over ditch into which he fell was onhj

.snowed over. He saw it plainly enough afterward,

when he crawled out with a broken ankle. Somehow,
after hours of painful effort, he had dragged him-
self to the roadside where, still later, he wa-s picked

up by a farmer and taken home on his .sledge in a

comatose condition. But even then, he remembered,
he had thought it was only a matter of a broken
ankle and perhaps grip—nothing like this. Good
God! How" could he? This meant—death.

The train was going more slowly now. They
had begun the incline. There was none of that mad,
joyous speeding, that sensation as of m.'^hing along
with life itself, .such as there had been in the valley.

One sensed re-adjustment, a settling down, all ener-

gy, as it were, subverted into just going. After the

poetry of life, the prose. Yes. They were climbing.

Through the window he could begin to look down
on little amber streams threading the gorges, could

.-ee mayflowers dance themselves down to the very

car windows. A purer air crept into the car, an air

that chilled by the .suggestivene.-^s of its very purity.

In pa.st years he had sent many of his patients up
here. He recalled one ca.«e in particular. He was
.-eeing a young fellow, whose meteoric career at Mc-
Gill was temporarily interrupted, off at the Windsor
station. His own words came back to him. "You've
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noi lo liolii it, ii|> iiud ('own. lir.-t nnd la>t, and all the

Uiiio l.otwoen whiles. .\ lo.-ins battle, you say? No
jruod trvin^? Tell llial to .somebody else. You've

pliiyod "football Voii u.-ed to be a crackerjack at

hnc'koy. I>id you play less iiard when the game was

<'.'ad against vou? Not on your life you didn't! And
vou're not going to now. Yon "re going up there,

iind you're going to win out.'"' And now here he

was coming himself. . .

Tht' (rain strained forward. Now il took thorn

iliroiigh drcp fnnnols. where tlie yellow sunlight wa.-

<inito shut out. Now it bore them across picturesque

ravines. Now through a midnight of sombre pines.

Mut always it carried them upward. Late in the

afternoon it stopped.

They were there.

With an effort Dr. TTenneker rose. He reached

iiji for his hat and overcoat. As he lifted his grip

his eye fell on the foreign hotel labels with which it

was bespattered. There would soon be another. He
waited until the hectic-looking man and the girl

with the grievous cough had passed, and then fol-

lowed out in their wake. He was expected at the

Sanitarium, but had not looked to be met by any-

thing but the public conveyance. So \vhen the man
he had .singled out from the platform as one of his

own profession came forward and shook hands cordi-

ally, he was a little surprised, and still more so at his

words.

"Dr. Pierce, of roiirxe. -lust come this way, Dr.

Pierce. We will send your things on up and set out

at once. Your train was quite half an hour late, and
there's little enough time to lose. I had a bad mom-
ent just now before I saw you. I have heard of your
close .<'haves, and thought that this time you ran it a

I 'it too clo.-e. Mighty good thing you didn't! We
>hould have lost the woman, for T could never have
operated alone."

He stopped out of breath, and Dr. Henneker, who
had been trying in vain to speak, .seized this oppor-
lunitv to got in a word edgewise.

»
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'"i tliiiik there must be suiue mistake," he began,

"I am—"
"Yes, I remember. You touched on that in your

elter. You thought our diagnosis at fault, at least

incomplete. You thought the root of the trouble

ay deeper, that we should operate for cancer as well

as but we won't go into that now. Excuse me.

I'll see that your things are sent up, and then
"

He was not gone long, but long enough for Dr.

Henneker to think to a purpose and arrive at some
sort of a decision.

"See here," he said, when the other had joined

him, "I'd like to know just where I stand, Dr. er

"McCowan," filled in his companion, adding,

with a smile, "the stories I have heard of your mem-
ory are not far out o." the way, I see."

"Um. No. Now about this operation. Dr. Mc-
Cowan. You say tliat it is serious. Oan't you get

in another doctor? I came, but the truth is I'm a

l)it seedy—touch of grip, you understand?—and if

you could call in someone else I'd rather not
"

"Heavens, man ! this isn't a time to think of

ijourself! It's a matter of life or death, I tell you.

In the city I suppose you look at these things differ-

ently," he went on more mildly, "you pick and
choose, so to speak. Now, with us a life is a life."

"I've come to realize that," Henneker said

quietly. "But I'm game," he added, a light coming
into his eye, "only I wish you run through the case

again with me. You went over" it fairly minutely

before, I suppose, but, well, you know my failing."

"Oh, all right. Just as you say. We can talk as

we go along. Hope you don't mind a little climb-

ing? The house is off the main road and we save

time that we can't well afford to lose by taking this

short cut."

And so they started out. If Dr. Henneker did

not always keep up with him, if on the steeper

grades he was overtaken by fits of violent coughing,

his companion was too pre-occupied with the subject

i'-^-:A
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Ill 1i;iih1 l(» i>av iiiucli cillciilioii. Though after one

.1 tlicse spasm's he did say, "George, but you have

-lit ;i cough."
^

•Comes oil like this sometunes," gasped Hen- '
•

; 5

noker. "I do myself proud when I really get r ;;

>(arte<l."' /
' ^

"1 should think you did ! But to go back to what

you were saying
—

" And once more they engaged
_ [

"in a discussion which lasted until they reached their ) :V
<!cstination. f'\ t

Of all tiie multifold divisions and subdivisions of • r :

his profession the thing that Paul Henneker loved

1 est of all to do wa^ surgery. For the rest he ha«l

the horn physician's inherent liking. For surgery

he had .something more. It absorbed him. It lifted

him above him.-^elf. For the time he was as one
''/-:-S

in.spired. He did everything right for the simple rea- • ' •

>on that he could not do it wrong. Dr. McCowan,
watching him that afternoon, was filled with envy. , • _;

lie held his peace, however, until, everything well i^^
'''/'J

over, they had left behind them a thankful house- - -
.

•

/,,'ji'», hold and were again climbing hills. Then his .^ 1
•/,'V.^ thought found utterance. wf^"'

"You had it in you to do a masterly piece of ^.' ' =5

work like that,'' he exploded, "and yet you were
fussed about coming! If there had been any alter-

native would have denied yourself the joy of your
111— for it was a joy. 1 could see that."

; ?;

"Yes. It wa.s a joy. And I u.sed to think it was ; . .^

;

.1 little thing to be able, allowed, to do one's work! :| 4|
Little! What more could a man possibly a.sk?" Then •' "'

loruptly, in an altered voice, "is it much farther to

I he Sanitarium?" .;

"We are just there. Of (ourse vou will stay over •.*'

liie night?"
'

"I—Yes. Over the night."
"We are full up now," continued the other.

"Which reminds me. We were expecting a patient ^. xi
from down your way. You didn't happen to see >^M
anything of him, did you?"

'"''

Receiving no reply he turned and saw that his . ,;

companion was swaying as he stood, saw that the
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liaiidkerchief that he held pressed to his lips was
suifused with a crimson something that deepened
while he looked. Too horrified even to speak he took
him by the arm and half supported, half carried
him the remaining few steps to the Sanitarium. As
they entered an attendant came forward to meet
them.

"Dr. Pierce telephoned that he missed his trahi

and there was no other to-night, and he wanted to

know if it would be too late if he came up to-mor-
row?"

''Missed his train! Then who the deuce is this?"

A glint of humor for an instant showed in Hen-
neker's eyes.

"The patient," he coughed.
They got him to bed. They did everything they

could. But everything, in this case, was not enough.
Hemorrhage followed hemorrhage. Before morning
he died. Once, between paroxysms, feeling the doe-
tor's troubled eyes upon him, he smiled.

"Don't look so reproachful, McOowan."
"It was a reckless thing to do," fulminated the

doctor, "a beastly, heroic thing!"
Henneker did not reply at once. He seemed to

be thinking.

"No. Not reckless," he said reflectively, "I wa^
bound to be snuffed out sooner or later. And not
heroic, for I'm not that sort of chap. I don't much
expect I can make you understand. But it was just

sheer hankering to have it all of some use. That
was what cut me up. I couldn't see the use of it.

—

What makes you look so queer?" he broke off to ask.

"Nothing. I was just thinking of something
George Eliot wrote about 'the greatest gift the hero
leaves his race is to have been a hero.' Somehow you
made me think of it."
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Till-: bu.-^ine6.s men of the United

Slates and Canada have been deep-

ly concerned for a number of

VLurs—and tliis concern ha.s been growing

rather tiian lessening—over two prob-

lems: first: The relations between capital

and labor; second: The relations between

liusiness and government.
Many of us beUeve that we have

reached a point where the agitation that

has been going on in connection \vith

both of tiiese problems must abate and
some practical solution be found, or seri-

ous results will follow. It is comparative-
ly easy to point out trouble, to locate de-

fects, to ])rophesy disaster. It is quite
another thing to point out a .«afe and
sane way out of trouble, correct the de-
fects, and avoid the disaster. It is so easy
to tear down: it is .so diflicult to build up.

1. for one., believe that our statesmen
and jwliticians have not sufficiently

studied the cau.<es underlying our pre.-?ent

troubles; and you would not take, with
nuich liope of satisfactory or permanent
relief, the prescription of a physician who
had not first carefully and thoroughly
diagnosed the cause of your illness.

Our lawmakers, in both the nation and
tiie state, have vied with one another for
a number of years in enacting legislation
the tendency of which has been to restrict.

contract and limit the business men's
activities. During these very same years

our inventors have vied with one another

(and with unprecedented success) in

[)lacing in the hands of business men var-

ious instruments which broaden and ex-

pand the business man's activities. The
clashing of these two great forces is large-

ly responsible for present conditions.

While laws have been enacted, having as

their purpose the prevention of business

getting together, we have had the uses of

steam and electricity so perfected that the

business world has been irresistibly drawn
together; and the attempts of man to

make laws that will nullify conditions
that have come about through the con-
quest of the mysteries of nature, will

never succeed.

Electricity in the hands of man has
been the creator of our modern corpora-
tions. It is the mind, not the body, that
does business, and electricity has emanci-
pated the mind from the body and given
it wings. If a lot of good people will

think a little more, if they will be logical,

they will have to conclude that even a
literal enforcement of the anti-trust laws
would not accomplish their desires. What
they really want, in order to actually at-

tain their ends, is a new law making it a
penal offence to use steam or electricity.
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Just a simple little law like that would be

one certain way of solving our present

problems.

One would think, from the political

teachings of the last ten years and the

laws enacted during that time, that we
were confronted with a new order of man,
full of evil purpose, and that, having been
endowed by the Almighty with almost

superhimian mental powers, he was in a

fair way to accomplish his evil purpose.

What are the facts? Simply these: That
what has happened, has happened
through evolution. The great business

combinations of the day have come about

naturally and solely because cf the inven-

tions of our time that are applicable to

business uses. There is not a man in this

ii5sembly who will not realize, if he will

stop to think a moment, that his father,

had he been five times as able as he was,

could not have begim to accomplish in

business what his son can accomplisli to-

day, for the simple and sole reason that

he had not the machinery with which to

supplement his mental ability. Our fore-

fathers had no stenographers, no type-

writing machines; they had not the tele-

graph, the telephone, the 20th Century
Limited, nor the ocean greyhound.

The first crying requisite for doing
Imsiness is inter-communication. It is by
this means that you get a customer, and
the more readily you can get at your cus-

tomer and the larger the number of cus-

tomers you can readily get at, the more
business you can do. In the day of the
stage coach and all the lack of inter-com-
munication that went with that period, it

was utterly impossible for any one man
or group of men to do a large business.

There can be no possible question about
that. To-day a man in any line of busi-

ness, resident at any given point, has only
to have the desire to quote a price on his

wares to almost any point in the civilized

world and he can do it in the morning
and have his answer by night. Thus,
inter-communication has developed by
leaps and bounds from a radius of a few
miles to a di.stance only bounded by the

circumference of the earth : and it is a

."triking fact that our bu.=!iness concerns
have ju.st about kept pace in their growth
and development with the growth and de-

velopment of inter-communication.

Only a few daj^s ago the news was her-

alded that a man had perfected an inven-

tion by which a number of people could

talk over one telephone wire at the same
time without interrupting one another,

and that this invention was to be patented,

not for the benefit of any one man or

corporation, but for the free use of the

people of the United States.

If what I have said thus far is sound,
is correct, it proves that we are living in

an essentially "get together" age. The
more closely people are thrown together

and the larger the number of people who
are thrown closely together, the more im-
perative it becomes that they learn how to

get on together; for if they do not get on
together and there is trouble, that trouble

^^'ill be more serious and will affect more
people than if a small community had
failed to get on together and trouble had
broken out.

With our social and business world
drawn so closely together by bands of

steel and streams of electricity, we must
look for the .solution of our problems to

ways and means that will enable us to get

on together; for we are not going back-
wards, we are not going to abandon the
wireless and the 20th Century Limited;
we are going on even to the practical na%d-
gation of the air, if that be possible.

Some of us who believe that these con-
ditions are practical and not theoretical

ones—conditions that will change only in

that they will become more pronounced
in their tendencies, have been taking a

look ahead for the welfare of our country
and the coming generations and have
been forced to the conclusion that the day
of ruthless competition has served its pur-
pose and that we must, with all possible

expedition, get away from it to a more
humane method of doing business. Ruth-
le.ss competition by ox-team could never
be very serious, but ruthless competition
bv electricity means bankruptcy. Compe-
tition at best means the success of one,
the failure of another; it means cruelly
low wages ot one time: with the public
paying the bills at another time; it nipau<
uncertainty always.

It is said for competition that it pre-
vents monopoly and that monopoly would
mean fleecing the public all the time.
This is the crux of the question. Compe-
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tition that competes, that is real, that is

eame.^t, un.ler pn>-.M,l conditions of life

wouia be too dft^tructive to be toleratefl.

Monopoly, complete nn<l unrestrained,

under private ownership or management,

would alike be intolerable under present

cmditions of life. Some other method

must be found. an<l it would seem to lie

ihrouub the medium of co-operation. By

co-opiM-ation I mean a system of doing

husiness l»v which all parties interested

will enjovthe benefits of the bu,«ine.ss;

and T believe we have reached a .'<-ta,ge of

development in this country where we

ran safely mulertake the organization of

our Imsiries.s fabric along these lines.

The millennium ha.s not yet arrived,

hut no thoughtful man will deny that

there ha.* been a great awakening of the

busine.'<s cons<'ience in recent years. The
old motto. "TTonesty is the he.^^t policy,"

in place of being more or le.ss a beautiful

sentiment, is coming to be more of a

practical reality. The day has come when
to be hone.^'t means not technically, legal-

ly hone.'t. but bronrlly. humanely honest

—hone.^t in thought, in purpo.^e, in act.

Man is still selfish, and this must he seri-

ously reckoned with in cnlculatin<z what
be will do in his relationship with his

fellows. There is. however, such a thing
as benicfhted .«elfishne.ss and such a thing
a." enlightened selfishness. I believe that

with the awakening of the business con-
science is coming what might be called an
enlightened selfi.^hness—by which T mean
a realization that for one's own best pe-
ctiniary interests the methods of the pa.«t

cannot be the methods of the future: that
as we are li\nng in a "get tojrether" ane
^ye mu.<»t do busine-'s on a "live and let

live" ba.«is. and that one's own selfish in-
terest makes the doing of business on a
cn-oporative hn'^is more profitable in the
long run than on the hn=i<5 of ruthle.ss

competition.

But iiist as snrelv as you cannot hr^ve
••on)netition nnle-;.! it competes, .tjo in.st a'
«urelv yon can onlv have co-operation
that co-operates T mean hv this, co-oper-
ation in anv eiven line of bnsine<5s -will
fail »inle«s it i? co-operation between labor
and capital, between capital and con-
^lumeT. between company and govern-
ment To-operation between labor and
capital cannot be eflFected bv the mere
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paving of wages and by the giving of

gratuitie.s or voluntary rewards at the end

of the year. The great educational svs

terns fostered by the state and wealthy

individuals, have made tremendous strides

in the la.'^t quarter of a century in develop-

ing the independent thinker among the

ma-sses, with the result that the question

between capital and labor to-day is not

.«o much the amount of wage a man should

be paid as it is whether that wage is a fair

proportion of the earnings of the busi-

ness. The clo.ser the world is drawm to-

gether and the better people know each

other, the better they understand each

other, and the more impossible it is to

adopt and pursue .secretive raethod.s—to

obtain for any one branch of a busine.ss

unfair and improper profits; and one of

the things that inter-communication has

done ha.s been to sound the death knell

of secretive methods. More and more is

public opinion demanding full, open and
iionest accounting from bu.sine.ss concerns,

and the more far-sighted busine.ss con-

cerns that adopted .«uch methods a few
years ago are having less trouble with their

labor and the public than other concerns,

because both their labor and the public

know what the profits of the bu.siness are

and what percentage of it labor is receiv-

ing in w^ages.

Practical experience in recent years in

certain large industrial companies has
shown that a fair wage, supplemented by
a profit-.=haring plan, will go a very long
way toward promoting harmony between
capital and labor. By profit-.^baring T do
not mean bonuses or gratuities, but rather

a definite .statement made to an organiza-
tion at the beginning of a year as to what
is expected of it, and that, if such expecta-
tions are realized, certain extra compensa-
tion will be paid, and paid, not in cash
that can be immediately spent, but put
in some security that represents an in-

vestment in the business in which the
man is working. Most profit-.«haring plans
have failed beeau.se they did not in point
of fact make a partner out of the worker.

Broadly speaking. I believe that ari in-

du.strial company should be organized in
the following manner, viz.: The organiza-
tion of brain workers and hand wf)rkc-rs

should be paid their regular compensa-
tion for earning the interest on the T>ond-
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ed debt and dividends on preferred stock.

If, by successful management, they earn

more than this it would, under modern
arrangements, go to what are known as

common stockholders; and at this point

the organization of brain workers and

hand workers should share with the com-

mon stockholders in the profits made for

the common stockholders, and share on a

definitely stated basis, varying according

to conditions in different lines of bu-ines;?

Where this has been tried it has hocn

eminently successful, and as the quest'on

is simply one of handling human nature,

what can be done in one line of business

in this way can be done in another.

As regards the relations of business to

the government, I again believe that pub-

licity, full and frank, will go a very very

long way toward correcting any evils that

exist and preventing any that may
threaten. Each day it becomes more and
more apparent that all questions in this

country must be settled at the bar of pub-

lic opinion. If our laws regulating large

business concerns provide for proper and
complete publicity, so that the labor of a

concern would know what was being done,

so that governmental authorities would
know what was being done, so that stock-

holders would know what was being done,

and the public, which was being served,

would know what was being done, many
of our present difficulties would disap-

l)ear; and in place of this being an ele-

ment of weakness to any given bu.siness

concern, it would be an element of

strength, for, under such conditions, a set

of managers operating a given business.

if they were able enough mentally to be

successful managers, would soon come to

realize that they could only succeed by
being fair to one and all.

I believe, further, that there is more
safety to the public and to labor in hav-

ing very large business enterprises than
in having small or medium-sized ones;

for the larger the undertaking is the more
generally it is observed and the more thor-

oughly its affairs are scrutinized. Then,
too, the large concern provides more steady

employment for labor and minimizes to

almost nothing the chance of financial

collapse and failure. Of course, proper

precautions must be taken to prevent the

verv results that might come from unre-

stricted monopoly, and this can surely be

accomplished by frank and full publicity,

with proper super\dsion and regulation by
federal authority.

Business men have pretty generally

fought for years the idea that business

should in any way be interfered with by
the .slate. In my judgment this has been

a mistake. If we are to have huge busi-

ness concerns we can only have them be-

cause the capital is provided by the pub-
lic—thus making them semi-public in-

stitutions; and the manager of any sucli

concern .should fully realize this fact and
appreciate that he is a trustee in the broad-

est sense of the term. Our large business

concerns are popularly called "trusts,"

and in one sense of the word it is more
aptly applied to them than many of us
in the past have taken thought to realize

;

for the managers are entrusted with the

public's funds for investment, are entru.st-

ed with the public's labor to manage, are

entrusted with a substantial percentage of

a given commodity which is to be supplied

to the public; and if they discharge their

trusteeship in a broad, statemanlike man-
ner, with fairness and equity to all inter-

ests, the good rather than the harm they

can do is almost incalculable.

It is high time that we abandoned the

false notion that corporations do things.

A corporation is an inanimate object; it

can do nothing; it can neither commit a

crime nor render a benefit. It is the man-
ager of the corporation, the human being,

who thinks, who acts; he commits the

crime or renders the benefit. Let us get

straight on this question as regards cor-

porations. For years we have thought
straight on this question in the matter of

National banks. If a law is violated or a

crime committel in a National bank, fed-

eral authority imme.'liately seizes the man
who did it and punishes him. The bank
is not harmed ; on the contrary, every-

thing is done to protect the bank and its

depositors and .stockholders. This is the

only practical, sane view to take of cor-

porations and their managers. The day
has come when we need statesmanship in

business.

It will be impossible to work out any
.sy.stem by which the great business con-

cerns can be supervised or regulated by
states or provinces, because we have too
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Miaiiv staleH, mid the iiiethods being dif-

fereiit in various states would make a

rfiluation too eoinplieated to be workal)le.

Iliil federal regulation is feasible, and if

w.- unite and work for it now we may be

i,l,|,. t(. M'cure it : whereas, if wc continue

ill nur lighl against it nnieh longer, the

iiin.ming tide may sweep the question

.lung to either government ownership or

lialism.

Ono importani reason why laisiness

men have feared regulation of business

by the government has iieen that such

ivgidation would be performed by inex-

prrieneed men— those without business

I raining, and who would have no practical

knowledge of the great problems involved.

I have for a long time believed that what

Americans should have at Washington is

a business Court, to which our great busi-

ness problems could go for final adjust-

ment when ihey could not be settled

ntherwise We now have at Washington
a Supreme (^nirt. to which is referred the

tmal settlement of our legal questions.

This Tourt is compo.«ed, of course, of law-

yers only, and it is the dream of every

young man who enters the law that he
may some day be called to tlie Supreme
Court I ench. Tf .such a call comes, it mat-

rs not how lucrative his practice, he al-

ways drops it for the honor conferred.

Why not have a similar goal for our biL^i-

uess men? Why not have a court for

busine.«is questions on which no man could
-it who had not had a bu.«ine.ss training,

with an honorable record? This would
<urely come to "be regarded Ijy busine.ss

men in the same way that the Supreme
Court i.s regarded by lawyers. The super-
vision of bnsine.s-s by ,«uch a body of men.
who had reached such a court in such a
way would unquestionably be fair and
equitable to inisine.ss. fair and equitable
to the public. Furthermore, it would not
take out of bu.eine.^'S that invaluable as-
-et. individual initiative. Tt would leave

ilie every-day management of business

untrammeled and allow men free swing

to devise ways and means to inriprove,

enlarge and "^ develop our domestic and

foreign commerce. We could then

move on to the organization of business

into large units, confident that many of

the trials and tribulations of competition

were behind us, and that monopoly would

not oppress us. And in the organizing of

large bodies of men in each line of trade

we would have the great advantage of the

emulation which comes from the vieing

with one another of a great body of men
working together in one calling. Emula-

tion of this sort is ju.«t as stimulating as

competition and much more uplifting

—

doing good rather than harm. Then, too,

the business that employs 50,000 men is

never at a lo.«s for a good man to put into

a place made vacant; it has so many men
to pick and choose from.

I have pre.-ented in this paper a side of

the case that T do not believe has been

very generally con.sidered—a view of it

which I firmly believe .should be consider-

ed—considered by the business men of

this country in each and every commun-
ity. The di.^cu.-^sion of recent years, grow-

ing out of changing l)U.«iness methods, has

l:)een carried on almost wholly by poli-

ticians, newspapers and magazine writers;

and while it has been the l3usiness man's
problem he has taken practically no part

in the discussion ; his .side has been pre-

sented .sparingly, timidly, if at all. This is

no way to settle a great and burning ques-

tion in a great and free country such as

ours. The time has come for business men
to take a hand in these questions, to think
them out, to decide as to the be.st cour.se

for our country to take, and then cham-
l^ion that course to the full mea.sure of

their ability. If this is done in each com-
munity, and done honestly and fearlessly,

we can trust to the good sense of our peo-

ple to render a sane verdict.
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CHAPTER II. (Continued).

OH, the weariness of that wait-

ing! In my longing for Ber-

na I had worked myself up
into a state that bordered on dis-

traction. It seemed as if a cloud was in

my brain, obsessing me at all times. I

felt I must question this man, though it

raised my gorge even to speak of her in

his presence. In that atmosphere of cor-

ruption the thought of the girl was intol-

erably sweet, as of a ray of sunshine pene-

trating a noisome dungeon.
It was in the young morn when the game

broke up. The outside air was clear as

\vashed gold; within it was foul and fetid

as a drunkard's breath. Men with pinch-

ed and pallid faces came out and inhaled

the breeze which was buoyant as cham-
pagne. Beneath the perfect blue of the

spring sk}' the river seemed a shimmer of

violet, and the banks dipped down w^ith

the green of chrysoprase.

Already a boy was sweeping up the

dirty, nicoteen-frescoed sawdust from the

Hoor. (It was his perquisite, and from the

gold he panned out he ultimately made
enough to put him through college.)

Then the inner door opened and Black
Jack appeared.

CHAPTER III

He was wan and weary. Around his

sombre eyes were chocolate-coloured hol-

lows. His thick raven hair was disorder-

ed. He had lost hea\dly, and, bidding
a curt good-bye to the others, he strode

off. In a moment I had followed and ov-

ertaken him.
"Mr. Locasto."

He turned and gave me a stare from his
brooding eyes. They were vacant as those
of a dope-fiend, vacant with fatigue.

''Jack Locasto's my name," he answer-
ed carelessly.

I walked alongside him.
"Well, sir," I said, ''my name's Mel-

drum, Athol Meldrum."
"Oh, I don't care what the devil your

name is," he broke in petulantly. "Don't
bother jne just now. I'm tired."

"So am I," I said, "damned tired; but
it won't hurt you to listen to my name."

"Well, iMr. Athol Meldrum, good-day."
His voice was cold, his manner galling

in its indifference, and a sudden anger
glowed in me.

"Hold on," I said; "just a moment.
You can very easily do me an immense
favor. Listen to me."

"Well, what do you want," he demand-
ed roughly; "work?"

"No," I said, "I just w^ant a scrap of

information. I came into the country
with some Jews the name of Winklestein.
I've lost track of them and I think you
may be able to tell me where they are."

He was all attention now. He turned
half round and scrutinized me with de-

liberate intensity. Then, like a flash, his

rough manner changed. He was the

polished gentleman now, the San Fran-
cisco club-lounger, the man of the world.

He rasped the stubble on his chin; his

eyes were bland, his voice smooth as

cream.

"Winklestein," he echoed reflectively,

"Winklestein ; seems to me I do remember
the name, but for the life of me I can't

recall where."
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He WHS waUliiiiK uw. like a (.ut. aii'l

pntUMnliii^ l<» think Imnl.

'•\Vns there a Kirl with them?
'

•Yes," I saitl ea^^erly, "a yuuii-; girl."

"A yoiiM.u girl, ah!" Hu seemed to re-

ll.Tt hani again. "Well, my friend, I'm

iifraitl 1 ean't help yon. 1 remember not-

icing the party <>n the way in, hut what

heeame uf thom I ean't tliink. I don't

iisnallv l.other ahont that kind of people.

Well. good-night. or good-morning

iither. 'Phis is my hotel."

II.' had iialf entered when he pau.sed

;iii.l turned to me. His face was urbane,

his voice suave to sweetness; but it seem-

I'd to me there was a subtle mockery in

his tone.

"1 .say. if I should hear anything of

ihem. rU let you know. Your name?
.\thol .Meldrnm—all right, I'll let you
know, (iood-bye.

'

lie was gone and 1 had failed. I cursed

my.^elf for a fool. The man had baffled

me. Nay. even 1 had hurt uiyself by giv-

ing Iiim an inkling of my search. Berna
seemed further away from me than ever.

Home 1 went, di.scouraged and despairful.

Then 1 began to argue with myself,

lie innst know where they were, and if

he really iiad designs on the girl and wa.s

keeping her in hiding my interview with
him wonld alarm him. He would take
ilu" lir-t ojtportunity of warning the A\'ink-

le.steins. When w'ould he do it? That
very night in all likelihood. So I reason-
eij

; and [ resolved to watch.

1 stationed myself in a saloon from
where I eould command a view" of his
hotel, and there 1 waile 1. 1 think I nui.st

have watched the jdace for three hours,
but I know it was a weariful bu.'^ine.s.s, and
I was heart-sick of it. Doggedly, I stuck
lo my iM»st. I was beginning to think he
must have evaded me, when .snddenly com-
ing forth alone from the hotel, I .saw my
man.

It was abont midnight, neither light
nor dark, bnt rather an aV).sence of either
'piality, and the northern sky was wan
and ominous. In the crowded street I
saw Locasto's hat over-to|)ping all others,
so that I liad no ditliculty in shadowing
him. Once he stopped to speak to a wo-
man, once to light a cigar; then he .sud-
denly turned up a side street that ran
through the reddight district.

He was walking swiftly and he took a

path tliat skirted the swarnp be-

hind the town. I had now no

doubt of his nii.siion, and my heart

began to beat witli excitement. The little

path led up the hill, now clothed wnih

fre-sh foliage and dotted with cabins. C)nce

I .saw him pau.se and look round. I had

barely time to dodge behind some bashes,

and feared for a moment he had seen

me. But no! on he went again faster

than ever.

I knew now 1 had divined his errand.

He was at too great pains to cover his

tracks. The trail had plunged among a

maze of slender cotton-woods, and twisted

.so that I was sore troubled to keep him in

view. Always he increa.sed his gait and
r followed him breathle.s.sly. There were

few cabins hereabouts; it was a lonely

place to be so near to town, very quiet and
thickly screened from sight. Suddenly
he seemed to disappear, and. fearing my
pursuit w^as going to be futile. I rushed

forward.

I came to a dead stop. There was no
one to be seen. He had vani-shed com-
l-detely. The trail climbed steeply up,

twisty as a corkscrew. These cursed pop-
lars, how densely they grew. Blindly I

1 lundered forward. Then I came to a

place wdiere the trail forked. Panting
for breath I hesitated which way to take,

and it was in that moment of hesitation

that a heavy hand was laid on my .should-

er.

"Where away, my young friend?" It

was Locasto. His face was Mephistophe-
lian, his voice edged with irony. I was
startled, I admit, but J tried to put a good
face on it.

"Hello," I said; "I'm jast taking a

stroll."

His black eyes pierced me, his black
brows met savagely. The heavy jaw shot
forward, and for a moment the man, men-
acing and terrible, seemed to tower above
me.
"You lie!" like explosive steam came

the words, and wolf-like his lips parted,
.^bowing his powerful teeth. "You lie!"

he reiterated. "You followed me. Didn't
I see you from the hotel? Didn't I de-
termine to decoy you away? Oh, you
fool! you fool! who are you that would
pit your weakness against my strength,
your simplicitj^ again.«t my cunning?
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You would try to cross me, would you?
You would champion damsels in dis-

tress? You pretty fool, you simpleton,

3'ou meddler "

Suddenly, without warning, he struck

me full on the face, a blinding, stagger-

ing blow that brought me to my knees as

falls a pole-axed steer. I was stunned,
swaying weakly, trying vainly to get on
my feet. I stretched out my clenched
hands to him. Then he struck me again,

a bitter, felling blow.

I was completely at his mercy now and
he showed me none. He was like a fiend.

Rage seemed to rend him. Time and
again he kicked me, brutally, relentless-

ly, on the ribs, on the chest, on the head.

Was the man going to do me to death?
1 shielded my head. I moaned in agony.
Would he never stop? Then I became
unconscious, knowing that he was still

kicking me, and wondering if I would
ever open my eyes again.

CHAPTER IV
"Long live the cold-feet tribe! Long

live the sore-heads!"

It was the Prodigal who spoke. "This
outfit buying's got gold-mining beaten to

a standstill. Here I've been three weeks
in the burg and got over ten thousand
dollars' worth of grub cached away.
Every pound of it will net me a hundred
per cent, profit. I'm beginning to look

on myself as a second John D. Rocke-
feller."

"You're a confounded robber," I said.

"You're working a cinch-game. What's
your first name? Isaac?"
He turned the bacon he was frying and

smiled gayly.

"Snort away, all you like, old sport. So
long as I get the mon you can call me
any old name you please."

He was very spritely and elate, but I

was in no sort of mood to share in his

buoyancy. Physically I had fully re-

covered from my terrible man-handling,
but in spirit I still writhed at the outrage
of it. And ^he worst was I could do
nothing. The law could not help me, for

there were no witnesses to the assault. I

could never cope with this man in bodily
strength. Wny was I not a stalwart?
If I had been as tall and strong as Garry,
for instance. True, I might shoot; but
tnere the Police would take a hand in the

game, and I would lose out badly. There
seemed to be nothing for it but to wait

and pray for some means of retaliation.

\et how bitterlv I brooded over the
business. At times there was even black
murder in my heart. I planned schemes
of revenge, grinding my teeth in impot-
ent rage the while; and my feelings were
complicated by that aw^ful gnawing hun-
ger for Berna that never left me. It was
a perfect agony of heart, a panic-fear, a
craving so intense that at times I felt I

would go distracted with the pain of it.

Perhaps I am a poor sort of being. I

have often wondered. I either feel in-

tensely, or I am quite indifferent. I am
a prey to my emotions, a martyr to my
moods. Apart from my great love for

Berna it .seemed to me as if nothing mat-
tered. All through these stormy years it

was like that—nothing else mattered.
And now that I am nearing the end of

my life I can see that nothing else has
ever mattered. Everything that has hap-
pened appealed to me in its relation to

her. It seemed to me as if I .saw all the
world through the medium of my love

for her, and that all beauty, all truth, all

good was but a setting for this girl of

mine.
"Come on," said Jim; "let's go for a

walk in the town."
The "Modern Gomorrah" he called it,

and he was never tired of expatiating on
its iniquity.

"See that man there?" he said, point-
ing to a grey-haired pedestrian, who was
talking to an emphatic blonde. "That
man's a lawyer. He's got a lovely home
in Los Angeles, an' three of the sweetc^jt

girls you ever saw. A young fellow need-
ed to have his credentials 0. K.'d by the
Purity Committee before he came butting
round that man's home. Now he's off to

buy wine for Daisy of the Deadline."

The grey-haired man had turned into
a saloon with his companion.

"Yes, that's Dawson for you. We're
so far from home. The good old moral-
ities don't apply here. The hoary old
Yukon won't tell on us. We've been a
Sunday uchool Superintendent for ten
years. For fifty more we've passed up
the forbidden fruit. Every one else is

helping themselves. Wonder what it

tastes like? Wine is flowing like water.

Money's the cheapest thing in sight. Cut
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loose, tirink up. The orchestra's a-goiu .

Get your i)arliifr3 for a nice juicy two-

step. Come on, boysl"

He was parlicuhirly bitter, and it really

.^ceujed in tliat general lesion of the moral

lihre tiiat civihzation was only a niake-

.>hift, a veneer of hypocrisy.

"Why siiouM we marvel," 1 said, "at

man's brutaHly, when but an a3on ago we

all were apes?"

.lust then we met the Jam-wagon. He
had mushed down from the creeks that

very day. i'hysically he looked supreme.

He was berry-brown, lean, muscular and

lus full of suppressed energy as an un-

.-pruiig bear-trap. Financially he was

well ballasted. Mentally and morally he

was in the state of a volcano before an

i-ruption.

You could see in the quick breathing,

in the restlessness of this man, a pent-up

energy that clamoured to exhaust itself

in violence and debauch. His fierce blue

eyes were wild and roving, his lips twitch-

I'd nervously. He was an atavism; of the

race of lho.>e white-bodied ferocious sea-

kings that drank deep and died in the

din of battle. He nuist live in the white

light of excitement, or sink in the gloom
of de.-i>air. 1 could see his fine nostrils

(.juiver like those of a charger that scents

the .-«moke of battle, and I realized that he
should have been a soldier still, a leader

oi forlorn hopes, a partner of desperate

hazards.

As we walked along, Jim did most of

the talking in his favorite morality vein.

The Jam-wagon pulfed silently at his

brier pi[)e, while I, very listless and down-
hearted, thought largely of my own
troubles. Then, in the middle of the
l>lock, where most of the masic-halls were
luated, suddenly we met Locasto.

When I .^aw him my heart gave a pain-
ful leap, and I think my face must have
gone as while as paper. I had thought
inucii over this meeting, and had dread-
'l it. There are things which no man
an overlook, and, if it meant death to
me, I must again try conclusions with the
lirute.

He was accompanied by a little bald-
headed Jew named Swinehart, and we
were almost abreast of them when I step-
ped forward and arrested them. Mv
teeth were blenched: I was all a-quiver
with p!T^<ion: my heart beat violently.

For a moment I stood there, confronting

him in speechless excitement.

He was dressed in that miner's costume

in which he always looked so striking.

From his big Stetson to his high boots

he was typically the big, strong man of

Alaska, the Conqueror of the Wild. But

his mouth was grim as granite, and his

black eyes hard and repellent as those of

a toad.

"Oh, you coward!" I cried. "You vile,

filthy coward!"
He was looking down on me from his

imperious height, very coolly, very cyni-

cally.

"Who are you?" he drawled; "I don't

know you."
"Liar as well as coward," I panted.

"Liar to your teeth. Brute, coward, liar

"Here, get out of my way," he snarled;

"I've got to teach you a lesson."

Once more before I could guard he
landed on me wath that terrible right-

arm swing, and down I went as if a

sledge-hammer had struck me. But in-

stantly I was on my feet, a thing of blind

pa.ssion, of desperate fight. I made one
rush to throw myself on this human
tower of brawn and muscle, when some
one pinioned me from behind. It was
Jim.

"Easy, boy," he was saying; "you
can't fight this big fellow."

Swinehart was looking on curiously.

With wonderful quickness a crowd had
collected, all avidlv eager for a fight.

Above them tow^ered the fierce, domineer-
ing figure of Locasto. There ^vas a breath-
less pause, then, at the psychological mo-
ment, the Jam-wagon intervened.
The smouldering fire in* his eye had

brightened into a fierce joy; his twitching
mouth w^as now grim and stern as a prison
door. For days he had been fighting a

dim intangible foe. Here at last was
something human and definite. He ad-
\anced to Locasto.
"Why don't you strike .some one nearer

your own size?" he demanded. His voice
was tense, yet ever so quiet.

,

Locasto flashed at him a look of sur-
prise, measuring him from head to foot.

"You're a brute," went on the Jam-
wagon evenly: "a cowardly brute."

Black Jack's face grew dark and ter-

rible. His eyes glinted sparks of fire.
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"See here, Englishman," he said,

this isn't your scrap. "What are you but-

ting in about?"
"It isn't,'' said the Jam-wagon, and I

could see the flame of fight brighten joy-

ously in him. "It isn't, but I'll soon

make it mine. There!"
Quick a.s a flash he dealt the other a

blow on the cheek, an open-handed l)low

that stung like a whip-lash.

"Now fight me, you coward."
There and then Locasto .'^eemed about

io .spring on his challenge. With hands
clenched and teeth bared, he half bent
as if for a charge. Then, suddenly, he
straightened up.

"All right," he .said .softly; "Swinehart,

can we have the Opera House "

"Yes, I guess so. AVe can clear away
the benches."

"Then tell the crowd to come along:

we'll give them a free .show."

I think there must have been five hund-
red men around that ring. A big Aus-
tralian pugilist was umpire. Some one
.suggested gloves, Ijut Locasto woidd not

liear of it.

"No," he .said, "I want to mark the

son of a dog .so his mother will never know
bim again."

He had become frankly brutal, and
])repared for the fray exultantly. Both
men fought in their underclothing.

Stripped down, the Jam-wagon was seen

to be much the smaller man, not only in

height, but in breadth and weight. Yet
he was a beautiful figure of a fighter,

clean, well-poi.sed, firm-limbed, with a
body that seemed to taper from the .shoul-

ders down. His fair hair glistened; his

eyes were wary and cool, his lips set tight-

ly. In the person of this living adversary
he was fighting an unseen one va.sth' more
dread and terrific.

Loca.sto looked almost too massive. His
mu.scles bulged out. The veins in his

forearms were cord-like. His great chest

looked as broad as a door. His legs were
.statuesque in their size and strength. In
that camp of strong men probably he was
the mo.st powerful.

And nowhere in the world could a fight

have been awaited with greater zest. These
men, miners, gamblers, adventurers of all

kinds, pu.shed and struggled for a place.

A great joy surged through them at the

thought of the approaching combat.
Keen-eyed, hard-breathing, a-thrill with
expectation, the crowd packed closer and
closer. Outside, people were clamouring
for admission. They climbed on the
stage, and into the boxes. They hung
over the galleries. All told, there must
have been a thousand in the house.

As the two men stood up they were like

the ideal Greek athlete compared with the

heavy-mu.scled Roman gladiator. "Three
to one on Locasto," some one shouted.
Then a great hu.sh came over the house,
so that it might have been empty and de-

serted. Time was called. The fight be-

gan.

CHAPTER V
With one tiger-rush Locasto threw him-

.self on his man. There was no prelim-
inary fiddling here; they Avere out for

blood, and the sooner they wallowed in it

the better. Right and left he struck vnih
mighty swings that would have felled an
ox, but the Jam-wagon Avas too quick for

him. Twice he ducked in time to avoid a

furious blow, and, before Locasto could
recover, he had hopped out of reach. The
big man's fi.st swished through the empty
air. He almost overbalanced with the
force of his efl'ort, but he swung round
quickly, and there was the Jam-wagon,
cool and watchful, awaiting his next at-

tack.

Loca.sto's face grew fiendi.sh in its sin-

ister wrath ; he .shot forth a foul impreca-
tion, and once more he hurled himself
resistles.sly on his foe. This time I

thought my champion must go down, but
no! AVith a dexterity that .seemed mar-
vellous, he dodged, ducked and side-.step-

ped; and once more Locasto's bloAvs went
AA-ide and short. Jeers began to go up
from the throng. "Even money on the
little fellow," sang out a voice with the
flat twang of a banjo.

Locasto glared round on the crowd. He
Avas accustomed to lord it over these men.
and the jeers goaded him like banderillos
goad a bull. Again and again he repeated
his tremendous ru.shes, only to find his
poAA-erful arms winnoAA'ing the empty air.

only to .see his agile antagonist smiling
at him in mockery from the centre of the
ring. Not one of his sledgehammer
smashes reached their mark, and the
round closed without a bloAv haAdng land-
ed.
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From the iiiol) of onlookers a chorus of

,leri.sive cheers went up. The little man

with the banjo voice was holding up a

poke of dust. "Even money on the little

one." A hum of eager conversation broke

forth.

I WH.S at tlic rin^-sidc. At the begin-

ning I had been in an agony of fear for

tlie Jam-wagon. Looking at the two men.

it seemed a.s if he coubl hardly hope to

escape terrible puni.'^hment at the hands

of one so massively powerful, and every

blow inflicted on him would have been

like one inflicted on myself. But now I

took heart and looked forward to the fight

with less anxiety.

Again time was called, and Locasto

.•sprang up, seemingly quite refreshed by

his rest. Once more he plunged after his

man, but now I could see his rushes were

more under control, his smashing blows

better timed, his fierce jabs more shrewdly

delivered. Again I began to quake for

the Jam-wagon, but he showed a wonder-

ful quickness in his footwork, weaving in

and out, his hands .swinging at his sides,

a smile of mockery on his lips. He was
deft a5 a dancing-ma.^ter; he twinkled like

a gleam of light amid that savage thresh

of blows; he was as cool as if he were box-
ing in the ."chool gymnai^ium.

"Who is he?" those at the ring-side be-

gan to whisper. Time and again it seemed
a:? if he were cornered, but in a marvellous
way he wormed himself free. I held my
breath a.s he evaded blow after blow, some
of which .seemed to miss him by a mere
hair's greadth. He was taking chances,
I thought, so narrowly did he permit the
blows to miss him. 1 was all keyed up,
on edge with excitement, eager for ray
man to strike, to show he was not a mere
ring-tactician. Rut the Jam-wagon bid-
ed his time.

And so the round ended, and it was
eivdent that the crowd was of the same
opinion as myself. "Whv don't he mix
up a little?" said on \ "Give him time,"
.*5aid another. "He's all right: there's
some class to that work."

Locasto came up for the third round
looking .<;ohered. subdued, grimlv deter-
mined. Evidently he had made up his
mind to force hi? opponent out of his evas-
ive tactics. He was warv as a cat. He
went cautiously. Yet again he a.?.sumed
the aggressive, gradually working the

Jam-wagon into a corner. Now^ he had

him; a collision was inevitable; there wa^

no means of escape for my friend; that

huge bulk, with its swinging, flail-like

arms, menaced him hopelessly.

Suddenly Locasto closed in. He swoop-

ed down on the Jam-wagon. He had him.

He shortened his right arm for a jab like

the crash of a pile-driver. The arm shot

out, but once again the Jam-wagon was

not there. He ducked quickly, and Lo-

casto's great fi.st brushed his hair.

Then, like a lightning, the two came
to a clinch. Now, thought I, it's all off

with the Jam-wagon. I saw Locasto's eye

dilate with ferocious joy. He had the

other in his giant-arms; now he could

crush him in a mighty hug, the hug of a

grizzly, crush him like an egg-shell. But,

quick as the snap of a trap, the Jam-
wagon had pinioned his arms at the el-

bow, so that he was helpless. For a mo-
ment he held him, then, suddenly releas-

ing his arms, he caught him round the

body, shook him with a mighty side-

heave, gave him the cross-buttock, and,

before he could strike a single blow, threw
him in the air and dashed him to the

ground.
"Time!" called the umpire. It was all

done so quickly it was hard for the eye

to follow, but a mighty cheer went up
from the house. "Two to one on the little

fellow," called the banjo-voice. Suddenly
Locasto rose to his feet. He was shamed,
angered beyond expre.ssion. Heaving and
panting, he lurched to his corner, and in

his eyes there was a look that boded ill

for his adversary.

Time again. With the lightness of a

panther the Jam-wagon sprang into the

centre of the ring. More than halfway he
met Locasto, and now his intention seem-
ed to be to draw his man on rather than
to avoid him. I watched his every move-
ment with a sense of thrilling fa.scination.

He had resumed his serpentine methods,
advancing and retreating with shadow-
like quickness, feinting, side-stepping.

pa^\ing the air till he had his man baf-
fled and bewildered. Yet he never struck
a blow.

All this seemed to be getting on Locas-
to'? nerv^es. He was going steadilv
enough, trying by every means in his
power to get ihe other man to "mix it

up." He shouted the foulest abuse at
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him. "Stand up like a man and fight."

The smile left the Jam-wagon's lips, and
he settled down to business.

I saw him edging up to Locasto. He
feinted wildly, then, i^tepping in closely,

he swung a right and left to Black Jack'.'^

left, full-weight, crash on Locasto's mouth.
At that fierce triumphant blow the

crowd screeched with excitement. In a

wild whilrwind of fury Locasto hurled
himself on the Jam-wagon, his arms going
like windmills. Any one of these blows,

I TRiku lu i-UKUfc, MY WAY IN THROUGH THE WINDOW, THE
BRUTE HURLED ME OUT .... I W^AS STILL WEAK.

face. A moment later he v/as six feet

away, with a bitter smile on his lips.

With a fierce bellow of rage Locasto,

forgetting all his caution, charged him.
He swung his heavy right with all its

might for the other's face, but, quick as

the quiver of a bow-string, the Jam-wagon
side-stepped and the blow missed. Then
the Jam-wagon shifted and brought his

delivered in a vital spot, would have
meant death, but his opponent was equal

to this blind assault. Dodging, ducking,
side-stepping, blocking, he foiled the other

at every turn, and, just before the round
ended, drove his left into the pit of the

big man's stomach, with a thwack that

resounded throughout the building.

Once more time was called. The Jam-



wu^uu \va.s blcediii;; uljout the knuckles,

beverul of Locasto's teeth had l)een loosen-

ed, and lie spat blood frequently. Uther-

wiso lie looked as fit as ever, lie pursued

his man with savage determination, and

seemed resolved to get in a deadly body-

Mow that would end the fight.

It Uiis pretty to see tiic Jam-wagon

work. He was sprightly as a liallct danc-

er, JUS, weaving in and out, he dodged the

other's blows. His arms .swung at his

sides, and he threw his head about in a

manner insullerably mocking and tan-

tali.sing. Then he took to landing light

body-blows on the other, that grew more
fre(juent till he seemed to be beating a

regidar tattoo on Locasto's ribs. He was
springy as a panther, elusive as an eel.

.\s for Locaslo, his face was sober now,

strained, an.xious, and he seemed to be

waiting with menacing eyes to get in that

vital smash that meant the end.

The Jam-wagon began to put more
force into his arms. He drove in a short-

arm left to the stomach, then brought his

right up to the other's chin. Locasto
swung a deadly knock-out blow at the
Jam-wagon, which just grazed his jaw,
and the Jam-wagon retaliated with two
lightning rights and a nervous left, all

on the big man's face.

Then lie sprang back, for he was excit-

ed now. In and out he wove. Once more
he landed a hard left on Locasto's heaving
.^tomach, and then, rushing in, he rained
blow after blow on his antagonist. It was
a furious uiix-up, a whirling stOrm of
blows, brutual, .savage and murderous.
No two men could keep up such a gait.
Tiiey fame into a clinch, but this time
ihe Jam-wagon broke away, giving the
deadly kidney blow as they parted. When
time was called l)oth men were panting
hard, bruised and covered with blood.
How the house howled with delight!

All the primordial brute in these men was
glowing in their faces. Nothing but blood
couhl appea.«;e it. Their throats were
parched, their eyes wild.
Kound .<:ix. Locasto sprang into the

centre of the ring. His face was hideous-
Iv disfigured. Only in that battered,
l> ood-stained mask could I recognise the
black eyes gleaming deadly hatred. Rush-
ing for the Jam-wagon, 'he hurled him
acro.«^ the ring. Again charging, he over-
bore him to the floor, but failed to hold
him.

\l.\('Li:.\NS .M.\<..\/1NE

Then in the Jam-wagon there awoke the

ancient spirit of the Berserker. He cared

no more for punishment. He was insen-

sible to pain. He was the sea-pirate again,

mad with the lust of battle. Like a fiend

he tore him.self loose, and went after his

man, ru.shing him with a swift, battering

hail of blows around the ring. Like a

tiger he was, and the violent lunges of

Locasto only infuriated him the more.

Now they were in a furious mi.x-up,

and suddenly Locasto, seizing him savage-

ly, tried to whip him smashing to the

floor. Then the wonderful agility of the

Englishman was displayed. In a distance

of le.ss than a two-foot drop he turned com-
pletely like a cat. Leaping up, he was
free, and, getting a waist-hold with a Cor-

ni.'^h heave, he bore Locasto to the floor.

Quickly he changed to a crotch-lock, and,

lastly, holding Locasto's legs, he brought
him to a bridge and worked his weight
up on his body.

Black Jack, with a mighty heave, broke
away and again regained his feet. This
.seemed to enrage the Jam-wagon the more,
for he tore after his man like a maddened
bull. Getting a hold with incredible

strength, he lifted him straight up in the

air and hurled him to the ground witii

sickening force.

J^ocasto lay there. His eyes were closed.

He did not move. Several rushed for-

ward. "He's all right," said a medical-
looking man, "just stunned. T guess you
can call the fight over."

The Jam-wagon slowly put on his

clothes. Once more, in the person of

Locasto, he had succesfuUy grappled with
"Old ]\Ian Booze." He was l)adly bruised
about the body, but not seriously hurt in
any way. Shudderingly I looked down
at Locasto's face, beaten to a pulp, his
body livid from head to foot. And then,
as they bore him off to the hospital, I

realized I was revenged.
"Did you know that man Swinehart

was charging a dollar for admission?"
queried the Prodigal.

"No!"
"That's right. That darned little Jew

netted nearly a thousand dollars."

CHAPTER VI
"Let me introduce you," said the Pro-

digal, "to my friend the Tote.'
"

"Glad to meet you," said the Pote
cheerfully, extending a damp hand. "Just
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been having a dishwashing bee. Excuse
my dishybeel."

He wore a pale-blue undershirt, white
flannel trousers girt round the waist with
a red silk handkerchief, very gaudy moc-
casins, and a rakish Panama hat with a

band of chocolate and gold.

"Take a seat, won't you." Through his

gold-rimmed spectacles his eyes shone
benevolently as he indicated an easv-look-

ing chair. I took it. It promptly collaps-

ed under me.
''Ah, excuse me," he said; "you're not

onto the combination of that chair. I'll

fix it."

He performed some operation on it

which made it less unstable, and I sat

down gingerly.

I was in a little log-cabin on the hill

overlooking the town. Through the bot-

tle window the light came dimly. The
walls showed the bark of logs and tufts

of intersecting moss. In the corner was a

bunk over which lav a bearskin robe, and
on the little ol)long stove a pot of beans
was simmering.
The Pote finished his dish-washing and

joined us, pulling on an old Tuxedo
jacket.

"Whew! Glad that job's over. You
know, I guess I'm fastidious, but I can't

bear to use a plate for more than three

meals without passing a wet rag over it.

That's the worst of having refined ideas,

they make life so complex. However, I

mustn't complain. There's a monastic
simplicity about this joint that endears it

to me. And now, having immolated my-
self on the altar of cleanliness I will solace

my soul with a little music."
He took down a banjo from the wall

and, striking a few chords, began to sing.

His songs seemed to be original, even im-
provisations, and he sang them with a

certain quaintness and point that made
them very piquant. I remember one of

the choruses. It went like this:

"In the land of pale blue snow
Where it's ninety-nine below.

And the polar bears are dancing nn
the plain,

In the shadow of the pole,

Oh, my Heart, my Life, my Soul,

I will meet thee when the ice-worms
ne.st again."

Every now and then he would pause
to make some livelv comment.

"You've never heard of the blue snow,
Cheechako? The rabbits have blue fur,

and the ptarmigan's feathers are a bright
azure. You've never had an ice-worm
cocktail? We must remedy that. Great
dope. Nothing like ice-worm oil for sal-

ads. Oh, I forgot, didn't give vou mv
card."

I took it. It was engraved thus:

OLLIE GABOODLER.
Poetic Expert.

Turning it over, I read:

Graduate of the University of Hard
Knocks.

All kinds of verse made to order with
efficiency and dispatch.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money
returned.

A trial solicited.

In Memoriam Odes a specialty.

Ballads Rondeaux and Sonnets at modest
prices.

Try our lines of Love Lyrics.
Leave orders at the Comet Saloon.

I stared at him curioasly. He was
smoking a cigarette and watching me with
.shrewd, observant eyes. He was a blond,

blue-eyed, cherubic youth, with a whim-
sical mouth that .seemed to alternate be-

tween seriousness and fun.

He laughed merrily at my look of di.s-

may.
"Oh, you think it's a joke, but it'.s.not.

I've been a 'ghost' ever since I could push
a pen. You know Will Wilderbush, the

famous novelist? Well, Bill died six years

ago from over-a.ssiduous cultivation of

•John Barleycorn, and they hushed it up.

But every year there's a new novel comes
from his pen. It's 'ghosts.' I was Bill,

number three. Isn't it a joke?"

I expressed my .surprise.

"Yes. it's a great joke this book-faking.
Wouldn't Thackeray have lambasted the

best sellers? A fancy picture of a girl

on the cover, something doing all the time,

and a happy endino-—that's a recipe for a

best seller. Or else be as voluptuous a.«

velvet. Wait till my novel, "Three Min-
utes," comes out. Order in advance."
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"Indeed I will," I said.

He suddenly became grave.

"If 1 only could take the literary game

seriously I might make good. But I'm

too much of a 'farceur.' Well, one day

we'll see. Maybe the North will in.spire

me. Maybe I'll yet become the Spokes-

man of tiic Frozcii Silence, the Avator of

the CJreat White Land."

lie strutted up and down, inflating his

chest.

"Have you framed up any dope late-

ly?" asked the Prodigal.

"Why, yes; only this morning, while

I wa.s eating my beans and bacon, I dash-

ed off a few lines. I always write best

when I'm eating. Want to hear them?"

He drew from his pocket an old en-

velope.

"They were written to the order of Still-

water Willie. He wants to present them
to one of the LaBelle Sisters. You know
—that fat lymphatic blonde, Birdie La-
Belle. It is short and sweet. He wants
to have it engraved on a gold-backed hand-
mirror he's giving her.

"I see within my true love's eyes
The wide blue spaces of the skies

;

I see within my true love's face

The io.«e and lily vie in grace;
I hear within my true love's voice
The songsters of the Spring rejoice.

Oh, why need I seek Nature's
charms

—

I hold my true love in my arms."

"How'll that hit her There's such a
lot of natural beauty about Birdie."

"Do you get much work?" I a.sked.

"No, it's dull. Poetry's rather a drug
on the market up here. It's just a side-
line. For a li^^ng I clean .'^hoes at the
'Kclight' Barbershop—I. who have linger-
ed on the sunny slopes of Parnassus, and
quenched my soul-thirst at the Helicon-
ian spring—gents' tans a specialty."

"Did you ever publish a book " I
a.sked.

/^"re! Did you never read my
Rhymes of a Hu.^tler ' One reviewer
would say I was the dear dope, the genu-
ine eighteen-carat. jewelled-movement ar-
ticle

: the next would aver I wa.'? the rank-
^t dub thiit ever came down the pike.
rhey said I'd imitated people, people I'd

never read, people I'd never heard of,

people I never dreamt of existed. I was
accused of imitating over twenty differ-

ent writers. Then the pedants got after

me, said I didn't conform to academici for-

mulas, advised me to steep myself in tra-

dition. They talked about form, about

classic style and so on. As if it matters

so long as you get down the thing itself

so that folks can see it, and feel it go right

home to their hearts. I can write in all

the artificial verse forms, but they're

mouldy with age, back numbers. For-

get them. Quit studying that old Greek
dope; study life, modern life, palpitating

with color, crying for expression, Life!

Life I The sunshine of it was in my heart,

and I ju.st naturally tried to be its .sing-

er."

"I say," said the Prodigal from the

bunk where he was lounging, in a haze of

cigarette smoke, "read us that thing you
did the other day, 'The Last Supper.'

"

The Pote's eyes twinkled with pleasure.

"All right," he said. Then, in a clear

voice, he repeated the following lines

:

"THE LAST SUPPER."

Marie Vaux of the Painted Lips,

And the mouth so mocking gay

;

A wanton you to the finger tips.

That break men's hearts in play;
A thing of dust I have striven for,

Honor and Manhood given for.

Headlong for ruin driven for

—

And this is the last, you say:
Drinking your wine with dainty sips,

Marie Vaux of the Painted Lips.

Marie Vaux of the Painted Lips,
Long have you held your sway;
I have laughed at your merry quips,

Now is my time to pay.
What we sow w^e must reap again

;

When we laugh we must weep again

:

So to-night we will sleep again.
Nor wake till the Judgment Lay.

'Tis a prison wine that your palate sips.

Marie Vavx of the Painted Lips.

Marie VaiLx of the Painted Lips,
Down on your knees and pray;
Pray your last ere the moment slips.

Pray ere the dark and the terror grips.

And the bright world fades away:
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Pray for the good iinguessed of us,

Pray for the peace and rest of us.

Here comes the Shape in quest of us,

Now must we go away

—

You and I in the grave's eclipse,

Marie Vaux of the Painted Lips.

Just as he finished there came a knock
at the door, and a short, fat, heavy-jowled
3"0ung man entered. He had the broad
smihng face of a comedian, and the bulgy
forehead of a Baptist missionary. The
"Pote" introduced him to me.

'The Yukon Yorick."

"Hello," chuckled the newcomer,
how's the bunch? Don't let me stam-

pede you. How d'ye do, Horace! Glad to

meet you." (He called everybody Hor-
ace.) "Just come away from a meeting
of my creditors. What's that? Have a

slab of booze? Hardly that, old fellow,

hardly that. Don't tempt me, Horace,

don't tempt me. Remember I'm only a

poor working-girl."

He seemed brimming over with jovial

acceptance of life in all its phases. He lit

a cigar.

"Say, boys, you know old Dingbats the

Supervisor. Ha, yes. Well, met him on
Front Street just now. Says I: 'Super-

visor, that was a pretty nifty spiel you
gave us on morality last night at the

Church Social. He looked at me all tickl-

ed up the spine. Ha, yes. He was pleased

as Punch. 'Say, Supervisor.' I .savs. 'I'm

on, but I won't give you away. I've got

a book in my room with every word of

that speech in it.' He looked flabberga.st-

ed. So I have—ha, yes, the dictionary."

He rolled his cigar unctuou.sly in his

mouth, with many chuckles and a his-

trionic eye.

"No, don't tempt me, Horace. Remem-
V)er, I'm only a poor working-girl.

Thanks, I'll just sit down on this soap-

box. Knew a man once, Jobcroft was his

name, Charles Alfred Jobcroft, sat down
on a custard pie at a pink tea; was so em-
barrassed he wouldn't get up. Just sat

on till everybody else was gone. Everv
one was wondering why he wouldn't
budge: ju.'^t sat tight."

"I guess he cussed hard." ventured the

Prodigal.

"Oh, Horace, spare me that I Remem-
ber, I'm only a poor working-girl. Hard-

ly that, old fellow. Say, hit me with a

slab of booze quick. Make things sparkle,

boys, make things sparkle."

He drank urbanely of the diluted alco-

hol that passed for whisky.
"Hit me easy, boys, hit me easy," he

said, as they refilled his glass. "I can't

hold my hootch so well as I could a few
summers ago—and many hard Falls.

Talking about holding your 'hooch,' the

best I ever saw was a man called Pod-
streak, Arthur Frederick Podstreak. You
couldn't get that man going. The way he
could lap up the booze was a caution. He
would drink one bunch of boys under the
table, then leave them and go on to an-

other. He would start in early in the

morning and keep on going till the last

thing at night. And he never got hilar-

ious even ; it didn't seem to phase him

;

he was as sober after the twentieth drink
as when he started. Gee! but he was a

wonder."
The others nodded their heads appreci-

atively.

"He was a fine, healthy-looking chap,

too; the booze didn't seem to hurt him.
Never saw such a constitution. I often

watched him, for I suspected him of 'sluf-

fing' but no! He always had a bigger
drink than every one else, always drank
whisky, always drank it neat, and always
had a chaser of water after. I said to my-
self: 'What's your system?' and I got to

.studyino; him hard: Then, one day. T

found him out."

"AVhat was it?"

"Well, one day I noticed something.
I noticed he always held his glass in a par-

ticular way when he drank, and at the

same time he pressed his stomach in the

region of the '.'^olar plexus.' So that night
I took him a.'side.

" 'Look here, JoK^treak," I said, "I'm
next to you.' I really wasn't but the bluff

worked. He grew white.

" 'For God's sake, don't give me awaj^'
he said ; the boys'll lynch me.'

" 'All right, I said ; 'if you'll promise
to quit.'

"Then he made a full confession, and
showed me how he did it. He had an el-

astic rubljer bag under hi.s shirt, and a

tube goin^i- up his arm and down his

.«leeve. ending in a white nozzle inside his

cuff. When he went to empty his glass of

whisky he simply pressed some air out of
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the rubber bag, put the nozzle in the

^lass. nii<l let it suck up all the whisky.

At iiight he used to empty all the liquor

out of the bag and sell it to a saloon-keep-

«'r. Oil, he was a phoney piece of work.

•• i'vc l)een a total al)stainer (in priv-

ate) for seven years,' he told nie. 'Yes,' T

said, 'and you'll become one in public for

another .seven.' And he did."

Several men had dropped in to .swell

this liohemian circle. Some had brought

bottles. There wa.>< a painter who liad

been "lum.u." a Mus. Hac, an ex-champion

amateur pu^nlist, a silver-tongued orator.

a man who had ".suped" for Mansfield,

and half a dozen others. The little cabin

was crowded, the air hazy with smoke, the

coiiversition animated. But mo.stly it was

a monologue l)y the inimital)le Yorick.

He was a .soloist in the key of "I."

Sudonly the conversation turned to the

immorality of the town.

"Now. T have a theory," .^aid the

"Pote," "that the regeneration of Daw.son

is at hand. You know Good is the daught-
er of Evil. A'irtue the offspring of Vice.

You know how virtuous a man feels after

a jag. You've got to .sin to feel really

good. Tonsequently. Sin must be good
to be the means of good, to he the raw ma-
terial of good, to be virtue in the making,
nmstn't it? The dance-halls are a good
foil to the gospel-halls. If we were all

virtuous, there would be no virtue in vir-

tue, and if we were all ]»ad no one would
be bad. And because there's i^o much
bad in this old burg of ours, it makes the
good seem umiaturally good.'
The Pote had the floor.

"A friend of mine had a beautiful
pond of water-lillies. They painted the
water exultantly and were a triumphant
challenge to the soul. Folks came from
far and near to .•^ee them. Then, one win-
ter, my friend thought he would clean
out his pond, .-^o he had all the na.sty,
slimy mud .'scraped away till you could .see

the silver gravel glinnnering on the bot-
tom. But the lilios. with all their hamit-
iug loveliness, tiever came back."

"Well, what are you drivina nt. vou
"Id dreamer?"

"Oh. iu.st this; in the nastv mud and
shme of Daw.son I saw a lilv-girl. She
lives in a cabin hy the .slide along with a
.Iewi.<»h couple. I only caught a glimp.se
' '^'" *^^"'<''^- T^liey are un.speakable. but

she is fair and sweet and pure. I would

stake my life on her goodness. She looks

like a young Madonna "

He wa.s interrupted by a .shout of cyn-

ical laughter.

"Oh. get off vour foot! A Madonna in

Dawson—Ra! Ra!"

He shut up abashed, but I had my clue.

[ waited until the last noi.sy roisterer had
gone.

"In the cabin by the .slide?" I asked.

He started, looked at me .searchinglv

:

"You know her?"
"She means a good deal to me."
"Oh, I understand. Yes, that long,

queer cabin highest up the hill."

"Thanks, old chap."
"All right, good luck." He accompan-

ied me to the door, staring at the marvel
of the glamorous northern midnight.

"Oh, for a medium to express it all!

Your pedantic poetry isn't big enough;
pro.se isn't big enough. What we want
is something between the two, something
that will interpret life, and stir the great

heart of the people. Good-night."

CHAPTER VIT

A'ery .softly I approached the cabin, fur

a fear of encountering her guardians was
in my heart. It was in rather a lonely

place, perched at the ba.se of that va.st

mountain abrasion they call the Slide, a

long, low cabin, quiet and dark, and sur-

rounded by rugged boulders. Carefully I

reconnoitered, and soon, to my infinite

joy, I saw the Jewish couple come forth

and make their way townward. The girl

was alone.

How madly beat my heart! It was a

glooming kind of a night, and the cabin
looked woefully bleak and solitary. No
light came through the windows, no
sound through the mo.ss-chinked walls. I

drew near.

Why this wild commotion of my be-

ing? What was it? Anxiety, joy, fear?
I was poi.sed on the pinnacle of hope that
overhangs the abyss of de.spair. Fearfully
r pau.sed. My whole spiritual nature con-
tracted to a knot of terror I was racked
with suspense, conscious of a longing so

poignant that the thought of disappoint-
ment became insufferable pain. So vio-

lent was my emotion that a feeling al-

mo.st of nausea overcame ine.
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I knew now that I cared for this girl

more than I had ever thought to care for

woman. I knew that she was dearer to

me than all the world else; I knew that

my love for her would live as long as life

is long.

I knocked at the door. No answer.

"Berna," I cried in a faltering whis-

per.

Came the reply: ''Who is there?"

"Love, love, dear; love is waiting."

Then , at my words, the door was open-

ed, and the girl was before me. I think
she had been lying down, for her soft hair

was a little ruffled, but her eyes were far

too bright for sleep. She stood gazing at

me, and a little fluttering hand went up to

her heart as if to still its beating.

"Oh, my dear, I knew you were com-
ing."

A great radiance of joy seemed to de-

scend on her.

"You knew?"
"I knew, yes, I knew. Something told

me you were come at last. And I've wait-

ed—how I've waited! I've ciT-amed, but
it's not a dream now, is it, dear; it's you?"

"Yes, it's me. I've tried so hard to find

you. O my dear, my dear!"
I seized the sweet, soft hand and cover-

ed it with kisses. At that moment I could
have kis.sed the shadow of that little hand

;

I could have fallen before her in speech-

less adoration; I could have made my
heart a footstool for her feet ; I could have
given her, 0, so gladly, my paltry life to

save her from a moment's sorrow—I loved
her so, I loved her so

!

"High and low I've sought you, belov-

ed. Morning, noon and night you've
been in my brain, my heart, my soul. I've

loved you every moment of my life. It's

been desire feeding despair, and, O, the

agony of it. Thank God, I've found vou
dear! thank God! thank God!"

Love, look down on us and choir your
harmonies! Transported was I, speaking
with whirling w^ords of sweetest madness,
tremulous, uplifting with rapture, scarce

conscious of my wild, impassioned meta-
phors. It was she, most precious of all

creation ; she, my beloved. And there, in

the doorway, she poised, white as a lily,

lustrous-eyed, and with hair soft as sunlit

foam. O Divinity of Love, look down on
us thy children; fold us in thy dove-soft

wings; illumine us in thy white radiance;

touch us with thy celestial hands. Bless

us, Love

!

How vastly alight were the grey eyes!

How ineffably tender the sweet lips! A
faint glow had come into her cheeks.

"O, it's you, really, really you at last,"

she cried again, and there was a tremor,

the surface ripple of a sob in that clear

voice. She fetched a deep sigh; "And I

thought I'd lost you forever. Wait a mo-
ment. I'll come out."

Endlessly long the moment seemed, yet

wondrously irradiate. The shadow had
lifted from the world; the skies were
alight with gladness; my heart was
heaven-aspiring in its ecstasy. Then, at

last, she came.
She had thrown a .shawl around her

shoulders, and coaxed her hair into charm-
ing waves and ripples.

"Come, let us go up the trail a little

distance. They won't be back for nearly

an hour."
She led the way along that narrow path,

looking over her shoulder with a glorious

smile, sometimes extending her liand back

to me as one would w4th a child.

Along the brow of the bluff the way
wound dizzily, while far l^elow the river

swept in a giant eddy. For a long time

we spoke no word. 'Twas a.s if our hearts

were too full for utterance, our happiness

too vast for expression. Yet, O, the

.sweetness of that silence. The darkling

gloom had silvered into lustrous light, the

birds were beginning again their mad
midnight melodies. Then, suddenly

turning a bend in the narrow^ trail, a

blaze of glory leapt upon our sight.

"Look, Berna," I cried.

The swelling river w^as a lake of saffron

fire ; the hills a throne of rosy garnet ; the

sky a dazzling panoply of rubies, girdled

with flames of gold. We almost cringed,

so gorgeous was its glow, so fierce its

splendour.

Then, when we had seated ourselves on

the hillside, facing the conflagration, she

turned to me.
"And so you found me, dear. I knew

you would, somehow. In my heart I

knew you would not fail me. So I wait-

ed and waited. The time seemed pitiless-

ly long. I only thought of you once, and
that was always. It w^as cruel we left so

suddenly, not even time to say good-bye.

I can't tell vou how bad I felt about it.
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but 1 c<)nl<l not lii'l}. myself. Tliey «lra.u-

ged nie away. They began to he afraid

of you, and he bade them leave at once.

So "in tlie early morning we started."

"I see, I .see." I looked into the pools

of her eye.s; 1 sheathed her white hands

in my brown ones, thrilling greatly at the

contiict of them.

"Tell me about it, ehild. Ha.s he both-

ered you?"
"Oh, not ."^o imich. He thinks he has

me .safe enough, trapped, awaiting his

pleasure. Hut he's taken up with some

woman of the town ju.>^t now. By and bye

he'll turn his attention to me."
"Terrible! Terrible! Berna, you

wring my heart. How can you talk of

sueh things in that inatter-of-faot way

—

it nuiddens me."

An odd, hard look ridged the corners

of her mouth.

"I don't know. Sometimes I'm sur-

prised at myself how philosophical I'm
getting."

"But, Berna, surely nothing in this

world would ever make you yield? O,
it's horriljle! horrible!"

She leaned to me tenderly. She put
my arms around her neck; she looked at

me till I .saw my face mirrored in her
eyes.

"NoUiing in the w^orld, dear, so long as
I have you to love me and help me. If
ever you fail me, well, then it wouldn't
matter nuich what became of me."
"Even then," I said, "it wonld be too

awful for words. I would rather drag
your body from that river than see you
yield to him. He's a monster. His very
touch is profanation. He could not look
on tlie Virgin Mary without cvnical lust
in his heart."

"I know, my boy, I know. Believe me
and trust me. I would rather throw^ my-
.-elf from the blutF here than let him put
a hand on me. And so long as I have
your love, dear, I'm safe enough. Don't
fear. 0, it's been terrible not seeing von.
I've craved for you cejiselessly. I've never
l)een out, since we came "here. Thev
wouldn't let me. Thev kept in them-
selves. He bade them. He ha." them
l>oth under his thnmb. But now, for some
reason, he has relaxed. Thev're going to
open a restaurant dowti town, and I'm to
wait on table."

'•No, you're not!" I cried, "not if I have

anything to say in the matter. Berna, I

can't bear to think of you in that gar-

bage-heap of corruption down there. You
must marry me—now."

"Now," .she echoed, her eyes wide with

surprise.

"Yes, right away, dear. There's noth-

ing to prevent us. 0, Berna, I love you,

I want you, I need you. I'm just dis-

tracted, dear. 1 never know a moment's
peace. 1 cannot take an interest in any-

thing. When I speak to others I'm think-

ing of you, you all the time. O, I can't

bear it, dearest; have pity on me: marry
me now."

In an agony of suspense I waited for

lier answer. For a long time she sat

there, thoughtful and quiet, her eyes cast

down. At last she raised them to me.

"You said one year."

"Yes, but I was sorry afterwards. 1

want you now. I can't wait."

She looked at me gravely. Her voice

was very soft, very tender.

"I think it better we should wait, dear.

This is a blind, sudden desire on your
part. I mustn't take advantage of it. You
pity me, fear for me, and you have known
.so few other girls. It's generosity, chiv-

alry, not love for poor little me. 0, we
mustn't, we mustn't. And then—you
might change."

"Change! I'll never, never change," I

pleaded. "I'll always be yours, aksolute-

ly, wholly yours, little girl; body and
soul, to make or to mar, for ever and ever

and ever."

"Well, it seems, so sudden, so burning,
so intense, your love, dear. I'm afraid.

I'm afraid. Maybe it's not the kind that

lasts. Maybe you'll tire. I'm not worth
it, dear, indeed, I'm not. I'm only a poor
ignorant girl. If there were others near,

you would never think of me."
"Berna," I said, "if you were among a

thousand, and they were the most ador-
able in all the world, I would pass over
them all and turn with joy and gratitude
to you. Then, if I were an Emperor on a

throne, and you the humblest in all that
throng, I would raise you up beside me
on the throne and call you 'Queen.'

"

"Ah, no," she said .sadly, "you were
wise once. I saw it afterwards. Better
wait one year."
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"Oh, my dearest," I reproached her,

"once you offered yourself to me under
anv conditions. Why have vou chang-

ed?"
"I don't know. I'm bitterly ashamed

of that. Never speak of it again."

She went on very quietly, full of gen-

tle patience.

"You know, I've been thinking a great

deal since then. In the long, long days

and longer nights, when I waited here in

misery, hoping alwavs you w^ould come to

me, I had time to reflect, to weight your
words. I remember them all: 'love that

means life and death, that great dazzling

light, that passion that would raise to

heaven or drag to hell.' You have awak-
ened the woman in me; I must have a

love like that."

"You have, my precious; you have, in-

deed."

"Well, then, let me have time to test it.

This is June. Next June, if you have not

made up your mind you were foolish,

blind, hasty, I will give myself to you
with all the love in the world."

"Perhaps you will change."
She smiled a peculiar little smile.

"Never, never fear that. I will be wait-

ing for you, longing for you, loving you
more and more every day."

I was bitterly cast down, crestfallen,

numbed with the blow of her refusal.

"Just now," she said, "I would only be
a drag on you. I believe in you. I have
faith in you. I want to see you go out
and mix in the battle of life. I know you
will win. For my sake, dear, win. I

would handicap you just now. Tliere are

all kinds of chances. Let us wait, boy,
just a year."

I saw the pathetic wisdom of her words.

"I know you fear something will hap-
pen to me. No! I think I will be quite

safe. I can withstand him. After a while
he will leave me alone. And if it should
come to the worst I can call on you. You
mustn't go too far away. I will die rather
than let him lay a hand on me. Till

next June, dear, not a day longer. We
will both be the better for the wait."

I bowed my head. "Very well," I said

huskilv ; "and what will I do in the mean-
time?"

"Do! Do what you would have done
otherwise. Do not let a woman divert
the current of your life ; let her swim with

D

it. Go out on the creeks. Work. It will

be better for you to go away. It will make
it easier for me. Here we will both tor-

ture each other. I, too, will work and live

quietly, and long for you. The time will

pass quickly. You will come and see me
sometimes?"

"Yes," I answered. My voice choked
with emotion.
"Now we must go home," she said;

"I'm afraid they will be back."
She rose and I followed her down the

narrow trail. Once or twice she turned
and gave me a bright, tender look. I

worshipped her more than ever. Was
there ever maid more sweet, more gentle,

more quick with anxious love? "Bless

her, O bless her," I sighed. "Whatever
comes, may she be happy." I adored her,

but a great sadness filled my heart, and
never a word I spoke.

We reached the cabin, and on the

threshold she paused. The others had not
yet returned. Both hands she held out

to me, and her eyes were glittering with
tears.

"Be brave, my dearest; it's all for my
sake—if you love me."

"I love you, my darling; anything for

your sake. I'll go to-morrow."
"We're betrothed now, aren't we, dear-

est?"

"We're betrothed, my love."

She swayed to me and seemed to fit in-

to my arms as a sword fits into its sheath.

My lips lay on hers, and I kissed her with
a passionate joy. She took my face be-

tween her hands and gazed at me long
and earnestly.

"I love you, I love you," she murmur-
ed; "next June, my darling, next June."
Then she gently slipped away from me,

and I was gazing blankly at the closed

door.

"Next June," I heard a voice echo;
and there looking at me with a smile, was
Locasto.

CHAPTER VIII

It comes like a violent jar to be awaken-
ed so rudely from a trance of love, to turn
suddenly from the one you care for most
in all the world, and behold the one you
have best reason to hate. Nevertheless, it

is not in human nature to descend rocket-

wise from the ethereal heights of love. I

was still in an exalted state of mind when
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1 turned ami fonfionted Locasto. Hate

wjw fur from mv heart, and when I saw

iho man liimseli' w:us regarding me with

no particular unfriendliness, I was dis-

posed to put asiile for the moment all feel-

ings of enmity. The generosity of the

victor glowed within me.

As he advanced to me his manner was

idmost urbane in its geniality.

•'You must forgive me," he said, not

without dignity, "for overhearing you;

hut hy chance 1 was passing and dropped

uponVou before I realized it."

He extended liis hand frankly.

"I trust my congratulations on your

ijood luck will not be entirely obnoxious.

I know that my conduct in this affair can-

not have impressed you in a very favor-

able light ; but I am a badly beaten man.

Can't you be generous and let by-gones

be by-gones? Won't you?"
I had not yet come down to earth. I

was still soaring in the rarefied heights of

love, and inclined to a general amnesty
towards my enemies.

As he stood there, quiet and compelling,

there was an a.ssumption of frankness and
honesty about this man that it was hard to

withstand. For the nonce I was persuad-

ed of his sincerity, and weakly I sur-

rendered my hand. His grip made me
wince.

"Yes, again I congratulate you. I

know and admire her. The}'^ don't make
them any better. She's pure gold. She's
a little queen, and the man she cares for

ought to be proud and happy. Now, I'm
a man of the world, I'm cynical about wo-
man as a rule. I respect my mother and
my sisters—beyond that " He shrug-
ged his shoulders expressively.

"But this girl's different. I always felt

in her presence as I used to feel twenty-
five years ago when I was a young man
mih all my ideals untarnished, my heart
pure, and woman holy in my sight."
He sighed.

"You know, young man, I've never told
it to a soul before, but I'd give all I'm
worth—a clear million—to have those
davs back. I've never been happy since."
He drew back quickly from the verge

of sentiment.

"Well, young man, you mustn't mind
me taking an interest in your sweetheart.

I'm old enough to be her father, you

know, and she touches me .strangely.

Now, don't distrust me. I want to be a

friend to you both. I want to help you

to be happy. Jack Locasto's not such a

bad lot, as you'll find when you know me.

Is there anything I can do for you? What
are you going to do in this country?"

"I don't quite know yet," I said. "I

hope to stake a good claim when the

chance comes. Meantime I'm going to

get work on the creeks."

"You are?" he said thoughtfully; "do

you know anyone?"
"No."
"Well, I'll tell you what: I've got lay-

men working on my Eldorado claim; I'll

give you a note to them if you like."

I thanked him.
"Oh, that's all right," he said. "I'm

sorry I played such a mean part in the

past, and I'll do anything in my power

to straighten things out. Believe me, I

mean it. Your English friend gave me
the worst drubbing of my life, but three

days after I went round and shook hands
with liim. Fine fellow that. We opened
a case of wine to celebrate the victory.

Oh, we're good friends now. I always

own up when I'm beaten, and I never bear

ill-will. If I can help you in any way
and hasten your marriage to that little

girl there, well, you can just bank on Jack
Locasto: that's all."

I must say the man could be most con-

ciliating when he chose. There was a

gravity in his manner, a suave courtesy in

his tone, the heritage of his Spaniard fore-

fathers, that convinced one almost in spite

of their better judgment. No doubt he
was magnetic, dominating, a master of

men. I thought: there are two Locastos,

the primordial one, the Indian, who had
assaulted me: and the dignified genial

one, the Spaniard, who was willing to own
defeat and make amends. Why should I

not take him as I found him?
So, as he talked entertainingly to me,

my fears were dissipated, my suspicions

lulled. And when we parted we shook
hands cordially.

"Don't forget," he said; "if you want
help bank on me. I mean it now, I mean
it."

(To be continued.)



THE BLACK PLAGUE

WI-IENEVER there is a great war, or

an exciting event such as the siege

of the anarchists in London, there

are ahvays enterprising photographers
who will venture into most ticklish posi-

tions to obtain pictures of the event. Sub-
sequently these pictures are reproduced
in the various papers throughout the

world.

But it is safe to say that very few pic-

tures are being printed to-day that show
the progress of the Black Plague in the

East. Photographers are less intrepid

when it comes to facing an enemy that

cannot be seen, and that creeps into one's

system, unfelt, until it seizes the very
seat of life and chokes one to death.

There are some pictures, to be sure. Some
of these we reproduce from various papers
that have been dealing with the subject.

But on the whole the material is scanty,

and it is doubtful, even if plenty of photo-
graphs were available, whether the aver-

age editor would be keen on handling
anything that might have come from the

plague districts of the world.

So keen has become the apprehension
throughout Europe at the unprecedented
development of the plague epidemic in the
far East, says Current Literature, that

French dailies discussed last month a pro-

ject for international action against the

advancing peril. The spectacular tour of

the German Crown Prince was brought

to a sudden close in India, while the com-
ing visit of King George to the greatest of

all the British dependencies may be put
off indefinitely. ^lany grim stories of the

epidemic in Manchuria are related in the

advices of the Paris Temps from Harbin.
"Some of them are almost too terrible

for repetition. Many seem less ghastly

only because of the heroism they reveal

on the part of Europeans fighting the

scourge." Doctor Meunier, the distin-

guished Paris specialist, met his death
while doing his utmost to stay the epi-

demic. Refugees from Chinese cities now
in Harbin say that not only do the Chin-
ese throw corpses into the street, but hurl
plague patients yet alive out of the win-
dows of the houses. One correspondent

—

that of the London Telegraph—affirms

that in a two hours' walk through a Man-
churian town he counted thirty-six bodies
in the streets. "Pariah dogs and birds of

prey gather over every center of popula-
tion." It is not unu.sual to encounter an
entire community peopled by the dead.

In some instances wild beasts have left

but the skeletons of the victims. Such are

the incidents of a plague epidemic, which
in China, we read in the London paper,

has attained "horrible dimensions." It

is said to have been brought from the

north by native hunters.

Had not the Chinese officials, with char-

acteristic listlessness, watched the epidemic
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iu its intipicncy, with no thought of ther-

apeutic intervention, the scourge, says the

Tennw, iniglit easily have been checked

months ago. "The supply of medical

men is not adequate to cope with an out-

break of sucli an extent as now threatpns

the celestial emj^ire, and additional doc-

tors were sent for as far away as St. Pet-

ersburg." The death rate at Harbin three

weeks ago was two hundred a day, the

French daily reports. "There are no

proper means of di.^posing of the

dead, and in many cases corpses

arc thrown by scores into the

river, thus disseminating the evil." Traf-

fic on railroads in northern China came
to a standstill in con.sequence of such con-

ditions. Voyagers between Siberia and

the South are subject to rigid quarantine

l»efore being allowed to proceed to Dalny
and Port Arthur. At Vladivostock the

precautions of the Russian officials proved

suflieiently stringent to hold the plague at

bay, but in Peking .several cases were noti-

fied to the diplomatic corps less than a

month ago.

The spread of the epidemic in the Chin-

ese capital was reported as "very slow" by
tlic physician to the British legation last

month. Tliere is a possibility of exag-

geration in reports from some parts of

Ciiina, the Paris Debats hints. The
weight of evidence, however, justifies the
seni^ational inferences in London dailies.

German authorities, as indicated in the
Berlin Kreuz-Zeitung, take an alarmist
view of the .situation. Special precautions
were put into effect at Kia Chau. It is

deemed significant, too, that the Chinese
Regent, wlio did not at first take the
l»lague .seriously, is at present exerting
liini-self to stay its ravages. He has even
decreed that any Chinese physician who
may lose his life through the malady will
be accorded posthumous honors^ and
monetary rewards as if a state of war exist-
ed. The force of guards at the great wall
wa.s strengthened at the .«anie time, the
object being to halt the army of refugees
from Manchuria. A spirited controversy
seems to have divided the medical men
from Europe who were sent to the scene
from Ru.ssia while the Manchurians were
perishing. The epidemic is of the most
virulent pneumonic form, according to
Doctor Christie, of the United Free
Church of Scotland Mission, who is in the

forefront of the fight at Mukden. The
Russian authorities seem to have formed

another idea of the subject. The lo^y tem-

perature of the region affected at this sea-

.son seems to the Scotch expert favorable

to the bacillus.

Then there is the following in the Lon-

don Magazine, by E. S, Grew:

Not more than a stone's throw from

the spot where the London Magazine is

printed was a plague-pit in which the bod-

ies of those who died from the Great

Plague of London in 1666 were tumbled

from carts at night. When the excava-

tions Avere made near Aldwych the nav-

vies found some of the old plague-pipes

which the burial men used to smoke while

at their dreadful task, throwing the pipes

into the burial pits when they covered up
the bodies.

But it is impossible (people hastily add,

when summoning these recollections) that

plague should ever revi-sit England. Its

visitations belong to bygone centuries

when the Black Death was a menace to

Europe, devastating the ports and spread-

ing from Genoa and Venice to the hill

towns of Italy; and finding its way by
water from Con.stantinople to London and
Vienna and Amsterdam.

Is it impos-sible? Plague is not far

away. Seven millions of people have died

from it in India in the last fourteen years.

Think of it. Plague has swept away the

entire population of a Greater London
from India since 1896, and—the plague
never sleeps. It dies down and revives.

It returns and returns. In one year, and
that is only seven years ago (1904),
plague killed more than a million people

in India. It can be fought and the deaths
reduced. Its deva.station can be lessened.

But fighting it is like fighting an under-
ground fire. Its .spread cannot be distinct-

ly followed. While, above-ground and
within sight, the plague is being fought,

it may be in full bla.st beneath the earth,

in the drains and sewers, in the unclean
corners and hollows of walls and roofs and
gullies of houses. In a word, while the
human community is slowly recovering
with a gasp from the epidemic which has
swept it, plague is smouldering among
rats of the city or the village and is gath-
ering forces for a renewed onslaught on
man.
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THE BLACK PLAGUE; THE OPEN CEMETERY OF THE CHINESE; COFFINS MERELY
LAID ON THE EARTH'S SURFACE."

Throughout the greater part of China, says the Taller, from which this drawing is reproduced, it is the
custom not to bury the dead, but to place them in their coffins on ground specially reserved for the pur-
pose near the tow^n or village. When night falls, these cemeter es take an even more gruesome aspect
than they do during the day. There can be little doubt that such methods as these have helped the

plague which is at present raging to attain its terrible dimensions.
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curring every week in some district or

other. The smallest number recorded in

one month in the Punjab is 129. Just

as there is an off-plague season among hu-
man beings, so there is an off-plague sea-

son among rats. But there is this impor-
tant distinction; while among human be-

ings the number of cases falls so low that

the plague epidemic may be said to have
subsided, there is ahvays plague among
rats. It may fall in the hot weather be-

cause the conditions for infection become
unfavorable. But plague is always there,

awaiting the suitable moment when it

may spread into renewed virulence from
rat to rat and from rat to man. There can

be no extermination of the plague without

extermination of the rat.

Let us be quite clear on this point.

People have a confused idea of how plague

spreads. With pictures in their minds of

Defoe's account of the Great Plague in

London, they imagine whole families

catching plague from one another. They
see husbands shrinking away from wives,

mothers from their children, when the

dreaded plague-spots appear; they see the

passer-by drawing away with a shudder
from houses marked with a cross to show
that plague is there; they hear the cry of

the men with the carts at night: "Bring-

out your dead!"
That is no doubt what happened in

London. But usually plague is not

'^catching" in that way. There is one
form of plague which is contagious. It is

the only really contagious form—plague-

pneumonia. Plague-pneumonia is com-
paratively a rare disease. There was an
undoubted case in England some eighteen

months ago. The victim, who was a

young and brilliant investigator in the

cause of science, did not at first suspect

the nature of his seizure. The onset be-

gins with a high temperature and pains

in the head, and so may be (and was)
taken for influenza. But at an early

stage in plague-pneumonia the germs of

plague seize on the lungs. The patient be-

comes delirious; he is anxious to move
about and it is difficult to restrain him.
He coughs and spits incessantly, and the

germs of plague are thus constantly dis-

tributed among those who are near him.
In the case of which we are speaking, the

patient was devotedly nursed by two of

his colleagues; and to minimise the dan-

ger of contagion to themselves they wore

masks of cotton-wool throughout the ill-

ness, and no one but themselves was allow-

ed to approach the patient. He died, a

martyr to science.

What is truly alarming at the present

juncture is that the four cases of plague
which resulted in the deaths of those af-

fected at Freston, near Shotley, in Suf-

folk, during last year, were cases of plague-

pneumonia. This disease is so infectious

that a healthy person who, unprotected

by a mask or other precaution, entered a

room where a sufferer from plague-pneu-
monia was coughing or sneezing, would

THE BLACK PLAGUE; "LOWERING A CHILD
FROM A PLAGUE-STRICKEN HOUSE."

In 1665. From the paintme by F. W. W.
Topham.

—

Sphere.

be hable to contract the dis-

ease — if merely a droplet of

the patient's sputum fell on his face. The
victims at Freston all died very quickly,

and one undoubtedly contracted the dis-

ease from another. There have been dur-

ing the last three years a mysterious num-
ber of pneumonia cases in the neighbor-

hood. Some are now suspected to have
been plague-pneumonia.

It seems likely from historical records

that in the instance of the Great Plague
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of Loudon there was a good deal ot

plaKUc-pneumonia (the scourge fell in the

wiiJler montlis), and consequently the

allliction spread from person to person.

I'eopio died like Ihes—or like rats. The

mortality in plague-pneumonia is 95 per

cent. Not one person in ten survives it.

Hut ordinarily plague requires a car-

rier. What are the carriers of plague?

The carriers of plague are in the first

place rats. Hut how do rats convey plague

from one to another? Not, as was at first

supposed, by contact with one another,

or even by eating one another. Plague is

conveyed ^from rat to rat by the rat flea.

It is conveyed in the same way from rat

to man. A rat has plague. Its body is

infested with plague bacilli. In every

drop of its blood there may be innumer-

able bacteria.

A Ilea bites the sick rat, and w^th the

rat's blood swallows plague bacilli. If

the rat has plague badly the flea may
swallow as many as 5,000 plague bacilli.

However slightly the rat has plague the

flea will swallow some germs, and these

germs will multiply in its stomach. The
flea, when its victim dies, or before, has-

tens to other rats and inoculates them
with the bacilli of plague—the bacilli find-

ing their way in through the stab that the

flea has made. When the rats are killed

oflf by the disease, the flea, from hunger,
takes to man—bites him, inoculates him,
kills him with plague. It is a nasty sub-
ject, full of nasty details. It is not nastier

than the rat.

Let us now consider the rat, which is

tlic first cause of plague. There are many
difl'erent kinds of rats, but we may divide
them for convenience into field-rats and
house-rats. This is not a very accurate
division, because some field-rats enter
hou.ses, and some house-rats are occasion-
ally found in the fields. It is the house-
frequenting rats which are of prime im-
portance so far as plague in man is con-
cerned.

There are, in India, four kinds of rats
which frequent houses, though two of
them, familiarly known as bandicoots, the
large bandicoot and the lesser bandicoot,
do not anpear to play an important part
in spreading plague 'now. They almost
disappeared from Bombay when plague
was introduced there.

That leaves two other kinds of rats on

wdiich plague depends for its perpetuation.

One is the sewer-rat. It is the well-known

grey rat, the scientific name of which is

Miis decumanus, and which has .spread to

all countries. It is the commonest rat in

England, and is said to have been import-

ed from Norway, and so is often called the

Norwegian rat. It is also called the Han-
overian rat, and there is reason for believ-

ing that it came to England from Persia

in 1727. Before its importation into Eng-
land the commonest rat in this country

was the black rat, sometimes called the

Alexandrine rat {Mus rattus.) The big

grey sewer-rat, stronger and fiercer, drove

the black rat out; and it is sometimes said

that the disappearance of plague in Eng-
land coincided ^vith the disappearance of

the black rat. That is a very doubtful

statement.

In the first place there is nothing to

show that the disappearance of plague co-

incided with the diminution of the black

rat, which must have been very gradual.

In the second place, the black rat has not

disappeared. Black rats occur in London
w^arehouses, and are abundant in Great

Yarmouth and other localities. In Liver-

pool they are increasing in number. In
the third place, plague occurs among
sewer-rats as well as among black rats.

Black rats spread plague among human
beings to the greater extent because of

their habits.

The grey Norwegian rat, or sewer-rat,

despite his strength and fierceness and a
certain powder of survival which has enabl-

ed it to spread all over the world so that

it is now^ a pest in Australia, w^here it has
travelled up country by way of the rivers

and streams, and is growing to an enor-

mous size as well as greatly increasing in

numbers ; this rat is, nevertheless, shy and
timid of manner. It shuns the society of

man, but lives on the garbage he leaves.

It lives chiefly in burrows and drains con-
structed for the most part outside human
habitations, but it enters houses for food.

It is a dirty rat, with greyish or brownish
fur and a hairy tail.

The black rat is easily distinguished
from the sewer-rat by its long tail and its

large ears. It is a neat, clean-living crea-

ture; and in India one can call it a very
domesticated animal, for it is constantly
associated with man, as represented by the
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THE BLACK PLAGUE; "MASKED THAT THEY MAY NOT BREATHE -IN BACILLI;
OFFICIALS IN A PLAGUE-RIDDEN DISTRICT."

RAILWAY

'Naturally enough, many precautions are now being taken to prevent the spread of the plague. For
instance, the regulations imposed on the Japanese post-offices in Manchuria provide for the fumigation of
mail-bags, and so on, with formalinum vapor, to which they are exposed for somew/here about an hour
at a temperature of 60 degrees Fahrenheit : heat, it is said, being the only disinfectant that can be relied
upon in the case of the pneumonic plague bacillus Doctors, railway officials, sanitary officials indeed,
those whose duties call them to work in the affected areas— take every precaution possible : witness these
railway officials who, like members of the sanitary service, wear white, shroud-like garments, and have

their faces covered with veils soaked in iodoform."

—

The Taller.
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Iiulian native. The nntivo (l(»^s not niiuii

mind the rat. In one dwellin.u which wa.^

investigated hy the Plngno Commissioners,

and which wa.^ about the size of a lartre

hnthin;i-machiii(', more than three himd-

n-d hlack rats were found.

Tlio hlack rat Hvos and l)reed.s in sucli

dwelhnjis; in tlic mud walls; amons the

roof-hcam.s and in the hollow roof; in

cupboards, beneath boxes, or amonc; any

sort of lumber. It finds in the squalid

native villajie.s ideal condition.s for exist-

ence. Thus intimately associated with

man, it readily finds shelter on ships and

trains amonir the materials placed on

Ixiard for transport.

Some figures are available respecting

tiie comparative populations of the sew^er-

rats and the black rats. In the whole

Bombay district there are probably three

sewer-rats to every seven hou-se-rats. The
jtroportions, of cour.^'e, are not the same
in the Punjab villages, where there are

more rats than people, but where all the

rat.s are black rats. A Punjab village may
be looked on as V)eing honey-combed w^th
rat-burrows, which ramify in all direc-

tions. But every habit of the native en-

courages the rat.

\ white man. finding rats in his bunga-
low, would quickly make up his mind that
he would not have rats there; he w^ould
take the most vigorous steps to extermin-
ate them. Not .so the native. The native
suffers the presence of the rat even as he
suffers the presence of vermin; or as he
encourages the pre.sence of goats and
fowls in his living-room. The rat. encour-
aged by this indifference of the other dom-
estic animals, repays his host by furnish-
ing him with a supply of the germs of
the plague.

In India the proportion of white people
who are infected with plague is small.
That is. of course, because from their
habits, and because of the condition of
their houses, they are not often brought
within the influence of plague. The white
people recover from plague better than
the natives. That mu.st not be taken to
imply that the white man is le.ss su.scep-
tible to plague than the Asiatic. His re-
coverv is due partly to better nursing and
partly to the fact that he has not the' feel-
ing of despairing fatality of the native.
I he sick Asiatic seldom makes a fight for
life.

i.el u.s now con.sider the transference of

plague from the rat to man, for the bacilli

of plague exist in the first place in.?ide the

rat, and there must be some means by

which man is inoculated with them. Some
agent is necessitated. After much patient

investigation and experiment, the rat-flea

ha.s been proved to play this part. Most

people know very little about fleas, and in

England e.specially, polite persons do not

even care to mention them save with bat-

ed breath. But as Captain Glen Liston,

of the Plague Commission, observes, the

subject of infection cannot be made clear

without saying a word or two on the habits

of fleas. There are some six kinds of

fleas which have been found on rats.

Now fleas are para.sites; and like para-

sites, they have preferences. Some fleas

will bite one kind of animal only. The
human flea (Pulex irritans) , for example.

is seldom found on any other animal than
man. Then there is a rat-flea found in

some parts of Europe (and called Typho-
tops]iUa musculi) which will hardly bite

anything but a rat. As a matter of fact

this is a very reassuring circumstance

about this flea because it has been distinct-

ly showm to be a flea which can and does

transfer plague from rat to rat. This rat-

flea, though common enough in rats in

some parts of Europe, is not the common-
est of the European rat-fleas. That dis-

tinction is held by Ceratophyllus fasciatus.

The one redeeming feature about this flea

is that it does not readily bite man. It

wdll bite him, however, when starved for

two or three days.

The last of the fleas, Pulex cheopis, is

the flea which is found on the plague rats

of India. This flea has been proved with-

out the vestige of a doubt to be a carrier

of plague from rat to rat and from rat to

man. It prefers the rat, but it wnll readily
bite man. A human arm plunged into a

laboratory jar where these fleas are pre-

served becomes at once attacked by them.

The varying appetite of the rat-fleas in

different parts of the world for human
blood. may be an important factor in the
prevalence of plague among human be-
ings. But the foundations of security are
rather slender when they seem to depend
on such a slightly varying cause.
A flea which has fuly gorged itself on

the blood of a plague-infected rat does not
entirely rid itself of the plague bacilli
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which it has swallowed for nearly three

weeks. If in that time it does not find a

rat to feed on it will certainly be hungry
enough to feed on anything. The Pulex
cheopis, which does not live in England,
bites man readily. The Ceratopliyllus

fasciatus, which does live in England, is

not eager to bite man. But it has been
shown that it will take to man in Aus-
tralia, and therefore it may become a car-

rier of plague. It is not impossible for

parasites to change their food habits under
pressure of hunger. If there were a con-

tinuous rat plague in England as there is a
continuous rat pague in India; and if

under pressure of hunger the European
rat-flea acquired the habit of feeding on
human beings, then there would he a per-

petual danger of small outbreaks of bu-
bonic plague in all places where rats ap-

proached human habitations, whether in

the slums of harbour towns and ports, or

about farms and villages.

There is one other consideration to be
mentioned. Rat-fleas are not great pedes-

trians. The rat-flea of India w^ould regard
thirty j^ards as rather a long journey. Its

longer journeys are undertaken on the
back of the rat. The rat is not itself much
of a traveller, but at times rats are carried
for long distances in trains and in ships,

concealed among various articles of com-
merce, especially grain and rags. In this

way the plague-infected flea may be
transported from place to place with the
rats. It is possible that fleas containing
the germ of plague may thus have been
carried to Suffolk by ships which pass
Shotley Point on their w^ay vip the Stour
or the Orwell. The numbers of rats in
that neighborhood on both sides of the
estuary are very great. It has been clearly

shown that an epidemic of plague is either

smouldering or raging among them. That
being the case, there is no reason why the
fleas -which infest the rats should not find
their way ultimately to the domestic ani-

mals and the ground game of neighbor-
ing Suffolk. An instance similar to this

is now occurring in California, where
plague is believed to be spreading or to

have spread from San Francisco up coun-
try by means of the California rabbit or
ground squirrel. The number of fleas on
rats is very great; thirty is no uncommon
number, and the numbers increase as the
rat falls a prey to the disease. A hun-

dred fleas have been found on a plague
rat. We have spoken of the transfer-

ence of these fleas to other animals.
Guinea-pigs placed in plague-houses have
been found to attract as many as thirty-

plague-infected fleas to themselves. The
guinea-pigs died of plague. Wherever,
then, the plague-rat exists the danger is

ever-present that the disease may spread
from the rat to other animals or to man.

In the security of his own home, where
a rat is as seldom seen as a burglar, the
Englishman is apt to imagine that such a
thing as plague could never happen to
him. Fenced about by sanitary author-
ities, protected by hygienic measures and
restrictions, he cannot conceive that plague
should ever again sweep London as it de-
vastated the city two hundred years ago,
and as it is devastating the towns and
villages of India to-day. But he forgets
that in the restaurants where he eats, or
in the billiard-rooms where he has a quiet
game of pool, rats are lurking beneath the
flooring, or perhaps are peering at the
diners from the skirting-boards. There is

a justly celebrated restaurant in the Strand
from which the rats have now been evict-

ed. But a few years ago late customers
would often be startled by seeing a rat

scamper across the floor, and an hour after
the doors had been closed the floor was
black with rats. Two hundred rats have
been taken by the ratcatchers as one
night's bag. The rat population of under-
ground London is as great as that of hu-
man beings above ground. What would
happen if plague, brought from some of
the black rats of the grain-ships, broke
out among the London rats?

It would spread among them, especially
in winter, till plague was within striking
distance of every home in London that has
drains. And if plague once thrust its

head up from the sewers to some of the
slums in East London, or South London—then a plague of Greater London might
change the face of history.

Let us now^ consider what this means,
or what it may mean. If by some series

of disastrous coincidences plague were to

spring up in half a dozen places at once
among human beings; and if the disease
were to assume that frightful pneumonia
form ivhich has characterised the five as-

certained cases of plague occurring in Eng-
land during the last twelve months then
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there aru few medical authorities in this

country who could set a limit to the devas-

tation Which might ensue. We do not live

in the times of the Great Plague of Lon-

don, and probably our modern

iiygionic precautions would prevent

cumstances should not a disease so ter-

ril)ly infectious as pneumonic plague

spread too?

But even if it were arrested before it

had gone far, does anyone realize what an

outbreak of plague, numbering thirty,

A LOWER-CLASS FAMILY IN CHINA THE PUBLIC PLACE FOR THE POOR
AND DYING. CANTON

AN OLD-FASHIONED REMEDY IN JAPAN
A Japanese girl before the Toothache

Shrine. Japan.

the infection from sweeping the
country like a furnace fire. But
after all, in spite of all our science,
epidemics of other diseases have spread!
and do spread. Why in exceptional cir-

forty or fifty cases in London or Liverpool
or Glasgow would imply? Even a solitarv
case of plague has to be notified to ail

foreign Governments. A definite out-
break of patently infectious plague in the
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London Docks would result in the placing

of every ship from the Port of London in

quarantine when it reached a foreign port.

That would be merely the beginning ; and
if the epidemic assumed a grave aspect,

the trade of the Port of London would be
paralyzed.

We need not dwell on further possibili-

ties of horror if plague developed in Eng-
land as it has in Asia.

"While the rat lives it is a threat to the
lives and health of human beings. We
have enjoyed immunity so long that we
refuse to believe in the possibility. But
the possibility is always there; and the
only chance of abolishing it is the aboli-

tion of the rat.

® ®

WHAT ABOUT ENGLAND'S ARMY?

CECILE BATTINE is a war-Uke
gentleman, whose soul vibrates to

the tread of armies. But he has

little use for navies, and precious little

use for the present government of Eng-
land. In fact, he ascribes short-sighted-

ness, ignorance and stupidity to the Ad-
ministration. Writing in the Fortnightly

Review, he argues that England should
look more to her army and less to her
navy. He writes informingiy, and bitter-

ly at times. The following condensation

is an interesting comment on the Europ-
ean situation. He says:

By reason of its unique position on the

Bosphorus, and by the prestige of its long
reign as metropolis of the Eastern Roman
Empire, Constantinonle still maintains a

reputation for political and strategical

value which actual conditions of war and
policy do not really confer. Even in the

grip of a progressive and solvent military

Power the shores of the Sea of jSIarmora

would no longer possess the overwhelming
importance popularly attributed to them
as the key of the Near East. Disraeli, in

one of his last speeches, declared that the

key to India was in London, and this

statement conveyed an important truth.

Not localities, but the men who control

them, fLx the fate of nations.
,

The statesmen of Europe are well aware
of its reduced importance from a military

point of view, and even among the ama-
teur parliamentary politicians of our own
country it would now be impossible to

work up the feverish excitement which
impelled them to embark upon the Crim-
ean War, and whicn nearly involved Brit-

ain in another war with Russia in 1878.

The Turiksh army has been to a great

extent remodelled and reformed by the
German instructors who have been lent
to the Sultan under General von der Goltz,
and it has on its muster-rolls half a mil-
lion of hardy and fairly well-trained sol-

chers. The officers are, however, far be-
low the general standard of European ar-

mies, and the administration and general
resources for mobilising and concentrat-
ing the army on a war footing are known
to be in a parlous condition. It is prob-
able, however, that Turkey could in two
months put nine army corps actually in
the field; that is, an army of about 330,-
000 men. Bulgaria could move about
150,000, and Roumania nearly as many.
The forces of the Balkan States are there-
fore by no means negligible, even in com-
parison with the great European armies
of to-day, nor is it difficult to understand
the pains which are taken to cultivate
their alliance so as to be sure of, at any
rate, an equilibrium of forces in the Near
East in case the fate of western Europe
once more hangs upon the event of war.
An attack upon Egypt by Turkish troops
overland would strain the resources of the
British Empire if it was also menaced
with invasion of the United Kingdom, but
such action on the part of Turkey would
only be possible if the safety of her domin-
ions in Europe were guaranteed, a state

of things not eas\^ to arrange.
The motives which underlie the action

of German diplomacy in the Balkans, and
towards the Turkish Empire generally,

are twofold. The German Government
can never lose sight of the fact that the
industrial population of the Em-
pire is increasing with amazing ra-

pidity. The rulers of Germany,
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whoso situations do not depend

on an eplifiiiLial majority in Par-

liament, are capalde of looking far ahead.

They have so far succeeded in satisfying

the needs of the (Jerman proletariat, and

allhough social and political discontent

makes itself heard in Germany as else-

where, it is well known by all intelligent

(iurmans that the policy of the Empire

has been remarkably successful in obtain-

ing material advantages for the people,

and that no other Government could prob-

ably have done better, or even as well.

Nevertheless, the increase of population

and the ascending standard of comfort

in the great centres of industry, leave no

doubt that fresh lields must be found in

the near future for German enterprise and
(ierman industry, and propbably fresh ter-

ritory for tlie overllow of people when the

resources of the Eatherland to support the

millions of German toilers have been ex-

ploitetl to their utmost limit. In framing
their policy towards Continental Europe,

lus well as towards the rest of the world,

the rulers of Germany must ever keep
this eventuality in their minds. The same
necessity which brought the swarms of

Teutonic settlers into the heart of Europe
and to the shores of Britain fifteen cen-

turies ago, may once again impel the most
home-loving and least enterprising nation
to embark on a career of foreign conquest
and e.\pansion. So far as that expansion
can be done by peaceful methods it will

probably be effected without bloodshed.
There are already abundant examples of
the progress of the German in peaceful
penetration in Holland, in the Western
provinces of Ku.ssia, in British Colonies,
•South America, and even on the territory
of France it.self. The Turkish Empire
with its vast undeveloped territory cer-
tainly offers opportunities for the increase
of German wealth, and for swelling the
foreign trade by which the swarming in-
habitants of SiLXony and Westphalia can
be kept Inisy and comparatively contented.

Turkey, however, infringes on German
j>olicy from a military standpoint, and we
should remember that in Germany periods
of peace are for the warlike machinery
of the Empire merely periods of truce dur-
ing which adequate preparations are made
for the next war. Now if Germany alone,
or with allies, finds herself at war with
Britain, it becomes a very important ques-

tion for her whether the British Govern-

ment can or cannot make any use of the

220,000 troops of the Indian Army, Brit-

ish and Native. These troops include the

best-trained and equipped of our Empire,

and are led by the ablest and most profes-

isonal olhcers. If even fifty thousand of

these troops could be used in Europe the

balance of military power would be sensib-

ly affected.

If the Turkish Empire were hostile to

the Triple Alliance, and if the contending

forces were approximately evenly matched
in the Balkan Peninsula, the Indian con-

tingent could be used to turn the scale

in those provinces, or it might even be

used west of Malta. Italy might not be

sorry for an excuse to refrain from overt

action, so long as the result of the war
remained in doubt, and the threat of at-

tack from Egypt and Malta might well

suffice to keep her army corps south of the

Alps. It is easy to forecast other pur-

poses which the Indian Army might serve

if a passage through Egypt were secure,

and if the hostility of the Porte had not

to be reckoned with. If, on the other

hand, Turkey joined the Triple AlHance
in a struggle with the AVestern Powers,
even with Russia hostile to Germany, the

situation would be entirely changed. In
Persia, and in Egypt itself, the action of

Turkish troops, assisted and advised by
German staff officers, would seriously

threaten the power of Britain in the East,

and would effectually prevent her from
making use of her magnificent Indian
Army at the central and decisive point of

the contest. It is, therefore, evident that

whether peace is indefinitely postponed, or

whether war overtakes Europe in the next
decade, the relations of the Germans to the
Turkish people and Government are of

great and increasing importance. Fin-
ally, the German Empire is straining
every nerve to foster and extends its com-
merce and fleet. Although the Sea of

Marmora is certainly not now, if it ever
was, the most important naval post be-
tween Gibraltar and Port Said, yet its re-

tention by a friendly Power is not without
importance. If Austria carries out her
projected naval schemes, and if Italy re-

mains true to the Triple Alliance, then,
even in the eastern waters of the Mediter-
ranean, the Central Powers may reason-
ably expect to hold their own, and the
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friendship or hostility of Turkey in a

struggle for naval supremacy may have
considerably importance. British battle-

ships will inevitably be attracted to the

locality of decisive action, and Turkish
ports are capable of pro\'iding excellent

bases for destroyers, small swift cruisers,

and for the weapons which the develop-

ment of mechanical science seems Ukely
to furnish in the future.

The recent negotiations for a Turkish
loan have revealed the extent to which
German influence has progressed in Tur-
kish affairs. The Turkish army has re-

ceived its reforms from German instruct-

ors; Turkey purchases German obsolete

warships, and borrows the money to do
so from German financiers on terms sat-

isfactory to Berlin; Constantinople and
other towns of the Empire swarm with
German bankers, merchants, clerks, and
with Hebrew adventurers of all sorts who
claim to be German subjects. Wherever
the combined armies of Germany and
Austria can march without exposing their

own capitals to attack, the overshadowing
influence of German policy is felt, nor is

any opportunity let slide of reaping the

contingent advantages. It is not difficult

to foresee that the military ascendancy of

the combined Empires must ere long con-

trol the international aff'airs of western
Europe, unless that superiority is success-

fully disputed in arms. German interests

demand an opening for expanding trade.

It is hardly to be hoped that the Jews of

Germany will rally to rebuild the walls

of Jerusalem and repopulate the plains

of Palestine, but although the Turkish
Empire contains no territory suitable for

a German population to colonise as a com-
munity, yet it affords opportunities for

the investment of capital, and for the em-
ployment of an army of Teutonic youths
who might find it difficult or precarious

to earn a good salarv in the fatherland.

Banks, railways, ships, and irrigation,

with the accompanving trade, will open
up the Turkish domains in the not dist-

ant future. It is not difficult to foresee

that under the protection of the German
and Austrian legions, the development of

the Near East will be accomplished prin-

cipally by German agents. The prospect

does not at present cause uneasiness to ih<^

Turks. Of all the infidel States with

which Islam is in contact, Germany and

Austria, for the time being at any rate,

excite least distrust; while Britain, with
its democratic enthusiasms, vacillating

policy, and feeble army, inspires cordial

dislike and suspicion. Young Turks, as

might have been fore.seen, have proved
themselves remarkaby like their predeces-

sors in authority; they accept with philo-

sophical resignation what cannot be mend-
ed; and are mainly concerned in trying

to retain those provinces which have not
yet been torn from the Sultan's rule.

That schemes should be entertained by
any party in Turkey of an offensive move-
ment to drive the British out of Egypt, is

an instructive sidelight on our prestige in

the world, for many years have elapsed

since the Turks contemplated the possibil-

ity of attacking even the feeblest of their

neighbors.

When Admiral Mahan wa'ote his

charming books on the might of Sea
Power, the theorv^ conveyed was greedily

seized upon by the politicians and strate-

gists of the House of Commons. "Our
Navy mu-t be supreme," they said,

"That stands to reason," they added, as

if not quite easy in their minds about

the corollary of their policy, which has

been to neglect the Land Forces of the

Empire. Gradually these Forces have
.sunk into being a mere nucleus, a sort of

gendarmerie, formidable indeed for Col-

onial wars, but ludicrously insufficient

whether compared in numbers, organiza-

tion, training, or leadership for a struggle

vnth the Germans or the Russians on land.

Not the least serious result of this policy

in our country has been the gradual dis-

appearance of men capable of leading ar-

mies under modern conditions. At any
rate, the war in South Africa showed how
few such men had risen above the rank
of regimental officer.

Eloquence had not eliminated the in-

fluence of force from the affairs of men,
and if we a.spire to maintain a great Em-
pire in the teeth of certan rivals and pos-

sible enemies we must be prepared to have
recourse to it, and we must possess leaders

as intelligent, brave, and devoted as the

opposing Powers, or else we shall certain-

ly succumb in any struggle which is forc-

ed upon us. In sharp contrast with the

supine policy of loading our Navy with

the sole responsibility for our national

safety is the other policy, adopted by all
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Imperial Powers on their nseent to su-

premacy, of inaintaiuj:; Forces by Land

aiul Sea (and now perhaps in the Air as

well) whicli are symmetrical and in due

proportion to one another. Kvery great

-t;ite which hits c(iiiiiiiitted its safety to

, Navy unsupported hy proportional huid

pciwcr has been destroyed, and there is

no reason to suppose liritain will be the

exception. Indeed, we do not really think

-^o ourselves, for we spend as nmcli on

I and Forces as any of the Military Fni-

pires, if the Indian forces are included,

but .so little is modern strategy and mod-
i-rn military science understood by our

rulers and by their expert advisers that

these f(»rces are impotently scattered

al»out the globe, and at no single point,

not even in the counties around London,
can the Iiriti.sh Cn)vernment place a mod-
ern army of respectable dimensions in the
tield.

Since 1896, when the Kaiser convej'^ed

his uesful warning to the British people
by his Kruger telegram, it has been more
ur less recogjiized that the British Govern-
uient has to face another military problem
Itesides the defence of India. It is re-

cognized that the waters which wa.sh our
naval ba.><es, and even the estuary of the
Thames itself, may not be safe from ho.s-

tile warships. A great concentration of
naval force round the coast of England
has been the precaution adopted to meet
the case. So far, however, no serious at-
tt'uipt has been made to bring the Land
l-'orces up to the standard required by the

doctrine of Symmetry and Proportion,

though Germany and Japan are daily giv-

ing us object le.ssons of the truth of its

a])plication. Parliament, it is true, re-

peatedly reforms the Army, and great

politicians continue to earn fame by "clear

lliinking" and "scientific" treatment of

the subject. No one, however, out of Eng-
land is deluded Ijy these .sham reforms.

The four or live weak divisions at the dis-

posal of the War Office, insufiiciently

lior.sed and led by commanders who, in

the majority of cases, are notoriously in-

nocent of modern military science, do not
connnand the confidence either of the

l^clgians or Turks. Whether the passage

of the Mease or the passage of the Dar-
danelles, the fate of Holland, or the sov-

ereignty of Crete is next in dispute, it will

not be sufficient to support our allies

merely by Naval Power. To keep
the peace, and to keep our allies,

which is the same thing, we must have
adequate Land Forces. No strategist out

of London would dream of disputing this

statement, and our own diplomats must
constantly have felt the force of it during
the last ten years.

In our present situation a cautious,

modest and consistent foreign policy is

essential. Svicli orgies of national excite-

ment as the anti-Au.strian crusade, which
has possibly doubled the forces of our
enemy in the next war, are especially to

be avoided, and no time should be lost

in raising the Land Forces required by
the general situation.

® ®

A WONDERFUL THEATRE'S WONDERFUL STAGE.

HOW often, says Wendell Phillips
Dodge, in the Technical World
Magazine, have we stood by, wide-

eyed and open-mouthed, at the sight of a
big locomotive being turned around on a
turn-table platform near the round-house
in a railroad yard, feeling a sense of in-
tnnacy at being behind the scenes, as it
were, in the theatre of the four-tracked
drama? And how simply this engine-
turning was done.

It is not .surprising, then, that with so
many radroad men among the directors of

the New Theatre, New York, during the
building of which were being constructed
two of the greatest railroad terminals in
the world in New York, that the turn-
table idea should be taken into considera-
tion for the stage of this up-to-date play-
house. True, the New Theatre is not the
first to have a turn-table stage, there be-
ing one or two theatres in Germany with
this form of stage. In fact, accordmg to
Claude L. Hagen, who invented the device
at the New Theatre, and who was the
technical director at the Central Park West
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playhouse when it opened, the first revolv-

ing stage was in use during the sixteenth

century by the Japanese. But, the re-

volving stage at the New Theatre is prob-

ably the most intricate and yet, in its

operation, the most simple device of its

kind in the world.

When "Strife," the capital and labor

play, was produced at the New Theatre

a real flat freight car was used in one of

the scenes. It was placed on actual rail-

road tracks and was turned around dur-

ing the change of scenes on a turn-

table considerably larger and of more
perfect mechanism than is to be found
•in any railroad yard in the world.

This revolving stage is the most sim-

ple device of its kind in existence, al-

though it is sixty-four feet in diameter

and weighs 56,000 pounds. There are

more than one million pounds of steel in

the stage machinery alone and it requires

700 horse-power to put it in full opera-

tion. The cost of the stage machinery
alone was over $250,000.

In the case of "Strife" the four scenes

were set complete beforehand, each scene

taking up approximately one-quarter of

the stage. In "The School for Scandal"
six changes of scene were made in six

minutes. These scenes were so heavy that

they had to be moved on trucks. "Don"
and "Liz" were produced with no inter-

mission between them. "Liz," a one-act

play, was set complete with the scenes oi

"Don" on the turn-table stage, and the

stage revolved' from "Liz" to the first act

of the longer play immediately, the inter-

mission taking place between the first and
second acts of "Don."

In "Antony and Cleopatra," the initial

production at the New Theatre, the pal-

ace scene was so large that the stage could

not be revolved, but a scene has to be

gigantic, indeed, to put the turn-table

stage out of commission.

One great advantage of having more
than one scene set on the stage at one

time is that the audience can look through

the doorway from one scene to another,

thereby giving a more natural and com-
prehensive view of the setting of the play.

In "Strife," for instance, the audience

could see beyond the room forming the

scene in action into another room in which

a meeting of capitalists was being held,

the meeting being the subject of conver-

sation in the first room. There is no end

to the possibilities for naturalness in pre-

senting a given action on the turn-table

stage.

The New Theatre turn-table stage as it

wdll be when completed for next season

will be so constructed that any section of

it can be raised or lowered, separately or

in conjunction with the other sections. In

fact, it was so constructed in the begin-

ning, but in its complete form it was not

in working order. When completed it will

be possible to build a scene on the first

seven sections, for example, present it and

then lower it into the cellar to a sufficient

depth so that the eighth section, on which

a scene has been set, may be driven for-

ward sixty feet a minute to the front of

the stage. Or, scenes can be set on any

number of sections, according to the scene

desired, and changed in the same manner.

® ®

THE PRICE OF PRUDERY.

THERE is an uneasy feeling spreading

over the whole country and the

United States. It concerns an un-

mentionable disease, a disease that is worse

than the Bubonic Plague because the

plague does not claim the unborn gener-

ations. This disease flourishes because

men and women are too "modest" to dis-

cuss means of checking it. It comes from

—"prudery;" and we feel that it is aiding

a good cause when we reprint Dr. C. W.
Saleeby's article in the March Forum.

Addressing a meeting of clergymen
some time ago, he says, the present writer

endeavored to trace back to the beginning

the main cause of infant mortality, and
endeavored to show that that lay in the

natural ignorance of the human mother.
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In the discussion which followed, an elder-

ly cler^vinrtii insisted that the causes had

not hoei'i traced far enou^li hack, maternal

ipnorancc hein^ itself pcnnittcd ni conse-

quence of our national prudery.

Kver since that day one haa come to see

more and more clearly that the criticism

was just. Maternal ignorance is a natural

fact of liuman kind, and destroys infant

life ovorvwhere, thoutih prudery be or be

not a local phenomenon. But where vast

organizations exist for the remedying of

ignorance, prmlcry indeed is responsible

for the neglect of ignorance on the most

important of all ."Subjects. Let it not be

supposed for a moment that in this protest

one de-><ires, even for the highest ends, to

impart such knowledge as would involve

sullying the bloom of youth. It is not

nece."^ary to destroy the charm of inno-

cence in order to remedy certain kinds of

ignorance; nor are prudery and modesty

identical. AVhatever prudery may be

when analysed, it seems perfectly fair to

charge it as the substantial cause of the ig-

norance in which the young generation

grows up, as to matters which vitally con-

cern its health and that of future genera-

tions. Let us now observe in brief the

price of prudery thus arraigned.

There is, first, that large proportion of

infant mortality which is due to maternal
ignorance. The nation has had the young
mother at school for many years; much
devotion and money have been spent upon
her. Yet it is necessary to pass an Act en-
suring, if possible, that when she is con-
fronted with the great business of her life

—^which is the care of a baby—within
thirty-six hours the fact shall be made
known to some one who, racing for life

against time, may haply reach her soon
enough to remedy the ignorance which
would otherwise very likely bury her baby.
Prudery has decreed that while at ."chool
she .''hould learn nothing of such matters.
For the matter of that she may even have
attended a three-year course in science or
technolo,g>', and be a miracle of informa-
tion on the keeping of accounts, the test-
ing of drain.", and the principles of child
psychology; but it has not been thought
suitable to dl'scuss with her the care of a
baby. How could any nice-minded teach-
er care to put such ideas into a drl's head?
Never having noticed a child with a doll,
we have somehow failed to realize that

Nature, her Ancient Mother and ours, is

not above putting into her head, when she

can scarcely toddle, the ideas at which we

pretend to blush. Prudery on this topic,

and with such consequences, is not much
less than blasphemy against life and the

most splendid purposes towards which the

individual, "but a wave of the wild sea,"

can be consecrated.

This question of the care of babies offers

us much less excuse for its neglect than do

questions concerned with the circumstan-

ces antecedent to the babies' appearance.

Yet we are blameworthy, and disastrously

so, here al.'o. Prudery insists that boys

and girls shall be left to learn anyhow.

That is not what it says, but that is what

it does. It feebly supposes not merely that

ignorance and innocence are identical, but

that, failing the parent, the doctor, the

teacher, and the clergyman—and prob-

ably all these do fail—ignorance will re-

main ignorant. There are others, how-
ever, who always lie in wait, whether by
word of mouth or the printed word, and
since youth will in any case learn—except

in the case of a few rare and pure souls

—

we have to ask ourselves whether we pre-

fer that these matters shall be associated

in its mind with the cad round the corner

or the groom or the chauffeur who in-

structs the boy, the domestic servant who
instructs the girl, and with all these no-

tions of guilty secrecy and of misplaced
levity which are entailed ; or with the idea

that it is right and wise to understand
these matters in due measure because their

concerns are the greatest in human life.

After puberty, and during early adoles-

cence, when a certain amount of knowl-
edge has been acquired, we leave youth
free to learn lies from advertisements,

carefully calculated to foster the tendency
to hypochondria, which is often associated

with such matters.

It is the ignorance conditioned by
prudery that is responsible later on for

many criminal marriages; contracted, it

may be, with the blind blessing of Church
and State, which, however, the laws of

heredity and infection rudely ignore. Par-
ents cannot bring themselves to inquire
into matters which profoundly concern
the welfare of the daughter for whom they
propose to make what appears to be a good
marriage. They desire, of course, that her
children shall be healthv and whole-mind-
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ed; they do not desire that marriage
should be for lier the beginning of disease,

from the disastrous effects of which she

may never recover. But these are delicate

matters, and prudery forbids that they

should be inquired into; yet every father

who permits his daughter to marry with-

out having satisfied himself on these

points is guilty, at the least, of grave de-

linquency of duty, and may, in effect, be

conniving at disasters and desolations of

which he will not live to see the end.

Society, from the highest to the lowest

of its strata, is afflicted with certain forms
of understood and eminently preventable

disease, any public mention of which by
mouth or pen involves serious risk of var-

ious kinds. Prudery, again, is largely re-

sponsible for the continuance of these evils

at a time when we have so much precise

knowledge regarding their nature and the

possibility of their prevention. Medical

science cannot make distinctions between

one disease and another, nor between one

sin and another, as prudery does. Pru-

dery says that such and such is vice, that

its consequences in the form of disease are

the penalties imposed by its inexorable god
upon the guilty and the innocent, the liv-

ing and the unborn alike, and that there-

fore our ordinary attitude towards disease

cannot here be maintained. Physiological

science, however, knowing what it knows
regarding food .and alcohol, and air and
exercise and diet, can readily demonstrate

that the gout from which Mrs. Grundy
suffers is also a penalty for sin ; none the

less because it is not so hideously dispro-

portionate, in its measure and in its in-

cidence, to the gravity of the offence.

These moral distinctions between one dis-

ease and another have little or no mean-
ing for medical science, and are more
often than not immoral.

It would be none too easy to show that

the medical profession in any country has

yet used its tremendous power in this

direction. Professions, of course, do not

move as a whole, and we must not expect

the universal laws of institutions to find

an exception here. But though they do

not move, they can be moved. It is when
the public has been educated in the ele-

ments of these matters, and has been

taught to see what the consequences of

prudery are, that the necessary forces will

be brought into action. Meanwhile, what

we call the social evil is almost entirely

left to the efforts made in Rescue Homes
and the like. It is much more than doubt-
ful whether Rescue Homes—the only
method which Mrs. Grundy will tolerate

—

are the best way of dealing with the prob-
lem, even if the people who worked in

them had the right kind of outlook upon
the matter, and even if their numbers
were indefinitely multiplied. Everyone'
who has devoted a moment's thought to

the question knows perfectly well that this

is merely beginning at the end, and there-

fore all but futile. I mention the matter
here to make the point that the one meas-
ure which prudery permits is just the
most useless, ill-devised, and literally pre-

posterous with which this tremendous
problem can be mocked.
The two forms of disease to which we

must refer are appaling in their conse-

quences, both for the individual and the

future. In technical language they are

called contagious; meaning that the infec-

tion is conveyed not through the air as,

say, in the case of measles or small-pox,

but by means of contact with some infected

surface—it may be a lip in the act of kis-

sing, a cup in drinking, a towel in wash-
ing, and so forth. Of both these terrible

diseases this is true. They, therefore, rank
like leprosy, as amongst the most emin-
ently preventable diseases. Leprosy has in

consequence been completely exterminated

in Anglo-Saxon countries, but though
venereal disease—the name of the two con-

tagions considered together—diminishes,

it is still abundant everywhere and in all

classes of society. I declare with all the

force of which I am capable that, many
and daily as are the abominations for

which posterity will hold us up to execra-

tion, there is none more abominable in its

immediate and remote consequences, none
less capable of apology than the daily des-

truction of healthy and happy woman-
hood, whether in marriage or outside it,

by means of these diseases. At all times

this is horrible, and it is more especially

horrible when the helpless victim is de-

stroyed with the blessing of the Church
and the State, parents and friends; every-

one of whom should ever after go in sack-

cloth and ashes for being privy to such a

deed.

The present writer, for one, being a

private individual, the servant of the pub-
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lie, and responsible to nobody smaller than

the public, luus lon^ declined and will con-

tinue to decline to join the hateful conspir-

acy of silence, in virtue of which tlie.se

(hiily liorrors lie at the door of the most

iionored and respected individuals and

professions in the connnunity. More es-

pecially at the doors of the Church and

the medical profession there lies the bur-

den of shame that, as great organized

bodies having vast power, they should con-

cern themselves, as they daily do, with

their own interests and honor, without

realizing that where things like these are

l)ermittt'd by their silence, their honor is

smirched beyond repair in whatever Eyes

there be that regard.

I propose, therefore, to say that which

at the least cannot but have the effect of

saving at any rate a few girls somewhere
tin-oughout the English-speaking world

from one or other or both of these diseases,

and their consequences. Let those only

who have ever saved a single human being
from such horrors dare to utter a word
iigainst the jdain .^peaking which may save

[)ne woman now.

Something is known by the general pub-
lic of the individual consequences of the
lirst disca.<e. It is known by many, also,

ihat there are l)abies being born alive but
rotted through for life. I'urther, it is not
It all generally known, though the fact is

•staid i.><hed, that of the comparatively few
survivors to adult life from amongst such
tables, some may transmit the di.sease even
c» the third generation. There is a school
>f so-ealled moralists who regard all this
IS the legitimate and providential punish-
nent f(»r vice, even tliough ten innocent
K? destroyed for one guilty. Such moral-
sts, more loath.some than the disease it-

elf, may be left in the gathering gloom
o the company of their gha.stly creed.

The public knowledge of the first of
hese (liseases. though far short of the
ruth, is not nearly so inadequate as that
if the .-second. "No worse than a bad
old" i.-< the kind of lie with which such
;outh is fooled. The disease may some-
imes be little worse than a bad cold in
nen, though very often it is far more ser-
ous; it may kill, may cause lasting dam-
ge to the coverings of the heart and the
oints, and often may prevent all possibil-
:y of future fatherhood.

These evils sink almost into insignifi-

cance when compared with the far graver

consequences in women. Our knowledge
of this subject is comparatively recent, be-

ing necessarily based upon the discovery

of the microbe that causes the disease. Now
that it can be identified, we learn that a

vast proportion of the illnesses and dis-

orders peculir to women have this cause,

and it constantly leads to the operations,

now daily carried out in all parts of the

world, which involve opening the body,

and all that that may entail. Curable in

its early stages in men, it is scarcely cur-

able in women except by means of a grave

abdominal operation, involving much risk

to life and only to be undertaken after

much suffering has failed to be met by less

drastic means. The various consequences
ill other parts of the body may and do
occur in women as in men. Perhaps the

most characteristic consequence of the dis-

ease in both sexes is sterility; this being
much more conspicuously the case in

women, and being the more cruel in their

case.

Of course large numbers of w^omen are

infected with these diseases before mar-
riage and apart from it, but one or both
of them constitute the most important of

the bridegroom's wedding presents, in

countless cases every year, all over the
world. The unfortunate bride falls ill

after marriage; she may be speedily cured;
very often she is ill for life, though major
surgery may relieve her; and in a large

number of cases she goes forever without
children. One need scarcely refer to the
remoter consequences to the nervous sys-

tm, including such diseases as locomotor
ataxia, and genral paralysis of the insane;
the latter of which is know^n to be increas-
ing amongst w^omen. Even in these few
words, which convey to the layman no
idea whatever of the pains and horrors,
the .shocking erosion of beauty, the de-
formities, the insanities, incurable blind-
ness of infants, and so forth, that follow
these disea.«es, enough will yet have been
said to indicate the supreme importance
of publicity.

There is no need to horrify or scandalize
or disgust young womanhood, but it is per-
fectly possible in the right way and at the
right time to give in.struction as to certain
fnct.=, and whilst quite admitting that
there are hosts of other things which we
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must desire to teach, I maintain that this

also must we do and not leave the others

undone. It is untrue that it is necessary

to excite morbid curiosity, that there is

the slightest occasion to give nauseous or

suggestive details, or that the most scru-

pulous reticence in handling the matter is

incompatible with complete efficiency.

Such assertions will certainly be made by
those who have done nothing, never will

do anything, and desire that nothing
shall be done; they are nothing, let them
he treated as nothing.

It is supposed by some that instruction

in these matters must be useless because,

in point of fact, imperious instincts will

have their way. It is nonsense. Here, a.s

in so many other cases, the words of Burke
are true—Fear is the mother of safety. It

is always the tempter's business to suggest

to his victim that there is no danger. Often

and often, if convinced there is danger,

and danger of another kind than any he
refers to, she will be saved. This may be

less true of young men. In them the

racial instinct is stronger, and perhaps a

smaller number will be protected by fear,

but no one can seriously doubt that the

fear born of knowledge would certainly

protect many young women.
There is also the possible criticism, made

by a school of moralists for whom I have
nothing but contempt so entire that I will

not attempt to disguise it, who maintain
that these are unworthy motives to which
to appeal, and that the good act or tlie re-

fraining from an evil one, effected by
means of fear, is of no value to God. In
the same breath, however, these uioralists

will preach the doctrine of hell. SVe reply

that we merely substitute for their doctrine

of hell—which used to be somewhere un-

der the earth, but is now who knows where
—the doctrine of a hell upon tlio earth,

which we wish youth of both se'^es to fear

;

and that if the life of this world, both
present and to come, be th.ereby served,

we bow the knee to no deity whom that

service does not please.

How then, should we proceed?
It seems to me that instniction in this

matter may well be delayed until the dan-

ger is near at hand. This is not really

education for parenthood in the more gen-

eral sense. That, on sane eugenic princi-

ples, can scarcely begin too soon ; it is,

further, something va.stly more than mere

instruction, though instruction is one of

its instruments. But here what we require

is simply definite instruction to a definite

end and in relation to a definite danger.

At some stage or other, before emerging
into danger, youth of both sexes must
learn the elements of the physiology of

sex, and must be made accjuainted with

the existence and the possible results of

venereal disease. A father or a teacher

may very likely find it almost impossible

to speak to a boy; even though he has

screwed his courage up almost to the stick-

ing place, the boy's bright and innocent

ej'es disarm him. Unfortunately boys are

often less innocent than they look. There
exists far more information among youth
of both sexes than we suppose; only it is

all colored by pernicious and dangerous
elements, the fruit of our cowardice and
neglect. Let us confine ourselves to the

case of the girl.

Before a girl of the more fortunate

classes goes out into society, she must be

protected in some way or another. If she

be, for instance, convent bred, or if she

come from an ideal home, it may very well

be and often is that she needs no instruc-

tion whatever, because she is, in fact, al-

ready unapproachable by the tempter.

Fortunate indeed is such a girl. But those

forming this well-guarded class are few,

and parents and guardians may often be

deceived and assume more than they are

entitled to. At any rate, for the vast

majority of girls some positive instruction

is necessary. It is the mother who must
undertake this responsible and difficult

task before she admits the girl to the perils

of the world. Further, by some means or

other, instruction must be afforded for the

ever-increasing army of girls who go out

to business. It is to me a never ceasing

marvel that lo^dng parents, devoted to

their daughter's welfare, should fail in this

cardinal and critical point of duty, so con-

stantly as they do.

This paper may be read not by the girl

who is contemplating marriage, but by
one or both of her parents. If the reader

be such a one I here charge him or her
with the solemn responsibility which is

theirs whether they realize it or not. You
desire your daughter's welfare; you wish
her to be healthy and happy in her mar-
ried life; perhaps your heart rejoices at

the thought of grand-children; you con-
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cern yourself wilh your prospective son-

in-law's character, wilh his income and

prospects; you wish iiini to be steady and

sober; you would rather that he came of

ti family not consi)icuous for morbid ten-

(ItMicies. All this is well and as it should

be; yet tiicre is that to be considered wliich,

whilst it is only negative, and should not

have to be considered at all, yet takes pre-

cedence of all these other questions. No
combination of advantages is worth the

dust in the balance when weighed against

either of these diseases in a prospective

son-in-law: infection is not a matter of

chance, but a certainty, or little short of

it. Kverything may seem fair and full

of promise, yet there may be that in the

ca'^e which will wreck all.

It follows, therefore, that parents or

guardians are guilty of a grave derelic-

tion of duty if thc> neglect to satisfy them-
selves in time on this point. Doubtless, in

the groat majority of cases no harm will

be <lone. But in the rest irreparable harm
is often done, and the innocent, ignorant

girl who has been betrayed by father and
mother and husband alike, may turn upon
you all, perhaps on her death-bed, per-

haps with the blasted future in her arms,

and say, "This is your doing: behold your

deed."

It is just because public opinion is so

potent, and, like all other powers, so pot-

ent either for good or for evil, that its

present disastrous workings are the more
deplorable. The power is there, and it

means well, though it does disastrously ill.

Public opinion ought to be decided upon
these matters; it ought to be powerful and
effective. We shall never come out into

the daylight until it is; we shall not be

saved by laws, nor by medical knowledge,
nor by the admonitions of the churches.

Our salvation lies only in a healthy pub-
lic opinion, not less effective and not

more well-meaning than public opinion is

at present, but informed where it is now
ignorant, and profoundly impressed with
the importance of realities as it now is

with the importance of appearances.

® ®

THE LITTLE CHINESE DOWAGER.

IN their efforts to penetrate the mystery
in which the identity of the real ruler

i»f China is now involved, the great

dailies of Europe find themselves obliged

to pay more heed to the personality of

the baffling Empress Dowager, says Cur-
rent Literature. That inscrutable lady
contemplated, according to a recent des-

patch in the London Times, nothing less

drastic than the deposition of the Regent
himself. Obscure as are the dynastic
codes of the royal clan, there seems little

doubt tliat they favor the pretensions of
her Majesty Lung Yu to the actual sov-
ereignty of the empire. The western world
ha^ been altogether misled, insists the Lon-
don daily, regarding the claims of the lit-

tle boy who now ranks as the son of
Heaven. There is no doubt, we read in
our contemporary, that what may be call-
ed the legitimist (or orthodox .succession)
party in the forbidden city at Peking
favors the idea of putting Yu Kang—the
son of our old friend Pu Lun—on the
throne. The immediate purposes of the

Empress Dowager—she is as wonderful a
wizard in her way as was ever the terrible

aunt whose power she wields—would be
subserved by her own assumption of the
supreme power. This step, with the sup-
port of the imperial clansmen, seems to

present httle difficulty. The Regent had
at last accounts lost all moral authority.
He is completely at the mercy of the wi-
dow of the late Kwang Su.
No one beholding the masterful Prin-

cess Lung Yu in the lifetime of her vacil-

lating and obliterated husband—she was
then known merely by her clan nairie of
Yehonala—would recognize the blooming
matron of to-day in the faded creature of
that dismal era. What she was to those
about her is set forth hopelessly enough
by a lady who had many an opportunity
of studying the melancholy subject, Mrs.
Isaac Taylor Headland. Lung Yu, in the
shadow of her amazing aunt, had neither
bloom nor beauty. The expression of her
face was, indeed, gentle, but it was the
gentleness of the caged and listless leo-
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pard rather than the softness of the ga-

zelle. A voiceless melancholy had stam]>
ed upon her typically Oriental features so

faded and worn and weary an expression

that he who foretold a speedy conclusion

( f her days would have seemed no poor
physician. Chagrin and every form of

humiliation that can be imposed upon a

wife had wasted the Princess into a very
shadow. The long, lean face was as sal-

low as it seemed dejected. The gait of

tne Princess was rendered additionally

awkward by her tendency to stoop until

her shoulders rose higher than her point-

ed chin. The seal was set upon this i\cr\i-

ness by the wretched state of teeth which
seemed never to have known a brush and
which flagrantly exposed how far tliey

were gone in decay whenever the chin and
bloodless lips of the Princess parted in her
characteristically sickly smile.

A more pitiable spectacle than that of

this lorn and lanky lady standing in mute
misery throughout the palace audience
granted to the diplomatic corps bj^ her
terrifying aunt when the late emperor still

dragged out his meaningless existence has

not been seen since Niobe became a foun-

tain. Yehonala in these dark days seem-
ed blank, spineless, inarticulate. Did she

receive a greeting from an European lady,

.«!he appeared to start like one afraid, and
next she dropped a timid courtesy, but
spoke no word. Not once would Yeho-
nala in the course of a palace audience
venture next her aunt or her late hu.s-

band. On their side they ignored her as

completely as they did the air they breath-

ed so superciliously. Yet Yehonala was
at this period the Chinese Empress.

Behind the high walls of rectangular
compass behind which she then dwelt im-
mured, Lung Yu or Yehonala wandered
aimlessly with her servants in pursuit of

what to her was recreation. She display-

ed not the slightest sign of the intelligence

which has since made her the most im-
portant person in all the forbidden city.

Had she been a cloistered nun she could
not have fled from her fellow creatures

into a remoter solitude. This isolation

was marked in the old days. Never did
she linger until the end of a palace audi-
ence. Not only did she take her station

in the least conspicuous corner of the
throne room, attended only by a waiting

woman or two, but the instant she could

quit the scene unobtrusively and in sil-

ence, she disappeared. She was then the

fleeing fawn of the dynasty, the one self-

etfacing and frightened creature in a

court where fortunes were built upon au-

dacity, and favor was the reward of bold-

ness. Ugly, abashed and disliked, no one
dreamed in the days of the Jezebel of

China that the heiress to all her power
could be the voiceless Yehonala, since be-

come the Empress Dowager Lung Yu.

Cindrella was not transformed by the
glass slipper in a manner more miracu-
lous than that of Yehonala's metamor-
phosis. She seems to-day, in the light of

information transmitted from Peking by
the correspondent of the Paris Figaro, as

serenely confident of herself and as self-

assertive as an American matron in her
husband's home. The yellowed and de-

caying teeth have been polished into

whiteneiss and filled with gold until they
gleam like pearls in a jewelled setting.

The erect shoulders show no trace of the

droop that spoiled a figure which to-day

can make pretensions to trimness. The
Yehonala of old, having become the Em-
press Dowager Lung Yu of the despatches,

pays even more attention to the adorn-
ment of her head and the shape of her
feet than did ever her deceased aunt to

her poems and her finger nails. The mas-
terful Lung Yu who has disclosed her
real nature to an astonished court circle

never possessed the unnatural smallness
of feet which in China passes for a beauty,

but they are always exquisitely shod in

silk and perfumed like the rose. Her hair-

pins are appropriate to each month in the
year and her brows are tinctured with
every celestial unguent. In place of the

shabby waiting woman who paced stealth-

ily in her wake as she glided unobserved
from the old hall of audience, the Em-
press Dowager Lung Ya is followed by
whole retinues of beribboned ladies. Her
passage through a room is betrayed for

many minutes by the deUghtful odors in

her train. She holds her head erect and
looks even haughtily upon the highest

mandarin in the palace circle. The mute-
ness of her obscuration has been succeed-

ed by a conversational felicity so delight-

ful that many a silvery laugh greets her
lea.?t sally. It is as likely as not to be
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pemuial, llie l-iguro liiui>, as the Empress

Dowager manifesU something very hke a

genius for parcasm.

Faiiiilv pride ai)pcar.s to characterize

the ladv.' She has formally placed herself

at the head of (he Yelionala clan to whicli

she helongs and it (hn^^ not appear that

any meinhcr of that cliquo dis])utes with

sucress tliis !u-*sumptinii of supremacy.

When her weak and tuherculous husband

lived she submitted meekly to every mani-

festation of a disdain which he never even

alfectcd to dissemble. It was once common
go.^sip in court circles, relates Mrs. Head-

land, that whenever Ychonala came into

tlie presence of her lord the contemptu-

ous Kwang Su ostentatiously hurled his

shoe at her head with a dexterous jerk of

his foot. Ilis estimate of the .spouse forced

upon him by his tremendous aunt was
translated into uncomplimentary actions.

The lady has perhaps been made sensi-

tive by such slights to the least forgetful-

ncss by tho.«e about her of the exalted

position she has since attained. Woe to

the luckless eunuch or attendant who for-

gets the etiquet prescribed by the presence
of an Empress Dowager of China! That
etiquet has been highly elaborated in re-

cent months, it .^eems from the French
daily. Her Majesty enters into such de-
tails as the hours con.secrated by those
about her to their .=;lumbers and to the
viands they .«hall digest. It is a peculiar
privilege to be permitted to comb her hair.
Even the parings of her fiinger nails are
carried out of her apartments on a silver
tray with every mark of homage.

It is no secret within the walls of the

forbidden city that all relations between

this assertive lady and the Princess Chun
who, as wife of the Regent and as mother

of the boy Emperor, aspires to import-

ance, have become quite strained. The
Empress Dowager Lung Yu makes not

the .slighte.st effort to conceal her contempt

for a female in whose veins flows no drop

of the wonderful Yehonala blood.

She seems to have received the educa-

tion appropriate to her rank. She can,

that is, paint, sing, execute the graceful

processional steps that might be called

dancing if it were not a prescription of

court etiquet, and perform with no little

grace upon one or two Chinese musical

devices. The Empress Dowager has also

a rare aptitude for managing the men
with whom her rank brings her into a con-

tact remarkably free for one of her sex in

her native land. There is scarcely a viceroy

who, upon the occasion of a visit to Pe-

king, is not brought into her presence

more or less ceremoniously. Her de-

meanor is then said to be haughty, mas-
terful and affirmative. It is a striking

fact, however, that Lung Yu does not
"modernize." She displays no tendency
at all to emerge from the mode of life

consecrated by immemorial tradition as

befitting her position. China will never
find in her what Sweden had in the im-
mortal Queen Christina. She is likelier

to enact the part of the haughty Miss Mac-
Bride of Saxe's ballad.

® ®

WHAT A MODERN NAVAL BATTLE JS REALLY LIKE.

The world is forever increasing its ar-
maments and yet it appears that there has
not been a real test—that is to say a real
engagement in war—of the most modern
fleets with the exception of the battle of
Tsu-Shmia, in the Russo-Japanese War.
\\e accept this statement on the part of
London Magazine, as a preface to an in-
tensely mteresting article which it pub-
lishes, and which we reproduce in con-
densed form, from the pen of Captain
\ ladimir Semenoff. of the Russian fleet

The article consists of the Captain's Diary
for "May 27, 1905." This was the date
of the battle. Since then the Captain is

dead, from wounds received in the fight.

What with manoeuvres, etc., he begins,
tne 26th of May passed almost impercep-
tibly. I do not know the feeling on board
other ships, but on the "Suvoroff we were
cheerful and eager for the fray. . . .

Discussions were held as to whether we
would encounter the whole of the Japan-
ese Fleet in the Straits, w^hether we would
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be able to slip through in the fog and gain
our base, Vladivostock, unnoticed by the

enemy, and as to the chances of damage
which we might suffer from submarines,
floating mines and torpedo attacks.

At sunset the fleet closed up, and in ex-

pectation of torpedo-boat attacks half the

officers were on duty at the guns, the rest

sleeping hy their posts. The night came
on dark, the mist seemed to grow denser.

On the dark deck there prevailed a strain-

ed silence; near the guns the motionless
figures of their crews seemed like the dead,

but all were wide awake, gazing keenly in-

to the darkness. . .

Was not that the dark shadow of a tor-

pedo-boat? We listened attentively. Sure-

ly the throb of her engines .

must betray an invisible foe.

I went up to the bridge, where the Ad-
miral was getting a little sleep in a chair.

The Commander, wearing soft slippers,

was pacing rapidly but quietly up and
down the bridge. He seemed confident

that we would get through to Vladivos-
tock unobserved.

"Up to the present," he said, "we have-
n't been discovered ; it will be day-break in

a couple of hours, and even if their tor-

pedo-boats are near us they Avon't be able

to collect.—how can they find us in weath-
er like this? You can't even see the rear

of the fleet. It's 200,000 to 1 against any-
one running into us accidentally. If it's

the same to-morrow we'll give them the

slip, and they'll have to wait for our
second coming out of Vladivostock

—

that'll be a different tale."

However, the Japanese got the 200,000th
chance and more, for at about 5 a.m.
on May 27th, a Japanese cruiser almost
ran into our hospital ships, and by the

changed character of their wireless mes-
sages it became apparent that our presence
was known. At 6.46 another ship appear-

ed, and at 8 o'clock four more came out of

the fog, steaming almost parallel to the

Russian Fleet. At about 10 a.m. four

more light cruisers were sighted, and it be-

came evident to all of us that the decisive

moment could not now be long postponed.

At a signal from the flagship, battle

order was taken up.

At midday the officers were having a

last hurried meal in the wardroom, and
the senior officer proposed a toast:

"On this the great anniversary of the

sacred coronation of their Highnesses, may
God help us to serve with honor our be-

loved country. To the health of the Em-
peror—^the Empress—to Russia!"

The wardroom resounded with cheers,

and their last echo had scarcely died away
ere the alarm was sounded on deck. Every-

one rushed to their stations.

At 1.20 p.m. the Russian Fleet resum-

ed its formation—the First Division again

leading the other two—and now far ahead
in the distance could be dimly seen, ap-

proaching through the mist, the Japanese

main force. The twelve ships came slowly

in sight.

"To your stations, gentlemen !" cried

the Flag-Captain quickly, as he followed

the Admiral.

I went to the after-bridge, as being the

best place to note what happened during

the action, and conversed with one of the

officers in charge of a turrent.

"Hullo! Look—what are they up to?"

said R.

The Japanese ships had suddenly com-

menced to turn in succession—reversing

their course. As this manoeuvre would take

about fifteen minutes before the fleet could

all have turned to the new course, and as

the ships in rear would be unable to fire

during the manoeuvre without hitting

their own leading ships, the Russians had
great hopes of being able to do material

damage to these leading ships first.

At 1.49, when the manoeuvre had only

been performed by the "Mikasa" (Togo's

flagship, leading the line) and one other

ship—the "Suvoroff" fired the first shot

and the guns of the whole fleet thundered

forth. The first shots which went over

and those falling short were all close, but

the hits could not be seen. Our shells on

bursting scarcely emitted any smoke—the

fuses were adjusted to burst after penetrat-

ing the target. A hit could only be de-

tected when something fell—and nothing

fell! In a couple of minutes two more
ships had turned, and the enemy began to

reply. The first shells flew over us, and
some of the long ones turned a complete

somersault; they flew over us making a

sort of wail, different from the ordinary

roar.

"Are those the 'portmanteaux'?" asked

R.
"Yes, those are they."
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Porlinaiiteaux " was the nickname giv-

en to llie hii^c ^he\h filled with a secret ex-

plu.«^ivu u^ed by the Japanese; they were a

foot in diameter and nearly four feet long.

Wliat struck me most was that these-

"portmanteaux" exploded the moment
they touciied the water's surface. Then
canie others—nearer and nearer; then,

quite close to the foremost funnel, rose a

cigantic pillar of .'^moke, water and flame.

1 saw stretchers hciiig carried along the

forebridge.

'Triuce T.sersteli!" shouted R. in reply

to my silent question.

Soon smoke and fire leapt out of the

ollicers' gangway. A shell had fallen into

the Captain's cabin, and, having penetrat-

ed the ileck, had burst in the officers' quar-

ters, setting them on fire. ... I was
able to observe the stupor which seems to

come over men who have never been in

action before when the first shells begin to

fall ... a stupor turning either into

uncontrollable panic or unusually high
spirits, depending on men's characters.

The men at the fire-hoses stood as if

mesmerised. ... I went down to

them from the bridge and using such com-
monplace words as: ''Wake up—turn on
llie water," got them to pull themselves to-

gether and bravely to fight the fire. . .

I looked now in the direction where the
flag-officers and signalmen should have
been. A shell had passed through the
deck-house, bursting inside. Of the ten
or twelve men, some were standing by the
turret, others lying in a huddled group.
Inside was a pile of something and on the
top an officer's telescope.

"Is . . . that all that is left?" I
wondered.

I had intended in this action to note the
times and places where shells burst, but
how could I make detailed notes when it

.•»eemed impo.<sible even to count the num-
ber of projectiles striking us? I had never
witnessed such a 'fire before and had never
imagined anything like it. Shells were
pouring upon us incessantly. It seemed
as if these were mines, not shells . .

They burst as soon as they touched any-
thmg—handrails, funnel, guys were suffi-
cient to cause a thoroughly efficient burst

;

steel^ plates and superstructures were torri
to pieces, the splinters causing many casu-
alties

; iron ladders were crumbled up into
rings, and gims were literally hurled from

their mountings. In addition there was

the unu.sually high temperature and the

liquid llanie of the explo.sion spread over

everything. . . .Almost non-com-

bustible materials such as hammocks, etc.,

drenched with water, flared up in an in-

stant. ... I went to the conning-

tower and found the Admiral and Captain

looking through the chink between the

armour and the roof.

"Sir," said the latter, energetically gesti-

culating, as was his wont, "we must short-

en the distance, they're all being killed

—

they are on fire."

"Wait a bit, aren't we all being killed

also?" replied the Admiral.
Close to the wheel . . . lay two bod-

ies in officers' tunics, face downwards.
On going out of the conning-tower I

saw that the enemy had finished turning.

His twelve ships were in perfect order,

steaming parallel to us but gradually forg-

ing ahead, and apparently uninjured. .

But with us! I looked round. What
havoc! Burning bridges, smouldering
debris, piles of dead bodies. Signalling-

stations, gun-directing positions, all des-

troyed, and astern the "Alexander" and
"Borodino" also enveloped in smoke.

It was now 2.5 p.m.

The enemy commenced to turn so as to

"cross the T" of the advancing Russian
battleship line. The latter also turned to-

wards the same direction, thus bringing
them on the beam again.

A man came to report what had taken
place in the after 12-inch turret. I went
to look. Part of the shield had been torn

off and was bent upwards, but the turret

was still working and keeping up a hot fire.

The officer in command of the fire-parties

had both legs blown oft'. Men fell faster

and faster ; the dead were left to lie where
they had fallen—there were not enough
men to look after the wounded ! There are

no spare men on board a warship, and a

reserve does not exist.

It was now 2.20 p.m.

Firing was impossible from the after

guns on one side. The men were suffo-

cated with heat and smoke. In the con-

ning-tower there were now five or six bod-
ies instead of two. The enemy were still

endeavoring to cut across the Russian line,

and the latter were closing on them as
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their guns could now only fire at close

range owing to v\Tecked range-finding ap-

pliances, etc.

All this time the destruction continued,

appalling and almost unchecked as it was
in the Russian flagship. A man reported

that the after-turret had been blown up,

and almost simultaneously something
large and heavy fell with a crash. The
boats were smashed to bits, and we were

enveloped in an impenetrable smoke. It

was the foremost funnel which had fallen.

It was now 2.30 p.m.

I tried to get to the after-turret but com-
munication on deck was impossible, and I

passed through the Admiral's quarters,

now burning furiously. I met the Flag-

Lieutenant, who told me the fearful news
that the rudder was disabled, thus making
the ship practically usele.ss as a unit in the

fleet. In a little over half an hour from
the first shot the flagship was forced to

leave the line.

'That is all that is wanting," I thought
to myself, rushing up on deck.

Our fleet was steaming past, bearing on
an opposite course. The disabled rudder
had cau.sed the ship to turn a complete

circle. I looked for the torpedo-boats

which were to take the Admiral and his

Staff to an uninjured ship in the event of

the "Suvoroff" having to leave the line,

but none were to be seen. All means of

signalling had long since been destroyed.

Meanwhile shells poure"d upon us—

a

veritable whirlwind of fire and iron.

A Japanese eye-witness wrote:

''On leaving the line, the flagship,

though burning badly, still steamed after

the fleet. She was so battered that none
could have taken her for a ship."

On the mess-deck, the wounded were
standing, sitting, or lying. Here it was
that they first began to feel. The dreadful

noise of deep sighs and half-stifled groans
w^as audible in the close air. Ahead some-
where, in white coats stained with red

splotches, busy figures moved about, and
towards them all these piles of flesh,

clothes and bones turned, and in their

agony dragged themselves. It seemed as if

a cry—voiceless, but intelligible—a cry

which reached to one's very soul—a re-

quest for help—for relief from suffering,

though at the price of a .speedy death

—

rose up on all sides.

The ship was now being handled from
a lower fighting position as the conning-

tower was untenable, and everyone in it,

including the Admiral—who bore himself

most cheerfully—was wounded. Although
the damage to the rudder was repaired

for the time, steering was most erratic

from this place. It meant turning round
in circles rather than going ahead.

The Admiral looked for a position

on deck from which to watch
the fight; he was here again bad-

ly wounded, and carried into a

turret, where he remained — unable

to be moved. ^leanwhile, as the flagship

was seen to be not under control, the

"Alexander" led what was left of the Rus-

sian Fleet, and endeavored to steer so as to

prevent the Japanese Fleet cros.sing the

"T" of her line, which they eventually

succeeded in doing, owing to superior

speed, thus forcing the "Alexander" and
.<hips astern, to the south.

It was now 2.50 p.m.

We all waited . . . Watching the

Japanese fire . . . concentrated on

the "Alexander." At times, .she seemed
enveloped in flames and brown smoke,

while round her the sea literally boiled,

throwing up great pillars of water. Near-

er and nearer she came, till the distance

was scarcely 2,000 yards (from the Japan-

ese). Then, one after another, we saw a

whole series of shells strike her fore-bridge

and port 6-inch turret, and, turning sharp-

ly to starboard, she steamed away, ha\'ing

almost rever.sed her course, while after her

went the "Borodino" and others.

About this time also the "Oslyabya"

wa.s sunk under the concentrated fire of

six ships. There was not much order left

among the Russian Fleet. The turn was

hastily made. The line-ahead formation

was not maintained, and the ships were

turned back towards their stricken flag-

ship. The awful reality that we had suffer-

ed defeat now forced itself upon me. I

made a note in mv pocket-book.

3.25 p.m.

A heavy list to port and a bad fire in the

upper battery . . . Why is it that

we hide things from ourselves? Why did

I not dare write even in my own note-

book the cheerless word "Defeat?"

The Japanese in following the retiring

enemy poured in a hea-vy fire as they pas-

sed the helpless "Suvoroff"—^still fighting
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I saw him kiss you. I'm shocked ; I did not
imngine he would dare to take such a liberty."

"Nor did I. ma- in fact. I bet him he daren't."
—Tatler.

Spectator- Why don't .you stop some of 'em,
Erbert ?

'Erbert (a novice)- Lumme! 'Ave you seen any
of "em pass me ?—Tatler

tlc-peraloly with the one 12-inch turret

left, aiul they now di.^^abled even that. A
shell iXMiotrated tlie armoured deck and
water poured into the hole and into the
iiie.'^-deck, which wa.s most dangerous.
An effort wa.s made to stop it, and the

Commander, though badly wounded, rai-

led a few men round him to try and ex-

tinguish a tire. A chance shot struck the
hatchway, and when the smoke had clear-

ed away, neither ladder, nor Commander,
nor men were in existence! . . .

It was now 4.20 p.m.
Torpedo-boats came up astern to give

the "Suvoroff" the coup de grace, but there
was one 12-pounder available for use, and
this, fought by wounded men, showed the
enemy that this battered vessel could still

siiow their teeth, and the boats steamed
away to await a more favorable opportun-
ity.

The ship was now such a scene of havoc
and deva.station that things appeared so
fearful as not to be in the least terrible. To
pveryone it was perfectly clear that all was
ver.

It was now 5 p.m.
The .Japanese Fleet had split up, one

part steaming south and attacking the

transports in rear, the other engaging what
w^as left of the Russian main force, w^hich,

after having described a huge circle, was
steering to the north, and again passed the

''Suvoroff" in disorder. The "Alexander,"
badly battered and wdth a heavy list, so

low in the water that the seas almost came
into the lower battery portholes, was still

fighting with a few ser\dceable guns.

Soon after this, a torpedo-boat was seen

approaching, w^hich turned out to be the

Russian "Buiny," which had come to take

the Admiral and his staff as prearranged.

Admiral Rodhjestvensky was partly un-
conscious from his many w^ounds, and at

first refused to leave; he had not allowed
them to take him to a dressing-station, but
remained sitting on a box in the turret. At
times, he would look up to ask how the

battle was progressing, and then w^ould sit

again silently.

How^ever, he gave orders to "collect the

Staff." . . . Only tw^o could be found
—all below was in darkness (the electric

light had gone out) and full of suffocating

smoke. We called them by name but re-

ceived no answer. The silence of the dead
reigned in that smoky darkness, and it is

probable that all below, where the ventila-
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DiiivM) Oy Fkank WaTKINs.

The Head : Have you anything to say before
I administer the cane?

Brown Minimus: Has it been properly sterilised?
—BlacK ami White.

tors took smoke instead of air, had been
suffocated. The engines had ceased to

work; of the 900 composing the comple-
ment of the "Suvoroff" at this time there

only remained alive those few in the lower
battery and on the windward embrasure.

The Captain of the "Buiny," with great

skill, actually brought his boat alongside,

though this was fraught with great danger
to herself owing to the heavy seas and the

projections on the wrecked battleship's

.side. Thej^ had immense difficulty in get-

ting the Admiral on board. I went to him
and said:

''Come out, sir, F. is here."

He gazed at us, shaking his head.

"I don't want to. No!"

This was no time for ceremony, and the

Admiral was being bodily carried out

when he groaned and completely lost con-

sciousness. It was the best thing that

could have happened.

With great difficulty he was carried to

the side and lowered down, almost thrown
on board the torpedo-boat at a moment
when she rose on a -wave, and swung to-

wards us. The "Buiny" managed safely

to clear the ship's side, and I accompanied
the Admiral on board. How I. with my

Another's! Or. the Esquimaux's Revenge
—BlaoK uud White.

wounded legs, boarded her, I don't re-

member. I looked back at the "Suvoroft.

Who could have recognized the once for-

midable battleship in this crippled mass,

enveloped in smoke, her mainmast cut in

half, foremast and both funnels complete-

ly carried away, her high bridges and gal-

leries, shapeless piles of distorted iron

heaped upon the deck? She had a heavy

list and we could see the hull under the

water-line reddening the surface of the

water. We rapidly steamed away, followed

by a brisk fire from such of the enemy's

ships as had observed us.

It was now 5.30 p.m.

The Admiral's wounds were now exam-

ined by a doctor on board. His life was in

danger from a fractured .skull, a portion

of w'hich had entered his brain. It would

be impossible to transfer him to another

ship. He was unable to stand. However,

they felt bound to ask him if he felt able

to continue the command and what ship

he would board. He turned to me with an

effort and said: "No—where am I? You
can see—command 'Nebogatoff.' " Then
with a sudden burst of energy added:

"Keep on—Vladivostock—course, N. 23

degrees E." and again relapsed into a

stupor. . . .
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The Minister "Well, are you Koing to fish, or

are you soinK to school?

The Laddie: "I dinna ken yet; I'm just wrastlin'

wi' ma conscience!"
- Black and White.

We now learnt that the "Alexander''

lia<l liecn sunk at ').?>Q, and some details of

iht^ sinkiiisj; of the "Oslyabya" from one of

her otl'R'ers wlio had heen picked up by
the "Huiny."

Tt was now dusk, and the fight was still

pioceedinu. The Hashes of their gun«
twinkled incessantly.

It was now 7 p.m.

The enemy's torpedo-boats appeared, but
retreated again under the fire of some of

the Russian cruisers.

"The 'Borodino' —look!" was shouted
on nil sides.

I raised myself on my arm, but where
the "liorodino'' had been nothing was visi-

ble save a patch of foam.
At 7.40 p.m.
T wa.s still able to see our battleships, de-

\oitl of formation, defending themselves
from the approaching torpedo-boats—^this

was my last note.

EPILOGUE.
Captain Semenoff had been repeatedly

wounded during the action and he had
now to be attended to. The Admiral was
transferred later to another torpedo-boat
nnd was subsequently captured by the
Japanese, who, of course, did everything
l^ossible for his comfort and safety.
The sinking of the indomitable "Suvor-

'tT'' is thus described in a Japanese report:

RESIGNATION.
Mr. Arthur Balfour (looking on the bright side). " 'His
food will cost him no more' A beautiful thought!
So consoling

!"

—Punch.

Torpedo-boats w-ere sent to attack her, and
'"although much burned and still on fire,

having been fired at by all the fleet—in the

full sense of the word—although she had
only one serviceable gun, she still opened

fire, .«howing her determination to defend

herself so long as she remained above

water. About 7 p.m., after being twice at-

tacked, she went to the bottom."

So ends this account of the greatest sea

fight since Trafalgar.

The defeat of the huge and unwieldy
Russian fleet (for their Admiral would
have had a much better chance if his old-

est and slowest ships had never left

Europe) showed that numbers alone is

not what tells most in a modern action,

and that infinite pluck and bravery can
never make up for the lack of the essen-

tials of thorough and constant gunnery
practice and fleet training carried out be-

forehand in peace time. To the greater

experience and proficiency which had been
attained by the Japanese in these essen-

tials during the years preceding the war,

and to their perfect staff organization, was
their victory due. Their greater speed,

vastly superior ammunition, and the good
use made of w^ireless telegraphy (its first

use in warfare) for scouting, onlj .co.n-

Iributed in a lesser degree to ji.
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She : Yus. she's a Chri!ityedelfian---it's a noo religion,
she says. Wot is it, "Arry ?

'Arry : Well, 'tain't 'xactly a religion— it's like this 'ere,
'Sposing you got the stomick-ache. you says. 'Stomick-
ache be blowed ! Ain't got no bloomin' stomick-ache'—

-

an' y' ain't. 'Least, that's what iheD says. 'Course, it's

all pickles, reely.
—The Skttch

-imtf^

"Maud Em'ly (exhibiting- the rine). "\A/hich'Il yer 'ave,"
'€ says, "gold an' dinionds or 'namel an' gold?---same
price," 'e says; so I 'ad 'namel. I always reckon dimonds
look vulgar.

—The Sketch

Weary Wiggles- Changeable weather, ain't it?

Immaculate Colonel* Extremely so.

Weary Wiggles'; Fact is a bloke don't know what to

put on afore 'e comes out of a mornin' in this weather,
does 'e? _ ,—Tatler

Photographer: "A leetle brighter! Brighter! Still

brighter! Ah! Too bright! Moisten the lips and start
afresh !

—Punch

WEIGHING THE WORLD."

ANY one who says he has the weight
of the world on his shoulders would
better stop and think a moment

what that means. Few schoolboys who
have studied Newton's laws of gravitation

have been very much thrilled by them.
In fact, they have found it difficult to re-

member the laws the day after, to say

nothing of the day of, examination. Re-

cently, however, a young instructor, Rhine-
hard A. Wetzel, in the College of the City

of New York, conceived the brilliant idea

of getting students really interested in

gravitation by actually weighing the earth.

Thus writes George Gray Haven in the

Scrap Book.

He explained his plan to his class. They
were interested. Then he told them that,

although it had been done abroad several

times, as far as he knew it had never been

attempted in the United States. They be-

came enthusiastic.

"Get it in grams,"' exclaimed one of the

more ambitious students, with bated

breath, with a vision of obtaining a num-
ber carried out to unthinkable length.

So in grams Mr. Wetzel got it.

It proved to be a very fascinating thing.

The apparatus is extremely delicate,

though comparatively .simple; in fact, one

would think it was designed for weigh-

ing an atom rather than a planet. It is

known as a ''gravitational balance."

It consists primarily of a very thin wire,

only 3,5 centimeters long, bearing at each

end a little silver ball, weighing exactly

one gram. This wire is suspended hori-

zontally from a very fine quartz fibre at-

tached to its centre, thirty centimeters in

length, so fine as to be almost invisible to

the eye. In fact, it is finer than the finest

thread spun by a spider, yet as tough as

though it were a filament of steel. It is

very elastic.
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Tlie whole Uiing is encased in an air-

light litlle gliLss box about three inches

long and lei^ tlmn an inch deep, the

qmxrU fibre iianging down liirough a brass

tubu set on this box. Not even the slight-

est air current can all'ect it.

Then this inucii of the apparatus is

placed on a vibrationless pier of concrete

whirh runs down into the earth through

ihf lloor of tlu! laboratory so as to be abso-

lutely free from the vibration of the build-

ing. Even then the passing of a wagon
on a near-by street affects it slightly.

Therefore the actual observations of Mr.

Wetzel hail to be carried on stealthily in

the dead of night between the time when
the laiit joy-riders had rolled homew'ard
and the first milkman went his rounds.

The r&st of the apparatus consists of

two large balls of lead, uniform in density,

very carefully cast in Germany, where all

the K;<ential i)arts of the apparatus were
made to order. In fact, in cash, it co.st

just about one hundred dollars to weigh
the earth, though the labor and care in-

volved would increase that outlay consid-

erably if they could be reduced to dollars

and cents. They are not estimated.

Tha-^e balls of lead are placed on a
wooden table l»uilt around the pier, but
not touching il at any point, and they are
arranged so that they can be moved back
and forth on horizontal bars. The centres
of the big lead balls and little silver balls
are exactly in the same plane.

Now, Newton's law is that masses at-

tract each other directly in proportion to
their ma.-;s and inversely in proportion to
the square of the distance between them.
The problem was first to find out how great
was the attraction of the lead balls for the
sdver balls. This was done by placing
the two lead ])alls in a certain position
and noting the position of the silver balls
suspended by the quartz fibre.

When the lead balls stand as they are
"

Slid Mr. Wetzel, "the silver balls remain
•s-tationary, the oppo.^ite attractions coun-
ter-balancing each other. Now I begin
to push one lead ball in one direction and
pull the other lead ball in the other direc-
tion, and that little dumb-bell in there be-
gnis to twist on its thread of quartz, each
silver ball getting a little bit closer to the
lead ball nearest to it. When we have
pulled the silver balls thus as close to the

lead balls as possible, the degree of tlie

twist of the quartz thread will be the mea-
sure of the attraction exerted upon the sil-

ver balls. But how can we measure the

twist of a thread which we can hardlv

see?"

This is done by means of a very little

mirror fixed on the quartz fibre. A beam
of light is shot in on this mirror, and is

reflected back by it on a long, graduated

scale placed several feet away. Its posi-

tion on the scale is noted. Then the lead-

en balls are moved.
The silver balls, as we have seen, then

move through a very minute arc, the

quartz fibre is twisted ever so little, the

mirror reflects the beam of light at an al-

most imperceptibly different angle, and
the difference, magnified by the distance

at which the graduated scale is placed, is

read by Mr. Wetzel by carefully noting
the new position on which falls the beam
of reflected light. The angle turns out to

be about 1.7 degrees. This method is the

same as that used in the finest galvano-

meter in measuring electric currents also.

Over and over again this process was re-

peated, night after night, until at last,

after many observation.?, an average was
struck of them all, on the theory that it

would be more nearly accurate than any
single observation.

The purpose of all this was to deter-

mine what is known as the ''constant of

gravitation," denominated "G." This was
the first section of the experiment. The
second was to apply the result to the earth.

The application involves some mathe-
matical operations so formidable that they
may well be touched lightly. It is all in

the famous C. G. S. system—the "centi-

meter-gram-second system," which you
perhaps recall from your sophomore me-
chanics. In these equations M prime repre-

sents the weight of the world, and the ma-
thematician reduces it to 6,030,000,000.-

000,000,000,000,000,000 grams.
So the mass of the earth is determined

—mass rather than weight, for weight
really is the attraction of the earth for an-

other mass, and it can hardly be properly
said that the earth has "weight"—that is,

attraction for itself. Expressed in words,
this result may possibly be read as six bil-

ious and thirty millions of billions of bil-

lions of grams.
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ENGLAND AND THE RECIPROCITY PACT.

J2i>

IN an editorial article in Current Litera-

ture one finds a very comprehensive
summing up of the various views

which have been expressed on the Reci-

procity transactions between this country

and the United States. The article quotes

the American papers, pro and contra; it

quotes the Canadian papers in the same
way; but in addition it affords a review

of the various opinions which are held by
the leading English papers.

Canada, it says, afforded a sensational

subject to London dailies when they had
officially to announce in one issue, first

the late King's brother, the Duke of

Connaught, had accepted the post of Gov-
ernor-General of the Dominion, and, sec-

ond, that a reciprocity pact had been con-

cluded between Ottawa and Washington.
The last announcement drove the other

completely from the London editorial

mind. There was an instant clamor in

the great conservative and anti-ministerial

papers to the effect that the British Em-
pire had lost the greatest of its daughter
nations. Had the Canadians drafted and
signed the declaration of independence at

Ottawa there could scarcely have ensued in

such anti-ministerial dailies as the Lon-
don Mail and the London Post a panic
more patriotic. The first despatches from
Washington and Ottawa led London to

infer that the entire tariff wall from Maine
out to Vancouver would be wiped out of

existence. Revised summaries of what
was in the reciprocity pact encouraged
ministerial dailies like the London News
and the London Westminster Gazette to

affirm that an exchange of food commodi-
ties, lumber and raw materials between
Canadians and Americans, without a levy

at the customs house, by no means entails

such a treat to Britain as the growth of

the German navy. "The Canadian peo-

ple," to quote the daily last named, "must
not be put in a position in which they are

asked to sacrifice large material advantages
for their attachment to the mother coun-
try." Even the London Times, champion
of the policy that would place a tariff wall

around the whole British Empire, agreed
that "there has probably never been a

time when Canada would have rejected

such terms as have now been offered."

When the history of the negotiations
between the United States and Canada is

written, says the conservative London
Mail, it will be seen that the delegates of
the Dominion had no choice but to ac-
cept the offer of trade reciprocity. "For
the first time the United States came to
Canada as a .suitor prepared to agree to
any conditions. In 1866 the United
States put an end to the reciprocity treaty
which she had made with Canada in 1854,
and Canada, with the aid of British capi-
tal, started on her career of independent
development." What has happened in the
interval to change the attitude of the
United States towards reciprocity with her
neighbor? "The population of the Unit-
ed States," replies the London organ of
preferential tariff pacts between British
colonies and the mother country, "has
grown to nearly one hundred millions and
the limits of agricultural development un-
der the present system have been reached.
The United States has need of wheat to
feed its people and of raw material to sup-
ply its factories." This is the governing
factor, it concludes, so far as Washington
is concerned. "And over the northern,
border is a land of plenty."

All British daihes which uphold the
idea of closer union between the compon-
ent elements of the empire upon which
the sun never .sets see in reciprocity be-
tween Ottawa and Washington a severe
reverse to the preferential tariff policy.
Gloomy as is the view of the London
Mail that of the London Post is, from
this standpoint, gloomier still. "Look at
it as we will," to quote the former, "the
agreement negotiated between Canada
and the United States is a tremendous
blow to the cause of imperial unity, and
therefore to our Empire." More pessim-
istic still is the comment of the other
organ of imperialism. The free traders
of England, according to the London
Post, "have sold the soul of the nation."
The London Telegraph was thrown by
the first reports of the pact into a state

bordering upon panic. It saw Canada
entering the American union through a
tariff door. Subsequent reflection and
fuller details modified its fears, but it re-

mains pessimistic. In Canada, it tells its
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reu<lei>, Hritain has 'ulways labored under

a m'ograpliical liandirap and we must con-

liiuie to i-arry it. Canada is divided only

Ijv an imaginary line from another na-

lion (.f ninety n)illion.s." The inevitable

is jjapponing.

Having rocovere<l somewhat from the

lii-sl alarms into whifb they were plung-

ed bv the prospect of closer union be-

tween Canada and the United States, con-

servative London dailies tend now to find

Haws in the bargain the Dominion made.

"A remarkable change is evidently tak-

ing place in Canadian feeling about the

rocii>rocity agreement with the United

States/' to quote the London Times, w^hieh

does not like the pact at all. Barely six

weeks ago, none the less, its Toronto cor-

respondent reported '"general interest and

nmch anxiety in Canada as regards the

negotiations going on in Washington."'

lie Slid then that the Canadian press ^ya3

either silent or opposed to a reciprocity

agreement and that outside the organized

farmers it wa.s difficult to find any feeling

favorable to a reduction of duties. Shortly

afterwards the negotiations terminated

with an abruptness that took the London
Times by surj^rise and it confessed the fact

editorially. The first assumption in Lon-
<lon as well as in Ottawa was that Presi-

dent Taft had been so anxious to get an
agreement of .some kind that he had ac-

cepted a very one-sided measure.
When the terms of the pact projected

itotween the Dominion and ourselves were
made known in London and in Ottawa it

appeared that the Britons generally had
been under some misapprehensions. Presi-
dent Taft. as the London Times had at
first surmised, was really offering terms
so tempting on the face of them that the
Canadian Government gave its consent to
an agreement of far wider sweep than it

had ever contemplate.]. "When the Cana-
dian jniblic were told that the United
States would remit duties amounting to
live million dollars, while Canada's remis-
sion would amount onlv to two million
dollars: that the United ^States would put
on the free list articles to the value of
nearly forty million dollars, while Can-
ada would .sacrifice duties upon only twen-
ty million dollars; and that the present
American duties would remain in force
upon only nine per cent, of imports from"" ^'~ '^;inadian duties would

remain in force upon sixty-four

per cent. of American articles,

the agreement appeared far too

favorable for Canada to reject." There
was a general movement of jubilation

throughout the Dominion. In no long

time rejoicing began to be sickled o'er with

a pale cast of thought.

At this moment, if we may accept re-

vised London press comment, based upon
direct advices from Toronto and Ottawa,

"opinion is rising in unexpected volume
and vigor against the reciprocity agree-

ment." In fact, the Canadian correspon-

dent of the London Times sees reason to

think that in the cabinet of Sir Wilfrid

Laurier there is uneasiness with regard to

"the revolutionary reversal of Canadian
policy w^hich the bargain is now seen io

involve." Few' things are more deceptive,

we are reminded by our British contem-
porary, than percentages looked at with-

out constant reference to the substantial

facts wdth which they profess to deal.

"When the alluring figures come to be
checked, it becomes e\'ident that the

United States is offering no such gener-

ously one-sided arrangement as the per-

centage method appears to suggest. The
favor with which the agreement is regard-

ed in the United States—where no class is

at all ready to sacrifice any tariff advan-
tages—would by itself justify a doubt as

to the reality of the advantages apparent-

ly offered to Canada." In short, the pact

is not to the London Time^ a move in the

direction of free trade at all.

Flatly contradicting this inference in

the anti-ministerial London Times, the

radical London Chronicle asserts that "the

reciprocity agreement between Canada
and the United States is the greatest single

step towards free trade that has been
taken in our generation." It rejoices at

the prospect and it doubts not that ratifi-

cation in Ottawa and Washington will be
a matter of course when a few modifica-

tions of detail have been made. "British

trade can not possibly suffer. By this we
mean that if under the new arrangement
Canada reduces or abolishes thp duties on
articles of American production, there is

reason to look for a corresponding reduc-
tion or abolition of duties on competitive
articles of British manufacture. Other-
\^'ise Canada would be discriminating
against British and in favor of American
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goods, an attitude which would be repug-

nant to every Canadian statesman." The
impression that the pact between Ottawa
and Washington will increase the price of

bread in England, propagated by the Lon-
don Post, is scoffed at by the London
Chronicle. Wheat and corn will be as

abundant as ever.

Staggering as is the blow to the unity

of the British Empire which a reciprocity

pact between Ottawa and Washington em-
bodies to opposition, London dailies like

the London Post, Telegraph and Times,
Liberal and radical organs such as the

London News, Chronicle and Westminster
Gazette hail the agreement as a triumph
of sound policy. "One might really sup-

pose," observes the last named Liberal

paper, "that there had been some over-

whelming national catastrophe altering

the position of lakes and mountains and
the courses of rivers. The catastroplic,

however, which has actually happened ha?
been to a policy which from the beginning
set itself against natural facts and inevit-

able tendencies. It was proposed to base

imperial unity on a policy which would
have taxed the prime necessaries of life

in this country and cut the Canadian
trader off from his nearest and most lucra-

tive market." In the same spirit the
Manchester Guardian, ministerial to the

core, predicts that the only opposition in

England will emanate from the "rabid
protectionists" who want to build a tariff

wall around the whole British Empire
"against the dictates of geography and
common sense."

In Canada the only discordant note in

the chorus of approval of the agreement
between Ottawa and Washington seems to

the Manchester Guardian to come from
the French element, while in the United
States the only objections will be those of

the farmers. "The proposed reductions
are mainly in the duties on food stuffs and
raw materials, not on manufactured goods.
In other words, in the United States the
a,greement will effect a reduction of the
tariff in favor of the manufacturing inter-

ests and against the agricultural, produce
and fishing interests." On this fact the
London Telegraph .seems to be basing
some hope of the rejection of the measure
by the United States Senate. Not only
does the Manchester organ of Liberalism
•dissent from the inference of the London

organ of conservatism on this point, but
it suggests a fresh idea. "In two ways
can Canada render greater service to Eng-
land as a power negotiating separate treat-

ies with the United States than she could
as a member of a British Empire Customs
Union. She can draw closer the bonds
between England and America." Hence
reciprocity is a factor in promoting the

world's peace:

"Very wisely, therefore, Conservative as

well as Liberal opinion in England has
come round to approval of reciprocity be-

ween Canada and the United States. It

does not involve any weakening of the

ties between Canada and England. Of
course not, as the Governor Generalship of

the Duke of Connaught will have many
opportunities of proving. The whole poli-

cy of Mr. Bryce, the most successful Bri-

tish Ambassador at Washington in our
generation, has been—if we may speak of

an Ambassador's policy—directed towards
drawing closer the bonds between Canada
and the United States. He has been called

the first Canadian Ambassador at Wash-
ington, and his policy has been in the best

interests of Canada. But it has been gov-

erned primarily by British interests. Can-
ada, in British world-policy, is a gauge of

friendship between England and America.
England gains a friend by every act that
brings Canada into closer relations with
the United States. There is no rivalry be-

tween England and the United States for

the affections of Canada. She will best

serve our policy by broadening the basis

of her own prosperity and by a cordial

policy of friendship with the United
States."

Already the fir.st effect of the news has
been what the pessimistic London Mail
styles a shock to the wheat market in

Liverpool. Apart from the commercial
and economic aspects of fusing the Cana-
dian and American market, it adds, will

be the political effect of the new agree-

ment. "The western provinces of Canada
will be drawn closer to the United State^

Ijooking to the south, across that artificial

line which runs for two thousand miles,

for their chief market, their sympathies
and ties will tend to become American.
The process of permeation is at work even
now, and it will be greatly reinforced by
the new agreement." Henceforth the we.st

of Canada will turn to WavShington rather
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Uian U) London. "Hrilain Is lo.-inj; Uw hold

on (JjunKliun iill'tvlion." Tliat is a notion

which lind^s no support in the Cana-

dian pmss generally, tus the Toronto (jlobe

is at puins to point out. It .«ee.s no basis

in any deVL'loi)nient of reciprocity i<leas

f(.r IJM' dread expressed by the J.ondon

Nhiil. ••Tiiere is not in history," avers the

Canadian organ, "a single illustration of

;i nation i;ivin|^ up its identity as the re-

sult of increasing trade relations with an

adjoining people."

Canadian opinion has been affronted by

certain London insinuations that reci-

procity with the United States constitutes

an iinpcachinent of the Dominion's loy-

alty to the British Crown. ''If anything

could mar the satisfaction of Canadian.s in

the prospect of having a Prince to reign

over us," says the Montreal Witness, in

allusion to the appointment of the Duke
01 Connaught its Governor-General, "it is

to be found in the nauseating, concerted

and unremitting slanders of the chorus of

the British protectionist press to the effect

that Canada is on the way to forsake the

imperial connection and needs the glamor
of the blood royal to hold her back.

Whetiier it is a .«lander or not io sny that

we are tending to annexation, it is a false-

hood for which there is not the vestige of

an excuse or a shadow of rca.son ; if it is

fair to hold interested prejudice respons-

ible for the exerci.se of a faculty which it

liiL- not got. But when it comes to saying
that we are to be tied to the Empire by
the pre.'sence of a royal duke, we find it an
insult to our national virility." Wrathful
comment to tlie same purpose finds room
in other Dominion dailies when they
.«:peak of fidelity to the British connection.

Loyalty to the Briti.«h throne is not
^l^opardized by reciprocity with the United
Slates, contends that inlluential organ of
('anadian opinion, the Toronto Globe.
The agreement between Canada and the
Tnited States for the free interchange of
natural products and for reductions of
duty on a limited number of articles not
iinportod by Canada in any large mea.sure
from Great Britain is impregnable on the
material si.le." That is the point of view
''mj)hasized in the numerous editorials
adorning the columns of the great minis-
terial daily. "It is a bargain that no
Canadian government could afford to re-
ject. Of the Canadian imports, totalling

altogether over forty millions, on which
the duties have been removed or material-

ly reduced, Great Britain sent us last year

a little over six million dollars' worth and
the United States sent us not less than
thirty-two million dollars' worth. In

other words, the agreement affects articles

in which already our imports from the

United States are in the ratio of five to one

as compared with those from Great Bri-

tain, despite the fact that the duties on
British goods are on an average less than
on similar goods from the United States."

Under the new agreement, as the Cana-
dian daily explains it, the Briti.sh prefer-

ence will be maintained except as regards

articles that go upon the free list. British

merchants will thus still be in better posi-

tion to do business than wdll those of the

United States. "How, then, can anyone
a&sert that the agreement affects harmful-
ly the importation of British goods by
Canada?" There is not, it replies, the re-

motest rea.son for supposing that the chief

lines of British exports to Canada will be
lessened one dollar's w^orth under reci-

procity.

Arguments to the effect that the arrange-

ment will mean a sacrifice of Canada's fis-

cal independence are strongly urged by
opponents of reciprocity in the Dominion
press. "If the reciprocity arrangement
goes into force," says the Montreal Gazette,

for instance, "the United States Govern-
ment Avill have in its hands means that it

may use to enforce more concessions. If,

because of the arrangement, an important
trade grows up Ijetween the two countries,

Canada will be dependent to an extent up-

on what the United States Congress may
do and the United States upon what the

Canadian Parliament can do. The ex-

pres.sion of a desire at Washington to in-

clude the products of other industries in

the scope of the convention, and a threat

that unless the proposition were accepted

the present arrangement would be curtail-

ed or stopped, would create in Canada a

loud but perhaps not strong local demand
that what was sought should be granted."
If a weak ministry were in power at Otta-

wa, the chances are, this Canadian daily

fears, that the demand would be heeded.
"Then w^here would be Canada's fiscal in-

dependence?" There is, too, a strong dis-

position on the part of the Liberal Cana-
dian press, which favors reciprocity, to
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suggest an extension of the British tariff

preference as the natural corollary to the

new agreement.

Little doubt of the ratification of the

agreement has as yet been expressed in

the dailies of the Dominion, although

pleas for its modification on points of de-

tail are made here and there. As the pact

new stands, it seems "too sweeping" to the

Winnipeg Free Press, perhaps the most

powerful supporter of Prime Minister Sir

Wilfrid Laurier in western Canadian
journalism. The Winnipeg Telegram
does not like the prospect at all. "The
preference to the British exporter," it

says, "is seriously impaired to ihe advan-

tage of his American competitor. The
country will await Sir Wilfrid Laurier's

explanation of this radical departure from
what he represented to be the fundament-
al principle of the Canadian tariff. Reci-

procity within the British Empire has re-

ceived a substantial setback for the first

time in half a century and the spirit of

continentalism is embodied in the inter-

national compact." On the other hand,
the Winnipeg Tribune insists that "the

interests of the people of the West are ir-

revocably linked with free trade. Uni-
versal satisfaction is the outstanding fea-

ture of the removal of the American du-

ties." Loyalty to the British flag, it adds,

remains as ardent as ever.

As one goes from west to east in the

Dominion, it is noticeable that enthusi-

asm for reciprocity is modified by alarm
at other possibilities. The French Cana-
dian dailies, for instance, do not welcome
the idea of closer relations with a land
inimical to the denominational school

idea. The Montreal Presse wonders if the

supremacy of Britain on this continent

may not be endangered by closer trade re-

lation between Canada and the United

States. The Guelph Herald reflects the

views of many conservative dailies in

eastern Canada when it remarks that the

pact will make the Dominion "a hewer of

wood and a drawer of water" for the

American people, although another con-

servative and anti-ministerial sheet, the

Kingston Standard, concedes that the

agreement is on the whole "beneficial and
satisfactory." To the conservative Lon-

don (Ontario) Free Press it seems that

Canada "was overwhelmed by the Wash-
ington influence." Liberal dailies in the

eastern provinces are, however, disposed

to welcome the outlook, the London Ad-
vertiser hailing reciprocity as "a triumph

for the Canadian farmer."

Summing up Canada press opinion as a

whole, it would seem that newspapers in

the Dominion divide on the issue of re-

ciprocity with America along party lines.

This is especially true of the dailies in

large centres like Toronto and Montreal,

although in the latter city French-Cana-

dian views are hostile. Here and there an

utterance attracts notice as possessing more
than significance. The Ottawa Free Press

is a case in point. "Unless the Dominion
Parliament," says this important organ,

prone to criticize the ministry, "is pre-

pared immediately to increase the British

preferences, the step which Canada is asked

to make is a very grave one indeed. Re-

ciprocity with the United States may be

an historical policy embraced by all poli-

tical parties since pre-confederation days;

but in the last fifteen years, largely as a re-

sult of the unfriendly exclusiveness of the

United States, Canada has been making
history in another direction of closer and

warmer imperial ties of trade as well as of

sentiment." It insists that unless the Unit-

ed States lets down tariff barriers against

England, Canada must keep up her tariff

barriers against the United States.

® ®

'THE AWAKENING OF THE AMERICAN BUSINESS
SCIENCE OF MANAGEMENT."

MAN: THE NEW

Rarely has a chance remark caused

such wide and sudden interest, says Will

Irwin in the Century, as one dropped last

December by Louis D. Brandeis. He was
arguing the case of the shippers against

the railroads before the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. "By the application

of scientific management," he said, "the

railroads of this country might save a mil-

lion dollars a day." That sentence—it ha]v
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iH>iu-(l to be II (|uotiilioii from Ihirriiigton

Kriierson's work on scientific ciliciency

—

l.ii/ztj(l over the eouutry, bringinji to a

large part of the juiblie tlic first informa-

that that a new i)rinei|>le had entered in-

to inthistry. Still less did the pnblic know
that this i.rineii>le is likely to accomplish

IX change in business comparable only to

tho slnft from hand labor to machine

nroduction. Yet the thing is not new.

Its beginnings go back thirty years; and

for the last eigiit or ten years a corps of

experts, wiulor the leadership of Frederick

W. Taylor, the lOdison of scientific man-
agement, have been installing it in fac-

tory after factory,

lirielly stated, this new principle is the

application of that scientific method which
Darwin brouglit into the world, first, to

tlie individual operations of men in indus-

try, and, second, to their collective opera-

tions.

To understand the matter more fully,

it may sen'e best to follow scientific man-
agement from its simple beginning up to

those complex processes too involved for

description in any single treatise. In the
eighties. Mr. Taylor, an honor graduate
of Kxeter and of Stevens Institute, who
had left Harvard on account of impaired
evosight, worked up from journeyman ma-
chinist at the Midvale Steel Works to be
foreman of his room. In his experience
at his machine he had discovered that the
workmen were not doing what he consid-
ered a fair day's work. They were "sol-
diering on the job," wa.'^ting half their
powers. Taylor tried to "speed up" the
men in the regular, old, hit-or-miss way.
He met with opposition all along the line.
However, tiie management was with him.
By finding ways to eliminate waste eff'ort,

by otTering bonuses to those who piissed a
certain minimum which he set for them,
he doubled the output of this machine!
Somewhere along the line of this work,
his great idea took form in his mind. Why
not study men as well as machines? Had
any one ever applied the methods of mod-
ern science to the problem of ehminating
waste effort from labor?

Something like these questions has per-
haps fiitted through the mind of many
and many a former athlete as he watched
a gang of shovelers or wheelbarrow-men
at work. Natural speed is only half a
runner's capacity. The rest is a system

improved by generations of trainers, for

getting the most out of natural .speed,

The length of the stride, the method of

lifting and setting down the feet, enter

into the calculation of the trainer; and
most potently enters the question of pace.

Let a good man "sprint" the first hun-
dred yards, and a mere tyro can beat him
at the mile. For example, on such study

of the application of power to motion,

trainers in a generation have raised the

record for the sixteen-pound hammer
from le.ss than 100 feet to more than 175
feet. Why, the former athlete has lan-

guidly asked himself, did not some labor-

er try to increase his efficiency by study of

motion and pace? This, expressed in

other terms, was Taylor's idea. Only he
set out to study the problem with a scien-

tific thoroughness of which an athletic

trainer never dreamed.

He began in the shops and yards of the

Midvale Steel Works, Philadelphia, with
some of the simplest processes known to

labor—lifting weights, pulling on mnches,
shoveling, etc. Employers had always
proceeded on the theory that the only way
to increase the work of a loading gang
was to get stronger men or to work the

gang to death. Taylor selected two
healthy laborers of about average strength,

and offered them double pay "to do any
fool thing you're asked, and play square."
For months, the men lifted, carried,

pushed, and pulled, at the w^ord of com-
mand from two young college men with
stop-watches. These experimenters work-
ed their subjects at various paces and with
various rests, and recorded absolutely all

the data. Moreover, they kept constant
and scientific account of the physical con-
dition of the men. When, after the first

.series of experiments, they assembled and
digested the data, they found their re-

sults unsatisfactor3^ They tried again;
and this time discovered the puzzling fac-

tor which they had ignored before. It

was a question of physiology. Fatigue
produces toxins in the body. For these,

the human system makes its own serums
during the periods of rest. In merely
mechanical labor, involving stress on the
arms, the relation between the rest period
and the stress period is as important as

pace. From these last experiments, Tay-
lor worked out a formula and a marvel.
He raised the capacity to load pig-iron of
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the average laborer from twelve and a
half tons a day, the old mark, to forty-

seven tons a day ! In short, he multiplied

each man's capacity by four, and did it

without unduly taxing the man's powers.

All he needed to accomplish this result in

any gang of pig-iron men was a foreman
trained to proper timing, and a few pace-

makers accustomed to the method.

The next subject to which the know-
ledge gained by years of experimenting
was applied, was shoveling, a grade high-
er in mechanical skill. At once, the prob-
lem grew more complex. It involved not
only pace and rhythm, but size of load
and the "thrust" into the pile. Any one
knows that if he is shoveling coal, it serv^es

him best to "scoop" along the ground at

the bottom of the pile, and that loose dirt

gives least resistance if he thrusts in his

shovel obliquely. But what, asked Tay-
lor, was the exact rule, and what was the

rule of a dozen other substances? And
what load on the shovel would give the

best result in a day's work? On the

scientific method of the stop-watch and
the equation, he worked out the laws of

shoveling. For a man of average
strength, the best load was twenty-one
pounds. Hitherto, the laborers at the

Bethlehem works had been using the same
shovels for all substances. On fine coal,

the load was three and one-half pounds;
on iron ore, fifty pounds. The manage-
ment made new shovels for every sub-

stance which they handled in their yards,

each designed to carry, when full, a load
of twenty-one pounds. From the tool-

house they issued every day the proper
shovels for the proper work. That plan-

ning-room, where all this was worked out,

grew into a "labor office," from which
three men handled like chess-players the

140 laborers of the Bethlehem yards.

Taylor had begun by giving a bonus to

such workmen as accomplished the results

which he expected. Each received at the

end of the day a white slip informing him
of the morrow's task. A yellow slip with
it meant that he had not worked well

enough to earn the bonus. The deficients

Avere taken in hand by "teachers,"—for

such Taylor called his foremen,—and in-

structed in the right method. With a
bonus of sixty per cent, to successful la-

borers, with an increased number of fore-

men, the average wage to the man was

higher, of course. But the results were

fairly incredible. A hundred and forty

men were doing the work of six hundred.

The others had gone on to other depart-

ments, higher or lower, where the work

was better suited to their powers. For-

merly it had cost seven to eight cents a

ton to handle material in that yard. Now
it cost three and a half cents a ton. And
this experiment in scientific management
saved the company more than $75,000 a

year.

The principle was now established; and
the group of business savants working un-
der Taylor set themselves to carry it up
into the more complex departments of in-

dustry, especially the machine processes.

Here, the history of the movement grows

too complex for us to follow much further

in detail. Let the first great experiment,

the cutting of steel, stand for the rest.

Here was a fairly complicated process in-

volving both a man and a machine. In

the all-important matters of "feed" and
"speed," machinists had hitherto worked
by rule of thumb. The problem was how,
with least wear on man, machine, and
tool, to get most out of a given amount of

power and labor. As a matter of pure
mathematics, this problem involved twelve

variants—an equation impossible of solu-

tion by mathematics alone. In their early

experiments, these explorers of industry

were troubled by the uneven quality of

their material, which rendered experiment

after experiment useless. It was necessary

to make a special grade of steel, annealed

like the barrel of a great gun. In years of

patient experiment they turned 800,000
pounds of this expensive material into

chips. First, they improved the tool. The
point which steel-cutters had used since

the birth of modern industry was not of

the best shape. A simple curve on its edge
greatly increased its efficiency. As the

data from the machines came in, an ex-

pert mathematician correlated them.
From his tables he made a slide rule for

steel-cutting machines by which every

operative may learn in less than a minute
how best to set and use his machine for

any and every size and quality of material.

Again the magic result: according to the

work in hand, the system multiplied the

capacity of an operative and of a machine
from two to nine times.
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I uaiHliT nlield for uiioIIkt ilhi.stra-

tive C'xuinplf. Years ufterwiinl, when

(he ai)o.stU\>^ of scientifie nmnapement were

spreading the system through the bnsi-

nejw world. Frank li. (iilbreth, a New

York contraetor, became interested. Gil-

hreth began hfe as a briekhiyer. This

trade had stood still for 4,000 years. Pha-

raoh's workman at Thebes and Gilbreth's

workman at New York used the same

kind of brieks, the same composition of

mortar, tlie .><amc motions on the part of

the workman. (iilbreth began to use

his mind <»n the processes of his trade.

"What is the first motion I make?" he

asked himself. "I take a step to the right.

Is that necessary?" To eliminate that

step, he needed only to bring the pile

nearer to his hand. "What is the second

motion?" he inquired. "I stoop and pick

up a brick. That means lowering and
raising 200 pounds two feet. Need I do

that?" Bring the pile up to one's hand
by some mechanical means, and the work-

man need not stoop. "What is the nex4

process?" he inquired again. "I look the

brick over, so that I may get no chipped
surface on the outside. How can I elimi-

nate that?" The answer to this third

[•roblem was the answer to all. Gilbreth,

coun.seled by his wife, devised first an ad-
justable scaffold and then a carrier for

bricks. Cheaply paid helpers arranged
bricks and mortar in the carrier. The
materials, all in.^pected and sorted, came
up to the workman at his waist-level.

lie could take up brick and mortar with
one simultaneous motion of both hands.
In brief, (iilbreth reduced the number of
motions in laying a brick from eighteen
to five or six.

While testing his improvement, Gil-
I'reth made the first step toward adjusting
the inevitable differences between scien-
tific management and union labor. He
was putting up a building in Boston. The
bricklayers' union, there as elsewhere, has
a "ninximum scale." No member of the
union may .«et more than a certain num-
ber of bricks each dav. Gilbreth saw the
leaders. "If T can't have the bricks laid
my way, I'll make my building of re-
enforced concrete," he said. "At this
rate, bricklaying promises to become a lost
art. If you will waive your maximum,
1 will give your men $6.50 a dav instead
of $4.50, and I won't overwork them

either." The union agreed. This was a

twelve-inch wall with two kinds of bricks

and "drawn joints." The best record for

that class of work had been 120 bricks an
hour to the man. In the last half of the

job, Gilbreth's gang, working under teach-

ers on the new method, laid 350 an hour
to the man.
The work of the individual laborer has

been compared to the course of a runner.

A large business, and specially a manufac-
turing business, may be compared to a
football team. Not only must the indiv-

idual get the best out of his powers; but
he must correlate his efforts to that of his

fellows. Upward from scientific study of

individual effort to scientific study of com-
bined effort rose the experiments of these

apostles of efficiency. To run the thread

of practice through the web of theory in

such individual processes as steel-cutting,

taxed higher mathematics. To correlate

all these processes, in establishments in-

volving tw^enty or thirty operations, de-

manded every resource of scientific me-
thod. "Many of our ideas," says Taylor,

"we appropriated from some one else."

Business had already its systematizers and
its system experts. These methods, how-
ever, proceeded largely by rule of thumb;
they were the practical work of exception-

al men. In taking a hint from this sys-

tem expert and that, the experimenters
were careful always to reduce it to law,

to make it a formula, so that the ordinary
mind might profit by the discoveries of

the exceptional. Viewed in one light,

scientific method, whether applied to busi-

ness or to bacteriology, is nothing else

than that. Besides evolving thousands of

formulas and hundreds of law's, they
evolved the principle upon which produc-
tion, and perhaps distribution, must in

future proceed.

That principle is expressed in no one
phrase or formula; but here is a brief

statement of it: the workman does the
real work of industry. This sounds like

a platitude, and it is; but in a matter so
complex platitudes strike sometimes with
the force of discoveries. In the nature of

things, the actual worker, whether jour-
neyman or machine operative, is the un-
original part of the body industrial. He
who, by his imagination and his initiative,

is capable of introducing improvements
into the method of doing the work, usual-
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ly forces himself up from the ranks, leav-

ing his fellows to go along in the same
old way. These graduates of the trade

constitute the management. Hitherto,

the management has worked from above,

trying to stimulate the workman by
threats or incentives, but doing nothing

to help him solve his problems or improve
his methods. Under the new system, the

management is working from below, lift-

ing up the workman. The superior offi-

cers of the management are planning out

his work, co-ordinating it with the work of

others; the inferior ofhcers are standing

beside the workbench or the machine
teaching him "how to do it" on scientific

lines, and seeing that he obeys the teach-

ing. Under the old system one foreman
directed perhaps twenty workmen. Un-
der this system, one "teacher" helps every

four or five. Under these conditions, few-

er men, on a salary-roll increased slightly,

if at all, double, treble, and quadruple the

output. This is not "slave-driving." A
cardinal principle of scientific manage-
ment is to work the man within his per-

manent strength. It is not cutting the

wages of the workroom to increase the

salaries of the office. Regular increase of

wages, as a reward for applying the sys-

tem, is part of the plan.

"The results," says Louis D. Brandeis,

who has long applied the system to shoe

factories under his receivership, "are

magic." In one of the.se establishments.

seventy-five men and twenty teachers have
replaced one hundred men and five fore-

men—and they have multiplied the out-

put by two and a half. In the Tabor ma-
chine works at Philadelphia, which Tay-
lor uses as a kind of demonstration-room,
the manufacture of one highly specialized

machine formerly took eight months.
Now the Tabor workmen complete it in

six weeks. The profits have increased

enormously, the hours of labor remain the

same, and the average wage is thirty-three

per cent, higher. The system is highly
complicated; and the demand for young
engineers w^ho understand it exceeds the

.supply. It has failed here and there be-

cau.se the men who installed it were not

skilled enough. But wherever it has got

a foothold, it has given the same magical
result in multiplying product.

These are the essential facts, briefly

stated, about a new movement in Ameri-
can industry—rather, in w^orld-industry,

since France is already trying the system

and Germany is asking questions. Each
among several aspects of scientific man-
agement is worth a separate treatise; but
one has a social and political importance
so great that it cannot be slighted. That
is the workman's part in this new organi-

zation of industry. For if scientific man-
agement becomes the rule, labor and capi-

tal, the laborer and the capitalist, Social-

ism and Con.servatism, must shift front

and reach new adjustments of new issues.
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Gl.i:.\ ('.\Mri;i;i.I>, tli.- l.i.u, lanky

ut'.-ttTutT. who called a fellow niein-

l.or of rarliaineiU "a liar'' on the

floor of the llon.-e of Connnons last Fri-

day, did tlie very thino; that you would

rxpect hiin to do under the circumstances,

lie spoke ins mind, and Glen Campbell's

mind is not given to mumbling.
Another .M.P. had an attack of candour

recently, it was the good Major Beattie,

of London. It was candour within the

party lines. Major Beattie was suddenly
stricken with a paroxysm of disgust at the

conduct of one of the Conservative mem-
bers, lie rose and delivered him.^elf of

his judgment against that member. That,
too. was candour.

These two incidents are possibly the

outcome of a state of irritation in the
House. Is it not possible that the tempers
of tlie various gentlemen are getting ruf-

fled bv the liarrowing of the reciprocity
debate?

SIM-:AKL\G of Mr. Campbell and the
House of Commons brings to mind
another interesting figure in the

House—Captain Tom Wallace. It is not
po.ssible for any one who knows the
House of Commons to think of Glen
Campbell without thinking at the same
time of Tom Wallace, nor the other way
around.

Campbell is tall and thin and looselv
strung together. He has dark eyes and "a

black moustache. "Tom" is fair "as a
lily." compactly built, short for his girth
and a pretty .«olid ob.^tacle to run up
against at any time. "Glen" is older-look-
ing. "Tom" looks like a good-natured
boy. Glen wears a Stetson jauntily
even wickedly, on one corner of his head.
Tom—who wears a Stetson which Glen
brought down from the west for him spe-
cially this sc^^ion, wears his on the hack
of his head. In fact, these men are the
most unlike of any two men in the House

of Commons—unless, perhaps, you could

count Foster and Pug.sley as a clo.«c sec-

ond. They have just one thing in com-
mon—good humor.
You would never take them for M.P.'s.

They look more like two schoolboys drift-

ing through the corridors of the Commons,
looking for mischief. To look at them,
you would say that Glen Campbell origin-

ated all the mischief—the black mous-
tache, the "wicked" gleam in his off eye

—the long, rolling gait and the swing of

his hands. Tom, sort of puffing along be-

side him, looks the part of innocence,

looks as though he wouldn't steal an apple

if it was dangled under his nose and he
had a shingle hitched on behind. But
that's the deceit of the pair. They go
chuckling down the hall, concocting all

sorts of schemes, and it is Tom who thinks
them up, while Glen adds the sensational

features and the shooting irons, as it were.

To see the pair sitting in the back row of

the Tory side of the House, leaning over
towards one another and telling stories that

upset the dignity of half the people on
that side of the House — except Dav-ee
Henderson of Halton, who takes his jokes
by the clock—you would think that the

twain were a hindrance to the House and
unworthy to represent the constituencies

of Dauphin, Manitoba, and Centre York
respectively. But every once in a while
when the House goes into a Committee of

Supply, Glen Campbell is on deck watch-
ing for the things that affect his riding,

or Tom is poring over a blue book and
thinking up questions that will make
Hon. Bill Pugsley betray all his inward-
ness. When big questions are up they are
to be seen voting consistently side by each.

But when business is over and it is safe

to quit. Tom nods across to Glen. Glen
puts his Stetson on and Tom rolls a

cigarette, and they stroll out together to

l)lot a practical joke on Davy Henderson,
or to plan how to rob the pantry of the
Grand Union, where they room together.



THE BEST BOOK
i<

Marie-Claire "

WHEN you go to buy this odd little

yellow-bound book— at least my
copy is bound in yellow—called

MARIE-CLAIRE, the bookseller will tell

you that all Europe has been ''raving"

about it. If you borrow it from a friend

he will undoubtedly tell you the same
thing, and when you look on the paper
wrapper of the volume you will see

that for once the publisher's statements

and the statements of disinterested read-

ers, are in harmony. Even the publish-

ers cannot exaggerate the good things

which are being said of this book.
This, of course, does not mean that you

or I are bound to find it just as good.

Sometimes it is good not to be in the

fashion with the rest of the world when it

comes to approving or condemning a book,

as for instance in the case of "The Ros-
ary," that most successful piece of seven-

teen-year-old sentimental squash that we
have seen in a long time. But with
"Marie-Claire" it is perfectly safe to be
fashionable. One does not need to know
of Arnold Bennett's approval, nor of the

.approval of Paris, or London or anybody
else. Having read the book one feels sober-

ly grateful to it for the refreshment it has
given one and for the delicate way in

which it has cleared the cobwebs away
from some of the ideals we used to have
when we were children, but which have
been getting sadly soiled in the last few
years.

A French seamstress wrote it. Her
name is Marguerite Audoux. The book
is simply the story of her own life from
her very earliest childhood to the time
when she steps on board a train to come to

Paris. As Arnold Bennett says, it is "The
exquisite expression of a temperament—

a

divine accident." As somebody else says,

it is written with the "wistful tenderness

of a little child, it enthralls the imagina-
tion by the sheer force of personality and
sincerity." It won a prize from the French
literary high-brows as the best book of fic-

tion published in French during the year.

John Raphael has translated it into Eng-
lish. It is to the translation that this com-
ment refers.

It is not a problem novel. It is not

—

well, it is like no other book one has ever

read unless, in its simplicity, it might be
said to resemble some of the Bible stories.

It has the beauty of a straight line or a
perfect circle, or of a drop of water falling,

or snow flake. The man who reads it and
whose mind is open to see its beauty, can-

not but lay the book down—almost with
reverence. For it makes intelligible to the

masculine mind little things about women
that are not often understood. There is

S(!arcely any "sex interest" in it at all, and
yet it is not a Sir Galahad affair nor a St.

Agnes Eve reverie. There is no ranting

about "My strength being as the strength

of ten because my heart is," etc., and no
saintly repudiation of love with the usual

accompaniment of tears and martyrdom.
It is merely the story of a perfectly human
woman—not "brainy," not "stupid,"

merely lovely.

It starts with a little five-year-old girl

whose mother has just died. The father

is a drunkard. For a time he supports

the child, and her elder sister, with an
old French woman, la mere Cola5. La
mere Colas is poor and when the father

goes off and deserts the children she is

compelled to send them, in the bottom of

an old hay cart, to an orphanage conduct-

ed l)v the nuns.
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liie little iiirl
VL iiv." years of a>;o tiie little girl goc

into the institution and is separated from

her sister—not that that makes any diller-

emo, hut that is the end of the sister until

.she turns up, for a moment in the end of

the hook, a hard-facod woman, married

l(» a market gardener.

If any hut a genius were telling the

^((»rv you would not give two pins to know

wJiat 'follows. But Nfaiguerite Audoux

lias a way of telling the little things that

went on in the orphanage, that is fascin-

jiting. In her dormitory was a little

dwarf girl railed Ismerie, anotlier child

railed Renaud, a .•'ervant girl called some-

thing el.<e and the presiding nun. Each

Olio of the.-se has her little touch of charac-

Wv, pathetic or funny, or both.

Sister Gabriel Ic hiis a way of mixing the

salad for the children by plunging her

arms into the great stone jar in which it

wius made. She also kept a few birch

switches for tlie children. Then came
Sister Marie-Aimee, who was more clean

and more kind. Si.ster Marie-Aimee

took a fancy if) the five-year-old and dub-

bed her Marie-Claire, hence the name of

the book.

Sister Marie-Aimee has a sad little af-

fair with a new cure, nothing definite,

but she felt very badly when the cure died.

Then there was a big cripple girl "Col-

ette," who had a wonderful voice and who
wanted to be mended in order that she

might run away and find someone to

marry her. The innocence of the thing
is i)aramount. The little girls like Colette

because she is a cripple and because she
has a beautiful voice in which she smgs
to the children when they are at their

regular work of cracking nuts—which, by
the way, they are never allowed to eat^

—

and with which she joins in mass in the
chapel every day. Marie-Claire, with
eight other little or|)hans. decide to pray
for the recovery of Colette. They pray
for nine days and during that tirne Col-
ette fitsts. On the ninth day, being com-
munion, .<he goes to the altar, and in her
faith, liands her crutch to the little girls

to take away, so confident is she that
when .«he rises from her knees she will be
able to walk. But when she finally tries—you have the end of this little convent
tragedy. She cannot walk.

But to try and tell these things about
the lionk is not fair to the book. It is pre-

sumptuous on our part becau.se it is lial)le

to i)rejudice the reader against the story.

"The origins of this extraordinary

book," says Mr, Arnold Bennett in his in-

troduction to it, "are sufficiently curious

and interesting to be dealt with in detail.

They go back to some ten years ago, when

the author, after the rustic adventures

which she describes in the following pages,

had definitely settled in Paris as a work-

ing .semp.stress. The existence of a work-

ing sempstress in Paris, as elsewhere, is

very hard; it usually means eleven hours'

clo.se application a day, six full days a

week, at half a crowm a day. But already

Marguerite Audoux's defective eyesight

was causing anxiety, and upsetting the

regularity of her work, so that in the

evenings she was often less fatigued than

a sempstress generally is. She wanted dis-

traction, and she found it in the realiza-

tion of an old desire to write. She wrote,

not because she could find nothing else to

fio, but becau.se at last the chance of writ-

ing had come. That she had always lov-

ea reading is plain from certain incidents

i:i this present book : her opportunities for

reading, however, had been limited. She
now began, in a tentative and perhaps de-

.sultory fashion, to set down her youthful

reminiscences. About this time she be-

came acquainted, through one of its mem-
bers, and by one of those hazards of des-

tiny which too rarely diversify the dull

industrial life of a city, with a circle of

young literary men, of w^hom possibly the

most important was the regretted Charles

Louis Philippe, author of "Bubu de Mont-
[)arna.sse," and other novels wdiich have a

genuine reputation among the chosen

people who know the difference between

literature and its counterfeit. This circle

of friends used to meet at Philippe's flat.

It included a number of talented writers,

among whom I should mention MM. lehl

(the author of "Cauet"), Francis Jour-

dain, Paul Fargue, Larbaud, Chanvin,
Marcel Ray, and Regis Gignoux (the lit-

erary and dramatic critic). Marguerite
Audoux was not introduced as a literary

prodigy. Nobody, indeed, was aw-are that

she wTote. She came on her merits as an
individuality, and she took her place be-

side sveral other women who, like herself,

had no literary pretensions. I am told by
one of the intimates of the fellowship that

the impression she made was profound.
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And the fact is indubitable that her
friends are at least as enthusiastic about
her individuality as about this book which
she has written. She was a little over

thirty, and very pretty, with an agreeable

voice. The sobriety of her charm, the

clear depth of her emotional faculty, and
the breadth of her gentle interest in hum-
an nature handsomely conquered the en-

tire fellowship. The working sempstress

was sincerely esteemed by some of the

brightest masculine intellects in Paris.

'This admiring appreciation naturally

encouraged her to speak a little of herself.

And one evening she confessed that she,

too, had been trying to write. On another
evening she brought some sheets of manu-
script—the draft of the early chapters of

"Marie-Claire"—and read them aloud.

She read, I am told, very well. The re-

ception was enthusiastic. One can imag-
ine the ecstatic fervor of these young men,
startled by the apparition of such a shin-

ing talent. She must continue the writ-

ing of her book, but in the meantime she
must produce some short stories and
sketches for the daily papers! Her gift

must be presented to the public instantly!

She followed the advice thus urgently of-

fered, and several members of the circle

(in particular Regis Gignoux and Marcel
Ray) gave themselves up to the business

of placing the stories and sketches ; Marcel
Ray devoted whole days to the effort, ob-

taining special leave from his own duties

in order to do so. In the result several

stories and sketches appeared in the

Matin, Paris Journal (respectively the

least and the most literary of Paris morn-
ing papers), and other organs. These
stories, and sketches, by the way, were re-

published in a small volume, some time
before "Marie-Claire," and attracted no
general attention whatever.

"Meanwhile the more important work
proceeded, slowly; and was at length fin-

ished. Its composition stretched over a

period of six years. Marguerite Audoux
never hurried or fatigued herself, and
though she re-wrote many passages several

times, she did not carry this revision to

the meticulous excess which is the ruin of

so many ardent literary beginners in

France. The trite phrase, "written with

blood and tears," does not in the least ap-

ply here. A native wisdom has invariably

saved Marguerite Audoux from the dan-

gerous extreme. In his preface to the ori-

ginal French edition, M. Octave Mirbeau
appositely points out that Philippe and
her other friends abstained from giving
purely literary advice to the authoress as

her book grew and was read aloud. With
the insight of artists they perceived that

hers was a talent which must be strictly

let alone. But Parisian rumor has alleg-

ed, not merely that she was advised, but -

that she was actually helped in the writ-

ing by her admirers. The rumor is worse
than false—it is silly. Every paragraph
01 the work bears the unmistakable and
inimitable work of one individuality.

And among the friends of Marguerite
Audoux, even the most gifted, there is

none who could possibly have composed
any of the passages which have been

singled out as being beyond the accomp-
lishment of a working sempstress. The
whole work and every part of the work is

the unassisted and untutored production

of its author. This statement cannot be

too clearly and positively made. Doubt-
less the spelling was drastically corrected

by the proof-readers; but to have one's,

spelling drastically corrected is an experi-

ence which occurs to nearly all women
writers, and to a few male writers.

The book completed, the question of its

proper flotation arose. I use the word
"flotation" with intent. Although Mar-
guerite Audoux had originally no thought
of publishing, her friends were firmly

bent not simply on publishing, but on

publishing with the maximum of eclat. A
great name was necessary to the success of

the enterprise, a name which, while keep-

ing the sympathy of the artists, would im-

pose itself on the crowd. Francis Jour-

dain knew Octave Mirbeau. And Octave

Mirbeau, by virtue of his feverish artistie

and moral enthusia.sm, of his notorious

generosity, and of his enormous vogue^

was obviously the heaven-appointed man.
Francis Jourdain went to Octave Mirbeau
and offered him the privilege of floating

"Marie-Claire" on the literary market of

Paris. Octave Mirbeau accepted, and he

went to work on the business as he goes

to work on all his business; that is to

say, with flames and lightnings. For
some time Octave Mirbeau lived for noth-

ing but "Marie-Claire." The result has

been vastly creditable to him. "Marie-

Claire" was finally launched in splendour.
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Its pullj liiwl l)een i)re|)aro<l uidi really

rt'iiiarkul.lo skill in the Press and in tho

worl.i, uud it was an exceediii^My l.rilliaut

sufc(v<«^ from the start. It ran a triumphant

course as a serial in one of the "great re-

views," an«l within a few weeks of its pub-

lication as a book thirty thousand copies

had hwn sold. The sale continues more

Hctivoly than ever. Marguerite Audoux
lives precisely lus she lived before. She is

writing a further instalment of her pseu-

donymous autobiography, and there is no
apparent reason why this new instalment

should not be even better than the first.

"Such is the story of the book,

"My task is not to criticise the work. I

will only say this. In my opinion it ia

Highly distinguished of its kind (the sec-

ond part in particular is full of marvel-

lous beauty) ; but it must be accepted for

what it is. It makes no sort of pretence to

display those constructive and inventive

artifices which are indispensable to a great

masterpiece of impersonal fiction. It is

not fiction. It is the exquisite expression

of a temperament. It is a divine acci-

dent."

SMOKING ROOM STORIES
That Nova Scotia, down by the sea, can

buiiit of two R. L. Bordens was amply
demonstrated during the federal cam-
paign of 1008. A few days before the

election of that year there reached Digby
on a belated train from the interior of

the province a commercial man bearing
Uie same name as the leader of His Maj-
esty's upj>osition at Ottawa. He was bound
for Montreal, and, owing to the delay,
would not roach St. John until some time
after the departure of the train for Mont-
real, lie wjLs very anxious to reach that
•city the following day. A happy thought
struck hini. and he sent the following
telegram from Digby to the C.P.R. auth-
brilies at St. John:—"Am delayed at

Prince Rupert. Very anxious to reach
Muulrwd in the morning. Is it possible

to hold train?" Thinking the telegram
came from the Conservative leader the
train wjls held, much to the annoyance
of the piLs.songeis. She pulled out of the
Union depot fifty minutes late, and on
her wa.s K. L. Borden, but not R. L.
Bordm, the leader of Hi? Majesty's op-
position at Ottawa.
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^ Mj^or Crosby, Halifax, now M.P.,

Willi R. L. Bonleu as his running mate,
has a quick wit. which he turned loose
ipon I.'-Col, Hugh Clark, M.P.P. for

Centre Bruce, not long ago. It was in the

Commons dining-room at Ottawa on St.

Andrew's night. The Prince Edward Is-

land members gave an oyster supper that

night. There was only one toast, but it

was responded to by one man from each
province. The Colonel, replying for On-
tario, referred to the grace with which
Scotchmen will make and take jokes level-

led at themselves. "They are so sure of

their position," he said, "that they can
stand for jokes at their own expense."

Replying for Nova Scotia, Mr. Crosby
referred to these remarks, and said, amid
laughter, in which none joined more
heartily than Col. Clark himself, that "a
joke is about the only thing a Scotchman
will stand for at his own expense."

"Go's the lady standin' at your door, Bill?"

"Garn! Oo'er yer settin at? That's me muvver"
—Tatler










